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Cell Biology: Membrane structure and function
DEFINITION OF INTERCALATED CELL SuBTYPES IN RAT
COLLECTING DUCT USING ANTIBODIES AGAINST ERYTHROID
BAND 3 AND RENAL VACUOLAR HATPase. S. L. Aloer, S.
Gluck, H. F. Lodish* and D. Brown. Renal Unit, Beth Israel
Hosp., Whitehead Inst., Renal Unit, Mass. Gen. Hosp.,
Boston, MA and Washington University and Renal Division,
Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, MO.
The cellular distribution of the kidney form of the
erythroid band 3 C1/HCO3- exchanger and the kidney
vacuolar HATPase was examined in rat kidney collecting
duct by immunocytochemical staining of adjacent semithin
sections. Polyclonal antipeptide antibodies directed against
three distinct regions of murine erythroid band 3 gave a
similar pattern of basolateral labeling. In the medullary
collecting duct (MCD), all intercalated cells were labeled,
but in the cortical collecting duct and connecting segment
(CCD), band 3 labeling was restricted to a subpopulation of
intercalated cells. In the MCD, all intercalated cells with
basolateral membrane band 3 also displayed apical
membrane HATPase. In the CCI), 54% of intercolatad
cells had apical HATPase and basolateral band 3. Cells
that had either basolateral or diffuse cytoplasn- ic staining
for HATPase were all band 3-negative, and accv,.inted for
48% of the intercalated cells. In addition, occasi)nal
irtetcalaled cells with apical HATPase app.ared to lack
basolateral band 3. These r9su.ts domnstraIe the
coexpression of H+ATPase and bane 3 in opposite plasma
membrane domains of a subpopulation of intercaated cells
that are probably the acid-secreting A-cells. All other
intercalated cells were band 3-negative. These cells
probably are, or at least include, the bicarbonate-
secreting B-cells.
MEMBRANE HETEROGENEITY OF THE GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL
CELL. Masaaki Arakawa,* Shinichi Nishi,* Takao
Saito,* Sojiro Ogino,* and Yuichiro Maruyama*
(intr. by F. Marumo). Niigata Univ. Ned. School,
Dept. of Med. (II), Niigata, Japan.
The glomerular epithellal cell (GEC) has
abundant glycocalyx on its luminal surface. But
scarecely known about the basal surface glycocalyx.
We studied the whole surface glycocalyx components
by using phosphotangustic acid chrome (PTA—Cr)
stain and enzyme digestive methods under the
electron microscope. We also investigated the
distribution of membrame cholesterol by digitonin
decoration methods. Control Sprague—Dawley and
Puroiuycin Aminonucleoside (PAN) nephrosis rats
were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and embedded
in glycolmethacrylate, The ultrathin sections
were stained with PAT—Cr. The whole GEC surface
glycocalyx became visible well. Then, before
staining, the sections were treated with hyaluro—
nidase, neuraminidase, heparitinase and chondroi—
tinase ABC. The luminal surface stain decreased
after treated with hyaluronidase, neuraminidase
and heparitinase. However, the basal surface
stain decreased only after chondroitinase ABC
treatment. This heterogeneity was seen in both
control and PAN nephrosis rats. For the study of
membrane cholesterol, rats were fixed with the
mixture of digitonin and fixatives and embedded in
Epon 812. In control rats the foot process surface
was decorated markedly with digitonin—cholesterol
complex crystals, but the basal surface not. In
PAN nephrosis rats, both luminal and basal surfaces
were not decorated well. This membrane hetero-
geneity may be related to GEC attachment to
negative charged CBM and the morphological trans-
formation, i.e. loss of foot processes.
IN VITRO CHOLESTEROL (Chol) MODULATES
RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM) FLU-
IDITY AND PHOSPHATE (P1) TRANSPORT. .
aLLr., P. Wllson*, and M. Levi. VAMC,
U.T. Southwestern Med. Ctr., Dallas, TX.
Recent studies with dIetary P1 re-
strIction and with aging Indicate a
strong Inverse correlation between BBM
Chol content and BBM fluidity and P1
transport. To del-ermine whether Chol
directly modulates BBM fluidity and P1
transport, BBM Isolated from rat super-
flcial cortex were Incubated In vitro
with Chol. An 18% Increase In BBM ChoI
content caused a marked decrease In BBM
fluidity, I.e. Increase In the fluor-
escence anisotropy of diphenyihexa—
trlene, (rDpH, 0.240 vs 0.219 In Con-
trol, p<.O1), and a marked decrease In
the Initial rate of Na—PI col-ransport
activity (720 vs 1994 pmole/mg/Ssec In
Control, p<.O1), which is caused by a
decrease In Vmax (1586 vs 4449
pmole/mg/Ssec In Control, p<.Ol), and no
change In Km (126 vs 136 uM In Control,
pNS). Chol had a similar effect to de-
crease fluidity and P1 transport In BBM
isolated from the Juxi-amedullary cor-
tex. Furthermore, In BBM Isolated from
rats fed a low P1 dIet, Chol reversed
the adaptive Increases In BBM fluidity
and Na—Pi cotransport activity. The
results therefore Indicate that Chol is
a direct and important modulator of BBM
fluidity and Na—Pi cotransport activIty.
LIGHT CHAIN (LC) BINDING SITES ON HUMAN RENAL
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANES (BBM). V. Batuman, A.
Dreisbach,* J. Cyran.* VA Medical Center,
East Orange, NJ and UMDNJ—N3 Medical School,
Newark, NJ.
We previously demonstrated specific binding
of human 125—I LC to rat renal BBM. We now pre-
sent data on 125—I LC binding to Ilunan kidney
BBM prepared from the nephrectomy specimen of a
patient who underwent surgery for renal cell
carcinoma. A monomeric kappa LC isolated from
the urine of a patient with IgC myelocna was used
in these experiments. Binding assays were done
in triplicate with 1 nM 125—I LC and increasing
amounts of unlabelled LC (from 0.025 to 2.4 mM)
and 0.1 mg/mI BBM protein in the medium. Scat—
chard analysis of data using the Ligand program
revealed a Kd of 286 uM, Baax of 171 uM at 37°C
and Hill coefficient of 1.05. Specific binding
defined as 125—I LC bound in the absence of com-
peting liqand mirius the amount bound in the
presence of 2.4 mM excess LC was 79%. Binding
parameters of the same LC to rat kidney BBM (N
3) were similar to human kidney BBM binding with
a Kd of 248 * 51 uM (mean * SEM), &nex of 25.4 *
1.6 uM, Hill coefficient of 1.00 * 0.01 and a
specific binding of 77 * 1.5% at 37°C. These
data reveal tte presence of a single class of
low affinity, high capacity arid non—cooperative
specific binding sites on human kidney proximal
tthule BBM for immunoglobulin LC. These sites
share similar properties with those we previous-
ly observed on rat kidney BBM for the same class
of ligand. [C binding sites may function as
endocytotic receptors for tular reabsorption
of filtered LC.
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I4ECH?NISM OF PROII4Z4INE ACTION IN INDUCTION OF
TIGWP JUNCTION FORMATION IN NECTtJRUS GALLBLADDER.
Catl T. Bsntzel and Susan Richards*. Dept. of
Medicine, School of Medicine, East Cerolina
University Geenville NC.
When protamine sulfate is applied to the
mucosal surface of Necturus gallbladder mounted in
a Ussing Chamber, transepithelial resistance
doubles within 12 minutes. This decrease in
electrical conductance is reversible and is
associated with a change in tight junctional
morphology cnaracterized by an increase in number
of intramembranous strands leading to increased
inctional depth.
We have now examined the mechanism of this
effect. We find no effect on epithelial cell cN4P
concerttration, whereas methylisobutyixanthine
increases cAMP concentration 2 fold in 5 mm and 3
fold in 30—40 minutes.
When the mucosal bath is rendered virtually
Ca-free with 2mM EGTA, the protamine electrical
ceaponse is reduced by shout 50%. Prostaglandin
E1 and E2 (l0-10M) and cytochalasin B
l0M) reduce the response but not to the same
extPTit. The strong positive charge carried by
protamine (p1>10) may be necessary but not
sufficient for the response since the protamine
effect can be ablated by SO4, and is not
elicited by poly-l-lysine.
We conclude that protamine Interacts with the
apical cell membrane and initiates a complex
series of cytoplasmic events involving Ca2
entry, and modulation by prostaglandins and the
cytoskeleton eventually leading to insertion of
new fibrils into the tight junctional membrane
domain.
CURRENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NA/GLUCOSE
COTRANSPORTER CLONED FROM RABBIT INTESTINE. B.
Birnir,*D.D.F. Loo' H.S. Lee M.J. Coady' M.A.
Hediger and E.M. Wright. Dept. of Physiolcgy,
UCLA School of Medicine, ts Angeles, Ca. 90024.
Injection of RNA prepared from clone pMC424
into Xenopus laevis oocyte resulted in expression
of the intestinal Na —dependent glucose
cotransporter (Hedi,ger, Coady, Ikeda & Wright,
Nature 330:379—381, 1987). We measured the
currents associated with the cotransporter using
the two-microelectrode voltage clamp technique.
Four days after injection, addition of 500 uM
glcose to the bathing medium containing 100 mM
ta resulted in a depolarization of 25 uW,and an
inward current associated with a 9% increase in
conductance. The absolute value of the depolariza-
tion and the conductance increase depends on the
number of transporters expressed in the oocyte
membrane. Current—voltage relations were obtained
from the difference in the current in the presence
and absence o glucose. Current activation
depended on [Na ), tgucose] and membrane voltage.When glucose and Na concentrations were kept
constant, the current increased with hyper—
polarizing potentials until a saturation level was
reached. At a constant membrane potential, the
currents exhibited Michaelis Menten behavior. At
a holding potential of —90 my, the K, for glucose
was approximately 50 uM at 100 mM NaC1, and the Km
for Na was 11 mM at 500 uM glucose. The current
were abolished by phiorizin. The magnitude of the
currents evoked by 1 mM D-glucose, alpha—methyl—D—glucopyranoside or D—galactose were similar,
whereas L-.qlucose, 3—O—methyl--D—glucoside, or
mannitol did not induce ary measurable current.
we conclude that the Na dependent glucose
transporter is indeed electrogenic. The results
are in general agreement with glucose transportstudies carried out on the rabbit intestinal
epithelium and on brush border membrane vesicles.
INSULIN-LiKE GROWTH FACTOR 1 (IGF1) AND INSULIN
RECEPTORS IN TOAD URINARY BLADDERS (TUB).
B. Blazer_Yost,* H. Cox, and R. Furlanetto.*
V.A. Med. Cntr. & Univ. Pa. Sch. Med., Phila. PA
The urinary bladder of the toad, Bufo
marinus, is a well characterized in vitro m1
of the mammalian distal nephron. Nanomolar
concentrations of both IGF1 and insulin stimulate
net mucoa1 to serosal Na+ flux in TUB. The
present studies were designed to determine
whether: 1) both IGF1 and insulin receptors exist
in TUB; 2) ligand-receptor binding affinities
correlate with the natriferic dose—response
relationships of the two peptides and; 3) the
hormone-binding subunits of the TUB receptors are
similar to those of the corresponding human
placental receptors. Equilibrium binding assays
using radio-iodinated peptides demonstrated the
presence of distinct IGF1 and insulin receptors
in TUB (halt maximal binding of 3-lOnM). The
binding affinities indicate that each peptide
mediates its natriferic effect by interacting
with a distinct receptor. Covalent crosslinking
(disuccinimidyl suberate) of the iodinated
peptides to their specific receptors, followed by
electrophoretic analysis (reduced SOS--PAGE),
showed that the apparent molecular weights of the
TUB hormone—binding recept or subunits are 5—lOkDa
less than those of the corresponding placental
receptor subunits. Thus, the TUB contains 1GFI
and insulin receptors with peptide binding
affinities and molecular weights that are very
similar to those of their mammalian counterparts.
Furthermore, ligand binding to IGF1 and insulin
receptors appears to initiate transcellular Ns
flux in this model "high-resistance" renal
epi theliurn.
MYO-INOSITOL INFLUX AND EFFLUX ARE ACTIVATED BY SODIUM
IN THE RAT PROXIMAL TUBULE. R. Bloom. J. Rothrock,* and
J. Dominguez, Dept. of Med. md. U. School of Med. and V.A. Med.
Ctr., lndpls., IN.
Myo-inositol (Ml) Is actively reabsorbed by the rat proximal
tubule (PT). Since MI is vital to signal transduction and
membrane structure information on the mechanisms that govern
renal Ml transport are critical to the understanding of MI
homeostasis in the PT. We studied the role of extracellular (Na0)
and intracellular (Na1) sodium on Ml influx and efflux in rat PT.
We found that Ml influx was dependent on Na0. In PT at 30 sec.,
isosmotic restitution of Na0 from low to normal (15 to 150 mM),
increased influx from 32±8 to 51±18 pmoles/mg prot (mean
S.D., n = 9, p<O.05), At 8 minutes, Ml influx measured 239
55 and 559 99 for 15 mM and 150 mM Na0 respectively, p
<0.01. MI influx at 15 mM Na0 did not saturate, whereas at 150
mM Na0 saturation occurred at 8 minutes. Influx values at
1,2,3,5, and 10 minutes confirmed the activation by Na0, p
<0.01. We also studied N%-dependent influx kinetics at 60
seconds in PT. We documented an approximate Km of 117 pM and
Vmax of 51 pmotes/mg proteinlminute. Since the Ml carrier
may be bidirectional, we tested the role of Nai MI efflux in PT.
We measured Ml efflux as the fractional efflux ratio
(experimental/control) of MI in PT (FER Ml). Initially,
experimental and control PT were both exposed to 15 mM Na0,
FER MI = 1.01 0.08. We then added 1 mM ouabain (OU) to both
and FER was 0.92 0.11. While both groups were exposed to
OU, Na1 was allowed to accumulate only in the experimental
group by restoring Na0 to 150 mM. Na1 accumulation increased
FER MI to 1.97 0.13, p < 0.05, n 3. We conclude that Na
activates Ml influx and efflux in PT. Hence, Ml net influx (influx
efflux) may be directly proportional to the gradient Na0 >
Na1 in PT. We suggest that in diseases which may be associated
with high Na1, such as diabetes mellltus, Ml efflux may be
increased and thus, Ml net influx decreased In PT.
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ORGANIC OSMOLYTE ACCUMULATION IN MUCK CELLS:
DIFFERENTIAL REGULATION OF POLYOLS.
R.M. Brenner,* CW Heilig,* CN Serhan,* SR Guflans.
Renal and Heinatol. Div., Brigham and Women's 11osp.
and Narvard Medical Sch., Boston, MA.
MUCK cells are known to accumulate methylamines
[e.g., glycerophosphoryicholine (GPC)] and
myo—inositol but not sorbitol in response to
elevated medium NaC1. Since high glucose levels
are known to promote sorbitol accumulation in
other tissues we compared the response of the
MUCK cell to high concentrations of Ned or
glucose. MUCK cells were grown to confluence (5
days) in Dulbecco's—Modified Eagle Medium with
10% FBS (DMEM). At confluence, cells were
exposed for 24 hours to either DNEM (Control),
DMEM + 150 mM NaC1 (+ NaC1), or DMEM + 300 mM
glucose (+ Glucose). GPC, myo—inositol, and
sorbitol were identified by 1R NMR and quantified
by biochemical assays of perchloric acid
extracts.
Control + NaCl + Glucose
GPC 21±7 54±10* 165±20*
myo—Inositol 102±22 270±37* 107±19
Sorbitol < 10 < 10 130±23*
(nmol/mg protein; *p <0.05 vs. Control)
In comparison to control cells, + NaCl and
+ Glucose cells exhibited significantly higher
GPC contents. Whereas myo—inositol was increased
in the + NaCl cells it was unchanged in the
+ Glucose cells. Furthermore, sorbitol was
increased only in the + Glucose cells. Therefore,
glucose like NaCl promotes an increase in both
methylamine and polyol contents. However, under
similar hyperosmotic conditions, different
polyols can be accumulated by MUCK cells
indicating differential regulation of osmolytes.
ALTERNATIVE 5' EXON SPLICING OF THE PRINCIPAL KIDNEY
BAND 3 SSNA PREDICTS A PROTEIN WHICH DIFFERS FROM
ERYTHROID MIlD 3 AT ITS AMINO TERMINUS. Frank
Brosius III, Harvey F. Lodtsh,5 Seth L. Atper.
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA, and Whitehead
Institute for Biomedical Reseas-ch, Cambridge, MA.
Multiple tines of evidence suggest that the
basoleteral anion transporter of coLlecting duct
alpha-intercalated celLs is highly similar, but not
identical, to the erythrocyte anion transporter,
Band 3 (EB3). In order to detsrmin. the specific
differences between the Intercalated celL anion
transporter ("kiehey Band 3" (K833), and EB3, we
have cloned, partialLy sequenced, and restriction
mapped several KB3 cOMA's (non, of which were fuLl-
length>. We have shown that the 3'-most 4.0 kb of
the ca. 4.2 kb KB3 aSNA is identical to the cor-
responding portion of the cc. 4.5 kb EB3 II*NA,
extending from mld-exon 6 through the 3' terminal
exon 20 of the Band 3 gene. SI nucLease end
Northern blot analyses indicate that the major
Imirine K83 JISNA contains aLt of exon 4 but lacks the
first three •xons of E83. This predicts a K83
protein which lacks at (east the first 45 amino
acids of EB3. Northern blots further indicate that
the principal K83 transcript(s) In rat also lack
exons 1-3 and suggest the presence of minor K83
nSNAs in both species which encode exons 1-3.
Primer extension analyses with different primers
suggest that cap sites for the major surine KB3
transcript(s) are sItuated 40 to 200 bp upstream
from the 5' end of exon 4. Thus, umjrine and rat KB3
proteins likely differ from EB3 at their amino
termini because of alternative 5' exon splicing of
the most abtx,dant transcripts of the Band 3 gene.
This indicates the use of alternativ. and probabLy
tissue-specific promoters.
LOCALIZATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF ENDOSOMES
CONTAINING WATER CHANNELS IN THE BRATrLEBORO RAT. D.
Brawn. W. I. Lencer', A. S. Verkman, P.Weyer" and D. A.
Ausiello. Renal Unit, Mass. General Hospital, Boston and
Cardiovascular Research Unit, UCSF, San Francisco.
The antidiuretic action of vasopressin in the renal collecting
duct is believed to be mediated by the cycling of water
channels between the apical membrane and the endosomal
compartment. We recently confirmed this hypothesis by
showing that water channels are present in endocytic vesicles
isolated from collecting ducts of vasopressin-treated
Brattleboro rats (Nature, 333: 268-269, 1988). In the
present study, we localized these endosomes in semi-thin
sections of fixed, frozen kidney medulla from animals infused
intravenously with FITC-dextran. Principal cells from
untreated Brattleboro rats contained few fluorescent vesicles,
and the number of labeled vesicles was markedly increased by
vasopressin treatment. In contrast, vasopressin had no effect
on the endocytosis of FITC-dextran into intercalated cells,
which internalized large amounts of the fluorophore.
Fluorescent vesicles were concentrated in the subapical pole
of both cell types. This method permits the same fluorescent
probe to be used for correlative morphological and functional
studies on endocytosed vesicles. Endosomes from the lower
two-thirds of the papilla (in which intercalated cells are not
found) were Isolated and assayed for osmotic water and ATP-
dependent proton transport. These vesicles had an Osmotic
water permeability coefficient of 0.03 cm/sec at 23 °C and
no measurable HATPase activity. These results indicate that
vasopressin-induced endosomes, derived from the apical
membrane of principle cells, contain water channels but do
not contain an HATPase. The data are consistent with the
hypothesis that water channels are shuttled through the
apical cytoplasm in veslcles that are not involved in
degradative pathways.
GLUCOSE METABOLISM AND BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE (BBM) LIPID COMPOSITION IN RENAL
PROXIMAL TUBULE. A. Capparelli*, O.D. Jo
and N. Yanagawa, Neph. Div., Sepulveda
VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med. Los Angeles, CA.
We have previously reported that stimu-
lation of glucose metabolism through
pentose cycle (PC) in renal proximal
tubule (PT) by insulin (I) or phenazine
methosulfate (PM) increased, while inhi-.
bition of PC by 2—deoxyglucose (DC) or 6—
aminonicotinamide (AN) suppressed, BBM
phosphate transport (Kidney Int. 29:161,
1986). Since BBM lipid composition is
known to affect its phosphate transport
and PC may interact with cellular lipid
metabolism, we have examined the possible
effect of PC on BUM lipid composition.
Purified PT were isolated from rabbit
kidneys and incubated with I (10 uU/ml),
PM (10 uM), DG (10 mM) or AN (100 uM) for
thirty minutes prior to isolation of brush
border membrane (BBM) vesicles. Contents
of cholesterol (C) and phospholipid (P) in
BUM were measured by gas chromatography
and organic phosphate assay, respectively,
and C/P ratio were obtained as following
(n=3)
Cont. I PM DC AN
0.62 0.54 0.56 0.71 0.70
+0.04 +0.01
The C/P ratio in PT homogenate showed
changes parallelling those in BBM. These
results suggest that PC affects lipid
metabolism in PT and may modulate BBM
transport through lipid modification.
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DOPAMINE STD&LATION CF cAt'F PRODUCTION IN
CU..TURED OPOSSUM KIDNEY (OK) CELLS. L. Cheng,
P. Precht, C.T. Liang, D. Frank and B.
Sacktor. (intr. by D. Spector) CRC, NIA,
NIH, Baltimore, tl 21224
Dopamine (DA) receptor has been identified
in kidney. However, the direct effect of
dopamine on renal tubular function remains
controversial. To determine the existence and
function of DA receptor in proximal tubule of
kidney, we studied the effect of dopamine
receptor agonists and antagonists on cAI'P
production In cultured OK cells which display
proximal tubule cell like properties. The
stimulation of cAP by DA is dose dependent.
In the presence of IBMX, a significant
increase in cAP production was seen at lO' N
DA. Maximal stimulation occurred at iO M
DA. DA (icr5 N) caused a 25—30 fold increase
in cAP production as coepared to basal
values (76.4±12.1 vs 2.7±0.3 pmol/dish). D1
agonist, SKF 82526, also stimulated cAP
production, whereas D2 agonist, Ly 171555, had
little effect. The DA and SKF 82526 stimu-.
lated cAP production were inhibited by
DA1 antagonist, SCM 23390. SCM 23390 (1O° N)
inhibited DA (iO N) stimulated cAP
production by about 70%. In contrast, D2
antagonist, spiperone had no inhibitory
effect. In addition, a or B adrenergic
antagonist had no effect on DA or SKF 82526
stimulated cAP. These results demonstrated
that activation of DA1 receptor can stimulate
cAP production. These findings also
indirectly showed the existence of
DA1 receptor in OK cells.
IONIC CURRENTS INDUCED BY STRETCH IN CULTURED
MESANGIAL CELLS. William Craelius*, Nabil
E1_Sherif*, Ira Kurtz and Carlos E. Palant*, Depts
of Medicine, VAMC and SUNY Health Science Ctr. at
Brooklyn, NY and UCLA School of Medicine, Los
Angeles, CA.
The behavior of stretch—activated ion channels
(SACs) was examined in cultured mesangial cells
(MCs) (provided by Dr. Sharon Adler). Cell
membranes were stretched by applying suction (0—40
mm Hg) to recording patch clamp pipets. Ion
channels opened in response to stretch, as
illustrated below:
Patches usually contained > 3 SACs as indicated
by multiple simultaneous openings (above patch
contained 3 SACs). Open probabilities were
directly related to suction level, being 0 at
suctions < 10 mm Hg, and rising to 1 at suctions
> 30 mm Hg. SACs activation did not exhibit
voltage dependence but current amplitudes varied
ohmically at negative voltages and rectified at
positive voltages. Reversal potentials of SACs in
different electrode solutions averaged —11.5 mV±7
(150 sf4 KC1) (n12), —11.6 mV±7 (150 mM NaCl)
(n=7). Cónductances averaged 53 picoSiemens (n=19)
Substituting Choline for K+ or Na+ abolished
inward currents and with BaC12, 110 mM (n=1O), no
SACs were seen. These results indicate that SACs
are permeable to K+ and Na+ and may represent
a cellular reflex whereby MC8 sense and respond
to changes in glomerular capillary pressure.
PHOSPHATE DEPLETION ALTERS THE PHOSPHOLIPID
COMPOSITION OF RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANES.
Dabbagh S, Wong C,* Epley M,* Diven W,* Falsetti
G,* Kocochis S,* Ellis D. Dept of Pediatrics,
Children's Hospital, Pgh, PA.
Phosphate (P) depletion, irrespective of vita—
nm D status, was shown to induce a taurinuria
which manifests at the renal brush border mem-
brane (BBN) and is characterized by decreased
affinity of the syluport and reduced peak of the
overshoot of uptake by BBM vesicles. To study the
effect of P depletion on membrane phospholipid
(PL) composition, BBMV were prepared from animals
fed the following diets for 5 weeks: 1) CON (0.7%
P. 2.5ig% vit.D); 2) DP (0.1% P. 0 vit.D);
3) D+P (0.1% P, 2.Siig% vit.D); 4) DP+ (0.7% P,
0 vit.D). A group of rats fed DP were supple-
mented with 600 pmoles of calcitriol 14 hours
prior to sacrifice.
There was a 40+10% reduction in phosphatidyl—
eththanolamine (PE), phosphatidylcholine (PC) and
sphingoiuyelin contents of BEN in all the diets
(p<O.Ol). Total PL content was not affected.
There was a 15% increase in palmitic acid and a
15±3% decrease in oleic, stearic and linoleic
acids in the PC fraction in all diets (p<O.O5).
DP produced similar fatty acid changes in the
PE and P1 fractions. Acute supplementation with
calcitriol normalized stearic acid but didn't
affect PL content or the other fatty acids. There
were significant correlations (p<O.O5) between PC
content and peak of the overshoot of taurine up-
take (r0.471), urinary taurine (r=O.429), plasma
P (r=O.679) and 25(OH)D levels (r0.528).
Thus P depletion induces changes in PL and
fatty acid content of BBM which may be responsi-
ble for the tubulopathy described earlier.
GENERATION OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES (MAB)
TO MEMBRANE PROTEINS OF GLOMERULAR
PODOCYTES AND ENDOTHELIAL CELLS. G. Dekan',
M. G. Fa,uhar, and A. Miettinen'. Dept. of Cell Biology, Yale
Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, CT and Dept. of
Bacteriology & Immunology, Univ. of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland.
We generated MAB to membrane proteins of podocytes
and endothelial cells in order to identify new epithelial and
endothelial membrane proteins and to study the possible role of
the corresponding antigens (AG) in the formation of glomerular
immune deposits (ID).
Detergent extracts of isolated glomeruli were subjected to
Triton X-1 14 phase separation, the resultant detergent and
aqueous phases were used to immunize mice, and MAB were
prepared by standard techniques. The specificities of the lgGs
were determined by immunoblotting on glomerular extracts
and/or by immunoprecipitation performed on 1125l1-labeled
glomerular or 35Sj cysteine-labeled renal cortical extracts. The
corresponding antigens were localized by immunofluorescence,
immunoperoxidase, and immunogold labeling. Several of the
MAB recognized known glomerular proteins (podocalyxin,
gp330). Others recognized novel epithelial and/or endothelial
membrane proteins as follows:
MAB Type Glomerulus Prox. Peritubular AG
EpI. Endo. Tubule Endo.
IA lgG2b +++ ++ . ++ Podocalyxin5A IgGI +++ ++ . ++ Podocalyxin
26C IgGi + +1- +÷+ - 105 kd
14A IgGi + +1- ++ - l5Okd
20B lgGl + - +++ - gp33027A lgG3 ++ - - - lO3kd
13A IgGi + - - . l2Okd(?)23A IgG2b - ++ - ++
When these lgGs (0.25-5 mg) were injected i.v. or i.p.,
most (5A, 26C, 20B, 1 3A and 27A) bound rapidly to glomeruli.
The kinetics of ID formation was characteristic for a given antigen.
Thus these MAB should prove useful for studies on the
mechanism of formation of glomerular ID.
o1dHO1V
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IMAGING KIDNEY CELL MEMBRANE FLUIDITY BY
SPATIALLY-RESOLVED ANISOTROPY MICROSCOPY. J.A.
Dix* and A.S. Verkman. CVRI, UCSF, CA.
The fluidity of cell plasma and internal
membranes is sensitive to phospholipid metabolism
and is likely an important modulator of cell
function. Studies of membrane fluidity have been
limited to spatially averaged fluorescencemeasure-
ments of fluidity-sensitive probes in vesicles
and whole cells. We have developed a new approach
to measure membrane fluidity in intact cells
by quantitative imaging microscopy. Kidney cells
(MDCK and LLC-PK1) were loaded with fluorophores
having fluidity-sensitive anisotropy (DPH, TMA-DPH
and PROP-DPI!, 5 pM, 10 mm, 37°C) or eximer
formation (pyrenedecanoic acid). Cells were imaged
by an intensified CCD or SIT camera using an
inverted epifluorescence microscope with UV
optics. Pseudocolored images of anisotropy were
calculated from background and sample images
obtained using vertical and horizontal orienta-
tions of excitation and emission polarizers.
The detection system was tested by imaging a
series of thin capillary tubes containing 1 mM
fluorescein in varying glycerol:water mixtures.
Anisotropy images were uniform within capillar-
ies; values (0.02-0.32) agreed with those measured
by cuvette fluorometry. Cell plasma membranes
stained with ThA-DPH showed a uniform anisotropy
(0.29-0.32) sensitive to addition of membrane
fluidizing agents (e.g. butanol). Cells stained with
DPI! or PROP-DPI! showed fine structure in intracel-
lular membrane fluidity) with minimum fluidity in
the plasma membrane. These results establish a
new methodology to measure the fluidity of intact
cells in real time, providing a strategy to examine
the role of fluidity in cell signalling.
DEVELOPMENT OF NA' -CHANNELREGULATION BY GUANINE
NUCLEOTIDE REGULATORY (Gi) PROTEINS IN RENAL
EPITHEUAL CELLS. L Ereolani and D.A. Auslello. Renal Unit,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA.
The renal epithelial cell line, LLC-PK1, has on Its apical
membrane an amiloride-sensitive Na channel which we have
shown to be regulated by pertussis-toxin sensitive G
protein(s) (G). We have recently shown that this regulation
occurs during differentiation by day 6 of culture which
coincides with these cells becoming confluent and polar. Na
channel regulation on day 6 was correlated with the presence
of new alpha subunits (al) in apical cell membranes by using
1) antibodies to 41 kd ai subunits of G which
immunolocalized to the apical cell membrane only on day 6 of
culture; 2) a cDNA probe which hybridized to ul mRNAs
which were only detected by day 4 of culture, and 3) 2-D gels
of 32-P-ADP ribosylated membranes which revealed a new
41 kd protein on day 6 in addition to an increase in the content
of a 41 kd protein seen only on day 2. Recent reports have
demonstrated the G alpha subunit which regulates the
potassium channel is ui-3. To determine which G1 alpha
subunit may be Involved In regulating the Na channel,
otigonucleotide probes (66 nucleotides) capable of hybridizing
to specific rat 3' untranslated regions of ui-i, ai-2, and al-
3 mRNA5 were constructed. Northern and slot blot analysis of
poly A mRNA harvested from day 1 through day 7 revealed the
presence of ai-2 and ai-3 but not ui-i mRNAs. In vitro
translation of hybridization-selected mRNA from Day 6 cells
produced a 41 kd protein(s) on gel electrophoresiswhlch was
recognized by G1 specific antibodies. These data are consistent
with the new synthesis and apical-membrane insertion of ui-
2 and br ai-3 subunits which may regulate the epithelial Na
channel in polarized cells. We are currently cloning specific
ai cDNAs and expressing them in LLC-PK1 cells to confirm
these possibilities.
IDENTIFICATION OF THE LIVER ISOFORM OF THE
BETA SUBUNIT OF THE NaK-ATPase. DS
erlberg*, J Long, AS Pollock, BC Rossier,
and DG Warnock. Dept. Med., VA Med. Ctr.,UCSF, San Francisco, CA., and Institute of
Pharmacol.,, Lausanne, Suisse.
The beta subunit mRNA in brain and
kidney has the same coding sequence (JBC
262: 4905, 1987). Liver beta subunit is
poorly detected in total RNA with kidney
cDNA probes, suggesting that another iso-
form may exist. We have used cDNA probes
to probe adult rat kidney and liver lambda
gtll libraries, and poly(A)+ RNA. Probes
were complementary to the highly conserved
3' noncoding region and the coding region.
Four independent clones were isolated from
800,000 colonies screened in the liver
library. Each was 1250 bp long, and iden-
tical to the kidney isoform on sequence
analysis. Northern blots of poly(A)+ RNA
showed the abundance of the beta subunit
was lOx greater in kidney than liver, but
that the abundance relative to the alpha
subunit was the same for both organs.
Conclusions: 1). The coding and 3' non-
coding region of the liver beta subunit
mENA is appears to be identical to the
kidney and brain isoforms. 2). Message
abundance correlates with enzyme activity
if poly(A)+ RNA is compared rather than
total RNA. 3). The relative abundance of
mENA for alpha and beta subunits is the
same for liver and kidney. 4). If another
beta isoform exists, its abundance is very
low in mRNA from adult rats.
PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC) ACTIVATION HAS DISSIMILAR
EFFECTS ON Ne—COUPLED UPTAKES IN RENAL PROXIMAL
TUBULAR CELLS (PTc) IN PRIMARY CULTURE. C.
FRIEDLANDER * and C. AMIEL * (intr. by C. La
Crimeliec). INSERM U 251 and Dept. Phyalol., Fec.
X. Bichet, Univ. Paris 7, France.
PKC is present in renal brush border seebranea.
PKC activators were shown, in renal epithelial
ce118, to open tight Junctions CT)), a maneuver
which affects the activity of Na—coupled transport
systems. To evaluate the influence of PKC activa-
tion on different apically located transporters,
we studied the effect of phorbol myristate acetate
(PMA), oieoylacetyiglycerol (OAG), and diacylgiy—
cerol (DiC8) on Na—dependent uptake of phosphate
(P1), —methyl—D—glucoside (MG), and L—alanine
(Ale), and on phiorizin (Phl) binding, in priasry
cultures of rabbit PTC grown in serum—free medium.
PMA (100 ng/ml) decreaeed Vmax (nmoies/mg protein
/5 sin) of Pi and MG uptake and the number of Phi
binding sites (pmol.m/mg protein), but did not
change Ala uptake : (mean SE ; n 3, *:p<.Ol)
Pi MG Ala Phl
Control 15.7*1.07 23.0*0.22 9.1*0.26 2.5*0.11
PMA 11.0*0.27* 19.1*0.70* 9.8*0.23 1.5*0.06*
Km (uptakee) and Kd (binding) were not affected.
The effect of PMA was time— and concentration —
dependent, was mimicked by OAG and DiC8, persis-
ted in the presence of amiloride or disethyl—
amiloride, was potentisted by Ca ionophore A23l87,
and was reversed by the PKC inhibitor 317. Opening
of TJ blunted subsequent PHA—induced decrease of
MG uptake, but not of Pi uptake.We conclude that
i) in the proxisal tubule, activation of PKC has
different effects on Ns—Pi, Na—MG, and Na—Ala
cotransporta ; ii) different pathways are involved
in the observed effects.
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MECHANISMS UNDERLYING VOLUME REGULATORY DECREASE BY
NECTURUS GALLBLADDER EPITHELIUM.Timothv J. Furlong
and Kenneth R. Spring. NIH, NHLSI, Laboratory of
Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism., Bethesda,
Maryland.
Volume regulatory decrease (VRD) by Necturus gall-
bladder epithelium involves the efflux of K and Cl
across the basolateral membrane, a process inhi-
bited by the addition of bumetanide to the serosal
bathing solution (Larson and Spring,J.Memb.Biol.
81:219-232,1984). Quantitative light microscopic
measurements of cell volume were used to show that
VRD was inhibited by the addition of 5 mM Bad2 (a
K channel blocker) to serosal bathing solutions.
VRD was also inhibited by the serosal addition of 3
or 5OM phencyclidine (a blocker of K channels
activated by N methyl D aspartate). VRD was not
inhibited by the addition of 0.1mM diphenylainine-
2-carboxylate (a blocker of some Cl channels) to
serosal bathing solutions. VRD was not inhibited by
the replacement of Cl in mucosal and serosal bath-
ing solutions by NO3 or SCN. However, VRD in SCN
substituted Ringer was inhibited by the addition of
lOM buinetanide to the serosal bathing solution. As
the bumetanide-sensitive KC1 cotransporter does not
accept NO3 or SCN (Hoffmann,Biochim.Biophys.Acta.
864:1-31,1986), it does not mediate volume regula-
tory decrease in Necturus gallbladder epithelium.
The inhibitory effects of BaC12 and phencyclidine
suggest that specialized K channels are activated
during VRD. As Cl channels in other cells accept
both NO3 and SCN and are inhibited by bumetanide,
it is likely that they mediate VRD in Necturus
gallbladder epithelium.
THE PHOSPHATIDYL INOSITOL SYNTHASE OF
RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS Carlos R. Galvao,
James A. Shayman. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Ml.
Phosphatic,l inositol (P1) is a precursor for an
important class of phospholipids, the phosphatidyl
inositol polyphosiates. The formation of P1 from CDP-
diglyceride (CDP-DG) and myo-inositol and the
regulation of P1 synthase therefore have important
implications for the cellular biology of renal epithelial
cells. We sought to understand the role of P1 synthase
by determining its subcellular localization, kinetic
properties, aid regulation in rabbit proximal tubule
cells.
Proximal tubular cells were isolated from New
Zealand white rabbits. The subcellulor synttjis of P1
was assessed by preincubation of cells with P04 with
subsequent subcellular fractionation. Labeling of P1 was
time-dependent and consistent with the rapid
incorporation of P1 into basolateral, brushborder,
microsomal, and nuclear fractions. Pulse-chase labeling
was consistent with the in situ formation of P1 in
bosolateral aid brushborder membranes in addition to
microsomal fractions.
Microsornal, brushborder, and basolateral membranes
were isolated and assessed for P1 synthase activity. The
apparent Kms for myo-inositol were 0.19, 0.22, aid 0.21
mM and for CDP-DG were 0.15, 0.15, and 0.10 mM
respectively. Moreover, P1 synthase activity was
inhibited by coincubation with P1 (Ki 0.005 mM) without
differences in inhibition in the subcellulcr fractions.
In conclusion, the in situ synthesis of P1 occurs in
several membrane fractions; the kinetic properties of P1
synthase appear to be identical in each fraction; and P1
synthase in proximal tubule cells is inhibited by its
formation product.
EXPRESSION OF A6 CELL RNA ENCODING THE
AMILORIDE.SENSITIVE SODIUM CHANNEL IN XENOPUS
OOCYTES. A. Geor5e*, 0. Staub, K. Geenng*, B. Rossier*, J.P.
Kraehenbuhl*. andT. Kleyman. U of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA,
U of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland, and Columbia U, New York,
NY.
An amiloride-sensitive Na channel is localized to the apical plasma
membrane of high resistance Na transporting epithelia such as the
mammalian cortical collecting duct and the amphibian kidney cell line
A6. To assist with cDNA cloning we have developed a Na transport
assay to detect functional expression of the Na channel in Xenopus
laevis oocytes microinjected with A6 cell mRNA. Mature,
defolliculated Kenopus oocytes were injected with either H20 or 25 ng of
poly-(A) RNA prepared from aldosterone treated A6 cells grown on
collagen-coated filters. RNA-injected oocytes exhibited 15-fold greater
22Na uptake than H20-injected oocytes when assayed 3 days after
injection. Amiloride inhibited Na uptake in RNA-injected oocytes
with an IC50 of 60 nM (2 mM NaCI buffer); 97% inhibition occurred at
1 ttM. Benzamil (10 M) inhibited transport 96% in RNA-injected
oocytes, but 1 iM 5-(N-ethyl-N.isopropyl) amiloride, an analog with
greater specificity for inhibiting Na/H and Na/Ca2 exchange at this
concentration, inhibited 22Na uptake only 16%. The profile of
inhibition by amiloride and these analogs strongly suggests our assay
specifically detects expression of the amiloride-sensitive Na channel.
A6 cell poly-(A) RNA was size-fractionated by sucrose density gradient
centrifugation and oocytcs were injected with 10 ng of each fraction.
Amiloride-sensitive Na uptake was maximally expressed by oocytes
injected with two contiguous fractions sedimenting between 18s and
28s.
We conclude that the amiloride-sensitive Na channel can be
functionally expressed in Xenopus oocytes microinjected with total and
size fractionated A6 cell mRNA.
INCREASE IN INTRACELLULAR cAMP INDUCES TRANSIENT
CHANGES IN MEMBRANE FLUIDITY IN RENAL EPITHELIAL
CELLS. Marie—Cécile Giocondi*,Grard Friedlander*
and Christian Le Grimellec. INSERM U251, Fac. Med.
Xavier Bichat, Université Paris 7, Paris, France.
The effects of' an increase in intracellular
cAMP on the lipid order of the plasma membrane of
MDCK cells in suspension has been determined from
fluorescence anisotropy (r) measurement of TMA—
DPH, a probe which labels specifically plasma mem-
brane in MDCK cells. In the presence of theophyl—
line as phosphodiesterase inhibitor, AVP, PGE2 or
forskolin induced a dose—dependent increase in
intracellular cAMP, and a correlated decrease in
membrane lipid order. Maximal effect corresponded
to a 5% decrease in anisotropy (from 0.292 +0.001
to 0.278 .'. 0.001, N9) and was obtained after 2—
5 mm following addition of the drug. Anisotropy
returned to control levels within 10—15 mm. Incu—
batlons with dibutyryl cAMP mimicked the effect
of AVP, PGE2 or forakolin, both for the extent of
the maximal response and for its transient charac-
ter. The effect of either substance was indepen-
dent from changes in cellular volume and as esti-
mated from rapid dilution experiments, did not
originate from a flip—flop of the probe within
the membrane. These results indicate that : i)
increase in intracellular cAMP cdntent influences
membrane fluidity, ii) cAMP—mediated eventsmight
be responsible for the transient character of the
response.
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uPA-DEPENDENT MESANGIAL CELL SHAPE CHANGE AND
ADHESION LOSS IS ASSOCIATED WITH FIBRONECTIN AND
LAMININ RELEASE. William F. Glass II, Robert A.
Radnik, and Jeffrey I. Kreisberg. Univ. of Texas
Health Science Center, Departments of Pathology
and Medicine, San Antonio, Texas.
We have shown that mesangial cell shape
change and adhesion loss in response to cAMP
elevating agents (e.g., Isoproterenol plus MIX)
(IM) involves urokinase—type plasminogen activa-
tor (u—PA) located in preparations of ventral
membranes plus extracellular matrix (ECM).
Pretreatment of cells with anti —uPA antibody
blocks shape change and adhesion loss (J. Clin.
Invest., In press). Immunofluorescence revealed
marked reorganization of the fibronectin present
in the ECM following shape change and adhesion
loss. The fibronectin was removed from large
areas of the substratum and aggregated along
cellular processes. We examined conditioned
media from cells treated with RPMI 1640 alone and
RPMI 1640 plus IN for evidence of extracellular
matrix proteins involved In this process. A
solid phase ELISA revealed a 4—fold increase in
fibronectin release and a 2—fold increase in
laminin release. No change in the type IV
collagen content of the media was observed. The
increase In media fibronectin followed close'y
the activation of uPA In the adhesion plaques.
Vasopressin and anti—uPA antibody inhibited
fibronectin release as well as shape change and
adhesion loss. Thus, fibronectin and laminin
appear to play important roles in the mechanism
whereby mesangial cells lose adhesion and change
shape In response to cAMP. Supported by grants DK
29787 USPHS, and The National Kidney Foundation.
AN ANION EXCHANGER Cl/11C03(0H), IN
OSTEOBLAST(UMR-].'06 CELLS) IS REGULATED BY
INTRACELLULAR(IC) pH AND Ca2+ IONS. Jacob
Green*, Dean T. Yamaguchi, Charles R. Kleeman
and Shmuel Muallem*, Lab. of Membrane Biology,
Div. of Neph., Cedars-Sinai Med. Ctr., UCLA
Sch. of Med., L.A., CA.
To study whether the osteoblast possesses a
base secretory mechanism, we investigated the
presence of a C1/HC03(OIr) exchanger and its
regulation in UMR1O6 cells. Exchanger
activity was assessed by monitoring DIDS
inhibitable changes in IC pH [pHJj using the
pM sensitive dye, BCECF and by 36Cl fluxes.
When cells are added to a C1 free solution a
DIDS inhibitable rise in (pH)j is observed.
The exchange is reversible and electroneutral.
Cl interacts with a single saturable
extracellular site and there is simple
competition between oir and Cl for binding to
this site. The dependencies of both net anion
exchange and Cl self-exchange on IC 0H did
not follow simple saturation kinetics. This
suggests that the exchanger is regulated by
(0H)j. We further evaluated the effect of IC
Ca2+ (Ca2+]j on exchanger activity. A rise in
(Ca2+Jj, induced by various pathways, resulted
in DIDS inhibitable Cl dependent decrease in
(pHJi. The low (phi in turn, stimulated the
Na+/H+ exchanger resulting in increased (pHJi.
Kinetic analysis showed that a rise in (Ca2]j
increased the apparent affinity for OIrj of
both net anion and C1 self—exchange.
Conclusions: 1) UMR—106 cells possess a C1
/HCo—(OH-) exchanger. 2) The exchanger can
be regulated by (pH)j and (Ca2)j.
A NOVEL, KEQI-AFFINITY BINDING SITE OR 5-(N-
MHDhYLi-N-ISOJIYL)-?2IDPIDE IN RINL Xfl4AL
TUHJLAR (Pr) CELLS: INCRFSED BINDING AFFINITY
A1TE UNINEPHRECItMY. R.D. (nther*, E.J. CragoeJr.*, L.G. Fine. Division of Nerelogy, UCLA
School of Medicine, Ins Angeles, CA and Merck,
Sharp and Dbma Research Laboratories, West Point,
PA.
Since Vmax of Na/H exchange is increased
after unineçrectony (UNINX) we attested to
quantitate the nuaber of antiporters on renal P1'
cells derived fron nonnal aM 24 hour UNfIX
rabbits using (3H)5-(N-methyl-N-isobutyl)
ainiloride (lilA) as a ligand. Tho specific binling
sites were found: 1) a low—affinity site (I0 50
p14; B mb9 sites/cell), and 2) a high—affinity
site (Krj 0.1 p14; B5 106 sites/cell).
Neither binding affinity corresponded with the K1
for Na uptake of 10 iN. The high-capacity,
low-affinity binding presumably obso.ired a binding
site of siiuilar affinity bot lower capacity cor-
responding to the inhibitory site on the
antiporter. Specific a2 adrenergic receptors were
denx,nstrated in J±tu vesicles. ti concentrations
of MIA (0.01—0.1 p14) increased binding of[3H] rauwoiscine to a clonidine-jnsensftjve site.
lilA had no effect on conductive Na transport. In
UNINX, V of lilA-sensitive Na uptake into bteincreased and the K0 of the high—affinity lilA
binding site decreased (80 nM to 40 riM).
Conclusion: A high affinity MIA binding site wasidentified on r cells. This site is neither the
inhibitory site on the Na+/HF exchanger nor the a2
receptor nor a Na channel. Parallel changes inNa/ff exchanger and high affinity lilA binding in
UNINX suggest binding to an allosteric site on the
Na+/H1 antiporter.
APICAL AND BASOLATERAL Na/H ANTIPORTERS OF MDCK
CELLS. John C. Haaertv,* Robert F. Reilly,*
Edward A. Adelberg,* and Carolyn W. Slayman.*
(intr. by Peter S. Aronson) Yale University
School of Medicine, Depts. of Human Genetics &
Medicine, New Haven, CT.
In LLC-PK1/Cl4, an established cell line
derived from pig kidney, we have recently
detected two pharmacologically distinct Na/H
antiporters: an apical system with a half.
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of
lxl0 M ethylisopropylamiloride (EIPA), and a
basolatera]. system with an IC50 of c. 3xl0° M
EIPA (J.C. Haggerty, et al., Proc. Nati. Acad.
Sci. in press). These measurements have now
been extended to MDCK, a widely used epithelial
cell line from dog kidney. MDCK cells were
grown to confluence on Nuclepore filters and
assayed for ouabain-sensitive 86Rb uptake (Na-K
pump) and acid.st.iau1acd, EIF/-sensitive 25Na
uptake (Na/H antiporter) at both surfaces. Na-K
pump activity was 1aLirsd he basolateral
surface, indicating thaL tb cells had devetopeJ
the expected polarity Th iritia1 rate of 2Na
uptake, measured s.c 15 on Na. vas 16.4 nmol/
niumg protsin at the ocsl surface and
56.6 nincl/mining proteir at the basolateral
surftco (ar. of 2 eqerimants); and the IC50
values for EIPA were 6.7x108 M and 3.6xl0 M,
respectively. Thus, although the difference
between spical and baaolateral IC50 values is
lesa pronounced for MDCK (18-fold) than for LLC-
PK1/C14 (300-fold), the presence of two distinct
antiporters may be a general phenomenon in
epithelial cell lines.
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UREMIC SERUM SUPPRESSES PROIJFERATION CE ANI)
PROSTACYCLIN ROtUCTlON IN HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
Gerhardt Ham Del, Dept of Medicine Division of Nephrology,.
University Hospital, Erlanen, FRO
The high incidence of vascular disorders found in dialysis oatients
suggests that uremia plays an important role in their pathogeness.
in order to examine this relationship, human endothelial cells
from umbilical veins were cultured in medium M 199 which was
supplemented either with 20% pooled serum from healthy controls
or from hemodialysis patients (HO). Density was l0 cells per
dish. Cell growth in the HO group remained static but was
exponential in the control group. On day 5, cell count was 191 979
per dish in the control group and 15,729 in the HO group
(p'O.OOl). If sera were exchanged, then the effect of the original
serum was reversed in 48 hours.
In order to examine the effects of uremia on prostacyclin
production, cells were grown in control or HO serum for 72 hours
end then stimulated for 15 mm at 37C with 3O0iM histamine.
6—keto—PGFi was measured using RIA. There was significant
suppression following incubation in HD serum compared to that in
control serum ( i 50.8 vs 966.2 pg/i 06 cells).
We conclude from these data that endotheli& function is grossly
suppressed in uremia.
THE 55 AND 17 kD POLYPEPTIDES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
ANTIDIURETIC HORMONE (ADH) WATER PERMEABILITY
RESPONSE ARE INTEGRAL MEMBRANE PROTEINS. ij..3L
Harris Jr. and C. Hosselet*. Div. of Nephrology,
The Children's Hospital Boston, Mass.
We have previously identified 125I-labeled
polypeptides of molecular weights 55, 17, 15 and
7 kD as apical membrane constituents of the
ADH-stimulated water permeability response in the
toad urinary bladder (PNAS 85:1942 1988).
Konieczkowski and Rudolf (J. of Pharm. and EXP.
Therap. 234:515, 1985) have demonstrated that ADH
increases the phosphorylation of 17 and 15.5 kD
toad bladder proteins and water flow specifically
decreases 32P-labeling of this 15.5 kD protein.
We have utilized the Triton X-114 phase
separation technique (J.B.C. 256:1604, 1981) to
determine whether these labeled proteins are
integral membrane proteins which might span the
lipid bilayer and serve as components of the ADH
water channel. ADH stimulated toad bladders were
1251-labeled via apical membrane jodination or
32P-labeled via endogenous phosphorylation with
32P-orthophosphate. Membrane fractions enriched
for apical membrane and aggrephores were prepared
and analyzed by SDS polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis and autoradiography. The
1251-labeled 55 and 17 kD proteins are integral
membrane proteins while the 15 kD is
hydrophilic. The 32P-labeled 17 kD protein, also
an integral membrane proteinA is slightly smaller
than and distinct from the lLSIlabeled 17 kD
band. The 32P-labeled 15.5 kD band is a
cytoplasmic hydrophilic protein. We conclude
that the 125I-labeled 55 and 17 kD and the
32P-labeled 17 kD are integral membrane proteins
which may be components of the ADH water channel.
HYPOfl3ALAC FACIOR (HF) INHIBITS CXJBAIN—
RESISTANI' NA,K-TPASE IN I?ThTE CELlS TR7'.NSFECI'ED
WITH A JABIN RESISTANCE GEE. Garner T.
Haupert, Jr. and JcIin T. SChU1Z.W Renal Unit,
Mass. Gen. Hasp. and Dept. of rbysiol., fts
Univ. Sch. Med., Boston, .
The plasma mrane Na,K-TPase (NFA) in aninal
cells is arxnacologically inhibited by caidiac
glycosides. E1ogencs (plysiologic) regulation ofN renains inccmpletely urd.erstood, bit may be
related to properties Intrinsic to the enzyme and
to actions of a naturally ocouring circulating
NB inhibitor. A murine gene has been isolated
which when trarisfected into ouabain (Cu) -sensitive
monkey kidney fibrthlasts (CV—l cells) renders the
endcgemis CV-l Na,K-ep insensitive to Cu. To
determine activity of a non-peptidic, high
affinity, specific N inhibitor isolated fron
hypothalamus (HF) on this Na+_dependent, Cu-
resistant p.mip, tested its effects on Nin plasma immthranes of canine kidney (CI), native
CV—l, and trarisfected CV—l expressing Cu
resistance (0R6—S):
M'Pase Activity (rmiol m1 ir.in1)
Enzyme Tot. Na-dep. +Ou (i114) +HF (17t1/ml)
(% Inhib)3140±140 0 0
(100) (100)
CV—l 90.6 + 3.1 0 17.8 + 2.7
(100) (80.4)
CR6—S 50.8 5.1 25.4 2.6 7.2 1.4
(50) (85.8)This work shs: 1) Transfected CV-l express
Cu-Insensitive NI; 2) HF potently inhibits Na-
dependent, Cu—resistant AI'Pase in transfected CV—1
(0R6-S); 3) Cu may be an inadequate prthe to fully
characterize ysiologic regulation of mammalian
SURFACE LECTIN BINDING FOR CHARACTERIZATION AND
ISOLATION OF TWO TYPES OF MOCK-CELLS. H Holthofer*
and D Schlondorff. Univ of Helsinki, Finland, and
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY
MDCK-cells are polarized renal tubular epi-
thelial cells consisting of two variants (Type I
and II). The variants are expressed in typical
proportions in culture. To characterize them we
used lectin binding to surface glycoconjugates.
The FITC-coupled lectins of different specifici-
ties included WGA, RCA, WFA, DBA, HPA, and PNA.
WGA and RCA reacted with all cells, whereas PNA
WFA and HPA identified a morphologically round
variant consisting of up to 70% of the cells. DBA
gave a bright reaction only with an elongated cell
type forming small nests and accounting for an
approximated 15% of cells. 15% of cells remained
lectin negative. Enzyme treatment with trypsin or
collagenase to obtain single cell suspension did
not alter the staining patterns. In western blot-
ting experiments, each of the lectins identified
a typical pattern of membrane glycoconjugates
separated on SDS-gels. To isolate the two MOCK-
cell types, we used lectin coated magnetic beads
(Dynalab, Oslo, Norway). Aliquots of cell suspen-
sions containing both cell types were exposed to
either PNA or DBA-coated beads. Lectin-positive
cells were then isolated by the use of a magnet
and cultured. After confluency the PNA-isolated
cells showed enrichment from 70% to over 90%, and
a simultaneous decrease of DBA positive cells from
15% to less than 5%. Conversely, the DBA isolated
cells were enriched from 15% to over 40%, and
showed a decrease of PNA-positive cells to less
than 50%. These results show that differential
lectin binding can be used to identify and enrich
specific types of MOCK-cells.
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RAT MESANGIAL CELLS POSSESS NA/K/CL COTRANSPORT
ACTIVITY THAT ISREGULATEDBY VASOACFIVE AGENTS
T. Hommac. RI. Hoover* and R.C. Harris. Dept. of Medicine,
Pediatrics and Pathology, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
Mesangial cells (MC) are smooth muscle-like cells that respond to
a variety of vasoconstrictors and vasodilators. Because anion-cation
co-transport systems regulate net salt and water and cell volume in
many cells, we have characterized loop-diuretic sensitive anion-cation
cotransport in cultured rat MC. In these cells, 55% of 86Rb influx
was insensitive to 2mM ouabain; of this component, 41±3% (n=6)
was inhibited by loop diuretics (3xlO4M furosemide (fur) or
6xlObumetanide (bum)). This fur/ bum sensitive 86Rb influx was
completely abolished by substitution of either [Cl]o or [Nab with
gluconate or choline, respectively. In the presence of 5mM [K+]o, the
titration curve for 86Rb influx vs [Nab was hyperbolic, while for
[Cflo it was sigmoidal, with apparent Km of 23mM for NaJo and
53mM for [Cflo. Fur/bum-sensitive, [Kb and [Cflo dependent
22Na influx was also present in MC. In SbRb loadedMC, the rate
of 8¼b efflux was inhibited 47±4% (n=5) bfur or bum.
In response to the vasodilator, ANP (10 M), fur/bum sensitive
86Rb influx was stimulated 39% (10.4±0.4 vs 14.5±1.8nmol/mg
pro./3min; n=5; p<O.O5) a response mimicked by 8-bromo-cGMP
(104M), while fur/bum-sensitive MRb efflux was inhibited 27±3%
(p<O.Ol; n=3) by ANP. In contrast, the vasoconstrictors All (107M)
and AVP (107M) inhibited fur/bum-sensitive influx by 13±3%; n=7;
pcO.05) and 26% (n=2) respectively, while stimulating fur/bum
sensitive efflux by 16% (n=2) and 30% (n3).
This study demonstrates that glomerular mesangial cells possess
an Na/K/Cl cotransporter, which serves as a major mediator of
ouabain-insensitve K+ influx. In addition, a predominant portion of
K efflux is inhibitable by loop diuretics, suggesting K/Cl or Na/K/Cl
cotransport. That agents known to contract or relax MC co.ordinately
regulate these two transport processes suggests a possible role for these
cotransporters in mediating changes in net cellular ion content
necessary for regulation in cell volume during contraction or
relaxation.
MULTIDRUG TRANSPORT BY KIDNEY DERIVED CELL LINES.
H. H0RI0, MM. COTTESMAN*, I. PASTAN", AND
J.S. HANDLER. NCI AND HIlLEl, NIH, BETHESDA MD.
We studied transepithelial transport of }l-la-
beled hydrophobic cationic cytotoxic drugs by MDCK
epithelia grown on filters. Basal (B) to apical
(A) flux of lOOnH vinblastine (Vbl) was over six
times A-B flux. Addition of 20MM unlabeled Vbl,
reduced P,-A and increased A-.E flux of 3H-Vbl,
a pattern expected if there is a saturable Vbl
extruding pump in the apical plasma membrane. The
B-.A flux of low concentrations of daunomycin,
vincristine, and actinomycin-D exceeded A-8 flux.
At 2OM, these agents inhibited transport. of Vbl,
suggesting a common transporter for all these
alkaloids. Vbl transport was also inhibited by
2OpM verapamil. The organic cation transporter of
the proximal tubule is not involved because Vbl
transport was not affected by 3mM tetramethyl- or
tetraethylNH4. Active B+A transport was also
observed in epithelia formed by LLC-PK1 and by OK
cells. The competitive substrates and inhibition
by verapamil are characteristic of the multidrug
resistance (l) gene product, P-glycoprotein.
It is an ATP consuming plasma membrane pump that
is important because it extrudes cytotoxic chemo-
therapeutic alkaloids from resistant cancer cells
and is often found in renal cancers. P-glycopro-
tein has been immunolocalized to the apical mem-
brane of the proximal tubule, where it is assumed
to function in the excretion of xenobiotics by the
kidney. The transport pattern we observed is that
predicted to result from the function of P-glyco-
protein in the apical plasma membrane. The system
described here facilitates study of the function
of a transporter that resembles or is P-glycopro-
tein in its epithelia]. setting.
IDENTIFICATION AND PURIFICATION OF A RENAL
AMILORIDE-BIN DING PROTEIN WITH PROPERTIES OF THE
NM-I EXCHANGER. StephenJ.Huot, Dan Cassel', Peter
lgarashi, Edward J, Cragoe, Jr., Carolyn W. Slayman, and Peter
S. Aronson. Depts. of Med., Cell. & MOI, Physiol., and Human
Genetics, Yale Sch. of Med., New Haven, Ct.; and Technion-
Israel Inst. of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
The aim of this study was to identify and purify the Na/H
exchanger from rabbit renal brush border membranes (BBM) by
use of affinity chromatography. Membranes were solubilized with
0.6% Triton X-100, and equilibrated with an affinity matrix
consisting of the potent amiloride analogue A35 (5-N-[3-
aminophenyl]amiloride) covalently coupled to CL Sepharose 4B
beads through a triglycine spacer arm. After a one hour
incubation, the matrix was washed extensively with buffer and
then sequentially eluted with buffer, buffer containing 5 mM
amiloride, and 1% SOS. Eluates were concentrated and
subjected to SDS-PAGE. The silver-stained gel revealed a 25 kD
protein that was not visible in the initial solubilized brush border
membrane extract, was not eluted from the affinity matrix by
buffer alone, but was eluted with 5 mM amiloride. A subsequent
elution with 1% SDS did not release any more of the 25 kD
protein, indicating that it had been completely eluted from the
rffinity matrix by ,imkride. The presence of 5 mM amiloride
during eqtjil:braliort of the solubilized bru&h border extract with
the elf irm:ty matrix completely blocked adsorption of the 25 kD
prctein. Time andance of the 25 kD arniloride-bindirg protein
per mg cortical BUM outer rr'eduliary BBM, and cortical
basolateral membranes co-related closely with specific activity of
Na/I-I exchange (measured as amiloride-sensitive, pH gradient-
stImulated Na uptake) in these preparations (c-BBM > om-BBM>
BLM). We then used adsorption of the 25 kD protein to the
affinity matrix as an assay for the amiloride-analogue specificity of
its binding site. The adsorption of the 25 kD protein to the affinity
matrix was blocked by increasing concentrations of amiloride and
ila. analogues with the rank order methylisobutylamiloride>
crniloride > benzamil, which was identical to that for inhibition of
Na'H exchange activity in transport assays. These findings
strongly suggest that the 25 kD amiloride-binding protein is a
structural component Cf the rabbit renal Na/H exchanger.
EFFECT OF OSMOTIC GRADIENT ON LUMINAL MEMBRANE
RESPONSES OF ADH-TREATED TOAD URINARY BLADDER.
W.A. Kachadorian, N.L. Shlnowara,* T.A. Palaia,*
J. Muller, and V.A. DiScala. GRC, NIA, Baltimore,
MD, FDA, Bethesda, MD, and Winthrop—Univ. lIosp.,
Mineola, NY
Aggrephores fused with and particle aggregates
in flat areas of granular cell luminal membrane are
part of the mechanism through which transtissue
water flow is increased by ADH. Though the inci-
dence of each of these morphologic sequelae to ADH
action is greater In bladders treated in the corn-.
plete absence than In the presence of a transmural
osmotic gradient, we questioned whether this would
also hold for tissues with gradients of different
magnitudes, Accordingly, we studied ADH—treated
(2OmU/ml) paired bladders (n=6) in which transmural
gradient was either 100 or 200 mOsm. Morphologic
analysis of tissues fixed when water flow achieved
maximum, revealed that while fused aggrephores were
twice as numerous with the 100 vs. 200 mOsm grad-
ient, aggregate frequency in flat membrane areas
was not detectably different. Though at the time
of fixation water flow was greater in bladders with
the steeper gradient, osmotic water permeability
(i.e., water flow normalized for gradient) was
comparable to that for tissues with the less steep
gradient. These findings are not predicted fran
non—gradient vs. gradient studies. The data
suggest that factors controlling membrane fusion of
aggrephores are not identical to those regulating
aggregate appearance in membrane areas away from
fusion sites. The frequency of the former (fused
aggrephores) appears to be inversely influenced by
water flow volume, while the frequency of the
latter (flat area aggregates) appears directly
related to water permeability.
ALTERED BIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RENAL BRUSH
BORDER (BBM) AND BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE (BLM) IN
RATS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS (DM).
Kalovanides, C. Josepovitz,* C. Boos' and L.
Ramsammy*. Dept. of Med., STJNY-Stony Brook, and
Northport, NY.
We have previously reported that renal cort-
ical phospholipids of DM rats contain a reduced
amount of arachidonic acid (AA). We postulated
that this reduction of AA would result in
alterations of the biophysical properties of
renal plasma membranes. To test this hypothesis
we compared BBM and BLM prepared from control
and DM rats In terms of their 1) fatty acid
composition, 2) membrane microviscosity as
measured by fluorescence polarization (Ps) of
diphenylhexatriene (DPH), and 3) glycerol
permeability.
BBM BLM BBM BLM BBM BLM
X AA Ps (37°C) Glycerol Perm.
Control 31.7 30.0 .161 .111 .197 .237
DM 24.3 23.7 .194 .210 .161 .154
.001 .001 .07 .001 .001 .001
The results indicate that both BBM and BLM of
DM rats contain approximately 25% less AA than
age matched non-DM rats. The microviscosity of
BBM and BLM from DM rats is higher than the
corresponding membranes from non-DM rats.
Glycerol permeability (37°C) is decreased
approximately 20% and 36% in DM BBM and BLM,
respectively.
We conclude that DM in the rat causes
increased microviscosity and decreased non-
electrolyte permeability of BBM and BLM, These
changes can be explained by the alteration in
the fatty acid composition of these membranes.
PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A BAND 3—
LIKE PROTEIN FROM RABBIT RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEM-
BRANES (BBM). L Karniski and M Jennings*. U of IA
and VANC, IA City, IA and U of TX, Galveston, TX.
A protein_ immunologically related to the
erythrocyte Cl /HCO3 exchange protein (band 3)
has been identif led inimunocytochemically In the
collecting duct but not in other nephron seg-
ments. We used a monoclonal antibody to the nieni—
brane domain of human erythrocyte band 3 to probe
BBM's by immunoblot analysis for a band 3—related
protein. Immunoblots of BBM's demonstrate that a
single band with a molecular mass of 43 kDa binds
the band 3 antibody. This 43 kDa protein was par-
tially purified and then eluted from SDS—poly—
acrylamide gels to produce a sensitive and spe-
cific guinea pig antisera. The antisera to the 43
kDa protein, but not control antisera, cross—
reacts with purified human erythrocyte band 3,
confirming the immunologic similarity between the
two proteins. Using the antisera as a marker the
BBM iinmunoreactive protein was purified and iso-
lated by gel filtration chromatography. Further
analysis shows the 43 kDa band to be a glycopro—
tein as demonstrated by its ability to bind
concalavin A and wheat germ agglutinin. In addi-
tion, in the absence of dithiothreitol, the immu—
noreactive protein appears to migrate as a dimer
on SDS—PAGE suggesting it contains at least one
sulfhydryl residue. Finally, the overall amino
acid composition (mol %) of the 43 kDa protein is
very similar to that of band 3. Both contain 46%
hydrophobic nonpolar amino acids implying that,
like band 3, the 43 kfla band is an integral mem-
brane protein. This 43 kfla band 3—like protein
may represent one of the renal brush border mem-
brane chloride transporters.
BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SULFATED MACROMOLECULES
SYNTHESIZED BY CULTURED GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL
CELLS (GEC). BS Kasinath, AK Singh, Rush Medical
Coilge, Chicago, IL.
Sulfated proteoglycans and glycoproteins are
thought to be involved in permselectivity charac-
teristics of the glomerular basement membrane.
The purpose of this study was to characterize the
sulfated macromolecules secreted by the GEC. Fol-
lowing incubation of GEC with 200 uCl/ml of 35S04
for 72 hrs, media and cell layers were extracted
with 4M guanidinlum HC1 in the presence of pro-
tease inhibitors. The S04 labelled macromolecules
were separated by G-25 chromatography. Pooled
macromolecules from media and cell extracts were
subjected to nitrous acid treatment and rechrom-
atography on G—25. Major part of the macromole-
cules was oxidized with release of free label.
DEAE sephacel chromatography (0.1 to 1.5M MaCi
linear gradient) of the sulfated macromolecules
yielded a single peak at O.45M NaC1 in both media
and cell extracts. Following nitrous acid oxida-
tion and rechromatography on G-25, the peak dis-
appeared with release of free label. Confluent
layers of GEC grown on millipore membranes showed
SO4 uptake from both the apical and basolateral
membranes; macromolecules could be recovered from
media individually bathing the apical and baso-
lateral membranes. We conclude that most of the
sulfated macromolecules synthesized by the GEC
are glycosaminoglycans, the predominant form
being heparan sulfate. Furthermore, the GEC are
capable of sulfate uptake and secretion of sul-
fated macromolecules from both the basolateral
and apical membranes.
A 81-INTEGRIN RECEPTOR FOR FIBRONECTIN
(FNR) IN HUMAN KIDNEY GLOMERULI. D.
Kerjaschk P.P. Ojha, M. Susani, R.
Horvat, and R. Pytela. Univ. Vienna, Dept.
Pathol., Vienna, Austria; and Basel Inst.
Immunol., Basel, Switzerland. (Intr. by G.
Giebisch).The FNR is a transmembrane hetero-dimeric glycoprotein which shares a common131-chain with other members of the
integrin family of adhesive receptors. We
have enriched membrane proteins of humanglomeruli, from which two proteins (MWs
120 kD and 140 kD) bound to a fibronectin-
column and were released specifically by
the synthetic peptide Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser.
These molecules were labeled in immune-
overlays of glomerular proteins by an
antibody raised against human placentaFNR
which labeled in normal human kidneys the
mesangia and the peripheral capillaries by
immunoperoxidase. The FNR was found con-
centrated on the cell membranes of
mesangial-, epithelial- and endothelial
cells which are in contact with the
mesangial matrix or with ther GBM by
quantitative immunogold electron
microscopy. In kidney biopsies of patients
with various glomerular diseases
(including membranous glomerulonephritis)
the distribution was similar to that in
normal glomeruli. these findings indicate
that a 131-integrin related FNR is present
in membranes of glomerular cells which
face the matrix, both in normal and in
diseased human glomeruli.
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CELL SURFACE EXPRESSION OF THE AMILORIDE-
SENSITIVE Na CHANNEL IN A6 CELLS GROWN ON
PLASTIC OR POROUS SUPPORT. STUDIES USING AN
ANTI-IDIOTYPIC ANTIBODY. T.R. Kleyman. B.
Rossler,* B.F. Erlanger,* and J.P. Kraehenbuhi*
Columbia U., N.Y. and Univ. of Lausanne, Epalinges,
Switzerland.
A6 cells express an amiloride-sensitive Na
channel restricted to the apical plasma membrane.
Monoclonal antibodies which recognize amiloride
binding sites were raised by an antiidiotypic
approach. These antibodies were used to examine the
expression of the channel at the apical plasma
membrane of A6 cells grown on a porous (collagen
coated polycarbonate filters) or on a plastic support.
Apical and basolateral (filter only) plasma
membrane proteins were specifically radio-
iodinated, immunoprecipitated with antl-idiotypic
or anti-amiloride (control) antibodies, and then
analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.
Immunoprecipitible proteins were found only at the
apical plasma membrane and the amount present was
markedly reduced In A6 cells grown on plastic.
The total cellular pool of channels was estimated
by specific [3H]benzamil binding. The number of
channels was similar in cells grown on plastic (7
3 pmol/mg protein) or filters (8 . 3 pmol/ mg
protein) (n=2). These data suggest that the cellular
pool of channels is similar in these two growth
conditions; however, expression at the apical plasma
membrane is increased in cells grown on porous
support.
PURIFICATION AND RECONSTITUTION OF RENAL
AND TRACHEAL CHLORIDE CHANNELS
Donald Lany, N.H. Akabas*, A.
Edelman*, C.Redhead*, T. Yulo,*
E.J.Cragoe, Jr*. and Qais Al-Awqati,
Columbia University, NY,NY.
Chloride channels mediate epithelial
absorption and secretion of NaC1. Their
conductance is increased by cAI4P, a step
that is defective in cystic fibrosis. We
identified inhibitors of the chloride
conductance of bovine kidney microsomes,
the most potent of which was an indanyl
oxyacetic acid, IAA-94 with an I.C.50 of
1 pM. Scatchard analysis of 3H—IAA—94
binding showed a high affinity binding
site with a lcd of 0.6 1M. The rank order
of potency for transport inhibition
agreed well with displacement of 3H-IAA-
94 when a number of inhibitors were
used, suggesting that 3H—IAA-94 was
binding to the Cl channel. An IAA
affinity column depleted solubiliaed
kidney and tracheal vesicles of 50 % of
their 3H-IAA-94 binding sites. Specific
elution of the loaded resin with IAA-94
yielded proteins from both sources with
molecular weights of 240, 97, 64, 40 and
27 kDa. When the purified proteins were
reconstituted into planar lipid bilayers
only Cl selective channels were seen.
These channels were of 3 types with
single channel conductances of 25, 40
and 80 p5 (in 150 mM KC1). The 40 PS
channel rectified, while the others had
a linear I-V relationship.
ON THE IECHANISM OF CELL VOLUME REGI.LATION IN
ISOLATED PERFUSED MOUSE PROXIMAL. STRAIGHT TUBULES
F. Lt& end H. Voelkl (intr. by S. Giebisch).
Univ. of Innsbruclc, Dept. of Physiology, Austria.
Experiments have been performed in isolated
perfused mouse proximal straight tubules to elu-
cidate the mechanism of volume regulatory decrea-
se (VRO). Reduction of beth osmolarity by 80
mOsm/L (omission of mannitol) leeds to a
sustained depolarization of the cell mentranes
from —65 I mV to —57 I mV, an increase of
the bicarbonate— selectivity from 0.11 0.02 to
0.20 0.03, a decrease of the potassium— selec-
tivity from 0.69 0.02 to 0.43 0.04 end an
increase of cell volume, followed by almost
complete VAD. VAD is impaired by either, barium,
acetazolamide, arniloride or lipoxygenase inhibi-
tor nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NOGA) in the bath,
by increase of bath potassium concentration to 30
or 40 mol/l, replacement of bath sodium with
choline or omission of bicarbonate and C02. While
emiloride and barium reduce the potassium
conductance and thus depolarize the peritubular
cell me,thrane to —28 2 mV and —46 I mV,
resp., NOGA hyperpolarizes the cell mentrene to
—69 4 mV. VAD is unaffected by either, chloride
channel blocker NPPB or 20 minutes preperfusion
with chloride free perfusetes (replaced with
gluconate). Furthermore, an increase of bath
potassium concentration to 20 mnol/l does not
affect VAD despite a depolarization of the cell
metthrene to —40 * I mV, which is below the
equilibrium potential for chloride conductance or
(3: 1 )—bicarbonate—sodium—cotransport. In conclu-
sion, VRD in proximal straight tubules depends on
potassium, bicarbonate and sodium, but not chlo-
ride, and is probably triggered by leucotrienes.
ROLEOF DEXAMETHASONE IN PROTEOGLYCAN
SYNTHESIS BY PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS IN
CULTURE. B.Lelongt, P. Ronco, B. Baudouin,
A.Vandewalle and P. Verroust. INSERM U64 & U246,
Paris & Saclay, France. (Intr. by T. Anagnostopoulos).
To investigate the properties and distribution of
proteoglycans (PGs) in confluent primaiy cults of rabbit
proximal tubule cells, PGs were labeled with [S] sulfate,
extracted with 4 M GuC1, isolated from medium (M) and
cell layers (C) by ion exchange chromatography and
characterized by sepharose CL6B chromatography before
and after treatment with chondroitinase ABC or nitrous
acid. When cells were grown in DMEM + 1 % fetal calf
serum (FCS) PGs were composed of 75 % beparan sulfate
(HS) and 25 % chondroitin sulfate (CS). By contrast, cells
grown in serum-free defined medium (DM) [basal medium
supplemented with insulin (I) and dexamethasone 5x10°M
(Dcx)] synthetized PGs composed only of HS. In addition
the CM PGs ratio was increased 3 fold and the Kay values
for both PGs and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) were
higher. (PGs Kay C 0.16 vs 0.13, M 0.20 vs 0.17
GAGs Kay C 0.5 vs 0.34, M 0.57 vs 0.38). These
observations were associated with distinct ultrastructural
localization (using ruthenium red) of PGs : FCS-PGs were
expressed both in the apical domain and along a continuous
basement membrane like material ; DM-PGs were almost
exclusively located in a continuous layer of basal
membrane. Synthesis of POs and GAGs in C and M and
ultrastructural localization of ruthenium red described in
cells grown in DM were not observed in cells grown in
basal medium supplemented or not with I, but were
induced by addition of Dcx only. These observations show
that Dcx permits basal membrane fomiation in association
with increased synthesis of PUs containing only HS. They
are in keeping with our previous studies showing, in the
same culture conditions, a high degree of cell differentiation
assessed by the presence of microvilli, sorting of
hydrolases and hormonal response.
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RENAL K ALPTATICN: EFFECT OF BASOIATERAL [K] ON
NA,K—ATPASE. Margery A. Manuli* and Isidore
Edelman* (intr. by LI Kleinman). Dept. of Biochem
& Molec Biophysics, Columbia Univ., NY.
In animals, increase in distal nephron
Na,K—ATPase activity is significant in adaptation
to high dietary K. This response is only in part
mediated by aldosterone. The MtCK cell line was
used to assess the role of high external (K] in
cellular adaptation independent of hornone
secretion, regional hemodynamics or tubular fl.
Enzyme activity ( nnoles P./ng proteirVhr ) was
measured in plate-grcwn cells adapted for 24 hrsto 5 or 7.5 mM K on both sis. Active ion
transport (ouabin—sensitive "Pb uptake) andpunp abundance ( H-ouabain binding) were measured
in filter-grcwn cells adapted for 24 hrs to 5 or
7.5 sf1 K basolaterally and 5stl K apically. Units
were ul 2clear/ni protein/mm and # nolecules
bound/sin x 10 , respectively. Cells adapted to
7. 5mM K basolaterally shed greater enzyme act-
ivity, active ion transport, and enzyme abundance
in the basolateral membrane. Means + sent are
shcMn in the table; n = # of pairs; * p<O.OS.
Basolateral [K]
5rrt4 7.5mM
NA,K—ATPase aivity;n7 1057±92 1495±137*
iabain sens Rb uptake;n=9 1.1±0.3 1.7±0.3*
13-ouabain binding;n=4 1.3+0.6 2.4+0.7*
We conclude that high basolateral [K] alone, only
slightly above normal serum [K], increases tubular
Na,K—ATPase activity, pump-dependent ion transport
and pump abundance. The results suggest that
basolateral [K] may have regulatory importance in
renal adaptation to high dietary K, independent of
hornonal or luminal factors.
AGE-DEPENDENT CHANGES OF RENAL BRUSHBORDER MEMBRANE
(BBM) FLUIDITY AND LIPID COMPOSITION. Marvin S.
Medow, Steven M. Schwarz*, Marc D. Danziger* and
Leonard J. Newman*, Dept. of Pediatrics, New York
Medical College, Valhalla, New York
We have demonstrated marked postnatal increases
in rat renal BBM amino acid transport, with en-
hancement of both initial Na+_solute uptake veroci-
ty and maximum overshoot height. These functional
changes are temporally associated with decreases in
DPH-determined membrane fluidity; and, a direct
correlation is noted between overshoot height and
fluorescence anisotropy, r (reciprocal of fluidity).
To establish lipid-dependency of these age-related
BBM physical changes, DPH anisotropy of liposomes
prepared from extracted BBM lipid demonstrate
markedly reduced lipid fluidity (increased r) oc-
curring at the time of weaning (*p<O.O05):
7-14 day 21 day-adult
r @ 25°C (± SE) .188±.007 .2l8±.009*
r @ 32°C (1 SE) .l55±.O1O .182±.009*
To determine origins of these fluidity differences
BBN phospholipids (PL) were separated by HPLC, fat-
ty acid8 (FA) and cholesterol (C) were quantitated
by GLC (7 day vs adult). Postnatal lipid changes
included increases in C/PL molar ratio, a major
fluidity determinant (.61 vs .90, p<O.O5) and in
degree of relative FA saturation (p<O.O5). Total
BBM PL decreased with age, and significant increa-
ses in PE (12.6 vs 25.6% total PL) and decreases in
PC (36.5 vs 12.8%) were noted. CONCLUSIONS: l)These
data establish lipid-dependency of postnatal de-
creases in renal BBM fluidity; 2)Decreasing fluidi-
ty is a consequence of increases in both C/PL ratio
and saturation of membrane FA. SPECULATION: Age-
related BEM fluidity decreases may be involved in
maturation of renal transport function.
ACTIONS OF DIURETICS ON AN ATP-SENSITIVE K
CHANNEL IN PANCREATIC B-CELLS. Stanley Misler*
and Kevin Gillis* (Intr. by E. Simon), Jewish
Hospital, St. Louis, MO.
Hydrochlorothiazide, (HCTZ) and furosemide,
(FUR) depress, while amiloride (AMIL) enhances
glucose-induced insulin secretion. Their loci
of action might be the voltage-independent ATP-
sensitive K channel, [K+(ATP)], in islet B
cell: (1) this channel is the major contributor
to resting permeability in islet cell; its
closure during metabolism precedes Ca2+
dependent electrical activity and insulin
secretion; (2) the hyperglycemic vasodilator
diazoxide (DZ), which structurally resembles
HCTZ and FUR, opens this channel; and (3) cell
acidification (e.g. by transient exposure to a
salt of a membrane permeant weak acid), which
depolarizes the cell, closes this channel. By
patch clamping normal rat B cells, we have now
shown that acute bath application of HCTZ or
FUR (up to 1 eM) does not affect K+(ATP)
activity even in those cell attached patches
responsive to acute bath application of DZ (at
100-200 toM) . (By reducing longtert, HCTZ
arid FUR might inhibit glycolysis and reduce
glucose-induced channel closure.) ANIL (at 100-
200 M) reduces 1Ct(ATP) activity 2-4 fold in the
cell attached patch, but has no effect on the
excised patch. AMIL may operate indirectly to
reduce p}Ij by blocking Na0Hj exchange.
cefl-attach:d patch +200pM Amoride (10 n*i
200 msec
MODULATION OF Na/H EXCHANGE IN RENAL
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM) BY GTP-BINDING
(G) PROTEIN. C. Morduchowicz*, D.
Sheikhamad and N. Yanagawa, Neph. Div.,
Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med., Los
Angeles, CA.
C protein has been suggested to modu-
late ion transport. We hve+examined if G
protein modulates BBM Na /H exchange.
BBM vesicles2ere isolated from rabbit
kidneys and Na uptake measured by
rapid filtration procedure. Preincubation
of BBM vesicles with pertussis toxin (PT)
cased a dose-dependent inhibition on BBM
Na uptake (nmol/mg/5sec) (n=7).
PT (ng/ml)
100
2.93
21
10
2.98
.19
In contrast, addition of nonhydrolyzable
GTP analogue, Gpp(NH)p, caused a dose—
dependent increase in BBM Na uptake
(nmol/mg/5sec) (n=7).
Gpp(NH) (M)
10
3.88
.30
Th? effects of PT and Gpp(NH)p on BBM
Na uptake required outwardly directed
pH—gradient and were abolished by
am1oide, suggesting the involvement of
Na /H exchange. Both PT and Gpp(NH)p
did not affect BBM glucose uptake. These
reul$s suggest the modulation of BBM
Na /1-I exchange by G protein.
Control
3.73
+ 0.25 +
1
3.22
0.20
500
2.68
.19
1000
2.71
Control
2.98
15
106
3.33
18
l0
4.46
.28
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RECEPTORS FOR EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX
COMPONENTS (EC) IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS
(MC). NS Nahman Jr and FG Cosio. Department of
Medicine, Ohio State University, Columbus OH.
We demonstrated that the EMC fibronectin (FN) mediates
the uptake of certain antigens and immune complexes by the
glomerulus (J.Clin.Invest.80:1270,l987). The present study
assessed the presence of receptors for FN and other EMC in
human glomerular cells. Receptors for EMC belong to a
family of at least 5 proteins (very late antigen or VLA 1 to
5) that shares a common fi subunit (Mr 1 3OKd) linked,
noncovalently, to variable a subunits (a! to a5, Mrs 135 to
2lOKd). VLA-2 is a receptor for collagen. VLA-3 is a
receptor for FN, laminin and collagen. VLA-5 is a receptor
for FN. EMC receptors modulate cell function. Thus, binding
of FN to VLA-3 enhances Fc and complement receptor
function in phagocytic cells. Cryostat sections of kidney and
MC in culture were stained, by immunoperoxidase, using
monoclonal antibodies anti-fl subunit (AlAS), anti-al
subunit (TS2/7), anti-a2 subunit (l2Fl), anti-a3 subunit
(J143) and anti-a4 subunit (B5GIO). No anti-a5 subunit
antibody is available. The p subunit was present in the
glomerular mesangium, the basal aspect of all tubular cells
and the interstitium. In culture, MC membranes were positive
for the fi subunit. VLA-2 was weakly positive in the
mesangium and stained the base of only distal tubular cells.
Only a subpopulation of cultured MC (<5%) was positive for
VLA-2. In tissue sections, VLA-3 was strongly positive in
the glomerular mesangium and on both sides of the GBM.
Glomerular epithelial, endothelial and tubular cells were
negative for VLA-3. Cultured MC membranes were strongly
positive for VLA-3. VLA-1 and VLA-4 were not present in
kidney or MC. Summary, in the kidney, VLA-2 and VLA-3
are present in specific glomerular and tubular locations. MC
express both VLA-2 and VLA-3 although the latter is
predominant. Conclusion: membrane receptors for EMC may
be important modulators of MC function.
p-ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR MEDIATED REGUL4-
TION OF cAMP GENERATION IN RENAL MICRO-
VASCULAR SMOOTh MUSCLE CELLS (SMC) IN
CULTURE. T. Nguven*, A. Chaudhari, A. Pedram*,
M.A. Kirschenbaum. Nephrology Section, VA Medical
Center and UCI-LB Medical Program, Long Beach, CA.
Previous studies have demonstrated that freshly dissect-
ed renal preglomerular microvessels (RMV) respond to
$-adrenergic agonists. Since cAMP is thought to act as a
second messenger in the regulation of SMC contractility,
we have examined, whether isoproterenol (IP), a fl-adren-
ergic agonist, has the ability to stimulate cAMP genera-
tion in cultured SMC derived from RMV. Freshly isolat-
ed rabbit RMV (interlobular arteries and afferent arteri-
oles) were isolated using methods developed in this lab-
oratory. Primary cultures of SMC were derived from
these RMV and confluent monolayers were utilized after
3-4 subpassages. SMC were preincubated with IBMX (1
mM, a phosphodiesterase inhibitor), or IBMX+ aspirin (1
mM, a cyclooxygenase inhibitor) for 10 mm to prevent
cAMP degradation and de novo prostanoid generation
during the subsequent incubation with iF, inephrine(EPI) and norepinephrine (NE), all i04-iO M, for 5
mm at 370 C. Following acid lysis of SMC, cAMP was
determined by specific RIA. In the absence of agonists,
cAMP production was 42±3 pmol/mg prot/15 mm. A
dose-dependent increase in cAMP formation was seen
with the 3 agonists used with the following hierarchy:
IF> EPI > NE. Propranolol (p 72 blocker) or metoprol-
ol (fl1-blocker), added in 10 MM concentration, was cap-
able of inhibiting IP-induced cAMP formation. These
data strongly suggest the presence of fl-adrenergic recep-
tors in cultured SMC and suggest a role of these recep-
tors in the regulation of cAMP generation in these cells.
ALDOSTERONE-INDUCED AMPLIFICATION OF GOLGI
CISTERNAE PRECEDES BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE
AMPLIFICATION OF CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT (CCD).
R.G. O'Neil, S.T. Vu, J.M. Reid, and L.T.
Garretson. U. Texas Med. Sch., Houston, TX
77225.
The actions of aldosterone (ALDO) on fine
structure of CCD were assessed in rabbits
maintained on a high Na, low K diet for 2 weeks
prior to bolus Injection of ALDO (10 jig/kg,
1.v.) and continuous ALDO Infusion (70 Mg/kg/day
via osmotic minipumps, s.c.) for 24 or 48 hrs.
Kidneys were perfusion-fixed in situ with
modified Karnovsky's and prepared for electron
microscopy. From cross-sections of principal
cells from CCD both the basolateral membrane and
Golgi cisternae areas were quantified
stereologically. After 24 and 48 hrs of
treatment, the basolateral membrane area
increased to 117 9% (n—9, n.s.) and 140 15%
(n—5, P<O.05) of control, respectively; whereas
the Golgi area Increased to 178 27% (n4,
P<O.05) and 254 43% (n=5, P<0.05) of control,
respectively. Previously, we demonstrated that
the Vmax Na-K-ATPase activity of the CCD
(permeabilized cells) increased 193% (Z4 hrs)
and 230% (48 hrs) after similar ALDO treatment
(AJP 254:F698, 1988). It Is concluded that the
ALDO-induced Increase in Na-K-ATPase activity
and the activation and enlargement of Golgi
clsternae observed after only 24 hrs, reflect
the initial stimulation in synthesis of the
Na-K-ATPase and Its processing within the Golgi
apparatus. These events precede the final
insertion of transport vesicles into, and
subsequent amplification of, the basolateral
membrane observed at 48 hrs.
SINGLE ION POTASSIUM CHANNELS IN RAT GLOMERULAR
VISCERAL EPITHELIAL CELLS: A PATCH CLAMP STUDY.
JM Orlowski*,BS Kasinath. Rush Medical College,
Chicago, IL.
Glomerular epithelial cells (GEC) in cloned
culture and in isolated whole decapsulated gb-
meruli were studied via patch clamp technique to
evaluate similarities in their membrane channel
characteristics. Having established the viabil-
ity of GEC in isolated glomeruli by measurement
of resting potentials, the cells were patch
clamped. In addition a well characterized con-
fluent layer of cloned GEC were patch clamped.
Patch pipettes tapered to 0.5 uM were used to
apply depolarizing voltage stepwise from —llOmV
to +llOmV to the cell surface membrane in a
"cell-attached" patch; seals of 10-50 Gigohms
were achieved. The bath of NaC1 Ringer's solu-
tion contained 4.74nl of KC1. The pipette con-
tained a solution of 150n*l KC1. Permeability
ratios (PK/PNa) and reversal potentials were
extrapolated with different concentrations of K+
in the pipette. Current-Voltage curves were
linear over the voltage range studied. The slope
conductances were found to be 36.4pS and 33.6p5
and the reversal potentials were l5mV and l9mV
(pipette voltages) in the cultured GEC and iso-
lated glomerulus GEC preparation respectively.
The frequency of channel opening increased with
hyperpolarization. We therefore describe trans-
port sites consistent with single ion channels
for cell membrane transfer of potassium in the
GEC. Our results reveal that the cultured GEC is
a valid model for the study of potassium chan-
nels which were demonstrated in the in situ
preparation.
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IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A
cONA ENCODING THE CORE PROTEIN OF
HEPARAN SULFATE PROTEOGLYCANS FROM THE
RAT GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE.
Salvatore F. P omonnco* and Manlyn G. Farquhar.
Dept. of Cell Biology, Yale University School of Medicine, New
Haven, Ct. 06510.
Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) are essential
components of the glomerular basement membrane (GBM). Our
goal has been to study the structure and function of these HSPG
in the normal glomerulus and the changes they undergo in
kidney disease. HSPG were isolated from rat GBM by extraction
with guanidine-HCI and ion exchange chromatography.
Chemical deglycosylation of the HSPG using tnfluoromethane
sulfonic acid yields a 130 kd core protein which Is recognized
on immunoblots by a polyclonal anti-HSPG previously
characterized in this laboratory [StQw, J.L., Sawada, H., and
Farquhar, M.G. (1985) Proc. NatI. Acad. Sd.: 82,3296-3300].
We have used this antiserum to screen a rat kidney cDNA
expression library in gt1 1 and have identified a recombinant
containing a cDNA insert of 415 bp. In order to verify that this
cDNA clone was specific for the HSPG from the GBM, we affinity-
purified the polyclonal antiserum on the cONA-encoded fusion
protein. Using this affinity-purified antibody, we obtained GBM
staining by immunolluorescence on kidney sections and binding
to HSPG purified from GBM on dot blots.
DNA sequence analysis of the recombinant clone predicts an
amino acid sequence containing cysteine-rich domains.
Comparison of this sequence with the NBRF protein database
using the FASTP program reveals a striking similarity with the
cysteine-rich domains of the LDL-receptor (51% identity) and a
similar region of C9 component of complement (39% identity).
By RNA blot analysis, a single mRNA greater than 10 kb is
detected in rat kidney, suggesting that the HSPG core protein is
made as a large precursor. Work is underway to obtain the full-
length cDNA sequence, and to study the biosynthesis of these
HSPG.
ROLE OF PROTEIN KINASE C ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TIGHT JUNCTIONS IN RENAL CELLS. C.A. Rabito and B.
Ellis. Massachusetts General Hospital,Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA.
Protein kinase C (PKC) has been implicated in
several molecular processes leading to cellular
differentiation and gene expression. To study the
role of PKC on the development of the epithelial
membranes we analyzed the effect of an activator
(phorbol ester 12-myristate l3-acetate,TPA) and
an inhibitor(l-(5-Isoquinolinesulfonyl)-2-methYl-
piperazine, H7) of PKC, on the development of the
tight junctions,PKC activity,and 3H-TPA binding
during the reorganization of dispersed LLC-PK1A
and LLC-PK1B4 cells into epithelial membranes.TPA
(1 UN), increases the transepithelial electrical
resistance(TER) recorded during the reorganiza-
tion of LLC-PK1A cells.In LLC-PK1B4 and MDCK4
cells, however,TPA has an inhibitory effect. TPA
has no effect once TER has reached steady-state
values. The response to TPA, however, was
restored after a transitory opening of the tight
junction following calcium removal. The Inactive
phorbol ester 4o -phorbol 12,13-didecanoate has no
effect on TER. The stimulation of TER produced by
TPA Is inhibited by lOOuM Hi but not by a similar
concentration of Hl004(N-(2-guanidinoethyl)-5-
isoquinolinesulfonamide) an inhibitor of protein
kinase A. PKC activity in LLC-PK1A and LLC-PK1B4
cells is high initially and decreases during
culture. This down-regulation is increased by TPA
and is more evident in the cytosolic than in the
membrane fraction of the enzyme. 3H-TPA binding
parallel the changes in TPA activity. These
results suggest that PKC may regulate the
development of the tight junctions during the
reorganization of the epithelial membranes.
MECHANISM OF DECREASED MICROVISCOSITY OF RENAL
BRUSH BORDER (BBM) AND BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE
(BLM) IN RATS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS (DM) J,.
Ramsammy,* C. Josepovitz,* B. Haynes,* and G.J.
Kaloyanides. Dept. of Med., SUNY-Stony Brook,
and VANC, Northport, NY.
We have observed decreased arachidonic (AA)
content, increased microviscosity and decreased
non-electrolyte permeability in renal BBM and
BLM from DM rats. We sought to evaluate the role
of decreased AA in the alteration of the mem-
brane biophysical properties. Since membrane
microviscosity, measured by fluorescence polar-
ization and expressed as steady state anisotropy
(Ps), is influenced by 1) fatty acids (FA) com-
position, 2) cholesterol, 3) lipid:protein ratio
and 4) phospholipids (FL), we determined the
composition of BBM and BIN from DM and non-DM
kidneys. We observed no differences in choles-
terol content between control and DM BBM (478 vs
490 nmol/mg prot) or BIN (341 vs 353). Similar-
ly no differences were observed in total or in
individual PLs. To evaluate the role of FA in
the biophysical properties of the membrane, pro-
teins and cholesterol were sequentially removed
from the membranes and the Ps measured at 30°C.
Intact Membranes -nrotein -cholesterol
REM BLM BBM BIN REM BIN
Control .216 .162 .187 .125 .096 .086
DM .254 .274 .210 .219 .129 .132
p< .05 .001 0.2 .001 .02 .001
The data show that protein is a minor and
cholesterol is a major determinant of membrane
Ps but neither explains the difference in Ps
between DM and non-DM rats. We conclude that
the alterations in the microviscosity of DM mem-
branes results from a change in FA composition.
THE GENOMIC CLONE G-21 ENCODES THE HUMAN
5-HT1A RECEPTOR. John L Ravmond*. Annick Fargifl*,
Martin I. Lohse*. Brian K. Kobilka*, Marc 0. Caron and Robert J.
Lefkowitz* (intr. by Vincent W. Dennis). Duke University Depts. of
Medicine (Nephrology & Cardiology), Cell Biology and Biochemistry.
Wehave previously isolated a human genomic clone, 0-21, by cross-
hybridization with a full length 2-adrenergic receptor probe (Nature
329:75-79, 1987). Northern blot analysis revealed high levels of 0-21
gene expression in lymphatic tissues and kidney. We now report that
the protein product encoded by G-2l is the 5-HT1A receptor.
Transfection of COS-7 (monkey kidney) cells with 0-21 DNA
resulted in: a) transcription of a G-21 specific mRNA, indicated by
high stringency Northern blotting; b) expression of a new membrane
protein, indicated by immunoblouing with antisera raised against a 26
amino acid sequence encoded by 0-2 1; and c) the acquisition of new
specific 5-HT1A ligand binding properties. The binding of the 5-HT1A
agonist [3H]8-OH-DPAT was saturable and specific (>90% displacement
by 10 M 5-H'l') in 0-21 transfected cell membranes. There was no
specific (3H18-OH-DPAT binding in nontransfected, plasmid-transfected,
or cr2-adrenergic receptor-transfected cell membranes. Two classes of
sites with affinities of —0.1 & 14.5 nM were demonstrated by nonlinear
least-squares regression analysis. Transfected cells expressed -14±3 pniol
of binding sites/mg protein. Typical 5-HTIA pharmacology was
obtained in competition studies with agonists [S-OH-DPAT (KD"O.l &
1mM)> ipsapirone (—0.2 & 29nM)> 5-111' (—0.3 & 68nM)> buspironc
(4 & 95 nM)a dopamine> histamine — epinephrine] and antagonists
[spiroxatrine (2.5nM)> spiper3ne (46nM)> mesulergine (390nM)>
ketanserin (25OOnM)]. Binding properties of [3H]8-OH-DPAT were
sensitive to guanins nucleotides in a dose-dependent fashion. (GTP7S
(1C50- lOOnM)> UT? (-200nM)> GD? (2pM)> GM? (80KM)
AT?], confirming that the 5-HT1A binding site is 0-protein linked.
Finally, the identity of the new membrane protein as the 5-HTI A
receptor was confirmed by specific photoaffinity labeling and
quantitative immunoprecipitation of a 72 KD band by an affinity-
purified antipeptide IgG fraction directed against a 26 amino acid
sequence encoded by 0-21.
The isolation, identification and expression of the gene encoding the
human5-IIT1A receptorprovidepowerful tools required to elucidate the
roleof 5-HT in renal function, immunomodulation and vasoregulation.
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NA/H EXCHANGE ACTIVITY IN APICAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE VESICLES FROM WILD TYPE AND MUTANT LLC-
PK1 CELLS. Robert F. Reilly', John G. Haggerty*, Peter S.
Aronson, Edward A. Adelberg*, and Carolyn W. Slayman*.
Depts. of Human Genetics, Medicine, and Cellular & Molecular
Physiology, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, Ct.
We have previously isolated a mutant line of LLC-PK1 cells
with elevated Na/H exchange activity at the apical surface (J. G.
Haggerty et al., Am. J. Physiol., in press). The present study was
undertaken to test whether this elevated activity results from an
Intrinsic alteration in the Na/H exchanger at the level of the apical
membrane. Apical membrane vesicles were prepared from the
parent cells (LLC-PK1/C14) and the mutant (PKE2O) by
magnesium aggregation and differential centrifugation. The
apical brush border marker y-glutamyl transpeptidase was
comparably enriched in both preparations (9.3 1.1 fold in Cl4;
10.1 0.5 fold in PKE2O), with little contamination by the
basolateral marker, Na,K-ATPase (0.96 0.2, and 1.3 0.1 fold
enrichment, respectively). In both cases, 22Na influx was
slimulated by an inside-acid pH gradient, inhibited by amiloride,
and unaffected by valinomycin with Kjn=Kout, indicating that it
was matiated by Na/Il cxchange. Two significant differences
were coserved br'ween parent and mutant vesicies: (1) The
Vm for acki-stimulated Na influx was 3-6 fold greater In PKE2O
than In Cii, and (2) the IC50 for inhibition by ethylisopropyl.
amllorIe was ca. 80 told greater in PKE2O (3 tiM) than in Cl4
(0.04 .LM). By contrast, no significant change was observed in
Na-glucose or Na-glutamate cotransport, confirming the
specificity of the mutation. We conclude that the elevated Na/H
exchange activity in PKE2O results from a specific alteration in
the Na/H exchanger at the level of the apical membrane.
PROTEOGLYCAN SYNTHESIS BY SV4O
TRANSFORMED PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS IN
CULTURE. P. Ronco, B. Lelongt, M. Geniteau, B.
Baudouin, R.Cassingena, P.Verroust and A.Vandewalle.
INSERM U64 & U246 Paris & Saclay, France.(Intr.by
T.Anagnostopoulos).
The distribution and synthesis of proteoglycans (PGs)
were studied in primary culture cells (PC) and in an
established cell line, derived from PC after infection with
wild type SV4O virus. PG from confluent cells grown in
sqpim free horinonally defined medium were labeled with
('i'S) sulfate, extracted with 4M (luCi and isolated from
medium and cell layers by ion exchange chromatography.
Glycosaminoglycan chains (GAGs) were released by
alkaline treatment in sodium borohydride and both PGs and
GAGs were characterized by sepharose CL6B
chromatography before and after treatment with
chondroitinase ABC and nitrous acid. EM histological
labeling with ruthenium red showed that in both PC and
SV4O infected cells PUs were detected along cell
membranes, but essentially located within the basal matrix.
The degree of sulfatation was identical in PC and SV4O
infected cells, but the cell to medium PUs ratio was reduced
by 2 fold in SV4O cells. PGs synthetized by PC contained
only heparan sulfate (HS) and eluted as a single peak with a
Kay of 0.16 whereas PGs synthetized by SV4O cells
contained only chondroitin sulfate (CS) and eluted as 2
distinct peaks with Kay values of 0.21 and 0.39. Kay
values of GAG chains isolated from PC and SV4O cells
were respectively 0.50 and 0.63. Similar results were
obtained for the PGs and GAGs extracted from culture
media. In conclusion, the establishment of long term cell
line by SV4O transformation is associated with drastic
modification of PG's synthesis : i) the amount of PGs and
GAGs synthetized is decreased; ii) PGs and GAGs have
lower molecular weight; and iii) they contain CS instead of
HS.
BIOGENESIS OF PODOCALYXIN THE MAJOR
GLOMERULAR EPITHEL1AL SIALOGLYCOPROTEIN
IN THE NEWBORN RAT KIDNEY. E. nchnabel. G.
Dekan, A. Miettinen, and MG. Farquhar. Department of Coil
Biology, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven,
Connecticut.
The appearance and distribution of podocalyxin during
glomerular development was determined using specific
monoclonal and affinity-purified polyclonal antibodies. Kidneys
from 2 d old rats were perfusion-fixed and processed for
immunotluorescence labelling on semithln frozen sectIons or
immunogold labelling on ultrathin frozen sections using the
techniques of Tokuyasu.
Podocalyxin first appeared on the visceral epltheai cells
in the late S-shaped body stage, where it was found along their
apical surfaces lacing the developing Bowman's space above
the level of the zonulae occludentes that connect the cells at
this stage. In the early capillary loop stage, when the urinary
spaces open and the junctions migrate from the apex to the
base of the cells, labelling extended along the lateral
piasmalemma above the migrating junctions. In the maturing
glomerulus with the beginning of loot process formation, the
zonulae occiudentes become fragmented into maculae which
give way to developing slit diaphragms. At this stage
podocalyxin is found along all open surfaces of the visceral
epithellal cells exposed to Bowman's space, i.e. above the
occluding junctions or slit membranes. No labelling was found
below, in ultrathin frozen sections, podocalyxln could also be
detected intraceilularly in small vesicles In the Golgi region and
in carrier vesides presumably en route to the cell surface. With
the more sensitive immunoperoxidase method, podocalyxin
was found throughout the entire exocytlc pathway (Golgi stacks,
rough ER and pennuciear cistemae).
We conclude, that 1) podocalyxln Is synthesized at a high
rate in the differentiating podocyte; 2) its distribution is
restricted to the plasmalemmal domain facing the urinary
spaces; 3) its time of appearance and distribution are Identical to
that reported earlier for the epithelial polyanion; and 4) its
appearance is closely coupled to the development of the foot
processes and filtration slits.
IDENTIFICATION AND PURIFICATION OF THE MAJOR
CONCANAVALIN A-BINDING PROTEIN OF RENAL BRUSH
BORDER MEMBRANES. H. See*, J.H.M. Charuk* and
R.A.F. Reithmeier* (Introduced by M. Silverman),
MRC Group in Membrane Biology, Department of
Medicine and Department of Biochemistry,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
The glycoprotein components of brush border
-membranes (BBM) purified from porcine renal
cortex were identified on SDS polyacrylamide gels
following lectin blotting and endoglycosidase
treatments. The major concanavalin A—binding
protein had a molecular weight of 130,000 and
also bound wheat germ agglutinin and Ricinus
lectin. The protein, when deglycosylated with
glycopeptidase F, had a molecular weight of
100,000. It was partially sensitive to endo-
glycosidase H, showing that it contained both
high ruannose and complex carbohydrate chains.
A similar protein was also identified in dog
(130 kD) and rabbit (120 kD) BBM. The protein
bound tightly to concanavalin A Sepharose and
could be purified using this resin. Polyclonal
antibodies were raised against this protein
and were used to localize it to the BBM and
in a kidney epithelial LLC—PK1 cell line.
The protein also bound specifically to a
SITS—affinity column, making it a candidate for
a renal anion transporter.
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METABOLIC HANDLING OF HEYMANN NEPHRITIS RELATED
It4IUNE COMPLEXES FORMED ON THE SURFACE OF GLOMERU—
LAR EPITHELIAL CELLS. A.K. Singh, B.S. Kasinath,
and E.J. Lewis. Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
Heymann nephritis (HN) a rat model of membra-
nous glomerulopathy is distinguished by the
presence of immune deposits in the lamina rara
externa. It is conjectured that these deposits
first form on the surface of the qiomerular epi-
thelial cell (GEC). This work was undertaken to
establish a cellular model of the HN lesion utiliz-
ing cultured GEC and to study the metabolic
handling of the surface complexes. Two antibodies,
anti-Fx1A and anti-gp7O were compared. The first
is multispecific and biologically strong in pro-
ducing HN in rats; the second is monospecific and
biologically weak. Immune complexes were formed on
the surface of GEC by incubating with radio-
labelled and gold conjugated antibodies. Fate of
immune complexes was followed by imniunofluores-
cence, gamma counting, gel filtration, SDS-PAGE
and electron microscopy. While anti-gp7O complexes
were internalized rapidly from the surface of GEC
(2 hr), anti-Fx1A complexes cleared at 4 times
slower rate. Anti-gp7O complexes were catabolized
to some extent (58% in 1 hr). In contrast anti-
Fx1A complexes were left undigested by the GEC.
No immune complexes were detected extracellularly
with either antibodies. We conclude 1) the lesion
of HN can be duplicated at the cellular level, 2)
surface complexes involving multiple antigens
(Fx1A) are internalized much slower by GEC, and
3) non-internalized immune complexes stay attached
to the GEC surface.
IOcTIctI AND CtiCNflAPICt OF S(JLII1UYL (SN)
zø3i'S niu n(() HIEI (P1) IPAN1(RF. Gregory B.
Sorenson*, t4akm Ihnan—2dham. Dept. of
Pediatrics, Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT.
'lb determine the location of SN groups
involved in Blil vesicle (B4V) Pi transport, we
oce,ared the effects of 2 closely related SH
reagents: p-düorunercuribenzoate (PC1B) whichfreely penetrates the mmrbranes ax p-d-iloro-
nrrieny1sulfonate (P(iS) which penetrates
inmrbranes very slcMly, on Na-Pi cotrarisport.BaI'I were prepared frtin rat renal cortex by a
Ca-precipitation mathod arid transport
measured by a rapid filtration niethcxi. Both
reagents preduced a sinilar degree of transport
inhibition (IC 5C275 arid 292uM for POtS axxlPCMBS respectively, at a B4V protein
concentration of 7 nq/ml) as well as a dose-
dependent reduction of total BN4 511 content.There was a significant correlation between the
cotransport and the SN content of the
sans SHIV (r=O.96, p<O.05).
1Cl? which freely penetrates nsithranes,also significantly inhibited Na-Pi cotrans-
port. posure of SHIV to 2nt4 dithiobisnitro-
benzoic acid (DITB) or N-.ethylmalei-itdde (NEI)
- 2 SH reagents without effect on P1 transport
- prior to the addition of NgCl, had an
additive effect on transport inhih.tion (+15%
for DINB arid +30% for NH4), lidicating that
only a portion of SN groups are involved in
Na-Pi cotransport.
SR groups involved in Na-Pi cotransport are
exposed on the cuter surface of BHI arid are
entirely accessible by polar 511 reagents.
G—PROTEIN REGULATION OF A CATION CHANNEL IN INNER
MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (IMCD) CELLS. B.
ton, U. Ausiello and D. Light*. Dept. of Physiol.,
Dartmouth Med. Sch., Hanover, NH and Mass. Gen.
Hospital, Boston, MA.
G—proteins transduce receptor—mediated signals
for a number of effector systems. In particular,
G—proteins directly couple receptors to 1C and
Ca' channels in myocytes and also directly regu-
late channel activity. In polarized epithelial
cells, G—proteins are coupled with cell—surface
receptors in the basolateral membrane whereas
G—proteins located in the apical membrane are not
linked with receptors, but may modulate ion chan-
nels. We conducted experiments to determine if a
G—protein directly gates a cation channel in the
apical membrane of rat IMCD cells. Patch clamp
studies were conducted on inside—out patches of
IMCD cells in primary culture. Previous studies
showed that the cation channel is inhibited by
amiloride and mediates electrogenic Na+ uptake
(Light, et al. J. Gen. Physiol., 90:28, 1987).
GTPYS (10—4 M) in the bath increased the single
channel open probability (Po) from 0.18 to 0.45
(n=4; P<O.05) in the absence of any other channel
agonist. In contrast, GDPS (1O— N) reduced P0
from 0.53 to 0.39 (n=4; P<O.05). Pertussis toxin
(PTX: 250 ng/ml) inactivated the channel: P0 fell
from 0.37 to 0.05 (n6; P<O.05). GTP (10- M)
failed to activate the cation channel in PTX
treated patches (n=2). Conclusion. These exper-
iments indicate that a PTX—sensitive, GTPYS acti-
vated G—protein in the apical membrane directly
gates the cation channel. The regulation of the
cation channel by the G—protein is not dependent
on receptor coupled G—proteins in the basolateral
membrane, but may be subject to regulation through
the pathways involved in signal transduction.
THE CORE PROTEIN OF THE BASEMENT MEMBRANE
HEPARAN SULFATE PROTEOGLYCAN (BMHSPG) IS
SECRETED BASALLY FROM MDCK CELLS TREATED WITH B—
D-XYLOSIDE. Jenifer L. Stow' and Manlyn G. Farquhar. Dept. of
Cell Biology, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT.
The synthesis and correct delivery of BMHSPG to the
basally-located basement membrane is an important function of
glomerular and tubular epithellal cells. We have previously shown
that BMHSPG is sorted in a low pH compartment and secreted
mainly basally from MOCK cells grown on filters (Caplan et al.
Nature 329: 632, 1987). In order to determine whether sorting is a
function of the core protein or of the glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
chains of the BMHSPG, we followed the secretion of BMHSPG
synthesized in MDCK cells grown on Transwell fifler chambers in
the presence of xyloside. Xyloside acts as an acceptor for GAG
addition and can be used to generate tree GAG and partially
glycosylated core proteins. In controls 90% of the GAG secreted
were heparan sulfate, and 70% of the GAG were secreted basally.
In cells treated with 2-5 mM xyloside, there was a five fold increase
in the total E35SlsuIfate-GAG secreted of which 82% were now
chondroitin sulfate, and both GAG (heparan and chondroitin
sulfate) were secreted equally into the basal and apical media.
Thus tree GAG chains are not sorted and are secreted both
apically and basally. A polyclonal antibody, specific for the core
protein, was used to immunoprecipitate [35SJcysteine-labeled
BMHSPG. In controls only the mature, fully-glycosylated
BMHSPG was immunoprecipitated from the medium (80% basal,
20% apical); the cell extract also contained precursor core protein
bands at 450 and 270 kd. In cells treated with higher
concentrations (5mM) of xyloside, —65% of the BMHSPG was
secreted as a 320 kd form, lacking f35SJsuIfate-GAG, which
appeared to be correctly sorted (80% basal, 20% apical). A small
amount of this 320kd form was also found in extracts of the
xyloside.treated cells. It appears that sulfated GAG are not
required for correct sorting and basal secretion.of the BMHSPG
We conclude that . 1) BMHSPG lacking GAG is still secreted by
MOCK cells and, 2) the sorting signal for delivery of the BM HSPG
to the basal cell swface resides in the structure of the core protein
itself rather than in the GAG chains.
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MEBRANE STRETCH: A PHYSIOLOGICAL STIMULATOR OF
Ca k-ACTIVATED K+ CHANNELS IN MEDULLARY THICK
ASCENDING LIMB CELLS. Junichi Taniguchi and
William B. Guggino. The Johns Hopkins Univ.
School of Med., Dept. of Physiology, Baltimore,
MD.
Ca+2activated (maxi) K+ channels have been
reported in the apical cell membrane of
medullary thick ascending limb cells. However,
their functional role is not clear, because the
activity of this channel is very low at the
resting membrane voltage. In this study using
the patch clamp technique, we found that
membrane stretch induced by applying negative
pressure of 33+5 cm H20 to a cell-attached
patch increased fractional open probability
(NxP0) from 0.3±0.2% to 29.9±7.6% (n-.l2). The
activity returned to control upon releasing the
negative pressure. Reduction of extracellular
osmolality by 73 mOan also activated K+ channels
in cell attached patches to NxP0 43.8±12.2%,
(n—8). Removal of Ca2 from the pipete
inhibited stretch activation and removal of CaL4
from the bathing solution inhibited activatign
induced osmotically. Thus, extracellular Ca
was necessary for activation. Strtch activated
K+ channels were shown to be Ca4Lactivated 1'
channels, by their conductances (151±8pS, n—4
and 146±7 pS, n—5,), by Ca2 activation and by
the observation that Ca+2activated K+ channels
were always in the same patch after excision.
Thus, our findings in inedullary thick ascending
limb cells suggest that apical membrane stretch
caused by swelling or possibly by changes in
tubular flow enhances Ca entry thereby
stimulating maxi K+ channel activity.
ESTABLISHMENTOF SV4O TRANSFORMED RENAL
CELL LINES WHICH DISPLAY FUNCTIONS OF
DISTAL TUBULE CELLS. A. Vandewalle, B. Lelongi,
M. Geniteau, B. Baudouin, R. Cassingena, (3. Friedlander,
P. Verroust and P. Ronco. INSERM U64 & U246, Paris &
Saclay, France. (Intr. by T. Anagnostopoulos).
Two transformed cell lines (RCSV2 and RCSV3) were
obtained from isolated cortical cells of rabbit kidney grown
in serum-free defined medium (DM) and infected with the
wild type SV4O virus (m.o.i. 100 p.f.u./cell). After 30
passages in DM, both cell lines were able to form domes
and were sensitive to several hprmones or compounds
inclpding vasopressin (AVP 10°M), isoproterenol (ISO
10°M), calcitonin (CT 100 pg/mi), parathormone (PTH
107M) and forskolin (FK l0M) as shown by their cAMP
content (pmol/5 mm/mg protein):
Basal AVP ISO CT PTH FK
RCSV2 12.8 12.0 75.6** 124.2** 74.8** 193.3**
RCSV3 15.6 51.2* 169.5** 38.4** 18.0 233.l**
(mean of 6 to 17 determinations.*p<0.01,**p<0.001 vs B.)
In addition the two cell lines exhibited sodium dependent
transport for phosphate, but lacked several proximal
characteristics : there was very low (RCSV2) or no
(RCSV3)-methyl glucose uptake ; hydrolase activities
were low and cells exhibited a smooth apical membrane
surface. Finally the high rate of Na induced H efflux
observed on BCECF acid-loaded cells may be related to the
rapid cell growth observed which in turn may be of
significance to account for the selection of distal cells from
an initial population containing mainly proximal cells. In
conclusion we suggest that the SV4O infected cells, mainly
sensitive to CT for RCSV2 and ISO for RCSV3, could be
derived from the bright and granular portions of the distal
tubule respectively.
INVOLVEMENT OF CYTOSKELETAL PROTEINS IN MAINTENAN-
CE OF LIPID ASYMMETRY OF RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEM-
BRANES. Catherine Vénien* and Christian Le Grime?—leo. INSERM U251, Fac. Med. Xavier Bichat, Univ.
Paris 7, Paris, France.
The topological distribution of phospholipids
of kidney brush border membranes (BBM) is highly
asymmetric: amino—containing species, phosphati—
dylethanolamjne (FE) and phosphatidylserjne (PS)
are primarily localized in the inner membrane
leaflet whereas sphingomyelin (SM) accounts for
more than 75% of the phospholjpjds present in the
outer leaflet (BBA, in press). Involvement of
energy—dependent processes and cytoskeletal pro-
teins in maintenance of the asymmetry was asses-
sed by 11! hr incubations at 37°C in absence of
energy supply and by treatment of BBM with either
diamide 5mM which crosslinked proteins or dihydro—
cytochalasin B. Phospholipid asymmetry, as judged
by the use of aphingomyelinase, phospholipases A2
and trinitrobenzene sulfonate was fully maintained
in control BBM incubated 1 hr at 37°C. Upon
diamide or dihydrocytochalasin treatment a partial
loss in asymmetry that primarily concerned amino-
phospholipids was observed. Our results strongly
suggest that cytoskeletal proteins, via inter-
actions with aminophospholipids stabilize the
lipid bilayer of BBM. They also suggest that the
low transbilayer migration rate of SM playsan
important role in the maintenance of the lipid
asymmetry.
CO-RECONSTITUTION OF TRYPSINIZED SOLUBILIZED BRUSH
BORDER MEMBRANE PROTEINS WITH SMALL MOLECULAR
WEIGHT PEPTIDES RESTORES THE INHIBITORY EFFECT OF
PKA ON TIlE NA-H EXCHANGER. Wainnian, 5.
Shenolikar, and W. Dubiusky. Univ. of Texas
Medical School, Houston, Texas.
cAMP mediated protein phosphorylatton (PKA) of
solubilized renal brush border membrane proteins
inhibits the activity of the Na—R exchsnger as
assayed after the proteins are reconstituted into
artificial lipid vesicles. To explore the
mechanism of this response, studies were performed
using detergent solubilized rabbit renal brush
border membrane proteins ; trypsin to cleave the
recognition sequence of PEA; and Superose—l2 FPLC
to separate the solubilized proteins by size. PKA
inhibited the activity of the Na—E exchanger in
reconstituted proteoliposomes by 36±6%; an effect
which was blocked by limited trypsin digestion
prior to the PKA mediated phosphorylatton reaction
(a Change = —4 10%).
The solubilized membrane proteins fraction
eluting at VIVe — .7 was co-econstttuted with
trypsinized proteins. This fraction did not
affect basal rates of Na—H exchange activity but
did restore the inhibitory response to PKA (5
Decrease — 35 5%). SDS—PAGE autoradiography
indicated that the fraction contained only a
limited number of PKA substrates.
These results suggest that the Na—H exchanger
has a small molecular weight regulatory component
which may be the target for cAMP dependent protein
kinase action. The ability to co—reconstitution
components of the transporter provides an
experimental approach toward elucidation of the
structure and function of the Na—H exchanger.
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EGF AND COLLAGEN MATRIX ENHANCE GROWTH AND FUNCTION OF CANINE
PROXIMAL TUBULE CPT) CELLS WITHOUT SERUM SUPPLEMENTATION.
irix L. EMIt and Delmar N. Finco. Univ. of Georgia,
College Vet. Med., Dept. of Physiol. and Pharmecol., Athens,
Georgia.
To attain acceptable growth, CPT primary cell cultures are
usually initiated on plastic or collagen surfaces in serum
supplemented media and then maintained In hormonally defined
media consisting of DMEH:Hams F-12 supplemented with
hydrocortisone, Insulin. transferrin, and NaSe (DF-4A). In an
attempt to obviate this need for initial exposure to serum
and its associated complications, a serum free CPT cell
culture system (SF> was designed and tested against a
traditional serum supplemented system (SS). CPT were isolated
and plated on plastic with 10% serum supplemented DMEM:Hams
F-12 or on collagen matrix with DF-4A and EGF (1 nIl). After
72 hours, serum and EGF were removed and both culture systems
were maintained in fresh DF-4A for the next 10 days. There
was no significant difference In rate of cell, growth between
the 2 culture systems. SF and 5$ cultures formed monolayers
by day 6, and cell numbers reached a plateau by day 10.
Alpha-methyl glucoside (ANG) transport, PTH-stimulated CAMP
production, -glutamyl transpeptidase (GTP) activity and 0
conSumption (002) per mg protein were assessed in bot
systems and in freshly isolated proximal tubule (FIPT)
suspensions.
AMG (nmol) CAMP (pmol) GTP (mu) 002(nmol/min)
5 15 106M 108M day day I
mm sin PTH PTH 0 7 12 0 12 I
FIPT - - - - 2117 - - I 33 - I
SS 1.9k 5.6k 123.7k 50.6k 637k 9.6k
SF 4.0 7.9 226.2 76.4 1174 599 13.4
a
significant increase above corresponding SS value (p<O.Ol)
Scanning and transmission electron microscopy demonstrated an
increased brush border and organelle density in cells of SF
versus SS cultures. We conclude that EGF and collagen matrix
potentiate excellent growth of canine proximal tubule cells
obviating the need for serum supplementation and its inherent
complications. The morphology and improved function of SF
over SS cultures more closely mimics In !i2 proximal tubule
cell physiology.
ALTERATIONS IN MEMBRANE NAX-ATPASE IN ADULT
HUMAN POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (APKD)
EPITHELIA. P.D. Wilspn*, P.A. Gabow, K. Palla*,
J.T. Norman@. Dept. Physiol UMDNJ-RWJ Med.Sch.,
Piscataway, NJ*, Denver Gen. Hosp. Co.+; UCLA,
CA@.
Normal renal tubule function is dependent on
polarized insertion of membrane proteins into
specific plasmalemma domains. NaKATPase is in
basolateral membranes of normal renal tubules.
We have previously reported that APKD epithelia
have abnormalities of enhanced growth; basement
membrane changes; loss of apical microvilli;
unique lectin binding; loss of adenylate cyclase
response to hormones and loss of 7-glutamyl
transpeptidase activity. Fresh, frozen and fixed
kidney sections and individually isolated and
cultured defined renal tubule segments and APKD
cyst epithelia were compared. In some non-end-
stage APKD, NaKATPa5e specific activity was
significantly greater than in any normal
tubules, and Northern analysis showed enhanced
expression of mRNA of the n and fi subunits of
NaK-ATPase. Using both enzyme cytochemistry and
a polyclonal antibody to the tx-subunit, >90% NaK
ATPase localized in the apical plasma membrane
of APKD epithelia ft yJ,Q and ft vitro. Other
normally basolateral (band 3) and apical (cc95kD
and Heymann nephritis) antigens showed unaltered
localization. APED NaKATPase colocalized with
actin but not with the other cytoskeletal
proteins tubulin or keratin, and was correlated
with enhanced synthesis of a 45kD protein as
shown by SDS-PAGE. We conclude that APED cyst
epithelia show reversed NaKATPase polarity which
could contribute to abnormal ion and fluid
movementS.
SOLUBILIZATION, ISOLATION MID RECONSTITUTION OF
THE CLATHRIN-COATED VESICLE (CCV) CHLORIDE (Cl)
TRANSPORTER. X.-S. Xie* and D.K. Stone, UT
Southwestern Med Ctr, Dallas, TX.
Acidification of endomembrane compartments,
including CCV, is achieved by the parallel
operation of an electrogenic proton pump with an
electrogenic Cl transporter. The latter serves
to facilitate co-ion (Cl) movement to dissipate
the interior positive potential generated by the
pump, and hence allow for net pH formation. We
have previously reported that proton pumping
catalyzed by the purified, reconstituted proton
pump is absolutely dependent upon K loading of
the proteoliposomes and valinomycin, indicating
that the Cl transporter had been functionally
dissociated from the proton pump. We have now
achieved the simultaneous solubilization (0.75%
C12E9) and co-reconstitution (cholate dilution!
freeze-thaw) of the CCV proton pump and Cl
transporter; reconstituted proton pumping of
this preparation is not valinomycin-dependent.
The Cl transport activity has been partially
resolved by means of hydroxylapatite chromato-
graphy and glycerol gradient centrifugation.
Resultant fractions are devoid of proton pumping
activity, but when coreconstituted with the
purified pump, allow for valinomycin-indePefldeflt
proteoliposome acidification. The transport
activity is specific for Cl; gluconate will not
allow for acidification. In addition, the Cl
transport activity is heat labile and trypsin
sensitive. Pretreatment of the Cl transporter
with NEM prior to coreconstitutiOn restores
valinomycin dependency to proton pumping, indi-
cating that the transporter is NEM sensitive.
EFFECT OF THYROID HORtI)NE ON Na-H4 EXCHANGE
APi) INTRACELLUAR PH (pHi) IN CILTURED OPOSSUM
KIDNEY (OK) CELLS. K. Yoneimira, L. Cheng,
.].L. Kinsella and B. Sacktor. (intr. by
0. Spector) GRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, II) 21224
Previous studies showed that Na+_H' exchange
activity in renal brush border meirbrane
vesicles is increased in the hyperthyroid rat.It is not clear whether this is due to an
indirect effect on proximal tubular cells by
alterations in renal hemodynamiCS or to adirect effect on the cells. OK cells, a cell
line with proximal tubule cell properties,
were used to elucidate the direct effect. In
the confluent culture, T did not alter cell
nuobers, protein and DNA. Ts stisulated
amiloride—seflitive Na uptake by 60% with
an Es. of 10- M. 13 increased the Vmax from
123±22 to 157±24 nmol•mg 'mint but not the
Km for Na (21.9 vs 22.Oii4). The stinulatory
effect of Is was correlated to 13 occupancy
(K,5=1.1xl0-' H) of nuclear receptors. pHi
studies using pH—sensitive dye (BCECF) showed
that the after acid loading steady—state pHi
(6.08 vs 6.11) and buffering capacity (58.9 vs
67.4 ir*4'pfr') were not different between
control and T3—treated and that pHi recovery
following acid load was more rapid in
T3—treated cells (0.08±0.05 vs 0.16±0.06 pH
min '). We concluded that thyroid hormone can
stirrulate Na—H exchange activity directly in
cultured renal tubular cells without apparent
changes in steady—state pHi, cellular
hypertrophy and hyperplasia, and that its
action may be initiated by binding thyroid
hormone to the nuclear receptors.
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GLUCOCORTICUID (GCD) BLOCX AND REVERSE THE
INCREASE OF THE Na/Pi COIRANSPORT ACROSS THE
RENAL CORTICAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM) BY
TRII000THYRONINE (T3). A.N.K. Yusufi, H.
Moltaji , and T.P. Dousa, Nephrol. Res. Unit,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
Administration of T3 was shown to increase
the rate of Na/Pi cotransport in the rat renal
8GM vesicles (BBMV), whereas GCD exhibited an
opposite effect. We now studied whether GCD can
counteract the stimulatory effect of T3 and by
which mechanism with use of 14C-PFA, a probe
for Na/Pi cotransporter. Administration (2 x 1
mg/kg; i.m.) of dexamethasone (DEX) to TPTX d
rats completely blocked both the increases in
rate of Na/Pi cotranspor (A + 49%) and in
Na-dependent binding of 4C—PFA (A + 38%) by
BBMV, which were elicited by treatment with T3 (1
mg/kg, 1.p.). Also, administration of DEX to
rats pretreated with T3 reduced both the rate of
Na/Pi cotransp9rt and the the extent of
Natdependent 1"C—PFA binding by BBMV to the
control levels. Na—dependent transport of
O—3H—glucose and N&—dependent binding of
3H—phlorizin In the same BBMV were notinfluenced by either T3 or DEX administration.
Conclusion: These results show that GCD can
block and reverse the stimulatory effect of T3 on
Na/Pi cotransport across 8GM. We suggest that
GCD counteract the stimulatory effect of T3 on
Na/Pi cotransport either by inhibiting
biosynthesis of new Na+/PI cotransporters and/or
by blocking insertion of Na/Pi cotransporters
Into 8GM enhanced by T3 treatment.
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECI'S OF IORDDL ESTER ON PTA-
GIANDIN E2 (E2) BR ICENfl' (BK) JCEDATICN IN CfIOSOLIC FREE Ca2+ CEN1fION,
IN IWPK1 CELLS. A. Aboolian* ahi E.P.
Nord. Division of Nero1ogy, HSC, SUNY at Stony
Brook, NY.
asd BK activation of the osioinositol
(P1) transduction pathway In LLCPK1 cells ani
ndulation of this process by the protein kinase C
(PKC) -activating thorbol ester, iorbol-l2, 13-
myristate (T) was studied by monitoring thanges
in (Car], with the Ca2+_sensitive fluorescent
prthe, FURA-2. Acute exposure of cells to PGE2 or
BK evoked a prrsipt transient incrnt in [Car]
that peaked at 2-2.5 fold the resting value within
10 sec, approached basal levels within 90 sec,
ani was Irtlepenient of extracellular Ca2
oentration ((Car]). The K0 for the process for
RE2 ahi BK was 8 x l(r7M ani 3 x l0'M, respec-
tively. Sequential challenge of cells with FGE2
ani BK, in either order, ani ihiependent of(Ca] evoked two ca2 transients suggesting
that each agonist was exclusively recognized by a
specific receptor. Brief (2 sin) incubation of
cells with 2.
(l(r8M1 ocmletely blocked the EGE2(10M) -evoked Ca2 transient. In contrast,
longer (10 sin) incubation of cells with , even
at l0M, blunted the BK (10N) -evoked Ca2
transient by 50%. Neither 4a- nor 4p-phorbol,
which lack the ability to activate PKC, were
effective in this regard. Conclusions: 1. The
uzr'c1 cell possesses receptors for E2 ant BK.
2. 2 BK receptors are linked to the P1
transduction pathway. 3. The R3E2 and BK recep-tors differ In their response to R4A. 4. In
addition to PEC, other mochanism(s) modulate the
activity of the BK receptor in LICPK1 cells.
THE MECHANISM FOR THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC
SEPARATION OF INOSITOL POLYPHOSPHATES BY
ION-PAIR CHROMATOGRAPHY. Florence S.
Barcelon*, James A. Shayman, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI.
Ion-pair chromatography has
proven to be a useful method for I / I /the isocratic separation of inositol N
phosphates and their isomers. We
investigated the chromotographic I
mechanism of action of ion
pairing agents by synthesizing an C44,.
optically active quarternary
amine, N-methyl imipramine
(MIP). .
MIP was synthesized by refluxing imipramine with
gaseous methyl bromide in methylene chloride and by its
conversion to its phosphate salt in the presence of silver
oxide. Both the structure and purify of the amine were
assessed by IH NMR. MIP, like tefrabutyl ammonium
phosphate, was capable of resolving inositol phosphates
under isocratic, reverse phase conditions (21%
acetonifrile, 0.03M KH2PO4, pH 3.5). Retention was
dependent on pH and solvent polarity. The biphenyl
heptane moiety of MIP was monitored by UV at 298
nm. By preeqilibroting the column with either MIP or
tetrobutyl ammonium phosphate and then eluting
inositol phosphates with a substituted counterion, the
following observations were made: (I) Ion-pairing
agents freely substitute with one another; (2) inositol
phosphates do not appear to elute bound to a counterion;
and (3) MIP bound to the Cl8 column rapidly elutes
when counferion is withheld from the mobile phase.
These observations support the use of MIP as a
potentially valuable ion-pairing agent and strongly
support the "dynamic exchange" model of ion-pair
chromatography.
CONTROL OF PHOSPHOLIPASE C (PLC) ACTIVITY IN
CULTURED RAT INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING TUBULE
(RIMCT) CELLS. T. Ben, A. Strasheim,* and I.
Teitelbaum. Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med.,
Denver, CO 80262
In RIMCT cells, EGF (E, 0.1 H) increases
inositol trisphosphate (1P3) release from 720±91
to 2228±84 cpm (n6, p<.OOl). Incubation with
pertussis toxin (PT, 100 ng/ml, 16 hr) prevents E-
stimulated IP3 release, 737±100 (n'6, NS vs
basal). As was the case for PLA2 cAMP, whether
added exogenously or stimulated endogenously,
inhibits PLC (n=4). *p<O0l vs E
Control E R+C1PheScANP E+AVP E+forskolin
975±102* 2371±63 774±108* 1024±158* 868±57*
Altering extracellular Ca (CaE) has no effect as
E-stimulated 1P3 release is 2228±84 in the absence
of CaE, 2124±72 at 1 mM and 2202±89 at 2 mM CaE
(n=6, NS). Similarly, decreasing intracellular Ca
(Ca1) with 1 eM EGTA has no effect on either
basal, 834±69 vs 655±74, or E-stimulated PLC,
2227±132 vs 2206±114 (n=4, NS for both). Increas-
ing Ca1 with 0.1 pM ionomycin (at 1 mM CaE) has no
effect on basal 1P3, 975±102 vs 948±158 (n=6, NS),
but markedly enhances E-stimulated IP3 release,
2283±74 vs 3723±138 (n8, p<.OO1). Activation of
protein kinase C (PKC) by the phorbol ester PMA
prevents E-stimulation of PLC, 2338±79 vs 894±179
(n=4, p<.OO1), but no inhibition is seen with 4-a-
phorbol which does not activate PKC. Pretreatment
with the PKC inhibitor H7 prevents inhibition by
PMA. We conclude that E-stimulated PLC activity is
1) transduced by a PT-inhibitable G protein, 2)
inhibited by cAMP, 3) insensitive to alterations
in CaR, 4) insensitive to decreasing Ca1, 5)
enhanced by increasing Ca1, and 6) inhibited by
activation of PKC.
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VASOPRESSIN INCREASES THE EXPRESSION OF THE EARLY
GROWTH RESPONSE GENE, Egr-1, IN CULTURED
MESANGIAL CELLS. Joseph V. Bonventre, Sara
Sullivan*, Vikas P. Sukhatme, and Andre J.Ouellette*. Medical and Surgical Services, Mass.
General Hospital, Harvard Medical School. Howard
Hughes Medical Inst., Univ. of Chicago.
Vasopressin is mitogenic for renal mesangial
cells. We have previously characterized the
vasopressin-induced activation of phospholipase C
with resultant increases in cytosolic free [Ca2i
and protein kinase C activation. In order to
better understand the mechanisms of coupling of
intracellular signals to mitogenesis, we examined
the effects of vasopressin, Ca2+, and phorbol
esters on expression of a recently cloned early
growth response gene, Egr-1. Egr-1 is a zinc-
finger" encoding gene whose structure suggests an
ability to regulate the expression of distal genes
involved in the mitogenic response. Vasopressin(100mM) rapidly increases the level of mRNA of
this gene as well as another growth related gene,
c-fog. Phorbol myristate acetate (100mM), which
stimulates protein kinase C, also increases
exRlession of Egr-1. In order to establish the
CaZ4 dependency of gene expression, cells were
rendered perneable with digitonin and exposed to
varied concentrations of Ca2+ in a high K buffer
at p11 7.05 (to mimic the intracellular milieu).
Ca2 concentration was measured directly with a
Ca2+ electrode. Under these conditions there was
Ca2+ dependent expression of the Egr-1 gene.In conclusion, vasopressin increases accurnula-
tion of an early growth response gene, Egr-1.
This likely represents increased transcriptional
rates modulated by both the stimulation of protein
kinase C and changes in cytosolic free Ca2+ that
are induced by vasopressin.
A LYSO-PHOSPHATIDIC ACID-DIRECTED ACYL TRANSFERASE
IN HUMAN MESMIGIAL CELLS: STIMULATION BY INTERLEU-
KIN 1. S.L. Bursten, W.E. Harris,* & D.H. Lovett.
Seattle V.A. Hospital,Dept.of )ledicine,Seattle, WA.
San Francisco V.A. Hospital,Dept. of Medicine, San
Francisco, CA.
Phosphatidic acid (PA) and interleukin—1 (IL—i)
are mesangial cytokines;IL—1 nay play an inportant
role in glomerular inflammation. Early cellular
signalling nechanisms of these cytokines are not
well understood, although some evidence suggests a
role for changes in phospholipid metabolism inde-
pendent of the P1 cycle. Acyl transf erases (AT)
are specific phospholipid—directed enzymes which
modulate the fatty acid composition of membrane
phospholipids and nay participate in the cellular
response to certain cytokines. We utilized a fluos-
escent 18:4 conjugated fatty acid, cis—parinaric
acid (cis—PnA), to quantitate the activities of AT
in UNC using differential kinetics of fluorescence
depolarization (Harris & Stahl;1984).Incorporation
of cis—PnA into HMC microsomal phospholipids indi-
cates the existence of several specific AT. HPLC
analysis demonstrates that >90% of cis—PnA is
incorporated into PA fractions. This event is
dependent upon the presence of ATP & Mg, which is
typical of AT. Addition of lyso—PA serves as a
potent stimulus of activity. AT activity is dose—
dependently stimulated by addition of IL—i in
physiologic concentrations (0.1—20 U/mi) within 60-
90 sec., with the cis—PnA exclusively incorporated
into PA. This PA pool is rapidly converted to
diacylglycerol (DAG). No IL—i mediated cis—PnA
incorporation into P1 or PC is observed. IL—i ap-
pears to utilize a unique pathway through PA for
rapid production of DAG, a critical secondary
cellular messenger.
P DSFS AI1E R1ri (AR) Bfl()fl3
IN IN'rrcr CELLS. M. Cooper,* C.P. Basti and G.
Schulman, Temple Univ., Philadelphia, PA.
The factors that regulate AR binding in intact
cells are unknown. Cyclic nucleotides (CN)
influence hormone binding to other steroid recep-
tors, an effect which may be mediated by cyclic
nucleotide dependent protein kinases (PR). To
study the effect of CN on AR binding, distal
colon epithelial cells from adrenalectomized rats
were incubated with 3H—Aidosterone (311—A) and
dibutyryl cOIP for 15 mm at 30"C. RU28362 was
added to prevent 311—A binding to glucocorticoid
receptors (GR). Specific 3H—A binding, measured
in cytosol, was maximal and stable at 15—30 mm.
[c('1PJ 0 mM lOnM lOOnM lOuM
AR binding 151* 124* 74* 102* 123*
(fnoles/mg pro) 10 15 12* 14** 15
*p<Ol; **p<.05 compared to control
eGIP markedly inhibited AR. binding. Inhibition
was maximal at lOnM cG4P. Higher (cG4P] wereless inhibitory perhaps because high [CGIP] also
stimulate cAMP dependent PR. This could not be
tested because dibutyryl cAMP was toxic to the
cells. c(4P or cAMP added directly to cytosol
did not affect AR binding implying that membrane
bound factors, most likely c(14P dependent PKs,
mediate this effect. Ten fold higher [cGIP] were
needed to equivalently inhibit GR binding sugges-
ting increased AR sensitivity to this effect.
[cGIP] 0 mM lOnM lOOnM% inhibition AR 0 9*8 51*8 32*9
binding GR 0 — 24±6* 45*9
*p<025 AR vs CR
Thus physiologic levels of CGMP decrease AR bin-
ding suggesting that cyclic nucleotides regulate
AR binding in intact aldosterone target cells.
LATHANUM AND PHORBOL ESTERS ACT SYNERGISTI-
CALLY TO ELIMINATE BRADYKININ (BK) INDUCED
Ca2 TRANSIENTS IN MDCK CELLS. D.W. Coyne, M.
Mordhorst*, and A.R. Morrison. Departments of Internal
Medicine and Pharmacology, Washington University School of
Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
We have shown that stimulation of MDCK cells with BK
leads to a rapid and transient rise in intracellular Ca2.
PMA, through Protein kinase C, inhibits this transient by
about 50%. To study the mechanism of the PMA insensitive
portion of the Ca2 transients, we used La3, which is
capable of blocking Ca2 channels, and the Na/Ca2
exchanger. MDCK cells were loaded with Fura-2 and
suspended in 140 mM Nat, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM Glucose, 5
mM KCI, 1 mM CaCI, 1 mM MgC, pH 7.4 buffer. IO BK
increased [Ca2]i by 1162 nm. l0 PMA reduced this to 465
nM, and the transient was complete in 49.4 sec. vs. 74.4 sec
for the Control. In 1 mM La3, the BK induced rise in
[Ca2]i was 510 nM, and was not complete until 91.4 sec.
The characteristics of the Ca2 upstroke were quite different,
with the PMA inhibited transient beginning immediately after
BK addition and peaking within 10 sec. The La3 inhibited
transient had a 1-3 sec. delay in onset and peaked at 28 sec.
1O PMA and 1 mM La3 combined reduced the Ca2
transient to 77 nM, which was delayed in onset and peaked
after 25 sec. Nitrendipine 50 pM does not affect BK induced
transients. To exclude the Na/Ca2 exchanger as the
transporter inhibited by La3, we compared BK induced Ca2
transient in 140 mM NaCl buffer, to 140 mM Choline Cl, and
found only a 5% reduction in the peak Ca2 in the choline
buffer, in spite of the reduction in intracellular pH that
accompanies Na removal. We conclude that the BK induced
Ca2' transient in MDCK cells consists of two distinct
mechanisms. One is PMA inhibited and probably involves 1P3
release of Ca2 from intracellular stores. The other is most
likely a receptor or nitrendipine insensitive voltage gated
Ca2 channel and is inhibited by Lab.
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EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX (ECM) REGULATES
PROLIFERATION AND PHOSPHOLIPID TURNOVER IN
GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS (GEC). A.V. Cybuisky, J.V.
Bonventre, R.J. QuIgg, J. Badalamenti, D.J. Salant, Royal
Victoria Hosp., McGill Univ., Montreal, Pa, Boston Univ. Med. Ctr.
and Mass. Gen. Hosp., HarvaITJ Med. Sch., Boston, MA.
To understand how growth and differentIation might be
regulated in GEC in vivo, we studied the effects of growth factors
and ECM on proliferation and membrane phospholipid turnover in
cultured rat GEC. Proliferation was measured by 24h
incorporation of 3H-thymidine, and In some experiments was
confirmed by cell counts. In serum-containing medium, GEC
proliferated when plated onto type I (3154±585cpm) or type IV
collagen matrices (3478±884cpm), but not on plastic substratum
(454±l6Ocpm) or laminin. Proliferation on type I collagen was
inhibited by serum deprivation (72h), and was restimulated
Iwo-fold above serum-deprived cells by epidermal growth factor
(EGF, 1-bOng/mi) or insulin (8p.g/ml), as well as five-fold by
serum. These actions of serum and EGF were inhibited .50% by
phorbol myristate acetate (PMA, 30 and 300nM) and
oleoylacetylglycerol (100lgIml). Turnover of phospholipids was
measured in GEC labelled with 3H-arachldonic acid or 3H-inositol.
In GEC plated onto plastic, 1 ,2-diacylglycerol (DAG) constituted
0.43±0.06% of total radiolabelled lipids (at 2h), and inositol
trisphosphate (1P3) was 208±85 cpmflo5cells. Plating of GEC
onto type I collagen in the absence of growth factors increased
DAG (3.78±0.46%) and 1P3 (1650±l75cpm). DAG also increased
in GEC plated onto type IV collagen. Addition of EGF, insulin,
serum or serum+PMA to GEC on collagen did not further increase
DAG. Serum also did not increase DAG in cells on plastic. Thus,
collagen matrix is required for serum-, EGF- and Insulin-mediated
proliferation of GEC. Growth factor-induced proliferation is not
associated with increased levels of DAG. In contrast, collagen
activates a phosphatldylinosltol-directed phospholipase C,
resulting in elevated DAG, and probable activation of protein
kinase C. The latter inhibits GEC proliferation. Through this
phosphoiase C pathway, ECM may promote GEC differentiation.
DISTINCT PATHWAYS REGULATE PDGF B/c-sis
TRANSCRIP'llON IN RENAL MICROVASCULAR ENDOTHELIALCELLS. TO Daniel and Thou Pen", Division of
Nephrology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TNProduction of PDGF by resident and immigrant
cells in the kidney may be implicated in renal
pathological responses including proliferation of
mesangial cells and fibroblasts, Increasedproduction of extracellular matrix components and
chemoattraction of leukocytes. The biochemical
processes regulating expression of PDGF geneproducts have not been delineated. We have
previously shown that cultured human renal
microvasculsr endothelial cells (HRMEC) express PDCF
B/c-sia mRNA, correlating with release of PDCP
activity into their media; c—cia mRNA levels are
induced by phorbol myristste acetate (PMA), thrombin(T) or transforming growth factor (TOP ), while
agents that elevate cAMP levels lower c—sic levels(J Biol Chem 261:9579 and 262:11893). Ii the
current experiments, we show that T, TOP and PMAincrease transcription of the c-sis gene 3—4 fold,
as assayed by a transcription run-off hybridization
assay. These agents do not prolong the half-life of
this message. Elevation of cAMP with forskolinlowers c-sic mRNA levels through inhibition ofiranscriptf that dominates over induction by the
other &agents; forekolin does not affect mENA
stability. Moreover, the induction of c-ala
expression by TGF is mediated through mechanisms
that are independent of phorbol-nensitive kinase C:
as 1) TCF i,.duction Is unaffected by PMA down-
regulation of kinase C, 2) maximal doses of PMA andTOP Induce additive induction, an4 3) TGFinduction persists with the kinase C inhibitor,
staurosporine, at doses that ablate basal and PMA—induced expression. Thus, basal iIPMEC transcription
appears supported by basal kinase C activity in
HRMEC. while induction may be mediated through
either increased kinase C activity or a separateTOP -induced pathway. Foi-skoiin inhibits c-sis
transcription, possibly through a cAMP resporiT'e
negative regulatory element.These studies delineate specific pathways
through which agents induce and suppress HEMEC POOPB/c-sic transcription. Similar transduction
systems likely affect expression of c—sis geneproducts by transformed tumor cells wilir
unregulated proliferation coincident with c—sj
expression.
PROPERTIES OF PLASMA MEMBRANE CALCIUM INFLUX
PATHWAYS IN LLC-PK1 CELLS. J.A. Davis*, N.
Abarzua* and J.M. Weinberg. V.A. Med. Ctr. and
Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
To establish a model for studying plasma
membrane Ca-flux pathways in intact tubule cells,
LLC-PK1 cells growing as monolayers on coverslips
were loaded for 60' with fura-2 in a Krebs-
Henseleit type medium containing either 1.3 aM Ca
or in nominally Ca-free medium (5-15 gtl4 Ca) then
were washed and treated with agonists known to
increase cytosolic free Ca (Car) - 10 jiM adenosine
(ADO), 10 jiM ATP or 1 jiM arginine vasopressin
(AVP) followed by acute addition of 1.3 mM Ca
(N—4-8). In Ca-containing medium each agonist
gave a Caf transient that increased Caf from basal
levels of < 100 nM to > 300 nM (p<O.O1Y.
Subsequent addition of 1.3 mM Ca following the Caf
transient did not affect Caf. In Ca-free medium,
the initial responses to each agonist were
severely blunted or absent, however, addition of
1.3 mM Ca after the agonist uniformly gave a
strong transient (Caf > 200 tiM, p < 0.01). Only
small and inconsistent changes of Caf were seen in
Ca-free medium after 1.3 mM Ca in the absence of
prior agonist. An ADO receptor antagonist,
cyclopentyl dipropylxanthine, blocked the response
to exogenous Ca irrespective of whether it was
added before or after the adenosine indicating a
requirement for ongoing receptor occupancy.
Neither verapamil (50 jiM) nor La (50 jiM) blocked
the responses to exogenous Ca. KC1 (50 mM) did
not affect Caf. The agonist-stimulated Ca pool of
cells in Ca-free medium could be fully replaced by
0.65 mM or 1.3 mM Ca but not by 0.13 mM Ca within
a minute prior to agonist addition. These data
provide evidence for receptor-operated Ca channels
and establish a versatile model for studying them.
PC2IV2TIC%'l OF GLCMERLJLAR PROThIN MINASE C (WC)
IN DIABETIC RAfFS DESPITE REDIEED INCEIWL
Q)NTENI': PCSIBLE B)LE EOR GLUCX)SE. Frederick
R. DeRubertis and Patricia A Craven*, Departmentf Medicine, VA Medical Center, Pittsburgh, PA
15240.
Sane of the ocmplicaticms of diabetes may be
related to decreased tissue inositol with
ocrisequent defects in hosphoinositide
metabolism and activation of PEC. In the
present study we examined gicinerular inositol
content (I) in 1 - 2 week streptozotocin
di.abetic rats and assessed the impact of alteredI on the state of activation of PKC. Carpared
to controls (C), I was reduced 58% in 1 - 2 week
diabetic rats. Despite the reduction in I, PKC
was activated in gicineruli fran diabetic rats as
assessed by an increase in the percentage of
enzyme activity associated with the particulate
cell fraction (C, 12+2; Diabetic 45+4%), whiletotal PI did not differ. Treatment of diabetic
rats with insulin to achieve near englyanniaprevented the fall in both percent soluble PI
and in I - Treathent of diabetic rats with
sorbinil also prevented the fall in I but had no
effect on PXC or on plasma glucose. Incubation
of glaneruli f run C with either the phorbol
ester, TPA or glucose (100—l000mg/di) resultedin a progressive increase in the percenta9e of
PI(C associated with the particulate fraction,
whereas 1000 nrj/dl deoxyglucose had no effect.
Glucose induced increases in particulate PI
were associated with an increase in production
of labeled diacyiglycerol, an endogenous
activator of PRO. These results denenstrate adissociation between reduced I and the state of
activation of PKC in diabetic ?laneruli. They
suort a role for hyperlyuntu.a per se in themediation of the activation of PKC seen inglceeruli fran diabetic rats.
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BRADYKININ (BK) INHIBITS VASOPRESSIN (VP)-STIMULATED
cAMP FORMATION BY ACTIVATING PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC)
IN CULTURED COLLECTING TUBULAR CELLS. Bradley S.
Ruth Breckon , John Fortune , Franz Simon , and Robert
J. Anderson. V.A. Med Ctr. and U. of Cob., Denver, Cob.
BK inhibits VP-stimulated water transport in cortical collecting
tubular (CCI) cells. The biochemical mechanism of this effect was
explored using primary cultures of rabbit CCT cells. Following
exposure to BK there is a rapid release of calcium fnm intracellular
stores and an increase in Sn -1 ,2-diacylglycerol levels, consistent
with activation of phospholipase C. In addition, BK produces a
dose dependant 46% inhibition of VP-stimulated cAMP formation.
The dose response curve for the BK-stimulated calcium release
and inhibition of VP-stimulated cAMP formation are virtually the
same with a half maximal BK concentration of 3 nM. Preincubation
with pertussis toxin does not prevent either the BK-mediated
increase in intracellular calcium or inhibition of VP-stimulated cAMP
suggesting that the effects of BK are not mediated by the
inhibitory guanine nucleotide regulatory protein (Gi). Pretreatment
with mepacrine, which blocks the BK-mediated increase in PGE2
production, also does not prevent the inhibition of cAMP
formation. Since activation of PKC can inhibit VP-stimulated
adenylate cyclase activity, we explored the role of PKC in the
BK-mediated inhibition of vasopressin-stimulated cAMP formation.
BK activates PKC producing a 5-fold increase In membrane bound
PKC. In addition, pretreatment with the PKC inhibitors, H-7 and
staurosporine both reverse the BK-mediated inhibition of
VP-stimulated cAMP accumulation. Since BK also inhibits
isoproterenol-stimulated cAMP formation but does not inhibit
either basal-, forskolin- or cholera toxin-stimulated cAMP
accumulation, the site of this inhibition appears to involve the
hormone receptor or coupling of the receptor to the stimulatory
guanine nucleotide regulatory subunit (Gs). The results
demonstrate that BK stimulates phospholipase C leading to
activation of PKC which then inhibits VP-stimulated cAMP
production at the level of the hormone receptor or coupling of the
receptor to Gs in cultured CCI cells.
INSULIN LIKE GROWTH FACTOR—i (IGF—i) IS A PROGRESS-
ION FACTOR FOR HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS IN VITRO.
Toshio Doi*,F. Conti*,L.Striker*,S. Elliott*,
G. Striker*. Renal Cell Biology Group, NIDDK, NIH,
Bethesda, MD 20892, U.S.A.
Mesangial cell hyperplasia is a feature of several
human glomerular diseases. The signal(s) for this
change are unknown. We have previously shown that
mouse mesangial cells not only have an IGF—1 recep-
tor, but they synthesize this hormone constitutive—
ly. Further we showed that the glomeruli of mice
transgenic for IGF—i responded to this hormone in
vivo. Therefore we extended these studies to human
glomerular cells and determined the site of action
of IGF—1 on the cell cycle. We found that human
mesangial cells in vitro possessed an IGF—1 re-
ceptor consisting of alpha and beta subunits (Mr
130k and 90k respectively). Fifty percent inhibit-
ion of IGF—1 binding required ixiO9 M IGF—1,
IX1O—6M insulin and IX1O7M multiplication stimu-
lating activity. Analysis of binding by the method
of Scatchard revealed one type of IGF—1 receptor
with a kd=l.35X10—9M, with l.04X105 receptors/cell.
Binding studies on intact human glomeruli revealed
similar specificity (kd1.12X10—9M) and there were
7.17X107 receptors/glomerulus. Cells pretreated
with platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) followed
by IGF—l had a rapid, 3—5 fold, increase in the
3H—thymidine response, which was abolished by anti—
PDGF antibody. The response of cells pretreated
with IGF—1 followed by PDGF was no different than
cells exposed to PDGF alone. Finally, PDGF increas-
ed protein and RNA synthesis, and this was not
enhanced by added IGF—1. Thus human mesangial
cells, and whole glomeruli, possess IGF—1 specific
receptors and IGF—1 was found to act as a progres-
sion factor.
ENDOIELIN INCREASES CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM((Ca 1j) AND pH (pHi) IN RAT GLOMERULAR
MESAGIAL CELLS. * Michael J. Dunn, Shianq
Wann , Paolo Mene' and Yuichi Nakazato*.
Depts. of Med. and Physiol., Case Western Reserve
Univ. and University Hospitals, Cleveland, Ohio.
Endothelin, a potent vasoconstrictor and mito-
genic peptide, may activate signal transduction
pathways dependent on phospholipase C. We evlu-
ated endothelin- induced changes of (Ca)
and pHi in cultured rat glomerular mesangia
cells. [Ca2+1j and pHf were measured spec-
trofluorometrically with fura 2 and ECECF. Epdo-
thelin, 0.1 pM to 0.1 nlt, doubled (Ca]j
with a slow rise and sustained elevation, unaf-
fected by Ca channel blockade. Higher concentra-
tions of endothelin, 1 nM to 0.1 uM, rapdly
(secs) and dose.dependently increased (Ca +11
5-fold over basal values with sustained incre-
ments (10 mm). Zero Ca-EGTA solutions, but not
Ca channel blockade, eliminated the sustained but
not the spike elevations of (Ca2]. These
results are consistent with 2 types o Ca incre-
ments, intracellular mobilization of Ca into cyto-
sol (spike) and enhanced Ca influx (sustained).
Since augmented Na-H exchange usually precedes
cellular proliferation, we studied the effects of
endothelin on pH1. Endothelin, 0.1 nM to 0.1
UN, dose-dependently raised pH. 0.1-0.2 pH
units with sustained (12 mini increments.
Transient acidification preceded this alka-
linization. The increases of pHi, induced by
endothelin, were eliminated in Na-free media or
by amiloride. We conclude that endothelin
stiulates phospholipase C thereby increasing
(Ca +1 and Na-H exchange with resultant
mesangi&. proliferation and contraction.
INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM MODULATES Na-DEPENDENT
PHOSPHATE (Pi> UPTAKE AND ADAPTATION TO PHOSPHATE
DEPRIVATION (P—). Bricitte Escoubet*, Marie—
Christine Garestier*, and Claude Amiel* (intr. by
Christian Le Grimellec). INSERM U.251 and
Université Paris 7, France.
MDCX cells express a Na—dependent Pi uptake
which adapts to (P—) through a 2—fold increase in
Vmax. We investigated the effect of changes in
intracellular calcium on Pi uptake and on the
adaptation to (P—) (incubation in P—free medium).
Incubation of the cells in calcium—free medium
(Ca—): 1) stimulated Pi uptake after lb and up to
15h (2—fold), through a decrease in Km (—60%); 2)
potentiated the adaptation to (P—) with a 10—fold
increase in H uptake through a 2—fold increase
in Vmax and a 70% decrease in Km. (Ca—) effects
were dependent on protein synthesis and gene
transcription, as they were inhibited by
cycloheximide and 3—deoxyadenosine. TMB8, which
decreases intracellular Ca, had an effect similar
to (Ca—).
Increasing extracellular calcium to 4 mM, did
not change basal Pi uptake but reduced 15h
adaptation to (P—) by 25% (p(05). Increasing
intracellular calcium with the ionophore A 23187
(10—5 N) decreased basal H uptake (—50%) and
abolished the effect of (Ca—), (P—), and TMB8 on
Pi uptake. The effects of A 23187 were not
inhibited by trifluoperazine, suggesting that
calmodulin activation was not involved.
We conclude that Ca 1) is a cellular messenger
instrumental in the modulation of Pi uptake by
kidney cells 2) act as a cellular signal in the
adaptation to (P—) of Pi uptake, prior to the
induction of gene transcription.
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ROLE OF cAMP ON DOPAMINE-1 (DA-I) RECEPTOR
REGULATED Na-H ANTIPORT IN RENAL TUBULAR
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV). Chris-
tian C. Felder5, Todd Campbetl*, and Pedro A. Jose. George-
town University Medical Center, Department of Pediatrics,
Washington, DC
We have reported that the DA-1 agonist fenoldopam (F)
stimulated adenylate cyclase (AC) activity in renal tubular
membranes and inhibited Na-H antiport activity in BBMV
(Kidney mt 33:263,1988). These effects of F could be blocked
by DA-l antagonist SCH 23390 indicating action at the DA-
1 receptor. To determine the role of AC in the actions of F on
Na-H in BBMV, we measured the 10 sec uptake of 22Na in
BBMV under a pH gradient (pHi=5.5, pHo7.5) and varying
Na gradient (2-35 mM) in the presence or absence of dideox-
yadenosine (DDA), an inhibitor of AC activity. The drugs
were preincubated with renal cortical minceate efore BBMV
preparation by MnCI2 precipitation. DDA (l0 M) inhibited
basal (n3) and F (1 O4M) (n—3) stimulated AC activity in renal
tubular membranes. F (104M) alone decreased amiloride (1
mM) sensitive Vmax (nmol/m,protein/min) from 141±14 (n6)
to 79±11 (n=6). DDA (l0 M) alone did not affect Ymax
(140±20, n—6) but did block the inhibitory effect of F (150±20,
n=6, p<.05 ANOVA, Scheffe's test). Control Km was not
different from that noted with F, DDA, or the combination of
DDA and F (l0±1,l3j6,±2, and 12±2 mM respectively). The
isoquinolone, H4 (5x10 M) which inhibits cAMP dependent
protein kinase A activity also blocked the inhibitory effect of
F' on amiloride sensitive 2'Nauptake (n=4). The isoquinolone
H7, (5x105M) which inhibits both cAMP dependent protein
kinase A and protein kinase C also blocked the inhibitory
effect of F (n3). The direct additiqn of F (n=3) to BBMV
also inhibited amiloride sensitive '2Nauptake by a non
competitive mechanism similar to the studies where the drugs
were preincubated with renal tissue before BBMV preparation.
In contrast to the above studies, neither DDA (n=3), H4 (n=3),
nor H7 (n=3) reversed the inhibitory effect of F on amiloride
sensitive 22Nauptake. Conclusion: DA-1 receptors inhibit
Na-H antiport activity in BBMV by a non-competitive
mechanism. This is due in part to the stimulation of AC
activity; cAMP dependent protein kinase may be involved.
ANCIOTENSIN II (All) STIMULATES MESANCIAL CELL
GROWTH THROUGH PHOSPHOINOSITIDE (P1) CASCADE.
Y.Fujiwara*, T.Takama*, S.Shin*, S.Ochi*,
M.Fukunaga*, Y.Orita* and T.Kamada*. Osaka Univ.
Med. Sch., Osaka, Japan. (intr. by J.S.Handler)
To evaluate a possible mitogenic effect of All
as well as the underlying mechanisms, we examined
the effect of All on H—thym1dine incorporation
into DNA (TdI) and metabolism of inositol phos-
phates (IPs) in cultured rat mesangial cells
(MCs). TdI was measured in quiescent MCs main-
tained in serum free medium for 5 days. IPs were
analyzed by our HPLC method (BBRC, 142:70, 1987)
in 3H—inositol labeled MCs. All increased TdI in
the presence of, but not in the absence of,
either insulin (5 Ug/ml) or 10 Z plasma derived
serum. Within 5 sec, All increased inositol
1 ,3,4,5—tetrakisphosphate (1P4), a phosphorylated
product of inositol 1,4,5—trisphosphate (1P3) and
a possible activator for calcium influx, as well
as 1P3, followed after 10 sec by an increase in
inositol 1,3,4—trisphosphate, a dephosphorylated
product of 1P4. These effects of All on TdI and
IPs were dose dependent and completely inhibited
by a 2 order—excess of saralasin. Pertussis toxin
(PT) (1—10 ag/mi) inhibited All—induced increases
in both IPs and TdI, whereas PT alone had no
effect on TdI. These results suggest that: 1) All
is a competence—type mitogen for MCs, 2) All
stimulates the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol
4,5—bisphosphate by phospholipase C that is
coupled to a PT—sensitive C protein, generating
1P3, and then 1P4, both of which may be active
messengers, and, 3) This receptor—coupled initial
effect on P1 cascade is required for the mito—
genic activity of All.
AW STIMJLATICe OF Na-H, Na-DEPElDNr AND INDE-
PENDENT Cl-HCO3 EXCHANGE IN RAT 1'ESANGIAL CELLS.
M.B. Ganz, G. Boyarsky*, R.B. Sterzel, & W.F.
Boron. Yale Univ. Sch. of Ned., New Haven, CT.
2½zplication of arginine vasopressin (AVP) to
rresangial cells (MCs) in culture (passage 2—5)
causes a rise of intracellular pH (pH1) In the
absence of HC0, due to stimulation of Na—H
exchange. However, AVP causes a pHj decrease in
the presence of HCO. To determine whether this
effect is due to modulation of either of the two
MC HC0 transporters, we used BCECF to monitor
the recovery of pHj from acid and alkali loads.
Serum-starved MC' s were grown on glass cover
slips and studied at 37° in 5% C02/25 irM HC0 atpH 7.4. After an NH-induced acid load, the
rate of pH1 recovery (dpH1/dt) in the presence
of 50 JiM EIPA (caused by Na-dependent Cl-HC
exchange) was increased 74% (n=l4) by 10'7M AVP.
When cells were acid loaded in 50JIM DIDS, the
dpH1/dt (caused by Na-H exchange) was increased
by 48% (14) by AVP. C1 removal caused a rapid
pH1 increase (caused by Cl-HCO3 exchange), the
rate of which was reduced 94% by DIDS but unaf-fected by Na removal. AVP increased this
dpH1/dt by 168% (14). After an alkaline load
induced by switching from 10% C02/50 HCO3 to 5%
C02, there was a rapid pH1 fall (caused by Cl—
HCO3 exchange) that was blocked by DIDS or Cl
removal, but independent of Na. AVP stimulated
the rate of this pH fall by 126% (12). In
suninary, AVP stimulates both acid extrusion (Na—
H and Na-dsp. C1-HCO3 exchange) and acid loading
(C1-HCO3 exchange). Thus, activation of mul-
tiple transporters by growth factors increases
the efficiency of pH1 regulation, possibly anti-
cipating increased cellular metabolism.
INFLUENCE OF 2',5'-DIDEOXYADENOSINE ON
THE EFFECTS OF PRATHYROID HORMONE IN
OK CEJ.LS. J. Garcia 'C. McConkey*, C.R. Betts , D.Montani and K.J. Martin. Renal Division, Washington
University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
Recent studies in our iaborato!y have shown that the
effects of parathyroid hormone (PTH) are closely related
to the c-AMP/protein kinase-A systems in OK cells. It
has been suggested that PTH receptors are also coupled
to hydrolysis of polyphosphoinositides, activation of
protein kinase-C and mobilization of intracellular
calcium. Support for the role of the alternate second
messenger mechanism has been obtained from studies
using the adenylate cyclase inhibitor 2',5'-
dideoxyadenosine (2',5'-DDA) which inhibits c-AMP
formation by interaction with intracellular adenosine
receptors (P receptors). Thus, it has been shown that
marked inhibition of c-AMP response to PTH was not
associated with a significant alteration in the effects of
PTH on phosphate transport. The present studies
examine the effects of PTH on c-AMP formation,
protein kinase-A activity and phosphate transport in the
presence of 2',5'-DDA. In the presence of 0.1 mM 2',5'-
DDA, the c-AMP response to PTH (100 nM) was
markedly reduced from 464 42 to 74 13
pmoles/culture. The effect of PTH (100 nM) on
phosphate uptake, however, was inhibited by only 20%.
Examination of the activity of protein kinase-A, revealed
that the diminished quantity of c-AMP generated was
sufficient to achieve 80% saturation of c-AMP
dependent protein kinase. Thus, in spite of a marked
reduction in total cellular c-AMP, the effects of PTH on
phosphate transport correlated well with the activity of
protein kinase-A. These data indicate that small
increases in c-AMP may be sufficient to achieve
significant saturation of protein kinase-A and emphasize
the importance of protein kinase-A activity in mediating
the effects of PTI-f on phosphate transport in OK cells.
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Nff4C1 INHIBITS ThE RATE OF PRI'EIN DBRADAITON
AND DECREASES AcI'IVTr'I OF CMHEPSIN B AND L
fl NDNTY IW]E PRDXIMAL 1UJlE CELlS (JTC
CELlS). K. Coldiini* and I. Kurtz. Division of
Negtirology, UCLA School of Medicine, Ic's Angeles,
We have previously reported that NH4C1 causes
JTC cells to hypertrophy without an increase in
I]A synthesis. The hypertrophic response was in
part due to an increase in the rate of protein
synthesis associated with an increase in total
RNA. The present study was designed to determine
whether NH4C1 also affects the protein degrada-tion rate (PIn) and the activity of the lysosonal
enzymes, cathepsin B and L in JTC cells. P was
measured using 3H-leucine release (measured over
3 hrs). Cathepsin B and L were measured fluoro-
metrically. The control PI was 2.9 0.1 %/hr.
NH4C1 (0-20n*1) caused a dose-dependent decrease
n P. 201*1 NH4C1 (72 hrs exposure) decreased
PDR significantly to 2.1 0.1 %/hr, p'0.00l.The activities of the lysosomal enzymes cathepsin
B and L were 0.46 0.002 and 0.57 0.002
paol/mirVoell, respectively. NH4C1 (0-201*1)decreased the activity of both enzymes ina dose-
dependent fashion. 20mM NH4C1 (72 hrs exposure)
decreased the cathepsin B activity to 0.15
0.001 pil/min/oell, p < 0.001, and the cathepsin
L activity was decreased to 0.29 0.002
zi1/mixVce1l, p < 0.001. Conclusions: 1) NH4C1
causes hypertrophy of monkey kidney proximal
tubule cells by increasing the protein production
rate and by decreasing the protein degradation
rate 2) NH4C1 decreases the activity of the
lysosomal enzymes cathepsin B and L 3) thedecrease in protein degracation is in part due to
an inhibition of lysosomal enzyme activity.
SYNCYTIAL ORGANIZATION OF CULTURED MESANGIAL CELLS
(MC) AND ENDOTHELIAL—MESANGIAL INTERACFIONS. M.S.
Goligorsky. SUNY at Stony Brook, NY 11794—8152.
To examine the cooperativity of MC contraction,
cultured MC (passages 5—12 obtained from Dr.M.Dunr
were studied using microfluorometry of fura—2—loa—
ded cells and microinjection (MI) of lucifer yel-
low. K-depolarization resulted in an immediate
Ca2 transients and cell contraction. K+_depolari_
zation of a distant MC (MI of ICC1 to the microen-
vironment of MC remote from the cell of observa-
tion) produced similar Ca241 transients and cont-
ractile responses. MI of lucifer yellow to a MC
resulted in a prompt transfer of this gap junction
permeant dye to the adjacent cells. Pretreatment
of MC with 0.5mM 8202 caused uncoupling of gap
junctions and inactivation of voltage—sensitive
Ca2+ channels (VSCC). Co—culture of endothelial
cells (EC) and MC was used to examine a possible
EC conditioning of MC behavior. Exposure to endo—
toxin did not affect VSCC in MC, but resulted in
their inactivation when MC were co—cultured with
EC. The possible role of secreted free radical
species in EC conditioning of MC response to depo-
larization was supported by the results of 3 sets
of experiments: 1) EC responded to endotoxin with
oxidative burst; 2) in isolated MC, H202 abolished
KLdepolarization—induced Ca2 transients and con-
traction; 3) pretreatment of EC—MC co—cultures
with catalase prevented endotoxin—induced inacti-
vation of VSCC. The results demonstrate that 1) MC
form a syncytium capable of propagating the depol-
arizing signals along the monolayer and 2) the
syncytial organization and contractility of MC
can be modulated by secretory products of activa-
ted EC (e.g. following treatment with endotoxin).
PHORBOL l2-MYRISTATE 13-ACETATE (PMA)
INHIBITS ACIDIFICATION BY TURTLE URINAR
BLADDER. Graber and Philip Devine.
VAMC Northport, and SUNY at Stony Brook,
NY.
PHA has been shown by others to
stimulate bicarbonate secretion by the
turtle bladder. The effects of PMA on
acid secretion are unknown, and we there-
fore studied electrogenic acid secretion
in ouabain-treated bladders. In HCO3-
free buffer 0.2 uM iuucosal PMA depressed
baseline acdification 56% (from 8.7 1.6
to 4.9 0.8 uA, n=9), and 0.5 mM
acetazolainide further reduced transport
to 1.2 0.4 uA. Sodium azide, which
reverses ACZL inhibition, had no effect
on the PMA effect. PMA also acidified
cell pH in the CA cells by 0.14 0.04
units vs a 0.04 0.04 fall in time
controls, and caused a rounding—up of CA
cells, with a reduction in the planar
apical surface area by 18%, as judged by
DI-O-C5 fluorescence. PMA pretreatment
abolished the stimulation of acid
secretion induced by HCO3/C02.
We conclude that PMA blocks C02
stimulation and inhibits acid secretion
by an azide—insensitive mechanism
distinct from that of ACZL. The
inhibition acidifies the CA cell and is
associated with a substantial change of
CA cell morphology. Kinase C-mediated
phosphorylation may be a central event in
the transition from the secretion of acid
to the secretion of base.
TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR INHIBITS VASOPRESSIN-
RESPONSIVE ADENYLATE CYCLASE IN CULTURED KIDNEY
EPITHELIAL CELLS. Gloria E. Gutierrez,* Meyer D.
Lifschitz, Peter Smolens, Gregory R. Mundy,* and
Michael S. Katz.* UTHSCSA and VA Hospital, San
Antonio, Texas.
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF), which mediates
endotoxic shock, has been shown to modulate the
effect of a number of systemic hormones. The
biological function of TNF in kidney is yet to be
determined. We have investigated the effects of
TNF on vasopressin (VP)-sensitive adenylate
cyclase (AC) in the kidney epithelial cell line
LLC-PK1. AC response to VP was assessed in con-
fluent cells after 48 hours pre-incubation with
human recombinant TNF. AC activity was measured
in cell membranes as the conversion of [o-32P]
ATP to [82P] cyclic ANP and also in intact cells
as the conversion of [3H1 ATP to 3HI cyclic AMP
following cellular incorporation of [3H] adenlne.
Increasing concentrations of TNF (1O'2M - lO6M)
progressively inhibited VP (lO7M)-stimulated AC,
with maximal inhibition (57% in membranes and 40%
in intact cells) at 1O7M TNF. In LLC-PK1 cell
membranes, nonreceptor-mediated activation of AC
by fluoride anion (5mM), GTP (1O4M), the GTP
analog 5'-guanylyl imidodiphosphate (1O4M), and
forskolin (104M) was inhibited 70, 61, 61, and
50%, respectively, by TNF (lO7M). The density
of LLC-PK1 cells at confluence was unchanged by
treatment with TNF. The results indicate that
TNF impairs VP-responsive AC of kidney epithelial
cells by actions involving one or more non-
receptor components of AC. These studies also
suggest that TNF may modulate kidney tubule func-
tions coupled to hormone-sensitive AC.
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EPOXYEICOSATIENOIC ACIDS (EETS) ARE M1TOGENS FOR
CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS (CRMC) RC Harris, T.
Homma5, J. Falck', KF Badr and J. Capdevila*. Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, TN and UTHSC, Dailas, TX.
Arachidonic acid (AA) is metabolized by a cytochrome P450
NADPH-dependent epoxygenase to four regio isomeric BETs. Recent
studies have indicated that vascular endothelial cells produce P450 AA
metabolites, and activated platelets synthesize 14,15 EET (PNAS
84:6990). Although LETs influence on vascular tone is known, no
studies have examined whether these compounds mediate other
aspects of vascular or glomerular injury. Because mesangial cell
proliferation occurs with a variety of glomerular insults, we studied
whether EET's are mitogenic for CRMC. One day after administration
of 14,15 EET CRMC demonstrated significant increases in
3H-thymidine (H-thy) incorporation (107M: 14,15 EET:120±7%
increase; n=5; p<.O25; 10 M:145±10%; n=17; p<0.0005).
Persistent stimulation of 311-thy incorporation in the presence of
indomethacin (143±9%; n=4; p<O.05 ) ruled out a mitogenic effect 2°
to inhibition of cyclooxygenase products. In addition to 3H-thy
stimulation, 14,15 EET stimulated increases in cell number in
CRMC grown in 0.4% FCS: 137±13% (n6;pc0.025) by 72 hours.
All four BET's increased 3H-thy in CRMC by 1.3-1.7x (n=8.10). To
investigate the mechanism of action of these compounds,we incubated
CRMC for 72 hours with 3H-myo-inositol and measured
phosphoinositide hydrolysis, using anion exchange chromatography.
No significant stimulation of 1P3 generation was detected. 14,15 EET
slowly increased intracellular pH. monitored in BCECF loaded CRMC
inHCO3 free buffer from 6.97±0.05 to 7.17±0.04. (n=7), This effect
didnotoccur in the absence of exiracellular NaF and was blunted by
500 pm amiloride.
Thus, these results demonstrate that epoxygenase products stimulate
mitogenesis and Na-H exchange in CRMC. These effects do not
appear to be mediated via phospholipase C activation. These
observations extend the potential biologic roles of cP450 AA
metabolites to include stimulation of cell proliferation and suggesta
role for these compounds in vascular and renal injury.
SPRINGOSINE REVERSES PROTEIN KINASE C INHIBITION
OF CELL GROWTH. Chou-Long Huang*, Jason Shey*,
and Harlan E. Ives. Univ. of Cal., SF, CA.
Phorbol myristate acetate (PHA) is a potent
growth inhibitor of cultured vascular smooth
muscle cells (VSM) when added to cultures 4-6
h after a micogen like thrombin. In the present
study, we further explored the role of PKC in
this growth inhibition by using sphingosine
as an antogonist of PKC activity. Sphingosine
inhibited PKC enzyme activity extracted from
VSM cells in a dose-dependent fashion (12%,
33% and 67% inhibition of histone phosphorylation
at 40, 100 and 200 piN respectively). In intact
VSN cells, aphingosine, when added with PHA
at 4 h after thrombin addition, reversed the
inhibition of DNA synthesis caused by PMA.
3H-thymidine incorp., cpm/dish
control 15,800 C 562
sphingosine (10 pH) 17,340 1,138
thrombin (Thr, 1 U/ml) 109,944 5,957
Thr+PMA (10 ng/ml) 22,429 1,223
Thr+PMA+sphingosine ( 1 pill) 31,336 + 1,102
Thr+PMA+sphingosine ( 3 pM) 60,334 + 2,312
Thr+PMA+sphingosine (10 pM) 97,333 2,627
This effect of sphingosine appears to result
from a specific antagonism of PKC since sphingos-
me alone did not affect DNA synthesis and the
inactive analogs, N-acetylaphingosmne and
Cll-sphingosine (10pM), did not reverse growth
inhibition caused by PItA. Unlike sphingosmne,
the non-specific protein kinase inhibitor H7
failed to reverse growth inhibition caused by
PItA. In conclusion, 1) inhibition of cell growth
by PMA at a late phase involves activation of
PKC; 2) sphingosine is a specific inhibitor
of PKC in vascular smooth muscle.
REGULATION OF SUSTAINED INOSITOL PHOSPHOLIPID
TURNOVER DURING T CELL ACTIVATION. Sharon
Inokuchi* and John Imboden*, (intr. by F.C.
Rector, Jr.) Univ of CA & VANC, San Francisco, CA.
Stimulation of the T cell line, Jurkat, with
monoclonal antibodies to its antigen receptor (AR)
leads to sustained generation of inositol
trisphosphate (1P3). To determine how the phos—
pholipid precursors of IP are regulated during
this response, we measured the rate of 32P incor-
poration into the inositol phospholipids of intact
cells under non—equilibrium conditions and mass
changes by equilibrium labeling with 3H—
myoinositol. Following stimulation of the AR,
3H—phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (PIP2) fell
from a baseline of 684±36 cpm to 245±15 cpm in 60s
and remained at this level for >20mm. An
increased rate of 32P incorporation into PIP2,
howevet, was sustained for >20mm. There was a
transient (<5mm) 40% decrease in 3H—phospha—
tidylinositol phosphate (PIP) with a concomitant
decrease In 32P—PIP. 3H—phosphatidylinositol
(P1) remained Constant but, after a 5mm lag,
there was a substantial, sustained increase In
32PP1 Stimulation of the AR led to an
enhanced rate of Increase in 32P/3H ratio for
>20mm in PIP2 and P1 but had no effect on the
ratio in PIP. The ratios in unstimulated and
stimulated cells at 20mm were, respectively: 0.02
and 0,43 (P1); 1.13 and 1.16 (PIP); 4.1 and 16.4
(PIP2), We conclude that, in Jurkat, sustained
hydrolysis of PIP2 occurs, paradoxically, without
a detectable increase in the turnover of PIP and
without depletion of PIP mass. We propose that
stimulation of the AR activates an alternative
pathway of PIP2 production that uses closely
coupled P1 and PIP kinases and a small but highly
labile pool of PIP.
SPRINGOSINE DIFFERENTIALLY BLOCKS ACTIVATION
OF THE Na+/R+ EXCHANGER BY PHORBOL ESTERS AND
GROWTH FACTORS. Harlan E. Ives, Chou-Long Huang*,
and John Lowe*. Univ. Cal., SF, CA.
Sphingosine is a naturally occurring lipid
antagonist of protein kinase C. To study the
effect of sphingosine on activation of Na+/lr
exchange in vascular smooth muscle cells, pllj
was measured using BCECF. Pure synthetic
D(+)-erythro-sphingoaine raised pHi in a dose
dependent manner (from 7.00 0.04 to 7.23
0.09 over 10 mm, for 10 pH sphingosmne). This
alkalinization is not due to Na+/H' exchange
(no effect of dimethylamiloride (50 pM) or 0
Na+ solution). During the subsequent 24h
continuous exposure to sphingosine (1Oilf), cell
pH gradually returned to baseline. N-acetyl
sphingosmne, in which the NH3 group of sphingosine
is blocked, showed no alkalinization. Activation
of Na''/P exchange (t p11/mimi x lOg) by PItA
(20 ng/ml), thrombin (0.4 U/mel), PDGF (5 ng/ml)
and osmotic shrinkage 5O mosm sucrose) was
measured in cells incubated with sphingosmne
(10 pM) for 24 h.
Control Sphingosmne 7.Inhibition
PItA 99± 9 23± 2 77
Thrombin 227 7 151 17 33
PDGF 129 15 100 17 22
Sucrose 134 34 127 15 (NS) 5
Sphingosine almost totally blocked activation
of Na+/H+ exchange by PItA but did not block
activation by sucrose, which works independently
of protein kinase C. Interestingly, activation
of Na+/H+ exchange by thrombin and PDGF was
only partially blocked, indicating chat these
hormones stimulate Na''/H+ exchange by both kinase
C-dependent and -independent mechanisms.
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AMINO ACID REGULATION OF VASOPRESSIN SIGNAL
TRANSDUCTION IN LLC-PK CELLS. Marsaret Kaehnv*,
Bradley S. Dixon5, Carolyn Burke, Ruth Breckon5, Mark
A. Dillingham and, Robert J. Anderson. Denver VA and
Univ. Cob. Hlth. Sd. Ctr., Denver, Colorado.
Amino acids regulate several cellular processes.
Recently, histidine has been postulated to modulate the
hydroosmotic effect of vasopressin (VP) in anuran
membranes. We therefore examined the effect of
histidine on adenylate cyclase activity (ACA) in
membranes from VP-responsive LLC-PK1 cells. Histidine
exerts a significant, dose—dependent effect to potentiate
VP-stimulated ACA. To delineate the site of this
stimulation, the effect of histidine on hormone receptor
independent regulation of ACA was measured. Histidine
significantly increases basal and potentiates GTP- and
forskolin-stimulated ACA. To determine the molecular
feature responsible for histidine stimulation, we examined
the effect of alanine (the histidine core) and imidazole
(the histidine side chain) on ACA. Imidazole but not
alanine increases basal, VP- and forskolin-stimulated
ACA. To examine if other amino acids regulate VP-
stimulated ACA, amino acids with differing side chain
characteristics were studied. Phenylalanine but not
glutamic acid or arginine potentiate VP-stimulated ACA.
These results establish that selected amino acids can
modulate the VP signal transduction system. Histidine
enhancement of VP-stimulated ACA is due to an
imidazole ring interacting directly with the catalytic
subunit. Since phenylalanine also enhances VP-stimulated
ACA, potentiation of VP may involve amino acids with
aromatic as well as imidazole side chain ring structures.
1, 25-DIHYDROXYCHOLECALCIFEROL (1,25) INDUCED
ACTIVATION OF DIACYLGLYCEROL (DAG) AND INOSITOL
TRISPHOSPHATE (1P3) PRODUCTION IN OSTEOBLAST-
LIKE CELLS. Yue S. Kim,* Roberto Civitelli,*
and Keith A. Hruska, Renal Division, Jewish
Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri.
Since 1,25 increases cytoplasmic calcium
(Ca2) during differentiation of HL-60 cells to
a monocytic phenotype, we questioned whether
target cells of the Ca2+ metabolism system
express similar responses. Human osteoblasts
and ROS 17/2.8, an osteogenic sarcoma cell line
with an ostnoblastic phenotype, were responsive
to 1,25. In 17/2.8 cells5 1,25 produced dose-
dependent increases in CaZ+j. At high doses,
the effect of 1,25 was an immediate transient
elevation of Ca2+i due to an increase in both
Ca2 entry and release from intracellular
stores. At these doses, 1,25 also increased
123 and DAG productiort indicating activation f
pos'*c1iptts C. At lower physiologic doses,
the ),5 effect o. Cnj was slover to develop
rd f:)encient upon ,Ktracellular Ca2+. Pl-.orbol
pcduc.d olevations of Ca2i
...-,l.ibitd the effect of L425 implicating DAC itt
the affects of c.n Caj. In addition, the
u DAC ras only partiafly accounte-1 forb 1ho2hntidyli nnsrol bisphosphate hydrol-isf .
These esuits dntonstrate that 1,25, at high
doses, can iinnediately activate phospholipase C
and incroast Ca2+j through a nongenomic action
of the steroid. They also suggest that
regulation of DAC metabolism may be related to
the hormone's effects on phosphatidyicholine
metabolism, and that this mechanism may
participate in regulation of cell Ca2 by 1,25.
INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM, BUT NOT PROTEIN KINASE C
ACTIVATION, IS NECESSARY FOR INTERFERON-GAMMA
INDUCTION OF HLA-DR ON U937 CELLS. I
Schepers*, G Sonnenfeld*, W Dean, P Feldhoff*,
and K McLeish. Depts. of Medicine, Biochemistry,
and Microbiology and Immunology, Univ. of
Louisville and VANC, Louisville, KY.
Interferon—gamma (IFN) regulates HLA—DR antigen
expression on immune Cells and amplifies the
allogeneic response. IFN increases the cystolic
calcium concentration ([Ca2+Ji) and HLA-DR
expression of U937 cells. The present study
examined the hypothesis that intracellular Ca2+
redistribution and activation of the Ca2+_
dependent enzymes protein kinase C (PKC) and
calmodulin (CAN) are required for IFN regulation
of HLA—DR. HLA—DR expression was measured by flow
cytometry on U937 cells exposed to IFN (100 U/mi)
in the presence or absence of TMB—8 (75 ILM), H-7
(20 JIM), or W—7 (10 JLM). Inhibition of intra-
cellular Ca2 redistribution with TMB-8 prevented
IFN—enhanced expression of HLA-DR. Blockade of
CaM with W—7 or FEC with 55—7 did not alter IFN-
enhanced expression of HLA—DR. U937 cells were
also exposed to the Ca2 ionophore A23187 or the
FEC activator phorbol myristate acetate (PHA)
with subsequent HLA—DR measurement. Neither
A23187 nor PMA altered HLA—DR expression. The
pattern of protein phosphorylation caused by IFN
differed from that of PMA, as determined by two
dimensional gel electrophoresis. We conclude that
IFN induces HLA—DR expression on U937 cells by a
signal transduction pathway that requires the re-
distribution of intracellular Ca2, but an
increase in tCa2+li is not sufficient to induce
HLA—DR expression. This pathway does not require
the activation of either FEC or CAN.
PLAaEL.Er ACflVATING FACIOR flICEEASFS C1'It$OLIC
FREE CALCIUM ODNCE2sJTRATION IN IIfl1ER MECULT.ARYQ)LtI'ING wcr CELLS. J.A. Fraut, A. Abooliarl*
and E.P. Nord. Divisions of Negrology, Wadsworth
V.A. Medical Center, UCLA School of Medicine, los
Angeles, CA, and HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.
Cells present in the renal medulla have been
shn to produce bioactive platelet activating
factor (PAF). If PAP functions as an autacoid in
this reion of the kidney, it might affect the
function of tubular se3ments including the inner
medullazy collecting duct (IN). In other cell
types, the action of PAP has been thought to be
mediated in part by changes in cytosolic free Ca24
concentration, 1ca4]. Therefore, changes in[Ce24] were ncnitored in a priiaazy culture of IMCD
cells loaded with the Ca2w_sensitive fluorescent
dye FURA—2 • In a Ca24—replete medium basal
[Caf] was 137 12 x14 (r5). Exposure of cellsto 1o M PAP resulted in a rapid and sustained
increase in [Ce] to 507 124 nIl (rs4). When
Ca24 was deleted fron the bathing medium, no Ca24
increaent was observed on challenge with PAP. In
contrast to PAP, argi.nine vasopressin (AVP),
prostaglandin E2 (2) and angiotensin II (AngII) were without effect. Conclusions: 1. IMCD
cells respond to PAP with a rise in (Ce]. 2.
The rise irs [Ca4] derives prinarily fran an
extraoellular source. Whether the rise in (Car)
is linked to cellular functions, e.g. transport
events, renains to be determined.
ROLE OF PROTEIN KINASE C IN VASOACTIVE HORMONE
INDUCED CHLORIDE CHANNEL ACTIVATION.
S. Kremer*, S. Sridhara*, and K. Skorecki.
University of Toronto, and Toronto General
Hospital, Toronto CANADA.
We have previously reported that
vasopressin(VP) activates chloride channels.
leading to depolarization(dep) of glomerular
mesangial cells (MC) via both calcium(Ca)
dependent and Ca independent pathways. The Ca
independent pathways were however not defined.
Using the potential sensitive fluorescent dye
Bis—oxonol, we determined that the protein
kinase C(PKC) activator PMA induced cellular dep
in the absence of a Ca signal, as determined
using the Ca sensitive fluorescent probe Indo—l.
Dep could he detected at O.O5ng/ml PMA with a
maximal response occurring at l—lOng/ml PMA.
Extracellular ion substitutions revealed that
the dsp was mediated by chloride channel
activation, Down—regulation of PKC with
O.3pg/ml PMA for 24hrs, abolished the dsp
response to P?IA. The response to VP was
attenuated, however still present under these
conditIons. When the Ca signal to VP was also
frustrated by prior depletion of Ca stores in
the PKC down—regulated cells, VP was still able
to partially dep MC. Addition of exogenous PGE2
also resulted in a rise in cytosolic Ca and dep.
The dep response to PHA and VP however were not
secondary to the stimulation of prostaglandin
(PG) synthesis, as PMA by itself failed to
induce PG production, and 2,512M indomethacin
which completely abolished VP induced PG
synthesis did not eliminate the dep response to
VP. We conclude that: 1) Stimulation of PKC r,r
a rise in Ca aie each sufficient to activate
chloride channels in MC; 2) a dep response to VP
can occur independently of both these signals
and of PG release, suggesting another mechanism
is operative iii chloride channel activation.
THE UNIQUE NATURE OF COMPENSATORY RENAL GROWTH:
EARLY PRIMARY—RESPONSE GENE EXPRESSION IN REGENER-
ATIVE HYPERPLASIA VS COMPENSATORY HYPERTROPHY.
D.A.Kujubu J.T.Norman,H.R.Herschman*, and L.G.
Fine. Departments of Medicine and Biological Chem-
istry, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
The induction of a family of seven primary res-
ponse genes (i.e. not dependent upon new protein
synthesis) occurs within minutes after stimulation
of quiescent 3T3 cells by phorbol esters and
growth factors. This family includes c—fos and
egr—l [Sukhatme, etal. Cell 53:37 (1988)]. A
similar pattern of gene expression is seen in PC—
12 pheochromocytoma cells induced to differentiate
by NGF [Kujubu, et al. Oncogene 1:257 (1987)],
suggesting that a common set of activating signals
occur in different forms of cell growth. To det-
ermine whether the same 'activation" process oc-
curs in renal hypertrophy, we measured mRNA levels
in mice subjected to uninephrectomy (UNX) or sham
operation. Regenerative renal hyperplasia was in-
duced by intraperitoneal follc acid (FA) injection
with vehicle as control. Northern blots revealed
induction of these genes by FA with elevated mRNA
levels persisting for up to 24 to 48 hours. UNX
and sham operation demonstrated a slight and very
transient elevation of mRNA levels with a prompt
return to basal levels by 60 minutes.
Conclusion: Cell enlargement in UNX is not
characterized by the same pattern of gene express-
ion as occurs in renal regeneration. These two
forms of cell growth appear to be fundamentally
different.
EFFECT OF AGE ON nNA LEVELS OF GTP-BIl1)IPG
PROTEINS IN RAT RENAL CELLS. C.T. Liang, 3.
Barnes, L. Fabijanski, N. Levine, and.
Sacktor. CRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, t'O 21224;
*Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 14) 21205
(intr. by D. Spector)
The response of renal adenylate cyclase to
PTh is blunted in old rats. One of the causes
of this defect is the decrease of stinulatory
(Cs) and inhibitory (Ci) GTP—binding proteins.
We have examined the steady state nNA levels
of Gs and Ci. Renal cortical RNA sanples were
prepared from adult (6 mo) and old (24 mo)
rats by guanidiniumjtsCl method and 8ug of RHA
was applied to the dot blot. Purity of RNA
preparations was monitored by 00 at 260 nm and
280 nm, and no difference was found. Recover-
ies of renal RHO, and nNf* were not signifi-
cantly different. Rat cOPIA was used to probe
as and ai. After hybridization message levels
were quantitated by densitometry. Actin nftV
and Poly(AY'RNA were also probed. Relative
abundance of nNA was expressed as the 00
ratio of the specific message vs poly(A)RNA.
IrRNA(OD) Relative Abundancypoly(A) as ai Actin us a Actin
6mo 0.28 0.31 0.22 0.65 1.23 0.84 2.56
±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.04 ±0.09 ±0.04 ±0.13
24mo 0.38 0.28 0.38 0.88 0.83 1.08 2.77
±0.04 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.06 ±0.06 ±0.21
p<Ch05 N.S. p<0.Ol p'cO.Ol p<O.O1 p.<O.O1 N.S.
Our findings suggest that (l)total n*NA and ndM
of ai and actin increase in the old rat whereas
as does not change with age, (2)the relative
abundance of as decreases and cii increases in
the old rat with no apparent change in actin.
MECHANISM OF cAMP MEDIATED INHIBITION OF PROSTA-
GLANDIN (PG) PRODUCTION IN GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL
CELLS CM). B. Margolis, N. Hack*, S. Kremer*,
P. Clayman*, K.L. Skorecki. Univ. of Toronto,
Canada.
cAMP is known to inhibit PG production in M
and other cells, but the mechanism is undefined,
We have previously shown that vasopressin CV) and
calcium ionophore (I) stimulate phospholipase A,
(PLA,) in M, and epidermal growth factor (E) is
synergistic. Therefore, we studied the effect of
forskolin (F) on phospholipase signalling in rat
H in c '"re. M were labelled with 14C—
arachidonic acid (AA) and percent of labelled
lipids released as free fatty acid (FFA) and
diacyiglycerol (DAG) measured.
basal V(100nM) V+E(lOnI.f)
FFA:control 0.34±.O2 l,43±.O7 2.56±24+/f
F(lOOuN) O.44±.O3 O.66*.03 0.85±.03*
mean±SE; p<.O5 *vs,control; +vs.basal; #vs.V
F similarly inhibited I and I-FE mediated AA
release. Dual—labelling with 3H—glycerol and
'4C—AA confirmed significant inhibition by F of
V+E stimulated lysophosphoinositol production
but not of phosphatidic acid. Dideoxy—F
which does not stimulate cAMP, failed to inhibit
AA release.
These results indicate that F, most probably
working through cAMP, inhibits activation of
phospholipase A, without affecting phospholipase
C.
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DAG:control O.88±.O5
F(100uM) O.98±.06
l.45±.05 l.38±.O8
l.42±.O4 l.54±.15
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ENDOTHELIN ACTION ON VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE
INVOLVES INOSITOL TRISPHOSHATE AND CALCIUM
MOBILIZATION. P.A. Marsden*, N.R. Danthuluri*,
B.M. Brenner, T.A. Brock*, B.J. Ballermann.
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Cultured endothelial cells release a potent
vasoconstrictor peptide, endothelin (EN) (Nature
332;411). We found that cumulative addition of
synthetic EN to isolated rabbit aortic rings
elicited a concentration—dependent increase in
contractile tension which was endothelium—
independent (EC50 value 1.01±0.09 aM, mean SE,
n5). In cultured rabbit vascular smooth muscle
cells (VSMC) loaded with fura 2, EN induced a
concentration—dependent increase in [Ca2+jj which
was not dependent on extracellular Ca2+(O.1 aM
threshold, EC50 1.8 aM). In addition, EN
stimulated 45Ca2 ef flux from preloaded VSMC in
the presence and absence of extracellular Ca2+,
as well as stimulating 45Ca2+ influx in a
concentration—dependent manner over the range
0.01 to 100 aM. Measurement of inositol
polyphoaphates in [3H]—myoinositol—labelled VSMC
showed that EN induced rapid (15 sec), transient
formation of IP3. Unlabelled EN inhibited
[1251)—EN binding to VSMC in a concentration—
dependent manner (50Z inhibition of total binding
at 0.40±0.12 aM, mean SE, n3). Binding was not
inhibited by other vasoactive hormones or calcium
channel ligands, suggesting cell surface receptors
specific for EN.
We conclude that one of the initial membrane
events in the action of EN is to induce phospho—
lipase C—stimulated PIP2 hydrolysis and that this
signalling mechanism is initiated by EN/receptor
interaction at the plasma membrane.
EVIDENCE FOR VOLTAGE-CATED CALCIUM CHANNEL CURRENT
IN RAT MESANGIAL CELLS IN CULTURE. H Matsunaga*, H
Chang*, T Okuda*, S Uchida and K Kurokawa. IVth
Dept mt Med, Univ Tokyo Sch Mcd, Tokyo.
Voltage—gated calcium (Ca) channels are of
critical importance for cellular signal
transduction in a variety of cells. In the present
study, Ca channel currents were studied using
whole—cell patch—clamp techniques in rat mesangial
cells in early passages of culture. Ca channel
current was dissected from the net current by
dialyzing the cells with CsCl solution and using
BaCL, (110 mM) as charge carrier. The Ca channel
identified was a transient type which is similar
to "T.-type" Ca channels found in excitable cells.
This Ca channel current was found to be activated
by a relatively large depolarization when cells
were held at a large negative holding potential
and it was inactivated within 500—1,000 msec. The
threshold potential was high (—10—0 mV) and peakinward Ba current of about 110 pA was obtained at
membrane potential of about +20 mV. Time course of
activation and inactivation was voltage—dependent
and became faster when the amplitude of
depolarization was increased. The curves for
steady—state activation and inactivation
overlapped in the voltage range of —10 to +10 isV,
suggesting this channel is activated in this
voltage range at unstimulated basal state.
Interestingly, this Ca channel was detected in
mesangial cells in early passages of culture, but
not following multiple passages.
CHANACTERIZATION OF THE LTB4 AND FMLP RECEPTOR-G
PROTEIN INTERACTION IN HL6O CELLS. Kenneth R.
McLeish, P. Gierechik, x. —a. Jakobs, Department of
Medicine, University of Louisville, Louisville,
KY and Department of Pharmacology, University of
Heidelberg, Heidelberg, FRG.
Although FMLP and LTB4 evoke similar functional
and biochemical responses in neutrophils, there
are significant qualitative and quantitative
differences in these responses. To determine if
these differences are produced by the receptor—G
protein interaction, the characteristics of the
interaction of LTB4 and FMLP receptors with their
G proteins were compared in membranes isolated
from differentiated human HL6O cells. FMLP and
LTB4 stimulated GTP—GDP exchange, as measured by
GTP[S1 binding, and GTP hydrolysis in a dose—
dependent manner. The maximal response in each
assay was similar for the two compounds, but the
maximal response to FMLP occurred at a 10—fold
higher concentration than for LTB4. Pertussis
toxin and cholera toxin inhibited GTP(S) binding
and GTPaSe activity stimulated by either FMLP or
LTB4. Optimal concentrations of FMLP and LTB4
produced an additive effect in both assays. This
additive effect was not abolished by inactivation
of up to 80% of G protein activity by N—ethyl-
maleimide. We conclude that the disparity in
responses to FMLP and LTB4 are not due to
differences in G protein activation or to
differences in the rate of inactivation. However,
FMLP and LTB4 receptors may be coupled to unique 0
proteins or to separate, non—communicating pools
of the game G protein. Therefore, differences in
the receptor—G protein interaction may account for
the disparate cellular responses to PMLP and LTB4.
THROMBIN—INDUCED CASCADE OF END(YHELIAL CELL ACTI-
VATION AND RETRACTION. D.Menton*, A.Laszlo*, and
M.Goligorsky. Washington Univ. of St. Louis, MO
63110 and SUNY at Stony Brook, NY 11794—8152
It has been recently appreciated that endothe—
hal cells (EC) actively participate in inacromole—
cular transport at the level of microvasculature.
Thrombin enhances the permeability of EC ayers.
We studied thrombin—induced changes in Ca (mic—
rofluorometry of fura—2—loaded cells), cell topog-
raphy (scanning EM), and cytoskeleton in EC. Thro—
mbin caused an initial and sustained phase of an
increase in Ca2. Pretreatment with pertussis to-
xin prevented both initial and sustained phases of
the Ca2 response. Sustained phase of the thrombin
effect required extracellular Ca2+. Pretreatment
of EC with indomethacin protracted sustained phase,
while a lipoxygenase inhibitor, nordihydroguaiare—
tic acid (NDGA) curtailed it. The sustained phase
could be restored by the addition of 15—HEE (which
is synthetized by thrombin—stimulated EC; Circ,72:
708,1985), but not by 15—HPETE or LTD4 to the NDGA-
treated EC exposed to thrombin in the presense of
extracehlular Ca2+. Thrombin caused a marked
retraction of EC resulting in a partial denudation
of the membrane. This was paralleled by the redis-
tribution of actin and tubuhin. Pretreatment of
the EC with NDGA blunted the thrombin—induced
retraction of EC. We conclude that the initial
effect of thrombin is exerted via pertussis toxin—
sensitive G protein with the subsequent mobili-
zation of intracellular Ca2+. This initial Ca2+i
transient triggers the lipoxygenase cascade with
the formation of a Rroduct(s) (probably, 15—HEE)
which stimulates Ca+ influx and induces EC
retraction.
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COMPARISON OF CYCLIC AMP PATHWAYS IN
HUMAN AND OPOSSUM PROXIMAL RENAL CELLS.
J.P.Middleton, J.J.Onorato, C.B. Dunham,
D.A. Sens, V.W. Dennis. Duke University
Medical Center, Durham, NC, and Medical
University of S. C., Charleston, SC.
We have shown previously that in
contrast to opossum kidney (OK) cells,
sodium-dependent phosphate uptake in
cultured human proximal cells is not
inhibited by PT!! stimulation of adenylate
cyclase. The present studies compare the
integrity of the cyclic AMP pathways in
human and OK cells. In both cell lines,
the threshold concentration for increased
cyclic AMP was 10 nM PTH. Photoaffinity
labeling with 8—azido—32P—cAMP identified
a 48kDa band (Ri) in both cell types and
an additional 53kDa band (R2) in human
cells. Dose—related displacement of 8—
azido-32P-cAMP occurred with PTH at a
threshold of 1 nM in both cell lines.
Maximal activation of protein kinase (PK)
was nimilar in both cells with the PK
activity ratio inorea.3ing from 0.34±0.02
to 0.45±0.04* in OK and from 0.35±0.02 to
0.55±0.03* in human cells (*P<0.05 vs
control). Sodium/proton exchange and
phosphate uptake were inhibited by PTH in
OK but not in human cells. We conclude
that the lack of effect of PTH on human
cells in vitro 1) arises from a factor
beyond protein kinase, and 2) indicates
the participation of an additional
component that is common to both
phosphate and sodium—proton transport.
ALTERATION OF GIJANINE NIJCLEOTIDE BINDING AND
HYDROLYSIS BY TWO POINT MUTATIONS IN Gsa. R.T.
Miiler*, S.B. Masters*, K.A. Suliivan*, and H.R.
Bourne*. (intr. by R.J. Aipern). Dept. Medicine,
UTSW Med. Ctr. Dallas, and Dept. Pharmacology,
UCSF, San Francisco.
Two point mutations were made in as at codons
49 and 227. Gly 49 was changed to valine (G49
V), and Gin 227 was changed to leucine (Q227L).
These codons correspond to 12 and 61 in p2lras,
sites where multiple amino acid substitutions
produce constitutively activate proteins. The
mutant eDNA's were expressed in S49 eye- cells
where no endogenous as exists. Basal adenylyl
cyclase (Ac) activity of G49V was slightly
increased over wild type (WY), but stimulation
by GYP and isoproterenol (Iso), nonhydrolyzable
GTP analogs, and A1F4- was markedly reduced.
GTPase activity, as determined in membranes by
the addition of propranolol with (32P)ATP
following prior activation with GYP and Iso, was
reduced. In contrast, Q227L showed a marked
increase in basal AC activity in whole cells and
membranes with a small stimulation by GYP and
Iso. GTPaae activity was also reduced in Q227L
compared to WT. ICYP ([1251] iodocyanopindolol)
binding competition studies in membranes from
Q227L did not show normal high affinity Iso
binding, indicating that asQ227L is in a
GYP-bound conformation even in the absence of
exogenous activators. These results indicate
that codons 49 and 227 in as are involved in
guanine nucleotide binding and hydrolysis, and
in regulation of the activating conformational
change in G protein a chains.
ABNORMAL GROWTH OF RENAL FIBROBLASTS DERIVED FROM
KIDNEYS WITH U1TERSTITIAL FIBROSIS.
Gerhard A. MUller, Teut Risler, Adalbert Bohle
and Peter Rodemann*: (intr. by H.G. Rennke).
Medical University Clinics, Dept. of Pathology,
TUbingen and Developmental Biology University of
Bielefeld, FRG.
Renal interstitial fibrosis is a major cause
for uremia. Fibroblasts from normal kidneys (NKF-
cells) and from kidneys with interstitial fibrosis
(FKIF-cells) were established from kidney biop-
sies. The amount of fibroblasts in primary cultu-
res derived from kidneys with interstitial fibro-
sis was increased by a factor of 5 - 10 as compa-
red to normal controls. Clonal culture techniques
and growth kinetic experiments revealed that FKIF-
cells showed abnormal proliferation capacities and
reduced doubling times as signs of hyperprolifera-
tive growth. This hyperproliferation can be inhi-
bited by the admission of mitomycin C (MMC).
MMC (2 x 10-6 M) induces irreversible, nondividing
FKIF-cells. As analysed by 2-dimensional gelelec-
trophoresis of medium supernatants proliferating
FKIF-cells are supposed to secret factors into
the culture medium inducing hyperproliferation of
normal dermal fibroblasts.
PROTEIN KINASE C ACTIVITY IS REQUIRED FOR PIN
DEPENDENT CONTROL OF Na—PHOSPHATE COTRANSPORT.
Heini Murer*and Gary Quame. Institute of
Physiology, University of Zurich, Zurich,
Switzerland and Dept. Medicine, University Hospital,
University of British Columbia, Canada.
Parathyroid hormone (PTH) inhibits Na—phosphate
(Pi) cotransport in opossum kidney (OK) cells
through two secondary messenger systems, cAMP and
1,2-dlacyiglycerol (DAG) acting on protein kinase A
and protein kinase C, respectively. Two means were
used to determine the requirement of protein kinase
C In PIH regulation of Na—N cotransport. First,
protein kinase C was down regulated with prolonged
exposure to high phorbol ester, TPA (200 nM, 18 hr).
Down regulated OK cells transport Pi t control
levels (8.340.1 nmolemg1 prot.5m1nL),
respond normally by upregulatin transport
(12.6÷0.1 nmolemg—1 prot5min') when
grown on low N media and generate cAMP on exposure
to PIN or forskolin. However, down regulation of
protein kinase C activity resulted In the cells
bein9 refractorX to a TPA rechallenge (200 nM), PIN
(1O1 M qr 10—0 M) and cAMP (8-bromo
cA1P, 1O M). Second, the protein kinase C
inhibitor, staurosporine (10 uM), was used to
inhibit activity. As with down regulation the
staurosporine—treated cells adapted normally to
ambient Pi, however, Na—Pi cotransport was no
altered by exposure to TPA (200 nIl), PIN (10
M) or cAMP (1O" M). These studies indicate
that protein kinase C activity is required In the
control of Na-Pi cotransport. They further suggest
that protein kinase C and/or its substrates are
required for inhibition of Na-PI uptake through
protein kinase A pathway.
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TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF) STIMULATES MESANCIAL
CELL (MC) PROLIFERATION INDEPENDENT OF POLYPHOS-
PHOINOSITIDE TURNOVER OR PHOSPHATIDIC ACID FORMA-
* * *TION. Y. Nakazato , M. Kester , P. Mene'
J.R. Sedor, Case Western Reserve University and
University Hospitals, Cleveland, OH.
We have demonstrated that interleukin-l (IL-l)
stimulates both formation of l,2-diacylglycerol
(DAG) independent of polyphosphoinositide turn-
over and phosphatidic acid (PA) production in MC
and have suggested that these transmembrane sig-
nals mediate IL-l-stimulated cellular responses.
Since TNF has biological activities similar to
IL-i. we have investigated its effects on prolif-
eration, phospholipid-derived messengers and
PCE2 release in rat MC. Human recombinant NF
stimulated MC proliferation as measured by [ H)
thyinidine incorporation at concentrations of
1-100 ng/ml, Like IL-l, TNT (100 ng/ml) did not
stimulate total inositol phosphate ('sn) forma-
tion over 15 mm in MC labeled with [ 14]myoino-
sito whereas arginine vasopressin (AVP)(1O M) increased formation of IFs (35.7±2.4,
39.8±1.7, 192.5±51.8 cpm/ug protein in control,
TNF- and AVP-stinulated MC, respectively). TNF
also did not change either cytosolic free calcium
in fura 2-loaded MC or intracellular pH in BCECF-
loaded MC. TNF, however, did stimulate PCE2
synthesis after incubations of at least 1 hour.
In contrast to IL-, TNF did not induce either
DAC formation in [ H)achidonate-labeled MC orPA production in [ P]orthophosphate-labeled
MC. Platelet-activating factor and AVP stimu-
lated DAC and PA formation respectively in the
same experiments. We conclude TNF stimulates MC
proliferation independent of phospholipase C acti-
vation or PA formation and apparently has certain
signal transduction pathways distinct from IL-i.
'IURIIAR EPITHELIAL CELLS RE1ESE FACIORS
WHYQI IVWIME FTB1)BIASP FUNCTION: IMPLICATIONS
FOR PMFE3ENENIS OF nnEr'ITrmL NEr1RITIS.
Norman, K.S. ICleirnnan*, A. Bacay* and L.G. Fine.
Division of Neçro1ogy, UCLA School of Medicine,
Los Angeles, CA.
The pathogenesis of most forms of tubulo—interstitial ne,ritis is obscure. A Tmofl
signal could be a primary perturbation of
epithelial cell function which induces changes ininterstitial cells. Interaction between the twe
cell types was examined in an in vitro model in
which primary cultures of rabbit papillary col-
looting duct (PCI)) or proximal tubule (PP)
epithelial cells on porous filters were suspended
above 3T3 fibroblasts. Both PCI) and P1' stiinula-
ted (3H]thymidine incorporation in quiescent 3T3
fibroblasts. PCI) were more potent than P1', pos-
sibly due to differences in the confluency of the
cultures; sub-confluent Pr cells had greater
potentiating effect than confluent PP. Both
epithelial cell types potentiated the effect of
individual growth factors (IGF-I, TUF, basic FOF(l0M)) on fibroblast proliferation. The effect
of the epithelial cells on fibroblast growth
could be mimicked by addition of IGF-I (l0M)
with individual growth factors. By autoradio-graphy 125I-IGFI binds to all rogions of the
rabbit kidney. In addition, PCI) released IGF-I(0.25pg/cell/24 hours). Conclusions: (1)
'Ithular epithelial cells release factors which
stimulate fibroblast proliferation; (2) the
effect is enhanced by sub-confluent epithelial
cells; (3) PCI) release IGF—I, a potential
maliator of the fibrcblast response; (4) release
of tubular cell factors may be iatportant in the
pathogenesis of interstitial nephritis.
ANION TRANSPORT INHIBITORS, DIDS/SITS, ATTENUATE
GROWTH AND CALCIUM TRANSIENT STIMULATED BY FEFAL
CALF SERUM OF CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS VIA
ENHANCED PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION. T Okuda*, S
Kremer*, K Skorecki, and K Kurokawa. IVth Dept Int
Mcd, Univ Tokyo Sch Med, Tokyo, and Toronto Gem
Romp, Univ Toronto Sch Med, Toronto, Ontario.
We reported recently that fetal calf serum
(FCS) evokes Ca—transient, increases Cl
conductance, and stimulates growth of cultured
mesangial cells and suggested that stimulation of
Ca—activated Cl conductance may be important in
FCS—stimulated mesangial cell growth (Kid mt 33:
168, 1988). In addition, we showed Cl may affect
mesangial cell function by modulating prosta—
glandin (PG) metabolism (Kid mt 33: 163, 1988).
To further examine the possible role of anion
transport in mesangial cell growth, we examined in
the present study the effects of anion transport
inhibitors on mesangial cell growth and Ca
transient in response to 1OZ FCS and on PG
metabolism. DIDS (10 nM—l00 jiM) and SITS (10 pM—
1 mM) attenuated FCS—stimulated thymidine (THY)
uptake in a dose—dependent manner. In addition,
pretreatment with DIDS attenuated FCS—evoked Ca—
transient. Attenuation by 1 pM DIDS of FCS—
stimulated THY uptake was blocked by indomethacin,
suggesting that the effects of DIDS may be via
enhanced PG production. Indeed, DIDS increased
PGE2 and PGF2 production and there was an inverse
correlation between FCS—sti.mulated THY uptake and
PG production. PGE2 also attenuated FS—evoked Ca—
transient. These data suggest that anion transport
inhibitors attenuate FCS evoked mesangial cell
growth by modulating Ca—transient possibly through
modulating prostaglandin metabolism.
ADENOSINE (ADO) STIMULATES INOSITOL PHOSPHATES
(IPs), CALCIUM EFFLUX AND cAMP IN CULTURED RAT
MESANIAL CELLS (CENC). A. Olivera*A A. Lopez-
Rivas", S. Lamas*, I). Rodriguez-Puyol , 3.14
Lopez_Novoa*. (Intr. by p. Vinay). Fundacion
Jimenez Diaz-CSIC.
ADO produces in the kidney a persistent
decrease of GTE. We have previously shown that
ADO l0'M contracts rat isolated glomeruli (Lopez
Novoa et al. Eur 3 Pharmacol 134: 365-367, 1987)
as well as CRMC. Now we have studied the intra-
cellular mechanisms of action of ADO 1O1'M in
CRMC. First, we studied cAMP levels in CRMC
incubated with ADO for 5 mm at 37°C. ADO sti-
mulated cAMP levels both in presence of Isobuthyl
methylxantine (IBIIX) (Control: 75.5 19.7; ADO:
175.6 45.3 pmol/mg, p<O.O1) and in absence of
IBMX (C: 11.1 + 1.6; ADO: 26.3 5.5 pmol/mg,
p<O.O1). Second, we studied the effect of ADO
on formation of IFs. After 30 s of incubation
at 37°C, ADO increased the sum of 3H-IPs
separated by ion exchange chromatography, (C:
3,684 68; ADO: 4,500 407 dpm/mg, p<O.O5),
and slighly augmented 3H-IP3 formation (C: 324
72; ADO: 516 114 dpm/mg, p < 0.1 ) . Third,
we assesed the effects of ADO on calcium
mobilization. ADO stimulated the efflux of "5Ca2
from 45Ca2-loaded CRMC. It is concluded that
in CRMC, ADO triggers phosphatidylinositide
turnover, produces calcium mobilization and
induces an increment of intracellular cAMP levels.
However, the real implication of each of these
pathways on ADO-induced CRMC contraction remains
to be cleared out.
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INHIBITION OF Pm-STIMULATED ADENYLATE
CYCLASE IN PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS:
EVIDENCE FOR AMPLIFICATION OF CYCLIC AMP.
3. J. Onorato, J. P. Middleton, V. W.
Dennis. Duke Univ. Med. Ctr.,Durhaiu, N.C.
PTH inhibition of sodium-dependent
phosphate uptake is attributed to cyclic
AMP but other messenger systems have been
implicated. We analyzed the cyclic AMP
pathway and phosphate uptake in opossum
kidney cells in the presence and absence
of 2,5—dideoxyadenosine, an adenylate
cyclase inhibitor. PTH increased cyclic
AMP and displaced 8-azido-32P-cyclic AMP
from a 48 kDa protein band that co-
migrated with Type 1 regulatory subunit
of cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase on
SDS-PAGE. Pretreatment with 1 mM DDA
decreased PTH-induced cyclic AMP by 95%
and decreased the displacement of 8—
azido-32P—cyclic AMP in a dose—dependent
manner. In spite of these reductions, DDA
had no effect on the actions of PTh to
increase the cyclic AMP-dependent protein
kinase activity ratio (PKA) or inhibit
phosphate uptake (nmol/mg protein/3 mm):
Control fi PTH + DDA
PKA: 0.30±0.04 0.38±0.04* 0.48±0.08*
Uptake: 5.4±0.7 4.0±0.3* 3.8±0.6*
(*, p<0.05 versus control). These data
show that DDA markedly reduces cyclic AMP
production but that even 95% inhibition
is insufficient to prevent activation of
protein kinase and inhibition of
phosphate uptake. We conclude that
extensive amplification occurs in the
PTH-activated cyclic AMP pathway.
PAThWAY OF CELL ALKALINIZATION BY PTh IN PROXIMAL
OtlV0LU1') TUBULAR (Pcr) CELLS IN SITU.
E.Pastoriza*, R.Harrington*, and M.aber. VN,
Northport, and StIY at Stony Brook, N.Y.
We have previously reported that PTh causes a
decrease in lt.ninal acidification in Per and cell
alkalinization, an effect which suggests an inhi-
bition of basolateral base exit. The cell alkal—
inization effect is not mimicked by cAMP. We
have also shown that PTh increases cell Ca sug-
gesting a stismilation of phosphatidylinositol (P1)
metabolims. To further examine the role of this
pathway the effect of protein kinase C (P1(C)
stinul.ation by the phorbol ester PMA or the
diacylglycerol OXG was studied in vivo in TPTX
rats. Cell pH was measured in cells loaded withBCF using the p11—sensitive 490/460 fluorescence
ratio. PMA (5 x l(r7M) and OXG (2.5X l(r4M)
aijcalinized the cell when applied to the baso-
lateral area, A ratio=0.21 + 0.03 and 0.28 + 0.03.
No effect oncell pH was sn when they w&e
applied hininally. The effect of PTh on cell p11
was also studied when the PTh—induced rise in cell
Ca was prevented by loading cells with the calcius
chelator BAPTA. As assessed by FURA 2 fluores-
cence, BAFA totally obliterated the effect of
PLH to increae cell Ca. Cell alkalinization by
FIB was blunted in the presence of BAPTA,Aratio=
0.10+0.01 vs 0.24+0.03 in the absence of
BAPT <o.oi.
—
We conclude that stiniilation of P1 metabolims
mediates the cell alkalinization effect of FIB.
The cell signal. for this action involves both
stiuilation of basolateral PKC and a rise in cell
Ca. These two signal pathways mey alkalinize the
cell by inhibiting basolateral base exit.
CALCIUM 1IDIATED HORMONAL ACTIVATION (IF POTASSIUM
CHAMELS IN MADIN DARBY CAN]IE KIOIEY CELLS.
M. Paulmichi, F. Friedrich, E. Wil and F. Lang(intr. by G. Giebisch). Univ. of Innsbruclc, Dept.
of Physiology, Austria.
Cultured Madin Derby Canine Kidney (DO()
cells have been utilized to analyze the cellular
effects of epinephrine (EN), acetyicholine (ACH),
braclykinin (BK), serotonin (SEA) and extrecel—
lular adenosine—triphosphate (ATP). To this end,
experiments have been performed using conventio-
nal microelectrodes for continuous recording of
cell meabrene potential and identification of
specific ion conductances, patch clamp techniquesfor analysis of single ion channels and quin2
fluorescence for determination of intracellular
calcium concentration. Each, EN (a), ACH (musca—
rinic), BK (111), SEA (6—HT1), arid AlP (P2), eli—
cit8 a rapid, fully reversible hyperpolarization
of the cell meithrane by activation of inwardly
rectifying potassium channels (single channel
conductance 66 3 p8). The same channels are
activated by increase of intracellular calcium
activity to 1 pmol/l. The hormones lead indeed
to a profound enhancement of intracellular cal-
cium concentration. The hyperpolarizing effects
of EN, ACH and AlP are sustained, the effects of
SEA and BK transient. In the nominal absence of
extracellular calcium the effect of either hor-
mone is only transient. Pretreatment of the cells
with pertussis toxin does not affect the effects
of ATP and Bk, but abolishes the effects of SEA
and ACM, and renders the effect of EN transient.
In conclusion, several brirmones activate potoR—
sium channels in MOCK cells by enhancement of
intracellular calcium activity, utilizing
distinct mechanisms of cellular transmission.
REGULATION OF TISSUE-TYPE PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR
(tPA) AND ITS TYPE 1 INHIBITOR (PAIl) IN CULTURED
HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS (MC). MN Peraldi, LM Villame—
diana, R Lacave, F Delarue, E Rondeau, 3D Sraer.
INSERM U 614, Paris, France (Intr. by Badr).
We previously demonstrated that MC released
PAIl and at a lesser extent tPA. The intracellular
mechanisms regulating the synthesis of PAIl and tPA
by these cells have been now studied by ELISA, zy—
mography and reverse fibrin autography. Phorbol
myristate acetate (PMA, 16 nM), an activator of
protein kinase C (FEC) increased the synthesis of
PAIl (5 fold) and tPA (3 fold) after 214 hours incu-
bation. This effect was time and do8e dependent.
These syntheses were inhibited by the potent inhi-
bitor of FEC, H7 (25 M) : 58% for PAIl and 50% for
tPA. Inhibition (i1 to 76%) was also observed with
cycloheximide (0.36 F1M) and actinomycin D (10—7 M)
suggesting de novo protein synthesis. 8 bromocyclic
AMP (8 b cAMP, io—6 M), but not CGMP analogs inhi-
bited the PMA—induced synthesis of PAIl and tPA in
a dose dependent manner (72 and 614% respectively)
without affecting the basal secretion of PAIl and
iPA. By Northern blot analysis using cDNA probes,
PMA was found to increase PAIl and tPA mRNA whereas
8 b cAMP blocked this effect. We suggest that hor-
mones or mediators which stimulate PKC activity
could increase PAIl and tPA synthesis in MC whereas
those activating adenylate cyclase and protein
kinase A have opposite effects.
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VASOPRESSIN STIMULATION OF PLC AND PLA2 IS
COUPLED THROUGH TWO DISTINCT GTP-BINDING
PROTEINS IN RAT GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS.
D. Portilla, M. Mordhorst,* W. Bertrand* and A.R. Morrison.
Departments of Internal Medicine and Pharmacology,
Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
We have designed experiments to determine if the
vasopressin induced arachidonic (AA) release and increases in
cytosolic Ca2 are coupled to distinct guanine nucleotide
binding proteins in rat glomerular mesangial cells. Mesangial
cells were grown in culture as previously described.
Experiments were designed to examine the Ca2 signalling
response to vasopressin and its modulation by pertussis toxin
and phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) in intact cells in
suspension. VP caused a dose-dependent increase in Ca2.
PMA inhibited this response in dose-dependent manner.
Pertussis toxin did not inhibit the calcium response,
suggesting the presence of a pertussis toxin insensitive G-
protein coupled to the activation of PLC. The effect of PMA
l0 M was reversed by Hi but not by HA 1004 confirming
the effect of PMA was mediated through protein kinase C.
PMA 10 in contrast increased (AA) release from a basal
level of 35.87 * 8.4 ng/well to 69.37 5 ng/well and this
effect was inhibited by H7. GTP-IS stimulated AA release in
saponin permeabilize mesangial cells in the presence of VP
l0M from 49.8 11.7 to 71.87 10.67 ng/well. Pertussis
toxin and GDPPS inhibited this stimulation, suggesting that
the stimulation of AA release by VP was mediated through a
GTP binding protein which was pertussis toxin sensitive. We
conclude that VP stimulates Ca2 mobilization and AA release
through two distinct GTP binding proteins in mesangial cells.
MANNOSE—6—PHOSPHATE POTENTIATES IGF Il—STIMULATED
INOSITOL TRISPHOSPI1ATE PRODUCTION IN PROXIMAL
TUBULAR BASOLATERAL MEMBRANES. Sharon A. Rogers*
and Marc R. Haminerman. Washington Univ. Sch. of
Med., St. Louis, Missouri.
We have shown that IGF II stimulates phospholi—
pase C in the basolateral membrane of the canine
renal proximal tubular cell (PNAS USA, 85:4037,
1988). The IGF II receptor and the cation—
independent mannose—6—phosphate receptor are the
same protein. To determine whether mannose—6—
phosphate (M6P) affects IGF Il—stimulation of
phospholipase C activity we measured binding of
'25I—IGF II to isolated basolateral membranes and
IGF Il—stimulated production of inositol—
trisphosphate (Ins—P3). 125I—ICF II bound to its
260,000 Mr receptor. The specific binding
capacity for IGF II was enhanced 26% by 5 mM M6P.
Neither inannose—i—phosphate (M1P), nor mannose
(MAN) enhanced binding. In the absence of IGP II,
neither MAN, MIP or MGP affected Ins—P3 produc-
tion. However, production of Ins—P3 measured in
the presence of iO9 N rat IGF II (rIGF II) was
potentiated approximately 2.5 fold by inclusion of
5 mM M6P in incubations. No similar potentiation
was effected by MAN, M1P, glucose—6—phosphate or
fructose—i—phosphate. Enhancement of IGF II—
stimulated Ins—P3 production by M6P was greater
than would be expected by virtue of its action to
increase binding of IGF II to its receptor alone.
Our findings suggest that M6P potentiates stimula-
tion of phospholipase C by IGF II in the basolat—
eral membrane of the renal proximal tubular cell.
Such potentiation could reflect a role for the
N6P moiety of membrane or extracellular proteins
as.a modulator of IGF II "signal" transmission in
vivo.
CYCLOSPORIN A (CSA) INCREASES PLASMINOGEN ACTIVA-
TOR INHIBITOR TYPE 1 (PAIl) SYNTHESIS BY HUMAN
MESANGIAL CELLS IN CULTURE (MC). E Rondeau, MN Fe-
raldi, LM Villamediana, P Ruedin, JO Sraer. INSERM
U 64, Paris, France (Intr.. by C. Lech6ne).
CSA is known to promote thrombotic microangio
pathy. To determine a possible effect of CSA on MC,
we studied the fibrinolytic components released by
these cells known to produce mainly PAIl and tissue
type plasminogen activator (tPA), by ELISA, fibrin
reverse autography and Northern blot analysis.
PAIl (ng/lO' cells) was found to increase in the
presence of CSA in a time (6—24 hours) and dose
(0.10—10 tiM) dependent manner. This effect was
present both in the culture medium and in the cell
extract. It was apparent at 0.10 M with maximal
effect at 5 pM.
basal +CSA(O.1O pM)
Supernatants 12 h 8.4+0.9 23.7+3.2*
Cell lysates 12 h 4.6+0.2 8.5+0.6*
* p(O.OO1 vs basal value.
By contrast, CSA did not affect the release of tPA
(basal : 26.9+3.9, CSA : 30.4-s-4.8 mU/lU' cells/6
hours). CSA did not modify cell counts and cell
viability. The effect of CSA was unaffected by
protein kinase C inhibitor H7 (25 pM) but was re-
duced by 45% and 27% in the presence of cyclohexi—
mide (0.36 pM) and actinomycin D (10—i N) respecti-
vely. In conclusion, CSA increase8 selectively
PAIl through de novo protein synthesis. This may
contribute to the inefficient glomerular fibrino—
lysis occaeionnally seen during CSA treatment.
PARALLEL ALTERATIONS IN NAP/GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT AND PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC)
LOCALIZATION INDUCED BY WA OR HYPOXIA IN
LLC-PK1 CELLS: EVIDENCE FOR OXYGEN INDUCED
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION. A Schai* DL Clke*
and RL Tannen. Department of Internal Medicine,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml.
We reported previously that in contrast to standard
still cultures adequately oxygenated rocked cultures of
LLC-PK1 cells exhibit a variety of differentiated
functions of proximal tubukr epithelium including
enhanced Na-dependent alpha-methyl glucoside (n-
MeG) transport activity.
Incubation of subconflunt rocked cultures with a
tumor promoter WA (l0'M) produced significant
inhibition of ct-MeG uptake which became apparant
within one hr of treatment (control 9.32 WA(l
hr) 5.78 md WA (8 hr) 2.99 nmol/mg/60
mm, respectively). Inhibitory response of WA onct -
MeG uptake was unaltered by cyclckieximide, suggesting
a protein synthesis-independent inhibition of the
transport activity by WA in these cells.
PKC activity was found predominantly localized in
membrane rich fraction of subconfluent cultures of still
LLC-PK1 cells. Rocked culture, which exhibit enhanced
n-Meg uptake, ShOW a shift in the distribution of PKC to
th&pytosolic pool. Treatment of these cultures with
l0'M WA for one hr resulted in complete
translocation of cytosolic PKC with concomitant
decrease inn -MeG uptake to the level of activities
usually observed in hypoxic cultures of still cells.
Since PKC localization in cytosol is a feature
associated with differentiated cells, these studies
suggest that improved oxygenation by rocking induces
cellular differentiation in LLC-PK1 cells. Furthermore,
PKC cppears to play major role in the regulation of
Nat/glucose transport in LLC-PK1 cells.
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PURINERGIC RECEPTOR REGILATION OF CYTOSOLIC
Catf IN CLLTURED OPOSSIM KIDNEY (OK) CELLS.
H. Sakamoto, H. Kumagal, C.R. Filburn, and
B. Sacktor. Lab Biol Chem, NIA, NIH,
Baltimore, .U 21224 (Intro, by S. Guggino)
Cytosolic CaZ+ in renal tubular cells is
regulated by 1P3 generated by phospholipase C
catalyzed breakdown of phosphatidyl Inositol—4,
5—bisphosphate in response to various hormones.
To assess whether purinergic regulation of
this mechanism also occurs, the effect of
purine nucleotides and derivatives on tCa2+li
and IP, generation in 01< cells, which havejroxlqal tubule characteristics, were measured.
LCa2Ji was monitored in cells loaded with the
fluorescent Ca2 lndicao Indo—l and JR3 in
cells prelabeled with 3LHJ—inosltol. ATP and
AUP, but nçit A' or adenosine, transiently
increased Lca2Ji. ADP was more potent than
ATP, with ED5,=3x10—' M; ATP was more
effective (2.6 fold increase), but failed to
sti,irate at icr' M, at which It increased
'l.HJ—IP, 2.7 fold at 30 sec. Cells treated
with l0 AlP gave blunted responses to
subsequently added ATP or ADP; cells treated
with ADP gave a small response to a second
addition of ADP, but a large response to Alp.
These effects persisted in the presence of
EGTM or after washing the pretreated cells.
Slnultaneous addition of ATP and RDP elicited
a nearly additive response. Thus, OK cells
appear to have 2 distInct P—2 purlnerglc
receptors linked to phosph9lipae C, and
involved in regulation of LCa2'JI.
IDENTIFICATION OF GTP-BINDING PROTEINS IN RAT
GIOMERULAR MSANGIAL CELLS D.Schlondorff,
J.A.Satriano • S.DeCandido . Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Bronx, New York
Previous experiments by us and others
showed involvement of GTP-binding protein in
hormonal stimulation of phospholipase C in MC.
This process was inhibitable by pertussis
toxin pretreatment (PT). Recently a number of
G alpha -i proteins have been isolated. We now
attempted to identify the specific G alpha
subunit involved In phospholipase C activation
in M.C..
PT catalyzed ADP-ribosylation of two pro-
teins of molecular weights 40 and 4IKDa.
Immunoblots with antibodies directed against
different alpha -i subunits of G proteins
(gift of Dr. A. Spiegel) showed both 40 and 41
kDa bands reacting with antibody AS/7 which
reacts with G alpha -i proteins in general.
The major, 40 KDa protein also reacteJ with
LE/3 antibody directed against G alpha i-2.
This was further confirmed by Northern blot
which showed a major 2.3 Kb mRNA hybridizing
with a cDNA probe for G alpha i-2 and a lesser
amount of a 3.5 Kb mRNA hybridizing with a
cDNA probe for G alpha 1-3. Thus G alpha 1-2
corresponds to the 40 KDa and G alpha i-3 to
the 41 kDa substrate for PT ribosylation.
The results show that MC contain two types
of G alpha -i subunits. The major one, G alpha
1-2, has been linked to PT-inhibitable phos-
pholipase C activation in leukocytes, and by
analogy may fulfill the same role in MC. The
use of immuno- and Northern blots should help
to further clarify the role of tha different G
proteins in MC.
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PAP INCREASE CY'IOSOLIC FREE LCIOM CEN'iRA-
TIONS [Ca2] F'14 YIH EX'flA— ND DAcEUIJLARSWES IN LtC5( CLIS. J. Sd,losser*, A.
1boolian*, and E.P. Nord. Division of Ne,ro1-
ogy, HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.
Platelet activating factor (PAP) is an
isportant mediator of the inflanieatory response.
Since the renal cortex may be involved in certain
inflasmatozy states, the methanism of action ofPAP was examined in cells of pzvxinal tubele
origin (lIePI) by sonitoring changes in (Car]
with the Ca2 —fluorescent probe, FURA-2. In a
Ca2—repleth medium, acute exposure of cells to
PAY (l0M) resulted in a small transient incre-
ment in [Ca2] followed by a second, sustainedCa2 increment. Deletion of Ca2 f d
bathing solution decreased the initial Ca2
transient and cQnpletely obliterated the second
sustained Ca2 increment. In a Ca2-replete
medium brief exposure of cells to verapamnil (10
5M, 5 nun) or the protein kinase C (PKC)-
activating phothol ester, phorbol—l2,13—myristate
(RA, lOM, 2 mm) blunted the second sustained
Ca2 incrennt by 78% and 85% respectively.
Neither pound influenced the initial tran-
sient. Ier PAP concentrations evoked only theinitial Ca2 transient; rechallerige with PAP
within 1 en evoked the secord sustained Ca2
increment. Conclusions: 1. In i.zcrc1 cells, PAP
mebilizes Ca2 from both Intra— and extracellular
sources. 2 The initial rapid Ca2 transient
represents sobilization of Ca2 from internal
stores. The second sustained increment is due to
Ca2 entry from the external medium. 3. The
external Ca2 entry pathway is inhibited by 4A,
consistent with a PKC-regulated entry step.
E MELER GUXXJWRflWID R1 (OR) OFoirn EPrmEL.mL cErzs is isomiiB. G. Schulman, C. P. Bastl and G. Litwack,
Temple Univ. Health Sci. Ctr. Phila., PA.
Previous studies suggested the activated
CR of kidney arid colon cytosol (IB) is a small-
er less negatively charged nolecule than that
found in nonepithelial cells (GRII). The CR
formed with exposure of intact epithelial cells
to glucocorticoids (C) has never been charact-
erized. Proximal colon cells were exposed to
3H—Triancinolone, lxlO—7M and the cytoplasmic,
soluble nuclear (tris extractable) and chranat—
in bound (KC1—extractable) CR isolated and
characterized. At O'C only the unactivated
receptor was found in cytoplasm and total spec-
ific nuclear binding was 19±47 tol/mg DNA. At
30'C specific cytoplasmnic binding was 289±33
fmol/mg protein. Both unactivated and activat-
ed CR were present in cytosol and nuclear bind-
ing markedly increased. At 20 minutes incubat-
ion the soluble specific nuclear CR content was
386±120 aria the specific chromatin bound,
340±66 fnol/i53 DNA. Nonspecific binding was
12% of total binding. Dely one CR form was
found in nuclei. It eluted in the prewash on
DEAR cellulose and DEAR Sephadex anion exchange
chromatography anci had a Stokes radius determi—
ned by gel filtration of 34±0.7 A, identical to
the activated form in cytosol. GRII, which
elutes in the salt gradient on anion exchange
and has a Stokes radius of 70A, was never
found. Thus, the activated nuclear CR complex
in intact cells, where G stimulate Na absorpt-
ion is an isoreceptor. This suggests receptor
form may determine the hornone' s physiologic
expression in different cell types.
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AGONIST INDUCED CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM
RESPONSES IN SINGLE VASCULAR SMOOTH
MUSCLE CELLS. Ulirich S. Schwertschlaa
and Vincent W. Dennis,* Duke Univ.
Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina.
Baseline and peptide hormone induced
calcium (Cai) was measured in single
cultured vascular smooth muscle cells
(5VSMC) using FURA II microspectro-
fluorilnetry. Baseline Ca was 107±14 tiN,
superfusion with 1 to 100 tiN ANG II
resulted in oscillating responses in Cai
values not significantly different from
control at 1 mM and 10 tiN, but differed
from control at 100 tiN ANG II (p<0.05).
At 1 uM ANG the Ca response was
biphasic: Within 1-2 measurement cycles
(4—8 sec) Ca increased to 245±39 mM
(p<0.05), returned to 152±18 nN (p<0.05)
within 60 sec., rose again to 264±27 tiN
(p<0.0l) and returned to baseline within
120.8±21 sec. Arginine vasopressin (AVP)
also caused oscillating responses at 1—
100 nM and a monophasic Ca response at 1
UN: 311±66 (p<0.01) within 4—8 sec.,
which returned to baseline within 45±11
sec. These results differ from findings
with VSMC populations where a agonist
dose response curve could be established
and the duration of the Ca response was
between 5—15 mm. We conclude that single
cells differ from cell suspensions in
their response to agonist stimulation,
perhaps because of cell—to—cell communications.
AlXI'ERION OF A VI1AL TER BY RECt4BINArIoN IN
HUWIN MYONIC IEY (293) CELLS SUGGE$IS
fl3UBILITY IN WE INTERACTION OF TRANSCRIPTIONFACIO. P. Secial*, A.J. Berk* (intr. by L.G.
Fine). Division of Nephrology, UCLA School of
Medicine, and Department of Microbiology, UCLA,
CA.
The 293 cell line was used to construct mutant
adenoviruses with altered prceter regions in
order to determine the requirements for effective
interaction between transcription factors and the
ONA template. This intracellular reccinbination
technique allows mutant viruses with altered
prcsater regions to be isolated and ptrified. To
determine whether insertion of multiple GC-boxes(Spl transcription factor I]IA bindiog sites) can
overccs the normal spacing requirements for
interaction of transcription factors within the
viral Elb prcatoter, we infected Heta cells with
mutant viruses containing two CC- boxes inserted
30 basepairs (tp) upstream front the TATA-box(normal separation: 8 bp). Transcription was
quantitated by Sl assay of Eth mPNA. Insertion of
two CC-boxes was found to overcome the 6 fold
decrease rn transcription achieved by a 30 bp
separation of one CC-box front TATA, provided that
the two CC-boxes are on the same side of the Et'IA
helix as TATA. This finding supports a medel of
transcription factor interaction which involves
flexibility of the transcription factors them-
selves and/or of the ONA tezplate, e.g., loopingto bring bound transcription factors into proxija-ity. Conclusion: These insights into the
necbaniam by which transcription factors regulate
transcription may provide a means for medifying
the transcription of genes in vivo.
RAPID FORMATION OF INOSITOL PENTAKIS-
PHOSPHATE IN LLC-PK1 CELLS. James A. Shayman,
Bruce A. Davidson*, Dorothy Wu*, and Paul R. Kniit*,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
We have recently reported a precursor-product
association between inositol I, 4, 5 trisphosphote and
inositol pentakisphosphate (1P5) in permeabilized renal
epitheliol cells and have defined its probable pathway.
Because ion-pair chromatography permits the rapid
resolution of 1P5 and lP6 under isocratic conditions at
low ionic strength, it has been possible to measure these
products accurately without the attendant quenching
associated with anion exchange chromatography. We
sought to determine whether 1P5 formation occurs in
intact cells by use of this methodology.
LLC-PK1 cells were labeled to equilibrium with myo
[2_3Hjinositol in inositol-free media with dialyzed fetal
calf serum. Cells were stimulated by exposure to
arginine vasopressin and extracted by acid precipitation
and desalting over a Cl8 Sep-pak preequilibrated with
tetrobutyl crnmonium and eluted with 100%
acetonitrile. Eluents were dried, resuspended in mobile
phase (CH3CN 25%, KH2PO4 0.05M, TBA 0.01 M, pH
3.25), and resolved by reverse phase chromatography.
Under basal conditions, lP5 labeling was signifcantly
greater than 1P2, 1P3, or lPtt. Following stimulation
(2x10-7M AVP) all inositol phosphates rose sigificantly
with 1P5 increasing to greater than B times its basal
level. 1P5 formation was enhanced by preincubation
with I 0mM LiCl. Moreover, lP5 formation was time and
concentration dependent (ED5O= I 0-9M).
In conclusion, 1P5 is the major product of hormone-
stimulated phosphatidyl inositol bisphosphate hydrolysis
in LLC-PK1 cells. Based on our previous observations,
inositol I, 4, 5 trisphosphate is the likely precursor for
this product. 1P5 is therefore an important candidate
for a second messenger in these cells.
ROLE OF CALCIUM CHANNELS IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELL (MC)
PROLIFERATION. P. Shultz and L. Rail. Dept. of Medicine, VAMC and
U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
The stimulation of human MC proliferation by both
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and thrombin (T) is
accompanied by changes in cytosolic calcium (Ca) levels. Both
mobilization of intracellular Ca stores and influx of extraceltular
Ca appear to contribute to these increments In cytosolic Ca.
In order to determine whether activation of calcium channels is
critical for the mitogenic effect of PDGF and T, we tested the effect of
the calcium channel blockers, diltiazem (Dill, 106M) and
nifedipine (Nit, 105M) on PDGF and T-induced 3H-thymldlne
Incorporation into DNA of MC. Quiescent MC in serum-free (SF)
media were Incubated with either SF control, PDGF(5 ng/ml) alone,
PDGF + calcium channel blocker, T (5 U/mI) alone or T + calcium
channel blocker for 28 hrs., with 3H-thymidine added for the last 4
hrs. of the incubation. The cpmlwell Incorporated Into TCA-
insoluble cell fractions was SF 6l3i9, PDGF — 1726j72, and
PDGF + Dill 1295j6l. In separate experiments, SF
882j119, T 3749j.234, and T + Dill 2385j90 (mean j
S.E., * p <0.05 vs mitogen alone). Dilt alone had no significant
effect on 3H-thymidine incorporation. In cell counting experiments,
PDGF alone caused a 140% Increase In cell no. alter 24 hrs., which
was completely prevented by addition of Dill (1 06M). No decrease
in cell no. was detected in wells exposed to Dill alone, as compared to
SF media. In separate experiments, Nit also inhibited both PDGF
and T-lnduced increases In 3H-thymldine Incorporation. In
contrast, the Ca channel agonist, BAY K 8644 (BAY, 106M)
stimulated a 400% increase in 3H-thymidine incorporation over
SF wells (p<0.05).
We suggest that influx of extracellular Ca via Ca channels In MC
is an important signal in the mitogenic effect of PDGF and T, and
perhaps other mitogens as welt. Calcium channel blockers, such as
Dill and Nit, may be beneficial in attenuating the MC proliferation
which frequently accompanies glomerular injury.
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ENDOTHELIN STIMULATES MITOGENESIS IN
QUIESCENT RAT MESANGIAL CELLS. Michael S.
Simons*, R. Guy McDermott*, Nnenna Njoku*, John
R. Sedor, and Michael J. Dunn. Depts. of Medicine and
Physiology and Biophysics, Case Western Reserve
University, Cleveland Ohio.
We tested whether endothelin, a recentlydescribed peptide vasoconstrictor, would stimulate
mitogenesis in cultured rat mesangial cells (MC). When
added to quiescent (G0) MC in DME/F12 with 0.5% fetal
bovine serum (FES), endothelin activated repntry into
with progression to S phase 12-16 h later. ['H)Thymidine
uptake in response to endothelin was dose-dependent:
threshold, 0.1 nM; half-maximal, 0.9 nM; and maximal
simulation at 10 nM. Endothelin at 10 nM increased
H]thymidine uptake from control values of 560 101
cpm/well (n=4) to 2856 79 (n—5). The potency of
endotheija was compara,1e to 2.5% FBS, which in parallel
experiments increased E Hjthymidine uptake to 3175 75
cpm/well (n=5). Endotheljn-jnduced mitogenesis wa
also confirmed at 48 h by cell counts (0 time, 48 x1O
cells/well; 48 h,control..50, 1 uM endothelun=75). in
c,ntrast to MC, endothelin failed to stimulateHJthyinidine uptake in Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts, showing
that the endothelun response is specific for cell type.Endothelin did not stimulate MC mitogenesis in
DME/F12 alone but acted synergistically with either 0.5%
PBS or 0.1 ug/ml insulin, suggesting that endothelin acts
as a comitogen. Endothelin (0.1 uM) also stimulated
transcription of the proto-oncogene, c-/os, which peaked
30 mm after addition and returned to control levels at 3
h. We conclude, therefore, that endothelin is not only
vasoconstrictor but also mitogenic and MC proliferate in
response to low concentrations of this endothelial-derived
peptide.
SUSTAINED ELEVATION OF HEXOSE MONOPHOSPUATE (lIMP)
SHUNT IN EXPONENT IALLY GROWING RENAL AND NON-
RENAL CELL LINES: SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION MECHANISMS
AND GROWTH FACTOR EFFECTS. RC Stanton,
E Zfimnerinan*, and LC Cantley*. Renal Division,
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Harvard Medical
School, and Tufts University; Boston, Mit.
We have reported that the MM? shunt is acti—
vated within 1 miii. following addition of epider—
mal growth factor (EGF) in renal primary call
cultures. To explore the mechanisms and import-
ance of this activation, we examined two renal
cell lines LLC—PK, of epithelial origin, and NRK,
of fibroblast origin; and two non—renal cell
lines Balb/c 3T3, of fibroblast origin, and A431,
of epidermoid carcinoma origin. The first two RMP
shunt enzymes, glucose 6—phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6PD) and 6—phosphogluconate dehydrogenase(6pG)
were+studied by monitoring the conversion of
NADP to NADPR. In growing cells the activity of
G6PD, the regulatory enzyme, was 130—2007. of 6PG
activity; quiescent cells G6PD activity was 80—
110% of 6PG. In quiescent cells, fetal calf serum
stimulated G6PD activity 59% 10.5 In LLC—PK and
60% 11 in NRJ( in 1 miii. Platelet—derived growth
f actor stimulated G6PD 39% 11 in NRK. lonomy—
ciii, a calcium ionophore, stimulated G6PD 61%
8.5 in NEX. Phorbol myristate acetate, a protein
kinase C stimulator, had no effect. 6PG activity
was not statistically altered in any experiment.
We conclude; 1) Growing cell lines from different
species and embryologic origin have an activated
lIMP shunt; 2) Growth quiescence corresponds with
decreased lIMP shunt activity; 3) Growth factors
rapidly activate the lIMP shunt in cell lines; 4)
Calcium, but not protein kinase C appears to be
an intracellular signal for NRI( cells.
G—PROTEIN MAY BE INVOLVED IN VOLUME REGULATION OF
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE CELLS. M Suzuki*, Y
Kawaguchi*, T Miyahara* (Intr by K Kurokawa). 2nd
Dept mt Med, Jikei Univ Sch Med, Tokyo.
Animal cells swell in hypotonic media, but their
volume is subsequently returns to normal by a net
loss of KC1 via Ca—dependent channels. It is
thought that a rise In cell Ca concentration
([Call) is an initial event in this volume
regulation process. To understand cell volume
regulation of proximal tubule cells, we measured
[Call using fura—2 In cultured single proximal
tubule cells from rabbit kidney. We found a rapid
rise in [Caji when cells were exposed from normo—
tonic (300 mOaN) to hypotonic solution (250 mOst,!)
without changing Na concentration. The rise in
[Call was not observed in Ca—free medium and
exposure to high K medium did not elicit a rise in
[Caji. These data suggest that the rise in (Caji
was due to Ca influx and not via voltage—dependent
Ca influx nor decreased Ca efflux via Na/Ca
exchanger. Pretreatment of tubule cells with
pertussis toxin (1 pg/al) for 2 hra which
irreversibly ADP—ribosylates guanine nucleotide
regulatory protein (G—proteun) abolished a rise in
[Ca]i by hypotonic medium. The behavior is similar
to recent observations by others of parathyroid—
induced rise in [Ca]i in these cells. Furthermore,
pretreatment with colchicune and cytokalasin B
also blocked the rise in [CaJi. These data
suggest
that the mechanism of volume regulation of
proximal tubule cells in response to hopotonic
milieu involves G—protein—operated influx of
extracellular Ca leading to a rise In [Caji and
that cytoskeleta]. microfilaments may play a role
In this G—proteun operated Ca influx.
PARATHYROID HORMONE REGLLATIQN OF PROTEIN
KIPV4SES A AM) C IN OPOSSUM KIDNEY (OK) CELLS.
Teiichi Tamura, Bertram Sacktor, and CharlesR. Filburn. CRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MO
21224 (Intro, by Gary N. Kiebzak)
Pm is known to stimulate both cyclic N'F
production and cytosolic Ca2' in OK cells,
with the latter response linked to receptor—
mediated stimulation of phospholipase C. Thus
both protein kinase A (PK—A) and protein
kinase C (PK—C), via diacyiglycerol, may be
regulated by Pm in these cells. Activation
of protein kinase A, measured as an activity
ratio (—cyclic A.P/+cyclic AP) of cell
extracts, and translocation of protein kinaseC, measured as the ratio (menbrane activlty/
mentrane +soluble activity), were measured
after exposure to rat 1—34 Pm. P1K activa-
tion of PK—A was maximal (0.07 to 0.55) at 15
sec, but quickly fell to a much lower, but
elevated level (0.21) at 5 sin. Half—maximal
stimulation occurred at —lx1Cr M, but in the
presence of isobutylmethylxanthine at —lxlO—'H. PK—C translocation was also transiently
stimulated by PTH, with a maximum 2—fold
increase at 10 sec and a return to a low basal
level (0.06) at 1 mm. Translocation of P1<—C
required higher levels of 1—34 PIN than
activation of P1<—A, with no effect at <10 H.
Phorbol esters produced marked translocationof P1<—C (>0.90), but also slightly activated
P1<—A. 3—34 PTH had no effect on PK—C. These
data indicate that, while 1—34 Pm can
activate P1<—C, the effect is much smaller and
requires higher levels of PIN coiared to
P1<—A.
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EFFECT OF INSULIN—LIKE GROWTH FACTOR (IGF—1) ON
GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL (MS) CELL LIPIDS. Dean A.
Troyer, and Oscar F. Gonzalez Univ. of Texas
Health Science Center, Dept. of Pathology, San
Antonio, Texas.
Our previous studies have shown that insulin
increases the content of diacylglycerol in MS
cells. The high doses required (7 X 10—6 M)
suggested that this might be mediated through the
IGF—1 receptor. Arnqvist et al (Am J Phys
254:C411—C416, 1987) have shown that IGF—1
binding to MS cells was 200—fold greater than
that for insulin, and that IGF—1 is a mitogen for
MS cells. We therefore examined the effects of
IGF-1 on MS cell lipids. Confluent cells were
labelled for 12 hours with 3H—arachidonic acid
and then treated with 1SF—i (9 X 109M) for 20
mins. Lipids were then extracted and neutral
lipids separated by TLC and spots were scraped
and counted with the following results:
DG* FA* TG*
IGF—1 (n=4) 4152±528 1897±173 2145±211
Control 2333±103 1553±184 2062±242
*DG__Diglyceride;FA__Fatty Acid;TG—-Triglyeride
Thus, IGF—1 may exert effects upon MS cells via
an increase of diacylglycerol.
This work was supported by USPHS Grant DK 34234
and American Heart Association Grant 86—1051.
SPARE M4GIOTENSIN II (All) RECEPTORS IN CULTURED
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC). NE Ullian,
and SL Linas. University of Colorado School of
Medicine, Denver, Colorado.
Binding of All to its membrane receptor in VSMC
results in activation of phospholipase C and
formation of inositol trisphosphate (1P3). To
examine the relationship between the 1P3 response
to All and cell surface receptor number (Bmax),
we studied the phenomenon of homologous desensiti-
zation, i.e. the reduced biochemical response to
All upon repeated hormone exposure. Compared to
buffer All caused concentration—dependent increases
in IF , with a 34% increase after a 30 sec exposure
to }O nM8AII at 21°C. The All receptor antagonist
Sar , Leu —All (SL—AII) did not effect an IF3
response. Preincubation with All resulted in time—
and concentration—dependent reductions in Bmax;
e.g. after 30 sin exposure to 100 nM All, Bmax es
reduced by 30%. Reductions in Bmax were associated
with desensitization. After 30 sin exposure to
All the 1P3 response to 100 nM All for 30 sec was
reduced by 30%. Preincubation with SL—AII also
resulted in time— and concentration—dependent
reductions in Bmax, which were similar in magnitude
to those produced by All. Despite reductions in
Bmax after SL—AII, desentization did not occur, as
the IP. response to All was not reduced.
ConcTusions: Since All—induced IF3 responsivity
was preserved despite a 30% reduction in Bmax by
SL—AII, 1) at least 30% of All surface receptors
are spare receptors; and 2) homologous desensiti-
zation is not mediated by reductions in surface
receptor number.
PLATELET ACTIVATING FACIOR (PAP) INIXJCFS ACTIVA-
TION OF c-nyc mRNA EXPRESSION IN ?41XK CELLS.Vander I4olen* and E.P. Nod., Division of
Nephrology, HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.Formation and release of platelet activating
factor (PAP) in the kidney either frau inflam-
matory cells, or frau renal tissue per Se,
notably cells of glcanerular and itedullary origin,
may play a role in renal inflaninatoiy states.
Since in other cell systems PAP has been shown to
activate the phosphoinositol (P1) transduction
pathway, and P1 activation has been associated
with rulation of gene expression, the role of
PAP in activating proto-oncxene expression in
cells of renal distal tubule origin was examined.
Accordingly, confluent imnolayers of cells
derived from renal distal tubule (NXK) were
exposed to PAP for different time periods, and
expression of c-nyc mRNA determined on Northern
blots. Exposure of cells to PAP (lOM) resultedin an early (15 mm) increase in c-nyc mPNA
expression which plateaued at 60-120 sin. In
parallel control experiments baseline expression
of c-nyc mRNA remained unaltered at all tine
points examined. Conclusion: PAP induces
activation of proto-oncogene expression in MDCK
cells. Whether proto-oncogene expression islinked to the inflammatory response in this cell
type remains to be elucidated.
THROMBIN (THR) STIMULATES TISSUE—TYPE PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR (tPA) AND PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR INHIBI-
TOR TYPE 1 (PAIl) SYNTHESIS BY HUMAN MESANGIAL
CELLS IN CULTURE (MC). LM Villamediana, MN Peraldi,
E Rondeau, F Delarue, JD Sraer. INSERM U 6k, Paris,
France (Intr. byC. Lechèce).
In MC, the synthesis of PAIl and tPA haa been
shown to increase when PKC is activated by phorbol
esters. Because THR is a well known activator of
PKC in platelets and endothelium, we tested its
effect on PAIl and tPA synthesis in MC. PAIl and
tPA antigens were measured by ELISA and their ac-
tivities analyzed by zymography and reverse fibrin
autography. Human cc—THR (0.05-2.5 U/ml) increased
PAIl and tPA biosynthesis in a time and dose depen-
dent manner. This effect was inhibited by 0.06—1
U/el hirudin, an oc-THR antagonist (61% for tPA,
32% for PAIl), and by H7 (more than 90% inhibition,
25 pM), an inhibitor of PKC.
tPA (U/el) PAIl (ng/ml)
control 1.78+0.71(k) k56+1ll(8)
THR 3.kO+O.43(k)* 1,211+333(8)**
PHR + H? 1.89+0.62(k) k63111(8)
* p<O.O5, ** p<0.OOl.
—
The stimulatory effect of THR was also inhibited
(kO—60%) by 8 bromo cAMP S lO— M), an activator
of PKA, and by cc amanitine (70%, to6 M), an
inhibitor of mRNA synthesis. By Northern blot
analysis we found that activation of PKC resulted
in an increased expression of both PAIl and tPA
mRNA. We conclude that in MC, THR locally accumu-
lated during intravascular coagulation, stimulates
PAIl and tPA synthesis through PKC activation and
cle novo mRNA synthesis.
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IMMUNOI1ICL DEI'ECI'ION OF TGF-3. Ivid Deh-Liru
Woo* (intr. by Ira Ibrtz). Division of Nephrol-
ogy, UCLA School of Medicine, Los ?rceles, CA.
Transforming growth factor-beta (1F-) playsimportant regulatory roles in the growth anddifferentiation of many diverse cell types.
Kidneys have been used as a source of 'IUF-13. The
occurance of 'It3F- in kidneys suggests that 'IUF-f3
may play key roles in the normal and pathological
growth regulation of kidney cells. Four peptides
reflecting potential antigenic domains of human
'It3F-(3 were synthesized. Their sequences are: 1)
AIDn'IYCFSSrEKN; 2) 1LYN(1NGASSAP; 3) LJKRKPKVD2L-
SNM; 4) EQISNMIVRSCKCS. These peptides were then
conjugated to keyhole—lympet hescyanin at a molar
ratio of 50:1 and used as inmiunogens in rabbits.
High titer anti—peptide antibodies (>1:50,000)
were obtained for each of the peptides tested.
Each of the anti-peptide antibody is specific for
its corresponding antigenic peptide and does not
cross-react with irrevelant peptides. All of the
antibodies also specifically recognized purified
native 2F-j3 in a direct ELISA assay. The limit
of ¶IF-(3 detection of this assy is 0.1 r IUF-
per microtiter (0.32 an2) test well. Kinetic
studies of peptide antibody interactions indicated
that peptides 1 and 3 contained more than one
epitope. This enauenon enabled these specific
peptides to enhance antigen detection by 10-50
fold. We have also iumbilized the inmnmizing
peptides on FRACItDGEL-ISK chrcmiatographic suçport
to affinity purify the specific anti-peptide
antibodies frau total IgG fractions purified from
immune sera using protein—C chromatography. These
peptide affinity purified antibodies also recog-
nized ¶13F-3 in western analysis.
1 INCRESFS i LEVEL OF (—CSF mRNA IN HUNAN
FIBLASIS VIA Na+/Hf ANTIORT STIMUlATION. K.
Yamato*, Z .R. El-Hajjaoui*, E.J. Cragoe Jr. *, H.P.leff1er*, and I. &irtz. Division of Hema-
tology/Oncology and the Division of Nephrology,
UCLA School of Medicine, Los Jngeles, CA.
We have previously dnstrated that tumor
necrosis factor a (flFa) increases the level of
colony stinulating factor (GI-CSF) mPNA in human
fibroblasts (WI—38) by increasing the rate of
transcription three-fold, and by increasing the
stability of the massage more than two-fold. The
purpose of the present study was to determine the
signal pathway(s) mediating the increase in G(F
aRNA. Fa (25 ng/iul) increased intracellular pH
(pHi) measured with BCECF from 7.16 0.06 to 7.28
0.05 (p<0.OOl) in WI—38 cells bathed in HEPES (5
IrM). The increase in pH was completely blocked
by the Na/ antiport inhibitor 5- (N-methyl-N-isobutyl) amiloride (MIA, 5 iN). In cells bathed
in 25 iriM HCOf, pH 7.4, ThFa failed to increase
pHi, yet (t-CSF nWA increased in response to
Fa. lilA (5 pM) prevented the increase in (4-CF
mRNA induced by ThlFa in cells bathed in 25 IrM
H033. Monensin (100 pM) increased the level of(-CF itIRNA without changing pHj in cells bathed
in 25 irM HQ)f, pH 7.4. In addition, ouabain (1
pM) increased the level of (-CF mPNA in cells
bathed in 25 irM HCX)f. Conclusions: 1) the
activation of the Na/H antiporter is required
for the Fa-induced accumulation of (t-CSF mRNA
in human fibroblasts 2) the stimulation of the
+/ff1 antiporter by 'INFa increases pH in cells
bathed in HEPES (5 mM) but not in 25 mM Hf 3)
dianges in intracellular Na rather than pHi may
uiate ¶fl'lFx-induoed accumulation of Gi-CSF iuRNA.
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GOLGI APPARATUS ORGANIZATION IN MADIN-DARBY
CANINE KIDNEY CELLS DURING THE FORMATION OF AN
EPITHELIAL MONOLAYER.
Robert BacaIIao, Eric Karsenti, Michel Bomens, Kai Simons
Div. of Nephrology, UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, Ca.;
§CNRS, Giv/Yvette, France; European Molecular Biology
Laboratory, Heidelberg, FRG.
Changes in the morphology of the Golgi apparatus (GA) in
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were studied during
the formation of a polarized epithelium. The fluorescent
ceramide analog N-6[7-nitro-2,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl]
aminocaproyl sphigosine (C6-NBD-ceramide) and an "anti-Golgi
monoclonal antibody (32D4) was used to examine the
organization of the GA by confocal beam scanning laser
microscopy.
MDCK cells plated at 50,000 cells/cm2 on Costar
tissue culture treated, polycarbonate filters, were
labelled 6 hours after plating and each successive
day until a polarized epithelial monolayer formed.
Transepithelial resistance was measured to assess
formation of epithellal polarity.
We found that isolated cells have a contracted, eccentrically
located perinuclear GA. The Golgi staining is equatorial to the
nucleus with some components extending basally. This same
pattern is observed in cells on the border of cell nests formed 2-
3 days later. Cells within the cell nest have a GA spreading
around the nucleus. The GA forms "finger like" projections with
the long axis oriented vertically. When a polarized epithelium is
formed, Golgi staining reveals "finger like" projections which are
suspended above thenucleus and just below the level of the
tight junctions. The changes in Golgi morphology are
coordinated with changes in centrosome location and
microtubule organization.
The results show that during the establishment of a polarized
epithelium there is a coordinated rearrangement in the
organization of the GA.
PROTON TRANSPORT IN ENDOSOMES OBTAINED
FROM HUMAN RENAL CORTEX. K.M. Dawson*, R.W.
Gurich, and T.D. DuBose, Jr. U. Tex. Med. Br.,
Galveston, Texas.
We have described proton transport properties of
endosomes obtained from rabbit renal cortex (AJP
251:F702, 1986). The purpose of the present study
was to define proton transport properties of endosomes
obtained from human renal cortex of kidney rejected
for transplantation. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was
injected into the renal artery during perfusion on a
Water's pump. Five minutes after HRP injection, the
cortex was removed and homogenized immediately.
Endosomal vesicles were prepared by differential and
sucrose gradient centrifugation. Proton transport was
measured by the acridine orange method. HRP and
HATPase activity co—migrated in the lightest area of
the gradient (modal densitFl.14 gm/cc). There was
no measurable maltase, succinate dehydrogenase or N—
acetyl-glucosaminidase activity at this density
indicating there was no contamination by brush border
membranes, mitochondria or lysosomes. Like other
H+ATPases, the human endosomal H+ATPase was found
to require halides for optimal proton pumping and was
inhibited by N—ethyl maleimide. Addition of sodium,
after steady-state pH gradient formation, collapsed the
pH gradient. Voltage clamp experiments (Kin=Kout
plus valinomycin) showed this to be an electroneutral
process. The endosomal NaP exchanger was
amiloride—insensitive similar to that observed in the
rabbit. Conclusions: 1) the human kidney endocytoses
HRP into a cellular compartment distinct from other
organelles. 2) human kidney endosomal ffATPase is
functionally similar to other ffATPases, 3) endosomes
from human kidney also contain an electroneutralNa/ff exchanger.
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THE RATE AND pH PROPERTIES OF THE AGGREPHORE (AG)
CYCLING SYSTEM. N.Franki,* G.Ding,* and R.M.
Hays. Department of Medicine, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y.
In toad bladder, AG's deliver water channels
to the luminal membrane, and, as vasopressin (VP)
stimulation continues, cycle back to the cyto-
plasm. How long a given AG remains fused, and
whether the AG's are part of the acid endosome
system is not known. We determined turnover time
in toad bladders where luminal solutions (1/10
Ringer's) contained horseradish peroxidase (HRP).
Bladders were fixed 2,5, and 10 minutes after VP
stimulation, and the frequency (per 100 sq. mic-
rons) of HRP-labeled AG's, fusion events, small
and large endosomes was determined by EM. In
separate studies, endosome and AG pH was deter-
mined by the DAMP method (Anderson PNAS,1984). We
found:
2 mm. 5 mm. 10 mm.
Fusion events 0.7±0.1 2.7±0.5 5.3±1.4
HRP labeled aggreph. 0 0.4±0.2 1.3±0.8
HRP labeled sm. endos. 3.3±2.2 4.5±0.7 6.4±2.2
HRP labeled 1g. endos. 0 2.2±1.1 6.5±1.1
HRP recovery by small endosomes begins prompt-
ly, and by 2 mm is approximately 50% of its 10
mm value. Transfer of HRP to large endosomes
proceeds after a 2 mm delay. AG fusion begins by
2 mm; return to the cytoplasm begins later, and
proceeds at a low rate, with approximately 25%
returning per 5 mm. DAMP studies showed that
small endosomes and AG's are not acidic, but
large endosomes are. Thus, AG cycling is slow
compared to the endosome system, and AG's do not
have the acidifying properties of large endo-
somes. A mechanism separate from the general
endocytic system may control AG cycling.
HEPARAN SULFATE (HS) INHIBITS RAT MESANGIAL
CELL (MC) PROLIFERATION IN CULTURE.
Groggel, 0. Marinides*, P. Hovingh*, A. Linker*.
University of Utah School of Medicine and VA
Medical Center, Salt Lake City, UT.
Heparin has been reported to have an
antiproliferative effect on smooth muscle cells.
The effect of HS, a component of the GEM, on MC
proliferation was investigated by 3 H thymidine
incorporation over 48 hours in 10% Nu-Serum.
Subcultures of P3 to P5 rat MC were used near
confluence in microtiter plates. The effect of
adding either HS of different sizes and degrees of
sulfation or chondroitin sulfate (CS) on MC
proliferation was compared to MC in Nu-Serum
alone. HS caused greater suppression than CS
(Table; % suppression of Nu-Serum alone).
Dose(sg/ml) HS CS p value
1000 85±1% 5±7% <0.001
500 76±3% 6±5% <0.001
250 73±3% 19±4% <0.001
100 51±3% 8±5% <0.001
50 40±3% 15±7% <0.05
25 38±4% 4±12 <0.05
The less-sulfated HS fraction (l.OM) caused greater
suppression than higher-sulfated fraction (I .3M),
90±1% vs 71±2%, p<O.OO1. Reduction in size of uS
with heparitinase increased the degree of
suppression, 71±1% vs 84±0.8% p<O.OOI, while
heparitinase alone had no effect. Suppression by
HS was completely reversible, 48 h of HS 49±4% vs
0±6%, 24 h of HS and 24 h of Nu-Serum, p.O.OOI.
These results demonstrate that HS has an
antiproliferative effect on MC in culture, which is
inversely related to the degree of sulfation.
Heparan sulfate may be an endogenous regulator of
MC growth.
PROTEIN 4.1, A VESICLE-ASSOCIATED CYTOSKELETAL
PHOSP}IOPROTEIN, IS PRESENT IN TOAD BLADDER
GRANULAR CELLS. L.M. GuayWoodford,* 0. Platt,*
and H.W. Harris Jr. Div. of Nephrology and
Hematology-Oncology, The Children's Hospital
Boston, MA.
Protein 4.1 is a family of cytoskeletal
phosphoproteins that bundle microtubules and
actin filaments and associate with intracellular
vesicles. In nerve terminals, changes in protein
4.1 phosphorylation modulate its binding to
synaptic vesicles, thereby regulating vesicle
movement and neurotransmitter release. We are
investigating whether a 4.1-like protein plays a
similar role in the ADH-stimulated water
permeability response where aggrephore vesicles
fuse with the granular cell apical membrane.
Western blots of toad bladder granular cell
proteins, probed with a specific anti-human
erythrocyte 4.1 antibody, demonstrate a single
65kD immunoreactive band. Cell fractionation
studies reveal that this protein 4.1 is present
in both cytoplasniic and membrane fractions.
Immunofluorescent localization of protein 4.1
shows that granular cells are diffusely
fluorescent. Analogous to other tissue protein
4.1's, toad bladder protein 4.1 is basic with an
isoelectric point of 7.5 when assayed by two
dimensional immunoblot analysis. A protein that
co-migrates with this amphibian protein 4.1 is
phosphorylated in ADH-stimulated toad bladders.
We conclude that protein 4.1 is present in
granular cells of the toad urinary bladder.
Amphibian protein 4.1 is structurally similar to
previously described protein 4.1 species and may
mediate aggrephore movement in the ADH-stimulated
water permeability response.
COLCHICINE-INDUCED REDISTRIBUTION OF AN
APICAL MEMBRANE PROTEIN (gp 330) IN KIDNEY
PROXIMAL TUBULE. E.J. Gutmann. J. L. Niles, R. T.
McCluskey and D. Brown. Depts. of Pathology and
Medical Services (Renal Unit), Mass. General
Hospital, Boston, M A.
Microtubules may be involved in the
generation and maintenance of cell polarity.
Therefore, we examined the effect of colchicine on the
cellular distribution of an endogenous glycoprotein,
gp330, which is normally inserted into the apical
plasma membrane of proximal tubule epithelial cells.
Six hours after colchicine injection (0.5mg/i OOg) into
rats, kidneys were perfusion-fixed and examined by
indirect immunofluorescence and immunoelectron
microscopy, using antibodies against gp330. In
control rats, gp330 was localized in the brush border,
and in apical invaginations and vesicles. In contrast,
in rats treated with colchicine, gp330-containing
vesicles were dispersed throughout the cell
cytoplasm. Many vesicles were packed into
basolateral infoldings, close to the basolateral plasma
membrane, but quantification of gold particle labeling
revealed no significant insertion of gp 330 into the
basolateral membrane. When rabbit anti-gp 330
antiserum was injected intravenously, into colchicine-
treated rats, immune complexes were found in the
glomerular basement membrane but no basolateral
rabbit IgG or immune complexes were detected in
peritubular basement membranes. We conclude that
microtubules are involved in the accumulation of gp
330-containing vesicles at the apical pole of the cell,
but that additional factors control fusion with the
plasma membrane.
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3-0 ORGANIZATION OF THE MEMBRANE-CYTOSKELETAL
INTERFACE IN TOAD BLADDER EPITHELIAL CELLS.
Hartwiçi' and D. Brown. Hematology-Oncology and Renal
Units, Massachussets General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114
Dynamic interactions between the plasma membrane,
cytoplasmic vesicles and the cytoskeleton are critical to
epithelial cell function. Using the toad bladder as a model
transporting epithellum, we have used short treatments
with the nonionic detergent triton X-100 to expose
filaments and vesicles in the apical cytoplasm of granular
and mitochondria-rich cells, while retaining patches of
overlying, intact apical plasma membrane. In freeze-dried,
rotary shadowed specimens, myosin Si-labeled actin
filaments In granular cells formed an anastomosing mesh
directly beneath folds of plasma membrane that constitute
ridges on the cell surface. Actin filaments also assembled
into a cortical network along the cell margins. A dense
network of intermediate filaments was present deeper in
the cytoplasm. Points of insertion of actin into the
underside of the plasma membrane were identified, and in
many cases corresponded directly with anchoring regions of
tilamentous glycocalyx on the external surface of the cell.
In addition, actin filament ends made direct contacts with
the surface of vesicles in the apical cytoplasm suggesting a
role in their movement. Different types of vesicles were
identified by their distinct membrane features. In
mitochondria-rich cells, the apical membrane appeared
more resistant to detergent, and striking linear arrays of
elongated particles were exposed. These particles had a
characteristic subunit structure not visible in conventional
replicas, and they may correspond to the transmembrane
domain of proton pumps that we have previously described
in these cells. The cytoplasmic surface of vesicles in
granular cells also contained particle arrays differing in
structure from those present on the plasma membrane of
mitochondria-rich cells.
ENDOCYTOSIS AND PT}{ ACTION IN OK CELLS. Stephen
A. Kempson and Heini Murer*. Physiology Inst.,
University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
Fluid—phase endocytosis in OK cell monolayers
was determined from cell uptake of horseradish
peroxidase (HRP). HRP uptake was decreased by low
temp. and metabolic inhibitors, indicating that
uptake was an endocytic process. This was confirm-
ed by electron microscopy of sections stained for
HRP activity. Reaction product was confined within
endocytic vesicles and there was none on the cell
surface. Increasing the osmolality (OS) of the
incubation medium from 280 to 500 mOan decreased
HRP uptake by 75%. PTH action on Na+/phosphate (Pi)
cotransport was studied by incubating cells for 4
h with 10—8 N PTH at either 280 or 500 mOsm. At
280 mOsm PTH caused 67 1% inhibition of Na+/Pj
cotransport compared to 39 2% (p<O.05) inhibit-
ion at 500 mOsm. Since high OS alone caused partial
(34%) inhibition of Na+/Pi uptake, the cells were
given an additional 90 mm recovery at 280 mOsm
(PTH absent) following Incubation at high OS. The
normal OS group was treated similarly. This step
allowed complete recovery of Na+/Pi uptake, and
also endocytosis, from the effect of high OS. With
this protocol. PTH at 280 mOsm caused 56 7% inhib-
ition of Na+/Pi uptake compared to only 25(p<0.05) inhibition at 500. mOsm. High OS did not
change basal intracellular cyclic AMP or the
increase (70—fold) due to incubation with PTh. We
conclude that inhibition of endocytosis by high OS
was accompanied by a diminished effect of PTh on
Na+/Pi cotransport, PTH action may be mediated, in
part, by endocytic internalization of P1 transport
proteins present in the plasma membrane of the
cell.
UI1FM'1iA I IUN UI- I N1 MUIIO I UIULIb IN MIUIr4-[1AflBY
CANINE KIDNEY CELLS DURING THE GENESIS OF EPITHELIAL
CELL POLARITY
.ric Karsenti , Robert Bacaflao' Ernst Stelzer'and Kal Simons';
Division of Nephrology, UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, Ca.;
European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Heidelberg, FRG.
The role of microtubules in the sortIng of proteins to their
respective membrane domains remains controversial. As part of
our initial studies in this area we have studied the organization of
microtubules in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells. We used
monoclonal antibodies whIch recognize beta4ubulin and
centrioles, to map the location and organization of these subcellular
components. The lmmunofluorescence staining was studied by
confocal laser scanning beam microscopy.
MDCK cells plated at 50,000 cells/cm2 on Costar tissue culture
treated, polycarbonate filters were fixed and stained at various
times after plating. The transepithelial resistance (TEA) was
measured to determine the development of functional polarity.
From 6 hours to 2 days after plating the microtubules are found in
two distinct morphological patterns. There is an area of increased
microtubuie staining in a perinuclear region which co-localizes with
centriole staining. This pattern is consistent with classical
descriptions of a microtubule organizing center (MTOC). The
microtubules spread out adjacent to the cell membrane. A second
group of cells have no clearly defined MTOC. Again the micro-
tubules are spread along the periphery of the cell.
By 2-3 days after plating the cells are 10-12 tm high. The centro-
somes are split and occupy positions on opposite sides of the
nucleus. The microtubules form a submembranous support
network and a webbed, dome-like cap is formed apically. 4-5 days
after plating the cells are 16-20 i.un high and the monolayer has a
high TEA. The microtubules rearrange to form a dense apical
web. The centrosomes are found in this region. Just basal to the
web the microtubules unite, forming bundles which run helically
down the cell next to the cell membrane. At the basal internal
surface of the cell, the bundles break up to form a fine network at
the basal membrane. These changes correlate with changes in
the moiphology of the Golgi apparatus. The results suggest that
establishment of a polarized epithelium is coordinated with
rearrangement of microtubules and centrosomes.
TRANSCELLULAR WATER FLOW DIRECTLY MODULATES
WATER CHANNEL EXOCYTOSIS AND ENDOCYTOSIS IN
KIDNEY COLLECTING TUBULE. Nichio Kuwahara* and
A.S. Verkman. CVRI, UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
The regulation of osmotic water permeability
(Pf) by vasopressin (VP) in kidney collecting
tubule involves a cycle of exocytosis and endocy-
tosis where subcellular vesicles containing
water channels are inserted into and removed
from the apical membrane. To examine effects of
transcellulai- water flow on vesicle movement, the
time course of Pf was measured in the isolated
perfused rabbit cortical collecting tubule in
response to addition and removal of Vp (250
iU/ml) in the presence of a bath-to-lumen (B-L),
lumen-to-bath (L-B) and no osmotic gradient. Pf
was measured continuously with ls time resolu-
tion using a new quantitative microscopy techni-
que. With VP addition, Pf increased from 12 to
262xl04cm/s (37°c) in 10mm. At 1mm, Pf was
-70x104cm/s with all three gradient conditions.
At later times, Pf increased fastest for L-B
and slowest for B-L gradient; at 5mm, Pf was
250x104cm/s (L-B) and l4OxlO4cm/s (B-L). With
VP removal, Pf decreased fastest for B-L gradient
and slowest for L-B gradient; at 30mm, Pf was
65xl04cm/s (B-L) and 183x104cm/s (L-B). Endocy-
tosis was also studied by apical uptake of rhoda-
mine-dextran; mn paired studies where the same
tubule was used for + and - gradients, B-L and
L-B gradients gave 1687. and 82'L of uptake measured
with no gradient. These data provide evidence
that transcellular volume flow modulates the
vasopressin-dependent cycling of vesicles contain-
ing water channels, suggesting a novel driving
mechanism to aid or oppose the targeted, hormonal-
ly directed movement of subcellular membranes.
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CORTICOSTERONE 68-HYDROXYLASE IN A6 EPITHELIA IS A
STEROID INDUCIBLE MICROSOMAL P450. C. Watlington,
V. Phillips, E. Schuetz, J. Schuetz, P. Guzelian
and W. Grogan. Depts. of Ned. Path. and Biochein.,
Med. Coll. of VA/VCU, Richmond, VA.
Stimulation of transepithelial Na transport by
corticosterone (B) in A6 cells is mediated by 6$-
OH-B (synthesized from B in the effector cells)
which activates nuclear receptors (Type IV) dis-
tinct from Type I and II. The enzyme system re-
sponsible for conversion of B to 6$-OH-B (6$-
OHase) is a potential modulator of B induced ac-
tive Na+ transport stimulation. The purpose was to
determine whether the glucocorticoid inducible
liver cytochrome P45Op found in rat (P450p), rab-
bit (LM3c) and human (HLp) (mammalian liver tes-
tosterone 6$-OHase) or a member of the sane gene
family catalyzes the 68-hydroxylatiofl of B in A6
cells. Assay for 6$-Ollase (conversion of [3H]B to
[3H]6$-OH-B) revealed catalytic activity only in
the microsomal fraction which was induced specif-
ically by glucocorticoids[B, 6$-OH-B, cortisol
and dexamethasone (DEX)) and phenobarbital, and
inhibited by highly specific antibodies to rat and
rabbit liver P450p. Microsomes from A6 cells, X.
laevis, human and rat kidney were immunoreactive
with antibodies specific for rat P450p and human
Hip on Western blot analysis. Addition of B and
DEX to the A6 culture medium increased the amounts
of P450p immunoreactive protein. Northern blot
analysis demonstrated hybridization of the cDNA
for the human liver P450p to mRNA from A6 cells
and human kidney under low stringency conditions,
suggesting a related form of P450p. We conclude
that a P450 protein immunochemically related to
rat and human liver P450p catalyzes B 6$-hydroxy-
lation in A6 cells.
INCREASED ABSOLUTE REABSORPTION OF SODIUM AND WA-
TER IN THE DISTAL TUBULE FOLLOWING AN ORAL PROTE-
IN LOAD(OPL) IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS. P.Anastasio,
S.Coppola,G.Coscarella,G.DeSimOfle,D.R.GiOrdaflOP.
Strazzullo,R.Iacone,G.Capodicasa,G.CapaSSO,N.G.
DeSanto,Università Federico II Napoli(Introd.by
S.G.Masiry)
The explanation of the renal hemodynamic re
sponse OPL is presently based on a primary meta-
bolic stimulation of the proximal tubular func-
tion. Changes in the distal transport function
have not been demonstrated at present time ,The
scope of this work is to investigate the distal
tubule function following OPL by evaluating Li-
thium Clearance(CLi),Sodium Clearance(CNa),Po-
tassium Clearance(CK),GFR,RPF,and by calculating
l.the absolute reabsorption of Na(CLi- CNa) and
water(CLi- V)in the distal nephron,2.the excreti-
on in urine of Na and water expressed as a frac-
tion of the amount delivered from the proximal
tubules(CNa/CLi and V/CLi).A group of 8 adult
subjects underwent a total of seven 30 minute
clearance studies 2 before and 5 after an OPL
(30,60,90,120,180 min).The OPL consisted of
2 g /kg of protein as cooked red meat.Following
OPL GFR increased fron 116 + 3.35 to 142.8
ml/min xl.73 sq.m( p<O.0005 ) and RPF from
491 39.7 to 599 42.8 ml/min x 1.73 sq.m(p<
O.0005).CLi - CNa and well as Cli - V increased
significantly( p< 0.01 ),while Cli/CNa and CLuCK
did not change.V/CL1 was significantly reduced
from 0.33 to O.17( p< 0.0005 ).The data indicate
that in healthy subjects an increase in the reab-
sorbtion of water and sodium occurs following an
OPL,but in final urine the sodium excretion ex-
pressed as fraction of the amount delivered from
the proximal tubule is not affected while that of
water is reduced.
ABNORMAL VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. Altmanfl P, Dhanesha U. Hamon C, Cunningham
J* Blair J, Marsh F, (intr. by Slatopolsky E). The London Hospital,
London and The University of Aston, Birmingham, UK.
Dialysis patients with severe aluminum (Al) accumulation may
develop encephalopathy. We have described abnormalities of
tetrahydrobiopterin metabolism, which appear to be Al induced, in
hemodialysis (HD) patients without encephalopathy. Similar
abnormalities have been reported in Alzheimer's disease, in which
there is a specific alteration in visual evoked potentials (VEP): the
pattern (P) stimulated VEP remains normal, but the flash (F)
stimulated VEP becomes delayed as the dementia increases, so
that the flash-pattern VEP interval (F-P interval) increases. We have
now studied the VEPs 0116 HD patients with no overt cerebral
impairment and of 22 control subjects.
Patients' and controls' PVEPs were not significantly different,
but FVEP was delayed in patients (1 35.4±2.2 mc) compared with
controls (127.7±2.2 ms, p=O.02), and F-P interval was greater in
patients (32.75±3.65 ms) than controls (19.41±2.36 ms, p=O.003).
There was no relation between F and PVEPs in patients
(r=O.15,p0.6), or between these and patients' age (53.4±2.4 yr) or
duration of dialysis (71.8±12 months). In controls F and PVEPs
were weakly related (r=0.4,p=O.05) and both were related to age
(50.8±3.3 yr; FVEP: r=O.72,p—O.0002; PVEP: rO.45,p0.03).
Patients' pre-dialysis serum Al concentration was 63.1±9.4 ig/l,
hemoglobin 9.4±0.5 g/dl, urea 23±1.3 mmol/l and creatinine
1137±43 pxnOVl. None of these were related to the F-P interval. In
10 of the patients the F-P interval was related to the most important
determinants of Al accumulation in our patients: cumulative oral Al
intake from phosphate binders (rO.7,pO.02) and daily urine
volume (r-O.7,p=0.02).
Our results demonstrate a VEP detect in HD patients which
appears to be related to accumulation of Al. The detect is similar to
that found in Alzheimer's disease, in which Al has also been
suggested as a causal factor
lACK CF RENAL RESFQSE ID PHJI'E114 INTAKE (P1) IN UJRE
NEHRtS (IN) IS ASEKEIAThD wrni 'k]kNICTIY" LESICt IN RENAL
BIcFSY. T.Bochicchio*. L.Tipan*, C.Calleja*, H.PkezGrovas5
and J.l]srzra—kosta. tèpartnuat of Nephrology, Instituto
Nacional de Cardiologla "Igriaio Chvez", Pxico city.
G].aierular and tubulointerstitial sclerosis and tubular
atrophy (chronicity index) in IN are considered indicative of
progressive loss of renal function. lcreasing rena]. mess
induces glciinrular haaxlynasic adaptations (hyperfiltration:HF)
that any contribute to renal dainge, To test if progressive IN
is asaxiated with IF, the response to Fl 'ems evaluated in IN
patients and correlated with renal biopsy (RB) findings.
Fifteen narnutensive pts with IN re stedied: senin
creatinine (Jr), 24 hr protein excretion (U Fret) and thu
response of GIR (1—131—lothalainte) and RPF (125-.I-Hippuran) to
1.5 g/Kg protein intake vre measured. RB vms obtainel in all
pts and ms classified according to I'll) and thu activity (AIx)
and chronicity (Clx) indexes proposed by Austin et al. imre
detennined. All pta mre receiving 5 —3) tags/I) of predni.sone.
Pts here divided in tv,o groups according to tbe response of GFR
to PT. Results are expressed as amen SEM.
G n Age r U Prot GFR—tril/irdn—-—BFF Renal Biopsy
yrs nH/dl g/24h B P1 B P1 t41) AIx Clx
G-I 7 32 0.86 2.5 67.0 98.O 239 335* IV—V 3.3 1.4
±4 ±.C ±2.2 ±8.2 ±12.0 ±29 ±40 ±1).9 ±0.3
C—il 8 25 l.CX) 2.6 87.8 88.3 35& 340 il—IV 5.9 3.6
±4 ±.04 ±.9 ±8.9 ±9.6 ±33 ±27 ±1.5 ±0.5
* = p 0.05 vs B, =p 0.05 vs C—I
Supression of renal response to P1 in patients with hiejier
chronicity index in RB suggests that progression of IN is
associated with HF and nay thus contribute to renal danage. Ibu
response to P1 nay be a useful in evaluating IN.
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SPECIFICITY & SENSITIVITY OF DIAGNOSTIC ASSAYS IN
ACUTE PANREATITIS (AP) IN END STAGE RENAL DISEASE
(ESRD) PATIENTS (pts). G. Braden, J. Rosenbaum,*ft. Gulre*, Baystate Med. Ctr., Springfield, MA,
Tufts School of Med., Boston, MA.
Since serum amylase (SA) 8 lipase (SI) activity
may be elevated in 50% of ESRD pts without AP, we
reassessed whether these tests could be useful in
diagnosing AP utilizing a new colipase method for
SI which increases the sensitivity of SL in
diagnosing AP in non—ESRD pts. We measured SA &
SL in normal controls, 40 stable CAPD and hemo—
dialysis pts, 12 CAPO pts with peritonitis (PER),
35 ESRD pts admitted with abdominal disorders
(ABD) other than AP, and 8 ESRD pts with AP
confirmed by laparoton, autopsy, or CT scan.
Results are expressed as the mean maximum SA & SL:
HEMO CAPD CAPD ESRD ESRI)
Stable Stable PER ABD AP
SA 140 109 102 106 646 *
SL 277 278 348 267 2557 *
P40.01 AP compared to all groups for that assay.
Peritoneal fluid A & L were markedly elevated in
all 5 CAPD pts with AP compared to stable CARD or
PER pts (p< .01). We calculated the specificity &
sensitivity of SA & SI in diagnosing AP using var-
ious cutoff levels above normal (NL) for SA & SI:
SPECIFICITY SENSITIVITY
SA>2 x Ml. 92% 100%
SA>4 x NI 100% 50%
SL)3 xML 93% 100%
SL>'5 x ML 100% 88%
Although SL is more sensitive than SA in diag-
nosing AP in ESRD pts, we found that either SA or
SI was elevated above the 100% specificity level
in all 8 AR pts. We conclude that SA 8 SI are
specific & sensitive assays for AP in ESRD pts.
PROGRESSIVE RENAL. DISEASE: Ra.E OF RACE AND
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE THERAPY P.C. Brazy, Durham
VAMC and Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
Patients with diastolic hypertension (dBP)
have a more rapid rate of decline in renal func-
tion than normotensive patients (Clin.Res.
36:45A, 1988). This relationship may be due to
the presence of hypertension or to other factors
related to hypertension which may be affected by
race or specific drug therapy. To address this
question we reviewed the rate of decline in
renal function (slope 1/creatinine vs time), dBP
and drug therapy In 112 Black and 88 White
patients from the Durham VAMC who had demon-
strated at least a 20% decrement in 1/creatinine(1/Cr). The group's slope of 1/Cr averaged —
0.0082
.0004 dl/mg month and diastolic BP
averaged 89.9 0.1 mm Hg. Antihypertensive
medications were taken by 75% of patients. In
White patients increasing levels of dBP were
associated with a more negative 1/Cr slope by
linear regression analysis (P<O.025). Similar
data in Black patients had no correlation. In
individual Black patients therapy with minoxidil
or hydralazine improved the 1/Cr slope by +0.006
t .003 and +0.007 t .003 dl/mg month, respec-
tively (P<O.025). Calcium channel blockers had
a similar beneficial effect (+0.005
.002 dl/mg
month; P<0.025) in White patients. These data
indicate that White patients have an inverse
association between dBP and rate of decline in
renal function. In Black patients, however,
other factors like renal vasoconstriction may
determine the course of renal disease.
STABLE RENAL FUNCTION AND BENIGN COURSE IN
AZOTEMIC DIABETICS TREATED WITH ERYTHROPOIETIJ4
(EPO) FOR ONE YEAR. Clinton D. Brown, Eli A. Friedman,.
Department of Medicine State University of New York Health
Science Center at Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Perturbations in blood rheology may contribute to the genesis and
progression of microvascular complications in diabetes mellitus. To
assess this risk, we conducted a one-year pilot trial of human recom-
binant EPO in flvt anemic azotemic diabetic.s (two insulin-dependent
and three noninsulin-dependent subjects) who had diabetic
nephropathy and concurrent extrarenal vasculopathy. Viscosity was
measured at the high rate of shear (230 Sec') at 37°C and reported in
centipoise (cp). Plasma viscosity was measured by the same technique
usin 2 ml. of freshly separated plasma at 370C at a shear rate of (230
Sec). Normal values for our laboratory as measured in 25 adult men
and 25 adult women are: hematocrit of 40.1 1.31%, whole blood vis-
cosity at 230 Sec4 of 4.30±037 cp, and plasma viscosity at 230 Sec
rate of shear is 1.61±0.11 cp.
All patients reported (subjective) improvement in effort tolerance
and sense of weH being. Mean hematocrit increased significantly (p<
0.001) from a baseline mean of 29.4% (range 26 to 33%) to a mean of
39.2% (range 36 to 44%). Whole blood viscosity also rose significantly
(p<0.OOl) from a pre-EPO treatment level of 3.75 0.11 Sec1 to 433
0.11 Sec1. Plasma
viscosity, however, was unchanged from a
baseline of 1.61 0.11 Sect by EPO treatment. Mean serum
creatinine concentration was 3.7 0.27 mg/dl at the end of one year
of EPO-treatment, a value unchanged statistically from its level of 3.5
0.28 mgfdl at the start of the study. None of the subjects suffered a
cardiovascular or cerebrovascular event or had deterioration in vision.
Hospitalization was necessitated in one patient for three days due to
an enalapril-induced reversible rise in serum creatimne. None of the
patients sustained a cerebrovascular or cardiovascular incident during
the year of study.
From this preliminary experience, we infer that in EPO-treated
azotemic diabetics, the rise in whole blood viscosity that accompanies
the increase in red cell mass is tolerable over the term of one-year and
may not hasten progression of macrovasculopathy.
CORRECTION OF THE ANEMIA IN HEMODIALYSIS
(ND) PATIENTS (PTS) WITH RECOMBINANT
HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (rHuEpo):
HEMODYNANIC CHANGES AND RISKS FOR
HYPERTENSION. FS Buckner*, JW Eschbach,
NR Haley*, RR Davidson, and 3W Adamson*.
Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA.
Increased blood pressure (BP) has
been associated with a rising hematocrit
(hct) induced by rffuEpo in ND pts. Forty
of our 64 rffuEpo-treated pts had an in-
crease In mean arterial pressure >10 mm}fg
associated with a rising hct. BP was
controlled with new or extra BP medica-
tion, and some pts eventually required
less antihypertensjves. Those pts with
hct <22 at outset were at greater risk
for becoming hypertensive (p <0.01).
Factors not associated: years on ND,
age, sex, or presence of native kidneys.
Non—invasive hemodynamic measurements on
7 normotensive pts not requiring BP medi-
cation were done at hct 22.6 1.5 and
when the hct was 36 1.3 and showed:
diastolic BP 61 6--> 75 7 nun Hg
(p=0.06); cariac index 5.8 0.6 ——> 4.8
0.6 L/Inin/m (p=0.02; normal = 3.0
0.5); total peripheral resistance idex
1154 138 ——> 1553 93 dyne—sec/rn (p=
0.025; normal 2000 300). Correction of
anemia in HO pts may result in rising BP.
These findings in normotensive pts sug-
gest that the increased BP seen in ND pts
on rHuEpo therapy is due to a reversal in
compensatory vasodilation without com-
plete normalization in elevated cardiac
output.
IDIOPAThIC IgA NEPHIOPATRY (IgAN) IS AMONG THE
HOST FREQUENT CAUSES OF END STAGE RENAL FAILURE
(ESRI). G. Cam,* P. Simon,* KS Ang,* MP
Ramée, (intr. by G.S. Hill), H6pital La
Beauchde, St Brieuc, France.
The incidence of IgAN in a population of
400,000 was evaluated between January 1976 and
December 1987. Renal biopsy was indicated in 781
patient who were born and lived in the studied
area. Primary glomerular disease (PGD) was
diagnosed in 401 pts (51.3%) correpsonding to a
12—year prevalence o} 1/1000. The results were
compared for three consecutive periods: A(1976—
79), B(1980—83), C(1984—87) for which the number
of pts with PGD was respectively 138, l48,6and
115, and incidence was 86, 92 and 72 perlO
adults (> 15 yrs of age). IgAN was the most
common PGD (137 pta, 34.2%) and its incidence
remained stable for he three periods: 26(A), 31
(B) and 28(C) per 10 . Sex—ratio M/F was 2.5
(A), 2.6 (8) and 1.2 (C) and mean age at the time
of renal biopsy was 33 + 15 (A), 37 ÷ 16 (8)
and 41 + 15 (C) (p < 0.01 with A). The disease
began in subjects under 35 yrs of age in 62% of
the cases, with a peak between 16 and 25 yrs.
Seventy—three pts (63%) were symptom—free and the
condition was diagnosed when they underwent
routine screenings for renal disease. Among 278
pta who started dialysis during the period under
review, 85 pta (30.5%) had PGO, 81% of whom had
undergone renal biopsy. IgAN was the first cause
ot ESRF (11.5%, incidence rate 6.4% per 10
followed by diabetes (10.5%). Theoretical
prevalence of ESRF was calculated as 21.2% for PGD
and 22.4% for IgAN. Thus, IgAN is not only the
most common form ot glomeruionephritis but is also
among the moat frequent causes of ESRF.
SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE) IN PATIENTS
WITH END—STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD): A LONG TERM
FOLLOW—UP. Jhoong Cheigh, Kurt Stenzel, Luis Tapia,
John Sullivan, Robert Riggio, Albert Rubin. The
New York Hospital/Cornell Medical Center, New York.
Little information exists on the natural
course of patients with SLE who develop ESRD and
require long—term maintenance dialysis treatment
or kidney transplantation. We studied the clinical
course of 51 patients with SLE who developed ESRD
and required dialysis for >3 months between 1970
and 1987. There were 44 females and 7 males, ages
ranged 10—65 years (mean S.E.27.9 0.2) when
they began dialysis and they were followed for
5—193 months (83.4 1.1). At the time dialysis
was initiated, 20 patients (39.2%) had clinically
active SLE. Renal disease progressed in the
majority of patients without clinically active
SLE. 14 patients died, 8 from infectious and 6
from cardiovascular diseases. Cumulative patient
survival was 94.1, 79.3 and 72.9% at 1, 5 and 10
years respectively. 18 patients received a total
of 21 kidney transplants (14 living related; 7
cadaver) and their graft survival was 59.4 at S
years and 44.5% at 10 years. 20% of patients
surviving 5—10 years had at least one abnormal
serological test for SLE, but none expressed
clinical activity of SLE. We conclude: 1) Lupus
nephritis often progresses to ESRD in the absence
of clinically active SLE, 2) Most long—term
surviving patients remain clinically inactive for
SLE, 3) Patient survival on dialysis and renal
allograft survival of these patients are comparable
to that in the non—SLE population, and 4) This
study suggests that the prognosis of SLE patients
could be further improved by giving less immuno—
suppression in the pen—and post—ESRD period.
SCREENING FOR ACQUIREDCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE:
COMPARISONOF CT AND ULTRASOUND. E.P. Cohen*, AJ.
Taylor*, SJ. Enckson*, W.D. Foley* and W.F. Piering. Depts. of Med.
& RadioL Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI
Acquired cystic kidney disease (ACKD), cyst formation in a failing non-
cystic kidney, is of growing concern in dialysis and transplant patients.
Malignant and non-malignant complications may occur, which while
infrequent, may be lethal. The known increasing prevalence of ACKD
with time on dialysis, and the report of increasing kidney volume after
three years ondialysis led us to prospectively compare CT scan (CT) and
ultrasound (US) in patients on dialysis three years ormore. Forty-one
patients (22hemodialysis, 19peritoneal)ondialysis3 years ormore (mean
4.5 years) were evaluated by contrast enhanced CF scan and US. For each
of79 kidneys, ACKD was graded first independently then by consensus
among three radiologists. Five or more cysts in a kidney was defined as
ACKD.
Us+ US- US
CT÷ 14 33 sensitivity 30%
CT- 0 32 specificity 100%
A B C Conspicuity of the kidney was also graded
U.S. 45 25 9 withgradeAasbest,gradeBasinter-
C.T. 79 0 0 mediateandgradeCasill-defmed.
Three solid masses were found by both US and CT (mean diameter = 3.0
cm) and were malignant. Seven c'thermasses were indeterminate by either
CT or US. Correlation of CT and US images indicated4 hyper-dense
cysts, 1 simple cyst, I focal hyperirophic area and 1mass that was still
indeterniinate. Thus, US ar.d CT wcre equally sensitive in defecting
manes 3 cm or larger. In 17% 7 of 41) of cases, both modalities were
needed for further precision. lirough threc-fold cheaper and highly specific,
low US sensitiviI, and low image conspicuity renders this test less
optimal than CT, even fcr screening purposes. In conclusion, both the
low sensitivity and image quality of US indicate that CT alone is the
preferred technique to detect ACKD in patients having been on dialysis for
3 years or longer.
THE ERRORS IN ESTIMATING DIETARY INTAKE IN CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE. G.A. Coles*, J.H. Meadows*, K.
Tomlinson* (Intro. by R.B. Sterzel). KRUF
Institute of Renal Disease, Royal Infirmary,
Cardiff, Wales, UK.
Protein intake of uraemic patients is usually
assessed from urine urea nitrogen losses (UUN).
Recently it has been suggested that analysis
of a spot nocturnal sample is sufficient. We
compared a weighed dietary record with 24 hr
and spot sample UUN estimates of N intake in
45 patients with chronic renal failure.
Urea/creatinine ratios in spot and 24 hr
urines correlated well, r=O.91, but the degree
of agreement was poor for individual subjects.
When expressed as daily UUN excretion the spot
samples gave a higher value than direct 24 hr
measurement, mean difference +1.6 g, 95% limits
÷5.7 to -2.5. For 12 subjects taking a low protein
diet the dietary record gave a N intake of +0.6
g, 95% limits ÷2.4 to -1.2, compared to estimates
from 24 hr UUN + non urea N (NUN) and urine
protein N loss. N intake as assessed from spot
sample UUN + NUN and urine protein loss gave
a value higher than the dietary record, +1.1
g, 95% limits +7.2 to -4.9. The agreement between
dietary records and urine estimations of N intake
was worse for subjects not on a protein restricted
diet due to the day to day variability of food
consumed.
We conclude that estimation of protein intake
from a spot urine sample is too inaccurate for
clinical use. A 24 hr urine estimate of N intake
is reasonably accurate for subjects receiving
protein restriction but not for those on a normal
diet.
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PLASMA AHINOACID(AA) CONCENTRATION IS INCREASED AT
THE TIME OF THE MAXIMAL HEMODYNANIC RESPONSE(MHR)
AFTER A MEAT MEAL. S.Coppola, G.Spagnuolo,P.Anasta-
sio,L.Bellinj,D.R.Giordano,R.Alfjerj,G, Coscarella,
G.DeSimone,A.Lombardj,N.G.DeSanto, Università
Federico II,Naples,jntrod. by S.G.Massry )
Plasma Ak concentration and various hormones
are usually taken into account along with the phy-
sical factors in order to explain the hemodynamic
response to MM.This explanation is based on experi-
ments where Ak were infused intravenously and br
on old knowledge on postprandial AA.The aim of this
work is to evaluate contemporarely the time of MHR
plasma AA Concentration and insulin. .Two experi-
mental adult groups were studied:Group 1 of 7 con-
trol subjects and Group 2 of 7 patients with a mean
plasma creatinjne concentration of 2.7 md/dl,evalua-
ting GFR(inulin),RpF(pAH),Ak and Insulin by perfor-
ming 7 clearance study periods( 2 before MM each
lasting 30 mm and 5 after MM at 30,60,90,120 and
180 min.AA were meaured( Thr,Val,Leu,Ile,phe,Het,
Lys,Tau,Asp,Asn,Ser,Glu,Gln,prO Gly Ala Cys His
Arg,Trp,Tyr,Orn and Phosphoserjne(Phs) at baseline
and at the time of MHE.AA increased significantly
(O.O5<p<O.O1) at exception of Orn,Tyr,Glu and Phs
in group 1 and of Tau,Ser,Glu,Cys,Arg in Group 2.
Essential AA,Glycogenic AA,Chetogenic AA(Leu,) Non
Essential AA,Total AA,Branched chain Ak increased
significantly( O.OS<p<O.000S in both groups
as increased insulifl(p<O.01).At the time of MHE
GFR and RPF increased over baseline values(0.01
<p<O.0005 without changes in Filtration Fraction.
The data provide the first demonstration that
GFR,RPF,Plagma Ak and Insulin are increased
contemporarely following MM.
PTERIN METABOLISM IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Cunningham J,
Altmann P', Hamon C', Marsh F', Blair J', (intr. by Slatopolsky E).
The London Hospital, London and The University of Aston,
Birmingham, UK.
Brain dihydropteridine reductase (DHPR) deficiency, causing
impaired metabolism of the pterin, tetrahydrobiopterin, causes
mental dysfunction and may be identified by reduced erythrocyte
DHPA activity, raised serum biopterin but normal neopterin
concentrations. We have previously found raised concentrations of
serum biopterin derivatives in hemodialysis (HD) patients without
overt cerebral impairment, in whom there was Inhibition of erythro-
cyte DHPR activity by low levels of aluminum (Al) accumulation.
There was no relationship between serum blopterin derivatives and
DHPR activity, possibly due to impaired excretion of pterlns in renal
failure and to their formation by activated leucocytes.
To study this further we measured serum neopterin and
biopterin concentrations in 17 HD patients and 7 controls:
neopterin (66.2±7.4 vs 2.8±0.4 jgIl, p=O.0001) and biopterin
(13.6±1.3 vs 2.4±0.4 sg/l, p=0.0001) were raised but neither was
related to serum creatinine. The concentrations were also ex-
pressed in i.tg/mg creatinine to correct for impaired excretion in
renal failure. Erythrocyte DHPR activity was not related to either
uncorrected or corrected neopterin (r=-O.5,p=O.2), but was signifi-
cantly related to the corrected biopterin (r=-O.99,p=O.0001). Bone
Al was related to corrected biopterin only (r=O.68,p=0.03), although
serum Al and oral Al intake were not related to blopterin or
neopterin.
The results suggest that factors in addition to renal excretion,
such as immune activation or Al accumulation, may influence ptenn
metabolism. The lack of correlation between neopterin and DHPR
implies that the neopterlnibiopterin ratio in HO patients is not a valid
Indicator of OHPR activity. Biopterin, which predictably would rise
due to reduced salvaging of quinonold dihydrobiopterin by DHPR,
was not only raised but, when corrected for creatinine, related
closely to DHPR activity. Thus, accumulation of biopterin In HO
patients is due to Inhibition of DHPR activity and, to a lesser extent,
reduced excretion.
RENAL ARTERY DISEASE IN CHRONIC ADVANCED
RENAL FAILURE (CARF). Jose Roberto Coelho
da Rocha, Tania B. Rios, Celso Fianco and
tonaldo C. Borges, Serviço de Nefrologia
do Hospital da Benefic&ncia Portuguesa do
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Renal artery disease (RAD) is a cause
of acceleration of chronic renal failure.
In the past, surgical approach was deemed
risky, but percutaneous angioplasty (PAN)
brought new hopes for such problem.
Based on existing informations, we
developped a criteria for suspicion of RAD
in patients with CARF: hypertension of
diabetes for many years, evidence of other
vascular diseases (coronary, carotid or
aortoiliac), ranid renal failure, renal
asymetry or irregular renal silhouette on
X-ray. Applying this criteria, 14 patients
with CARF (Ccr lOml/min), age 46 to 87
(mean 64.1), underwent angiography, which
confirmed the presence of DAR in all: 9
with unilateral stenosis, 3 with bilateral,
1 with unilateral thrombosis and 1 with
aortic thrombosis, left renal artery
thrombosis and right stenosis.
In 3 patients with unilateral stenosis
PAN was not done, and nehrectomy was
done in 1 with unilateral thrombosis. PAN
was tried in 10 patients, but achieved
only in 8. Inrnrovement of renal function
was seen in only 1 patient, whichwas able
to stay off dialysis for a few monts. One
patient developped a brachial A-V fystula
and another thrombosed the renal artery.
This study suggests that, in CA1F, renalAN does notimprove G.
DURATION AND AMOUNT OF ABUSE IS NOT PREDICTIVE FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANALGESIC NEPHROPATHY (AN).
Monipue Jj,. Elsevlers*, Marc E. Ie Broe* (Intr. by
G.A, Porter). Univ. of Antwerp, Dept. of
Nephrology-Hypertension, Antwerp, Belgium.
In 1983, the prevalence of AN still was 18%
in the Belgian dialysis population. Within the
framework of a large investigation of AN, we
studied the effect of duration and amount of abuse
on the development of this disease. No differ-
ence in intake was observed between a group of
abusers without any document renal damage, a group
of patients of the outpatient clinic and a group
of dialysis patients both with documented AN.
Abusers
Outpatients clinic
Dialysis
181
104
33
21.7
23.6
34.4
43.5
Within the group of patients of the outpatient
clinic with documented AN, the duration and amount
of abuse is not related to the degree of renal
failure (expressed as calculated creatinine
clearance (CrCl; resp. r.O7 and r=-.02).
CrCl > 25 ml/min 36 22.4 47.0
10-25 ml/min 31 22.1 40.5
< 10 mi/mm 13 18.6 27.8
These observations suggest that unidentified
predisposing factors play an Important role In the
development of AN.
* duration of abuse in mean years
** amount of abuse In mean of total units/bOO
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CORRECTION OF ANEMIA IN PROGRESSIVE RENAL
FAILURE WITH RECOMBINANT HUMAN
ERYTHROPOIETIN (rliuEpo). JW Eschbach, jffi
Kelly, NR Haley*, RI AbelS*+, and JW
Adamson*. Univ. of Washington, Seattle,
WA, and Ortho Pharmaceutical Co.+,
Raritan, NJ.
As renal failure progresses, anemia
develops and patients (pts) may become
debilitated even before they require he-
niodialysis (HD). To test the effective-
ness of rHuEpo in such pts, and to deter-
mine the effect of correction of anemia
on the rate of progression of renal fail—
lure, we treated 9 pts with rHuEpo
(doses: 50 or 150 U/kg 3X/wk IV). The
mean (± SD) hematocrit (hct) rose from
27.2 3.2 to 39.4 1.8 in 8 wks and was
maintained with 25 to 100 U/kg given
3X/wk subcutaneously. Pts treated with
150 U/kg responded identically to ED pts
receiving the same dose: a hct rise of 2
points/wk. Mean serum creatinine rose
from 7.3 2.1 to 8.1 1.8 mg/dl as the
hct increased, a rate of decline in renal
function not accelerated from pretreat-
ment levels. Hypertension, present in
all pts before rHuEpo treatment, in-
creased in 3 pts as the hct rose. Qual-
ity of life improved in all. Ability to
work was maintained even after renal
function decreased and HD was initiated.
Conclusion: rHuEpo is as effective in
anemic predialysis pts as it is in HD
pts. Although the numbers of pts are
small, there was no evidence for accele-
ration of the progression of renal fail-
ure with correction of the hct.
THE EFFECT OF BLOOD PRESSURE REDUCTION AND
DIETARY RESTRICTION OF PROTEIN ON THE
PROGRESSION OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY. C. V.
Evanoff, C.S. Thompson, and E. J. Weinman.
University of Texas Medical School, Houston,
Texas.
To examine the effects of control of blood
pressure and restriction of the dietary intake
of protein on renal function in diabetic
patients the rate of decline in renal function
(RD creatinIne_lO_2mont) was examined
in 14 patients with diabetic nephropathy and
hypertension. For an average period of 10.8
months during which the blood pressure was not
adequately treated (172/98) and the patients
ingested an unrestricted protein diet, RD
averaged -1.79 .26. With control of blood
pressure (156/90) for a period of 29.2 months
RD was significantly decreased to —0.97 .42.
Thu patients were lned on a pot in restricted
diet of 40 gins/day f.,r il.(, rnntis 'Thile blood
pressure conirCi was :naitatned. Restriction ofthe dietary iiitake t prot.tii siin1 ficantly
decreased RD further o —('.34 .45.
These findings indicate that reductions in the
systemic arterial blood pressure and in the
dietary intake of protein slow the progression
of diabetic nephropathy. The results also
suggest that blood pressure and protein intake
effect the progression of diabetic nephropathy
by different mechanisms.
EFFECT OF PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) ON
IMMUNOGLOBULIN (Ig) PRODUCTION IN NORMALS AND
IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CEF) PATIENTS.
Zbigniew Gaciong5, Jadwiga M. Alexiewicz*.
Thomas 0. Pitts, Mariana Linker_Israeli*, Ira
Schulman5 and Shaul G. Massry. Div. of
Nephrol., Univ. of So. Calif., Los Angeles, CA.
B-cell proliferation Is inhibited In uremia and
this is due to excess PTH. This defect may
affect Ig production. We examined production
of IgG, 1gM and IgA by B-cells from normals and
CRF patients under stimulation of
Staphylococcus aureus Cowan I (SAC) and Poke-
weed mitogen after 8 days culture. IgG, 1gM and
IgA production by B—cells from CRF patients
were lower (p<O.02) than normals. Both 1—34
PTH and 1-84 PTH inhibited production of all
lgs by cells from normals in a dose-dependent
manner. PTH also inhibited Igs production in
CRF patients but less (p<O.Ol) than in normals.
Forskolin which causes a rise in cAMP levels,
calcium ionophore (O.25uM), and TPA, an activa-
tor of protein kinase C, mimicked the effects
of PIN. Kinetic studies showed that for PTN to
exert its action, it must be present on day 1
of the culture. The results show that PTH
inhibits Ig production by B-cells most likely
due to PIN-receptor interaction resulting in
cAMP production, ionophoric property of the
hormone and an effect on protein kinase C.
Since the latter stimulates B—cell
proliferation but inhibits Ig production, one
may suggest that this effect of PTH may be at
least in part due to an action on B—cell
differentiation. This new action of P111 may
underlie the defects In humoral immunity in
CRF.
LOW TESTOSTERONE (T) LEVELS INCREASE IN
MALE HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS (HDP) TREATED
WITH RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN(rHuEpo). NR Haley*, AN MatsumotO*, JW
Eschbach, JW Adamson. Univ. of
Washington, Seattle, WA.Sexual interest and potency are im-
paired in many HDP. After correction of
anemia with rHuEpo, many male HDP report
improved sexual performance. We measured
serum T and FSH levels in 12 male HDP
prior to rHuEpo therapy and after theheinatocrit (hct) had increased and sta-
bilized for 4 to 12 months. Six HDP had
baseline T and FSH levels within the nor-
mal range (T 3—10 ng/ml; FSH = 30-230
ng/ml). The other six had low T levels
and elevated FSH levels. With rHuEpo
therapy, T levels normalized as the hct
increased.
post-
___________
rHuEpo _______
33.0 1.9
3.1 1.0
498 218
The ages of the HDP were 22-59 in the
normal T group and 23-74 in the group
with low T. T and FSH levels were un-
changed from baseline 2 wks after rHuEpo
therapy was started, but before the hct
increased. Conclusion: T levels in-
crease as a result of a rise in hct and
not as a direct effect of rHuEpo, and
this increase may account for the im-
proved sexual potency observed in these
HDP.
pre-rHuEno
Hct 20.4 3.2
T 2.1±0.6
FSH 314 181
p
<0.001
<0.01
=0.02
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INTERNATIONAL HUMAN REMNANT KIDNEY REGISTRY: FIRST
REPORT. J.T. Harrington, J.F. Donohoe', G.E.
Sant5, N.H. Fosters. Newton—Wellesley Hospital,
Newton, MA; Beaumont/Mater Hospitals, Dublin;
Tufts—New England Medical Center, Boston, MA.
Surgical ablation of 5/6 renal mass in rats
leads to focal sclerosis in the remnant kidney and
progressive renal failure. Such a phenomenon has
not been observed in dogs and rabbits. Data in
humans are limited to patients(pts) with unilater-
al renal agenesis or uninephrectomy. To obtain
data in humans with a remnant kidney, we surveyed
> 800 urologists and nephrologists in the U.S. and
abroad. Clinical data were requested on all pta
with the following characteristics: 1) Surgical
resection resulting in presence of only part of
one kidney; 2) Follow—up of > 5 yrs postop. 13 pta
were identified, one of whom initially had a
solitary kidney: 12 pts had renal cancer and 1 had
tuberculosis. All 6 pta followed 10 or more yrs
postop have stable serum creatinine (S.Cr.); 2 of
these are 25 and 30 yrs postop. At 5 to 7 yrs
postop the other 7 pts have S.Cr 1 3.0 mg/dl; only
one of these pts has had a rise in S.Cr. Seven of
the 13 pts. are known to be hypertensive.
Data on 2 additional pta were obtained. One pt
with one functioning and 1 atrophic kidney re-
quired partial nephrectomy for cancer in the
functioning kidney. S.Cr is stable at —3.0 mg/dl 6
yrs postop. The second pt had both uninephrectomy
for cancer and ligation of a 50% A—V malformation
of the 2nd kidney; this pt., treated with postop
irradiation, developed focal sclerosis and ESED 11
yrs postop.
Conclusion: Survival of at least 25 to 30 years
with a stable serum creatinine is possible in
humans with only a remnant kidney.
DEVELOPMENTOF HYPERTENSION (Hi) AND
UREMIA (U) IN CHILDHOOD PYELONEPHRITIS (PN)
- A 30-YEARFOLLOW-UP (FU).
S Jacobson*, 0 Ekldf*, LE Lins*, B Tidgren5, J Winberg.
(Intr by CM Kjellstrand). Depts of: Med, Peds, Radiol,
Phys. Karolinska Hosp, Stockholm, Sweden.
Development of HT and U following acute PN is
controversial. We followed 30 children who had
nonobstructive acute PN (at age 6; range 1-13 years) for >27
years. Glomerular filtration rate (GFR), renal plasma flow
(RPF), systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure,
plasma renin (PRA), angiotensin II (All), fractional
clearance of Na (FeNa) and K (FeK), S-B2 microglobulin,
U-B2 and U-Albumin (U-A) was determined in 27 of the
patients (mean age 33 years, range 22-4 1) and in 13 healthy
controls (mean age 34 years, range 22-41)
Results at follow-up: Three patients (10%) had developed
end-stage renal disease and 7 patients (23%) had HT
(>140/90 mmHg). Seven patients (23%) had undergone
nephrectomy or resection. The table shows results from the
remaining 20 patients.
GFR RPF SBP DBP PRA All FeNa FeK S.B2 U-B2 U-B2pat. 91 483 122 82 1.5 40 1.3 20 1.8 0.6 5
cont.108 587 116 72 0.9 21 1.3 27 1.5 0.4 4
t-test ** ns ** * ns ns * ns ns ns
*p<O.O5 **p<O.O1
Regression analyses: PRA vs DBP (r=0.5, p<0.05),PRA
vs FeNa (ns), PRA vs FeK (r= -0.4, p=O.O53), PRA vs All
(na), SBP vs FeNa (r=O.54, <0.01), SBP vs FeK (ns),
DBP vs FeNa (r=0.51, p<O.Ol), DBP vs FeK (ns), GFR
vs DBP (ns), RPF vs DBP (r=-0.4, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Children with acute PN are at high risk of
developing renal failure and hypertension and should be
closely followed. Hypertension in this group of patients is
renin dependent which should be considered in the treatment
of these patients.
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL—BEING OF TRANSPLANT VS. NONFRANS—
PLANT CATEGORIES OF END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE PATIENTS
IN THE MICHIGAN STUDY.
M. Julius,* J.D, Kneisley,* V.M. Hawthorne,* P.
Carpentier—alting,* R.A. Wolfe,* and F.K. Port.
Univ. of Michigan, Depts. of Epidemiology and
Internal dicine, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Scores on a number of psychological measures (e.g.
affect, satisfaction with life) were assessed in
personal interviews and compared across treatmentsfor the Michigan ESRD study population, n=929.
Patients were stratified by their transplantation
status: (1) dialysis patients who wanted to resale
on dialysis, (2) dialysis patients who were on the
transplant waiting list, (3) dialysis patientsprefering transplants but not on the list, (4)
patients with a functioning transplant, and (5)
dialysis patients with a failed transplant,
Using analysis of variance and covariance, ad-
justing for sex, race, age, education, marital
status, primary cause, and duration of ESRD, and mean
duration of each treatment modality, indicated
presence of highly significant differences between
these five categories of treatment on psychological
well—being.
Consistently across all measures the highest psy-
chological well—being was reported by patients with
functioning transplants and the lowest by patients
who wanted, but were not on the transplant waitinglist (Scheffe multiple comparison test), The second
best scores on wall—being were between hemodialysis
patients from categories one and two. Whereas the
findings for most categories are in the predicted di-
rection, the low ranking of category three appears to
relate to a discrepancy of reality and ecpectations.
SEVERE HYPERCALCIURIA AS A RESULT OF COMBINED 1,25-
DIHYDROXYVITA}fIN D3 (D3) ANI) GROWTH HORMONE (GH) IN
UREHIC RATS. C Kainer, M Nakano, F Boyle,
JW Foreman, JCM Chan. Medical College Virginia,
Richmond, VA.
Chronic uremia in children is associated with
growth failure; GE treatment has been tried to
improve growth. As D3 is commonly used to treat
renal osteodystrophy, we investigated the effects
of combined GH and D3 therapy on renal handling of
divalent ions in growing uremic rats.
23 days old male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed adiet containing 8% protein, and 0.6% calcium and
phosphorous. At 26 days one stage 75% nephrectomy
or sham surgery was performed, and rats assigned tofive groups: Sham control (SC), Uremic control (UC)
Uremic-D3 treated (UD3), Uremic-GH treated (UGH),
and Uremic-D3-GH treated (UD3GH). GE (0.5 mg/day)
was injected S.C., D3 (20 ng/kg/day) was gavaged,
rats not receiving drugs received vehicles only.
After 40 days on treatment, fasting (water ad lib)24 hour urines and bloods were collected. Results
are Mean S.E.M.
SC UC UD3 UGH UD3GH
n6 n22 n2O n2O n2O
Scr O.52+.ll l.O7±.05 l.21±.O5 0.94±.O6 l.13+.09
Ccr O.47+.11 0.16+.O1 O.14+.Ol O.19±.0l O.16±.Ol
Ca2 l.45+.O2 1.48+.02 1.48+.02 l.46±.O2 l.47±.03
FECa 0.19+.04 O.77+.08 2.O4±.23 1.O4±.22 4.50±.82*
* p<O.O0l (ANOVA) UD3GH vs. all other groups
Scr = serum creatinine, Ca2' ionized calcium
CCr = creatinine clearance(ml/min/lOOg body weight)
FECa = fractional excretion of calcium.
These data show marked hypercalciuria in uremic
rats treated with both GE and D3, and raise
concerns regarding the use of GE in uremic
children.
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THE EFFECT OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN
(EPO) UPON QUALITY OF LIFE (QL) AND FUNCTIONAL
CAPACITY (FC) OF ANEMIC PATIENTS ON CHRONIC
HEMODIALYSIS. Canadian Erythropoietin Study
Group, Robarts Research Institute, London, Ontario
(presented by Paul A. Keown)
Eight Canadian centres conducted a randomized,
double—blind trial in 118 hemodialysis patients
with a hemoglobin (H) less than 90 gm/i to deter-
mine whether correction of the anemia with EPO
improved their QL and FC. Patients were random-
ized to 3 groups: I placebo, II EPO to achieve
a H of 95—110 gm/i, III EPO to achieve a H of
115—130 gm/I. Neither the patients, dialysis
or research nurses knew the treatment allocation.
QL and FC measures were assessed prior to random-
ization and 4 months later. Baseline character-
istics of the 3 groups were similar. Mean H at
4 months was 73.3 gm/I (Group I), i03.7 gm/i
(Group II), and 116.3 gm/I (Group III). There
was no difference in QL or FC between Groups II
and III. When ail patients on EPO (Groups II and
III) were compared to placebo, there were ciini—
cally and statistically important improvements in
the Sickness Impact Profile (p=.O2l), physical
and fatigue dimensions of a kidney disease
specific questionnaire (p.002), six minute
walk test (p=.02), and stress teat (p=.OO1).
There were no changes in echocardiographically
measured left ventricular end syatolic and end
diastolic diameters or fractional shortening in
any groups. No significant differences in mean
blood pressure or serum potassium were found
between groups. SUMMARY: In a randomized,
double—blind piacebo controiled trial, EPO
appears to statistically and clinicaliy improve
the QL and FC of anemic hemodialysis patients'.
LYMPHOKINES IN RENAL DISEASE (RD): UREMIA (U),
HEMODIALYSIS (HD) AND CAPD. Paul L. Kimmel.
Terence Phillips*, Juan P. Bosch. George Washington
Univ. Med. Ctr. Dept. of Medicine, Washington, D.C.
In order to determine the role of Interleukin 1 and 2
(IL I and IL 2) in patients with RD 38 pts were studied
and compared with 12 normal subjects.
Methods: Blood sampling schedule:
Pre Post
Normal subjects (n=12): Time 0 4 hrs later
Pts on HD (n=22): Beginning End Rx
Pts on CAPD (n= 8): Beginning End exchange
Uremic pts (n= 8): In AM
ILl and 2 determinations: Monocytes were separated
by density gradient centrifugation and incubated. The
cells were then stimulated, incubated and pulsed with
H3 Thymidine. For IL 1, CRL 1424 cells and for IL 2,
CTI'L 2 cells were used. (mean: * p< .05 by paired t test,
**p< .01 by ANOVA)
Normal HD CAPD Uremia
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre
1L 1 16432 16347 11496 17392* 11179 15994* 10924
IL 2 6233 6293 10210 16090* 9039 ll981 11455
1L2/ILI .35 .35 .94 .91 5*82 .77 **fJ9
The IL systeic is abnormal in pts with RD. While
absolute IL 1 and 2 levels arc not discriminatory, the
1L2/IL1 ratio was significantly elevated in pts with RD,
suggesting a greater 1L2 response per level of ILl. No
differences were shown between urcmics and pts on
maintenance therapy. Thus, neither HD nor CAPD
restores the 1L2/ILI ratio to normal. Both treatments
resulted in increased ILl and 1L2 production. In U, H D
and CAPD there is an increased IL2 production
capacity. The abnormal and hyperreactive IL system
observed in uremia responds to HD and CAPD with
increased synthesis of ILl and 2.
J.R RJ.tfl 01' ¶C F2.T1Ji1.Vt f1)I& CF }tE
fl)DIYICATIt1 DI IN R1AL DIIE (14Z&U3)
SJUD. ?1tID Study Grci.p (prepared by
A.S.Levey, A.M.Sandberg*, G.W.W.illiaiT.sA),
National Thstitutes of Health, Bethesda, MD.
The MDRD Study is a nBñtioenter, rarx.Icnized,
controlled trial to determine acceptance, safety,
and efficacy of lv protein and osIthorus diets
in patients with progressive renal disease. Ittop.rpose of the feasibility study was to testprocedures and recruitant strategies and th
estimate sample size for the full—scale trial. It
was not the pirpose of the feasibility study to
tpare rates of progression amrxj diet groups.
A limited nunber of patients aged 18-75 years,
with current 3'251-iothalamate clearance (C1) from
7.5-56 1uh/m14/l. 73nt ani previous progressive
rise in serum creatinine, were randc*sly assigned
to one of four diets (g/kg/d protein): N (1-1.4);
L (.575); K (.28 and keto acids); J (.213 aix!
amino acids). Ompliance was estimated fron
.istary protein Lntake. ca1ci1atcd f run urinary
uzas excretion. Nutritional status SE nonitoredby anthroporietry and serum grotin
concentration. Progiesion of renal disease sas
calculated as the ntte of decline of C3:.
Ninety-sb: patients were ranieertzul arid fol—
loved for a ns.nn duratcrt of 11.6 axnths. Ccm—
plianc'e with lv protein diets was less than cx-
pecbad; nonetheless, rean estiriat&1 protein in-
take differed amorrj diet groups. Weight declined
slightly in lv protein diet group;, tAit serum
protein concentration was stable. Decline in C1
was linear; rate of decline was faster in peti-
ents with higher mean blood pressure (lIP). Based
on variability of C1 slopes, design for the full-
scale trtal is 800 patients rardcrniized to 3 diet.
groups aix! 2 BP goals and followed for 2-4 years.
KINEI'ICS OF ALEOISOIJCINE [ML] MTER IWESTION
OF KFIOACIW [1] IN NOL AND Q11U'lIC REN?4L
FAIILIRE [RF] ALUIIIS. JD Ix1e, JT Dichiro*,
S !Kay*, $G Adler and BA Laidlaw*. Harbor-UClA
Medical Center, Torrance, California 90509.
With the increasing use of I analogues of
essential amino acids in renal failure, it has
beazne iitiportant to mnitor cxmpliance to the I
prescription. Evidence indicates that plasma
ML rises in patients given ketoisoleucine, bit
there are few data regardir the consistency,
rapidity of rise, or duration of elevation in
plasma ML. We studied this in 7 normal and 3CPF (SCr 3.2±1. 3SEN iaJdl) adults fed the I
mixture EE. All received a I load, 1.4 g/10 14
D, providing 0.138 g/lOI of ketoisoleucine.
Four normals aix! 1 CRF patient also were studied
for 6—10 days while they ate 2.1-2.8 quO kjJdayI with meals. All subjects lived in a C1C,
were faculty or co-authors. AlL was measured by
the method of nto and Anderson. Since there
were no differences in plasma and urine AlLbetween normal and F subjects, data were
ccanbined. After the I load, plasma ML
increased frost 3±1 to 20±3 iM by 30 snin in the 2
groups ccaiibined. Peak levels of 43±3 uN were
reached by 180 min, and values began to decline
by 240 min. At 300 mm, plasma ML was 36±3 p14.
During the 6-10 day study, fasting a.m. plasma
ML was 36±1 pM. After stopping IcA, plasma AlL
fell below a.m. fasting levels by 4 hours and
reached baseline rane 36 hours after the last
dose. Urine ML also rose in nest individuals
but was iare variable. The data sigest thatplasma ML is a sensitive indicator of the
intake of I mixtures containing ketoisoleucine.
Plasma AlL may therefore be used to imnitor
ccatpliance to I diets.
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ANEMIA OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE: A COMPARISON OF
PATIENTS ON AMBULATORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD)
VS HEMODIALYSIS (HD). Stephen M. Korbet, Roger
A. Rodby*, Edmund J. Lewis. Rush Medical College,
Chicago, Ill.
The hematologic status of ESRD patients with
hematocrits 30% on PD was compared to a similar
group of HD patients. No patient received
androgens or had an obvious secondary cause for
anemia (ie. hemolysis, Fe deficiency, GI blood
loss or aluminum intoxication). Twenty one PD
patients (M/F 8/13) and sixteen HD patients (M/F
6/10) were evaluated. No significant difference
in age (48.0±14,1 vs 46.6±14.4 (SD) years)
existed between PD vs HD patients. A signifi-
cantly higher (P< 0.005) hemoglobin (Hgb)
(8.4±1.3 vs 7.3±0.9 gm) and hematocrit (Hct)
(25.2±3.8 vs 21.7±2.8%) concentration was ob-
served In PD vs HD patients. A Hgb concentration
9.0 gm was observed In 43% of PD patients as
compared to 6% of HD patients. The Hct was 27%
in 33% of PD patients but no HD patients had a
Hct of 27%. Furthermore, 38% of HD patients had
required transfusions (0.6 units/month/pt) vs 24%
of PD patients (0.2 units/month/pt) in the
preceding 6 months. Serum creatinine (13.1±4 vs
15.8±5.6 mg%) and BUN (60.4±19 vs 85.3±22.3 mg%)
concentration was significantly lower (P <0.05)
in PD vs HD patients, but no significant differ-
ence in weight was demonstrated between the two
groups (72.9±19.6 vs 78.0±26 kg). Our obser-
vations reveal significantly less bone marrow
depression in the PD group. This results In
fewer transfusions required by PD patients. The
improved hematologic status of PD patients may
reflect more efficient dialysis.
RAPID CARBAMOYLATION OF TYROSINE AND
PHENYLALANINE MEASURED BY RP HPLC IN
VITRO AND EX VIVO IN CHRONIC RENAL DISEASE
L M Kraus* and A P Kraus. Jr.* (intr. by F E Hatch)
Depts. of Biochemistry and Medicine. University of
Tennessee, Memphis, TN 38163
In chronic renal disease the elevated urea results in
the formation of urea-derived cyanate which is
available for carbamoylation of amino acids. Both
tyrosine (Tyr) and phenylalanine (Phe) may be
measured by RP HPLC at 215 nm without
derivitization. Therefore, their modification by urea-
derived cyanate to carbamoylated forms namely, N-C-
Tyr. O-C-Tyr, N-O-C-Tyr and N-C-Phe in vivo has
been measured. Without cyanate, concentration of
Tyr or Phe does not change when measured at
intervals from 5 minutes to 4 hrs. in vitro. However, in
plasma from patients with chronic renal disease, Tyr
and the three forms of carbamoyt Tyr are present and
change upon ex vivo incubation at 37° without the
addition of exogenous cyanate. The Tyr or Phe
precursor cross-over curve with both N-carbamoyl
forms, crosses at 5 to 8 minutes in vitro with the tl/2
appearing to be 5 minutes. This indicates that, in
patients with chronic renal disease, cyanate available
for in vivo carbamoylation of amino acids is in a
dynamic state and is almost immediately removed
through reaction with free amino groups.
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IL RERVE (RR) IS IN'fN.'r IN flLIIIC R.L
FAILURE (cRy) AM) IS INP1 OF
II (A II) G.G. Krishna, G. Deuter, S.C. Kapoor,
Tenpie University, Philadelphia, PA.
The increased GFR from acute protein loading(APL), the "renal reserve (RR)," is said to be
mediated by A II and thought to diminish markedly
with advancing CRF. We examined the RR in 8 nor-
ma]. (N) subjects and 12 patients with CRF. APL(lg/kg BW protein as beef steak) was given twiceto each subject, pretreated with placebo (P) or
enalapril (E) (10mg in N or 5mg in CRF) in a
double blind randomized fashion.
3RWL CRF
PLACEBO ENLAPRIL PLACEBO ENALAPRILPre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
C1 90 118* 99 120* 31 40* 30 37*
(8) (6) (6) (8) (6) (9) (6) (8)
Cpj 540 600* 518 653* 207 235* 203 255*
(59) (44) (82) (76) (47) (49) (35) (42)
*p<005 pre-1PL vs post—APL; C1 and
indicate inulin and PAR clearances mWminjl .73
In2. Data are given as mean (SEM).
The mean percentage increase in GFR following APL
in N (35±9 %) and CRF patients (36±12%) was equal
and unaltered by E. RR was intact and similar in
early CRF (GFR > 40 mt'min/l,73 m2, n=5) (RR=29%)
and advanced CRF (GFR < 40 mt/min/1,73 m2, n=7)
(RR=39%). In all groups APL reduced renal
vascular resistance, while filtration fraction
rose in all P groups and fell in all E groups.
Plasma renin activity was unchanged by APL in all
P groups while it increased in all E groups. We
ounclude that RR is intact in CRF. A II
inhibition does not alter RR in normal or dis-
eased kidneys.
DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
A KIDNEY DISEASE SPECIFIC QUESTIONNAIRE (KDQ)
IN A CLINICAL TRIAL OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN
ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO). Canadian Erythropoietin
Study Group, Robarts Research Institute, London,
Ontario (presented by A. Laupacis)
AKDQ for use in clinical trials was
developed by asking 50 hemodialysis patients
which aspects of their quality of life (QL) were
affected by their disease and how important these
were. The items with the highest frequency-.
importance product were incorporated into a 26
item questionnaire with 5 dimensions (physical
function, fatigue, depression, relationships
with others, frustration). The physical function
dimension was patient specific. The KDQ was
administered to 118 hemodialysis patients in a
double—blind, placebo controlled trial of EPO,
along with other QL measures (Sickness Impact
Profile (SIP), time—trade off, stress test (ST),
6 minute walk (6Mw). In placebo patienta the
test—retest reliability coefficient was .83—. 98.
There was a highly statistically significant
improvement in the physical and fatigue KDQ
dimensions in EPO treated patients compared to
placebo, which was as great or greater than the
other QL measures used. The t—statistics were
KDQ fatigue 3.67, ST 3.53, KDQ physical 3.34,
6MW 2.39, SIP —2.35.
SUMMARY: The KDQ is a measure of QL that is
reliable, responsive to change, and potentially
useful in other therapeutic trials in hemo—
dialysis patients. The actual questionnaire as
well as its performance characteristics in the
EPO trial will be demonstrated.
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dIATICN OF RNITS OF Q OF (1lE7tPfl{t2E
a2Apw, RHWL Si Ol'ThflE ?.ND CFR.
I'bdi ficat ion of Diet In Penal Disease (NERD)
Stndy Quip (prepared by J.J.Gasswank,P.MJIa1]., W.G.WaBcer), National Institutes of
Health, Betheeth, MD.
The NERD Stty is a imiLticenter, randQnized,
centroilfai trial to determine acceptance, safety,
and efficacy of low protein and phouphorus dietsIn patients with progressive renal disease. One
of the airs of the feasthility phase was to
tpare metheds for rasasuring progression.
Ninety-six patients aged 18-75 years, with
previously declining reciprccai serum creatlnine(l/P& and current 1251 iothalamate clearance
(C1) fron 7.5—56 ml/miri/l .73n, were ranScauly as-
signed four study diets. Lxirirg follow-up (seanduration 11.6 months) C1, creatinine clearance(C?r) and l/P were measured every three months;
rates of tharige (slopes) of C and l/?(. were
capared to C1 sloes. Values for Spea.cnan (rank)
correlation cxel'ficient.s (r) and p are brlc:
initial. C1 C slopes 1/Pr3. slopes
25—SG .54 <.01 .36 NS
7.5-24 .42 <.01 .60 <.01
Mean diaraja in 1/Pa.. slope after diet assign—
sent was +0.0031 dl/ia/mo (slopes became less
steep, p<0. 05). charge predicted siply frcan
regression to the nwrsn is +0.0015 dl/nr/mo.
We conclude: 3) Correlations of Cç and 1/P
slopes with C1 sicpas are signifigant but weak.Factors other than cthanjes in GFR, such as
changes in creatinine secretion and metabolism,
say affect C. and 1/P slopes after dietaryintervention. 2) thanges in 1/P slope afterdietary intervention may be due, in pi±, to
ru3ression to the mean.
ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITOR
TREATMENTREDUCES PROTEINURIA IN CHILDREN
WITH CHRONIC GLOMERULOPATHY. T. Linne*.
Department of Pediatrics, Karoliaska
Institute, St. Goran's Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden.
Nine patients (age 16.6±3.8 years,
range 9.6—21.0) with different forms of
chronic glomerulopathy and constant
proteinuria were put on angiotensin con-
verting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI) treat-
ment (captopril or enalapril). Before
the start of treatment, the GFR (CTfl) was
decreased in five of the patients range
10.5—79 ml/min/l.73m2). The effects on
urinary protein excretion, blood pressure
and renal function were evaluated.
The 24—hour excretion of protein was
invariably lower 1-4 months after the
initiation of ACEI treatment (mean 0.5 g,
range 0—1.2 g) than before (mean 1.8 g,
range 0.1-7.3 g). After 12 months, 5 of 6
patients still had decreased protein
excretion. The mean arterial pressure
decreased in 6 of 9 patients (mean 99.1
vs. 89.3 mm Hg). This was also seen in
some patients with normal blood pressure.
The serum creatinine did not change.
Thus, the ACEI treatment invariably
reduced the proteinuria. In most cases
the effect was longstanding. Blood
pressure also decreased in normotensive
patients. Whether these effects will
improve the long—term prognosis, however,
has yet to be proven.
RENAL DISEASE AND ESRD DUE TO MESANGIALPRO-
LIFERATIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (mesGN) IN
NAVAJO INDIANS: D Megill,*W Hoy, S Smith,*M Hugh-
sonPhoenix AZ, Albuquerque NM and El Paso TX.
We have reported that mesGN of unknown etiology
comprises a high proportion of Southwestern Indian
renal biopsies. This study defines the pathology and
clinical features of mesON and its contribution to
ESRD in the Navajo. The Navajos are the largest Amer-
ican Indian tribe, with a population of 200,000, and
age-adjusted ESRD incidence 4 times that of US Whites.
Of 87 sequential Navajo renal biopsies, 55 or 63%
showed mesGN. Additional changes were sclerosis in
66% capillary loop involvement in 66% and crescents in
42%. IF showed mesangial IgA, usually with 1gM,
in 88% of biopsies, 1gM without IgA in 10%, and C3 in
95%. Mesangial electron dense deposits were found in
90% of those with preterminal biopsies. Mean age at
biopsy was 33 years, and numbers of males and females
were equal. At time of biopsy, 66% of subjects had
renal insufficiency and >2 gm proteinuria, and 50% of
those biopsied >5 years ago have reached ESRD.
Age-adjusted Navajo ESRD rates due to ON are 1.8
times those of the US Whites, and rates of Navajo
ESRD due to GN and suspected ON together are double
this. Of biopsied GN-ESRD Navajos, 63% have mesGN.
Navajo GN-ESRD subjects are much younger at the start
of treatment than the US GN-ESRD population (37 vs
53 years, p<.OOl). Their annual mortality rate with
ESRD treatment is only 6.9%. ON and suspected ON
comprised 38% of Navajo ESRD incidence and 58% of
the ESRD prevalence in 1985, with Type 2 diabetes
comprising 50% of incidence and 40% of prevalence.
Thus mesON is extraordinarily prevalent and unusu-
ally aggressive in the Navajo, and is contributing a
large portion of the ESRD load. Its associations,
causes and possible treatment warrant further studies.
LONG—TERM TOLERANCE OF CYCLOSPORINE A (CeA)
TREATMENT IN NEPHROSIS.
Alain Meyrier* and the Collaborative Group of
the Soeiétd de Ndphrologie (Intr. by G.S.
Hill), Dept. of Nephrology, Hôpital Avicenne,
Bobigny, France.
Efficacy of CsA in nephrosis (N) due to minimal
change (MCL) or to FSG has been established. Moat
cases being CsA dependent, long—term tolerance
remains to be assessed. Among 56 pts. with N, 18
have now been treated for 12 to 26 mo. Tolerance
was judged by comparison of pre—CsA and final
serum creatinine (Cr) and in 14, of initial and
final histology. Initial Cr was 103+47 umol/L
(49—210). Initial biopsy disclosed FSG in 5 and
MCL in 9: 4 FSG and 3 MCL already had interstitial
and/or vascular lesions. At final evaluation Cr
was 89+32 (50—185). On biopsy 3 cases of MCL
had developed FSG. Two were among those with pre—
C5A interstitial or vascular lesions. In the 8
FSG, repeat biopsy showed interstitial and/or
vascular lesions now present in 7, but typical
lesions of CsA toxicity were found in only 2.
Interestingly, in 2 cases final lesions were less
than pre—CSA. Among the remaining 6 MCL, minor
vascular and interstitial lesions were found in 2.
Conclusions: 1) Development of vascular and/or
interstitial lesions is mostly apparent in FSG and
may be due to progression of disease more than to
CsA toxicity. 2) Maintaining remission of N with
C5A does not entail unreasonable renal hazards.
3) Nonetheless renal biopsy at 1 yr is advisable
before deciding to continue CsA, whatever the
apparent stability of renal function.
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SERUM THYMOSIN f (TB ) LEVELS IN PATIENTS WiTh
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE tCRF) S.D. Migdal, M.G.
Mutchnlck*, S.K. Mahajan, and D.K. Abu-Ramdan, and
F.D. McDonald. Dept. of Medicine, Wayne State
Univ. School of Medicine. Detroit, MI, and VA Med.
Ctr., Allen Park, MI
TB4 is a well characterized polypeptide
originally derived from thymus gland and which has
been shown to exert a suppressive effect on T cell
responses and to induce niacrophage inhibition.
Since patients with CR1? display a variety of
immunologic abnormalities, we used an ELISA to
measure TB4 in the sera from 19 hemodialyzed
patients (ND), 19 CAPD patients, and 11
nondialyzed CR1? patients (NDCRF) [Serum creatinine
range 2.8-10 mg/dl; mean 5.4 2.8 SD). Results
were compared to normal controls. No correlation
was found for either age or sex. The serum levels
of TB4 were significantly elevated compared to
controls in: ND patients [181 99 ngfml VS 37
16 ng/ml, (p <0.001)], CAPD patients [115 55 Vs
34 16, (p <0.01)], and NDCRF patients [63 49
VS 34 16 (p <0.001)]. Data from 5 ND patients
pre- and post MD demonstrated no effect on TB4
levels by dialysis. The NDCRF group had
significantly lower TB4 levels than either the ND
(p <0.001) or CAPD (p <0.01) groups. Furthermore,
ND patients had higher TB4 levels than the CAPD
group (p <0.001). These data demonstrate that
patients with CR1? have Increased serum TB4, and
that these levels are not altered by ED. This
finding suggests a possible role for TB4 in the
immunologic abnormalities obvserved in patients
with CR1?.
URINARY PROCOAGULANT IiND FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY IN
PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY IgA NEPHROPATHY (IgAN).
RELATICt'SHIP WITH THE SEVERITY OP DISEASE. L.F.
Morrone, 0. Pallotta, P. Montemurro, R. TriThni,
N. Colucci, N. Semeraro, F.P. Schena (intr. by
S.N. Emancipator), Cattedra di Terapia Medica andIstituto di Patologia Generale, University of
Sari, Italy.
Fibrin has been suggested to play an important
role in the progression of I9AN. The deposition offibrin in the kidney may result from pathological
activation of blood coagulation and/or impaired
removal by the fibrinolytic system. In this study
we evaluated the urinary procoagulant (PCA3 and
fibrinolytic activity (PA) in 22 patients with
IgAN and in 9 matched controls. PCA was measured
in urine samples by a clotting assay and FA by a
fibrin plate method. The calculated results for
9—h3 urine excretion of PCA (arbitrary units
10- ) and PA (urokinase (UK) units x l0) are
shown in the Table.
Contr.(n=9) Class I—II(n'l3) Class III—IV(n=9)
PCA 0.13 0.1 0.21 0.2 1.1
PA 5.3 2.3 6.4 4.5 2.1 2.0
PCA was significantly increased (p<O.Ol) and PA
significantly decreased (p<0.Ol) in pooled class
III—IV patients, as compared to class I—Il pa-
tients. No correlation was found between these two
parameters and proteinuria. The bulk of FA (<90%)
was of UK—type (by immunological criteria and
electrophoretic mobility). These data suggest that
in IglIN the balance of PC and PA in the kidney is
shifted toward promotion of fibrin deposition.
This could play a role in the progression of the
disease.
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RISK FACTORS FOR PROGRESSION AND RENAL SURVIVAL IN
PATIENTS (pts) WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF).
L.Oldrizzi*,C.Rugiu*,G.Maschjo — Div.of Nephrology
University Hospital, Verona, Italy.
A series of 390 pts with (RF on long-term low-protein diet
(0.6 gy1cg) was stuiied.CRF was due to interstitial neifritis
(IN)in 112 pts,glc*neruloneçiiritis(GN) in 94,hypertensive ne-
Fhmsclerosis(114)in 44,PtCD in 44,L,lknowe etiology(UE)in 96.The
initial 8Cr was 2.25+1.11 ng/dl.The ccmpiiance with the diet
was good in all pta during the follow—up(54+28 qmmths).Rmwl
survival pmbebi]ity at 84 nunths(RS84)(rernil dath:8Cr> 10
nEIdl) was 7 in overall pop]ation. R584 were 79.4 in IN pts,7 in UE,7( in }f4,6 in GN,5 in PEIXIng—rank test12.8
p 0.012) .Progressive CRF(nunthly increase in 8Cr> 0.02 ng/dl)
was observed in 166 pts(4l4),224 pts(57%)had no change in re-
nal ftmction.Fcjur out of 31 clinico-bjochmnjcal variables we—
re inlicators of sri increased risk for progressive (RF:initial.
8Cr,proteinuria(Upr),systolic(S8p)anj diastolic(IU')blood pros
sure.RS84 adjusted by 8Cr were 86% (8Cr< 2 nmJdl),61% (8Cr 2—
3),41% (SCr 3-4),3 (8Cr>4)(Log—rank 51.3,p 0.(XR1).RS84 adj-
usted by Upr were 84% (Upr<O.5 giy'24 hr),7( (Upr 0.5-1.5),
47% (Upr 1.5-3.O),4Q (Upr>3.0)(iog—rsnk 20.l,p O.(X)1),RS84
adjusted by SBI' were 76% (SBP< 145 nn*g),63.4 (&'> 145)(Ieg-
rank 4.81,p O.024).RS84 adjusted by IIJP were .7% (113P<85 inn
Hg),&4% (HRP)85)(iag—rank 9.7,p O.(X)2).The Cox nultivariate
analysis showed that 3 features were iademx1ent risk factors
for renal death:initja], 8Cr(Relative Risk—RR-4,09 if) 2 og/di.)
Upr (HR 2.63 11>0.5 gnV24 hr),IHP (BR 2.44 if)85 muI).
Utrierlying renal disease,late dietetic and phanincologic treat
nient,poor control of BP,proteinuria -0.5 /24 hr seem to be
ln!x)rtant proiostic inlicators in CRF.
RECOMBINANT-HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO) IN CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE (CRF): NO ADVERSE EFFECT ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS OR PROGRESSION OF DISEASE. JA
Oosahl, CE Halstenson*, KM Rachael*, PA Abraham,
Henn Cty Med Ctr and Univ of MN, Minneapolis, MN.
Correction of anemia with EPO may worsen
hypertension (HTN) and accelerate renal injury in
experimental CRF. We studied the acute and
chronic renal effects of therapy (Rx) with EPO in
8 pts (5m:31, 4 diabetics, age 46±13 yrs) with
CRF. Initially, pta were randomized to either
placebo (P, n—4) or various doses of EPO (n.-4).
Hematocrit (Hct), serum creatinine (Cr), and
para-aminohippurate (RPF) and inulin (GFR)
clearances were assessed at baseline (B) and
after 9±2 and 8±3 weeks of P or EPO,
respectivel.
Mean (SD); p < 0,05 EPO vs B; p < 0.05 EPO vs P
Hct(Z) Cr(mg/dL) RPF(mL/min) GFR(mL/mjn)
B 28(2) 3.8(0.4) 79(21) 27(9)
P 29(3) 4.0(0.8) 71(42) 19(7)
B 32(3) 5.2(2) 73(88) 16(13)
EPO 37(2)*+ 5.7(2) 91(76) 18(11)
Subsequently, all 8 pts were treated
chronically with various doses of EPO. After
33±18 wks of EPO Rx, HCT increased from 31±5 to
39±3 1. Normotension (final BP 135±22/74±9) was
maintained although HTN Rx was increased in 6
pts. In all pts, multiple linear regression
analysis was performed to assess the effect of
EPO Rx on the slope of 1/Cr vs time. In 4 pts
the slope significantly decreased and in 4 no
significant change in slope was observed.
Thus, treatment of anemia with EPO in pts with
CRF and well controlled 11TH does not appear to
adversely effect renal hemodynamics or the rate
of progression of renal disease.
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THE EPIDENIOLOGIC FEATURES OF TREATED END-STAGE
RENAL DISEASE IN THE POPULATION OF A LARGE
PRE-PAID HEALTH PLAN. Juan D. Ordonez,
Robert A. Hiatt(*), Charles Quesairberry. Oakland,
California.
We examined the incidence of treated End Stage
Renal Disease (ESRD) arrng the 2 million imoxrbers
of the Kaiser Permanente tdical Care Program(KPMCP) of Northern California from 1973 through
1985. The collection of data on treated ESRD
patients in this large, well defined, pre-paid
health plan population has been coirplete since
the inception of dicare coverage of ESRD treat-
nent in 1973. The age-adjusted incidence rates
rose from 36.8 to 81.7 per million during that
period, and showed no signs of stabilization.
Rates were higher in man than in woman, and in
adult and older age groups than in younger ones.
Glonerulonephritis, diabetic nephropathy and
hypertension were the mast frequent diagnoses,
with rates of 15.4, 11.2 and 8.6 per million
respectively. Significant (Pc.000l) upward trends
in the rates of diabetic nephropathy and hyper-
tension were noted during this period. The
continued increase in incidence of treated ESRD
may be due to several factors, including aliberalization of the criteria for use of hema-
dialysis and changes in the natural history of
sone diseases leading to kidney failure.
EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM CAPTOPRIL IN PATIENTS WITH
MODERATE TO SEVERE RENAL FAILURE. Mm Sun Park*,
Kyung Soo Kim*, Seung Duk Hwang*, Hi Bahl Lee.
Dept. of Internal Medicine, Soon Chun Hyang Univ.
Hosp., Seoul, Korea.
The effects of the angiotensin converting enzyme
inhibitor captopril(C) on BP, renal function and
proteinuria were evaluated in 18 hypertensive pati—
ents(pts) with moderate to severe renal failure.
The pts were followed for 6 to 15 months(mos) after
C. Serum creatinine(Scr) and potassium(Sk), glomer—
ular filtration rate by 99mTc_DTPA(GFR) and 24-hour
urinary excretion of protein (UPE) were obtained
before and every 3 mo after C.
In 7 pts (Group I: mean age 50 yrs) Scr rose
from 5.1*1.3 to lO.3±1.7mg% and GFR fell from 24.7±
10.3 to 19.5±10.6 mi/mm and dialysis was begun in
9.6 mo (6—15 mo) after C while in the remaining 11
pts (Group II: mean age 45 yrs) Scr (4.3±1.6 vs.
4.6±1.7) and GFR (32.4±13.4 vs. 35.5±15.6) remained
stable over a period of 10.9 mo (6-12 ma). Control
BP, Scr and GIR were not different between the 2
groups but Sk (5.4±0.94 vs. 4.4±0.75 mEq/L, P0.025)
and UPE(4.78±4.59 vs. 1.53±1.20 g/gcr, P=O.037) were
signifcantiy higher in Group I. BP control after C
was similar in 2 groups. In Group I, Sk and UPE
did not change after C. In Group II, Sk rose signi-
ficantly after C (4.4±0.75 vs. 4.9±0.66, P=O.O1) but
remained within normal range and UPE fell signifi-
cantly after C (1.53±1.20 vs. 0.60±0.36, P=0.O17).
In conclusion, C appears to exert renal protec-
tive effects in the majority of pts with moderate
to severe renal failure but may have deleterious
effects in some pts with heavy proteinuria and
elevated Sk.
LATENT DISTAL TUBULAR ACIDOSIS: A BEDSIDE CLUE To
THE DIAGNOSIS OF SYSTEMIC DISEASE IN THE COURSE OF
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.
Muriel Rainfray*, AlainMeyrier*, Francoise
Paillard (Intr. by G.S. Hill), Dept. of Neph—
rology, Hôpital Avicenne, Bobigny, France.
Distal acidification is preserved in chronic
renal failure (CRF). Inappropriately high urinary
pH in the face of metabolic acidosis can be a clue
to overlooked systemic disease. We studied renal
acidification by a short NH4 loading test in 86
pts with CRF. Group 1 comprised 64 pta with no
evidence of systemic disease. GFR was 43 + 24
ml/mn. Group 2 included 22 pts with systemic
disease (autoimmune disease, with sicca syndrome
(SS) in 10 and without SS in 11, "Randall" in 1).
GRF was 59 + 32 mI/mn. The degree of acidosis
was the same in the 2 groups (bicarbonate 22 + 4
mmol/L in Group 1, 20.5 + 6.3 in Group 2).
There was no intergroup difference in % of acid
load excreted within 8 hrs of urinary NH4
excretion. Tirrable acidity was slightly lower in
Group 2. The most clearcut abnormality was the
inability in Group 2 to lower urinary pH, lowest
value 5.85 + 0.60 vs. 5.17 + 0.43 in Group 1
(P < 0.001), provided serum bicarbonate was < 22
mmol/L. The same discrimination was found when
urinary pH was simply determined in a morning
tasting urine sample collected at bedside under
mineral oil. This led us to suspect systemic
disease in 4.
Conclusion: Fasting urinary H > 5.6 in a pt
with CRF whose total C02 is < 22 mmol/L is an
excellent clue to undertake diagnostic workup of
systemic disease.
CHRONIC AMBULATORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD) AS
AN ALTERNATIVE TO HEMODIALYSIS FOR PATIENTS WITH
END—STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD) SECONDARY TO
MULTIPLE MYELOMA (MM). Roger A. Rodb,*, Stephen
N. Korbet, Edmund J. Lewis. Rush Medical Col-
lege, Chicago, Ii.
Although the prognosis of patients with
multiple myeloma is considered to be worsened
when accompanied by irreversible renal failure,
some groups have reported similar one year
survival rates (50%) for hemodialyzed mu1tiple
myeloma patients compared to their non-uremic
counterparts. Long term survival on hemodialysis
is not unconison. We report our experience with 3
patients with ESRD secondary to multiple myeloma
who were maintained on CAPD from 1986-1988. The
mean age at diagnosis was 60 years (50-65). All
had Stage 3 disease. They consisted of one kappa
light chain MM, one IgD kappa MM, and one IgG
kappa MM. All had irreversible renal failure at
diagnosis of multiple myeloma. All received
intermittent chemotherapy with melphalan and
prednisone. Two patients survived 16 and 25
months on CAPD before death. One patient is
alive after 16 months on CAPD. There were 12
episodes (E) of peritonitis; one pt: 6E/25 mo,
one Pt: 5E/16 mo, one pt: 1E/16 mo. (mean
2.5E/pt/yr). Seven episodes were secondary to
gram positive organisms and 5 were secondary to
gram negative organisms. Six episodes were
treated as in- patients and six were treated as
out-patients. Although both deaths were secon-
dary to sepsis neither were associated with
peritonitis. CAPD appears to be a viable alter-
native to hemodialysis in the management of
multiple myeloma patients with end—stage renal
disease.
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COMPARATIVE INCIDENCE RATES OF END STAGE RENAL
DISEASE (ESRD) TREATMENT 81 STATE. SJ Rosansky,
TL Huntsberger, KL Jackson, PW Eggers, WJBD
Veterans' Hospital and the Univ of South
Carolina, Dept. of Medicine, Computer Science,
& Public Health, Columbia, SC, and HCFA
Baltimore, Maryland.
State specific direct adjusted incidence
rates (DAIR) of ESRD treatment for sex and race
subgroups as well as indirect adjusted rates
by major primary etiology (IAR) of ESRD were
calculated, utilizing data from 75,'lg'l patients
reported to Medicare. Utilizing a multiple re'
gression analysis, state demographic and environ-
mental factors were used to predict DAIR. DAIR
rates for 1960—1963 varied from !5/m1llion in
North Dakota to 96/million in Washington D.C.
For males and females, rates varied from 70—122
and 54—8il respectively. Regional patterns of
DAIR were demonstrated. For blacks, DAIR were
low (125—1611 per million) in Southoentral states
compared to Florida, Georgia, and New Jersey
(rates 207—2112 per million). For whites DAIR
were relatively low in the Northwestern U.S.
(all < 511 per million) compared to S.W. U.S.
(all > 78 per million). Of 19 factors utilized
in the regression model to predict DAIR, only
the percent of a state's population residing in
metropolitan areas (p(.0001, r2=.37) and the
gallons of gasoline consumed per capita (p<.OOlt,
r2-.06) were predictive of DAIR. Examination of
IAR by primary etiology as predictors of DAIR
found diabetic nephropathy as the best predictor
(r2=.63). The reasons for the marked variation
of diabetic nephropathy rates across the U.S.
and the factors in gasoline consumption and
metropolitan living that contribute to ESRD need
to be explored.
COMPARATIVEEFFECTS OF ANTIIIYPERTENSIVES
ON RENAL INJURY. ME Rosenberg and TH Hostetter,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Control of hypertension improves the course of chronic
renal disease. To determine whether a differential effect
of antihypertensives on renal injury exists, we examined
the effects of two drugs in patients with renal disease.
After a 21 day baseline period, 9 adult patients were
randomly assigned in a cross-over study to two 28 day
periods during which either a converting enzyme
inhibitor (enalapril) or an e 1-antagonist (prazosin) was
added to their existing antihypertensive regimen. At the
start (Day 0) and end (Day 28) of each period 24 h urine
collections followed by renal clearance studies were
performed. Results (mean SEM; *p<.05 Day 0 vs Day
28;l'p<.05 CE! vs ct 1-antagonist);
BR OFR FRACTIONAL CLEARANCE (x102)
(mmRa) (mI/mrn/1.73m21 Albumrn laO
CE!:
Day 0 108 3 29 j 6 38.3 12.4 13.0 4.8
Day 28 94 4"' '96 6' 18.8 5.att 6.7 i.7't
Q9-ANTAGONI$T:
Day 0 108j3 29j4 38.0 90.8 11.6 3.7
Day 28 98 4' 28 6 29.9 8.4' 9.7 3.2
Thus, despite a comparable degree of HP reduction, CEI
resulted in greater improvement of glomerular
permselectivity when measured during the clearance
period, The 24 h excretion of albumin and IgG, however,
decreased similarly with both drugs. Albumin excretion
decreased from 2659 812 to 1887 during CE! and
from 2492 643 to 1722 499 during 0 1-antagonism
(both p<.05), while IgG excretion went from 233 95 to
194 85 during CEI, and from 208 68 to 173 71
during a1-antagonism (both p<.05). PRA was higher with
CE! (5.6 1.9 vs 1.3 0.3; p<0.05). We conclude that
reduction of BP reduces renal injury with perhaps a
differential effect favoring CE! over o 1-antagonism.
RECOVERY OF RENAL FUNCTION IN PATIENTS
WITH ESED BY PRIMARY DIAGNOSIS.
Sekkarie, F.K. Port, R.A. Wolfe and C.W.
Ferguson. Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor,
MI.
Even though the term ESRD denotes
irreversibility, we observed recovery of
renal function in cases reported as ESRD
to the Michigan Kidney Registry. From
1976 through 1985, 7,860 patients
entered chronic dialysis while residing
in the State of Michigan. Of those who
remained on dialysis for a minimum
period of 30 days and excluding all
cases of presumed ATM, 227 (3.0%)
recovered renal function, i.e. alive and
off dialysis for at least 30 days.
Among 12 diagnostic categories examined
the following were associated with
significantly higher percentages of
recovery than expected (P 0.005):
Vasculitis and secondary GN (15.5%),
RPGN (11.2%), SLE (9.8%) and myeloma
(9.8%). Lower percentages of recovery
than expected (P 0.005) were observed
for diabetes (1.3%) and congenital
cystic diseases (0.2%). Recovery
usually occurred early but late recovery
by treatment modality is of particular
interest. We conclude that recovery of
renal function from presumed ESRD is not
rare in certain diagnoses. Therefore,
in dialysis patients with such
diagnoses, (1) caution should be used in
the declaration of irreversibility and
(2) renal function should be reassessed.
AWUI1X1s AN!) LAU; OF RFCIIL S&UIQ!EATflW1E JS TIME PIDJS. A.S.Levey.New gland Nedical Center Boston, NA.The slope of recproca1. morton creatinine vstire (1/cr vs t) has been used to .sr.sezs the rate
of progression of chronic renal disease, prEdictthe interval until initiation of dialysis andjudge the response to therapeutic interventions.In order to detennine the aplicabi1ity of
this practice In predicting the interval until
dialysis, we reviewed all 70 adult patients mit-
iating dialysis fc'r ESRD at NF during a 3 yearinterval. Only 28 ft1fille selection criteria
used by Mitch et al (Lancet 1976); only 21 (30%)had a linear dezline in 1/cr vs t (r2O.70).
In order to detennine the thnititior,s c.t' tnirig
a single slope of 1/cr vs t, nPplied a inathad
of linear regression analysis described by Jones
and Molitoris (Anal Biochesa 1984) search for
spontaneous charges In slope of 56 patients in 3pLlisli sttrlie.'t in addltJon to th 22. ftiE81ts
fr..n }1E!4 (rem follow-up 1nteria 59
Sportanecus cbiulges (eaxirtts) wei ithrtil'ied
in all '77 potients. Ihe charqe in s]cve wr; sig-
niiiqant in 25 (32%); the second slope wss; less
stee4) in 49 ('50%); medis value for serum c.reat-
mine at Ui tine of the bre.Jgoint tus 5.4
ng/]; oeaan d1arEjs in slope (absol.ute value) w.as
0.0097 (adults) and 0.2751 (children) di/mI/us;
mean error in prediction of the interval until
dialysis was of the fo11t-up interval.
We conclude 1) 1/cr vs t plots are applicablein only 30% of patients initiating dialysis; 2)in patients with a linear decline, spontaneA3s
breakpoints are vezy frequent; 3) breakpointslimit the usefulness of this method for predict-
leg the interval until dialysis and for judging
the response to therapeutic interventions.
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ONE-YEAR, ALTERNATE DAY DOSAGE, COLTICOSTEROID Rx
REDUCES RATE OF FURTHER RELAPSES IN AWLT MINIMAL
CHANGE NEPHROSIS
Pierre Sitnon* and A1ainMe.!r* (Intr. by G.S.
Hill), Depts. of Nephrology, Hôp. Avicenne,
Bobigny & Hôp. La Beauchée, St. Brieuc, France.
Minimal change (MCL) nephrosis is usually
steroid (CS)—sensitive but often follows a multi—
relapsing course. Relapses might be due to a
rebound effect after too short initial Rx or too
abrupt termination of Rx. To test this hypothesis
we compared 2 groups of adult MCL. Group A (14 F
+ 14 M, aged 32+17, range 13—69) was treated 2—4
months with 1 mg/kg/d prednisone. Group B (13 F +
13 H, aged 34+15, range 15—68) was treated with
prednisone, 2 mg/kg every other day for 3 months,
then dosage was progressively tapered to zero over
the ensuing 9 en. There were 3 CS—resistant pta
in each group. In the other pts, initial
remission rate was similar in the 2 groups.
Conversely, there was a significant difference in
subsequent rate of relapses (R): Group A, 1 R in
9 pta, 2 R in 7 pta, 3 R in 2 pta and multi—R in
10 pts; Group B, 1 R in 19 pta, 2 R in 2 pts, 3 R
in 0 and multi—R in 5 pts. Finally, there were 8
indications for immunosuppressive Rx in Group A
vs. 5 in Group B. Tolerance of Rx in Group B was
excellent and in retrospect cumulative dosage of
CS had been less in Group B than in Group A. In
conclusion; long initial alternate day CS Rx
followed by slow tapering is effective in
obtaining protracted remission in adult MCL
nephrosis, and long—term tolerance of such thera-
peutic mode is superior to the conventional
schedule.
GFR DETERMINATION IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE
(CRF) BY 3 R?'DIONUCLIDE MARKERS D INULIN
(IN). Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the
Methods. TI Steinman, RD Perrone, LG Hun-
sicker, GJ Beck and the MDRD Study, Nati.
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, .
GFR was measured in 16 stable CRF
patients (pts) on 2 study days one month
apart to determine the reliability and
reproducbility of different methods
compared to each other. Simultaneous
markers of Ytterbium (YTTB), lothalamate
(125-I) and Technitium (TECH) were compared
to IN before and after a cold iothalamate
(C-b) infusion. Four collection periods
in the morning (AM) and 4 in the
afternoon (PM) were separated by 100 mg
C-IO. Data are presented as the mean GFR,
mean between period (BePe) CV(%) and mean
natural logarithm (in) CV, with the
standard deviation (SD) for all markers.
Marker GFR SD BePeCV SD 1nCV±SD
YTTB 23.2±11.9 21.1±17.0 2.73±0.82
125—I 23.0±12.0 20.7±16.3 2.69±0.86
TECH 21.6±11.0 21.3±17.1 2.72±0.89
IN 20.5±11.9 22.6±18.1 2.78±0.89
YTTB and 125-I give larger values than TECH
and IN, with YTTB always giving signif i-
cantly larger values than IN. C-IO between
AN and PM does not significantly change GFR
values. Mean BePeCV by time and day is the
same for all 4 markers and is variable.
The between day CV is less than the BePeCV,
ranging 11-16 %. for all 4 markers. There-
fore, the mean GFR between days in the
same pt is less variable than the BePe
measurement on a given day.
AThEROGFJESIS IN UR2'4IC C57BL/6J NICE
Jean L. Stewart-Phillips, Raymonde F. Gagnon and
John Lough (intr. by P. Somerville) Montreal
General Hospital Research Institute, Montreal,
P.Q., Canada.
This study was undertaken to determine if mice
with chronic renal failure develop
atherosclerosis. Uremia was induced in female
C57BL/6J mice by the sequential electrocoagulation
of the right renal cortex and left nephrectomy.
After 6 weeks, during which time they were fed
normal mouse chow, the mice were sacrificed and
their aortas were examined for atherosclerotic
lesions. At the beginning and end of the
experiment, serum total— and I-IDL—cholesterol and
triglyceride levels were measured and a
lipoprotein electrophoresis profile was
established. The results were compared with those
from unoperated, normal-fed C57BL/6J mice and
unoperated animals fed a diet containing 15%
saturated fat and 2.5% cholesterol.
The aortas of uremic and atherogenic diet—fed
mice were found to contain fatty lesions, which
were approximately equal in size and nuner. These
mice also exhibited a similar increase in serum
total cholesterol level compared with unoperated,
normal-fed animals. However, while uremic mice
exhibited increases in HDL-cholesterol and
triglyceride levels, the diet—fed mice showed
significant decreases in these parameters.
Furthermore, the predominant serum lipoprotein in
uremic mice was found to be a slow-migrating HDL,
whereas in diet—fed mice it was VLDL.
The results demonstrate that uremic C57BL/6J
mice would provide a good model for the study of
accelerated atherosclerosis in chronic renal
failure.
"ENDOGENOUS FOX GLOVE" IN PATIENTS WITH
RENAL FAILURE - INFLUENCE OF UREMIA AND
HYPERTENSION. E.Vinge and I.OdarCederlöf*. (Intr.
by CM.Kjellstrand). Dept of Clinical Pharmacology,
University Hospital, Lund and Renal Unit, Dept of Internal
Medicine, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Since first discovered disturbing analysis of digoxin
plasma levels in uremia, endogenous digitalis like substances
(EDLS) have been found to exert biological activity on the
Na-K-ATPase system and have been associated with
hypertension. Various chemical identities have been
suggested.
We studied 25 predialysis or dialysis patients, 11 with
hypertension. A RIA method measuring percent inhibition of
digoxin tracer binding in plasma was used. Fractionation
according to water or lipid solubility was performed using
SEP-Pak and acetonitril CH3CN elution.
The uremic patients had higher levels than normal subjects
of EDLS (p<O.O5). These were present in mainly water
soluble fractions (20% CH3CN uremics 33.9% 11.6 vs
normals 24.7% 7.6 p<O.05, 40% CH3CN uremics 30.6%
4.7 vs normals 19.5% 4.3 pczO.O5). One of these
fractions in 40% CH3CN was increased only in uremic
patients with hypertension (41.3% 8.4 vs normals 27%
6.9 p<O.001, uremics without hypertension 31.9% 8.9 vs
normals p>O.OS).
Conclusions: EDLS are present in excess in uremic patients
as mainly water soluble substances. Both renal failure and
hypertension are associated with the increased plasma
levels, but hypertension alone with one fraction eluted in
40% CH3CN.
Do EDLS represent natures attempt to defend against
cardiac failure induced by uremia andby hypertension?
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SIGNIFICANTLY HIGH QUANTITY AND LARGE SIZE OF
SERUM IgA RHEUMATOID FACTOR IN PATIENTS WiTH
ACTIVE PHASE IgA NEPHROPATHY. Nasatomo Yashiro,*
En Muso, Munehiro l4atsushima,* Kenji Sawanishi,*
Haruyoshi Yoshida, and Chuichi Kawai.* Univ. of
Kyoto, Fac. of Ned., Dept. of Art. Kid., 3rd Div.
of tnt. Med. & Pathol., Kyoto, Japan.
To investigate the pathogenic role of IgA
type rheumatoid factors(IgARF) in IgA nephropathy,
serum IgABF was analysed and compared with the
microscopic findings of renal biopsies. Serum
levels of IgA and IgARF were examined in 39
patients of IgA nephropathy and 21 normal controls
with ELISA plates coated with anti—human IgA
antibody and IgC—Fc,respectively. Serun levels of
IgARF were significantly higher in IgA nephropathy
patients (P<O.Ol). In comparison with the light
microscopic findings, the patients with active
glomerular lesions including severe mesangial
proliferation and crescent formation showed
significantly higher levels of IgARF (PO.O2)
which decreased with the improvement of renal
damage. To investigate the size characteristics,
the serial sera from one severely active case who
was treated successfully to remission, were
fractionated using high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) in the buffer conditions of
pH 7.0 and 3.5. In both conditions, the ratio of
large size 5OOkd) IgA and IgARF to monomeric
forms were significantly higher in active phase
than those in inactive phase, with more apparent
tendency of IgARF. The acid fractionation of
active phase serum showed remarkable shift of
IgARF from large size to monomeric size. It could
be concluded that the high amounts of large size
IgARF in sera correlate with the active glomerular
lesion forming immune complexes in IgA nephropathy
URINARY EXCRETION OF LYSOSOMAL HYDROLASES (LII) BY
RENAL GRAFT IN FABRY'S DISEASE (FD). S. Adler,
K. Berty* and R. Glew*. Montefiore Hasp. and U.
Pitt., Depts. Med. and Biochem., Pittsburgh, PA
FD. an inherited deficiency of aipha—galacto—
sidase (AG), causes renal failure. Although renal
grafts synthesize AG, most of it is excreted in
the urine. Our earlier study showed that AG ex-
cretion was altered by acute acid—base changes in
FD and normal controls. To determine the effect
of chronic acid—base changes on LH excretion a
44 y.o. patient with FD and a renal graft ingested
NH. .4. .Cl 0.06 g/kg daily for 7 days. Fractional
excretion of AG (enzyme activity/creatinine) and
2 other hydrolases, N—acetyl—beta—glucosaminidase
(NAG) and beta—glucuronidase (BG) were measured.
Studies were performed before acid (PRE), after
6 days of acid (ACID) and on the sixth day post
acid (POST).
RESULTS
PRE ACID POST
Serum HCO3(mEq/l) 25 17 25
Urine NH3(ug/nigCr) 369 684 179
Urine AG(U/mgCr) 36.5 20.9 29.1
Urine NAG(U/mgCr) 304 245 348
Urine BG(UJmgCr) 92.0 60.6 84.5
Serum AG activity, however, did not change signi-
ficantly. The data show that: (1) Urinary ex-
cretion of LH is altered by chronic acid—base
changes. (2) Despite reduced AG excretion serum
AG activity does not rise. (3) Renal tubular ex-
cretion and presumably processing of all 3 lyso—
somal enzymes is affected similarly by chronic
A—B changes. These alterations in urinary LH
show the danger of using LII excretion as a diag-
nostic marker for renal disease in the absence of
knowledge of acid—base conditions.
THE HEMODYNAMIC AND COAGULATION RESPONSES TO
dDAVP ARE HOMOGENOUS IN A LARGE GROUP OF MALE
PATIENTS WITH CONGENITAL NEPHROGENIC DIABETES
INSIPIDUS (CNDI): EVIDENCES FOR A SINGLE
PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISM. D.G. Bichet, N.
Razi*, D.J. Hirsch1, S. Ligier*, M.F. Arthus*, M.
Lonergan*. Nephrology and Research Center.
Sacre'-Coeur Hoap., Montreal and 1 Dalhousie
University, Halifax, Canada.
Moses et al. (JCEM 19881 66:1259) recently
suggested on a single observation that two
distinct pathophysiological mechanisms could be
involved in patients (pta) with CNDI, an X-linked
disorder: they studied a female polyuric pt
resistant to the antidiuretic action but increas-
ing normally her coagulation factors to the V2
agonist, 1—desamino[8—D—arginine]vasopressin
(dDAVP). We studied 14 male pta with CNDI and
11 female obligatory carriers of the gene for
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus. Seven male pta
have been reported earlier (Bichet, NEJM 19881
318:881—7). These pts were from 8 families: 5
were French—Canadians, 1 Irish, 1 Iranian and 3
pta were from the Nova—Scotia—Hopewell pedigree
(Bode, NEJM 1969; 280:750—4). None of the male
pts had any hemodynamic response to dDAVP (no
decrease in blood pressure or increase in pulse)
and coagulation factors remained stable (Factor
VITIc, von Willebrand Factor, tissue plasminogen
activator). Female obligatory carriers had low
to normal hemodynamic and coagulant responses
most probably due to random X chromosome inac-
tivation ("lyonization"). We conclude that the
V2—mediated hemodynamic and coagulant effects of
dDAVP are always defective in male pts with CNDI
and that female obligatory carriers could
demonstrate normal responses.
ASSESSMENT OF A LINKED DNA MARKER FOR PRESYMPTO—
MATIC DIAGNOSIS OF ADULT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY
DISEASE IN NORTH PMERICA. J.E. Brissenden*,
J.M. Roscoe and M. Silverman. Clin. Molec.
8101. Unit, Toronto General Hosp., and Div. of
Nephrology, Wellesley Hosp., Toronto, Ont.
The present report represents an expansion of
our early experience (Kidney mt. 33:184,1988)
with the use of 3'HVR (Nature 317:542,1986) as a
diagnostic probe of adult polycystic kidney
disease (APCKD). We now report our results from
46 members of 12 unrelated families. Buffy coat
DNA was extracted by standard methods and PvuII
digests of the DNA were separated in 1% agarose
gels, transferred to nylon membranes, hybridized
with a 32P—labelled, 4Kb HinfI fragment of the
3'HVR region in the plasmid pSP64 and auto—
radiographed. Polymorphic DNA fragments of
1—8kb correlated with the clinical picture of
APCKD. The reconiination frequency between APCKD
and 3'HVR was 14% (2/14) in our completed
families, higher than that reported for European
families (4%). The two cross—overs were
contributed by one family which when investi-
gated further showed two additional crossovers.
This family is being followed further to
determine if they may represent an alternate
genetic type of APCKD. This could be similar to
the second genetic locus for APCKD (PKDf2) which
has been suggested for two families of Italian
descent (Rameo et al, Lancet 8601 ii:8, 1988).
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NORFLOXACIN IN POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (P1(D)
PATIENTS. M. Carr*, L. W. Elzinga, A. Rashad*,
W.M. Bennett. Depts. of Medicine & Microbiol.,
Oregon Hith. Sci. Univ., Portland, Oregon.
Most antibiotics achieve subtherapeutic levels
within cyst fluid, accounting for the frequent
failure to eradicate cyst infection in PKD
patients. Ciprofloxacin, due to its nonpolar
lipid-soluble nature, is a notable exception
(Elzinga et al, Antimicrob Agents Chemother
32:1988). Accordingly, Norfioxacin (Nor), a
fluoroquinolone with similar properties, was
given to 4 PKD patients (400 fig bid x I wk) and
fluid from 56 cysts was aspirated for antibiotic
determination. Cysts were identified as "non-
gradient" (NG), "gradient" (G) or indeterminate
(I) by [Na+J. Mean SE Nor are:
Total* NC* G I
(n.—46) (n—22) (n=15) (n=9)
Nor(pg/ml) 17.8±6 1.2±.1 38.0±14 3.2±.]
Nor cyst\serum 24.4 1.2 59.5 5.0
* Excludes 10 NG cysts with levels < 0.5 pg/mi.
t p<.Ol vs MG.
Nor efficacy, judged by inhibitory/bacterici-
dal activity (BA) of the cyst fluid vs £211
and P. mirabilis, was usually excellent. Of par-
ticular note, fluid from 10 NG cysts failed to
achieve detectable levels and BA (usually asso-
ciated with low serum levels). An additional 83
cysts from 5 patients were sampled after Nor x
2d. With few exceptions, Nor levels and BA were
undetectable. Conclusion: Nor preferentially
accumulates in G cysts were it achieves high BA.
Cyst entry is slow, and uniformly low (often sub-
therapeutic) levels ( serum) occur in NC cysts.
Clinically, high Nor serum levels should be main-
tained to assure adequate levels in NC cysts.
ALPORT'S SYNDROME IS X-LINKED. Cyril Chantler,
Frances Flinter* and Martin Bobrow*, Paed. Res.
Unit, Guy's Hosp., London, England.
The clinical course and genetics of hereditary
nephritis have been controversial for 30 years.
We identified 41 clinically homogeneous families
containing 192 individuals affected with the same
disease characteristics as Alport's original
family. Every family studied had evidence of at
least three out of four of the following:
1. PositIve family history of haematurIa with or
without chronic renal failure
2. Electron microscopic evidence of extensive
thickening and splitting of the glomerular
basement membrane
3. Diagnostic eye signs (lenticonus or macular
flecks)
4. High—tone, sensorineural deafness
The progression of the disease was fairly
uniform and predictable in males; but females
showed more variation and although 15% developed
CRF, the majority retained normal renal function
throughout a normal life span, This sex
difference is typical of X-linked inheritance.
All female obligate gene carriers had haematuria.
Analysis of the pedigrees was entirely
compatible with X-linked inheritance and there w
no male—to-male gene transmission.
A formal gene linkage study showed linkage of
the Alport gene to probe S21 (DXS 17) with a
maximum LOD score of 4.72 at 6 = 0.06, confirming
that 'classic' Alport's Syndrome Is an X—llnked
disease.
GLOMERULAR }IYPERFILTRATION (Gil): AN EARLY
MANIFESTATION OF AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC
KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD). A. Chaman,* A.
Johnson,* W. Kaehny, R. Schrier, P. Gabow. Univ
of Cob illth Sci Ctr, Denver, CO.
GH, defined as reatinine clearance (Ccr)
>150 ml/min/l.73 m , occurs in diabetes
mellitus, but has not been reported in other
progressive renal diseases. Therefore, we
assessed GH by 2 consecutive 24 hr Ccr in 213
ADPKD subjects and 155 family members without
renal cysts (NADPKD). ADPKD subjects with Gil
clustered in the lower age range. 25% (3/12) of
ADPKD subjects <18 yrs and 2.5% (5/201) >18 yrs
manifested Gil (p<O.OO7). Within the ADPKD group
with GH the degree of Gil decreased with age
(p<O.O4l). Adult ADPKD subjects with Gil had a
smaller mean renal volume than adult ADPKD
subjects without GH (355 69 vs 705 46 cm3,
p<O.O5), suggesting less renal cystic
involvement. The only ADPKD subject with Gil
studied serially2had a fall in Ccr from 168 to
96 ml/min/l.73 m from age 24 to 25 years. In
the NADPKD group 11.8% (2/17) <18 yrs and 5.8%
(8/138) >18 yrs manifested Gil (p—NS). 6 of 10
NADPKD subjects with Gil belong to a PKD family
with the PKD-2 gene (not linked to 3'}IVR on
chromosome 16) with an apparent familial age of
onset of ADPKD later than other ADPKD subjects
(39 vs 32 years, p<O.OO9). 2 of 2 NADPKD
subjects in whom gene linkage was informative
had a 95% chance of carrying the PKD-l gene.
Therefore, we suspect that NADPKD subjects with
GH carry a PKD gene but have not yet manifested
renal cysts. Thus, Gil appears to be an early
manifestation of ADPKD, but not necessarily a
bad prognostic sign.
DETECTION OF A FAMILY WITH AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE LOOSELY LINKED TO DNA
MARKERS FROM 16p. D.B. Dawson,* V.E. Torres,
J.W. Charboneau, and S.N. Thibodeau,* Depts. Lab.
Med. and Pathol., Intern. Med., and Radiology,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease
(ADPKD) has been shown to be linked to the a—
globin gene cluster on l6p by Reeders et al.
More recently, the DNA probe 24—1 (Breuning et
al.) has been shown to flank the ADPKD locus. In
this study, linkage analysis has been performed
on 10 families segregating for ADPKD in an effort
to further define the recombination frequencies
between these 2 markers and the ADPKD locus.
Furthermore, we have examined the linkage rela-
tionship of these to 2 additional loci defined by
the DNA probes EKMDA2 and CNM65, which have also
been mapped to this region of chromosome 16. The
clinical diagnosis of ADPKD was based on the
studies of Bear et al., while the markers used
included DM7 and x—3'HVR (Weatherall), 24—1
(Breuning), EKMDA2 (White), and CMM65 (White).
DNA was isolated from peripheral blood and the
linkage analysis was performed using the program
LINKAGE (Lathrop and Lalouel) with age dependent
penetrent classes to allow for the possibility of
false negative diagnoses which is increased in
family members <30 years of age. Two point
linkage analysis for the linkage groups ADPKD —
a3'HVR, and ADPKD — 24—1 demonstrate loose link-
age for one of the families examined, suggesting
the presence of genetic heterogeneity. The
possibility of heterogeneity for the disease
locus which causes ADPKD is consistent with a
recent report on an Italian family (Lancet July
2, 1988, 8).
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ACUTE RENAL FAILURE DUE TO RENAL INFARCTIONS IN A
PATIENT WITH NEUROFIBIE)MATOSIS. D.A.DiPrete* and
.7.G. Abuelo. RI Hospital and Brown Univ. Program in
Medicine, Providence, Rhode Island.
VonRecklenhausen's neurofibromatosis is ahamar—
tomatous disorder of neural crest tissue that can
involve the skin, the eye, and musculoskeletal,
vascular, and nervous systems. Renal involvement
includes: coarctation of the abdominal aorta, renal
artery stenosis (usually proximal), saccular aneu-
rysm formation, and intraparenchymal vessel abnor-
malities leading to chronic stenosis and ischemic
scarring. These lesions may cause renovascular
hypertension; however, renal infarction and renal
insufficiency have not been reported.
In May 1988 a 35 year old white female with
neurofibromatosis and renovascular hypertension was
admitted for acute left flank pain. She had a serum
creatinine of 1.4 mg/dl, LDH 916 and the following
angiographic abnormalities: hypoplastic right kid-
ney and right renal artery, mid-pole infarct of theleft kidney with two abruptly occluded interlobular
arteries. The CAT scan suggested areas of new and
old infarction in the left kidney. A left renal in-
farction was diagnosed. Approximately one month
later, the patient presented again with acute onset
left flank pain, creatinine 2.2 mg/dlandanLDHof
1328. Angiography at that time demonstrated a new,
complete occlusion of the left upper pole renal
artery secondary to thronthus with resultant infarc-
tion of that kidney segment. ?n attempted reperfu-
sion with urokinase was unsuccessful. Echocardio—
gram showed no myxoma, vegetations or thrombus.
Comment: Radiographic evaluation defined two
separate episodes of left renal infarction in a 35
year old female with neurofibromatosis and reno—
vascular hypertension. Mild renal insufficiency
resulted.
ASSOCIATION OF HLA—DR4 WITH THE RISK OF
OCCURRENCE OF CHRONIC HYPERTENSION AFTER
HYPERTENSIVE PREGNANCIES. L Fauchet ," P.
SIMON,* G. Semana,* KS. Ang,' G. Cam,* :
Blanchard,* B. Cloup* (Intr. by G.S. Hill),
Hôpital La Beauchde,St. Brieuc and University of
Rennes Immunology Recarch Group, Rennes, France.
Hypertensive pregnancy in 96 caucasin women
including 50 with pre—eclampsia and 46 with
gestaclonal hypertension was analyzed in relation
to HLA class II phenotypes. The risk of recurrence
or disese and of occurrence of chronic hyper-
tension in 71 patients who had later pregnancies
and Who were followed from 3 to 24 years (wean:
8.5 yrs) was studied. liLA—DR antigen distribution
was determined by a search on B lymphocytes for
the 10 antigens of locus DR. The normal population
included 38 control couples with normotensive
pregnancies and 200 healthy controls recruited
from a local donor population. There was a higher
occurrence of HLA—DR4 in women with pre—eciampsia
(38%) and gestational hypertension (54.3%) than in
female control subjects (53Z, p < 0.001). When
HLA—DR4 was considered in later pregnancies, there
was evidence for an HLA—DR4—associated recurrence
in women with gestational hypertensicn (62.5%).
l-ILA—DR4 was also strongly associated ith the risk
of chronic hypertension after hypertusive preg-
nancies (73%, p < OMOO1, RR=39). The number of
couples sharing DR4 antigens was signficantly
higher in geatational hypertension couples (1/38,
2.6% p < 0.01) or pre—oclampsia couples (4/44, 9%
p < 0.05). These data argue in favor of a non—
fortuitous association of HLA—DR4 with
hypertensive pregnancy and suggest that an immune
response gene may be relevant to its pathogenesis
and to the risk of future chronic hypertension.
LONG-TERM OUTCOME OF RENAL TRANSPLANTATION (TX)
AND FREQUENCY OF CYSTS IN THE RENAL ALLOGRAFT (GX)
IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
(ADPKD) AND CONTROLS. P.M. Fitzpatrik,*
V.E. Torres, K.P. Offord,A H. Zincke,
J.W. Charboneau. Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
To determine the long-term outcome of renal TX
for ADPKD, we reviewed the records of all pts with
ADPKD transplanted between 1964 and 1987 (n=54)
and of 107 pts without ADPKD or diabetes meliltus
matched for age, sex, date of TX, and source of
the GX (C). No differences in pt survival (ADPKD:
71, 59 and 47%; C: 71, 53 and 47% at 5, 10 and 15
years) and pt survival with functioning first GX
(ADPKD: 59, 52 and 42%; C: 55, 44 and 33%) were
observed. Causes of death were similar. One
ADPKD pt had a ruptured intracranial aneurysm
(1/318 ADPKD pt—years). No major morbid events
related to native kidneys were observed in 13
ADPKD pts transplanted without bilateral nephrec—
tomy (36 pt—years), To determine whether cysts
recur in the GX, CTs with 1.V. contrast and 1 cm
cuts through the GX were obtained in 20 pts with
good renal function (s.cr, 1.2±0.1) 10—22 yrs
(14±1, x±SEM) after IX (10 ADPKD pts, 10 pts
without ADPKD matched for age, sex, and date of
TX). Five ADPKD pts (16 cysts) and 3 C pts (5
cysts) had cysts (NS). The source of the GX and
the age of donors and recipients had no detectable
influence on the number of cysts. Nonsignificant
trends were noted in correlations of the number of
cysts with the time from TX in C pts (p=O.06)
and the male sex of the recipients (p=O.07). In
surmiary: 1) the outcome of renal TX for ADPKD pts
is not different from that for age— and sex—
matched C pts, 2) no evidence for recurrent cystic
disease in the GX was found but additional
observations and longer follow-ups are needed.
INHIBITION OF URINARY CALCIUM OXALATE MINERALI-
ZATION IN PRIMARY RYPEROXALURIA (H) DETECTED BY
CALCIUM ION ELECTRODE. D.S. Fraley, F.J. Bruns,
and S. Adler. Dept. Med., Montefiore Hoap. and
Univ. Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
Renal stone formation is a serious complica-
tion of H. Using a calcium ion (Ca-H-) electrode
method In which the electrode measures the rate
of fall In Ca-H- after addition of oxalate (OX)
to a Ca++ containing urine, we previously
showed a more rapid removal of Ca-H- in fasting
urine from idiopathic CaOx stone formers (1SF)
compared to normals (N). Slopes of the Ca++
fall derived from urines standardized against
saline controls are expressed as a calcium
solubility index (CSI). The CSI of 10 N urines
(1.60±0.09) differed from 10 1SF urines (0.69±
0.17) (p.OOl). The CSI. the urinary citrate
(C) and urinary phosphate (P) concentration per
mg creat. were measured in 12 adult members of
an H family, 4 of whom have hyperoxaluria. The
mean value for these 12 subjects and the N and
1SF groups are shown:
Number CSI C/creat P/crear
N 10 1.60 2.15 .40
1SF 10 .69** 1.82 .61
H 12 2.03* 2.93 .75+
**p.OOl, +p<.Ol, *p..O5 compared to N
Interestingly, CSI and citrate excretion were
greatest in the H members with hyperoxaluria.
Thus, the data show that in H factors promoting
solubility are enhanced rather than diminished.
These results indicate that stone formation in
H is due solely to the hyperoxaluria and that
reduction in oxalate excretion or concentration
should decrease stone formation.
HYPERTENSION: A DETERMINANT OF RENAL FUNCTION
IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY
DISEASE (ADPKD). P. Gabow, A. Johnson,* R.
Jones,* D. Lezotte,* V. Kaehny, R. Schrier.
Univ of Cob Hlth Sd Cntr, Denver, CO.
The effect of hypertension (H) on renal
function was assessed in 293 ADPKD subjects
with H (ADPKD+H) and 103 ADPKD subjects
without H (ADPKD-H). Hypertension was defined
as a history of H or a blood pressure >150/90
mmHg. Renal function, measured by 1/serum
creatinine (l/Scr), is plotted against age.
l/Scr
ADPKD+H ADPKD-H
Age (years)
Longitudinal data analysis was used to model a
mean line of 1/Scr for each group. The slopes
of the mean lines were similar, but the
ADPKD+}1 group had significantly lower renal
function for a given age than the ADPKD-H
group (p<O.OO1). Thus, H alters the natural
history of ADPKD with a significant
detrimental effect on renal function.
ThE ALPORT LOCUS ASSOCIATED WITh A DEFECT IN TYPE
IV COLLAGEN NC1 DOMAIN MAPS TO REGION Xq21.3-q22.
CE.Kasltan. P. Szabo*, S. Rich, A.F. Michael, B. de Martinville*.
U. of Minn. Medical School, Mpls.,MN, &New York Hospital-
Cornell Medical Cu., NYC, N.Y.
Pedigree analyses have shown X-linked dominant inheritance in most
kindredswith Alport syndrome. Results of epidermal basement
membrane (EBM) studies using an Alpoit-specific antibody that
identifies an epitope in the NC1 domain of type IV collagen support
this mode of inheritance (IClin Invest 78:1035-1044, 1986). Affected
males in mostAlport kindreds completely lack this epitope, while it is
partially absent in affected females. Atkin etal (A JHumGenet
42:249-255, 1988) previously assigned the Alport locus to a region
distal to the DXS3 locus defined by probe p19-2, located in the region
Xq21.3.q22. We performed linkage analysis in 2kindreds in which
EBM of affected males lacked reactivity with the Alport-specific
antibody. In family A with juvenile onset of end-stage renal disease
(ESRD) 11 members of 3 generationswere studied, including 2 affected
males and 2 affected females. In family B (adult-onset ESRD) 14
members of 3 generationswere studied, including 4 affected males and4
affected females. Affected males were defined by persistent hematuria
and affected females by having hematuria or an affectedchild. DNA
purified from peripheral blood or lymphobtastoid cell lines was cleaved
with the restriction endonucleases Taqi, Psi I and MspI, and analyzed
with the probes pDP34 (DXYSI), pXG3 (DXS96), pXG7 (DXS95),
pXGl2 (DXS94) and pXG17 (DXS9I). pDP34, pXG3 and pXGl7
were nomnformative. For the informative probes pairwise analysis was
performed with the ILINK program. pXG7, assigned to the region
Xq21, was linked (theta=0) to the Alport locus, although not
with statistical significance (lod score = 1.8). pXG-12, assigned to the
regiom Xq21.3-q22 (Hum Genet 77:172-174, 1987), was tightly
linked (thea = 0) to the Alport locus, with statistical significance
(lod score 3.3). The gene order and distances between the loci are
being investigated. These data sopport assignmentof the Alport locus
to regicm Xq21.3-q22 in families exhibitinga defect in the NC) domain
ofty IV wilagen.
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STEROID SENSITIVE NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (SSNS) OF
CHILDHOOD: EVIDENCE FOR GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY.
Clara C. Lagueruela,* Thomas L. Buettner,* Alan H.
Robson, John H. Kissane, and Barbara K. Cole. Wash-
ington Univ., Depts. of Pediatrics and Pathology,
St. Louis, MO
Single alleles of the major histocompatibility
complex (MRC), such as HLA-B8, 544, DR3, DR7, 5fF
and C4A*QO, have been found more frequently in SSNS
patients than in the normal population, suggesting
an inherited susceptibility to this disease. Ex-
tended hapbotypes, the association of Class I, II,
and III alleles of the NRC which segregate nonran
domly, may be helpful in pinpointing candidate sus-
ceptibility genes. To elucidate a possible genetic
basis for SSNS in childhood, we analyzed the asso-
ciated Class I, II and III alleles in 32 SSNS pa-
tients and their families. Standard methods were
used for liLA typing and coinplotyping. Control
groups were family non-disease-associated haplo-
types, and the Caucasian population reported by the
VIII Int'l. Histocompatibility Workshop.
Genotypic analysis revealed 346 haplotypes. !j
percent of these SSNS patients had one or both of
2 specific extended haplotypes. The first
(HLA-B8, DR3,SCO1) occurred in 11 of 64 haplotypes,
17% compared to only 3.8% in the control population
(P0.008). The second (IILA-B44, DR7, FC31) was ob-
served in 10 of 64 hapbotypes, 167. compared to 3.8%
of the controls (PO.Ol6). Five patients had both
extended haplotypes. Clinical data analysis showed
that the affected individuals with one or both of
the extended haplotypes had more frequent relapses
than those without them (P<.O5).
Thus we have described, for the first time, two
genetic markers for SSNS. Future study may eluci-
date the pathogenetic relationship between the NHC
and the disease.
THE CONCEPT OF POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE AS A
THRESHOLD TRAIT A.T.J. McDonald,
D.E.C. Cole, S.R. Blecher, S. Digout, and
J.F.S. Crocker. IWK Children's Hospital and
Dept of Pediatrics, Daihousie University, Hal-
ifax, NS, and School of Human Biology, Univer-
sity of Guelph, Guelph, ONT, CANADA.
Administration of hydrocortisone acetate
(250 mg/kg) to newborn mice (n > 2100) caused
PKD of varying proportions in each of 18 dif-
ferent inbred strains; none of the injected
controls (n > 500) were affected. All kidneys
were histologically examined and scored for
degree of cyst formation using a semi—continu-
ous (0 to 4+) grading scheme. Results
suggested a threshold trait. For each strain,
estimates of the mean (a) and standard devia-
tion (s) for liability to PKD were determined
by maximum likelihood methods. Subsequent
analysis demonstrated significant goodness of
fit of the observed data to normal distribu-
tions in the 9 strains tested and yielded the
following results: 1) isolation and quantita—
tion of a significant extraneous environmental
effect——i.e.. a change in threshold with a
change in the source of the drug; 2) quantita-
tive estimates of thresholds (in relation to
liability means) that ranged from 0,93 0.34
(95% CI) for B10.M (n=46) to —0.71 0.12 for
C578l/6J (n=297); and 3) separation of 8 of
the 9 strains into 2 statistically homogeneous
groups of different susceptibility and distri-
bution of liability, This indicates a new
method of analysis of the variable penetrance
and expressivity of human PKD.
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AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE IN
cI-IILcREN. PS Parfrey, J. Morgan, M.Singh,
B.1ramer, J.Bear, . Memorial University of
Newfoundland, St. John's, Canada.
To determine the prevalence of renal disease
among young subjecfs at risk of autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD), we
studied 122 members of 17 femllles aged ( 20
years. Among persons aged < 10 years, 40 were at
50% risk of Inheriting ADFI(D, of whom 9 (23%) had
renal cysts on ultrasound. 18 were not at risk
(cousins of persons at risk, whose potentially
tranmsittlng parent were aged > 30 years, and did
not have renal cysts). In these three groups,
blood pressure (BP) was similar for persons aged
< 10 years. Among persons aged 10—19 years 45
were at 50% risk, of whom 12 (27%) had cysts. 19
were not at risk. Blood pressure was
significantly higher in those with cysts (127
18 / 80 9 mm Hg SD) than In those at risk but
without cysts (111 13 / 71 10) or those not
at risk (116k 13 / 72 9). 33% of those with
cysts had BP > 2 SD above the general population
nman for their age and sex, compared to 6% of
those at risk without cysts and 0 of those not at
risk. There were no differences in renal function
or age among the three groups. Mean sertin
creatinine in those aged 10—19 who had cysts was
69 23 umol/I (0.78 0.26 mg/dl). We conclude
that about half of persons with the ADPKD gene
have renal cysts before the age of 20 years; in
such persons BP starts to rise in the second
decade, well before deterioration in renal
function is apparent.
COAGULATION FACTORS AND PLASMA RENIN ACTIVITY
(PEA) ARE STIMULATED BY ADRENALINE BUT NOT BY
dDAVP IN PATIENTS WITH CONGENITAL NEPHEOGENIC
DIABETES INSIPIDUS (CNDI). M. Razi*, H. Loner—
gan*, M.F. Arthus*, and D.G. Bichet. Nephrology
and Research Center, Sacre—Coeur Hosp., Univ. of
Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
We recently showed that male patients with
CNDI did not decrease their blood pressure nor
increase their PEA and coagulation factors in
response to the antidiuretic V2 specific agonist
1—desamino[8-D—arginjne]vasopressin (dDAVP) (D.
Bichet, N. Engl. J. Med., 318: 881—887, 1988).
In normal subjects, Factor VIIIc (FVIIIc), von
Willebrand factor (vWF) and tissue plasminogen
activator (t—PA) are stimulated by dDAVP and by
adrenaline. The purpose of the present study was
to demonstrate the specificity of the absence of
responses to dDAVP in CNDI patients. We infused
adrenaline (5 ugfkg body weight during 15 to 25
minutes) in 3 brothers (age 29 to 31) with CNDI.
FVIIIc, vWF and t—PA increased from 75 to 100% (p
<
.01, Dunnett) and PEA increased by 130% (p <
.05, Dunnett). None of these parameters changed
when the same subjects received dDAVP (0.3 ug/kg
body weight intravenously in 20 minutes). Since
the hemodynamic and vasodilatory responses to
dDAVP have been observed in anephric dogs (Liard,
Clin. Sci., 74: 293, 1988), these results
demonstrate the specificity of the extrarenal V2
receptor defect in patients with CNDI. The
stimulation of intact V2—like receptors are
responsible for the vasodilating and coagulant
effects of dDAVP. These V2 receptors or the V2—
receptor—transduction process, or both, are
defective in CNDI pta.
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ATTITUDES ON GENE LINKAGE ANALYSIS (CLA) FOR
PRENATAL TESTING OF AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD). ,.
Suiansky,* S. Kreutzer,* A. Johnson,* D.
Lezotte,* R. Schrier, and P. Cabow. University
of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO.
ADPKD is a hereditary disorder for which
there is now a possible prenatal diagnosis with
CIA. There is little information on attitudes
regarding its use. Therefore, we gave
questionnaires to 141 affected (AF) and 137 at
risk (AR) subjects from 107 families. The AR
and AF groups were similar in sex (50% males vs
43% males, NS), mean age (39 1 vs 42 1 yrs,
NS), and ethnicity (86% white vs 85% white, NS).
97% of AR would use GLA to define their own gene
status and most AR and AF would use GLA to
establish a diagnosis in their offspring (92% vs
89%, NS). Fewer would utilize it for fetal
testing (FF) (52% AR vs 64% AF, p<O.O4). CIA
use for FT was not influenced by age, religion,
education, income or severity of disease. Only
11% of AR and 7% of AF would terminate a
pregnancy for ADPKD. 36% of AR and 31% of AF
were uncertain about termination of pregnancy
for AOPKD. However, 25% of AR and 25% of AF
would terminate a pregnancy for a serious
medical disorder in the fetus. No subject would
terminate for ADPKD but not for a serious
medical problem. Thus, although most AF and AR
subjects would utilize CIA to define gene status
in an offspring or a fetus, few perceived ADPKD
as a reason to terminate a pregnancy.
Therefore, it appears that FT with CIA will not
significantly reduce the frequency of ADPKD.
INDOME1'HACIN IN 1HE 1REANENT OF LIThIUM-INftJCED
NEP1RUENIC DIABETES INSIPIDJS (NDI). Henry P4.Allan.* R.L. ,Jackson*, M.D. Winchester", L.V.
Dck", 14. Allon. Dept. of Med., Univ. of Okla HSC
and VAMC, OKC, OK
Prostagi andins (PG) have been impi icated as a
factor in the polyurla of lithium—induced NDI. We
report the successful use of indomethacin, a PG
synthetase inhibitor, in reducing the urine
output In a patient with severe lithium-induced
ND!. Following long—term lIthiiin carbonate
therapy, the patient was hospitalized because of
marked polyuria and dehydration (24 hour urine
vol une, 6.9L, p1 asma osmol al ity 347 mOsm/kg). ND!
was confirmed by Inappropriately dilute urine(189 mOsm/kg) following water deprivation, and
lack of improvanent with aqueous vasopressin. A
single dose of indomethacin, 50 mg orally,
resulted in a 75% reduction of urine vol iine and
doubi ing of U0 to 408 mcsm/Kg. The effect was
sustained for least 5 hours, and independent
of change in GFR. Serial 24 hour urine collec-
tions were obtained during 3 days on indoinethacin
50 mg tid, followed by 3 days off the drug1
followed by 3 days on the drug. Urine outputs
were: 3.4, 6.8, and 3.11/day and U0 were 121,
98, and 134 mOsm/kg, respectively, ring these
experimental periods. Following 3 months of
chronic indanethacin therapy, urine vol une was
2.9 1/day, and U was 174 mOsm/kg. Indomethacin
was held for 3 dys and repeat values were 4.6
1/day and 114 mOsin/kg, respectively. GFR (C1.,
was stable. These observations suggest that PG
may play an important role in the vasopressin—
resistance of lithium-induced NO!, and that PG
inhibition may alleviate the polyuria.
GIDMERUI?R ATRIAL NATEIUREI'IC FACIOR (ANF)
RECEPIOPS IN PRI!'RY GLCEFJIDPMHIES: S'IUDIES ON
HUN RflAL BIOPSIES. A.C. Bacav*, C.R. Mantth*,
A.H. Cthen, P.W. Mantyh* and L.G. Fine. Depart-
ments of Medicine and Pathology, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.To determine whether differences in
glcanerular ANF binding exist in different forme ofprimary renal disease, we used quantitative
autoradiograthy of 1251-human ANF to determine the
characteristics of ANF bir%flng sites in the normal
human kidney. Specific ANF bixsling was highest in
the glcmieruli bit loc.ier levels of specific binding
were localized to the inner iulla and theinterlclar arteries. iç for glcmeruli, inner
medulla and interlobular arteries were
approximately identical at 4.0 x lO1M.
Competitive binding inhibition studies with
unlabeled human ANF denonstrated highly specific
binding shared by the glcsnerulus, inner medulla
aix! interlob.ilar arteries; the apparent half-
maximal inhibition concentrations (Ri) being 9•2
8.0 and 8.2 x lO-°M, respectively. Needle biopsy
specimens of minimal change disease (MCD),
imathranous neropathy (MN) and focal glcserulo-
sclerosis (RS) shed no differences in ANF
binding between the different groups. Conclusion:
This study damDnstrates the feasibility of
studying receptor thysiology on bicçsy specinens
of the human kidney. The absence of significant
differences in glanerular ANF binding in the MN,
MCD and FS, is consistent with recent studies
which have failed to delineate important
pathoysiologic differences in renal function and
volume hcsneostasis in these disease states.
PARADOXICAL NIGH LITHIUM CLEARANCE (CLI) IN BART—
TERS SYNDROME (BS). W.H.Boer*, R.J.Hene*, H.A.
Koomans*, E.J.Dorhout Mees. Dept. of Nephrology,
Univ. of Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Presumably, the abnormalities in renal Na hand-
ling in BS are a primary defect in Na reabsorption
in the diluting segment and a secondary fall in Na
delivery to this site. Thus, one would expect CLI,
advanced as an index of Na output from the proximal
tubules, to be low in BS. We studied CLI on 6 occa-
sions in BS, 3 times also during chronic converting
enzyme inhibition (CEI), which reversed hypokalemia
(hypo—K) (pK: 2.4 —> 3.9 mmol/l). We simultaneously
measured the maximum urine flow during water diure—
sis (Vmax), an index of Na and H2O delivery to the
diluting segment. Vmax/GFR was reduced (11.3+4.0%;
normal value: 15.3+1.4%); no change occurred during
CEI. In contrast, CLI/GFR was in the high normal
range, falling below normal during CEI:
FE—hthiun ('4)
0 0.5 1.0 1.6 20 2.6 as
• — control
o = CE!
(enalapril)
In conclusion, CLI seems to overestimate distal
Na delivery in BS. Reduced Li reabsorption in Hen—
le s loop (hypo—K induced rise in prostaglandin
synthesis ?) could be the cause, since CEI (not
affecting CLI in normal subjects), corrected hypo—K
and strongly enhanced tubular Li reabsorption.
Consequently, CLI may not correctly reflect Na and
H20 delivery from the proximal tubules in man.
EFFECTS OF ANGIOTENSIN OR THROMBOXANE RECEPTOR
ANTAGONISM ON GFR IN RATS WITH CONGENITAL
HYDRONEPHROSIS. Frank G. Boineau, R.C. Van, L.
Ziegler*, P.J. Kadowitz*, and J.E. Lewy. Tulane
University School of Medicine, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Traditional urinary clearance measurements can
underestimate CFR in hydronephrotic kidneys due to
residual pelvic fluid dilution of the clearance
substance in the urine. To obviate this problem GFR
was measured by a constant infusion—technique not
requiring collection of urine. From an inbred
colony of Wistar rats in which over 80% of males
have unilateral right hydronephrOsis four groups of
rats were studied. At 10 weeks of age the left
normal kidney of all rats was removed and 4 weeks
later GFR was measured in CR! (n6), rats with a
normal kidney; CR2 (n.12), rats with a congenital
hydronephrotic kidney; CR3 (n7) and CR4 (n5) rats
with a hydronephrotiC ktdne) that were systemically
infused with [SAR1; Val ,Ala I Angil, an angiotensin
II receptor antagonist, or SQ 29548, a thromboxane
receptor antagonist, respectively.
Results:
GFR CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4
(ml/min) 1.96+.12 1.48+.!O* 2.!2+.15 2.31+.19
The GFR of CR2 was significantly (*P<.OO1) less
than GRI control rats. The CFR of CR3 and CR4 rats
were both significantly greater than CR2 rats and
were not different (P>.05) from the GFR in the
control rats of CR!. These data confirm a
significant reduction in CFR associated with
congenital hydronephrOsiS and provides further
evidence that this reduction in renal function is
mediated by angiotensin and thromboxane mechanisms.
SUSTAINED REMISSION OF MEMBR.ANOUS GLONERULONEPH-
RITIS (MGN) WITH CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE (CT) AND PEED—
NISONE (P) TREATMENT (Rx). F.J. Bruns, S. Adler,
D.S. Fraley, and D.P. Segel. Dept. Med., Monte—
fiore Hosp., and Univ. Pitt., Pittsburgh, PA
To evaluate effects of Rx, 9 consecutive MGN
patients with at least 6 months documented pro-
gressive renal functional decline were given CT,
100 mg qd for 12 months. Eight also received P,
1.5 mg/kg qod initially, then tapered. Initial
plasma creatinine ranged from 2.1 to 4.2 mg/dl
and decreased in every patient by 6 no post Rx.
Each patient served as his own control. Five
patients were followed 1 year and 3 patients 2
years after discontinuation of Ex. Two years
after Rx 1 patient again had renal functional
decline so Rx has been restarted. Mean values
for the 9 patients are:
at 6 12 24 36
Rx no mo mo no
9 9 5 5 3
2.8 l.9** 1.8* 1.8* 1.8
2.5 34** 37** 4.0* 39*
462 375 268 262* 268*
13.6 7.O** 2.3* 3.0* 3.6*
.01 versus at Rx value
final Pcreat was less than
Edema disappeared in the 8
pre—Rx. Repeat renal biopsy
done in 3 of the 5 followed for over one year
showed persistent changes of MGN by light and EN.
Thus, despite histologic persistence of MGN, Rx
stabilizes renal function and markedly improves
the course of MGN. These results show that CY
plus P can induce prolonged remissions in MGN
even when renal function is already impaired.
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HYPOURICENIA (RU) IN AIDS. A.J. Cusano' H.L. Thies
F.P. Siegal*and J.K. Maesaka. Dept. of Med., Long
Island Jewish Med Ctr, New Hyde Park, NY.
RU, serum uric acid3.0 ing/dl, was frequently
observed while evaluating patients with HIV infec-
tion. A review of 96 consecutive patients with
AIDS or ARC seen at our institution between 1985
and 1988 revealed that 21 patients (22%) had RU.
Patients with RU had an increased incidence of op-
portunistic infections (01) (2.24 0.21 vs 1.43
0.09 01 in non—RU patients; pcO.0002). RU pa-
tients also had a higher mortality than their co-
horts without RU(p<0.O2). Of the 21 RU patients 16
(76%) died during a mean follow—up period of 17.3
2.6 months vs the non—RU group in which 29 out of
75 (39%) died during 20.6 1.6 months of follow—
up (pO.O1). No correlation was found between RU
and any specific type of 01, malignancy, drugs, or
SIADR. Fractional excretion of uric acid (FEua;
normal<10%) was assessed in a randomly selected
subset of 23 patients. Elevated FEua (range 11.9%
to 61.5%) was found in 19, 12 of whom had HU.
Twenty—four hour total UA excretion was assessed in
10 patients and was normal in 7 and above normal in
3. Six patients with RU also had orthostatic hypo—
tension. Central venous pressure (CVP) measure-
ments in these 6 were low (0—1cm R20) and 4 of them
also had elevated renin levels suggesting signif i—
cant volume depletion. Clearance studies revealed
elevated FEua in each patient (range 12.2% to
26.9%).
The high incidence of RU is unexpected as is its
association with increased mortality. HR was
associated with elevated FEua even as volume deple-
tion occurred when decreased FEua is expected.
This data suggests abnormal renal tubular handling
of UA in patients with HIV infection.
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RED BLOOD CELL (RBC) CHARGE IN MINIMAL CHANGE
NEPHROPATHY (MCN). H.T. Cohen, A.K. Singh, B.S.
Kasinath, E.J. Lewis. Rush Medical College,
Chicago, IL.
The functional and morphological lesions of
the glomerulus in MCN are believed to be the
result of decreased glomerular epithelial cell
surface anionic charge density. Others have
proposed that a circulating factor capable of
reducing cell surface charge either by
neutralization or by reducing synthesis of
charged moieties may be responsible for the
lesion. These investigators reported a reduction
in RBC charge in MCN patients based on an
indirect technique of Alcian blue binding. In
this study, we have retested the hypothesis by
directly measuring RBC surface charge usIng (1)
cell electrophoretic mobility (EPIiI) in
mlcrons/sec/ volt/cm and (2) siallc acid content
by slug lectin binding assay. RBC were sampled
from MCN patients (n.'8), patients with other
glomerular lesions and nephrotlc syndromes (NS)
(n=14) and healthy controls (C) (nzl7).
GROUP EPM SIALIC ACID
4.23 units
NS 2.62 4.00
C 2.51 4.09
*p is < 0.01 compared to control
These data show that in MCN, RBC charge is
not decreased but may be slightly higher than
normal. Our results fail to support the
hypothesis that In MCN there is a circulating
factor which Is capable of diminishing cell
surface charge as a generalized systemic
phenomenon.
ASSOCIATION OF SEGMENTAL CRESCENTIC GLOMERIJLONEPH.
RITIS (SCGN) WITH AUTOANTIBODIES DIRECTED AGAINST
DIFFERENT LYSOZOMAL ENZYMES. J.W. Cohen
Tervaer±t*, R. Goldschmeding*, J.D. Elema*
G.K. van der Hem*, C.G.M. Kallenberg* (Intr. by
L.W. Statius van Eps) Univ. Hosp. Groningen and
CLR, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
To test the hypothesis that SCGN is part of the
spectrum of systemic vasculitides we evaluated the
clinical and serological data of 28 consecutive
patients with SCGN biopsied between June 1984 and
March 1988. Patients with anti-GBM-nephritiz,
SLE.nephritis and Henoch-Schonlein purpura were
excluded. Autoantibodies were tested with a 'sand-
wich" ELISA in which mouse monoclona]. antibodies
directed against the anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic
antibodies (ANCA).antigen, myeloperoxidase (MPO)
and elastase were used as catching antibodies.
9 patients had biopsy proven WG, 13 patients were
clinically suspected of WG, 3 patients had idiopa.
thic SCGN, and 3 patients had SCGN secondary to an
infectious origin. Antibodies to lysozomal enzymes
were found in 25 out of 28 patients (table).
Biopsy Idiop.
proven Suspected SCCN Infectious
M.Wegener M.Wegener SCGN
ANCA 9/9 11/13 1/3 0/3
HPO 0/9 2/13 2/3 0/3
elastase 0/9 0/13 0/3 0/3
In sera from patients with other renal lesions (n
— 41) and from normal donors these autoantibodies
could not be detected. In conclusion, SCGN of non-
infectious origin is associated with either ANCA
or anti.myeloperoxidase antibodies. These antibo-
dies may be an early marker of systemic vasculitis.
Our data suggest that SCGN is part of the spectrum
of systemic vasculitides.
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IGG CIRCUlATING IMMUNE COMPLEXES (CIC) AND THE
PROGRESSION OF IGA NEPHROPATHY. M.K. Dasgutta,*
L.D. Jewell, K. Solez. Departments of Medicine
& Pathology, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada.
Although raised serum IgA and IgA-
containing CIC are common in IgA disease, their
relationship to renal functional deterioration
has not been established. Since the original
descriptions of IgA disease emphasized
codeposition of IgG, we have investigated the
role of IgC CIC in disease progression. IgU-
and IgA-containing CIC were analyzed by Raji-
cell radioimmunoassay in 126 blood samples
prospectively collected over a three year period
from 24 biopsy-proven adult IgA disease
patients. The 8 patients who developed IgG CIC
(persistent in 4) had a significantly higher
histologic activity score on biopsy reflecting
severity of glomerular lesions and IgC
deposition by immunofluorescence (4.5t.4 versus
2.7.4 on a 0-8± scale, p<.Ol). Three of the 8
patients in the IgG CIC group had crescents on
biopsy, a feature not found in any of the other
patients. These 8 patients with IgG dC also
had significantly higher levels of serum
creatinine than patients with no IgG CIC (l954O
versus ll6tl4 umol/L, p<.OS). There was a
significant correlation between the level of IgG
CIC and serum creatinine (r-.0.62, p<.OO1) but no
similar relationship was found for IgA dId
(r—O.23, NS). Serum IgA levels were correlated
with IgA dC (r.-.66, p<.OOl) but serum IgG
levels did not correlate with IgG dC (r—O.O9,
NS). We conclude that although IgA dIG
predominate in IgA disease patients, IgG GIG are
more closely related to deterioration in renal
function and histologic progression.
MEAN CORPUSCULAR VOLUME (MCV) OF GLOMERULAR (GM)
HEMATURIA (HMT). P. Goldwasser*, A. Antignani*,
N. Mittman, F. DiPillo*, N. N. Avram. The Long
Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, New York
Red cells (RBC) of GN origin have been shown
to have low MCV values on sizing in isotonic hema-
tology diluent (IsoD). REC may lose volume on de—
forming in passage across the GBM. Distal tubule
(DT) hypotonicity (HT) may also contribute to RBC
injury. The influence of urinary (U) composition
on MCV has not been studied. In 6 cases of GN lINT
we measured U Na, K, Cl, Na+K, Na+K—Cl, osmolality,
pH, MCV, and peripheral (P) MCV. Mean U—MCV was
55±6.O[SD]fl. U—MCV (normalized to P—MCV) corre-
lated only with pH (r=—.87 p<.O6). In one case we
studied the effect of furosemide diuresis (FD).
FD increased NCV from 54 (pre—FD) to 93f 1 (peak—FD).
The increase correlated strongly with the changing
urinary composition and weakly with flow rate. On
incubation in IsoD the enlarged RBC lost most but
not all the increase, returning to microcytic range
(<70f1) with a t½ of 3 mm. Since FD partly cor-
rects the low MCV, we propose that UN RBC lose
volume in a FD—insensitive step (GBM passage) and
a FD—sensitive step (MT injury in DT). One might
wonder how RBC, in the absence of FD, survive such
extreme HT without total hemolysis. We speculate
that RBC are protected from total MT hemolysis by
a viscous coat of Tamm—Horsfall prote.in which
allows loss of solute and water, but not hemoglobin,
under MT stress. FD both abolishes HT injury and
reversibly enlarges UN RBC. The reversible effect
may be due to RBC buffering of H and Cl in the
acidic DT, buffer—poor due to FD. A similar mech—
anism could explain the correlation between MCV
and pH in the absence of FD.
APPARENT RENAL RESPONSE TO MELPHALAN AND
PREDNISONE (MP) IN LIGHT CHAIN DEPOSITION DISEASE
(LCDD). R.L.Heilman, Keith Holley, Ken Offord,*
J. Velosa, R. Kyle.* Mayo Clinic and Foundation,
Rochester, Minnesota.
We reviewed our renal biopsy records and
selected all 19 cases that met our criteria for
LCDD. Patients had to have monoclonal deposition
of LC in renal tissue (15 kappa, 4 lambda) and
evidence of monoclonal LC production in serum,
urine or by bone marrow histochemical studies.
Mean age was 60 yrs (range 37 to 77). Hematologic
diagnoses were multiple myeloma in 6 Waldronstroms
macroglobulinemia In one and LCDD in 12. Three
patients had no demonstrable monoclonal protein on
repeated studies of both serum and urine. 11 had
a classic mesangial nodular lesion and 3 had
membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis. Follow
up (F/U) was available in 18.
6 months (m) 1 year 3 years
Patient survival 100% 91% 76%
Renal survival 82% 66% 40%
Six presented with initial serum creatinine
(Scr) > 10.0 mg/dL. Mean F/U was 26 m. One
patient regained some function and another died.
The remainder progressed to ESRD. Response to
cycled therapy with MP in the remaining patients
Is illustrated in the following table.
Initial Scr Number Mean Renal function Death
F/ti m worse stable
4.1—10.0 5 13 4 1
1.8—4.0 7 28 1* 6(2 improved) 0
(*Received Prednisone only)
We conclude that in patients with LCDD
presenting with Scr < 4.0 mg/dL, therapy with NP
may stabilize or improve renal function.
RENAL LYSOZYME (LY) HANDLING IS UNALTERED BY
ALBUMINURIA IN RATS RECEIVING LOW DOSE
AMINONUCLEOSIDE (A}INS). Mark T. Mouser. Univ. of
Nebraska Med. Ctr., Depts. of Pediatrics &
Pharmacol., Omaha, Nebraska.
The renal handling of low molecular weight
proteins such as Ly, are known to be excellent
markers of proximal tubular injury or dysfunction.
However, it remains unclear whether lysozyme
excretion is also increased in the face of altered
glomerular permeability, which might lead to a
competitive inhibition of Ly reabsorption by
filtered large molecular weight proteins such as
albumin (alb). To examine this issue, albuminuria
was induced in Sprague—Dawley rats by injecting a
single dose (5mg/bOg) of AMNS (IP). Albuminuria
peaked in the experimental group on Day 10 and
resolved by Day 28. Day 10 data is presented:
cxa Proteimiria (Alb/(D U.y/CD CLyI(lb
(141/miD) (mg/t) (xJO) (x))
Control. /i67+) 6.8+0.9 3.0.iO.3 4.5+0.5 1.&iO.4
AMS 4+21 82.0+18.7* .2 7.8+1.7 0.340.1*ii 10 (Omtrol) or 8 (.'1tS); * p D.0O5)
Although CAlb/CCr and total protein excretion
increased more than tenfold, this was not
associated with any significant (p0.1O) increase
in CLy/CCr. Furthermore, no correlation was found
between CLy/CCr and CA1b/CCr in either normal
animals (r= 0.18, pO.2O) or in those receiving
AMNS (r=O.17, p.'.0.20). These data suggest that in
states associates with moderate albuminuria, renal
tubular Ly handling is unaltered. However, it is
conceivable that more severe albuminuria might
impair renal tubular Ly reabsorption.
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SULFONAMIDE INDUCED ACUTE INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS
CAIN): ROLE OF MULTIPLE DRUGS AMD CELL-MEDIATED
IMMUNITY. K.S. Kant, M.A. Weiss, Depts. of Med.
and Pathology, Univ. of Cincinnati Medical Ctr.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
That sulfonamide (5) agents cause AIR is well
known. Pathogenesis, believed to involve hyper-
sensitivity mechanisms, is not understood. The
role of multiple agents and of cell mediated
immunity is unknown. We hereby report 4 patients
who had been taking one S agent for months/years
and who developed AIR within days after taking
another such agent. The index patient, B.C., took
hydrochlorthiazide (HCTZ) for years with no
adverse effects. Three days after starting gly-
buride (GLY), she developed AIN. Renal function
improved when HCTZ, not GLY, was Withdrawn.
Monoclonal Abs showed a largely T4 positive
interstitial infiltrate. Peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells from this patient, 5 normal controls
and 5 individuals taking HCTZ without problems
were cultured in the presence of phytohemaglutinin
(PHA) and varying concentrations of HCTZ and GLY
and 3H-thymicline incorporation measured at 96 hr.
Results are expressed as a stimulation index
= cpm with PHA + drug/cpm with PHA:
PHA PHA PHA PHA
+HCTZ +GLY +HCTZ +HCTZ+GLY
Agent (1 ug) (1 ug) (10 ug) (1 ug)
Pt. B.C. 2.89 2.50 2.93 2.34
Normals 1.09±0.48 1.10±0.42 1.06±0.38 0.99±0.46
Controls 0.87±0.19 1.33±0.45 0.69±0.43 0.99±0.49
We conclude that sulfonamide agents produce
AIN through mechanisms that involve cell mediated
immunity and that multiple drugs are more likely
to precipitate AIR than single agents.
INTRAVENOUS PULSE CYTOXAN (IVPC) TREATMENT OF RA-
PIDLY PROGRESSIVE GLOMERULONEP}IRITIS (RPCN).
g*; V. D'Agati; G. Williams; C.L. Kunis; G.E.
Appel; Depts. of Med. & Path. Columbia U. NY, NY.
Pts with RPGN have a poor prognosis and no
therapy has proven universally effective and
safe. To test the safety and efficacy of IVPC in
RPGN we treated 7 Pts (1M/6F, age 23 to 82 yrs)
with 6 monthly or bimonthly doses of IVPC (0.5-
lg/m2) plus rapidly tapering high dose cortico-
steroids. Diagnoses included microscopic periar.
teritis (n—2), idiopathic RPCN (n—3), crescentic
IgA nephropathy (n.l) and crescentic inununotac-
toid glomerulonephritis (n—l). At biopsy (Bx)
all pts had a rapid decline in renal function,
with active urinary sediment, and 2 required
dialysis. Lab data at Bx, 6 mos, one yr, and 18
mos include:
Por (mg/dl) 24 Hr Prot.(g/d)
N >10 4-10 2-4 <2 N >3 1-3 <1
Bx 7 2 4 1 0 7 3 2 2
6mo 7 0 0 5 2 7 0 5 2
lyr 6 0 1 4 1 5 0 1 4
18mo5 0 1 3 1 4 1 0 3
Inital Ex showed mean activity index (Al) 13.1/21
and mean chronicity index (CI) 4.5/12. 5 repeat
Exs at 9-33 mos showed markedly decreased Al (X
2.1) and increased CI (X 8.2). Side effects of
therapy were minimal with no severe infections,
leukopenia, alopecia, or hemorrhagic cystitis. We
conclude that IVPC plus rapidly tapered high dose
steroids are potentially effective initial the-
rapy for pts with various forms of RPGN. Despite
the favorable initial clinical response and
striking reduction in histologic activity at re-
peat Ex, the high CI with evolution to glomerulo-
sclerosis suggests a guarded long term prognosis.
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EFFECT OF LONG TERM NORMALIZATION OF COMPLEMENT
(CR50) ON THE COURSE OF LUPUS NEPHRITIS (LN).
R.Laitman,* D.Glicklich, L.Sablay, A.Grayzel,*
N.Bank. Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, N.Y.
39 pta with LN were studied prospectively to
determine whether continuous control of CH5O by
adjustment of immunosuppression influences long
term renal and pt outcome. All pta had one renal
biopsy (bx), 24 had a 2nd bx (mean 16.7glomeruli),
with interbx interval of 41±6 iso. Prednisone(l—2
mg/kg/a) and Imuran(l—2ing/kg/d)were given up to 6
no to normalize CR50. Thereafter,therapy waa ad-
justed to actively maintain nl CR50 as feasible.
Over follow—up of 117±10 no, l7pts (Group lA) re-
mained CR50—controlled, 14 had chronic low CH5O,
mean 34±4 mo(Group 2),8 initially normalized CR50
but later developed persistently low CR50 as
therapy was not appropriately adjusted. There was
no initial difference in creatinine (creat), pro—
teinuria or histology between Groups 1(A+B)and 2.
Group lA Group 2 Group lB
Initial creat 0.9±.06 O.9±.08 0.8±.O9
Final creat l.2±.25 27±.51* 3.7±.52*
ESRD 1 (5.9%) 5 (36%) 5 (62.5%)*
Nephrotic 3 (17.6%) 9 (75%)* 8 (100%)*
Chronic HTN 6 (35.3%) lO(71%)* 8 (100%)*
*p<.O5 Group ).A vs Group lB or Group 2
Two observers unaware of Pt data separately eval-
uated all bx for chronicity index (CI). Serial bx
showed that the 14 pta with normal CR50 had less
progression of CI than 10 pta with chronic low
CR5O(l.2±.3 vs 3.9±.9, p<.Ol).Mortality (0 vs 44%
p<.O2) and liklihood of doubling creat (31 vs 89%,
p<.01) were less in the CH5O controlled pta. We
conclude that therapy adjusted to continuously
control CR50 results in improved renal/pt outcome.
r*JPFRgJ.ThN'Is ND M*I'IIW OF GPR IN DIABEflC
GI11AEJT?.R INJURY ([X31). NR Icon E Werelli, * 81)
Myers. Div. Nqthrol Stanford Univ. C.
'Ibe GR is said to decline progressively in
II ari to be the best measure of progression
rate in this entity. TO examine this prcçosition
we studied 56 protainuric diabetics: 1131 was
divided acoording to protelnuria into mild(suLmtirotic, n=20) aud severe (ntrotic, n'=36)
categories. Clearanoes (C) of inulin (GFR), PAR(RPF), aud plasma oncotic pressure (ir) were
deternth. Fractional clearances of dextran(r5=26-42A) were used to estimate hydraulic
pressure gradient ( P) aud ultrafiltration
coefficient (l(f): * p<0 05.
&P lfSuhiegiwotic 69±8 459±42 22.8±0.5 35 8.7±1.0
Neg*irotic 34±8* 344±33*20.8±0.7* 40* 2.5±0.4*
Imafficient orptyin3 of a neuropathic bladder
resulted in Intra— aud interstudy coefficients of
variation for Cj of 28±2% and 11±3%
respectively, vs 11±1% aixl 5±2% in healthy
controls. iereas C of iothalamate arsi inulin
were identical, C of creatinine overestimated Cj1.
In inverse prc%sortion to GP, reflecting tub.ilar
creatinine hypersecretion. Thus prolonged (24br)
Ccreat cannot be used to crspensate for bladder
dysction en estimating GFR.
We conclude that (1) GFR falls in 1131 because
of declining Kf; (2) GFR Urkierestimates extent of1131 because of an offsetting ircrease in
ultrafiltration pressure aud (3) the adequacy of
GPR as a measure of progression rate in 1X1 is
suboptional because of autonomic bladderdysfunction. We sukinit that GF is too
insensitive to scnitor csitcc*ne of ni therapies
for 1131 in single center studies.
AUTOANTIBODIES TO HUMAN GP330 IN SERA OF
PATIENTS WITH IDIOPATHIC MEMERANOUS
GLOMERULARNEPHROPATHY. Sudesh P. Makker and
John J. Kanalas. Univ. of Texas Health
Science Ctr., Dept. of Pediatrics/Nephrology,
San Antonio, TX.
Autoantibodies to human gp33O were searched
in the sera of patients with idiopathic
membranous glomerularnephropathy (MGN) by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and
immunoprecipitation assays. Human gp33O was
prepared by a method similar to that used for
the preparation of rat gp330. Ten patients
with MGN, 18 normals and 6 patients with
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) were
studied. Significant levels of autoantibodies
to gp33O were detected in sera of patients
with MGN when compared to normals (P <0.005)
and to SLE patients (P <0.02). No
significant difference was observed between
normals and SLE patients (P >0.1). The
autoantibodies were characterized by
immunoprecipitstion, sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
autoradiography to be reactive against gp33O
and another glycopeptide, gp45O. These
results suggest that MON in humans may be an
autoimmune disease and that its pathogenesis
may be similar to the active Heymann
nephritis of rats.
2'FL'T OF VING ZYME INHIBflOR (cEI) cz
DIAPIC GLCI4EIJIAR INJURY (D1). Ester 'brelli, *
Nidolas. R. Icon, aed Bryan D. Myers. Div. of
Nrology, Stanford Univ., CA.We sbie± 15 nonazotemic patients with ICUbt
ard 1XI. Eadi was treated with the CEI,
Enalapril (5 to 20 nv/day), for 90 days
Fractional clearais (8) of dextrans (radius 20-60 A), afl,umin ani I were detezeined before
an± after. Clearances of lothalamate (GFR), 72+9
vs 71+8 ml/ndn, ard PAIl, 536+39 vs 555+48
mi/mm, remained urxthanged at 0 arri 90 days.
Urinary protein excretion (UV) declined fron2.4+0.8 to 1.8+0.7 qJ24h (p=0.08). Other
fjyjjy (4a4.5fl, * p<O.05)RIN eI
(mnlg) (n3/ml/h) (x1O)
Pre 98±2 244±78 9±1 145±61 60±29
Post 90±2* 362±105* 29±6* 105±47 42±22*Lower IP ani high renin levels confirm
inhibition of crmvertin enzyne. The $ of
dextrans (radii 28-60 A) declined significantly
ard unifonmay. A theoretical analysis with a
heteroporuis mnarbrane xcdel (Jun J Physio 249:F374-
389, 1985) revealed a decline (p<O.05) of
restrictive pore radius from 56 to 54 A after
CEI. The fraction of filtrate volume permeating
large non-restrictive pores declined from 19+3 to
14+3x103 (p<0.05). Followir a 30 day wash cxit,
8 patients received clonidine (l-2pgfday). for 90
additional days. UV, 8 aiixmmin ani 8 I3 on day
90 ware significantly higher than cnrrespording
values on CEl. We conolnie that Enalapril exerts
an armtiproteinuric effect 1st early I)JI by
shifting glcsenilar pores tcMards smaller size,
thereby enhancirq barrier size-selectivity.
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ThE ACUTE EFFECTS a CAPTOPRIL. (CAP) ON
PRO1'EIWRIA IN NEFHROTIC PATIENTS: IEPENDENCE ON
HEMODThN4IC EFFECTS. C. Pasque*, N. Rodriguez, N.
Allon. Section of Nephrology, Univ. of Oklahoma
HSC and VANC, Okia. City, Okla.
A study was designed to evaluate the relative
contributions of changes in glomerular filtration
rate (GFR), renal plasma flow (RPF), and filtra-
tion fraction (FF) to the antiproteinuric effect
of captopril. Protein excretion and renal heno—
dynamics were measured In 7 nondiabetic nephrotic
patients (pts) (24 hr urine protein 5—25 gn; GFR
19—118 ml/min) during water diuresis, at baseline
and for 8 consecutive 30—minute clearance periods
following CAP (25 mg). The changes In pareters
at 2 and 4 hours after CAP are strunarized.(*P<O.05 vs baseline value).
Parmeeter (% baseline) 2 Hours 4 Hours
Protein excretion 80±5* 76+9*
GFR (C ) 89±5 94±7RPF (Cln 104±7 103±10
FF 87±Z* 91±3*
CAP produced a significant decrease in protein
excretion. There was a nonsignificant increase in
RPF, and a nonsignificant decrease In GFR,
resulting In a significant decrease in FF.
Moreover, linear regression analysis revealed a
strong correlation bebeen the change in protein
excretion and the variation In GFR for each indi-
vidual pt. (p<O.0O1), as well as for the group
(R=0.85, p<0.O01). For any clearance period In an
individual pt., if FF decreased without an
associated decrease in GFR, there was no
reduction in protein excretion. In conclusion, in
nephrotic pts, CAP acutely decreases protein
excretion by a mechanism that is dependent on
both a decrease In FF as well as In GFR.
IV PULSE CYTOXAN (IVPC) THERAPY OF SEVERE LUPUS
NEPHRITIS (LN) A. Pernis*; V. D'Agati; D. Estes*;
C.L. Pirani; 0.8. Appel; Depts of Med and Path,
Columbia U, NY,NY
20 Pts with severe LN (x age 32 yrs; 15 female)
treated with monthly IVPC and rapid steroid taper
have been followed more than 1 yr (12-42 Iflos). 18
Pts received 5-6 monthly doses of O.5-lg/m2 IVPC;
one Pt received 9 doses and one died after 4
doses. At initial biopsy (Bx), 70% had extrarenal
lupus activity, 65% were hypertensive, 90% had
active urinary sediment. Initial Bxs (19/20)
showed: 13 DPLN, 5 FPLN, I Memb LN. Mean Activity
Index (Al) was 10/24 , mean Chronicity Index (CI)
was 3/12. Data at Ex, 6 mo, 12 mo, and 18 mo are:
N Abni Per Prot >lg/d Prot >3g/d
Bx 20 11/20 16/20 11/20
6mo 19 7/19 11/19 4/19
l2mo 19 6/19 9/19 2/19
lBmo 13 5/13 7/13 2/13
15/19 pta were serologically inactive at 6 mo and
at 1 year. Repeat Bxs at 12-18 mo showed reduced
Al (x5) and increased CI (x—5) in 10/14. Third
Bxs in 3 showed further decreased Al and in-
creased CI. 4 Pts were treatment failures: 2 per-
sistent severe renal failure; 2 persistent his-
tologic activity. Side effects during the first
year included major infections (3), 11. zoster
(2), significant alopecia (2). We conclude: IVPC
produced a favorable early response in severe LN
with correction of serology, reduction of pro-
teinuria and stabilization or improvement of Pcr
in moat Pts. Some Pta failed to respond to this
short course of IVPC and most developed increased
chronicity on repeat renal Bx suggesting the need
for either further maintenance therapy with IVPC
or additional treatment modalities.
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CHANGINGPERSPECtIVES IN CHILDREN WITH
POSTSTREPTOCOCCAL ACUTE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (PSAGN). SHANE ROY. Ill.
Dept. of Pediatrics,Univ. of i'M., Memphis, Memphis, TN.
Prompted by an observed resurgence of acute rheumatic
fever in children in our area over the last several years our
experience with PSAGN since 1980 was reviewed. Between
1961 and 1970 from 25 to 37 patients per year (Y=31±6.3)
from Memphis with PSAGN were admitted to our hospital.
Since 1980 we have evaluated 72 children, 50 male and 22
female, 41 black and 31 white whose mean age was 8.2±1.5
years at onset of PSAGN. Thirty children lived in Memphis
and 42 were referred from rural communities in a 4 state area.
Fifty-one patients (70.8%) were school age and 21(29.2%)
were between 2 and 6 years of age. PSAGN was preceeded
by sore throat in 46 patients (63.9%), by pyoderma in 24
patients (33.3%) and in 2 patients (2.8%) the etiology was
undetectable. Edema (55172), cola colored urine (40/72),
hypertension (44/72), elevated ASO titer (43/54) and/or
streptozyme titer (69/72), RBC casts (60/72) and decreased
C'3 levels (56172) characterized these patients at onset of
PSAGN. Renal biopsies were necessary for defmitive
diagnosis in 21 patients whose laboratory data and/or clinical
course were not completely consistent with classical
PSAGN. Hospital stay ranged from 0 to 24 days
(=6.4±4.1). In contrast with past years when 70% of our
cases were pyoderma related and 40% were admitted between
July and Sept., in the current study 64% of patients were
both sore throat related and admitted between Octoberand
March. In comparison to the decade ending in 1970 these
data show:1) a marked decline in prevalence of PSAGN in
our hospital (p=<O.0005), 2) a predominance of pharyngeal
ratherthan skin infection preceeding PSAGN, 3) a change in
seasonal presentation of patients with PSAGN and 4) a
markeddcline in urban origin and an increase in rural origin
of PSAGN cases referred to our hospital.
SPECTRUM OF RENAL INVOLVEMENT IN FAMILIAL MEDITE-
RRANEAN FEVER (Ftc). Riyad Said, Yousef Hamzeh*,
Musleh Tarawneh*, and Mohammed Al_Khateeb*.
Twelve patients with FMF were evaluated for
evidence of renal involvement. Eight were males
and their ages ranged between 10—40 years. The du-
ration of their illness ranged between 3—15 years.
Fever and recurrent abdominal pains were present
in all, in addition to arthralgias in eight and
pleurtic chest pain in five patients. Proteinuria
was present in all and it ranged between 750mg —
12gm per day, and in four patients it was 1gm or
less. Hematurja was present in five patients.
Oligonauris was seen in two patients in associa-
tion with acute renal failure(ARF). Serum creeti—
nine ranged between 0.6—lOmg/dl,and in three pat-
ients it was more than 6mg/dl. Dialysis support was
needed in the two patients with ARI, and one pat-
ient recovered function, while the second patient
continued to need dialysis support and finally he
received a kidney transplant. Kidney biopsies
were done in all,and the findings were as follows:
Amyloidosis in six patients, Mesangial Prolifera-
tive glomerulonephritis in four and rapid progre-
ssive glomerulonephritis in two. Immunofluoresce—
nce microscopy was positive for 1gM in three pat-
ients two of them have no Amyloidosis, and for IgA
in two patients without Amyloidosis.
In conclusion, renal involvement in FMF
includes in addition to Amyloidosis, mesangial
proliferative glomerulonephritis (1gM, and IgA)
and rapid progressive glomerulonephritis.
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GLYCOGEN STORAGE DISEASE TYPE I (GSD—I)
NEPHROPATHY: AMELI0RTI0N WITH THERAPY. I.
Scheinnian, Y. T. Ch,n , Rosiland A. Coleman and
Robert H. Wilkinson . Duke University Med Center
Depts. of Pediatrics and Radiology, Durham, NC
We identified a chronic nephropathy of GSD—I
with focal giomerulosclerosis (N Engi J Med 318:7—
11, 1988). Early renal dysfunction is high creat—
mine clearance (C1Cr) and proteinuria. There-
after, C1Cr decreases and progresses to renal
failure. Further systematic studies y,ere needed:
ClCr may accurately reflect GFR (by 9'Tc—DTPA):
Three proteinurjc patients had simultaneous ClCr
and GFR :75 vs. 73, 116 vs. 120, 222 vs. 252.
Extrapolated C1Cr (from height/Cr) in two patients
without protemnuria were less secure: 136 vs. 148,
141 vs. 105. Reversal of GSD—I nephropathy was
explored by cornstarch feeding 2g/kg/6 hrs, over 2
weeks. Two patients showed decreased C1Cr (138 to
122, 100 to 74) and decreased proteinuria (2.0 to
1.Og, 6.1 to 2.6g). We investigated renal tubular
dysfunction in GSD—1: aminoaciduria, phosphate
reabsorption (TRP), concentration, and Beta2
micro—globulin (82M0). Of 5 patients with protein—
uria, 4 had elevated B2MG (0.9 + 0.37 mg/i, range0.5—1.4, nl<O.37 mg/i); concentration was dec-
reased (<7 3OmOsm/Kg) in two; TRP and aminoacid—
uria were normal. After cornstarch treatment
decreased proteinuria, B2MG decreased from 0.8 to
0.3 mg/i in one patient examined. Isolated tubu-
lar dysfunction was found in one of five GSD—I
patients without proteinuria or hyperfiltration:
Aminoaciduria, phosphaturia (TRP<75%), hypophos—
phatemia (3.1—3.4mg/dl) and increased B2MG(4.3mg/i). With treatment, B2MG decreased to
0.5mg/i, TRP increased to >85%. Mechanisms of GSD—
I nephropathy hyperfiitration with proteinuria,
and related tubular dysfunction remain obscure.
RENAL AND ELECTROLYTE DISORDERS IN 50 PATIENTS
WITH AIDS IN DALLAS. Frank D Seney, Jr. Dennis K
Burns*, Fred G Silva, Bruce Baker*. University
of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX.
We reviewed the first 50 AIDS patients to
undergo autopsy at UT Southwestern (12/83-8/87).
Patients were predominantly homosexual males; 32%
reported IV drug use. Renal failure and
proteinuria were detected in 24% and 12%. Severe
hyponatremia (hypoNa), hyperkalemia (hyperK) and
hypocalcemia (hypoCa) were present in 40%, 16%
and 44%. HypoNa and hyperK were usually
transient. HypoCa was often more severe than
expected on the basis of hypoalbuminemia alone.
Formalin—fixed renal tissue from the same 50
patients was prepared for and examined by light
microscopy. The following lesions were observed:
Renal tubular casts 66%
Cortical and/or medullary
nephrocalcinosis (Ncalc) 44%
Focal interstitial nephrltis 38%
Prominent mononuclear cells
in congested vase rectae 34%
Renal invasion by CMV, M. avium
Intracellulare, C. neoformans,
Histoplasma capsulatum 26%
Hyaline droplets, proximal tubule 12%
Global glomeruloscierosis 8%
Glomerular capillary aneurysms
associated with cryptococci 6%
Focal/segmental glomeruloscierosls 2%
Ncalc did not correlate with administration of
amphotericin but did correlate with hypoCa. We
conclude that extraglomerular lesions and
electrolyte disorders including hypoNa, hyperK
and hypoCa are coninon in patients dying of AIDS.
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EVIDENCE FOR AN HIV-RELATED NEPHROPAThY A CLINICO-
PATHOLOGICAL STUDY. Anita Soni,* Arun Agarwal,*
Praveen Chander and Gerhard Treser. New York
Medical College, Dept. of Medicine and Dept. of
Pathology, Valhalla, New York.
The existence of an HIV related nephropathy as
a distinct disease entity is controversial. We
observed a high incidence of renal disease in our
AIDS patients. Of 182 patients, 59 patients
(32.4%) were found to have heavy proteinuria
(greater than 2 grams/24 hrs.). Of these, 24
patients had slow progression of renal insuff i—
ciency and 2 patients had rapid deterioration to
end stage renal disease. There was a notable
absence of hypertension in these cases. The
incidence of proteinuria was similar in blacks
and hispanics, however 22.8% of blacks had renal
insufficiency as compared to 6.9% of hispanics.
There was no difference in the incidence of heavy
proteinuria between intravenous drug abusers
(32.3%) and non—abusers (33.3%). Renal morphology
when examined showed characteristic changes,
including cytomembranous structures and virus—like
particles. These changes were similar in patients
with heavy or non—heavy proteinuria, though they
were less severe in the latter. We conclude that
a EIV related nephropathy exists and the presence
of cytornembranous structures and virus—like
particles in the renal tissue raises the
possibility of a viral etiology for this disorder.
RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF CYCLOSPORINE AND LOW DOSE
PREDNISONE (P&cS) VS CONVENTIONAL PREDNISONE (P)
THERAPY IN RECENT ONSET (<1 YR) NEPHEOTIC SYNDROME
(NS). A. Teani, N. Suthanthiran D. Rajpoot
R. Gonzalez'' A. Pomrantz' SUNY-Health Science
Ctr. at Brooklyn and Rogosin Institute, New York.
We have previously shown (Kid Int:33:729, 1988)
that cyclosporine (Cs) can induce a remission in
relapsing NS but remission is not sustained. In
this study we evaluated the effect of P&CS against
P in children with recent onset NS. 28 patients
were randomized to receive (Group A) cyclosporine
7mg/kg daily for 8 weeks and daily 20mg/rn2 p for
1st 4 weeks and then 10mg/rn2 p alternate day 2nd 4
weeks OR (Group B) 60mg/rn2 of p for 4 weeks
followed by 4Omg/m2 alternate day for 4 weeks.
Patients in Group A had Con A, PhA stimulation and
1L2 production measured.
Results: Group A(l4) Group B(14)
Histology - Minimal change 7 7
F.S.G.S. 4 4
IgA
1gM
Membranous 1 1
Mean age at onset in years 4.8(2-16) 5.1(2-13)
Remission 13/14 8/14 p<.05
Duration remission 3.6 rno 4.8 mo NS
Patients with low rnitogen stimulation and low 1L2
were either resistant to P&CS or tended to relapse
soon after discontinuation of therapy, whereas
patients who were high responders had a sustained
remission.
Conclusion: (1) Combined P&C5 is more effective in
producing a remission but remission is not sus-
tained by short term combined therapy. (2) Innnuno-
logical studies using a variety of markers may
identify patients who will respond to P&CS with
sustained remission.
TUBULAR DYSFUNCTION IN PR0LIFEATIVE GLOMERLO-
NEPHRTIS IN SLE. EJ Ater Bors , PE de Jong , S
Meyer , CGM Kallenberg (Intr. by LW Statius van
Eps). Univ. Hosp. Groningen, The Netherlands.
Though glomerular pathology predominates, tubulo-
interstitial changes probably also play a role in
lowering GFR in active lupus nephritis. We
prospectively studied tubular function during
exacerbations of proliferative glomerulonephritis
in SLE. Data are available prior to and during
exacerbation (n—7) or during and after exacerba-
tion (remission)(n—9). Complement C3 and C4
(mg/lOOml), CFR, ERPF (ml/min), FF (CFR/ERPF x
100), fractional excretion (FE) of beta-2-
microglobulin (bet&-2m, %xlOO), FE of DMSA (%),
proteinuria (prot, g/day) and urinary LDH (ur.LDH,
U/mmol kreat) were measured. Therapy consisted of
prednisolone and cyclofosfamide in all cases.
prior to during during after
n—7 n—9
*
82±26
*
16±6
88±41 *
4l6±l33
20.6±3.6 *
0.l2±0.l
ll.9±2.5
1.6±1.8
2.5±0.8
*:p(O.OS vs value in the period before.
Since FE B-2m and FE DMSA can be used as a
marker of tubular function, the rise in these
parameters during exacerbation, and the fall to
control values during remission indicate that
tubular dysfunction frequently is present during
proliferative glomerulonephritis in SLE.
FXL PWLIFERATIVE GLrMEMJLt1'IEPMEITIS ASScKIAT2D
WITH ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS. 1vin Yudis,
lbert Sirota, Harold Stein., Dept. of dicine.,
birigton trial bspital., Abington, PAThe renal findings seen in ankylosing spondyl-
itis previously reported have included Ig neph-
ropathy, nembranous nephropathy and ainyloidosis.
We have recently seen a patient with ankylosing
spondylitis present with a nephritic illness whohad a focal sagnental proliferative glanilo-
nephritis. 1lthough she had received non-steroidi
anti—inflainnatory drugs, it was felt unlikely that
these drugs caused the glatErular abnormalities.
Our patient is a 40 year old female who had
ankylosing spondylitis and peripheral arthralgias
who had received non-steroidal anti-inflamatory
drugs in the past. She developed microhematuria
and proteinuria. Mild azotBnia developed with a
creatini.i of 2rmj%. Penal biopsy revealed focal
segnental proliferative lesions. Irmuinofloresceixe
showed plus three nesangial deposits of ccEtpleint
C3 and plust 1gM. Electron microscopy revealed
scattered subendothelia). and subepithelial dense
deposits.
The presense of focal segnental proliferative
glczterulonephritis with iitrnune deposits suggests
aberrant iinmnity in a patient with ankylosing
spondylitis. P.lthough IgA nephropathy has been
described in patients with seronegative spondylo-
arthropathy, we found no evidence of IgA deposits.
This patient had previously taken non-steroidal
anti-inflamatory drugs but the ahove described
biopsy appearance was not felt to be ocüpatible
with these drugs. One should consider the
possibility that focal gkuieruloneçthritis may
represent an extraskeletal manifestation of
ankylosing spondylitis.
C3
C4
GFR
ERPF
FF
FE B-2m
FE DMSA
prot
ur .LDH
72±15
14±4
95±22
539±160
18.7±3.1
0.15±0.16
11.1±1.5
1.8±2.4
7.0±5.7
38±15
10±3
47±23 *
394±l88
11.6±4.2 *
0.32±0.1
18.7±6.8
5.3±3.3*
10.5±10.9
42±14
11±5
60±34
462±191
12.9±4.2
0.33±0.11
17.3±2.6
3.5±2.1
4.9±3.4
0
2
1
1
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SAIAIrARY EFFECTS OF MODEST FLUID REPLACFifENT IN THE
TREAThIENT OF DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS (DICA).
HJ Adrogue. J Barrero*, and G Eknoyan. VA Med. Ctr.,
and Baylor Coil, of Med., Houston, TX.
Volume depletion is a major derangement that
triggers the release of counterregulatory hormones
and substantially contributes to the morbidity and
mortality of DKA.. The optimal rate of fluid admin-
istration to properly correct this volume deficit
remains to be determined. The present study pro-
spectively evaluated two regimens of therapy that
differed exclusively in the rate of infusion, in
patients admitted for severe DKA (TCO <14 mmol/l).
Protocol I (n=12): 0.9% NaC1 iv lO0 mi/hr for 4
hrs and 500 mi/hr for the next 4 hrs; and II (n=ll):
500 mi/hr for 4 hrs and 250 mi/hr for the next 4
hrs. After 8 hrs oral intake was allowed and rate
of iv fluids reduced accordingly. Initial mean
plasma values were 7.10 and 7.13 for pH, 17 and 21
mmHg for PaCO , 5.2 and 6.6 mmol/l for HCO- and 559
and 682 mg/dl for glucose in groups I an II, re-
spectively. The increment in I HCO] from admis-
sion levels estimated at 2, 4, 8, 1 and 24 hrs
after admission was larger with protocol II at all
time, reachingstatistical significan,ce at 4 hr
(3.7-1.3 vs 0.7-0.6) and 24 hrs (13.2-1.3 vs 8.4-
1.9). The slower recovery with high infusion rates
is most likely accounted for by relatively greater
acute expansion with a bicarbonate-free solution
(initial component at 4 hrs); and a sustained loss
of bicarbonate precursors in the urine due to con-
tinued volume expansion (late component at 24 hrs).
These data support cautious restraint in the
volume of fluid replacement since prompt recovery
and a significant reduction in overall cost of med-
ical therapy are achieved. This might also decrease
the risk of pulmonary and cerebral edema in DKA.
SPURIOUS ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEMIC ACID-BASE STATUS BY
ARTERIAL SAMPLING IN CIRCULATORY FAILURE: THE CASE
FOR CENFRAL VENOUS BLOOD GASES. NJ Adroue'
MN Rashad*, AB Gorin*, J Yacoub*, and NE Madias.
VA Med. Ctr., Baylor Coil, of Med., Houston, IX
and Tufts - New England Med. Ctr., Boston, MA
The acid-base status of arterial (A), central
venous (CV) and mixed venous (MV) blood was exa-
mined during graded degrees of circulatory compro-
mise in 105 patients and 63 dogs (pharmacologic
vasodilation; increased intrathoracic pressure;
hemorrhage; ventricular fibrillation; or pericar-
dial tamponade). Humans and dogs with normal car-
diac index had similar A-V ApH of J'0.03 and PCO
.r-6 mmllg but severe circulatory failure enlarge
these indices by fourfold. Cardiac arrest further
extended A-V gradients to ii of .J'0.35 and PCO2 of
.-5O nNIHg in humans, who had extreme V acidemia de-
spite near-normal A pH. Widening of A-V indices
was due to A hypocapnia/eucapnia and V hypercapnia.
Whole-body CO., retention was evident by decreased
end-tidal PCO . Thus, the prevailing respiratory
acidosis elu&d detection fully on A sampling.Bicarbonate administration aggravated CO reten-
tion but was not prerequisite to V hyprcapnia.
Development of respiratory arrest prior to or con-
comitantly with circulatory arrest blunted mark-
edly the A-V pH and APCO . CV blood sampling
provided comparable informtion to that of MV
blood.
We conclude that whereas normal A blood gases
do not rule out major abnormalities in systemic
acid-base status, normal V blood gases attest to
the adequacy of both tissue perfusion and pulmonary
CO excretion. The data suggest strongly the in-
trduction of CV blood sampling for monitoring of
the systemic acid-base status in the critically ill.
INFLUENCE OF INSULIN SECRETION, ACID BASE STATUS AND
CATECHOLAIIJNE ACTION ON THE IMPAIRED RESPONSE TO A K
1(W) IN HEMOOIALYSIS PATIENTS. Miriam AIvo5 and Patricia
Krsulovic* (intr by Anes Vakilvieso) Department of
fledicine and Dept of Physiol and Blophys, University of Chile,
Santiago Chile.
Hemodialysis patients exhibit en Impaired extrarenal
tolerance to a K load, To clarify the factors involved in this
deteriorated response, we have studied several parameters In a
group of patients in chronic hemedlalysis (HO) comper1 toe
control group: a) The Insulin plasmatic levels In response to
an axogenous K (0.5 m(q/kg) and cerbohy*-ate (0.5 g/kg) oral
load. b) The correlation of the the acid base status of the
patientswith the maximal plasma K increase. c) The response
of plasma K to an epinephrine infusion (0.05 ug/kg/mln
derlng 80 mm).
In response to the K carboh*ate l, plasma K levels
increase In 1.07 * 0.l mEWl in ND patients vs 0.39 * 0.005
meq/I in controls (p< 0.00;), only 58% of the K hl was
trensiocated to the intracellular space compared to 81.6% in
controls(p< 0.001).
Basal insulin levels were higher In patients than in
controls(21.3* 52U/mlvs9j 481U/mI(p<0,OOl)and
increased in both groups in response to the oral load. Although
ND patients were aci&.)tic mean total CCr2 15.8 1.2 mEq/l
(range 13 to 19.5 mEQ/l) no correlation was found between
the degree of acidosis and the maximal K Increase. In response
to epinephrmne Infusion plasma K levels decreased significantly
in HI) patients and controls.
We conclude that the impaired response to a K load in
hemodialysis patients Is not explained by diminished insulin
levels, decreased tisular response to catecholamines or altered
acid—base status.
vse HYP14LA (se) IN M Fr (P 1lA1f Ujj 1lj IflL(IJy. J.C. A, R. Krothapalli, J.
Spait * and )1. F'ohe. Baylor College of dicine, lbistcm
Texas.
se carries significant anrbidity and nurtalicy In lusens
(Mn'. Tnt. Ned., 107: 309, 1987). The present study In rats
ves done as there is on infonn'ticn regarding IWriate
treat]iest for 4.
Groip I (acute i, z1O): Following i.p. aâidnistration
of hypertonic saline (11fF) awl 21&i aster restriction, senan
soditin (Ia) lacreased fran 143 i±q/L to 171 nq/L. The rats
vets tias, ailmad to drink aster ad lib. a reased to
141 u&j/L by the end of 2t.4 correction. At the ties of se,
the rats vere irritable, hyperactive and vere Jwping all
ousr tin' cage. All rats becain' nn'irologically onnimi by the
end of 214h correction am] reesined notnnl daring observation.
All brains asre histologically anusel at the awl of one nesn'h.
&oijp II (chronic l, n10): Following i.p. aduthistra-
tion of HIT, these rats vets aster restricted (ad lib food)
for 10 days. b increased fttin 142 nEq/L to 174nEq/L by
the em] of 10 days. lIn' rats vets than allowed to drink
aster ad lib. la decreased to 149 nFq/L by tin' end of 24h of
correction. All rats lost veight. At the ties of se, they
vere less hyperactive than in Group I, bit sln'wed similar
neurological dysftnctlon. All rats becam neurologically
by tin' em] of 24h of correction and named zn'nasl
daring observation. All brains vets histologically in'nial
at the end of 1 annth.
Ne coeclede that clinical neurological dysfixxion sam
in both atute and chronic I in rats is totally reversible
with correction to mildly hypernstrmidc levels in the first
21th witln'ut any evideuce of histological brain lesions.
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ENDOGENOUS VIP: A PARACRINE REGULATOR OF ALKALI
EXCRETION. William A. Brodskj', Cristina Matons*,
John H. Durham*. Dept. of Physiol. and Biophys.,
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, N.Y., N.Y. 10029.
In short circuited bladders from alkalotic or
euhydric turtles, serosafly added, porcine
derived vasoactive intestinal peptide (p VIP)
induces an active, electrogenic, cyclic AMP
mediated excretion of alkali (Durham et al,
AJP,1987). These data, together with the known
effects of VIP on electrolyte secretion in
non—urinary epithelia (Said, 1984), suggest that:
there are VIP receptors on the serosal surface
of alkali excreting cells, and that endogenous
reptilian (r) VIP is stored in sub—mucosal
neuronal cells of the turtle bladder. Using a
gndard radio inununo assay system containing
I—labelled, porcine VIP and a specific
anti—porcine VIP antibody, it was found that
lyophilized acid extracts of turtle bladder and
small intestine (as well as unlabelled p—VIP)
Inhibit the binding of labelled p—VIP to anti-
body; and that with increasingly diluted all—
quots, the apparent immunoreactivity of turtle
tissue extract increases relative to that of
equally diluted aliquots of p-VIP. Therefore,
an endogenous r—VIP inaeed exists in the turtle
bladder and intestine. Moreover the calculated
concentration of r—VIP in these epithelia from
euhydric turtles is greater than that in epithe-
ha from alkalotic turtles. On the basis of this
and more recent evidence, it is now suspectea but
not as yet proven that neural—stimulating ago—
nists, such as norepinephrine act as VIP releas-
ing factors during regulation of alkali excretion.
ThE RCIE OF CALCITRIOL (CTR) IN PRa.OMGED
HYPOCALCEMIA WE TO 1UMOR LYSIS SYNDROME (11S).
Mark Camp*, R.W. Dunlay5, N. Allon, P. Fantl,
H.H. Maliuche, F. Liach. Depts. of Med., Univ. of
Okla. HSC and VN4C, Okia. City, OK, and Univ. of
Kentucky, Lex1ngton KY.
The mechanism of sustained hypocalcemia in
11$ Is not well understood. We studied a patient
who developed severe fl.S, complicated by acute
oliguric renal failure, following chemotherapy
for BurkitVs lymphoma. Hypocalcemia persisted
for 10 days, even after normal izatlon of plasma
phosphorus. The hypocalcemia was resistant to
Intravenous calcitun infusion, despite appro-
priately elevated parathyroid hormone (PTh)
levels. Plasma CTR levels were subnormal
throughout the period of hypocalcemla. Egenous
dR replacement was started on Day 11. Serial
measurements of plasma caicftan (Ca; mg/dl)
phosphorus (Fbos; mg/dl) PTh (normal, 10—55
pg/ml), and CTR (normal, 25—60 pg/mi) were
obtained until recovery of nonnocalcemia.
2
Ho
5
spital
6
Day
10 11 12 14
Ca 10.1 7.1 5.3 4.4 6.0 7.4 8.5 9.1
dIR 33 24 8.0 7.0 10.4 13.1 49
P18 13 254 224 183 227 88 61
Hypocalcemia persisted as long as CTR levels
were low, and resolved when CTR had normal ized.
These observations suggest that CTR deficiency
plays a major role In the sustained hypocalcemla
in fl.S. Egenous CIR replacement may hasten the
recovery from hypocalcemia in uS.
HYPOKALEMIA ASSOCIATED WITH DOBUTAFIINE
ADMINISTRATION. Michael D. Clayman, Christine
Lawless* and Irvin Goldenberg*. Lilly Research
Laboratories, Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis,
IN, Hines VA Hospital, Hines, IL, and Minneapolis
Heart Institute, Minneapolis, FIN.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate
the possible contribution of dobutamune therapy
to the development of hypokalemia and hypomagne-
semia, factors which could contribute to the
modest arrhythmogenic potential of this drug.
Seven NYHA Class III and IV CUP patients were
treated with increasing doses of dobutamine and
changes in serum potassium and magnesium were
determined at each dosage level. No arrhythmias
developed during this study. Data are as
follows:
Dobutamine Dose
(pg/kg/mm)
Mean Values 2.5 5.0 10.0
4K+ from baseline (!!f) -0.09 -0.17 .0.60*
1Mg++ from baseline (-) -0.02 -0.03 -0.02
Duration on dose (miii)
Cumulative duration
on dobutamune (mm)
*p <.005
All other K+ and Mg++ values
changed from baseline.
All seven patients experienced a decrease in
serum K+ at the highest dobutamine dose. The
present data support the concept that dobutamune
may exert a hypokalemic action, but do not
distinguish between dose and duration of
therapy effects.
HYPONATREMIA (UN) IN AIDS AND ARC. A.J. Cusano*,
H.L. Thies, F.P. Siegal*, J.K. Maesaka. Dept. of
Med. Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr., New Hyde Park,
NY.
We studied 96 pta with AIDS or ARC to determine
the prevalence, pathogenesis and significance of
UN. Pathogenesis was based on extracellular vol-
ume (ECV), renal function and blood sugar. Hypo—
volemia (1W) was defined by historical and clinic-
al evidence, including CVP, renun and aldosterone,
and by correction with saline. Normovolemia (NV)
was defined by absence of 1W, edema, or ascites.
Prevalence of RN was 31.3%. In 63.3% RN first
developed as an outpt. Age, risk factors, dura-
tion of AIDS and weight loss did not differ be-
tween groups. The RN group had a higher mean num-
ber of opportunistic illnesses. The mortality was
higher in the pta with RN (70% vs 36.4%, O.O05)
over a comparable followup (17 2 vs 21 2 mos).
Pathogenesis was liv in 21 (88%) and NV is 9 (12%).
Seventeen of the 21 with liv had no evident source
of fluid loss. All responded to saline, 8 had CV?
0—1 cm H. .2. .0 and 6 had high renun and aldoster—
one. Two of the 17 had hyperkalemia, low ACTH
stimulation test, and high urine sodium concentra-
tion. The remaining 15 had unexpectedly high
urine sodium concentration (mean 49.9 9.1
mEq/L), normal serum creatinine (all), low (6) or
normal (9) serum potassium, normal ACTU stimula-
tion test, and normal renal histology (4) at
autopsy.
UN is common in AIDS and occurs in pta with a
poor prognosis. The association of liv and high
urine sodium concentration in pta with no evident
fluid losses suggests that a defect in renal salt
conservation may contribute to the RN.
26 23 33
26 49 82
not significantly
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PATBOPHYSIOLOGIC MECHANISMS OF HYPONATREMIA IN
CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS. Maria V. DeVita*,
Alan Konecky*, Leonida L. Rasenas*, Mark H.
Gardenswartz, Paul M. Zabetakis, Gilbert V. Gleim,
Michael F. Michelis, Section of Nephrology, Lenox
Hill Hospital, New York, New York.
To evaluate the incidence and causes of hypo—
natremia (low SNa) in intensive care unit (ICU)
patients, a retrospective and prospective study
was done. Low SNa was defined as a serum sodium
(SNa) equal to or less than 134 mEq/L. Retrospec-
tive evaluation revealed that 24 of 98 (24.5%)
patients exhibited low SNa. Prospectively 29 of
98 (29.6%) patients displayed low SNa. Complete
physiologic data were obtained in 12 patients with
persistent low SNa. In 7 patients urine osmolality
(Uosm) was higher than simultaneous serum osmola—
lity (Sosm). Measured antidiuretic hormone (ADH)
levels were elevated (>0.5 pg/ml)and urine sodium
(UNa) concentration was greater than 30 mEq/L sug-
gesting lack of sodium conservation. The data sug-
gest that at least 24.1% of ICU patients with per-
sistent low SNa may exhibit inappropriate vaso—
pressin secretion (SIADH). Mean data for patients
with SIADU were:
Age SNa Sosm Uosm UNa
66±4.0 l31±.88 272±.96 484±42 63±14
Other data revealed that two patients with low
SNa had Sosm at normal or increased levels, and,in
three patients,Uosm was equal to or less than Sosm
and ADH levels were suppressed (< 0.5 pg/ml).62.5%
of SIADR patients were on ventilators. The data
suggest that hyponatremia is common in ICU pa-
tients, that SIADH may be seen to occur in 24% of
low SNa patients and that hypotonic fluid should
be administered to seriously ill patients with
care.
HYPERKALEMIA IN ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHjtITI5: A
MANIFESTATION OF TRANSIENT HYPORENINEMIC
HYPOALDOSTERONISM. B.R. Don* and M. Schambelan.
Div. of Nephroendocrinology, San Francisco Cen.
Hosp., Univ. of Calif., San Francisco, CA.
Hyperkalemia occurs frequently in patients
with mild to moderate chronic renal insufficiency
(CR1), usually as a consequence of hyporeninemic
hypoaldosteronism (HI!). Hyperkalemia has been
reported infrequently as a transient phenomenon
in patients with acute glomerulonephritis (ANN)
but the pathogenic mechanism has not been
investigated systematically. We studied the
mechanism of hyperkalemia (K 6.0-6.7 mEq/L) in 4
men with post-infectious AGN (hypertension,
edema, proteinuria, RBC casts, elevated ASO, and
moderate &zotamia' confirmed by biopsy in 3/3.
CrC1 UprotV J PRA UaldoV
mi/mm a/24h meg/i na/ml/h ua/24h
1 65 3.1 5.2 0.2 2.0
2 39 7.5 5.7 0.7 1.4
3 35 14.5 6.4 <0.1 *
4 24 6.1 5.6 0.2 2.0
* Plasma aldosterone 6.6 ng/dl
Hyporeninemia and hypoaldosteronism was evident
in all. Hyperkalemia resolved rapidly (1-2 wks)
without treatment in Pts 1 and 2 as AGN resolved,
diuresis ensued and PRA and aldosterone levels
returned toward normal. Hyperkalemia persisted
despite furosemide-induced natriuresis in Pta. 3
and 4, but was ameliorated with fludrocortisone.
Hyperkaletaia and azotemia resolved in Pt 3 within
1 month. Hyperkalemia also resolved in Pt 4 but
progressive CR1 developed. Thus, hyperkalemic
pta with AGN have HI! that is usually transient in
nature and resolves with improvement in renal
function and the onset of diuresjs.
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EVALUATION (W TUE FNAL COMTRIUTION TO 1( BALANCE
DU1ING IIYPOKALEMIA. J.H. Ethier, Ii. Sonnenberg,J. Leinann and M. Halocrin. flept, of Medicine and
Physiology, Univ. of Toronto and Medical College
of Wisconsin, Toronto and Milwaukee.
To detect an abnormal value it is imperative
to know the expected response to a provocative
stimulus. The focus of this study was to
determine the renal response to hypokalemia in
the presence or absence of aldosterone. The
parameter we chose to use was a non—invasive in
vivo index of K secretion in the cortical
collecting duct, the transtubular CKJ gradient
(TTKG) (Miri Elect Net 12:234, 1986). Patients
were drawn from both primary studies and previous
reports. Group 1 had hypokalemia due to low K
intake (n7) 4 of these patients received DOCA
after 1 week of K depletion. Group 2 had
hvpokalemia due to hyperaldosteronisin, exogenous
or endogenous (n—].5); 10 patients received a
water load after 1 week of DOCA administration.
PLASMA K TTKC
Group 1 No DOCA 3,3O.2 0.8+0.2
(low K diet) DOCA 3.0+0.2 1.8+0.6
Group 2 No H20 3.24.0.2 7.6±2.1
(hyperaldo) H20 3.1+0.2 0.9+0.2
(Mean-I-SD)
The TTIG differences between the groups were
independent of the cumulative K depletion.
Conclusion: The expected TTKG during hypokalemia
with low rmineralocorticojds is close to 1. The
TTKG response to mineralocorticoids during
hypokalenis is markedly diminished if the K
depletion is not the result of hyperaldosteronism
or if hvpoosmolar urine is excreted.
ROLE OF CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT (CCD) IN
THE PATHOGENESIS OF METABOLIC ALKALOSIS IN
BARTTER'S SYNDROME (BS). 0. Ben-Ezer Gradus, J.
Rapoport, C. Chaimovitz (Intr. by R.B. Ettenger). Dept. of
Pediatrics & Nephrology, Soroka Med. Ctr., Ben-Gurfon Univ.,
Beer-Sheva, Israel.
The alkalosis of BS has been explained by a distal tubular
H loss obligated by a defect In Henle's loop. However, studies of
BS have not shown net acid loss. The mechanism of alkalosis in a
patient with BS was studied. We used amiloride which blocks
distal Na channels In the CCD, thereby Inhibiting H4 secretion at
this site. A 5 year old girl with BS was studied. Net acid excretion
(NAE) on 3 consecutive days was negative, thus the alkalosis
could not be explained by her NAE. Blood samples and hourly
urine collection were obtained 2 hours before and 8 hours after
10mg of amilorlde.
U
Before amllorlde
After amllorlde
rlnarv
Na
34
178
values
K
33
20
(aEa/mln.
HCO3
23
93
d pCO2
25
15
High urinary minus blood pCO2 ( pCO2) indicates H4 secretion
by the distal nephron In BS and the decrease in ApCO2 after
amiloride suggests that the CCD is the site of H loss. The
alkalosis in BS may result as follows: A transport defect in Henle's
loop leads to increased delivery of NaCl to the CCD causing an
Increase in NAE and generating alkalosis. Subsequently the large
filtered load of HCO3 floods the CCD with this anion which is
titrated by H. The high d pCO2 is the evidence for this hidden
H4 loss which could only be unmasked following administration of
amiloride. However, this H loss is occult because of titration with
HCO3 and thus cannot be measured as NAE.
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AIN EDEMA (BE) AND PLASMA VASOPRESSIN DEPEMDE2CE
ON GL1XXSE AND INSULIN WRING DIABETIC KEIOACIIX)SIS
Jcannes Hensen', William H. Hoffman', Allan H.
Sklar, Taher El Ganmial', Curt 14. Steinhart', Jacxlues
A. Durr Univ. of CzDlorado, Dept. of Nephrol.,
Denver, Co, and Med. College of Georgia, Dept. of
Pediatr., Med., and Radiol., Augusta, Georgia.Plass electrolytes, gluore and AVP were deter-
mined serially in 7 pediatric patients prior to and
during treatmant of diabetic keto(acido)sis. BE was
assessed bj cranial cr scans. kmission plasma HCD3
and glucxe were 10 3 mFq/l and 537 62 rrg/dl
(±sen) respectively. Plasma AVP cxrrelat&1 weakly
with [2Wa] — ([sm — 3JN/2 .8 — Glu/18]), (r= .52,
p= .03) and unlike in nxmals, cx,rrelated better whengltse was cxrisidered as an isipenteant solute [2Wa
+ Glu/l8], (r= 0 •81, p < .01). AVP cxrrelated test
with the taiicity form [2Na + a(Glu/l8)] (r= .965, p
<.001) of "effective" csnolality, where a represents
the reflexion ceefficient for glixxse (0<r<1). The
ipfric fornula a = [6 - WI'Y26], with plasma HX
as an imlex of call pemabi1ity to glucese, axrunts
for the shifting value of a during treatumnt.
Six patients had asyaptonatic BE whidi, paradox-ically, preceded theragy. AVP decreased and oxre-
latal with plasma tc.nicity irrespective of the BE
whicth worsened transiently in half of the patients.
The disscx,iation between BE and AVP cssoreju1ation
surcort an insulin sensitive ossorecepter located
cutside the bhxxl Ixain terrier whidi tmes glucxse
resx)nsive during unc'ntrolled diabetes. These
csaioreceptor calls prtbably do rot aiunulate "idio-
genic oles" in resgonse to hyperglvenia siroe the
thresl'old taiicity for AVP secretion was unaltered.
Finally, current axlcepts on the pathogenesis of BE
in diabetes need revision siroe BE precedes any form
of therapy.
IMPORTANCE (W FUEL COMPETITIONS AND ENERGY
TURNOVER RATEIN KETOACIDOSIS. K Kame1*,S
Cheema—Dhadli ALA Fields and TtL flalperin.
Department of 1tedicine, University of Toronto and
Alberta, Toronto and Edmonton, Canada.
The purpose of this study was draw attention
to the imnortance of fuel competitions and energy
turnover rate on the degree of ketoncidosis. In
chronic fasted man, the rate of ketoacid (DDE)
production is 1500 mmol/day; this exceeds the
normal Luffer capacity (1000 mmol). Thus even a
10% reduction in the rate of RUB oxidation could
lead to severe ketoacidosis within a few days.
The first objective was to displace BUD oxidation
by promoting carbohydrate as a fuel with
dichioroacetate (DCA). Obese rats were fasted 6
days; on days 3—6, half received 45f) umol DCA/kg
in bid and controls were given eauimolar NaCl.
The plasma DUB was 4.3 mmol/l in the DCA group
whereas it was 1.5 nriol/l in the contro] group,
(p <.05). The second erotocol was designed to
decrease RUB oxidation by lowering cerebral
oxygen consumption. An alternate ketogenic
pathway was also used, metabolism of 1,
3—butanediol (CD) Lv liver alcohol dehydrogenase.
Fasted rats given RD were then divided into 2
groups awake or anaesthetized. Despite the fact
that RD levels fell to a lesser extent in
anaesthetized rats (awake 28.4 mmol/l,
anaesthetized 33.2 mmol/1, p<.O5), the plasma
rose to a greater extent in anaesthetized
vs awake rats (+ 1.5 mmol/1, n<.05).
Conclusion: The degree of ketosis can he
influenced significantly and promptly by factors
which modulate the rate of BUB oxidation.
URETERAL OBSTRUCTION DECREASES ATP DEPENDENT H
PUMP ACTIVITY OF RABBIT RENAL OUTER MEDULLA. H.
Kanemltsu,* S. Sasaki, T. Akiba, K. Tomita, and
F. Marumo. Dept. of Internal Medicine, Tokyo
Medical and Dental Univ. Tokyo, Japan
Obstructive uropathy is accompanied by distal
renal tubular acidosis. H pump in outer medal-
lary collecting duct plays a dominant role in
distal acidification. It is not well known
whether this pump activity is reduced in obstru-
ctive uropathy. To examine this possibility,
ATP dependent H pump rich membrane vesicles were
obtained from outer medulla of rabbit kidneys.
Unilateral ureteral obstruction was performed
24hr prior to the studies. H pump activities
were determined by intravesicular H accumula-
tion measured by acridine orange quenching. ATP
dependent H pump was almost completely inhibited
by N-ethylmalelmide(O.5mM) and dicyclohexyl-
carbodiimide(O.2mM), but not inhibited by oligo-
mycln(lOpg/ml), vanadate(O.lmM), and removal of
ambient K. In 9 rabbits, H pump activities were
significantly reduced in obstructed kidneys
(4.88+0.93 vs. 6.28+0.914 AFU/min/mg protein, p<
0.05). A possibility that this difference was
due to altered permeability of the vesicles to
H/OH was denied by the observation that collap-
sing rates of pH gradient imposed inside the
vesicles were not significantly different in
both kidneys (the rates of obstructed kidneys
were 116.6+21.3% of' intacts, n=6).
In conclusion, l)In rabbit renal outer inedu-
ila, there is ATP dependent H pump which is not
mitochondrial origin, and does not require K.
2)Decreased activity of this pump may contri-
butes to distal acidification defect in obstruc-
ted kidneys.
RENAL SALT WASTING IN AIDS. J.K. Maesaka, A.J.
Cusano F.P. Siegal*and H.L. Thies. Dept. of Med.
Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr., New Hyde Park, NY.
We performed sodium (Na) balance studies to
define renal salt wasting in AIDS. One of several
patients with AIDS who had orthostatic hypotension
(OH), normal serum creatinine, normal urinalysis,
low central venous pressure (CVP), normal auto—
nomic and adrenal function tests and high plasma
renin activity (PEA) and aldosterone (AL) levels
was placed on a 15—20 inEq Na diet for 5 days prior
to study. The CVP was 0 cm H. .2. .0 when saline
infusion was started at a rate of 300 ml/hr for 13
hrs until the CVP increased to 3—4 cm. The
infusion rate was adjusted to maintain CVP con-
stant at 3—4 cm for 36 hrs then stopped and the
patient placed on a low Na diet.
The initial infusion resulted in a positive Na
balance of 520 mEq, weight gain of 7.5 ibs, cor-
rection of OH and decrease in PEA and AL to normal
levels. Over the ensuing 36 hrs the patient
required an average of 978 lnEq Na/day to maintain
CVP and weight constant without developing hyper-
tension or edema. Creatinine clearance (Ccr)
increased from a baseline of 55 to 90 ml/min,
urine Na from 60 to 134 mEq/L and fractional
excretion (FE) of Na from 0.29 to 6.31% as Na in-
put matched Na output. On a low Na intake, there
was a negative Na balance of 557 mEq in 33 hrs as
the CVP and weight decreased to baseline values,
OH recurred, PEA and AL levels increased, Ccr
decreased to 45 mi/aim urine Na was 138 mEq/L and
FE Na 0.50%.
This Na balance study demonstrates a signifi-
cant renal salt wasting syndrome in AIDS that may
have profound clinical effects.
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A NEW METHOD FOR ESTIMATING G-I ABSORPTION OF
ALKALI. Man S. Oh and Hugh J. Carroll. State
University of New York, Health Science Center at
Brooklyn, Department of Medicine, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Alkali absorption from the G-I tract has been
estimated as the difference between non-
combustible cations and anions in the food minus
that in the feces. On a normal diet, G-I ab-
sorption of alkali is substantial, but is diffi-
cult to quantify; current techniques are cumber-
some, requiring prolonged stool collection, open
to errors in collection and measurement. A new
method for measuring net G-I absorption of alkali
is presented here, which is easy and accurate and
is based on electrolytes in urine instead of stool
and food. Net G-I alkali absorbed is estimated as:
urinary (Na+K+Ca+Mg)-urinary (Cl+1.8 P). This
method assunes that, if serum bicarbonate is
stable and bone and cellular buffering negligible,
the difference between non-combustible eations
and anions in urine should reflect the difference
between these ions as they are absorbed from the
G-I tract. A comparison was made of net G-I ab-
sorption of alkali by both the conventional
technique and the new method in steady state con-
ditions of acid-base metabolism in humans. The
correlation between the 2 sets of results was
highly significant(r=O,99,c 0.001). Only during
acute acid or alkali loading or immediately after
acid loading did the two methods produce dis-
crepant results. Analysis of G-I alkali absorption
using urinary electrolytes can provide a useful
tool for assessment of the role of the G-I tract
in acid-base balance.
CISftATIN-ASSOCIATED SALT WASTING 1UBULOPAThY.
S. Owen*, and F. Llach. Dept. of Med., Univ. of
Okl a. HSC and VAMC, Oki a. City, Oki a.
Nephrotoxiclty with a dose-dependent acute
renal failure and magnesitin wasting is a well
docinnented consequence of cisplatin therapy.
However, salt losing tubulopathy has only rarely
been recognized. The present study evaluates 3
patients in whom the use of cisplatin was
associated with sodium wasting. These patients,
ages 62, 47, and 28 years, had colonic
adenocarcinoma, squnous cell carcinoma, and
extragonadal nonsemi nomatous germ cell ti.unor,
respectively. Canulative cisplatin doses of 156—
360 mg were aóiilnistered over a period ranging
from one day to 4 weeks. Each patient presented
with severe orthostatic symptoms and clinical
volume depletion concurrent with a spot urine
sodium ranging from 117 to 206 mEq/L. Plasma
cortisol levels ranged from 11.2 to 9.9 ig/dl at
baseline and 24.5 to 34.4 mcg/dl after ACTh (.25
mg) stimulation. Baseline creatinine clearances
ranged from 62 to 80 ml/mln. Each patient
initially required Intravenous crystal 101 d
ranging from 554 to 125 mEq of sodium (4—8 liters
of normal saline) per 24 hours to rnain free of
orthostasis. Nuclear blood volume determination
in patient 11 was 2.6 liters and increased to 4.1
at discharge. All patients were discharged
asymptomatic and free of orthostasis 30—32 days
after adoission.
In summary, three patients treated with
cisplatin developed renal salt wasting which
subsided after appropriate therapy. It is likely
that the proximal nephron may be the site of
cisplatin tubular toxicity.
RADIOACTIVE IODINE INDUCED HYPOPARATHYROIDISM
A RARE CAUSE OF HYPOCALCEMIA (HYPOCA) IN
ADVANCED CHRONIC RENAL PAILUR (CRF).
R.M. SHAH. S .A. SADJADI, VAMC, WILKES—BARRE,
PENNSYLVANIA.
In advanced CRF, hypo.Ca. is usually caused
by hyperphosphatemia and decreased renal pro-
duction of 1—25 (0}I)2D3. A 68 year old man
with Paget's disease of bone and CRF due to
chronic interstitial nephritis developed
thyrotoxicosis and was given B.adioactie
iodine. Sixeen months later, while in
the hospital for CHF, he was found to have:
Creatinine clearance 20m1/min, serum ionized
calcium (ca) 1.8 mEq/l (Normal 2—2.75), total
Ca 3.6 mEq/L (Normal 4.25—5.25), phosphorous
1.6 mmol/L (Normal 0.8—1.5), Alkaline phos—
phatase 582 I.U. (Normal 30—103). PTH 0.5
ng/mi (Normal O.9 ng/ml), serum 1—25 (OH)
2D3 69.5 pg/mi (Normal 37—69), spot urine
cyclic AMP 0.2 micromol/1 (Normal 1—7),
Bone Biopsy: increased osteoblastic and
osteoclastic activity. Patient received
Vitamin D and supplemental oral calcium but
few weeks later died because of cardiac
arrhythmia. This is a rare condition, and
only six cases of it have been described in
the past 35 years.
Conclusion: Radioactive Iodine induced
hypopsrathyroidism is a rare cause of hypo.
Ca in advanced chronic renal failure. It
should be differentiated from hypocalcemia
of CRF and its attendant secondary hyper—
parathyroidism. It responds readily to
vitamin D and calcium supplementation.
OSMOTIC DEMYELINATION SYNDROME (ODS): AN EXPERI-
MENTAL MODEL. Richard H. Sterns. Darbbie Thomas,*
and Robert N. Herndon*. Univ. of Roch. Sch. of
Ned., Dept. of Med. & Neural., Rochester, NY.
Delayed neurologic findings and demyelinatlng
brain lesions may develop a few days after treat-
ment of severe hyponatrenla. We studied the
pathogenesis of this clinical syndrome (known as
ODS) in an experimental model. Rats were made
hyponatremic (Na=98 mEq/L) over 3 days with DDAVP
and electrolyte—free tube feedings. The serum Na
was then rapidly increased to 116—130 mEq/L and
was maintained at this level for 24—48 hours.
The animals were mildly sluggish during the
induction of hyponatremia and became more alert
immediately after treatment. One to two days
after correction, seizures, stupor and gait dis-
turbances began to develop. The brains of animals
with untreated hyponatremia were histologically
normal. Within 30 minutes after the administra-
tion of 1 M NaCl or 6 hours after the withdrawal
of DDAVP, disruption of myelin was seen. Elec-
tron microscopy showed that this early lesion
represented unraveling of the myelin sheath from
large axons. We conclude that in our experimental
model, ODS is caused by a large rapid increase
in the serum Na and cannot be ascribed to hypo—
natremia itself or to anoxia. Demyelination
appears to develop because of osmotic shrinkage
of the axon, which severs the connections from
its surrounding myelin sheath. Subsequent patho-
logic events (infiltration of macrophages, etc.)
initiated by this primary lesion take place over
several days and may explain why the neurologic
manifestations of the disorder are delayed.
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NEUROPATHOLOGICAL SEOUELAE OF CONTROLLED
CORRECTION OF CHRONIC HYPONATREMIA IN
RATS. J. G. Verbalis5 and A.J. Martinez5 (intr. by A.
Greenberg). Depts. of Medicine and Neuropathology,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
Numerous investigators have produced myelinolysis by
correction of experimental hyponatremia, but such
studies have generally used acutely hyponatremie
animals with high mortality rates. We reexamined this
question using methods that maintain chronichyponatremia in healthy non-catabolic rats (Verbalis and
Drutarosky, KI, Sept. 1988). After 21d of hyponatremia,
rats were corrected only to norrnotonicity via either
slow intravenous infusion of hypertonic saline (HS, n22),
or water diuresis by withdrawing DDAVP (WD, n=26). A
control group did not undergo correction of
hyponatremia (CTRL, n=20). Blood was collected every2h to calculate both maximal and 24h rates of
correction. Rats were sacrificed either when severe
neurological deficits became apparent or after 5-7d.
p(Na] pENa'i (mEcj/L/h) Mort- Demyel-
(mE/L) MAX 24 h inationHS 112 2 5.5 0.2 1.1 0.1 32% 90%
WD 111 2 2.0 0.2 1.2 0.1 12% 21%
CTRL 111±2 0 0 0% 0%
Consequently, correction via WD alone also can cause
neuropathological changes in hyponatremic animals,
though less frecuently than HS probably due to slower
maximal rates of correction despite equivalent 24h rates
in both groups. These results are consistent with clinical
findings suggesting that correction of hyponatremia at
rates under 2 mEq/L/h is only infrequently associated
with neurological morbidity. However, they raise the
possibility that future use of AVP receptor antagonists
causing rapid water diuresis in chronically hyponatremic
patients may be accompanied by a small but clinically
significant incidence of myelinolysis.
PSEUDOHYPOCHLOREMIA AND ANION GAP ELEVATION IN
PATIENTS WITH RENAL FAILURE DUE TO ALLOPURINOL AND
PURINE METABOLITE ACCUMULATION
Bruce Wall, Steven Rinner, Michael Emmett, Depts.
Nephrology & Pathology, Baylor University Medical
Center, 3500 Gaston, Dallas, Texas 75246.
The accumulation of allopurinol and purine
metabolites in patients with renal failure and
accelerated purine generation can produce a
systematic underestimate of chloride concentration
(Cl) when measured with certain ion specific
electrode instruments (Ektachem , Eastman Kodak).
We report 3 examples of this phenomenon and
results of in vitro addition of purine metabolites
and allopurinol to normal serum.
Ektachem Chloridometer
Cl AG Cl
53 35 —-
57 43 99
65 52 104
Na HCO3
120 32
134 34
142 25
In Vitro Addition Ektachem Chioridometer
mg% Cl (mEq/L) Cl (mEq/L)
Control 104 104
Allopurinol 3.5 69 104
Allopurinol 7.0 48 104
Hypoxanthine 5.0 62 103
Hypoxanthine 10.0 48 105
Uric Acid 15.0 105 104
Uric Acid 30.0 106 103
The in vitro study shows that the negative
interference Is due to the accumulation of allo-
purinol, hypoxanthine or both.
This artifact suggests mixed metabolic acidosis
alkalosis In this patient population.
IMPORTANCE OF BRCtIIDE AS A CAJJSE OF HYPBRUILOREI'IIA
AND LC ANION GAP. Thanas M. Zipp, Michael
Sealfont and Glenn Rech. Mt. Sinai Medical Center,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Whereas branide is no longer used therapeuti-
cally, it is canplexed with pyridostixine as
Mestinon (M). Average daily intakes of bronidein patients with myasthenia gravis on M are 2-3
maqs. per day. Spurious elevation of chloride
fran pyridostignine brcnuide has been reported
(Archives of Neurology Vol. 38:321, May 1981.)
The extent of this problem in a tertiary care 500
bed ccuntmity teaching hospital is described.
A canputer generated 5 year retrospective
search was made for myasthenia gravis. Of 22
different patient charts, 16 were suitable for
review. Eleven of the 16 patients were on M upon
admission. Ten of these 11 patients had an anion
gap of less than 6. Five of the 16 patients were
not on M and none of these had an anion gap less
than 6. Similarly, chloride determinations were
reviewed. The average serum chloride was 113
maqs./L in patients on M (957, confidence interval
110-117 maqs./L) and was 102 maqs./L in patients
with myasthenia gravis not on M (957, confidence
interval 96-108 maqs./L).
In conclusion, M is probably the camnonest
cause of a significant l anion gap, it should
also be considered as a cause of hyperchloremia.
QUANTITATION OF PROTEINURIA BY DIPSTICK AND
PROTEIN:CREATININE INDEX (U P/CR) IN NEPHROTIC
CHILDREN. Carolyn Abitbol, Gaston Zilleruelo,
Michael Freundlich, Jose Strauss. Dept. of Pedi.,
Univ. of Miami Sch. of Med., Miami. Fl.
The rapid, accurate assessment of proteinuria
in children with nephrotic syndrome (NS) remains
difficult. This study examined the relative
feasibility of the random urinary dipstick (Dip)
and random and 24 hour U P/Cr (mg/mg) in quanti
tating daily proteinuria (TP). Sixty—four
children (aged 1.5 to 16 years) with relapsing MS
contributed 145, 24 hour urine collections and 150
random specimens analyzed by Ames® protein Dip,
and/or quantitation of protein and creatinine.
Degree% of TP were designated as physioIoic (<
0.1 g/mL/d), intermedite (> 0.1 < 1.0 g/m Id) and
nephrotic (> 1.0 g/mh/d). The log regression
analyses of 24 hour U P/Cr (x) and random U P/Cr
(x) to TP (y) were highly significant (r > 0.95, p
< 0.001) and yielded the identical regression
equation y x + 0.2. The lower confidence limits
of U p/cr from this regression designated
physiologic and nephrotic proteinuria as 0.1 and
1.0 respectively. The relative validity of these
tests to quantitate TP was assessed.
Dip 24 hour Random
U P/Cr U P/Cr
Sensitivity (2) 68 93 100
Specificity (2) 63 59 100
Predictive + (%) 86 90 92
Predictive — (2) 42 72 100
The random U p/cr demonstrated a distinct
advantage over 24 hour U P/Cr and random dipstick
in quantitating TP. Calculation of TP from the
liner regression is provided by the equation TP
(g/mh/d) 0.6 (U P/Cr).
DX BUN
1 AML 76
2 CGL 150
3 ALL 100
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RACIAL DIFFERENCES IN RENAL INVOLVEMENT
ASSOCIATED WITH HYPERTENSION IN NON-INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM). J.
Anderson, P. Duggal", J. Zachary and W. G.
Walker. Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Microelbuminuria (pAib) measured by RIA,
GFR, glycosylated hemoglobin (Glib) and blood
pressure (BP) in 56 black and 56 white
hypertensive NIDDM after stopping BP lix
revealed identical mean GFR5 in both groups:
(W:80.3 mi/mm + 26 SD; 8:80.3 ml/min 25 SD),
but whites were older (W:6D.8 yrs 8.3 SD;
8:56.9 yrs + 7.8 SD, p<.02). No differences
in syst. BP (W:158 mmlig 14 SD; 8:163 mmHg
22 SD), diabetes duration (W:ll.2 yrs 7.7
SD; 8:9.2 yrs + 5.2 SD) or CHb (W:9.9% 3.1
SD; 8:11.1% 3.6 SD) were seen but blacks
exhibited greater pAib (B:257 pg/ml 430 SD;
W:l18 pg/mi 266 SD; p<.D2) and only the
blacks showed pAib negatively correlated with
GFR (r=-.34; p<.Ol). A stronger negative
correlation between GFR and BP was present in
blacks (r=-.46; p'Z.DOl) than in whites
(r=-.21; p=.l). Although diuretic usage was
slightly increased in blacks (8:36/56;
W:24/56; p<.05), only whites exhibited a
decreased GFR associated with diuretic use
(diur. 69.8 ml/min + 4.3 SE; non-diur. 88.4
ui/mm 4.9 SE; p<.0D8). The strong associ-
ation between GFR and both B? and increased
pAlb in blacks suggests that hypertension may
be at least one factor accounting for the
greater incidence of ESRD in blacks with
NIDDM. The apparent racial difference seen
with diuretic usage requires further study.
MORPHOLOGY AND HEAN CORPUSCULAR VOLUME (MCV) OF
NONGLOMERTJLAR (NC) HEMATURIA (HMT). A. Antignani*,
P. Goldwasser*, N. Mittman, F.DiPillo*, M.N.Avrsm.
Tha Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, NY
Red cells (RBC) of HG origin have been shown to
have normal to increased MCV's when sized in iso-
tonic hematolngy diluent (IsoD). Stomatocytes and
ghost cells have been described in NC sediments,
compatible with RBC overhydration, but occasionally
crensted cells are described, suggesting loss of
volume. To study the influence of urina compo-
sition on NCV, we measured urinary (U) MCV. Na, K,
Cl, Na+K, Na+K—Cl. oemolslity, pH and peripheral
(P) NCV in 6 cases of NC HMT. Mean U—MCV, norma-
lized to P—NCV, was l.05±O.l2[SD)fl. Normalized
U—MCV correlated only with pH (rO.97 p<.OD2).
NC—RBC or P—RBC incubated in pH—adjusted sliquots
of various urine supernstants or 1mM phosphate—
buf feted Ringer's lactate (PBRL) also showed this
correlation. The acid—related volume increase
reversed with a t½ of approximately 3 minutes if
the ABC ware allowed to incubate in IsoD. In PBRL
solutions of pN>7.7, P—RBC appeared cremated; their
MCV's (in IsoD) were at or below P—MCV. Incubation
of P—ABC in unbuffered saline solutions (0.5% to
6%) did not affect MCV, compatible with the fact
that osmotically—driven uptake or loss of water
alone should be reversed in seconds after placing
the cells in IsoD. In contrast, based on the t½
of its reversal, acid—related swelling is probably
mediated by RBC update of ions (H and Cl) and,
secondarily, water.
We conclude that pH is an important determinant
of the size and morphology of NC RBC.
LY146032 RENAL EXCRETION IN NORMAL SUBJECTS AND
PATIENTS WITH RENAL INSUFFICIENCY. Georoe R.
Aronoff, and Rebecca S. Sloan*. Depts. of Med.
and Pharmacol. Univ. of Louisville and VAMC,
Louisville, Ky.
Lfl46032 (LI) is the first member of a new
class of antibiotics, the lipopeptides,
bactericidal against gram positive bacteria.
Because LI may be used like vancomycin to treat
Staphylococcus infections in patients with ESRD,
we tested the hypothesis that renal failure alters
LI disposition. We gave 6 normal subjects (N), 4
renal insufficiency patients (CR1), and 2
hemodialysis patients (MD), 1 mg/Kg i.v. Plasma
LI was measured 18 times after infusion. A
compartment independent kinetic analysis was
performed. The creatinine clearance (GFR), peak
level (Cmax), half—life (Tl/2), distribution
volume (Vd), renal (Clr), nonrenal (Clnr), and
plasma clearances (Clp) were:
N CR1 MD
OPt (ml/min) 133 2l# O#
Cmax (mg/L) 14.6 14.5 13.0
Tl/2 (hr) 8.8 16.4# 22.?
Clr (L/hr) .335 .os?
Clnr (L/hr) .268 .215 .230
Clp (L/hr) .603 .270 .230#
Vd (L/Kg) 0.12 0.09 0.11
tsignificantly different than N
56% was recovered in the urine in N. we conclude
that renal insufficiency slows LI elimination by
decreasing LI renal excretion but does not affect
nonrenal clearance or distribution. Dose reduction
is needed to prevent drug accumulation in CR1 and
MD. Like vancomycin, LI has a long Tl/2 in renal
failure and therapeutic levels can be maintained
in MD by giving the drug after dialysis.
USE CF 1,2 SD,, IN PATIENTS WTTH MODERATE RENAL
YSILITRE. L..I.Baker*,S.M.L.Abrams*,C.J.Roe*,M_
Dept.of Neph. ,St. Bartholomew's Hosp. ,London,
IlIC; Div.of Neph., Bone & Mineral Metabolism,
Univ. of Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington, KY.
To evaluate the effects of 1,2SDa in patients
(pta) with moderate renal failure, we conducted a
randomized prospective double-blind study. Six-
teen pta with a mean creetinine clearance of 39±4
al/inn were enrolled. 13 pts completed the study.
7 pta received l,2Sj3 (0.25-0.5. ig/day) for 12
mos., the others received placebo. Blood and
urine samples were taken at baseline and every
mn. after. Bone biopsies were performed before
and at the end of the study. At baseline, no pta
romplained of bone pain and no X-rey changes were
seen. Serum l,25D levels were low (16.3±1.9
pgjml) and PTH levels elevated in 7/13 pts
(0.78±0.10 pmol/ml). At the start of the study,
bone histology was abnormal in all pts. l,25D,
treatment was associated with a fail in. serum
phosphorus (p<D.O1) and alkaline phoaphatase con-
centrations (p(D.Dl). Histologically, there was
improvement or normalization of bone es evidenced
by a decrease in lamellar osteoid (4.7±1.1 vs.
2.2±0.7 xm?/cm"), woven osteoid (1.95±0.70 vs.
0.76±0.60 umi3/cm), numbez of osteoblasts (429±58
127±17 cells/100 mm) and osteoclests (42±7 vs.
24±7 cells/1OD mm). No such changes were seen in
the placebo group. Despite episodes of
hypercalcemia in S pts, no significant adverse
affect of 1,2SD treatment upon renal function
was detected. These data show that 1,25D3 can be
used for the management of bone disease in moder-
ate renal failure if meticulous monitoring of
urinary and serum calcium is done.
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EFFECTS OF THE COMBINED INTAKE OF CALCIUM
CITRATE AND ALUMINUM HYDROXIDE IN NORMAL
SUBJECTS: Asad A. Bakir, Sarosh Ahmed*. and George
Dunea. Cook County Hospital and the University of
Illinois, Division of Nephrology, Chicago, Illinois.
We previously showed that serum aluminum values
(SAl) In uremic and normal subjects, and the 24-hour
urinary aluminum (UA1) in the latter increase upon
the combined intake of aluminum hydroxide [Al (OH)3]
and ShohPs solution (sodium citrate and citric acid).
We have now conducted this further study to see if
calcium citrate (CaCit), used by many as a phosphate
binder, has the same effect as ShohPs solution. Six
healthy subjects took 1900 mg CaCit thrice daily for
four days, washed out for two weeks, then took 0.6
g Al(OH)3 thrice daily for four days, washed out for
two weeks, then took both agents in the same doses
for four days. Atomic absorption spectroscopy was
used to measure SAl (.ig/L), UA1 (j.ig), and the percent
fractional Al clearance (FcAl).
SAl UA1 FcAl
Baseline 4±1 12±3 * 6±2 *
CaCit 4±1 28±5 12±2
Washout 4±1 14±4 6±3
Al(OH)3 10±5 124±33 57±40
Washout 4±l%..*t 26±10, 38±33
CaCit + Al (OH)3 9±2 95±30 ' 16±6
*p<.05, tp<.05 vs. CaClt,ttp<.Ol (p<.05 vs. CaCit),
**p.O5 (AU numbers rounded, results expressed as
mean SEM).We conclude that, like ShohPs solution, CaCit
alone increases UA1 and FcA1 over the basal state.
However, SAl and the high UA1 seen with Al(OH)3 alone
do not increase further when CaCit in the above dose
Is added, but an additive effect cannot be ruled out
with larger doses or in azotemic patients.
PURIFIED PLASMA FACTOR FROM SUBJECTS WITH MINIMAL
CHGE DISEASE (MCD) AFFECTS ANIONIC SITES OF THE
RAT KIDNEY EX VIVO. Winston W. Bakker' Wilma H.J.
van Luijk' Jan Koudstaal*and Juul F,W. Bailer
Univ. Hosp. Groningen, Dept. of Pathol. and Pedia-
trics, Groningen, The NetheriandS.(Ifltr.bY Statius
v.Eps)Circulating factors are thought to play a role
in the pathogenesis of increased glomerular permea-
bility in Minimal Change Disease (MCD). We recently
isolated a vasoactive plasma factor (approx. 100
kD) from plasma of patients with MCD and from heal-
thy donors. Following incubation with kidney tissue
in vitro, this factor was able to affect glomerular
sialoglycoprotein. We now studied the effect of
this factor upon anionic sites (as.) in the GBM of
the rat kidney after perfusion ex vivo. Either 5 ml
IOU kD factor (1.8 mg protein/mi saline) or equal
amounts of human albumin (HA) were perfused ex vivo
in kidneys of anesthetized PVG rats (n=IO). Using
polyethyleneimine (PEI, 1.8 kD pH 7.4) as an anion-
ic marker in vitro, kidney sections were examined
following perfusion, by randomly photographing ca-
pillary loops (47000x) of 15 resp. 16 glomeruli
from 100 kD factor versus HA perfused kidneys.
Numbers of as were counted over 400—700 cm dis-
tance and expressed per 1000 nm. A significant de-
crease in the number of as.was found exclusively in
the LRI's of kidneys perfused with the 100 kD
factor versus those perfused with HA (13.6 + 1.7/
1000 run vs 19.2 + 3.0/1000 mm p<O.OO5, Mann Whit-
ney). No significant differences were seen in the
number of stained LRE as, (43.2 + 4.8/1000 nm vs
39.0 + 7.1/1000 nrn). Since it hiSs been reported
that the 100 kD factor is activated in MCD in re-
lapse, we suggest that promotion of proteinuria in
MCD may be mediated through direct affection of the
endothelial anionic sites in MCD.
STEROID THERAPY IN THE FEBRILE SLE PATIENT.
WH Bay, LA Hebert, D Middendorf, FG Cosio, NS
Nahman, Dept of Med, Ohio State Univ. Columbus, OH.
The present study was undertaken to test the following
hypotheses 1) when fever is caused by active SLE, the
fever can be expected to resolve rapidly (usually within 24
hr) on a moderate dose of prednisone (P) (—30 mg) or an
equivalent steroid. 2) When fever in an SLE patient does
not resolve on a moderate or greater dose of P, or if fever
develops while the patient is receiving a moderate or
greater dose of P. it is likely that the fever is due to a
process other than SLE, usually infection. To test this
hypothesis, we analyzed the cases of 17 consecutive febrile
SLE patients in whom detailed clinical data were available
so that a determination of the presence or absence of
active SLE vs another cause for fever, could be made. We
found that of the 17 patients, 9 had the fever of active
SLE, 7 had the fever of infection, and 1 had the fever of
severe acute cholecystitis. In the patients with fever due
to active SLE, the fever resolved in all patients within 24
hr, and usually within 12 hr, following the first dose of P
(mean initial dose 35 mg, range 20-60 mg). By contrast,
in the other 8 patients, the fever did not resolve on P
therapy (mean daily dose 187 mg/day, range 40-960 ma
day). In the patients with the fever of SLE, the peak oral
temperature 24 hr after starting P was 98.2°F (range 97.8
to 99.0). By contrast, in the patients with fever from
other causes, the mean peak oral temperature while
receiving moderate to high doses of P was 101.90 (range
100.4 to 103). Furthermore, a fatal outcome from infection
was observed in the 2 cases in which there was prolonged
use of high dose steroid therapy in the face of continuing
fever. Conclusions: I) Moderate doses of P cause the fever
of SLE to resolve within 24 hr. 2) Fever that develops or
fails to resolve in SLE patients receiving moderate to high
doses of P is due to a process other than SLE, usually
infection.
VEGETABLE VS ANIMAL PROTEIN TO MINIMIZE RENAL HY—
PERFILTRATION Giorgio Bazzato*, Agostino FracaSSo
and Paolo ToffolettO*. Nephrology Division Umberto
I Hospital, Venice—Mestre, Italy.
It has been clearly demonstrated that protein
load induces an increase of GFR, thus this test
has been used to determine the renal functional re
serve (RFR). Nevertheless the effect of qualitati-
vely different proteins (animal Vs vegetable) on
GRF is still little known. Elevel healthy subjects
following a protein diet of 1.1 gm/kgBW, underwent
the study. Creatinine and Inuline clearances as
well as urea and Na urinary excreation were evalua
ted in basal condition and hourly for 4 hrs after
acute load of 80—90 gm (1.5 gm/kgBW) of animal
(red meat) and vegetable proteins (yellow soya).
The results obtained showed an increase of GFR
from 107.3±6.2 to 161.8+11 and 133.2+7 ml/min/m2
respectively 3 hrs after the meat and soya load wi
th a net increase of 33.7 and 20% (P<O.001) from
the basal values. The urea and sodium excreatiOn
were comparable into the two phases of the study.
Conclusions: qualitatively different protein 10
ad determines a different hyperfiltrative response.
These data suggest the possibility of integrating
low animal protein diet with vegetable ones in the
dietary management of CRF patients on conservative
therapy, thus preventing renal hyperfiltration and
maintaining an adequate protein intake.
COMPARISON OF RED CELL VOLUME DISTRIBUTION BY
COULTER COUNTER (CC) TO PHASE CONTRAST MICROSCOPY
(PCM) IN THE DIFFERENTIATION OF GLOMERULAR (G)
FROM NON-GLOMERULAJ. (NO) HEMATIJRIA. William M.
Bennett, Steven Fairley*, Douglas Birch*, Kenneth
Fairley*, Department of Nephrology, Royal
Melbourne Hospital, Melbourne, Vie., Australia.
PCX4 is a sensitive technique to distinguish C
from HG hematuria. Recently, Schichiri cC al re-
ported similar results using automated red cell
sizing with a CC to eliminate observer variability
(Lancet 1:908,1988). The sensitivity of these
techniques was compared using midstream urine
samples from 44 patients with > lO rbc/ml.
Bleeding was classified as NC by PCM if there was
a uniform isomorphic cell population and by CC if
there was a distribution peak of cells > 75 im3.
C bleeding was diagnosed by dysmorphic red cells
on PCM and a unimodal or bimodal red cell popula-
tion < 75 im3 on CC. The phase microscopist was
blinded to the clinical diagnosis or CC results.
27 patients had biopsy proven glomerulonephritis
and 14 patients had a single NC bleeding source.
3 patients had both G and HG sources.
# Correct diagnosis and (%):
-
G (n — 27) 26 (96) 24 (89)
HG (n — 14) 14 (100) 10 (71)
Only PCH was successful in identifying 2 sim-
ultaneous bleeding sources. Conclusion: Both
techniques have excellent sensitivity for G hema-
tuna however PCM microscopy is more accurate for
NC sources. PCM and CC are simple, inexpensive
ways to avoid unnecessary invasive procedures.
PCM is recommended to confirm C obtained by CC to
avoid overlooking small isomorphic cells which re-
quire urologic studies.
TRImeTNOPRIM (IMP) BLOCKS TUBULAR CREATININE (Cr) SECRETII BUT NOT
S MAXIMAL RISE IN Cr CLEARANCE (C) ASTER PROTEININGESTII IN NAN* * * * *4j ,A Chapiian S Nutroney , P McPherson , S Bailey
Winchester. Georgetot. Univ, Wash, DC, USA 4 Edi,turgh Univ, Scotland.
TIP blocks ttbjtar secretion of Cr, but it's effect on CCr after
protein ingestion is I,*rm,,. After an overnight fast, we gave 200 i
oral TIP to 13 healthy subjects (urn, 2f: age 32 8.7 yrs) 6 hr prior
to hydratIon (800 ml water over 20 mm, fot towed by 300 mtlhr) end
Ingestion of ¶ g/kg (mostly red moat) protein. Sertai Cr (5Cr), CCr,
Na, and IC excretion at timed intervals, were ccsiared in the TIP study
(study 2) to prior studies without TIP (study 1) in sane lndivi&ats.
Baseline 120 mm 240 mm
Study 1 2 1 2 1 2
scr 1.03 1.14* 1.05 1.19*5 1.02
(mg/dL) 0.15 0.19 0.16 0.23 0.16 0.22
K 65 50.7 44.5 38.8 56.3 51.4
(nEq/min) + 24.6 + 28.2 + 18.6 + 14.2 + 25.6 + 16
&
Study 1 Study 2
Max CCr 102.7 78 138.8 106.8
(mt/mm) + 21.8 + 14 22.8 + 27.7
S Max rise CCr 36.9 15% 37.6 26.5% (P '0.05)
* higher than study I (p O.05), & tower than study 1 (p c0.05)
higher than ccearabte baseline period (p 50.05)
These results indicate a 21% contribution of tubular Cr secretion
to CCr in these subjects. Moreover, IMP is associated with an
increase in SCr after Ingestion of protein (and Cr in red moat),
ubich was not seen without TMP (In this and other studies). Percent
ssxinmt CCr response to protein ingestion was not iflçeired by IMP. It
is possible that use of IMP gives C more accuracy ,Aien measuring
glomerutar filtration rate after protein ingestion. Further studies
are necessary to determine duration of effect of TIP.
INFANTS: EFFECTS OF TOTAL PARENTERAL NUTRITION
(TPN) ON URINARY OXALATE & CALCIUM EXCRETION.
G. Braden, 1. Campfield*, Baystate lied. Ctr.,
Springfield. MA. Tufts School of Med., Boston, lIA.
Nephrocalcinosls Is common In VLBW infants,
but the mechanisms for this disorder not de-are
fined. Since TPW given to VLBW infants contains
the oxa1ate precursors glycine and ascorbic acid,
we evaluated the effects of TPW on urinary oxalate
(Uox) and calcium (UCa) excretion. We measured
Uox and UCa in timed 8 h urine samples In 10 VLBW
Infants not receiving diuretics who were fed daily
first with Dextrose 10% (D10) and then TPN with
protein levels of 0.5 gm & 1.5 gm/kg/d. Ascorbic
acid was given in fixed amounts of 35 mg/kg/d.
Urinary ascorbic acid was measured in samples
in all groups by HPLC and was below a level that
interferes with the oxalate assay. Results are
expressed as mean SEM:
D1 0.5 1.5qn n
Uox (ug/mi) 13±5 27±3 * 40±8 * +
Uox/U creat .19±. 09 .30±. 03 .41 05 * +j.
UCa (ug/ml) 42±9 86j17 * 115±20 *
UCa/U creat
.53±.14 .87.23 1.15±.15 *
UECa Ox]xlO7M2 1.8±0.4 7.7±2.2 12.8±4.7 *
p<.uo comparea to wi; + p<.ub, .5 vs 1.5 n.
Uox excretion increased significantly between the
D10 and 1.5 n groups (p(.OO1). Changes in U
creat excretion did not account for these results.
We conclude that TPN given to VLBW infants is
associated with significant increases In Uox & UCa
concentration 8 excretion and increases in urinary
[Ca Ox]. These findings may be involved in the
pathogenesis of nephrocalcinosis in VLBW infants.
IMPACT OFRACEONRENAL DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH
AIDS. E. Scott Cantor*, Paul L. Kimmel and Juan P.
Bosch. George Washington Univ. Med. Ctr., Dept. of
Medicine, Washington. D.C.
Controversy exists regarding the racial distribution
of renal disease associated with AIDS (AAN). One
group reported an elevated incidence of AAN in a
population of AIDS patients with a high percentage of
blacks and IV drug abusers (IVDA). In another center.
with few black patients or IVDA, the incidence of AAN
in AIDS patients was low. To determine the racial
distribution of AAN we retrospectively studied 3 3 0
patients (62% black, 37% white) with AIDS (defined
according to CDC). 53 (16%) had concurrent renal
disease . Acute Renal Failure (ARF) was defined as a
rise of 1.0 mg/dl of serum creatininc (Baseline < 2.0
mg/dl). Chronic Renal Failure (CRF) was defined as a
persistent elevation in plasma creatinine > 2.0 mg/dl.
Tissue diagnosis was available in 30% of the ARF and
in 40% of the CRF subjects. Results:
Total # Subjects Black White Gay IV Others
AAN 3 34 19 46 6 1
•cute RF39 21(39%) 18 (34%) 34 5 0
Chronic RF 14 13 (25%) 1(2 %) 12 1 I
—In ARF mortality wis 34%, 5% progressed to CRF and
61% recovered. In CRF mortality was 50%; 57%
required dialysis. Of those on dialysis 50% had long
term survival. In CRF all tissue material revealed focal
glomerulosclerosis. In ARF and CRF there were no
differences between black and white patients in age,
sex, incidence of homosexuality or mortality. Chi
square analysis demonstrated a significant difference
in the percentage of CRF (but not ARF) in black and
white patients (p<.009).We conclude CRF associated
with AIDS occurs in subjects without a history of
IVDA. Race is an important risk factor in the
development of CRF in patients with AIDS.
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Na 106.9 91.2
(nEq/min) 66 + 55
99.5 100 145 130
±74 ±39 ±107 ±56
MECHANISM OF RENAL DAMAGE FOLLOWING
PYELONEPI-IRITIS (PN) IN YOUNG RATS. G Celsi*,
L Hannerz*, S Olling*, and I Wikstad*. Dept of
Pediatrics and Radiology, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm, and Dept of Pathology, Univ. of Gothen-
burg, Sweden.
Childhood PN is a common cause of reduced renal
function and hypertension in young adults. Early diag-
nosis is essential but difficult. We report a model of
experimental ascending PN that allows studies of the
natural history and the pathophysiology of this disease.
A solution containing E. Coli (107/ml) was injected
intravesically with constant pressure and infusion rate
in 20-day-old female rats. Several groups of rats were
studied either 5 or 30 days after infection (n = 12-26
rats in each group). At 5 d, E. Coli was cultured in
100% of the kidneys. Renal areas with decreased
99mTC_DMSA uptake were found in 25/26 rats. Those
areas always had histopathological changes typical of
acute PN. Histopathological changes were generally
absent in tissue where DMSA uptake had been normal.
After 5 d the rats were left untreated (U) or treated
with trimethoprim-sulfa (T) for 5 d. After 30 d, body
weight was the same in U, T and control (C) rats. No
histopathological lesions were detected in 10/12 U rats
and in 11/13 T rats. Kidney area and weight and GFR
were the same in I and C but significantly reduced in
U. The number of filtering glomeruli was the same in
U, T, and C. Cortical DNA content was significantly
reduced in both T and U and was significantly lower in
U than in T. Cortical protein/DNA ratio was the same
in T and U and significantly higher than in C. Child-
hood PN inhibits cell growth. Conclusion: There is a
compensatory increase in cell size which may blunt
the gross signs of renal growth retardation in treated
PN. DMSA-scan is valuable for early detection of PN.
F.ITJJRE ASSOcThED WITH HEIDLLTIC UR4IC
SYNERt4E (HUS): A QfPLICTICt'I OF )NE NARM
TRPJNSPLJJNrATION (T). M.thandra, M.McVicar,
M.Susin, I.Sahdev, * North Shore Univ. Hasp.,
Manhasset, N.Y. & Cornell Univ. Medical Colle
New York, N.Y.
BUS with renal failure was observed in 2 of
25 patients who received P. Both patients
received high dose Cytoxan, nra-C a total body
radiation prior to, & Nethotrexate post ff.
Patient A (18 yr male) with leukemia in 1st
remission, uzxlerwent a renal biopsy 5 mos post
T because of inicrohematuria, WEC casts, normal
protein excretion & serum creatinine (Scr) 1.7
ng%. His Hot & platelet (pit) count were stable
at 35% & 130, OO%ul. Gloneruli showed marked
narrowing of capillary lumina from subeixlo-
thelial expansion with deposition of fibrin &
plasma like material, & new basement unbrane
formation. There was loss of endothelial cells &
ballooning of gicineruli fron expanded fibrillar
mesangial matrix. Overt HUS emerged 1 mo after
the biopsy with fragmented R, Hot 22%, pit
32,000/jul, BP 190/120mm Hg & Scr 3.3 153%.Patient B (20 yr male) received fT for
leukemia in 4th remision. BUS developed 6 wks
after Hlr (plt i0'/)il, blood transfusion
dependent, fragmented RBC, Scr 1.3 mg%,
hematuria & moderate proteinuria). thronic
dialysis was initiated 7 mos after RTT. He died
1 mo later. At autopsy, light microscopy of
kidneys revealed changes as in patient A.ir findings indicate that ir patients are
at risk for developsent of renal failure fron
HUS. The BUS may be precipitated by capillary
endothelial & mesangiai cell damage frcsu
radiation ar4/or chemotherapy.
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PLASMAPHERESIS DECREASES THE PROGRESSION
OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE. Paul G. Cohen
and Larry Bennett, Atlanta, Georgia.
ost natients with chronic renal
failure and high grade mroteinuria
inexorably mrogress to endstage renal
failure. Attempts to orevent this oro-
gression usually fail. The present
reports details the features of two
natients with chronic renal failure and
proteinuria who have been treated with
monthly plasmai,heresis with an IBM 29-97
blood cell separator for 4 and 8 years
respectively.
Both patients experienced a marked
decrease in proteinuria with only a
minimal decrease in renal function.
Patient #1 Patient #2
1980 1988 1983 1984 1988
Creat. 3.1 3.2 1.2 2.2 2.2
Creat.Cl. 44 39 78 41 39
Total
Protein 3.7 0.3 14.4 14 3.1
These findings suggest that in
addition to dietary and hypertension
control, plasmapheresis may reduce the
progression to endstage renal failure.
Possible mechanisms include alterations
of the thixotrophic properties of blood
and lipid levels as well as immunological
factors.
-
CONTINUOUS ARTERIOVENOUS FJAEMOFILTRATION AS TREAT-
MENT FOR ACUTE RENAL FAILURE CoMPIcATING CREBRAL
MALARIA. SL_Cohen,C Kingswood7'P Street7R Lang-
ford.A Ha1l,P Chiodini. Intr. by A. Watson.
University college Hospital and Hospital for
Tropical Diseases, London.
CAVH is a useful treatment for acute renal
failure (ARF) particularly suited to intensive care
units not requiring specially trained dialysis
personnel. As malaria usually occurs in countries
with limited trained renal personnel, we investi-
gated the use of CAVH in treating malarial assoc-
iated P.RF.
2 Patients presented with cerebral malaria in
London, one 10 days after returning from Malawi
with hypovolaemic shock, oliguria and a toxic con-
fusional state. Urea rose to 42mmol/l and creatin—
me to 561 jmol/l. She was treated with I.V. quin-
ine for the falciparum malaria and CAVE for 3 days
and made a complete recovery. A second patient
presented with fever and an acute confusional state
14 days after returning from Zaire. He had falci-
parum malaria and pneumonia, toxic confusional
state and two epileptic fits. B Urea rose to 50
mmol/l and creatinine to 337 unol/1. He was treat-
ed with quinine, one exchange transfusion and CAVH
for 4 days. He also made a complete recovery.
CAVH controlled the biochemistry in our patients
and facilitated management of the fluid balance.
Cerebral oedema related to malaria may be exacer-
bated by dialysis disequilibrium making CAVH a
safer form of treatment than dialysis. CAVH is
cheaper and simpler than haemodialysis and a more
suitable treatment for ARF in countries where
malaria is endemic.
Abstracts
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NITROPRUSSIDE "NEPHROPATHY": AN UNRECOGNIZED
CAUSE OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF). Jj
Cotterell*, Lawrence W. Elzinga. Oregon Health
Sciences University, Division of Nephrology,
Portland, Oregon.
Nitroprusside (NP) is commonly used for the
acute management of congestive heart failure
(CHF). NP induced ARF has been reported in a
single patient (Reid and Muther, Am J Neph, 1987).
We describe 3 additional patients who developed
reversible oliguric ARF during NP therapy for
severe CHF. Three men (25-47 yrs) were hospita-
lized with CHF due to dilated cardiomyopathy. All
had right heart catheterization for hemodynamic
monitoring. All had constant dopamine (DP) in-
fusions (2-4 pg/kg/mm) with NP dose adjusted for
optimal hemodynamics (0.082-4 pg/kg/mm). Despite
improvements in cardiac heniodynamics, acute
oliguria unresponsive to fluid bolus and loop-
diuretics occurred in the absence of hypotensjon.
Urine output (UO) was inversely related to NP
dose. Following discontinuation of NP a brisk
diuresis immediately ensued in all patients.
Representative data from one patient are shown.
PCWP CI SvR UO
(mmhg) (mmHg) (L/niin/nt2) (dyn.S/cm5) (cc/hr)
Pre NP 58 28 1.84 1316 212
NP 51 16 3.31 599 <25
Post NP 52 26 1.93 1267 200
In conclusion, NP can induce oliguric ARF, unre-
sponsive to diuretics, complicating the management
of patients with severe CHF. A potential mech-
anism is the disproportionate vasodilation of non-
renal vascular beds creating a "steal" syndrome.
IS TIlE SLEEP APNEA SYNDROME (SAS) ASSO-CIATED WITH PROTEINURIA? C. CoqvelI*. S.
Hatmra& 0. Ruiz*, S. Lietz*. E. ()J*w4JAL
Arruda, Dept. of Medicine, Univ of IL and
WSVAMC. Chicago, IL.
Recent reports have suggested an association
between the SAS and proteinuria. Most of these
reports are anecdotal yet convincingly describe a
waxing and waning of proteinuria in proportion to
the severity of the SAS. A retrospective study
showed an increased prevalence of proteinuria in
SAS which was not correlated with obesity. We
prospectively examined the prevalence of protein-
uria in all patients presenting to the sleep
laboratory for evaluation of possible SAS. Patients
with diabetes or prior renal disease were excluded.
When an initial urine specimen had a protein:creat-
mine ratio greater than 0.2 a 214 hour urine
collection was obtained and used to confirm the
presence of proteinuria. A diagnosis of SAS was
made when snoring and hypersomnolence were
associated with sleep disordered breathing.
Seventy patients have been studied of whom 14%
had proteinuria. In patients with SAS proteinuria
was found in 17% and 16% in the presence and
absence of obesity, respectively (mean urine
protein:creatinine ratio 0.47, range 0.21 - 1.7).
Among those without SAS proteinuria was present
in 10% (mean protein:creatinine ratio 1.67. range
0.16 - 4.05). a value not significantly different
from that found in SAS patients.
+SAS Obese Non-Obese
% with proteinuria 17% 17% 16%
-SAS Obese Non-Obese
% with preteinuria 10% 5% 25%
These initial results fail to confirm an increased
prevalence of protelnuria in SAS.
IATROGENTC PROBLEMS IN NEPHROLOOY
M.Davidman. P.Olsson*, J.Kohen*, CM.Kjellstrand.
Depts.Med: Hennepin Co Med Center, Minneapolis,
Minnesota and KarolinskaHospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
We studied the incidence of nephrological iatrogenic
disease (lAD) in a tertiary care hospital, by prospectively
classifying patients seen by nephrology consultation (NC)
into 10 presenting syndromes: Acute renal failure (ARF),
chronic renal failure (CRF), nephritis, nephrosis, electrolyte
fluid imbalance (el-fl), obstruction, hypertension, infection,
asymptomatic urinary abnormalities and stone) and 7
etiologic groups (drug induced, decreased perfusion -
cardiac, decreased perfusion volume, post-operative,
infection, immunological and other).
In 4 months there were 100 NC, 2.2% of all admissions
to the hospital, 24% of NC were due to lAD. 64 of 100 NC
improved, 23 were unchanged and 13 died. Most common
syndrome was ARF (59 patients) and el-fl (14 patients). Of
ARF patients 21 (36%) were iatrogenic. 17 were drug
induced: 4 by amino-glycosides, 4 by NSAID, 3 by ACE-
inhibitor, 2 by pentamidine (for pneumocystic carinae in
AIDS-patients), ito cephalosporin, ito contrast agent and 2
to diuretics. 3 patients died, 2 secondary to NSAID
intoxication, 1 to contrast. 18 patients had ARF
secondary todehydration, 14 came with this referred to the hospital, 4
developed it in the hospital. Of 14 patients with el-fl, 3 were
secondary to the use of diuretics, all 3 patients survived after
correction.
Thus, iatrogenic disease with a nephrologic presenting
syndrome will develop in 0.5% of all patients admitted to a
tertiary care hospital and it carries a 13% mortality. ARF is
the most common presenting nephrological syndrome, and
among ARF-NC, TAD is the most common etiology present
in 36% of all ARF. It is most common secondary to
antibiotics, NSAID, ACE-inhibitors, diuretics and
dehydration.
UNILATERAL RENAL PARENCH?14AI, DISEASE WITh CONTRA-
LATERAL RENAL ARTEY STENOSIS: U P C ft A S
SYNDROME. FE de Jons , JH van Bockel , D de Zeeuv(Intr. by LW Statius van Eps). Univ. Hospitals
Groningen and Leiden, The Netherlands.
Hypertension with a unilateral small kidney
suggests either a vascular (renal artery stenosis)
or a non-vascular (urological) cause. Generally,
the hypertension can be attributed to the abnormal
kidney and correction of the stenosis or
nephrectomy of the shrunken kidney will result in
normalization of the blood pressure. We describe 8
young female patients (median age: 34, range:18 to
42 yr) referred for hypertension (diastolic blood
pressure range 110 to 130 mmilg) with a small
kidney on intravenous urography, which was
considered to be due to either agenesis or
dysplasia and reflux. Although the diseased kidney
was suspected to be responsible for the high blood
pressure, this group of patients was unique in
having a stenosis of the contralateral renal
artery. This stenosis was diagnosed to be of the
fibromuscular-dysplasia (FMD) type, predominantlylocalized in the distal part of the renal artery
and frequently extending into the peripheral
branches. Anatomical successful correction of the
stenosis without surgery of the contralateral
small kidney resulted in normalization of blood
pressure. We argue that an urologica]. abnormality
of one kidney with a renal artery stenosis of the
FMD type at the contralateral side is an up to new
unrecognized combination. It may well represent a
distinct clinical entity: unilateral Larenchymal
disease with ontralateral enal Artery .tenosis -
U P C K A S - syndrome.
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TYROSINE-PEPTIDES AS A NOVEL TYROSINE SOURCE IN
AMINO ACID THERAPY OF RENAL FAILURE W . Drumi,
E.Roth, K.Lenz, H.Lochs, P.Balcke. I Medical,
ItSurgical and IGastroenterological University
Clinic, University of Vienna, Austria
Tyrosine (TYR) is regarded a conditionally
essential amino acid in renal failure, because
its formation from phenylalanine is reduced.
However TYR is not included in conventional amino
acid solutions because of its low solubility.
Alternatively, TYR-containing peptides and! or N-
acetyl-TYR (NAC-TYR) could serve as TYR source
for parenteral supply.The utlisation of these
substances has to be proven in renal failure,
because the kidney is the predoininante organ for
peptide disposal.
In 5 patients on regular hemodialysis therapy
and a urinary output of <200 ml/d elimination and
hydrolysis of alanyl-TYR (ALA-TYR), glycyl-TYR
(GLY-TYR) and NAC-TYR was investigated by a bolus
injection protocol (dosage corresponding to 10 mg
TYR/kg b.w.)(Values are given as pmol/l,Mean+SEM)
(*p<OO1**p<0001) ALA-TYR GLY-TYR NAC-TYR
basal ALA/GLY 255+33 279+49 -
maximal ALA/GLY 1086+96* 650±80* -
Peptide/NAC-TYR 5' 17+8 182+18* 366+18*
TYR basal 45+5 33+4 47+6
maximal TYR 8O5±87** 368+69** 64+9ns
Half life k, (mm) 0.9+0.1 3.6±1.3* 61.2+22*
Clearance mi/mm 62l1+1325**94l+148** 111+37
Thus the peptides ALA-TYR and to a lesser de-
gree GLY-TYR, but not NAC-TYR are readily hydro-
lyzed even in patients with absent renal function
und present promising new subtrates for paren-
teral amino acid therapy in renal failure.
EVALUATION OF MICROALBUMINURIA DETECTION IN
DIABETES MELLITUS USING MICROBUMINTEST(R).
P. Duggal, J. Hermann*, J. Schunk and W.G.
Walker, Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Baltimore • Maryland.
The sensitivity and specificity of a new
qualitative test tablet, Microbumintest(R) to
detect microalbuminuria in diabetics as a
screening procedure was evaluated by compari-
son with quantitative radioimmunoassay (RIA)
of urine albumin (Alb) in 344 urine samples
(294 from diabetics and 50 from normal
healthy subjects). Results were read as
negative, one plus (+) or two plus (++), as
per package insert and were impressively
consistent at Alb levels >50 jgm/ml with 99%
sensitivity. When (+) and (++) were read as
positive; specificity was only 80%. With 40
gm/ml as cutoff point the sensitivity was
95% and specificity decreased to 64%. If 30
iigm/ml of Alb is accepted as the level
indicating pathological proteinuria the
sensitivity and specificity dropped to 90%
and 65% respectively. However when only the
(++) result was considered as positive, two
samples only out of 216 with Aib <30 pgm/ml
were ranked positive (sensitivity of negative
test >99%). The dual utility of the test is
confirmed by this study. First it effective-
ly and reliably lowers the detectable level
of Aib to 50 jgm/ml (compared to 20O pgm/ml
available by Albustix(R)) and secondly it
will be very useful for screening as a
negative test, routinely employed at regular
intervals in diabetics, at little cost, and
thus requiring confirmation by quantitative
test of only those graded as (+).
TRUE RE24AL HYPERTY OOJRS IN IEJWN BNCL
Jonathan S. Fain* and Leon G. Fine. Departments
of Pathology and Medicine, UCLA Sthool of Med-
icine, Ics nge1es, CA.
thronic elevation of GFR is aincst invariably
associated with renal hypertroy. In human
pregnancy, GPR and renal plasma flow increased
during the first trimester and remain elevated
throughout pregnancy. In the pregnant rat the
same elevation in GFR and plasma flow is observed
bit kidney dry weight does not increase (J.M.
Devison et al., J F1ysiol 301: 129, 1980; Baylis
et al., Kidney mt 28: 140, 1985). To determine
whether true hypertrophy, as opposed to renal
vascular engorgement, is the basis for renal
enlargenent in human pregnancy, we analyzed the
autopsy records of deaths during pregnancy at UClA
fron 1957-1978. Mean SM two-kidney weight in
normal fenales in the 20—40 age group is 250 10
G. In the autopsy cases, kidney weights were: 2nd
trimester (n8): 350 31 G and 3rd trimester
(n'=16): 416 26 G. Qnclusion: ?,n increase in
kidney weight acccanpanies the elevation of GFR and
renal plasma flow of human pregnancy. Since renal
weight is increased in the absence of renal per-
fusion (i.e. autopsy) this represents true hyper-
trophy
RHABDOMYOLYSIS (RM) AND ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF)
FOLLOWING COCAINE ABUSE. M. Faulkner*, P. Singhal,
A. Peters, A. Santiago*, M. Grosser, S. Levine,
D. Schlondorff, Long Island Jewish Medical Center
and Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York.
An increase in the use of cocaine by drug
addicts has led to the recognition of renal tox-
icity associated with it. From July, 1986 through
June 1988, Renal services of two city hospitals
were consulted for evaluation of 310 patients
with ARF. Five of these 310 pts (1.6%) developed
RM and ARF following cocaine abuse: in two after
cocaine smoking and in the others after I.V. in-
jection. All were male and young.
As potential contributing factors, 3 pts de-
veloped excitation syndrome with intense muscular
activity. A fourth pt sat in squatting position
in a bath tub continuously for 10 hrs. During
this period, he experienced repeated episodes of
severe cramps of the lower limbs. The fifth pt
developed an acute compartmental syndrome of the
left leg and required emergency fasciotomy.
Despite vigorous fluid therapy, two developed
oliguria. The others were non—oliguric. Peak
blood values (Mean±SEM) were as •follows:
BUN CREATININE CPK LDH
108±16 9.2±0.9 95,023±45,518 2008i1183
Only the two oliguric pts required dialysis
(2 wks). All pts recovered renal function. We
suggest that cocaine may induce RN leading to ARF.
This may be brought about by the intense muscular
activity, in combination with the cocaine-induced
vasoconstriction which may contribute to both the
muscle and renal injury, the latter by reducing
urinary flow and pH, thus increasing tubular
precipitation of myoglobin.
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FAVORABLE OUTCOME OF RAPIDLY PROGRESSIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
(RPGN) IN SYSTEMIC VASCULITIS WITH ANTI—NEUTROPHIL CYTOPLASMIC
AUTOANTIBODIES (ANCA). R.O.B.Gans', M.C.Kuizlnga', F.Huys—
mabs', P.G.G.Gsrlag', S.J.Hoorntje' (intr.by L.W.Statius van
(pa). Free Univ., Dept. of Med., Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
In a retrospective study over a period of 13 years (1975—1988)
we evaluated the renal outcome of 42 patients with systemic
vasculitis. Thirty—nine had a positive ANCA test, considered
highly specific for Wegener's granulomatosis. Another three
were ANCA negative but fulfilled the clinical and histological
criteria for this disease. Thirty—two (76X) presented with
RPGN. Of these patients 3 died during the acute phas, and 3
need chronic dialysis. Of the remaining 26 patients, 16
revealed a serum creatinine concentration > 350 imol/l at the
start of prednison and cyolophosphamide. In this group A 10
patients needed temporarily dialysis (A+) with a mean duration
of 11.5 (range 1—120) days and 6 didn't (A—). Ten patients had
a twofold increase in serum creatinine within 2—120 days. In
this group B none needed dialysis. Mean values and ranges:
A— B
1 creat. at 820(563—1374) 441(369—980) 199(160—290)
presentation
2 crest, after 144(119—277) 126(103—290) 123(80—230)
acute phase
3 crest. at 156(140—623)' 162(136—1094)' 170(82—630)'
last control
4 months of 44(4—89) 23(7—54) 16(3—103)
follow up
p<0.0l (Wilcoxon) 2 vs 3.
Renal outcome after the acute phase did not differ signifi-
cantly between the various groups. Although hemodialysis
(sometimes for up to 120 days) was needed in the vast majority
of the patients in group A this was not associated with a worse
prognosis. In the long—term a slight decline in renal function
was noted in all groups, but only one patient progressed to
end—stage renal disease after 54 months. In this large retro-
spective study a high percentage of RPGN occurred; RPGM was
associated with a better prognosis than previously assumed.
PROTEINS C AND S ARE NOT LOW IN THE
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY (DN).
Garcia—Maldonado M*, Comp PC*, Kaufman CE.
University of Oklahoma, Health Sciences
Center, and VA Medical Center, Department
of Medicine, Oklahoma City, OK.
Thrombosis a leading complication of the
nephrotic syndrome (NS), is associated
with low free levels of the natural
anticoagulant Protein S. We assessed the
Protein C Protein S (PCS) system in 16 DN
patients (pts), to determine if similar
abnormalities occur. PC and total and free
(FPS) levels of PS were measured by stan-
dard immunoelectrophoretic techniques, and
the results compared with eleven age-
matched controls (C), The results are
shown as mean SD: DN pts, age 48.9
creatinine clearance 40.8 al/mm,
urinary protein excretion (UP) 3.9
gm/24 hours. PC in DN 113.7 vs 108.0
in C, pNS. PS in DN 108.7 vs 84.3
FPS in DN 100.6 vs 104.1 in
control plasma, pNS. PC levels, but not
PS, correlated directly with UP, r=0.64,
p<.005. Also eleven ON pts with UP 3.5,
had higher PS (117.0 than C
p<.05, but FPS (104.1 and PC
(120.6 were not different, p=NS.
Conclusions: DN pts show normal to high
levels of the PCS system. These levels of
PCS are unlikely to promote thrombosis in
pts with DN, including those with NS.
VEtDM8T AND USE OF DISIRI7I1) DATA NIRY AND
EIL'IC oMIJNIcATIci IN A l4JtWI-CNl ,91UDY
OF PR3RESSIVE RflAL DISpSE. JJ mmiDrablic, * JR Leatherman , I Ftica , JA
8Therson aed the MD Sty Gz (introduced
by 1s3 Hunsicker)Clevelaad Clinic, Cleveland, thioThe dification of Diet in Renal Disease(MI1D) Stody is a nm.ati-oenter randonized clin-ical trial ccmparing effects of diets with vary-in levels of protein intake on progression of
renal disease. Patients are enrolled at 15 din-'ical centers (CC), and data are stoz and
analyzed at a Eta O3ordinating Center (DCC) in
Cleveland. Centrally trained staff at eadi CC
use microcxaipiters to enter data into an intell-
igent key entry package whith has been programmedto dieck data ranges and within form agreement.
Hust discrepancies are thus detected and correct-
ed inm%ediately at the CC. A ciastonized systen
for electronic data transmission provides for
speed and acxracy in noving data fran the CC'S
to the DCC. The data fran the Ct's is loaded
into a central database along with data fran
biodienistry and GR laboratories and a NutritionCeoriinatin Center. The database is progranmnedto generate reports using this central informa-
tion. The reports are sent to CC'S via electron-ic mail, providing rapid feedback of laboratory
results. In addition, electronic mail is used as
an efficient neans of ccgaminication between staff
meithers at the Ct's and central units, and can
provide docunentation of all nsages. The N[DStudy ocaipiter system was deveieped and pilot
tested during the feasibility ase of the ME1D
Study aixi has been enhanced for the full scale
study. The system is instrumental for conducting
the NERD Study In a high quality manner.
RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF TYPE I AND TYPE II
DIABETICS TO THE CHRONIC DIALYSIS POPULATION.
L. Ginienez, G. Briefel, J. Zachary and W.G.
Walker, Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Baltimore, Maryland.
The incidence of diabetic nephropathy
among new enrollees in the national ESRD pro-
gram increased at an annual rate of 23.5% per
year between 1979 and 1984 (HCFA report,
1985). Although ESRD incidence among Type I
diabetics is higher than in Type II diabet-
ics, since the incidence of both Type II
diabetes and ESRD, are higher in older (>35
year old) than younger (<35 year old) pa-
tients, one would suspect that Type IIdiabetics outnumber Type I diabetics on
dialysis, but data on this important question
are extremely limited. We surveyed all the
patients from our 2 major units who are
currently on dialysis and found that of a
total of 339 patients 89 (26%) had diabetes;
14 (4%) of these were Type I and 75 (22%)
were Type II. Data from 1983 to present in
one unit revealed 71% of 41 diabetics cur-
rently on dialysis presented after Jan. 1986.
The yearly percentage of diabetics enrolled
from the total number of new patients was 27%
in 1986, 31% in 1987 and 37% up to 07-01-88.
According to these data, a large majority of
diabetic patients currently on dialysis are
Type II, with a sustained and progressive
increase each year. Thus, any preventive
program which attempts to reduce the inci-
dence of ESRD must include a major focus upon
preventing or reducing diabetic nephropathy
in Type II diabetics.
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ENHANCED RELEASE OP ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP) IN PATIENTS WITH BILATERAL URETERAL OBSTRUC-
TION. F.A. Gulmi,*S.Y. Chou, U.M.M. Mooppan*and
H. Kim.*Department of Urology and Division of
Nephrology & Hypertension, The Brookdale Hospital
Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York.
Renal response to release of bilateral urete-
ral obstruction resembles that to intravenous
administration of AMP. In the present prospective
study we measured plasma ANP levels before and
serially after relief of obstruction in 9 patients
(age, 69±3 years) with bilateral ureteral obstruc-
ion and azotemia. Obstruction was documented by
renal ultrasonography. Before relief of obstruc-
tion, BUN and serum creatinine (SCr) levels were
85±18 (mean SE) and 8.2±1.3 mg/dl, respectively,
accompanied by metabolic acidosis (serum HCO3 16±2
meq/L) but not hyperkalemia. Plasma ANP (measured
by radioimmunoassay) was 129±28, markedly elevated
when compared with 46±7 pg/mi in 7 age-matched
control subjects (P<O.O1). After relief of obs-
truction marked diuresis and natriuresis ensued.
The patients' fluid intake was kept below 80% of
the urinary output. By the 5th day after relief
of obstruction the diuresis and natriuresis
abated; BUN and SCr had declined to 25±9 and
2.1±0.5 mg/dl, respectively; plasma AMP levels
also declined progressively to 35±8 pg/ml. These
findings were associated with a significant weight
loss and a rise in plasma renin activity (from
1.57±0.68 to 5.27±1.82 ng/ml/hr, P<0.O1). These
results suggest that ANP release is augmented in
patients with bilateral ureteral obstruction and
azotemia, probably due to hypervolemia, and may
contribute to postobstructive diuresis and
natriuresis.
ANTIPROTEINIJRIC EFFECT OF THE ACE-INHIBITOR (ACEi)
LISINOPRIL (Lis). JE Eeeg*, PE de Jg*, GK van
der Hem*, D de Zeeuw* (Intr. by LW Statius van
Epa). Univ. Hosp. Groningen, The Netherlands.
ACEi have been shown to lower proteinuria in
renal disease. However, the response varies and
only patients with hypertension, and/or (severe)
renal function impairment, and frequently only low
proteinuria, have been studied. Moreover, sodium
intake was not standardized. To evaluate whether
ACEi can be used as antiproteinuric treatment and
what determines the response, we studied the
effect of Lis in 12 patients with overt
proteinuria (range 3.2-10.5 g/day), with normal or
elevated blood pressure (diastolic BP 64-105
mmHg), and with varying GFR (34-127 mi/mm).
Sodium intake was set at 50 mmol/day, and all
medication was withdrawn for at least 2 weeks. The
study involved four 2-month periods: (1) control,
(2) -mechyldopa (MD) to test the effect of BP-
lowering, (3) Lis 5 mg/day, and (4) Lis 10 mg/day.
Proteinuria did not change from control to MD
(6.0±2.3 to 6.1±2.1 g/day), and fell by 26±20%
(p<O.OO2) on 5 mg Lis, and by 50±17% (p<O.OO1) on
10 mg Lis to 3.1±1.4 g/day. BP decreased compared
to control by 11±7%, 13±7% and 16±6% respectively.
The fall in proteinuria was similar in patients
with MAP > or <100 mmHg, and in patients with GFR
> or <75 mi/sun. Moreover, no correlation existed
between fall in proteinuria and initial BP, GFR,
or proteinuria. Interestingly, when the patients
switched during Lis from low to high sodium intake
(20G mmol/dy), proteinuria rose to control value
(5.9±3.0 g/day). We conclude that Lis reduces
overt proteinuria irrespective of initial HP, GFR,
and proteinuria. This effect is dose related, and
appears dependent on adequate sodium restriction.
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) SECONDARY TO ORAL
CIPROFLOXACIN (C)
Robert Hootkins, Andrew Z. Fenves, Barry Brooks,
Robert Farkas, Michael K. Stephens, Baylor
University Medical Center, Dallas, Texas.
The fluoroquinolones represent a new class of
antimicrobial agents with broad spectrum activity.
There is a reported less than 1% incidence of
renal toxicity.
We report 4 cases of ARF in patients without a
previous history of renal insufficiency placed on
C therapy. The average baseline creatinine (Cr)
was 1.1 mg/dl and rose to 5.5 mg/dl during
therapy. The length of therapy ranged from 4
days to 2 weeks. Prerenal causes of ARF and
post-obstructive uropathy were excluded. Kidney
size was normal-to-increased and a gallium scan
in one case was positive, consistent with acute
injury. In addition, a positive urine eosino-
philia suggested an acute hypersensitivity
reaction. In each case the ARF was non-oliguric,
and was partially or completely reversible with
the discontinuation of C.
The nephrotoxic potential of these drugs has
been linked to the development of crystalluria,
yet even with crystalluria, renal damage is not
thought to occur (Christ et al, 1978). There have
been only 2 previous cases of ARF due to oral C,
1 with biopsy-proven acute interstitial nephritis.
We conclude that oral C may lead to ARF and the
potential of C for nephrotoxicity needs to be
reevaluated.
EFFECTS OF ERYTHROPOIETIW ON ANEMIA AND HEMO
DYNAMICS IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURES WITHOUT
DIALYSIS TREATMENT. Kei Hori*, Harumitsu
Kumagai*, Kaoru Onoyama*, Kunitoshi Iseki* and
Masatoshi Fujishima*.(intr by Massry SG). Kyusyu
Univ1 2nd Dept of Internal Med, Fukuoka, Japan.
Effects of recombinant erythropoietin(EPOCH,
Chugai, Japan) on anemia, hemodynamics and volume
states in chronic renal failure patients without
hemodialysis(CRF) was compaired with those with
hemodialysis(HD). Seven CR?, average Scr 5.3mg/di
4 males 3 females, were treated with EPOCH(1,500U
3 times a week) for 4 weeks and 6 HD, average ND
duration of 58 months, 2 males 4 females, with
EPOCH(1,500—4,500 U, 3 times a week) for 6 weeks.
Before and end of EPOCH treatment cardiac output
(CO, N—mode echo) and blood volume(RISA) were
examined. CO was expressed as cardiac index(CI)
and total peripheral index(TPRI) was calculated.
GFR(inulin) and RPF(PAH) were also examined in
CRF. Hematocrit(Hct) elevated 6.5 and 12.4% in
CRF and HD, respectively. MBP increased l5mmHg in
CR? but not in HD. TPRI elevated significantly
in both groups and CI decreased in ND and
unchanged in CRF. An unchanged MBP associated
with elevated TPRI might be compensated by the
decreased CI in HD. BV increased in CRF and
unchanged in RD. GFR and RPF were not changed but
filtration fraction increased significantly in
CRF. Improvement of anemia by EPOCH was equally
obtained in both CR? and HD. Hemodynamic and
volume regulation seem to be different between
the patients with and without hemodialysis in
this observation period. Blood pressure response
to the changes of Hct and TPRI may be more
blunted in HD than CR?.
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DEATH (D) AND CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF) IN
SEVERE ETHYLENE GLYCOL (EG) INTOXICATION.
B .Hvlander*, K.Karlsson*, H Persson*, CM.Kjellstrand.
Deps.Med-Intox Ctr,Karolinska Hosp,Stockholm,Sweden.
EG is sporadic and prognosis unclear. We studied 63 EG
cases in 1 yr, 36 were serious (>250 ml). In 17 cases we
had complete records and follow up >6 months. We studied
100 clinical, and chemical factors for D and CRF.
6/36 patients (17%) died. 11/17 survived, 3 with CRF
(creatinine 132, 134 and 213 tmol/l > 6 mths). All but 2 had
ARF, 4 anuric, 9 oliguric.
Neither amount EG taken (481 ml) nor delay to
adm, dialysis or to IV HCO3 or alcohol related to outcome.
More patients who died vs survived: were comatose (5/6 vs
3/11 p=O.086), had higher K: (6.1 vs 4.4 p=0.Ol9) were
more acidotic (pH 7.0 vs 7.2 p=0.02. BE -28.5 vs -19.6
p=O.O4). Urine contained oxalate crystals in only 10 cases.
At 24 hours, IC was higher in those who died (4.8 vs 3,7
p=O.Ol), BE lower (-14 vs -3 p=O.02). At 48 hours, K was
identical 3.7, BE had been over corrected (4 vs -1.6
p=O.O7). Blood EG levels were lower in the dead group,
both at 0, 24 and 48 hours. At 72 hours there was no
difference in any parameters. BUN and creatinine did not
differ at 0,.24, 48 and 72 hrs. Survivors received moie
HCO3 day I and 2, less day 3. Same vol.IV ethyl alcohol
was given day 1(1.6 vs 1.3 1) but less day 2 (8 vs 0.6 1) and
3 (0.5 vs 0 1). All survivors were dialysed (9 HD, 2 PD), of
the dead 2 had no dialysis, 1 PD and 3 HD. There was no
difference in any parameters among the survivors who
developed CRF and others. No survivors needed chronic
dialysis or had organic brain lesion.
In patients with severe EG intoxication severe acidosis,
hyper-K and coma at admission carry a dismal prognosis,
other factors are unimportant. Immediate and large amounts
of HCO3, alcohol and hemodialysis should be given and
sustained.The renal damage of EG is more similar to acute
tubular necrosis than oxalate nephropathy and CRF unusual.
MANAGEMENT OF CONGENITAL HYDRONEPHROSIS. Kikuo
Iitaka*, Takeo Ishidate* and Tadasu Sakai*(int.by
Kouju Kamata). Kitasato Univ. School of Med.,
Dept. of Pediatrics, Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan
Thirteen children with congenital hydro—
nephrosis(CHN) have been followed for the mean
period of 2.5 years. Their lesions were detected
by the fetal echography in 9(Gr,A) and alao
detected neonatally in 4(Gr.B). In Gr,A the
lesions were bilateral(BL) in 5 and unilateral(UL)
in 4 and were due to the obatruction(OB) at the
ureteropelvic junction(UPJ) except for one baby
with urethral OB who died but did not have the
oligohydramnios. The nephrostomy(NS) tube was
inserted in 2 with severe UL HN, but nephrectomy
was performed at 5 months old in 1 and the NS has
been successfully continued for 2 years in 1.
The other 6 have been followed conservatively and
spontaneous improvement of MN was observed in 5
and the lesion was unchanged in 1. In Gr.B the
lesions were due to the BL vesicoureteral OB in 2
and UL UPJ OB in 2. The MS tube was inserted in 1
with severe UL tIN due to the OB at UPJ, but it was
removed after 3 months when the passage of the
contrast media was confirmed at the UPJ. Sponta-
neous improvement was also observed in the other
3. Recently the increasing number of children
with CUN have been detected during their intra-
uterine life by the fetal echography and also at
their neonatal period. Severe CHN due to the OB
of the urinary tract requires surgical treatments,
but the spontaneous improvement of these lesions
with conservative treatments or the NS was
observed in 10 of 13 patients in this study.
These observations should be considered in the
management of the surgical correction of CHN due
to the OB of the urinary tract.
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RENAL CHOLESTEROL EMBOLIZATION (RCE):OCCULT RENAL
FAILURE WITHOUT EVIDENCE OF PERIPHERAL
EMBOLIZATION: P.H. Juergensen*, F.O.Finkelstejn,
A.S. Kliger, H.B. Carey', and K. Cooper. Yale
Univ. Dept. of Medicine, Hospital of St. Raphael,
New Haven, CT.
RCE as a cause of acute renal failure (ARF)
usually occurs after vascular procedures in
association with stigmata of peripheral
enibolization. The reported spectrum of associated
abnormal lab findings includes thrombocytopenia
(TCP), eosinophilia (fEOS), elevated sedimcntation
rate (fESR) and hypocomplementemia (,i.C3).
Renal disease usually progresses inexorably to
ESRD.
We report 9 patients (6 male, 3 female; age
60—81) who presented with ARF secondary to RCE,
without coincident stigmata of peripheral
embolization. RCE was confirmed by renal biopsy
in all patients. Four patients had no antecedent
arterial vascular procedure. Clinical data
revealed the following:
n HTN E0S TCP IESR 4C3 ESRD
Vascular
Procedure 5 5/5 3/5 1/3 3/3 0/3 3/5
No
Procedure 4 4/4 2/4 0/3 2/2 0/2 3/4
We conclude that RCE as a cause of ARF needs
to be considered in elderly patients with or
without recent invasive vascular procedures,
even in the absence of peripheral stigmata of
embolization. Many, but not all patients
progress to ESRD.
THE FRACTIONAL EXCRETION OF UREA (FEUr) AS A GUIDE
TO RENAL PERFUSION. Andre A. Kaplan, Orly F. Kohn*.
Division of Nephrology, University of Connecticut
Health Center, Farmington, CT.
Several urinary indices can be employed to
determine the existence of a diminished renal
perfusion (Miller et al. Ann Int Med 89:47—50,
1978). Unfortunately, many of these may be rendered
useless by the preexistence of chronic renal
failure or the use of diuretics. To determine the
usefulness of the FEUr as a clinical guide to
renal perfusion, we evaluated urinary indices in 7
patients with decreased renal perfusion. Diagnoses
included congestive heart failure, hepatorenal
syndrome, pre-eclampsia, renal artery stenosis and
non-steroidal induced renal failure. 5 patients
were taking furosemide at time of diagnosis, 4
patients had preexisting chronic renal failure.
Mean urinary indices at time of renal dysfunction
(pre) (n=7) and after return to baseline (post)
(n6) are listed:
Urine serum Urine U/P ratio
Na# FENa FEUr Ur/Cr Osm# (Ur) (Cr)
Pre 38 2.0 19 25 343 10 36
±sd ±25 ±2.0 ±8 ±8 ±154 ±14 ±52
Post 71* 2.2 46 22 342 17 37
±sd ±37 ±2.1 ±17 ±11 ±87 ±18 ±31
=mEq/1, * = p<O.05, ** = p<O.O02 (pre vs post)
The results reveal a significant increase in the
FEUr despite chronic renal failure or the use of
diuretics. Although the urinary Na concentrations
were also significantly higher at return of renal
function, in only one case was the original value
compatible with a pre-renal state (<20 mEq/l).
We conclude that the FEUr can be a useful guide
to the state of renal perfusion.
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THE USE OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN IN THE
CORRECTION OF ANEMIA IN PRE-DIALYSIS PATIENTS AND
ITS EFFECTS ON RENAL FUNCTION: A DOIJBLE BLIND PLA-
CEBO CONTROLLED TRIAL. Kenneth S. Kleinman M.D.,
Suzanne U. Schweitzer R.Fii., M.F.f-I., onara 1.
Perdue Dr. P.11., Kenneth H. Bleifer M.D., Robert
I. Abels M.D. Van Nuys and Los Angeles CA and
Raritan, NJ.
Fourteen patients with chronic renal insuf-
ficiency and not dialyzed (serum creatinine 3.0 to
11.0 mg/dl) with severe anemia (hematocrit less
than 30%) were randomized to receive either re-
combinant human erythropoietin (rHuEPO) to reach a
hematocrit of 38 to 40% or a placebo subcutaneous-
ly thrice weekly for 12 weeks. Anemia was signi-
ficantly ameliorated in the treated patients. No
acceleration in the progression of renal failure
(change of 1/serum creatinine versus time) or
change in serum potassium was noted for either the
placebo or treated group. Six of seven treated
patients had a significant fall in serum ferritin
and percent transferrin saturation (plasma iron!
total iron binding capacity). This resulted in
functional iron deficiency and the requirement for
iron supplementation. At the end of the study
period, the average systolic and diastolic blood
pressure did not differ significantly between
these two groups of patients. Quality of life was
improved in all rHuEPO treated patients, but not
in the placebo group. This study demonstrates the
safety and efficacy for the use of rHuEPO in the
correction of anemia in pre-dialysis patients
without adversely affecting renal function over a
12 week period. Improved patient well being, as
a result of the correction of anemia, resulted in
one patient refusing appropriate initiation of
dialysis therapy.
RENAL FUNCTION IN PROLONGED OBESITY.
Sidney Kobrin,* Gary Levine,* and Rasib M. Raja.
Albert Einstein Medical Center, Kraftsow Division
of Nephrology, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Rats subjected to 1 5/6 nephrectomy develop
glomerular hyperfiltration (GH) In remaining ne—
phrons, leading to focal segmental glomeruloscler—
osis and renal dysfunction (RD). GE occurs com-
monly in young obese humans. Focal segmental gb—
meruloscierosis occurs in 53% of obese pta with
nephrotic syndrome, versus only 6% of non—obese
controls (Arch Intern Med 146:1105). The preva-
lence of RD in obesity is uncertain. We evaluat-
ed renal function in 86 obese pts participating in
a weight (W) reduction program. Blood pressure
(BP), urinalysis, W, Body Mass Index (BMI), serum
creatinine (Cr), Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN), Albu-
min (A), Glucose (G) and Cholesterol (C) were
measured initially and at 4 and 8 months.
Results (Means):
TINE N W BMI YO BP Cr BUN A
kg UNITS YRS mmHg mg/dl mg/dl g/dl
Initial 86 129 47 31 137/87 0.9 13.2 4.0
B Moms 54 121 45 31.7 135/86 0.9 13.0 4.1
YO — YEARS OF OBESITY, NORNAL BMI<25
Mean age 40 years. Diabetes Mellitus (DM) was
present in 16% of pts and lIT in 40%. Mild pro—
teinuria (30 mg/dl—100 mg/dl) occurred in 10% of
pts, half these pta had microscopic hematuria
(2—20 red cells/high power field). One pt, with
DMand liT, had serum Cr>1.5. No pta had neph—
rotic syndrome. Renal function did not change in
52 pta with a mean of 8kg W loss, or 2 pta with
W gain. These data suggest a low prevalence of RD
in pts with prolonged obesity. GH may not lead to
significant RD in obese humans in the absence of
additional renal insults.
PREDICTORS OF ANINOGLYCOS IDE NEPHROTOXICITY:
IMPORTANCE OF DURATION OF THERAPY • D •J. Leehey,
B.Braun*, L.Chung*, C.Gross*, J.R. Lentino*.
Dept. of Medicine, Hines VA Hospital, Hines, IL.
As part of an ongoing randomized clinical trial
designed to evaluate the cost—effectiveness of
pharmacokinetic dosing of aminoglycosides, an in-
terim analysis of data from 134 pta. was performed
to identify predictors of toxicity. Nephrotoxicity
was defined as a >30% decrease in creatinine
clearance. Serum creatinine was monitored until 14
days post—therapy. By univariate analysis, the
factors associated with toxicity were ICU stay
(p=.OO1), liver disease (p.0Ol), duration of
therapy (days) (p=.0O2), shock (p=.OO25), furose—
mide (p—.OO7), clindamycin (p.Ol7), total dose of
drug (mg) (p=.021), contrast media (p.O22), and
vancomycin (p.049). Using stepwise multivariate
discriminant analysis, the most important vari-
ables predictive of toxicity were duration of
therapy (p<.OOl), shock (p.OO4), and liver
disease (p=.OO7). Mean duration of therapy was 9.1
days in the non—toxic and 14.1 in the toxic group.
Initial peak, initial trough, percent toxic
troughs, bacteremia, renal insufficiency (SCr>l.5
mg/dL), and hypokalemia were not associated with or
predictive of toxicity. Overall, 37 pts. (28%) be-
came nephrotoxic. Interestingly, over half (19 pta)
demonstrated evidence of toxicity only after
aminoglycoside therapy had been discontinued for
up to one week. We conclude that aminoglycoside
toxicity remains a common clinical problem; more-
over, its incidence is very dependent on duration
of therapy and will be underestimated unless serum
creatinine is monitored after cessation of treat-
ment.
ORNIPRESSIN AS A TREATMENT OF HEPATO-RENAL SYN-
DROME (HRS): EFFECT ON VASOACTIVE HORMONES Kurt
Lenz,Wilfred Drum1,I Medical University Clinic,
Heide Hortnagl, University of Vienna, Austria and
Alexander L.Gerbes ,Klinikum GroBhadern,Munich,FRG
As we have demonstrated recently, low dose
ornipressin(8-ornithine vasopressin (6 u/h) is an
effective therapy of HRS inducing a marked diure-
sis, increasing sodium-excretion and creatinine
clearance.To identify the causes of this effect
we measured concentrations of atrial natriuretic
peptide (AMP), catecholamines (A, NA) renin and
aldosterone together with hemodynamics and renal
function in 6 patients before and 120 mm during
ornipressin infusion:
120 mm unit p<
71.2+16.6 ng/ml 0.001
0.52+0.3 ng/ml n.s.
0.85+0.2 ng/ml 0.001
5.9+2.1 ng/ml 0.001
210+18 ng/ml 0.05
76.3+24 mi/mm 0.001
2.7+0.7 ml/min 0.001
21.6+15 imnol/2h 0.01
101±5 mmHg 0.001
4.1±0.4 1/min/m2 0.01
78+5 beats/mm 0.001
958+66 dyn.sec.cm5.Ol
pronounced increase of
AMP despite elevated basal levels and decrease of
norepinephrine and renin activity. Thus, the
amelioration of renal function in HRS is mediated
by a complex pattern of additive! synergistic
effects as normalisation of hemodynamics, in-
crease of venous return, reduction of reflex
activation of sympathetic tone and renin-angio-
tensin axis and increase in AMP.
Results:
ANP
Epinephrine
Norepinephr.
Renin
Aldosterone
C-Creatinine
Diuresis
Sodium excret.
mean art.press.
cardiac index
heart rate
vasc . resistance
Ornipressin
before
28.4±4.8
0.79±0.S
1.74±0.3
13.5±3.9
2 38±2 5
44.6+14
1.0±0.2
10.7±0.7
82+5
5.6±0.6
101±5
53 2±7 2
causes a
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ALBUMIN (Alb) EXCRETION RATE (ER) IN NORMAL
MAN: DAILY AND DAY TO DAY VARIATION. Susie Q.
Daniel DreW', Juan P. Bosch. George Washington
Univ. Med. Ctr., Dept. o Medicine, Washington. D.C.
Urinary alb is a sign of renal dysfunction. The aim
of the present studies was to determine the daily and
the day to day variation in urinary aib excretion in
normal subjects . An ELISA method was employed
using a rabbit anti-human aib antibody toimmunoselect aib from dilute human urine
specimens. Three 24 hr urine collections were
obtained at baseline, 7 and 14 day intervals from 4
healthy volunteers with no evidence of renal
dysfunction. Alb was measured in each voided and 24
hour specimen. Results: (mean values)
Daily Variation (ug/min: Collections
Subj ect# Morning Afternoon Evening
8AM - 4PM 4PM-12AM 12AM-8AM
1 3.0 3.7 2,5
2 5.2 4.8 3.7
3 5.3 4.6 4.0
8.4 6.9 4.7
Day to Day Variation (ug/min: Collections
Sub jcct# 1 2 3
1 5.1 2.5 1.2
2 5.3 5.4 2.2
3 7.5 3.1 3.6
4 4.6 3.7 5.5
Alb ER was always less in the evening collection.
During the awake period ER was constant. There was a
significant day to day variation within subjects. All
values were < 7.5 ug/min. Because the subjects voided
about 1000 ml per day, the concentration measured in
the spot urine was not different from the ER. Thus, for
screening purposes, a single spot sample during
waking hours is sufficient to identify significant
albunjinujia without the need for timed collections.
SHIGA—LIKE TOXINS (SLT) IN ARGENTINE CHILDREN:
ASSOCIATION WITH HEMOLYTIC URENIC SYNDROME (BUS).
E. L. Lopez, H. Dias, F. Mendilaharzu, S.
Griustein, E. Rubegilo, M. Vazquez, M. Woloj, N.
Turco, S. Devoto, B. E. Murray, L. K. Pickering,
T. G. Cleary, (intr. by J. Lemire). Hospital de
Ninos, Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Dept. of
Pediatr., Univ. of Tex. Ned. Sch., Houston, Tex.
Because of the high frequency of BUS in
Argentina, we conducted a prospective study of
BUS cases and healthy age—season matched
children for evidence of SLT—jnfect ion. Fecal
cytotoxin as detected in a [H] Hela cell
assay was found in 10/31 (32%) children with IRIS
and in 0/19 (0%) healthy children (P<O.Ol). Free
fecal cytotoxin was detected more often in those
HUS patients who had stool collected within 48
hours of diarrhea resolution (P<O.02). Presence
of free fecal cytotoxin was not related to
either presence or duration of anuria. 320 E.
coli strains isolated from these patients were
evaluated using DNA probes for SLT—I and SLT—II.
Four BUS patients and no controls had E. coli
that were DNA probe positive. E. coli 0157:117
was detected in only 1 BUS patient and in no
controls. 51% of BUS cases and 5% of healthy
control children had serum neutralizing titers
of >1:4 to shiga toxin (P<0.0005). 75% of BUS
patients on whom all specimens were available
had evidence of recent SLT infection. These data
show that in Argentina, HUS is commonly SLT-
associated but that E. coli 0157:117 is not the
major toxin producing strain related to BUS in
this setting. (Supported by the Thrasher
Research Fund.)
ACUTE EFFECTS OF DOBUTAMINE (Db) AND LOW-DOSE DOP-
AMINE (Dp) ON RENAL HEMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS (GFR AND
RPF) IN SEVERE CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (CHF).
R.C. PABICO, G.J. ROGAL,* B.A. MCKENNA,* J. RICH-
ESON,* W.B. H000.* Univ. of Rochester Medical
Center, Rochester, New York.
The treatment of severe CHF with low cardiac
output, index (CO, CI) and elevated pulmonary ve-
nous pressure (PCWP) is made more difficult by the
marked reduction in GFR and RPF. Profound Na re-
tention perpetuates the edema. Low-dose Dp (5pg/
ky/mm), with its renal vasodilatory effect, and,
inotropic dose of Db (7-19 ug/kg/min) were given
i_v. to 7 patients with cardiomyopathy and severe
CHF (mean age: 60 yrs; 5 men, 2 women; no known
renal disease; on no diuretics or digitalis; CI
<2.5 L/min/m'; PCWP>18 sin Hg). The study was done
in the Medical Intensive Care Unit after signed
consent was obtained (approved by Human Research
Comittee). CO was measured by thermodilution;
PCWP by Swan-Ganz catheter; GFR and ERPF by clear-
ances of inulin and PAH. Measurements were made
at baseline, during Db alone, and during Db and Dp.
CI rose from baseline i.9±.17 to 2.7±.19 L/min/m2
during Db with no further change during Db/Dp.
PCWP decreased from 25±1.9 to 16±2.3 inn Hg on Oh
with no further change on Db/Dp.
Baseline Oh Db/Dp
GFR (ml/niin/1.73m2) 66±11 65±7 82±Iff
ERPF 220±39 226±20 360±42*
FE Na (%) .50±.04 .57±.05 *77±06
< 0.05 vs baseline
ERPF increases on Db/Dp; though it did not attain
statistical significance, GFR rose on Db/Dp. Na—
triuresis and diuresis also occurred. Thus, mo-
tropic dose of Ob and low-dose Op improved car-
diac/renal hemodynamics in CHF.
PLASMAPHERESIS (PP) DOES NOT ENHANCE THE
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO INFECTIONS IN IMMUNOSIJPPRHSSED
PATIENTS WITH LUPUS NEPHRITIS. M. Pohl, T. Ben,
S. Lang and the Lupus Nephrltis Collaborative
Study Group (LNCS). Denver, CO, Cleveland, OH,
Chicago IL
PP is employed in a variety of disorders
characterized by rapidly progressive renal
insufficiency. The possibility that PP enhances
the infection susceptibility of concomitantly
administered immunosuppressive agents has been
suggested (lANA 244: 2423, 1980). To assess the
validity of this postulate the infectious compli-
cations of 86 patients who were entered in the
LNCS were analyzed. Forty-six patients received
only corticosteroids + cytoxan for 8 weeks
followed by discontinuation of cytoxan and
tapering of corticosteroids (control group, C)
while 40 patients were identically treated but
also received a variable number of PP in the first
8 weeks (PP group). In the first 9 weeks 35% of C
and 24% of PP patients had infections (p.NS). The
infection rates during the steroid taper phase
(42% in C and 30% in PP) or during remission at
which time patients were on 20 mg q.o.d. predni-
sons (35% in C and 41% in PP) were likewise not
significantly different. Overall, 74% of C
patients sustained 61 infectious events while 67%
of PP patients sustained 48 infectious events
(p.NS). Of 14 deaths, 7 were attributed to
infections (4 in C and 3 in PP patients). Except
for an increment in systemic viral infections in C
patients, the pattern of infections was not
different in the 2 groups. This study therefore
clearly dispels the notion that PP imparts an
additive risk for infection in immunosuppressed
patients.
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INT1APERITONEAL REINFUSION OF ASCITIC FLUID AFFER
EXTRA(DRPOREAL O)NCENTRATION AS A TREATMEWF FOR
OLYGURIC PATIENIS WITh REFRACFORY ASCITES.
Claudio Ronco,Luciano Fecondini, Pierantonio Conz,
Giuseppe La Greca (Intr. by J.P. Bosch). Dept. of
Nephrology, St.Bortolo Hospital, Vicenza, Italy.
17 patients with refractory ascites have been
treated with new technique. Mcitic fluid is drai-
ned by gravity in a unit consisting of an hemo-
filter and a bag used as a transit reservoir, pla-
ced below the patient. %Vhen the bag is full the u-
nit is rised to a height sufficient to let the flu-
id flow back though the filter into peritoneum. Du-
ring this step ultrafiltration occurs and the con-
centrate is returned to the patient. The machine
cycle is automatically repeated as many times as
necessary to achieve the scheduled weight loss. 17
patients have been treated for a total of 1.4 ses-
sions/patient with reinfusion of the concentrate
in the abdominal cavity. In all patients a signifi-
cant reduction of the amount of ascitic fluid and
of its rate of formation have been achieved. The
tretnient was well tolerated and no side effects
were observed. After treatment the diuresis and
Na excretion increased significantly in all pa-
tients (Urinary Na excretion from 45.2 mE/i * 12.2
to 84.4 mE/l 22.2 ; Urine output from 844.1
ml/24 h 411.5 to 1667.6 ml/24 h 585.2).
The system is safe and reliable for the treatment
of refractory ascites. The new equipment is easy
to use, it is reliable and it does work without a-
ny rump thus avoiding possible complications.
CONTRAST NEPHROTOXICITY: A RANDOMIZED
PROSPECTIVE TRIAL OF IONIC VERSUS
NONIONIC RADIOGRAPHIC CONTRAST.
Schwab, N Hlatky*, K Morris*, CJ
Davidson*, T Bashore*. Duke University
Medical Center, Durham NC
To examine the relative nephrotoxicity
of ionic and nonionic radiographic
contrast, we randomized 443 patients to
receive either iopamidol or diatrizoate
for cardiac catheterization. Patients
were stratified into low risk (N283) or
high risk groups (N=160) prior to
randomization based on the presence of
the following factors: 1) diabetes
mellitus, 2) CHF or, 3) baseline serum
creatinine (BCr) >1.5 mg/dl. Serum and
urinalysis were performed at baseline,
24 and 48 hours after contrast. The
median maximal rise in BCr was 0.2 mg/dl
in the 233 patients randomized to
diatrizoate and 0.2 mg/dl in the 210
patients randomized to iopamidol (P=NS).
BCr increased by >0.5 mg/dl or more in
10.2% of patients receiving diatrizoate
and 8.6% of patients receiving iopamidol
(PNS). Among high risk patients, BCr
increased by 0.5 mg/dl in 17% of the
patients receiving diatrizoate vs. 15%
of the patients randomized to iopamidol
(P=NS). 8Cr >1.5 mg/dl was the only
predictive risk factor associated with
nephrotoxicity. No other urine or serum
values, or historical factors correlated
with nephrotoxicity. This randomized
study shows no overall difference in the
incidence of contrast nephrotoxicity
between ionic versus nonionic agents.
INCREASED INCIDENCE OF HLA—B40 IN REMOLYTIC UREMIC
SYNDROME (BUS) .K.J.Sheth,J.B.Runter*,H.E.LeiChter,
J.C.Gill*.Med Coll of Wisconsin & Blood Center of
SE Wisconsin, Dept of Pediat,Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Not all patients (pts) with verotoxin producing
E.coli infections develop BUS suggesting that
genetic predisposition may determine the develop-
ment of BUS. To elucidate genetic susceptibility
and to identify the possible association of HLA
antigens with the severity of HUS, we evaluated
HLA A,B,C,DR,DQ antigens in 22 children (age 1—14
yr; 7M,15F) who previously had classical HUS
[mild(6), moderate(9), severe(7fl. Distribution of
BLA antigens were compared between the study and
the random population. There was no significant
difference in the distribution of HLA—A,C,DR or DQ
antigens. Frequency of HLA—B antigens in BUS were:
liLA — B Antigens
Pt# B40 B13 B44 B7 Total
Random(5000) 14% 6% 23% 23% 66%
BUS (22) 451(10) 14%(3) 181(4) 231(5) 95%
Mild (6) 2 1 1 2
Mod. (9) 4 2 2 1
Severe (7) 4 0 1 2
Relative Risk (RE) of developing BUS with the
presence of BLA—B4O alone was 5.O(21O.6,p<O.OO1;
p corrected <0.05) .This positive association can
be maintained by extending the comparison to cross
reactive liLA antigens. 21/22 (95%; RR5) of BUS
pts type for B40(60,61,41),13,44,7. With the
exception of B7 all these antigens share a
distinct amino acid sequence at positions 67—74 in
the ntdomain. Conclusions: The presence of a short
sequence shared (public) epitope increased the RR
of developing BUS 5 fold. The severity of BUS was
not related to the presence of these antigens but
may be determined by environmental factors.
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1-'14 LAE OF UIIX1 HM)IfflC
IWUC S1N (II), Ridiath L. Siler, Mark
ic. Milligart Ted H. BuzT1i14aa2nt Univ. of Utah
Mad. Center, Dept. of Ps., Salt Lake City,
ur.
The ao.ite ase of classical childhood HUShas been well described, but there are few
reports of lorg—term seq.ielae and there are no
sizable reports detailing the North American
experience.We therefore stixlied 45 patients from theinterimintain rion of Utah and Idaho (mean
age 11.4 3.4 yrs; range 5-21 yrs) who had
experienced classical childhood }JUS 5 or more
years earlier (mean 8.9 2.7 yrs). We found
the follcMing:
Number Percent
Hypertension (>95 peroentile) 7 15.6
Neurological residual 1 2.2
Proteinuria 14 31
Heniaturia 2 4.4
Pyuria 1 2.2Granular casts 13 29
1 or mere urinary abnormalities 21 47
Ccr <90 m1/xni/1.73m2 11 24Qr <80 ml/mir/l.73m2 6 13
ccc <70 ml/nth/l. 73m2 2 4.4
ccr <60 ml/mirVl.73m2 0 0Qiildren with 1 mere sequalae 26 58
While we found few serious or advanced
sequalae, the high ircidence of mild hyper-
tension, proteinuria, cylirsiruria, and impairedGFR indicate a need for long-term monitoring of
HUS patients.
GFR-DECREASE AND PERSISTENT HYPERTENSION
(PHT) AFTER TECHNICALLY SUCCESSFUL RENAL
ARTERY STENOSIS REPAIR (RASR).
R.Skrdder*, K.Eliasson*, J.Swedenborg*, M. Sylvene,
B.Tidgren*, CM.Kjellstrand.Depts of: Med, Surg, Clin
Phys, and Radiol, Karolinska Hospital Stockholm, Sweden.
Forty-two patients with renin activity(PRA) dependent
renovascular hypertension were followed > 6 mo after
RASR. Twenty potentially prognostic factors for
development of PHT or decreased GFR following
intervention were analyzed:
Age, sex, underlying disease, previous CVA or MI, ECG
changes, number or drugs, use of ACE-inhibitors, known
duration of hypertension, smoking, diastolic and systolic
blood pressures, indications for treatment (hypertension /
renal insufficiency),treatment method (percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty [PTRAI / surgery), supine and
standing PRA, initial GFR, proteinuria, uni- or bilateral
stenosis, left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH).
9/42 had PHT. Organ involvement was prognostic for
PET: LVH on chest x-ray (8/9 with PHT vs 15/33, p=O.02)
and low GFR (49 vs 71 ml/min, p= 0.04) Duration of
disease tended to be longer in PHT (6 vs 11 years, p=O.O7
and more drugs used (2.5 vs 2.9, p=O.09). 13/42 had a
decrease in GFR. I-ugh PRA was prognostic for this (21.8
vs 7.5 mg/mI/mm, p=O.OO7). There was also a tendency for
more patients to have a decreased GFR following operation
than PTRA (8/16 vs 5/26, pr0.04/O.O8 with continuity
correction).
Patients with hypertensive organ involvement, i e LVH or
decreased GFR, or long-standing, difficult to treat
hypertension run a high risk of PET after RASR. Other
factors such as age, sex, underlying disease, vascular
complications and blood pressure levels lack prognostic
significance. PTRA may be superior to operative repair, with
regards to preservation of renal function.
RECOVERY OF RENAL FUNCTION FOLLOWING
PROLONGED OLIGO-ANURIA: A THREE YEARSTUDY. fl, F. Spur!y*, R. E. Coleman*,S.J. Schwab. Duke University Medical
Center. Durham, North Carolina.
Prolonged oligo-anuria following
aciita renal failure is associated withlimited return of renal function. We
evaluated 320 consecutive episodes of
dialysis—dependent acute renal failure
over . years. Forty-two of 159
survivors (mean age 55 years) were
o1io awiric for >3 weeks
(4.&±0.2eeks). Ten of 42 were anuric
>3 omks (3.4±0.1 weeks). Mean duration
of dialysis dependence was 6.5 weeks.
Pre—ARF creatinine was known in 26 of
42 (1.1± 0.2 mg/cU). Twenty—seven
ptircs recovered to a serum
creatinine <1.5 mg/dl. Fourteen
p;l:ier.':s rwovnred. with a creatinine
>1.5 but. c4.0 ng/di. J'wo patients
rerw,r.'d dialycim; dapitant. Hippuran
sidio-nlide scnnm; ws:E performed in
2() pttiemts. Prmintnt. utake of tracer
occurred in 16; all re'covered renal
fun(:ic)r, Faiflt uptake orc'urrtmd in -4
st.ic2rL, 2 of whom ramnairied dialysis
epimdunt. Risk factors for permanent
rend]. ir.pairmert were duration of
anuia, prior serum creatinine, and
faint: hippuran uptake on renal scan. We
orc).uce that prolonged oligo—anurii is
aocia.ted with some decrement in ren)
funct.Lon but the ajority of patients
cerovr satisfactory renal function-
URINARY FLOW RATE IS A RISK FACTOR FOR
IDIOPATHIC UROLITHIASIS IN CHILDREN. F. Bruder
and Leslie A. Miller. Department of Pediatrics and
Clinical Research Center, Univ. of Tennessee, Memphis, TN.
Many risk factors for urinary calculi in children have not
been examined. Urinary volume (fluid intake) has been
implicated in the pathogenesis of urolithiasis in adults; we
examined urinary (U) flow rate, U sodium concentration,U
osmolality and creatinine clearance in 36 healthy children (24
males), 34 children (21 males) with urolithiasis and renal or
absorptive hypercalciuria (HCU)(U Ca >4 mg/kg/d during an
unrestricted diet) and 12 patients (8 males) with idiopathic Ca
oxalate stones (normal UCa, U urate, U citrate, U oxalate, and
U cystine excretion). All urines were collected as outpatients
while ingesting a 300 mg Ca, 2.0gm Na diet. Adequacy of
urine collections was confirmed by creatinine excretion.
Values are mean SEM. *}J<O.tXfl from other groups,
**.P<002 from controls.
Controls ECU! Idiopathic
Stones Ca. Oxalate
U Flow Rate, mlfkg/d 22.2±2.0 25.0±2.3 12.2±1.4*
U Na, mg/d 2601±226 1925±182** 1643±491
U Osm, mOsm/kg H20 572±42 551±39 684±78
U Ca, mg/kg/d 1,7±0.2 3.6±0.3 1.6±0.2
Creat. Cl., ml/min/1.73m2 129±8 136±5 128±18
U flow rate was similar between patients with renal HCU
(25.8±2.4 mllkg/d) and absorptive ECU (24.9±2.2 ml/kg!d) and
did not vary with age in controls (r= -0.33, P<0.l). In 16
patients with HCU and hematuria without urolithiasis, U flow
rate was 25.8±1.8 ml/kg/d compared to 25.0±2.3 mI/kg/din
HCU patients with urolithiasis. Lower U flow in idiopathic
stones was not due to differences in Na intake or to hypotonic
diuresis in other groups. We conclude that U flow rate is a risk
factor in children with idiopathic urolithiasis, but does not
explain why some patients with ECU have only hematuria and
not overt urolithiasis. Increased fluid intake may be very
beneficial for children with idiopathic urolithiasis.
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TRYPS1NOGEN (TRY) IS INSENSITIVE AS A MARKER OF
PANCREATITIS IN RENAL DISEASE. William Steinberea,
Violet Habwe*, James Hcnry*, Paul L. Kimmel. George
Washington Univ. Mcd. Ctr., Dept. of Medicine,
Washington, D.C.Previous studies suggested TRY is a more sensitive
marker of pancreatitis than amylase (AMY) or lipase(L1P). The latter two are elevated in pts with chronic
renal disease. In order to evaluate the utility of TRY as
a marker of pancreatic disease in patients with renal
disease, 45 pts on hemodialysis (HD), and 12 on CAPD
had plasma (p), and 25 patients with chronic renal
failure (CRF) and 10 normal controls had p and spot
urines collected, and assayed for TRY, AMY, LIP, and
creatinine. The fractional excretion (FE) of TRY, AMY
and LIP were calculated. The upper limit of normal
for TRY is 85 ng/ml, AMY 150 u/I, and LIP 208 u/I. (*
p<.OS CAPD vs HD; # p<.05 CRF vs HD)
Mean Plasma Enzyme Concentration
CRF HD CAPD
TRY 215+1- 160 278÷/-180 139÷/l19*
166÷1- 109k 216+/-126 142÷!- 69*
LIP 270+!- 179# 366i-/-278 146+,'- 97*
The % of nt with normal tests was analyzed by Chi2
(it pOl TRY vs AMY, * p<.0I TRY vs AM\' and LiP)
CRF HD CAPD
TRY 4/25# 4/45* 5/12
AMY 12/25 18/45 7/12
UP 10/25 14/45 8/12
The mean FE TRY in pts with CRF (42.7+!- 48) was
higher (p<.Oi) than that of normals (4.4+!- 3.6). We
conclude TRY is less sensitive than AMY or LIP as a
marker of pancreatic disease in pts with renal disease.
Peritone.al clearance of enzymes may contribute to
their lower p concentratiort in CAPD. The high FE TRY
in CRF suggests increased p TRY is due to extrarenal
factors rallier than reduced renal clearance.
NON-AMYLOIDOIIC FIBRILLARY CIDMERULOPATHY. B.C.
Sturgill and W. Kline Bolton. Univ. of Virginia
Med. Ctr., Charlottesville, Virginia.
Ten cases of non-amyloidotic fibrillary gb-
merulopathy were identified among 3,012 renal bi-
opsies seen over a period of 14 years. Ages at
the time of biopsy ranged from 39 to 67 years.
M/F ratio was 4/6. Seven presented with nephrot-
ic syndrome and all had some degree of proteinu-
na. Seven had hematuria. Five presented with
chronic renal insufficiency. Two presented with
acute renal failure. Associated conditions in-
cluded cold urticaria (1), type 4 hyperlipidemia
(1), rheumatoid arthritis (1), diabetes (2), and
psoriasis (1). Histology of the renal biopsies
was variable and non-specific (two had focal
crescents) but ultrastructure and irwnunofluores-
cence studies were distinctive. Coarse fibrils
with a diameter ranging from 10-20 nm expanded
the mesangium and glomerular basement membranes
extensively. Congo red stains were always nega-
tive. Ininunofluorescence findings were variable
but heavy deposits of both kappa and lambda light
chains, IgG and C-3 were characteristic. Light
deposits of 1gM were found in seven cases, IgE in
one, Clq in 5, IgA in 2 and IgE in one. None has
developed evidence of systemic amyloidosis. Five
are on chronic dialysis, one died 7 years after
the biopsy and one year after beginning dialysis.
One patient is two years post-transplantation and
doing well. One patient treated with cycloph6s-
phamide for severe destructive rheumatoid arth-
ritis has had no progression of renal disease five
years post biopsy. One patient had a marked re-
duction of proteinuria after treatment with capto-
pril and one patient has normal renal function 3
years after biopsy.
THE LON6TERN RISKS OF UNILATERAL NEPHRECTOIIY IN NAN: A
CASE CONTROL STUDY CPSvainson and C Saith, Renal Unit,
Royal lnfiraary, Edinburgh, UK and Depart.ent of Iledicine,
hristchurch, New Zealand.
Follow up studies of renal donors, and of children with
unilateral renal disease, who have had a unilateral
nephrectoey have suggested that hypertension and
proteinuria occur which are a consequence of
'hyperfiltration injury. lIe report the preli.inary
results of a case control study of subjects who had a
unilateral nephrectosy for renal disease 15—20 years ago.
119 patients (UN) aged 20—60 y were identified who had a
unilateral nephrecto.y in between 1966—1972. These were
satched with 238 controls (C) for sex, age within 5 y and
three levels of blood pressure who had other operations in
the sase period. 206 (87%) controls were traced. All
subjects and controls were interviewed about there past
edical history blood pressure was taken sitting after 2
ainutes and blood sa.ples were checked for electrolytes and
creatinine. Randon urine sasples taken for albucin,
creatinine, sicroscopy and infection. 24K urines were
checked in a subset of both subjects and controls.
48% of UN and 332 of C had died but when UN with .alignancy
were recoved this was not significant. I UN and 3 C died
fro. uraeaia. There were no differences in deaths froc CNN
or in the proportions developing hypertension (25% vs 30%).
6 UN and 7 C patients have developed significant
proteinuria. Plas.a creatinine in UN was 0.18 uol/l in UN
and 0.12 .iol/l in C and only 3 WI had developed CRF Ire.
pre—esisting disease. The risks of UN are not different
free C in respect of hypertension and proteinuria.
RENAL RESERVE FILTRATION CAPACITY (RRFC) BEFORE AND AFTER
KIDNEY DONATION. Piet N. ter Week, Adam H. Tegzess. and Ab
J.M. Donker (intr. by L.W. Statius van Eps). Univ. of
Groningen & Free Univ. Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
In 16 kidney donors RRFC was investigated before and 3
months after uninephrectomy. RRFC was tested by infusion of
dopamine (1.5—2.0 zg/kg/min), by intravenous administration of
an amino acid solution (Vamin_NR), and by a combined infusion
of Vamin_NR and low—dose dopamine. After kidney donation the
median value of the GFR was 65% of its initial value. The
sedian value of the ERPF amounted to 70% of its value before
uninephrectomy and FF fell from 0.26 to 0.24 (p < 0.01). Median
values for dopamine—induced rises in DIR were 13.4% before and
4.7% after kidney donation (p < 0.01). Infusion of Vamin_NR
led to a rise in DIR of 10.6% before and 9.6% after donation
(ns). During combined infusion these values were 18.4 and
10.8%. respectively (p < 0.1). Median changes in ERPF before
and after kidney donation were 33.5 vs 23.2% during dopamine (p
< 0.02). 7.8 vs 8.3% during Va,sin_NR (ns), and 36.2 vs 23.6%
during combined infusion (p < 0.02). Since infusion of dopamine
induces predominantly efferent vasodilation and RRFC tested by
dopamine was significantly decreased after kidney donation, we
conclude that glomerular hyperfiltration after kidney donation
is due to a rise in glomerular blood flow as a result of
predominently efferent vasodilation. Afferent vasodilation,
resulting in a rise in glomerular capillary pressure and tested
by amino acid infusion, seems to be less important to
compensate for the loss of a kidney, as the amino acid—induced
changes in DIR and ERPF were comparable before and after kidney
donation.
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PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF SERUM ANGIOTENSIN-
CONVERTING ENZYME COMPARED TO THYROXINE IN ACUTE
RENAL FAILURE. Kazutomo Ujiie*, Ltimio Tomita,
Akira Owada*, Yasuhiko Ilno, Naoki Yoshiyama*,
Noriaki Matsui*, and Fumiaki Marumo. Tokyo Med. &
Dent. Univ., Tokyo. and Tsuchiura—Kyodo Hosp.,
Ibaraki, JAPAN.
Recent studies have shown that levels of
serum angiotension—converting enzyme (ACE) and
total serum thyroxine (Tk) are decreased in acute
renal failure (ARF). Both ACE and Tk are reported
to be correlated with each other. We evaluated
ACE and thyroid function to determine either of
which is more important as a prognostic index of
ART.
Among 37 ARF patients, 24 patients survived
(recovery group) and 13 patients died (lethal
group). We measured ACE and thyroid hormone of
venous blood samples that were taken from those
patients at the progressive phase of ARF.
The reduction of T level under normal range
(normal range is from 4.6 to 12.6 ug/dl) was seen
in 11 of 24 survived patients (5.3±2.6 pg/dl), and
was seen in 11 of 13 died patients (3.0±1.4 pg/dl).
The reduction of ACE under normal range (from
8.3 to 21.4 IU/l/37C) was seen in 6 of 24
survived patients (11.7±3.6 IU/l/37°C), however,
as many as 10 of 13 were decreased in died
patients (7.0±2.8 IU/1/37'C). The reduction of
ACE is a clinically useful index that dis-
tinguished between recovery group and lethal group
(p<O.O3), however the reduction of Tk had no
discriminary significance.
It is concluded that serum Tk was depressed
in both recovery group and lethal group, but the
reduction of ACE was seen especially in lethal
group. ACE activity is a specific and clinically
useful prognostic index in ARF.
CLINICAL FEATURES OF AIDS-ASSOCIATED
NEPHROPATHY (AAN). A, M. Valeri and A-J Neusy.
NYU Medical Center, NY, NY.
In a retrospective chart analysis of449 AIDS patients
(pts) admitted to Bellevue Hospital from August 1983 to
December 1986, we found 34 pts with evidence of AAN
(persistent proteinuria and/or renal insufficiency (RI),defined as serum creatinine (Cr) > 1.3 mg%).
Demographic features similar to the general AIDS
population at Bellevue, were: mean age 35.5 years;
male:female 10:1; race 46% black, 35% Hispanic, 18%
white; AIDS risk factor(s) 56% IVDA, 35% homosexual,
6% both and 3% other or unknown. At time of diagnosis
of AIDS (DxAIDS), 35% had RI. AAN developed within() 1 yr from time of DxAIDS in all but I pt. Other
clinical features included: RI (82%), proteinuria (100%),
hypertension (12%), edema (35%), hematuria (6%), pyuria
(24%), and a mean serum albumin of 2.5 gm%. Average
24-hour proteinuria, available in 17 pts, was 7.0 gms (12
were in the nephrotic range). ESRD (creatinine 6.0
mg%) developed in 11 pts, 9 in < 1 yr from the time of
DxAIDS; 3 received dialysis. Nine pts died < 6 months
from the time of ESRD (a mean of 25.5 days). By life
table analysis, there was no difference in survival time of
pts with AAN measured from the time of DxAIDS (50%
survival at 10.5 months) compared to other AIDS pts
(11.5 months, p> 0.05).
The incidence of AAN was 7.6% (3.0% per year).
Survival from time of ESRD was short; however, overall
survival time in AAN pts was no different from that of
other AIDS pts.
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) IN AIDS PATIENTS(pts). A. M. Valeri and A-J. Neusy. NYU Medical
Center, NY, NY.
In a retrospective chart analysis of 449 AIDS pts (607
admissions) admitted to Bellevue Hospital from August 1983
to December 1986 examining etiology, course, and outcome
of ARF, defined as an acute change in serum creatinine
(Cr) > 0.3 mg%, there were 246 pts (55%) with 425 episodes
of ARF. The causes included: volume depletion (VOL)-
38%, pentamidine (P)- 17%, amphotericin B (AB)- 11%,
Bactrim (B)- 9%, sepsis shock (S/S)- 8%, unknown- 7%,
contrast (C)- 4%, aminoglycosides (A)- 2%, and all others-
1% or less each, often the sequelae of treatment of certain
infections: PCP (73% of pts had 1 or more cases), primary
bacteremia (11%) and cryptococcal meningitis (6%). The
mean peak Cr and its frequency distribution was not
different among VOL, P. B, AB and C (range 2.1-2.6
mg%), and higher for S/S (3.7 mg%) and A (3.3 mg%). In
surviving pts, complete recovery was: VOL (99%), C
(100%), B (97%), P (90%), S/S (89%), A (80%) and AB(77%). Death before renal recovery was: VOL (8%), C
(6%), AB (8%), B (13%), P (12%), A (50%) and S/S (80%).
The mean duration of ARF was: VOL (5.5 days(d)), C
(6.8 d), S/S (7.8 d), B (9.0 d), P (11.6 d), A (14.4 d) and
AB (21.2 d). There were 21 cases in 17 pts of ARF with
Cr 6.0 mg%; 7/21 were due to VOL. In 12 cases (9 pts),
baseline renal insufficiency existed; VOL was responsible
for ARF in 3. Four of 17 pts received dialysis; 9/17 died.
VOL represents the most common cause of ARF in
AIDS pts and can be as severe as any other cause of ARF.
This emphasizes the need for careful fluid management in
these patients.
ENDOTOXEMIA IN PYELONEPHRITIS. S.J.H.van
Deventer*,I.de Vries*, L.W.Statius van Ep
H.R.BUl].er*, A.Sturk* and J.W.ten Cate .Depts.of Internal Medicine, Slotervaart
Hospital and Hemostasis and Thrombosis,
Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
Endotoxins are the most Important bacte-
rial factor for the induction of Grart-ne-
gative septicemia. Recently we developed
a sensitive and specific test for the det-
ection of bacterial endotoxins in blood
(detection limit 5 pg/ml, assaytime 2
hours). This assay was used to determine
the independent predictive values of Grain-
negative septicemia and endotoxeinia for
the development of septicemia (based upon
the following criteria: systolic blood
pressure below 90 nunHg, thrombocytopenia,
metabolic acidosis, or oliguria) in 80
consecutive f8brile patients (body tempe-
rature 38.5 C) with pyelonenhritis. The
positive predictive value of the endotoxin
test for septicemia was significantly
higher than the positive predictive value
of Gram—negative bacteremia (73% vs. 29%),
whereas negative predictive values were
similar (92% vs. 95%). Thus, an endotoxmaLc
patient with pyelonephritis is at high
risk for the development of septiceinia. In
addition, enclotoxins induce enhanced upie
of aminoglycosides in renal tubules, and
thereby may promote the nephrotoxicity of
these frequently used drugs.
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t—PA activity
(lu/mi)
t—PA antigen
(ng/ml)
PA—I (lU/mi) 1.32
2—AP (%) 107.2
PC (%) 102.4
PS (%) 90.3
*p <0.01, **p <0.001,
These data suggest
fast and reproducible
fibrinolytic capacity.
1.23*** 3.81 2.21**
92.4* 163.4 120.7**
86.9** 154.9 144.5*
102.1 134.9 128.0
***p <0.0001
that IV DDAVP infusion is a
dynatic test to evaluate
THE PROLONGEDBLEEDING TIME (BT) IN RENAL
FAILURE PATIENTS IS NOT DUE TO LOW PLASMA
LEVELS OF HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT VON
WILLEBRAND FACTOR (11MW vWF). Exan
Vosburgh*. David B. Bernard, Mark J.
Weinstein*. Boston University School of
Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts.
To determine whether the prolonged BT of
uremia is associated with abnormal vWF, we
compared plasma vWF levels, ristocetin cofactor
activity (RCof), and multimer distribution in
hemodialyzed renal failure patients with BT < 8
min(n=17)tothosewithBT>8lflin(n9). The
vWF level in both groups of patients was twice
that of normal pooled plasma, but the ratios of
RCof to vWF antigen levels were unchanged,
indicating that inactive forms of the protein
were not present. vWF multimers were separated
on SDS agarose gels, overlaid with 1251-anti vWF,
and quantified by densitometry of
autoradiographs. HMW vWF have molecular
weights greater than multimers at the optical
density maximum of vWF on autoradiographs of
normal pooled plasma, and are necessary for
normal BT. Compared to a pooled plasma
standard, the ratio of HMW vWF: total vWF in
healthy subjects was 0.93 j 0.1 (SD), n=49; in
patients with BT < 8 mm, 0.81 0.17 (p < 0.01); and
in patients with BT > 8 mm, 0.81 0.19 (p <.05).
Thus, uremic patients have unusually high
concentrations of plasma vWF and decreased
levels of HMW vWF, but these abnormalities do
not correlate with prolonged BT or give rise to
changes in the RCof:vWF antigen ratio.
A DYNAMIC TEST TO EVALUATE FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY
IN NORMAL SUBJECTS AND PATIENTS WITH SLE AND LUPUS
NEPERITIS (LE). N.K. Wadhwa,* P. Glas_Greenwalt,*
K.S. Kant, V.E. Pollak. SUNY, Stony Brook, N.Y.,
Univ. of Cincinnati Med. Ctr., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fibrinolytic activity at rest does not reflect
full fibrinolytic potential in patients pre-
disposed to thrombosis. A dynamic test is
desirable to evaluate fibrinolytic capacity in
such patients. Fibrinolytic response to IV
desmopressin (DDAVP) infusion (0.4 mg/kg) was
studied in 20 normal subjects; 4 patients with LN
and glomerular thrombi were studied twice at 1
year intervals. Functional tissue plasminogen
activator (t-PA), t-PA inhibitor (PA-I) and
n2—antiplasI.n (2-AP) were measured by standard
fibrin plate methods. t-PA antigen was measured
by ELISA, protein C (PC) and protein S (PS) by
electroimmunodif fusion. Mean values before and
10 minutes after DDAVP infusion were:
Normal Subjects Patients
(n=20) (No. Studies8)
Pre Post Pre Post
0.02 0.06*** 0.01 O.07***
4.3 l2.l' 7.2 21.0*
RELATION BETWEEN MICROALBUMINURIA AND BLOOD
PRESSURE IN NORMOTENSIVE INSULIN DEPENDENT
DIABETIC SUBJECTS. W.G. Walker, J. Hermann*,
P. Duggal*, and R. Murphy*. Johns Hopkins
Univ. Sch. of Med., Depts. of Med. and
Ophthal., Baltimore, Maryland.
The relationship between microalbuminuria
(pAlb) measured by radioirmuunoassay and
systolic arterial blood pressure (BP) in 90
subjects with IDDM was examined prior to the
development of hypertension (mean BP 118 +
14/76 + 5 mmflg) and compared with similar
data in 151 normal subjects (NOR). Mean pAib
in NOR yielded a mean value of 7.2 6.7 (SD)
pg/ml; for the 90 IDDM subjects, 228 + 996
(SD) (p<.0001). In NOR, 95% were <21 pg/mi
but only 57% IDDM fell in this range. Compa-
rable data for jtAlb/urine creatinine ratios
were: NOR .010 + .015 (SD) and IDDM .257
1.08 (SD) pg/mg (p<.0001). Correlation
between pAib and BP was examined in both NOR
and IDDM. For the IDDM group r=+.35; p<.OOl,
but 8 of the 90 subjects had diastolic BP >90
mmHg. When these 8 subjects were excluded
and the data reexamined, the significant
correlation persisted (r=+.25; p<.O25), but
no correlation was demonstrated between BP
and )iAlb in the NOR (p>.5).
These data support a role for BP as an
important determinant of the rate of evolu-
tion of diabetic nephropathy even before HP
reaches the hypertensive range. The findings
also raise the issue of benefit from earlier
control of blood pressure at lower levels in
10DM. The clinical utility of pAlb measured
sequentially in normotensive 10DM is evidentfrom these data.
EFFECT OF MAX-EPA IN PATIENTS WITH SLE. A DOUBLE-
BLIND, CROSS-OVER STUDY. Gunnar Westberg ardAnejTarkowski. Univ of' Gdteborg, Dept of Nephr and
Itheum, Sahlgren's Hospital, Gdteborg, Sweden.
Eicosapentaenoic acid, EPA, in large quantities,
has been found to retard the development of renal
disease, and in some studies to prolong the life-
span of mice with SLE-like disease.
A double-blind, cross-over study was undertaken
on the effects of EPA in patients with active SLE.
The pats received identical capsules containing
either MAX-EPA, 0.2 g/kg 8W or the same amount of
olive oil. MAX-EPA contains 17% of EPA and 17% of
docosahexaenoic acid. After a 3 months run-in
period, one of the substances was taken for 6 m,
followed by 3 m wash-out, then the other sutetance
was taken for 6 m. 20 pats entered the study, but
3 withdraw early and are excluded.
After 3 m on MAX-EPA, the clinical activity,
defined as the number of signs and symptoms of SLE
present, was lower than after 3 m on olive oil in
12 pats, higher in 3 pats and the same in 2 pats.
Similarly the anti-DNA level was lower after 3 m
on MAX-EPA than after 3 m on olive oil (pO.O3).
These differences were caused by a deterioration
after 3 m on olive oil (9 pats deteriorated and 2
improved, compared to 5 and 8 during 3 m on MAX-
EPA) and had disappeared at 6 a. No clear difference
was found in any other comparision, for ESR,
albuminuria and hematuria, renal function, blood
pressure or the amount of corticosteroids taken,
after 3 or 6 months on either drug.
It is concluded that MAX-EPA, when given in this
amount, corresponding to approx 15 capsules a day,
and for 6 months, does not have a pronounced
salutary effect on SLE patients.
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EFFECT OF HUMAN ALBUMIN INFUSION ON MINIMAL
CHANGE NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (MCNS). Ashio Yoshimura*,
Terukuni Ideura*, Yasuki Mashimoto* and Shozo
Koshikawa*, (Intr. by Kimio Tomita). Showa Univ.
Fujigaoka Hosp., Dept. of mt. Med. ,Yokohama,Japan
Human albumin is sometimes used for the
treatment of MCNS. But this therapy is direct
and rapid protein-overload for the patients. To
assess the effect of human albumin infusion on
the clinical course of HeNS, we compared MCNS
patients with (ALE ,N=16) and without (non—ALE ,N=7)
albumin administration, retrospectively. No
differences were found between ALE and non—ALE
in body weight increment, total protein level,
serum albumin concentration, blood urea nitrogen,
serum creatinine, creatinine clearance and amount
of urinary protein excretion per 24 hours at
admission. There were also no differences in the
protein contents of diet and the initial dose of
prednisolone between the two groups. All 7 cases
of non—ALE showed complete remission within 20
days after the start of steroid therapy, but 9
patients of ALE took more than 20 days for com-
plete remission. Significant differences was
noted in the period for remission between ALE and
non—ALE (73.4±18.6 vs. 13.3±1.4 days; p<O.OS).
Additionally, there were also positive correlation
between the period for complete remission and the
duration of albumin administration(3-86 days),
(p<O.Ol) in ALE. The relapsing rate of nephrotic
syndrome within two years was higher in ALH(11/16,
68.8%) compared to that in non—ALE(1/7.14.3%).
These results suggested that administration of
human albumin in MCNS attenuated the responsive-
ness to steroid therapy and increased relapsing
rate.
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF PLASMA CRYOPRECIPITATION.
A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A NEW TECHNIQUE OF PLASMA
EXCHANGE. L...X!a* and L. Li* (intr. by R.W.
Schrier). Dept. Nephrology, Jinling Hospital,
Nanjing, China.
Six patients with severe nephrotic syndrome
caused by systemic lupus erythematosus (4 cases),
polyarteritis nodosum (1 case) and anaphylactoid
purpura (1 case) have been successfully treated
with a new technique of plasma exchange- -plasma
cryoprecipitation (PC). This method includes 4
procedures: collecting exchanged plasma, freezing(-30°C, 72h), centrifuging (-4°C, 2000g, 30mm)
and returning the supernatant to the patient after
being warmed. By usimg this technique, donor's
plasma was needed only once at the initiation of
treatment and cryoprecipitated plasma was utilized
thereafter. Plasma (1.2 to 2 1) was exchanged once
a week for 3 to 10 weeks. After PC the cryoglob-
ulins, circulating isunune complexes and fibrinogen
decreased; IgG and C3 levels returned to normal;
autoantibody titers decreased or disappeared.
Clinically, all patients improved with decreased
proteinuria and pulmonary infiltrates and improve-
ment in renal function.
In summary: 1) PC effectively removes harmful
substances such as cryoprotein, circulating immune
complexes and autoantibodies. 2) The activity of
clotting factors in plasma decreased after
freezing and this may be beneficial in counteract-
ing any hypercoagulative state. 3) After PC the
exchanged own plasma can be used as a
substitute for donor's plasma. In conclusion, the
clinical effects of PC are comparable to ordinary
Dlasma exchange, hut the cost is much less.
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HIGH INCIDENCE OF URINE ABNORMALITIES IN t670
APPARENTLY HEALTHY GREEKS (AHG). Nicholas Zerefos,
Dimitrios Dukakis and George Digenis.Univ. of
Athens,Greece.
The goal of our study was to evaluate the
incidence of urine abnormalities(UA)in represen-
tative samples of AHG. Morning midstream urines
from 1670 AHG were examined for color,specific
gravity,albumi n,glucose,acetone,bile pigments ,and
microscopically for leucocytes,RBC5, casts,cry-
stals, and microorganisms.Nine hundred of these
samples were also tested for bacteria. The results
can be summarized as follows:1) Abnormalities
were observed in 11%, with a female preponderance
(16.2%) over males (8.2%). 2) Males (N) presented
an exacerbation of UA at ages < 10(3%),between
21-40 (11%), and after 60(20%),while most of the
WA found in females (F) were observed at ages
<10 (21,7%),with a decline during the following
5 years (9,5%), followed by a progressive increa-
se thereafter that reached 38,8% in ages above
71%. 3) The lowest incidence of WA were observed
in primary and high school male children (2.1
arid 1% respectively), while the highest in sol-
diers,sailors and women enlisted in the Army(16%).
4) The most frequent abnormality was leucocyturia
(5.9% in N and 11.8% in F),followed by bacteriu-
na (M=0.18%, F=4.75%), erythrocyturia 0.1=4%,
F=3%) and proteinuria (M=0.74%,F=l.03%). We con-
clude that the high incidence of WA in a large
number of apparently healthy individuals indica-
tes the necessity of encouraging people to have
their urines checked at regular intervals, parti-
cularly if they are:a) aged <10 and >60 (N or F),
b)soldiers,sailors or women enlisted in the Army,
c)men aged 21-40 and d) women of all ages.
DETERMINANTS OF BLOOD PRESSURE (HP) DURING
CHRONIC ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO) THERAPY (Rx) IN
HEMODIALYSIS (HD) PATIENTS. PA Abrsham, JA
Opsahl, LA McLein*, RW Asinger*, 1(1 Elsperger*
CE Halstenson*. Hennepin County Medical Center
and Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Correction of anemia with EPO in RD pts may be
associated with changes in systemic hemodynamics
and/or worsening hypertension (Rn). We studied
determinants of blood pressure in 8 (51±14 yrs)
(mean±SD) anemic (Hgb  8.5 g/dL) pts whose HP
was controlled during EPO Rx. HTN Rx was not
added or increased but weight was adjusted to
maintain HP control. HP (pre & post RD and 24 hr
ambulatory), wt, plasma renin activity (PRA) and
aldosterone, 51Cr red blood cell mass (Cr-RBC)
inulin space (ECFV), and cardiac output (CO) and
systemic vascular resistance (SVR) by echocardio.
graphy were measured and plasma volume (PV) was
calculated before and after 18±6 weeks of EPO Rx.
Hgb Cr-RHC PV ECFV CO SVR(g/dL)
.IrnL .Qnkj thia). (L/min) (dvnesecc,ir5)
6.7 721 2816 15719 5.34
-
1555
11.3* 1294* 2397* 11103* 5.13 15462.5 486 649 3358 376
HP (baseline pre-HD diastolic 82±14 mmHg),
weight, PM, and aldosterone did not change.
Thus, in these pts in whom PV and ECFV were
significantly decreased, a 68% increase in Hgb
was not associated with significant alterations
in determinants of systemic HP.
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DOES ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO) TREATMENT CHANGE
HEMODIALYSIS (HO) REQUIREMENTS? SAUardO. L.Moore'
O.MUe5 J.Ke L.BUrII J.SargenW University of Tennessee-
Memphis, Dept ot Medicine, Memphis, TN, and Quantitative
Medical Systems, Emeryvi8e, CA.
The elevation of Hct with EPO in HD patients (pts) has been
considered a potential risk due to the decrease h solute specific
blood water flow (Qe), especially for K' and Pi.
in 12 140 pts ($ High Flux, 4 conventional) treated with EPO,
we measured dialysance corrected for Qe during the basal period
and after the Hct had increased above 30%. We also determined
the H'rease in Hct that occurred during dialysis.
Hct Hct UF Dialysance mi/mm% % %BWI BUN K' Pi
BASAL 19.7 17 4.98 248 284 204
AFFER EPO 35.7 12 5.14 221 276 188
<0.001
After 6 w on EPO (mean dose 112 U/kg) there was a
significant increase in Hct. No significant changes were observed
in BUN (78 vs 83.4 mg/dl), serum K (5.3 vs 5.2 mEq/L) or serum
Ri (57 vs 6.6 mg/dl).The increase in Hct during dialysis was similar
during the 2 periods. The UF measured as percentage of BWt was
almost identical. Dialysance decreased 12.2% for urea, 3% for
potassium and 8.5% for phosphorus, and none of these values
were statistically significant.
At these levels of Hct the changes observed in dialysance are
not cknicafly significant and they do not require altering the dialysis
therapy.
1-LACTATE VERSUS dl-LACTATE AS A BASE FOR
HEMOOIALYSIS. N. Ajaa*, D.K. Gupta*, Z.M. Nawab*,
V.C. Gandhi, T.S. Ing, and J.T. Daugirdas.
Hines-Loyola Medical Center, Hines, IL.
Having previously assessed the use of 41-lactate
as a h..odialysis base, we now examined the
feasibility of using 1-lactate. Nine patients
were each dialyzed twice, once using 40 aM
1-lactate, and once using 40 mM dl-lactate.
Blood acid-base values, plasma 1-lactate levels,
and blood pressure and symptoms were monitored.
Acid-base changes were equivalent with the
two forms of lactate. The plasma bicarbonate
level fell slightly during the first several hours
of dialysis, increased to baseline at the end of
the 4-hour session, and then increased by 1 hour
after dialysis (1-lactate: +2.25 0.47 aM;
di-lactate +3.00 0.43, p 1 vs dl, NS). Peak
blood 1-lactate levels were somewhat higher with
I-lactate dialysis solution (7.8 0.46 mM) than
with dl-lactate dialysis solution (6.0 0.73,
p 1 vs dl < 0.05). With both forms of lactate,
blood I-lactate levels were back close to baseline
by 1 hour after therapy. Treatments were largely
asy.ptomstic and blood pressure well maintained
with both lactate solutions. The average
intradialytic blood P02 level compared to baseline
with 1-lactate was -4.2 1.2 mm Hg, and with
dI-lactate was -3.8 2.4 mm Hg (p NS, 1 vs dl).
Th. results suggest that 1-lactat. is as
suitable as di-lactat. as a dialysis solution
base, and is theoretically preferable, given the
reported adverse effects associated with
d-lactate. However, us. of lactate at a 40 iI
concentration results in a slightly suboptimal
correction of .cidosis.
}IEMODYNAMIC Cl{ANGES OF MEMODIALYZED PATIENTS BY
ERYTHROPOIETIN(EP) TREATMENT. T, Akibe, S.
Kurihara', H. Katoh', H. Yoneshima', and F.
Marumo. Dept. of mt. Med., Tokyo Med. & Dental
Univ., Tokyo, & Kasukabe Shuwa Hoep., Kasukabe.
The correction of renal anemia with the use
of HP has been associated with the elevation of'
blood pressure in some regular dialysis pa-
tients(Pts). To assess this, 12 hemodialyzed
uremic Pts were studied by Swan-Ganz catheter
before and after 12 weeks of 1500-3000 units HP
thrice a week(Tx). After Tx, hematocrit(Hct),
blood viscosity(BV), and systemic vascular
resistance(SVR) were increased and the cardiac
index(CI) were decreased, significantly. The
increase of SVR correlated with the increase of
Hct. Pts were divided by the changes of mean
blood pressure(MBP) into Group A(unchanged or
decreased MBP, n=6) and B(increased MBP,n=6).
-Hct pre-MBP -t4BP pre-CI -CI
(%) (mmHg) (mmHg) (1/min/mGroup A 10.0 121
-7 6.0 -1.20
(S.D.) (3.8) (10) (5) (0.6) (.82)
Group B 9.k 100 19 k.7 -.16
(S.D.) (1.9) (Vt) (18) (0.2) (.36)
p< n.e 5% 1% 1% 5%
Pre and post SVR and BV were not significantly
different in two groups. These results demon-
strated that 1)the elevation of Hct was accom-
panied by the increase of SVR in all Pta, but
the changes of SVR did not correlate with chan-
ges of MBP. 2)Pts with 8? increase were charac-
terized by a high pre-CI which was normalized by
Tx, while Pta without B? increase were characte-
rized by a lack of high pre-CI in spite of
anemia. 3)High BP observed in Tx may reflect the
presense of a decreased cardiac output response
in anemic phase.
COMPARISON OF SINGLE (SND) AND DOUBLE (DND)
NEEDLE TREATMENT EFFICIENCY WITH A SINGLE
PUMP PRESSURE-PRESSURE CONTROLLED DEVICE.
Howard J. Alfred, Gary Warns5, Patricia Powell*,
Paula Deedy*, and Jon Morgenthaler5. Worcester
Memorial Hospital, Worcester, Massachusetts, and
COBB Laboratories, Lakewood, Colorado.
For patients with limited vascular access or
with single-lumen indwelling catheters, hemodialysis
must be performed with an appropriate SND device.
A pressure-pressure controlled intermittently operating
single pump system was evaluated. Six stable chronically
hemodialyzed patients were treated using both DND
(n=3 Rx per patient) and SND (n=6 Rx per patient),
with hollow fiber dialyzers. Fluid balance was closely
monitored for ultrafiltration (UF) accuracy. Blood
was obtained pre and post dialysis for BUN. Treatment
intensity (Keff and Kt/V) was determined by urea
kinetic modeling techniques, and liters processed (LP)
was calculated by actual blood flow (Qb) x treatment
time (Td). Samples were obtained during dialysis for
blood recirculation (R). Td, UF, and R were similar:
Td, 3.3±0.4 hours (DND), 3.3±0.4 (SND); UP, 2.6±1
liters (DND), 2.6+1.4 (SND); R, 12.3+20% (DND), 6.3÷2%(SND). Average blood flow (Qb) 264+23 (DND) and
230+26 mI/mm (SND) (p<.OOl); Keff 166.4÷14.8 (DND)
and 141.1±16.8 (SND) (p<O.OOI); Kt/V, 1.04+0.26 (DND)
and 0.86+0.21 (SND) (p<O.Ol): LP 52.0+5.7 (DND) and
43.6+7.2 (SND) (p<O.OOl). SND was less intense than
DND due to lower average Qb, and not due to increased
R. LP correlated well with Kt/V for each patient,
providing a readily available measure of the adequacy
of each dialysis treatment. UP accuracy is not affected
by SND. We conclude that with careful monitoring
and adjustment of Td, KA and Qb, SND is as effective
as DND.
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AOJTh TREATMENT OF HYPERKALR4IA IN HEI4ODIALYSIS
(ND) PATIENTS WI1H NEBULIZED ALBJJTEROL. N. Allon,
C. pkney, R. W. Dunlay5 . Dept. of Med., Univ.
of Oki a. HSC and VAMC, Okl a. City, OK
Beta—agonists Induce an acute intracellular
shift of potassium. They may, therefore, be
useful in the acute treatment of hyperkalemia.
The potassium—lowering effect of nebul Ized
albuterol (a bet&,—agonist) was evaluated in 10
chon1c ND patients with chronic hyperkalemla
(K >5.0 ,mnol/L). Patients were studied in the
fasting state 72 hours after the previous ND
session. On 3 separate days the patients
received either albuterol (10 or 20 mg) or
placebo (saline) inhaled over a 10 mInute period.
Blood samples were obtained at baseline, and
every 30 minutes for two hours and vital signs
were monitored. The changes in potassium from
baseline (Mo during the 2—hour study were:
Albutero] Al buterol Placebo
MO (ir.nol/L) 10 mg 20 mg
30 mm _O.30j0.07* _0.59±P.13* -10.14±0.06
60 mm _O.45j0.1* _0.86±O.16* +0.30±0.12
90 mm
_0.62±0.09* —O.84j0.17 +0.36±0.12
120 mm _0.55±.O.09* _O.98j0.14* +0.24±0.11
* p<O.O1 x p1 acebo (same time period)
+ p<O.05 . 10 mg albuterol (same time period)
Nebulized albuterol had a significant
potassium-lowering effect. The magnitude of the
hypokalenic effect did not differ between
diabetic and non—diabetic subjects (—0.50
vs —0.56±0.14 mmol/L, with 10 mg albuterol).
Albuterol did not produce changes in blood
pressure or heart rate. These results suggest
that nebulized albuterol may be an important
adjunct for acute treatment of hyperkalemia In HD
patients.
AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE (Asp) DURING INTERDIA—
LYTIC (ID) PERIOD IN UREMIC PATIENTS TREATED BY
HENODIALYSIS (ND). KS. Ang,* P. Slmon,* & G.
Cam. (lntr. by G.S. Hill), Department of
Neplirology, H6p. La Beauchêe, St. Brieuc, France
ASP was recorded in 60 HI) patients classified
according to pre and post HI) SF (Ni diastolic BP
< 90 mm Hg): group A (n—32) with normal BP,
group B (n 18) with volume—dependent hyper-
tension (VdHT) *ad group C (n 10) with chronic
hypertension (CHT). ASP was recorded during HD
session and ID period (48 hours) at 15—20 minute
intervals using a Delmar Avionic Pressurometer
(Ply). Patients included in this study were
between 23 and 72 years (mean age: 56 + 17 yrs.)
Some patients of group S and all of group C
received antihypertensive drugs. Patients were
dialyzed 3x4 hours a week. The following was ob-
served; 1) During ND session BP dropped in pts of
groups A and B and remained unchanged or paradox-
ically increased in patients of group C despite
weight loss by ultrafiltration. 2) During ID
period, hypertension was present less than 10
hours after the end of ND session in 9/18 pts
classified as VdHT and circadian rhythm was lost
in 18 of 32 pta (56%) of group A, 11 of 18 pta
(61%) of group B and all patients of group C. 3)
The effects of antihypertenstive drugs was
inconstant or short. These preliminary data show
that classic methods to identify HD pta with
hypertension are insufficient and ASP monitoring
is useful to recognize hypertension during the ID
period in order to adjust antihypertensive drugs.
They suggest that autonomie insufficiency assoc-
iated with the uremic state could be responsible
(or circadian rhythm ebnornailty.
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EFFECT OF BETA BLOCRDE ON LV SYSIOLIC RJNCIION
IN PATIENIS UNDEI3OING HEM:)DIALYSIS. kdre K.
Artis*, Martin A. A].pert*, John Van Stone,
Zbylut J. TWardowski, Paimosh Ehanna.
University of Missouri Hospital and Tnsnan
VAMC, Columbia, Missouri.
¶DD assess the effect of beta-blockade on
left ventricular (LV) systolic function in
patients (pts) undergoing hemodialysis (HI)) we
perforn echocaxdiography just prior to and
imnediately following standard 4 hour HD on 19
pta receiving beta-blocking drugs in doses
sufficient to reduce pre-HD resting HR to 50-
65 beats/isis (Group 1) and 19 pts not receiving
beta-blocking drugs (Group 2). LV systolicfunction was assessed by calculating echo-
cardiograiüc LV fractional shortening (LVFS).
LV hypertroiy (LVH) was defined as increased
echocardiograüc LV mass. Pre-HD mean LVFS
(%) and mean HR (beats/mis) and the HD—related
changes in these variables (± 1 SD) were as
follows:
Group 1 Group 2
LW No Lvii Lvii No Lvii
n10 r9 ri=lO r9
LVFS 26±4 30±4 N.S. 27±4 30±3 N.S.
tLVFS +0.6 +3.6 +2.7 +4.3
<0.01 N.S.
HR 59±2 58±4 N.S. 91±8t 903t N.S.
—2.0 —1.9 —9.9 —7.8
14.5. N.S.
*p<O.05; t p<0.025 ccmipared to analogous Group 1
variable. The results indicate that in pta
with Lvii (but not in pta without LVI4) beta-
blockade signficantly blunts the expected
iirovesent in LV systolic function resulting
fron standard 4 hour HD.
BETA 2 MICROGLOBULIN DEPOSITS IN UREMIC
PATIENTS: SKIN STUDY. AGE Assounga*, S
Bascoul*, B Canaud*, PA Bouya*, JP
Vendrell*, JP Sciolla*, G Mourad*, p
Baldet*, A Serre*, C Mion (intr. by LB
Melton) Dept of Nephrology, Centre
Hospitalier, Univ., Montpellier, France.
Beta 2 microglobulin (B2M) tissue
deposits have been demonstrated in uremic
patients. Serum 82M are elevated in
uremic patients. As the skin is much
more accessible than internal organs, we
examined skin biopsies of 15 uremic
patients on dialysis for 1-19 years and 8
healthy controls by Congo red stain and
by indirect immunofluorescence using an
anti-B2M morioclonal antibody. The Congo
red stain of the skin did not reveal any
amyloid deposits in patients or controls.
However, skin inununofluorescence showed
B2M deposits in all patients and in 6 of
the 8 healthy controls. The extent and
intensity of deposits is greater in
dialyzed patients than in the control
group. All patients having massive B2M
skin deposits have been dialyzed for at
least 5 years and had presented a carpal
tunnel syndrome. We noticed no differ-
ence between sexes, and no correlations
between serum B2M and skin B2M deposits.
Thus, immunofluorescence is more sensi-
tive than Congo red stain in detecting
B2M skin deposits. B2M skin deposits
appear earlier than clinical manifesta-
tions due to internal organ deposits.
HIGH-FLUX DIALYSIS DOES NOT CAUSE DIALYSIS
DISEQUILIBRIUM (DD) OR INCREASES IN INTRAOCULAR
PRESSURE (loP) IN WELL DIALYZED OUTPATIENTS. J.N.
Austin*, H. Klein, J. Mishell, S.R. Contiguglia,J. Levy, L. Chan, and .7.1. Shapiro. Dept. of
Med., Univ. of Colorado Med. Sch. Denver, CO.
DD occuring during conventional hemodialysis
(CD) has been attributed to the establishment of
an osmotic gradient generated between brain cells
and the extracellular fluid causing cerebral edema
and increases in intracranial pressure during CD.
Increases in lOP occur concomminently and have
been reported with CD in extremely uremic patients
(Sitprijo et al, Invest Ophthal 3:273, 1964).
Increases in lOP have not been observed during
conventional hemodialysis in well dialyzed
outpatients (Gofter et al, Nephron 40:74, 1985).
As high-flux hemodialysis (HFD) causes more rapid
osmolar shifts than CD, increases in the incidence
of DD and increases in lOP might be anticipated.
Observing approximately 50 patients converted from
CD to hID during the past 12 months, no clinical
episode of DD has been observed. To further
investigate this, 16 patients were evaluated with
lOP determinations prior to and 2 hours into a BID
treatment using a Schiotz tonometer. Mean lOP
prior to HID was 15.7 5.2 mmBg in the right eye
and 14.1 4.2 mmHg in the left eye. During
treatment, intraocular pressure was 15.0 4.5
mmHg in the right eye and 14.6 3.9 mmHg in the
left eye, values which are not different from the
predialysis determinations. No patient had a
baseline or intradialysis lOP greater than 21
mznHg. These data suggest that HID is not likely to
provoke either clinical or subclinical increases
in intracranial pressure in well dialyzed
outpatients.
TOTAL CHOLESTEROL (TC) FALL WITH MONTHS ON
DIALYSIS (MOD) AND ITS IMPACT ON ATHEROGENICITY.
M.M. Avram, A.Lustig*, P.Goldwasser*, A.Antignani*,
P.A. Fein, N. Mittman. The Long Island College
Hospital, Brooklyn, New York
We have shown that henodialysis pta with longer
duration of ESRD tend to have lower TC. (ASN, 1987).
We have expanded this survey to include 126 ND and
53 CAPD pta. Longitudinal values after 5 to 9
months were measured in 46 HD and 33 CAPD pta.
Analysis of covariance for all pta confirms the
inverse correlation of TC (p.OO3), HDL—C (p".Ol)
and its apolipoprotein (Apo) A—I (p<.02) with MOD.
In addition, TC was higher in females (p<.OO1) and
CAPD pts. (p<.OO1), and correlated with age (p.O2)
and albumin (p<.OO1). HDL—C was higher in Blacks
(p<.OO1) but not affected by gender, dialysis mo-
dality or albumin. Diabetic status, serum PIN and
blood pressure (BP) were not significant variables
for TC or HDL—C. The atherogenic risk ratio TC/
iIDL—C (p<.OO1) and Apo B (LDL— and VLDL—associated)
(p.Ol2) were higher in Whites than in Blacks and
correlated with NP (p<.O5). Paired comparisons for
individual pta after 9 months revealed lower TC in
HD pts (p<1O6), greater with longer MOD (p<.O4).
HDL—C decreased in HD (p<.O5) but not CAPD pta
during the study interval, but, interestingly, the
risk ratio remained the same. In summary, TC falls
with time on dialysis, more in HD than CAPD pta,
possibly related to nutritional status. 13DL—C and
its Apo are lower with increasing MOD, probably
explained by the fall seen in RD pts.. Therefore,
the impact of lower TC with MOD accompanied by
stable risk ratios, cannot be directly linked to
increasing atherogenesis. This data redefines over-
all cardiovascular risk and the presence of "accel-
erated atherosclerosis" in pts on dialytic therapy.
HIGH BLOOD FLOW—LOW REPARIN (Rep) HEMODLALYSIS (ND)
WITH AN—69 MEMBRANE. RH Barth, S Sodden*, GM
Berlyne. VA Medical Center and SUNY/Brooklyn, NY.
The relatively biocompatible AN—69 ND mem-
brane has been reported to have low in—vitro
thrombogenicity. We have sought to reduce RD Rep
dosage using AN—69 hollow fiber (HF) dialyzers at
400—600 ml/min blood flow with volumetric ultra-
filtration. During a 60—day period, 1431 BUs were
performed, with mean (±SD) total Rep dose for
AN—69 3339 2205 U (n=948), for regenerated cellu-
lose (RC) 4190 1839 U (n37O), and for cellulose
acetate (CA) 5150 3517 U (n113). In 504 RD5
(35.2%) total Hep was 2000 U or less. Results for
these low—Hep HDs were as follows:
Membrane: A1.h—69 RC/CA ( P
Treatments: 378 92/34
Blood flow: 483±104 314± 56 .001
Total Hep (U): 889±841 1283±863 <.001
Hep/kg/h (U): 3.9±3.7 5.1±3.8 '.01
Clotting: 1 (0.3%) 13 (10.3%) '.001
191 Hep—free HDs were performed, with re-
sults below. All dialyzers were HF; blood com-
partments were pre—rinsed with 2000 U Hep in 1000
ml 0.9% saline. Periodic saline flushes were not
used in AN—69 HDs.
Membrane: AN—69 RC/CA ( P
Treatments: 157 6/28
Blood flow: 506±95 261±56 ' .001
Clotting: 0 (0%) 6 (17.7%) .001
We conclude that the combination of high
blood flow with AN—69 membrane allows marked
reduction of RD Rep dose and safe routine use of
Rep—free RD.
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CONTINUOUS ON—LINE BIOIMPEOANCE TO MONITOR BODY
FLUIDS AND CELL MEMBRANE STATUS DURING HD.
G. Bazzato*, F. Scanferla*, A. Fracasso, Nephrolo—
gy Div. Umberto I Hospital, Venice—Mestre, Italy.
In living organisms electrical conduction is re
lated to water and electrolyte distribution in the
biological conductor (cells). We have measured by
a computerized integrated system (BIA 109, RJL
AKERN) the changes of bioelectrical impedance den
ving from a tetrapolar system working on 800 uA,
50 kHz constant current, in 15 uremic pta on ROT.
Electrical resistance and reactance have been con-
tinuously monitored during HO session in each pt.
We have observed a constant and univocal trend wi-
th linear increase of both resistance and reactan-
ce during HO treatment. Resistance changes result-
ed strictly correlated to dialytic ultrafiltration
with R>O.98 in all of the subjects. Reactance sho
wed a transient fall in cornispondence of 5 severe
symptomatic hypotensive episodes. As reactance mi-
ght be considered an index of cellular membrane
function integrity, it could represent a reliable
parameter of therapeutic efficacy in monitoring
uremic patients on ROT. Furthermore the chance to
control on—line bioimpedance is probably able to
detect in advance the cell membrane mechanism alt!
rations which are responsible for acute clinical
events during HO. Our data are consistent with
this hypothesis although further study is needed
to confirm the usefulness of this apparatus in mo-
nitoring adequate HO treatment.
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ANAPHYLATOXIN (A) MASS GENERATED BY CUPROPHAN MEM-
BRANE (CM) IS NOT INFLUENCED BY BLOOD FLOW RATE
(Q ). J.L. BELL* and LW. Henderson. Nay Hosp, VA
Me Ctr, Univ of Cal, San Diego, CA.
A generation by CM leads to adverse effects in-
cluding leukopenia, hypoxemia and increases in pul-
monary artery pressure. We investigated the effect
of Q on A generation using an in vitro hemo-
dial9sis circuit by exposing standardized sera to
CM 0.9 2 at various Q0. C'3a and C'5a concen-
trations were measured at intervals from the serum
reservoir. Negative control and background A were
subtracted.
CUPROPHAN C'3a ug/ml (+/-sem) an:6 all others n=3
mi/mm 15 mm 30 mm 60 mm 120 mm
100 _170(23)a 195( 41)a 615(59)8 4.25(.99)
200
-O.42(.32)# 5.53(.84)+ 8.59(.63)* 7.04(1.1)
300 0.97(.43)+ 5.57(.36)+ 6.98(.76) 3.85(1.1)
*p<O.05, #p<0.02, +p<O.001 vs lOOml/min
300++ 1.61(.26) 5.27(.35) 7.47(.29) 6.7O(.86)
++vol of sample reservoir doubled
p=n.s. vs 300 mi/mm standard sample volume
C5a generation by CM showed a similar Q depen-
dence at 15 and 30 mm which was not evident there-
after. Final C'5a concentration was also not dif-
ferent.
We conclude that: 1) A delivery from CM is
dependent early in treatment only but the total A
mass generated is Q1 independent and 2) the gen-
eration rate of A with time at a fixed Q is inver-
sely related to the concentration of A ad is inde-
pendent of the mass of C'3 passing over the mem-
brane. We postulate that the reactive sites on the
membrane are maximally saturated early with C'3b
and that A generation is dampened by regulatory
proteins (I and H) with time.
SERIAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF CHRONIC
HEMODIALYSIS (CHD) PTS DURING LONG-TERN CORRECTION
OF ANEMIA WITH RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN
(r-HuEPo). V. Berkley' F. Fouad P. Currie, T.
Thomas, EP Paganini, The Cleveland Clinic Found.,
Dcpts. of Hypertension/Nephrology, Cardiology, and
Heart & Hypertension, Cleveland, Ohio
Improvement in cardiac function has been
reported in CHD pts with r-HuEPo correction of
anemia. Temporal effects of this therapy, however
were not described. To study serial changes in
cardiac performance during therapy, 11 pts
underwent echocardiographic and other hemodynamic
testing immediately prior to, at target hematocrit
(T-hct), and after one year of r-HuEPo therapy.
Echos were independently read by two separate
investigators, blinded to pt status.
While hct rose (pre: 21±2.7; Thct: 36±3.1; 1
yr:35.5,jl.9%;p<O.008), plasma voluxne(148±31.7 vs
109+29m1/cm, p<O.004) and blood volume (ll526 vs
102±26m1/cm, p<O.09) dropped at 1 yr, with Pt wt.
unchanged. MAP rose at T-hct (98l8 vs lOSjlS mmilg
p<O.09) but returned at 1 yr to baseline value.
There were no significant changes in heart rate,
stroke volume (SV), % LV fractional shortening, LV
end diastolic(ED) or end systolic(ES) volume(V) or
diameter(D) throughout the study.
A subgroup (n6) had their evaluations at a
fixed time after HD at all study points. While
there were marginal drops in EDO (5.l.l vs
5.Otl.lcm, p<O.04), EDV(15O65 vs l2456ml,
pKO.O8), and SV(8O26 vs 67+23m1, p<O.05) at 1 yr
in this group, no changes were seen at T-hct.
A beneficial effect of correcting anemia on
cardiac size and function was not readily
demonstrable at either T-hct or 1 yr using
echocardiography in this small Pt group.
EFFECT OF ETHI)POIgFIN (ER)) ON BLOOD
PRSURE (BP) IN AN4IC H)DIALY5IS (HI))
PATIflS. A. Besarab, W. Gaughan, and F.
Medina. Thomas Jefferson University, Division
of Nephrology, Philadelphia, PA.
Neither the risk factors for worsening
hypertension (NT) nor the direct effects of
changing HCT on BP during ER) therapy are welldefined. We enrolled 42 MD patients, the
majority of whom had mild HT and required
antihypertensives. Pre-enroliment severity of'
I-IT was assessed by a score (HTS) ranging from
zero to 60 points. During ER), changes in BP,interdialytic weight gain (IDWG), estited
dry weight (EDW), and Hct were recorded. Ita
were analyzed by multiple regression.In the first 12 ks of ER), mean
decreased 1.9 kg, Hct rose from 23 to 33 vol
%, but mean B? did not change. Antihyper-
tensives were increased in 10 patients.
Changes in EDW correlated with initial Wt,
weight losses occurring in severely anemic
patients. }ITS and age influenced pre and postdialysis BP. Pre dialysis BP was affected by
IDWO and adjustments in EDW but not Hot. Dia-
stolic blood pressures were weakly affected by
1-let. Subsequently, B.P. remained stable or
decreased on ER) therapy and antihypertensives
could be decreased.
We conclude that (1) Increase in NP is
common but can be controlled, (2) severely
anemic patient carry excessive fluid; (3)
older & previously hypertensive patients are
at higher risk for hypertension; (4) NP
returns to or below baseline once anemia is
corrected but may take more than 10-12 weeks.
EFFECT OF ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO ) -INDUC CRANGES IN
HEMATOCRIT (HOT) ON DIALYSIS SOLUTE CLEARANCES (CL)
fuiatole Besarab, William Gaughan, Deborah
Anzalone,* and Fani Medina.* Jefferson Medical
College, Dept. of Nephrology, Philadelphia, PA.
Concern has been raised about the effect of
changes in plasma flow rate (PFR) at constant
blood flow rate (BFR) during EPO therapy in anemic
dialysis patients. We performed 120 clearance
measurements in 26 patients during EPO therapy as
hematocrits (}Icts) increased from less than 25 to
greater than 33 vol% (range 33 to 43). Mass
balance for urea(N—60) and kinetic modaling(N—lll)
were performed. Multivariate step—wise data
regression was performed to assess the effects
of flFR, PFR, Rct, surface area (SA), and dialyzer
type (plate or hollow fiber) with a p value < .05
accepted as significant.
Cl-urea was proportional to BFR and SA but
independent of Hct and PFR. Parallel plate
dialyzers had higher Cl—urea than hollow fiber
dialyzers when factored by BFR and SA. Cl-Cr
was proportional to SA and PFR but not BFR. Cl—Pi
was independent of BFR or PFR of blood flows of
250-350 ml/min. Changes in BUN correlated with
PCR. Serum-Pi increased by nre than 25% om 1/3
of patients, was associated with dietary non-
compliance (+PCR) and required modification
of Pi-binder regimens. Clinically, no significant
changes in serum K, HCO or CA2+ were observed
over the first 20 weeks of EPO therapy.
We conclude that EPO-induced changes in Hct,
which influence PFR, produce clinically minor
effects on solute clearance or blood chemistries
with the exception of Pi. Dietary non—compliance
develops in 1/3 of patients and requires modif i—
cation of the dialysis prescription.
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iMPACT OF HEMATOCRIT (Hct) ON SOLUTE TRANSPORT
IN HEMODIALYSIS. Juan P. Bosch, Viroj Barlee*, Beat
von Albertini*. George Washington Univ. Med. Ctr.,
Dept. of Medicine, Washington, D.C.
To determine the impact of Hct on solute transport
during dialysis, clearance studies were performed in 4
patients on High Flux Hemodiafiltration. Mean blood
and dialysate flow were 508 +1- 7 and 1003 +1- 39
ml/min, respectively. Ultrafiltration rates we r e
comparable. 11 studies with whole blood urea massbalance error of less than 10% were used for analysis.
Clearance was calculated from the solute mass
recovered in dialysate.
Clearance (Mass Removed in Dialysate/ Plasma inlet
concentration) was inversely related to Hct for Urea
Nitrogen (UN) (r= .80, p< .003). creatinine (Cr) (r.79,
p<.004) and Phosphorus (Phos) (r= .89, p< .001). The
Clearance/Plasma Flow ratio for UN was greater than
1 and was directly related to Hct (r=.65, p<.O4). For Cr
and Phos the ratios were .82 and .72, respectively and
did nd change with Het.
We conclude, the clearance of UN, Cr and Phos is
inversely related to the Hct (p<.OOI). For UN the
decrease in clearance is less than the reduction in
plasma flow observed with higher Hcts, suggesting
urea transfer from red blood cells to plasma(equilibrium). For Cr and Phos, the reduction i n
clearance was proportional to the reduction in plasma
flow, suggesting no transfer of solutes from red cells
to plasma during the passage through the dialyzer
(disequilibrium).
SERUM NON—TRANSFERHN BOUND IRON (NTBI) IN MEMO-
DIALYSIS (MD) PATIENTS. P. Brissot,* P.Simon,*
AN. Barthel,* KS. Ang,* and G. Cam,* (Intr. by
G.S. Hill), Hôpital La Beauchée, Saint—Brieuc,
Hôpital Pontchaillou, Univ. Rennes, France.
Hepatic siderosis is a potential hazard in HD
patients receiving multiple blood transfusions.
The mechanism responsible for the deposition of
iron in other tissues (bone, myocardium) could be
due to the existence of an abnormal amount of NTBI
in the serum of HD patients. In this study, serum
HTML level was assayed before and after blood
transfusions in 16 HD patients, 5 of whom had
laboratory evidence of iron overload (10, defined
as ferritin level > 400 ng/ml) and 2 pts with
aluminum overload (AU, defined as Al after DFO
test > 150 ug/mi) and 5 pts treated by CAPD.
Variations in serum NTBI were also assayed during
DFO test in 5 pta with 10. The following results
were obtained: 1) In 9 HD and 5 CAPO pts without
10 or AU, serum NTMI level was normal (< 1.5
umol/l). 2) In 2 lID pts with A0, serum HTMl level
increased transiently one to two weeks after blood
transfusions. 3) In 3 of 5 HD pts with 10, serum
NTBI level was continuously higher than normal
(2.5 to 4.5 umol/l), increased during DFO test (>
1501 of basal serum level) and decreased
significantly at the end of the MD session. In 2
of 3 pta with 10 and high NTBI, iron was histo—
chemically demonstrable in a bone biopsy. These
preliminary results show that some lID patients
receiving multiple blood transfusions have an
abnormal serum level of NTBI. They suggest it has
a role in the occurrence of iron deposits in bone.
HIGH FLUX HAEMODIALYSIS: OPTIMAL TREATMENT FOR
DIALYSIS ARTHROPATHY?
EA Brown, D Sethi, GD Perkin, RN Maini, PE Gower.
Charing Cross Hospital, London UK. Introduced by
DT Domoto.It has been suggested that high flux haeino—
dialysis (HFD), which eliminates 2—microglobulin
(B2M), might be an effective treatment for
dialysis arthropathy and carpal tunnel syndrome
both of which are associated with B2M derived
amyloid.
18 patients with dialysis arthropathy (4 female,
14 male, mean age 55±10 years, mean duration HD
12.6±3 years) were randomly allocated to either
HFD (Polyacrylonitrile or Polysulfone) or cupro—
phane haemodlalysis (HD) and underwent a single
blind study lasting 6 months. Each patient had
detailed rheumatological assessments, nerve con-
duction studies, biochemical and haematoloical
tests before, during and after 6 months. Results
showed a fall in pre—dialysis serum B2M of 21%
(p = 0.007) in patients treated with HFD over 6
months but a rise of 8% (NS) in HD patients and no
change in C—reactive protein in either group. The
total range of movements of the shoulders improved
from 72% at time 0, to 84% at 6 months (p(O.00l)
in the HFD group alone. There was no significant
improvement in walking time, grip strength, fist
clo8ure, Ritchie Articular Index or pain perception
(Visual Analogue Scale). Serial donduction
studies of the median, ulnar, aural and lateral
popliteal nerves did not show any difference
between the groups over the time studied.
Thu8 despite a large fall in serum B2M, our
results have demonstrated an objective improvement
only in the shoulder movements of patients with
dialysis arthropathy after 6 months on HFD.
EFFECTS OF ORAL BASE THERAPY ON PLASMA IONIZED
CALCIUM (ION CA), PHOSPHOROUS (PROS), AND PTH
IN CHRONIC IIEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. ItT Campbell,
RJ Caruana, RS Weinstein*, BA Chaudhary*, jrj
Smith*, KM Kurunsaari*. Renal Division, Dept
Medicine, Med Col GA, Augusta, GA.
Oral base supplements are often prescribed
for chronic hemodialysis patients; the effects
of oral base on bone mineral metabolism and PTH
are unknown. We studied 20 chronic hemodialysis
patients before and after one months s treatment
with base. Oral dose of base was adjusted to
achieve midweek predialysis plasma bicarbonate
(bicarb) levels at 22-26 mEq/l (mean daily dose
1.5 0.9 mEq/kg/d). Results shown are means
SD:
off base on base diff
7.35 .03 7.39 .04 p<.OO5
18.6 2.9 22.5 4.0 p<.0005
35.0 5.3 37.3 5.4 p<.OO5
5.03 .37 4.83 .34 p<.Ol
6.0 1.5 6.1 1.3 N.S.
24.2 20.0 25.8 22.7 N.S.
and ion Ca in mEq/l, P5CO2 in mm Hg,
phos in mg/dl, midregion IPTH in ng/ml).
No significant changes were observed in plasma
total Ca, albumin, BUN, potassium, alkaline
phosphatase, blood pressure, and interdialytic
weight gain.
Conclusions: Oral base therapy in hemodialysis
patients raised plasma bicarb, but the expected
increase in arterial pH was blunted by an increase
in PaCO2. Ionized Ca levels fell, but no changes
in phos or iPTH were seen. This short-term study
does not demonstrate benefit from oral base
therapy in patients on chronic hemodialysis.
art pH
bicarb
PaCO2
ion Ca
phos
IPTH
(bicarb
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EPOPROSTENOL (E) VERSUS HEPARIN (H) FOR ANTICOAGU-
LATION IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (ND). RJ Caruana,
JC Hall*, JW Crow*, A Cato*, MC Smith and D Clyne.
Med. Coil, of GA, Augusta, CA, Burroughs Welicome
Co, Research Triangle Park, NC, Community Dial.
Ctr., H. Cleveland, 011 and VAMC, Cincinnati, OH.
Short term studies have demonstrated the
efficacy and safety of H-RD in patients at high
risk of bleeding. The purpose of this study was
to compare the long term efficacy and aide effects
of E-ED to H-ND. Thirty one chronic, stable RD
patients received either E or H (15E, 1611) as the
sole anticoagulant for 24 consecutive dialyses.
Two centers re-used hollow fiber artificial kidneys
(UFAX) and 1 did not. Data from 325 E dialyses
and 374 H dialyses were analyzed for HFAK function,
HFAK clotting and adverse patient effects.
Mean H infusion rate was 4.l 0.7 ng/kg/min
and mean B dose was 5895 1364 U/dialysis. }IFAX
function as reflected by intradialytic decrements
in BUN, creatinine, potassium, and body weight
were similar with E and H. Significant clotting
requiring termination of dialysis or changing of
HFAK or lines occurred in 37/325 E dialyses and
0/374 H dialyses. Mean fiber bundle loss was
greater with E than H but averaged less than 107.
in both groups. Dialyzer re-uses averaged 2.7 with
H and 6.6 with H. Intradialytic hypotension and
somatic complaints (nausea, vomiting, headache,
cramps) were mor*e frequent with E than H but rarely
dialysis limiting with only 10/325 H dialyses
terminated prematurely because of adverse effects.
No tachyphylaxis or cumulative toxicity were noted
with E.
E provides adequate dialysis anticoagulation
with an acceptable level of side effects in chronic
ND patients.
POLYACRYLONITRILE (PAN) MEMBRANES BIND A
GREATER AMOUNT OF C3a THAN CUPROPHAN (Cu).
Alfred K. Cheung, Charles J. Parker*, Unda Jjx*
Jarmila Janatova*. VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Conventionally, complement (C) activation by dialysis
membranes is determined by quantifying fluid phase C3a.
Based on such measurements, Cu have been classified
as strong C activators while PAN are considered to be
weak activators. In previous studies, however, we have
observed that PAN binds C3a. Thus, if a relatively large
portion of the C3a that is generated during hemodialysis
remains bound to PAN, quantitatlon of fluid phase C3a
alone would not be a valid measure of C activation. A
method for determining both fluid phase and membrane
bound C3a was therefore devised.
Pieces of PAN and Cu were incubated with C3-deficlent
serum that had been repleted with radiolabeled C3.
Subsequently, the supernates and the membranes were
separated. To quantify membrane associated C3a,
proteins were eluted from Cu and PAN by SOS-PAGE.
Simultaneously, the corresponding supemates were also
subjected to SOS-PAGE. The amount of C3a in each
track was determined by counting the radioactivity of the
gel slice that contained C3a (the position of the C3a in the
gel was marked using purified C3a). The results of these
experiments are presented in ng (p.cO.005 vs PAN):
PAN
Supernate
29.0 2.6
Membrane
210.8±4.8
Total
239.8 4.4
Cu 167.4±9.6* 2.1 0.3* 169.5±9.7*
These studies demonstrate that in some instances
determination of fluid phase C3a alone is not an adequate
measurement of C activation by dialysis membranes. The
pathophysloiogical significance of membrane bound
anaphylatoxins remains to be determined.
SEROPREVALENCE OF ANTIBODY TO HUMAN IM-
MUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) IN PATIENTS TREATED
BY MAINTENANCE HEMODIALYSIS (MH). K. Cbirgwin,
T.K.S. Ran. S.H. Landesman' and EA. Friedman. Department of
Medicine State University of New York Health Science Center at
Brook1m, Brooklyn, N.Y.
To assess the prevalence of HIV seropositivity in patients and staff
in an inner city hemodialysis unit at the epicenter of the AIDS pan.
demic, we offered voluntary HIV antibody testing to both the 86
patients underging MH, and the staff caring for them. The dotribu-
lion of risk factors for HIV (intravenous narcotic drug addiction,
Haitian origin, male homosexuality and blood transfusions), was
similar among the 70 consenting patients and 16 who declined testing.
Of the 70 patients tested, 27 (38.6%) were seropositive for HIV by
both ELISA and Western Blot methods There were no false positive
ELISA reactions. In all of the 27 positive patients, a known risk factor
for HIV could be identified (intravenous narcotic drug use in 23,
homosexuality and Haitian origin in 1 patient each, and blood transfu-
sions in the remaining two). Mean duration of MR before HIV test-
ing in HIV positive patients was 7 months (range 1-255 months).
Retrospective testing of frozen sera at initiation of MI! was also posi.
live in each of 14 patients with available sera.
All dialyses were performed using CDC guidelines for protection
against hepatitis and AIDS without isolating individual HIV positive
patients. No patient without a recognized risk factor for HIV infec-
lion initially was or subsequently became seropositive. All 24 of the 25
staff members tested were found to be scronegative for HIV.
None of the seropositive patients manifested signs or symptoms of
AIDS/ARC. All 16 positive patients had a reduction in the number of
absolute circulating T4 (CD4) cells (mean 225, range 12.500), as com-
pared to a mean of 964 (range 285-1492) in seronegative patients.
After 9 months of follow up no patient has developed clinical AIDS.
We conclude that nosocomial transmission of lily in a hemodialysis
unit employing CDC AIDS guidelines is an unlikely event. HIV
seropositivity is associated with a reduction in T4 cells in patients
treated by MH. The rate of development of clinical liv disease in
theseMH patients and its long-term prognosis are unknown.
CHANGING DEATHS PATTERNS WITH TIME ONCHRONIC DIALYSIS (CHD) - INFECTION IS THE
SPECIFIC LETHAL COMPLICATION OF CHD. A.Collins.
A.Umen*, I.OdarCederlof*, B.Hylander*, CM.Kjellstrand.
Depts of Mcd:, Hennepin Co Med Ctr and Karolinska HospStockholm, Sweden.
Controversy exists about what is the specific dialysis
complication that causes death.
We followed 2004 patients starting CHD since 1966. The
patients were divided into age younger and older than 50 and
prospectively classified as having (WIC) or not having (NOC) 1or more of 10 complicating diseases at start of CHD.Of778 classifiable deaths, 45% were due to cardiovascular
disease, 18% due to stopping dialysis, 16% due to infections and19% to other causes. Cardiovascular diseases decreased from
50% of all deaths the first year to 15% beyond 9 years ondialysis, while infections increased from 10% to 25% and
stopping dialysis from 15% to 30%, Beyond 6 years of dialysis,
infections were the most common cause of death in <50 yearsNOC (75%), in >50 NOC (35%) and <50 WIC (30%) (alldifferences p=<O.05). In >50 WIC stopping dialysis was most
common beyond 6 years (25%). Infections increased in all groups
while cardiovascular disease decreased in <50 WIC and < 50
NOC and stabilized in >50 WIC.and increased in >50 NOC.
Infection is the specific dialysis complication that causes most
deaths followed by stopping dialysis that is particularly common
in older patients with complications, Contrary to belief,
cardiovascular deaths are not caused by dialysis but decrease
with time on dialysis and in young patients is probably caused bypre-existing vascular disease. If the older patients live long
enough on dialysis they will, similar to nondialyzed patients,
develop degenerative cardiovascular deaths. To improve the
specific dialysis complication of infection, studies and conction
of the immune-defect of dialysis and improvement and cleaner use
of vascular access axe necessary.
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IMPACT OF ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO) THERAPY
(RX) ON RAPID HIGH EFFICIENCY HEMODIALYSIS
(RHED). A.Collins, P. Keshaviah , R.Berkseth, J. Opsahl
and P. Abraham. HennepinCounty Medical Centerand Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
It has been speculated that EPO Rx will complicate the ad-
ministration of RHED. We studied 11 patients on chronic
RIlED: 3 mo. pre-EPO (C, Hct=23%), 1.5 mo. into EPO Rx
at the target Hb of 12.5 gnildl (T, Hct =35 %), and after 2
mo. of stabilization at this Hb (S, Hct =35 %) . Outcome
parameters included pre-dialysis hypertension (BP> 160/90),
symptomatic hypotension (systolic <90 with symptoms),
intra-treatment complications, blood circuit pressures, small
solute removal, and post-rinse dialyzer appearance:
Parameter i
Elypertension (%) 23 41 24
Sym. Hypotn.(%) 13 8 10
Nausea(%) 9 6 5
ramps(%) 9 15 10
(KT/V) urea 1.45 1.43 1.43
Wt. Loss (kg) 2.8 3.0 2.6J
Hypertension and cramps increased significantly (C to T),
but returned to baseline levels during S with changes in
medications and ' dry' weight .Pre-dialyzer pressures in-
creased from 328 to 380mm Hg with EPO, but did not pre-
vent the achievement of high blood flows (— 400 mI/mm),
short treatment times (-180'), desired weight loss, orpre-
scribed KT/V. 92% of dialyzers were rated as "clean rinse-
backs' during C, compared to 74 % during EPO Rx.
RHED can be successfully applied to patients on EPO with
appropriate technical procedures and medical management.
CUIPARISON OF ELECr ALNHIIC BIX)D Fr_ow
DEVICE (EBF) jp'ij (HC) ME]MOD 1OR
DEI'E4INATION OF O)NTINUCtJS THERAPY BLOOD
FI (). F. Cosentino, E. P. Pagamni, S.
S. Nakamto, S. Swann' D. nnedy' M. Magdenic. *
Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Dept. of Hyper-
tensiolVNephrology, Cleveland, Ohio.
In vitro circuitry blood flows (Qb) during
continuous ultrafiltration (SCtJF) and postdilution
CAVH were simultaneously nasured using a ne
electromagnetic blood flow device (EBF, Bio—
xn3.icus) and standard Hct determinations.
Known pulsatile pump flows (25,50,75,100,150
cc/sin) were generated by a volumetrically cali-
brated BSM 20 blood poup (Hospal).
EBF measurements were obtained in the pre
filter position while sinultaneous paired Hct
determinations were drawn from pre and postfilter sampling ports. Hct Qb was calculated
by the formula: (UF rate) (HctV)/(Hctv_HctA)
Std Qb Hct Qb EBF Qb
25 cc/sin 32±25 23±7
50 cc/sin 59jl9 52±8
75 cc/sin 88±71 75+6
100 cc/sin 115±74 100+7
150 cc/mJ.n 214+233 148±9
*p<0.05
In all nes while E8F Qb vs. Std OJ were equal(r0.99), Hct vs. Std were disparate
(p<0.05). This data suggests that the EBF device
accurately measures at the low rates found in
continuous therapy. However the Ect method
requires multiple determinations in order to
approach only iTiarinal precision.
DEPRESSANT EFFECT OF ACETATE IN ISOLATED CARDIAC
TISSUE. J.T. Dauairdas, X. Wang*, C. Nutting*,
V. Swanson*, and A. Agrawal*. Hines-Loyola Medical
Center, Maywood, IL.
It has been suggested that acetate may have
cardiodepressant properties in vitro, but previous
studies have not separated out effects of acetate
from possible effects of osmolality, sodium
concentration, or calcium complexing. We studied
the effects of isosmotic acetate substitution (at
a constant Ca2+ level) on contractility in
isolated rat atrial tissue and in an isolated
perfused non-working whole heart preparation.
In spontaneously contracting right atrial tissue
acetate induced dose-dependent inhibition of peak
isometric tension in the clinically important dose
range of 4 to 16 mM. Bath acetate levels of 4, 16
or 64 mM reduced peak tension to 78% 2.7 (SEM),
56% 2.5, or 61% 4.6, respective1, of control
values (p<O.Ol all). Because the CaL+ levels of
the acetate baths were set equal to that of the
control bath, calcium complexing by acetate could
not have accounted for acetate's cardiodepressant
effect. The inhibitory action was demonstrable
with both isosmotic and hyperosmotic acetate
solutions. Acetate had no effect on the sponta-
neous rate of atrial contraction. Inhibition of
contractility in the whole heart was also seen at
bath acetate levels of 8 and 16 mM: %change
+dP/dt max: control: -1.4% 3.0; 8 mM Ac: -22.7%
3.3 (p<O.Ol); 16 mM Ac: -24.4% 3.1 (p<O.Ol).
The results suggest that acetate has a myocar-
dial depressant effect in vitro at concentrations
achievable in the plasma during hemodialysis. The
myocardial depressant action is not dependent on
calcium complexing or on changes in bath osmola-
lity or sodium concentration.
DOES PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) CHANGE
ACUTELY DURING HEMODIALYSIS (HO)? C. L.
Davis, SW Med Center at Dallas, and
Dallas VAMC, Dallas, TX.
An increase In cardiac contractility
during HD has been associated with an
increase in the Ionized calcium con-
centration (Ca+4). However, a decrease
in PTH could also affect cardiac
function. To evaluate the rapidity of
a change in PTH during HD, we serially
measured Ca+F and PTH (intact molecule,
RIA) during HO in 11 chronic dialysis
patients. Dialysate Ca was 1.0 mM
for the first 60 mm of dialysis and
1.75 mM thereafter.
Pre 15mm 60mm 120mm
Ca (mM/L) .94 .91 .83 1.O7
PTH (pg/mI) 375 422 422 196k
*p<O.05, tp<.OO1 versus 60 mm
Ca++ decreased and intact PTH increased
slightly on the 1.0mM bath. After the
dialysate Ca was increased, PTH
levels decreased sharply and signifi-
cantly. Intact PTH was not detected in
the dialysate. Therefore, intact PTH
levels decrease rapidly during HD in
response to increasing Thus, It
is possible that PTH may influence
cardiac contractility during HD, a
question deserving further study.
VH
HctQb EBFQb
46±66 36±12
*22±5 66±10
*28±7 87±7
*34+8 115±6
*53+8 163±18
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CLINDAMYCIN (C) AND TOBRANYCIN (I') CLEARANCE IN
CONTINUOUS ARTERIOVENOUS HEMOPILTRATION (CAVil):
AN IN VITRO MODEL. Gary N. Davis and John
Cleary*, Univ. of M1seisippi Med. Ctr., Jackson,
MS.
The pharmacokinetics of C and T were evaluated
in an in vitro model of CAVil using a single com-
partment. C or T was added to a 3 liter reser-
voir of porcine blood that was maintained at a
constant temperature of 37.5° C and pumped
through a polysulfone membrane (Amicon Dialfilter
20) at a constant blood flow rate of 100 ml/inin
for each 3 hr study period. Arterial (A), venous
(V), and ultrafiltrate (U) collections were used
to calculate a seiving coefficient (SC): SC —
2 x U/(A+V). The average ultrafiltration rate
(UFR) for all studies was 290 cc/hr and was used
to calculate ultrafiltration clearance (C1UF):
ClUF SC x UPR.
DRUG MW PB SC Cl1jp(ml/min)
0.4
4.5
C 461 90% 0.08±0.04
T 467 < 10% 0.94±0.05
While the molecular weight (MW) of C and T are
nearly identical, the Cljjp for T is markedly
greater, suggesting that this difference is
related to protein binding (PB).
The SC for C has not to our knowledge been
previously reported. Rowever, the SC of T with
our model is comparable to the SC obtained in
vivo (.83±.05). This suggests that this in vitro
model may be useful for determining pharmacologic
clearance data for drugs administered to patients
undergoing CAVil.
THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF DESFERRIOXAMINE (DFO) AND
ITS CHELATED COMPOUNDS FERRIOXAMINE (FO) AND
ALUMINOXAMINE (AlO) IN DIALYSIS (0-) PATIENTS.
Mr L. P flg', Patrick C. DlHaese*, Gert A.
Verpooten*, Ludwig V. Lamberts* (intr. by R.P.
Wedeen). Univ. of Antwerp, Dept. of Nephrolo-
gy-Hypertension, Antwerp, Belgium.
DFO has proven to be useful in the treatment
of severe iron and aluminum overload in
D-patients. Recently, life threatening Infections
with non-siderophore producing microorganisms have
been reported In D-patients receiving DFO
treatment. We studied the pharmacokinetics of
free DFO and its chelates (FO and AlO) in
D-patients with or without hemosiderosis (HS)
combined or not with liver damage (LVD). An
Indirect atomic absorption method was developed
for the selective measurement of the three
compounds. Plasma half-lifes (Tfl of DFO (i.e.
sum of free DFO, FO and AlO) was determined using
a monocompartimental pharmacokinetic model. Pre-
Ilminary results are represented in table below.
group N D HS LVD TI (± SD) FO peak SD
°(i) 2 - - - 98±13* mm 8.0±1.6 umol/l
(Ii) 3 + - - 596±47** 6.6±1.9
(iii) 4 + + - 918±125*** 29.4±8.5
(Iv) 6 + + ÷ 1417±329****36.4±9.2
o normal renal function
* vs : p<O.I; ** vs *** and vs ****: p<0.05
It is suggested that the increased TI of DFO
together with the elevated FO levels observed in
D-patients with HS combined or not with LVD sight
play a role in the increased risk of infections
with non-siderophore producing germs.
SEVERE DIALYZER DYSFUNCTION DURING
REUSE. J. Delmez. C. Weerts*, R. Hasamear5, and
D. Windus. Chromalloy Kidney Center, Washington
Univ. School of Med., St. Louis, MO.
It is generally accepted that careful monitoring of
total cell volumes (TCV) and ultrafiltration rates (UFR)
will ensure adequate reused dialyzer function. We noted
the percent of patients with clearances of less than 200
mi/mm (derived from urea kinetics) unexpectedly
increased from 5% to 48% despite adherence to these
dialyzer rejection parameters. There was no relationship
between the number of reuses and clearance. All
patients were switched to new dialyzers. In those
(N=48) with initial urea clearances less than 200 mI/mm
the clearances rose from 150 34 (S.D.) to 256 43
(P <0.001) whereas those (N=51) above 200 did not
change (241 29 vs. 240 30). Injection of dye into the
dialysate port revealed non-uniform flow through
channels in the severely affected dialyzers (channelling).
In vitro conductivity studies revealed that clearances of
one lot of TAF 12 dialyzers declined progressively with
reuse treatment despite normal TCV and UFR. This
was not seen in a different lot.
Lot #1 Lot #2
#reuse °B200 08=300 08=200 Q—3O00 176.9±3.4 217.9±11.2 176.5±2.4 223.1±1.0
5 126.1±40.1 144.6±54.9 179.2±1.6 223.7±2.4
10 103.7±42.4 114.9±54.8 177.0±4.1 226.2±4.7
We conclude: 1) TCV and UFR do not ensure
adequate dialyzer function, 2) Channelling and dialyzer
failure may occur in some dialyzers subjected to reuse.
Thus, inadequate dialysis, usually attributed to
recirculation or errors in dialysis prescription, may result
directly from dialyzer malfunction.
POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VITAMIN C
AND GLUCOSE HOMEOSTASIS IN PATIENTS WHO
UNDERGO REGULAR HEMODIALYSIS. T.S.
Dharnarajan, N .Ramasubramanian ,alort
and E.P.Norkus, Our Lady of Mercy Medical
Ctr., Depts. of Nephrology, Nutrition andBiomedical Research, Bronx, NY.
Glucose and dehydroascorbic acid (DHA),the form of vit.C transported across cell
membranes, share a common membrane trans-
port system. Thus, hyperglycemia may de-
crease the supply of vit.C to tissues by
competitively inhibiting DHA transport.In addition, hemodialysis removes vit.Cfrom the body due to diffusion of this
water—soluble vitamin into dialysate
during treatment. Because of these concerns
we determined serum vit.C levels in 20
subjects with chronic renal failure whohad similar vit.C intakes (10 diabetics
and 10 non—diabetics). A single hemodia—lysis treatment reduced circulating vit.Cin all subjects by about 40%. However
diabetics had significantly greater pre—
and post—dialysis serum levels of DHA
than non—diabetics (pre—dialysis,O.42i0.18
mg/dl vs. 0.23±0.11 mg/dl, p4.001 and
post—dialysis, 0.46±0.13 mg/dl vs. 0.13±
0.10 mg/dl, p<O .001). These data suggest that
tissue uptake of vit.C may be impairedin diabetics, particularly if their
hyperglycemia is poorly controlled.Additional studies are needed to determineif tissue vitamin C levels are low in
diabetics undergoing regular hemodialysis.
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IN VITRO MULTILINEAGE INCREASE OF BONE MARROW
H.AFZ4ATOPOIFflC PROGENITORS FROM HAE4ODIALYSED
PATIENTS TREATED WITH ROMBINANT HUMAN
ERYTHBOPOIETIN (rHuEPO). P .Doaouet, F.Haddoum*,
P.Sporer*, B.Viron, C.Baillou+, A.Najmarx+,
P.Soigalla**, F.Mignon* (intr. by C. Le
Grimellec). * Hôpital Tenon, +Hôpital
Saint-/ntoine, Paris, France. **Boehringer_Mannheim
Pharma, francfort, FRG.
The correction of haemodialysed patients
anemia with rHuEPO is now well established, but
few in vitro studies of haematopoietic bone marrow
progenitors (H4P) are available. Semi-solid bone
marrow cultures (R4C) were realised in 8haemodiaJ.ysed patients before and after 2 weeks
treatment with 80 U/kg rHuEPO thrice weekly.We
studied erythropoietic progenitors (early
progenitors,i.e. BFU—E, and late progenitors,i.e.
CFU—E), and also megacaryocytic progenitors
(CPU—) and granulo—monocytic progenitors
(CPU—GM).
In all patients, an increase of hemoglobin
level (7.18±1.25 vs 6.29±1.17 g/dl; p<O.O5),
reticulocyte count (104±35 vs 57±27 1O/l; p<O.O5)
and platelet count(234t77 vs 194±65 103/1; p<O.05)
was observed.White blood cell count was
unchanged.BMC demonstrated an increase of
BFIJ—E(1 .24±0.31 fold;p< 0.05), CFtJ—E(1 .47±0.33
fold;p<O.O5), CFtJ_1vflc(1.52±O.76 fold;p<O.05) and
CFU—GM(1 .34±0.43 fold;NS for one value with W
test) .These in vitro results seen to show a non
selective stimulation of HEMP after 2 weeks in
vivo administration of rHuEPO.This broad effect
could be due either to an unexpected action of
rHuEPO on a common early progenitor or to a
stimulation of non—erythroid progenitors by an
indirect unimiown mechanism.
KINETICS OF ERYTHROPOIESIS IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS (HD pts) ON RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETIN
(rHuEpo) TREATMENT. T. Drüeke' B. Zins*, A.
Moynot*, C. Naret*, F. Deschryver*, B. Varet*,
C. Jacquot*, Y. Najean* (intr. by D.A.
McCarron). Dept Nephrologie, Hop. Necker; Sce
de Médecine Nucléaire, Hop. St. Louis; See
d'Héinatologie, Hop. Cochin; Centres AURA Bessin
and E. Rist, Paris, France.
Recent clinical trials have confirmed the
expected beneficial effect of rHuEpo in the
anemia of RD pts. In the present work, we
explored the mechanisms underlying the hormone's
action. RBC and plasma volumes, 9Fe kinetics,
and red cell survival were measured in 9
transfusion-dependent HD pts before and 6 months
after start of rHuEpo treatment (100 lU/kg
thrice weekly).
Mean hemoglobin levels increased from 6.4±1
to 10.6±2 g/dl (p<O.Ol). Although total blood
volume remained unchanged, RBC volume increased
in all cases (from 13.7±2.5 SD to 24.2±4.9
ml/kg, p<O.Ol). In keeping with this, a
quantitative improvement of red cell production
was noted in all cases: 59Fe renewal +50 hr,
from 3.99±0.66 to 1.49±0.53, p<O.Ol; percent
59Fe incorporation at day 14, 35.8+13.9 vs
75.6±13.6, p<O.Ol. Sacrum/liver uptake
ratio increased from 0.42±0.17 to 1.60±0.51,
p<O.Ol. Qualitative defects of erythropoiesis
appeared also to be repaired, whereas REC 1/2-
life was not modified.
In conclusion, rHuEpo treatment is associated
with a long-lasting improvement of RSC
production and thus leads to an increase in
circulating red cell mass. It has, however, no
effect on total blood volume or RBC survival rate.
DISPOSITION AND PHARMACODYNANICS OF FOSINOPRIL
SODIUM (FS) AND ITS PlACID IN HEMODIALYSIS (HD)
PATIENTS. K. Duchin, K. Kripalani*, P. Kramer*,
D. Sica, E. R. Squibb & Sons and Medical College
of VA, Princeton, NJ and Richmond, VA.
The kinetics and dynamics of SQ 27,519 (SQ)
the active diacid of FS, a long-acting angioten-
sin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor, were eval-
uated in ED patients. In healthy subjects (HS),
SQ is eliminated equally by renal and non-renal
routes. In a crossover manner, 6 ED patients
(age 23-49 yrs) post-dialysis received 14C-FS
(10 mg) orally or an equimolar dose (7.5 mg) of
SQ-'4C intravenously. Plasma samples collected
up to 96 hr were analyzed by thin-layer radio-
chromatography. The mean kinetic values for
SQ were: total clearance (Cl) (11.3 aL/mm),
elimination t½ (28.3 hr), Vd—steady-state (11 L)
and plasma protein binding (95%-98%). These
parameters were similar to those in US, except
for a 50% reduction and increase in Cl and t3,
respectively. The mean values for FS absorption
(36%) and SQ bioavailability (29%) were similar
to values in HS. FS was hydrolyzed completely;
about 75% of the radioactivity in plasma was SQ
and the remainder consisted mostly of a -glucu-
ronide conjugate of SQ. After FS, serum ACE act-
ivity was >90% suppressed for 24 hr and returned
to 50% of baseline at 96 hr. The maximal in-
crease in plasma renin activity (104%) and de-
crease in plasma aldosterone levels (35%) occur-
red at 24 hr. Six hr after FS, blood pressure
decreased by 22/13 mm Hg and returned to baseline
at 24 hr. These data indicate that in 1W pa-
tients FS lowers blood pressure and the initial
dose of FS should be about half of that given to
patients with normal renal function.
HEMODIALYSIS SURVIVAL IN A SINGLE INSTITUTION:
A RISK FACTOR APPROACH. Francis Dumler, Gerard
Zasuwa*, Edward Peterson*, and Nathan W. Levin.
Departments of Medicine and Biostatistics, Henry
Ford Hospital. Detroit, Michigan.
Analysis of factors influencing the survival
of dialysis patients is important in delineating
both public policy and individual care of
patients. We have assessed the effect on
survival of a wide variety of covariates using a
Cox proportional hazards general linear model.
The study population of 604 patients was 63%
black and 51% male; 22% were diabetic. Mean age
was 59±15 years and mean time on hemodialysis
117±86 months. Sex, age, and income had no
significant impact on survival. Race, diabetes
mellitus, the amount of hemodialysis delivered
(Kt/V), and protein intake (PCR) were found to
be important predictors of survival.
Relative risks were as shown below:
Variable Relative Risk P—Value
Diabetes mellitus 2.17 0.001
Race: black vs white 1.66 0.011
Kt/V:
<.8 1.74
.8-1.2 1.00
>1.2 1.18
PCR (mg/kg/day):
<.8 1.50 0.023
.8-1.2 1.00 -
>1.2 0.62 0.065
These results define a population at risk that
may be targeted for prospective Intervention.
The Important ro'e of protein Intake In a group
of long term dialysis patients and the need for
optimizing the hemodialysis prescription are
emphasized.
0.003
0.503
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A .URVEV OF IRON OVERLOAt) IN HEMODIALYSIS
FATILNTS(PTS). Eni G,Sjcugo C.Postoriruo
MMaggioru 0.Marzolla O't,Cantafio Sea.Renal Unite of Regcjlo Calabria,Melito PS
(t)and Lames Ia I (**) (ITALY)
To identify which proportion of pts is
af fur ted froui Iron oven we
determined, by do'.ibl e ant I body RIA. serumferr i Fin (Ff) a 159 unsel pi: ted Pt of 3
dial ye i un I Pta' charts were reviewedfor bi nod transf'j one and I ran treatmentin 1995-1787 FE levels lower than
15ag/nl an:1 higher than 400ng/ml wereconIdprcd to be suggestive of irondeficiency and of overload respectively.
Iron verload was found in 27 (177.) Pts,
10 of whom had serum FE levels higher
than 700nq/rnl (range 72.5—1542) . F'ts with
high FE had a more pronounced anemia and
had received more unite of blood than
those 'ith normal FE(Table). FEcorrelated well with nit of blood
received by Pt (r0.42 p<O.OO1),and
weakly with parer,teral iron administered(r0.22 p(O.02) ,but did not correlatewith the total amount of oral iron
(r0.O8) rarpal tunnel syndrome was more
prevalent among pte with iron overload
than in those with normal FE (.3.3 vs .6.6 7.
p<0.O1)age, duration of treatment
prevalence of parathyroidectomy andbilateral nephrectomy were similar.FE ng/ml <15 15—400 >400(700 >700Pk n 24 108 17 10
Mb 9/dl 8.1. 9.5 7.9 6.5Blood unlts*1.1 1.3 .3.1 7.7FMean values
CORRECTION OF ANEMIA WITH RECOMBINANT
HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (rHuEpo) ENHANCES
THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF HE1IODIALYSIS (ED)
PATIENTS (PTS). RW Evans*, B Rader*, J
Egrie*, JW Adalnson*, JW Eschbach. Univ.
of Washington, Seattle, WA, and for the
Multicenter Epo Clinical Trial Group.
When the anemia of ED pts is cor-
rected with riluEpo, pts report increased
well-being and activity. To quantitate
this, a questionnaire similar to that
used in the National Kidney Dialysis and
Kidney Transplantation Study was complet-
ed by 130 pts at baseline (B), after a
mean of 5.6 months (mo) (I) and after a
mean of 9.7 mo (II) of rHuEpo treatment.
The following was reported:
B I II
1. Hematocrit
2. No complaints
3. Very active
4. Very energetic
5. Low/no energy
6. Energy level
1 imitation
scoret 47
(*p(O.O1 compared to B.
tamed by Nottingham profile which as-
ssesses limitations on energy level. No
limitations=0; completely limited=100.
pts 3 tao after kidney transplant=20).
Conclusion: energy and activity levels
increased significantly in patients re-
ceiving riluEpo and there was improvement
in overall health and life satisfaction.
TIAL SOLIJFE EXTRACFION VERSUS CLEARANCE IN THE ME-
ASUREMENI' OF RAPID DIALYSIS EFFICIENCY.
Alclo Fabris, Mariano Feriani, Massimo Milan, Giuse
pe La Greca and Claudio Ronco (Intr.by Paul Kinanel)
Dept of Nephrology, St.Bortolo Hosp.Vicenza,Italy.
We compared the efficiency of standard MD (t=
240 mins,Qb3cO ml/min,Qd5O0 mi/mm) with that of
rapid MD (t=lSO mins, Qb5O0 mi/mm, Qd=700 iul/min).
The study was carried out in eleven patients in two
subsequent dialysis sessions utilizing the same dia
lyzers (Cuprainmonlum rayon 1.5 m2 or Cellulose Ace-
tate 1.7 m2) and starting with identical predialy-
tic blood chemistries and weight gain. Each session
was carried Out after a two days interdialytic pe-
riod. In Rapid FID,as expected, the clearances(K) of
BUN, Creatinine (Cr) and Phosphate (P)were signifi-
cantly higher than in standard i-ID (KBUN=331 vs 225,
KCr=286 vs 193 and KP=231 vs 176 mi/mm). The Kt
product did not differ significantly in the two te-
chniques (49.6 Liters vs 54.0 Liters); No signifi-
cant differences in the total BUN extraction (ineasu
red in the total amount of exhausted dialysate) we-
re found. As regarding other solutes,, in spite of
higher clearances, the total extractions in rapid
dialysis resulted significantly lower (Cr=-l6% p
0.05 and P=-2l% p 0.05). This fact could be expla-
ined by the curves of solute concentration in the
patient's systemic blood during dialysis. In conclu
sion, in the evaluation of the efficiency of rapid
dialysis, K can be adequate only for small molecu-
les, while for larger solutes other parameters such
as extraction should be carefully considered.
HYPERUPIDEML, IN CHRONIC HEMODLALYSIS PATIENTS
- LACK OF PREDICflVE FACTORS SUGGESTS AN UNDER-
LYING PATIENT PREDISPOSITION Eli A Friedman. Mariana S.
Markefl and Clinton D. Brown' SUNY Health Science Center at
Brooklyn, Dept. of Med., Bidyn, N.Y.
Hyperlipidemia, specifically increased triglyceride (Type IV hyper-
lipidemia) with or without increased total cholesterol (Types ila or
lib), has been noted in chronic hemodialysis patients. It is unclear
whether this reflects an underlying predisposition in the patient or
whether it is related to some aspect of end-stage renal disease or the
hemodialysis procedure itself (or an interaction of both).
101 chronic dialysis patients were screened for fasting hyper-
lipidemia. Factors which might have contributed to the development
of hyperlipidemia were analyzed, including presence or absence of hy-
pertension, length of time on dialysis, age, sex, weight, original renal
disease, diabetes, cigarette smoking, diuretic or beta-blocker use,
'uremia" as assessed by pre-dialysis BUN/crest., Hct., P04, nutri-
tional status as assessed by albumin and total protein, and uric acid
There were 75 patients with total cholesterol values less than 240
(range 85-230), while the remaining 26 were hypercholesterolensic
(range 245-484). Significant differences between the two groups were
noted for: triglyceride (FG, mean 384±378 vs. 194±125, p<0.05),
LDL (mean 183±35 vs. 98±283, pcO.001), but not HD1 with
TC/HDL ratio (value >43 a possible risk indicator of cardiovasciiiar
disease) of 4.4± 1.4 for the low cholesterol group vs. 6.05±2.5, p<0.05
for the high cholesterol group. No other factor was significant.
59 patients had normal fasting TG (range 33-180) and 42 had
TG>200 (range 220-1805). Significant differences between these
groups included TC (189±49 vs. 234±74, p<0.001), HDL (higher for
the LC group, 49± 19 vs. 41±15, p<0.05), VLDL (26±8 vs 53± 10,
p<0.0001) and TC/HDL ratio with the low triglyceride groupmean of
4.22±13 and the high triglyceride group-mean 5.78±2.02, p<0.0001.
No other factor achieved significance in this analysis. These data sug-gest that hyperlipidemia is a substantive problem in chronic
hemodialysis patients and probably reflects a genetic predisposition in
the specific patient rather than a global effect of end-stage renal dis-
ease and its management.
23.7
25.9%
19.8%
25.9%
462%
34.2*
44. 5%*
37,3%*
45.4%*
23.2%*
33.9*
43,5%*
35.5%*
48.1%*
22.2%*
31.5* 17.7*
t=data oh—
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EFFECT OF PERITONEAL DIALYSIS SOLUTIONS
ON THE ACTIVITY OF ANTIBIOTIC AND
DISINFECTING AGENTS AGAINST
STAPHYLOCOCCUS EPIDERNIDIS BIOFILMS.
R.F. Gagnon, G. Obst, J. Prentis and
G.K. Richards (intr. by P. Somerville).
Montreal General Hospital, Montreal,
Canada.
We examined the modifying effect of
fresh and spent peritoneal dialysis
solutions (1.5% dextrose) upon the
activity of a number of antimicrobial
agents against standardized S.
epidermidis biofilms. Antimicrobial
effect was judged by assessing residual
metabolic activity of the exposed
bacterial biofilms. Rifampin (an
antibiotic) and RenNew-P (a chemical
disinfectant, Alcide Corp.),
demonstrated superior activity in their
class of antimicrobial agents. Results
are expressed as the minimal exposure
time required by the antimicrobials to
effect killing of the biofilms,
antibiotics at a concentration of
10 p.g/ml and RenNew-P at 1/2 dilution:
Dialysis solutions
Control Fresh Spent
Rifampin: 10 hr* 6 hr >24 hr
Vancomycin: >24 hr >24 hr >24 hr
RenNew-P: 1 mm i mm >24 hr
*Occasioflal resisters
These results illustrate the divergent
influence of peritoneal dialysis
solutions on the activity of antimicro-
bials against S. epidermidis biofilms.
COLON CANCER SCREENING IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
V.C. Gandhi, M. Ajam*, L. Ramanujam*, D.J. Leehey,
T.S. Ing, T. Schnell*, J.T. Daugirdas.
Hines-Loyola Medical Center, Hines, IL.
The benefits of colon cancer screening using
stool guaiac testing have been established in
large control populations, but not in dialysis
patients. In seventy-two asymptomatic dialysis
patients (51 treated with hemodialysis [HD], and
21 with peritoneal dialysis LPD]) who underwent
outpatient stool guaiac testing, the test was
positive in 11 (16%) patients (8 HD and 3 PD).
Eight of the 11 were investigated further by
colonoscopy; when deemed necessary by the treating
physician, esophagogastro-duodenoscopy and/or
barium enema were also performed.
A site of active bleeding was identified in 3
of the 8 patients (hemorrhoids, telangiectasia,
ulcerative colitis). In each of the 5 other
patients, potentially bleeding lesions were
identified: colonic polyps (two malignant and two
benign) in 4 patients, Barrett's esophagus in 1,
diverticulosis in 2, and colonic vascular
deformities in 2.
In a large outpatient control group undergoing
the same screening protocol, we have to-date
evaluated 5,500 patients, of which 250 (4%) had
positive tests. Thus, although the baseline
incidence of positive guaiac tests may be higher
in dialysis patients than in non-uremic controls,
our results suggest that stool guaiac testing of
dialysis patients may not only be useful in
detecting colonic polyps, but may also identify
other previously unsuspected causes of
gastrointestinal bleeding.
INFLUENCE OF KT/v ON HEMODIALYSIS MORBIDITY (DM).
Nabeel Ghabra* and Rasib Raja. Albert Einstein
Medical Center, Kraftsow Division of Nephrology,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Analysis of National Cooperative Dialysis Study(NcDS) suggested that DM was related to Kt/ . It
was proposed that Kt/ of0.8 delivers inaequate
therapy, 0.8 <.Kt/1 s —1.0 represented transition
from high to low ofi and >1.O ensured adequate
therapy. Although direct evidence of urea as a
toxin is lacking, Kt/v is corriuonly used as guide
to dialysis therapy. With the recent advent of
high efficiency dialysis, following Kt/, has been
advocated to be mandatory. We studied 26 pts
prospectively with urea kinetics and Kt/v determ-
ination every 6—12 months. Each Pt was given 3
hrs thrice wkly therapy and TD was changed only if
clinically indicated. Kt/ ranged from 0.7—1.69.
Pts were divided into those requiring dialysis
related hospitalization (A) and those never hospi-
talized (B). The results are:
PTS Kt/v FOLLOW-UP BUN
YRS/PT mg/dl
A 9 1.11+0.3 4.37+0.4 79.2+6B 17 l.O5TO.2 3.30+0.2 72.6+7
Kt/v did not correTate with hositalizationsT
Hct, blood transfusions, HCO3—, Ca++ and phos-
phorus (P>O.05). These data suggest that Kt/v
may not be good indicator for adequacy of heno—dialysis in individual pts. Pts both with high('- 1.2) and low ( 0.8) measured Kt/, may have
similar morbidity. Non—dialytic factors as psy-
chosocial, age, BP may play an important role in
DM. A search for a better index for dialysis
adequacy should be continued.
IMPROVED QUALITY OF LIFE WHILE RECEIVING
RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETIN (r-HuEPO).
S.D. Gibilaro. B.G. Delano, R.Quinn*, A.P. Lundin, R.
Galonsky and E. A. Friedman. SUNY Health Science
Center, Brooklyn. Bklyn, N.Y.
Thirty seven patients, (13 men, 24 women) age ranges
24-80, undergoing maintenance hemodialysis for chronic
uremia and receiving r-HuEPO for the concomitant
anemia had their quality of life assessed by questioning
the patients and their assigned nurse. A modified Kar-
nofsky score was calculated pre and post study drug. Of
the 51 patients started on r-HuEPO, 37 were evaluated for
this study, 5 received a kidney transplant, 4 were excluded
for non-compliance, 4 died, and 1 patient had a worsening
of a pre existing myeloproliferative disorder. The mean
hematocrit went from 19.8 vols% (range 14—26) to 31.5
vols% (range 19-42). The Karnofsky score (mean 76 pre,
86.6 post) improved in 29, remained the same in 6 and
decreased in 2 of the patients. Potency returned in 62%.
Ninety five percent avoided any transfusions during the
study period. Six patients (16%) returned to work. Ap-
petite improved in 81%. Eighty four percent had an in-
creased sense of well being. In 78% exercise tolerance
improved subjectively, and was objectively better in all
11 patients in whom it was tested. Seventy percent par-
ticipated in more social activities. Sleep improved in 68%,
hair texture improved in 30%, and skin color was better in
51% of the patients. Negative effects included iron
deficiency (32%), clotted vascular access (11%), hyperten-
sion and hyperkalemia (16% each), volume overload (3%),
and body aches (8%). We conclude that for most patients
treatment with r-HuEPO improves the quality of life
without substantial negative effects.
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SURVIVAL OF IVDA-HIV POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
PATIENTS ON DIALYSIS. J. Jorge Gordinho,* Mimi
Weaver,* Betty P. Whaley,* and Norman Lmsker.
UMDNJ, Div. of Nephrology, Dept. of Medicine,
Newark, NJ.
The dialysis unit at University Hospital -
U}ffiNJ — is situated in Newark, NJ, a high IVDA
area. In view of the reports of low survival
rates on dialysis of IVDA and AIDS patients, we
have analyzed our survival data for 48 patients
who were cared for in our
Jan. 1, 1986 through July
summarized as follows:
I Survival
II Mean Nos Death
IVDA
HIV+ 5 14 8
HIV- 9 21 2
Not Tested
(Clinical AIDS) 27 4
Not Tested
(No clinical AIDS) 8 45 0
N0nIVDA HIV+ ! 24 5
Four of the non—IVDA patients contacted
AIDS by sexual means. One patient was on
dialysis for a total of SO months. He was
infected by a blood transfusion prior to 1986.
Another patient with clinical AIDS survived for
20 months on dialysis.
IVDA patients who refused to be HIV tested
showed better levels of rehabilitation and shared
needles less often than the tested group.
HIV positive patients may have a prolonged
survival on dialysis. Many of them achieve
acceptable levels of rehabilitation. IVDA
patients who are 1EV positive have a shorter
survival than the 1EV negative group.
HEAT KINETICS IN HENODIALYSIS (MD)
Frank Gotch, Davies Medical Center, San Francisco,
CA.
Lowered dialysate temp (Td,°C) is known to im-
prove vascular stability (VS) in MD; body temp (T)
t's in MD when T=Td but body heat production (H,
Kcal/ain) has been shown constant in chronic MD.
A kinetic model of heat balance was formulated for
analysis of these phenomena:
W(dT/dt) H - Ks(T-Te.r - Kd(T-Td)
where Wbody wt., Kg, with heat capacity 1 Kcal/
Kg/°C;Ks & Kd are body surface (85) and dialyzer
heat transfer coefficients, Kg/win; Te is environ-
mental temp. In vitro studies showed Kd=QB, QB= 1
to .4 L/min, with both .9 a 1.8 m2 dialyzers. The
model was solved for Ks and used to analyze 10
reported studies with H estimated =
.02(w). The
results in Fig 1 indicate: 1. when T=Td, Ks +'s
21% resulting in + T; 2. +'d Ks likely reflects
+'d ES hlood flow (SEE) compensating + blood volume
due to Qf a other factors; 3. when T +'s, a stimu-
lus for + SHE results in + VS; 4. to prevent + T
& 4. VS, '4O% of H must be removed by the dislyzer.
It is concluded that kinetic modeling of heat
balance should be useful to guide clinical dosing
of heat flux with thermal control systems in HD.
A ES H LOSS, %
IaODYTEMP/\
RISEL
Plemodialysis Improves Carbohydrate Metabolism in
Polymorphonuclear Nautrophils (PW4) Marianne Haag
—Weber, Michael Hable, Peter Schollmeyer, and
Walter H. Hdrl:(intr. by Thomas LOscher) Univ. of
Freiburg, Dept. of Medicine, Freiburg, FAG
Abnormalities of carbohydrate metabolism have
been reported, e.g. increased plasma glucose le-
vels, insulin resistance, decreased glucose uptake
of PMNs after stimulation with PMA.
Therefore, we investigated the carbohydrate meta-
bolism before and 3h after HD. PMNs were isolated
from EDTA—blood according to Bass at al (Proc Natl
Acad Sci,1977). Glycogen (G) in PMNs was determined
according to Solling at al (Anal Biochem,1975),
glycogansynthatase (GS) according to Thomas at al
(Anal Biochem,1968). Hexose uptake of PMNs was
measured without and with stimulation with FMLP
according to McCall at al (Biochem Biophys Res Comm
1985).
There was a significant increase of glycogan o PMNduring HO from 10.2 + 1.4 to 14.8 1.3 pg/10
calls. Thara was also a significant increasa6of GS
from 7.1 1.1 before HO to 8.8 0.4 mU/10 cells
after 3h of HO. After 3h of HO we found tha same
values for C and CS as by healthy controls. There
was only a 3.1 0.9 % increase of hexosa uptake by
PMNs after stimulation with FMLP before HO, whereas
the increase was 10.0 1.5 % after HO. In healthy
controls we found an increase of 25.4 -r 3.8 %.
These data show, that glycogen, activity of GS
and haxose uptake by PMNs aftar stimulation impro-
ves significantly during HO. It seams that low mo-
lecular weight factors are removed, which are res-
ponsible for these effects.
PNAGOCYTIC FUNCTION OF NEUTROPNILS (PI) IN DIALYSIS (HD)
PATIENTS: INFLUENCE OF RECURRENT Ca4PLEMENT (C) ACTIVATION BY
DIALYSIS MEMBRANES. %symord 14. Nakim, Id. Stone, U. Green and
A. sung. Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Division of
Nephrology and Pathology, Nashville, Tennessee.
Bacterial infection remains a major cause of morbidity and
mortality in ND patients and say increase in prevalence with
years on ND. PMN phagocytic activity plays a major role in
hest defense mechanism. C act ivat ion by Cuprophane meebranes
leads to activation of P1411 and subsequent release of
granulocytic enzymes as well as production of toxic reactive
oxygen species.
We exemined Intradialytic (pre, 1 hr., 3 hrs.) and
Interdialytic P1411 phmgocytic function in 8 chronIc dialysis
patients, during 2 weeks of ND using C activating cuprophane
membranes aS 2 weeks of non-coeplement activating polymethyl-
methacrylate (PIBIA) usebranes. The study was prospective,
cross-over, randomized. Phagocytic fts-,ction was determined by
flow cytometry, capering she DCP-DA fluorescence of isolated
P1411 in response to Staphylococcus sureus (woods) at ratios of
10:1 and 20:1 (bacteria to PMN).
The phagocytic capacity of PuN decreased during dialysis
with C activating meebranee. At 3 hours following Initiation
of dialysis it was than 72% of its predislysis capacity
(P40.01). In contrast, during dialysis with PMMA membranes,
phagocytic function at 3 hours was 194% of predialysis value
(P40.01). After 2 weeks of dialysis with Cuprophsne membranes,
predislysis phegocytic function was also significantly reduced
(181 fluoresence units at the beginning of 2 weeks, 123 at the
end of 2 weeks (P<0.01)). In contrast, using PMI4A membranes,
predielysis phsgocytic function isproved after 2 weeks (138
fluoresence units at the beginning of 2 weeks, 338 at the end
of 2 weeks (Pc0.001)).
We conclude that recurrent C end neutrophil activation may
result in a decrease of phagocytic function of P14W end say be
a factor In the pethogenesis of bacterial Infection In lID
patients.
dialysis unit from
31, 1988. Results are
FIG 1.
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ENDOIOXIN TRANSPORT ACROSS HIGH FLUX CAPILLARY
FIBER DIALYSIS MEMBRANES - AN IN VITRO STUDY
C. Holmes*, R.Evans* & M.Sa1it7tintr. by S.Webster)
Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Round lake, IL.
A potential complication of high flux dialysis
is an increased incidence of pyrogenic reactions
resulting from backfiltration of contaminated
dialysate. The purpose of this study was to
determine a) the sieving coefficient of endotoxin
(Er) for polysulfone, polyacrylonitrile and
cellulose triacetate high flux CF membranes and
b) the potential for backfiltration of non-Er,
bacterial cell derived, IL-i inducing substances.
was prepared by sterile filtration of an 8 day
suspension of P. aeruginosa A1C 17648 grown in
bicarbonate based dialysate. This solution,
containing 804 180 EU/mi endotoxin, was recirc-
ulated through the dialysate path of miniaturized
CF dialyzers (100 cm2 surface area) at 50 ml/min.
Membranes were pretreated with pooled normal human
serum to minimize nonspecific membrane binding.
Filtrate collected from the blood path after 15,
30,and 60 mm. was assayed for Er by a chromogenic
Limulus amebocyte lysate method (Baxter). Sixty
minute filtrates were also coincubated with human
buffy coat cells for 24 hr., followed by freeze
thawing and measurement of IL-i in supernatent by[3H] thymidine incorporation into C3H/HeJ thymo-
cytes in the presence of sub-optimal doses of
PHA. E was not detected in any filtrate, except
for positive controls, revealing a sieving coeff i-
cient of <0.0002 for all membrane types. Further-
more, IL-i inducing substances were not detected
in any filtrate. These data indicate that back-
filtration of environmental endotoxin in high
efficiency dialysis is improbable.
BICARBONATE BUFFERED SUBSTITUTION SOLUTION FOR
Q)I7INWUS ARTERIO-VENOUS HEMOFILTRATION (CAVE):
IN VITRO AND IN VIVO EVALUATION.
D.Huxmann_Nageli,* C.J.Olbricht, and K.M.Koch*.
Nephrology, Med. School Hannover, ERG
In a substantial number of patients with
acute renal failure (IiRF) CAVE with lactate
buffered substitution solution is contraindicated
due to lactic acidosis. Hence, a bicarbonate
buffered solution was evaluated in vitro and in
vivo.In plastic bags 4.5 L of the solution A con-
taining (in mmol/L): Na+109, Ca-i--i- 1.78, M-i-i-0.52,
Cl—114.2, lactic acid 3; glucose 5, and pH 3.4,
were mixed with 160 ml of 1 M Na—bicarbonate. pH,
pCO2, HCO3 • Na-i-, and Ca-i-,-, were measured 1 ,4 • and
24hr after mixing.Values are mean-SD.N=8 bags
Time pH PcO2 HCO3 Na+ Ca-i-i-
______ rrmol/L__________
1 hr 7.32-i-0.01 64+3 31+1 141+5 1.72-i-O.02
4 hr 7.29b.03 591* 301 139T1 1.730.01
24 hr 7.33O.05 553* 301 1401 1 .72b.02
* indicatesp < 0.05vs lhr kftermixing and
HCO3— remained constant; pCO2 decreased only
slightly. In comparison to solution A Ca-H-decreased not more than expected by dilution.
This excludes precipitation of calcium—carbonat.
In vivo, solution A was mixed with 160 ml 1M Na—
bicarbonate imediately prior to use and was
given to 7 patients with ARF treated by CAVE. The
substitution rate was 19+6 L per 24 hr. -The sub-
stitution time was 6 days per patient .me serum
Ca-i-i- (2.15-i-O.13 mol/l), Mj.i-+ (0.93-,-O.25), HCO3—
(23±2.5 rrrnl/l), pH (7.36+O.07),andlactate(3.0+1 .4 mmol /1) did not hange significantly.
The bicarbonate buffered solution was stable,safe
to administer,and well tolerated. CAVE is no
longer contraindicated in lactic acidosis.
THE EFFECTS OF COCURRENT AND
COUNTERCURRENT DIALYSIS ON BACK-
FILTRATION AND IN VIVO CLEARANCES
USING HIGHLY PERMEABLE MEMBRANES.
S. Hyver* and J. Petersen, Palo Alto VAMC and
Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA.
Backfiltration (BF) may occur during hemodialysis
using highly permeable membranes, with the potentialfor uristerile dialysate fluid to enter the blood
compartment. We have measured pressures
determining BF across a large surface area
polysulfone hollow fiber dialyzer under varying
conditions of ultrafiltration (0.8 - 2.25 L/h) and co or
countercurrent dialysate flow rates. BF occurs during
countercurrent hemodialysis when the venous
pressure is less than the dialysate compartment inlet
pressure + the plasma oncotic pressure. This occurs
with ultrafiltration rates less than 1.2 L/h. BF occurs
during cocurrent hemodialysis when venous pressure
is less than the dialysate compartment outlet pressure
+ the plasma oncotic pressure. This does not occur at
any ultrafiltration rate. However, urea clearances were
significantly reduced from countercurrent values.
Iiicreasing cocurrent dialysate flows using a dialysate
recirculation system (flows 800 - 1500 mI/mm) did not
return these clearances to countercurrent levels.
These studies indicate that BF may occur during
dialysis with large surface area, highly permeable
membranes. In situations where the sterility of the
dialysate cannot be assured, BF can be abolished by
cocurrent dialysis. As solute clearances are
compromised in these circumstances, an in-line
bacterial filter may be a preferable alternative.
INTRAOPERATIVE (lED) VS ROUTINE (RED) HEMODIALYSIS
IN ESRD PATIENTS UNDERGOING OPEN HEART SURGERY.
B.E. Ilson,* P.S. Bland,* D.K. Jorkasky, N.L.
Allison, J.W. Dubb, N. Shusterman, G.V.S. Parr,*
T.K. Goebel,* and R.M. Stote. Presbyterian-Univ.
of Pa. Med. Ctr. ,and Univ. of Pa., Phila., Pa.
Hyperkalemia, metabolic acidosis and volume
overload are common in ESRD patients following
open heart surgery, and many require early
post-operative RD to correct these hemodynamic and
metabolic derangements. We compared IHD vs. RED
to determine whether early post operative ED could
be delayed in these hemodynarnically unstable
patients. Of 13 chronic hemodialysis ESRD
patients undergoing open heart surgery, 7 received
IHD using a high flux artificial kidney (l.7m2
surface area) during cardiopulmonary bypass
(average time 84 mm.) and 6 received RED. Values
are mean SEM:
lED ii = 7 RED n = 6
Pre-op Post—op Pre-op Post—op[K'] 4.76±0.15 4.36±0.25* 4.78±0.19 5.43±0.23*
(HCO]22.7±l.l 21.2±1.2 23.7±l.5** l9.5±O.8**
* p=.Ol ** p=.04, two—tailed V test
Post—operatively, 0/7 lED patients vs. 4/6 RED
required parenteral bicarbonate therapy (chi
square, p(.O1), 2/7 lED vs. 2/6 RED received
Kayexalate (NS) and 0/7 lED vs. 2/6 RED received
glucose/insulin for hyperkalemia (NS). 2/7 lED
vs. 2/6 RED were judged clinically to be in CEF
post operatively (NS). RED patients required
hemodialysis 1.02±0.36 days before surgery and 1
day after surgery, whereas lED patients were
hemodialyzed 2 days before surgery (p=.009) and 2
days after surgery (p=.O09).
lED lessened post-operative hyperkalemia and
metabolic acidosis and delayed post—operative
hemodialysis by an additional day.
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COMPARISON OF HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF BLOOD TRANS-
FUSION AND ERYTHROPOIETIN IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS.
Kunitoshi Iseki*, Kei Hori*, Kaoru Onoyama*,
Satoru Fujimi , and Masatoshi Fujishima .(intr.
by S.G.Massry)
2nd Dept. of mt. Med., Kyushu University,
Fukuoka, JAPAN.
To elucidate the effects of increase in red cell
mass on hemodynamics, we have used blood transfu-
sion or recombinant erythropoietin (EPOCH,
CHUCAI). In six chronic hemodialysis(HD) patients
(4 f, 2 m), 1—2.4 L(mean 1.4) of blood was trans-
fused to obtain 10% increase in hematocrit
(Hct),18.6 to 29.6%, over 6 weeks(W). Six to 8 W
after the blood transfusion(Bl—t) study, when Ect
decreased to the pre-treatment level, EPOCH(l500—
4500 units, 3X/W) was given to the same patients
over 6 W to obtain the similar increase in
Hct(18.0 to 30.3%). Cardiac output was measured
by dye dilution method, indocyanine green,
cuvette. Total peripheral resistance index(TpRI)
was calculated as mean blood pressure (MBP)/CI.
Blood volume(BV) was measured by I-13l,RISA. Date
are expressed as mean±SEM.(B;before, A;after}
MBP(mmHg)CI(L/min/m2) TPRI(U) BV(L)
B Bl—t 87.5±5.8 4.04±0.28 22.6±2.8 3.95±0.24
A B1—t 95.9±6.2 3.22±0.25 31.5±4.6 3.92±0.18
B EPO 86.8±6.4 3.94±0.36 23.8±3.7 3.93±0.19
A EPO 87.0±5.4 3.51±0.11 24.8±1.4 3.99±0.24
Comparing to significant(p<0.01) changes in
hemodynamics(MBP,CI,TPRI) in blood transfusion,
EPO caused no hemodynamic responses despite
similar increase in Hct. These results may sug-
gest either the existence of factor(s) other than
increase in red cell mass or the difference in
the autoregulatory response in EPO treatment.
CRITICAL VALUES OF HEMATOCRIT IN EXTRACORPOREAL
BLOOD FILTRATION. Randall D. Jenkins, James E.
Funk, Robert J. Kuhn, (intr.by Nancy H. Holland)
U. of Ky. Med. Ctr.. and College of Engineering,
Lexington, Kentucky.In order to understand the nature of high hct
blood purification, we performed a theoretical
analysis of extracorporeal blood filtration. This
has revealed the existence of critical values of
venous return hct. Above the first critical value,
the pressure on the blood side of the filter
increases. Above the second critical value of the
venous hct, no steady state is possible. In pumped
systems the pressure on the blood side of the
filter rises to very high levels. In CAVE systems
these pressures rise and UF and QE drop down to
zero. We have also studied this phenomenon by
perfusing in-vitro 0.7 M2 polysuif one hemofilters
and tubing with bovine blood using a roller pump.
Hct was 26, and QB was 125 mllmin. As the hct
increased above 36 the pressure on the blood side
of the filter began to increase above the no-
filtration value. When the venous hct reached 55,
pre and post-filter pressures abruptly rose to
levels requiring the run to be terminated (400-
1100 mmHg). The results were repeatable with the
same and other hemofilters. No clotting occurred.
The theoretical analysis predicted that the
pressure excursion would occur at a hct of 53 to
55. The experimental results are in good agreement
with the theoretical analysis for the pumped case.
We have observed the same phenomenon with in-vitro
and in-vivo CAVE systems as the analysis predicts.
Critical hct values depend on the shape of the hct
vs. viscosity curve and system design parameters.
This work shows conditions which could lead to
failure of the extracorporeal. system.
THE EFFECT OF HEMODIALYSIS USING CALCIUM
FREE DIALYSATE ON CRITICAL HYPERCALCEMIA
INDUCED BY MALIGNANT TUMORS. Kazoh Kaizu,
Kohei Uriu,Norio Matsuo,Masanori Soejima.
(intr.by K.KUROKAWA) .Univ of Occup.and
Environ. Health,Renal Unit,Kitakyushu,Japan
The effect of hemodialysis using Ca
free dialysate (Ca free 1W) on reducing
serum calcium levels was evaluated,as
treatment of critical hypercalcemia
induced by malignant tumors. 7 patients
were studied:4;adult T cell leukemia(ATL),
l;multiple myeloma, 1 ;primary parathyroid
tumor,l;uterus cancer. The constitution
of Ca free dialysate wastNa;135,K;2.5,
Mg;l.5,Cl;l03,HCO3OmEq/l. Ca free ED
for 3 hours reduced serum Ca levels
significantly from 15.1+2.5 to 11.6±
l.3mg/dl. The reduction rate was the
highest at the first one hour.
Hypercalcemic symptoms disappeared
markedly. 46.2±2.6mEq of Ca was dialyzed.
Serum Ca levels in 3 ATL,however,did not
decrease down to normal range in spite of
prolonged time of ND. The amount of Ca
dialyzed, however, kept increasing during
therapy. The serum Ca levels in all
patients returned to the former levels
after 24 hours. These results suggest
that(l)Ca free ED is the most effective
therapy for critical and urgent
hypercalcemic patients. (2)As this effect
is temporary, however, radical therapy
against original diseases is necessary.
(3)A new feedback mechanism to maintain
hypercalcemia in ATL will be considered.
ADSORPTION OP ANAPHYLATOXINS C3a AND C5a ON
DIALYZER'S POLYVINYLCULORIDE BLOOD LINE — IN VIVO
STUDY. 1Aijoa Kandus*, 1Joe Drinovec*, 1Rafael
Ponikvar*, !Silvester Kladnik*, and 2Peter
Ivanovich. 'Departments of Nephrology and Nuclear
Medicine, University Medical Center, Ljubljana,
Yugoslavia, 2V.A. Lakeside Medical Center,Chicago,
Illinois, USA.
tn the studies of complement activation during
hemodialysis, blood sampling points fromdialyzer's blood lines have usually not been
precisely defined. In this prospective study,
adsorption of C3a and C5a on dialyzer's polyvinyl—
chloride blood line in 8 patients during regular
hemodialysis was investigated. Blood samples were
taken simultaneously at two points on the output
blood line of cuprophan dialyzer 340 cm apart.
Blood flow was 200 ml/min throughout the study.
C3a and C5a plasma concentrations were determined
by radioimmunoassay. The most relevant results are
presented in the table (3SD).
mm RD p*pcirnal pt. distal pt. p
C3a 15th 9416±3501 6775±2406 <0.02
ng/ml 60th 4089±1014 3656 356 NS
240th 2490±1120 2043— 406 NS
C5a 15th 63.1±39.8 59.737.5 NS
mg/mi 60th 32.7 3.6 26.1; 5.2 <0.01240th 14.3— 5.3 15.0— 3.6 NS
Results suggest that significant adsorption of
C3a and C5a on polyvinylchloride blood line
occurred in 15th and 60th miii of hemodialysis,
respectively. This adsorption should be taken into
account in assessing dialyzer's membrane
generation and adsorption of both anaphylatoxins.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF HEMODIALYSIS (HD)
AND HEMODIAFILTRATION (HDF). P. Keshaviph*, A.
Collins, G. Hanson*, J. Ebben * and R. Berkseth. Regional
Kidney Disease Prgm, Hennepin Co. Med. Cntr. Minneapolis.
Improved cardio-vascular stability and solute removal
efficiency are advantages claimed for HDF. A crossover study
wasundertaken in 11 chronic dialysis patients: 3 mo HD(Cl),
4 mo. HDF (E) & 3 mo. HI) (C2). Cellulose Acetate (CA)
membranes were used forFID and 2mo. of HDF (El). Poly-
suiphone and polyacrylonitrile membranes were used during
the 2 other mo. of HDF (E2). Treatment durations were 2.5 hr.
Bicarbonate dialysate was used for both HI) & HDF. Substitu-
tion fluid for HDF (7.5 LI run) was prepared on-line by ul-
trafiltering dialysate using a modified SPS-450 machine.
The data indicate no significant differences between HD &
HDF with respect to blood pressure stability and hypotension
The incidence of other intra-therapy complications (nausea,
vomiting & cramps) was similar in HI) & HDF. Efficiency of
small solute removal was similar in HI) & HDF with the CA
membrane but lower in HDF with the synthetic membranes.
We were unable to document any advantages of HDF over
HD, or of synthetic membranes over the CA membrane with
respect to cardiovascular stability and small solute removal.
From a technical standpoint, HI) was simpler than HDF.
PROLONGED CONTINUOUS ARTERIOVENOUS HAEMODIALYSIS
IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS.J.C._KingswoodS.L.
Cohen,S. MachinR. Miller. Intr. by A. Watson.
University College Hospital and Middlesex Hospital,
London.
CAVHD is a recognised treatment for acute
anuric renal failure (ARF) in critically ill pat-
ients in Intensive Care Units (ITU). We describe
two patients in whom anuric AP.F was treated by
CAVHD for respectively 42 and 84 days.
A 56 year old man underwent choledochoduoden—
ostomy for ascending cholangitis with pancreatitte.
Postoperative complications included septicaemia,
intra—abdominal bleeding, pneumona, adult respha-
tory distress syndrome (ARDS) . He was treated
with 42 days CAVHD, mechanical ventilation, par—
enteral nutrition and has since recovered.
A 55 year old man became speticaemic and de-
veloped ARDS following a perforated gastric ulcer
complicated by repeated haemorrhage and ARF. He
underwent 7 further surgical procdures and was
treated with CAVHD for 84 days together with assis-
ted ventilation, parenteral nutrition and antibi-
otics. Bleeding persisted, he developed brain
stem signs and died on the 84th day.
In both cases CAVHD was performed via Scrither
shunts using a Hospal 0.43 m2 polyacrylonitrate
parallel plate haemodialyser (HOSPAL AN69S)}bspal
UK, heparinised by a continuous infusion of 800
units/hour to the dialyser. Mean P. Urea was 21 &
31 mmol/l, and mean P. Creatinine 257 & 190 ijmol/l
in the two patients respectively during CAVHD.
Creatinine clearances up to 32m1/min were achiss5
across the dialyser. In the second case thrombo—
cytopenia 59x109/L was noted in the last day of
life but heparin induced antibodies were not
found. Their postop ARF was controlled by CAVHD.
O*PARISON OF CAIØJIZ4TED CEANG IN PLASMA
VOlUME DURING ROUTINE HEMODIALYSIS USING
NStJREMENI' OF HEIOCRIT, PiYI'EIN, AND ODLWID
OSIVI'IC PR9SURE. Early Kirscthauiu, M.D.,
Medical College of Virginia, Dept. of Medicine,
Richnrd, Virginia.A decrease in blood vo1tm is expected during
ritine dialysis since ast patients gain fluid
weight during the interdialytic period and
require ultrafiltration to reach their target
weight. Large declines in plasma volume may
account for some of the heixxlynamic Instability
that characterizes hem,dialysis. A si1tqle
measure that accurately permits esthnation of the
shrinkage of plasma volume may provide useful
managnt Information. We compared changes in
plasma volume (LI IV) based on pre and postdialysis heiaatocrits (HCr), total protein
concentrations (TP) measured by refracttry,
colloid osntic pressure ()P) determined by
osrtry, concentrations of aib.imin and IgG
determined by bromcresol green and D'.KO
iimtnoturbidineric assay respectively. airing22 studies, patients lost an average of 3.07
1.11 kg (range 0.7 to 5.8 kg). Changes in plasma
voltm were -9.4, —9 •4, and —10.7 percent based
on HCT, TP, and CDP respectively which were not
significantly different from each other and
denonstrated a high level of correlation.
Nonetheless, in sai individuals, a large degree
on non-identity axng the three values was
observed. We could not show any gain or loss of
protein from the vascular cc*apartment as a
consistent feature. APST did not correlate with
the change In body weight expressed as percent of
total body weight or total body water which was
measured by total body iitipedanoe analysis.
DETERMINATION OF 17—HYDROXYCORTICOSTEROIDS IN
DIALYSATE SOLUTION AS A MEASURE OF ADRENOCORTICAL
FUNCTION IN HENODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Yukimasa
Kohda,C Ryoji Hiramatsu,* Kuniharu Kuwahara,*
Tatsuo Sato* (intr.by James E Baby). Kumatuoto
Univ. Third Dept. of mt. Med., Kumatuoto, Japan.
Measurement of urinary 17—hydroxy—
corticosteroids (17—OHCS) is used to evaluate
adrenocortical function. However, this approach is
not applicable to patients with chronic renal
failure since they usually show anuria. In the
present study, the dialysate content of 17—OHCS in
patients with chronic renal failure receiving
hemodialysis was studied as a potential measure of
adrenocortical function. The concentration of 17—
O}ICS in dialysate was determined by a spectro—
photometric method after hydrolysis with 8—
glucuronidase. The total content of dialysate 17—
OHCS was calculated by multiplying dialysate 17—
OHCS concentration by the volume of dialysate
solution (150 L). Dialysate 17—OHCS in the basal
control state after a two day—interval of
hemodialysis in 11 patients was 5.8 + 0.5 mg
(Mean + SE). Dialysate 17—OHCS increased in 4
patients after iv injection of 40 mg cortisol by
6.9 -'- 0.9 tug. Overnight 1 mg dexamethasone (Dex)
suppressed plasma cortisol in 5 of 7 patients. The
dislysàte 17—OHCS in the Dex—non—suppressible
patients were 7.1 and 5.2 tug, which were not
statistically significantly greater than the mean
of the dialysate 17—OHCS in the Dex—suppressible
patients (5.5 + 1.2 mg). Dialysate l7—OHCS was
suppressed by a standard Dex suppression test in a
patient non—suppressible after the overnight 1 mg
Dex. These results suggest that determination of
dialysate 17—OHCS content is a useful technique
for evaluation of the adrenocortical function in
hemodialysis patients.
PARAMETER j
Sym.Hypotension(%) 9
Pre MAP (mmHg) 96
PostMAP ( ,, ) 83
23% Saline (mI/run) 14
Wt. Loss (kg) 2.2
BUN Removal (%) 71
El EZ Z
9 10 7
95 94 96
83 83 83
12 12 13
2.2 2.4 2.4
71 67 69
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SLEEP DISORDER IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS: THE
EFFICACY AND EFFECTS OF TRIAZOLAM. Stuart J.
Kolner*, Richard G. Christiansen. Univ. Illinois
Coil. Med. at Rockford, Rockford, Illinois.
Sleep disorder is a common complaint among pat-
ients on hemodialysis, but its prevalence has not
been reported in the literature. Our research in
an in-center hemodialysis population of 87 pat-
ients found the prevalence of maj or sleep disorder
to be 52.9%, significantly higher than in the gen-
eral population.
Triazolasi is the hypnotic used most frequently
in our patient population because of its short
half—life and our concern regarding accumulation.
Our dialysis staff has observed over several years
that most patients using a hypnotic drug are not
helped significantly, and many appear to be
adversely affected neurologically. To test this
hypothesis, hemodialysis patients with sleep dis-
order who were not already taking a hypnotic were
selected for a double—blind, placebo—controlled
trial of triazolais. Patients using triazolam (n=
6) nightly for seven days did not find significant
improvement in their sleep when compnred to the
placebo group (n=6); however, they did not report
an increased frequency of adverse effects over the
placebo. The triazolais group performed as well as
the control group in pre- and post-trial objective
neurological assessments. Serum triazolam assays
showed no significant accumulation of the drug.
We conclude that 1) the prevalence of sleep
disorder in hemodialysis patients is significantly
greater than that in the general population; and
2) although our data do not support the efficacy
of triazolam in hemodialysis patients, there is no
evidence of adverse effects or accumulation of the
drug in the dialysis patient's serum.
EFFECT OF PLASMA ALUMINUM (Al) ON PARATHYROID
HORNONE (PT!!) SECRETION. Mark S. Kramer, Stephen
J. Goldstein, Solomon Epatein,* Maria Mendez,
Rasib N. Raja, and Sidney Kobrin.* Albert Ein-
stein Medical Center, Kraftsow Division of
Nephrology, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Al toxicity is a syndrome frequently recognizedin chronic renal failure patients (pts). The
pathogenesis of diminished PT!! secretion, one of
the manifestations of this syndrome, is unclear.
Suggested mechanisms include Al infiltration of
parathyroid glands or negative feedback suppres-
sion by elevated plasma Al levels. We studied the
effect of varying plasma Al levels on PT!! secre-
tion. Five maintenance hemodialysis pts and 2
chronic ambulatory peritoneal dialysis pts under-
went standard desferoxamine CD) stimulation tests.
Blood samples for measurement of ionized Cat-i-,
Mg++, middle molecule component of PT!!, Bone Gla
Protein (BGP), and plasma Al were collected
immediately before and 48 hours after D adminis-
tration.
Results (Mean Standard Error of the Mean)
Time Al PT!! BGP Cat-f Mg++
MCG/L ng/ml ng/ml mg/dl mg/dlPre 72+20* 14.5+6.4 163+43 4.4+0.1 2.1+0.1
Post 221.1.78* 14.O6O l49ëO 4.3RL1 2.O1b.l
A 152T74 —0.5-i-2.l
—8+37 —0.110.1
—0.li-0.l
* Pc0.04 A = change
Plasma Al increased significantly after D while
PT!!, BGP, Ca-I-I- and Mg-i-i- were not significantly
changed. These data suggest that an increase in
plasma Al does not play a role in the disordered
parathyroid gland function present in pts with Al
toxicity. The pathogenesis of suppressed P'fl!
secretion may be related to Al infiltration of
parathyroid glands.
INTERCOMPARTfIENTAL SHIFT OF BETA—2—MICROGLOBULIN
(82M) DURING HEMODIALYSIS(HD). K.Kumano,* M.Nanbu*
K.Yoshida,* T.Sakait (intr. by Dr.Y.Tsukamoto)
Kitasato Univ., Kidney Ctr., Ssgsmihara, Jspsn
According to our previous studies, an rise in
plasma 82!! after HD could not be explained by
hemoconcentration or by enhanced synthesis of B2M
or by enhanced release from circulating blood
cells. This study was designed to clarify the
mechanism for this rise of 82!! during HD. Post HD
plasma levels of 82!!, myoglobin and alpha—i—micro—
globulin were compared to predialysis levels,
which were significantly increased by 7—16 % even
if corrected ior heaoconcentration. This may indi-
cate that these rises in plasma levels are due
to transitional shift of low molecular weight
proteins(LMWPs) from interstitial space(ISS) to
intravascular space(IVS). To prove this hypothe-
sis, in vitro experiment was done usig CAPD drain-
age fluid as dialysate simulating interstitial
fluid while CAPD drainage fluid with 5 1 albumin
passed through AM 2000UP, a cuprophane dialyzer
capable of filtering B2M(S.C.: 0.4), simulated IV
fluid(see figure). Fluid removal from IVS was
achieved by isolated ultrafiltration usig AM 2000,
a cuprophane dialyzer without sieving 82!!, which
also forced fluid shift from ISS to IVS. This
fluid shift was accompanied by the movement of all
all the three LMWPs from 155 to IVS in order&f
their sieving coefficients 2with concomitant rise of
of their concentrations in
IVS. The above observation
confirms our hypothesis
and this phenomenon must
be considered in 82!!
kinetics during HD.
CHANGE OF HEMATOPOIETIC RESPONSE TO RECOMBINANT
ERYTHROPOIETIN (r-HuEPO) IN HEMODIALYZED PA-
TIENTS. S. Kurihara*, T. Akiba, M. Kawabe', H.
Yoneshimm', and F. Marumo, Kasukabe Shuwm
Hospital, Kasukabe, Tokyo Medical and Dental
University, Tokyo, Japan.
The change of hemopoietic responses to
r-HuEPO after several weeks of withdrawal of r-
HuEPO has not been studied. We compared the
hematocrit(Hct) increases in 1st and 2nd treat-
ments(Tx) with 38-63 IU/kgBW r-MuEPO three times
a week in four chronic hemodialysis pa-
tients(Pts). All Pts were discontinued let Tx
of r-HuEPO when Hct elevated to a mean of 29.7%
and resumed with the same dose of 1st Tx when
the Mct tell down to the level before Tx.
Case start Mct(%)Interva]. Increase in Hct(%/weelc)
1st Tx 2nd Tx (wks) 1st Tx 2nd Tx
i 17.0 17.0 21 0.5 0.3
2 15.9 16.8 32 1.7 1.2
3 19.8 20.0 29 1.4 0.8
4 21.1 20.5 13 1.6 0.9
mean 18.5 18.6 23.8 1.30 0.80
S.D. (2.4) (1.9) (8.5) (0.54) (0.37)
In no patients, the antibodies against r-
HuEPO were detected by RIA assay. Serum Fe,
TIBC, ferritin, aluminium, creatinine and blood
urea nitrogen showed no significant changes
between 1st and 2nd Tx periods. In conclusion,
hemopoietic responses to r-HuEPO were decreased
in 2nd Tx comparing with that of 1st Tx in all
four Pta. This decreased response may suggest
the deterioration of sensitivity to r-HuEPO of
bone marrow cells and/or shortning of of the
half life of administered r-HuEPQ.
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RAPID VANCOMYCIN REMOVAL DURING HIGH
FLUX HEMODIALYSIS NECESSITATES SUPPLE-
MENTATION TO MAINTAIN THERAPEUTIC
LEVELS. D.M. Lanese,*P.S. A]frei and B.A.
Molitoris. VAMC, Denver, CO.
Since middle molecule clearance is
increased with high flux dialysis (HFD) we
questioned whether HFD increased vancomycin
clearance (VC). Vancomycin removal was
studied in a paired fashion comparing the
Travenol 12 • 11 cuprophan and Freseniuspolysuifone membranes. Arterial and venous
samples were obtained simultaneously at 0—4
hours and vancomycin levels were determined
using the Abbott TDxTM assay system.Vancomycin removal was consistent with a one
compartment model. Plasma VC increased
markedly and the intradialytic half life (ID t¼)
of vancoinycin decreased with use of the
polysuifone membranes (table, *p <0.01; B250
Q0500 ml/min).
cuprophan F—4O F—60 F'-8O
VC (ml/minj 9.+2.9 44.7+6.7* 73.Q+5,p* 85.2+7.c
ID t¼(rmin) 35.1+11 11.5.6* 6.7+1.0* 45..tJTk
Vancomycin levs decreased to 51.7+2.5% of
pre—dialysis values over 4 hr with the F—80.
VC correlated with membrane surface area in
the Fresenius series (r..O.91, p 0.05). VC was
also blood flew dependent as increasing Q from
200 to 400 increased VC from 80.6 to
101.7 9.7 ml/mln using the F—8O. These data
indicate that clinically significant vancomycin
removal is achieved using the polysuifone
F—40—80 membranes. We recommend that with
use of the Fresenius polysulfone F—40—80
dialyzers vancomycin be supplemented
post—dialysis to maintain therapeutic levels.
MACROCYTOSIS IS A COMMON OCCURRENCE IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS CHRONICALLY RECEIVING
RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO).
Michael C. Layer, E. Paul Mac Carthy. David H.
Clyne & Victor E. Pollak. University of
Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Of 18 patients receiving EPO for a period of
>12 weeks, 7 developed macrocytosis, with MCV
values as high as 119 and MCV increases as much as
24.3. The table shows the mean values of MCV, Hb,
Uct and reticulocyte count pre EPO, at 6 weeks and
12 weeks of EPO therapy, and the mean maximum
values observed.
Baseline 6 Weeks 12 Weeks Maximum
MCV 91.9 101.4 101.4 105.4
Hb 7.33 8.40 8.84 10.71
Hct 22.4 26.8 27.7 32.6
Retics. 0.99 2.39 1.51 6.33
The increase in MCV was not due to the
reticulocytosis, as In most patients it occurred
weeks after the peak reticulocyte response, and
persisted long after the reticulocyte count
returned to normal. Serum folate and Vitamin B 12
levels were normal. 3 patients had evidence of
transfusion related iron overload, but none had
evidence of significant hepatic dysfunction.
The cause of these changes In erythrocyte size
Is not clear. It seems unlikely to be a direct
pharmacologic effect of EPO, as It is not seen in
all patients and Is not related to EPO dose.
Folic acid deficiency seems unlikely in view of
the normal serum levels and the occurrence despite
supplementation. Similarly, Vitamin B 12
deficiency Is not likely because of normal serum
levels and the presence of considerable hepatic
stores. In one patient intramuscular B 12 therapy
over 6 months has failed to normalize the MCV.
RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO) AND PHLEB-
OTOMY (PLB) IN THE TREATMENT OF IRON OVERLOAD (10)
IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (HI)) PATIENTS (PTS).
J. Michael Lazarus, Raymond M. Hakim, Judy
Newell,* and Mahamane Maiga.* Brigham & Women's
Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA and
Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, TN.
Five pts with evidence of 10 were selected for
treatment with EPO to increase the henatocrit
(hct) allowing repeated PLB. The dose of EPO was
300 U/kg/lID. PLB was done after RD to maintain
the hct at 35%. Hct was done each HI); CBC, SMA
20, & serum ferritin—nonthly; CAT scan for liver
density (den)—every 6 months (mos). Data are
after 14 mos. of treatment except Pt#5 who was
transplanted after 9 mos.
Pt#1 Pt#2 Pt#3 Pt#4 Pt#5
Years on RD 14.3 10.5 14.0 7.5 5.8
#Transfusions 238 369 163 147 130
Units PLB 57 27 41 57 47
Ferritin—(Pre) 9620 13,520 3700 7400 7820
Ferritin—(Post) 3846 4735 273 415 5769
Ferritin— (Change) 5774 8785 3427 6985 2051
Liver den—(Pre) 105 92 67 90 91
Liver den—(Post) 85 75 60 67 71
*Normal 8—480 mg/mi
*Nol 50±5 Hounsfield units at 125 Ky
One Pt had repeated clotting of the AV fistula
requiring lowering of maximum hct to 28% and use
of Counadin. Two pta had transient arthralgia,
myalgia and night sweats with the 300 U/kg/lU) dose
but responded to dose reduction and time. There
were no sequaela from PLB. Plan is to continue
until serum ferritin is persistently in normal
range. This appears to be a safe and effective
method of reducing 10 in HD pta.
EFFECTIVENESS OF TOPICAL BETADINE
OINTMENT (B) AGAINST HEMODIALYSIS (HD),
SUBCLAVIAN LINE (SCL) RELATED SEPSIS.
A. LevinL* A.J. Mason,* I.W. Fong, K.K.
Jindal,* M.B. Goldstein. Univ. of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
109 HD patients were prospectively
randomized to study the impact of exit
site B application on SCL related
infections. Patient demographics were
not different between the 2 groups. Nasal
cultures were taken weekly. Cultures of
exit site (ES) and blood (BC) were
obtained as clinically indicated. All
available SCL tips (T) were cultured.
SCL were removed if line sepsis was
suspected, and non functioning catheters
were removed over a wire preserving the
site. Mean duration of site (39 vs 33days), catheter number per site (1.4 vs
1.2) and insertion difficulty were
comparable in both groups.
Positive Cultures
Patient Group rn ES BC n T
Betadine (B+)149 3 2* 60 ll
No Betadine (B-)j6O 11 11 66 25
*p <.02 •p <.03 B+ vs B-
Of the staph aureus (SA) nasal
carriers, none who received B (B+) (n=6)
had evidence of SA infection (BC, ES, or
T), whereas in the B- group (n20), SApositive cultures were: BC 7, ES 3, and T
11*. Conclusion: Topical Betadine
ointment appears to have an important
role in the prevention of both staph
aureus and staph epidermidis hemodialysis
subclavian line related infections.
Pro 60 mArt. 90 miii. 120 mAn.
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MORTALITY IMPACTS OF SHORTER DIALYSIS
PROCEDURES. Nathan W. Levin, Henry Ford
Hospital, Detroit, MI, Philip J. Held, The
Urban Institute, Washington, D.C.*, Louis H.
Diamond, Georgetown Univ., Washington, D.C.*,
Randall R. Bovbjerg, The Urban Institute,
Washington, D.C.*, and Mark V. Pauly, Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA*.
Length of dialysis procedures was analyzed
for its relation to patient mortality in 1984—
85, before the advent of high—efficiency
dialysis. A national sample of 651 Medicare
hemodialysis patients, clustered in 35
dialysis units, was randomly selected from the
master listing. The study collected detailed
medical record data, including a sample of up
to 18 dialysis treatments during a six—month
period, patient biographical information, and
each dialysis unit's policy on dialyzer reuse
and kinetic modelling. Patient mortality and
other outcome information as of 12/31/1987
(approx. 2.5 years later) were added from the
Medicare Information System.
Mortality was shown to be associated with
length of dialysis, using Cox multivariate
analysis, with other patient and unit covari—
ates held constant. Patients with average
blood urea nitrogen and with an average pro-
cedure length of less than 3 hrs. and 30 min-
utes were found to have a relative risk of 2.0
(p<0.0l) compared to patients with longer
dialysis procedures. Units' use of kinetic
modelling, however, was associated with lower
mortality. Medical as well as economic fac-
tors were shown to be associated with the
likelihood of a patient receiving shorter
dialysis procedures.
ALTERED BETAS -MICROGLOBULIN IN AMYLOID DEPOSITS
OF PATIENTS ON LONG-TERM SEMODIALYSIS.
Reinhold P. Linke, Manfred Eulitz, Hannelore
Rampi and Hartinut Lobeck (intr. by Juan Bosch).
Univ. and GSF of MOnchen, Heimdialysezentrum
and Inst. of Pathol., FU, Berlin, Germany
Pathologic bone fractures occur in patients
on maintenance hemodialysis. Histologic examinat-
ion of the responsible lesion revealed in many
cases the presence of amyloid. Chemical analysis
of the smyloid deposits showed 5,-microglobulin
(Sam) as the major amyloid fibril protein (BBRC
136, 665, 1985). Since increased concentrations
of Sm, that are usually found in renal failure,
do not induce amyloid formation alone, and passive
adsorption of 52m to the tissues (as it is believed
today) does not explain the restriction of amyloid
deposition to defined anatomical sites, we Set
out to examine the chemical and antigenic structure
of amyloid of B,m-origin (AB-amyloid) in more
detail. Using 60—80% formic acid in water and size
exclusion HPLC, besides S mwith an intact N—ter-
minus molecules lacking te N—terminal 6 or 19
amino acids were also found. Mtigenic studies
using immunoprecipitation in agarose revealed a
Strong reaction of AB-proteins with anti-AM and
likewise of 62m with anti-Sam, but only a weak
reaction with the non—homologous combination, as
has been described for.immunoglobulin—derived
amyloid (J. Immunol. 111, 10, 1973). These data
strongly indicate, that 82m is altered by limited
proteolysis in cases investiated. This alteration
may be accompanied by a conformational change as
compared to the native 52,m, which is indicated by
the immunoprecipitation studies showing an antigenic
alteration of the 82m—complexion in amyloidogenesis
DIRECT INHIBITORY EFFECT OF CALCITRIOL ON
PARA1HYROID FUNCTION (SIGMOIDAL OJRE) IN
DIALYSIS FITIENTS. F. Liach, R. Dunlay*, N.
Rodriguez, A. Felsenfeid, C. W1flins*. and 1.
Pederson. Dept. of Med., Univ. of Okia. HSC and
VANC, Okia. City, Okia.
Caicitriol (CTh) directly inhibits in vitro
parathyroid hormone (PTH) secretion. The present
study evaluates the effect of 2 mcg intravenous(IV) CTR on parathyrold function In 6 chronic
dialysis patients with secondary hyperparathy—
roidism. CTR, 2 mcg, was adsinistered after each
dialysis thrice weekly for 10 weeks. Parathyroid
function was assessed by inducing hypo— and
hypercaicemia with low Ca (1.5 mEq) and high Ca
(4.0 mEg) dlalysates prior to and after 10 weeks
of CTh. To avoid hypercalceniia during Cm, the
dialysate Ca concentration was 2.5 mEqIL. Values
of PTH (pg/mi) from dialysis—induced hypo— and
hypercaicemia were plotted against serum Ca and
the signoidal relationship between PTH and Ca was
evaluated. Basal PTh levels fell from 862±128
prior to CTR to 451±101 after therapy (p>.O1).
The signoidal relationship Ca—PTh was displaced
to the left after dR. Maximal PTH decreased from
1334±169 to 865±107 (p<.001). Lowest Pill value
Induced by hypercalcemia was 235±50 before CTR
and 157±21 afterwards (p<.05). All changes in PTh
function occurred in the absence of significant
increases in serum Ca during CTE therapy.
In summary, IV CTR decreased PTh secretion
and shifted the signoidal curve to the left,
independent of changes in serum Ca. This suggests
a direct inhibitory effect of CiR on parathyroid
function in dialysis patients with secondary
hyperparathyroi dism.
PASSAGE OF CYTOKINE-INDUCING E.COLI
FRAGMENTS (CEF) THROUGH VARIOUS
HEMODIALYSIS (HD) MEMBRANES.
GLonnemann', iFloege',R.Schindler, T.Behme*, B.Lenzner',
S.Shaldon*, KM.Koch' (intr,by C.Olbricht). Depts.Nephrology, Uni-
versity Hospitals Hannover,FRG and Nimes,France.
Bacterial products, which are potent inducers of cytokine produc-
tion, may contaminate standard dialysate. We have demonstrated that
CEF may penetrate tight ceIlulosi HD membranes (CU) under the
conditions of invitro dialysis with plasma present in the blood side. To
determine to what extent CEF penetrate open cellulosic or synthetic
high flux lID membranes, the dialysate side of a closed loop system
was perfused with pyrogen free tissue culture medium (MEM) for 60
mm, and then challenged for further 60 mis. with Ecoh filtrate (1
ug/mI endotoxin). The blood side contained 10% plasma in MEM. In
comparison with CU, cellulose triacetate (CA), acrylonitrile (AN),
polysulfon (PS), and polyamide (PA) dialyzers were tested in 5 parallel
experiments. Samples drawn from the blood side after 60 (sterile
dialysate), 90 and 120 minutes (E.coli challenge) were assayed on
mononuclear cells for the induction of tumor necrosis factor (TNF).
1'NF was measured (RIA) in supernatants after 18 hi's of mononuclear
cell culture at 37'C. Results (mean±SEM) are shown in the figure.
These results demonstrate that CEF penetrate CU membranes at
90 mm. of in vitro dialysis. However, compared to CU, CA was much
more permeable for CEF. When testing PS, small amounts of CEF
appeared on the blood side at 120 mm. Since CEF were not detected
on the blood side of AN and PA dialyzers, adsorption to these
synthetic membranes may prcvellt tli passage ot CEF from the
dialysate to the blood side in our model. However, during high flux in
vivo HD, back filtration may facilitate transmembranous passage of
CEF and thus may override membrane adsorption.
CACX) AS THE SOlE P0 B1NDR WTI}! tiM ClCItM (CA) DIALYSA1E
IN HH4)DIALYSIS PATINIS (HDP): POIFNflAL ELIMINAfl(N OF
ATJ}IINU4 (AL) INI1JCEI) C}1PLLCATIC. con EJ, Oettinger (N,
Oliver JC iory University aixi Dialysis Clinic, Inc.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
A petential benefit of CaCO, caspared to Al(C1-I), as a P04
binder for HDP is a reduction of Al accur.ilation. Troref ore,
194 HOP were switchod frcm Al(C*{)3 to Ca(D as the sole 104
binder withcut Vit 1) therapy and observed over a 6 ronthpericxi.
In otr1er to minimize the incidence of hypercalcenia (t'Ca),
dialysate Ca was lowered frm 3.5 to 2.5 nq/L. lkinthly senin
total Ca, ionized Ca, alkaline phsiiatase (AP), and 104 were
measured. 1,25 dihydroxy vitamin D, 1FIN, and Al were measured
every 3 months. Desferoxamine (DR)) stinulation tests (40 nFq/
kg) were perfonied initially and after 12 months to ail ade-
quate time for Al redistrthiticxi. ?an 4SD (P < 0.001* ,
control) was analyzed by AIVA of transfoured data over the
sttxly period.
Total Ca Ionized Ca AP Pill Vit D P04 Al
8.9 2.19 200 64 8.3 6.2 87
+1.1 ÷0.331±194 +6.3
6 8.9 2.271 193 60* 8.9
5,9 35*
'°° ±1.5
After 12 non CaCD3
010 Stinulation (a 49): Control 12 non
Pre 65±32 37.i.]*
Post 225±108 71÷43*
The incidence of Ca was 2.5% in Al(GO, treated patients and
was 3.6 to 5.7% (NS) in Ca(X)3 treated patients.
Conclusions: 1) Ca(D3 is as effective as Al(C*03 in control-
ling senin P04 in HDP. 2) Al concentrations decrease dramatic-
ally after discontinuation of A1(OH), BR) stinulaticxi tests
confirm markedly lower total Al levels. 3) We conclude that
CaW, with 1CM Ca dialysate is the 104 binder of choice in HOP.
CALCULATION OF KT/V FROM THE POST:PRE DIALYSIS
PLASMA UN RATIO (R): INCREASED ACCURACY WITH
INCLUSION OF DIALYSIS TIME, POST-WEIGHT, AND UF
VOLUME. F. J. Manahan*, L. Ramanuj an*, M. Aj am*,
T.S. lag, V.C. Gandhi, and J.T. Daugirdas.
Hines-Loyola Medical Center, Hines, IL.
For auditing purposes, there is a need to be
able to determine exactly the KT/V based on simple
parameters. In 240 maintenance dialysis patients,
(360 modeling sessions) we compared the KT/V as
derived from standard 3-blood sample modeling with
the KT/V as estimated from various formulae based
on the ratio of postdialysis to predialysis plasma
urea nitrogen levels (R). We studied whether
incorporation into the formulae of dialysis time
in hours (T), ultrafiltrate volume (U), and
postdialysis weight in kg (W), could increase the
accuracy of estimating KT/V from R.
The formulae tested were:
(1) KT/V — -in (R)
(2) KT/V -ln (R - 0.O05T - U/W)
(3) KT/V -ln (mR + i)
In equation 2, T, U and W were as described above.
In equation 3, m and i were functions of T, U, and
V which were derived from iterative computer
solutions of the urea modeling equations.
The resulting KT/V values were compared by
regression, with y — KT/V from each of the three
formulae, and x — KT/V from standard modeling.
FORNUI.A R VALUE SLOPE INTERCEPT S.E. ESTIMATE
(1) 0.978 0.900 -0.029 0.041
(2) 0.991 0.951 -0.008 0.026
(3) 0.996 0.970 0.022 0.020
The results suggest that the problems in
predicting KT/V from P. alone can be largely solved
if T, U, and V are taken into consideration.
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HUMAN 1MMUNODIiFLCIENCY VIRUS ([LIV) ANT1I3OD IN
PATIENTS UNDERGOING CHRONIC IIEMODIALYSIS.
Ruthanne Marcus5, Steven 1.. Solomon5, Martin S.
Favero5, William J. Martone5, and the Cooperative
Dialysis Study Group (intr. by N. Shusterman).
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, Georgia.
In June 1986, COG began a multicenter study
to estimate the prevalence and incidence of [LIV
antibody in chronic hemodialysis patients.
Dialysis centers from throughout the US
voluntarily enroll in the study. For each patient
who consents to participate, epidemiologic data
and serum for HLV—antibody testing are collected.
Patients complete a confidential questionnaire
self—reporting other risks for lilY. As of June
iO, 1988, initial data and specimens had been
received from 1291 patients in 2) dialysis
centers in 10 states. The mean patient age was 55
years; 48% were female; 63% were black, 32%
white, and 3% Hispanic. History of blood
transfusion was recorded in 61% of the patients'
hemodialysis records; the average number of units
transfused per patient was 15. Receipt of
transfusion since 19/8 was selt-reported by 11%
of the patients, and sharing needles [or
injection of drugs by 2%. lily-antibody tests
performed on the 1291 patients identified I
(1.4%) whose serum specimens were reactive by
EIA, and 10 of the 1 were Western blot..positive
(seroposit.ivity rate—0.i1%). The mean age of
these 10 patients was 40 years; S were male. All
10 have received blood transfusions; S reported
self-injection of LV drugs since 1918. The
iilV—seroprevalence rate in hemodialysis patients
in this study is 0.11%; all 10 infected patients
had recognized risk factors for [LIV infection.
EFFECT OF DIALYSATE BASE COMPOSITION UPON OXALATE
REMOVAL AND OXALATE CLEARANCE BY FIEMODIALYSIS
McCarthy JT, Smith LH, Wilson DM. Mayo Clinic and
Mayo Foundation, Rochester, Minnesota.
To determine the effect of bicarbonate
(HCO3) and acetate (OAc) dialysis upon oxalate
removal (ROx), we performed two paired studies
using HCO3 or OAc dialysate in two hemodialysis
patients with primary hyperoxaluria. These
features were kept constant for each paired study:
dialyzer (cellulose—based), dialysis time (3k, 4
hr), whole blood (WB) flow rate (275 + 25 mi/mm),
dialysate flow rate (533 + 20.9 mi/mm) and plasma
flow rate (210 + 14.4 mi/mm). Plasma oxalate
(POx) was measured before (pre—HD) and at the end
of dialysis (post—liD). Dialysate was collected,
weighed, and analyzed for oxalate to determine
ROx. Arterial and venous samples were obtained
for POx after 1 hr of dialysis to determine
oxalate clearance (COx). Total body water cleared
(TBW Ci) of oxalate during dialysis was determined
by dividing ROx by pre—HD POx. Results are shown
below. (Values = Mean + SEM; N4).
HCO3 83+ 35+ 132+ 172+ 1895+ 24.1+
19.1 10.3 15.8 17.4 291.0 2.8
There were no significant differences between
HC03 and OAc dialysis for these acute studies.
There was a tendency for HCO3 dialysis to
provide higher COx, ROx, and TBW Ci. This may be
important for the long—term treatment of
hemodialysis patients to prevent or reverse
oxalosis.
Abstracts
Pox(uN)
PreliD PostHD
OAc 96+ 41+
13.5 5.3
COx(ml/min) ROx TBW Cl
Plasma WB (umoles) (L)
127 + 166+ 1780+ 18.6+
18.5 19.1 320.2 2.1
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DIET PRIOR TO INITIATION OF REMODIALYSIS
AND SUBSEQUENT RISK OF EARLY MORTALITY.
William McClellan and Elbert Tuttle. De-
partment of Medicine. Emory University
School of Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia.
We examined the association between
predialysis diet and mortality. We esti-
mated the average daily consumption of
protein, calories, total fat, monounsatu—
rated, polyunsaturated and saturated fat,
and carbohydrates using a semiquantita—
tive food frequency questionnaire. A
cohort (N239) of patients beginning
hemodialysis therapy was followed for a
mean of 479 days; 32 (13.4%) of the co-
hort died. No differences were found in
group means for consumption of macronu—
trients.
Cal. Prot. Tot. Fat Carbo
Kcal Gui Gui Gm
Surv. 2008 79.4 79.5 246.6
Nonsurv. 2179 82.4 87.4 271.5
Individuals with protein consumption, .81
gm/Kg/d or greater were more likely to
die (RR—3.27. p.O49), as were individu-
als with high total fat consumption, .83
gm/Kg/d or more, (RR3.45,p=.039). After
controlling for age, sex, race, primary
cause of renal failure and comorbidity,
these association were strengthened.
We conclude that high dietary fat con-
sumption prior to initiation of
hemodialysis may be associated with risk
of early death and low levels of protein
consumption are not associated with
increased risk of early mortality.
IMPLEMENTATION OF ROUTINE CLINICAL HEMO-
DIAFILTRATION (HDF). JH Miller, S Jdnsson*, PW
Gardner*, JH Shinaberger. Med. Sve. West L A VA
Med. Ctr. & Gambro AB, Lund, Sweden
The goal of HDF is to combine the efficient dif-
fusive removal of small molecules of hemodialysis with
the much greater convective removal of large mole-
cules and vascular stability of hemofiltration (HF).
In HDF the high convective flux (18 L/Rx) prevents
potentially harmful back—filtration of dialysate as
may occur in high flux dialysis (HFD) but requires
infusion of sterile replacement fluid (RF). Prior inves-
tigation of HDF was limited by lack of a commercially
available system. The Gambro Multi Purpose System
(MPS—l0) with required lines, bacterial and pyrogen
filters and modified polyamide hemodiafilters (suitable
for HDF, HFD and HF) make clinical studies and
application of HOP practical. The dialysate and RF
withdrawn from it are rendered consistently sterile
and LAL apyrogenic on line by integral, well charac-
terized pyrogen filters. The MPS was used in HDF
vs HFD studies in 8 pts including the maintenance
of 2 pts on HOP for 9 pt mos without adverse ef-
fects. In 143 studies (92 HDF) volume control in
either mode was accurate. In HDF, at QRF's of 60
to 100 mI/mm, clearances (when corrected for QO)
were improved over HFD by the approximate amount
(QU + QRFX1 — K(0)/QBi), K(0) = clearance at 0 QU
and QF. In paired studies of 3 hr HFD vs HOP atQB = 417, QD = 550 - QRP, and QRF = 0,(HFD) and
60 (HDF), all mi/mm, HOF yielded improved pre—
post drop in serum BUN, creatinine and P04 levels
and greater solute mass in dialysate of about 10%.
At QRF = 90 mi/mm, marked improvement in vascular
stability and well being compared to HFD occurred.
HDF is simplified and offers clear advantages in
solute removal and patient comfort.
COMPARISON OF EFFECT OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN
ERYTHROPOIETIN (rHEPO) IN PATIENTS ON HIGH FLUX
(HF) VS CONVENTIONAL (C) HEMODIALYSIS. Ravinder
Mohinj, Robert Michaels*, Cecilia Trost*, Donna
Gron*, Gerard Zasuwa*, Francis Dumler, Nathan
W. Levin. Division of Nephrology, Henry Ford
Hospital, Detroit, Michigan.
The concomitant use of rHEPO and high flux
short time dialysis presents possible problems
of safety and efficacy. To study this
questIon, 34 clinically stable patients treated
with rHEPO were randomly allocated to HF
hemodialysis (polysulfone membranes: Kd—urea
277±13 ml//min, dialysis time 133±4.8 mm;
n=16), and conventional hemodlalysis
(cellulosjc membranes: Kd-urea 186±8 mi/mm,
dialysis time 170±7.8 mm; n18). rHEPO was
administered Intravenously post dialysis
3/week. Mean maintenance doses were 100 u/kg
and 106 u/kg for HF and C, respectively.
At 6 months, no significant differences were
observed in hematocrit (33.8% — HF vs 33.6% -
C), BUN, creatinine, serum phosphate, Kt/V,
PCR, pre and post systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, body weight and interdialytic weight
gain. Heparin requirements Increased in both
groups compared to baseline. Dialyzer reuse
remained higher in HF vs C. Adverse reactions
and hospitalizations were not greater in HF.
It is concluded that rHEPO can be
administered safely and efficaciously to
patients on HF hemodialysis at the hematocrlts
achieved.
POLYACRYLONITRILE DIALYSIS MEMBRANES
SCAVENGE C3A des ARG IN MAN. Brooke Moore,
John Walsh,5 Gerald Schulman, Leonard Arbeit. Division
of Nephrology, SIJNY-Stony Brook, NY.
In five chronic hemodialysis patients cuprophane (C)
dialysis membranes activated the complement cascade as
evidenced by increased C3A des Arg (C3A) levels.
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) membranes did not increase C3A
levels. In further studies we dialyzed these same
patients against C and PAN membranes connected in series.
During one dialysis PAN was attached to the arterial line
while C was attached to the venous line (PAN—.C), Dialysis
tubing connected the two kidneys creating a Circuit. In a
subsequent dialysis the membrane order was reversed
(C—4'AN). The net increase in C3A at 15 minutes produced
by C alone (13,400 ng/ml was markedly reduced in
the PAN—.C circuit (1,820 ng/ml 510), although C3A was
significantly increased over baseline C3A values (530
ng/ml 120, P<.05). In the C—.PAN circuit a net increase
in C3A over baseline at 15 minutes was completely
prevented (520 ng/ml 190 to 1,270 ng/ml 700, P=NS).
There was no significant decline at 15 minutes in the
white blood cell count (WBC) with PAN alone. WBC declined
to 80% of baseline with C, PAN—C, and C—.PAN.
These data demonstrate in man that PAN both inhibits
activation of the complement cascade (PAN—C)and removes
activated complement components (C—iPAN), Indeed, when
PAN is placed in series after C (C—.PAN), it completely
prevents the increase in C3A. However, despite its ability
to scavenge the activated complement components, PAN does
not protect dialysis patients from the neutropenia caused
by C. This suggests that other factors besides complement
may be important in dialysis membrane bioincompatibility.
THROMBOSIS PREVENTION DURING HEMODIALYSIS OF
PATIENTS WITH HIGH HEMORRHAGIC RISK (HHR) BY THE
VERY LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT HEPARIN (VLMWH) CY
222. VERSUS THE RINSING PROCEDURE WITHOUT
HEPARIN (RPWH) A RANDOMIZED COOPERATIVE TRIAL.
Philippe Ilorirnere, Jean Meret, Alein Debure, Pierre Lebon, Jean
Jacques Dion, Bertrand Bei'rou, Claude Chastang, Albert Fournier.
HOpltaux dAm lens ,Chambéry ,Necker ,Charlevllle, Le Mans. France.
CV 222 from Choay is a VLMWH (2 500 Daltons) with a much
lower entithrombln activity than unfractionned heparin (25
U/mg using the lYth International Heparin standard) suggesting
that it induces a lesser hemorragic risk. Previous studies have
determined the optimal dose for patients with HHR as 150 anti Xe
institut Choay Units per kg of bod' weight in a single bolus
intravenous injection at the beginning of the 4 hours dialysis
session. At this dose, no bleeding and only 4% of massive clotting
were observed in a study of 650 hemodialysis sessions. Therefore
the present randomized study was performed to compare CV 222 to
RPWH during the hemodialysis of 100 patients with HHR, ie. with
hemostasis dIsorders (P1< 70%, APTT > 40 sec ; non heparin
induced thrombocytopenia) end/or medical, surgical or traumatic
hemorrhages which h occured in the 4 previous days. None of
these patients were given antiaggregant or anticoagulant therapy.
Efficacy was assessed on the prevention of massive clotting and
safety on the occurence of hemorrh& worsening in the following
24 hours.
CV 222 PPWH 2_L
massive cloWng (yes/no) 5/49 (9%) 19/27 (41%) 14 .0001
hemorrheoe worsening (vs/no) 3/51 (6%) 1/45 (2%)
Conclusion CV 222 allows a more effective prevention of
thrombosis of the dialysers than the RPWH without inducing a
greater hemorrhagic risk. Since it does not put so much strain on
the nurses as RPWH does use of CV 222 represents an optimal way
to prevent thrombosis during hemodlelysis of HHR patients.
BRAIN FUNCTION IMPROVES in CHRONIC
HEMODIALYSIS (CHD) PATIENTS (PTS) AFTER
RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETIN (r-EPO).
A.R. Nissenson, J.T. Marsh*, W.S.
Brown*, S. Schweitzer*, D.L. Wolcott*.
UCLA School of Med. Los Angeles, Ca.
Brain event-related potentials (ERP)
can be used to measure CNS functional
status in CHD pts. We measured ERP in
17 pts. before (Ti), after 12 weeks (T2)
and at least 1 year (T3) of treatment
with r-EPO in order to determine whether
anemia contributes to uremic brain
dysfunction. Latency (LAP) and
amplitude (AMP) of one ERP measure, the
P3 wave are sensitive measures of
information processing (IP). Studies
were performed 24 hours following a
routine RD. Mean HCT was 23% at Ti and
had risen to 37% by P2 and remained
stable thereafter. No change in P3 LAP
was found from Ti to P3 indicating no
improvement in the speed of IP. The AMP
of the P3 wave, however, increased
significantly from Tl to T3 (p<.O3) with
a 19%, 63%, and 160% improvement in
parietal, vertex and frontal brain areas
respectively. This has been associated
with increased attention span, memory
and efficiency of cognitive function.
Therefore, correction of anemia with r-
EPO leads to significant improvement in
brain function in CHD pts. In addition,
part of the uremic syndrome is
attributable to the effects of anemia on
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THE VASORELAXANT EFFECTS OF ACETATE IN THE RAT
CAUDAL ARTERY ARE NOT MEDIATED BY ADENOSINE.
C. Nutting*, S. Islam*, J.T. Daugirdas.
Hines-Loyola Medical Center, Maywood, IL.
The presently accepted theory of how acetate
causes vasodilatation is the so-called "metabolic
theory" of Liang and Lowenstein: metabolism of
acetate by thiokinase generates AMP; the AMP is
degraded to adenosine; and it is the adenosine
that would cause the vasorelaxation.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the effects
of adenosine and acetate on relaxation and cyclic
AMP generation in the rat caudal artery. We also
evaluated the effects of inosine, adenosine
deaminase (ADA), 8-phenyitheophylline (8-PT; an
adenosine receptor blocker), and oxypurinol, on
acetate -induced vasorelaxation.
Adenosine per se had no vasorelaxant effect in
the range of io8 to 10-2 M; in fact, a variable,
transient, exhaustible, constrictor effect of
adenosine was demonstrable. Preincubation of
tissues with ADA or with 8-PT increased, rather
than blocked the vasorelaxant effect of acetate:
Relaxation to 16 mM acetate -- control: 48% 5.5;
Ac + ADA: 82% 3.7 (p < 0.01); Ac + 8-PT: 59%
3.6 (p < 0.05). Inosine and oxypurinol had no
effect on acetate relaxation. Whereas acetate
increases cyclic AMP in this tissue, lO M
adenosine, 10-3 M AMP, or 10-6 M PIA had no effect
on tissue cyclic AMP levels: control 13.1 2.5
pmol/mg protein; 4 mM acetate 24.2 4.6
(p<O.OO1); adenosine 15.2 2.6 (p NS); AMP 12.8
2.9 (p NS); PIA 12.8 1.8 (p NS).
Our results suggest that adenosine does not
mediate the vasorelaxant effects of acetate in the
rat caudal artery.
ON THE BEHAVIOR OF VASO-CONSTRICTOR
HORMONES (VCH) DURING ISOLATED ULTRA-
FILTRATION (UF) AND ISOLATED DIALYSIS (DI).
I. Odar- CederlOf*, E.Theodorsson*, C.Eriksson",
B.Hamberger*, B.Tidgren*, CM.Kjellstrand. Depts: Med,
Surg, Clin Chem, Clin Phys, Karolinska Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden.
Hypertension is the most common and dangerous side
effect of DI. Studies of single VCH during DI have been
contradictory.
We studied the behavior of 7 VCH: neuro-peptide
Y(NPY), noradrenaline (NA), adrenaline (A), dopamine
(DA), renin (REN), angiotensin-il (ANG) and vasopressin(VP) during UF and DI. Concentrations (conc) and
changes(A) in VCH were studied as dependent variables of
A-weight and A-osm and values andA in systolic blood
pressure (SYS) as dependent variables of cone and A in
VCH. NPY NA A DA REN ANG VP
Pre UF 41.5 3.2 0.5 0.4 1.6 19.7 8.3
PostUF/PreDi 38.5 3.9 0.4 0.4 2.5 26.4 9.1
PostDI 39.7 2.6 0.3 0.3 2.2 22.1 8.1
All pre-UF levels were nonnal. Only A-DA correlated with
A-osm no A-VCH with A-weight. No A-VCH correlated
significantly with A-SYS but NPY correlated with pre- and
post-dialysis-SYS.
Patients on chronic hemodialysis have normal predialysis
VCH, respond appropriately to volume decrease with a rise
in vaso-constrictor hormones but inappropriately to the
chemical changes of dialysis with a fall in VCH. However,
the UP rate as such, is not the stimulus to increases in VCH,
nor does dialysis efficiency, globally measured as A-osm,
predict hormonal dysfunction. Other factors, such as
biocompatibility, hemoconcentration, refill rate or changes in
electrolytes or specific toxins must be responsible.
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BONE DEPOSITION OF BETA-2 MICROGLOBULIN (B2M) IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Shuhei Onishi*, Dennis L.
Andress, Norma A. Maloney*, Jack W. Coburn, DonaldJ. Sherrard. Nephrology Divisions, V.A. Medical
Center and University of Washington, Seattle, WA,
and the Wadsworth V.A. Medical Center, Los Angeles
CA.
The unique amyloid that is found in dialysis
patients deposits in a variety of tissues includ-
ing bone. Using Congo red to screen and B2M—spe—
cific antibody to confirm, we assessed previously
obtained bone biopsies to determine the prevalence
of B2M in bone. We found B2N in 0/45 patients on
dialysis < 5 years, 3/98 on dialysis 6—10 years
and 14/82 on dialysis > 10 years. B2M was present
in 7/7 patients with fractures (5 femoral, 1 tib-
ia, 1 vertebra) and in 15/231 iliac crest biop-
sies. In the iliac crest, B2M was found primarily
in the periosteum (11/12 patients). B2M was also
found in the synovium, cartilage, marrow and bone
mineral. Among the 11 patients with B2M in the
iliac periosteum, 7 (64%) had femoral neck frac-
tures while only 1 of 25 matched patients without
B2M at this site had a femoral fracture (p <0.001).
Evaluation of bone histology in relation to B2M
revealed that 50% of patients with B2M had ostei—
tis fibrosa while only 26% without B2M had this
lesion (p < 0.04).
In conclusion: 1) Bone B2M was absent in pa-
tients with < 5 years of dialysis time but was
present in 17% who dialyzed longer than 10 years
2) the high prevalence of femoral neck fracture in
patients with B2M in iliac periosteum suggests
this site for diagnostic purposes 3) the associa-
tion of bone B2M and osteitis fibrosa suggests
that B2M may promote high bone turnover.
RETROVIRAL INFECTIONS IN PATIENTS ON CHRONIC
HENODIALYSIS. C. Ortiz,* G. Perez, H. de
Hedina,* J. J. Bourgoignie. University of Miami
and VAMC, Miami, FL.
The frequent administration of blood trans-
fusions and the sizeable number of patients with
intravenous drug use and with HIV nephropathy in
urban dialysis units suggest that retroviral
infections may be prevalent in such centers. We
evaluated 129 patients undergoing maintenance
hemodialysis in 1986 and 1987 for Ely-i and
HTLV-I infection. Viral antigen based ELISA's
(Abbott Labs) were used for screening IgG anti-
bodies to each virus. Each positive ELISA was
confirmed by the appropriate Western blot, RIPA
and p24 antigen RIA. Viral cultures confirmed
RTLV-I infection in 6 living patients. Overall
prevalence of retroviral infection was 30/129 or
23.2%. Twenty-two patients were infected by
RIV-1 alone (17.1%), 4 by HTLV-I alone (3.1%) and
4 intravenous drug users had dual Infections
(3.1%). The 8 patients infected by BTLV-I
included 6 men and 2 women, ages 33-61. All were
black. All received blood transfusions. Five
were intravenous drug users; one was born in the
Caribbean; one lived in Japan. The 4 patients
infected solely with HTLV-I are asymptomatic.
Two patients with dual infection are asymptomatic
and 2 are dead (1 AIDS, 1ARC). Ten patients
infected with Ely-i alone are dead (6 AIDS, 1
ARC). This survey indicates that, in addition to
HIV-i, the prevalence of HTLV-I is high (6.2%) in
urban dialysis centers. Blood transfusion is a
likely way of contamination for HTLV-I.
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE
(OlE) IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS. P.S. Parfrey, S.M.Grlfflths, J.D. Harnett, R. Taylor, A. King, J.
Hand, P.E. Barre. MemorIal Uni, St. John's, and
McGill Uni, i'bntreal, Canada.
To determine the outcome of 0-IF and the
disorders wIth which It is associated 150
nondiabetic dialysis patients were followed
clInically and with serial echocardlograms for 3—
5 years. On entry Into the study 10% (N=15) had
CCF and had been on dialysis for 2.9 0.5
S.D.years. 53% (N=8) of CCF had dilated
cardfomyopathy and 47% (N=7) had hypertrophic
hyperkinetic disease. Compared to patients
without OIF, patients with QIF had a
significantly hIer mortality (2 years survivai
33% vs 80%). 17% (N=24) of total group had
dilated cardlompathy, 57% of whom had the
disease diagnosed at or within 2 years of
starting dialysis. Dilated cardiomyopathy never
evolved from hypertrophic hyperkinetic disease
and was still present in 90% after 32 7 nonths
fol lowup. Left ventricular end diastolic dianter
was unchanged but end systolic diameter increased
significantly from 4.5 0.7 cm to 5.0 1.0 cm.
Mortality was significantly worse than that of 30
patients with normal echocardiograms (2 year
survival 67% vs 90%). 11% of the total group had
hypertrophic hyperkinetic disease. This disease
was present on starting dialysis in 78% and
persisted In all patients. 2 year survival was
30% vs 90% in those with normal echocardlograms.
We conclude that congestive heart failure in
dialysis patients Is caused by dilated and
hyperl-rophic cardiomyopathy, both of which occur
quite frequently, are often present on starting
ESRD, persist, and have a poor prognosis.
COMPLEMENT AC11VATION BY HEMODIALYSIS
MEMBRANES: C3b BOUND TO CUPROPHAN MEMBRANES
(CuM) IS PROTECTED FROM INACTIVATION. Charles J.
Parker*, Alfred K. Cheung, Linda A. Wilcox', Jarmila
Janatova*. Veterans Administration Med. Ctr. and Univ. of
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Compared to cellulose acetate membranes (CAM),
hemodialysis with CuM is associated with greater
activation of the alternative pathway of complement (APC).
In order to characterize the factors that determine APC
activity on hemodialysis membranes, pieces of CuM and
CAM were incubated with serum. Subsequently, membrane
associated proteins were eluted and analyzed by SDS-PAGE
and Western blot (using antl-C3, anti-factor B and anti-
factor H as the primary antibodies).
The CAM eluate contained >20 times more protein than
the CuM eluate. Virtually all of the C3 present in the CAM
eluate, however, was in the form of inactive degradation
products (C3c and C3dg). In contrast, the functionally
active form of C3 (C3b) was a prominent constituent of the
CuM eluate. In addition, the portion of factor B present in
its enzymatically active form (Bb) was greater in the CuM
eluate. Consonant with these observations, factor H
(inhibitor of APC C3 convertase activity) was seen in CAM
but not CuM eluates.
When CuM and CAM that had been previously incubated
with serum were exposed to isolated C3, CuM subsequently
activated 3 times more C3 than CAM. These studies suggest
that C3 convertase (C3bBb) activity persists on CuM
because a portion of the membrane bound C3b is protected
from inactivation. In contrast, C3b that binds to CAM is
rapidly degraded.
Thus, the complement activating capacity of hemodialysis
membranes appears to be determined, at least in part, by
biochemical properties that modulate the interactions of
the APC regulatory proteins with membrane associated
C3b.
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CONSTAN1 NC*'UNVASIVE AV FIS1ULA BLOOD GAS
ANALYSIS DURIt'G DIALYSIS. J.A. Pedersori, M.
.lackson*, C. Williams*, and F. Liach. Univ. of
Okla. HSC and VANC, Okia. City, Okia.
Critical control during dialysis usually
requires frequent blood snpling. In line,
noninvasive analysis could facilitate control.
Photochnical technology by Cardiovascular
Devices, Inc. (CDI) Is presently used to
constantly monitor pH, pCO,, HCO and p02 during
cardiac surgery. This study evaliates the CDI
device during clinical hnod1alysis.
A CDI flow—through sensor was inserted in the
Inlet blood line prior to dialysis. Treatment
variations used standard proportioning and
sorbent systss to del iver both acetate and
bicarbonate dialysate. Observations through 210
minutes were made during 17 treatments in 10
stable, male patients.
There were no statistical differences In CDI
and standard blood gas analysis (BGA) data
between treatment groups. The composite data are
shown in linear regression form (Y = a+bX) below.
TABLE 1: CDI vs BGA WRING HEMODIALYSIS.
y b Xr
CDIpH = —2.2 + 1.3 BGA 0.99
CDIpOD., = 17.3 + 0.4 BGA 0.10CDIHC = —18.4 + 2.0 BGA 0.90
CDIpO2 —345.5
+ 4.5 BGA 0.77
In summary, pH and HOD3 increased during dial-
ysis while p0 decreased. There was good correl a—
tion between DI and BGA values. No significant
changes in pCO2 occurred at the snpl1ng
I nterv al s.
In conclusion, CDI technology for BGA Is feas-
ible and promising for care of dialysis patients.
INCREASED LEVELS OF 82-MICRO-
GLOBULIN FOLLOWING CUPROPHAN
HEMODIALYSIS ARE A FUNCTION OF ECF
REDUCTION. J. Petersen, I Yeh * and A Rajiv*.
Palo Alto VAMC and Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA.
132 microglobulin (132-M) levels are elevated
following dialysis with cuprophan membranes. It has
been suggested that this may be the result of de
novo generation. We, therefore, examined pre and
post dialysis levels of l32-M (MW 11,800) and
myoglobin (MW=18,000, MYO), a protein which
should be similarly restricted during cuprophan
dialysis. Post dialysis levels of 62-M and MYO were
corrected for estimated loss of ECF by the formula of
Bergstrom and Wehle (1987). Results, in 12 patients,
* p< 0.05 vs pre, were:
Pre Post Post corrected
132-M 43.5 55 * 44
(mg/L)
MYO 161 187* 150
(.Lg/L)
Levels of 132-M and MYO increased proportionately
following dialysis so that their ratios remained
unchanged (0.28 vs 0.30, p = ns). Levels of MYO and
132-M, when corrected for ECF loss, were not
elevated over predialysis values. The ECF content of
132-M similarly remained unchanged after cuprophan
dialysis ( 640 87 pre vs 625 85 mg post , p = ns).
Thus, changes in l32-M parallel those of myoglobin,
a protein for which there is no evidence for dialysis
induced production. We conclude increased levels of
l32-M following cuprophan dialysis are a result of
fluid removal rather than increased production.
A PATIENT-CENTERED ELECTRONIC MEDICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM (MIS): AN EXPERIMENT IN MEASUREMENT AND
CONTROL OF CHANGES IN DIALYSIS TECHNOLOGY. Victor
S. Pollak, Univ. of Cincinnati Medical Center and
Dialysis Clinic, Cincinnati, Ohio.
From 10/85 to 4/87 changes in hemodialysis were
made under operational conditions: (1) negative
pressure (NP) to ultrafiltration control (UP)
dialysis machines, and (2) cuprophan to high-flux
polysulfon dialyzers. The MIS was used to deter-
mine whether observations could be satisfactorily
controlled during the change. Sixty—five patients
(with most problems during dialysis sessions, 43%
diabetic) changed from NP to UF; 85 dialyzed only
with NP (17% diabetic). They served as contem-
porarieous controls, and were analyzed in 2 time
periods; an arbitrary "date of change" (NP1-NP2)
was assigned by random computer ID number.
Results were:
NP UP NFl NP2
SD sessions 7162 6297 5320 4817
Symptoms/l0O SD Sessions
All symptoms 92.3 78.0 91.0 84.1
Hypotension 39.3 33.0 35.9 36.5
Cramps 12.9 10.8 13.4 10.9
Nausea/vomiting 12.7 7.7 12.8 10.5
Hospitalizations/Yr
Admissions 106 113 58 71
Days 545 624 303 371
With contemporaneous controls, patients did
better with UF machines; symptoms during HD
decreased further with UP machines and high-flux
dialyzers, particularly hypotension, nausea and
vomiting. Controlled observations on the effects
of changes in therapy and operational conditions
were possible using an electronic MIS.
RESPONSETO ERYTHROPOIETIN (EPO) IN PATIENTS (PTS)
ON CON VEN11ONAL (CD) AND HIGH FLUX DIALYSIS (HF).
Paul Ouinn*. Sergio Acchiardo, Scarlett Cockrell', Joye Key.
Univ. of Tennessee-Memphis, Dept. of Med., Memphis, TN.
We studied 20 hemodialysis pts, loon CD and 10 on HF.
The pts were assigned at random to EPO or placebo. Twelve pts
were on EPO, 7 on HF and 5 on CD. In the control group 3 pts
were on HF and Son CD. The pts were treated for 12w. Most of
the pts were black,14 males and 6 females. Mean age was similar
in all the groups.
HFEPOpre 7
post
CDEPOpre 5
post
CONTROL 8
p.z0.0O1
No differences were observed in any of the parameters in
the control group. Two pts on placebo received blood
transfusions. All pts on EPO on CD or HF responded with
significant elevation of their Hb levels. The mean dose required
for the response was 114 U/kg,and the mean time of the initial
response was 6w. BUN also increased in these pts. No changes
were observed in BWt, potassium, creatinine, coagulation
studies, and cardiovascular performance evaluated by
Echocardiogram. No changes were observed in blood pressure,
except for a Pt that developed severe headaches and
hypertension and decided to discontinue the study. No
differences were observed in clotting of the vascular access or
the dialyzers. Dialyzers were only reused in HF pts and the
number of reuses did not change in pts on EPO. An
assessment of their functional activity did not show any
significant change.
Pts responded well to EPO independent of the type of
dialysis. The only complication observed was hypertension in
one pt that subsided after discontinuation of the drug.
#pts Hb
g
6.2
10.0
5.8
10.3*
5.9
K
mEq/L
5.0
5.4
5.0
4.9
5.1
BUN
mg/dl
67.8
75.2
76.8
88.4
78.0
B Wt
kg
75.0
74.6
88.2
86.2
74.8
EPO
U/kg
114
110
0
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INFLUENCE OF FILTER DESIGN ON PERFORMANCE IN
CONTINUOUS ARTERIOVENOUS ULTRAFILTRATION (CAVH).
Rasib M. Baja, Nabeel Ghabra,* and Sidney Kobrin.*
Albert Einstein Medical Center, Kraftsow Division
of Nephrology, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Clotting of hemofilter is a frequent problem
during CAVH. It has been suggested that decreas-
ing filter fibre length and increasing number of
fibres may reduce clotting. Ultrafiltration (UP)
during CAVH may be maximum in the inflow (I) side
and decrease towards the outflow (0) n.e the oncot—
ic pressure in the filter increases and equals hy-
drostatic pressure. Studies on filter of same
surface area and membrane with varying fibre
length are not available. This study compares
CAVH with two Amicon—2O filters in parallel (P)
and in series (S) at Q =100 mi/mm and outlet
pressure=25 imnHg in—viro with perfusate contain-
ing albumin 4.0 Gm/cU and 8.0 Qn/dl and urea nit-
rogen (UN) 80 mg/dl and Cr of 8.0 rng/dl. The
results are:
UF(mil/min) I/O ALB
P 22.7* 0.82
S 24.9 0.79
8% ALB P 8.3* 0.93S 9.9 0.92
* P <0.05 (P vs S)
These data suggest: 1) UF may be higher in ultra—
filters with equivalent surface area with higher
fibre length than large number of fibres, 2) even
with 8% ALB, equilbration of oncotic pressure with
hydrostatic pressure did not decrease UP in series
design with increased fibre length. This may be
due to higher pressure and resistance in the fil-
ters in series and 3) UN and Cr in UF may be
higher in UP than I due to lack of proteins and
not transfer from RBC's as proposed earlier.
CALCULATION OF PCR FROM THE POST:PRE DIALYSIS
PLASMA UN RATIO (R) AND THE PREDIALYSIS PLASMA
UN LEVEL. L. Ramanujan*, F.J. Manahan*, M. Ajam*,
T.S. 1mg, V.C. Gandhi, and J.T. Daugirdas.
Hines-Loyola Medical Center, Hines, IL.
For auditing purposes, there is a need to be
able to estimate the PCR of maintenance
hemodialysis patients based on simple parameters.
In 240 such patients (360 modeling sessions), we
compared the PCR as derived from standard 3-blood
sample modeling with the PCR as estimated from R
and the predialysis plasma UN level. The KT/V was
first calculated from R, the dialysis time, the
post-weight, and the UF volume as described in an
accompanying abstract. The PCR was then derived
from KT/V and the predialysis plasma UN level
using the Gotch nomogram. In those few patients
with residual renal function, this was taken into
account in determining total KT before applying
the Gotch nomogram.
The PCR values derived using standard modeling
averaged 1.01 0.29 (SD) g/kg/day (range 0.29 -
2.02). The PCR values derived from R and the
predlalysis plasma UN level averaged 0.98 0.25
(range 0.34 . 1.83). There was an excellent
correlation between the two PCR determinations:
(y — PCR new method, x PCR standard modeling)
GROUP N R SLOPE INTCPT. S.E. ESTIMATE
Kr—all 360 0.89 0.76 0.203 0.116
Kr—0 269 0.90 0.77 0.19 0.106
The results suggest that, in stable hemodialysis
patients, the PCR can be reliably estimated solely
from a pre and post-dialysis plasma UN level (as
long as the dialysis time, post-weight, and UF
volume are also known).
PROGNOSIS OF THE RIV POSITIVE (POS) DIALYSIS PAT-
IENT (PT). Seymour Ribot,*Margaret Saavedra,Mel—
yin Goldblat,*Charles Crane. Renal Div., Newark
Beth Israel Med. Ctr. and U.M.D.N.J., Newark, N.J.
The course of 27 HIV poe. dialysis pta.
treated between 4/82 and 5/88 was examined to det-
ermine prognosis. The diagnosis in 9 pts. with
AIDS and renal failure was suspected clinically
and confirmed by Elisa and Western Blot (WE) test-
ing. These pta. ranged in age from 21 to 42, mean
37.9 yrs. Male/Female(M/F) was 7/2. Identified pre—
disposing causes (IPC) were: Intravenous drug ab-
use (IVDA) 5, Homosexual(HS) 2, IVDA and 85 1, F
sexual partner of M IVDA 1. All 9 died between 1
and 17, mean 6.1 mos. Only 1 survived more than 1
yr. Hepatitis B surface antigen and antibody (HBs
Ag and Ab) status indicated 4 HBs Ag and Ab neg,
4 HBs Ab poe, and 3 not tested. In May 1987 HIV
testing for current and new Pta. was instituted.
Pos. Elisa tests were confirmed with WE. This id-
entified 18 pta. with AIDS related complex (ARC).
These pts. ranged in age from 27—71, mean 41 yrs.
H/F was 5/13. IPC were IVDA 14, Blood transfusion
3, F sexual partner of H IVDA 1. Six pta. died and
had been treated with dialysis from 18—120 mean 39
mos. 12 surviving pta. continue treatment from 2—
103, mean 49 moe. Four were HB5 Ag poe. All AIDS
and ARC pta. were black. B/W Non—AIDS dialysis pts.
was 67/42. Our data is in agreement with the re-
ported poor prognosis for the dialysis—dependent
AIDS pt. Survival for the dialysis dependent ARC
pt. was much longer than previously reported. IVDA
was the most frequent predisposing cause for HIV
infection for the AIDS and ARC pts. BBs Ab was
more prevalent in our HIV p05. than in our HIV
neg. dialysis pts.
A NEW SYSTEM FOR CONTINUOUS ARTERIO-VENOUS
HEMODIALYSIS (CAVHD). M.Roberts, V.M.Stephens,
M.Trott, A.Bodt, A.J.Montez, and D.B.N.Lee. UCLA
San Fernando Valley Program, Sepulveda VAMC,
Sepulveda, CA
The new system is illustrated in the figure.
Sterile, non-pyrogenic bicarbonate dialysate
(DST) is prepared on-line by passage through a
hemofilter, thus eliminating the need for the
more expensive, lactate-containing peritoneal
DST. In addition to the first IV pump which
regulates DST inflow (16.6m1/min), a second pump
is used to control DST outflow, and thereby the
ultrafiltration rate. To prevent pressure
buildup in the DST compartment, the traditional
recourse to electromechanical devises is
preempted by the use of a fail-save water
manometer which displays and requlates DST
pressure by overflowing at a pre-set level.
Drip chambers proximal to the 2 pumps minimize
air bubble-induced alarms. An additional
innovation is a simple counter-current heat
exchanger which allows the fresh, inflow DST to
capture the heat from the used, outfow DST. This
system was developed in conjunction with regular
hemodialysis in ESRD patients and has functioned
trouble-free, providing urea and creatinine
clearance of 15.6 and 14.8m1/min respectively at
0 ultrafiltration.
I/UP UN
0.96
0.93
0.94
0.94
I/UP Cr
0.96
0.87
0.96
0.94
DialysateI)4HemofilterI Arterial
_____________________________________
I
_________ liv Pumpi _________
________
___-IiManometer]-1 I -IHeat Dialyzer]______ ________ . IExchangeIwastel UV l'umpl Venous
NE SET POINT OF PARA1HYROID HORMONE (PTh) IS
HIGHER IN OSTEITIS FIBROSA (OF) NAN ALUMINJM
BONE DISEASE (ABD). N. Rodriguez1 A. Felsenfeld,
R. Dunlay*, and F. Llach. Dept. of Med., Univ.
of Okla. HSC and VAR4C, Okia. City, Okia.
Dialysis patients (pts) with low turnover A8D
have lower baseline and stimulated PTH levels
than OF pts. However, a comparison of the serum
calcium (Ca)-PTH curve and the set point of PTH
has not been done. Excluding FIX pts, 17 ABD and
10 OF pts were studied during a low and high Ca
dialysis. The following parneters were eval-
uated: basal Pill (PTHb) maximum Pill (Pm ax'
minimum PTh (PThmin)s basal serum Ca (Ca9,
serum Ca at maximum Pill (Ca,na ), serum C at
minimum RIM (Ca51) and theXset point for PTh,
defined as the serum Ca concentration required
to reduce maximum Pill secretion by 50% (Ca50).
P80 OF P value
PNb (pg/mi) 151±38 857±122 <.001
PTH (pg/ml) 442±90 1897±494 <.001max (pg/mi) 59±20 349±97 <.001
Cabm
n (mg/dl) 9.42±.21 9.45±.33 NS
C&,ax (mg/d1) 7.73±.09 8.81±.23 <.001
Cain (mg/dl) 1O.41±.13. 1O.75±.20 NS
Ca5 (mg/dl) 8.83±.11 9.60±.24 <.02
In summary, compared to A8D, pts with OF have
1) hIgher basal, and maximally stimulated and
suppressible PTH levels; 2) an increase in Camax
and Ca ; and 3) sImilar basal Ca levels. In
conclu?on, 1) in OF as compared to P80, the
parathyroid gland is more sensitive to changes
In serum Ca as manifested by a shift to the
right of the set point of PTh and serum Ca—PIM
curve; 2) non—suppressible PTH levels are
present in dialysis pts; and 3) as previously
shown, Fill secretion is decreased In ABD.
WATER AND SOLUTE KINETICS WITH LOW FLUX SYNTHETIC
POLYSULPHON MEMBRANE: IN VITRO AND IN VIVO STUDY.
Claudio Ronco, Aldo Fabris, Stefano Chiaramonte,
Giuseppe La Greca (Intr. by Paul Kinsiel). Departm.
of Neihrology,St.Bortolo Hospital ,Vicenza, Italy.
New synthetic membranes have been developed
to reduce the UP coefficient(Kf) maintaining an a-
dequate permeability to medium-large solutes and a
good biocompatibility. Three filters(l.25ni2) with
a new polysuiphon low flux membrane have been tes-
ted in vitro at different blood flows and transmem-
brane pressures to evaluate hydraulic properties of
the membrane and solute sieving, while the sane pa-
rameters were tested in vivo on nine filters during
hemodialysis with different schedules.
In vitro solute sievings resulted near 1 up to
5000 Daltons while in vivo they were slightly redu-
ced but still high (Inulin S=O.9). Kf resulted 5.4
in vitro while in vivo a certain variability was o-
bserved(shear and polarization effect). The end-to-
end pressure drop in the fibres was quite low sho-
wing a reduced resistance of the device and its a-
dequacy to be used at high blood flows. BUN Cleara-
nces varied from 207 ml/min at Qb=300 to 298 mi/mm
at Qb=S00 mi/mm. This value guarantee in a 70 Kg
patient a Kr/V index = 1 in a dialysis session of
less than 180 mins. Beta 2 microglobulin clearances
varied from -35 to 50 ml/min depending on UF rate
and a significant adsorption on the membrane was
detected. This membrane seems to join the advanta-
ges of other synthetic membranes reducing the risks
of backfiitration and the need for UFC systems.
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CLINICAL IMPAC OF A NEW DESIGN HOLLOW FIBER FOR
ONTINLOUS A1ERI0VENOUS HEMJFILTRATION.
Claudio Ronco, Luciano Fecondini, Alessandra Bren-
dolan and Giuseppe La Greca (Intr. by J.P.Bosch).
Dept. of Nephrology, St.Bortolo Hosp. Vicenza,Italy
In vitro and in vivo studies were carried out
to test characteristics and performances of a new
polysulphon hollow fiber especially designed for
CM/H. The main feature of the fiber is the increa-
sed inner diameter (250 micra). With this approach
a theorical decrease of 60% in the overall resistan
ce of the filters would be expected. In vitro tests
were performed to compare pressure profiles,resis-
tances and filtration rates in filters with conven-
tional and new fibres. The sane filters were tested
on 6 patients to evaluate the clinical impact of
the new fiber under conditions of non pumped circu-
lation.In Vitro, the blood flow at a given pressure
was significantly higher with the new fiber (from
180 conventional to 320 mi/mm new at 100 mnHg) and
the resistance calculated by the end-to-end pressu-
re drop showed a reduction of 54.6% in the new fi-
ber. As a consequence,the obligate filtration at a
given blood flow was lower with the new fiber thus
reducing filtration fraction. This hydraulic beha-
viour had a remarkable impact in vivo where the re-
duction of the resistance of the filters, allowed
us to treat 6 patients severely hypotensive (MAP=
7OmmHg) operating with blood flows higher than 50
mi/mm and filtration rates higher than 10 mi/mm.
The new fiber represents a further step in the opti
rnization of continuous renal replacement therapies.
ML1MINUM (AL)-cI'IATE (C) IN'rEP.ACnOR IN ED
STAGE RL DISEASE (FSRD). Devid I1v*,
Domenic Sica, Thomas Osnstock*, Judy DaviS*,
Jthn Savory*, Anton Scoo1werth. Depts. of
Med. and Tharm., Medical College of Virginia,RicImcnd, VA and Dept. of Path., Univ.
Virginia, tharlottesvile, VA.
It has been suggested that the concomitant
ingestion of AL with C results In elevations
In blood, tissue and urine AL levels. mis,
we examined the influence of C on AL
absorption in 6 patients undergoing
hendialysis (lID) in a 4 lisb study: (1—1600
sq of oral Al (Cal)3 gel; 11-1600 sq of oralAl Cal3 gel + 30cc Bicitra containing 3 ges Na
citrate dihydrate aM 2004 sq citric acid
mmthydrate; III— 30cc Bicitra; IV—].600 sq of
oral. Al(C*l)3 gel aM 2400 sq oral NaBO ) on
an off-dialysis day. Al sles thtained over
the next 24 hrs were ared by gratiite
furnace atomic eetissiom ep.ctrtry and are
reported as sean SX (* p <0.05).
0—8(ng*hr/L) Al0(ng/L) Al24(ng/L)
I
II
16 30
73 23*
32 11
34 10
29 10
54 11
III —27-14 71±33 58±30
IV 6 22 63±31 61± 34
We conclude that Al absorption is
significantly Inereased In the presence of C.
In a&lition, Ixcreinents in serimt Al. açear to
persist longer when C has been previonsly
Injested. The Irqestion of C-containhxqproducts with Al preparations açiears to be
contraindicated in RD patients.
Abstracts
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VASCULAR VACCESS FOR HEMODIALYSIS IN GERIATRIC
PATIENTS, S.A. Sadjadi, R.M. Shah, M.P. Ohakal,
VA Medical Center, Wilkes-Barre, PA.
Geriatric patients usually have atherosclerotic
vessels and a high incidence of Diabetes Mellitus.
Due to this, construction of an A-v fistulas is
usually difficult and the established fistulas do
not last long. Over the past 2 years we have
treated 40 elderly patients with hemodialysis.
During this time 65 Femoral, 52 Subclavian, and
2 internal jugular vein catheterizations have
been erformed. Two patients had 8 catheteriza-
tions f the subclavian veins. No pneumothorax
or catheter insertion Site infection was noted.
Catheter tip culture was positive in one patient
and he improved promptly upon the subclavian
catheter removal. No patient developed clinical
evidence of subclavian vein stenosis or thrombo-
sis. Patients were able to go home and we were
able to wait until a vascular access is matured
or in cases of thrombosed accesses, until a new
access is constructed. The subclavian catheters
were functional for 4-6 weeks and the femoral
catheters for 7-10 days.
Conclusions: 1) Acute vascular access can be
easily established in elderly
patients.
2) Subclavian vein access is easy to
establish and is most convenient
for the patient.
3) Femoral vein access is most suit-
able for emergencies and not so
good for long term use.
4) Internal jugular vein catheters
are easy to insert but are in-
convenient for long term use.
FACTORS AFFECTING MODALITY CHOICE FOR ACUTE
DIALYSIS. Stephen Sandroni, John Crulnp*, Kathryn
Koch*. University Hospital, Jacksonville, Florida.
New modalities such as CAVH are often consider-
ed options in treating acute renal failure.
Factors favoring these modalities include hemody—
namic instability and reduced dependence on dial-
ysis nurses and machines. Potential disadvantages
include use of more blood vessels, prolonged use
of blood vessels, and reduced flexibility for
transport of patients requiring multiple proce-
dures. We reviewed our acute dialysis experience
at a single center that supports several intensive
care units (ICU), cardiac surgery and a regional
trauma service. Of 195 acute treatments with
high—efficiency membranes and bicarbonate bath
only three could not be completed due to hypoten—
sion. Pressor dependence did not predict diff i—
culties with hypotension during dialysis. Central
venous or arterial catheters (exclusive of dialy-
sis lines) averaged two per patient. In the medi-
cal ICU setting only 9% of patients had two or
more catheters simultaneously but 30% of trauma
patients did at the time of dialysis. Average
duration of non—dialysis central venous or arteri-
al catheters was 3.5 days——an important issue for
surgical ICU patients with renal failure, who
averaged 20.3 days in the ICU, with multiple
changes of catheter sites. Surgical ICU patients
averaged 2.6 surgical procedures during their ICU
stay, with attendant transportation needs. We
found CAVH, CAVHD, or VVH to be moat useful in
cardiac patients with renal failure but that con-
temporary hemodialysis using a single double—
lumen catheter is well tolerated in most patients
and logistically preferable for many surgical ICU
patients.
Abstracts
QUANTITATIVE MEASURES ARE NEEDED TO ASSURE
QUALITYPATIENTCARE IN DIALYSIS. John A. Sargent.
Quantitative Medical Systems, Emeryvllle. CA
This project determines In representative facilities if
prescribed dialysis is delivered and if it is adequate. BUN
drop from expected treatment (duration T; diayzer
clearance K) Is analyzed with urea kinetics tocalculate
ureavolume (Vk) for 180 patients in 28 dialysis centers
across the US. Vk is estimated (Ve) from height, weight
andsex.If I(Vk—Ve)/VeI .2 it is concluded that there is
substantial difference between the calculation parameters
(BUNs, T, or K) and the actual values. The BUNs consistent
with success in the National Cooperative Dialysis Study(NCDS) are compared to the BUNS experience with these
patients to assess the adequacy of the patient's treatment
(whether delivered or not). In 18% of facilities there was
no treatment compromise. In the rest, 44% (18) (sd) of
treatments (range 17% to 82%) were not delivered as ex-
pected. In 14% of the units all treatments were within the
adequacy range of the NCDS. In the rest, 38% (22) of
treatments were outside the NCDSadequate range. Of
these, halfcorresponded to "non-delivery" of treatment;
26% were due to high protein intakes not matched by
dialysis; 23% were for other reasons with half for patients
with low protein intakes and presumed shorter treatments
due to Inappropriate Interpretation of low BUNs.
Large numbers of dialyses are not delivered as intended
although the percent varies from 0 to 82 for the facilities
analyzed. Similar numbers of treatments are out of NCDS
adequacyranges. With current emphasis on reduced time
dialysis and rapidblood flow, the reproducible delivery of
the desiredtreatment Is essential. For reliablequality
assurance In dialysis, quantitative methods must be
employed.
LONG TERM EFFECT OF CONVENTIONAL AND HIGH FLUX
MEMBRANES ON ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC (EP) INDICES IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Boutrous Sawaya*, Robert
Provenzano*, Robert Simkins*, Gregory Barkley*,
and Nathan W. Levin. Departments of Medicine and
Neurology, Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit,
Michigan.
Cognitive central nervous system (CNS)
abnormalities are characteristic of uremia.
These changes are related to the uremic milieu
and are only partially reversed by conventional
dialysis. The advent of new membranes permitting
a substantial flux of compounds of molecular
weight up to 20,000 has facilitated comparison
with conventional membranes. We compared the
effect of saponified cellulose ester and
polysulfone membranes using the Sieger
Neuroscope utilizing flash visual evoked
potentials (VEP) as a measure of dialyzer
efficacy.
Eight stable hemodialysis patients were
randomly assigned to each dialyzer group. VEP
studies were performed at baseline, after 1, 2
and 4 weeks and every 12 weeks thereafter for 18
months. Investigators were blinded to the type
of dialyzers used.
Wave 4 Latency (msec)
Baseline Change at 18 months
Conventional 124.5±15.6 +5.4±5.1
High Flux 134.7±9.7 _5.3±6.2*
*(p0,039 when compared to conventional)
We conclude that high flux dialysis improves
EP response while deterioration occurs with
conventional membranes. This provides an
insight into the CNS manifestations of uremia.
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IMPROVED SEXUAL FUNCTION IN UREMICS ON ERYTHRO-
POIETIN. A POSSIBLE ROLE FOR PROLACTIN
Roland M. Schaefer', Franczicek Kokot2, August
Heidland1 (intr. by S.G. Massry); Dept. of Inter-
nal Med., Universities of 1Worzburg, FRG and
2katowice, Poland.
As it was reported that correction of anemia
in long—term dialysis patients by recombinant
human erythropoietin (r—HuEPO) is associated
with improved sexual function, we conducted
the present study to further dilineate the under-
lying mechanism(s). Serum levels of prolactin,
testosterone and parathyroid hormone (PTH) were
followed by radioimmunoassays during 4 months
of r-HuEPO therapy in 16 dialysis patients (7
males, 9 females). Within 4 months of treatment
hematocrit levels rose from 24 1 to 36 0.2
%, while hemoglobin values increased from 7.3
0.3 to 11.3 0.4 g/dl. In parallel, serum
prolactin values decreased from 66.9 9.3 to
9.6 2.6 ng/ml (pcO.OO1) in females and from
39.5 10.5 to 10.3 1.0 ng/ml (p.cO.OO1) in
male patients. Testosterone concentrations were
in the lower normal range in males and remained
unchanged during r—HuEPO therapy. Baseline PTH
values were elevated (1,880 220 pg/mi) in
patients of both sexes and declined to 1,410
180 pg/ml (n. sign.) after 4 months of r—HuEPO.
Sexual function improved in 4 out of 7 males
and 5 out of 9 female patients started to have
regular menstruations again. It appears that
the striking reduction of serum prolactin values
may have contributed to improved sexual function
in dialysis patients treated by r-HuEPO. Other
factors like lower serum PTH values or an increa-
sed sense of well-being could also be of clinical
relevance.
B ICART D lAOS'S S - A NEW AND SAFER WY TO PERFORM
BICARBONATE HEM)OIALYSIS. K. Schaefer, K.-H.
Philippen5, D. von Herrath4, A. Berke5, L.
Smeby'', Med. Abt. II, St. Joseph-Krankenhaus 4,
Bäumerplan 24, 1000 Berlin 42, FRG, Garthro
Lund, Sweden.
Bicarbonate (HCO ) dialysis (HD) has attracted
nich attention in tte recent past, especially for
critically ill patients (pts). On the other hand,
it has repeatedly been reported that HD fluid
containing HCO3 ews found to be contaminated with
bacteria, these resulting in side—effects such as
fever or shock, especial ly v.hen more open
meabranes were applied. In contrast, BiCart HD is
performed using a polypropylene colum-i containing
HCO poader Which allows for on—line production
of riquid HCO3 concentrate. Besides the fact that
the HCO3 cartridge is "cleaner" than the nornal ly
used liquid l-1CO concentrate, we were irrpressed
by the ease with vkiich this device can be
handled. In addition, several clinical studies (n
= 70 per parameter) revealed perfect operation of
the BiCart. In 7 pts the following blood data
were recorded: ph before HD (b): 7.37 0.10;
after HD (a): 7.48 0.06; HCO : 22.7 + 3.2
rrniol/l (b); 28.1 + 2.0 rmiol/l (aJ; pCO : 38.7 +
4.3miiHg (b); 37.7+ 4.5imiHg (a); p2:74.0+
13.5 rrm Hg (b); 76.6 + 16.1 rem Hg (a). Data
obtained Iran the HO fluid reained constant
during the treatment: ph: 7.24 + 0.02; HCO : 36.4
+ 1.2 rmiol/l ; pCO2: 81.9 + 9.lrm, Hg.
In conclusion: 1) BiCart dialysis represents a
new, safer and easier eay to perform I-CO HO.
2) The cartridge operates without prcbens and
should reduce the side effects of HCO —HD related
to bacteriological contamination.
SOLUBLE INTERLEUKIN-2 RECEPTOR (IL-2R)
SERUM CONCENTRATIONS IN ENDSTAGE RENAL
FAILURE. A Schwarz*, U Kunzendorf*, G
Walz*, 0 Josimovic_Alasevic*, G Of fer-
mann* (intr. by TB Strom), Dept. of
Internal Medicine and Immunology, Free
University of Berlin, FRG.
Long-term hemodialysis (HD) results in
a low-grade inflammatory process mani-
fested by activation of the complement
system and activation of macrophages and
T lymphocytes. Activated T-cells express
and secrete (soluble) IL-2R, the 55 kD
IL-2 binding protein. Elvated serum con-
centrations of IL-2R were detected in 58
of 68 hemodialysis patients (ELISA). A
simultaneous rise of IL-2R and B2-micro-
globulin serum concentrations occurred
during hemodialysis (cuprophan) (p<O .05),
suggesting that dialysis, per Se, incites
shedding of both surface proteins. 42 HD
patients were vaccinated against hepati-
tis B. A significant increase of anti-
HBsAG antibodies correlated with low
IL-2R serum concentrations (p <0.05). 16
HD patients with past or present carpal
tunnel syndrome evidenced significantly
elevated IL-2R serum concentrations (p
<0.005), when compared to 49 HD patients
without a detectable dialysis-associated
amyloidosis. The presence of activated
T-cells (assessed by IL-2R serum concen-
trations) may contribute to impaired
immunity in uremia and dialysis-asso-
ciated amyloidosis.
HIGH-FLUX SYNTI IETIC VERSUS CELLULOSIC
MEMBRANES FOR REMOVAL OF B2.MIcRO-
GLOBULIN (132M) DURING HD,HDF OR HF
S.Shaldon. J.Floege*, C.Granolleras', G.Deschodt, G.Baudin*,
KM.Koch* (lntr.by C.Olbricht). Depts.Nepbrology, Univ.Hospitals
Hannover,FtG, Nimes and Montpellier,France.
Efficient removal of B2M inESRD patients is a continuing
preoccupation, as the incidence and severity of dialysis associated
amyloidosis are increasing. To evaluate comparative 112M removal we
studied 6 stable ESRD patients during 3hr bemodialysis (HD),
hemodiafiltration (HDF; OF rate l3Oml/miis), and hemofiltration
(HF; UF rate l7Oinl/min) using the capillary devices FILTRAL 1.6m2
(acrylonitrile, Hospal), POLYFLUX 1.6m2 (polyainide, Gambro),
HF8O 1.8m2 (polysuiphone, Fresenius) and FB 1900 1.9m2 (cellu-
lose-triacetate, Nipro). Bloodflow was 450±3Sml/min and equal in all
modalities. Dialysateflow was 500nil/min (HD) and 400ml/min(HDF). Weight loss was not different during the three treatment
modalities. 62M levels were measured (RIA) in pre- and post-treat-
ment serum samples and in the pooled ultrafiltrate/dialysate. 82M
adsorption as measured by recireulation during sham dialysis prior to
trealment averaged 95mg (FILTRAL) and <50mg (POLYFLUX,
F80, FB 1900). Further results arC, shown in the followin1, £,ures.
These results suggest llmt convection plays the major role in 82M
removal witeis l'igh flux svnthclic mensbranes are used. In contrasl,
using high flux cdilnlosic ineint lanes, L12M remosal is diminished
when OF-rates are inCreased. To achieve negative balance (assuming
normal 82M generation 2C1ig/kg/week) HF or l-IDF (at equivalent
OF ralc) and llt.l. flux synthetic membranes i1l be needed rather
than HD ani high (mx cell'jlosc melnbranes.
DISADVANTAGES AND RISKS OF NORMAL
HEMATOCRIT (HCT) HEMODIALYSIS (HD).
J. H. Shinaberger, J. H. Miller, P. W. Gardner*. West LA
VA Medical Center and UCLA Depts. Med. Los Angeles, CA
Human recombinant erythropoietin is expected to produce
normal or elevated Hcts in those dialysis pts receiving it.
Our studies indicate that whole blood clearances (KD), cal-
culated from whole blood flows (QB) and plasma solute
concentrations produce a discrepancy between KD and ac-
tual mass removed unless the relative volume of distribu-
tion of RBC solute equals that of plasma H20 (PHzO) and
the diffusion of RBC solutes into PH2O is instantaneous.
This discrepancy is not apparent without dialyzer mass
balance studies. Of clinically relevant solutes, these condi-
tions are approximated only by urea, currently used in
modeling adequate treatment. For the critical solutes K ÷
and P04 only the use of QPH2O in clearance calculations
results in dialyzer mass balance. The relation between
dialyzer perfusion flow rates and clearance is such that at
KoA 690, QB 300 mI/mm, increasing Hct from 20% to 40%
decreases K+ removal at least 19% and already poor P04
removal 10% during apparently urea adequate dialysis.
Thus, unexpected hyperkalemia and worsened hyperphos.
phatemia may result from Hct increase. During 3 hr. high
efficiency dialysis and UF initial systemic Hct is further in-
creased by loss of PH2O (15% / 5% body weight loss, r =
.82). Intradialyzer Hct and viscosity elevation are more
radical, increasing blood compartment pressures so that
most dialysate machines cannot provide adequate positive
dialysate pressure to maintain low UFRs at the high QE's
required. Pre-existing diffuse and segmental vascular dis-
ease, post-dialysis hypotension and hyperviscosity may
produce disastrous syndromes of organ ischemia, throm-
bosis orinfarction. As pt Hct rises above 36% extreme cau-
tion and adjustment of dialysis regimen is recommended.
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF CaCO3 AND 2.5 mEq/L Ca
DIALYSATE ON MINERAL METABOLISM IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. E. Slatopoisky, C.
Weerts*, K. Norwood*, K. Giles*, P. Fryer*, 5. Finch*,D. Windus and 3. Delmez. Washington Univ. School of
Medicine, Dept. of Medicine, St. Louis, MO. 63110.
Many investigators have shown that CaCO3 is an
effective phosphate-binder which also prevents the
potential disabling effects of aluminum accumulation.
However, hypercalcemia may develop in a substantial
number of patients. Thus, to control serum P04 and
prevent hypercalcemia, we performed studies in 21
patients on maintenance hemodialysis in which, in
addition to the oral administration of CaCO3, the
concentration of calcium in the dialysate was reduced
from 3.25 to 2.5 mEq/L. The studies were divided in
three periods. I. Control, on Al-binders (one month),
II. No Al-binders (one month), Ill. CaCO3 3.75 to 18gms/day (seven months). Blood was obtained three
times/week before dialysis.
Period I
During CaCO3 administration, serum Al decreased from
64.2 + 8.5 to 37.1 + 3.6 and 25.1 ÷ 3.0 pg/L (at three and
severmonths resctively). Serum PTH decreased by
20%. In summary: lowering dialysate Ca to 2.5 mEqIL
allowed the long-term administration 9f large doses of
CaCO3. This corrected the hyperphosphatemia without
the development of hypercalcemia or worsening of the
secondary hyperparathyroidism. Al levels returned
toward normal. Thus, by utilizing this maneuver
aluminum binders are unnecessary in almost all patients
on maintenance hemodialysis.
CHANGES IN PLASMA ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (ANP) DURING HEMODIALYSIS (HD).
Nobuhiro Sugino, Kazuo Kubo,Akira Nishida,
Hiroshi Nihei. Tokyo Women's Medical
College,Department of Medicine,Kidney
Center, Tokyo ,Japan
It is generally known that plasma
immunoreactjve ANP levels are elevated
in patients with endstage renal failure.
The reduction of plasma ANP levels are
also observed during conventional HD,
probably due to either the loss of ANP
though the artificial membrane or the
decrease in ANP production secondary to
volume contraction of the body fluid. In
order to clarify the mechanism, the proto-
col of the sequential ultrafiltration(UF)
and HD are set up.PMM membranes are used
both for UF and HD. Average plasma ANP
level of 8 patients undertaking longterm
stable lID was 63.6 pg/mi before UF or lID.
After 2—hour UP, plasma ANP level was de-
creased by 44.3 % (p(0.0l) in association
with 4.3 % decrease in body weight(BW)
and 10.2 % reduction of mean blood press—
ure(MBP). In contrast, there were no sig-
nificant changes in plasma ANP levels,BW
and MBP following 2—hour HD without UP.
However, simultaneous 2—hour ND with UP
induced 22.1 % decrease in plasma ANP
level (pO.O5) in association with 2.1 %
decrease in 8W but no change in MBP.
Therefore, it is concluded that the maj-
or factor of decreasing plasma ANP levels
in longterm hemodialysis patients is a
rapid volume contraction of body fluids•
AUGMENTATION OF PLASMA RENIN ACTIVITY(PRA) IN
PATIENTS UNDER MAINTENANCE HEMODIALYSIS(HD).
N Takahashi C Kimura, Y Kawano M Imanishi T
Sanai S Kojima T Inoue M Kuramochi T Omae
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan
Although ream secretion is believed to
continue even after the renal excretory function
has deteriorated, yet there are no data available
about long—term follow up of PRA in HD patients.
Mean arterial pressure (MAP) and PRA were
followed up for 8—10 years after introduction toHD in 25 patients. PRA was significantly
increased from 3.0±0.5 to 5.8±0.8 ag/mi/hr during
follow up period, while MAP reduced. Increase in
PRA was strongly correlated with reduction in MAP(rO.63, p<.OO1). PRA immediately before theintroduction to ND had negative relationships
with increase in PRA (r=—O.46, p<.OS) and with
reduction in MAP (r——O.40, p<.O5). PRA was
increased and MAP was markedly reduced in
patients whose PRA immediately before theintroduction was lower than approximately 6
ng/ml/hr, while PRA was decreased and MAP was not
altered in patients whose PRA was higher.
Our results show renin secretion continues even
after disuse atrophy of the kidney and almost
complete deterioration of its excretory function.
Increase in renin secretion, despite depression
of sympathetic nerve activity in long—term HDpatients, may be due to stimulation of
baroreceptor mechanism, since increase in PRA was
correlated with reduction in MAP, suggesting
renin plays an important role in blood pressure
regulation on maintenance phase of ND therapy.
Based on PRA before the introduction to HD, blood
pressure response to maintenance ND seemed
predictable.
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P04
Ca
n = 252
5.03 0.07
8.86 0.08
II
n = 252
7.29+0.11
8.65 + 0.07
III
n = 1092
4.95 + 0.06
9.19÷0.07
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PSYCHOSOCIAL ADJUSTMENT IN FULL-CARE VERSUS
SELF-CARE HEMODIALYSIS. Thomas E. Talley, Jaine
Strauss*, Edward Deci*, Steven Freilich*, Beth
Martin*, and Sheila Williams*. University Of
Rochester and Regional Kidney Services Centers,
Rochester, New York.
This study was designed to learn wether the
features associated with self—care dialysis (SC)
(autonomy, choice, competence, and control), in
themselves aid patient (pt) adaptation to chronic
illness and even augment pt psychosocial and
adaptive mechanisms in life situations outside
the treatment setting.
Thirty full-care (FC) and thirty SC hemodialy-
515 (HD) pts. participated. All had been on HD
for at least 5 months. The two groups did not
differ in sex, race, marital status, socioeconom-
ic status, primary ESRD diagnosis or months on HD.
lhere was a marginally significant difference in
terms of age.
Psychosocial outcome was assessed using the
Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale
and the Social Adjustment Scale—Self—Report. In
addition, the Ward Atmosphere Scale-Hemodialysis
Version, the Multidimensional Health Locus of
Control Scale, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
and a measure of coping style (COPES) were used.
The WAS and MHLC confirmed that SC pts. saw
themselves as more autonomous in terms of their
dialysis and general health than did FC pts.
However, the two groups did not differ on de-
pression or social adjustment but expressed the
full range of adjustment. Prospective tests may
offer the identification of the optimal treat-
ment modality for each individual pt.
EFFECT OF HIGH FLUX HEMODJALYSIS ON SERUM BETA 2
MICROGLOBULIN (82M) CONCENTRATION IN PATIENTS
WITH AND WITHOUT RESIDUAL RENAL FUNCTION.
Jukaku Tayeb*, Gerard Zasuwa*, Francis Dumler
and Nathan W. Levin. Division of Nephrology,
Henry Fora Hospital , Detroit, Michigan.
Predialysis serum B2M concentrations were
measured monthly in 63 patients undergoing high
flux hemodialysis (HFHD) using polysulfone
membranes over an 8-month period. Measurable
renal function (2.0±2.2 mi/mm) was present in
25 patients. The results in patients with
(RRF+) and without (RRF—) residual function and
in the combined group (RF+/-) were as follows:
B2M Concentration (mg/L)
Patient Group Baseline 1 Month 8 Months
RRF- (n=38) 44±12* 38±8* 38±13
RRF+ (n=25) 34±17 28±10 35±15
RF+/— (n63) 40±15 33±10 37±13
(*p <0.05 when compared to RRF+)
Compared to conventional hemodialysis (baseline)
there was an initial decrease inB2M in all
groups, although statistical difference (p .01)
was attained only in the combined group.
However, over the period of the study B2M
increased in RRF+ patients without significant
change in the RRF— group. It is concluded that
high flux dialysis results in an imediate
improvement in B2M concentration but that
subsequent changes must be interpreted in
relationship to residual renal function.
ABSENCE OF Al++± OSTEOMALACIA AFTER
DEFEROXAMINE (DFO) THEflAPY DESPITE
POSITIVE DFO INFUSION TESTS, Charles E.
Thomas*, Charles J. Diskin, Opelika
Nephrology Referral Center, Opelika,
Alabama, Bruce A. Julian, Marie E.
Beckner, Univ. of Alabama at Birmingham,
Birmingham, Alabama.
Increased serum Al-:-+± after DFO
stimulation is widely used to detect Al+++
associated osteomalacia in patients with
renal failure. We assessed bone histology
in patients who had positive DFO infusion
tests after a thurapeutjc course of DFO
chelation. Ten patients on chronic
dialysis exhibited clinical features
suggestive of Al±++ toxicity and had
positive DFO infusion tests. Al(OH)3
containing medications were discontinued
and dialysate Al+±+ was less than .005
mq/L. The patients were treated witli DFO
chelation (34±5 (SE) gin over 3 to 15
months). One week after the last DFO dose
DFO infusion tests were repeated. Serum
Al+++ increased from 290±7 to 482±8 ug/L
(p<05) (Biotrace, Denver, CO). Shortly
thareafter trans—iliac bone biopsies were
performed after doublc tetracycline
labeling. All biopsies had loss than 1%
trahecular surface staining for Al±±+.
Mixed renal ostoodystrophy was found in 7
specimens and osteomalacia in 3. The
"diagnostic" DFO infusion tests did not
predict A1±+± associated osteonialacia in
these patients. Thus, positive DFO
infusion tests are not a sufficient basis
to continue chelation therapy.
ADVERSE (RtJG EFFECTS OF REC(*INANT HLI4AN
ERY1HROPOIETIN (r—HuEPO). F. Val derrabano *( ntr:
by F. Llach). Univ. Complutense. Hospital General
Gregorlo Maranon. Madrid, Spain.
The adverse effects of r-HuEPO In the treat-
ment of anemia In 150 maIntenance hemodlalysis
pts were analyzed in a multi—center European
trial. Pts were stable for a period of at least 3
months. Hemoglobin (Hgb) and hematocrit were
lower than 3 and r—HuEPO was given thrice
weekly at escalating doses of 24,48, 96, and 192
units/kg I.v. until Hgb Increased to > 2 g/dl,
and subsequent steps of 24 units/kg until Hgb was
> 10 g/dl. Pain, pyrexia or chills occurred In 20
pts (13.3%). Seven pts had bone pain, and 5 had
associated back pain (flu—like syndrome).
Hypertension, requiring start or adjustment of
antihypertensive therapy was observed In 31 pts(20.7%); 17 hypertensIve episodes were observed
in pts already on therapy at the time of the
event. One pt was discontinued from the study due
to Intractable hypertension. Thrombosis of the
vascular access requi ring surgical or th rombo—
lytic therapy was observed In 14 pts (9.3%).
Pruritus occurred In 14 cases (9.3%), and severe
allergic reaction in 1 (0,7%). Headache was
observed in 18 pts (1) and 5 pts (3.3%) had
problems maintaining "Ideal" weight. One pt had a
mild petechial purpura ano another, acute
abdominal pain. Antibodies to r—HuEPO were not
detected. Three pts died of intracerebral
bleeding, myocardlal Infarction and cardiac
dys rhythm Ia.
In slinmary, adverse side effects of r—HuEPO
were not infrequent and may be related to the
Increase in hematocrit.
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RDICING tI STXIUS IN PM'IENI'S RIVING
ER?fliWlCIEPIN F DIA 5Is-ASSOcTha'ED ANIMIA.
l Van Wvdc,* J Stive].man, L Kirlin,* 3 Ruiz,*
Katz aM Ilk Ogden. Univ. ofArizona Dept. of)., ard VA Med. Ctr., Tuon, Arizona.
We develcçed a method to quantify iron stores
In anenic hexdia1ysis patients receiving acaste
erythrcpoietin therapy (rHUEPO, Mgen; 150—300
m3/Jg thrice weekly). We calailated projectediron needed for new I xgldin (Rb) synthesis
fron the difference between initial aM target Rb
cointrations; initial iron reserves frcss the
logarithm of initial serum ferritin levels; ard
net projected surplus or deficit frcsn the dif-
ference between needs aM reserves. Ameng 27 pa-
tients, despite pretreatment Indices of iron
sufficiency (nornecytosis, transferrin saturation
>20%, ferritin >100 pg/l), we predicted 22 wca.sld
develop iron deficiency (mean projected deficit
268±70 arj; meaMsd); in fact, 20 showed evidence
of elthausted iron stores (transferrin saturation
<16% or ferritin <30 p/l) before reacthing targetRb; 2 predictth to becxies deficient (projected
deficit <100 nq) did not; aid all 5 predicted to
avoid iron deficiency (mean projected surplus
177±20 nq) reaained iron replete. Dering acarte
rIluEFO therapy we calculated that net body ironbalai remaii neutral in patients receivin no
iron upletests and Increased 5 mjd in patientsprescribed oral ferrcus sulpitate. Rbreover, in
patients given iv iron dextran, less than 50% of
eleeiental iron administered became measurable as
iron stores or usable for Rb synthesis. Thus,
thcugh iron deficiency is nen during acute
t1fuEO therapy, siaple fonmilae can be used to
quantify projected iron deficits aid guide iron
suplenentation.
INCREASE OF HDL TRIGLYCERIDES IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE ANTIKETOGENIC ACTION OF 'HIGH-DOSE'
L-CARNITINE IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Christoph
Wanner, Fleinrich Wieland, Peter Schollmeyer, and Walter H.
HOrl: (intr. by Thomas LUscher). Univ. of Freiburg, Dept. of
Medicine, Div. of Nephrology, Freiburg, FRG.
The ketogenic and antiketogenic actions of L-carnitine
therapy in henlodialysis (HD) patients have not fully been
elucidated. Clofibrate exerts its hypotriglyceridemic effect, in
part, through the activation of hepatic peroxisomal, mito-
chondrial and microsomal carnitine acyltransferases.
Therefore, we investigated the effect of L-carnitine (15
mg/kg body weight at the end of each HD) alone (n=15) or
in combination with Beclobrate (n=15), a new hypolipidemic
agent related to the fibrate"—group (100 mg/day), on serum
lipid profile in 30 patients with hyperlipidemia type IV du-
ring a 3 months trial. Plasma free and esterified carnitine
were determined With a modified radiochemical-enzymatic
assay, cholesterol and triglycerides (TG) by fully enzymatic
methods after isolation of VLDL by ultracentrifugation.
Markedly increased plasma free and esterified carnitine
levels were not different in both groups of patients after
treatment. L-carnitine caused significantly elevation of HDL-
TG (35.9 4.0 vs 60.3 9.1 mg/dl; p<0.01) after 3 months.
The same effect was observed when combination therapy was
used (35.6 6.0 vs 55.2 6.4 mg/cU; p'zO.Ol). However,
VLDL-TG significantly decreased in 7 and increased ip 8
patients under L-carnitine. LDL-TG remained unchanged in
both groups.
The increase of IIDL-TG after L-carnitine blunts the
ketogenic response of VLDL-TG. Further imirovement of
hypertriglyceridemia could not be achieved through the
stimulation of carnitine transport systems. Therefore, it is
unlikely that antiketogenic responses to L-carnitine depend
on carnitine acyltransferases rather than on other metabolic
disorders in uremic patients.
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ENHANCEMENT OF NEUTROPHIL (PMN) OXIDATIVE BURST
BY DIALYSIS MEMBRANES IS COMPLEMENT DEPENDENT.
R.A. Ward, S.R. Wellhausen,* E.A. Hagan,* and
M.K. Tanner.* Dept. Medicine, Univ. Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Exposure of blood to dialysis membranes
activates complement. Concomitant stimulation of
P1411 oxidative burst has also been reported. An
enhanced oxidative burst may lead to endothelial
damage in dialysis patients. We hypothesized that
stimulation of PMN oxidative burst results from
complement activation. We tested our hypothesis
using an alloy of polysulfone and polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone as a model membrane. Membrane was
incubated in vitro with normal blood components
for 60 mm at 37C. Complement fragments, C3a and
C5a, were measured by RIA. Oxidative burst was
assessed by using flow cytometry to measure H2o2
production by PHIl after phagocytosis of
ococcus auregs. Incubation with plasma increased
C3a and C5a to 2.98 1.83 jig/ml and 33.5 8.4
ng/ml, respectively, relative to blank controls.
11202 production increased to 178 42% of the
blank control value after incubation with whole
blood. Incubation with isolated PZ4N in buffer (5x
106 PMN/ml) Caused flO increase in 11202 production
relative to blank controls. Finally, incubation
with cells resuspended in heat—inactivated serum
(56C for 60 mm) caused no increase in H202
production relative to blank controls. In all PMN
experiments, incubation with LPS enhanced 11202
production, demonstrating the functional
integrity of the PMN. Our data show that membrane
enhancement of PMN oxidative burst is mediated by
a heat—sensitive, serum component. Since the
membrane activated complement and C5a stimulates
PHIl, we suggest that the component is complement.
RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETIN (r—EPO) IM-
PROVES COGNITIVE FUNCTION (CF) AND
QUALITY OF LIFE (QL) OF CHRONIC IIEMODI-
ALYSIS (CHD) PATIENTS (PTS). D.L.
cptt*, S. Schweitzer*, A.R. Nissenson,
UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, Ca.
Anemia may impair QL and CF in pts.
on CHD. In order to test this hypoth-
esis we studied 17 pts. prior to EPO
treatment (Ti), after normalization of
hematocrit 3—6 months later (T2) and 10-
15 months after study entrance (T3).
Variables included biochemical status,
CF, subjective health status, mood state,
dialysis—related stresses, self esteem,
vocational function, and social/leisure
activity participation. Pts. were
predominantly Caucasian (77%), non-
diabetic (82%), averaged 42.1 years old,
and had been on dialysis an average of 8
1/2 years. At T2 and P3 pts. had a
significant rise in Hct (P<.OOl), a
progressive and significant improvement
in Simmons self esteem scale scores, and
mood disturbance and general dialysis
stress scores. There was improvement
in CF scores including symbol—digits
modality and trailmaking.The
psychological benefits of r-EPO
treatment appear to be significant and
progressive, and CF appears to also be
improved with normalization of HCT.
Chronic anemia may therefore contribute
to uremic encephalopathy as well as
impair QL and this can be improved with
r—EPO.
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HEMODYNAMIC INSTABILITY (HI) OF HEMODIALYSIS (HD)
IS NOT MEDIATED BY ANAPHYLATOXINS (A) OR IMPAIRED
NOREPINEPHRINE (NE) RELEASE. M.G. Ziegler*, S.D.
Fox*, L.W. Henderson. Univ. of Calif. and VA Med.
Ctr., San Diego, CA.
Previous studies of hemodynamic responses to
fluid removal during HD and HF have verified the
improved vascular stability with HF. HI during HD
has been attributed to inadequate increase of
systemic vascular resistance (SVR) and impaired NE
release. We examined hemodynamic changes during
HD and HF in a cross-over study of 9 patients
using impedance cardiography (IC), at matched
fluid removal rates. Acetate, high sodium (144
meciJL) and PAN (Hospal) membrane were used in all
treatments (Rx). Hemodynamic parameters and NE
were determined serially during each Rx and
clearances (C) of urea and NE were measured.
Hemodynamic changes were examined In relation to
changes in NE and osmolality. Results (% change
pre- to end-Rx), (SEM):
NAE i HR Ri
HF
-4(3) -3(6) +25(5) +3(7) +60(21)
HD
-10(4) +28(8) +48(8) -27(6) +170(71)
p* uS <.001 <.01 <.001 NS
*paired t-test. End-Rx NE, [Na], osmolality,
anion gap, and bicarbonate were not statistically
different, whereas plasma calcium was
significantly (p<.O1) higher at end-HD. NE C were
similar despite greater urea C end-HD (p<.OO1).
We conclude that: 1) HI during HD can be
dissociated from changes in NE, osmolality, or
differences In A generation; 2) Hemodynamic
parameters obtained by IC compare favorably with
previously reported invasive determinations. Our
data are consistent with convective clearance of
an abnormal vasodepressor macromolecule.
EFFECT OF DIALYSATE COMPOSITION ON THE MUSCLE
RESPONSE TO L—CARNITINE (C) SUPPLEMENTATION DURING
HEMODIALYSIS (MD). Gaston Zilleruelo, Pedro L.
Ferrer, Milan Novak, Carolyn Abitbol, Jose
Strauss. Univ. of Miami Sch. of Ned., Dept. of
Pedi., Miami, Fl.
Cumulative C losses through dialysis membranes
may affect muscle function during long—term HO.
However, the role of C supplementation in
improving skeletal muscle or myocardial
performance remains controversial. We have
compared in a randomized, double—blind study the
effect of dialysate buffer composition (acetate or
bicarbonate) on muscle function in 9 patients (
age 19 years, range 14—23) undergoing HD. Volun-
tary muscle function was evaluated quantitatively
with timed—stand tests and a questionnaire on
muscle related symptoms. Left ventricular (LV)
performance was evaluated by multiple parameters
obtained by M—mode echocardiograms. Measurements
were obtained at baseline and after receiving 2 g
L—carnitine or placebo added to dialysis bath for
3 months. Patients on acetate and bicarbonate HD
had a significant increase in plasma carnitine
levels after C supplementation. Both supplemented
groups had a significant improvement in lower
extremities strength and in muscle related
symptomatology. Patients on bicarbonate RD had
better LV systolic function than acetate HO.
Although C supplementation improved LV systolic
function in both groups, effect was greater on
acetate HO. These results suggest that C supple-
mentation may be beneficial for muscle related
symptomatology in patients on RD. Effects on
myocardial function appeared influenced by
dialysate buffer.
TUMORAL CALCINOSIS IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS (lID
PTS): ROLE OF ALUMINUM. B. Zins*, T. Petitclerc*,
C. Basile*, P. Urena*, T. Bardin*, J. Zingraff*,
T. Drüeke* (intr. by D.A. McCarron). Dept.
Nephrologie, HOp. Necker; Sce de Rhumatologie,
Hop. Lariboisiere, Paris, France.
Extraskeletal caicifications (C) are often seen
in uremia. Among them, periarticular tumoral C
(TC) represent muitiloculated calcium-phosphate
(Ca-F) deposits with a diameter > 3 cm. We report
here the analysis of 12 cases of TC in HO pts (all
males) observed since 1970. Moderate (4), mild
(2), and severe (1) osteitis fibrosa was observed
in 7/il bone biopsies. TC disappeared in only 1/8
pts after parathyroidectomy (PTx). TC occurred in
1 Pt after PTx. Hyperphosphatemia was constant in
all pts and increased Ca-P product was found in
75%. Serum alkaline phosphatase activity was nor-
mal in all pts. Evidence of aluminum (Al) intox-
ication was found on the basis of bone histology
showing moderate (4), mild (2), and severe (2)
osteomalacia, bone histochemistry (+ Aluminon
staining in 9/li), bone Al content (increased in
6/6) and increased serum Al levels either at the
basal state or after a deferoxaniine test (+ in
4/7). The different treatment strategies were
unable to modify notably the course of TC, in-
cluding PTx which was successful in only 1 case.
Thus secondary hyperparathyroidism is not a neces-
sary prerequisite for TC development in RD pts.
PTx must not be performed on the sole indication
of TC. We hypothesize that a pre-existing min-
eralization defect such as that due to Al intox-
ication may be associated with other factors in-
ducing hyperphosphatemia in order to generate TC.
Al intoxication must be carefully looked for in
the presence of TC.
TRANSFER FROM CAPD TO HEMODIALYSIS:ONE CENTER'S
NINE YEAR EXPERIENCE. H.B. Carey*, A.S. Kliger,
K. Cooper, S. Santacroce*, J. Rifkin*, N.
Brennan*, F.O. Finkeistein. Yale Univ. Dept. of
Medicine, Hospital of St. Raphael, New Haven, CT.
Transfer to hemodialysis, TSFR, remains the
major factor in limiting technique survival on
CAPD (death excluded). The reasons for TSFR and
length of time on CAPD were reviewed for our 93
TSFR patients of a total 294 patients starting
CAPD between 1979—88. Life—table analysis of
our patients' mortality and transfer rates
parallels that of the National Registry.
# and (7.) TSFR Patients by Cause and Time on CAPD
P PS E OT
<1 yr 15(387,) 12(307,) 5(127,) 8(207.)
1—2 yr 15(547.) 6(21%) 2(77.) 5(18%)
2—4 yr 6(467.) 3(23%) —— 4(31'!.)
4 yr 10(83%) 1(8%) —— 1(97.)
Totals 46(497.) 22(24%) 7(87.) 18(19%)
P—peritonitis PS—psychosocial P—elective OT—other
The OT category includes tract infections,
hernias, loss of ultrafiltration or clearance,
and leaks. No single category in OT accounted
for more than 5% of the total TSFR. PS related
TSFR rates were similar for each time period
less than 4 years on CAPD. After 4 years PS
related TSFR rates declined and P related TSFR
rates increased. The total percentage of PS
related TSFR(247.) is greater than generally
reported. It is concluded that P and PS are the
major reasons for TSFR from CAPD. Analysis of
PS apsects of CAPD may represent a key factor
in improving technique survival, especially in
the early years.
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LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF NUMERAL IMMUNE FACTORS IN
CAPD EFFLUENT. John Chapmsn*, Clifford Holmes*,
and Fred Aono* (intr. by S.K. Webster). Baxter
Healthcare, Round Lake, Illinois.
A 6 month longitudinal study was performed
to aesess variability of and differences between
selected antibody and complement components of
peritoneal dialysis effluent in 4 low peritonitis
incidence patients (1 episode/90.5 months) and 4
high incidence patients (1/5.7 months). Overnight
dwell effluents were assayed for total IgG,
specific IgG and 1gM and C3b deposition to
Staphylococcus epidermidis (SE). Overall
variability of total IgG was 41%. Specific IgG
was consistently detected in all patients at
<0.2% of normal human serum (NHS), except for
patient G.B. The latter had >3% of NHS values,
corresponding to a recent history of multiple
SE peritonitis. Specific 1gM was seen only
intermittently in 5 of 8 individuals and ranged
fromm 0.01—0.4% of NHS. C3b binding occurred in
6 of 8 patients ranging from 0—2.8% of NHS values.
Patient G.B. also displayed elevated complement
fixation as compared to the total population
(1.3—>5% of NTIS). Compariaon of high to low
peritonitis patients showed:
IgG (mg/dl)
aplgG(%NHS)
splgM(%NHS)
C3b (%NHS)
We conclude that, in this study population,
low IgG, specific IgG and 1gM and C3b binding
to SE were not significantly associated with a
high incidence of peritonitis and would not be
useful indicators per se of high risk individuals.
RANDOMIEED CLINICAL TRIAL (RCT) COMPARING PERT-
TONITIS RATES AMONG NEW CAPD PATIENTS USING THE
Y SET DISINFECTANT SYSTEM (Y) TO STANDARD
SYSTEMS (5). Canadian CAPD Clinical Trials Group.
Presented by D.N. Churchill, St. Joseph's Hospital,
McMaater University, Hamilton, Ontario.
Sixty—one new CAPD patients were allocated to
Y and 63 to S in an RCT addressing peritonitis
rates in 8 CAPD programa in 6 Canadian cities. S
was s standard System I or II (Baxter Corporation)
Y used a Y sat tubing with a hypochlorite (Amuchta)
flush. The groups were not different for age, sex,
race, marital status, social support, eye-hand
coordination, exit site care, proportion adding
medication to dialysate or proportion with
diabetes. Exit site infections occurred in 22/61
Y and 23/63 S. Accidental infusions of Amuchins
occurred in 15/61 Y on 22 occasions or 1 infusion
per 2500 exchanges. There were no serious clinical
sequelae. There were 21 episodes of peritonitis
in 15 Y patients (1 every 21.5 patient-months) and
47 episodes in 30 5 patients (1 every 9.9 patient
months). The probsbility of developing peritonitis
by 6 months was 35% for S and 20% for Y; the
probability by 12 months was 74% for S and 53% for
Y (r0002). The risk reduction for peritonitis
for Y was 60% (95% C.I. 30—80%) . Skin organisms
were responsible for peritonitis in 8/21 (18%) of
Y and 31/47 (66%) of S (rO.OlB) . There is a
clinically important and statistically significant
decrease in peritonitis rates for Y as compared
to 5, primarily due to a decrease in infections
caused by skin organisms.
PD IN A CENTER CITY (CC) POPULATION. BN Cohen,
S Alexander,* R Gerepks,* N Somerstein, T Sudhakar,
and H Ran, Helene Fuld Med. Ctr., Trenton, N.J.
Although PD remains an accepted form of ESRD HIt,
about 35% of pts. transfer to ND in 2 yrs, the
main cause due to peritonitis (P). Msny establish-
ed ND units still remsin reluctant to start a PD
program, particularly in CC areas where addit ion—
al psychosocial risk factors for P exist ( edu-
cation, income, inadequate housing, poor hygiene
and limited family support). Our CC PD program
was established in 7984 with our P rates noted
below:
Overall 7026 78 1:13.15
IV Drug Use 723 20 7:6.15
Over 60 yrs. 468 27 1:22.2
Diabetics 376 24 1:13.16
CAPD 970 64 1:14.2
CCPD 56 II (6=! pt.)1:5
IAPD 102 3 7:34
As noted, the overall P rate is better than the
national (NIH 7:8.6). Although worse, the IV Drug
Use P rate continues to improve supporting PD as a
viable RX fur pts. who present multiple problems
for HD. The Intermirtent Ambulatory PD (IAPD) pta.
who do 4 exchgs/day, 6 days/wk (one "off day")
have the best P rate. Our success is due largely
to: a committed team approach, an RN whose sole
responsihility is pt. assessment and teaching, an
established med/aurg unit for PD admits, ongoing
education for professional staff in ICU/CCU and
the med/aurg unit, no cross coverage tu PD from
RD and the use of Delmed's Safelock System which
simplifies technique. From our experience, we
feel home PD is an acceptable RX for ESRD in a CC
population.
HIVAg IN DIALYSIS FLUID (DF) OF CAPO PATIENTS.
g. Correa_Rotter*, S. Saldivar*, L.E. Soto*, F.
Ojeda*, S. Ponce de Le6n*, G.M. Ruiz—Palacios*,
J.C. Pefla. Inst. Mac. de la Nutrici5n Salvador
Zubirin, Mexico City, Mexico.
Patients with ESRD infected with HIV have
increased in recent years, mainly due to multiple
blood transfusions with contaminated blood or to
AIDS—related nephropa thy.
CAPD is one of the therapeutic options of
these patients. Hepatitis B virus has been
demonstrated in DF and it is possible that HIV
nay be also present in OF.
The presence of MV Ag in DF was investigated
in patients with ESRD undergoing CAPD. Group I
included three patients with positive HIV serum
Ab and Group II seven patients used as controls
with negative HIV serum Ab. The p24 HIV Ag was
determined by a double—sandwich ELISA (Organon..
Teknika) and the Ab with a double—sandwich ELISA
(Abbott). Cell counts and bacterial cultures were
done in all OF samples. Aliquots were run blind
and in duplicate.
Of the three patients with serum HIV Ab
(Group I), p2'. Ag was positive in DF in only two
patients. In one, serum Ab and Ag were present
while in the other only serum Ab was detected. In
Group II, p24 Ag was not found in sera and DF of
any of the seven patients. The number of red and
white cells in OF was not different between
groups. All bacterial cultures were negative.
We conclude that DF of HIV infected patients
may contain the Ag and is therefore potentially
infective, Health care providers and relatives
of such patients should be alerted to handle OF
with special care and precautions.
High
10.43±4.8
0.11±0.05
0.01±0.13
0.44±0.14
Low
4.87±1.9
0. 09±0. 02
0.05±0.08
0. 09±0. 06
P value
<0.05
ns
ns
<0.01
THE PERITONEOSCOPIC PLACMENT OF A POLYURETHANE
ACCESS DEVICE (DERMAPORT ) FOR PERITONEAL
DIALYSIS. Cosme Cruz, Mark A. Faber, Alma
Melendez Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan.
Eight Dermaport devices have been implanted
peritoneoscopically on eight ESRD patients (7
males, 1 female, mean age 46 yr) using local
anesthesia, preoperative antibiotic prophylaxis
(Cefazolin 500 mg IV) and a modification of the
Y-TEC method (Medigroup, North Aurora Ii) which
permits the visual inspection of the abdominal
cavity and the atraumatic positioning of the
subdermal flange.
In all cases the device was used ininedlately
following the implantation without bleeding,
outflow obstruction or leakage. After a mean
follow-up period of 4.5 months there has been
excellent dermal/epidermal incorporation of the
skin button requiring minimal exit site care.
Four patients have experienced transient stress
related leakage of dialysate 2 to 4 weeks after
implantation and 1 experienced a recurrence
associated with treated peritonitis 5 months
after implantation.
This is a practical alternative to the
surgical ethod of implantation for the
Dermaport being simple, eliminating the
incision of the parietal peritoneum, allowing
the inspection of the abdominal cavity,
immediate use, good patient acceptance and lower
costs. This refinement in catheter placement
techniques may represent a significant
improvement in the care of the CAPD patient.
CLEARANCE OF APOLIPOPROTEIN (Apo) AND ITS IMPACT
ON RISK FACTORS IN CAPD. P. A. Fein, A. Antignani*,
N. Mittman, P. Goldwasser*, H. M. Avram. The Long
Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, New York
Protein loss is one of the disadvantages of CAPD.
To assess the impact of CAPD on serum Apo levels,
we measured serum HDL—cholesterol (HDL—C), total
cholesterol (TC), Apo A—I and Apo B in 16 medical
clinic controls and 10 CAPD pts (6 cases without
peritonitis (NP)), and dialysate (D) levels of Apo
A—I and Apo B. Apo levels were determined immuno—
turhidometrically. D was concentrated by ultra-
filtration. In CAPD pts, mean serum values were
(mg%±SD): HDL—C 39±8, TC 187±51, Apo A—I 101±8.4,
Apo B 70±22, and 0.37±0.08 for HDL—C/Apo A—I ratio.
In controls, the respective values were: 48±16,
212±31, 101±20, 82±30 and 0.47±0.08 (p.Ol vs CAPD
for HDL—C/Apo A—I ratio). PD to serum Apo concen—
tratirn ratios correlated with dwell time in 6 NP
cases: r0.95 for Apo A—I, r=O.54 for Apo B. In
NP cases, mean clearances (C) were 0.03±0.007cc/mm
fr Apo A—I and 0.02±0.01 for Apo B and the mean
ratio of CA_I to CB was 1.6±0.7. This ratio cor-
related strongly with serum TC/HDL—C ratio (rO.95).
In peritonitis (p4), PD clearances rose to
0.12±0.12 (Apo A—I) and 0.14±0.15 (Apo B) and the
ratio of the clearances was 1.0±0.2. We conclude
that peritoneal clearance of apolipoproteins is
compatible with those reported for other macro-
molecules. The Apo A—I content of MDL was signif-
icantly lower in CAPD than in normals. Interest-
ingly, the CAPD pts with the highest atheroscler-
osis risk ratio (TC/HDL—C) also had the highest
peritoneal C of Apo A—I (which is associated with
HDL) relative to Apo B (associated with LDL and
VLDL). This new finding may be of significance in
the atherogenesis of ESRD pts on CAPD.
ABSORPTION OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN GROWTH HORMONE
(rgGH) FOLLOWING INTRAPERITONEAL (IP) INSTILLATION.
rdNF_1t, Shawney E. Fine* & Barry N.
Sherman*. UCLA Ctr. for Health Science, Dept. Ped.
Div. Neph., L.A., CA. & Genentech, Inc., S. San
Francisco, CA.
rhGH in the dose of 0.250 mg/kg, 0.125 mg/kg
& 0.050 mg/kg was instilled into the peritoneum of
6 children undergoing continuous cycling peritoneal
dialysis (CCPD). Adequate absorption was obtained
with all 3 doses. Peak serum growth hormone (GH)
levels were at 4 & 8 hrs. following IP instillation
& were 424 ng/dl, 37 to 49 ng/dl & 21 to 37 ng/dl
respectively for the 3 dosages used. By 18 to 24
hrs. following I? instillation & after 10 hrs. of
CCPD, the serum GH levels returned to baseline
values. In one pt., both the 0.125 mg/kg & 0.050
mg/kg doses were used. Adequate absorption with a
peak serum Gil level of 49 ng/dl was obtained with
the 0.125 mg/kg dose whereas a flat absorption
curve with a peak serum Cli level of &. 10 ng/dl was
obtained with the 0.050 mg/kg dose. These data
indicate that pharmacokinetic studies should be
undertaken prior to initiating clinical studies
using IP rhGH in individual pts. Since daily rhGH
has been shown to enhance growth velocity in Gil
deficient children, it would seem appropriate to
utilize a daily dosage schedule when treating
children undergoing CCPD. The data included in
this report indicate that daily IP rhGH is a
feasable approach to improve the growth velocity
of children undergoing peritoneal dialysis. Two
pts. are currently being treated with such a
protocol & 6 mo. data will be available at the
time of presentation.
BIDIRECTIONAL PERITONEAL TRANSPORT AND LOCAL
TISSUE DEPOSITION OF IGG. Michael F. Flessner,*
James C. Reynolds,* Ronald G. Blasberg,* Robert L.
Dedrick.* (intr. by Hark A. Knepper). NHLBI, Dept.
of Nuc. Med., Div. of Res. Services, NIH,
Bethesda, Maryland.
We studied the simultaneous bidirectional
transport of monoclonal antibody (MAb) 96.5,
labelled with two isotopes, between the blood and
peritoneal cavity in anesthetized, non—tumor
bearing athymic rats. Experiments included an
iso—osmotic and a hyper—osmotic dialysate and
dialysis periods of 20 minutes and 200 minutes.
Plasma, peritoneal, and tissue concentrations
were measured f or both isotopes of the MAb.
Plasma concentrations were unaffected by the type
of dialysis solution. However, the peritoneal
concentrations were inversely proportional to the
volume in the cavity. After iv injection, no
differences were noted between the 20 and 200
minute tissue concentrations for a given dialysis
solution, with the highest levels in heart, lung,
and liver. For a given duration, significantly
higher tissue concentrations (40—70%) were
observed with the hyper—osmotic solution, but the
total deposition in peritoneal tissues was nearly
identical for both solutions (37—38%). After ip
injection, the tissue concentration increased
significantly with time in those tissues adjacent
to the peritoneal cavity, and 50—60% of the NAb
absorbed from the cavity was found in the local
tissue, with the highest concentrations in the
diaphragm and anterior abdominal wall. Neither
tissue concentration nor total deposition was
influenced by type of dialysate. We conclude
that NAb deposition is affected by the route of
administration but not by the dialysis solution.
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IS TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF) PRODUCED
IN THE PERITONEAL CAVITY OF ASYMPTOMAT-
IC CAPI) PATIENTS?
J.Floegea, G.Lonnemann*, S.Shaldon*, G.Deschodtt,
A.Slingeneyer*, C.Mion*, KM.Koch* (Intr.by C.Olbricht).
Depts.Nephrology, Univ.Hospitals Hannover,FRG, Nimes
and Montpellier,France.
CAPD Jong term survival depends upon the permeabili-
ty of the peritoneal membrane. TNF is the most potent
inflammatory mediator and stimulates fibroblast prolifer-
ation. In view of this we decided to study the possibility of
local TNF production in the peritoneal cavity of 18 1on
term CAPD patients without clinical, cellular or bacterio-
logical evidence of peritonitis. A serum and drain fluid
sample (last liquid after a 4 hr dwell of 2L DIANEAL
containing 3.86% glucose) were obtained. The samples
were processed immediately by centriftigation to minimize
in vitro artifact cytokine production and drain fluid was
sterile by culture. TNF and myoglobin were measured by
RIA, albumin by rocket immune electrophoresis and urea
by autoanalyzer. Results (mean±SD) aie expressed as the
ratio of drain fluid concentration to serum.
Thesc results suggest that the peritoneal membrane
and/or lymphatics were either transporting TNF (17 kD)
at the same rate as urea (0.06 kD) or that TNF is produced
locally in the apparently asymptomatic CAPD patient.
Further work will be required to elucidate potential
inducers in CAPD infusion fluid in order to minimize or
prevent local TNF production if it is occurring.
A PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF ELDERLY (E)
PATIENTS FOR PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD)
PREDICTS SUCCESS OF THERAPY. C.J.
Foulks, Dallas VAMC, J.L. Holley, U. of
Pittsburgh.
We prospectively evaluated the suita-
bility of E patients for PD (CAPD/CCPD)
training. All patients over the age of
60 (EPD) (n34) treated with PD over a
period of 74 months were chosen for
study and were compared to patients
under age 60 (YPD) (n=61) treated with
PD over this same period.
The evaluation examined visual acuity,
manual dexterity, personal hygiene, fam—
ii y support, edaptab ii ity to change,
learning ability, motivation, compli-
ance, preference for home dialysis, and
rehabilitation potential. EPD pts had
1.3 exit site infections per year vs
2.1/pt—yr for YPD (p<0.05) and 11
hernias requiring surgery vs 7 for the
YPD (p<O.O). The EPD pts score was 2.2±
0.61 for those who were successful on
therapy vs 3,2±0.42 for those EPD pts
who were not (p<O.02).
Transfer to HD, death, peritonitis and
catheter loss were not different between
groups. Only patient motivation and
preference for PD predicted success,
The other criteria were useful in tail-
oring the PD training program. We feel
that PD represents an excellent form of
therapy for elderly patients and that
patient motivation and preference
predict success of therapy.
PARIETAL PERITONEUM (PP) IS THE PREDOMINANT SOLUTE
TRANSPORT SURFACE DURING PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD).
S.D. Fpx*, J.K. Leypoldt*, L.W. Henderson. VA Med.
Ctr. and Univ. of Calif., San Diego, CA.
Anatomical studies suggest that visceral
peritoneum (VP) is the major transport surface
during PD. Recent work by others suggests,
however, that PP predomInates in solute exchange.
We determined the contribution of VP by comparing
diffusive solute exchange in control (C) and
eviscerated (E) rabbits. Preliminary studies In C
(n—5) and E (n=5) demonstrated a 3-fold reduction
in the permeability-area product (PA) following E,
consistent with loss of 2/3 of transport area.
This observation could be due to either removal of
VP or inadequate dlalysate-PP contact following E.
Further studies in C and E were performed using
abdominal compression (AC) to maximize dialysate-
PP contact. Consecutive isotonic exchanges with
dialysate volumes (DV) of 30 and 100 ml/kg were
performed. Creatinine and dextrans (D) were
infused by vein as test solutes. Results, (SEM):
PA (mlfmin)*
I n Creatinine D(15A1 D(35)
C 30 5 1.31(.14) 0.15(.03) 0.04(.01)
100 5 I.63(.18) 0.18(.07) 0.05(.02)
E 30 6 1.17(.18) 0.12(.02) 0.04(.0I)
100 5 1.47(.06) 0.14(.03) 0.05(.01)
*p NS for all values. These results cannot be
explained by differences in measured fluid egress
following E. We conclude that: 1) the
contribution of VP to diffusive solute exchange
during PD is small; 2) AC improves solute exchange
following E presumably by improving dialysate-PP
contact. Our results may explain the disparity
between anatomical and functional estimates of
peritoneal membrane area during PD.
ROUTINE ABDOMINAL ECHOGRAPHY (El IN THE EARLY DIAG
NOSIS OF SCLEROSING ENCAPSULATING PERITONITIS (SEP)
Agostino Fr'acasso and Giorgio Gazzato* Nephrology
Div. Umberto I Hospital, Venice—Mestre, Italy.
SEP is still considered the most serious compli
cation on long term PD. Usually, when the disease
reveals itself is in a stage too advanced for sea—
ving the life to the patient.
In this study the M have evaluated the role of'
abdominal E and computerized tomography (CT) for
early diagnosis of SEP.
Since 1979, 182 pts entered our CAPO program
and only one ascertained case of SEP was observed.
In this patient both abdominal E and CT showed a
marked thickening of the visceral peritoneum confi
rming the clinical diagnosis. Since there is not
knowledge about the real stimuli (genetic infectia
us, chemical and others) responsible for the "evo-
lution" from the aspecific per'itoneal sclerosis to
SEP, only an early diagnosis might be helpful in
the prevention of this syndrome. For this reason
our PD program includes an abdominal E, once a ye-
ar. An early detection of PM thickening with atypi
cal signs of bowel malfunction may be an index of
evolution into SEP. Thus 36 patients (19.7%) who
showed echographically evidence of PM thickening
with intestinal mobility alterations were transfer
red to HD and followed in the subsequent years. No
ne of this group of patients have so far, develo-
ped a feature of SEP. However double blind large
study to confirm our' data is needed.
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CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF) AND CAPD PATIENTS
EXHIBIT ELEVATED RBC CALCIUM (Ca). U. Gafter*, T.
Malachl*, H. Barak*, 1. Weinsteln*, anc U. Levi.
Nephrology, Hasharon Hosp. Petah-Tikva; Tel-Aviv
Univ. Med. Sch. and The Biology Inst., Ness—
Ziona, Israel.
RBC Ca homeostasis is abnormal in hemodialysis
patients. In the present study RBC Ca homeostasis
was studied in 18 patients with CRF (creatinine
6.2+O.6mg/dl), 9 CAPD patients and 12 controls.
RBC Ca was 5.47+0.71 pmol/l cells in controls, it
was markedly elevated in CRF patients 30.58+6.82
(p(O.O2) and CAPD patients 23.56+6.67,umol/1 cells
(p0.02). To evaluate Ca extrusion basal and calm-
odulin stimulated activity of CaATPase was measu-
red in RBC ghosts and expressed as nmol Pi/mg pro-
tein/h. A substantially reduced basal activity was
found in CRF (pO.OO1) and CAPD (pO.O1) patients.
A similar pattern was found with calmoduljn sti-
mulated activity.
Control CRF CAPD
Basal 850.7+66.7 504.9+34.4 618.2+47.3
+Calmodu)in 1O34.389.0 593.541.7 735.555.6
A negative correlation was found between RBC Ca
and CaATPase activity in CRF patients (r=-0.935,
p<0.005), CAPD patients showed a similar trend (r-
=-0.675, p(0.lO). Ca influx in AlP-depleted RBC of
controls was 4.61+0.39 nmol/ml cells/h, it was in-
creased in CRF 12TOO÷1.34 (p0.O01) and CAPD pati-
ents 13.60+1.73 nmol/ml cells/h (pO.OOl).
In summary: 1.RBC Ca was elevated in CRF and
CAPD patients due to decreased CaATPase activity
and increased Ca influx, similarly to hemodialysis
patients. 2.Decreased Ca extrusion was the major
cause for increased RBC Ca. 3.CAPD improved only
slightly CaATPase activity and did not change Ca
influx.
BICARBONATE-BUFFERED PERITONEAL DIALYSIS SOLUTION
IMPROVES POLYMORPH SUPEROXIDE PRODUCTION.
D.K. Gupta*, F.J. Manahan*, F.Q. Zhou*, S.A.
Zahir*, I. Pal*, J.T. Daugirdas, T.S. Ing.
Hines-Loyola Medical Center, Hines, IL.
Superoxide produced by polymorphs plays an
important role in the killing of bacterial patho-
gens. We studied the effect of lactate- and
bicarbonate- containing peritoneal dialysis
solutions on polymorph superoxide production, as
measured by the amount of superoxide
disinutase-inhibitable reduction of cytochrome c.
Two solutions were compared, one ultimately
containing 24 mM lactate; the other 24 mM
bicarbonate. Both solutions also contained in mM:
Na 132, Ca 1.75, Mg 0.25, Cl 96, dextrose 83. HC1
(2.4 mM) was added to the bicarbonate-buffered
solution to achieve a pH of 7.4-7.6. The pH of
the lactate-containing solution was 5.0-5.2.
Polyinorphs from 8 normal subjects were incubated
in either solution containing added cytochrome c.
Results were calculated as nanomoles of superoxide
produced per million cells.
With the lactate-containing solution, mean
superoxide generation was only 8.1 4.3 (SD).
With the bicarbonate solution, superoxide
production was 24.4 6.2, (p < 0.01).
Our results suggest that bicarbonate-buffered
solution improves polymorph superoxide production;
an effect which may be related to its more
physiologic pH.
EFFECT OF HEMATOCRIT (Hct) ON SOLUTE REMOVAL IN
A CAPD. Violet Hahwe*, Susie Q. Lcw, Joan Watson*,Susan Eariy* and Juan P. Bosch. George Washington
Univ. Med. Ctr., Dept. of Medicine, Washington, D.C.
It is not known whether Hct affects solute removal
in CAPD. To determine the effect of Hct on solute
removal 8 patients on maintenance CAPD, with Hct
ranging from 22-36%, were studied during a 4hr dwell
using 1.5% Dextrose dialysate. Blood and dialysate were
sampled at 1, 2, 3 and 4 hrs, and assayed for urea
nitrogen (UN) creatinine (Cr) and phosphorus (Phos).
DialysatctPlasma ratios for the solutes studied were
calculated for each hour and correlated with the
respective Hcts. Results: (* = p<.O5)
Correlation coefficients (r for Dialysate/Plasma ratio
(yj_vs Hcmatocrit (x) at hourly intervals
1L..Hr 2nd Hr 3nd Hr 4th Hr
UN 7$7* .918* .286 .141
Cr .856* .841* .766* .856*
Phos .')5 .881* .829* .752*
The significant relationship between Dialysate/Plasma ralio and Hct demonstrate an important effect
of hematocrit on solute removal during CAPD. For UN,
the Het has a significant effect on solute removalduring the first 2 hrs. During the 3-4 hrs as
equilibrium is near, solute removal is independent of
Hct. For Cr and Phos, equilibrium is never reached
and Hct influences solute removal throughout the
procedure. Our studies suggest a reduction of +1- 45%
in solute removal for Cr and Phos when Ret increases
from 20 to 35%. These results suggest that higher Hcts
in CAPD patients will significantly affect the plasma
crcatinine and phsphorus concentrations.
ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF RIFANYCIN
ANTIBIOTICS AGAINST STAPHYLOCOCCUS
EPIDERNIDIS BIOFILMS IN A CAPD ENVIRON-
MENT MODEL. A. Harris, G. Obst, R.F.
Gagnon, J. Prentis and G.K. Richards
(intr. by P. Somerville). Montreal
General Hospital, Montreal, Canada.
We have demonstrated that rifampin
has exquisite antimicrobial activity
against standardized S. epidermidis
biofilms. To see whether this unique
property is shared by the entire class
of rifamycin antibiotics, we compared
the activity of rifainpin (R) with two
analogs (A1:CGPO29861 and A2:rifapentine)
and the parent compound rifainycin SV
(RSV). The tests were performed in
peptone water (PW) and peritoneal
dialysis (PD) solutions, fresh (F)
spent (S), and fresh with foetal calf
serum (FCS) or buffered to pH 7 with
HEPES. Values are hours of exposure
to the antibiotics (10 3.Lg/ml) required
for killing of the biofilms:
PD solutions (1.5%)
F+FCS F+HEPES
10 >24
10 10
10 >24
>24 >24
PW F S
____ ______
R ]2* 6 >24
Al 12* 8 24
12* 8 24V 18' 10 >24
*Occasjonal resisters.
Results indicate that several members
of the rifamycin antibiotics share potent
antimicrobial activity against bacterial
biofilms. The divergent influences of
fresh and spent PD solutions may be
ascribed primarily to pH.
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Q1JPJTITATP1E METHOD OP EAStYIING ATIVlRAL ACTIVITY
(AVA) OP PERITONEAL DIALYSIS iii.ur (PDE).
Z.orzets, A.Pomerantz, O.Smetana, J.Bernheim. Depts.
of Nephrology and Microbiology,Meir General Hospital
and Sackler School of Nediciue,Kfar—Saba, Israel.(Intr. By J. Levi>.
We have previously reported the presence of AVA in
PDE of patients treated by intermittent or continuous
ambulatory peritoneal dialysis.AVA was datermined be re-
cording the inhibition of the copathic effect (CIE)
of various viruses on Vero cells tissue culture plate
in a semi quantitative maimer using observer's subje-
ctive judgment.Although IE was constantly seen to
inhibit CPE, we sought a quantitative method to mea-
sure such AVA.To this end the CPE of para—influenza
virus (Para—3) on Vero cells was evaluated.The CPE of
this virus is manifested by distinct plaques which
can be easily counted after staining the tissue cul-
ture plate. 83 samples of PDE (0.5m1) were added to
Vero cells after which Para—3 was added. As control
Para—3 on Vero was used. The number of plaques ob—
t,ained by virus control was taken as 100% CI'S.
Inhibition of CI'S by PDE was measured as a percentage
of the CPE shown by virus control. It ranged from
zero to 13% (p40.001 vs control). In addition PDE
was diluted down to 1/2 and 1/64 and the inhibitory
effect determined as before. The results of undiluted
1/2, 1/64 PBS samples were respectively 18.11±24.2,
33.57±18.16, 77.93+17.4% (p<0.0l between 1/2 and
1/64 PDE). These data demonstrate a direct relation-
ship between the concentration of PDE and the degree
of inhibition of CI'S, In conclusion Para—3 allows a
quantitative measure of the AVA of PDE.
INTRAPERITONEAL (IP) CISAPRIDE (CIS) IS
EFFECTIVE IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETICS
(DII) WITH GASTROPARESIa (OP) MiD END
STAGE RENAL DISEASE (E8RD). Andrew I.Lazarovits and Denis Page. Nephrology
Services of University Hospital, London
and Ottawa General Hospital, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada.
GP is a frequent complication of DM
and ESRD. CIS stimulates gut motility
by facilitating acetylcholine release.
Oral CIS may not be efficacious in the
treatment of GP. We present 2 patients
with DH, GP and ESRD on CAPD who failed
therapy with oral CIS, domperidone and
metoclopramide (1 patient was admitted 9
times in 8 months). The intractable
vomiting responded to intravenous (IV)
CIS, only to recur a few weeks after
discharge on oral CIS. Since many drugs
may be given IP we measured plasma and
PD fluid CIS levels following oral, IV
and IP administration by HPLC. Plasma
levels of CIS were equivalent whether
the dose was 10 mg IV Q6H (mean pre -
24.3 ng/inl, mean post - 54.3 ag/nil) or
10 tug IP Q6H with each exchange (mean
pre - 28.2 ng/ml, mean post — 52.8
ng/ml). Both patients have responded
dramatically to continuous IP CIS. One
has not been admitted for 4 months and
has gained 4 kg in dry weight - no side
effects have been noted. Thus CIS may
be given continously IP to DII with GP
and ESRD who are resistant to other
forms of therapy.
PERITONEAL CLEARANCES AND RESPONSIVENESS OF PERITO—
NEAL MICROCIRCULATION TO NITROPRUSSIDE IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS. Hi Bahl Lee, Mm Sun Park*, Kyung Soo
Kim*, Seung Duk Hwang*, Dept. of Internal Medicine,
Soon Chun Hyang Univ. Hosp., Seoul, Korea.
Diabetic patients with endstage renal disease
may have significant peritoneal microvascular dise-
ase and may have decreased peritoneal clearances of
solutes limiting the efficacy of peritoneal dialy-
sis. In order to evaluate peritoneal membrane
function in diabetic patients on CAPD, we obtained
peritoneal clearances of urea(Curea) and creatinine
(Ccr), and protein concentration in drained dialy—
sate (DPC) before and after nitroprusside (NP:4.5mg
IL) addition to the dialysate in 7 diabetic pati-
ents (DM:age 54.4*8.7) who were just trained for
CAPD and the results were compared to those of 18
non-diabetics (Non—DM:age 46.2±9.9) equally new on
CAPO. Dialysate used for hourly clearance studies
contained 1.5% glucose. Curea was not different
between DM and Non—DM either before (19.5±3.9 vs.
16.7±4.Oml/min) or after NP(18.2±3.l vs. 18.4±2.8).
Ccr was significantly higher in DM than in Non-DM
both before (14.8±3.3 vs. 10.8±2.6, P=O.004) and
after NP(19.6±4.4 vs. 13.9±3.0, P(O.OO1). Ccr
increased significantly after NP in both DM (P=O.O2
and Non—DM (P=O.Ol). DPC was significantly hig-
her in DM than in Non—DM before (43.2*21.6 vs. 21.1
P=O.03) but not after NP (62.0*32.5 vs.
43.0±18.2, P=O.07). NP addition caused significant
increase in DPC in both DM (P=0.05) and Non—DM (P(
0.0001).
The results suggest that peritoneal protein loss
is larger in DM but that peritoneal clearances of
urea and creatinine and responsiveness of perito-
neal microcirculation to NP are not reduced in
adult DM when compared to Non—DM.
FUNGAL PERITONITIS COMPLICATING CONTINUOUS
AMBULATORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD):
SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT WITH FLUCONAZOLE,
ANEW ORALLY ACFIVE ANTIFUNGAL AGENT.
Jerrold S. Leyin&*, David B. Bernard, Beldon A.
Idelson, Holly Famham*, Carol Saunders*, Alan
M. Sugar*. Evans Memorial Department of
Clinical Research, Boston University School of
Medicine, Boston, MA.
The new antifungal agent fluconazole should be an
ideal agent for the treatment of fungal peritonitis in
patients on CAPD, because it is nearly completely
absorbed after oral administration, has excellent
penetration into the peritoneal dialysate, is
apparently free of toxicity, and has a broad spectrum
of antifungal activity. We report the first use of
fluconazole in 2 patients with Candida peritonitis.
Both patients received an oral loading dose of 200 mg.
of fluconazole followed by a single daily dose of 100
mg. Simultaneous measurements of serum and
dialysate concentrations of fluconazole demonstrated
significant entry of fluconazole into the peritoneal
fluid; the ratio of dialysate to serum concentration
was greater than .6 for both patients. Despite this,
symptoms persisted as long as the catheter was in
place (4 and 12 days respectively), but resolved in
each patient within 48 hours of catheter removal.
Both patients received fluconazole for a total of 6
weeks, at which time a new peritoneal dialysis
catheter was placed. Both were cured of their Candida
peritonitis and have successfully resumed effective
and peritonitis-free CAPD for periods of 4 and 9
months, respectively. Ease of administration and a
seeming lack of toxicity make fluconazole an exciting
new antifungal agent worthy of further study.
CONBARISON OF PEPflDNEAL WBC PARAMRI'ERS FRON CAPD
PATIENTS IDENrIFIED AT HIGH OR LGi RISK FOR
PERPIONITIS. S1,aron Lci.,* ClIfford Hoiles,*
ann Winnie Kubey.* (Intr. by Kenneth Gauner Jr.)
Uriiv. of New Mexico, De5t. of Patiioloçy,
AlouNuerciuc, N.M. and i3oxter Hcaithcarci, Rowie
henri, IllinOit.The ume of thin study vws to cleteriarieif triero was variability over tire in pccritoueal
NBC detained from CAPD patients en uiffercnccis
aetween eatients at hiçp or .Lov cisk for
ixiritoniti3. NBC v,ene obtaincd from eritonear
cialysis of flucntn (ovcrnijht ocli) whIch waLe
COI1ECtOu at nJfltliJ.1' intorvaI fur 6—8 nOfltiri.
Our results onutraten that toore was rio
siçnifleant difference in tile ucall total NBC
yielon or ausolute NBC courts oetweei the twopatient proue. NBC differentials rerainci
stanle over time fur fl inoividual patient aria
there wee no nipaificant difference anonçjpatienta or autwcen th two patient roupa. NBC
recentorn inv3lvcd rn nonrwi -ost nefennejechanisri, wore anaLpzcd by flew cytoretry uoin
fluore-scein—laneird chriotactic fuctorn (C5a aria
fmet—ieu—ho) and oiioclonl antinurien apecific
f or Fc receptors sob cutqlerent recewtorn CR1 aria
CR3. Althouali there wan a trend tcwaru increasee
express ion of all of theca receptors in the
l)ecih—raak peritoilitic patienta, Micra war; nc
sitnificant difference in thu poccelltane or
fluorescence intensity of je itoncal ricutropin is
or rucropiojer that xrensecI these rcceptux a
aconc patients or aetween the two patient onnup.
If cicercu heat defense i:acbrmimaa exist iii CAM)
patIents at rich for peciconitis, they could notd iuent:iiea in the NBC anarerei S cvaluatos iri
thii stucy.
THE INFLUENCE OF MACROMOLECULAR CHARGE ON
PERITONEAL TRANSPORT (PT) IS NOT DUE TO TISSUE
BINDING. J.K. Levpoldt* and L.W. Henderson. VA
Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Calif., San Diego, CA.
Our previous studies using fluorescent-labeled
(FL) dextrans showed that the addition of positive
charge, but not negative charge, reduces diffusive
macromolecular transport during peritoneal
dialysis. Other transcapillary transport studies
have reported larger distribution volumes for
cationic macromolecules that may result from
tissue binding to anionic constituents of the
interstitium. We determined whether reduced PT
for DEAE dextran (D+) was due to only positive
charge or to tissue binding. PT of FL D+ was
determined during an isotonic exchange in rabbits
either: 1) alone (n=7); 2) after passage of D÷
through an anion exchange column (n=3); or 3) in
the presence of excess unlabeled (UI) D+ (n=3).
PT was assessed by the permeability-area product
(PA), calculated from the increase in the
dialysate concentrajion with time. Mean PA values
(SEM) for D+ of 20 A Stokes radius (R):
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
PA (ml/min) .1O6(.014) .072(.014) .100(.O38)
No differences in PA were observed for 15 < R < 40
R. Values of PA from additional experiments using
FL and Iii neutral dextran (D) were indistinguish-
able, confirming that the addition of the FL is
not important. Data summary for FL D+ and D:
LLAJ D+ (n.13) D (n9)
PA (mi/mm) 20 .099(.013)* .222(.O34)
PA (mi/mm) 35 .023(.007)* .135(.030)
*lower than for D (p <
.05). We conclude that: 1)
addition of positive charge can reduce diffusive
PT and 2) this reduction is not the result of
tissue binding.
THE ROLE OF DIALYZABLE SOLUTES IN THE MEDIATION
OF UREMIC ENCEPIIALOPATHY IN THE RAT INDEXED BY
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPRY AND REGIONAL CEREBRAL
GLUCOSE UPTAKE. .1 J Lipman, P L Lawrence, D K
DeBoer, M 0 Shoemaker, B Sulser, S Tolchard,and
P E Teschan. Vanderbilt University, Div. of
Nephrology, Nashville, Tennessee, USA, 37232.
Uremic encephalopathy (UE) in humans and
rats is indexed by slowing of the quantitative
electroencephalogram (Q.EEG) demonstrated by an
increase in the theta:alpha power ratio (TAR) of
the background rhythm. In totally nephrectomlzed
(Nx) rats, TAR increases with increasing abnormal-
ity of serum solutes from control levels of
1.57±0.29 to 2.87±0.3 (n37, p<O.OO1) at 66h post
Nx when BUN is 200±45 mg/dl. Therapeutic periton-
eal dialysis (T-PD, 1.5% Inpersol, 8 x 30 ml x 30
mm exchanges) significantly attenuates BUN
elevation (to 98±23 mg/dl) and maintains TAR
within normal limits. To test the hypothesis that
one or more of the commonly measured serum solutes
removed by TPD engenders UE, rats were dialysed
with a 'mock" uremic dialysate containing; (mg/dl)
urea N 262; creatmnine 3.7; Pi, 15.9; Ca, 8.8 and
(MEq/l); K. 8.5; Mg, 2.38; HCO3, 11. This
solution was not as efficacious as T-PD, inducing
a partial reversal of UE; (66h TAR 2.41±0.18).
A comparable effect was found when the solution's
only abnormality was Pi, 15.9 mg/dl. Nx-induced
changes in regional cerebral glucose uptake
(rCGlu) corresponding to the Q.EEG changes were
found in the geniculate bodies and substantia
nigra. We conclude that a component of the
dialysis reversible UE indexed by Q.EEG and rCGlu
is independent of the removal of commonly measured
serum solutes, the dependent component being
accounted for by the elevated Pi concentration.
THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF RECOMBINANT ERYTHROPOIETIN
IN CAPD PATIENTS. I.C. Macdougall*, G.A. Coles*,
J.D. Williams* (Intro, by R.B. Sterzel). KRUF
Institute of Renal Disease, Royal Infirmary,
Cardiff, Wales, UK.
Recombinant erythropoietin (EPO) is currently
being used to treat the anaemia of haemodialysis
patients. There is, as yet, no information on
its role in CAPD subjects. We have therefore
studied the pharmacokinetics of' EPO in stable
CAPD patients.
Eight patients (4 males, 4 females; mean
age 62 yrs, range 43-76 yrs), who had been on
CAPD for more than 6 months, received 120 units/kg
of' EPO as an IV bolus. Blood samples were taken
at frequent intervals over 24 hours. PD samples
were taken from the bags used during this period.
EPO levels in both blood and dialysate were
measured by radioimmunoassay.
The plasma disappearance rate had a mean
half-life of 8.2 hours, range 6.2 to 10.2.
Analysis of the results suggested that EPO was
distributed in a single compartment during the
first 24 hours after injection, the mean apparent
volume of distribution being 0.033 1/kg (range
0.021-0.063). The mean plasma clearance rate
was 0.047 ml/min/kg (range 0.032-0.085). Losses
in the dialysate represented 2.1% (range 1.3
to 2.7%) of the administered dose during the
first 24 hours.
Thus the half-life of IV EPO in CAPD patients
is similar to that reported for HD subjects.
Penitoneal losses are insignificant. The volume
of distribution was of the same order as plasma
volume as reported in previous animal investiga-
tions. Studies on the absorption of EPO from
the peritoneal cavity are in progress.
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EFFEXT OF VOLII€ (V) a.i WSS TRANSFER IN PERI-
TONEAL DIALYSIS (PD). Bruce Z. tbrgenstern,
Goeffrey A. Patrissi, Brenda tings and
James Brown. USAF Medical Center Keesler,
Kessler AFB, MS
Increased dialysate V in PD results in aug-
mented mnall solute renoval with no change in
remva1 of larger solutes. Previous data in rats
suggest this may be due to an increase in mass
transfer area coefficients (MfAC) for eriall sol—
utes. SeventeenN Zealand white male rabbits
underwent two 4—hour PD study exchanges using, in
randan snguence, a mnall volim (SW, 40 rflL/kg) or
a large volume (LV, 80 mtj kg) of cc*rmercially
available 2.5% dextrose dialysate. C14 Dextran
was used as a V marker. MrAC's and reflection
coefficients (RC) were determined in each ex-
change for urea (U), creatinine (C), Vit. l2 and
total protein (TP). Paired data were cczspared.
As expected, the LV exchange resoved mere urea
than the SW (43 16 mg vs 28 10 ing, p <0.004),
with no difference in TP renoval (375 139 mg vs
550 306 mg, p >.l). The MrAC's for the solutes
(SW vs LV, xnL/min) were: U: .51 + .21 vs .53 +
.27, C; .57 .41 vs .65
.42, B12: .16 .17 vs
.09 .1, TP: .001 .01 vs .001 + .03. The
RC's (SV vs LV) were: U: .19 .01 vs .18
.02,
C: .33 .17 vs .43
.29, 812: .52 .02 vs .52
.02, TP: .99 .007 vs .99 .009. There were
no significant differences in imatibrane proper-
ties for any solute. The increased mnall solute
rem,val in LV exhanges is due to the additive
effects of increased convection due to increased
ultrafiltration (SW 30 12 mL, LV 42 15 mL,
p <0.02) as well as prolongation of the trans—
membrane concentration gradient.
MODULATION OF ANTIBIOTIC ACTIVITY
AGAINST STAPHYLOCOCCUS EPIDERMIDIS
BIOFILMS BY THERAPEUTIC DRUGS ADDED TO
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD) SOLUTIONS.
G. Obst, R.F. Gagnon, J. Prentis, G.K.
Richards (intr. by P. Somerville).
Montreal General Hospital, Montreal,
Canada.
We previously reported the
exceptional antimicrobial activity of
rifampin against standardized S.
epidermidis biofilms. To extend the
relevance of this observation to CAPD,
we examined the interrelated effects of
1.5% dextrose PD solutions and various
therapeutic drug additives on the
susceptibility of the biofilms to
antibiotic action. In a panel of
commonly used antibiotics, only
rifaxnpin was able to produce killing
of the biofilms. Amongst nine non-
antibiotic drugs added to fresh PD
solution, five strikingly antagonized
the antimicrobial effect of rifampin.
Heparin and insulin were included in
these five. Fresh and spent PD
solutions had markedly divergent
effects on rifainpin activity. Fresh
PD solution acted in a synergi,.stic
manner whereas spent PD fluid was
profoundly antagonistic, an effect
largely attributed to alkalinity.
These findings have significant
implications for the antibiotic
management of CAPD peritonitis.
ABDOMINAL COMPRESSION (AC) REDUCES FLUID
ABSORPTION DURING PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD) IN THE
RABBIT. S.N. Okamoto*, S.D. Fox*, J.K. Leypoldt*,
L.W. Henderson. VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of
Calif., San Diego, CA.
Peritoneal absorption of fluid and
macromolecules during PD is considered to occur
primarily through subdiaphragmatlc lymphatics.
Increases in intra.peritoneal pressure (IPP)
augment observed peritoneal fluid loss rates (Fo)
presumably via this route. Recent work, however,
reveals a disparity between Fo and lymphatic flow
rates (LFR), implicating convective fluid loss
into adjacent visceral or parietal tissues. We
compared data from 3 animal models of PD to
assess factors modifying Fo. Rabbits underwent
80-240 minute isotonic exchanges under different
conditions: Awake (Gp 1); anesthetized (Gp 2);
anesthetized with external AC to increase IPP (Gp
3). Dextran (2000 kd) was used as IP volume
marker. Fo was calculated as: dextran indicator
dilution volume at end-dwell - [drain volume +
residual volume] divided by dwell time. Results:QQ IPP(nun Ho) *Fo (ml/min). (SEM)
1 23 - O.33(.03)
2 9 2-2.2 O.43(.1O)
3 9 4-5 0.12(.06)
*1 vs. 3 (p<.02); 2 vs. 3 (p<.O5)
These results cannot be explained by differences
in respiration or body weight. AC leads to a
fall in Fo despite increased IPP (Gp 3) and most
likely alters fluid absorption into adjacent
tissues, not LFR. Our results suggest a
potential role for the application of AC to
increase net ultrafiltration volumes during PD.
NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF CAPD PATIENTS: AN
INTERNATIONAL STUDY. D.G.Oreopoulos,
Toronto, Canada; N. Anderson, Toronto,
Canada; J. Bergstrom, B. Lindholm,
Huddinge, Sweden; A. Brownjohn, C. Young,
Leeds, U.K.; A. DeVecchi, Milan, Italy;
S.D. Ropple, Torrance, CA; K. Nolph,
Columiba, MO; C. Aigrim, L. Martis, K.
Serkes, E. Vonesh, Round Lake, IL.
Since there has been concern that CAPD
patients may become malnourished, we
examined the nutritional status of 224
patients from 6 centers in Europe and
North America. Nutritional status was
assessed as normal, mildly malnourished or
severely malnourished based on history and
physical examination (Subjective Global
Assessment), serum chemistries and anthro—
pometry. Based upon this data, 18
patients (8.0%) were severely mal-
nourished, 73 (32.6%) mildly malnourished
and 133 (59.4%) normal. Serum albumin
(mean+SD) in the three groups was 3.0±0.6,
3.5±0.5 and 3.7± 0.4 g/dl, respectively.
Since there were intercenter differences,
multivariate statistical analyses were
used to develop objective scoring
techniques. Nutritional parameters that
correlated with the degree of malnutrition
included albumin, mid—arm muscle
circumference, history of weight loss,
muscle wasting and loss of subcutaneous
fat. We conclude that the nutritional
status of most CAPD patients is within the
normal range, a substantial number (33%)
exhibit mild malnutrition and a small
percentage (8%) are severely malnourished.
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EFFECT OF CATIONIC MACROMOLECULES ON PERITONEAL
PERMEABILITY. Irena Pietrzak,* Przemyslaw
Hirszel, Robert E. Lee,* Eva K. Chakrabarti* and
John F. Maher, Dept. of Med., Uniformed Services
Univ. Hith. cci., Bethesda, MD and Walter Reed
Army Med. Cen., Washington, DC.
The peritoneal transport barrier contns
abundant anionic charges that could restrict
solute and water passage. To examine their
importance anionic charges were blocked during
experimental 60 mm peritoneal dialyses in 7
rabbits by adding 15.4±.3 mg/Kg of poly—l—lysine
HCl(L) and comparing the results to those of
control dialyses. Osmotically induced net
ultrafiltration (436 l/Kg/min) was not increased
by L (p>0.l) nor was urea clearance, 738
i'l/Kg/min (p>O.l) but protein clearance rose from
21 to 99 ul/Kg/min with L (p<0.0l). The
dialysate absorptive rate was unchanged. To
assess whether charge repelling alone explains
the protein transfer increment, the transport of
neutral dextran (T 40) and of smaller ions were
examined. Dextran clearance increased from 14 to
25 l/Kg/min with L (p<O.02) suggesting increased
pore size. Salicylate clearance rose from 435 to
658 p1/Kg/mm with L (p<O.O8), potassium
clearance rose from 1.29 to 1.61 mi/Kg/mm
(p<O.O9) and phosphate cierance increased from
351 to 520 1j1/Kg/min (p<0.06). The data suggest
that neutralization of membrane anions lessens a
transport restriction on charged solutes hut it
also increases effective pore size, both
mechanisms contributing to increased protein
loss.
BAGLESS CAPD IMPROVES CATHrI'ER INECTIC*1 RATE.
Beth H. Piraino, Judy Bernardlni*, Michael I.
Sorkin. Univ. of Pittsb.irgh and VANC, Pgh., PA
The tirpose of the study was to evaluate the
effect of the bagless CAPD system (Ultraset) on
catheter infection (CI) and peritonitis (P)
rates.
We matched 37 study patients on the bagless
system with 37 control patients on the standard
spike system for sex, age, Insulin dependent
d.m., and time on CAPD. Mean time on CAPD was
22 mo ./patient for both groups. The studypatient& experience on the bagless system(study bagless) was compared to their previous
experience on the spike system (study spike) and
to the control patients on the spike system(control spike). The study patients were on the
standard spike system a mean of 15 mo. /patient,
followed by 7 so. /patient on the bagless system.
Cumulative CI and P rates (as episodes/y) were:
Control Study Study
spike spike bagless
CI 1.2 1.8 0.7
P 0.8 0.7 0.5
The micro-organisms causing CI and P were the
same with the spike and bagless systems.
We conclude that the bagless system is
associated with very low rates of catheter
Infections as well as P episodes. The low P
rate with the bagless system, previouslydesonstrated by others, may be due not only to
the drain prior to infusion technique, bet alsodue to the decrease in CI rates. We attribute
the latter result to a decrease in trauma to the
exit site that results from the absence of a bag
attached to the catheter.
A RECOVERY INDICATOR METHOD FOR THE
INVESTIGATION OF INTACT BACTERIAL
BIOFILMS. G.K. Richards, G. Obst, J.
Prentis and R.F. Gagnon (intr. by P.
Somerville). Montreal General
Hospital, Montreal, Canada.
Bacterial biofilms are associated
with CAPD catheters and are suspected
of playing a major role in the
development of peritonitis. A
standardized technique was developed
for forming uniform plane biofi].ms
from a slime-producing strain of
Staphylococcus epidermidis. A recovery
indicator method assessing residual
metabolic activity permits the
examination of the effects of
nutrition, exposure time, temperature,
pH, antibiotic and disinfecting agents
on the viability of bacterial biofilms.
Microscopy allows the direct estimate
of morphological change and metabolic
function of individual bacterial cells
in situ.
This is an ideal system for the
study of comparative resistance of
bacterial biofilms to antimicrobial
agents.
OXALATE METABOLISM IN PERITONBAL DIALYSIS
PATIENTS RECEIVING VITAMIN C SUPPLEMENTS.
E.A. Ross, G.M. Shah, J. Costello, H.
Bhagavan*, A. Sabo* and N. Pichon*. Long
Beach VA-UCI Program, Long Beach, CA,
Allegheny—Singer Research Institute,
Pittsburgh, PA & Roche Vitamins, Nutley NJ.
Oxalate (OX) metabolism was examined in
6 men receiving peritoneal dialysis (5
CAPD. 1 CCPD). All vitamin supplements
were discontinued for 4 weeks, followed by
daily oral administration of 100 mg
ascorbic acid (AA) for an additional 4
weeks. Plasma (P) and dialysate OX levels
were measured by a double enzyme method in
which recoveries were monitored with 14C OX.
AA levels were assayed by a modified HPLC
procedure after deproteinizing samples with
12% rn-phosphoric acid.
POX levels were 457±107 (mean±S.E.) and
439±82 ug/di (normal 11.25±0.88) at weeks
3 and 4 of the supplement—free period,
respectively. The corresponding PAA levels
were 1.1±0.2 and 1.0±0.2 mg/dl (nml 0.8—
1.0) on a diet containing 84±16 mg/d
vitamin C (140% US RDA) and 113±58 mg/d OX.
Oxalate removal in peritoneal dialysate was
24±4 mg/d and in urine 16±4 mg/a. After 4
weeks of AA supplements, the POX levels
increased by 25%, and PAA levels by 23%.
We conclude that (1) Peritoneal dialysis
patients have severe hyper—oxalemia, which
occurs despite normal PAA levels and
substantial peritoneal and urinary OX
removal; (2) With adequate dietary vitamin
C intake, AA supplements should be avoided
because they further worsen POX levels.
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WElCH PERITONEAL MEMBRANES PARTICIPATE IN
ULTRAFILTRATION ? .1 Rubin. Q Jones, A Planch.
Dept. of Medicine, University of Mississippi
Medical Center, Jackson, Mississippi.
The membranes involved in ultrafiltration
during peritoneal dialysis are unknown. The
peritoneal cavity is conceptualized as two
distinct groups of membranes: a) intestinal
viscera with attached mesentery and b) diaphragm,
liver, and parietal lining. This investigaton was
carried out to define their contribution to
ultrafiltration.
Two groups of rats were studied: a control
group — sham operated — and an eviscerated group
— esophagus to rectum. Rats received i.v. saline
at 10 nil/hr starting 1 hr prior to study. At time
0, abdominal closure, 30 ml of a solution, 1200
mOsrn/L, containing 5500 mgI100 ml glucose and
5600 mg/100 ml essential amino acids (Travasol,
Baxter) was infused. After 120 mm the peritoneal
cavity was opened and aspirated into a syringe.
Any rat failing to maintain a mean BP of 95 mmHg
was rejected. Glucose and nitrogen content of the
dialysate (Kjeldahl technique) were assayed.
Glucose and nitrogen uptakes from the
peritoneal cavity were similar for both groups
(mg ad): Controls — glucose 1068±102 (nl4)
nitrogen 147 11 (n7); Eviscerated — glucose
923 (n—li) , nitrogen 148± 12 (n7). Ultra-
filtration was greater (P<0.01) in Controls
(ml±sd) — Controls 18±5 (n=14), Eviscerated 5
3 (n11).
We conclude that the intestinal viscera —
esophagus to rectum and mesentery — accounted for
2/3 of ultrafiltration. All other peritoneal
structures contributed 1/3 of ultrafiltration.
ENHANCED CALCITRIOL DELIVERY AFTER INTRAPRI-TA AIsrmECt4. Saluskv, JS Adase, R
Mont, M HollaQay, JW rn, S' Goodman, Depts
of Pads & Ned, UCLA and USC Sdi of Ned, IA, C.
Serum (5) calcitniol (1,25) levels axe higherfor the fIrst 3 bre after intraveuis (IV) than
after oral (PD) or intrapenitooea]. (IP) doses (I
33:250, 1988). Repeated IV injectioos of 1,25 axe
not feasible, however, in CAPD/CCPD patients.
Thus, alternatives to enhamos the IP delivery of
1,25 were evaluated. Since plastics are widely
used in PD BystesE, the potential for 1,25 adher—
eooe to plastic omponepts was exmined yj
usin trace aints of H-l,25 (10 cpu) added to
2 ug of 1,25 in 500 ml bags of Diarmal 1.5%
(Baxter). Results are stated as means of
dçterminaticris in triplicate sanples.
recovered Zi xVials of 1,25 (glass) 3 960.6 100
Glass syrInges 3 904.2 94.2
Plastic syniuges 3 820.0 85.4
Dialysate effluent 21 435.1 45.3
Dialysata bag 6 286.8 30.0
Dialysate tubing 9 8.8 1.0
Because 1,25 bixs to plastic, S—l,25 levels were
neasured in pts given 4.0 ug(Fg 3'l of 1,25 orally
(r5) or by direct I? Instillatiom in 20 ml of
dialysate (r6). Values (±SD, pg/al) did cotdiffer before IP (6.0±1.4) and PD (2.5±3.0, NS)
doses, but they were higher 1 1W, 103±15 V 33±33,
p<O.O1, and 2 hrs, 114±17 vs 50±44, p<O.05, after
IP than after PD 1,25: the levels at 3 bra were
cot different. 1,25 binds to the plastic In P1)
syshele, arid this may reduce the bioavailability
of the sterol. Alternative nethods of IP 1,25
administration may counteract this effect and
enhacos the systneic delivery of 1,25.
ASCORBIC ACID REQUIREMENTS IN PERITONEAL
DIALYSIS PATIENTS. G.M. Shah, E.A. Ross, A. Sabo5,
M. Pichon5, W. Gebreselassie5 and H.N. Bhagavan'.
Long Beach VA-UCI Program, Long Beach, CA &
Roche Vitamins, Nutley NJ.
Ascorbic acid (AA) requirements were investigated
in 6 men receiving peritoneal dialysis (5 CAPD, 1
CCPD). All vitamin supplements were discontinued for 4
weeks, followed by daily administration of ascorbic acid
supplements orally for an additional 4 weeks. Plasma (P)
and dialysate ascorbic acid levels were assayed by a
modified HPLC procedure after deproteinizing the
samples with 12% rn-phosphoric acid.
Without oral supplements, dietary intake of vitamin
C was 84 16 mg/d (mean S.E.) which was 140% of
the US RDA. At week 1 of the supplement-free period,
PAA levels were 1.3 0.2 mg/dl (normal 0.8-1.0 mg/dl),
which decreased by 23% to 1.0 0.2 mg/dl at week 4 (p
> 0.05). The PAA did not correlate with dietary
consumption of vitamin C (p > 0.05). The peritoneal
removal rate of AA was 53.6 9.1 mg/d (89% of the US
RDA), and correlated with PAA levels (r = 0.9, p <
0.02). Mean peritoneal AA clearance (which was 84% of
peritoneal creatinine clearance) was 3.6 0.3 mi/mm.
After 4 weeks of vitamin C supplements (100 mg/d),
PAA increased by 40% and peritoneal removal rate by
37%.
We conclude that: (1) in spite of substantial peritoneal
removal, the PAA levels remain within normal limits in
peritoneal dialysis patients; (2) vitamin C supplements
resulted in a moderate increase in PAA and peritoneal
removal rate of AA; and (3) peritoneal dialysis patients
do not need daily vitamin C supplements if their dietary
intake of vitamin C is adequate (i.e.,  100% US RDA).
PROTAMINE SULFATE INDUCES ENHANCED PERIIONEAL
PERMEABILITY TO PRCftEINS
A Shostak, P Galdi, J Jaichenco, U Gotloib, Dept
of Nephrology and Korriach Laboratory for Experi-
mental Nephrology, Central Emek Hospital, Afula,Israel
In previous studies we demonstrated the presence
of anionic sites (AS) in both the mesothelium and
the subendothelial microvessels. We now present adirect link between neutralization of AS by intra—
peritoneal protamine (P) and an increase in the
passage of negative macromolecules to the perito-
neal cavity under conditions of isosmotic (Hart—
mann's lactated Ringer's) peritoneal dialysis in
rabbits.
Each experiment included two 1 hour exchanges.
In group A(control) no drugs were included during
the second hour. In group B,P(50umg per ml) was
added to the dialysate in the second exchange vol-
ume. In group C,P and heparin (H) (50 IU per ml)
were added to the dialysate. In group A (control)
and C (P+H), slopes of appearance curves observed
during the first (control) and the second (experi-
mental) hour failed to show statistically signif i—
cant variations. In group B, differences for urea,
glucose and uric acid were not significant; where
as they were highly significant for protein (p<
0.001 on an increase of lO0%).Therefore, we found
that the transperitoneal passage of albumin is
substantially enhanced by P.This increase is pre-
vented by neutralization of P with H; showing that
the availability of AS appears to be the crucial'
limiting factor. P did not significantly change
peritoneal permeability for small neutral mole-
cules.
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flPRIL SODIt14 (FS) IncS
WMACODYNMIICS IN CONTflWJS A?UJLAIY
PERTIEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD). Denic Sica, Judyjg*, Itaf Fa]thry*, Julia Nunley*. Dept. of
Med., Medical Ol1ege of Virinia, Ricbn, VA
YS is a prodrug angiotensin converting enzyme(ACE) inhibitor that is hydrolyzed to the mar-
maclogically active diacia, SQ 27,519 (SQ). In
normal volunteers (NV), SQ is eliminated equallyby renal ai non-renal routes. The kinetics ardynamics of SQ were determined after
administration of S (10 n) to 5 CAPD patients(mean age=46 yr). Serum ax dialysate saiples
collected up to 48 hr post—dose were assayed for
SQ by radioinmu.moassay. Catparative ser'.nn datafrau 12 NV given 10 ng S are presented (mean
age=29 yr). Serum parameters (mean SEM) for
SQ are given below.
PARAI pQnax (r/wL) 202 32 133 13
Thiax (hr) 4.8 0.7 3.4 0.2
AJC (rr'4thr/nIL) 3187 963 1243 113
The mean peritrneal c1earai (PC) of SQ (0.09
0.03 mI/ruin) us lower than that of urea (5.3
0.7 ru13/min). The maximal plasma aldosteronedecrease was 45 6% an plasma renin activity
increased 135 145%. Senmt ACE levels declined
to 98 3% of baseline at 1 hr ar remained 50%
suppressed at 72 hr. Maxisro.im blood pressure(8/9 nun Hg) decrease occurred at 6 hr. Based on
the limited PC and higher serum levels of SQ,
the Initial dose of PS should be halved in
hypertensive CAPD patients, ccmpared topatients with norma]. renal function.
PERITONEAL TRANSPORT KINETICS IN THE ANEPHRIC
MICROPIG. Sarah K. Webster and Kenneth E. Burhop.
Baxter Healthcare Corporation, Round Lake, Illinois
The successful treatment of ESRD patients with
peritoneal dialysis is dependent on the peritoneal
transport properties of individual patients and the
availability of a variety of regimens to optimize
therapy in each case. These studies were designed
to characterize factors which affect peritoneal
transport in an anephric animal model with the
ultimate goal of evaluating techniques which may
contribute to optimization of therapy.
Anephric micropigs with chronically implanted
peritoneal catheters were maintained on peritoneal
dialysis throughout the study. Peritoneal equili-
bration tests were performed to determine the rates
of ultrafiltration and equilibration of solutes.
The kinetic values obtained compared favorably
with those values obtained in humans*: Mass trans-
fer—area coefficients (mi/mm) for urea, 23±6 vs
22±1 in humans; for creatinine, 11±3 vs 11±2 in
humans; and for glucose, 9±2 vs 10±1 in humans.
Lymphatic uptake from the micropig peritoneum was
0.95±0. 19 ml/min, a rate similar to that observed
in humans. Peritoneal clearance of urea normalized
for body weight was 0.30±0.03 mi/mm/kg in micro—
pigs vs 0.27±0.02 in humans; and for creatinine was
0.27±0.02 in micropigs vs 0.18±0.02 in humans.
The dialysate to plasma solute ratios mimicked
"high—perm patients". Increasing the mntraperito—
neal volume to 90 mi/kg increased the ultrafiltra-
tion rate by decreasing the rate of dissipation of
the osmotic gradients and resulted in equilibration
curves that reflected "normal permeability".
In summary, the anephric micropig may provide
valuable information for testing various factors to
improve dialysis efficacy in ESRD patients.
*Spencer,et al. in Peritoneal Dialysis (1985) p581
GENERATION OF EICOSANOIDS BY HUMAN PERITONEAL
MACROPHAGES IN RESPONSE TO PHAGOCYTOSIS OF
STAPHYLOCOCCUS EPIDERMIDIS. J.D. Willlams*,
R. Mackenzie*, M. Petersen*, G.A. Coles*. (Intr.
by R.B. Sterzel). KRUF Institute of Renal Disease,
Royal Infirmary, Cardiff, Wales, U.K.
The present study examines the response by
isolated human PMØ to stimulation by a peritoneal
isolate of Staph. epidermidis. P140 phagocytosed
bacteria in a dose and time dependent manner.
Cell viability as assessed by trypan blue exclusion
was )95% over this period. Unstimulated cells
demonstrated a consistent background generation
of PGE2 and TxB2 whereas there was no generation
of leukotrienes. Stimulated P140 generated LTBI
and LTC4 in a dose and time dependent manner. In
contrast there was a dose dependent inhibition of
cyclooxygenase metabolites. This decrease did not
represent a change in substrate availability since
the addition of exogenous arachidonic acid over a
wide range of concentrations failed to reverse the
inhibition, nor was there any evidence of increased
cyclooxygenase product metabolism. However, the
addition of exogenous LTBi to cultures of human
peritoneal macrophages caused an inhibition of
background cyclooxygenase activity demonstrating a
negative feedback effect of this 5-lipoxygenase
product on the cyclooxygenase system.
The generation and release of LTB4 by monocytes
under these circumstances is consistent with a
rapid influx of PMN into the peritoneal cavity. In
addition the immunoreactivity of inflammatory
cells may be greatly influenced by a decrease in
the immunosuppressive PGE2 generated.
ATRIAI.. PEPTIDE-INDUCED INHIBITION OF DNA SYNTHESIS
TN RAT MESPNGIL CELLS. R.G. Appel. Dept. of Med.,
School of Med., East Carolina U., Greenville, NC.
Attial peptide (AP) binding sites exist in
numerous tissues that may not be involved in
volume homeostasis. We studied the effect of PP
on proliferation of rat mesangial cells (MC) in
culture. Monolayers approaching confluence were
made quiescent by a 3-4 day incubation in serum-
free media. Cells were reactivated by exposure to
a serum-free defined media (DM) containing
insulin, bovine serum albumin and soybean lipids.
DNA-associated [3H) thymidine incorporation was
measured as a means of assessing MC prolifer-
tion. Quiescent counts were low at 8.5 +1.1
cpm/ig prot. Reactivated counts (DM) were
46.0±8.4 cpm/g prot. Counts in the presence
of DM plus 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and iOn!'! PP were
44.3+7.9, 35.8+6.5, 24.4+4.5*, 27.2+3.4*, and 24.5
+5* cpm/1g prot. respectively (mean + SEN of
triplicates in from 4-8 cell strains; *p<005 vs.
DN alone). Addition of fibroblast growth factor
(FGF) to DM increased counts by 30% above DM
€lone. Addition of A? to the DM plus FGF-
stimulated cells inhibited [3H] thymidine
incorporation by 49% (n=6; p<0.05, DM+FGF+AP vs.
DM+FGF) The inhibitory effect of PP on [3H]
thynuidine incorporation did not reflect inhibition
of active transport of the thymidine through the
ce)1 membrane, since in the presence of 1)14 plus PP
these was no reduction in total cell-associated
c.ounts compared to DM alone (5966 606 vs. 5454
645 cprn/well). Only DNA-associated counts fell
(810±93 vs. 1558±184 corn/well), arguing for an
inhibitory effect of PP on DNA synthesis. Thus,
A? may be a multifunctional peptide, consistent
with a number of peptide growth factors.
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THE SYMPATHETIC NERVE MODULATES GLOMERULAR AN?
RECEPTORS WHICH ARE LINKED TO THE FILTRATION
FUNCTION. M AwaZu*, V Kon, RC Harris, T Imada*, T Inaganii* and
I Ichikawa. Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, TN.
To investigate the mode of interaction between AN? and the
sympathetic nervous system, we examined the characteristics of the ANP
receptors in rat glomeruli isolated fmm subacutely (-4days) denervated
(DNX)andnon-denervated (non-DNX) kidneys of normal rats (NL) and
rats subjected to water deprivation for48 hrs (WD). PlasmaANP level of
WD rats (39±9 pg/mI, n8)was significantly lower thanNL level
(132±21, n—tO). Results (Mean±SE; P<0.05 vs non-DNX NL (t); vs
non-DNX (s); vsnon-DNX WD (i)] include:
non-DNX NL non-DNX WI) DNX WI) DNXNL
non-DNX DNX non-DNX DNX
Ro 250±13 613±89t 469±40 898±791 276±17 281±20
KD .39±.05 .83±.15t .50±.14 .63±.l1 .51±.11 .49±.09
Thus, both receptor density (Ro, fmol/mg prot) andKD (nM) of
non-DNX WI) rats (n.6) were significantly higher than those of
non-DNX NL (n."6). Within WD fats (n.'6), Ro of DNX kidneys was
markedly elevatedover that of contralateral non-DNX kidneys, while this
differencebetweenDNXvs non-DNX kidneyswas absent in NL rats
(n.'6). Exogenous infusion of ANP (4 LLg/kg/hr, n—4) increased whole
kidney OFR significantly (from .49±.05 mi/mm to .68±.09) in DNX
WI) kidneys, whereas GFR remained unchanged in contralateral non-DNX
WI) kidneys (.52±.l0 mlJmin vs .59±.09, n=4). Micropuncture
measurements in DNX WI) kidneys (n—5) revealed that, in association
with its vasodilative influence on afferent (RA) and efferent (RE) arteriolar
resistances, ANP increases SNGFR, glomerular plasma flow rate (QA)
and glomerular ultrafiltration coefficient (Kf), and decreases glomerular
capillary pressure (PGC), contrasting the absence of these effect of AN?
on Kf in normal kidneys. (CC P<0.05 vs baseline)
SNGFR QA PGC RA RE Kf
•—----nI/min—.---- mmHg min.mxnllg/nl nl/min.mmHg
Baseline 23±2 100± 8 62±1 2.4±.4 1.9±.1 1.2±.4
AN? 32±3CC 147±24 53±1CC 2.2±.6 l.3±.2** 2.3±.5**
We conclude that renal sympathetic tone modulates the density of
intraglomerular ANP receptors, which is linked to the regulation of
filtration function.
ALTERATI IN TIE CENIRAL *1W-SYSTEM OF RATS WITh RENAL
HYPEENIION
Udo Bahner, Kelmut Geiger, Mikids Palkovits*, Detlev Ganten**,
Klaus Schafferhans and August Heldland
University of Wtlrzburg, Dept. of MedIcine, 0-8700 Wflrzburg,
*SenlTlelwels University, Med. School, H—1450 Budapest, **lJnj_
varsity of Heidelberg, Dept. of Pharmacology, 0—6900 HeIdel-
berg (introduced by R.W. Schrter).
Atrial natriuretic peptides (ANF) In the brain are
involved In the regulation of blood pressure (B.P.) and
electrolyte and fluid homeostasis (EFH). To investigate
a possible role of the central ANF-system In renal hyperten-
sion v have measured the concentration of ANF by radlolimsuno—
assay in 18 selected brain areas of the volume-dependent
1K1C — and the renin-dependent 2K1C - renal hypertension
and their controls (1K—C resp. 2K-C).
The most Important results are sutisnarized In the table:
Brain areas 1K—C 1K1C 2K-C 2K1C
OVLT 83 20** 107 39
Preoptic perlv. nucl. 360 460* 350 134*
Supraoptlc nucl. 20 55* 32 65*
Paraventric. nucl. 145 226*** 154 174
Med. eminence 171 359*** 154 92**
Locus coeruleus 69 122** 81 82
NTS 74 20 54 53
Values are pg ANF/mg proteln.*p 0.05,**=p 0.01,*p 0.001
The alterations of ANF—concentration In various brain areas
known to be Involved In BP- and EFH—regulatlon strengthen
the Idea that ANF Is an important modulator In these physiolo-
gical mechanisms. The fact that ANF Is changed in the opposite
direction in 1K1C- and 2K1C-hypertensive rats indicates
a certain correlation with the renin-angiotensin system.
POSITIVE COOPERATIVITY BETWEEN GLO14ERULAI( (G)
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) BINDING SITES.
Barbara J. Ballermann. Brigham and Women's
Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
In rat G three ANP binding sites can be
distinguished by '25I—ANP affinity cross—linking!
SDS—PAGE (reducing conditions). Their respective
molecular weights are 130 kDa (AMP—Ri), 180 kDa
(ANP—R2) and 64 IcDa (ANP—BP). The receptors,
AMP—Ri and A14P—R2, are coupled to guanylate
cyclase, whereas the binding protein, ANP—BP, is
not. This study sought to clarify the function
of AN?—BP.
1 1jM dAMP, an AMP analog that binds
selectively to ANP—BP, competed for 69±6% of
specific L5IANP binding in G (n—3). The
remainer of '25I—ANP binding was inhibited by
10 nit native AMP.
Affinity crosslinking of1251—AMP to intact C
in the presence of increasing concentrations of
AMP or dAMP revealed that AMP inhibited labeling
of ANP—Ri, AMP—R2 and ANP—BP, whereas dAMP
inhibited labeling only of ANP—BP and markedly
enhanced labeling of ANP—R1 and AMP—R2 (n3),
In two experiments 0.1 pM ANP (+1 mM IBMX)
raised G cG14P levels from 0.8 and 0.7 pmol/mg
prot. to 14.3 and 13.1 in the absence of dAMP,
and to 19.9 and 22.9 in the presence of 1 pM
dAMP. 1 p14 dANP alone raised cGMP levels only
to 1.2 and 1.2 pmol/mg prot.
Thus, selective occupancy of ANP—BP with dANP
augments binding of 125 I—AMP to ANP—Rs, and
potentiates ANP—stimulated cCMP accumulation in
G. These effects of dAMP could be explained by
increased availability of AMP to A14P—Rs or a
molecular interaction between ANP—BP and AMP—Rs.
AORTA AND V. CAVA ARE SIGNIFICANT SOURCES
OF NON-CARDIAC ATRIAL NATRIURE1'IC PEFFIDE
(ANP) IN CALVES AND RATS. R. L. Baranowski, 0.
BUrTIS,* D.B. Olsen,* R. Brownley,* C. Kablitz, C.
Westenfelder. Univ. of Utah and VA Med. Ctr., Div.
of Nephrology and Artif. Organs, Salt Lake City, UT
We observed that complete replacement of
native atria and ventricles (to eliminate all cardiac
ANP) by an artificial heart caused marked salt
retention and only a small decrease in plasma ANP
in calves. In the present study, the origin and
molecular characteristics of this non-cardiac ANP
were determined. Acetic acid extract (0.1 M) of
calf atria contained 40 j.tg ANP/gm wet wt. (by
RIA, anti-hANP), whereas that of aorta contained
100.0 ng and that of v. cava 2.0 ng/gm wet wt.
Reversed phase HPLC confirmed that circulating
non-cardiac ANP co-chromatographed with hAN?-
(99-126). Neither acute volume expansion with 6
L NS nor a 50% reduction or elevation in cardiac
output 3ltered plasma ANP levels. In comparison,
extract of rat atria contained 371 ig ANP/gm wet
wt., that of aorta 3.0 tg and that of v. cava 2.2
p.glmg wet wt.. Conclusion: 1) large vessels,
especially the aorta, contain significant quantities
of ANP; 2) circulating non-cardiac ANP is identical
to ANP-(99-126); 3) release of ANP from these
sites is not regulated by alterations in volume,
which may explain why calves with total artificial
hearts retain salt.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) AND SODIUM
NITROPRUSSIDE (SNP) ANTAGONIZE ANCIOTENSIN II
(ANG) STIMULATED INOSITOL PhOSPHATE (IP) RELEASE
AND CA EFFLUX IN RAT MESANCIAL CELLS (MC). R.
Barnett, S. Blaufox,* S. Singer,* P. Ortiz* and
L. Ramsanuny*. Department of Medicine, SUNY
Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY.
We have previously demonstrated that ANF
antagonizes ANG-mediated 1P3 release in MC.
These results may relate to ANF inhibition of
the ANC-stimulated rapid rise in MC Ca
determined by fluoroprobe methods. Since ANF
(107M) action may result from enhanced cGMP
synthesis, we compared it to the SNP(lO4M)
modulation of ANG (5x1O7M) induced total IP
generation and 45Ca efflux. Confluent first
subcultures were used in all experiments. MC
were prelabelled with [3H] myo-inositol and pre-
incubated for 10 minutes agent prior to MG
exposure. Results expressed as CPM/lOOg
protein indicate that ANF (p<.O2) and SNP
(<.OO4) significantly inhibited ANG-mediated
[3H1 IP release. ANF or SNP alone were not
different from control.
Az.n Control MG ANG+Aeent
ANF(n..6) 3127±480 5071±597 3763±549*
SNP(n-'6) 2103±460 5544±488 2540±425*
An effect on phosphoinositide (P1) metabolism
could effect MC Ca. Neither ANF nor SNP altered
basal Ca efflux. MG promoted a four fold
increase in 45Ca efflux peaking at 60 sec. Both
ANF and SNP inhibited this effect (n6 for each,
p<.OO1). Since both ANF and SNP induced a com-
parable 40 fold increase in MC cGMP accumulation,
our data indicates that this second messenger
may alter vasoreactivity by effects on P1
metabolism and Ca regulation.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE MODULATES CALCIUM
CHANNEL CURRENTS IN ADRENAL GLOMERULOSA CELLS.
P. 0. Barrett. C. M. Isales*, R.T. McCarthy'. Yale Sch. Med.,
Depts. Med.& Cell Biology, New Haven, CT.
Both T- and L-type Ca++ channels, which differ in their
response to small changes in extracellular K+ (3-15 mM), have
been previously identified in bovine adrenal glomerulosa (BAG)
cells (PNAS, 85: 2412, 1988). Ca++ influx through these
channels regulates aldosterone secretion. Since atrial natriuretic
peptide (ANP) potently inhibits K+ stimulated aldosterone
secretion, we examined the role of T and L channels in ANP
inhibitory action using whole cell patch clamps and aequorin
measurements of Ca++]j in BAG cells.
Raising K+ from 3.5 to 10 mM stimulated the rate of
aldosterone secretion to a maximal 9-fold increase at 10 mM K+
which declined at 15 mM K+. consistent with voltage dependent
inactivation of T channels (173 to 100 pg/mm/b6 cells, p<
0.001). Although 10 nM ANP inhibited at all [K+l, the secretory
rate at 15 mM K+ was 29% greater than at 10 mM K+ (40 vs 31
pg/mm/b6 cells, p<0.025).
ANP inhibited a rapidly inactivating component and enhanced
a slowly inactivating component of inward Ca++ current. Tail
current analysis revealed that ANP inhibited T channels shifting,
by -lOmV, the voltage dependence of inactivation without
altering activation characteristics. In contrast, at relatively
depolarized potuntials where T channels are largely inactivated,
ANP enhanced tho L channel component of the Ca++ tail current
(+75%: Vh -85 my). In weakly depolarized cells (8 mM K+) ANP
reduced [Ca++]i unIv if L channels had been previously inhibited
by nitrendipino clnM) vtereas in strongly depolarized cells (12
mM K+) ANP elevated (Ca++jj
These studies indicate that at physiologically relevant
potentuls ANP decreases th.3 number of T channels available for
opening (via inactivation ) while increasing the contribution of L
channels to net Ca+ flux . This dual modulation of channel
activity y ANP accounts for the changes observed in [Ca++lm
and in aldosterone secretion fnm the ANP inhibited cell.
KINETICS AND PRARMACODYNA14ICS OF ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE FOLLOWING BOLUS AND INFUSION
ADMINISTRATION IN THE ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT
KIDNEY. Michael . George B. Harding*,
and George R. Aronoff, Department of Medicine,
University of Louisville and VANC, Louisville, KY.
The kidney is a site of action and elimination
of atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP). Since AMP's
effect and elimination are receptor mediated, the
method of administration may influence these
processes. We used the isolated perfused rat
kidney (IPK) to test the hypothesis that the
kinetics and dynamics of AMP are altered by the
method of administration. We perfused 31 rat
kidneys in 6 the groups shown below. Kidneys were
perfused for 90 minutes. Calculated AMP clearance
(Cl), elimination rate constant (Re), and urinary
sodium excretion (UNaV) are shown below (mean,sd).
Bolus (ng) Cl(ml/min) Ke(min1) UNaV(mmol)
45 3.27(0.51) 0.040(0.014) OAO1(0.072)
180 2.89(1.02) 0.032(0.007) 0.193(0.041)
450 2.28(1.29) 0.046(0.018) 0.253(0.172)
Infusion (ng/min)
0.5 4.49(0.72) 0.086(0.022) 0.140(0.108)
2.0 3.40(1.48) 0.036(0.005) 0.270(0.095)
5.0 0.97(0.21) 0.012(0.004) 0.308(0.088)
Increasing the AMP dose decreased AN? Cl in both
groups, and decreased Ke in the infusion group.
Increasing AMP dose increased UNaV in both groups.
Although AMP exposure was less in the infusion
group, it resulted in a consistently greater
natriuresis. We conclude that AMP Cl is saturable.
This effect is greater when AMP is given by
infusion. Infusion results in a more efficient
natriuretic response. These effects may be
related to the rate of presentation of AN? to its
receptor and resulting receptor down regulation.
CHARACTERIZATION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (ANP) RECEPTORS IN FRESHLY ISO-
LATED RABBIT RENAL PREGLOMERULAR MICRO-
VESSELS (RMV). A. Chaudhari, A. Pedram5, M. Tran5,
M.A. Kirschenbaum. Nephrology Section, VA Medical
Center and UCI-LB Medical Program, Long Beach, CA.
ANP has potent natriuretic, diuretic, and vasorelaxant
activity and infusions of ANP in vivo result in a dose-de-
pendent vasodilatation of arcuate and interlobular arter-
ies and afferent arterioles. In view of these observations,
we have examined for the presence of specific ANP bind-
ing sites in rabbit RMV. Interlobular arteries and affer-
ent arterioles were isolated by methods described by this
laboratory. A membrane preparation (MP) was obtained
by centrifuging a homogenate derived from freshly isolat-
ed RMV at 30,000xg for 25 mm. Routine incubations
consisted of 50 mM Hepes buffer (pH 7.5); 5 mM MgC12,
0.2% BSA and 0.1% bacitracin at C, 25I-labeled rat
1-28 ANP (25-60 pM) and MP (50-100 g prot). Non-
specific binding was determined in the presence of 0.1jM unlabeled ANP. Bound '251-ANP was separated
from free ligand by filtration. A time-dependent increase
in binding was observed which reached equilibrium by
120 mm (all subsequent incubations were performed for
120 mm). In the absence of unlabeled ANP, 5-10% of
added total counts were specifically bound to RMV
membranes. The binding of radioligand (diluted with un-
labeled ANP) was saturable. Scatchard analysis of satur-
ation binding studies revealed a single class of binding si-
tes. The Ka and Bm values for the binding sites were
0.47 nM and 375 fmo/mg protein. These data indicate
the presence of specific ANP binding sites in freshly iso-
lated rabbit RMV and suggest a role for ANP in the re-
gulation of renal microvascular resistance.
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RESPONSE OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AN?) TO
ACUTE SALINE VOLUME EXPANSION (yE) IN YOUNG RATS.
R L Chevalier, B A Thornhill*, R A Comez, M J
Peach*, R M Carey*. University of Virginia
Departments of Pediatrics, Pharmacology, and
Medicine, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Plasma AN? levels ([AN?]) are elevated in the
fetus and neonate, and decrease postnatally. To
study the effects of age on the [ANP] response to
VE, saline (3% body weight) was infused in
anesthetized Sprague-Dawley rats pre-weaning (PW,
15 to 20 days, N—6) and weanling (W, 25 to 35
days, N—8). Rats were weaned at 21 days. The
following were measured in control periods (C)
and after VE: [AN?] (pg/mi), urine flow (V,
ul/min/g KW), sodium excretion (UNaV, uEq/min/g
1(W), and cyclic CMP excretion (UcGMPV, pM/min/g
1(W). Results (mean±SEM, #p<O.OS):
--[ANP] V UNaV--- --UcGMPV--
C VE C yE C VE C VE
PW 140 # 236 4.5 # 34 0.30 # 5.11 6.0 # 17.5
+5.4
# # # #
W 34 # 291 1.7 # 8 0.07 # 1.39 8.9 # 31.4
±15 ±84 ±• ±1 ±.Ol ±0,35 ±1,8
Lower control Hct (26±1, PW vs. 39±1, W), and
higher [ANPI, V and UNaV suggest relative basal
VE in PW rats. Although [AN?] after acute VE was
similar at both ages and UcGMPV was greater in
the V group, V and IJNaV were over three-fold
greater in the PW than V group. Thus, while ANP
is stimulated by acute VE in both age groups,
greater V and UNaV in PW rats is dissociated from
[AN?], and may be due to altered physical factors
resulting from a basal VE state.
AGE AND DOSE RELATED DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSE TO
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE IN MAN. BA Clark*,
D Elahi*, FH Epstein, Dept. of Medicine, Beth
Israel Hospital, Harvard Piedical School, Boston,MA
Seven young (20-39 yr) and 5 old (65-83 yr)
healthy, normotensive, non-obese males were
studied on 200mEq/day sodium (Na) diets. Synthetic
human atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP,1-28) was
infused for 60 mm at rates of 1) .05 ug/kg/min
(high dose) in 7 young and 5 old and 2).005
ug/kg/min (low dose) in 6 young and 4 old. Old
compared to young had higher basal AMP levels
(44*14 vs 10±1 pg/ml, p<0.025), achieved higher
plasma levels with low dose infusion (114*14 vs
42±7 pg/ml, p<O.OOl) and had a longer half life
(7.6±0.8 vs 4.3*0.5 mm, p<O.OO1) suggesting
decreased catabolism in the old. Despite these age
related differences in ANP levels there was no
difference in Na excretion rates. During high dose
infusions there was no difference in natriuresis
or peak ANP levels in old vs young (429±32 vs
398±19 pg/mi). In both groups, after the low dose
infusion ended and despite the return of plasma
levels to baseline within 30 mm, a sustained
natriuresis (.2 fold above control) was observed
for 3 hr. In contrast, the high dose Infusion
produced a transient natriuresis (2.5 fold above
control) lasting only the duration of the in-
fusion. In conclusion, 1) in the elderly, there
appears to be diminished clearance of AMP along
with renal resistance at physiologic levels, and
2) the biologic action of ANP (natriuresis)
persists longer than the increase in circulating
plasma levels at low doses (physiologic range).
This effect may be overcome at high doses (patho-
logic range) secondary to activation of counter—
regulatory hormones or other systemic effects.
DIFFERENCES IN THE TIME COURSE BETWEEN RENAL
HEMOD/NANIC AND NATRIURETIC EFFECTS OF ATRI4L
NATRIURETIC *PEPTIDE (ANP) N MAN. D. dehZeeuwWMT .Janssen , GK van der Hem , PE de Jong (Intr.
by LW Statius van Eps). Univ. Hosp. Groningen, the
Netherlands.
We studied the (time-course) relation between
the ANP-induced changes in GFR, ERPF and sodium
excretion (UNaV) in 9 healthy subjects upon a 2.
hour infusion of low dose AN? (ljg/min). GFR rose
and ERPF fell already in the first infusion hour
(table). The change in ERPF reflects a fall in
true renal blood flow (RBF), since after
correction for heUatocrit (rose from 38.5±L5 to
40.6±1.5%, p<O.OO1) and hippuran extraction (rose
from 77.8±1.1 to 79.1±1.1% ,p<O.O2), RBF fell from
1065±57 to 988±44 ml/min, p<O.O2). Since blood
pressure did not change, renal vascular resistance
rose. Urinary osmolality (Uosm) fell in the first
hour. Despite these changes, UNaV did not change
significantly the first hour. Only the second
hour natriuresis occurred. Interestingly, the Uosm
change in the first hour correlated with the UNaV
change (r—-O.71, p<O.OS), and *ith the rise in AN?
levels (r—-0.78, p<O.05). AN? rise correlated also
with UNaV increase (r—O.90,p<0.Ol)
Control ANP(lh) ANP(2h)*Recovery
ERPF (ml/min) 507±27 464±2l 445±22k 491±19CFR (ml/min) 117±3 120±3 * 121±3 115±3
Uosm(mosm/kgB2O) 311±70 179±32 237±42 *370±43
UNaV (mmol/h) 8.7±1.4 10.1±1.0 13.3±1.6 9.1±0.9
In conclusion, 1. ANP is the first saliuretic with
renal vasoconstrictor properties, 2. hemodynainic
AN? effects precede the natriuresis. This may
indicate that the AN? induced natriuresis is in
part due to an increase in filtered sodium load
into a washed-out medullary interstitium.
WATER INDUCED NATRIURESIS AND ANF SECRETION:
MODULATION BY THE SODIUM DIET. Marie-France Debiève',
Joëlle Nortler', Elie Cogan', Philippe Demaeyer, Piedad
Calderon*,Jared J. Grantham and Maurice Abramow. Dept.of
Physiol. and Pathophysiol., Free Univ. of Brussels (U.L.B.),
Belgium and Univ.of Ks. Med.Ctr., Dept.ot Med. Kansas City, XS.
We have previously shown that an oral acute water load
(AWL:20 ml bottledwater/Kg body weight) induced an Increase in
plasma ANF (pANF) and in urinary sodium excretion (UNaV). In
order to Investigate the physiological role of ANF in the volume
adaptation to water expansion, we performed AWL after high Na
intake (HNa, n=14; 300 mEq Na+ intake/day during 4 days) or after
slight Na+ depletion induced by 40 mg furosemide followed by low
Na+ Intake (LNa, n=11; <30 mEq Na+ intake/day during 4 days).
Plasma ANF and Aldosterone (pAldo), serum and urine electrolytes
and urine cGMP were determined at the basal state and hourly (4
times) after AWL. After LNa, pANF and UcGMP decreased
respectively from 4.88 ±0.96 to 3.18j0.42 fmoles/mI (p<O.05) and
from 455.2±55.97 to 317.8±45.31 pmoles/min (p<0.05). In contrast,
after HNa neither pANF nor UcGMP were significantly changed.
AWL induced a transient increase in pANF after HNa (from
5.67j0.79 to 7.07j1.18 at 1 hr, p<0.05), but not after LNa. A
sustained increase of UNaV (tEq/mln) was found in both groups
after AWL, with a peak at the 1st hour (RNa: from 215j24.5 to
372.2j46, p<O.OO1; LNa: from 4.02j0.97 to 15.84±3.33, p<0.001).
The increase in Na excretion during the 4 hrs alter AWL (UNaV,
mEq/4hrs) was markedly higher atter HNa than after LNa (19.1±4.9
versus 2.34jO.6, p<O.01). In HNa, but not in LNa, a significant
linear relationship (r=0.53,p<0.05) between UNaV and the
maximum pANF after AWL was found.
We conclude that after slight sodium depletion, the volume
expansion induced by AWL is not high enough to stimulate ANF
secretion. We suggest that the daily. sodium intake may modulate
the contributory role of ANF in the volume adaptation following an
acute water expansion.
*Spa Reine®, Belgium (Na content: less than 0.13 mmoleslL)
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IMPAIRED RESPONSE OF ATRIAL NATRIURPIC FACIOR
10 HIGH SALT INTAKE IN RYPERTENSION—PI)NE 1&N.
Claudia Ferrier*, Ralph Hollmann*, Roland Diet—
ler*, Sidmey Shaw*, and Peter Weidmann. Med. P0-
liklinik, Univ. of Berne, Switzerland.
The genesis of hypertension could theoreti-
cally involve a deficiency in a natriuretic fac-
tor. To test this hypothesis, we studied plasma
atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) and other vari-
ables in normtensive sons of nonctensive (SN)
or essential hypertensive parents (SEH) (each
group N=l0; age EM, 25 1 yr). After mild
dietary sodium (Na ) restriction (70 imnDl/d 4
d), body surface (1.86 .04 vs 1.91 .03 m ),
supine maan blood pressure (BP) (95 2 vs 94
2 irisfig), plasma NF (26 2 vs 27 4 pg/mi) and
24 h urinary Na (54 9 vs 66 8 imtil)did not
differ between SN and SEH. On high Na intake
(350 im1/d x 4 d), nn BP (95 2 vs 96 3
nuiHg), exchangeable Na (3.12 .09 vs 3.04
.09 nol), and 24 h—urinary Na (276 22 vs 334
38 ninl) were similar in SN and SEE; plasma
MF increased in SN (P < .001) but not in SEE
(tp 55 5 vs 35 5 pg/mi). Subsequent admini-
stration of furosemide produced in SN and SEE a
similar natriuresis (170 8 vs 174 14 nm1
within 2 h and 411 34 vs 429 49 nmDl within
24 h) and restored plasma ANF to control values
(32±3vs29±3pg/mlat2hand24±3 vs26
3 pg/mi at 24 h after furosemide). Con-
clusions; A diminished response of circulating
IiNF to high Na intake may occur as a fam+lial
disturbance in SEE. Considering the high Na in-
take of laDdern man, iiaired activation of the
potentially vasodilator-natriuretic N'F could at
long term favor the develcçnEnt of hypertension.
BIOtLXIC1L EECEP!10I OF ANF IN CULTURED RED'4EDUL-
LARY INTEITITI1'L cELt2 (FIC). B.M.A. Fbntoura*,
K.A. Pelton*, E.Townes_Anerson*, T. Maack a
D. R. Nussenzveig*. Dept. of Physiology, Cornell
Univ. Med. Gall., New York, N.Y.
lb further evaluate the distribotion arxl func-
tion of renal biological (B) ani clearance (C) re-
ceptors of ?.NF we tested for their presence in
cultured 11IC from the rat. A Iu!ogencus popula-
tion of cells was obtained from a primary culture
anl was stixlied during the 3th-6th passage. Sxlan
black staining anl electron microscopy of these
cultured cells slxmiel the typical ard unique ror-
pbological features of r!IC, including large lipid
inclusions. BuiThrium saturation birding curves
with l25I-1Nil-28 sbowa a high density of high
affinity specific binling sites for the enlogencus
form of ANF (Rd = 70 pM, x = 40 froles/xnillion
cells, app. 23000 sites/cell). There was only mm—
imal specific binflng of 1251 (3y) C—ANF4-23, a spe-
cific ligaixi of C-A' receptors. ANF1-28, Ixit nct
C-ANF4-23, cxletely displaced specifically bourd
l25—p.'l—25 (Ki = 256 pM). ANF1—28, Ixit rot C—
ANF4-23, led to a marked dose-depeixient increase
in cG4P with an EDSO = 3 nM. At a maximal concen-
tration U.pM) ANF1-28 increased c('AP by >60-fold
athve hesal levels to 120 pioles cGHP/2mixVmillion
cells. 3Dth density of B-NF receptors arxI max-
imal ANF-infüced increase in cG1P were greater than
in any other type of renal cell tested to date. The
results demonstrate that cultured 1IC contain a
high density of B-ANF receptors ard a minimal den-
sity of C-ANF receptors. Thus, F!IIC are major
target cells for F in the renal nul1a axxI may
mr ate scne of its krown functional effects in
this kidney region.
OPPOSITE EFFECTS OF NITENDIPINE AND ENALAPRIL ON
RENAL ANF RESPONSE IN MAN. CA Gaillard, HA Koomans,
AJ Rabelink, and EJ Dorhout Nees. Dept. of Nephro—
logy, Univ. of Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
We investigated the effect of calcium entry
blockade (CEB) with nitrendipine (4 days; 20 mg
b.i.d.) and of converting enzyme inhibition (CEI)
iith enalapril (4 days; 20 mg b.i.d.) on renal
effects of ANF (25 pg bolus followed by 0.03 ,ag.kg
1.min1 for 90 mm) in 6 healthy men taking 300
mmol sodium daily. In the clearance study without
CEB or CEI, natriuresis rose from 239+38 to 605+137
umol/min (p<O.O5). During CEB natriuresis increased
from 330+53 to 943+152 ,pmol/min (p<0.O5), and
during CEI from 236÷22 to 344+39,pmol/min (ns). ANF
induced a rise in maximal free water clearance,
inulin clearance, and in the excretion of multiple
electrolytes except potassium. Fractional lithium
reabsorption fell. In general, these effects were
stronger during CEB and blunted during CEI. Para—
aminohippurate clearance tended to decrease during
control study (ns), remained constant during CEB,
and decreased significantly when ANF was infused
during CEI (p<0.05 vs control). During treatment
with CEB and CEI mean arterial pressure (MAP) was
lowered by, respectively, 3 mmHg and 7 mmHg). ANF
had no additional effect on MAP except for a
shortlasting drop during CEB. From these data we
conclude that, in healthy humans, the effects of
ANF on natriuresis and renal sodium handling are
enhanced by CEB and blunted by CEI. The clinical
implication of these data might be that CEE can be
used to enhance the actions of endogenous ANF
(heart failure), and CEI to attenuate action of
endogenous ANF (hyperfiltration).
PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) IS INVOLVED IN THE
RELEASE OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP)
DURING ACUTE VOLUME EXPANSION (yE). Helmut
Geiger*, Udo Bahner*, Shaul G. Massry,
Marianne Meibner*, Michael Kristein5, Roland
M. Schaefer5, August Heidland5. Univ.
Wuerzburg, Med Clinic. Dept. Nephrol,
Wurzburg, FRG, and Univ. So. Calif.. Los
Angeles, CA.
The secretion of ANP is calcium depen-
dent and is influenced by cytosolic calcium.
PTH has ionophoric action and may thus, in-
fluence release of AMP. We examined whether
atrial ANP and its blood levels during acute VE
are modulated by PTH. Acute VE in normal rats
produced by infusion of 15 ml of NaC1/Kg over 2
minutes was associated with a significant rise
in blood ANP (114+23 to 702÷86 pg/mi; p<O.Ol)
and a significant rise in ANP content of both
left and right atrium. In contrast, the same
degree of acute VE In parathyroidectomized
normocalcemic rats, ANP in both atria did not
increase and plasma ANP was (217÷38 pg/mi)
significantly lower than in the intact rats
(702 ÷ 68 pg/mi), p<O.0l. Infusion of calcium
chloride, 1—84 PTH or 1—34 P18 for 2 hours to
normal rats without VE did not cause a signifi-
cant Increment In ANP levels in plasma when
compared to rats receiving the same small vol-
ume of infusate in the form of NaC1 only (0.2
ml/hr). The results show that hypercalcemia or
PTH infusion in animals without volume expan-
sion do not affect plasma levels of ANP. How-
ever, the presence of PTH is required for the
augmented MP release during acute volume
expansion.
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Acute renal failure (ARF) in the intensive care unit: Are
there any benefits of atrial natriuretic factor (MP) in
Dopa.ine/FuroSe.ide resistant acute renal failure?
R. G5z1, K. Bausewein, E. Heidbreder1, H. Geiger1. Ch.
Eilles2, II. Sold3, 8. Ertl4, W. Habscheid4, A. Heidland1 Dept.
of Nephrology, 2Dept. of Nuclearmedicine. 3lnstitute of
Anaesthesioiogy, 4fledical Intensive Care Unit, University
of Worzburg, FRG (Introduced by 3,0. Kopple)
Previous animal studies have shown that ischemic ARF (early
phase) was ameliorated by ANP. Therefore, we investigated
the effect of ANP in critically ill patients with protracted
dopamine and furosemide resistant ARF. 13 pts. of the
intensive care unit (10 male, 3 female) with protracted
ARF were investigated. 7 pts. were anuric. 6 pts. non-oliguriC( 1500 mild). ANP (1—28 hANaP, Bissendorf, W.—Germany,
2.5 ig/min) was infused for 3 hours. Following parameters
were measured: urine volume, creatinine, electrolytes,
osmolality in serum and urine, plasma catecholamines, plasma
renin activity (PRA), ANP—levels, and glomerular filtration
rate (GFR, Cr—EDTA) before and after ANP-infusion.
In anuric pts. ANP was not able to reverse anuria. In non—
oliguric pts. urine volume increased more than 50 S. GER
did not change significantly both in the anuric group (6.2
+ 1.5 mi/mm) and in the non-oliguric group (19.8 + 8.5
al/mm). Sodium excretion (FENa) increased by about 40 S
in non—oliguric pta. All pts. showed a slight elevation
of hemoglobin and hematocrit. A decrease of PM was observed
in both groups, an elevation of plasma-norepineph'rine only
in the non—oliguric states.
These preliminary data suggest that ANP was not able to
ameliorate protracted, dopamine and I urosemide resistant
ARE in intensive care unit pts. If there is any benefit
of ANP in severe ARF, it appears to be crucial to administer
ANP early before more severe anatomical and functional damage
develops.
BRAIN NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE(BNP) ACTS VIA ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE(AMp) RECEPTORS O PARTICULATE
GUANYLATE CYCLASE(PGC) TO INHIBIT NA TRANSPORT
IN INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (U4CD) CELLS.
K. Gunning,B,M. Brenner, P. Silva, M.L, Zeidel,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA,
BNP, a novel peptide distinct from but with
some homology to AN?, isolated from porcine
brain causes a natriuresis, diuresis, and a fall
in blood pressure when infused in rats. We have
examined the mechanism of natriuretic action of
BNP on a nephron segment known to respond to ANP,
the IMCD. In suspensions of IMCD cells BNP
(1 pM) completely displaced '251—ANP binding;
the peptide exhibited affinity (ICç12OpM)
similar to ANP5_28, greater than 5—25' and
less than ANP1_28 (1C50—6OpM). At microno].ar
concentrations, BNP and AN? gave equivalent
stimulation of cCMP accumulation in IMCD cells
(7.4±2.6 vs 6.1±1,6 pmol/mg) and gave similar
stimulation of PGC activity (315±35 vs 315±40
pmol/mg/min). However, FCC was less sensitive to
BNP (half—max. stim. at 1000 pM) than to AMP
(half—max. atm. at 60 pM). The Na transport
effects of BNP on IMCD cells were examined using
Q02 and 22Na uptake. EN? inhibited Q02 by
18±1%; inhibition was non—additive with ouabain
and reversed by amphotericin B, indicating
inhibition of Na entry. In addition, BNP reduced
conductive Na uptake by 57±16% (n5) at 30 sec.
We conclude that BNP acts on IMCD cells in a
manner similar to AMP, by binding to AMP recap—
togs, stimulating FCC and inhibiting conductive
Na uptake. Since IMCD cells possess a single
class of 130 kD FCC—linked AMP receptors, our
results demonstrate that BNP interacts with this
receptor, albeit at lower affinity than AMP.
INHIBITICR4 OF ATHIAL NATRII1ETIC PEPTIDE (ANP)
RELEASE IN THE ISOLATED ATRIL1 BY VITAMIN D,.
A.Halshe, N.L.M.Wong, E.P.C.Wong, R.L.A.Sutton
Caicitrioi(l,25(OH)2D,) the active metabolite
of Vitamin D. has been reported to alter IrRNA
transcription of Calcitonin and Parathyroid
hormone. We have previously shown that patients
with idiopathic hypercalciuria have lower plasma(AMP) and higher plasma Caicitriol levels than
normal control subjects. In the present study in
rats we investigated the effect of acute and
chronic Calcitriol administration on spontaneous
AMP release from isolated atria using a modified
L.angendorff apparatus. In the chronic studies
O.Sscg Calcitriol was administered i.p. every
other day during 4 weeks. Plasma ANP was
significantly depressed in Caicitriol treated
rats compared to the control group (59±4 vs.
98±5 pg/mi p<O.OOl).In the acute studies, male
wistar rats (200-250 gm) were given i.p.Calcitriol at a dose of 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, and
150 ng 3 hours prior to the experiments. The
right atrium was quickly excised and perfused
with tyrode's solution for 100 mm. at 0.5
mi/mm. The effluent was collected with a
fraction collector every S mm. for the
determination of IR-AMP. AMP release (expressed
in pg/mi/mg tissue) showed a significant dose
dependent suppresion in response to Calcitriol
from 8.61±0.46 (n12) in controls to 3.57±0.28
(n=6), 3.34±0.24 (n=6) and 1.30±0,03 (n=6) after
1,5 and 10 ng of Calcitriol respectively.
These studies show that Calcitriol may play a
regulatory role in AMP release.
DETERMINANTS OF THE RENAL MICRO VASCULAR
RESPON8IVENE8S TO ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(AN?): LACK OF EFFECT ON TEE MYOGENIC RESPONSE OF
THE AFFERENT ARTERIOLE. ICoichi Hayashi', Rodger
Loutzenhiser*, Murray Epstein. Nephrology Section,
V.A. Med. Center, and Univ. Miami, Miami, Florida
AMP, a potent vasodilator of the afferent
arteriole (AR), is reported to have little effect
on renal autoregulation. Since pressure-induced
(myogenic) pre -glomerular vasoconstriction
contributes to renal autoregulation, we compared
the effects of nifedipine (NIP) and AMP on the
myogenic response of the AR. We previously
demonstrated that ANP completely reverses
norepinephrine (NE) - induced vasoconstriction of
this vessel (J.P.E.T. 246:522-528,1988). Chronic
unilaterial hydronephrosis was induced in rats to
facilitate direct visualization of the renal
microvessels. Hydronephrotic kidneys were excised
and perfused in vitro. AA diameter, measured by
videomicroscopy, decreased as renal arterial
pressure (RAP) was increased (CONT). This
myogenic response of the AR was prevented by NIF
(1.0 pM), but not by AMP (100 nN).
RAP ma Hg 80 100 120 140 160 180
AR-CONT 18±1 18±1 17±1 16±1 15±1 14±1
AA-NIF 20±1 20±1 20±1 20±1 21±1 22±1
AR-AMP 18±1 17±1 16±1 15±1 15±1 14±1
(AR diameters in pm, mean SE, n—6)
These findings are consistent with the
observations that renal autoregulation is
abolished by calcium antagonists but is preserved
during AMP administration, and support the view
that the myogenic response of the AR plays a
prominent role in autoregulation. Furthermore,
since we previously found AMP to reverse NE-
induced AR vasoconstriction, the lack of effect
on AMP on the myogenic response of this vessel
indicates that the renal microvascular actions of
AMP vary depending on vasoconstrictor stimuli.
RESISTANCE TO THE EFFECTS OF BRAIN NATRIURE11C PEPTIDE
(BNP) IN CONCIOUS RATS WITH CONGESTIVE HEART FALURE.
Aaron Hoffman* and Harry R. Keiser (intr. by John R. Gill Jr)
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, NIH, Bethesda, MD
A new natriuretic 26 amino-acid polypeptide extracted from
porcine brain was described recently. Reportedly it has similar
hemodynamic and renal excretory effects as the atrial
natriuretic peptide (ANP) even though there are 8 amino-acid
residues replaced. We have shown high levels of plasma ANP
together with a markedly blunted response to synthetic ANP in
rats with congestive heart failure (CHF), so it was of interest
to study the effects of BNP in this model.
In Wistar-Kyoto rats we placed a sutureless infrarenal
aortocaval fistula, 1.2±0.2 mm long, to produce high output
CHF. Seven to ten days later, under halothane anesthesia, the
rats and normal controls were cannulated and prepared for
urine collections. After 4 hours of recovery, baseline mean
arterial pressure (MAP) and renal parameters were determined
and a bolus of 20 ug/Kg synthetic BNP was given intravenously.
Measurements (Mean±SEM) for 1 hr and an additional recovery
period of 1 hr were:
MAP (mm Hg)
Control (I (p1/mm)
(n6) UNa('()Jeq/mmn)
Baseline BNP Recovery
140±5 121±4 135±8
28±5 40±4* 14±5
MAP(mmHg) 115±7 115±8 115±7
CHF ' (l/min) 7.1±3.1 8.5±3.4 10.5±7.7
(n=6) UNa"(Jeq/min) O.26i0.14** 0.23±0.13 0.17±0.09
('-urmnevolume, UNa'1-urinary sodium excretion, p<OO5
vs. Baseline, =p<0.O5 vs.Control)
Whereas BNP elicited considerable diuretic, natriuretic and
hypotensive responses in control rats, there was total
resistance to these effects of BNP in rats with CHF. This
resistance may be due to the same mechanisms operating in the
resistance to ANP and may be a contributing factor to the
sodium retention in CHF.
THE ANTIHYPERTENSIVE EFFECT OF A 5 DAY INFUSION OF
ATRIAL NARIURETIC PEPTDE (ANP) IN MAN.WMT .anssen, Dick de Zeeuw, GK van der Rein, PE de
Jong (Intr. by LW Statius van Eps). Univ. Hosp.
Croningen, The Netherlands.
To date only relative short-term ANP infusions
have been evaluated in man : at high dose
salidiuretic as well as blood pressure lowering
effects are observed, whereas at low (more
physiological) dose only salidiuretic effects are
present. We therefore studied the effects of a 5
day very low dose (O.2ig/min) ANP infusion on mean
arterial pressure (MAP) and sodium balance (NaB)
in 6 essential hypertensives (ER) in metabolic
ward conditions. Patients were without medication
for 6 weeks, in balance on 150 mmoi/day sodium
intake, and kept bedrest during 3 equilibration, 3
control, 5 ANP-infusion, and 3 recovery days. MAP
and pulse were measured every 15 mm, ANP and NaB
every 4 hours (h). Table shows the 24h mean scm.
control ANP 1st 5th-day recovery
ANP (pg/mi) 35±6 81±11 73±3 35±8
MAP (mmllg) 104±3 101±3 92±2 98±4
Pulse (bpm) 64±4 69±4 72±4 67±4
NaB (inmol) 0±10 -70±11 -72±15 -3±52
APP caused an immediate rise in sodium excretion,
levelling After 24h (range NaB: -32 to -139 mmol).
MAP only started to fall after 12h to level off
after 40h. The fall in MAP was 10.9±1.0% (7.7-13.8
%). Plasma ANP levels and NaB recovered to
baseline within 24h, whereas MAP slowly rett.irned
towards baseline values over 3 days. The data show
that in EN chronic low dose APP infusion causes a
negative sodium balance followed by a slower
decrease in blood pressure with a new equilibrium
after about 2 days. Thus, APP-like substances may
become usefull antihypertensive drugs.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR RELEASE AFTER RAPID
CARDIAC PACING IN HYPOPHYSECTOMISED RATS. Hariv R.
and Aaron Hoffman (intr. by John R. Gill Jr.)
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
Spontaneous or paced tachycardla is a strong stimulus for
atrial natriurelic factor (ANF) release from the atna,
independent of right atrial pressure. This stimulus was
chosen to test the hypothesis that the hypophysis is Involved
in modulating ANF release by a specific factor. The validity
of this hypothesis was challenged by the demonstration of
normal ANF release in hypophysectomised (Hypx) rats in
congestive heart failure, a model of chronic stimulation for
ANF release.
Twelve anesthetised Sprague-Dawley rats, Hypx or sham
operated by Taconic Farm were used. Pacing at a constant
rate of 500 beats/mm. for 5 minutes was done by a bipolar
wire Introduced into the right atrium via the jugular vein and
connected to a Grass stimulator. Mean arterial blood
pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR) were recorded
continuously and blood was drawn for plasma ANF (pANF)
determinations before and at the end of the pacing period.
pANF was determined by a radioimmunoassay commercial kit
(Peninsula Lab). Results were:
Sham (6) Hypx (6)
MAP pANF MAP pANF
Baseline 120±7 101±19 78±7 60±12
Pacing 109±7* 241±49 45±10* 237±57
(Mean±SEM, ..p<0.05,MAP in mmHg, pANF in pg/mi)
In Hypx rats the pANF increased fourfold even though they
suffered severe hypotension at the time of the pacing. In
contrast MAP decreased only slightly in the control rats and
their pANF doubled. The absolute levels of pANF reached were
similar in both groups. These results suggest that no specific
hypophyseal factor is required for ANF release in rats after
rapid cardiac pacing.
Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) is not a major deter-
nilnant of the renal response to head-put water hnme-
slon. HA. Koomans , A.J. Rabelink , CA. Gaillard,
EJ.Dorhout Mees. Dept.of Nephrolor. University
Hospital Utrecht, The Netherlands.
In order to appraise the role of ANP in the natriu-
resis induced by head-out water immersion (HO!) we
compared during clearance studies the effect of 3h HO!
with a4n eqtally natriuretic 3h infusion of ANP (0.01
ug.kg'.min human ANP 99-126) in 7 healthy mdi-
viduals taking a 100 mmol sodium diet. Since we found
previously that converting enzyme inhibition with
enalapril inhibits the natnuresis after ANP, studies
were also performed during enalapril (20 m bid). The
main findings were: 1) HO! induced a similar natriu-
resis as ANP infusion with an about 5 times smaller
rise in plasma ANP; 2) while both maneuvers tended to
increase glomerular filtration rate (inulin clearance),
effective renal plasma flow (PAN clearance) was in-
creased by HO! and decreased by ANP; 3) maximal
free water clearance was increased and fractional
lithium reabsorption decreased by HO!, whereas ANP
had no effect on these variables but increased minimal
urine osmolality; 41 in contrast to earlier studies with
higher dosages, ANP reduced potassium excretion. HO!,
however caused a initial kaliuresis. 5) enalapril virtual-
ly abolished the natriuresis after ANP, but did not
affect natriuresis after HOT, even though during enala-
pril HO! caused a large fall in blood pressure (-15
mmHg). These data indicate that the mechanism of
natriuresis of these two equally natriuretic maneuvers
is essentially different, and that ANP plays no major
role in the natriuresis of HOL In addition, in physio-
logical concentrations ANP may act preferentially in
the distal nephron, causing natriuresis and potassium
retention.
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MANGANESE (2+) MIMICS SOME BUT NOT ALL RENAL
ACTIONS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AMP) IN
VIVO. H.M. Lafferty,* M. Cunning,* S. Anderson,
J.L. Troy,* and B.M. Brenner. Brigham and Women's
Bospital, Boston, MA.
In inner medullary collecting duct membranes,
but not calcium (Ca2+) increases basal
guanylate cyclase (GC) activity and cGMP
formation, and enhances CC sensitivity to AMP. To
evaluate whether Mn2+ might exert in vivo effects
similar to those of AN?, we administered MnC12 or
CaC12 to rats by continuous intravenous infusion
(0.65 mol/min):
Group (n) GFR RPF TENa
-———al/mm———
______ ______
u cGNP
pa/min
(n—4)
O.5±.1 3.7±1.2
1.5±.2*+ 3.7±1.6
(n—3)
4 •0±1.4
4.4±1.3
1.1±.1 3.5±.1 O.4±.1
1.1±.1 3.5±.3 O.7±.2
(Means SEM; *p< .05 vs. Pre, +p< .05 vs. Cad2).
Neither infusion changed blood pressure. The
increases in glomerular filtration rate (CFR) and
fractional excretion of sodium (FENa) with 2+
were similar to AMP effects, but the sustained
increase in renal plasma flow (RPF) and lack of
increase in urinary cG excretion (u cGMP)
suggest that the actions of 2+ are independent
of GC activation Since Mn2+ also inhibits
transcellular Ca2+ influx in muscle, the
glomerular hemodynamic effects may be due to
vasodilatation resulting from inhibition of renal
vascular smooth muscle contraction. The
natriuretic mechanism remains to be more fully
clarified. Thus, fl2+ has significant
vasodilatory and natriuretic effects in vivo.
COMPARISON OF THE NATRIURETIC RESPONSES (UNaV) TO
WATER IMMERSION (WI) AND ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE INFUSION (TAMP) IN CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS (C).
I.. Lsault, L. Warner*, W.M. Leung, L. Blendis*,
K. Skorecki, A. Logan, Dept. Med., Univ. of
Toronto, Canada
We have previously reported that C fall into
two categories in terms of their UNaV to WI. 50%
exhibit significant UNaV (R), while the others do
not (NR), despite comparable and significant
increases in jiasma AMP (pANP). In order to deter-
mine whether UNaV resistance to WI in NR does
indeed represent resistance to AMP, we compared
pANP (pg/mi) and UNaV (nmiol/hr) to IANP and WI in
8 C maintained on a 20 mmol Na diet:
R(4) NR(4) normals(5)
baseline: UNaV <0.1 <0.1 0.7+0.1
pANP 40+10 20±8 13+5
peak WI:UNaV 5.12.2* .06±.02 2.8.6*
pANP 118+42* 70±23* 19±6*
peak IANP:UNaV 6.21.8* 0.2+0.2
pANP 2367* 36595*
(p<.05 compared to basline)
—
Those C who did not significantly increase UNaV
with WI despite a significant rise in pANP (NR),
also did not respond to IANP which achieved even
higher pANP levels. We conclude that in NR,
resistance to WI does indeed represent resistance
to the natriuretic action of ANP; and that
markedly raising ANP levels in such patients is
not itself sufficient to induce a natriuresis.
HETEROGENEOUS NATRIURETIC RESPONSES TO ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (MW) IN TWO MODELS OF
CANINE ASCITES. E. Maher, P. Cernacek and M.
Levy. Depts. of Physiology and Medicine,
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
All of our normal dogs increase UM V
following 1.v. ANF. When ANF at 175 ng/kg/min
was given to chronic caval dogs (TIVC) or
cirrhotic dogs (Cirrh.) while they were
retaining sodium (45 mEq Na/day Intake) and
forming ascites, they divided 50:50 into those
where UaV showed no change or where UN
increased markedly. Of 46 TIVC dogs, 2
responded to MW with a AUV of 185 35
xEq/min, while in 24 dogs, Urwas blunted (2
1 Eq/min). In 19 clrr'ff. dogs, 9 were
responders (AUNaV = 60 10 Eq/min), while 10
were non—responders (UN V = 1.3 0.6
Eq/m1n). L\UNaV could not e correlated to
changes in GFR or CPAH. Natriuretic responders
or non-responders (NR) could not be
differentiated in terms of atrial content of
ANF, plasma levels or t½, systemic hemo—
dynamics, plasma volume or plasma levels of
renin (R) and aldosterone (A). They generated
C.GMP equally. Renal denervation or
vasodilatation did not increase UN V In
response to ANF in MR. Some TIVC dogs returned
to sodium balance on 45 mEq/day Na Intake,
despite persistent ascites. Five MR dogs in
balance now increased U V dramatically (UN V
= 90—340 Eq/min) fol1wing Lv. ANF.
conclude that blunting of UaV in response to
i.v. ANF is functional and reversible and
occurs at a tubular level, probably in the
medulla.
WSE R&9FONSE OF AWIAL NATRIUREIC FACTOR (ANF
102-126 OR WY 47663 IN PATIENTS WIll-I RENAL INSUFFI-
CIENCY
J.F.E. Mann,Ch. Relsch,and E.Ritz(intr.by F.C.Luft)
Dept. of' Medicine, Univ. of Heidelberg, FRG
We investigated the effects of ANF on renal
function and on blood pressure (BP) in 7 patients(pts) with renal :impairment (serum creatinine 2.2-
7 mg/dl), and in I normal volunteers. Methods: Af-
ter an oral fluid load, fluid intake was matched
with urine volume (UV); ANF was administered when
urine output was stable. On separate days (rando-
mized order) placebo, or 1,2,or 3 ug/kg ANF was gi-
ven iv (bolus, single-blind). Results: Effects
were dose-dependent. At 3 ug/kg ANF, maximal UV was
44+28 ml/min vs 256+32, UNa V 242+88 umol/min vs
814+56 in pts and volunteers respectively (p<0.05).UC1V changed in parallel with UNa V while UK V,
UCa V, and UFV exhibited no significant changes.
Plasma aldosterone concentration fell in all volun-
teers after 3 ug/kg ANF but not in pta (p<O.O1)between groups). aidogenous creatinine clearance
increased by >20% in all volunteers but remained
constant in pts (p < 0.05). Maximal systolic anddiastolic BP decrease at 3 ug/kg ANF was 11+3 rmil-ig
and 5÷2 vs 8+2 and 5+1 in pta and volunteers res-
pectively (not different between groups). Plasma
concentration at baseline was higher in pts (42
+10 fmol/ml vs 12÷4, p(O.05), and increased after
3 ug/kg ANF by)50 fold in all subjects (maximal
concentration). Conclusion: The effects of' ANF
on renal excretory function, creatinine clearance
and aldosterone secretion are blunted in pts with
renal insufficiency while effects on BP appear
to be unaltered.
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Pre
30 nina.
Cad2 (5)
Pre
30 mins.
1.O:t.1 3.3±.1
1.5±.1*+ 5.1±.2+
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ENHANCED EFFECTS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP) IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE
(CRF): POTENTIAL MECHANISM OF ACTION. H.Mever—
Lehnert, T.Bayer,* K.Glänzer,* H.J.Kramer. Ned.
Pollklinlk, Univ. of Bonn, West Germany.
We examined the effect of 60 mm a—hANP infu-
sion (24 ng/mln/kg) on GFR (Cm), RPF (CpAN), car-
diac index (CI, impedance cardiography) and blood
pressure (BP) in 8 patients with CRF (51.9±3.4
yrs) and In 8 control (C) subjects (54.1±4.1 yrs)
with normal renal function. During ANP, GFR in-
creased in C by 16.2±1.4% and in CRF by 70.7±4.2%
(<.001 vs C) from 34.4±6.8 to 57.4± 9.9 ml/mln
(p<.001). RPF increased in CF by 43.6± 6.4% and
in C by 3.1±1.2% (p<.01). During AMP infusion, CI
increased in CRF after 30 mm from 2.91±0.08 to
3.12.09 1/minim2 (p<.0Oi) and in C train 3.20
0.11 to 3.39±0.13 1/minim2 (p<.05). Mean arterial
IP was hiisr in CF and decrease was greater than
In C (9.1±1.0 vs 21.1±2.7%, p<.0O1). In CRF, GFR,
PF, and CI remained significantly elevated and BP
was still significantly decreased 60 mm after AMP
infusion; in C, however, there was no difference
coared to basal levels. Basal plasma levels of
ANP and cGMP ware elevated In CRF (ANP: 30.0±5.4
vs 76.0±14.0 pmol/l, p<.05; cGMP: 6.5±1.1 vs
14.3±2.9 pmol/ml, p<.05). During AMP infusion,
peak levels of cGMP were higher in CRF (17.3±1.3
vs 27.5±3.2 pmol/ml, p<.05) and remained elevated
60 mm after ANP (17.8±2.7 pmol/ml, p<.Oi vs
basal), while in C, cGNP had returned to basal le-
vels (7.1±0.4 pmol/ ml, NS vs C basal; p<.01 vs
CRF at 60 mm). Thus, AMP has a greater and pro-
longed effect on systemic hemodynamics and renal
function in CRF than In C. This effect may be due
to higher levels of ANP and may be mediated by a
sustained formation of the second messenger cGMP.
DOES ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) CAUSE
CHRONIC NATRIURESIS? H. L. Mizefle, J. E. Hall, D. A.
Hildebrandt°, and J.-P. Montani.. Department of Physiology &
Biophysics, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS
Acute infusion of ANP causes marked natriuresis and diuresis.
However, these effects are not sustained, possibly because of a
decreased sensitivity of the kidney to ANP, neurohumoral changes, or
because of a compensatory decrease in mean arterial pressure (MAP).
The aim of this study was to determine whether physiological levels of
ANP can cause chronic natriuresis if changes in MAP and
neurohumoral influences are controlled, This was accomplished by
quantitating the renal effects of chronic unilateral renal arterial
infusion of ANP in conscious dogs on a normal sodium intake (" 80
mEq/day) with the urinary bladder split to allow continuous
measurement of renal function in the ANP infused and contralateral
kidneys. Since both kidneys are exposed to the same MAP, neural
activity, and circulating hormones, increases in sodium excretion
(UNaV) in the ANP infused kidney, compared to the control kidney,
should be sustained if ANP has a chronic natriuretic action. ANP was
infused into one renal artery at two different rates, 2 ng/kg/min (n= 4)
and 4 ng/kg/min (n=3) for 7 days (d) each with 7 d of recovery
between infusions, while the other renal artery was infused with
vehicle. At the 2 ng dose, urine output (UO) and UNaV were elevated
by 33.5 a 1.0 % and 29.8 5.5 % (7 day average), respectively, in the
ANP infused compared to the control kidneys throughout the entire
infusion period. AM' infusion at 4 ng/kg/min elevated UO 685 a 1.8
% above the control kidneys (604 13 vs 359 a 6 mI/day) and UNaV
985 3.6% (50.2* 1.3vs 25.4 0.8 mEq/day). GFR was not different
between the ANP infused and vehicle infused kidneys at either dose of
ANT. These results demonstrate that ANP infusion at physiological
levels causes sustained diuresis and natriuresis, with no change in GFR,
when the influences of compensatory changes in MAP and
neurohumoral factors are controlled.
CLEARANCE (C) RECEPTORS MEDIATE INTERNALIZATION
AND LYSOSONAL HYDROLYSIS OF ANT IN FIBROBLASTS.
D.R. Nussenzveig,* B.A. Fontoura,* R. Scarborough,*
J. Lewicki,' and T. Naack. Dept. of Physiology,
Cornell Univ. Med. Coil., N.Y., N.Y. and California
Biotechnology, Mountain View, CA.
C—ANF receptors have as a major function the
removal of AN! from the circulation. To study the
mechanism of this function we determined C—ANT
receptor—mediated internalization and lysosomal
hydrolysis of ANF in cultured 3T3 Swiss albino
mice fibroblasts (F). F contains a high density
of C—ANT but not B—ANT receptors (Nussenzveig et
al., Am. J. Hypertension l:121A, 1988). 125I_
ANT1..28 was bound to F at 0°C and then the cells
were washed and incubated at 37°C in presence or
absence of the lysosomotropic agent NHLC1 (10 mM).
Cell surface and intracellular associated 1251 as
well as TCA ppt and soluble 1251 released to the
medium were determined at several time intervals.
'25I—ANF128 was rapidly Internalized at an initial
rate of 10% of occupied receptors/mm. Dissocia-
tion of intact '25l—ANF128 from C—ANF receptors
was negligible compared to its internalization.
NHkC1 markedly inhibited the appearance of TCA
soluble radioactivity in medium from 74% to 28% of
internalized radioactivity during 15 mm of incu-
bation. Correspondingly, NH,Cl markedly increased
intracellular radioactivity during this time.
Blockage of C—ANT receptors by its specific ligand
C—ANF,,.23 practically abolished the internalization
and hydrolysis of 1251—ANF1_28. Results demon-
strate that binding of ANF to C—AN? receptors in
fibroblasts leads to rapid internalization and
subsequent lysosomal hydrolysis of the hormone.
Thus, C—ANF receptor—mediated endocytosis is the
basic mechanism of ANF removal from the circulation.
SPECIFIC DOPAI4INE 1(DA1) RECEPTOR BLOCKADE
INHIBITS THE NATRIURETIC AND PHOSPHATURIC EFFECTS
OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP).
F.V. Ortola,* I, Seri,* S.J. Downes,* B.14.
Brenner, B.J. Ballermann. Brigham and Women's
Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Blockade of endogenous ANP in rats with
reduced renal mass (5/6 Nx) lowers fractional
sodium (FENa), as well as fractional phosphate
(FEp) and calcium (FEa) excretions. To test
whether these ANT effects may be mediated by
dopamine (DA), we infused 10 mg/kg/mm ANP into
normal rats followed by 4 t,g/kg/min of the
specific DA1 receptor antagonist SCE 23390 (SCM)
or vehicle. Urinary Na(UNaV) and Pi(UjV)
excretion were determined during baseline, AMP
and AMP + SCH infusions. (Mean SEM, a 5,
*p < 0.05 vs. ANP; +p < 0.05 vs. baseline).
Baseline AMP ANP + SCM
UNaV (pEg/mm) 1.3 0.1 2.1 0.9+ 1.4 0.3*
Upfl (pEq/mmn) 0.5 0.1 1.1 0.2+ 0.6 0.1*
Thus, DA1 receptor—blockade decreased the
effect of AMP on UNSV and UpjV. GTE and HP
remained stable and vehicle had no effect. We
also infused SCH in rats with 5/6 Mx and measured
FENa and FEp1.(n5, *p 0.05 vs. baseline).
Baseline SCM
FENS(%) 0.36±0.05 O.'19±O.03*
FEpi(%) 25.3±3.6 18.1±3.6*
Thus, DA1 receptor—blockade also reduced FENa
and FEp1 in rats with 5/6 Nx. BP and GFR remained
stable. Thus, the ANT—induced natriuresis and
phosphaturia in normal and in 5/6 Mx rats may be
mediated, in part, by DA, raising the possibility
that AMP has an indirect DA—mediated action on
renal solute transport, presumably at the level
of the proximal tubule.
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AN? SECRETORY AND NATRIURETIC RESPONSES TO
VOLUME EXPANSION WITH EQUILIBRATED BLOOD IN 2-
KIDNEY, 1-CLIP HYPERTENSION. Richard V. Paul and
Andrzej Kalinsky*, Div. of Nephrology, Medical
Univ. of South Carolina, Charleston, SC.
To investigate the mechanisms of exaggerated
natriuresis in hypertension, we studied the
plasma atrial natriuretic peptide (AN?) and
renal responses to acute blood volume expansion
in 2—kidney, 1-Clip Goldblatt hypertensive rate.
Acute studies were perfomed in anesthetized rats
(n=6) 3 weeks after placing a 0.2 mm clip on the
right (R) renal artery. After a 40-minute
control period, volume expansion from a cross—
circulated reservoir filled with donor whole
blood was performed in two steps of 1 and 1.5%
body weight, and urine collected separately from
each kidney for 60 minutes after each step.
Blood samples for plasma AN? measurement by
radioimmunoassay were drawn during control
periods and immediately after each volume
expansion step. Results are shown with flow in
iL/min and Na excretion in IEq/min:
1% exp 1.5%exp
169±4 168±5
168±31 427±154
27±7.1 42±13
1.5±0.52 3.4±1.2
7.1±2.4* 6.3±1.7*
028±.007* . 092±.048'
Control
______ _______
165±4
107±26
5.5±0. 8
0.31±0.13
3.4±0.40*
043±.Oll*
vs. left)
diuretic responses were markedly
clipped side, as Compared with
the non-clipped. Since both kidneys were exposed
to the fourfold rise in plasma AN?, we conclude
that intrarenal factors, possibly related to
perfusion pressure, are the primary determinants
of the natriuretic and diuretic response in this
model.
4TiIOPEPTIN II (P) INDUCED INCREASE OP GL0hi1jUj.j,g
FILTRATION RATE(GFR) BUT NOT I.TRINAJ SODIt84 EXCRETION
(UNA) IS PROSTAGLANDIN (PU) DEPENDENT. A • pomerantz,
LRathaus, E.Podjarny, L.Shilo, L.Shenlunan,
J.Bernhejm (Intr. by J. Levi). Dpnts of Nephrology
and Nedicine C, Neir Hospitai,Kfar.Saba, Israel.
APP and RiE2 may induce similar changes in GFE
and UNa. The purpose of the present study was to
ascertain vhethe the actions of AN? are mediated by
stimulation of renal PG synthesis. Inuline clearance,
DNa, mean arterial pressure (Ilk?) were measured in
penthotal anesthesied rats before and after a conti-
nuous infusion of APP (O.67,eg/Kg/min). Latei. on
I0rsin acetylsalycilate (ASk* 10mg/Kg was injected
and 2 further clearance periods evaluated. Two seriesof experiments were performed to evaluate the effects
of ANP on renal PG synthesis: glomerular, medullary
and papillary POE2, R}12 and TXA2 productions were
measured (1) after In vivo injection of APP 0.67
ftg/min/20 mth) (2) after in vitro incubation of AN?(iO'7M) for 30 mm in a shaking bath. The results
were: GP increased from 0.93+0.28 to 4.OS+1.68m1/mjn
lOOg (p<.02) after APP. ASA prevented the APP effect
(GPI=1.54+o.45). DNa increased from 0.44+0.12 to
lO.52±2.6imole/min (p.c.02)j.RA did not affect the
AN? induced increase in UN5, In vivo infusion of APP
induced an increase in glomerular POE2 (8430+1539 vs
)858+237 pg/mg prot/30 mm. p<.O1) and PO12 (287+53vs 123÷25 p(.01) but did not change the medullary
and papillary production. A similar pattern was obse—
rved in the in vitro experiments.It may be concluded
that the AN? induced increase of GFR is prostaglandin
dependent but not the natriuretic effect.
A&R4AL REK%L RGfE TO ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEFIDE (Am)
IN EXIRI?etrAL reHIsifIC S?TR.E (). Itcber perico*,Ysssisn achi, iuaDe Res.*. rio Ne'j itnte for
r1ianaoologicai Rearth, Bergseo, Ita].y. (Intr. by R.J.
Glessock),
To evaluate ehether the recbsced respe to PW in is
the to s Inh'are,al defect, a d role of the r,al
sylitic nerve, uaed deservated isolated. perftEed
kJäiey (IrK) rita rats given iaeycin (ADR) ce' vehicle (C).
After ecp.il1bratim period, a al 15 sIn olearae t
fol1d by a oczIt infuaicn of rat AM (1—28 Bas; 45D
ng/ml.n) or saline (S) for 25 sIn. ANP I ftiqicn increased ('R,
en creathilne c1earme, in ADR tet net in C kidneys (ADR,
basal: 0.179+0.072; AN: 0.345±0.051 ml/irdn.g K; p<O.O1. C,
basal: 0.521±0.110; AN: 0.612±0.055 ml/rran.g K). !b (R
clugea '.ase fctx,j in ADR or C kidneys given saline.
enreti a diuresis (V) re sigiificently aiFssced by AN
infljcn in C bat net ADR kidneys.
UV (pEcJndn.g K) jp1/mIn.g K)
Basal AN inf. Basal AN inf.
C+AN 3.34±1.67 11.74±3.50* 37.5±12.1 114.9±25.0*
CS 3.27±1.42 5.C.j1.06 34.9±12.0 65.5±l4.4
ADR÷AN 0.45±0.24 0.84±0.57 7.8± 3.6 13.4± 3.4
AOR+S 0.40±0.27 0.79±0.59 6.7± 1.9 12.9± 5.1
Meen SD; rWB; p<O.05; * p4).O1 vs basal.
T1 percentege of 1J11j thring AN inftmicri over basal —-
sigeificaiU.y higjer (pcZO.01) in C then in AJ. (C÷AW: 421%;
C+S; 15i; At+A!f: 17; ADR+S: 18Z). 11i the bltrtted
natriuresis to AN is the to en intrarenal defect e is net
related to syniathetic rt' ctivaticn.
RENAL AND SYSTEMIC EFFECTS OF INTRA-
NASAL ADMINISTRATION OF HUMAN ATRIAL
NATRI URETIC PEPTIDE (a-hANP). INTERACTION
WITH 1-deamino-D-Arg-VASOPRESSIN (d-DAVP).
Hans-Georg Predel*, Peter Kukiiriski*, and Herbert
J. Kramer. Med. Pot Iklinik, Univ. of Bonn, W.
Germany
The diuretic, natriuretic and vasodilatory
properties of Lv. infused a-hANP are welt docu-
mented. In the present Study we investigated
the effects of an Intranasal (i.n.) administration
of 25 pg a-hANP on renal excretory function,
blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR) and its inter-
action with the renal effects of 20 pg d-DAVP
in 10 healthy volunteers. The renal and hemodyna-
mic effects occurred during the Initial 30 mm
and returned to basal values at 60 mm. Plasma
cGMP significantly rose from 5.9+0.3 to 6.6+0.4
after 30 mm and returned to 5.6+0.3 pmoI/mi
60 mm after a-hANP administration. Dluresis
increased 4-5 fold, natriuresis and kaituresis ap-
prox. 2-fold (pc 0.05). Systolic and diastolic BP
declined by 8% and 7%, resp., whIle HR remained
unaltered. After 48 h the protocol was repeated
with 20 pg d-DAVP administered i.n. 120 mm
before 25 pg a-hANP i.n. After 120 mm d-DAVP
alone had reduced diurests by approx. 50%, while
sodium and potassium excretion remained unaffec-
ted. Subsequent administration of a-hANP fully
restored diuresis to control values. The data de-
monstrate that i.n. administration of a-hANP
produces a significant diuresis, natriuresis and
kaliurests. The antidluretic effect of d-DAVP
is completely reversed by a-hANP which suggests
that the diuretic effect of a-hANP is mainly
related to an action of this peptlde at the collec-
ting duct level.
MAP (mm Mg)
AN? (pg/ml)
L urine flow
L Na excretion
R urine flow
R Na excretion
(*p<005
Natriuretic and
blunted on the
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THE ROLES OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE(ANP) AND OF DOPAMINE (DA) RECEPTORS
IN MEDIATING THE NATRIURESIS DURING
HEAD-OUT WATER IMMERSION (HWI) IN HEAL-
THY SUBJECTS. H.G. Predel*, M. Erkeling*,
H. Meyer-Lehnert, H.J. Kramer. Med. Pollklinik,
Univ. of Bonn, W. Germany
Previous studies suggested that the natriure-
sis during HWI is related to increased ANP secre-
tion. It was also claimed that the effects of
ANP on renal hemodynamics and excretory func-
tion may be mediated at least in part by DA.
in the present study we investigated the role
of the renal dopaminergic system in the natriure-
sis during HWI in the absence and presence of
the DA-receptor antagonist haloperidol (H). After
a lh pre-HWI period six healthy volunteers aged
26.3+1.6 yrs underwent 4h control (C) HWI fol-
lowed by a lh post-HWI period. After 48h the
protocol was repeated after i.v. application of
15 pg/kg H. Plasma ANP of 8.4+1.6 (C) and 9.7+2.2
(H) rose during HWI to 32.9+3.0 (HWI) and 30.5+7.2
(HWI+H), and declined to 22.3+3.3 (C) and 23.5j2.4(H) pmol/l, resp. Plasma cGMP rose from 16.6+1.1(C) and 17.1+1.9 (H) before to 32.5+1.9 (C) and
29.6+3.1 pmol/ml (H) during HWI, resp. Urinary
DA did not change during HWI without and with
H. Within 2h of HWI urinary sodium excretion
had increased from 12.9+3.1 and 15.1+3.1 to 18.0+
3.3 and 35.5+8.0 mmoi/h in the absence and pre-
sence of H, resp. In summary, although HWI was
an adequate stimulus for ANP release into the
circulation associated with a significant natriuresis,
the present study failed to detect a mediating
role of the renal dopaminergic system In the
renal excretory response to endogenous ANP in
man.
ROLE OF ATRIAL PEPTIDE IN POST.
OBSTRUCFIVE NATRIURESIS AND DIURESIS.
ML Purkerson, EH Blame, TJ Stokes and S Klahr.
Washington University Medical School, St. Louis, MO.In man and experimental animals, a marked
natriuresis and diuresis are observed after relief of
bilateral ureteral obstruction (BUO). The same
phenomenon does not occur after relief of unilateral
ureteral obstruction. The mechanisms underlying this
postobstructive diuresis are not clear, although the role
of several factors has been examined. While ECF
volume expansion may occur during BUO and contribute
to the natriuresis, studies in rats have shown that the
natriuresis observed after release of obstruction is not
merely due to volume expansion. Natriuretic factors
accumulating during the period of obstruction may
contribute to the natriuresis and diuresis seen after
release of BUO in rats. The present studies examine the
potential contribution of atrial peptide to the natriuresis
and diuresis that occur after release of BUO. We found
that plasma levels of atrial peptide are significantly
elevated in rats with BUO as compared to normal rats
or rats with unilateral ureteral obstruction. The
contribution of endogenous atrial peptide to the
natriuresis and diuresis which follows release of BUO of
24 hr duration was examined by the intravenous
administration of heparin. Infusion of heparin, which
binds atrial peptide and interferes with its biological
effect, decreased the natriuresis and diuresis observed
after release of BUO. Heparin administration also
markedly blunted the natriuresis and diuresis observed
after exogenous administration of atrial peptide. The
finding of increased plasma levels of atrial peptide in
rats with BUO together with the decrease in diuresis and
natriuresis observed with the infusion of heparin after
release of BUO in these animals indicates that
endogenous levels of atrial peptide contribute to the
natriuresis and diuresis that occur in this setting.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RENAL INTERSTITIAL PRESSURE
AND ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR IN THE
ANTINATRIURESIS OF ACUT CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILUR. N. M. Redfield , W. Miller, J
Loftus , J. C. Burnett Jr. Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN
Increases in renal Interstitial pressure (Pi)
occur in response to exogenous atrial
natriuretic factor (ANF) infusion or endogenous
ANF release during volume expansion (VE) and
decrease tubular reabsorption of sodium at or
beyond the proximal tubule. Acute congestive
heart failure (CHF) is characterized by elevated
ANF without a natriuresis. As renal perfusion
pressure (RPP) is decreased in acute CHF and is
a modulator of Pi, we hypothesized that P1 is
not increased in acute CHF despite the elevated
ANF. To test the hypothesis, ten anesthetized
dogs underwent VE and after recovery, acute CHF
was produced by rapid ventricular pacing.
+—p<.05 VE vs Baseline I, ++=p<.O5 CHF vs
Baseline II.
Baseline-I
ANF,pg/ml 35±5
RPP,nnHg 109±3
Pi,mmHg 7.4±2.0
FENa,% O.22±.11
GFR,ml/min 34±2
This study demonstrates for the first time P1
dynamics in acute CHF and reports an important
dissociation between elevated ANF and P1. This
uncoupling of ANF and P1 may be mediated by the
decrease in RPP and may contribute to the anti-
natriuresis of acute CHF.
CAPTOPItIL ((J) BLUNTS ,4.TRIOPEPTIN II (ANF) EFFECT ON
DIGOXINE LIKE IHI IUNOREACTIVE FACTOR (DLI) AND NATRI1J—
RESIS (ONE) IN NA DEETES RATS. L.Shilo, A.Pomerantz,
M.Rathaus, E.Podjarny, L.Shenkman, J.Bernheim. Dixnts
of Nerology and lledicine C, Ileir Hospital,Kfar-Saba
Israel. (Intr. by J. Levi).
DLI, a steroid like substance, has natriuretic ef—
fects.AXP stimulates DLI synthesis in normal and salt
depleted rats (Life Sciences 42:1855,1988).Angioten—
sin II and AEP may present opposite effects.The pur-
pose of the present study was to assess the interre-
lationships between ANP and DLI during converting en-
zyme inhibition.ANP was infused (O.67,.ag/kg/min)in Na
depleted rats which received for 14d a low NaCl diet
(0.01 ramole/lOOg) and 3Omg/kg/d of C. GFE,blood and
urinary DLI,UNa and mean afterial pressure(NAP) were
measured before and after ANP. GF}t increased from 320
to 700±1 301/min/1 OOg (p .01), a change similar
to that found normally.Plasma and urinary DLI increa-
sed from 0.8+0.1 to 0.9+0.1 ng/ml and from 10.6+1.8
to 28+4.5 pg/mm (p<.05) respectively.me basal va-
lues of urinary DLI were significantly elevated com-
pared to control groups.The response to AMP was blun—
ted.Non significant differences in urinary DLI ,betwe—
en control and treated groups, were found after AM',
demonstrating a decrease in the absolute excretion of
DLI.UNa increased from 0.29+0.05 to 0.96+0.16 mole!
mm/bOg 1W (p(.01) but the magnitude of the na —
triuretic response was blunted compared to normals
(4.48+1
.llvsO.12+O.02)JIAS remained unchanged in the
treated group(83÷7vs85+6 ninHg).In conclusion the res-
ponse to AMP is differently affected by the absence of
angiotensin II.While the effect on GFR is intact, the
tubular response,the DLI production and the blood
pressure changes are markedly blunted.
VE
64±I2
119±3
I4.9±3.0
6.18±.86
45±4+
Baseline-lI CHF
130±35 500t8r'
123±3 96±2 +
7.8±2.4 6.2±2.0
5.12±.62 3.03±.5O
44±2 41±4
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EFFECTS OF LUMINAL A14IIORIDE OR ANF ON 22Na EFTUX
F4 MEDUILARY COLLECTING DUCT IN VIVO. Harald
Sonnenberg, Ursula Honrath,* and Douglas R. Wilson.
Dept. of Physiol., Univ. of Toronto, Canada.
Recent in vitro studies have indicated that
sodium transport inhibition in the medul lary col-
lecting duct (MCD) by atrial natriuretic factor(ANF) occurs via blockade of an amuloride—sensjtive
luminal sodium channel. We have shown, however,
that ANF-induced reduction of MCD transport in vivo
is nuch greater than that obtainable with amilo-
ride. A newly—developed microperfus ion technique
allows us to study the effect of luminal admini-
stration of the two agonists on Na efflux in the
rat MCD in vivo. A microcatheter is inserted
retrogradely about 5mm jto a duct, and artificialduct fluid containing "Na and H—inu1in is per-fused. A decrease in the Na/unulin ratio in urine
collected downstream represents unidirectional
efflux of the ion. Setting the Na/In ratio in
perfusate as 1, results were obtained as follows;
Control Amilorde I1NF
(2xlO'M) (105M)Ratio 0.49+.04 O.72±.05 O.72±.06
Depth (mm) 5.36±.06 5.44±.06 5.4l.06
No. of rats 12 9 8
Either amiloride or ANF in the perfusate caused
significant increase (p<O.0l) in the Na/In ratio,
compared to control perfusate, indicating that each
agonist reduced sodium efflux to a similar degree,
when given from the lumirial side. These results are
compatible with the in vitro findings. However,
since amiloride can not mimic the inhibition of MOD
transport by systemic administration of ANF, they
also indicate that a peritubular action at this
nephron site is an important determinant of ANF
natriuresis.
LEUKOTRIENE D4(LTD ) SELECTIVELY INHIBITS ATRIALNATRIURETIC FACOR (ANF)-DEPENDENT cGMP
PRODUCTION IN PARTICULATE GUANYLATE CYCLASE OF
RAT GLOMERULI. Kimlo Tomita, Yoshlo Terada*,
Hiroshi Nonoguchi, Yasuhiko 1mb and Funiiaki
Marumo. 'Second Dept. of tnt. Med., Tokyo Med. &
Dent. Univ., Yushima, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113,
Japan
Previously we suggested LTDh inhibits
MF(but not sodium nitroprusside;SN)-dependent
cGMP production in rat glomeruli (ISN, 1988,
London). We investigated precise mechanisms of
inhibitory effect of LTD4 on ANF-dependent CGMP
production by separating of' guanylate cyclase of
glomeruli into particulate and soluble fraction.
Glomeruli were isolated by a graded sieving
technique with stainless steel mesh.
Particulate fraction was obtained after
centrifuged at 105,000g for 6Omin. Guanylate
cyclase was assayed with 2mM
isobutylmethylxanthine, 1mM GTP, This buffer.
Cyclic-OMP formed (fmol/)lg/3min) was assayed by
RIA (Yamasa cGMP assay kit).
Particulate Soluble
Basal 2.52+0.04 1.08+0.27
ANF(1O'M) 9.06+1.79 1.22+0.43
ANF+LTDftUO7M) 4.70+0.70* 1.13+0.61
SNP(1O M) - 3.34+0.97 6.38+1.14
SNP+LTD4(107M) 2.58+0.62 5.87+0.84
* p.O.O5 vs ANF alone, n-6, m÷SE
These data Buggest that LTD4 slective1y
inhibits ANF stimulated cGMP production in
particulate guanylate cyclase in rat glomeruli.
LTD4 may counteract on ANF-induced mesangeal
relaxation through this mechanism.
ATRIAL NAJRIURETIC FACTOR (ANT) ENHANCES ERYThRO-
POIETIN (Ep) PRODUCJTON IN A RENAL CARCINOMA (RC)
CELL LINE. Munehisa Ueno*, Jun Nakashima*, Jesse
Brookhns*, Barbara Beckman*, Isaac Rondon*, Frank
Cole*, and James W. Fisher. Dept. of Pharmacology,
Tulane Univ., and Ochsner Ned. Inst., New Orleans,
Louisiana.
ANT refers to peptide hormones released from
cardiac atria in response to acute and chronic
hypoxia which act on the kidney to produce natri—
uresis. Hypoxia is well—known to stimulate Ep
production both in vivo and in vitro. However,
the humoral factors involved in the mechanism of
hypoxic stimulation of Ep production are still un-
clear. The present studies were carried out to
determine the effects of human ANF on Ep produc-
tion (RIA) in our Ep producing RC cell cultures.
ANF produced a significant (p<.05) dose—related
increase in Ep production (74.4±3.8 and 84.7±5.5
mU/al at l07M and 106M, respectively when com-
pared with medium controls, 58.7±1.3, N6). ANF
also produced an increase in intraceAlular cyclic
GMP (RIA) in concentrations of > 10 °M after 5 miii
incubation with the RC cells. Incubation of RC
cells with 8 brotno cyclic GMP (10—7 to l0-5M) also
caused a significant (p<.05) enhancement of Ep
production (64.7±3.5 to 75.0±2.6 mU/mi) in RC
cells whu compared with controls (55.1±1.7 mU/mi,N6). 15I ANF binding to the particulate mem-
branes of RC cells indicated the presence of spe-
cific high affinity (Kd=260M,N=2) ANF binding
sites suggesting that the increase in Ep produc-
tion/secretion in response to ANF is coupled to an
RC cell ANF receptor. In conclusion, ANF could be
one of several factors released during hypoxia to
increase Ep production/secretion.
INTERACTION OF ATRIAL PEPTIDE (ANP) AND
ANGIOTENSIN (All) ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND
VASCULAR PERMEABILITY. Jean Pierre
Valentin. Jean Ribstein and Albert Mimran*
(intr. by Lise Bankir). CHU Montpellier, France,
Atrial natriuretic peptide antagonizes the
renin angiotensin system at different levels,
and induces a fluid transfer from the intra— to
the extravascular compartment, The influence
of Sodium intake (LS: low vs HS: high sodium for
4 weeks) and angiotensin—converting enzyme
inhibition (L5—CEI: captopril given for 2 weeks
to LS rats) on the effects of ANP infusion (0.1
Mg/kg/mm for 30 mm) was assessed in
anephric anesthetized rats by measuring
changes in blood pressure (BP) and hematocrit
(Hct). During ANP infusion, BP decreased by
5±1.6% in H5 and 3.5±0,9 in LS rats; this
response was similar In the LS—CEI group. The
ANP—induced increase in Hct was 8.1±0.1% in HS
and 5.8±0.3% in LS rats; this effect was
abolished by CEI pretreatment. Infusion of
angiotensin II at a subpressor dose (2.5
ng/kg/min) restored the response of Hct to ANP
in LS—CEI rats. These results indicate that the
effect of ANP on capillary permeability, and not
that on arterial pressure, is modulated by A II,
possibly because of opposing influences of ANP
and All on pre— and postcapillary resistances.
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THE RELATION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) TO
SODIUM INTAKE AND HEPATIC SINUSOIDAL PRESSURE IN
CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS (C). L. Warner*, P. Campbell*,
J. Miller*, A. Logan, K. Skorecki, and L. Blendis.
Univ. of Toronto, Canada.
We compared the response of ANF to dietary
sodium challenge in 6 C without (—) and 6 C with
(+) ascites. UNaV (mmol/d) and plasma ANF (pg/ml)
were measured after each of 7 days on 20 then 100
mmol sodium intake. Right atrial pressure (RAP)
and corrected sinusoidal pressure (CSP) were
determined at the end of the study:
2Ommol Na lOOmmol Na
pANF
control 19±2 10±4 99±7 19±4
C(—) 17±3 24±10 80±5 34±10
C(+) 9±3* 35±10* 33±12** lO6±31**
*p<.O5; **p<.O2; vs. control
C (—) patients achieved mean sodium balance on
both diets, but only with a tendency to elevated
pANF levels compared to normal control subjects.
In contrast, C (+) remained in significant
positive sodium balance on both diets despite
marked elevation of pANF. There was a signficant
correlation of pANF with CSP (r=0.8;p<.02), but
not RAP.
We conclude that hepatic sinusoidal hyper-
tension is associated with progressive resistance
to ANF. In the absence of ascites elevated pANF
levels are sufficient to maintain sodium balance,
but with progression to ascites elevated pANF
levels are not sufficient to overcome sodium
retention.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) IN TWO
TELEOST FISH, GILA ATRARIA (GA) AND SALMO
GA!RDNERJ (SG), IS SIMILAR TO HUMAN ANP AND IT
MEDIATES SALT ADAPTATION. C. Westenfelder, R. L.
Baranowski, D. K. Shiozawa,* R. Brownley,* and C.
Kablitz. Univ. of Utan and VA Med. Ctr., Div. of
Nephrology, Salt Lake City, and Brigham Young
Univ., Dept. of Zoology, Provo, UT
Both GA and SO (rainbow trout) tolerate wide
fluctuations in external salinity. The regulation of
this adaptation is incompletely understood. We
demonstrated previously that plasma ANP levels in
GA correlated linearly with serum and external salt
concentration, thus strongly suggesting that ANP
may be an important mediator of salt adaptation in
fish. In order to further characterize the ANP-like
material detected in GA and in a salmonid, SG, we
cultured atria and ventricles from both species.
Culture supeniatant aid acetic acid (0.1 M) extract
from atria and ventricles and plasma ANP-like
material was examined by reversed phase HPLC and
HP Gel Permeation Chromatography. Supernatants
of atria and ventricles, cardiac extracts and plasma
from both species of fish contained pico- to nano-
molar concentritions of immunoreactive (it) ANP
(by RIA, using anti-hANP). Its molecular weight was
3 kD and co-chromatographed with hANP-(99-126).
Plasma levels of ANP in both species were similar at
comparable external and internal NaCl concentra-
tions (fresh water adapted GA, 213±20 vs. SG, 184±13
pg/mI). Conclusion: 1) piscine ANP in two teleosts
closely resembles hANP-(99-126); 2) ANP is a likely
mediator of osmo- or volume control in salt tolerant
fish.
CHRONIC REMOVAL OF CARDIAC ATRIAL NATRIU-
RETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) CAUSES REVERSIBLE SYSTE-
MIC AND PULMONARY HYPERTENSION AND SALT
AND WATER RETENTION MEDIATED BY REN]N, AL-
DOSTERONE AND VASOPRESSIN. C.Westenfejdur, F.
Birch, R. Baranowski, R. Brownley, * G. Burns,* D.B.
Olsen,* C. Kablitz. Univ. of Utah and VA Med. Ctr.,
Div. of Nephrology & Artif. Org. Salt Lake City, UT
Whether ANP is essential for the chronic
maintenance of normovolemia is unknown. We
examined this issue in calves in which native
hearts were replaced by artificial atria and
ventricles. This caused a small but sustained
decrease in extracted plasma ANP levels from
13.3±0.6 to 10.5±0.4 pg/ml (p<O.Ol). During 26
days of observation, all calves developed edema, a
significant rise in mean aortic (from 112.3±7.2 to
119.7±1.6) and pulmonary artery pressure (from
21.6±2.0 to 31.3±0.9 mmHg). Postoperatively GFR
and cardiac output were unchanged while serum
Na fell significantly from 134.0±1.6 to 123.7±1.7
meq/L. Plasma renin activity rose postoperatively
from 0.8±0.2 to 2.2± 0.3 ng/ml/hr, aldosterone
from 23.3±4.0 to 47.4± 8.2 and vasopressin from
1.8±0.5 to 52.7±11.1 pg/ ml (all p<O.05). Infusion
of autologous atrial extract reversed hemodynamic
and hormonal manifestations. Conclusion: in the
chronic maintenance of euvolemia ANP appears to
function through its 'tonic" suppression of volume-
preserving hormones.
EFFECT OF ATRIOPEPTIN III (AP—lil) ON
ISOLATED RAT AFFERENT (AA) AND EFFERENT
ARTERIOLES (EA). B.H. Yuan*, J.B.
Robinette*, J.D. Conger**, UCHSC and VAMC,
Denver, CO.
Micropuncture studies in the rat indicate
that the AP—Ill induced increase in glomerular
filtration rate is due to a simultaneous decreasein AA resistance (RA) and increase in EA
resistance (R ) resulting in increased
glomnerular capifiary pressure. Qualitatively
opposite changes in R and RE require that
AP—III induce a secondAin vivo vasoconstrictor
messenger to increase EA tone (since AP—Ill
directly dilates systemic arterial vesseLs) or AA
and EA have intrinsically different receptor or
post receptor mediated AP—Ill responses. Todissociate these possibilities, AA and EA were
isolated from similarly hydrated, litter mate ratkidneys and perfused in vitro at 80 and 30
mmllg, respfftively. Dose response curves to
AP—II.I (141— to 10— M)
,ere
determined. In
All (10— N) or NE (10— N)preconstricted AA(each i1O), dilation occured to AP—III (EDç0
4±9x10— H and 1-I-8x10— H, rpecUve1yY.AP—lI had no effect in All (10— M) or NE
(10— M) preconstricted EA; however, in
untreated EA (n=12) APIII causedvasoconstriction (EC5 6+2xlO— H). Thevasogonstrictor effect $1as reversed by histamine
(10— N), but not by a thromboxaie (TX)
synthetase ihibitor OKY—O46 (10— H) or
enalapril (10— H). It is concluded that AA
constrict and EA dilate to AP—III. The
different responses are due to factors intrinsic
to the arterioles. EA vasoconstriction is not
mediated by All or TX.
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ENKEPHALINASE INHIBITORS INCREASE PLASMA ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) LEVELS, GLOMERULAR
FILTRATION RATE (GRE) AND TRACTIONAL EXCRETION OP
SODIUM (PEN ) IN RATS WITH REDUCED RENAL MASS.
M.B. zimmerLn,* H.M. Lafferty,* M. Gunning,*
P. Silva, L.E. Clarey,* B.M. Brenner, and
S. Anderson. Brigham and Women's Hospital, Beth
Israel Hospital, Boston, MA.
E.C, 24.11, an enkephalinase present in the
kidney, degrades MW in vitro. To study the
effects of in vivo inhibition of this enzyme in
rats with reduced renal mass, we infused the
E.C. 24.11 inhibitor phosphoramidon (PROS)
or vehicle (VER) into rats 4 weeks after 516
nephrectomy: (Means SD!; *p < .05 vs. Pre,
< .05 vs. VEB)
Group (n) CFR FEN pANP u cGIW
mllmin a pm/mm
PROS (6)
Pre .56±.O7 0.7±0.3 56±3 6±1
During .75±.O7*+ 3.4±1.2*+ 124±26*+ 31±6*+
VEil (6)
Pre .60±.07 0.3±0.1 54±3 6±2
During .66±.08 0.5±0.1 56±6 8±2
Neither infusion changed blood pressure. PROS
augmented GFR and PENa, in association with
increases in plasma ANP levels and urinary cGMP
(u cGMP) excretion, while VER was without effect.
Similar functional effects ware found with
thiorphan, another E.C. 24.11 inhibitor. PROS had
no direct effect on the isolated perfused kidney,
and did not potentiate the effect of added ANP.
These results suggest that PROS, acting at an
extrarenal location, inhibits ANP degradation,
thus increasing plasma ANP levels and u cGMP
excretion, thereby enhancing the affects of
endogenous ANP.
RABBIT PLACENTAE, RATHER THAN MATERNAL VASCULAR
TISSUES. AS THE SOURCE QF ELEVATED SYSTEMIC
EICOSANOID LEVELS OF PREGNANCY. G. P. Brown and
R.C. Venuto. State University of NY at Buffalo,
Schools of Nursing and Medicine, Buffalo. NY.
In pregnant (P) rabbits, elevated systemic
levels of eicosanoids (eico.) may originate from
the uteroplacental units and/or maternal vascular
tissues (MVT). Eico. production (prod.) was deter-
mined in rabbit placental cotyledon and MVT (n7
rabbits). Comparisons were made with vascular
tissues from nonpregnant (NP) rabbits (11=7).
Freshly isolated tissues were incubated at 37°C.
Media aliquots were analyzed for eico. by RIA. Met
prod. of eico. (pg/pg/ protein/is mm.) shown below
was determined by subtraction of eico. present in
media prior to incubation from that present at the
end of incubation. Prod, was proportional to
protein content and inhibitable with meclofenamate.
POE9 6—Keto—PGF10 TXB,
NP P NP P NP PPies. Art, rrr 3.0 * .5 BTB V3TFY 1.0 .2 1.0 .2
Renal Art. 1 .1 0.9 .1 52 6 42 4 0.6 .1 0.5 .1
Cotyledon --- 149 41 --- 12 4 --- 2.0 * .6(MIs. a neeenteric; TXB — thronboxane B )
We conclude: 1) The $attern of eico. rod. in
vascular tissues was 6—Keto—PGF > POE2, TXB2; and
in cotyledons it was PGE,) 6—KJo—PCF,>TXB2. 2)
Eico. prod. was similar In vascular tfssues of P
and NP rabbits. 3) In cotyledons PGE9 and TXB2
prod. was 50—166 and 2—4 times that In MVT, resp.
Since placental weight was 1.8 0.3 g with 6—12
placentae per rabbit, total prod. of PCI2 in
cotyledons may also exceed prod. in MVT. These data
suggest that physiologically significant quantities
of eico. may be secreted by uteroplacental tissue.
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CHARACTERIZATION OP TRE ABACHIDONIC ACID
EPOXYGENASE REACTION PRESENT IN ISOLATED RAT
KIDNEY PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS (RKPTC). J. H.Capdevila, R. C Harris A. Karara andE7
Inshman. Diviaion of t'fephrology, Vanderbilt
University. Nashville, TN.
The renal arachidonic acid epoxygenase
catalyzes the NADPH and cytochrome P-450
dependent formation of four regioisomeric
epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EET5). The EETs have
been documented as endogenous constituents of
human urine, rat and rabbit kidney. The EETs
posses potent vasoactive properties and alter
renal ion fluxes and water reabsorption. As a
continuation of the segmental analysis of the
epoxygenase activity we have obtained frefll
dispersed RKPTC artd incubated them with [1- C
arachidonic acid (1-10 p11). Product extraction
followed by HPLC resolutjon shows the time
dependent epoxidation and W/W-1 oxidation of the
exogenously added labelled fatty acid. Studies
of the epoxidation of endogenous arachidonic
acid yere carried out by extracting RKPTC with
CHC1 ICR OR, followed by HPLC purification,
catJyti hydrogenation, derivatizatioq to
pentafluorobenzyl asters and NICIJ CC/MS
analysis. Capillary CC resolution of the
regioisomeric 5,6-, 8,9-, 11,12- and 14,15-EET
shows the presence in cell extracts of 14,15-
and 8,9-Eq as major products. Utilizing
synthetic I HJ14,15-EET we have estimated the
totql cell EET content to be between 1-2 ng
EETImg cell protein. Preliminari resultindicate that within 5 mm of EGY (50 nM
addition there is a two fold increase in the
epoxygenation of endogenous arachidonic acid.
In summary, these result show the presence
of an active epoxygenase reaction in RKPTC. The
enzyme system catalyzes the epoxidation of
exogenous and, importantly, endogenous
precursors. The stimu].atory effect of EGF
suggest a receptor mediated regulation of
arachidonic acid epoxidation.
MODULATION OF RENIN SYNTHESIS BY LIPOXYGENASE
PRODUCTS IN CULTURED HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS.
Dominique Chansel and Raymond Ardaillou (Intr.
by K.F. Badr) INSERM 64, R8pital Tenon, Paris,
France.
We have shown that subcultured human mesangial
cells synthesize and release renin mainly as
inactive renin (Am.J.Physiol. 252 : F32, 1987).
Further studies were designed to examine the
regulation of this function by arachidonic acid
metabolites. Total renin activity was measured
after 24h incubation in the culture medium and
the cellular extract of the cells (5.9 and
0.58 ng/mg/h respectively). Both were
stimulated at increasing concentrations (0.1—100
pM) of POE2 up to twice their basal values. There
was in parallel a considerable increase of cyclic
AMP (100 times its basal value) but no change of
cyclic OMP. The stimulatory effect of POE, on
renin production was inhibited by 12—RETE 'From
0.1 nM and completely suppressed at 100 nM.
Extracellular and intracellular renin were
affected similarly. Neither basal and POE,—
dependent cyclic AMP nor basal cyclic aMP
productions were modified. 15—HETE, 12—RPETE and
15—RPETE had the same 2ffects as 12—RETE.
Intracellular calcium (Ca was unchanged in
the presence of the lipoxygenase products.
Oleyl—2—acetylglycerol, an analogue of diacyl—
glycerol, and angiotensin II, whose cellular
effects are mediated, in part, by protein kinase
C (PKC), also inhibited POE —stimulated renin
production. These data suggesë that the mode of
action of the lipoxygenase products on renin
production in human mesangial cells implies PKC
stimulation.
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LIPOXIN A4 (LXA4) ANTAGONIZES CELLULAR AND II]Q
ACTIONS OF LEUKOTRIENE D4 (LTD4) IN RAT MESANGIAL
CELLS (MC) BY COMPETING FOR A COMMON RECEPTOR.
DK DeB. M Schwartzberg*, CN Serhan*. and KF Badr. Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Th and Harvard University, Boston, MA.
LTD4 and LXA4 exert opposing (constrictor/dilator) effects on renal
arterioles, but both reduce the glomerular ultrafiltration coefficient
(Kf). Since the spatial orientation of the polar substiwents (5S,6R) is
identical in LTs and LXs and is a crucial requirement for biologic
activity of LTD4, we investigated whether LXA4-induced falls in Kf
were due to its activation of the LTD4 MC receptor.
Increasing concentrations of LXA4 competed potently for specific
binding of 10 nM 3H-LTD4 to MC (n=3). Half maximal inhibition
was obtained with 70 nM LXA4, compared to 10 nM for LTD4 itself.
Ten nM (n=6) and 50 nM (n=3) LXA4 induced mild increases in MC
inositol trisphosphate (1P3) generation: 48%* and 44*%, respectively
(compared to 146%* and 106%* for equimolar LTD4) which were
abrogated in the presence of 100-fold concentrations of the LTD4
receptor antagonist, SKF 104353 (n=2). Furthermore, LXA4-pretreat-
ment (100 nM, n=3) prevented MC IP3 generation by 10 nM LTD4.
To test the in IYQ relevance of these results, we established a
dose-response curve for the GFR/RPF-reducing effects of intrarenal
arterial (ia) LTD4 in anesthetized euvolemic rats [LTD4 doses: 0.5
(n=4), 7 (n=3) and 14 (n=3) tg/lcg/min] in the absence or presence of
ia LXA4 [1 igfkg/min, n=3 at each LTD4 dose]. Mean % falls in
GFRIRPF during LTD4 administration alone were 20*122*, 27*/40*,
and 70*165* at the above doses, respectively (* p<0.05 vs pre-LTD4
baseline). In the presence of LXA4, these values were: 11120*, 9/38*,
and 42*151*, rightwardly shifting the LTI)4/GFR dose-response curve.
Thus, LXA4 competes for 3H-LTD4 binding to MC and abrogates
LTD4-induced MC IP3 generation. Its own stimulation of MC IP3 is
blocked by an LTD4 receptor antagonist. yjy. LXA4 antagonizes
LTD4-induced falls in GFR, but not RPF, implying selective
prevention of LTD4-mediated reductions in KS. These data suggest that
LXA4 is an endogenous LTD4 MC receptor antagonist, and provide
further evidence for counteffegulatory interactions between arachidonate
5/15-lipoxygenase products during glomerular inflammatory injury.
SULINDAC SULFIDE INHIBITS SYNTHESIS OF CY-
STEINYL LEUKOTRIENES (CYLT) BY HUMAN KIDNEY
TISSUE. Karl W. Drevling', Hjalmar B. Steinhauer1, Ale-
xander Frankenschmidt2, Marion Trautmann8, Peter Scholl-
meyer' (intr. by Thomas Lüscher). 'Dpt. of Medicine and
2Dpt of Urology, Univ. of Freiburg, FRG, and 3Dpt. of
Exp. Clin. Medicine, Univ. of Bochum, FRG
We investigated the effect of indomethacin (I), sulin-
dac (SL), its active metabolite sulindac sulfide (SI) and the
lipoxygenase inhibitor nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) on
the release of eicosanoids by human kidney.
Normal renal cortex from patients with hyper-
nephroma (N=9) was incubated in Tyrode solution at 37°C
for 20 mm in the absence (A) and thereafter in the presence
of 5pg/ml calcium lonophore A23l87 (CAl). Release of
CyLT (determined as immunoreactive LTC4) and prostaglan-
din E2 were measured radioimmunologically. Synthesis of
CyLT (CAL) was confirmed by HPLC.
The release of CyLT (CA!) and PGE2 (A) is shown
(ng/g wet weight/2omin).
CvLT (CA!) POE .j
controls 1.6 0.3 (9) 7.9 .3 (8)
I 1.3 0.3 (5) 0.6 0.1(5)
SL 1.5 0.2 (6) 6.9 1.9 (5)
SI 0.3 0.06(6) 1.9 0.8 (5)
NDGA ...,.,...., 0.2 0.03°(8) 7.5 2.1 (6)
values represent the mean SEM of N experiments. °p<0.0l
compared to controls.
The reduction of renal prostaglandin release by sulin-
dac sulfide is less pronounced than by indomethacin. From
these in vitro results the renal-sparing effect of sulindac
sulfide might additionally be due to synthesis inhibition of
vasoconstrictory CyLT.
DIRECT EVIDENCE THAT THROMBOXANE XIHETIC U44069
PREFERENTIALLY CONSTRICTS THE AIFERENT ARTERIOLE.
Murray Epstein, Koichi Hayashi*, Rodger
Loutzenhiser, Nephrology Section, V. A. Med.
Center, and Univ. of Miami, Miami, Florida.
Thromboxane (TX) has been implicated as a
mediator of the deranged renal hemodynamics
associated with a number of disorders. We have
previously demonstrated that the TX-mimetic
1J44069 preferentially reduces GFR and filtration
fraction (FF); suggesting a preferential
constriction of pre-glomerular vessels (!JP
250:F6l9-F626,1986). To assess this possibility
directly, we examined the effects of U44069 and
diltiazem (DIL) on renal microvessels. Chronic
unilateral hydronephrosis was induced in rats to
facilitate direct visualization of the renal
microcirculation. Hydronephrotic kidneys were
excised and perfused on an inverted microscope.
Afferent (AA) and efferent (EA) arteriolar
diameters were measured in situ by image analysis
as recently described (J.P.E.T. 246:522-528,
1988). The microvascular effects of U44069 (1.0
pM) and their reversal by DIL are presented below
(n—6), along with the effects of each agent on
GFR (ml/min/g) and FF (%) previously observed in
normal isolated rat kidneys (n—6) perfused under
identical in vitro conditions:
basal U44069 U44069+DIL
[DILl 0.1 pM 1.0 pH 10 pM
AA 18.4±0.6 13.2±0.7 15.1±0.5 16.5±0.5 17.9±0.5
EA 15.5±1.0 14.4±0.9 14.7±0.9 14.8±0.9 15.0±0.8
GFR 0.9±0.1 0.2±0.1 0.5±0.1 0.8±0.1 0.9±0.1
FF 2.3±0.2 0.4±0.1 0.9±0.1 2.0±0.2 2.1±0.2
(AA and EA diameters in pm, mean SE)
These findings constitute the first direct
evidence that TX preferentially constricts the
AA. Calcium antagonists completely reverse TX-
induced AA vasoconstriction, suggesting a
potential utility of these agents in ameliorating
TX-induced renal hemodynamic abnormalities.
RENAL AND VASCULAR PROSTAGLANDINS IN MINERALO-
CORTICOID HYPERTENS0N IN RATS. Pierre
Falardeau, Rutal Hul , John Grose and Marcel
Lebel. Clinical Research Institute of Montreal
and Hâtel-Dieu de Québec, CANADA.
The goal of the study was to determine the
role of prostaglandins in a new model of mine-
ralocorticoid hypertension. The continuous s/c
infusion of aldosterone over a period of four
weeks was associated with a rise in blood pres-
sure (147±3 vs 113±1 mmHg, mean SEM) and an
increase in the renal production of PGE2 (442±31
vs 103±12 ng/24 h), PGI2 (16.4±3.0 vs 9,6±1.3
ng/24 h) and Tx82 (4.8±0.4 vs 3.3±0.5 ng/24 h).
The high salt diet had an inhibitory effect on
the renal synthesis of PGE2 but did not aggra-
vate aldosterone- Induced hypertension.
Indomethacin (3.5 mg/kg/day s/c) did not modify
the influence of aldosterone alone on the blood
pressure, but worsened the hypertension of the
rats receiving both aldosterone and a high salt
diet (140±4 vs 157±5.3 mmHg). Indomethacin
caused a 40-60% reduction in the renal and the
systemic production of PCI2 but did not inhibit
at all the renal synthesis of PCE9.
The results of this study indicate that: 1)
aldosterone and high salt diet exert opposite
effect on the renal synthesis of PGE2; 2) renal
and systemic prostaglandins do not play a role
in aldosterone- induced hypertension; 3) vascu-
lar PCI2 modulates the impact of dietary salt on
blood pressure; 4) the vascular synthesis of
PCI2 is much more sensitive to the inhibitory
effect of indomethacin than is the renal
synthesis of PGE2.
(lOpg/ml)
(lOpg/mI)
(lOpg/ml)(IA.... /...l\
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ALDOSE—REDUCTASE ACTIVITY MEDIATES RENAL
PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION IN STREPTOZOTOCIN
DIABETIC RATS. L_Frey*, P. Zager, J. Jacksont,
P. Eatont, M. Scavinit. Univ. of New Mexico,
VAMC, Albuquerque, NM, H San Raffaele, Mllano.
Increased renal prostaglandin (PG) production
may contribute to the hyperfiltration that
accompanies the induction of streptozotocin (STZ)
diabetes, We postulated that increased flux
through the aldose—reductase pathway mediates the
augmented renal PG productIon.
We studied the effects of an aldose—reductase
inhibitor, sorbinil, on 24 h urinary PGE2
excretion (UPGE2). Three groups of rats (n=24)
were studied. Group I, maintained on normal
chow, served as controls. Group II was rendered
diabetic with STZ and fed normal chow. Group III
also received STZ but was fed chow containing
sorbinil (0.7%),
UPGE2 (pmol/24 h)
Baseline Day 1 Day 7 Day 14I 80±13 59±4 115±25 73±9
II 43±5 128±114t 232±40# 202±5011III 65±7 96±6 lOOt22 120±27
tp<O.05, #p<O.Ol vs Baseline
Induction of diabetes increased UPGE2 in Group II(pO.Ol) but did not in Group III (NS), On days
1, 7 and 14 UPGE2 were higher in Group II than
either Groups I or III (p.05). UPGE2 were
similar in Groups I and III at 1, 7 and 14 days,
respectively (NS).
Increased flux through the aldose—reductase
pathway contributes to the augmented UPGE2 that
accompanies the induction of STZ diabetes.
Sorbinil administration prevents this phenomenon
and may be useful in suppressing the glomerular
hyperfiltration that accompanies early diabetes.
CULIURED SPRAGUE DAWLEY MF.SANGIAL CELLS (MC) P1>-
DUCE A LIPOXIN (LX) LIKE SUBSTI4NCE. R. Garrick,
H.L. Zuo*, S. Ogunc*, A. Gaodman, P. Y..( tng*.
Depts of Med and Pharmacoloqy, N.Y. Medical Ccl-
lecie, Valhalla, N.Y.
Lipoxygenase (10) products of arachidonic acid,
include leukotrienes (LT) and lipoxins (LX).
Penal artery infusions of subclasses of LT and
LX have differing effects on renal henudvnamics,
and LT production is altered in sane gicinerular
diseases. In this study normal rat first pass
MC re incubated for 30 mm at 370 with either
NaCH-Methanol stabilized LTA4 or vehicle alone (C).
LTA4-MC incubation yielded a LX-like product iden-
tified by its characteristiq R. P. HPLC retention
tutu, and UV absorbance attmax 3O2rimwith
shoulders at 289 and 317x1n. No similar products
occurred in C. Incubation of MC with 15-hydro-
peroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (l5-HPETE) or its
vehicle did not produce a LX-line product. The
generation of a LX-like product fran t. in the
presence of LTA4 suggests that there is active
15-tO in MC which inititates oxygenation at the
15 carbon to generate the "enoxytetraene" inter-
mediate for subsequent transformation to LX.
The absence of LX-like products following MC
incubation with 15-HPETE suggests that 5-LO
activity is not present under these conditions.
The production of these LX-like mediators may be
an inçortarit function of the MC cell in response
to inflanmation.
PURIFICATION OF PHOSPHOLIPASE A2 FROM RAT
KIDNEY. Joseph H. Gronicht. Joseph V. Bonventre,
and Raphael A. Nemenoff*, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston MA. 02114
Phospholipase A2 (PLA2) is the rate-limiting
enzyme in the release of arachidonic acid from
membrane phospholipids. PLA2 activation in the
mesangial cell is likely to play an important role in
glomerular hemodynamics and inflammation. We
have recently identified a soluble form of PLA2 in
rat renal mesangial cells, whose activity is stimulated
by AVP and PMA. Stimulated activity is detected in
the presence of saturating Ca2+ concentrations,
suggesting the possibility of post-translational
modifications of this enzyme. This enzyme has
chromatographic properties identical to the major
soluble form of PLA2 in the whole rat kidney. The
kidney enzyme has been purified several thousand
fold by successive fractionation on DEAE-Sephacel,
Phenyl-Sepharose, Sephacryl S-300 gel filtration and
MONO-Q anion exchange chromatography. ftc
enzyme appears to be a monomer of approximately
60,000 daltons, larger than other intracellular and
secrelory forms previously identified. The enzyme
kas an absolute ieq'iirernent for Ca2+, and is half-
maximally activateo at 500 rM Ca2+ It hydrolyze.;both phos.hatidylcholir.e ani phosphatidyleth ,nol-
amine, but has low activity towards
phosphatidylinositol. Using several m i xed.micelle
assays it also appears to have a greater affinity for
phospholipids having unsaturated fatty acid side
chains in the sn-2 position. It is likely that this
enzyme plays an important role in the hormonal
regulation of prostaglandin production in the
kidney, and is the target of regulation by a variety of
hormones.
NOREPINEPHRINE (NE) STIMULATES PROSTA-
NOID (PG) BIOSYNTHESIS IN CULTURED RABBIT
RENAL MICROVASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE
CELLS (SMC), S. Guptat, A. Chaudhari, F. Farokhi*,
MA. Kirschenbaum. Nephrology Section, VA Med Cen-
ter and UCI-Long Beach Med Prog, Long Beach, CA.
It has been shown that renal preglomerular micro-
vessels (RMV) respond to a variety of vasoactive substan-
ces including NE, and it has been proposed that vasocon-
strictive effects of NE can be antagonized by vasodilator
PGs produced as a result of stimulation of RMV PG syn-
thesis by NE. In the present study, we examined whether
NE can stimulate PG synthesis in cultured SMC derived
from rabbit RMV. We have recently developed methods
to culture SMC from RMV and have characterized these
cells by LM and EM and by the demonstration of the
presence of CPK activity comparable to SMC derived
from other vascular beds. Confluent cultured SMC
grown in monolayers were used after 3-4 passages. Incu-
bations were performed at 37' C for 15 mm in HEPES
buffer (lacking protein, Ca2 or NaHCO3), pH 7.4,
without shaking. Both PGI2 (measured as 6-keto-PGF1,)
and PGE2 released in the medium were determined by
RIA. SMC produced 9-lOX PGE2 (10.7±0.5 ng/mg prot.)
as compared to PGI, 1.3±O.3) under basal conditions.
A dose-dependent (ill -1O M) increase in synthesis of
both PGs was observed in the presence of NE and in the
absence of added Ca2. A23187 (10 MM), in the ab-
sence of added Ca2+ or NE, resulted in 14-40X increase
in SMC PG synthesis These data show (1) our ability to
cultivate RMV SMC, (2) that SMC synthesize both PGE2
and PGI, and (3) that NE produces a dose-dependent
increase in SMC PG synthesis consistent with observat-
ions made in SMC derived from other blood vessels.
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14,1S.DIHYDROXYEICOSATRIENOIC ACID (DHET), A
CYTOCHROME P450 ARACHIDONATE METABOLITE,
INHIBITS VASOPRESSIN.(AVP) MEDIATED WATER
TRANSPORT VIA A UNIQUE MECHANISM. D. Hirt*. M
Breyer, J. FaICIC*, J. Capdevila* and H. Jacobson. Nephrology Div.,
Vanderbilt U.,Nashville,TN. and Mol. Genetics,UTSMC,Dallas, TX.
Arachidonic acid is metabolized in the cortical collecting tubule
(CCI) via a cytochrome P450 NADPH-dependent epoxygenase to form
a series of 4 regioisomeric epoxides: epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EET5)
and their respective hydrolysis products, diols: DHETs. All four
regioisomeric DHET inhibit peak AVP-induced hydraulic conductivity
(Lp 107cm/atm/s±SE) in rabbit CCTs perfused in vitro at 37°C.
14,15-DHET causes potent inhibition of AVP-induced water flow at
nanomolar concentrations. The effects of 107M 14,15-DHET and
10"7M PGE2 on AVP. peak Lp were equipotent. Finally, 14-15-DHET
reduced cyclic AMP-stimulated Lp,suggesting a post-cAMP inhibitory
mechanism (ASN:1987,120A). Our present studies investigate the
mechanism of DHET inhibition on AVP- induced water flow in CCI'.
Pretreatment (preTx) with l(7M 14,15-DHET significantly reduced
AVP-peak Lp: lOjsU/cc AVP, 228.9±9.4, n=21; DHET+AVP,
129.8± l0.2,n=9 (p<.0001). PreTx with 51.LM indomethacin, a
cyclooxygenase inhibitor, failed to reverse DHET inhibition of
AVP.peak Lp:130.6± 12.2, n=5 (p<000l). PreTx with 107M
staurosponne, an inhibitor of protein kinase C, also did not reverse the
DHET suppression of AVP-peak Lp:l 14.4±14.9, n=5 (p<000l). To
examine the potential role of [Ca']i in mediating DHET effects, we
measured [Ca']i in FURA-2 loaded CCTs. Bath 107M 14,15-DHET
had no effect on basal [Ca1+li, n=3, despite the fact that these same
CCTs demonstrated a brisk transient increase in [Ca'"]i upon
subsequent exposure to a pharmacologic dose (lOmU / cc) of AVP.
We conclude: 1) 14,l5-DHET is a potent inhibitor of AVP in
CC'Fs; 2) the mechanism by which DHET mediates its effect is not via
generation of cyclooxygenase products or through activation of protein
kinase C; 3) additionally, DHET does not appear to induce a
Ca'+transient which argues against a role for phosphoinositide
turnover. These findings suggest that 14,15-DHET invokes a unique
mechanism for its inhibitory effect on the activity of AVP in CCTs.
DIETARY FISH OIL DECREASES PROSTACYCLIN AND
INCREASES RESISTANCE IN ISOLATED RAT KIDNEYS.
B.L. Kasiske, M.P. O'Donnell, and W.F. Keane,
Henn. Co. Med. Ctr., U. of Minn., Mpls, MN.
Mechanisms whereby diet-induced alterations in
fatty acids may affect renal structure and
function are unknown. Kidneys from rats fed chow
supplemented with 18% Coconut oil (CO, n—8),
sunflower seed oil (SO, n=7), or fish oil (FO,
n—8) were isolated from possible systemic
influences of the diets and perfused with cell-
free medium at Constant pressure. Perfusate flow
(F, ml/min/g), inulin clearance (C5,,, ml/min/g),
and urine prostaglandin excretion (pg/min/g) were
measured. Results (mean SD, different
superscripts indicate p<.OS):
F C1,, 6-keto-PGF1a_
30mm 100mm 30mm 100mm 30mm 100mm
co
588 .788 .698 1418 3478
÷166
so
548 608 .918 •538 2058 2758
+157 +154
TXZ2 and PGE2 were not affected by diet. Morpho-
logic injury was most extensive in the FO group,
and its distribution suggested it was caused by
ischemia. By regression analysis, the decline in
Cm and the degree of injury were most closely
linked to diminished prostacyclin (6-keto-PGF10)
production. Thus, diet FO-induced decreases in
renal prostacyclin may cause increased vascular
resistance and increased susceptibility to
ischemic tubular cell injury.
PLATELET-ACT! VATING FACTOR INHIBITS
RECEPTOR-MEDIATED ADENYLATE CYCLASE
ACTIVITY LN CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS.
Mark Kester and Michael J. Dunn. Case Western Reserve
Univ., Dept. of Medicine and University Hospitals,
Cleveland,Ohio.
Platelet—activating facor (PAF) increases intracellular
calcium concentration ([Ca ]) and stimulates arachidonate
release leading to eicosanoid formation. Vasodilator
eicosanoids stimulate mesangial cell (MC) adenylate cyclase
(AC) activity. We investigated the potential interactions
betwpen PAF-stimulated [Ca '] and cAMP in MC. PAF(1O M) decreased immunoreactive cAMP content, from
control (0.2% BSA) values of .133 .007 to .098 .003
pmoles/ug prot/5 mm in the presence of IBMX. In
subsequent expeiments, MC were pretreated for 'various
times with 10 -, M PAF or control, followed by addition
of iloprost (a PG!2 mimetic), isoproterenol or forskolin
nd cAMP content waspsessed at 5 mm. Isoproterenol (l0
" M) or iloprost (l0 M) elevated cAMP content from
control values of .113 .028 to 1.54 .63 and 1.64 .27
pmoles/ug prot/5 mm, respectively. Pretreatment of MC
with PAF for 1 mm reduced isoproterenol- and iloprost-
stimulated cAMP content (52.2 11.1% and 40.4 12.6% of
control values, respectively, p < .01, n4) while failing to
inhibit forskolin-stimulated cAMP content (116 6%, n=2).
This inhibitory effect of PAF could be nlimicked with the
calcium ionophore, A23l87 (5 x l0° M). However,
iloprost-stimulated cAMP content remained reduced in 5
and 15 mm A23l87 .pretreated MC, at which times PAF no
longer elevates [Ca] or significantly inhibits agonist-
stimulated cAMP generation. Thus, the negative feedback
regulation upon basal- and receptor mediated- AC activity
induced by PAF may be mediated by a rise in [Ca2i This
'cross—talk' mechanism may augment the cellular actions of
PAF by antagonizing eicosanoid stimulation of AC.
PROSTACYCLIN (PCI) IS NOT A MAJOR PROSTA.
NOID (PC) PRODU(ED BY CULTURED RABBIT
RENAL MICROVASCULAR (RMV) ENDOTHELIAL
CELLS (EC). MA. Kirschenbaum. V. Chopra, A.
Chaudhari. Nephrology Section, VA Medical Center and
UCI-Long Beach Medical Program, Long Beach, CA.
The renal microvasculature is known to be a source of
a number of PGs which have been proposed to influence
vascular, tubular and glomerular function. We have re-
cently developed methods to isolate RMV from the rab-
bit renal cortex and to culture EC from these RMV.
RMV EC were grown in monolayers which demonstrated
morphology consistent with that described for cultured
EC derived from other blood vessels and demonstrated
the presence of Wiebel-Palade bodies, Factor VIII
antigen and angiotensin converting enzyme activity. The
cultured EC synthesized a number of PGs under in vitro
conditions in the following order: POE2> PGF28 >PG!2
> TxA2 (3.0±0.5>1.6±0.4>0.6±0.1>0.2±0.1 rig/mg
protein/is mm). RMV EC PGE2 biosynthesis increased
9-12X in the presence of arachidonic acid (1 and 10 MM),
200X with A23187 (10 pM), 40X with thrombin (5 U,
ml), and 30X with bradykinin (1 pM). PG!2 biosynthesis
increased, however, to a lesser extent. PG biosynthesis
decreased 48-71% with mepacrine (10 MM) and 62-89%
with indomethacin (100 pM) suggesting that these EC
were metabolically responsive to a variety of PG stimula-
tors and inhibitors. In summary, EC can be cultured
from freshly isolated preglomerular RMV and have the
ability to produce a number of vasoregulatory PGs under
in vitro conditions. However, under the conditions em-
ployed in the present study and as compared to that seen
in intact RMV, POE2 rather than PG!2 appeared to be
the primary PG produced by these cultured cells.
FO 42b 44b .828 43b 82k' 161b
±33 ±103
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"fl"TtfttTflN flV flr,flflflflTTt.&T "nS'1' ktAflT'J
D'tfl'VlfltTflM qv P'('flfl k'RT,LTTt k'° qyn..
Tn'!rflT4. flgvM W. '{lassen, !n'rt ". kia.n,n
'Mv. of Mn. chn& of Medjaine, flaltn., Mi).
flenletion of c&1ulq- 'nvo-inositol (Mfl has been
flostuqtel as a rne&n&s'n underlvinr n'oressinn nf
1ibetie, wqql lilqaqqe. Wa qt'p!ied the Qtteet & extra-
c&lular MT on the n vtP, Irnlueton o vasoaet!ve
p"osta'lanviins 'w qomei1i Isolated froni dia'etie anti
control -'its, seven deus after the in'itietinn of 44,betes
by nietion n streotozotonin. Tqelqpt1 'ome-;,lI we'e
incubated in rebg—qlne ohosohate buffer 'v
prostalan4Ins were assayed in the Skflernatant by
RIA. fli.omru'i from dTabetin animals orod'iced
sinifjcantlv vno"e Pfl't.2.. (2,17+0.19 vs. 1.41+0.14
, C 0,00, R-1cetoPflP..ii.. t2.ll+o,1C .
1.52+0.17 nr o < OA.3\ and thrornhoxhe .2..(L8f0.14 vs. 1.17+0.15 na1w oC 0.01) than ,jIej
eontils. Tncub,tTotof diabetic lo'neru1i with 13 '
and 330 M MT Increaser! "flE..".. production n dose-
resoonse fashion by lq%+1% n 0.05 'i-id 50%+15%
0.001 (n20\ resoeetive!v comnq'ed to ngnt"!,
DflT•,?,, pro'4uctlnn l eloneqli from nontrol anm&s
tne"eased less, l0%+l6% °N9 qqi l8%+10'?c oc 0.95(n20 resoectivelv The inactive imer scyllo-
inositol was wlt'nut efeet in both diabetic and
enntrols. flo-Incubation wIth 20mM r1'icose, which
may decrease "VT qotake, tended to blunt the
st1'nu!atrv etfects of MT on 1ome'i1ar orostalandin
Drol'iction. %milar results wee observed to- both 3-
¼eto-P..'a.. and tbn,'nboxane t.2.. kniIntens1on 71
stimulatio, of rotqq!ndln oroduction "as not
s,,nenlst!c with the effects of 'III. We eon&ule that
Iomeru1ar orostairlandin troduction 1s modulated by
ce'1'i!ar 'T 1eve's, This "nay occu" th"o'r'h effects on
'nenibrane obosnhnhlole! t,rnover and the availabilitu of
free a'achidon'c acid.
REGULATION OF EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX BY
THROMBOXANE. P. Klotman. L. Bruggeman*, J. HasseiP',
E. Horigan*, 0. Martin*, and Y,Yamada, Duke
University, Durham, NC and NIDR, NIH Bethesda, MD
Increased renal thromboxane production is a key
element in the pathogenesis of a number of renal diseases
including subtotal nephrectomy, hydronephrosis,
transplantation rejection and diabetes. The deleterious
effects of thromboxane have been thought to occur as a
result of local vasoconstriction or platelet aggregation.
However, thromboxane, may have additional direct effects
on the biosynthesis of extracellular matrix proteins and, as a
result, may be Fnked directly to the development of
glomerulosclerosis and interstitial fibrosis. To address this
hypothesis, we measured the production of several
components of extracellular matrix including heparan sulfate
proteoglycan, and the A, Bl and B2 chains of laminin in
differentiated teratocarcinoma (P9+) cells grown in culture.
Cells were treated with increasing log doses of the
thromboxane agonist U44619. Matrix proteins were
separated by labelling P9+ cells with 35S methionine
followed by immunoprecipitation and resolution by
electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels. Intensity of the
bands was quantitated by optical scanning of the
autoradiographs. Thromboxane induced a dose-dependent
increase in laminin A, B 1 and B2 chains of approximately
50%. Incontrast, heparan sulfate proteoglycan was reduced
to non detectable levels. These effects were reversed by the
thromboxane receptor antagonist GR32l9lB. The changes
in basement membrane components induced by thromboxane
agonist am similar to those observed in diabetic nephropathy
and suggest that thromboxane may have a role in the
abnormal production of basement membranes in this and in
other renal diseases. Furthermore, these data suggest
potential new strategies for therapy in the variety of renal
diseases characterized by increased thromboxane production.
ROLE OF PROSTAGLANDINS IN RENORENAL REFLEXES.
& L.A. Smith*. Dept. of mt. Med., Univ. of
Iowa Col. of Med. & VA Med. Ctr., Iowa City, IA.
In rats stimulation of renal mechanoreceptors
(MR) by increasing ureteral pressure 30 mmlig or
renal chemoreceptors (CR) by renal pelvic perfuaion
with 0.9 N NaC1 increases ipsilateral afferent
renal nerve activity (ARNA), decreases contralst.
eral efferent RNA and increases contralateral urine
flow rate (V) and urinary sodium excretion (UNaV);
a contralateral inhibitory renorenal reflex re-
sponse. Since PGE2 injected into renal intersti.
tium results in a contralateral diuresis and natri-
uresis that are abolished by ipsilateral renal
denervation (Pawloyska et al Kid mt 33:280 1988),
we examined if the renorenal reflex responses to
renal MR or CR stimulation were affected by renal
pelvic administration of indomethacin (indo) or
meclophenamate (meclo) at 0.25 pg/mm. Before indo
or meclo, renal MR stimulation for 20 mm increased
ipsilateral ARNA (integrated voltage, expressed in
percent of control) 65±11%, contralateral V from
5.9±0.7 to 8.4±1.2 pl/mmn/g and contralateral UNAV
from 1,1±0.1 to 1.7±0.3 pmol/min/g (n—8, p<O.Ol).
During renal pelvic perfusion with indo or meclo
renal MR stimulation increased ipsilateral ARNA 19
(p<O.Ol) but did not affect contralateral V or
UNaV; from 9.3±1.4 to 8.4±1.4 pl/min/g and from 1.7
±0.3 a markedly impaired
renorenal reflex response. Mean arterial pressure
and ipsilateral renal blood flow were not affected
by renal MR stimulation or renal pelvic administra-
tion of indo or neclo. Similarly, renal pelvic
administration of indo blocked the renorenal reflex
responses to renal CR stimulation. We conclude that
renal prostaglandmna are involved in the renorenal
reflex responses to renal MR and CR stimulation.
BLEEDING TENDENCY IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE:
EVIDENCE FOR AN INCREASED GENERATION OF PROSTACYC—
LIN IN THE 1.IICROVASCULATURE AND A PLATELET STORAGE
POOL DEFECT. P.A. Kyrle, F, Stockenhuber, C. Sun—
der—Plassmsnn, P. Balcke, K. Lechner. 1st Depart-
ment of Medicine, University of Vienna, Austria,
An acquired platelet defect is suggested to he
the underlying cause for the bleeding tendency in
patients with chronic rensl failure, We sudied the
formation of 6'-keto—prostaglandin F1 (6—k—PGF1,)
and thromboxane B2 (IxB2) and the release of beta—
thromboglobulin (beta—TG) at the site of platelet—
vessel wall interaction in blood energing from a
standardized injury of the cutaneous microvascula—
ture in 8 uremic patients on regular hemodialysis
trestment and in 19 normal subjects, In the uremic
patients the mean level of 6—k—PGF3 was 1.7 fold
higher than in the control subjects indicating an
increased PCI2 formation in chronic uremia. Forma-
tion of TxB2 was similar in the uremic subjects
and in the normals excluding a major defect of the
platelet prostaglandin metabolism in chronic renal
failure, Significant smaller amounts of beta—TG
were found in patients with chronic renal failure
indicating the presence of a storage pool defect
in chronic uremia.
controls (n19 uremic patients (n=8)
6k'c'?CF1.., 265 45 450 49 pg/ml P<.OOS
TxB2 6386 t 2622 6290 2312 pg/mi n.s.
fa—TG 4726 763 2955 479 ng/ml PC .001
We therefore conclude that the hemorrhagic dia—
theats commonly seen in patients with chronic re-
nal failure i's — at least partially — due to a pl-
atelet storage pool defect and an increased gener—
ation of PCI2 in the microvasculature.
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LEUKOTEIENE (Li) SYNTHESIS IN EXPERIMENTAL
MEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY: POTENTIAL ROLE OF THE
GLOMERULAR MACROPHAGE. Elias A. Lianos, Dept. ofMed.,
Nephrology Division, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI.
Enhanced glomerular synthesis of hydroxyeicosateuaenoic acids
(HETE) and LT has been described in experimental glomerulonephritis
(J.C.I. 76:1355, 1985; J.C.I. 82, 1988). The role of glomerular macro-
phages (Mf) as a potential source ofglomerular HETE and LTwas
assessed in passive Heyinann nephritis (PHN), a non-infiltrative form of
membranousnephropathy. Female Lewis rats received a single IV
proteinuric dose of sheep serum raised against rat antigenic fraction
FxIA. Glomeruli were isolated at 5 h, 18 hand 5 days and incubated
with the ionophore A23 187 at 37°C for 45 mm. 12-HETE and LTB4
were extracted, separated by HPLC and quantified by RIA. Synthetic
rates at 5 h were compared to those in ratsdepleted of glomerular 14
using whole body x-ilTadiation (x-irr.) prior to induction of PHN.
Controls received non-immune sheep sera (PHN-C). Irradiated controls
received either non-immune sera (PIIN-C/x-irr) or x-irr. alone. M$
depletion was assessed by staining for presence of In antigen bearing cells
in isolated glomeruli. Results (ng of LTB4 or 12-HETE/mg glom.
protein, mean SE) were as follows:
Groups 12-HETE LTB4
PHN - C(nl3) 36.05 5.8 2.26 0.25
PHN - C/x-irr. (iv.10) 1.29 O.25t
x-irr. alone (n=7) 1.00 0.l3t
PHN - 5h (n=17) 81.80 153t 4.57 0.75t
PHN - Sb (x-irr.) (n=8) 29.07 3.45 1.57 0.35ff
PHN - 18h (n=4) 7.62 2.88t
PHN -5 days (n=4) 8.45 3.20t
(t).p<0.05, compared to control; (if). p41.05 compared to PHN - 5h.
In all x-irr. groups there were significant decrements in glomerular
LTB4 levels and a 3-5 fold decrement in glomerular In bearing cells. X-
irr. also induced a 4 to 8 fold decrement in circulating leukocytes which
did not correlate with changes in LTB4. As no arachidonate lipoxygenase
activity has been demonstrated in cultured glomerular cell populations, it
is concluded that the resident M+ is a potential source of glomerular
LTB4. In PEN the enhanced glomerular eicosanoid synthesis commences
early and could be related to an altered state of activation of this cell type
in response to immune injury.
SERUM RENOTROPrC FACTOR (RF1 STIMULATES
PROSTAGLANDIN (P6) PRODUCTION BY PRIMARY
CULTURES OF RABBIT KIDNEY CELLS. Joy 1.
Logan* and Bryant Benson (intr. by TJlrich
F. Michael). V.A. Pled. Centr. and Depts.
of mt. Med. and Anat., Univ. of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona.
Compensatory renal growth (CR6) may
be regulated by a serum RF. Our previous
work has suggested that renal PGs may act
as mediators of CR6 in response toothe RF.
This hypothesis was further tested by ex-
amining the effects of serum from unineph—
rectomized (NX) rabbits on PGE2 production
by primary cultures of rabbit kidney cells.
The activity of the serum RF was assessed
b the cellular uRtake of 3H—thymidine
(H—T) [dgm x 10 3/pl ate] . PGE2 levels
[pg x lO-'/ml) were measured in the media
of cells incubating with rabbit serum ob-
tained pre-NX or 7, 9 and 14 days after
MX. Data are means + SEM for 6—9 plates.pre-NX 7-N 9-MX l4-NX
lO.7÷O.3l3.3+O.4a 17 3+1 2b 11.6+0.4PGE2: — — —
6.4+0.3 9.1+0.9 14318b11009a
ap<o.o5 and b<001 compared to pre—NX
The differences in media PGE2 were not due
to levels of PGE2 in added serum. These
data provide further confirmation of the
existence of a RF, and new support for the
hypothesis that PG5 participate in the
cellular events which lead to CR6.
EICOSANOID PRODUCTION BY THE KIDNEY OF THE
GOLDFISH (CARASSIUS AURATUS). J.
Lowenstein, Renal Section, Dept of Med.
NYU School of Medicine, New York, NY
Carroll et al (J Hyper. 1986, S33—S42)
reported that rabbit renomedullary cells
metabolize arachidonic acid (AA) via the
cytochrome P450 system to yield oxygenated
products which are vasoconstrictor and in-
hibit Na+-K+ATPase. We examined the meta-
bolism of AA by the kidney of the goldfish,
a fresh water teleost in which sea water
adaptation results in marked reduction in
GFR and fractional reabsorption of sodium.
Goldfish were maintained in fresh
water or 1/3 sea water. Whole renal homo-
genates were incubated with tritiated AA,
with or without indomethacin (INDO) or
nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA), an inhi-
bitor of lipoxygenase. Renal microsomes
were incubated with or without added NADPH
(1mM). The major metabolites, averaging
47.7% of recovered radioactivity, co—
migrated with 12—or 15—hydroxyeicosatetra-.
enoic acid (HETE) while prostaglandins
accounted for only 1.6%. INDO had little
effect but NDGA reduced HETE production by
86%. Microsomes from fresh water fish syn-
thesized a NADPH—dependent prostanoid not
identified in sea—water adapted fish.
The findings demonstrate that the
predominant eicosanoids of the goldfish
kidney are products of either lipoxygenase
or cytochrome P450 oxidation. These
products may mediate the changes in renal
hemodynamics and sodium reabsorption seen
following sea water adaptation.
THROMBOXANE A2 (TxA,) ACTIVATES HUMAN
MESANGIAL CELL ADENMILATE CYCLASE AND
INHIBITS SERUM- AND GROWTH FACTOR-
STIMULATED PROLIFERATION. Paolo Mene,* Hanna E.
Abboud, and Michael J. Dunn. Dept. of Medicine, Case
Western Reserve University, University Hospitals and VA
Medical Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
The platelet and leukocyte product TxA2 stimulates
glomerular mesangial cell contraction through a signal
transducion mechanism initiated by a rapid rise of cytosolicfree Ca + ([Ca +]) and sustained increases of intracellular
pH. Contrary to most stimuli of phospholipase C, TxA2 has
only weak mitogenic activity. We therefore investigated
whether TxA2, similar to other eicosanoids such as POE
and PGI2, also stimulates intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP)
accumulation, a growth inhibitory pathway in human
mesangial cells. The TxA2 mimetic U-46619 dose-
dependently increased immunoreactive cAMP in the
presence of 0.1 mM IBMX, from a basal of 162±4 to
1200±49 pmol/mg protein/3 mm at 10 uM. Consistent with
cAMP stimulation, addition of U-466l9 10 mm prior to
exposure of quiescent cells to 1-17% fetal bovine serum
BS) for 24 hrs potently and dose-dependently inhibited
H] thymidine ([ H]TdR) incorporation (10% FBS 620±47%
over basal, +10 uM U-466l9 317±56%, p<O.Ol), and blocked
FBS-stimulated incrases in call number (basal 51±2, FBS
76±4, U-46 56±3xlO cells/cm , NS vs basal). Similarly, 10
uM U-466l9 inhibited the effects of 10 ng/ml platelet-
derived growth factor, epidemal growth factor or basic
fibroblast growth factor on [ HITdR incorporation, by 55,79 nd 88% respectively. A selective stimulus of mesangial
[Ca angiotensin II, did not affect FBS-stimulated
proliferation, indicating cAMP as the potential mediator of
growth inhibition by TxA. The dual signaling mechanism
for TxA2 points to multipre functional interactions between
eicosanoids and growth factors in glomerular inflammation.
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RENAL HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO
5,6-EPOXYEICOSATETRAENOIC ACID (5,6 EET) IN THE
RAT: INTERACTIONS WITH THE CYCLOOXYGENASE
(CO) PATHWAY. KA Munger*, K Takahashi*, J Ebert'', and
KF Badr. Vanderbilt Univ. Nashviile, TN.
We have recently reported the induction of renal cytochrome
P450-linked arachidonic acid monoxygenase and epoxygenase
enzyme systems following reduction in renal mass, during
untreated insulin-dependent diabetes, and in mid-tenn pregnancy.
The present studies examined the renal actions of 5,6-EET, a
major product of the epoxygenase pathway, reported as being a
potent vasodilator in isolated extrarenal vascular beds.
Intrarenal arterial administration of 5,6-EET [1 (n=3) and 2
(n=5) ig/kg/min] to anesthetized euvolemic male Munich•Wistar
rats had no effect on systemic arterial pressure, but resulted in
dose-dependent reductions in RPF and GFR which, at the higher
dose, decreased, on average, from 4.20 to 3,33* and from 1.15 to
0.91* mI/mm, respectively. [* : p<O.O25 vs baseline], The FF
(0.27) was unchanged. Since 5,6-EET may act as a substrate for
CO, we examined the role of this pathway in mediating its renal
effects, in a separate group of rats (n=5) pre-treated with the Co
inhibitor ibuprofen (20 mg/kg), 5,6-EET (2 pxg/kglmin) resulted
in significant renal vasodilatation (RPF increased from 4.38 to
4.81 ml/min*) associated with a rise in GFR (1.09 to 1.24
mi/mm). FF was again unchanged (0.25 to 0.26).
Thus, intrarenal administration of 5,6-EET iflyjyQ evoked
vasoconstrictor, and not vasorelaxant, responses. CO inhibition,
however, resulted in 5,6-EET-induced renal vasodilatation,
suggesting that its renal vascular actions arise either from its own
bioconversion to, and/or its stimulation of the secondary release
of, a vasoconstrictor CO product. These observations provide
evidence for potentially relevant biologic interactions between
products of the cytochmme P450 and CO pathways of arachidonic
acid metabolism in the regulation of renal vascular tone.
STIMULATION OF GLONERIJLAR PROSrAGLMDINS (GP)
SYNTHESIS BY POTASSIUM LOAD PREVENTS RENAL FAILURE IN
NA DEPLNTE]) RATS TREATED WITH CAPTOPRIL (lilA-C).
M.Bathaus, E.Fodjarny, A.Pomerantz, J.Bernheiin. Diant.
of Nephro1o', Heir Hospital, Kfar—Saba, Israel.
(Intr. by J. Levi).
In Na depleted rats, treatment with captopril in-
duce renal failure, associated with low synthesis of
glomerular prostanoids (Am.J.Physiol, 254 :F358—F363,
1988). Potassium (K) stimulate GP in normal rats (N).
The effect of K (80 mU KCL in the drinking water) on
inulin (GFII) and PAIl (RPF) clearances (ml/min/loOgBW)
was therefore measured in KC1 loaded Wa-C rats (n9)
as compared with N (i = 19).To separate the effect of
K or Cl, 2 groups of LIla—C received either K or Cl.
(80 nil, pH 7.0) as drinking solutions.
Mean BP was low in all lila-C groups.Plasma NaHCO3
and p11 were normal in all. The effects of the same
loads on GP (pg/mg prot/30 miii) POT2 (I) and TXA2(T)
was studied in 5 additional groups (n=,each).
The results;
dPR RPF I T
N 0.94+.07 2 .23+.2 34-i-il 3±
LIla-C 0,27±.03* 0.76.i.2* 20+3 85+4 *
Wa-C/KC1 O,67+,i6 1.90+.3' 466+62* 847+192*
Wa-C/K 0.66+,23' 1.72±.5' 671+53* 967+208*
Wa-C/Cl O.29+,08 0,80+,2 228+95* 332+142*
vs N; • =p(0.Q1 vs LEa—C
The I/P ratio was decreased in Wa-C rats (.0.27
vs 0.86 in N).After K stimulation, l/T ratio returned.
to normal values: 0.64 (IIla-C/KC1) and 0.77 (Wa-C/K),
O.0Vvs Wa—C for both. After Cl alone the ratio
remained low (0.42). In conclusion, K but not Cl,
prevents the development of renal failure in LIla—C
rats. The increased synthesis of vasodilatory OP may
play a pivotal role in this effect.
SELECTIVE INHIBITION OF GLOMERULAR CNBOXAllR-
SYN'I'HASE IN RAT MOD.S OF PROGRESSIVE GLRULO—
SCLEROSIS. P. Salvati*, F. Pugliese, C. Ferti*, L.
Pierucci*, R. Ferrario end C. Patrono*.Farniitalja Carlo Erba Research Labs, Milan and
Dept of Pharmacology, Catholic Univ, Rouse, Italy.A lower sensitivity of renal cortical vs
platelet thrcuriboxarle(T]C)-synthase to several
im.idazole-ana].ogue inhibitors (TXBI) has been
suggested both in animals and man. We cered the
effects of FtE 22178 (5,6-dihydro-7-( lE-laida-
zol-1-yl)-2-naphtalene_carbrixyljc acid) on plate-
let and glcaserular production in normal rats
and in two models o glceaerular disease, i.e.
subtotal renal ablation (SRA) and age-relatedglaseruloscierosis in the Milan normotengive
strain (MNS). Incubations of whole blood and
isolated glcm,eruli were performed as previously
described (JPET 228:472,1984). Basal glomerularproduction of m, was (meen±SD n=6): 8.7±1.0 in
SRA, 2.5±0.4 in NtiS, and 1.9±0.6 mg/mg protein/h
in controls. A significantly (p<O.0l) lower IC50
for inhibition of glomerular vs platelet TICS was
observed in both normal and disqpsed rats. hu
ICc0 .y1ues avergged 3.2x10 vs l.73c10l.thciO vs l.8x10 and 7.0x108 vs l.OxlO'° N in
glcxneruli and whole blood of SEA, ENS and control
rats, respectively. In ENS glomeruli, inhibition
of T, synthesis was aaaociated with a dose-dc-
penqent increase in 2 synthesis up to 70% at10 . These results suggest that glounerular
TX-synthase might be more susceptible to inhibi-
tion by FCE 22178 than the platelet enzyme. We
conclude that a tissue-selective TXSI may
represent a valuable pharmacological tool in
exploring the functional significance of PG-
endoperoxide metabolism in chronic glomorulardisease.
ACTIVATION OF POLYOL PATHWAY STIMULATES RENAL
PRODUCTION OF VASODILATORY PROSTAGLANDINS. j,,
Scavln1, P. Zager, J. Frey*, R. Eaton*, 3.
Jackson*. Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM,
and H San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
Increased renal production of vasodilatory
prostaglandins (PG) may contribute to the
hyperfiltration that accompanies early
experimental diabetes (Metab 36:95, 1987). We
postulated that activation of the polyol pathway
increases renal production of vasodilatory PG.
and that this phenomenon can be prevented by
aldose—reductase (AR) inhibition. We studied the
effects of polyol accumulation on the urinary
excretion rates (UER) of PG. We used the classic
model for polyol accumulation, the galactose—fed
rat, to avoid the metabolic complications of
diabetes. Three groups (n=l8) of rats were
studied. Group I was fed normal chow. Group II
was fed normal chow supplemented with galactose
(301,). Group III received chow containing
galactose (30%) and an AR inhibitor (sorbinil
0.7%). UER of PG (pmol/24 h) were measured In
each group after 151—240 days on the respective
diets. UER of PGE2 and 6—keto—PGF1
increased in response to galactose eed1ng.
Administration of sorbinil prevented these
changes.
Grouo I Group II GrouD III
PGE2 30±7 106±18* 40±7
6ketoPGF1 127±1 201±19* 136±12
*p<O1 II vs I and III
UER of ll—dehydro—TxB2, however, were similar in
groups I and II (10±3 vs 15±3 pmol/24 h. NS).
Activation of polyol pathway increases UER of
vasodilatory PG. AR inhibition prevents this
phenomenon and may be useful in suppressing
hyperfiltration of early diabetes.
IDENTIFICATION OF GLOMERULAR THROMBOXANE (TX)
RECEPTORS: ROLE IN MODULATION OF GLOMERULAR
HEMODYNA14IC. Judith Solomon*, Barry Wi1kes
Peter Mento , Mary MaitaW and Carolyn Macica
Division of Nephrology & Hypertension, Dept. of
Medicine, North Shore Univ. Hospital and Cornell
University Medical Center, Manhasset, NY 11030
TX has important actions on renal glomeruli
and may contribute to the progression of glomeru-
lar disease. The aim of this study was to
identify and characterize glomerular TX receptor
sites. Clomeruli (>95% pure) were isolated by
graded sieving and centrifugation from normal
male S-D rats. Binding studies were performed
sing the stable TX receptor antagonist,
H-SQ29548 (SQ). Specific binding was saturable,
reversible, and varied with glomerular protein.
Scatchard plots of equilibrium binding revealed
one class of high affinity receptor sites
(KD — 14.3±2.4 nM, Bmax — 361.1±21.9 fmol/mg,
N — 5). Specific binding was inhibited by TX
agonists (U46619, U44069) and antagonists, but
not by PCE2, PGF2a angiotensin II or brady-
kinin. The effects of receptor occupancy and
blockade on renal function were studied in vivo:
MAP GFR RBF
(Torr) (ml/min/100gBW)
108±6 O.49±.05 l.27±.lO
112±3 0.l9±.04* O.47±.15*
108±2 O.56±.O9 l.70±.l5
*p < 0.01 vs no drug or SQ+U466l9
Stimulation of TX receptors resulted in glomeru-
lar vasoconstriction and a rise in FF which were
blocked by SQ. These studies demonstrate by
ligand techniques the presence of specific func-
tional receptor sites for TX on renal glomeruli.
DISSIMILAR PRt1SFS TO INSULIN D PRSLNDID (1)
INHIBITICI'l IN DIABETIC (D) P1lD UlDIABETIC (ND) PEWUSED
KflNEI'S (IPK). JS Stoff, [14 f4cCerthy,* a AJ Cehen.
lhiv of Massachusetts Madical Center, rcester, MA.
Prricus studies in the 1W have sho.'n that insulin
causes vasoiilaticn in ND but paredoxical vasoastric-
ticn in D. Tb examine whether these dissimilarities were
due to differences in the biceynthesis of vascxxnstric—
tive arid vascdilatory FCe, we perfused D (2 to4 weeks
after SrZ) ard ND (SrZ—vehicle) with the cyclixacgenase
inhibitor, iridasthacin (I), arid the thrartoxane synthe—
tase inhibitor, UK38485 (UK) in control perfusicns (C)
a-si in the presere of insulin (IrS, lOOuU/ml). All kid—
reys were perfused at constant arterial pressure (100—
110 inn}) arid preconstricted with arriotensin (All, 100
rs4rsin).
Eargyqascu1ar r%sistance (RVR, rnijmirVg)
C ThE C+I I?E+I C-f U( I[E-FUK
D 9.3+.7 11.9+.8* lO.O+.6 9.l+.6 6.l+.4* 7.6+1.0*
ND ll.9+.8 7.4+.6* 8.9+.4* 9.4+.6* 9.8+1.4 6.7+.6*
psD <.02 <.005 <.05 lLS
* p <.05 vs C
ThE iraied vasoconstricticn in D but vascidulated ND.
I alcrie (C+I) hai no effect but prevented ThE-induced
vascxxnstricticn in D ansi ThE-induced vascxlilation in
ND. UK dilated D (C4{IK) ansi prevented I-iriduced vaso-
coretricticn in D (INS+{JK), while pennittirs Il&-insiuced
vasedilaticn in ND. INS vasoactivity is rasdiated by toth
vascxxsistrictor and vascidulator R arid blocked by I in
D arid ND. In D, hDwever, the precicininant heiixlynanic
effect of INS is thrartoxane-nediated arid blocked by UK.
PHOSPHOLIPASE A2 (PLA2) IS COUPLED TO A PERT1JSSIS
TOXIN (PT) -INHIBITABLE G PROTEIN IN CULTURED RAT
INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING TUBULE (RIMCT) CELLS.
I. Teitelbauni, and A. Strasheim,*. Dept. Med.,
Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO 80262
Studies were performed to examine the role of
guanine nucleotide-binding regulatory proteins in
the stimulation of PLA2 in RIMCT cells. Incubation
with PT (100 ng/ml, 16 hr) decreases basal PGE2
production from 26.29±4.89 to 8.72±1.85 pg/pg
(n6, p<.Ol). PGE2 production in response to the
non-specific PLA2 agonist, ionomycin (0.1 pM), is
not affected by PT, 149.04±25.36 vs 128.86±12.04
(n6, NS). To assess the effect of PT on receptor-
mediated PLA2 aetivition, we employed epidermal
growth factor (EGF, 1 pM). EGF increases PGE2 from
12.37±1.23 to 48.44±6.35 (n5, p<.O2); this
increase is eliminated by PT as PGE2 production in
PT-treated cells is only 17.15±4.29 (NS vs basal).
To ensure that inhibition by PT is due to ADP-
ribosylation of a G protein rather than the
lectin-like effects of PT, we examined the effects
of the non-hydrolyzable compound, GTPs (10 pM).
C E s E+'s E+s+PT
20.4±4.4 31.1±4.5 15.8±3.0 130.0±35.1 9.2±2.5
In saponin-permeabilized cells, EGF alone has only
a modest effect on PGE2 production. While GTPYs
alone is without effect it markedly potentiates
the effect of EGF (n3, p<.05) and this, too, is
inhibited by PT. The effect of PT is not due to
enhanced cAMP content (AJP 251:F671,1986) as PT
has no effect on cAMP in the absence, 19.23±5.81
vs 19.45±2.29 (n=7, NS), or presence, 39.82±4.72
vs 39.80±4.65 (n4, NS), of EGF. We conclude that
a PT-inhibitable G protein transduces receptor-
stimulated but not ionomycin-stimulated PLA2
activity.
INTERLEUKIN-113 (IL-i) AND TUMOR-NECROSIS
FACTOR a (TNF) SYNERGISTICALLY INDUCE
PGE2 RELEASE IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS
N.Topley', J.Floegc', V.Kaever, K.Resch* (intr.by C.Olbricht).
Dept. Molecular Pharmacology, University Hospital, Hannover, FRG
Increasing evidence supports a role for the glomerular mesangial cell
inboth, homeostatic and proinflainmatory reactions within the
glomerulus. However, to date most studies have utilized proliferating
mesangial cells to study cell stimulation. We therefore studied both,
resting cells (viable, but non-proliferating; following 48 hrs culture in
serum free medium) and cells proliferating in medium with 10% fetal
calf serum. Human mesangial cells stimulated for 24 hrs with rIL-1 and
rTNFproduced PGE2 (measured by RIA) in a dose- and time-
dependent manner (reaching a plateau by 18 hrs). The production
(expressed as pg/pg protein) by proliferating cells however was in all
casesmarkedly higher than in resting cells (see figure). After the
stimulation period of 24 hrs both, resting and proliferating cells were
viable as assessed by Acridine Orange staining and resting cells could
be reinduced to proliferate maximally. When IL-I and TNF were
added simultaneously at varying doses to both, resting and proliferating
cells, the resulting 24 hr PGE2 production showed a marked synergistic
increase. Results (means of 3 separate exp.) are given in the figure.
These results demonstrate effects of both, IL-i and TNF on
prostaglandin production by human mesangial cells. The synergistic
action of these cytokines suggests a potentially potent effect on the
course of inflammation in the kidney.
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U46619
SQ+U466l9
FF
0. 39±.03
0. 49± .04
0.33±. 02
_
DOSE-RESPONSE
T;OIL CIILfl
0.310
a
I —
c, 0 —oq0
SYNERGY
0
TNFO I 10
(nq/'uil) (ng/mI) (ngfrni)0 0.5
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CLASSIFICATION OF Pl)STAGLANDIN (Pc) RECEPTORS (R)
BASED ON CJPLING TO PHOSPHOLIPASE C (PLC) OR ADE—
NYLYL CYCLSE (Ac) i UMR—106 CELLS. D. Yameauch'.
B. Merritt, 7. Green, C. Kleeinan, and S. Muallem.
VAMC West Los Angeles, Cedars—Sinai Med. Ctr., and
UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
PGs bind to plasma ment,rane Rs to evoke their
actions in different tissues. We utilized PG se-
cond messenger generation to logically classify PG
Rn. PGs can stimulate both an increase in cAlIF and
free cytosolic Ca2+ ((Ca2+)i). The increase in
(Ca2÷)j is independent of antient Ca2+ and is cor-
related with stimulation of the phosphoinositide
cycle. The potency rank for PG—stimulated rise in
(Ca2+)i was F2i)D2>)E2)El)12)A2. Stimulation with
an F2 dose that gave maximal (Ca2+)i increase fol-
lowed by stimulation with maximal doses of P2.'. or
D2 did notfurther increase (Ca2-i-)i. Maximal doses
of E2,El, A2, or 12 following F2o'-or D2 stimula-
tion did elicit a second transient rise in (Ca2+)i.
Similarly, initial stimulation with maximal doses
of E2, El, or A2 followed by stimulation with E2,
El, or A2 did not result in a second Ca2+ tran.si—
ent. When F2,A.or D2 followed E2, El, or A2 stimu-
lation, a second transient Ca2+ rise occurred. The
potency rank for PG-stimulated cAMP production was
E2,El)A2)12)') F2QiD2. Simultaneous stimulation with
E2 and El did not result in additivity of CAMP ge-
neration. Pretreatment with E2 desensitized cells
to respond to El, A2, or 12 by cAMP generation buthad no effect on the increase in (Ca2+)i. Conclu-
sions: 1) PLC and AC signal transduction systems
are coupled to different PG Rn; 2) there are three
subclasses of PG Rn—two linked to PLC and one
linked to AC; 3) F2rk and D2 bind to a coaiin PLC—
associated R while E2, El, A2, and 12 bind to a
second coitinon PLC-associated R.
VASORELAXANT AND NATRIURETIC RESPONSES TO
LEUKOTRIENE B4 (LTB4) IN THE RAT KIDNEY: F(JNCFIONAL
IMPORTANCE OF THE 12(R) STEREOCHEMISTRY. A Yared,
K Takahashi*, A Brash*, I Capdevila*, and KF Badr. Vanderbilt
University. Nashville, TN.
LTB4 is an established mediator in renal inflammatory injury. To
investigate its intrinsic actions which are independent of its effects
upon leukocyte (PMN) activation, we infused LTB4 (10 nM) into the
renal artery of 7 Munich-Wistar rats. At this concentration, LTB4 does
not attract or activate rat PMNs, and PMN infiltration was not
observed in LTB4-infused kidneys. Despite constant arterial pressure
and GFR, LTB4 increased HP? (3.5±0.4 to 4.0±0.3 ml/min*) and
dramatically augmented urinary sodium, but not potassium, excretion
rate (UNaV) from 0.61 to 271 tEq/min*. Inhibition of
cyclooxygenase, lipoxygenase, and cytochrome-P450 (cP450)
arachidonic acid (AA) metabolism by 55.1 1.14-eicosatctraynoic acid
(ETYA, n=5) did not abolish LTB4-induced changes in RPF and
UNaV. * p<0.05 vs control.
These renal responses to LTB4 were identical to those of the
AA.cP450 metabolite 12(R)-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid [12(R).
METE). Since the two eicosanoids share the (K) configuration at the
C12 chiral center and may occupy a common receptor on human
PMNs, we examined their potentially related structure-function
activities in the kidney. Synthetically prepared C12-(S) stereoisomers
of LTB4 (12(S)-LTB4] (n=3) and of 12(R)-METE [12(S)-METE] (n..3)
were without effect on RPF (4.1±0.5 to 4.2±0.6and 3.1±0.1 to
3.2±0.1 mi/mm) or UNaV (0.99±0.15 to 1.13±0.04 and 1.43±0.69 to
1.59±0.66 pEq/min).
Thus, we report novel renal actions for LTB4 (vasorelaxation and
natriuresis) independent of PMN activation or other AA metabolites.
These actions are shared by 12(R)-METE. Since the olefingeometry is
different between LTB4 and 12(R)-METE , but is identical between
these cicosanoids and their respective biologically inactive
stereoisomers l2(S)-LTB4 and 12(S)-METE, it is therefore the
common R configuration at the Cl2 alcohol which constitutes an
essential prerequisite for optimal recognition and biologic activity as a
proposed LTB4/12(R)-HETE renal receptor site,
MULTIPLE FORMS OF ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING
ENZYME (ACE) cDNA. Kenneth E. Bernstejn*
and Brian N. Martin*, Dept. of Pathology,
Emory Univ., Atlanta, Ga., NIMH, Bethesda,
Md. (intr. by Wallace 0. Campbell, Jr.)
ACE plays a major role in blood
pressure regulation by converting angio—
tensin I to angiotensin II. We have
isolated two classes of mouse kidney ACE
cDNA based on patterns of hybridization to
5 ACE specific oligonucleotide probes.
One such CDNA, ACE.ll, is a 469]. bp class
I cDNA that encodes 991 amino acids. The
protein sequence of ACE.ll appears to be
composed of three domain—like regions,
each of approximately 300 amino acids.
While the first and third protein regions
are highly homologous, the second region
is similar to the protein sequence of the
1033 bp class II ACE cDNA, ACE.3l. The
proteins encoded by ACE.1l and ACE.31 are
more homologous than their DNA sequences.
Both classes of ACE cDNA identify mRNA of
4900 and 4150 nucleotides in mouse kidney
and lung RNA. In contrast only ACE.ll
hybridizes to testis mRNA, detecting a
single strongly hybridizing band of 2500
bases. Southern analysis of mouse genomic
DNA with clone specific restriction
fragments demonstrates that ACE.1]. and
ACE.3l are encoded on separate genomic
segments. These data strongly suggest
that within mouse kidney and lung InRNA,
there are multiple messages encoding ACE—
like sequence. ACE may be a family of
similar proteins.
RENAL SENSITIVITY TO ANGIOTENSIN II IN HUMAN DIABETES
MELLITIJS IS NOT DECREASED. Staffan B&.Ck*, Mettles Aurell,
Lers-Einer BresSter*, Hans Herfltz*, I.ennart Welin*,
Wikstrand*,. University of (teborg, Sthlgrenska hospital, Dept.
of Nephrol. & Clin. Physiol., Obteborg, Sweden.
Redeced angiotensin II (All) sensitivity has been proposed to
be responsible for the increased OFR and RPF in diabetic animals.
To test this hypothesis in man, we investigated the renal effacts of
low dose angiotensin II infusion in 9 patients with insulin depen-
dent diabetes mellltus, 25*3 years old, without complications and
in 7 healthy age-matched controls. The OFR (51Cr-EDTA-cleer-
ance) end RPF (PAH-cjearence) were measured before end doring
infusion 010.5 and 1.5 ng/kg/min. Basal levels of plasma renin
activity (PRA) endAll weremeasured
basal O.5no/kg/mln 1 .Sng/kg/mln
GFR (mI/mInhl.73m2)
diabetIcs 125±13* 117*7* 109*15
controls 109±10 100±11 97±13
RPF (mI/mIn/ 1 73gy 2)
diabetics 524±131 415±71* 37379*
controls 534±107 438±88 389*123'
Filtr fraction
diabetics 0.26±0.06 0.29±0.05* 0.30±0.04'
controls 0.21±0.03 0.24±0,04* 0.27±0.07*
(meens±SD). *..p(0 05 dIabetic vs controls. #*p(0 03 vs basal.
The small change in bloed pressure was similar in both groups and
increesedfrom 115±10/81±11 mmH9to 123±11/84±11mm
Hg in the diabeticsand from 118±8/76*8 to 125±5/87±6 In the
controls, The basal PM All levels, that did not differ between
groups, were 1.1±0.4 ng/ml/hr and 5,0±1.4 pg/ml In the dia-
betics and 0.9*0.8 end 5.1±3,9 in the controls. It is concluded
that the glomerular hyperfiltratlon in urmpliceted diabetes
mellitus in man Is not ibeto a reduced renal sensitivity to All.
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NaC1 CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF MACULA DENSA
MEDIATED RENIN SECRETION. Josephine P. Briggs, Ole
Skott*, Ama Ofosu_Appiah*. and Ann Smart*. Dept.
of Int.Med., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,MI.
Studies were performed to define the relation-
ship between macula densa (MD) tubular fluid MaCi
concentration and renin secretion, using a newly
developed technique which permits control of lumi—
nal composition at the MD in isolated superfused
JGA's. The MD—containing tubule segment was dis-
sected together with adherent glomerulus from
rabbit kidneys, and perfused from either the TAL
or the DCI using isolated perfused tubule
techniques. The complex was superfused
continuously, and fluid collected at ten mm
intervals. Renin was assayed in presence of
excess substrate using antibody trapping followed
by RIA of angiotensin I. In time control studies,
single JGA renin secretion rate (RSR) averaged
10.9+4.8 nGU/mln and was unaffected by a mock
perfusate change. In 8 JGA's, RSR was measured
with 4 perfusates of varying [NaC1], presented in
a random order with a Latin squares design:
[Na] mM 140 80 45 25
[Cl] mM 122 60 25 7
RSR 13.2+4.2 15.7-1-4.7 27.9+6.6 38.6-i-6.2
(nGU/min) n.s. p<.O5
Previous studies in rat have shown a similar pat-
tern of luminal NaCl concentration dependence of
tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF). TGF responses are
half maximum at a luminal Cl of 35, and increases
above 65 mM do not result in augmentation of
responses. The results suggest that the IGF
mechanism and MD—mediated renin secretion may
share a common signal mechanism, and that increas-
ing extracellular formation of angiotensin is un-
likely to account for TGF—mediated vasoconstriction.
PETAEOLI9I 1F cLDCGTEE IN ThE ISUJ4IED
FEWL KIIJ€Y LI.M,1tid*, H.Dauaard* aid K.Olciaard.
Tie interatim bebee-i ?ickiey aid liver on the
matabolism of aldoeterme was studied in tie iso-lated perfused kidney a-id isolatad perfused liver
aid in tie canbinad isolated perfused kidney aidliver of male Wistar rats using recirculation
with a lemoglabinfree sedkun. Tie renal at.rialpreseire aid tie lepatic parfusate f 113'. ware kept
cmstait. 4—14C—aldosteruie was aided at en ini-tial cmc. of 19)0 pg/mi. Frfusatm aldosterDis
was neaered by a RIA aid 14C raiioectivity -—
dsternii.ned in tie saiples.
Equal diureses, (ER, fractional sodiinn aidIotassiLnn reabsorption ware observed in the
isolated perfused kickiey aid tie canb.ined model.Similarly equal values of pertal vein preserebilef 1CM a-id oxygen cone.urçtiai were fa.rid in ie
cceibined model aid tie isolated liver. After 90
miites of perfusion aldosterone caic. declined
with 347. in tie isolated kidney aid with moretie-i in tie isolated liver as wall as in the
ccsined model. Tie cor-reaçicrid.ing per-fusat.levels of 14C redionietabolites was Z3%, 437. aid487. of tie initial 14C aided respectively. Thetotal biliary excretion of 14C • 2h aid 167. inti-is isolated liver aid tie combined modsl i.tiiletie total urinary excretiai of 14C was i.3x aid2.67. in the isolated kidney aid tie combined
model. Tie average clearaice rate of aldostarmein tie isolated kidney was 0.93 nil/main ccepar-edto a IR of 0.72 ml/min. In non-filtering kidneystie clear-a-ice rate of aldasterme was 0.29 malI
nun. In the isolated perfused liver aid in tie
combined model tie aetatiolic clear-a-ice rate of
aldostarme was 13.1 aid 10.9 mi/mm,
respectively.In cmçlLeicn lepatic metabolism was tie major
eliauriatzng patlwlay of alcloster-cne aid biliary
excretion was predceinait. lial elimination
eac.rmted to less thai 10 7. pr-._kióiey of tietotal clear-a-ice rate of aldosteromie. It consisted
mainly of glanerular filtration follcwed bytutular r.abearptiall iEiile 257. -- eliminated byperitulj.ilar degradation.
RISSE OF DI'IPARITh.L RE2W (IR) '10 NBALUNILATERAL URETERAL cncriai (UX)) iIUNINEPHRECI'OMY (UNX). S. El-Dahr*, R.L.thevalier R.A. Garez, M.J. Peaab*, and R.M.
Carey*. dnivexsity of Virginia Nedica],Departhents of Pediatrica Inteinal 1edicxne aniannacooqy tharlottesv(lle, Virginia.
-
•thrquc 17.0 rsults In renal vasoconsrictiçai
wtudi i,s selective'y attenuated by i'.jiotensinenzyme inhibition. In contrast, theintact kidney following itralateal Wç) or UNX
undergoes hypertrcçhy and vasodilatatic*i. Th
evaluate the role of IR in these respom-eas,Spragug-Dewley rats were subjectd to sham
cpezation (5, rPlO) left ureteral liqat;on (.XX),
ri=l2), or right nerl,rectcany (UNX, rp7J witiun thefirst 2 days of life. At 4 weeks of age, )çidney
sections were 1nnautalned for renin usim a
specific nolvclca-ial antirat renin antibody. 'thekidney weight (KW mJ, % stained juçtaglzular
aaratuses (%rCA, % ler8th of staining of the
arferent arteriole (%LAA) and renal renin content
IRRC; mAx/ag proteWhr) were deennined for theleft (1K) and right (RK) kidneys. Results(mean+SE; * p < 0.01 vs sham; # p <0.01 vs UNX;+ p < 0.05 vs left kidney):S 1110 UNXIX RK IX RK IXl 680+20 680+10 450+30* 800+60*+ 9604-60*
%JGA 55+ 54+1 8l+I*k 74+*+ 48+3%IAA 322 32F3 7Q4* 666* 3312R 2212 1712+ 4216* l€2+ 33*
Plassia renin aqt],vity and iean arterial pressure
were riot significnt1y different aniong the 3
grcups. q-iarges in IR suggest that renal
vsoconstricticai n the ciironiqafly thstrucedkidney may be mediated by recruitment of resin-
containing mxcrpvasczil4r oell. Rowevçr, heresponse of IR in the intact kidney var.es with
the stiuai].us to hypertrcithy: after IJUO, %JGA and%LAA were iiioreasea and R1 was decreased; while
after TJNX, eiun distritition ws not affected
and RIç was 1ieased. This adaptive respaee maybe mediated by a neural or hunoral signal.
EIPLY EFFECFS OF AI'lE Q ThE Na:K P111P IN
ISXAF FIC.AL ODLLErVIiG '1UBULFS (ctT). Yoshiakij4i and adrian I. Katz. Univ. of thicago, Dept. of
dIine, thicago, Iliuniis.
Sustained exposure to aldosterone (A) increases the
abidance and activity of the Na:K pimp in its main
renal target site, the ctr. Ibwever, the occurrence and
mechanism of the early interactions of (A) (i.e.,
within the time span of its effects on electrolyte
transport) with the ccr pimp, especially in adrenal-
intact animals, remain disputed. In this sbx)y we
evaluated the short—term in vitro effects of [A) on
Na-K-ATPase hydrolytim activity aix) on ouabain-
sensitive 865b uptake ( a measure of the trans-porting rate of the pimp, in microdissected (.tT frcsi
adrenal-intact rats. Na_KATPas? activitywasunchangedby2hincubationwith(A],10 M(904+84SEvs.984
72 piiol4mvh, NS). In contrast, [A) produced a
riking increase in the 1 main (initial velocity)
Rb , frcin 19.5 1.6 to 41.7 4.0 pinl4mvnin,
P < )i.oi. This effect was time-dep?KIent (30 main lag)
and dose-related (detected at 10 N, maximal at >
10_i N). iditiona1 stixiies were performed to assess
whether the pimp stinulation was secaidary to incre9ed
Na entry. Incubation with (A) in the presence of 10- N
aniiloride (tubiles with patent ltmen), or in a Na-jree
nediun (choline Cl) did riot alter the enhanced Rb,,
observed with (A] alone, and this effect was still seen
upon addition of nystatin, i.e., when cell Na concen-
tration was no longer rate—liming. In contrast, the[A)-induced enhancement of Rb,, was blunted by
concurrent incubation with cycloheximide.
The results indicate that the early effect of (A) on
the Na:K pimp in CCr represents enhanced turnover rate
of existing pimps that precedes (and may prceote) the
later increase in the biosynthesis of new pimp units.
This effect is probably not mediated by increased Na
entry, bit apears to require new protein synthesis.
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RENIN CENE EXPRESSION DURING SALT DEPLETION.
R.A. Comez, R.L. Chevalier, A.D. Everett*, M.J.
Peaeh*, R.M. Carey*. University of Virginia
School of Medicine, Charlottesville, Virginia.
To define whether intrarenal renin synthesis
and distribution are affected by salt depletion,
a control group of adult, male Wistar-Kyoto rats
(C, n—i) waa compared to a group of rats
receiving a low sodium diet containing trace
amounts of sodium chloride (0.01 - 0.02%) for 7
days (SD, n—lO). Kidney total RNA was extracted
and dot and Northern blots prepared and
hybridized to a full length 32P-renin cDNA.
Kidney renin mRNA levels were higher in the SD
than in the C group. The intrarenal distribution
of renin was assessed by immunocytochemistry with
a polyclonal antirat renin antibody (gift of Dr.
T. Inagami) applied to formalin-fixed tissue.
The number of immunostajned arterial vessels (AV)
and the length of afferent arteriolar
imniunostaining (LAA) was determined, expressed as
a percentage (%) of the total and compared
between groups. Both the % AV and % LAA were
higher in SD (80±10 and 80±15%) than In C (43±9
and 33±15%) rats (p < 0.05). In addition, 27±18%
of glomeruli in SD rats contained renin in their
glomerular tufts. We conclude that SD enhances
intrarenal renin synthesis and redistributes
intrarenal renin within the preglomerular and
glomerular microvasculature. Consequently, SD
may induce a recruitment of cells that in the
basal state were not expressing the renin gene,
PHYSIOLOGICAL DOSES OF AMP PARTIALLY INHIBITS
SODIUM RETAINING ACTIONS OF All IN DOGS. iLL.
Granger, M.J. So1haugnd LW. Scott. Eastern
Virginia Med. Sch., Dept. of Physiol,, Norfolk, VA
Previous micr'operfusion studies in rats have
indicated that high concentrations of atrial
natriuretic factor (AMP) inhibits All—stimulated
proximal Na reabsorption. The purpose of' this
study was to determine whether physiological doses
of AMP has an important antagonizing effect on the
Na retaining actions of All in anesthetized dogs
with the endogenous ream angiotensin system
blocked by converting enzyme inhibition, The
effects of an intrarena]. infusion of All at rates
of .5, 1.0, and 1.5 ng/kg/min on renal handling of
Na were determined in the presence (N=5) and
absence (N3) of physiological increases in
circulating levels of AMP (5 ng/kg/min, I.V.).
Intrarenal infusion of All at rates of .5, 1.0,
and 1.5 ng/kg/mmn into normal dogs decreased
urinary excretion of Na (UNaV) to 113, 37, and 311%
of' control. Fractional excretion of lithium (FELi,
an indicator of Na delivery from the proximal
tubule) also decreased to 70, 57, and 60% of
control. All infusion had no significant effect on
GFR. Pretreatment of dogs with AN? significantly
blunted the effects of All on UN V and PEL4. In
the presence of' AMP, intrarenal nfusion of' All at
rates of .5, 1.0 and 1.5 ag/kg/mm decreased U V
to only 72, 811, and 97% of control, respectiveI.
FELl decreased to 92, 71, and 76% of control in
response to All. These data suggest that physio-
logical increments in plasma AMP may partially
inhibit the proximal tubule effects of All,
thereby affecting Na excretion. This affect of AMP
could be an important mechanism whereby AN?
affects proximal tubule function.
PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) MODULATES All-STIMU-
LATED ALDOSTERONE SECRETION. C.M. Isales*, P. 0.
Barrett, M. L. Brlnes, W. B.Bollag', H. Rasmussen*. Vale Sch.
Med., Oepts. Medicine & Physiology, New Haven, CT.
Although Ca++ regulating hormones have been implicated In
the etiology of hypertension, their exact role remains
controversial. In vivo studies have yielded conflicting data
concerning the modulation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone
axis by PTH Using bovine adrenal preparations, we evaluated
PTH as a potential modulator of glomerulosa cell function, and
measured the intraadrenal distribution, the affinity and the
steroidogenic activity of the PTH receptor.
In vitro autoradiography of adrenal tissue incubated with l25-l
PTH revealed binding which was limited to the outer zone
(glomerulosa layer) of the cortex and was 40% specIfic. No
binding was observed in other regions of the adrenal. Using
purified glomerulosa cell membranes, receptor affinity was
determined and by Scatchard analysis a single class of high
affinity receptors (Kd 0.4 nM) was demonstrated.
In the absence of other secretagogues, PTH (0.01-1.0 nM)
modestly stimulated aldosterone secretion from glomerulosa
cells from a control value of 15 pg/minhlO6 cells to a maximum of
30 pgiminiio6 cells at 1 nM PTH, p<0.O1. In contrast, a dose of
PTH (0.1 nM) which by itself minimally increased secretion (+10
pg/mm/b6 cells) greatly enhanced the secretory rate when
added with All (0.1-10.0 nM). The magnitude and the All-dose
dependence of this potentiation by PTH varied according to the
time over which secretion was measured. During the first 15 mm
of incubation, PTH shifted the All-aldosterone dose response
curve (Ka 1.0 to 0.3 nM) without significantly increasing the
maximal secretory response (46.4 pg/mm/b6 cells vs 57.8
pg/mintl 06 cells,p>.05). In contrast during a sustained response
(30-45 mm), PTH greatly enhanced the maxImal secretory
response (All:1 09.4pg/min/1 O6cells; AII+PTH:219.2 pg/mm/I 6
cells, p< 0.005) without shifting the Ka for All activation.
These data indicate that high affinity PTI-I receptors are
present in the zona glomerulosa and that at physiological
concentrations of PTI-I and All a synergism occurs resufting in
greatly enhanced aldosterone secretion.
MODULATION OF PLASMA ALDOSTERONE CONCENTRATION BY
CHANGES IN G.V. Jones,' B.M. Wall, H.H. Williams, D.C.
Sapir and C.R. Cooke. VAMC and Univ. of TN, Memphis, TN and
The Johns Hopkins Univ. School of Med., Baltimore, MD.
To assess the effect of changes In extracellular (H+1 on
plasma aldosterone (PA) concentration while controlling other
factors Influencing aldosterone secretion, studies were
performed on 3 anephrlc and 9 non-nephrectomized patients
undergoing hemodialysis. All subjects were studied twice, once
with high (35meq/l) and once with low (15-17.5 meq/l)
dialysate HCO3 concentrations. Body weight and plasma K were
maintained at constant levels. Blood samples were collected by
constant withdrawal Into iced syringes during 30 minute
intervals prior to and following dialysis for determmnailon of
integrated PA, cortisol (PC), Na and K concentrations. Plasma
renin activity (PRA) and IH+J were determined in samples
drawn separately. Pro and post dialysis values (mean SE)
were:
Pre Post Pre Post
PA 8.5±1.5 p<0.005 5.8±1.5 7.2±1.7 p.cO.04 9.3±2.3
PRA 0.4±0.2 NS 0.5±0.3 0.3±0.1 NS 0.2±0.1
PC 11.9±2.6 NS 9.2±0.9 11.6±2.2 NS 10.2±1.4
Na 139±0.6 NS 139±0,9 140±0.6 p<0.003 135±1.3K 4.7±0.2 NS 4.6±0.2 4.8±0.1 NS 4.7±0.1H 44.5±2.0 p<0.002 36.7±1.2 43.1±1.0 p<0.005 53.3±2.4
PA (ng/dl), PRA (ng/ml/hr), PC (g/dl), Na and K (meq/l),
H + (neq/l). PA in high HCO3 studIes (-2.7±0.7) was
significantly different (p<0.O05) from PA In low HCO3 studies
(2.1±0.9). Regression analysis of data from both low and high
HCO3 studies showed a highly significant correlation between
PA and (r=0.74, p<0.005) but no correlation between PA
and APRA, APC, ANa or These studies show a relationship
between PA and extraceliular IH) that strongly suggests that
H+ may play a role In the regulation of aldosterone secretion.
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IP 5.46 5.22 5.05 4.88 4.84
B 13.8±2.1 19.9±1.9 22.8±4 21.1±2.3 22.4±5.4
S
%
22±2.3
*f594%
24±1.7
*+206%
22.2±2.6
-2.6%
19.3±1.1
-8.5%
12.5±2.7
*442
CIRCUlATING ACTIVE RENIN HETEROGENEITY CHANGES
AFTER STIMUlATION OF RENIN SECRETION. SA Katz*,
JA Opsahi, and PA Abraham. Hennepin County
Medical Center, and Univ. of Minnesota,
Minneapolis,
Human active ream is composed of multiple
forms with variable isoelectric points between
5.46 and 4.84. The relative proportions of five
major renin forms were compared in human
essential hypertensive peripheral venous plasma
before and 2 hrs after stimulation of ream
release with converting enzyme inhibition
(Quinapril) and upright posture. Five major
active renin forms were separated by shallow
gradient isoelectric focusing and quantitated by
radioimmunoassay of generated Angiotensin I
Plasma renin activity increased significantly
from 1.2 to 5.1 after renin stimulation (N—5).
Isoelectric point (IP) and average proportions
(%) of circulating active ream forms before (B)
and after stimulation (S) of renin secretion
(N—5) (Mean±SEM): < .01; B vs S
EFFECT OF ENALAPRILIC
NEPERON HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES TO PERITUBULAR
CAPILLARY INFUSION OF ANGIOTENSIN I. Kenneth
D. Mitchell* and L. Gabriel Navar. University
of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294.
The present study was performed to determine
the effect of acute administration of the
angiotensin—converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor,
enalaprilic acid (MK 422), on the single
nephron hemodynamic responses to peritubular
capillary infusion of angiotensin I (ANG I).
Stop—flow pressure (SFP) measurements were
obtained in pentobarbital—anesthetized rats
during control conditions and during successive
peritubular capilla9 infusions (each at a rate
of 20 nl/min) of 10 N MX 422 and 105M ANG I +
103M NK 422. SFP was not altered during
infusion (4.3±0.3 mm) of 103M l'IK 422 (40.6
0.6 vs 39.7 0.5 mmlig, n27). Subsequent
infusion of 105M ANG I + iO'N MK422 into the
same vascular sites reduced SFP to 21.5 3.2
inmHg (P<0.01, n=27); responses similar to those
obtained with 105M ANG I alone. Similarly, in
2 rats receiving a systemic infusion of 14K 422
(1—3 mg/kg/hr), peritubular infusion of 10N
ANG I alone or 10N ANG I + 10GM 14K 422
decreased SFP from 38.1 1.3 to 14.9 5.7
tmnHg (P<O.01, n=7 tubules). In contrast, the
effects of peritubular ANG I infusion on SFP in
normal rats were blocked by the angiotensin II
(ANG II) receptor antagonist, saralasin
(10H). These findings indicate that
intrarenal conversion of ANG I to ANG II
occurs, at least in part, at a site which is
inaccessible to acutely administered MX 422,
or, that there is an alternative pathway for
the intrarenal conversion of ANG I to ANG II.
Stimulation of renin secretion was
accompanied by a significant increase in the
proportions of the two most basic renin forms and
a significant decrease in the proportion of the
most acidic form. These data are consistent with
the hypotheses that stimulation of renin
secretion results in preferential secretion of
the more basic forms, and/or that the liver
preferentially degrades the more basic forms,
ENALAPRIL (H) SUPPRESSES THE EFFECT OF HIGH
PROTEIN DIETS ON ALBUMINURIA BUT NOT ON ANGIOTENSIN II (All) AND VASOPRESSIN (VP)
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE IN NEPHROTIC
RATS y.j.artin*, F.N. Hutchison, G.A. Kaysen.
INCREASE INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM ACTIVITY (Ca.) IN
SINGLE JIJXTAGLOMERULAR CELLS (JGC) IN PRIMARY
VAMC Martinez CA. University of CA Davis, CA. CULTURE. Orson Moe*, Alberto Tej edor*, Robert
Dietary protein (DP) was increased from 8.5% .J. Alpern, William Henrich. University of Texas
(LP) to 40% (HP) in 24 rats with passive Heymann Southwestern Medical Center and VAJIC, Dallas,
nephritis (EN), 12 of which received E (HPE), to TX.
evaluate the relationship between changes in GFR The inhibitory effects of All and VP on ream(ml/m) and albuminuria (UalbV, mg/d), and to release may be mediated by an increase in
define how GFR and UalbV were affected by E.
J.,...,
GF Uaib Y.._. GF R . 1JaikY
QQ.94+O,9 189 LQ1+ 1.1 18 1+1 1
* 309+ 45 * L32+.13* 218+2 2A5 7+3 6.* ..21+,09* 8+31*#
40.92+.Q4 70 +70* 0.9 4+,O 3+*#14_Q$Q_Zt8iI_.P 86+..10
GFR increased at 1 and 2 days, but decreased by
day 4, unaffected by E. UalbV increased on day 1
systemic pressure and/or by a direct effect on
the JGC. Since Ca. may modulate renin release,
we examined the effect of All and VP on Ca in
individual JGCs. JGCs were isolated from' rat
kidney cortex by density gradient centrifuga-
tion, and grown in primary culture for 2 days.
80% of these JGCs stained positively witn
rat renin antibody and isoproterenol (10 H)
increased renin secretion from 20±8 to 46±17
ag/al/h (n6, p<O.OS). Ca was measured micro-
fluorometrically on single JGCs loaded with FURA
in HP, and continued to increase despite the fall
in GFR after day 2. UalbV initially increased in
2 and perfused at 37°C. Ca. was calculated from
.1the ratio of fluorescence intensities at excita-
HPE at day 2, but decreased after day 4 in a time tion wavelengths of 350 and 380 am with an
dependent fashion. Similar studies were performed emission wavelength of 510 am. Each cell was
in 23 EN rats fed LP, of which 10 received E(LPB). UalbV fell with time in LP, but decreased
more in LPE. The % decrease in UalbV by day 14
was the same in LPE (73%) and H1'E (82%). H
modifies the increase in UalbV caused by HP
without affecting the protein induced changes in
calibrated using ionomycin. Rgsting Ca. in JGCs
was 148±24 aN (n23). All (10 H) incrased Ca
from 125±23 to 209±40 nfl (n17, p<O.O5). V'(lO"6 N) increased Ca from 215±56 nfl to 373±106
nfl (n=6, p<O.O5). Ia'most cells Ca. peaked at
150-250 sec and then returned towrd control
GFR, suggesting that these events are not the values.
result of the same process, and that angiotensin II In conclusion, both All and VP transiently
does not play an important role in the changes in
GPR. The proportional reduction In UalbV in both
LPE and EPE suggest that E exerts an effect that
increase Ca in cultured JGCs. This effect on
Ca. may meáiate a direct inhibitory action of
bobs hormones on renin secretion.
is Independent of DP.
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) DIRECTLY INCREASES
SODIUM TRANSPORT BY RENAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE (BBM). ROLE OF PHOSPHOLIPASE A2
(PLA). G. Morduchowicz* and N. Yanagawa,
Nephrology Div., Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch.
of Med., Los Angeles, CA.
Previous studies demonstrated the
presence of All receptors in BBM. We have
recently reported that All directly÷causes
a÷dose—dependent increase in BBM Na /
I-I exchange (din. Res. 36:523, 1988).
Since PLA may serve as the All signal
transducer in renal tubular cells, we have
tested+th role of PLA in All effect on
BBM Na /H exchange. BBM vesicies were
isolated fro!p rabbit kidneys and amiloride
sensitive Na uptake was measured under
an outward pH—gradient, Adition of PLA
inhibitor, mepacrine (0 M), abolished
the effect of All (10 M) (n=4, *p(Ø,g5
vs. control).
Control All MP AII+MP
2.11 3.18* 2.54 2.34
1-0.17 +0.12
Direct addition of PLA activator, melittin
(SOOng/ml) also increased amiloride—
sensitive BBM Na uptake (2.87+ 0.48 vs.
3.81 0.35 pm/mg/5sec, n=4, p<0.05). The
effect of All was abolished by pretreat-
ment of BBM with pertussis toxin (500ng/
ml), suggesting the involvement of G—
protein. These rsuts suggest that All
increases BBM Na /H exchange possibly
through activation of PLA via G—protein.
EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN (DP) ON REGIONAL BLOOD
FLOW AND VASCULAR REACTIVITY TO ANGIOTENSIN II(All). Brian M. Murray, SUN? at Buffalo, Depart-
ment of Medicine, Buffalo, New York.
Rats given high DP exhibit increased plasma
renin activity, resistance to the systemic pressor
effect of All, and a fall in renal but not system-
ic vascular resistance. This study was designed to
compare the effect of DP on blood flow and vascular
reactivity in the renal and mesenteric vascular
beds. Male SD rats (200—250g) were fed isocaloric
diets for two weeks containing either 6% (12) or
50% (HP) protein and studied under mactin anesthe-
sia. Renal vascular resistance (RVR) was aignif i—
cantly lower on HP than 12 diet (HP 17.2, LP 24.9
mmhg mll mm, P <.05), whereas mesenteric vascular
resistance (MVR) was not significantly affected
(HP 6.8, LP 7.6 mmllg mi—i mm, PNS). Rats fed HP
exhibited decreased vasoconstrictor responses to
infused All in both the mesenteric (%tMVR) and
renal (%RVR) vascular beds (See Table).
Vascular Response to All (250 ng Kg—i sri) (*p <•5)
Untreated Fost—Captopril Post—Meclofenamate%AV %RVR 7.MVR %RVR %AMVR %tRVR
LP 12 97 56 180 NA 156
HP 3* 31* 48 72* NA 107
While captopril (10mg/Kg iv) restored the re-
sponse to All in the mesenteric bed, the renal re-
sponse remained blunted. Meclofenamate (5mg/Kg iv)
restored the renal response to All in the HP—fed
rat. Thus, the vasodilatory effect of HP appears
to be selective for the kidney. Also, the mechan-
isms of resistance to All appear to differ in the
two vascular beds. Enhanced prostagiandin produc-
tion is implicated in the renal bed, whereas in
the inesenteric, elevated circulating levels of All
appear to be responsible.
EFFECT OF SARALASIN VS CAPTOPRIL RENOCRAPHY IN
TWO—KIDNEY, ONE—CLIP (2K,1C) HYPERTENSION.
Joseph V. Nally, Erdal Erturk,* Lute A. Bedoya,*
Harry S. Clarke,5 Nicholas V. Stowe. Cleveland
Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, OH.
Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibition
enhances diagnostic changes in the renogram of
subjects with renovascular hypertension. In our
canine model of 2K,1C hypertension, we compared
the effects of the ACE inhibitor captopril (C)
(1.5 mg/kg plus 1.5 mg/kg/mm), the A—Il
competitive antagonist saralasin (SAR) (25
big/kg plus 2.5 ug/kg/mmn) and atrial
natriuretic factor (ANF) (Auriculin A 1.0 big/kg
plus 0.1 pg/kg/mm) upon BP, renal function
(CIN and CPAN), and the Tc—99m--DTPA and 1—131
hippuran (HIP) renograms.
C (N9) lowered BP (139±6 vs 106±4 mmHg,
p<.O2), decreased CIE (16.0±3 vs 11.O±.2
mi/mm, p<.03) of the stenotic kidney (5K), and
dramatically altered the time activity curves of
5K (Hypertension 8:685, 1986). ANF (N"9) also
lowered B? (150+4 vs 123±6 mmHg, p<.0l) but did
not adversely affect C1f nor the renograms of
5K. S/tE (NlO) transiently increased then
significantly decreased BP. SAN resulted in
cortical retention/delayed excretion of both the
Hip and DTPA studies, yet CIN was not reduced.
Conclusion: 1) Alterations in DTPA and Hip
renograms are related to A Il—dependent,
intrarenal events rather than simply the
reduction in systemic blood pressure. 2) Changes
were more dramatic with the ACE inhibitor C. 3)
Transient increase in BP and less dramatic
changes in renography after SAR may relate to its
partial A—Il agonistic activity.
SODIUM BUT NOT ITS ANION REGULATES RENAL ANGlO.
TENSINOGEN fiRMA. Mitchell Pivor, Victor J. Dzau,Julie R. Ingelfinger. Brigham and Women's Hosp,
Children's Hosp & Harvard Med School, Boston, MA
High salt diet decreases renal angiotensinogen
(ang.n) mRNA expression and plasma renin
activity. Not only Na1- but also C1 is
important in salt regulation of plasma renin, yet
the role of Na+ vs. its anion at the molecular
level is unknown. To investigate the role of
cation vs. anion in ang.n inRNA regulation, we
placed 3 month old Sprague Dawley rats in
metabolic cages and fed them 1.5 days of a low
MaCi diet (.02%), followed by a high Mad vs.
high NaHCO3 intake for 3 days (n—5/gp). Controls
were fed either low NaCl diet for 1.5 days (n—5)
or for the entire 4.5 day study period (n—5).
Mean Na+ intake was not significantly different
in the high MaCi gp compared to the high NaHCO3
gp. Mixed blood pH was 7.49±.0l in NaHCO3 gp Cf.
7.42±.Ol in controls (p<.05), while remaining the
same in the MaCi gp (7.44±.Ol). Plasma renin
concentration was suppressed more in high NaCl
(l.86±.47) vs. high NaHCO3 (4.07±.67), (p<.05),
and both high salt groups were decreased cf. to
the control 4.5d low Mad (7.2679), (p<.05).
Renal renin Content was equal in all gps. Renal
ang.n mRNA decreased l.5x in both the high Nadi
and high NaHCO3 gps. cf. both low NaCl Controls
(p<.OS). Thus, Na+ alone is important in the
decrease of renal ang-n mRNA levels, while both
Na+ & Clions regulate plasma renin levels.
These findings may have important implications in
understanding the regulation and function of the
intrarenal renin-angiotensin system.
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REGULATION OF RENAL ANGIOTENSINOGEN IN
NORMOTENSIVE AND GENETIC HYPERTENSIVE RATS.
Richard E. Pratt,*Wen Mm ZuoMariano Ubeda
Allen J. Naftilan Victor J. Dzau Brigham and
Women's Hosp., Harvard Med. School, Boston, MA.
introduced by Julie R. Ingelfinger.
Angiotensinogen (ang-n) mRNA has been found
in the kidney. We have shown that renal ang-n
aRNA is regulated in WRY by sodium (Na).
However, the response in SHR is unknown. To
examine this, adult male WRY and SHR, were fed
0.02% or a 1.6% Na diet. On both diets renal
ang-n mRNA levels in the SHR were significantly
lower than in the WRY. Renal ang-n mRNA level
increased in the WKY with Na restriction. In
contrast, there was no Na regulation at ang-n
mRNA levels in the StIR. To determine if this was
a specific defect in Na responsiveness two other
protocols were tested. WRY and SHR were fed a 5
day 4% or 0.03% potassium (K) diet. A second
group were injected with dexamethasone (dex) and
sacrificed in 8 hours. In both protocols, renal
ang-n mRNA were higher in WRY than SHR. However,
unlike Na restriction, K loading or dcx resulted
in increases in renal ang-n mRNA in both
strains. These results indicate that, compared
to WRY, SHR contains lower levels of Ao mRNA
which fail to respond to Na restriction. This is
a specific defect in Na responsiveness, since
both rats respond similarly to K loading and
dcx. These results may have implications in the
renal physiology of these animals.
INTRARENAL PRODUCTION AND METABOLISM OF
ANGIOTENSIN II. Carry Reams, Daniel Villarreal*,
Helms Krol*, and John H. Bauer. Truman VA
Hospital and Univ. of Missouri School of Medicine,
Columbia, Missouri.
Our ability to separate (by HPLC) and to
measure (by RIA) the angiotensin octapeptide (A8)
has allowed us to investigate the origin of
urinary angiotensin. Studies were performed in
anesthetized, uninephrectomized dogs. Tritiated
anglotensmn II (H3A1) was infused into the aorta
above the renal artery to assess the recovery of
the angiotensin octapeptide in renal tissue, renal
venous plasma and urine.
Data, H3A8 by scintillation counting (cpm/ml)
and A8 by RIA (pg/ml), are presented below.
Baseline 0.5* 2.0* 2.5*
cpm/ml (N—4)
aorta H3A8 —— 131 647 1017
renal vein H3A8 —— 42 179 249
urine H3A8 —— 0 0 0
tissue (cpm/g) —— —— —— 0
RELi (N-3)
aorta A8 13.5 13.6 17.1 19.2
renal vein A8 5.7 7.2 8.2 8.6
urine A8 0.8 2.0 1.5 1.4
tissue (pg/g) —— —— —— 33.2
*Rate of infusion of H3A11 (ng/kg/min)
H3A11 had little or no effect on MAP, GFR, RBF
or urinary flow rate.
The fractional removal rate of systemic A8 was
74 to 77%; essentially all systemically delivered
A8, filtered by the kidney, was catsbolized
(probably at the level of the proximal tubule).
Urinary A8 was not derived from the glomerular
filtrate. Renal tissue A8 was not derived from
the systemic circulation. Urinary A8 may be a
marker for the intrarenal generation of A8.
STIMULATION OF Na'/1i EXCHANGE BY ANGIOTENSIN
II IN RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS. Gaetano
Saccomani, Kenneth D. Mitchell and L. Gabriel
Navar. University of Alabama at Birmingham,
Birmingham, AL 35294.
Angiotensin II (ANG II) stimulates 22Na
uptake by ouabain—treated rabbit proximal
tubule cell suspensions in the presence of an
outwardly directed proton gradient. This
stimulatory effect was abolished by+amiloride,
suggestin; ttat ANG II may affect Na transport
via an Na /H antiport. In the present study,
we examined the effect of ANG II on the rate
of proton efflux from acid—loaded proximal
tubule cells using the pH—sensitive fluores-
cent dye 2' ,7'bis (carboxyethyl)—5(6)—carboxy—
fluorescein (BCECF). Cells were acid—loaded In
a Na —free buffer (pH 7.4) isosmotically
balanced with TMA—Cl containing 20mM NH4C1 and
4iM BCECF at 37°c for 30 mm. After removal of
external NH4C1, which results In a rapid
acidification of the cells, the Na —dependent
rate of intracellular alkalinization was
determined in the absence and presence of ANG
II. 10 10M ANG II increased the rate of
alkalinization by 56±4% over the control (n"5);
addition of 1.0mM amiloride abolished the
effect of ANG II. The ANG II antagonist,
saralasin (10 8M), alone enhanced the rate of
proton efflux by the proximal tubule cells but
abolished the stimulatory effect of ANG II.
The present findings together with the
previous results on Na uptake, indicate that
AN I stimulates the amiloride—sensitive
Na /H exchange system in isolated proxima]
tubule cells.
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL LOCALIZATION OF RENIN IN
TUBULES IN DIPHENYLTHIAZOLE (DPT) RENAL CYSTIC
DISEASE (RCD). V.E. Torres, M.J. Moore,* K.P.
Offord,* T. Inagami,A K.E. Holley. Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN; Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
In a study on the enhancement of DPT—RCD in
high renin states (KI 33:1130, 1988), immuno-
reactive renin in tubular cells was occasionally
noted, To characterize this tubular renin, 4 p
kidney sections from 10 rats on high (HS) or low
(LS) sodium diets and 1% DPT for two months,
stained for renin by the indirect inuiiunoperoxidase
technique were used for morphometric analysis.
All cortical (CT) and medullary (MT) tubules with
renin and at least 500 CT and 300 MT without renin
randomly selected using a plot sampling technique
were measured and means obtained for each animal.
JGA and arterioles with renin were counted.
External tubular diameter (pm)
Cortex Medulla
Renin in
tubules US LS Both HS LS Both
+ S6±l2 61±17 58±141 78±26 108±27 93±3&
- 41±2 59±13*48±12 56±8 76±20 66±28
Mean±SD; *frQm US, p=O.008; tfrom rnin(—), p<O.05
Most tubules did not contain renin. The
diameter of the tubules without renin was larger
in LS rats than in HS. The diameter of the
tubules with renin was larger than that of those
w.jthout. JGA and arteriolar renin were markedly
reduced in US rats, but a similar number of
tubules contained renin in the US and LS groups.
The preferential localization of renin in dilated
tubules and the dissociation of tubular and vascu-
lar renin suggest that tubular renin in DPT—RCD
may be related to cystogenesis. Alternatively,
this localization may be due to increased uptake
of filtered renin caused by tubular obstruction.
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RENAL HEMODYNAMIC AND EXCRETORY EFFECTS OF THE
RENIN INHIBITOR A-64662 IN SODIUM—DEPLETE ANES-
THETIZED MONKEYS. CM. Verburg, J.R.C. Kadam,
N.A. Chekal, and H.D. Kielnert: (Intr. T.J.
Opgenorth) Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL.
The purpose of this study was to investigate
the renal hemodynamic and excretory responses
elicited by intravenous administration of the
renin inhibitor A-64662 in sodium—deplete anes-
thetized monkeys. The experiments were perform-
ed after unlnephrectomy and consisted of nine
15—mm renal clearance periods equally divided
into control, experimental, and recovery obser-
vations. Each monkey received either vehicle(V; n=6) or A-64662 (A; n6) as a 10 pg/kg bolus
followed by a 1.0 pg/kg/mm infusion.
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL RECOVERY
MAP V 83±4 83±4 81±3
(tmiHg) A 82±4 *70±4 82±3
RBF V 47±4 44±3 43±3
(ml/min) A 47±5 *58±7 48±6
PRA V 5.8±1.9 5.3±1.8 4.4±1.5
(ng/ml/h) A 5.4±1.1 *0.7±0.3 2.6±0.7
2±SE, avg of 3 periods; *p<0.05 vs control
and V; MAPsmean arterial pressure, RBF=renal
blood flow, PRA=plasma renin activity
Glomerular filtration rate was unaffected by
A—64662 (6.7±0.6 vs 6.5±0.6 ml/mmn) or vehicle
(6.6±1.0 vs 6.9±0.7 ml/min). Sodium excretion
tended to fall (2.1±1.0 vs 0.8±0.5 pEq/min)
during A—64662 infusion. The results indicate
that renal vasodilatlon occurs during systemic
administration of A-64662 in sodium-deplete
anesthetized monkeys.
EFFECT OF ENALAPRIL ON RENAL SYPERTROPBY AND
CLOMERULAR ANGIOTENSIN II (All) RECEPTORS IN
DIABETIC AND REMNANT RAT KIDNEYS. C. Whiteside,
J. Thompson. Membrane Biology Group,
Department of Medicine, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada.
Enalapril (E) inhibits progressive
glomerulosclerosis in diabetic and remnant rat
kidneys. Effect of E on renal hypertrophy and
glomerular All receptors in diabetic and
unilaterally nephrectomized rats was examined.
Normal and Streptozotocin—treated male Sprague-
Dawley rats (N40) had unilateral nephrectomy.
Half of controls (C), diabetics (D),
nephrectomized controls and nephrectomized
diabetics (DPi) received E SO mgJL in drinking
water. Diabetic rats received daily
subcutaneous 4-10 U MPH insulin. At 3 months,
the diabetic rats bad elevated albuminuria (all
C, .09 .06 pg/win; all D, .57±.39 pg/win, if
SD); inhibited with E (D+E, .26± .02 pg/win).
Renal hypertrophy was additive in the combined
model (C, 3.3± 0.3 g kidney/kg body wt; 0, 5.3f
0.6 g/kg; DN, *8.4 2.lg/kg) which was
partially inhibited with E (DN+E, *60±lOg/kg,
tpcOS) '25l—An binding to isolated
glomeruli revealed diabetics had increased
receptor affinity Rd (all C, .70±.ll nfl; all D,
.54± .14 nfl; all D+E, .5l±.l0 nil), but receptor
number (all C, 737±l9lftol/mg protein; all D,
746 lS2fsol/mg; all D+R, 638 l2Sfmol/mg)
remained unchanged. Renal hypertrophy in
diabetes is exacerbated by nephrectomy and
partially inhibited by E. Diabetes increases
glomerular An receptor affinity at 3 months,
but receptor number fails to up—regulate in the
presence of E.
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PREDISPOSITION TO NON-PROGRESSIVE DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY - ROLE OF ANGIOTENSIN II (All).
C. Whitesida, J. Thompson. Membrane Biology
Group, Department of Mediciae, University of
Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
Microalbuminuria and renal hypertrophy Lu
the presence of Captopril was examined in
pancreatectomized mongrel dogs (N4) receiving
10-20 U NPR and 10—20 U Regular insulin daily,
with blood glucose 300 75 mg/dl 1± SD.
Increased microalbuminuria measured by
radioiaumoasaay did not develop up to 22
months: controls (C), 2. 1.Opglmia/kg;
diabetics (D), 2.8± 1.6 pg/mm/kg, 2 S.Serial fractional anionic dextran renal
clearances remained uachanged over 18—22
months. Another series (N5) following
unilateral mepbrectomy (NX) developed mesial
expansion visible on light microscopy at 12
months, twice the rate of non—nephrectomized
dogs. Renal hypertropby was unchanged with
Captopril (5mg/kg) over 8-12 months A renal Wt:D + NI, 1.22 .98 g kidney/kg body wt; D+NX +
Captopril, 1.35 .29 g/kg. 2I—AII binding to
isolated glomeruli (N3) revealed a Lj:C, 3.43f
2.7 nfl; D, l.51±.18 nil; D+NX, 9.93±5,47 nil;
D+NX+Captopril, 4.12±1.20 nfl. This represents
less affinity than observed in normal (d .68f
.07 nfl) or Streptozotocin (Lj .55 .07 nfl) rat
glomeruli. Receptor sites increased with NX:
C, 83995fmol/mg protein; D, 847± 3OGfmol/mg;
D+NX, l324l55 fmol/mg; D+NX+Captopril, 1520±47
fmol/mg. The pancreatectomized dog Is a model
of non-progressive diabetic aephropathy.
Glomerular permeability, All receptors and
renal growth are not modulated by All.
GLOHERULAR ANGIOTENSINASE A IN THE RAT: INCREASE
OF ENZYME ACTIVITY FOLLOWING FUROSENIDE TREAT-
MENT AND 1 1/3 NEPHRECTOMY. Guntar Wolf*,
Yriedrich Thaiss*, JUrgen E.Scherberich*,
Wilhelm Schoeppe* and Roif A.lCStahl, Dept.
Internal Medicine,Div. Nephrology, University
Hospital, Frankfurt/H F.R.G.
Angiotensinase A (ATA), an enzyme located in
rat glomeruli, degrades angiotenain II (A II).
In order to study the activity of ATA in condi-
tions with an activated renin-angiotensin system
(RAS), male Wistar-rats (n—4) were treated with
furosemide (20 ng/kg body weight, i.p.) every 8
hours for 4 days or were reduced in renal mass
by 1 1/3 nephrectomy. Glomeruli were isolated by
sieving techniques and ATA activity was evalua-
ted in the supernatant of perfused glomeruli.
ATA in furosenide treated rats was 5.5
mu/mg glonerular protein (nean+SD; p<O.O5 vs
control: 1.5 1.1 nh/mg, n.'o). In vitro super-
fusion of isolated glomeruli with furosenide (2
mg/ml buffer) had no effect on ATA activity. In
addition, ATA activity was significant higher
(p<O.OS) in rats with 1 1/3 nephrectomy (n8)
five weeks after surgery (5.8 1.9 mU/mg) when
compared with controls. The increase in ATA
following renal ablation was almost completely
abolished by enalapril pretreatment (50 mg/l in
the drinking water for 5 weeks). The data
demonstrate that glomerular ATA activity is
increased in conditions with elevated A II.
Activation of this enzyme night be of signif i-
cance in the regulation of glomerular function
when the RAS is stimulated.
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PHOSPHATIDIC ACID (PA) INHflI ITS VASOPRESSIN (AVP)-
INDUCED WATER TRANSPORT IN CORTICAL COLLECTING
DUCTS (CCD) THROUGH PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC)
ACTIVATION. Y AndO*, RC Hanis, HR Jacobson, and MD Breyer.
Div. Nephrol., Vanderbilt Univ., and V.A. Med. Ctr., Nashville, TN.
We have previously shown that pretreatment (preTx) of isolated
perfused rabbit CCD with 25.sgfml PA (made from egg yolk lecithin
by phospholipase D hydrolysis), inhibited 1OIIU/mI AVP-induced
increase in hydraulic conductivity (Lp) (JCI 80:590). This suggests
that PA is not merely an intermediate of phosphoinositide (Pt)
turnover but may play an important role in signal transduction. The
present study was undertaken to characterize futher this PA action
(See table). PreTx with SliM indomethacin (IND), which attenuates
the Ca+f ionophore-induced suppression of AVP action (JCI
8 1:1578), had no effect on PA suppression of AVP-induced peak Lp.
PreTx with bOoM staurosporine (SSP), a PKC inhibitor, totally
abolished the inhibitory action of PA. An arachidonic acid (AA)-free
synthetic PA, 25 g/ml dipalmitoyl PA (dpPA, C 16), reproduced this
SSP- reversible inhibition by PA. A shorter carbon chain PA,
25sghnl dilauroyl PA (dIPA, C12), had no significant effect.
AVP-induced peak Lp (xlO7cm/atmls) [mean±SE (no. of exp.)]
cOnt PA dpPA dIPA
cont I 66.7j4.9(25) 91 .7j8.9(1 1) 28.6±4.9(5)161 .5jl1.4(4)
IND 1 66.4±20.5(4) 96.4j7.4(5) not tested not tested
SSP1 72. iji 1.6(4)1 64.5jl 1.4(4)178.2±14.0(4) not tested
To lest whether I'A stimulates P1 turnover in the collecting duet,
as has been reposteil in other cells, iitosilob monophosphate (1P1)
accumulation in the presence of LICI was examined in primay
cultured rat papillary collecting duet cells. DpPA, but not
dIPA, significantly stimulated 1P1 production (142.7±15.8 and
129.6j19.7% of control, respectively. n=10).
We conclude: l)I'A inhibition of AVP action is apparently
mediated by PKC but not by AA or its cyclooxygenasemetabolites.
2)The fatty acid composition is critical for this PA action. 3)Thc
mechanism for PA activation of PKC remains undefined but may
involve phospholipase C activation.
IMPAIRMENT OF THE HYDROOSMOTIC ACTION OF
VASOPRESSIN IN ISOLATED CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULES OF RABBITS CHRONICALLY TREATED WITH
LITHIUM. Elie Coaan°, JoëIIe Nortier° and Maurice Abramow (intr.
by J.J.Grantham). Dept. of Physiol. and Pathophysiol. Free Univ.
of Brussels (U.L.B.), Brussels, Belgium.
Chronic lithium administration is known to induce an impairment
of the renal water conservation processes. We have previously
shown that, when present in the luminal fluid, lithium inhibits the
hydroosmotic action of vasopressin (AVP) in isolated perfused
rabbit cortical collecting tubules (CCT). The aims of the present
experiments were to study the effects of chronic lithium
administration to the rabbit both on the water metabolism in vivo
and on the hydraulic conductivity (Lp) of CCT in vitro.
The hydroosmotic action of AVP (25 ILU/mI) and of
8-Bromo-cAMP (1 0-4 M) was studied in CCT isolated from rabbits
fed with lithium chloride during 3 weeks (Li) and in CCT from
control rabbits (C). Lp (nI.cm2.si atm-i) was measured at 37°C in
the presence of a transepithelial osmotic gradient (lumen:125
mosmlkg; bath: 290 mosm/kg) withl2SI-iodothalamate as a volume
marker. AVP-stimulated Lp was inhibited by 65% in Li rabbits (Lp=
7.65±1.66; n5 p<0.OO1) as compared to C rabbits ( Lp=21.39±
1.51; n=5). In contrast, the hydroosmotic effect of 8-Bromo-cAMP
was only slightly altered by previous Li treatment (Li:14.31±1.27;
n=5; C: 19.03±1.47; n7; p.cO.05). Water drinking, diuresis, and
urinary osmolality were not affected by lithium administration. The
maximal urinary concentrating ability was not modified by lithium
treatment (pre Li: 1485±87 mosm/kg; post Li: 1567±135 mosmlkg;
n=7; NS). A mathematical model simulating water reabsorption
along the CCT predicts that a reduction of Lp as observed in the
Li tubules, is not enough to prevent a complete osmotic
equilibration at the end of the CCT in vivo.
We conclude that: 1) In the rabbit, lithium administration
induces an impairment of the hydroosmotic action of AVP in the
CCT which is mainly due to an inhibition of the adenylate cyclase 2)
The inhibition of AVP action can be demonstrated in vitro before
any detectable impairment of the water conservation process.
AGGREPHORES HAVE LITTLE, IF ANY ROLE IN WATER
CHANNEL DELIVERY IN RAT COLLECTING DUCT. G.Ding*
B.McGovern,* P.Singhal, N.Franki,* and R.M.
Hays. Albert Einstein College of Medicine and
Long Island Jewish Hospital, New York, NY.
In toad bladder, aggrephore fusion is the
principal mode of vasopressin-stimulated water
channel delivery to the luminal cell membrane.
Thin section electron microscopy, the best means
of distinguishing between true aggrephores and
small vesicles, showed 6.0 2.1 (SE) fused
aggrephores/100 sq.microns in this tissue. How-
ever, the toad bladder delivery system is not a
universal one; in frog bladder, only 0.1 fused
aggrephores/100 sq. microns were seen. Here,
channel delivery by vesicles, rather than
aggrephores, appears to be the dominant
mechanism, with aggrephores acting as channel
storage reservoirs.
We now report the frequency of fused
aggrephores by thin and serial sectioning in the
collecting ducts of 2 Sprague-Dawley rats, 30
mm after vasopressmn infusion (mean urine
osmol 1047). Results for cortical, outer and
inner medullary collecting duct were:
CCD OMCD IMCD
Area examined (sq. microns) 561 775 260
Fused aggreph./100 sq.microns 0.2 0.6 0.4
In the Brattleboro rat, freeze-fracture of the
IMCD showed shallow pits containing particles as
early as 10 minutes after vasopressmn, consis-
tent with vesicular delivery.
Thus, fused aggrephores are rare in the rat
collecting duct, averaging I or less per cell,
and, as in frog bladder, aggrephores play little
or no role in water channel delivery.
VASOPRESSIN (AVP) DEPENDENT PHOSPHORYLATION OF A
38 Kd PROTEIN IN HUMAN PLATELETS. Y. Granot, V.
Van Putten,* and R.W. Schrier. Dept. Med., Univ.
Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO 80262
This communication provides evidence that AVP
directly induces the specific tyrosine phosphory-
lation of a 38 Kd protein in human platelets. This
phosphorylation was observed using a specific
anti-phosphotyrosine antibody (PT-ab) that has
previously been shown to immunoprecipitate the
tyrosine phosphorylated insulin receptor. "Wes-
tern" immunoblotting studies revealed four major
tyrosine phosphorylated proteins with apparent
M.W. of 58, 54, 50 and 38 Kd. Two of these
proteins (58 and 50 Kd) comigrate with proteins
identified by a specific monoclonal antibody
raised against the protooncogene protein product
pp6OC. The pp6OC has been found in rela-
tively high concentrations in human platelets and
possesses tyrosine phosphorylated residues. The
AVP dependent tyrosine phosphorylat ion of the 38
Kd protein occurs at hormone concentrations
between 1010 and 10 M. The time course of this
protein phosphorylation is biphasic, mimicking the
changes in Ca1 due to AVP stimulation of the V1
receptor. Maximal AVP stimulation (up to 10-fold)
is observed within 1 mm of exposure to the
hormone. Forskolin (1O H), an activator of the
catalytic subunit of adenylate cyclase, as well as
phorbol ester (10-6 M), an activator of protein
kinase C, do not produce a similar 38 Kd protein
tyrosine phosphorylation. These observations
indicate for the first time that AVP signal
transduction in human platelets may be associated
with direct or indirect biochemical activity that
regulates the specific tyrosmne phosphorylation of
a 38 Kd protein.
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Cl-HCO3 EXCHANGE IN SARCOLEMMAL VESICLES FROM
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE (VSM).
Hailigan*, and Andrew M. Kahn. University of
Texas Medical School, Houston, Texas.
Intracellular pH is an important modulator of
VSM tone, but the mechanisms which control pHj
in this tissue are not well understood. We
wished to demonstrate the presence of and
characterize Cl—HCO3 exchange in VSM. 36C1
uptake was studied in a sarcolemmal.-enriched
vesicle preparation obtained via Mg aggregation
and differential centrifugation of homogenized
bovine superior mesenteric artery (SMA). In the
presence of an outwardly directed HCO3 gradient
(HC0310 25 aM, HCO3out — 5 mM), 30 second Cl
uptake was stimulated over 4 fold relative to the
absence of intravesicular HCO3. 30 second Cl
efflux was stimulated by an inwardly directed
HCO3 gradient. Cl uptake in the absence of
intravesicular HCO3 was insensitive to DIDS and
furosemide and was stimulated by an inside
positive membrane potential. The HCO3 gradient—
stimulated component of Cl uptake was inhibited
55" and 45% by 1 mM DIDS and furosemide,
respectively and was insensitive to a change in
membrane potential. HCO3 gradient-stimulated Cl
uptake was not increased by an outwardly directed
Na gradient. These data demonstrate the presence
of an Na—independent, electroneutral, DIDS and
furosemide sensitive Cl—HC03 exchanger in
sarcolemmal vesicle from bovine SMA. This
transport system, in conjunction with the
sarcolemmal Na—H exchanger, may play an important
role in acid—base homeostasis in VSM.
ACTIVITIES OF CYCLIC—3' ,5'—NUCLEOTIDE
PHOSPHODIESTERASES (POE) IN CELLS OF INNER
DULLARY COLLECTING DUCTS (IMCD). S. Homma,
S. Takeda, P. Morgano, and T.P. Dousa, Nephrol.
Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
cAMP and cGMP serve as 2nd messengers in
actions of AVP and ANP on epithelium of IMCD.
POE plays a key role in determining cellular
content of cAMP and cGMP in response to these
pepticles. We studied activities of cAMP—POE and
cG.V—POE in cytosol and membrane fractions of'
IMcD cells from normal arouse. IMCO cells were
prepared from slices of inner medullary tissue by
the method of Granier, et,al. (Am 3 Phys: 241,
F94, 1984). Homogenized IMCD cells were
separated cytosolic and membrane fractions by
ultracentrifugation at 100,000 x g. The
membranes in pellet were extracted prior to assay
by buffer with Triton—X—lOO, and POE were assayed
using 1 pM cAMP or cGF as substrates. The
specific activity of cAMP—POE was similar in
cytosol and membrane fractions, whereas cGV—F0E
was slightly higher in membranes. Both rolipram
(RP) and cilostamide (CS) markedly inhibited
cAMP—POE. cAMP—POE was inhibited to a higher
(p < 0.02) degree by RP than by CS, namely in
cytosol. In summary, In mouse IMCD cells
cAMP—POE and cCMP-POE are distributed equally
between cytosol and membrane fractions. The
inhibitory responses of cAMP—POE to RP and CS
suggests the presence of a high activity of
cAMP—POE isozymes type—Ill in cells of INCO.
A NEWFUNCFION FOR THE MAIN RENAL ARTERY (M-RA):
A MAJOR SOURCE OF RENAL ENDOTHELIUM DERIVED
RELAXATION FACTOR (EDRF). L Ichikawe. M.L. Hughes5,
R.C. Harris & V. ICon. VanderbiltUniversity Med. Or., Nashville, TN.
Since M-RA offers little resistance to renal blood flow, it is Iaiely
regarded as a conduit connecting the systemic circulation and renal
microvasculature. However, it has frequently been observed that after
manipulation of M-RA, the kidney loses its responsiveness to
vasodilatrxs. One hour after arterial endothelial denudation by nabbing the
left (L) M-RA, we assessed renal plasma flow rare (RPF) and GFR in L
and tight (R) kidneys in 8 rats. RPF and GFR were measured before
(CONT) and during i.v. Infusion of acetylcholine (ACH, 150 jig//kg/
mm), atrial natriuretic pepude (ANP, 70 ng/kg/min) or nhtroprusside
(NPR, 3-5 pg/nun). Results (mean, * p<0.05 vs R) include:
RPF GFR
CONT ACH ANP NPR CONT ACH ANP NPR
(mi/mm) (ii%) (%) (A%) (nil/mm) (A%) (A%) (A%)
R 2.88 +22 +19 +37 0.86 + 9 +13 -22
L 2.44 - 10* +35 +57* 0.75 -23* +29 +20
InR, RPF and/or GFR increased in response to both EDRF-dependent
(ACH) and EDRF-independent vasodilators (ANP and NPR). By
contrast, in L, RPF and/or GFR failed to increase following ACH and
rose only with ANP and NPR. Micropuncture study of the renal
microcirculatory dynamics during i.v. ACH infusion revealed that afferent
and efferent arteriolar resistances were significantly higher, and
ultrafiltration coefficient significantly lower in denudated than
non-denudated kidneys, on average by 6%, 26% and 74%, respectively. In
a separate study to further evaluate M-RA's contribution to renal
vasodilation, ACH (85 pg/kg/mm, n6) was infused through a
micmpipette into either the proximal or distal portion of endotheium-
,,,, ,,,,, intact M-RA (left diagram). Although{) proximal infusion caused significant IncreasesI in RPF and GFR, on average, by 8% and10%, bypassing the M.RA endothelium by
distal infusion failed to increase RPF (-24%) and GFR (-22%).
These data suggest that EDRF derived from M.RA has a major role in
determining renal hemodynamics by acting on regulatory hemodynamic
effectors within the downstream mlcrocirculation.
Na—H EXCHANGE IS DOWN REGULATED IN CONFLUENT
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMCS) DUE TO LOW
AFFINITY FOR 5in Andrew_IL_Kahn, Julius C.
Allen*, Steven S. Navran*, Charles L. Seidel*,
Harnath Shelat*, and Ruth Zimmer*. University
of Texas Medical School — Houston and Baylor
College of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
The proliferation of primary cultures of
VSMCs from canine femoral artery in the
presence of serum is markedly inhibited as
cultures approach confluence. Since mitogen—
stimulated cell proliferation has been linked to
stimulation of Na—H exchange activity, we wished
to examine the relationship between the activity
of Na—H exchange and serum treatment in
confluent VSMC's. In the presence of 10% fetal
calf serum (FCS), pHin was 7.15 (measured with
BCECF fluorescence). 22Na uptake was measured
as a function of P51n which was preset by the K—
nigericin method. In the presence of 10% FCS,
lower P81n resulted in higher aintloride—
sensitive Na uptake. pH11, at hai maxin.rl ha
uptake (pK0.5) was t.7. Amiloride—sensiti7e Ha
uptake was tncrezsed t. each pHj1, (7.5 — 5.5) by
18 hour serur.t duprivation, but pK0.5 as
unchanged. Addition of 10% FCS for 10 minutes
to serum deprived cells further increased Na
uptake, and shifted pK0.5 to 7.1. We conclude
that Na-H exchange is down regulated in serum
treated confluent VSMCs due to low affinity for
H1. Na—H exchange is stimulated by serum
deprivation by an unknown mechanism, and further
stimulated by readdition of serum due to
increased affinity for Hun. Low pHj,, caused by
Na—H exchange down regulation may contribute to
inhibition of proliferation as VSMCS approach
confluence.
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ARGININE VASOPRESSIN (AvP) DESENSITIZATION (Ds) IN
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS(VSMC). R.W. Schrier,
K. Okada*, P. Tsai* and C. Caramelo*. Dept. Med.,
Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO 80262
To further understand the mechanisms of VSMC DS
to pressor hormones, we examined variations in
cytosolic Ca2+ ([Ca2Jj) and 45Ca efflux in the
presence of AVP and angiotensin II (All). Pre-
treatment of the cells with iO, i08 and 107M
AVP reduced the response to a second dose of
AVP(107 M) by 41.11,79.7% and 100% in less than
30 sec. At these doses, the DS was homologous,
since pretreatment of the VSMC with AII(l07M) had
no effect on the Ca2+ mobilization induced by
AVP(107M). However, AVP or All doses of 1O'M or
greater induced cross DS involving competition for
a comon ionomycin-sensitive Ca2+ pool. Receptor
occupancy was only partially responsible for the
DS phenomenon, since washing of f of the AVP with
glycine buffer (pH 4.7, 2 mm, + physiological
saline, pH 7.4) restored 37.5% of the Ca2
response only after 5 mi This procedure effect-
ively removed 92.5% of the specifically-bound
hormone and neither the first dose of AVP nor
glycine washing interfered with the binding of the
second dose of AVP, as assessed by 3H-AVP. The
AVP-DS was partially reversed (29.8% of response
reappearance at 2 mm) by protein kinase C (P1(C)
inhibition (24 h VSMC preincubation with 1014
PHA), suggesting a significant, although not
exclusive, role of PKC in the VSMC-DS. Also, the
absence of an effect of pertussis toxin (.1 to 1
ug/ml, 24 h) on AVP-DS suggests that a G protein
of the Gi type is not involved in the AVP-DS
phenomenon. AVP-DS in VSMC therefore involves PKC
activation, receptor occupancy and Ca2+ availabil-
ity from intracellular stores.
VASOACTIVE PEPTIDES (VPs) PROMOTE GROWTH OF
JMUD NESANGIJ CElLS (MCs). Sterzel, M.Cans, M. Pert etto and R. Unwin. Yale Univ. Med.
Scli., New Haven, Cr.
We examined if VP5 with ]aown effects on the
renal microcirculation stimulate growth of
vascular oth imsc1e-like lICe. Early subcultures
(#2-5) of rat lICe in aicrotiter plates, made
quiescent In 0.5% F, were ixubated with a VP
for 1, 2 or 3 days and. their replication rate
assayed by maasurix 3H-thymidine uptake. Effects
of arginine vasopressin (AVP), oxytocin (CT),
bradykinin (BK), neuropeptide Y (NPT), vasoactiveIntestinal peptide (VIP) and su1tance P (SP) weretested at concentrations of l0 to io- M. They
were studied in the sence or presence of VP(l0 M), which is mitogenic for 14Cm through Ca-
dependent activation of prot.ein kinase C (K1 :
156, 1988). Results (means of 3—5 replicate
assays), expressed as maximal % thane of tA
synthesis over baseline (wi?csxt or with AVP),durir the 3-day study were (P<O.05):
AVP BK SP
Control 680* 591 14 360* 516* 8
AVP — —15 121* 15 21 151*
No aitogenic effects (without or with AVP) of
aiiotensin—II, cholecystokinin—8, neurotensin,
beta-endorphin, enkealin or sanatostatin were
seen. The data indicate that VPs, alone or In
combination, and seemingly unrelated to their
vascular effects, can ince growth of MC8. (IT,
VIP and BK directly stimulate and do not add to
the AVP effect, while NPT and SP potentiate AVP-
Induced NC replication. These findixs suggestthat CT, VIP and BK activate the mitogenic
ichanism(s) used by AVP, whereas liFt and SP
synergize with AVP by a different action.
ROLE OF EXTRACELLULAR pH IN ARGININE VASOPRESSIN
(AVP) BINDING AND ACTION IN RAT VASCULAR SMOOTH
MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC) IN CULTURE. P. Tsai*, K.
Okada*, C. Caramelo*, and R.W. Schrier. Dept.
Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO 80262
Extracellular acidosis and alkalosis induce
vasodilation and vasoconstriction, respectively.
This study was undertaken to examine the effect of
extracellular pH (pEe) on V1 receptor (V1R)
binding, intracellular pH (pHi), cytosolic free
Ca2 ((Ca2+Jj) and VSMC contraction. Incubation of
VSMC at varying pEe for 60 mm at 4C affected
total binding to V1R (pH, %bound: 6.6, 25 7.0,
66; 7.4, 100; 7.8, 133; 8.2, 139; n3). 4Ca2
uptake also changed with different pEe (pH, 45Ca
uptake, counts/mg prot: 6.6, 9199; 7.0, 10507;
7.4, 13504; 7.8, 12261; 8.2, 10833; n8). Basal
and maximal dose AVP-induced [Ca2+]j were both
decreased at PEe 7.0 as compared to 7.4 after 60
mm (basal: 44 vs 64nM; 10° M AVP: 297 vs 43lnM,
both p<.Ol, n=6) but were not affected by PEe 7.8.
pHj also changed at different pEe as compared with
PEe 7.4 (7.0, -0.25 pH units; 7.8, +0.15 pH
units; p<.Ol, n7). The I VSMC contraction in
response to maximal dose AVP (1OM) was less at
pEe 7.0 than at pEe 7.4 (32.2 vs 15.3%, p<.Ol,
n.'5) and enhanced at PEe 7.8 (32.2 V5 41.2%,
p<.OS, n"5). The effect of extracellular acidif i-
cation to decrease the VSMC response to AVP is
therefore associated with reduced V1R binding,
pHi, basal [Ca2+]i and mobilization of [Ca2+]j; in
contrast, the enhanced AVP response of VSMC
induced by extracellular alkalinization is
associated with only increased V1R binding and
pHj. Thus, factors in addition to intracellular
CaZ+ mobilization may nediate the effect of acid-
base states on AVP-mediated VSMC contraction.
ORflIJSTATIC STThJLATION OF VASOPRESSIN(AVP) IN HY-
PONATREMIC CIRREIJSIS(HYFO-NA) .R. Wehrle*, P.Gross*,
A.Schomig*,W.Rascher*l .Univ.of Heidelberg,Dept.of
Medicine,Heidelberg and Univ.of Essen,Dept.of Pe-
diatrics 1,Essen,FRG.(Intr.by R.J.Inderson)
The stimuli of nonosmotic AVP in HYPO-NA have
remained debated.To test a role of circulatory
stimuli of AVP in HYPO—NA we measured AVP after 40
mm of supine rest(C)and again after 20 mm of
subsequent standing upright(TILT;tilt table).Epi-
nephrine(E)and N-epinephrine(NE)were also measured.
Studies were done in HYPO-NA(PNa=129+1 M/l;n=15;
stage CHILD B)and in age and sex mataed normona-
tremic cirrhosis(NORMO-NA;n=1O;GIILD B)and healthy
volunteers(n10). - We observed: In all groups of
patients mean arterial blood pressure()fell
comparably at the begin of orthostasis and retur-
ned to baseline later.In healthy volunteers was
92+2 mmHg,AVP,E and NE were normal and failed to
change in response to tilt. In NORMO-NA was com-
parable to that of healthy volunteers(C:91+3 mmHg)
although orthostasis caused a rise of E(C:U.3+.O5;
TILT:O.S+.O8;p<.O5)but not of NE or AVP.In con-
trast inThYPO—NA was lower(83+2.3 nunFg;p<.O5)
than in NORMO-NA;AVP(C:4.1+.9 pg7nl;TILT:9.5+3.3;
p<.05)and NE(C:2.5+.5 nM/l;TILT:5.3+1.1 ;p<.(Z)were
both increased durTng orthostasis;E was not. - The
data shows a specific increase of AVP reaching
near—presser concentrations during tilt table or—
thostasis in hyponatremic cirrhosis.The simultane-
ously observed increase of N-epinephrine suggests
an involvement of arterial baroreceptors in this
response.In conclusion nonosmotic AVP in hypona—
tremic cirrhosis is under control by circulatory
stimuli,at least during orthostasis.
FUNCflaL HThrr1 Ni DIS-
Tfl flBLSIS: BlPLTCTI FOR NE RFXIJIA-
TIC1 OF HJNCflC. R.J. Mvarez*, T. Haverty and
E.G. Neilson, Renal Sect., U. of Pa., Phil., PA.
Fibroblasts atight be heterogeneous in their
function and response to modulation depending on
their anatomic location. We wanted to examine
the hypothesis that mouse tubulointerstitial
fibroblasts (S313/K) might be functionally distinct
front syngeneic dermal fibroblasts (&JI/S). We,
therefore, contrasted the growth arid biosynthesis
of matrix proteins in response to various iaunune
relevant molecules.
PTA Procollaaen Secretion (
IF'T91h/mi)
EXF (long/mi)
¶ICF (ing/mi)1L-1 (lO0/ntl)
IFW (iOJ i/xnl)
F (long/mi)
IF (lng/il)IL—i (100 it/mi)
£ fl Y Y
80 50
—100 90
100 NC 100 NC
50 50 NC 100
100 100 150 100
1IIJk3R Ifl(T3rflO1'iti nfl (tin.,1 .F r, Th, ,-
3.4 2.3
15.0 14.4
Dot blot hybridization to niRNA from ITFN-treated
Sfl/K with cr1(I) cDNA shows that relative mRNA
levels increase 5-fold in parallel with that
observed at the protein level. Our results indi-
cate that izatune modulation of fibroblast function
is heterogeneous, bidirectional, and in some
cases, regulated by transcriptional events.
ROLE OF DOPAMINE (DA) IN RENAL RESPONSE TO AMINO
ACID INFUSION. Richard Amerling,* Alan 6.
Wasserstein. Renal Section, U of Pa., Phila., Pa.
The role of dopamine in the renal response to
protein feeding is controversial. We studied 4
healthy male volunteers during water diuresis
under 4 experimental conditions in random order
at one week intervals: (1) IV amino acid infusion,
8 mg/kg 8W/mm x45 mm (AA); (2) AA plus the
DOPA-decarboxylase inhibitor, carbidopa (AA+CD);
(3) CD only; (4) time control (D5W, 250 ml x45
mm). Urine DA and plasma DOPA were determined
by HPLC. Statistical comparison was by ANOVA for
repeated measures. AA increased urine DA; the
response was abolished by CD (AAxCD interaction,
p<O.O5). CD Increased plasma DOPA (p<O.O2), and
AA may enhance this response. AA increased
clearance of PAN (CPAH) and creatinine (CCr);
these responses were blunted by CD (AAxCD
interaction, p<0.OO5 for CPAH and p<O.05 for CCr).
lothalamate clearance was not altered by AA or CD.
PA Increased fractional excretion (FE) of Ca
(p<0.01), Pa4 (p<O.05), Na (p<O.0l), and K
(p<O.OOl); CD may blunt natriuresis and kaliuresis
(AAxCD interaction, p=0.14 and p=0.l2,
respectively). PA accentuated an inital phosph—
aturia and subsequent antiphosphaturia seen in
time control (p<O.O5). AA increased plasma
glucagon in DA—independent fashion (p<O.0O2).
Peak urine DA, CPAH, FENa and FECa occurred 1 hr
after PA, peak FEK 2 hrs after AA. In conclusion:
(1) PA increases urine DA, probably by increasing
DOPA delivery to the kidneys; (2) AA-induced
increases in CPAH and CCr are dopamine—dependent
(3) AA—induced calciuria and phosphaturia are not
dopamine—dependent, but a role of DA in AA-induced
Na and K excretion is not excluded.
INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR I SYNTHESIS BY
HUMAN GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS. David
C. Aron*, Wahoub M. Hout*, and Hanna E. AbBti
VA Medical Center, Case Western Reserve University,
Department of Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio.
Insulin-like growth factor I (1GF I) has been
found in the kidney, but its precise cellular localiza-
tion is not clear. Since IGF I is an autocrine factor in
many tissues and since mesangial cells (MC) have been
shown to possess IGF I receptors, we have examined if
MC produce IGF I. Concentrated MC conditioned
medium was applied to a Sephadex GIOO column
equilibrated in 6 M guanidine-HCI. Two major species
were identified by IGF I RIA - apparent MWs of 7.5k
and 25k daltons. To determine whether the high MW
species possessed IGF I binding activity, appropriate
fractions were desalted, incubated with "5I-IGF I(thr59) for 2 h at 30°C and applied to a Sephadex GlOO
column equilibrated in a non-dissociating phosphate
buffer. The major peak of radioactivity was confined
to a high molecular weight region; there was no
radioactivity in the fractions corresponding to 7.5k
daltons. Further Characterization of 7.5k-dalton IGF I
immunoreactive species by reverse phase HPLC
showed that it co-eluted with synthetic human IGF I.
Isoelectric focusing revealed it to have a p1 between
8.1 and 8.5, corresponding to the known p1 of human
IGF I of 8.25. Northern analyses of poly(A)RNA from
MCs and human liver using a cDNA probe for human
IGF I showed that a 2.0 kb transcript predominates in
MC unlike the 1.1 kb species found in liver. We
conclude that (1) MC secrete IGF I and IGF I binding
activity; and (2) IGF I gene expression in MC differs
from that in liver. Since MC possess IGF I receptors,
these data suggest that IGF I may be an autocrine
factor that regulates MC functions.
MESANGIAL CELL (MC), GLOMERULAR, AND RENAL
VASCULAR RESPONSES TO ENDOTIIELIN (EN) IN THE RAT.
KF Badr. MD Breyer. K Talcahashi*, JJ Munay. M Schwartzberg*,
J Eben, T Inagami* and RC Haths. Vanderbilt Univ. Nashville, TN.
Inview of its potential physiologic/pathophysiologic significance,
we investigated the actions of EN in cultured MCs and anesthetized
rats. Addition of 1 nM EN to MCs plated on a silicone rubber
substrate (n.5) increased the intensity and number of tension-generated
wrinkles, and caused their reappearance in forskolin pre-relaxed cells.
Ten sec following exposure of fura.2 loaded MCs to 10 nM EN (n=8),
single cell intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca]i), measured as
fluroescence emission from rapid alternating excitation at 340/380 nm,
increased from a mean baseline value of 66±11 (SE) to a peak of
684±250 nM (pe0.05) followed by a sustained elevation at 145±42
nM. In separate experiments (n=3) anion exchange HPLC revealed the
appearance of polyphosphoinositide peaks (IP1, IP2, 1P3) in the first
minute following exposure of 3H-myoinositol pre-loaded MC to 10
nM EN. No such peaks wereobserved in vehicle-stimulated controls.
Sustained I.V. infusion of EN (10 nM) in 6 Munich-Wistar rats
decreasedRBF (flow probe) from 8.4±0.6 to 4.7±1.0 mVmin* at 20
mm, with no change in arterial pressure (AP). At 20 mm, AP began to
increase gradually from 124±3 to 133±4 mmHg* over 60 mm.
Glomerular micropuncture during thenon.hypertensive period revealed
increases in afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances [from 23±0.2 to
3.8±0.5* and from 1.1±0.1 to2.0±0.3* resistance unitsi leading to a
fall in nephron plasma flow rate (137±11 to 90±14 nl/min*). No
significant change was noted in transcapillary hydraulic pressure
difference (33±2 to 37±2 mmHg), but the glomerular ultrafiltration
coefficient (Kf) fell from 0.097±0,035 to 0.031±0.011 nl/(s,mmHg)*
as did and SNGFR (41±3 to 19±3 nl/min*). * p<O.05 vs control.
Thus, EN exerts potent constrictor effects on afferent and efferent
arterioles, the onset of which precedes its sytemic hypertensive action.
It contracts MCs intifl and lowers Kf through stimulation of MC
IP3 generation and elevation of [Cali. These findings suggest the
presence ofEN-specific receptors on rat MC and propose a role for this
novel vasoactive peptide in the control of MC function, glomerular
filtration, and renal vascular tone.
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CARDIOVASCULAR AND RENAL EFFECTS OF
ENDOTHELIN (EN) IN THE DOG AND IN THE RAT.
Robert 0. Banks. Dept. Physiology & Biophysics, Univ.
of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH.
We have evaluated the effect on renal function of a
recently isolated, vasoconstrictor peptide, EN, synthesized
by endothelial cells in culture (Yanagisawa j . Nature
4l I, 1988). EN (Peninsula Labs) was infused into the
left renal artry of 6 pentobarbital (PB) anesthetized dogs
at I t?g min kg1 for 20 mm. Renal blood flow (RBF,
flow probe) slowly decreased (p<.05) from 3.79±.25 (SE) to
3.22±.l4 ml mingm at 20 mm and remained lowered
for at least 30 mm after EN. The glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) increased (p<.05) from 39±2 to 47±4 mI/mm
during the first 10 mm of EN infusion but then returned
to baseline; Na excretion tended to increase during EN
infusion but decreased significantly after EN. There were
no systemic effects of EN at this dose. In the rat, EN was
infused (iv) i1nto tB anesthetized females for 30 mm at
0.12 jig min kg (longer infusions or higher doses were
fatal) without r=5 cr with (n=5) the angiotensin (ANG) IIantagonist, Sar —Thr ANG II, infused during the entire
experiment at 0.1 jig minkg'1. EN alone caused mean
arterial blood pressure (MAP) to slowly increase from
107±3 to 136±4 mmHg (p<.05) at 30 mm but then
decreased to 83±6 mmHg 60 mm after EN infusion. The
GFR decreased from 2.7±.2 to O.7±.3 mi/mm at 30 mm
(p<.05) and then increased to only l.3±.2 mI/mm 1 hr
following EN. The competitive ANG II antagonist
completely blocked the EN-induced changes in blood
pressure and renal function (MAP was 104±3 mmHg and
GFR was 2.4±.4 mi/mm before and during EN plus the
ANG H antagonist infusion). These data indicate that EN
activates ANG II receptors via a slowly developing, long-
lasting process and that the kidney is a major site of action
of the vasoconstrictor.
PRODUCTION OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TMF) BY RAT
MESANGIP.L CELLS (MC) IN RESPONSE TO BACTERIAL
LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE (LPS). L. Baud, J—P. Oudinet,
M.N. Peraldi, E. Rondeau, and R. Ardaillou.
(Intr. by K.F. Badr). INSERM 64, H8pital Tenon,
Paris, France.
In immune—mediated glomerulonephritis, inf ii—
tration of glomeruli by macrophages is associated
with TNT production. The present study was
designed to determine whether MC could contribute
to gloinerular TNF synthesis. TNF activity
determined using L—929 lytic assay was detectable
in the culture medium of MC only when exposed to
LPS (0.1—10 pg/ml) for periods longer than lh. It
reached 415± 87 U/ml 14h after addition of 1
jig/ml LPS. This cytotoxic factor was identified
as TNT since 1) its activity was suppressed by
an anti—mouse TNF polyclonal antibody. 2) its
molecular weight (100—140 1(d) corresponded to
that of murine TNT under non denaturing
conditions ; 3) mRNA encoding TNT was expressed
by MC 2h after addition of LPS as determined by
Northern blot analysis. TNF synthesis by MC was
regulated by their production of prostaglandin E2
(PGE2) and cyclic
AMP (cAMP). Indeed,
indoinethacin (1 tiM) both suppressed PGE2
production and increased TNF synthesis from
286 66 to 696 177 U/ml. Conversely, exogenous
PGE2 (0.1—300 nM) reduced TNT synthesis. 8
bromo—cMIP (0.1—100 pM) and histamine (10 p14—1mM)
which enhance the cAMP content of MC promoted
similar dose—dependent inhibitions. It is
concluded that TNT is released by MC upon
stimulation by LPS and that its synthesis is
regulated by both PGE2 and cAMP. This production
could participate in the mechanism of
endotoxin—induced glomerular injury.
THE EFFECI'S OF ADENOSINE Al AGONIST ON
TRANSEPITHELL4L POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE AND
CYI'OSOLIC CALCIUM CONCENTRATION IN THE
CORTICAL THICK ASCENDING LIMB. P. Darwin
ll, Martha Franco, and Michael Higdon. Univ. of
Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Al 35294.
Adenosine has been shown to influence transport in
several epithelia. The purpose of this study was to
determine if activation of adenosine Al receptors
influence transepithelial transport in the cortical thick
ascending limb (cTAL) and whether this effect may occur
throigh a change in cytosolic calcium concentration([Ca"]). Isolated cTAL's were incubated in 5uM Fura
2AM for 1 hr at 2 1°C. The tubule was cannulated and
warmed to 37°C. Transepithelial potential difference
(VT) was ipeasured using standard techniques. The Al
agonist, N"-cyclopentyladenosine (CPA), was used to
activate adenosine Al receptors. Control VT was
+3.2+0.47mV (n=9) in isotonic symmetrical solutions.
Addition of CPA inhibited VT by 25±3% (720nM CPA)
and by 40±6% (lO8OnM CPA). Fura 2 fluorescence was
measured at excitation wavelengths of 340nm and 380un
and an emission wavelength of 5lOnm. Control a +
was 89± 1mM (n= 14). CPA increased cTAL [Ca ] by
50±15% (360nM CPA), 126±17% (720nM CPA), nd
198±38% (lO8OnM CPA). This increase in cTAL [Ca]
was completely inhibited by the concomitant addition of 8-
cyclopentyl.1,3-dipropylxanthine a specific Al receptor
antagonist. Interestjnly, we found that CPA onlyincreased cTAL [Ca ] when added to the luminal
perfusate; no effect was seen when CPA was added to the
bathing solution. Accordingly, these studies indicate that
adenosine Al receptors may exist on the luminal
membranes of the cTAL and suggest that inhibition of
transport by activation these receptors may occur
through an increase in [Ca 1.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A MEMBRANE BOUND FORM OF
PREPROEGF FROM KIDNEY. Julia A. Breyer, Matthew
D. Breyer, Stanley Cohen, Harry R. Jacobson,
Vanderbilt Univ., Div. of Nephrology, Nashville.
Tennessee. High levels of EGF are found in urine
and high levels of the MRNA for the EGF precursor
preproEGF are found in the kidney. PreproEGF has
yet to be purified from any tissue and nothing is
known about its potential processing. We
demonstrated by Western blotting that antibodies
to murine (in) EGF recognize a high molecular
weight protein in both the soluble and membrane
fractions of homogenates of mouse kidneys. The
membrane protein can be released by Incubation of
menbranes at 37° or by solubilization with 1%
triton. The triton solubilized protein is
glycosolated as evidenced by its binding to wheat
germ lectin (WGL), con A, and lentil lectin
columns. Elution from WIlL yields significant
purification. The WIlL purified protein is a
substrate for the EGF binding protein arginine
esterase generating a smaller molecular weight
fragment. The WGL protein is also a substrate for
pepsin which generates a fragment that reacts with
the anti-EGF antibody and runs at the same
molecular weight as EGF on a gel. WGL eluate
contains a protein that competes for binding with
EGF to EGF receptors. This binding is enhanced by
pretreatment with arginine esterase and inhibited
by preincubating with anti(m)EGF antibody. Thus,
membranes from mouse kidney contain a high
molecular weight Inmunoreactive protein,
presumably prepro EGF which can be processed by
the EGF binding protein.
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REGUlATION OF HORMONAL RESPONSES IN MEDULLARY
THICK ASCENDING LOOP (MTAL) BY ADENOSINE. Maria A.
Burnatowska-Hledin* and William S. Spielman.
Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan.
The present study was undertaken to determine
the involvement of the inhibitory (A1) adenosine
receptor coupled to adenylate cyclase in the
regulation of cAMP production induced by hormones
known to affect transport in mTAL. Rabbit mTAL
cplls were isolated by solid phase immuno-
adsorption, grown until confluent, and the effects
of the inhibitory analog of adenosine, N6-
cyclohexyladenosine (CHA, 50 nM), on vesopressin
(VP), isoproterenol (IP), celcitonin (CT), and
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) (1 uM) induced changes in
cAMP production were examined. CHA inhibited VP,
IP, CT and PCE2 induced increase in cAMP by —50%.
This inhibitory effect of CHA could be abolished
by pretreating cells with pertussis toxin (PT) for
12-20 hr. A specific A1 inhibitor, 8-cyclopentyl-
l,3-dipropylxanthine, (CPX) (1 uM), also
abolished the inhibitory effect of CHA. CHA
induced increase in cytosolic free calcium
([Ca2hif) and inositol tris-phosphate production
was also abolished with PT and CPX. To test
whether the rise in [Ca2+]f was involved in CHA
induced inhibition of hormone stimulated cAMP
production, cAMP was measured in cells loaded with
65 uM Quin2-AM for 20 mm. Buffering of [Ca2]f
had no effect on the inhibitory action of CHA,
suggesting that the rise in (Ca2tf was not needed
for CHA induced inhibition of hormone stimulated
cAMP production. These results indicate that
adenosine regulates hormone induced changes in
cAMP production via an inhibitory A1 receptor. The
role of the (Ca2+]f1inked receptor remains to be
determined.
SHRINE PROTEINASE INHIBITORS BLOCK THE SYNTHESIS
OF PLATELET—ACTIVATING FACTOR (PAP) BY RAT CULTU-
RED NESANGIAL CELLS (MC) AND PERITONEAL MACROPHA-
GES (PM). Canussi C, Tetta C, Bussolino F, Montrtc
chio C, Baglioni C.Csttedra di Nefrologis Speri—
nentale,Univ.Napoli,Lab.Imnunop.Univ.Torino,Dept
Biol.Sci.,SUNY at Albany:
MC and PM produce PAP when stimulated with C3b 02
sonized baker's yeast particles(BY)(MC:2.5+O.9;
PM:ll.9+3.8 ng/ml),tumor necrosis factor(TNF long
/ml)(MCT2.l+O.9;PM:12.5+3.2) or Calcium Ionophore
A23187 (1 uj/ml)(MC:2.4TO.6;PM:20.6+4.2)in serum
—free medium. It is not known whether serum pro—
teinase inhibitors interfere with PAP production
as described for serine proteinase inhibitor TPQC
(J.Exp.Med.166:1390,1987).By gel filtration chro
matography, plasma fractions containing al—prote
nase inhibitor (PT) and ql—antichymotrypsin (AC)
inhibited PAP synthesis. P1 and AC (10 ug/mI) in
hibited BY— and TNF— induced PAy synthesis in MC
(PI+BY:0.9+O.3; AC+BY:l.l+0.2; PI+TNF:O.2+O.l;AC
tTNF:O.9+072 rig/ni) and i PM (PI+BY:4.8+l.2; AC
+BY:6.7+3.4;PI+TNF;O.8+O.4;AC+TNF:2.8+O.9 ng/ml)
In contTast, PAP prodution induced by Calcium lo
nophore A23187 was unaffected by both P1 and AC.
The finding that serum antiproteinases are inhib
tory at concentrations 100—fold lower than those
present in plasma rises questions as to the abili
ty of phagocytosis and TNF to stimulate PAP pro-
duction in vivo by MC and PM, when exposed to the
vast excess of antiproteinases present in serum,
Synthesis of PAP may require inactivation of the
se proteinase inhibitors or it may be limited to
zones of close contact between cells where anti—
pro teinases are excluded
ABNORMAL GROWTH FACTOR RESPONSE BY HUMAN ADULT
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (APKD) EPITHELIA JIj
YXThQ. K. Das, P.A. Gabow, P.D. Wilson, Dept.
Physiol UMDNJ-RWJ Med. Sch., Piscataway, NJ;
Denver General Hospital, Co.
Our previous studies have shown that indivi-
dually microdissected normal rabbit and human
renal tubules grown in serum free media exhibit
maximal mitogenic response to: dexamethasone (D)
alone in collecting tubules (CT); D+insulin (I)
in proximal convoluted (PCT) and straight
tubules (PST); and to D+I+T3 in thick ascending
limb (TAL) cultures. APKD epithelia, which show
accelerated growth kinetics also showed an
abnormally enhanced response to D+I and D+I+T3.
The mitogenic response to peptide growth factors
was determined by rendering confluent cultures
quiescent by removal of growth factors from the
media for 48 hrs and subsequent reincubation in
the presence of growth factor(s), for 48 hrs and
[H3)-thymidine (ltiCi/ml) for 16 hrs. Epidermal
growth factor (EGF); transforming growth factor-
fi (TCFfl); insulin like grovth factor I(IGF-I)
and arginine vasopressin (AVP) were tested.
%[3H]-thymidine labelled nuclei was:
D-i-I D+IGF-I EGF EGF+D+I TGFfl-i-D AVP
APKD 52 12 40 68 15 8
PET 35 14 0 25 0 10
Thus EGF is an abnormally potent mitogen for
APKD epithelia and TGF$ is less growth inhibi-
tory than in normal epithelia. Abnormal respon-
ses to EGF and TGF$ may contribute to the
accelerated proliferation of APKD epithelia
during cyst formation.
EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN ON RENAL INSULIN—LIKE
GROWTH FACTOR I (IGF—I) FOLLOWING UNI-NEPHRECTOMY
IN RATS. A H El Nahas, .J E Le Carpentier,
D J Hill. Clinical Sciences Research Centre,
Northern General Hospital, Sheffield, UK.
We undertook this study to explore the effect
of dietary protein manipulations on the IGF—I
content of remaining kidneys following UNx in
rats. Groups of adult male Wistar rats were fed
either a low (8% casein) protein diet (LPD), NPD
(18%) or HPD (78%). Yhirty days later, they
underwent a right UNx (12 rats) or a sham
operation (8). Four days later the left kidney
was removed. At the time of UNx and sacrifice,
the kidneys were weighed and their protein, DNA
and IGF—I content measured by RIA after acid
extraction. At the time of sacrifice, kidney
weight (KW) varied proportionally to the dietary
protein intake in both sham and UNx rats.
Following UNx the percentage increase in KW was
LPD; 11%, NPD; 18%, HPD: 37%. The difference
between the 3 groups was even more significant
(p<0.001) when CRG was calculated by comparing
kidney/body weight of UNx and sham animals. In
UNx rats, renal IGF—I varied proportionally to
dietary protein intake (DPI) and KW; r 0.95,
p<0.0l; in the remaining kidney, IGF—I was LPD:
299+77ng/gm KW (Mi-SD), MPD: 507+lO2ng/gm KW and
HPDT 526+ôOng/gin KW, LPD vs MPD and vs HPD
Mann—Whitney, p<O.oi. This observation suggests
IGF-I might, through an autocrine or a paracrine
mechanism, be involved in the pathogenesis of
CRC. It also shows that a LPD blunts CHG and
prevents the rise in IGF—I following UNx. This
might suggest an effect of dietary protein on
intra—renal growth factors.
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SHORTTERM REGULATION OF NaKATPase IN RAT
MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB (MTAL).
Effect of AVP. 3 Fryckstedt*. Dept of Pediatrics,
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.
NaKATPase is the major energy source for salt
transport in MTAL. To study whether there is a short-
term regulation of NaKATPase in MTAL, MTAL seg-
ments were dissected from rat kidneys, permeabilized
and preincubated with nucleotides or hormone. NaK-
ATPase was determined as ouabain sensitive 32P-ATP
hydrolysis at Vmax for K and AIR, while Na in medium
(Nam) varied. Intracellular Na (Nai) was approximately
the same as Nam. In control MTAL NaKATPase (pmol
Pi/mrn/h) was 2438±367 at Na 20mM and reached Vmax
(3640±339) at Nam 50. (Values are mean n=3-6
rats, in each rat 12-16 tubules were analyzed.) An
inhibitor of GIP dependent activation of G-protein,
GOP S (400/uM) significantly decreased NaKAlPase
activity to 2375±290 at Nam7O but had no effect on
NaKATRase activity at Nam2O. A nonhydrolyzable
GTP analogue GppNHp (100 /uM) significantly increased
NaKATPase activity to 3382±69 at Nam2O, but had no
effect at Nam7O. GDP1 and GppNHp had no effect on
NaKATPase purified from renal medulla. AVP will in
MTAL stimulate transcellular Na transport (A3P 241:
F432, -81) and at the same time increase cell volume
(K! 33:427, -88). At Nam2O, AVP decreased NaKATPase
activity in a dose dependent manner. Inhibition was
first observed at I0-11M and maximal at 109M
(1438±224 vs 2437±367 in controls). At Nam7O, AVP
had no effect on NaKATPase activity. dBcAMP 10 3M
also inhibited at Nam2O. Conclusion: NaKATPase
activity is modulated by more than one G-protein. The
effect is Na dependent. At normal Nai AVP inhibits
MTAL NaKATPase which might explain AVP induced
cell volume increase.
a- AND 13-ADRENERGIC BINDING SITES IN HUMAN
KIDNEY DETECTED BY AUTORADIOGRAPHY.
* * * *E Fuchs , P Neumann , B Salzbrunn , G Flugge
H-J GrOne* (intr. by Ci Olbricht). German Primate Center
and Dept. of Pathology, University of Gottingen, FRG.
In order to gain insight into the hemodynamic and tubular
effects of catecholamines in the kidney it is necessary to
know the distribution and properties of their binding sites.
In contrast to the rat, human renal a- and 13-adrenergic
binding sites (BS) are poorly characterized. We therefore
investigated the distribution of 3H—prazosin (a1), 3H-
rauwolscine (a2), and '25I-cyanopindolol (0) BS in tumor
free parts of human kidneys. BS were visualized by
autoradiography and quantified by densitometry.
Like in other species, the a1 ligand bound to cortical
tubules (KD 1.02 nM; BMax 378 fmol/mg tissue equivalent)
revealing no labeling of glomeruli. In contrast to rat and dog,
a2-BS were only detected on collecting ducts of the human
renal medulla (KD 1.78 nM; BMax 140 fmol/mg tissue
equivalent). Furthermore, whereas in rat, dog, and cow 13-
adrenergic BS have been found before on glomeruli, in the
human kidney, 1251-cyanopindolol only binds to the inter-
lobular arteries and to collecting ducts.
These results indicate that the renal sites of a- and 13-
adrenergic substances in man differ from those of non-
human mammals.
REDUCED ONTOGENIC EXPRESSION OF EPIDERMAL GROWTH
FACTOR (EGF) IN A MURINE MODEL OF RENAL CYSTIC
DISEASE. Vincent H. Gattone II, Niu Fu_wen*,
Glen K. Andrews*, Robert M. Klein* and James P.
Calvet*. Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr., Depts. of
Anatomy & Cell Biology and Biochem. & Molecular
Biology, Kansas City, Kansas.
The kidney synthesizes EGF, however the
function of renal EGF is unknown. Renal cystic
disease is associated with hyperplasia of renal
tubular epithelium. This hyperplasia may be
regulated by endogenous growth factors.
Ontogeny of EGF in kidneys of a genetic murine
model of cystic disease (C57BL/6J-cpk) was
examined using immunohistochemical and nucleic
acid hybridization techniques. Immunohisto-
chemically, renal EGF was initially detected in
normal siblings at 1 week of age and increased
through 3 weeks. While there was some evidence
of EGF at the same time points in cystic
kidneys, the amount of EGF immunoreactivity
appeared reduced. Using a nucleic acid probe
for preproEGF, the expression of mRNA was
examined at similar time points. Expression of
the EGF gene in phenotypically normal siblings
increased from 1 through 3 weeks of age.
However, there was no significant EGF expression
in cystic kidneys.
In conclusion, EGF expression in a murine
model of renal cystic disease is dramatically
reduced. This suggests that abnormal EGF
expression may contribute to the abnormal
hyperplastic growth of tubular epithelia by
altering normal cell growth regulatory processes.
HUMAN CALCIIONIN GENE RELNFEI) PEPTIDE (CGRP) ND
CALCIIONIN (Cr) ERT DITERENP }])YNN4ICND
RENAL EFFL'TS. Markus P. Gnadinger*, DaniniJc E.
tJehlinger*, Peter Weidmann, Sidney G. Shaw*, p,o-
4.ff*, Wolfgang Rascher*, and Jan A. Fi-
scher*. Med. Poliklinik, Univ. of Berne, and Ku-
nik Balgrist, Univ. of Zurich, Switzerland.
CGRP has recently been discovered and found to
possess vasodilating properties. We investigated
whether CGRP may also irodify renal function. Ten
healthy young man were evaluated under steady -
state clearance conditions. Following 1 hr of
equiLibration and 2 20 mm—baseline clearance pe-.
nods, human (XRP was infused iv. at rates of .3
and 1.0 pg/kg/hr for 1 hr each. Six man received
on separate days also infusions of iscuolar Cr
and of carrier only (.9% MaCi, .5 mi/mm). Fluid
balance was kept stable. CGRP lowered diastolic
blood pressure (BP) by 25%, increased heart rate,plasma catecholamines and renin activity, and
doubled the fractional excretions (FE) of sodium
(Na ) and chloride (Cl ) (P<.Ol—.O0l) in the pre-
sence of an unchanged glcurular filtration rate
and reduced effective rena]. plasma flow (P<.05);FE of calcium (Ca ) and phosphate (P.) were
constant. In contrast, CI' slightly increasM sys-
toli BP, did not affect diasto++c BP, increased
FENa and FEX1 4-fold and Fa , FEP. and diu-
resis 3—fold (P<.Ol—.OOl). Plasma aldosterone,
arginmne vasopressin and atrial natriuretic fac-
tor were unaffected by ORP or Cr. Carrier inf u-
sian did not irodify neasured variables. Conclu-
sions: CRP can in humans acutely lcer BP and
reduce tubular Na reabsorption. CGRP differs
fran Cr by marked hsm3dynamic, weaker natriuretic
and lacking calciuric and phosphaturic pro-
perties.
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INVOLVEMENT OF CYCLOOXYGENASE (CO) AND
CYTOCHROME P450 ARACHIDONATE METABOLITES
(P450/AA) IN RAT RENAL RESPONSES TO EPIDERMAL
GROWTH FACTOR (EGF). RC Harris. K Takahashi*,
J Capdevila" and KF Badr, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
EGF contracts cultured rat mesangial cells and its intrarenal
infusion decreases RPF and GFR. We examined the role of AA
metabolites in mediating these responses. Intraienal EGF infusion
increased urinary iPGF2cz by 30091* and 30 nM EGF stimulated
iPGF2a, but not iTxB2, production in isolated glomeruli by
58%*. The TxA2 receptor antagonist SQ29548 did not block
EGF's vasoconstrictive effects. Dunng selective CO inhibition
(ibuprofen), intrarenal EGF infusion (n=5) led to a fall in mean
BP from 117 to 98 mmHg* accompanied by increases in RPF:
3.8 to 5.6* and GFR: 0.90 to 1.10* mI/mm. When total, or
selective P450-mediated, AA metabolism were inhibited by the
additional administration of 5,8,1 l,l4-eicosatetraynoic acid
(ETYA, n=5) or ketoconazole (n=2), the EGF-induced vasodilation
observed during CO inhibition alone was abolished. In fact, in
these rats, EGF evoked vasoconstrictor responses (RPF 4.3 vs
33* and GFR 1.05 vs 0.73 mJ/mmn*) (not inhibited by saralasin).
To ascertain the source of EGF-stimulated P450/AA
metabolites, suspensions of rat glomeruli or proximal tubules
were exposed to 30 nM EGF and P450-catalyzed epoxidation
measured by GC/MS. One mm. post-exposure to EGF, proximal
tubule, but not glomerular, epoxidation products were increased
by 50l00%* vs control. (* : p <0.05 vs control].
Thus, EGF stimulates the renal generation of PGF2a and
P450/AA metabolites, PGF2c augments intrinsic EGF-induced
vasoconstriction. CO inhibition unmasks a potent renal and
systemic vasodilator action of EGF, due to its stimulation of the
renal biosynthesis and systemic release of vasodepressor P450/AA
metabolites, particularly epoxidation products.
CORTICOSTERONE METABOLISM IN TOAD BLADDER IN
VITRO. A. Hartsell*, K. Hierholzer*, N.A.
Kurtzman, and S. Sabatini, Depts of Internal
Medicine and Physiology, Texas Tech Univ USC,
Lubbock, TX and Free Univ of Berlin, Germany.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the
mammalian kidney metabolizes steroid hormones,
Cortjcosterone (B) receptors have been found in
cortical collecting tubule. At least 4
metabolites of B have been identified in rat
renal tissue and urine. It is not known whether
these metabolites have any biologic function. We
studied the effects of the parent compound B and
3 of its metabolites on water flow and sodium
transport in toad bladder. Using IIPLC and GC-MS,
we also analyzed the oxidoreductase pathways for
B metabolism in toad bladder. AVP- and cyclic
AMP-stimulated water flow was unaffected by B,
l1-dehydrocorticosterone-B (IV), and il-dehydro-
20-dihydrocorticosterone-B (I). Water flow was
significantly inhibited by 20-dihydrocortico-
sterone-B (II). Sodium transport was unaffected
by B, but was stimulated following a 5-18 hr
incubation with II and IV. Analysis of the
oxidoreductase pathways in toad bladder revealed
that the parent compound B was irreversibly
oxidized to IV. Metabolite IV was then converted
at a high rate to I and to lesser amounts of II.
We conclude that the renal metabolites of
corticosterone are biologically active and may
serve an important modulating role on both sodium
and water transport.
L—AtlATIC AMII3) ACID DAThCYLSE (LMOC) ACFIVlY
?1LG TEE RT NEPHU AND THE EFFET OF Na INI
M. H5YSh1: Y. Yauiaji W. Kitajima, and T. Saruta,(intr. by A.I. Katz), Saitasm Central Wespital,Saitama, and Univ. of Keio, Tokyo, Japan.
Extraneural dopamine () is thought to be syo—
thesized by LAADC in tubelar cells and to nedulate
Na excretion during high Na intake, bit previous
histochemical studies of LMDC localization in the
neron were not consistent. To determine the loca-
tion of LMDC, arid whether changes in Na intake
regulate this enzyne, LMDC activity was measured in
microdissected nephron segeents frc*a rat kidneys. tW
forned by isolated tubeles incubated with 2S0 pM
L—dopa was quantitated by HPLC or with the sore sen-
sitive radioenzymeassay (RFA). LAADC activity was
present only in proximal convoluted tubiles (PCI',
208 ÷ 19 n9/ravh) arid proximal straight tub.iles(PST, 81 + 9 ng/cmvh), whereas no significant acti-
vity was detected in other negbron segnents (corti-
cal arid inedullary thick ascending lists, distal con-
voluted tubiles, arid cortical and nmdullary collect-
ing ducts) by either HPLC or REPS. The Km for L-dopa
was 113 pM, and t production was ccepletely inhibi-
ted by carbidopa, a specific inhibitor of LMDC.
Enzyme activity in PCI' fron surgically denervated
kidneys (282 27 ng/awh) was not significantlydifferent fran that in contralateral kidneys (247 +
30 ng/cnvh), indicating that LAP.DC activity of theisolated tub.iles was of extraneural origin. LAADC
activity (217 26 vs 189 23 ng/cnvli) arid aWarent
Km (98 vs 99 p55) were similar in PCI' of rats kept
for 7—10 days on a la't— or high salt diet. These
results shrat that LAP'DC is present only in the PCI'
arid PST of the rat neçhrcn, arid suggest that the
increased urinary excretion during high saltintake is not undulated by changes in tub.mlar
L-.arcsnatic amino acid decarboxylase activity.
EVII2IcE 1Wr IGF-I INCIS RPF AND GFR fli
Fd'JSI'ED RATS. R. Hirschberg and J.D. &çple,
Division of Nethrology arid Hypertension, Haztor-
UCLA Medical Center, Ins Angeles, CA.
GrcMth hoimorm (1) injections Increase RPF
and G}R in man but only after many hrs. Thus,
other agents may mediate GI effects on renal
function. We tested whether IGF-I may cause the
same renal effects as GI. Rats fasted for 60-72
bra were anesthetized and then underwent serial
PAH arid inulin clearances of 20 mm each in 2
studies. In Study 1, after equilibration aridbaseline measurnents, rats were injected with
rIGF-I, 25 ug/], follcwed by an infusion of 25
ug/]cg over 20 min, and 10 mare clearances were
performed. In Study 2, rats received infusions
of indoinethacin (IND, 2.5 uq,/Ig/hr) or
sonatostatin (SRIF, 2.5 ug/hr) continususlythroughout the study. rIGF-I injections arid
infusions were given as in Study 1; 4 clearanceperiods were perfozined after the rIGF-I or
vehicle infusion. In both studies, controls
received vehicle instead of rIGF-I. In Study 1,
rIGF-I induced a rapid, sustained rise in RPF
and GFR and fall in renal vascular resistance
(RUE); the maxiimim changes were +29±3S'i%,
+25+3% aM —26±4%, respectively (p<O. 05). Total
plasma IGF-I rose frrmi 0.5±0.1 before to 1.0+0.2U/mi at the end of the rIGF-I infusion (p =
0.069). In Study 2, ThD but not SRIF blocked the
rIGF-I effect on renal henodynamics. In both
studies, F? and I'JBP did not c*iarige. We conclude
that IGF-I increases RPF and GPR arid lo,ers RYEin fasted rats. These effects of IGF-I may
require eloosanoids but may not require peptidehormones suressed by SRIF,. IGF-I may niediatathe actions of Gf on renal function.
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EFFI'. OF DILTTflY )DIUI ON DIABETIC GLCtIERULOPA-
THY HarEr Huano, Praveen Chander, Renee Garrick,
Alvin Goodrian and Leonard G. ?gcs. Ne'i York red-
ical College, Departrent of Medicine, Valhalla,
New York
Several lines of evidence suggest a role for
dietary NaC1 in the proqression of diabetic neph-
rooathv; restriction of NaC1 attenuates renal hy-
perfiltration and glcitrular injury in streptozo'-
tocin (STZ) diabetic rats; NaCl dulates anciio—
tensin II (All) and atrial natriuretic peptide(AtIP), two vasoactive honitnes with irortant ef-
fects on the renal microcirculation and NaC1 has
been inplicated in systaiiic hypertension, a factor
associated with accelerated progression of diabet-
ic nephropathy. In this study we describe the
long term (8 nonths) effects of increased dietary
NaC1 in STZ diabetic rats.IL RPGULAR HIGH
3(mg/dl) 420±6.3 412±5.4 408±5.3
BP(nnEq) 153±3.8 158±4.6 184±6.7*
Upro(rr'/24h) 114.3±26.4 129.9±28.6 314.2±76.5*
(R(rrilIrrin/kg) 4.9±0.7 6.9±1.0 9.4±0.9**
*phol **pO5
!To evidence of hypertensive vascular change was
observed in the HIGH Na group, although systolic
UP was elevated by mDnth 2. Mvanced clcinerular
changes were present in the HIGH Na Group, consis-
ting of nsangia1 expansion, sectnientai and global
glcmerulosclerosis with hyalinosis. Urinary PG
excretion (2' 2' '2' 6 ICeto PGF) was in-
creased (P .01) and plasma All suppressed in HIGH
Na croup (Pd..05). Plasma AN? did not differ
anong the 3 ciroups. Our findings indicate, chron-
ic ingestion of HIGH NaC1 diet altered the balance
of renal vasoactive hornones, increases BP and GFR
and renal injury in STZ diabetic rats.
SPECIFIC INHIBITION OF NEUTRAL ENDOPEPTIDASE
24.11 (NEP) REDUCES PROTEINURIA IN NEPHROTIC
RATS. F N Hutchiso n and V Martjn*. VAMC, Martinez,
CA and University of CA, Davis, CA
Converting enzyme inhibitors (CEI) reduce
albuminuria (UAE, mg/d) in rats with passive
Reymann nephritis (PUN) and in other models of
proteinuric renal disease. CEIs inhibit degradation
of kinins, as well as generation of angiotensin II,
thus the antiproteinuric action may result from
either or both of these effects. Phosphoramidon
(P) selectively inhibits NEP, the enzyme that
degrades kinin, but has little effect on CE. Rats
with PEN received either P, lOmg/kg/d (n9),
enalapril, 4Omg/kg/d (E:n10), or no treatment(C:n9). GFR, UAE, and fractional clearance of
albumin (FC) were measured daily for 3 days
before and 3 days after treatment began.
P E C
UAE1 334+47 313+47 34+45
UAEday6 228+23ab 188+35b 316+45
FC1., .0323+.005 .0282+.006 .0317+.004
FCaay6 .0174+.OO4ab .0154+.OO7ab .0330+.008(a:p<0.05 vs day 6, b:p<0.05 vs C) UAE and FC
decreased significantly in both P and E compared
to the pretreatment period. UAE and FC were not
different in P and E at day 6, but were
significantly less than in C. Blood pressure
decreased significantly in H, but not P or C. GFR
was constant in all 3 groups and UAE and FC did
not change over time in C. Specific inhibition of
NEP with an agent that does not significantly
modify converting enzyme activity reduces UAE in
nephrotic rats. The decrease in UAE in response
to CEI may be due to potentiation of kinin activity
rather than to modulation of the renin angiotensin
system.
RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (rHuEPO)-
INDUCED HYPERTENSION (LIFT): DEVELOPMENT OF AN
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL. N. Jam2ntcJ1j*, M.S. Hu*,
Abdella, R. Jackson*, M. Berger*, M. Golub*, N.
Yanagawa. and D.B.N. Lee. VA Med. Ctr., Sepulveda and
UCLA Sch, of Med., Los Angeles, California.
Blood pressure (BP) elevation occurs with rHuEPO
therapy, particularly in previously hypertensive
patients. The aim of this study was to develop an
experimental model for studying this form of HPT. Ten
male spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR, 1O-wk-old)
were given subcutaneous rHuEPO (150 U/kg) in albumin
every other day for 2 wks (EXP). Ten control SHR (C)
received albumin only. Pretreatment and final weights
were not different between EXP and C. Hematocrit (Hct)
in EXP was higher than C after the 3rd injection
(52.8±1.4 vs 46.8±1.5, P<0.02) and remained stable to
the end of the study, Initial indirect tailcuff
systolic BP (mm Hg) was not different between EXP and C
(148±3 vs 150±2), BP rose with time in both groups, but
was consistently higher in EXP than in C after the 6th
day: day 6 (170±2 vs 163±2, P<0.05); day 10 (175±1 vs
163±2, P<0.001) and day 14 (179±2 vs 167±2, P<0.001).
No correlation was observed between BP and Hct.
Contractile response of tail-artery segments to
transmural nerve stimulation (TNS, 1-40 Hz) ang
exogenous norepinephrine (NE, 1x109- 6.7x10 M) were
measured in vitro. No difference was observed between
EXP and C. In vitro incubation of arterial segments
from untreated SLIR with rHuEPO (up to 75U/ml for 1 hr)
also caused no change in contractile response to TNS.
Conclusions: 1. RHuEPO in SHR causes rise in Hct and
Induces rapid and sustained exacerbation in BP. 2. No
correlation is seen between the BP elevation and the
rise in Hct. 3. RHuEPO does not increase vascular
reactivity to TNS and NE. 4. SHR is a promising model
for investigating the mechanism of rHuEPO-induced HPT.
ENDOTHELIN DECREASES URINE VOLUME, GFR, AND RPF BY
ITS DIRECT ACTION ON THE KIDNEY, BUT DOES NOT
AFFECT MESANGIAL CELL FUNCTION. T Katoh*, H
hang*, T Okuda*, S Uchida* and K Kurokawa. IVth
Dept Med, Univ Tokyo Faculty Med, Tokyo.
Endothelin (ET) is a potent vasoconstrictive
peptide derived from vascular endothelium. In the
present study, we tested direct effects of
synthetic porcine ET on rat kidney in vivo and on
cultured rat mesangial cells. ET was infused into
left renal artery of anesthetized rats at a rate
of 20 or 40 pmol/hr, At this dose, ET's effects
were seen only in left kidney (LK) and no effect
attributable to EF was seen in right kidney. ET at
20 pmol/hr did not change urine volume (V), but
decreased renal plasma flow (RPF) and glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) of LK by 27.6% and 30.8%,
respectively. At 40 p,nol/hr, ET reduced V, RPF,
and GFR of LK by 72%, 77.5%, and 78.8%,
respectively. Filtration fraction (FF) and FENa in
LK remained unchanged. When Ca channel blocker,
nicardipine, was infused iv at a rate of 25 pg/hr.
V, GFR, and RPF of LK did not change with
20 pmol/hr ET: with 40 pmol/hr ET, V did not
change and RPF and GFR fell by 65.1% and 32.0%,
respectively, decrements less than those without
nicardipine. Cultured rat mesangial cells showed
no contraction and cell [Ca] measred byjra—2
did not change in response to 10 to 10 M ET
while they ctracted and cell [Ca] rose in
response to 1O M angiotensin II. These findings
document direct renal action of ET and suggest
that mesangial cells may not participate in the
renal action of ET. Data also suggest that ET, as
an endogenous vasoconstrictor, may play some role
in the regulation of renal hemodynamics in
physiological and pathophysiological conditions.
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SYSTEMIC AND RENAL VASOCONSTRICTIVE EFFECTS OF
ENDOTHELIN. A.J. King,* S. Anderson, and B.M.
Brenner. Brigham & Hosp., Boston, NA.
Endothelin, an endothelial cell—derived
peptida, is a potent vasoconstrictor in vitro
(Nature 332:411). To examine the in vivo
hemodynamic effects, single bolus doses of
synthetic endothelin were infused intravenously
into anesthetized euvolemic Munich—Wistar rats.
The maximal absolute change from baseline in mean
arterial pressure (MAP), glomerular filtration
rate (GRE), renal plasma flow rate (aPP), and
filtration fraction (YE) occurred within 15—30
minutes: (Means SEM, n — 4—5 per dose; *p<
0.05 vs. baseline; tp < 0.05 vs. vehicle, VEH)
Dose MAP GFR RPF PP
_
-------ml/min--—----
YEN + 1±1 +0.1±0.1 +0.2±0.4 +0.01±0.01
25 + 5±1* —0.1±0.1 —0.6±0.1* +0.03±0.01
75 +17±3*t 0.0±0.1 —0.8±0.3*t l.0.08±O.02*t
150 +24±2*t _0.3±0,1* 1,6±O.1*f +0.11±0.01*1-
300 +42j2*P _O.8±0.1*l- _3.2±O.3*t +0.06±0.03*t
400 +54±4*1- ——unmeasurable————
Endothelin induced a dose—dependent rise In MAP;
LD5O was 450 pm. RPF fell disproportionately to
GFR; thu8 FF increased, implying predominant
efferent arteriolar vasoconstriction. Hematocrit
rose markedly with the highest doses, suggesting a
reduction in plasma volume. Endothelin was
modestly natriuretic at doses (75 and 150 pin)
which raised MAP and did not severely impair GRE,
When the rise in renal perfusion pressure was
prevented with an aortic snare, 75 pm induced a
fall In GRE and RPP, and was antinatriuretic.
This potent renal and systemic vasoconstrictor may
be important in the pathophysiology of clinical
microvasculopathies.
ENDOThELIN: AN ENDOGENOUS SODIUM TRANS-
PORT INHIBITOR ? Herbert I. Kramer, Haraid
Meyer-Lehnert, Heigard Stelkens*, Angela B&cker*
and Christine Wanning*. Med. Poliklinik, Univ.
of Bonn, W. Germany
We have previously shown that the putative
natriuretic hormone, an endogenous sodium trans-
port inhibor, inhibits Na-K-ATPase activity,displaces H-ouabain, and immunoreacts with
digoxin antibodies, Its vasoconstrictor activity
appars to be mediated by a rise in Intracellular
Ca , a property which may be shared by endothe-
un, a newly discovered vasoactive peptide isolated
from porcine aortic endotheiium. in the present
study we therefore investigated the In itro-effets
of endothelin at concentrations of 10 to 10 M
on Na-K-ATPase derId from hog cerebral cortex,
on intracellular Ca in human thrombocytes
by the fura-2 fluorescence technique and its immu-
noreaction with a dixin attibody (NE.). Endothe-On at conc. of 10 , 10 and 10 M inhibited
Na-K-ATPase by 6.1%, 17.6% and 30.5%, resp.,
when preincubated with the enzyme for 60 rgln
as compared to 50% inhibition by 1.5 x 10 M
ouabain. No interaction with the digoxin antibody
was observed (ies than 8% displacement at a
conc. o 4 x 10 M). Endotheiln, a÷ a conc. of
2 x 10 M, Increased Intracellular Ca in platelets
from a basal level of 70+8 nM by 174%5as compar-
ed to 136% in the presence of 10 M ouabain
after 60 mm preincubatlon. Thus, endotholln exerts
its vasoconstrictor activi presumably by stimula-
ting transmembrane Ca influx but may also
act as an endogenous sodium transport Inhibitor
by directly affecting the Na-K-ATPase enzyme.
CONTHACTION OF RAT MESANGLkL CELL (NC) INDUCED Wi
ADENOSINE (ADO): ROLE OF THE A1 RECEPTOR TYPE.
S. Lamas*, A. Olivera*, B. Rodriguez_PuyOl*,
J.M. Lopez_Novoa*. (Intr. by P. Vinay). Funda-
cion Jimenez Diaz- CSIC, Madrid, Spain.
Ado is a nucleoside with known vasodilator
properties in multiple organs. By contrast, in
the kidney, it increases afferent arteriole re-
sistance and decreases GRE. We tested the hypo-
thesis of MC contraction and subsequent Kf decre-
ment as a contributing mechanism to ADO-induced
GRE reduction and tried to define possible recep-
tors in a functional manner. We studied the
effects of ADO and selective A1 and A2 agonists
and antagonists on primary cultures of rat MC.
MC were incubated at room temperature with ADO,
cyclohexylADO (CiA) (A1), s-phenyl isopropylADO
(S-PIA) (A1) or n-ethylcarboxamideADO (NECk) (A,)
all at 1O-10M. In experiments with antago-
nists a 10 thin preincubation was performed with
PD 116,948 (A1) 1O-1O7M or PD 115,199 (A2)
1O5-lOM. Microphotographs were taken at 0 and
40 mm and planar cell surface area (PCSA) measu-
red by a computerized pianimeter. ADO, CHA and
S-PIA reduced PCSA in a dose dependent fashion
respect to control cells (p<0.O1) whereas no
modification was observed with NECk. Furthermo-
re, PB 116,948 completely blocked ADO effect in
contrast with PD 115,199 which did not change
ADO-induced PCSA reduction. Inasmuch as MC
contraction represents real decrement of ultra-
filtration surface, it may play a role in ADO-
induced GFR reduction. This effect is mediated
through an Açtype receptor which is present in
MC.
THE RESPONSE OF PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (PTC)
TO GROWTH FACTORS CHANGES DURING TERMINAL
DIFFERENTIATION
S.H.Larsson*, S.Kolare, A.Hultgard_Nilsson* and A.Aperia
Dept. of Pediatrics, Dept. of Histology and Dept. of Medical
Cell Genetics, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, SWEDEN
To study how the growth potential changes during dif-
ferentiation of PTC, primary cultures of PTC were prepared
from infant(I,10 d), weanling(W,20d) and adolescent(A,40d)
rats as described previously (AJP,251,C455). The mitotic rate
of the cells was determined with 3H-Thymidine autoradio-
graphy (6 or 24h) and measured as labelling index (Li) in
both high (liD) and low density (LD) cells in colonies.
After 48h in culture in DME+l0%FBS Li was larger in
W/LD than in I/LD and A/LD cells (54+4 vs 32±2 and
30±2% respectively (p<O.05,n—4-6)). After 24h serum
deprivation Li of l/LD cells was lower than that of W/LD
and A/LD (4±1 vs 10±1 and 10±2 (p<0.05,n—3-4)). In contact
inhibited HD cells absolute values of Li were lower but the
relations between I,W and A similar to that of LD.
The mitotic response of the serum deprived cells was
studied following addition of FBS. Li increased in I/LD cells
from 1÷0 to 6±3%. The increase was much larger in W/LD
(2÷0 to 21±7) and A/LD (21 to 27±4%) (p<O.05,n—3-4). FBS
addition caused a significant II fold increase in Li of both
W and A HD cells. Addition of EGF (lOnM) or IGF-l
(300ng/ml) did not stimulate Li of I and W cells, whereas Li
of A/LD cells increased to 9±1 and 16±3% respectively
(p<0.05,n=4). In A/HD cells no effect was seen by EGF
whereas IGF-l increased Li from IjO to 10±3 (pcO.05,n=4)
Single cell nuclear c-fos was measured by immuno—
fluorescence and quantitative image analysis in I and A cells.
FBS addition to deprived cells significantly increased nuclear
c-fos 2-3 fold in A HD and LD cells with a peak at 60 mm.
In I cells this increase was not seen.
Conclusion;The mitogenic response to growth factors changes
during terminal differentiation in both HD and LD cells -
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ROLE OF INSULIN—LIKE GROWTH FACTOR—I (IGF—I) IN
COMPENSATORY RENAL GROWTH (CRG) IN DWARF RATS.
J E Le Carpentier, D J Hill5, A M El Nahas.
Departments of Nep'roiy and Paediatrics5, Northern
General Hospital, Sheffield, UK.
The relative contribution of systemic hormones
such as growth hormone (GH and renal autocoid
growth factors such as IGF—I, to the pathogenesis
of CRG remains unknown. We studied CRG in a new
mutant strain of dwarf rats known to be
selectively deficient in GH and displaying low
circulating levels of IGF—I. Six adult male
dwarf rats underwent a right uni-nephrectomy (UNx)
whilst 4 had a sham operation. Seven days later,
UNx rats were sacrificed and their left kidney
removed. Groups of adult male Wist.ar rats were
similarly studied. At the time of UNx and
sacrifice, their kidneys were weighed and their
IGF—I content measured by an RIA after acid
extraction. Serum IGF—I was also measured pre
and post—UNx. CRG was estimated by comparing
right and left kidney weights as well as kidney/
body weight ratios. In spite of significantly
lower levels of GM and IGF—I in dwarf rats, CRG
was comparable in dwarf' (14+5%, Mi-SD) and Wistar
(18+3%) rats. This could be explained by a
comarable rise in intra—renal levels of IGF—I
following UNx in both experimental groups;
Wistar - sham: 308+l5ng/gm KW (Mi-SD), Wistar —
UNx: 417+75 (p<O.025), dwarfs — sham: 301+53,
dwarfs — UNx: 447+60 (p<0.005). This occurred in
the absence of' parallel changes in circulating
IGF—I. These data show that CRG takes place in
growth hormone deficient rats and suggests a
possible autocrine or paracrine role for IGF—I in
CRG following UNx in normal and growth hormone
deficient rats.
AVP REKIJLATICN CF AN3UIXNIC ?CID (PA) FABJLI4 IN
RfNAL EPIflLIPL CELL LI1'E (LtQ—PKI): ?CIVFIOM CF
'1BIGLERIE€ MEFAaJLISM.Diara tacne* ,ftrey Stott,
he.Fbanan*.WAiCtr, Ept&Fhysiol .rcter,
Ftee arachidenic acid (PA) conc is limitirj for
cellular eiccsacoid synthesis and is rulated by
[sphelipases which hirolyze nathrane lipids, lipases
which cleave triglycerides (TG) and reacylaticn enzn
which inoxrorate PA into nasbrara (PL).
1'h stndied vascpressin (AVP) reulatkxi of PA
netabzlian in xiflant LLC—PK1 4p2lO—22O) r.]se
labelled with -A (1-SuCi, 10 N x 120 mini. 1èutra1
lipids ere extracted arvi separated by TIC. H-PA ss
incorprated into: PL(87.9%), R(l2.2%), AA(<.l%),
dlesterol esters (<.01%). The effect of increased
[MI statrate and A'.' (1ntJ/mlxlnin) re stx1ied:
crHDrrIOM PL
acunt % anDunt
l0—4 PA 103+3.8 87.9+1.4 14.4+2.3 12.2+1.3
10—4M PA l2lC}4-240 17.54-0.8 55254-1365 79.d0.7
1O—4+AW 116+4.45 87.7+1.9 18.54-0.1 13.8+0.4
lO—41+AVP 2280+140 19.9+1.2 104104-530 86.30.6
Ebta are r-an4-SN and aanunt in pixnoles.
PA is principally incorprated into PL at 1cM
abstrate asic while at high subetrate asic there is
reversal with incorpDraticn ino 1G. TIC sepsratico of
PL indicated incorrxraticn of H-PA into
clnDlira and ethalanina (2.5:1). AVP
increased inaxjnDratiai of PA into IG toth at 1cM
(p<.1) and at high (p<O.05) suLatrate as-ic.
11e data indicate that cxxnnrsion of PA into TG is
an unpDrtant natainDlic path.iay in tIC-Wi and that AVP
nay exert caltzx)l ai 'B3 natabDlisn. Since AVP activates
adenylate cyclase in LLC-Wl these data are osistent
with the presence of a lnDrncne sensitive (cyclic PMP-
depernt) lipase analcgc*is to the adipcyte. Thum, AVP
nay activate PA metatolien thttuh nultiple patheays.
ENDOTRELIN INDUCES A PREDOMINANTLY APFERENT
ARTERIOLAR VASOCONSTRICTION THAT IS REVERSED BY
NIFEDIPINE. Ro4aer Loutzenhiser*, Murray Epstein,
Koichi Hayashi . Nephrology Section, V. A. Med.
Center, and Univ. of Miami, Miami Florida.
Endothelin, a peptide recently isolated from
endothelial cells, is the most potent known
mammalian vasoconstrictor (Nature 332:411.415,
1988). It is postulated to directly activate
potential-dependent Ca channels (PDC's) in
vascular smooth muscle. Suggestions that
endothelin mediates vasoconstriction in
pathophysiologic states prompted us to examine
its actions on the renal microcirculation.
Chronic hydronephrosis was induced in rats to
facilitate visualization of the renal
microvessels. Hydronephrotic kidneys were
excised and perfused in vitro on an inverted
microscope. Afferent (AA) and efferent (EA)
arteriolar diameters were measured in situ, using
videomicroscopy as described previously (J.P.E.T.
246:522-528. 1988). At 0.3 nM, endothelin
elicited preferential vasoconstriction of the PA;
reducing PA diameter by 46±7% (p<O.O2S), and EA
diameter by only 12±7% (p>O.2). The PA-
vasoconstriction elicited by endothelin was
reversed by NIF:
basal Endothelin Endothelin + NIF
[NIP] 0.1 pM 1.0 pM .10 pM
PA 18.4±0.6 9.9±1.3 12.5±1.1 15.5±1.3 17.5±1.4
EA 17.3±1.6 15.1±1.4 15.1±1.2 15.1±1.4 16.1±1.4
(mean SE, n—3, vessel diameters in pm)
Our findings that endothelin preferentially
constricts the PA, and that this• action is
reversed by NIF are consistent with previous
observations suggesting a predominant role of
PDC's in the activation of this vessel. Thus,
calcium antagonists constitute an appropriate
pharmacologic approach to reverse endothelin-
induced renal hemodynamic abnormalities.
THE RENAL VASODILATORY ACTION OF CALCITONIN (CT)
AND ITS EFFECT ON EXPERIMENTAL ACUTE RENAL
FAILURE (ARF) INDUCED BY ISCHAEMIA. S.F.Lui*,
Z.Varghese*, D.Nair*, P.Sweny*, J.F. Moorhead.
Royal Free Hospital, London, England.Renal vasoconstriction is an aetiological
factor of the pathogenesis of ARF. There is some
evidence to suggest that CT is a potent renal
vasodilator. We have studied the dose response
of CT infusion on renal haemodynamics in Sprague
Dawley (SD) rats, and its effect on experimental
ischaemic ARF.
(1) GFR and ERPF (inulin and PAM clearance)
were measured in 3 groups of 6 SD rats before
and during the Infusion of either 0.04, 0.1 and
0.2 iu/kg/hr of CT. ERPF and GFR were maximally
increased with 0.1 lu/kg/hr of CT infusion (62%
and 67% respectively, p< 0.04).
(2) Ischaemic ARF was induced in 2 groups of
12 SD rats by clamping the right renal artery
for 40 minutes and left nephrectomy. The CT
group was given an infusion of CT (0.1 lu/kg/hr
in albumin solution), started 1 hr before and
continued for 24 hr after clamping. The control
group was given the same volume of albumin
solution. The mortality rate was lower but did
not reach statistical significance in the CT
group (17% vs 42%). Renal function was monitored
for 7 days, and was significantly better at day
4 post—operation in the CT group. Serum Cr was
lower (219 umol/l vs 598 umol/l, p < 0.01), and
CrCl higher (289 ui/mm vs 123 ui/mm, p< 0.05).
It is concluded that Calcitonin is a potent
renal vasodilator and if given prophylactically,
can ameliorate ischaemic renal damage.
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EFFECTS OF AN INCPEASE IN PLASMA DOPA LEVELS ON
URINAPY CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION. Eric S. Marks,
Robin W. Stull,* Harry P. V.eiser,* and David S.
Goldstein.* Dept. of Med., Uniformed Services
Univ of Health Sciences & NIH, Bethesda, Maryland
Urinary dopamine (DA) is believed to be
primarily derived from intratubular
decarboxylation of plasma delivered DOPA (D).
Plasma 0 originates from cells of neural crest
origin possessing tyrosine hydroxylase activity.
This study describes the effect on urinary 0 and
DA excretion produced by increases in plasma 0.
Urine and plasma was collected from conscious,
unstressed, semi—restrained female Wistar—Kyoto
rats (n=6—8) that received either L—DOPA
(O.Spg/kg/mln IV), tyrosine (600 mg/kg/hr IV) or
the peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor
alpha-difluoromethyl dopa (DFMD) (50mg/kg IP).
urine levels are based on one-hrur collections.
L—DOPA, tyrosine, and DFMD increased plasma dopa
concentration (pg/mi) 27-, 11—, and 33—fold
respectively. DOPA is not normally detectable in
rat urine. L—DOPA, tyrosine and DFMD produced
excretion of 29.7±25.8, 59.2±16.1 and 382.2±81.3
ng/6omin of 0. L-DOPA and tyrosine increased
urinary dopamine excretion 41— and 20-fold, while
DFMD decreased DA from 92.7±15.6 to 71 .8±15.4
These results demonstrate that L—DOPA and
tyrosine infusion Increase urinary D and DA
excretion by increasing plasma 0. Tubular 0
transport capacity is limited as demonstrated by
the appoarance of urinary 0. Decarboxylase
inhibition markedly increases plasma P but fails
to completely block intrarenal PA production. The
limiting step in urinary PA production appears to
be substrate delivery rather than a lack of amino
acid decarboxylase capacity.
IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIFIC, HIGH AFFINITY
ENDOThELIN (EN) BINDING SITES IN RAT RENAL
PAPILLARY (P) AND GLOMERULAR (G) MEMBRANES.
E.R. Martin, B.M. Brenner and B.J. Ballermann.
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
EN is a newly described, potent 21—amino acid
vasoconstrictor peptide produced by vascular
endothelial cells, (Nature 332:411 '88), which
increases blood pressure and glonerular
filtration fraction, and reduces GFR when infused
in rats (King et al, ASN '88). EN furthermore
inhibits Na+ transport in rabbit inner medullary
collecting duct cells (Zeidel et al, ASN '88).
We therefore set out to identify specific
EN binding sites in rat P and G membranes. At
25°C specific 125 I—EN binding to P and G
membranes was time—dependent, reached equilibrium
at 4 h and remained stable for a further 2 h.
Specific binding was saturable as determined by
incubating P and G membranes with increasing
concentrations of '25I—EN. Scatchard plots
derived from saturation studies were linear,
suggesting binding sites with a uniform affinity.
The equilibrium dissociation constant (K0)
averaged 662±151 and 1309±123 pM, and the binding
site density (B,,) 7666±920 and 5831±348 fmol/mg
protein for P and G, respectively. Unlabeled EN
inhibited '25I—EN binding in P and G in a
concentration—dependent fashion, with half—
maximal inhibition at 108±13 and 140±22 pM,
respectively, (n3). Angiotensin II, atrial
natriuretic peptide, and EN—related peptide did
not conpete for binding, indicating specificity
of the sites for EN. We postulate that these
high affinity binding sites in C and P membranes
represent EN receptors which mediate the renal
actions of this novel peptide.
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF HYPERTENSION IN DIALYSIS
PATIENTS TREATED WITH ERYTHROPOIETIN, G. Mayer,
E. N. Cada, U. Watzlnger, 6, Ludvik, U. BarnS,
H. Graf, 2nd Dept. of Medicine, University of
Vienna, Austria.
Hypertension is one of the major side effects
of erythropoietin (P0) treatment in dialysis
patients. In order to investigate the underlying
pathogenetic mechanisms we determined resting
heniodynamic parameters (cardiac output and total
peripheral resistance) before (hemoglobin • 6.6
g/dl) and after (hemoglobin — 11.5 g/dl) partial
correction of anemia in 16 patIents, To avoid
antihypertensive drug interference 9 patients, in
whom therapy was not changed throughout the study
period were evaluated seperately, Cardiac output
was measured non invasively using the indirect
lick's principle (CO9 r4breathing maneuvre),
Hemodynamic changes Were identical in both groups
and consisted of a significant decrease of cardiac
index (pO.005), an increase of total peripheral
resistance (pO.ODD5) and an increase of diastolic
blood pressure (p<D.05),
We conclude from our studies that the increase
of blood pressure in patients treated with EPO
reflects the reversal of hemodynamic adaptations
to anemia, The anemic patient on dialysis appears
to have a decreased peripheral resistance due to
hypoxic vasodilatlon. After correction of anemia
most probably his "true" peripheral resistance
reappears representing renal hypertension.
STIMULATION OF PHOSPHOINOSITIDE (P1)
HYDROLYSIS BY ADENOSINE IN RABB1T KIDNEY.
Shari McArdlet, Lal C. Garg and FultonT. Crews*.
Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Adenosine is a metabolite of renal tubular cells and is
known to influence the renal function. In order to investigate
the second messenger system for the renal actions of
adenosine, we determined the effects of adenosine on P1
hydrolysis in the tissue slices from cortex (CTX), outer
medulla (OM) and inner medulla (IM) of the rabbit kidney.
The method involved the incubation of the slices with [3H]-
inositol for its incorporation into P1 and the measurement of
the release of L3H]-inositol phosphates (IP) in the presence of
lithium which prevents dephosphorylation of IP. The results
of [3H]-IP formation are expressed as % of total 13H]-inositol
incorporation into the membranes.
Tissue N Control Adenosine (100 MM)
CTX 3 1.9±0.4
-0.2± 1.9
OM 8 0.9± 1.9 15.6±7.1*
IM 7 7.1± 1.8 6.2±3.8
Values are mean SE of N animals. * P c 0.05 vs Control.
No significant effect of adenosine was found on the
release of IP in the CTX or IM. Adenosine produced a 15-
fold increase in IP release in the OM. Our results suggest that
adenosine produces its renal effects in OM through activation
of P1 messenger system.
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ENDOTHELIN CONSTRICTS THE RENAL CIRCULAIION AND
STINULATS RENIN IN VIVO. W. 1. Miller , N.
Redfield . J. C. Burnett, Jr., Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN
Endothelin, an endothelium-derived peptide,
demonstrates calcium-dependent contractile
activity in vitro and may serve a counter-
regulatory role to the vasodilatory and renin
inhibitory actions of endothelium-derived
relaxing factor(s). The integrated biologic
actions of endothelin, however, have not been
evaluated. This study was, therefore, designed
to test the hypothesis in anesthetized dogs that
endothelin decreases renal blood flow (RBF) and
glomerular filtration rate (GFR), stimulates
renin (PRA), and elevates systemic blood
pressure (MAP) in vivo. tp<.05;xtSEM;n=6
Control Endothelin Washout
(5Ong/kg/n4n, iv)
MAP,ninHg 98±7 123±7 101±5
GFR,ml/min 38±4 0.7±O.' '18±2"
RBF,ml/min 267±33 63±20 l73±28"
UNaV,1aEq/min 48±14 l.2±O.3 l3±3.6'
PRA,ng/ml 3.7±1.0 6.9±l. 5.6±1.
4NF,pg/ml
39±6 180±53 74±10
1 hour post-endothelin infusion
We conclude that endothelin is a potent
systemic and renal vasoconstrictor, which
decreases GFR and RBF in asssociation with a
protracted anti-natriuresis. Further, these
studies demonstrate that, despite increases in
ANF, endothelin stimulates renin release.
OOPMINE BLOCKADE (DAB) BLUNTS NATR1URESIS AND LITHIURESIS INDUCED
BY LOW DOSES OF NICARDIP1NE (NIC): EVIDENCE FOR A DOPAIIINE (DA) RE
C(PTOR—REI.ATED TUBULAR EFFECT OF CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKING AGENTS
(CCBA). A.Montanari, D.Vallisa, G.Ragni, M.Serventl, A.Novarinl and
P.Coruzzi (intr. by J.P.Knocttel) - Istituto di Semeiotica Medsca,U-
niversitl di Partna — Italy
In order to study possible direst renal tubular effects of CCBA independent of re-
nal hennd,nanic changes and their relationship to the Dt—orgic System, a. perfor-
med studies in hypertonsices ((N) using tIC at th, dose of 0.01 mg/kg BK, thus .cni
.iniflt its renal oasodilatory effect. In a group of 5 (Fl (1), mean arterial pressu-
re (CAP, ooHg), tRPF and (infusion of inulin and P0K), urinary eocretion of Na
and tithium (Ii, single oral dose, used as a marker of proximal tubular reabsorp-
tion) here measured during I hour before (Cl) and after acute so. 910. four—Sin
days later the ecpnrioent ,as repeated uith hit o ,etoulcprcmsde (KCP( 0 my as
—blosbing agent. In eoperirentn II (n.5(, after I control hour (C). MCP at one,a
giomo at 2nd hour and IICP * NIt uere administered at 3rd hour. In the results, dx—
riued values of renal blood Cloy (R, el/sin), preoapvll ary renal vascular rev,—
stance (Ott, dyne.ein.nm7). ,ooretnd fraction uf filt,red Its (ftl:a( and fractvo—
nal reobsorpticn of Ii (i-FlU)'. are nc iudnd.
(OP
("—5)
MCP • Nit
tftl 901
• Significant difference versus Cl
the present data nbc, that tIC increases 1(NaZ end eon, more markedly decrease,
(I—FILl (5 in the absence of any change in tIN, 981 end POR. Purthyrecre CCP aicne
has no' effeogs nfl renal function chile it abolishes alocst ccr.plxteiy ISIC—ind.c4ed
uhenges in F(Nat and )l—I(ti)5. Ihus, SIC may suppress tubular traeopnrt. xaonly in
the pro.imal tubule, through a direct tubular mechanine. this latter meees to be
correlated uUh th, oudulation cf tabular transpurt by tubular 00 receptors.
MOUSE RENAL CORTICAL BLOOD FLOW (RCBF) AND EC? CON-
TENT DO NOT INCREASE ACUTELY AFTER UNINEPHRECT0MY
(NX). D.W.Moskowitz, S.L.Bonar*, and II.M.Druce*,VA
Medical Center and St. Louis University School of
Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
Increased ren'sl arterial blood flow has been re-
ported to occur within 5 nun after Nx in the dog
(rohn, J.Urol. 103:564, 1970), as has increased
renal ECF content 24 hr after Nx in the rat (Ander-
son, Fed.Proc. 46:1331, 1°7). We studied RCBF by
laser—Doppler velocimetry in adult (3—6 month old,
30—45 gnu) and weanling (4—5 wk old, 15—2') gm)C57BIO
mice of both sexes. RCBT' in the left kidney was mo-
nitored before and for up to 4.5 mm after ligation
of the right renal artery. RCBF did not increase in
either adult (n—8) or weanling (n7) mice. Using
similar operating conditions, we measured whole kid-
ney ECF content. One kidney was removed and quickly
placed in a dry ice—acetone bath, followed by remo-
val of the second kidney at various times (0 sec—24
hr) after the first. Each kidney was extracted in
5Z acetic acid and EGF was quantitated by competi-
tive radioreceptor assay, using A431 cell membranes.
No significant change in whole kidney EC content
was seen at any time after Nx in either adult or
weanling C57810 mice of either sex. In addition,
there was no significant difference in ECT content
of the first (control) kidney between adult (1.73
0.343 ng EGF/mg protein, mean SEM, n'.157) and
weanling (2.08 0.381, n27) mice; nor between
male (1.35 0.267, n—100) and female (1.65± 0.223,
n—28) adult mice, nor between male (1.98 O.313e
n—13) and female (2.18 0.690, n=14)weanling mice.
We conclude that, in the mouse, renal EGF con-
tent is not affected by age or sex, and that no de-
tectable change in RCBF or renal EGF content accom-
panies the onset of compensatory renal growth.
CHARACTERIZATION OF ALPHA — 2 RECEPTORS IN
ANBYSTOMA PROXIMAL TUBULES. Renu Nigam* and
Nikolas S. Morgunov* (intro, by D. Hirsch).
Dept. Physiol. & Biophys., Dalhousie Univ.,
Halifax, N.S., Canada.
Alpha—2 (clonidmne) response was investigated
in isolated perfused salamander proximal tubules.
In control HCO3 Ringer's, basolateral cell
membrane (Vbl) and transepithelial (Vte)
potentials averaged —56.6 7.5 mV (n58) and
—3.6 O.6mV (n53), respectively. Within 2.9
0.2 minutes of clonidine (10"6 M) addition to the
bath superfusate, Vbl depolarized by 5.1 0.5 mV
(p<O.OOl:n35). However, the response was tran-
sient in nature and Vbl returned to control
values within 12.0 0.8 mm. Removal of
clonidine from the bath superfusate produced a
transient hyperpolarization of Vbl, qualita-
tively similar in magnitude and duration to that
of the depolarizing response. Bilateral Na
replacement with N—methyl'-D—glUcalflifle (n9) or
the addition of 0.5mM SITS to the bath super—
fusate (n=8), completely blocked the clonidine
response. In contrast, bilateral replacement of
bicarbonate (HEPES substitution) or organic
substrates (10 mM mannitol substitution) reduced
the clonidine response by 85% (p<0.Ol;(n3) and
51% (p<0.Ol:n=4), respectively. In conclusion,
the data suggest that alpha—2 receptor stimula-
tion increases the activity of a SITS inhibited,
sodium dependent basolateral transporter(s).
Substitution studies implicate Na/HCO3 and Na!
organic substrate cotransport systems. The
nature of the organic substrate is under inves-
tigation.
"a'.
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125,525
120±24(OP I
(n—b)
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119±30
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TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR (TNF) STIMULATES
PROSTACLANDIN (PC), CYCLIC AMP (cAMP), and DNA
SYNTHESIS BY CULTURED RAT MESANCIAL CELLS (CMC).
J. Perez, L. Baud and R. Ardaillou, (Intr. by
K.F. Badr). INSERM 64, Hbpital Tenon, Paris,
France,
Infiltration of glomeruli by macrophages is
associated with local production of TNF in
nephrotoxic serum nephritis. We investigated the
poasibility that TNF interacts with mesangial
cells to stimulate PC, cAMP, and DNA synthesis
as observed in this model. TNF increased the
production of PCE2, PCI a' and 6 keto PCI1 a by
cycling CHC exposed to % serum (8—, 6.5— and
3,5—fold control values, respectively). This
response was detectable from 6h and maximum
after 48h of incubation with TNF (0.1—100
ng/ml). TNF stimulated PC synthesis by cycling
CMC exposed to serum free medium and by
non—cycling CMC as well. Actinomycin D and
cycloheximide inhibited TNF—induced PC
synthesis, suggesting that the induction
requires RNA and protein synthesis. TNF also
stimulated3 cAMP production (2—fold control
values). £ H) thymidine uptake was not modified
by TNF in CMC exposed to 102 serum, but was
enhanced in CMC with serum—free medium.
Pretreatment by indomethacin suppressed the
effect of TNF on PCs but only reduced that on
cAMP indicating that PCs mediate just partly the
increase in 3cAIW. Under these conditions, TNF
stimulated [ H] thymidine uptake by CMC exposed
to 10 2 serum, suggesting that TNF—induced PC
eynthesis antagonized this growth effect. It is
concluded that TNF released from macrophsges
infiltrating the glomeruli modulates mesangial
cell functions during glomerulonephritis.
PROLONGED RBC SURVIVAL AND HEMATOPOIETIC
RESPONSE TO RECOMBINANT HUMAN
ERYTHROPOIETIN (rHuEPO) IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CRF) John E. Prior,* Alan
Terzian,* Allan B. Schwartz, Kwan E. Kim,
Gary S. Mintz,* S. Benham Kahn,*.
Hahnemann University, Department of
Medicine, Philadelphia, PA
rHuEPO was administered 3x/week to 8
pts with CRF in a double blind placebo
study. Creatinine clearance (GFR) avg
14.4 (8—28) ml/min at Hot 9.8% (29—31).
Baseline RBC survival by Cr Tl/2 was
highly correlateg with GFR (r=.87l,
pc.Ol). Repeat 1-Cr Tl/2 at Hot 40% at
8 wIts was prolonged by 4 days.
Hot 4 from 29.8 to 40% at 43 days. s
Iron t from 69 to 38mg%. s Ferritin 4
from 217 to 75 mg%. Retics 4 from 1.4 to
7.4%. Doses were witheld in aft pts to
avoid polycythemia, then titrated to
maintain Hot 38-42%. No untoward effects
noted. Closely monitored BP 4 from
138/79 (100 MAP) to 149/87 (108 MAP)
correlated with 4 Hot. One pt required
titration of BP meds.
Conclusicn: rHuEPO is an effective
stimulator of erythropoiests in pts with
CRF. Early retic release is noted.
Orderly sequential $ s jron; • s Ferritin
precedes 4 Hot. RBC Cr Tl/2 was
highly correlated with GFR. A
prolongation of RBC survival noted at 8
wIts of rHuEPO correlated with early
release of younger RBC5.
BOMBESIN (BBS) STIMULATES PROLIFERATION OF RAT ME-
SANGIAL CELLS (RMC) IN CULTURE. Francesco Pugliese,
Maria C. Anania*, Giulio A. and Gianfra—
nCo Delle Fave*. Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Rome
La Sapienza", Rome, Italy.
BBS and BBS-like peptides have been shown to be
mitogens for a variety of cell types. We have inve-
stigated whether BBS Could promote glomerular mes-
angial cell proliferation often associated with gl-
omerular diseases. Synthetic BBS dose-dependently
stimulated DMA synthesis measured as 3H-thymidine
(TdR) incorporation into quiescent, confluent RMC
monolayers incubated for 48 hrs in the absence of
serum (FBS). 29+24 2, 126±76 2, and 231÷119 2 (me-
an ÷ SD) elevation in TdR uptake aove basal occur-
red at BBS iO—10 M, io8 M and 10 N, respective-
ly. Corresponding increments in cell count by 43.6
÷18 2, 101÷39 2 and 191÷34 2 respectively, were ob-
served.Addition of the specific BBS-receptor anta-
gonist D—Arg1, D—Pro2, D—Trp7'9, Leu11—substance P
(10-6 N), which by itself did not affect RMC proli-
feration, eliminated the BBS stimulated TdR incor-
poration by RMC at BBS iO-10 N, and blunted the st-
imulation by 57 2 at BBS i08 M and by 47 2 at BBS
io6 N. Corresponding decrements in cell count we-
re also observed.
These data suggest that BBS/BBS-like peptides
have functional receptors in the glomerular mesan-
gium mediating proliferation, with possible impli-
cations in glomerular diseases.
PROXIMALTUBULAR FLUID FROM SALINE VOLUME
EXPANDED DONOR RATS INHIBITS VOLUME FLUX IN
PROXIMAL TUBULES OF NON EXPANDED RECIPIENT
RATS. Sri Reddy, Cheryl C. Cochineas, and Akos Z. Gyorv.
Dept. of Med. Univ. of Sydney & Renal Med. at The Royal
North ShoreHosp. Sydney, Australia, 2065.
Volume expansion is known to inhibit proximal tubular Na
transport. We have previously shown that, during both
mannitol saline (Gydry and Willis, Pfltlgers Arch. 396: 110-
116,1983) and saline volume expansion (SVE) (Gyory, Chan
and Reddy, Pflugers Arch. 404:S136-S 142, 1985) inhibition
of both volume flux (1) and Na transport (transepithelial Na
concentration difference) was dependent on the type of fluid
used: whether artificial (AS, 0-20%) or harvested autologous
fluid (HTF, 40-50% inhibition).
Using the shrinking drop technique (evaluator blinded,
precision of duplicate measurements 18%) we measured J,1
(ni/mm/mm) in non expanded (recipient) rats with AS
alternating with either HTF or with harvested proximal tubular
fluid from donor rats (HTFD) which had undergone SVE
(UN5V control = 0.33±0.15, exp. = 27.2±1.96 jxEq/min,
mean±SE). With AS, Tvl was 1.89±0,14, with HTF
1.95±0.31 whereas with HTFD it was 1.10±0.36, a highly
significant reduction with respect to both AS and HTF
(pc0.001 and 0.01, n=l1-18). Subsequent SVE of the
recipient rats resulted in a J,,1 with HTF of 0.71±0.13, not
significantly different from HTF13 (p0.4).
These results support our previous observations that
following volume expansion a Na transport inhibiting factor
appears in HTF not present in this fluid when rats are not
volume expanded. Importantly however, these data now
demonstrate that this factor is also transferable resulting in
proximal tubular transport inhibition in non expanded rats.
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MAPPING OF 125-I EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR (I-EGF)
BINDING SITES ALONG THE RABBIT NEPHRON. R. Redha*,
C. Lopez', J.A. Breyer*, H.R. Jacobson, and M.D.Breyer. Div. of
Nephrol., Vanderbilt Univ. and V.A.M.C., Nashville, Tn.
EGF is a 53 amino acid polypetide with potent mitogenic effects on
cultured cells. Recently the thick ascending limb has been identified as
a major site of synthesis for preproEGF. Also a specific 170 kD EGF
receptor has been demonstrated in whole kidney homogenates.
However both the localization and the functional role of renal EGF
receptors remain undefined. We therefore examined the distribution of
I-EGF binding to microdissected rabbit nephron segements.
We have previously reported the presence of saturable and specific
binding of I-EGF to microdissected pars rectae (PR) (din. Res, 36:
5l5A,1988). We now further characterize this binding and map these
binding sites in dissected nephron segments. I-EGF binding to PR at
1°C was reversible: 50%off-rate of 35 mi I-EGF binding to PR5 was
not decreased by a 500 fold excess of by either PTH or insulin, peptide
hormones of comparable size, with well documented proximal tubule
receptors. In contrast TGF- alpha a functional and structural homolog
of EOF singnificantly reduced I-EGF binding to PR by 57±12.2%
(p<O.025). In separate studies performed in collagenase digested
kidneys, using a more stringent wash, the segmental distribution of
specific I-EGF binding was determined. Under these conditions (1°C, 2
h) binding of I-EGF to collagenase and non-collagnease treated PR's
wasnot different. Significant specific binding (amolep'cm) was greatest
in PR 90±8.4, followed by proximal convoluted tubules 75.7±18.03,,
cortical collecting tubules 65±20.3, and outer medullary collecting duct
28.2± 11.5. Specific binding to glomeruli was also identified
(5.25±1.llamol/glom.). In contrast no specific binding to cortical or
medullary thick ascending limb of Henle was observed.
We conclude: 1) specific I-EGF binding Sites fl glomeruli, proximal
tubules and CCT5 correspond with previously demonstrated sites of
EGF action in the kidney; 2) The absence of specific EGF binding in
the thick limb is of interest since this segment is a major site of
prepro-EGF mRNA synthesis 3) The lack of uniform EGF binding
along the nephron argues for selective renal sites of EGF acttion.
REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES CR03) CONTRACT ISOLATED
GLOMERULI AND CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS.
0. Rodrlguez—Puyol, I. Duque, L. Obregdn, M. A.
Moliz, L. Hernando (Intr. by R. R. Robinson).
Department of Nephrology, Fundacidn Jimdnez DIaz,
Madrid, Spain.
ROS could play some role in the reduction of
GFR observed in some pathological conditions,
such as glomerulonephritis or drug nephrotoxicity.
To test this hypothesis and to analyze if these
effects could be mediated by changes in the K
we measured glomerular cross—sectional area (CSA)
of isolated glomeruli and planar cell surface area
(PCSA) of cultured mesangial cells incubated with
Xanthine (X)/Xanthine—oxidase (X0) (X: 0.2 mM.
XO: 2 mU/ml). Neither buffer nor X or XO alone
modified GCSA or PCSA. However, XXO induced
reductions of GCSA (21 .1. 3 %) and PCSA (11 i- 2 %)
which were statistically significant (p<O.Ol).
Preincubation with superoxide dismutase (SOD: 5
.ig/ml) did not modify the effect of XXO, but Ca—
talase (C: 20 ug/ml) completely abolished the
glomerular or cellular response to XXO. Direct
incubation with H20 induced dose—dependent re-
ductions in GCSA an5PCSA which5were statistically
significant from 10 M and 10 M respectivey,
and which were inhibited by C. UN 52021 10 M,
a PAF antagonist, completely inhibited the action
of H202 on isolated glomeruli or cultured mesan—
gial cells. These results suggest that ROS, by
decreasing the Kf could mediate the reduction of
GFR observed in some kidney diseases. The depen-
dence of these effects on other cellular mediators
must be carefully assessed, but it seems that PAF
could be involved.
EGF BINDING IS DECREASED IN COMPENSATORY
RENAL HYPERTROPHY. E. Sack*, J.A.L. Arruda,
and Z. Talor, Dept. of Medicine, U of IL, WSVAMC
and Cook County Hospital. Chicago. IL.
We have recently demonstrated the existence of
specific high affinity EGF binding sites in
basolateral membranes from rabbit kidney.
Following unilateral nephrectomy, there is compen-
satory hypertrophy of the remaining kidney with
an increase in the Na-H antiporter activity. We
therefore postulated that EGF may play a role in
these processes. To investigate this hypothesis we
measured the Na-H antiporter in brush border
membranes and ECF binding in basolateral
membranes prepared three weeks after unilateral
nephrectomy (UNX). Following UNX. BUN and
creatinine were unchanged but the kidney weight
increased significantly from 8.7 0.4 to 11.5 0.8
g (p < 0.01). UNX was associated with a
significant increase in the Vmax of the Na-H
antiporter (measured by acridine orange quenching)
from 251 36 to 397 35 FUI300 jig protein/mm(p < 0.005), without a change in Km. Scatchard
analysis of EGF binding to basolateral membranes
showed that the Bmax of the high affinity binding
sites decreased following UNX from 0.45 0.07 to
0.29 0.04 pmol/mg protein (p < 0.025), without a
change in Kd. Thus, in compensatory renal hyper-
trophy there is a significant increase in the Vmax
of the Na-H antiporter and a significant decrease
in the Bmax for the high affinity EGF binding
sites. We conclude that compensatory renal
hypertrophy is associated with a decrease in the
maximal number of binding sites for EGF in renal
cortical basolateral membranes. These findings
may suggest EGF receptor down regulation in
compensatory renal hypertrophy.
IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION OF EPIDERMAL
GROWTH FACTOR mRNA IN THE MOUSE KIDNEY.
Eduardo C. Salido,5 Pauline H. Yen,5
Larry J. Shapiro,5 Delbert A. Fisher,5
and Luciano Barajas. Dept. of Pathol.
Pediat. , and Biol. , Chem. UCLA School
of Med. and Howard Hughes Med. Inst.,
UCLA School of Med. , Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center, Torrance, CA.
The expression of epidermal growth
factor (EGF) in the adult mouse kidney
was studied by both in situ hybridiza-
tion and immunocytochemical techniques.
Kidneys were perfused in vivo with 4%
buffered paraformaldehyde and frozen
sections were cut. The presence of
prepro-EGF mItNA was studied in sections
of mouse kidney by in situ hybridiza--
tion using a 3H-labeled prepro—EGF eDNA
probe and a 35S-labeled antisense RNA
probe; a 35S-labeled sense RNA probe
was used as control. In addition,
rabbit anti—EGF serum was utilized to
immunolocalize the peptide by the
avi din-blotin complex iinmunoperoxidase
method. Both EGF immunoreactivity and
prepro—EGF mRNA hybridization were
localized to the thick ascending limb
of Henle (TALH) and the distal
convoluted tubule (OCT), while the
macula densa was negative. The
glomerulus, the proximal portion of the
nephron and collecting system were
negative. We conclude that the TALH and
DCT cells are responsible for the
synthesis of EGF in the mouse kidney.
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THE EFFECT OF PLATELET ACTIVATING FACTOR (PAF) -
RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST ON PROTEINURIA AND CLOMERULAR
EICOSANOID SYNTHESIS IN RAT IMMUNE COMPLEX
CLOMERULONEPHRITIS (ICGN). D. Sauter*, S.
Iskandar, and H. Rahman. Hines VA Hospital and
Loyola University, Hines, IL., and Bowman Gray
School of Medicine, winston-Salem, NC.
PAF is a lipid mediator of inflammation released
by a variety of cell types including mesangial
cells. We examined the pathogenetic role of PAP
released from endogenous glomerular cells
in cationic bovine gamma globulin (CBCC)-induced
ICGN, This is a complement- and leukocyte-
independent model, devoid of cellular infiltration
and characterized by enhanced glomerular eicosa-
noid production. Rats were preimmunized with CBGG
and divided into experimental and control groups.
Each group was challenged with daily i.v.
injections of CBGG. The experimental group
received the PAF-receptor antagonist L-652,731
(1.6 mg/kg) i.v. one hour prior the CBCC
injections, followed six hours later by an oral
dose of the antagonist (20 mg/kg). The control
group received the vehicle.
Proteinuria was significantly reduced in the
antagonist-treated group, 77.4 13.2 mg/24 hour,
n—9, versus 127 5.6mg/24 hour, n—lO for control;
p<O.O2. Administration of the antagonist did not
attenuate the increment in glomerular thromboxane
synthesis seen in this model. There were no clear
differences between the groups in the intensity
and the distribution of immunofluorescence
staining for BGG or rat IgG.
We conclude that PAP released by endogenous
glomerular cells could have a role in the
development of proteinuria in non-infiltrative
models of glomerulonephritls.
INHIBITION OF Na—K—ATPase (Na—K) IN RAT RENAL
CORTICAL TUBULE CELLS (RCTC) BY LOCALLY FORMED
DOPAMINE (BA) INVOLVES DA1, BUT NOT DA2, RECEP-
TORS. I. Seri, B.C. Kane, S.R. Gullans, B.M.
Brenner, B.J. Ballermann. Brigham and Women's
Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
By measuring Na—K—dependent 02 consumption
(Na—K—d—QO) and 86Rb uptake we have shown that
DA, formed locally from L—dopa (L—D), inhibits
Na—K activity in rat RCTC. This finding has now
been confirmed by quantification of K+ release
from RCTC with an extracellular K+ electrode.
L—D (100 iiM) induced a id efflux of 33±6 nmol/mg
prot./min (29±6% of ouabain—sensitive K+
release), which started 30 sec after L—D
addition, and was inhibited by carbidopa.
Inhibition of Na—K by locally formed BA has
also been demonstrated in permeabilized rat
proximal tubules (PT). Surprisingly, the effect
appeared to be DA receptor (R)—independent. We
therefore studied the involvement of BA Re in
this process in intact RCTC. With combined BA1
and BA2 R blockade (1OiM 5CR 23390 + 10DM S—
sulpiride), 100 N L—D inhibited Na—K—d—QO2 by
7±3% (n—3), compared to a 16±3% inhibition by L—D
alone (p < 0.05, n3). DA R blockade alone did
not influence QO2. Like L—D, the selective DA1 K
agonist SKI 82526 (SKF) (lOiiM) inhibited Na—K—
d—Q02 by 21±3% (p < 0.05, n3), whereas the
selective DA2 K agonist LY—17 1555 (10 j.tN) had no
effect.
Attenuation of L—D—induced Na—K inhibition by
BA R blockade suggests involvement of BA Re.
Since the BA1, but not the DA2, R agonist mimics
the effect of L—D on Na—K—d—Q02, it is concluded
that DA1 Re mediate, at least in part, the effect
of locally formed BA on Na—K in intact rat RCTC.
UPTAKE OF MACROMOLECULES (MM) BY CULTURED MESAN—
GIAL CELLS (MC) IS ENHANCED BY ANGIOTENSIN II
(All). P. Singhal, A. Santiago*, R. Hays, D.
Schlondorff, Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr. and
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York.
MC endocytose MM, which may be Important in
lninune injury. We have previously reported that
endocytosis of MM by MC is receptor mediated
(AJP 252, F627, 1987) and that MC express specific
IgG Fc receptors (JCI 1988). We examined the
effect of All on the uptake of IgG coated
particles by MC to determine whether All directly
stimulated MM endocytosis.
Colloidal gold particles (lOnm) were prepared
and coated with radioiodinated IgG. Mc (3rd
passage) on 24 well plates were treated with
either vehicle alone (control) or All (10..—6..M)
for 10 mm. and incubated for 30 mm. with 5xlO
.5. .CPM of IgG particles, washed extensively and
the radioactivity was measured. Four sets of
experiments (each in quadruplet) were carried out
and the results were as follows:
Control All P
Mean±SEM (CPM/well) 3519±305 4628±258 <0.05
The All—induced increase in uptake of MM may
represent mere surface binding or relate to later
events of endocytosis. To differentiate this. MC
were pre-treated with Cytochalasin—B (10. .—5. .M)
prior to the addition of All. Uptake of MM by MC,
treated with All and Cyto—B was significantly
(PO.O2) decreased to 2378±172 CPM/well when com-
pared to All treated cells only.
Our results suggest that All enhances the uptake
of MM by MC independent of hemodynamic factors
and that this may occur as a result of increased
Intracellular traffic.
CYCLOOXYGENASE INHIBITION ENHANCES RAT INTER-
LEIJKIN 1-S (Ii 1-6)-INDUCED PROLIFERATION OP RAT
MESANGIAL CELLS (Mc) IN CULTURE.
Rolf A.K.Stahh Friedrich Thaiss, Sabine Kahf,
Alan Shaw*, Wilhelm Schoeppe, Dept. of Medicine,
Division of Nephrol., University of Frankfurt and
*Glaxo_I34 Geneva, Switzerland.
The cytokine interleukin 1 (Ii 1) stimulates pro-
liferation of MC and prostaglandin (PC) forma-
tion. A possible role of cyclooxygenase products
on Il 1 mediated growth of MC is, however, un-
known. Therefore, we evaluated the effect of
cyclooxygenase inhibition on DNA recombinant rat
Il 1-B induced proliferation of rat MC in
cultute. MC were studied after the second sub-
culture. Proliferation was estimated by 313-
thymidine incorporation and counting of total
cell number. Rat Ii 1-B in concentrations between
1 to 100 ng/ml resulted in a stimulation of pro-
liferation of MC between 30 and 80%. Ii i-S
(lOng/ml) increased MC PGE2 formation within 24 h
significantly (control: 268± 24pg/lOug protein;
Ii 1-2: 465+ 37 pg/lOug).Coincubatton of MC with
11-1-2 (lOng/mi) and indomethacin (INDO) (1 ug/
ml) increased 3H-thymidin incorporation in MC. by
227% at 24 h and 367% at 48h. The increase in 313-
thymidine incorporation in MC was paralleled by
an increase of 48% in total cell number. INDO
alone stimulated MC proliferation by 138%. The Ii
1-B and INDO induced stimulation of cell pro-
liferation is inhibited in a dose dependent
matter (between 20 and 90%) by PGE2 (lo to io
' H). These data demonstrate that cyclooxygenase
inhibition enhances Ii 1-B induced proliferation
of rat MC. The antiproliferative effect of PGE2
might play a role in glomerular diseases where
Ill 1-B mediates MC proliferation.
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RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (r-HuEPO)
ACTIVATES A BROAD SPECTRUM OF HE14ATOPOIETIC STEM
CELLS. F. Stockenhuber, K. Geissler, C. Sunder—
Plassmann, R.L Kurzj' Ch. Jahn, W. Hinterberger,
P. Balcke. 1st Department of Medicine, Univ. of
Vidnna,4KFJ Hospital, Austria.
The numbers of circulating hematopoietic progen
itor cells CFU—CM, BFU—E and CFU—GEMM were assayed
weekly by means of a commonly applied in vitro ci—
onal assay in 20 uremic subjects on regular hemod-
i'alysis before and during treatrient with r—HuEPO.
11 out of these patients were treated with 80 U
(group 1), the others (group 2) with 50 U r—HuEPO
per kg body weight 3 times a week. Circulating.
BFU'E, CFU'GEMM and CFU—GM increased significantly
within 1 week of treatment in both groups.
before after 3 weeks of r—HuEPO therapy
n20 groupi n=11 group2 n9
CFU—GM 88:54 16258' 150±47 cells/ml"
BF1J'E
.112:70 465±147'" 373±125 ceils/ml'
CFU''GEMM 4±4 20±12' 15±11 cells/ml''
+ P<O,05 ++ P<O,01 +++ P<0,005
These findings demonstrate that chronic administr-
ation of even 50 U r—HuEPO per kg 3 times a week
results in a significant increase not only of the
erythroid progenitor cell BFU—E but also of the
pluripotent stem cell CFU—CENM and the non erythr—
oid stem cell CFU—GM. The mechanism of r—HuEPO in-
duced increase of non—erythroid progenitors remai-
ns unknown. The increase of BFU—E was followed by
a rise of hematocrit with a delay of 3 weeks in
group I and of 4 weeks in group 2. Monitoring of
circulating BFU''E provides early information rega
rdng red blood cell productIon, which allows to
predict whether the dose of r—HuEPO is sufficient
to achieve an increase of hematocrit.
IMMUNOREACTIVE ENDOTHELIN (IR—ET) IN PLASMA OF
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS K. Totsune T. Mouri K.
Takahashi M. Ohneda M. Sonet T. Furuta T. Sai—
to* and K. Yoshinagat (intr. by K. Kurokawa) 2nd
Dept Int Med, Tohoku Univ Sch Med, Sandal, Japan.
In order to study the physiological roles of
endothelin (ET), a vasoconstrictor peptide
recently found by Yanagisawa et al., we measured
plasma ET levels in 10 normal subjects, 10 hyper-
tensive patients (pts) and 16 hemodialysis (HD)
pts. Two types of RIA methods were tested. One
was an extraction method in which 3 ml of plasma
was applied on a SEP—PAK C18 cartridge, and
another was a direct method using 100 lii of plasma
per tube. Synthetic FT and ET antisera were sup-
plied from PEPTIDE INSTITUTE INC. ET was labelled
with 1251 by a modified chrolamine T method. By
the extraction method, recovery of ET was 50—70 Z
and the lower limit of sensitivity was 5 pg/tube.
Plasma IR—ET was not detectable in normal subjects
and hypertensive pts (lower than 7 pg/mi). In ED
pts, plasma IR—ET levels were elevated in 12 of 16
pts (10.9±2.0 pg/mi, Mean±SD), and did not signif-
icantly change during ED (before: 11.2±2.0, after:
12.5*1.6 pg/ml, n10). By the direct method, ET
was again undetectable in normal and hypertensive
subjects except one patient respectively. In HD
pts, plasma IR—ET levels were 190±95 pg/mi before
ED and 220±135 pg/mi after ED (n=16). These data
suggest that ET probably has some pathophysi—
ological roles as a circulating hormone in ED pts.
The reason of a large discrepancy between direct
and extracted results in ED pta was not clear. It
requires further investigations to confirm whether
or not the discrepancy is due to IR—ET like
substances with a large molecular weight existing
in ED patients' plasma.
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCITONIN (CT) AND DOPAHINE
(DP) AS A RENAL VASODILATOR. Z.Varghese*, S.F.
Lui*, A.Ali*, D.Nair*, P.Sweny*, J.F. Moorhead.
Royal Free Hospital, London, England.
There is some evidence to suggest that CT is
a potent renal vasodilator. We have studied the
dose response of CT infusion (5 and 10 iu/hr) on
renal haemodynamics in 8 normal voluteers, and
compared the renal haemodynamic effects of CT (5
iu/hr) with DP infusion (2.5 ug/kg/min) in 11
normal voluteers. ERPF and CFR were measured by
inulin and p—amino—hipurran clearance under
steady state conditions, before (baseline value:
EL) and during the infusion of CT or DP (Inf).
CT 5u/hr 111 128* +16% 564 684* +21%
CT lOu/hr 112 129* +15% 591 751* +25%
Cl 5u/hr 109 i23 +13% 557 647: +16%
DP 96 107 +11% 577 869 +50%
(* p<O.Ol, ** p<O.O5 from baseline value)
5 u/hr and 10 u/hr of CT infusion induced
similar increase in ERPF and GFR. Although the
increases in ERPF were significantly greater
with DP infusion, the increases in CFR were
similar. This suggests that the site of action
of CT is different from that of OP. CT may exert
its renal vasodilatory effects mainly on the
preglomerular vasculature. It is concluded that
CT is as at least as effective as OP in
increasing GFR, and may be considered as an
alternative renal vasodilator.
ENDOTHELIN (E) INHIBITS Na/K-ATPase IN INNER
MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (IMCD) CELLS. M.L.
jçJ., B. Kone, H. Brady, S. Gullans, B. M.
Brenner. Harvard Medical School Boston, Mass.
E, a potent vasoconstrictor released by vas-
cular endothelial cells, can induce natriuresis
in vivo. The present studies examined the
regulation of Na transport by E in suspensions of
rabbit proximal tubule (PT) and IMCD cells. E
reduced oxygen consumption (Q02) by 18 1% in
IMCD cells, but did not alter Q02 in PT cells. E
inhibited Q02 half maximally at S x 10-11 M, sug-
gestive of a physiologic effect. Several lines
of evidence indicate that E reduces Q02 by in-
hibiting the Na/K-ATPase: I) E gave nonadditive
inhibition with ouabain and blocked the
stimulatory effect of amphotericin B on Q02 (+29
4% in the absence of E, 0 5% in the presence
of H; n—6, p<O.OOl); 2) E inhibited ouabain-
sensitive 8°Rb uptake by 46.6 8.6% at 10 sec,
and by 35.4 5.3% at 30 sec, without altering
uptake at 60 mm; 3) Addition of E to IMCD cells
induced an initial net K efflux rate of 32.2
4.8 nmol/'n/mg prot, vs 6.3 4.0 for veh, con-
sistent with inhibition of the Na/K-ATPase. Be-
cause PGE2 inhibits Na/K-ATPase in IMCD cells
(Kidney Int. 33:268, 1988), we examined the ef-
fect of the cyclooxygenase inhibitor, ibuprofen
(I) on the Q02 response to E. In the presence of
veh, E reduced Q02 by 21 2%; in the presence of
I, E reduced QO2 by 8 3% (n—8, p<.OO1).
In conclusion, E inhibited Q02 in IMCD but not
PT cells. E inhibited Na/K-ATPase as shown by
QO2, 86Rb uFtake and K+ electrode studies. H may
act on Na/K .ATPase via cyclooxygenase products
such as PGE2, the latter also known to inhibit
Na/K-ATPase in these cells.
infusion GFR (mi/mm)
BL Inf % change
ERPF (mi/mm)
EL Inf 7, change
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GI1JE AND MYO-INcflOL (NI) )mJL1Th COILAGE2I
nicvwmis 1w R)XDlAL LUJiAR US Dl UJIILURE.
F.N. Ziyadeh, S. Goldfarb, N. Watanabe*, and T.P.
Haverty, Dept. of Med., U. of Penna., ila., PA
Increased accumulation of extracellular matrix(E) is a hallmark of diabetic nmphropathy (tt4).
In advanced 1]'1, interstitial fibrosis is prcei-
nent. We studied the role of hyperglycemia and
associated cellular inositol depletion in the
pathogenesis of increased ECM in a murine proximal
tubular cell line (MC) by measuring Type IV and
Type I collagen biosynthesis.Following 48-hour synchronization in senim free
media at 100 irg/dl glucose (G—lOO) and 40 pM ,
cells were grown for 72 hours in varying con-
centrations of G and MI and spent media were as-
sayed for Type I and Type IV collagens by RIA.
In 450 mg/dl G (G—450), vs G—l00, Type IV collagen
secretion was increased by 5-fold (218 ng/l05 CT*fl
to 1,105) and Type I by 3.8—fold (from 1.62 to
6.23 mg/b5 cps). Addition of MI produced a dose—
dependent correction of the excess collagen forma-
tion. At 800 MM MI in G—450 cells, collagen
secretion was normal.
To test for altered collagen gene transcription,
we assayed for relative collagen nRNA using dot
blots o2cytosolic mRNA hybridized with type I
and IV P-labelled ct*IA probes. G-450 medium
produced a 2.6-fold increase in Type IV mRNA and
a 1.6-fold increase in Type I mPNA.
These data suggest that hyperglycemia, presumab-
by through reduced cellular MI levels, stimulates
NCr cells to synthesize increased collagen matrix
through increased transcription. bular cell
collagen secretion induced by cell MI depletion
may contribute to the increased fibrogenesis whici
characterizes advanced cei.
MATERNAL ENVIRONMENT DURING SUCKLING
ALTER PROTEINURIA AND GLOMERULO-
SCLEROSIS IN MATURE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPER-
TENSIVE (SHR) AND NORMOTENSIVE (WKY) RATS.
SH Azar. V Kabat*, and C Bingham*. Dept. of Med. and
School of Stats., Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Milk factor(s) induced by dietary salt affect blood
pressure (BP) and glomerular filtration variability in
maturc SHR and WKY offspring. The kidney is im-
mature at birth. We wanted to know if this milk factor
(s) acting during the early postnatal development of the
kidney changed its susceptibility to hypertensive injury
later in life. Females were randomly assigned to a high,
4% (H), or to a low, 0.3% (L), NaCI diet to be given
during lactation (n7-8/strain/diet). At birth litter size
was reduced to 8 pups then crossover of SHR and WKY
pups was done. Control pups remained with their
mothers. At 19 days pups received L or H diets (16
groups, 9-10 pups/group) for 10 months. Then we
assessed 24 h protein excretion (Prot) and renal morphol-
ogy. We analyzed the data with multifactorial ANOVA.
The results showed that SHR (F=l00, p<.0000) and H
(F—13.21, p<.0006) increased Prot. Pup H diet increased
Prot in SHR but not in WKY, the effect being greater
for SHR pups with WKY-H nurses, F=l0, p.c.OO2. For
WKY-H pups Prot was positively associated with H
nurse diet but not with nurse strain. Glomerulosclerosis
was present mainly in SHR-H and was more severe when
the nurses were on H. The results suggest that renal
susceptibility to injury induced by salt and hypertension
in the SHR pup was modulated by nurse dietary salt.
However, the interactive effects of pup high salt diet
with the salt induced milk factor(s) upon renal injury
also involve other mechanisms, WKY.H pups with
normal BP excreted more protein when they were nursed
by WKY-H. Perhaps prevention of renal diseases should
start with maternal nutrition.
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CHRONIC EFFECTS OF NADOLOL (N) VS. ATENOLOL
(A) ON RENAL FUNCTION IN MALE HYPERTENSIVES.
S. Bagby, D. Palac*, C. Gray*, N. Eldred*, T.
Krlshnamurthy*. Depts. Med.. Nuclear Med.,
Portland VAMC, Portland, Oregon
Beta blockers may differ in effects on
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and renal
plasma flow (ERPF), an issue relevant to
long—term preservation of renal function. 19
mild-moderately hypertensive males aged 35—65
yrs. completed 3 sequential 8—wk study periods
with active drug (A or N, titrated to
diastolic BP = 90 mHg) in Periods 1 and 3,
Placebo washout in Period 2. Drug order was
fixed and single—blinded in 8 pts (A —— N),
randomized and double—blinded in 11 (4/11 A ——
N). GFR and ERPF were simultaneously measured
by plasma disappearance curves of 99Tc—OTPA
and 1251—orthohippurate and calculated using
1— and 2-compartment models respectively.
Filtration fraction (FF) was calculated as GFR
ERPF. Results in pts with data from all 3
Periods (mean SD) are:
n Nadolol Atenolol Placebo
GFR 15 134 35 138 32 140 26
ERPF 13 476 95 449 114 460 113
FF 12 .28 .08 .30 .05 .31 .06
There was no significant drug effect by ANOVA,
although N showed a trend toward lower FF (in
10 of 12 pts. cf. Placebo). Thus, on the
short term, long—acting beta blockers N and A
did not adversely affect renal function or
intrarenal hemodynamic profiles.
MEASUREMENT OF ABNORMAL LITHIUM TRANSPORT IN RED
CELLS OF HYPERTENSIVES BY NUCLEAR MAGNETIC
RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY, Vinod K. Bansal, Duarte
Mota de Freitas*, and Ravichandran Ramasamy*,
Department of Medicine (Renal and Hypertension
Section), Loyola University Stritch School of
Medicine, Maywood, IL 60153 and Department of
Chemistry, Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago,
IL 60626.
The rates of lithium (Lit) transport in red blood
cells (RBC) of hypertensive patients (HT) are
reported to be significantly higher than those of
normotensives. However, these measurements were
made by flame photometry, a technique which
involves physical separation of the Intra- and
extracellular compartments prior to analysis. In
our Study, we developed a nuclear magqetic
resonance (NMR) method, based on the 'LI nucleus,
which discriminates between the two pools of Li+
in RBCs without cell lysis. The non—Invasive
NMR approach takes advantage of the different
spin—lattice relaxation rates of the two Li pools
and employs a modified inversion recovery (MIR)
pulse sequence. Using the FuR approach, we found
that the rates of Na+_LP exchange were higher in
hypertensives (0.51 + 0.04 mole of L1/L of RBC
x h, n = 10) as compared to normotenslves (0.21
0.02 mole of Li/L of RBC x h1 n = 10). These
correlated closely to the Na+_Li transport rates
measured by atomic absorption (HT 0.53 + 0.02,
n 10; Normotensive 0.20 0.03, n = 10). Our
study confirms abnormal Li+ transport in RBC in
HT by a different technique, which may be superior
because of its non—invasive nature.
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INTRACELLULAR pH. (ipH) IN LYMPHOCYTES FROM THE
SPONTANEOUSLY HYhRTENSIYE RAT (SHE). D.C. Bathe
A. Saleh*, and G. Rombola*. Northw. Univ. and
Lakeside VA, Chicago, IL.
Various detects in ion transport have been
described in leukocytes from the SHR model of
genetic hypertension. Increased activity of the
Na+/H+ exchanger of Silk as compared to WKY cells
has been recently found. This could result in an
increase in ipil of Silk cells. Alternatively, a
reduction in ipfl could be a signaling mechanism
for the activation of the Na+/H+ antiporter. We
measured ipil in thymus—derived lymphocytes loaded
with BCECF—AM, a pH sensitive dye, at 37°C for 30
mm. Studies were performed in young SHR (4 weeks
of age) and age—matched WRY rats with similar
blood pressure (tail cuff pressure 87±3.6 and
85±2.6 mmilg, respectively) and in older rats (16—
20 wks of age) in which blood pressure was
markedly different (170±4.5 and 106±4.8 mmilg,
respectively, p<0.O0l). Steady—state ipil was
measured in a HC0—free medium (HEPES, pH 7.4) to
maximize the activity of the Na+/H+ exchanger.
Participation of this exchanger in the regulation
of steady—state ipil was inferred from a fall in
pH. (a 0.10 pH units) upon exposure to a specific
intibitor (EIPA, 200 MM) . Steady—state pH was
found lower in SHR as compared to WRY lymphocytes
both at 4 weeks of age (7.12±0.004 and 7.33±0.004,
p<0.05) and at 16—20 weeks of age (7.06±0.03 and
7.24±0.02, p(0.O01). The data demonstrate a
previously unrecognized alteration, reduced ipil,
in the Silk model of hypertension which appears
genetically determined insofar as it is evident
before and after the development of hypertension.
Reduced p11., in turn, could result in enhanced
activity of2 the Na+/H+ antiporter in Silk cells.
SUPPRESSION AND MASKING OF RENAL VEIN RENIN
PROFILES INDUCED BY MANNITOL PROPHYLAXIS. Robert L
!2!!. Brendan P. Teehan, Charles R. Schleifer, and
Miles H. Sigler, Lankenau Hospital, Phila., Pa.
Renal vein renin (RVR) profiling is the physi-
ologic and diagnostic standard for evaluating sig-
nificant renal artery stenosis. False negative RVR
profiles with failure of lateralization in anatom-
ically apparent high grade stenosis complicates
the dx of renovascular hypertension (RyE).
Mannitol prophylaxis (NP) is a regimen utilized
for preventing contrast dye nephropathy.
Five pta. with RVH were studied proapectively
to determine whether NP induces false negative RVR
profiles. RVR samples were obtained pre and post
infusion of 12.5 gins NP. RVR sampling preceded
angiography. Pts. received oral ACE inhibitor
stimulation prior to testing. In each study renin
secretion from the ischemic kidney was suppressed.
Mean ischemic side renin values fell from 21.9 to
11.1 ng/ml/hr (pO.Ol). Lateralization was lost in
3 of 5 pts. Mean suppression of the non-involved
side and IVC renin was not significant (p0.55 and
0.21, respectively). To evaluate NP induced volume
expansin or dilutional effects pre and post Hct,
serum Na and osmolality were obtained. No signifi-
cant changes were found (p = 0.73, 1.00 and 0.76).
Mean UNV increased from 0.04 pre HP to 0.15 meq/
mm. post NP.
In conclusion, NP results in significant sup-
pression of renin release by the ischemic kidney
in Ri/Il despite ACE inhibitor stimulation. This
suppression can alter the RVR profile producing a
false negative ratio. The mechanism of NP suppres-
sion may relate to increased distal sodium
delivery or improved renal blood flow at the
arteriolar level.
ALTERATIONS IN RENAL Na,K-ATPase ACTIVITY
AND AFFINITY INDUCED BY HIGH SALT DIET IN
THE DAHL SALT SENSITIVE (SS) RATS. A Berto-
rello*, M-L Melzi*, U Ekblad*, and A Aperia. Dept of
Pediatrics, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.
We have demonstrated that changes in proximal
tubule (PT) Na,K-ATPase activity are important for
adaptation to high salt diet (I-IS) in Sprague Dawley
(SD) rats (A3P 254: F795, 88). We have now examined
renal Na,K-ATPase activity in PT dissected from DahI
salt resistant (SR) and SS during normal (NS) and HS
diet. HS was accomplished by replacing drinking water
with 0.9% saline for ten days. Mean arterial blood
pressure (mmHg) was in SR/NS 103±13, SS/NS 113±9,
SR/HS 113±7 and SS/HS 150±7. Na,K-ATPase activity
was determined as ouabain sensitive 32P-ATP hydro-
lysis in single permeabilized PT segments under Vmax
conditions for Na,K, and AlP and expressed in pmol
Pi/mm tubule/h. In SR, HS induced a significant de-
crease in enzyme activity compared to the NS group
(1276±1 60, n=4 NS vs 841±83, n=5 I-IS, p<O.OS). (n, rats
studied. 15-20 tubules analysed in each rat). Findings
are similar to those reported in SD rats. In the SS, HS
induced a significant increase in enzyme activity
(1104±152, n=7 NS vs 1521±91, n7 HS, p<O.O5). In the
next protocol the activity of Na,K-ATPase purified
from the outer renal cortex (containing 89% PT cells,
A3P 249:F891) was determined as 32P-ATP hydrolysis
at Na concentration from 6 to 140 mM. During NS the
K05 for Na was the same for Na,K-ATPase from SS
and SR (35 and 35 mM Na respectively). During MS the
K05 for Na was lower in SS than in SR (22 and 33 mM
Na respectively). Conclusion: In DahI SS rats MS diet
induces a paradoxical increase in renal PT Na,K-ATP-
ase activity and an increase of its Na affinity.
PRE-EXISTENT HYPERTENSION ALTERS THE SITE OF MI—
CROVASCIJLAR INJURY IN REMNANT KIDNEYS. A. Bidani,
M.Schwartz, K.Grlffin*, R.Loutzenhlser*,
K.Hayashi*, M.Epstein, E.Lewis. Rush Medical
College, Chicago and Univ. of Miami, Florida.
Acute ablation of renal mass in normotensive
rats leads to systemic hypertension (HTN), pro—
teinuria, and progressive glomerular injury in
remnant kidneys (RK). The effect of pre-existent
HTN at the time of 5/6 ablatIon on the course
and pattern of morphologic injury was examined
in standard protein (22%) diet-fed male SHR rats
(b.w.200-300g). Systolic BP (mmHg), Scr (mg/dl),
protein excretion (mg/24°) and renal autoregula—
tory ability were measured before and at sacrifice
3-6 weeks after ablation. Results mean SEM.
PREABLATION POSTABLATION
BP Scr BP Scr
SHAM(n=12) 161±6 .5?U4 T5T 174 0.O3 T7T
RK (n=19) 157±4 .5±.03 16±1 171±5 l.4±.l 43±3
Renal autoregulation was impaired in remnant
kidneys and was associated with severe microvas-
cular Injury. In contrast to remnant kidneys of
other strains, however,the injury was mostly con-
fined to midcortlcal and juxtamedullary regions.
In complementary studies, similar autoregulatory
behavior of afferent arterioles (AA) and inter-
lobular artery (ILA) segments was observed by
videomicroscopy in isolated perfused hydronephro—
tic, non—ablated SHR kidneys. These data imply
that both ILA and AA contribute to normal autoreg—
ulatory protection in SHR kidneys, which is
impaired by 5/6 ablation. Acute transmission of
pre-existent HTN to a "non-adapted" microvascula—
ture transforms "benign" HTN to "malignant" HTN
In remnant kidneys of SHR and shifts the site of
injury to more proximal segments.
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CALCIUM METABOLISM OF RESISTANCE ARTERIES (RA) AND
MESENTERIC ARTERY MYOCYTES (MAN) IN PRIMARY AND
LONG-TERM CULTURE: ALTERATIONS IN HYPERTENSION.
Richard D. Bukoski*, Peggy DeWan*, and David A.
McCarron. Oregon Nlth Sci Univ, Div of Neph,
Portland, Oregon.
It has been proposed that elevated frae Intra-
cellular Ca2+ [Ca2tli may be responsible for en-
hanced vascular reactivity and hyperplastic growth
described in HA of spontaneously hypertensive rats
(SNR) compared with normotensive Wistar Kyoto rats
(WY). Studies examining (Ca2]i in subpassaged,
cultured MAN have yielded variable results. We
examined basal levels of [Ca2+]i and norepine-
phrine (NE)-induced mobilization of [Cs2+]i in
isolated RA of SHR and WRY, and contrasted the
results with those obtained using MAX derived from
superior mesenteric arteries. All tissue was iso-
lated from l2-wk old male rats; [Ca2+Ji was esti-
mated using Fura-2. Between strains, basal (Ca2+li
levels were not different in either isolated HA,
or MAM in primary culture or 1st passage. However,
[Ca2Ji was elevated significantly in MAN of SNR
at passages 3, 5, and 7 (p <0.05). This elevation
was temporally correlated with enhanced prolifer-
ation of SHR myocytes. Also, while NE induced an
increase in LCa21 in HA and primary MAN of both
strains, subpassaged MAN were not affected. In
summary, intrinsic differences in (Ca2+]i metabo-
lism are not expressed in HA or primary MAM of SHR
and WRY, although elevated [Ca2+]i and enhanced
proliferation rates are observed in those cells
after subpassaging. These data indicate that sub-
culture induces phenotypic expression of intrinsic
genetic differences in myocytes of SHR and WRY or
selects for a sub-population of cells with said
differences.
SODIUM INDUCED INCREASE AND POTASSIUM INDUCED
FALL IN BOTH PLASMA RENIN ACTIVITY (PRA) AND
STROKE IN STROKE PRONE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE
RATS (SMR5p). Naria Jose F. Camargo,* Masslmo
Volpe,* Nark S. Pecker,* Jean E. Sealey, and
John H. Laragh. Cardiovascular Center, Cornell
University Medical College, New York, NY
The incidence of strokes and death in SHRsp is
modulated by a high K diet. To examine the
relationship of these changes to PRA, SHRsp were
studied for 12 weeks on 3 different dietary
regimens, starting at 6 wks of age.
In Group A, (regular chow, n=26), PEA did not
change with time (5.3±.35, 5.2±1.6, 5.0±1, 7.8±
1.8 ng/ml/hr); in Group B (high Na/high K, n=36),
PEA increased at 12 weeks (5.3±.35, 4.1±0.9, 5±1
to 11.1±2.9); and in Group C (high Na/low K,
n36), it increased more and earlier, from 5.3±
.35, 3.4±0.8 to 13.7±3.9 and 22.3±3.6 at 0,4,8
and 12 weeks, respectively. Blood pressure and
growth were similar in the 3 groups. The
incidence of stroke and/or death during the 12—wit
period was 8.6%, 19.5% and 50% in Groups A,B, and
C, respectively.
The results show that 1) the incidence of
stroke and death in SHR5p is independent of BP
levela; 2) high Na intake in SHRsp causes a para-
doxical rise in PEA which is attenuated by high K
intake. These studies suggest that high Na intake
in SHRap leads to disruption of the physiological
regulation of renin secretion. Excessive renin
secretion may be a factor in the development of
strokes since renin was highest in Group C, which
had the most strokes, and since both renin and
strokes were markedly reduced in high salt rats
fed a high potassium diet (Group B).
ROLE OF PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC) -MEDIATED MECHANISMS
IN VASCULAR SMOOTh MUSCLE CELL (VSMC) CONTRAC-
TION. C. Caramelo*, K. Okada*, P. Tsai* and R.W.
Schrier. Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med.,
Denver, CO 80262
The PKC stimulator, PMA, and the pressor
hormone, arginine vasopressin (AVP), both contract
VSMC in culture. We therefore studied the relatiwe
contribution of PKC to the AVP-mediated response
by: 1) inhibition of PKC with H7(5x1O5M) and
2) PKC desensitization (PKC-DS) by preincubation
with l0M P14k for 24 h. These procedures reduced
the AVP(107M)-induced VSMC contraction by 32.2%
and 43.2%, respectively. These same procedures
reduced PMA(107M) contraction by 67.1% and 79.2%.
The AVP-induced cytosolic Ca2+ peak (424±42 nfl)
was not affected by H7 (411±51 nfl) or PKC-DS
(4O6±33nN), suggesting that PKC does not exert an
acute regulatory effect on the AVP-mediated CaZ+
transient. The effect of PKC-induced intracellular
alkalinization on the VSMC response was also
examined. VSMG were preincubated for 24 h with or
without 10% fetal bovine serum (FCS). In the
presence of PMA(l07M), the FGS cells developed no
changes in intracellular pH (pHj), whereas the pHi
of the cells without FGS increased by .18 +.03
units at 10 mm. However, the contractile response
was similar in both groups (42.3 and 41.6
of the total cells, pNS). In addition, the
Na+ transport inhibitor, amiloride (SxlO5M),
inhibited contraction in both groups to a similar
degree. The dissociation between the pH and
contractile responses to PMA suggests that
alkalinization is not mandatory for PKC-mediated
VSMC contraction to occur, and that the inhibitory
effect of amiloride may be mediated by mechanisms
additional to Nat/& antiporter blockade.
INHIBITION OF CATION TRANSPORT PATHWAYS
ALTERS CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM (Cal) IN VASCULAR
SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC). D.B. Corry, N.
Yanagawa, M.L. Tuck*. Olive View and
Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA.
Changes in cation transport could lead
to increased Cai and enhanced arterial
smooth muscle tone in hypertension. Using
the Fura 2/AM method we studied the inter-
action between cation transport systems
and Cal in 9t cultured VSMC. Addition of
ouabain (10 M) to inhibit Na,K—pump in
VSMC from Wistar rats resulted in small
increments in Cal (140 23 to 200 16
nfl, n=4). In contrast, additign of Ethyl—
isopropylamiloride (EIPA, 10 M) to in-
hibit Na,H—antiport in VSMC led to a de-
crease in Cal (118 23 to 77 2 nM,
n=5). Addition of bumetanide (10 M) to
inhibit Na,K,Cl—cotransport (CoT) in VSMC
produced a marked rise in Cai (126 5 to
1121 295 nfl, n=5) . This effect of bume—
tanide on Cai was attenuated by pread—
dition of EIPA. The effect of bumetanide
on Cal was also compared in VSMC from
Wistar—Kyoto rats (WKY) and spontaneously
hypertensiv rats (SHE). Addition of bume-
tanide (l0 M) resulted in a greater
increase in Cal in SHR as compared to WKY.
Thus, 1) in VSMC inhibition of CoT in-
creases Cal to a greater extent than inhi-
bition of Na,K—pump; 2) Modulation of Cal
by CoT is amplified in SHR vs. WRY. We
conclude that alterations in the COT path-
way could contribute to VSMC contractility
in hypertensive disorders through changes
in Cmi.
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DIFFERENCES IN INTRACELLULAR IONIC
REGULATION OF PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS CUL-
TURED FROM NORMOTENSIVE (MNS) AND HYPER-
TENSIVE (MHS) MILAN-STRAIN RATS. M. Crabos*,
H. F. Cantiello*, G. Bianchi** and C. Lechene. Boston,
Mass. and Milano, Italy5.
Cells from primary cultures of renal proximal tubules
isolated from MNS and MHS rats were grown in vitro for
three days as a first step to assess possible markers
involved in genetic hypertension. Leak rates were derived
from time courses of changes in intracellular Na and K con-
tents after addition of 5 mM ouabain, measured by electron
probe analysis. Na,K pump activity was also studied as
ouabain-sensitive K uptake and Na efflux at different intra-
cellular Na concentrations. Initial rates for Na and K fluxes
(mmole/mole P/mm) were similar in MHS vs MNS for Na
35.9t 6.9 (n=3 rats) vs 29.4t 2.4 (3). and for K 36.6 2.9
(3) vs 36.7 t 3.9 (3). In contrast, intracellular ionic contents
were different in MHS vs MNS. Intracellular Na was
0.122± 0.004 (n=627 cells) vs 0.175 0.005 (543), intracellu-
lar K was 1.17 vs 1.22 0.009 and Cl was 0.353
0.006 vs 0.438t 0.009 mmoles fmniole P. all data, p < .0002
by unpaired t test. Intracellular volume calculated as the
sum of intracellular ionic contents was higher in MHS cells
by 12 % as compared to MNS, p< 0.0002. The data on Na,K
pump activity indicate similar apparent Vmax. for both cell
types 78.6 vs. 82.3 mmoles K /mole P/mi In contrast, the
apparent Km was 28% higher in MHS vs MNS 0.l5 0.011
vs 0.117± 0.008 mmoles Na/mole P. In conclusion, 1) leak
rates are similar, 2) intracellular ionic contents are highly
statistically different, and 3) a higher apparent Km for Na in
MHS. Thus, MHS cells may have a different activation of
Na,K pump by intracellular Na than MNS cells.
IMPAIRED ENDOTHELIUM-DEPENDENT RESPONSES IN RE-
SISTPNCE ARTERIES OF HYPERTENSIVE RATS. Dennis
Diederich, Zhihong Yang*, Fritz R. Buhler* and
Thomas F. LCscher. Dept. of Research and Medi-
cine, University Hospital, Basel/SWitzerlafld
Endothelial cells can modulate vascular
tone by releasing endothelium—derived relaxing
(EDRF) and contracting (EDCF) factors. Altera-
tions in EDRF and/or EDCF in hypertension could
contribute to increased vascular resistance.
Mesenteric resistance arteries (200 i in diame-
ter) of Wistar Kyoto (WKY) and stroke—prone
spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHRSP) were
suspended in a myograph filled with physiological
salt solution (37°C) and aerated with 95% 02 and
5% CO.,. In rings contrcted4with norepinephrine,
acetytcholine (ACh;lO -10 M) evoked endothe—
hum—dependent relaxations5 (84± 4%, IC50 7.3±
0.l;n3l).1emoglObin (10 M) but not meclofe-
namate (10 M) reversed the relaxation induced by
ACh delineating E,DRF s the mediator. Nitric
oxide (NO;5x 10 —10 M) induced comparable
relaxations as ACh (88±3%). In SHRSP, endothe-
hum-dependent relaxations to ACh were impaired
(5424%,n24;p(O.05). Relaxations to NO were
comparable in WKY and SHRSP. Meclofenamate but
not the thromboxane synthetase inhibitor CGS-
13080 normalized endothelium-dependent relaxa-
tions to ACh in SHRSP. Thus: (1) Endothelium—
dependent relaxations are mediated by EDRF (i.e.
nitric oxide) in resistance arteries; (2) the
relaxations are blunted in SHRSP; (3) the blunted
relaxations in SHRSP are not due to a decreased
release of EDRF, but rather to the concomitant
release of a prostanoid—like EDCF.
RENAL HYPERTENSION FOLLOWING AORTIC CON-
STRICTION IS ABOLISHED BY CONVERTING EN-
ZYME INHIBITION BUT NOT BY LOW SALT DIET.
A-C Eklöf* and B Sahlgren*. Dept of Pediatrics,
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.
Constriction of the aorta proximal to the renal
artery (PAC) in 40-day-old Sprague-Dawley rats re-
sults in hypertension both proximal and distal to the
constriction. Three weeks after constriction mean
arterial blood pressure (MAP, mmHg) was in carotid
artery (CA) 228±29 and in femoral artery (FA) 163±15
vs 136±10 in sham operated control rats (C). GFR
(mI/mm) was significantly reduced (2.09±0.35 vs
2.97±0.57 in C). Filtration fraction (%) was signi-
ficantly increased (42.1±4.8 vs 28.5±5.0 in C). Plasma
angiotension II (All) levels (pg/mI) were 54±47 in PAC
and 30±15 in C (NS). Glomerular angiotensin receptor
density (pmol/mg protein) were 933±273 in PAC and
1034±2 17 in C (NS). Kd was also the same in PAC and
C. In PAC rats LS diet did not significantly alter MAP
in CA and FA, GFR and filtration fraction. Plasma All
was increased significantly and to the same extent in
C and PAC during low salt (LS) diet. In C rats LS and
HS diet caused a down and up regulation of Al! recep-
tors respectively. This was not seen in PAC rats (MS
diet accomplished by replacing drinking water with
normal saline for 10 days). In PAC rats orally treated
with converting enzyme inhibitor (CEI) from the time
of constriction the MAP rise was significantly attenu-
ated (153±26 in CA and 134±20 in FA). PAC rats
treated with CEI had the same GFR and filtration
fraction as C rats. The results suggest that renal
hypertension following aortic constriction is due to an
increase in renal vascular resistance beyond the af-
ferent arteriole which is dependent on local All pro-
duction and independent of Na balance.
RENAL FUNCTION AND SYSTEMIC BLOOD PRESSURE
ALTERATIONS AFTER EXTRACORPOREAL SHOCK WAVE
LITHOTRIPSY IN A CANINE MODEL. Erdal Erturk,*
Nicholas V. Stowe, Stevan B. Streem.* Joseph V.
Nally, Gordon N. Gephardt,* Ronald Lorig,* Andrew
C. Novick. Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Cleveland. OH.
Although extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy
(ESWL) is being advocated for treatment of upper
urinary tract stones, some concern exists
regarding its long term effects on kidney
function and elevation of blood pressure. In
this study kidneys of anesthetized,
uninephrectomized dogs (N6) were subjected to
3000 shocks at 18KV of power with the Dornier HM3
unit. Systemic blood pressure, plasma renin
activities, and inulin clearance were measured
before, and at days 2 and 30 after ESWL. In 4 of
6 experiments, mean systemic blood pressure
increased by an average of 17+3 mmHg (P<.05) at
48 hours and decreased in 2. Inulin clearance
decreased in the first 48 hrs following ESWL from
a control value of 23.9±5.0 mI/mm to 10.9±4.5
ml/min (p<.05) with a return to control values,
25.7±4.7 ml/min at 30 days (n=4). In three
experiments, plasma renin activities were 1.2O.1
ng/ml/hr before ESWL, 3.2+0.4 mg/mi/hr at day 2,
and 1.7±0.2 ng/ml/hr at 30 days. MRI of the
kidneys (n3) was normal in one, with subcapsular
fluid collection in another, and intraparenchymal
bleeding in the third.
In conclusion, transient decreases in
glomerular filtration rate with elevations of
plasma renin activity and systemic blood pressure
were observed following ESWL in this model.
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DISSOCIATION OF HYPOGLYCEMIC AND ANTINATRIURETIC
RESPONSES TO INSULIN (INS) IN SPONTANEOUSLY HY-
PERTENSIVE RATS (Silk). C.D. Finch*, G.M. Davis,
J.D. Bower, and K.A. Kirchner, Univ. of Mississ-
ippi Med. Ctr., Jackson, MS.
Silk have reduced peripheral INS sensitivity.
To determine whether Silk also demonstrate re-
duced response to INS antinatriuretic effect,
urinary sodium excretion was determined during
sustained (3% BW) volume expansion in Silk and
Wistar—Kyoto (WRY) rats (N.'8/group) before and
during euglycemic INS administration (85 mU/kg
load and 8 mU/kg/mm). Silk and WRY time con-
trols received the vehicle for INS admini-
stration. Mean arterial pressure (MAY) was
greater (160±6 vs 112±4 mm Hg; P<.OO1) and inulin
clearance (CIN) less (897±66 vs 1291±91 1/minI
gKW; P<.O1) in Silk then WRY prior to INS in-
fusion. Initial fractional sodium excretion
(reNa) wee not different between groupe. INS
reduced (P<O.O2) FeNa from 0.59±0.17 to 0.15±
0.06% in Silk and reduced (P<.O05) FeNa from 0.86±
0.17 to 0.32±0.08 in WRY rats. FeNa was un-
changed in Silk and WRY time controls. The per-
cent reduction in sodium excretion produced by
INS wee similar in both rat (Silk: 76±8% vs WRY:
53±11%; P—NS). MAP and CIN during INS infusion
were not different from respective baseline
values in either group. Glucose requirement to
maintain euglycemia was greater (P<.02) in WRY
than Silk (15.4±2.5 vs 4.1±2.6 mg/am/kg BW). We
conclude (1) while Sill have reduced sensitivity
to the hypoglycemic effects of INS, the anti—
natriuretic response of Silk to INS is not differ-
ent from WKY'e; (2) acute INS infusion does not
increase MAP in either Silk or WRY rats.
RENAL ARTERY STENOSIS AND ERYTHROPOIETIN
P. Grutzmacher, H. W. Radtke, R.A.K. Stahl,
IC Rauber5, W. Schoeppe .Depts.Nephrol. ,Radiol.*
Univ. Hosp., Frankfurt, FRG
Renal artery stenosis (St) has been claimed to
induce polyglobulia by enhanced secretion of
erythropoietin (EPO).
To evaluate Its clinical relevance, we studied
peripheral and renal venous EPO (fetal mouse liver
cell assay) and renin levels (RIA) in 37 conse-
cutive pts out of a series of 66 hypertensive pts
with St. Pts with unliat. St were subdivided
according to the severity of St (gr. I: St C 50%,
gr. II: St > 50% with a renal vein renin ratio
<1,5, gr. III: St >50% with a renin ratio >1,5).
Compared to 36 healthy controls (C), periph. EPO
levels wore moderately elevated (St: 50 38 vs
C 25±16 U/l, p C 0,00l).EPO levels in both renal
veins were equal in gr. I (St 4 1±29 vs contralat.
kidney 44±26 U/l), whereas in gr.II and III EPO
levels were increased in the stenotic side (gr. II:
60±28 U/i; gr. III: 111±67 U/l; p C 0,03).
Peripheral EPO level increased correspondingly
(gr.I:35±23 U/l; gr.TI:45±28 U/I; gr.III:76±52 U/l,
p0,00l).
Borderline polyglobulia was observed in 6/66 pts.
However mean Hct, Hb and RBC did neither differ
among the subgroups nor from C. ( Hct: m: St
44±6 vs C 45±2%, f: St 41 vs C 43±2%).
Data indicate, that renal artery stenosis increases
the secretion of EPO. This. Is demonstrable only in
stenoses exceeding 50%, but already in the absence
of renin hypersecretion. Unilateral EPO hyper-
secretion results only in a moderate increase of
peripheral EPO level, which is probably too
moderate to induce true renal polyglobulia.
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ARTEkIAL PRESSURE MD RENAL FUNCTION DURING
CHRONIC HYPERINSULINEMIA. John K. Hall, Thomas C.
Coleman*, and H. Leland Mizelle*, Dept. Physiol-
ogy 6 Biophysics, Univ.Misa.Med.Ctr., Jackson, MS
Although hyperinsulinemia has been postulated
to cause obesity-associated hypertension, the
chronic effects of increased insulin (INS) levels
on mean arterial pressure (MAP) and renal func-
tion have not been reported. The aims of this
study were to determine whether hyperinsulmnemia,
comparable to that found in obesity hypertension,
elevates MAP or potentiates the hypertensive ef-
fects of angiotensin II (ANCII). Studies were
conducted in conscious dogs with kidney mass re-
duced by 2/Srds in order to increase their sus-
ceptibility to hypertensive stimuli. In 7 dogs
maintained on a Na intake of 319 xsEq/day, iv INS
(1.0 uU/kg/min) for 28 days (d), with plasma glu-
cose held constant by iv glucose infusion, raised
fasting INS from 9.9±1.5 to 50-19 ,tU/ml (!, 28 d)
but did not increase MAP which averaged 106±2 and
102±2 mmilg during control and 28 d of INS infu-
sion, respectively. Urinary K excretion decreased
from 15.5±2.3 to 31-42 mEq/dsy during the first 7
d of INS infusion and then returned toward
control. INS also caused transient Na retention
followed by renal "escape" that was associated
with increased GFR (13-27%). PRA and plasma
aldosterone were not altered by INS. In 2 dogs
infused with MCII (2.0 ng/kg/min) to cause mild
hypertension, INS infusion (1.0 uU/kg/min) for 28
d did not increase MAP further. Thus, chronic
hyperinsulinemia did not elevate MAP, even when
kidney mass was reduced, and did not potentiate
the hypertensive effects of MCII. Apparently,
additional factors besides hyperinsulinemia are
responsible for obesity-associated hypertension.
EFFECTS OF ANTIHYPERTENSWE AGENTS ON
VASCULAR RESPONSES. L. Harticht, P. Shultz, J.
Tolins, K. Coffeet, L. Raij. VAMC and U. of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN.
We have shown that in hypertension (HPN) both
endothelium dependent (EN-D) as well as independent (EN-I)
responses to vascular relaxants aredepressed, but improve
after anti-HPN therapy. In these studies we investigated
whether anti-HPN agents themselves affect EN-D and/or
EN-I responses to agonists of vascular relaxation.
Normotensive Sprague- Dawley rats were given for 2 weeks
either tap water (W) or W containing captopril (CAP)
enalapril (EPL) or hydralazine (HYZ) in concentrations
shown to be equihypotensive in hypertensive rats; these
concentrations did not significantly lower OP of
normotensive rats. Aortic rings (with and without EN) were
suspended in organ chambers for isometric tension recording.
The % relaxation induced by the EN-I agent Na nitroprusside
(l0-8M) was significantly but similarly enhanced in rats given
CAP, EPL and HYZ compared with rats given W (75
81±6% and 80±6% vs 50±5%, repectively, p <0.05). In all
rats acetylcholine (Ach), i0'-l0 M, caused relaxations in
rings with, but not in those without, EN. EN-D relaxations
were significantly enhanced in CAP rats but not in W, EPL or
HYZrats: the concentration of Ach (-log M) required to
evoke 50% relaxation (IC5O) was reduced in rats given CAP
(7.9±0.1) vs W (6.2±0.2), IIYZ (7.1±0.2) or EPL (6.8±0.2,
pcO.O5). Indomethacin 10-'M did not prevent the effect of
Ach while both pyrogallol l(Y4 M and Hb l0- M, inhibitors
of the endothelium derived relaxing factor NO, inhibited Ach
induced relaxations. These studies suggest that anti-HPN
agents may differ in their ability to affect vascular relaxations
in response to EN-D and EN-I agonists. This may influence
the overall beneficial effect of anti-HPN agents in
cardiovascular pathology.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN EFFECTS OF CALORIE RESTRICTION
AND CAPTOPRIL IN NZB x W MICE. Hans Herlitz*
Christian Svalander*, Andrej Taricowsici ano Ounnar
Westberg, Univ. of Goteborg, dept. of Nephrology
and Pathology, Sahigren's Hospital, Goteborg,
Sweden.
Both calorie restriction and treatment with the
ACE-inhibitor Captopril have been shown to elicit
beneficial effects in mouse strains that develop
a disease similar to systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE). To compare the two treatments in NZB x W
mice with respect to survival, BP, weight develop-
ment, proteinuria, hematuria and renal histopatholor,
3 groups of animals were studied: Control (group
A, n=15); Captopril 30 mg/kg (group B, n=l0); and
calorie restriction with alternate day feeding
(group C, n=15). All treatments were started at
the age of 2 months. Tail systolic BP was nmasured
with a strain gauge technique. The survival at 24
months in groups A-C was 15, 40 and 52% respec-
tively. Systolic BP after 12 months treatment was
143±2, 128±2 and 141±2 mmHg (meaneSE). &xiyights
after 2, 9 and 18 months were 23,1±0,5, 34,2±0,5
and 40,1±1,8 g (A), 23,9±0,7, 30,1±0,9 and 32,8±
1,3 g (B) and 22,7±0,5, 31,4±0,6 and 34,5±1,1 g
(C). Proteinuria > 2+ and hematuria > 2+ occurred
in 71 and 27% in group A, 0 and 0% in group B,
and 37 and 30% in group C. General proliferative
glomerular changes were found in 69, 50 and 54%
in groups A-C.
It is concluded that calorie restriction and
Captopril treatment both tend to improve survival
and renal histopathology in NZB x W mice. Capto-
pril alone decreased BP and the incidence of
proteinuria.
RENAL DENERVATION PREVENTS NATRIURESIS AFFER
ACUTE UNILATERAL NEPHRECTOMY (AUN) BY REDUCING
BASAL AND STIMULATED PLASMA IMMUNOREACTIVE (IR)
y-MSH CONCENTRATION. M.H, Humphrevs, S-Y. Lin,*
and E. Wiedemann,* Divisions of Nephrology and
Endocrinology, San Francisco General Hospital and
UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
AUN initiates a neurocirculatory reflex which
results in natriuresis from the remaining kidney
through an increase in the plasma concentration
of the natriuretic peptide I -MSH. Denervation
(DNX) either of the kidney to be removed (ipsi)
or of the remaining kidney (contra) prior to AUN
prevents the postnephrectomy natriuresis. In 8
rats undergoing sham AUN, sodium excretion (UNaV)
did not change and plasma IR.I.MSH concentration
was 74±21 (SD) fmol/ml. In 20 rats subjected to
AUN, UNaV increased from 895±451 to 2334±1005
neq/min (p<.OO1) and IR-I-MSH was 104±31 fmol/ml
(p<.O5 vs sham). In rats with unilateral renal
DNX, sham AUN had no effect on UNaV from either
kidney, but IR.y-MSH activity was reduced to
36±23 fmol/ml (p<.0O2 vs. sham AUN in innervated
rats). After ipsi DNX, AUN caused no increase in
contra UNaV (929±340 to 952±386 neq/min) and IR-y
-MSH was again reduced to 27±24 fmol/ml (p<.OO1
vs AUN in innervated rats). After contra DNX,
AUN also had no effect on UN5V, 2327±860 to
2499±888 neq/min, and IR- y-MSH likewise was
reduced to 19±25 fmol/ml (p<.OO1).
These results indicate that unilateral DNX
blocks postnephrectomy natriuresis by preventing
the increase in plasma IR-y-MSH caused by AUN.
DNX also lowers basal IR-y .MSH levels. These
observations consequently suggest that renal
afferent nerve input is necessary for both basal
and stimulated plasma IR-y-MSH concentration.
RENAL FUNCTION CURVE(RFC) AND INTRARENAL
HEMODYNAMICS IN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION(EHT).
M Imanishi C Kimura, T Sanai Y Kawano* S
Kojima' K Yoshida H Abe T Ashida H Yoshimi M
Kawamura M Kuramochi and T Omae Dept. of
Medicine, Natl. Cardiovascular Ctr., Osaka, Japan
Interrelationships between RFC(pressure—
natriuresis relationship) and intrarenal
hemodynamics were investigated to clarify the
entity of RFC.
Two week studies were performed in 33 patients
with EHT who were given a regular sodium diet in
the 1st week and a sodium—restricted diet in the
2nd week. Intrarenal hemodynamics were
estimated using clinical data such as renal
clearances by Gomez's equations. RFC was drawn
by plotting UNaV on the ordinate as a function of
MAP on the x—axis. The extrapolated x—intercept
(A: 109±2 mmHg) of RFC was strongly correlated in
a 1:1 fashion with the sum of the arterial
pressure drop from the aorta to glomerulus plus
the opposing pressures against glomerular
filtration(r=O.7, p<O.OO1), suggesting thedifference between MAP and A represents the
effective net filtration pressure. The gross
filtration coefficient(kF) of glomerular
capillaries was estimated as 0.154±0.018 [ml/s]/
mmHg, very close to the normal value, suggesting
kF is not affected in EHT, and was strongly
correlated(r=O.9, p<O.OO1) with the slope of
RFC(19.2±2.8 [mEq/day]/mmHg), the reciprocal of
which is the sodium sensitivity index.
Major characteristics of RFC, the x—intercept
and slope, could be explained mainly by the
intrarenal hemodynamic parameters, the afferent
arteriolar resistance and kF, respectively, in
ENT.
MECHANISM OF ACE-INHIBITION INDUCED CHANGES ON
HIPPURATE RENOGRAPHY IN THE TWO-IDNEY ONE CT4P
(2K-iC) HYPRTENSIVE DOG. GJ5Jonker , B de Zeeuw
RH Huisman , GK van der Hem (lntr. by LW Statius
van Eps). Univ. Hosp. Groningen, The Netherlands.
ACE-inhibition (ACEi) improves the sensitivity
of 1-123 hippurate renography for the detection of
a renal artery stenosis (RAS) by delaying the
excretion of the tracer on the stenotic side. To
test the mechanism of this, we studied (apart from
renography) functions of both kidneys separately
in 5 conscious chronically-instrumented 2K-1C dogs
before and after ACEi. Urine of both kidneys was
collected via an externally controllable ureter
device (deviating only during the experiments).
Experiments (n—9) were performed 2 weeks after
induction of a mild RAS. After 2-h equilibration,
three 20-mm control periods were followed by
three 20-mm periods after 10 mg enalaprilic acid
i.v., measuring urine flow (UV), renal blood flow
by flow probe (RBF), GFR and ERPF by constantly
infused radiolabeled iothalamate and hippurate.
Stenotic side Non-stenotic side
control ACES control ACEi
GFR (ml/min) 39±5 7±3 * 49±5 53±4 *
ERPF(ml/mmn) 111±13 34±l7 128±15 176±14
UV (mi/mm) 19±4 l±.4 28±7 41±9
RBF (mi/mm) 191±19 233±30 - -
Thus, UV and GFR fell dramatically on the stenotic
side. RBF remained stable, whereas ERPF fell.
Repeating the experiments during isotonic mannitol
infusion prevented the ACE1-induced fall in UV.
ERPF now rose in parallel with RBF, and GFR only
fell slightly (35%). These results suggest that
ACEi-induced alterations of the hippurate renogram
in RAS are due to the nearly halting of UV, and
may not reflect true changes in RBF and/or GFR.
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ENDOGENOUS DOPAMINE (DA) REGULATES RENAL
SODIUM TRANSPORT IN NORMOTENSIVE BUT NOT
HYPERTENSIVE RAT. Pedro A. Jose, Peter Cody*, and
Gilbert M. Eisner. Georgetown Univ. Med. Ctr., Dept. Peds.
& Physiol. & Biophysics, Washington, DC
The DA- I agonist SKF 38393 (SKF) induces a natriuresis
in normotensive, Wistar Kyoto (WKY) but not in hypertensive,
Aoki-Okamoto rats (SHR) (Kidney mt 33:306,1988). We
studied the role of endogenous renal DA on sodium excretion
by infusing a selective DA-1 antagonist, SCH 23390 (SCH),
into the renal artery of mactin anesthetized WKY (n=6) or
SHR (n—6). In WKY, SCU blocked the natriuretic effects of
SKF on a mom/mom basis. SCH (1.2 ng/g kidney/mm) infused
by itself into the renal artery did not affect mean arterial
pressure (MAP), glomerular filtration rate (GFR), or absolute
(U 0V) or fractional (FeNa) sodium excretion in WKY. The
in?usion of SCH at 120 ng/g kidney/mm was chosen since this
should result in the occupation of 96% of renal DA- 1 receptors
(radioligand binding studies). The results (M±SEM) are:
Rat MAP
ul/min/g
GFR
uI/mm
U V
uEofmin
FeNa
%
WKY(control) 119±5 420±20 3.Of.2 5.5+.2(SC!!) 119±5 411±24 2.6±.1* 4.9±.l*(Recovery) I 1446*# 4 16±24 2.3±.2*# 4.3±.3*#
SHR(control) 161j3 496±21 2.8±.3 4.0±.4(SCH) 161±3 459±22* 2.9±.3 4.5±.3*(Recovery) l53±3*# 414±48 2.4j.4 4.0±.3#
=p <.05 vs control, #=p <.05 vs SC!! 23390, ANOVA with
replications, Scheffe's test or paired t test with Bonferroni
correction. Each period is 40 mm. The effects of SCH
persisted for at least 40 mm after the drug was discontinued.
Coaclusioa: Endogenous DA regulates renal sodium transport
in normotensive but not hypertensive rats. These results taken
together with our previous report that exogenous DA- 1 agonist
increased sodium excretion in WKY but not in SHR in the face
of similar DA-1 receptor density and affinity suggest a
defective post DA- 1 receptor transduction in 514K.
RENAL RESPONSES TO INTRAVENOUS INFUSION OF KAPPA
OPIOID AGONIST, KETOCYCLAZOCINE, IN CONSCIOUS
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHE). Q.,.L.
Ksyuste, S. Y. Jones* and G.F. DiBona. Dept. Int.
Med., U. Ia. Col. Ned, & VANC, Iowa City, IA 52242
Changes in renal function were examined during
intravenous (i.v.) infusion of the kappa opioid
agonist, ketocyclazocine (KC), in conscious SHE (n
— 8). Renal sympathetic nerve activity (RSNA) was
neasured as integrated voltage and expressed as
percent of control. Urine was collected during
i.v. infusion of isotonic saline control (20 mm.)
and the kappa agonist KC (20 pg/kg/mm) consecu-
tive 10 nm. samples) for glonerular filtration
rate (GFR), renal plasma flow (RPF), urinary flow
rate (V) and urinary sodium excretion (UNaV).
Results: KC significantly increased mean arterial
pressure (MAP) (166±5-.182±8 mmHg) and heart rate
(408±7-. 467±8 bpm) for 30 mm. Values are means
S.E. for data collected during control, 40, 70 and
100 mm. after start of KC infusion. • per gram
kidney weight: * o C 0.05 vs control.
GFR RPF V° UNaV RENA
mi/mm nl/min p1/mm peq/min %
control 1.39±.O9 4.90±.29 17±3 2.38±45 100
40 mm 0.99±.04 4.36±.42 43±4* 0.39±.l0* 182±12*
70 mmn 0.87±.05 4.57±.2l 43±5* O.18±.O4* 176±6*
Naloxone (50 pg/kg i.v.) restored UNaV and RSNA
but not V to control level. Significant increases
in V and decreases in UNaV were obtained in rats
with bilaterally denervated kidneys. Conclusion:
The kappa opioid agonist KC produces a diuresis
and antinatriuresis independent of changes in
renal hemodynamics; naloxone blocks the antinatri-
uresis but not the diuresis. The effects on renal
sodium handling appear independent of changes in RSNA.
EFFECTS OF DIETARY FAT ON RED CELL MEMBRANE
FLUIDITY (r), ATPase ACTIVITY, AND BLOOD
PRESSURE (BP) IN SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS
(SIlK). Njeri Ksranja*, Anna W. Sasaki*, Henry R.
Thompson*, Dsvid A. McCarron. Oregon Hith. Sci,
Univ. Portland, Oregon.
Dietary fats may modulate BP by influencing
cell membrane lipids and bound-enzymes that
regulate transcellular ion distribution. The
relationship between BP, r, and the activities of
the Mg2+, NaK*, and both bssal and calmodulin-
stimulated Ca +ATPases were examined in 31 SHR
fed 20% menhaden oil (MO), butterfat (BF) or corn
oil (CO) from 5-24 wk of age. Mean ATPsse
activities (nmol Pi/mg protein/mm) and r were:
Basal Activ.
Mg2 Nat/lct Ca2* Ca2 r
M0137. 1±2 .6 138. 7±4 .7 117 . 0±3 .0175. .7 10. 110±0. 02
BFI21.0±2.7133.3±2.811O.9±l.5153,3±4.810070±ool
COI3O.0+4.5139.9+3.6112.5+2.8172.4+2l10l06+opl
Mg-ATPase was higher in MO relative to BF (pC.O4)
and CO (pC.018). Activated Ca-ATPase was high in
MO relative to BF (p<0.OO1) and in CO relative to
BF (p<O.OO7) but did not differ between CO and
MO. Bssa]. Ca and Na/K activities did not differ
among diets. Fluidity was highest in BF compared
to CO and MO diets. Compared to the CO-fed
animals, who had a continuous rise in BP,
(p<.OOI), the MO and BF animals exhibited BP
attenuation. MO animals had the lowest BP. In
contrast, the effects on membrane ion transport
and fluidity were virtually identical for MO and
CO. and divergent for BF. These results suggest
that the type of dietary fat will effect BP;
however, the concurrent influences on membrane
ion properties do not necessarily parallel the BP
responses.
A CALCIUM ENTRY BLOCKER, NICARDIPINE(N), DILATES
AFFERENT ARTERIOLE IN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION(E}rr)
G Kimura, F Deguchi S Kojima T Ashida? H
Yoshimi H Abet Y Kawanot K Yoshidst N Kawamur4
H Imanishi N Kuramochi and T Omaet Dept. of
Medicine, Natl. Cnrdiovascular Ctr., Osaka, Japan
Effects of Cn—entry blocker, N, on intrnrenal
hemodynamics were studied in EHT.
Four—week studies were performed in 8 patients
with EHT who were given a regular sodium diet in
the 1st & 3rd weeks, and a sodium restricted diet
in the 2nd & 4th weeks. 60 mg/day of N was
administered in the 3rd & 4th weeks, Afferent
(RA) and efferent(RE) arteriole resistances, and
glomerulnr pressure(PC) were calculated usingGomex's equations. UNaV was plotted on the
ordinate as a function of MAP before and after
administration of N. Assuming the difference
between MAP and the x—intercept of this renal
function curve represents the effective
filtration pressure, RA, G and gross filtration
coefficient(kF) were also calculated.
Although MAP on a regular salt diet was
reduced from 125±3 to 109±2 mmHg by N, RBF(670±40 al/mm) and GFR(79±2 al/mm) were not
altered, RA was estimated to be reduced from
9300±900 to 7300±700 dyna.sec.cm55 while no
changes in RE(4900±400 dyns.sec.cmm)), P0(5O±1
mmHg) and kF(O.180±O,041 [ml/sec]/mmHg).Estimations by analyzing the renal function curve
were consistent with those by equations.
HIT has been characterized by a prominent
increase in RA, resulting in G kept normal.
Ca—entry blocker restores intrarenal hemodynamica
in EHT by dilating afferent arteriole alone.
The reason why RBF and GFR were not increased by
N seemed due to a parallel reduction in MAP.
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DEFECTIVE DOPAMINE-l (DA-l) RECEPTOR-ADENY-
LATE CYCLASE (AC) COUPLING IN MICRODISSECTED
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT) FROM SPON-
TANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR). Shohei
hi1.and Robin A. Felder* (intr. by Pedro A. Jose), University
of Virginia Medical Center, Charlottesville, VA
SHR retains sodium despite high renal concentrations of DA.
DA- 1 agonists decrease sodium transport in PCT of normoten-
sive Wistar Kyoto rats (WKY). The intrarenal arterial infusion
of DA- I agonist induces a natriuresis in WKY but not in SHR.
To determine a mechanism for the apparent lack of natriuretic
effect of DA- 1 agonist in SHR, we studied the DA- I receptor
in the microdissected PCT from SHR and WKY by autoradio-
graphic methods and by measuring AC activity. Specific
binding of the DA-1 antagonist 1251-SCH 23982 (defined by 10
uM SCH 23390, a DA- I antagonist) to PCT was concentration
dependent and saturable in SHR and WKY. Saturation isotherm
analysis yielded similar dissociation constant (Kd, 70.7 5.1 and
55.3 4.6 nM) and maximum receptor density (Bmax, 17.5 3.3
and 15.7 3.6 fmol/mg protein) in 24 wk old SHR (n=5) and
WKY (n5) respectively. DA- 1 receptor Kd and Bmax were also
similar in 18 wk old SHR and WKY. Basal PCT AC activity was
similar in WKY (58.7 2l .2 fmol/3 mm PCT/20 mm, n5) and
SHR (64.2 10.9, n5). In WKY, the novel DA- 1 agonist SND-
919(1 uM) increased PCT AC activity by 40%. Fenoldopam (F)
another DA- I agonist increased PCT AC activity in a dose
related fashion with significant increases noted at 100 nM F in
WKY (n=5). In contrast, in SHR, F had no effect on AC
activity at 100 nM but did increase AC activity at 10 uM (n=5).
The stimulatory effect of F (10 uM) on PCT AC activity (M
SE) was less in SHR (5.4 1.5 fmol/3 mm PCT/20 mm, n=5)
than in WKY (14.6 3.1 fmol/3 mm PCT/20 mm, n5)
(p <.05). In WKY but not in SHR, F-stimulated AC activity in
PCT was blocked by the DA-1 antagonist, SCH 23390 (n=4),
but not by the beta adrenergic antagonist, (-)-propranolol (n=4)
demonstrating specificity.
Conclusion: These data suggest a DA-l second messenger
coupling defect in the PCT of the SHR. This may explain in
part the lack of natriuresis following intrarenal DA- 1 agonist
infusion in SHR.
SIMPLIFIED SCINTIGRAPHIC DE1ECTION OF RENOVASCULAR
HYPERTENSION (RVH). RI. Kopecky, FO. Thomas,* JG.
McAfee,* 0. Patchln,* 8. Hellwig,* M. Roskopf.*
SUNY Health Science Center, Depts. of Medicine and
Radiology, Syracuse, NY.
Captopril (C) enhanced Tc-DTPA renography can
detect RVH, but 2 scans (pre & post-C) and several
hrs are needed. We evaluated alternate protocols
using iv enalaprilat (E) in RVH rats (sys BP>150)
3-6 wks after left renal artery clipping.
Protocol 1: Sequential renograms using 150 and
1500 pCi Tc-DTPA were done in 75 mm. E (30 pg/kg
iv) or C (3 mg/kg ip) was given prior to second
scan. Stenotic kidney (SK) & normal kidney (NK)
DIPA clearance (COIpA) was derived from regression
equations relating plasma clearance to renal uptake
from .5—1.5 mm, in ml/min/100 g, C
reduced 5K CDTPA (.32±.02 to .20±.03, p<.OO1) and
SK/NK ratio but not NK CDTPA (.40±.O3 to .41±.03,
NS). E reduced SK CDTPA (.31±.04 to .19±.03,
p<.OO5) but NK CDTPA also fell slightly (.43±.03 to
.35±.04, NS) thus SK/NK ratio did not fall
significantly. E also reduced BP transiently while
C did not (Hyperten 10:181,1987).
Protocol 2: E (30 pg/kg) was given to furosemide
pretreated RVH rats 5 mm after 200 pCi Tc-DMSA.
Rate of DMSA uptake (% dose/mm) into 5K & NK was
determined by linear regression and expressed as
SK/NK ratio for period before (0-5 mm) and after
(5-10 mm) E. Without E (± furosemide) SK/NK ratios
were similar before and after s mm. With E, SK/NK
ratio fell from .75±.08 at 0-5 mm to .51±.09 at 5-
10 mm (p<.02,n=15). In RVH rats: 1) sequential
Ic-DTPA renograms done in only 75 mm can detect
RVH. C Is superior to E, since systemic HP effects
of E impair NK as well as SK GFR 2) a single Tc-
DMSA renograin can detect RVH by comparing SK to NK
DMSA uptake before and after E.
Correlates of "Prehypertension". .JM Kotchen*, G
Guthrie Jr*, P Taylor*, M Berk*, M McFadden*, C
Ott, T Kotchen. WVU Medical School, Morgantown, WV
Hemodynamic and hormonal correlates of "pre—
hypertension" were studied in white men, age 31±
O.4SE years, who have participated in a blood
pressure (BP) study since adolescence in 1973.
From 1140 subjects, 9 males with BP consistently
in the upper quartile for B? (HBP) and 10 from the
lower half the BP distribution (LBP) were admitted
for study. Subjects consumed a high salt diet
(250 meq Na+) for 3 days followed by 80 mg furo—
semide and a 10 meq Na+ diet. Body weights of the
two groups were similar. With salt depletion, B?
decreased (p<O.O5) comparably in HBP (130±4/91±3
mmHg to 124±3/89±4> and LBP (115±3/76±2 to 110±2/
80±2). Group negative Na+ balance and extra-
cellular volume (inulin space) reduction were the
same. Cardiac output (doppler) did not differ in
HBP (5.8±0.6 1/mm) and LBP (5.5±0.6) and was not
affected by salt depletion. Plasma norepinephrine
(NE) was similar in HBP (1.36±0.18 nM/l) and LBP
(0.92±0.18) and increased (p<O.O5) comparably in
response to stimulation by nitroprusside and lower
body negative pressure. On high salt, PRA in HBP
(0.8±0.1 ng/ml/hr) was lower (p<0.O5) than in LBP
(1.5±0.3); plasma aldosterone (aldo) was also
lower (p<O.Ol) in HBP (3.2±0.6 ng/dl) than in LBP
(8.4+0.8). Aldo responses to graded infusions of
angiotensin II (A—Il) were less (p<O.Ol) in HBP,
although pressor responses did not differ. We
conclude that salt sensitivity, cardiac output,
and neural activity (stimulated NE) are similar in
young adults with sustained HBP and LBP. HBP is
associated with decreased PRA, aldo, and aldo
responses to A-IT. Low PRA and aldo may be a
consequence of sustained IIBP since childhood.
REGULATION OF INTRACELLULAR pH (pH1) BY AORTIC
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC) DURING
RECOVERY FROM AN ACID LOAD. M. LaPointe* and D.C.
Bathe, Northw. Univ. and Lakeside VA, Chicago, IL.
pH1 may be involved in VSMC contractility. We
sought to examine the acid extruding mechanism(s)
that participate in pH1 regulation by rat aortic
VSNC during an acid load. Serum starved VSMC's in
subculture (2—7th passage) were loaded with BCECF
and then acid—loaded with nigericin to a pH1 of
6.50 in the presence of external HCO3 or in its
absence (HEPES). pH1 recovery was continuously
monitored over a 10 mm. interval by measuring
BCECF fluorescence at two excitation wavelengths
(500/440 nM) as to calculate the increase of p19
towards normal (pH) (Table). *p<OO5 as compare
to HCO3, otherwise NS.
—
Controls Na Free lIFt
I un 18 un 1 mm io mis I mis 10 eOn
8C0 0.34±0.05 '0.78±0.84 —0.02±0.03 0.12±0.06 0.08±0.02 0.55±0.04
NEPS 0.29±8.17 0.76±0.13 —0.05±0.03 0.17±0.06 —0.02±0.06 0.28±0.10'
The initial rate of pH1 recovery (1 mm) was
comparable in the presence and in the absence of
HCO3, was completely Na—dependent and HIPA
sensitive, and accounted for about 40% of the
complete recovery seen after 10 mm. About 80% of
the complete pH1 recovery was Na—dependent both in
the presence and absence of HCO3 but was only
partially obliterated by Na+/H+ inhibition by EIPA
(to 70 and 37% of control in HCO3 and HEPES
buffer, respectively). We conclude that 1) Na+/H+
exchange can fully account for the initial rapid
phase of pH1 recovery from an acid load; 2)
complete pH recovery, in the presence of external
HCO3, is largely mediated by a Na—dependent
transporter(s) other than the Na+/H+ exchanger.
MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDY OF TWO-KIDNEY,
ONE CLIP GOLDBLATT MODEL OF HYPERTENSION.
JoAnn Lindenfeld*, Joseph I. Shapiro,
Laurence Chan. Univ. of Colorado HSC,
Denver, Colorado.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
spectroscopy (MRS) at 1.89 Tesla were
used to evaluate the degree of hypertrophy
and atrophy in two groups of rats made
hypertensive by placing a silver clip on
the left renal artery. At two weeks
following placement of the clip all rats
were hypertensive as measured by tail
cuff (avg systolic pressure 194+16mm Hg).
In the first group of rats (n=91 P-3l MRS
at 32.6 MHz was used to determine changes
in adenine nucleotides and intracellular
pH (pHi). No changes in the steady-state
ATP concentrations were observed, however
pHi in the clipped kidney was 7.63±0.26vs
7.30+0.34 in the unclipped hypertrophied
kidniys (pcO.Ol). A second group of rats
(n=6) were used for proton MRI to
determine the degree of atrophy in the
clipped kidney and hypertrophy in the
contralateral kidney. There were
significant differences in the areas of
the clipped and unclipped kidneys -
0.94±0.35 vs 2.05±0.46 cm. (p<O.Ol).
We conclude that significant differences
in the clipped and unclipped kidneys can
be detected in this model of renovascular
hypertension using both MRS and MRI which
suggests exciting possibilities in the
evaluation of human renovascular
hypertension.
ENDOTHELIN OVERRIDES ENDOTHELIUM-DERIVED RELAXING
FACTOR IN HYPERTENSIVE RESISTANCE ARTERIES,
Thonas F. LUscher, Dennis Diederich, Ehihong
Yang*, and Fritz R. BOhler* . Dept. of Research
and Medicine Research, University Hospital,
Rasel/Switzerland
Endothelin is a new peptide. In large
arteries, it is a potent vasoconstrictor. An
altered response to endothelin in hypertension
might contribute to increased peripheral vascular
resistance. Mesenteric resistance arteries (200
js) of Wistar Kyoto (WRY) and stroke—prone sponta-
neously hypertensive rats (SHRSP) were suspended
in a myograph filled with physiological salt
solution (37°C; 95% 02/5% C02). In rings with and
without endothelium, norepinephrine (NE), seroto—
nm (5—UT) and potassium chloride induced similar
maximal contractions. The ED50 value of endothe—
lin (7.3±0.1) was 85—fold lower than that of NE
(5.4±0.1) and 20—fold lower than that of 5—NT
(5.9±0.l,n=7-ll;p(0.005). Contractions to endo—
thelin and NE were similar in HEY and SHRSP,
while ED5 of 5-NT was 2-fold 1wer n SHRSP than
in WRY. k1cetylcholine (ACh;l0 —10 M) induced
endotheliun—dependent relax%tions which were
inhibited b hemoglobin (10 M) but not meclofe-
namate (10 M) delineating endothelium—derived
relaxing factor (EDRF) as the mediator. In normal
rats, EDRF completely reversed contractions
induced by endothelin (94±3%), while in SHRSP
relaxations were blunted (42±8%;p(O.O5). Thus:
(1) endothelin is a potent vasoconstrictor of
resistance arteries; (2) the contractions are
unaltered in SHRSP, but (3) their reversal by
ED?? is severely impaired indicating am imbalance
between endothelium—derived constricting and
relaxing factore in hypertension.
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INFLUENCE OF LOW DIETARY K ON KIDNEY FUNCTION AND OSMOTIC ACTIVATION OF THE Na+/P EXCHANGER IN
BLOOD PRESSURE IN BORDERLINE HYPERTENSIVE (BUT)
AND NORNOTENSIVES (NT). WJ Lawton, AE Fits, CA
Sinkey,* LA Coleman*. mt. Med., VA Med. Ctr. and
U of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
We postulated that Lo K/Hi NaCl diet would en-
hance our previously shown NaCl-induced increase
in diastolic blood pressure (DBP) in BUT during
upright posture. NT and BUT white men (18-35 yrs)
received a 3OmEq K/400mEq Na (Lo K) and lOOmRq 11/
400mEq Na (ui K) diet. On Day 5 of diet, U calcium
(Ca) (mg/24h) in NT320±62 (Lo K) and 197±50 (Hi
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS. John Lowe* and
Harlan E. Ives. Div. of Nephrology, UCSF.
In many systems, osmotically-induced call
shrinkage leads to the activation of ion traneport
systems which cause cell uptake of ions and
water with correction of cell volume. Na+/H*
exchange (amiloride-inhibitable pHj/min x lOg)
was measured in BCECF-loaded, cultured vascular
smooth muscle cells. Osmolarity of the medium
was increased by 25 to 200 mOsm with various
salts and non-electrolytes.
K),p<.05. U Ca in BHT367±l9 (Lo K) and 285±20 (Hi
K),p<.Ol. DBP, renovascular resistance (RVR) and
UNa (sEq/min) were measured supine (SUP) and Sucrose
standing (UP). i±SE; *p<.05, lfrp<.Ol (Hi vs Lo K) NaC1
NT (n8) BUT (n—B) Urea
Lo K Hi K Lo K Hi K Acetamide
Weight 80±2.9 78.3±2.5 86.4±3.9 84.7±4.1*
Eematocrit 40.1±1.0 42.7±1.2* 40.8±1.0 41.8±1.9 Thus, activation of the Na+/}It exchanger depended
DBP-SUP 81±1 79±1 82±2 82±2 strongly on the permeability of the agent used
DBP-UP 81±3 7l±3# 89±3 84±3* and non-linearly on the tonicity of the medium.
RVR-SUP 0.20±.Ol O.20±.Ol O.20±.Ol O.l8±.02
RVR-UP 0.26±.02 O.22±.Ol* O.24±.02 0.24±.02
Responses to sucrose, urea, and acetamide were
blocked by Na+ removal. Our cultured vascular
UNa-SUP 3gl±38 267±33* 364±26 328±23* smooth muscle cells contain a Cr/HCO3 exchanger,
UNa-UP 302±88 186±19* 295±18 193±1911 but this transporter was not primarily activated
Plasma renin activity (PRA), aldo, and norepineph-
rine(PNE) were not different between the 2 groups.
by cell shrinkage, as sucrose did not induce
acidification in Na+_free, HCO3 containing solu-
Lo K vs Hi K diet augments the abnormal orthosta- tions. Neither coichicine (1-10 pM), cytochalasim
tic increase in DBP in BUT and increases standing B (1-20 pM), nor lowering and buffering of cyto-
RVR in NT. Lo K is associated with weight gain,
lowered hematocrit, increased 24h U Ca, and in-
plasmic calcium with MAPTA}I (40 pM) affected
osmotic activation of Na+/P exchange. We conclude
creased SUP UNa. Lo K effects are not related to that vascular smooth muscle cells exhibit a
PRA or PNE. The effects of Lo K diet appear to be mechanism for activation of Ns+/t exchange
mediated by volume expansion. Dietary K must be that appears to depend on cell volume per se
considered in treatment programs for hypertensives. and not on cytoplasmic tonicity, cell calcium,
microfilaments, or microtubule integrity.
54 134 348 1434
52 149 268 1180
51 121 201 590
27 51 161 228
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THE USE OF CAPTOPRIL (CP) IN THE SCREENING AND
EVALUATION OF PATIENTS WITH RENO VASCULAR
HYPERTENSION (RVH). Robert MemlI,' Peter Smolens. Dept of
Medicine, UTHSCSA, San Antonio, Tx
The peripheral vein plasma renin activity (PRA) response to
CP has been proposed as a useful test to discrinnate RVH from
other forms of hypertension. In addition, CP has been reported to
be useful in amprifying the renal vein renin ratio (RVRR) and
thereby help predict success of revascularization in patients (PTS)
with unilateral renal artery stenosis(U-RAS). This maneuver is less
useful in PTS with bilateral(B)RAS. We studied 17 patients with
moderate to severe hypertension to determine the efficacy of the
CP screening test to predict the presence of RVH. In addition we
have evaluated the use of the combination of salt depletion and CP
administration to see if this improves the ability of the renal vein
renin ratio (RVRR) to predict the success of revascularization. Four
PTS had U-RAS , 5 PTS had B-RAS and 8 PTS had no significant
renal artery Iesions(NRAS). Systolic(S) and diastoc (D)BP
changes and PRA in salt replete PTS(UNa> 4OmEq/L)before and 1
hour after CP(5omg) were (±1SD):%SBP %DBP PRA (pre/post)
NRAS 11±4 6±6 2.81±3.70/9.01±8.38
RAS 15±8 18±7 11.1±15.7/35.5±39.3
Thus while .tBP and PRAs were greater in the RAS group, the
degree of scatter prevented the differences between the RAS and
NRAS groups from being significantly different. Using the criteria
of Muller et al (AJM 80:641,1986), 2/8 NRAS PTS had a + test and
2 others were borderline +. However, 8 of the 9 with RAS(including
2/3 with serum creatinine >1.5) were correctly identified. RVRR
pre and 45 mm pest 25mg of CP in salt depleted (SD) PTS with (U)
or (B) RAS is shown below along with BP response to
revascularization (improved (I) or cured (C)):RAStype U U U U B B B B BRVRRpre 1.2 1.8 1.6 1.5 17.4 1.1 2.7 2.0 2.3
RVRRpostl.1 1.0 2.0 1.4 12.9 2.2 2.0 2.3 1.5
BPresp I I C I I
We conclude that the PRA response to CP can be useful in
identifying PTS with RAS but its ability to discriminate these PTS
from those without RAS may be more limited than previously
reported. RVRR lateralization in SD PTS is not improved with CP.
NOVEL VASOCONSTRICTOR RAISES CELL CALCIUM IN
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS. Takako Mitsuhashi*,
R. Curtis Norris, and Harlan E. Ives. Nephrol.
Div. and CVRI, Univ. of Calif., San Francisco.
Endothelin is a potent vasoconstrictor peptide
produced by vascular endothelial cells (Nature
332:411, 1988). This peptide exhibits homology
to a-scorpion toxin and has been roposed to
activate dihydropyridine-sensitive Ca channels
in vascular smooth muscle (VSM). To study the
response of cultured VSM cells to endothelin,
intracellular Ca2+ was measured in cells loaded
with fura 2. KC1-induced depolarization and
the dihydropyridine Ca2+ channel agonist BAY
K-8644 (10 uN) both raised cell Ca2+ more than
3 fold from a resting level of 140 14 nM. The
effect of KC1 was completely blocked by the
inhibitory enantiomer of BAY K-8644 (40 pM).
Thus, our cultured cell system exhibits Ca2+
channel activity. Synthetic endothelin (4 x
10-8 M) raised calcium in VSM cells from 140
20 to 910 143 oN within 15 sec. Calcium
subsequently fell to basal levels within 30
mm. Thrombin (1 U/mi) gave qualitatively similar
results. Neither the endothelin nor the thrombin-
induced Ca2+ response was blocked by verapamil
(10 pM) nor by the inhibitory enantiomer of
BAY K8644 (40 pM). Furthermore, when cells were
incubated in solution containing 0 Ca2+ and
4 mM EGTA, the Ca2+ response to both endothelin
and thrombin remained intact. Thus endothelin,
like thrombin, appears to raise cell Ca2+ in
vascular smooth muscle cells by mobilization
of intracellular stores. While endothelin may
also activate Ca2+ channels, this is clearly
not its only mode of action.
HEMODYNAMIC CONSEQUENCES OF DIURETIC THERAPY
IN PRIMARY ALDOSTERONISM. SK Muiais, F Fouad
and E Bravo. Northwestern U, Chicago IL and
Research Div, Clev Clin Found, Cleveland OH.
Reduction of blood volume by diuretics is a
basic component of blood pressure control in
primary aldosteronism (1° aldo). We examined
the hemodynamic effects of this reduction in
8 patients with 1° aldo treated for 2 to 7
months. Diuretics significantly reduced mean
arterial pressure (MAP 138 j 3.9 to 107 j 4.7
mmHg, p<0.Ol), cardiac output (CO 5.3 . 0.2 to
4.4 j 0.2 L/min, p<0.0l), and blood volume (BV
97 j 2.7 to 85.7 j 1.2 % of normal, p<0.01),
while total peripheral resistance remained
unchanged (TPR 49.4 j 3.1 to 46 j 4.9 U). The
change in MAP correlated with that in CO
(r=0.6, p<0.05) and TBV (r=0.64, p<0.05). The
reduction of MAP by diuretics in 10 aldo
involves multi factorial interaction of
chronically reduced BV and CO, and failure of
TPR to increase in response to these
reductions, a pattern distinct from that
encountered in essential hypertension. Failure
of diuretics to normalize the circulatory
system and the persistent reduction in cardiac
output would, in our opinion, favor surgical
therapy for aldosterone secreting adenomas.
EFPECT OP SAtlDIPftUNE" 011 ISOL,ATED EL.000 VESSELS.
E. Mtiller-Schweiruitaer, J • Mamofl
(introduoed by L..C. Moore).Preclinical Research, Sandoz, Basel, Switzerland
Renal dysfunction and hypertension, two frequent
side—effects of Sandimmune (SIN), are believed
to be caused by increased vascular reactivity.
To examine the mechanism of SIN-induced vascular
changes, isometric force generation to various
agonists was studied in vitro. Arterial rings
were suspended in a Krebs-Henseleit solution
(mmol/l:NaCI 118. KC1 4.7, MgSO4 1.2, CaCI2 1.2,
KH2P04 1.2, NaHCO3 25, glucose 11, EDTA 0.03) at
37C, gassed with 5% CO2 in 02, at a resting
tension of 500 mg.
Aorta, femoral, mesenteric or renal arteries
from normotensive and spontaneously hypertensive
male, Wistar rats did not contract in response
to SIN (3 pmol/1) within 2 hr of incubation, and
the contraction to noradrenaline and relaxation
to acetylcholine were both unchanged.
In contrast, aortic rings from normotensive
female. Wistar rats, treated for 1 week with SIN
(10 mg/kg/d s.c.), displayed a significantly
reduced response to both noradrenaline and
acetylcholine, whereas the response to 5-H?,
phenylephrine. guanfacine, and angiotensin II
was unchanged.
These data suggest that SIN in vitro is not a
vasoconstrictor but when administered in vivo
can modify vascular responses to some agonists.
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EFFECT OF EXTERNAL SODIUM AND OUABAIN ON FREE
CYTOSOLIC Ca2+ (iCa2+) IN VSNC. K. Nunozt and D.C.
Bathe, VA Lakeside and Northwestern Univ.,
Chicago, IL.
The existence of a Na+/Ca2+ antiporter has been
demonstrated by measuring the rates of 45Ca2+
influx and 22Na efflux in VSNC (JBC 262:11988,
1987). The role of this exchanger on iCa2+
regulation, however, remains controversial. We
sought to examine this issue by continuously
monitoring iCa2+ in response to varying external
Na and in response to ouabain. Studies were
performed in cultured rat aortic VSNC (2—7th
passage) grown in coverslips and loaded with
Fura—2 AM (2 pM) for 45 mm. at 37°C. Fura—2
fluorescence was monitored continuously at two
excitation wavelengths (340 and 380 nm) using a
superfused system adapted to a computerized
spectrofluoroseter. Substitution of external Na
(Na0) in the perfusion solution with choline (140
.11) resulted in a progressive increase in iCa2+
which peaked at 2—3 mm. (from 176±25 to 285±36
nN, p<O.Ol) and then declined but remained higher
than baseline (209±30 nIl at 30 mm.). The increase
in iCa2+ was inversely related to Na0 over a range
of 0—100 mM. The addition of ouabain (2x10 3N) to
the perfusion solution also produced a significant
increase in iCa2+ which was apparent as early as 5
mm. and increased progressively with time. The
ouabain—induced increase in iCa2+ was seen in the
presence of Na0 and was further accentuated in its
absence. We conclude that VSMC in culture possess
a Na+/Ca2+ antiporter which is activated by
lowering Na0 and when intracellular Na2+ is
increased by ouabain. The activity of this
antiporter is capable of modulating iCa2+ within
the physiologic range.
ANALYSIS OF RENAL VASODILATORY RESPONSES TO ACE
INHIBITION IN RENAL HYPERTENSIVE RATS. L.Gabriel Navar, Jane Hazelrig and David Harvey.
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Binning—
ham, Alabama 35294.
Localization of renal vasodilatory respon-
ses of the non—clipped kidney of Goldblatt
hypertensive rats to ACE inhibitors was as-
sessed with a hemodynamic model that predicts
changes in glomerular and peritubulsr capillary
dynamics in response to parameter adjustments.
Resistances and Kf values were adjusted to
match experimental data obtained from the non
clipped kidney of 2—K, 1 clip Goldblatt hyper-
tensive rats studied 3—4 weeks after clipping.
Model responses to mechanical reduction in
renal perfusion pressure from 170 to 130 mmBg
could be matched to experimental values with
minimal adjustments in vascular resistances.
Following ACE inhibition (ME 422), we observed
a 24±7% increase in RBF, an increased GFR and
SNCFR, and maintenance of glomerular pressure.
These responses were consistent with greater
decreases in preglomerular resistance than in
efferent resistance. Imposing a selective
efferent arteriolar vasodij.ation to the modelled to a profound reduction in glomerular
pressure and SNGFR which was not consistent
with the experimental data and could not be
compensated for by any degree of Kf elevation.
Thus, vasodilation of both pre and postglomer—
ular resistance segments along with an increasein Kf explains the experimentel data obtained
following administration of ACE inhibitors to
Goldblatt hypertensive rats.
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ACUTE ELEVATION OF GLOMERULAR cAPILLARy PRESSURE
IMPAIRS GLOMERULAR SIEE-PERMSELECTIVITY IN NORMAL
RATS. 3. Neugarten. Montefiore Med cntr and
Albert Einstein Coll of Ned, Bronx, NY.
We sought to determine the effect of an
acute elevation of glomerular capillary pressure
on glomerular size—perniselectivity in
normal rats. Systemic hypertension was inducedin 7 male Sprague—Dawley rats by bilateral
carotid artery occlusion. Mean arterial pressure
(MAP) rose to 166+4 mm Hg; P rose to 54+3 mm Hg
fron a baseline value of 2+2 mm Hg (p<O.O1).
Urinary protein excretion, adjusted for
filtration rate, increased from 0.011+0.002 to
0.131+0.039 mg/al GFR, p C 0.001. Dextran
sieving atudiea were performed during bilateral
carotid artery occlusion at the elevated MAP and
repeated at a lowered renal perfusion pressures
averaging 108+1 an Hg, achieved by suprarenal
aortic ligature. GB was unchanged (2.16+0.21
vs. 2.06+0.23 al/mm). However, urinary protein
excretion declined from 0.131±0.039 to
0.046+0.007 mg/ni. GFR, p C 0.001. In the
hypertensive state, the fractional clearances of
neutral dextrans for molecular radii
exceeding 46A were elevated as compared to
control values. With reduction in renal
perfusion pressure, 5D for dextrans , 46A
uniformly declined (p<0.05). These data
demonstrate that acute elevation of glomerular
capillary pressure induced by bilateral carotid
artery occlusion causes proteinuria and impairs
glonerular size-peraselectivity, Reduction in
renal perfusion and glomerular capillarypressures reverses proteinuria and restores
glomerular size—selectivity.
CHROMOGRANIN A (CGA) DISPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION
IN MAN: INSIGHTS FROM CGA KINETICS AFTER RESEC-
TION OF PHEOCHRONOCYTOMA (PHEO). D. T. O'Connor
and H, P. H. Neumann*. Dept. of Medicine, SDVAMC
and UCSD, San Diego, CA and Albert—Ludwigs
Universitat, Freiburg, FRG.
CgA is costored and coreleased with catechol-
amines from chromaffin granules, but little is
known of disposition in man. We therefore studied
plasma CgA, by homologous RIA, in 2 kindreds with
familial pheo. In 8 subjects, CgA was measured be-
fore, during, and in an exponential time series af-
ter surgical resection of pheo. CgA was elevated
preoperatively (141±26 ng/ml vs 28±1 ng/ml in con-
trols) and increased further during operation (to
186±43 ng/ml). After resection, there was a rapid
and then a prolonged fall In CgA. The data were
fitted, by an interactive curve peeling program,
to several models with best fit to a 2 compartment,
biexponential model, yielding absolute and frac-
tional transfer rates, pool mass, 4, and residence
time. The Initial and subsequent 4 values were,
for poo1 1 (plasma), 16 mm, and for pool 2 (extra—
vascular), 520 mm, corresponding to mean CgA resi-
dence times (=4/0.593) of 23 mm and 750 mm. The
CgA mass of pooi 2 was 23.9 times that of pool 1,
suggesting substantial extravascular tissue "bind-
ing" of CgA. We conclude: 1) Plasma CgA is
markedly elevated in most patients with familial
pheo. 2) The CgA decline after pheo resection best
fits a 2 compartment model. 3) The relatively
short (is mm) initial 4 of CgA suggests that CgA
may be responsive to acute perturbations of sym-
pathoadrenal activity. 4) Extravascular vs intra-
vascular compartment values support substantial
tissue binding of CgA.
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EFFECT OF HYPONATREMIA ON INTRACELLULAR ACTION OF
ARGININE VASOPRESSIN (AvP) IN RAT VASCULAR SMOOTH
MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC) IN CULTURE. IC. Okada, C.
Caramelo*, P. Tsai* and R.W. Schrier. Dept. Med.,
Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO 80262
Non-osmotic stimulation of AVP has been demon-
strated to occur in hyponatremic states associated
with volume depletion and edematous disorders.
This study was undertaken to examine the effect of
decreased extracellular Na+ ([Na+)e) on cytosolic
free Ca2+ ([Ca2+]) and VSMC contraction. Incubat-
ion of the cells with decreased jNa+J for 60 mm
resulted in increased basal [Ca2 Ij (M Na+/nM
Ca2+, respectively: 140/91, 110/140, 80/178,
40/189 and 0/179, p<.Ol, n7). These results were
consistent with the findings of the 45Ca uptake
studies. 110mM [Na+]e increased 45Ca uptake from
10135 to 12084 counts/mg prot at 60 mm (p<.Ol,
n=4). This effect was blocked by iO5 M verapamil.
The preincubation of cells with 110 mM [Na+]e for
60 mm also increased basal jCa2+]i and AVP-
induced mobilization of [Ca2 ]j with a submaxinial
dose of AVP (basal, 108 vs 148 nM, p<.Ol, n16;
io8 H AVP, 243 vs 311 nIl, p<.Ol, n8). The
preincubation of cells with 110mM [Na+Je for 60
mm also enhanced submaximal AVP- and PMA-induced
cell contraction (10-8 M AVP, 14.6 vs 28.8%; 10-8
H PMA, 8.1 vs 21.3%, p<.Ol, n5) but did not alter
the contractile response to the maximal dose of
AVP and PMA (10-6 M). These results suggest that
hyponatremia within a clinical range enhances the
response of VSMC to a submaximal dose of AVP. This
phenomenon may involve grotein kinase C activation
by increasing basal [Cath]j. These findings
support a vascular role for the non-osmotic
release of AVP with hyponatremia occurring as a
pan passu event.
PREVALENCE OF ATHEROSCLEROTIC RENAL ARTERY
STENOSIS IN PATIENTS WITH GENERALIZED
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
Jeffrey W. Olin, Barbara Risius,* Jess R. Young,*
Robert A. Graor* and William F. Ruschhaupt.*
Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio.
Three hundred seventeen consecutive aortograms
were reviewed prospectively in order to determine
the prevalence of atherosclerotic renal artery
stenosis in patients (pts) with abdominal aortlc
aneurysm (AAA), aorto—occlusive disease (AOD),
lower extremity occlusive disease (LEOD), and
suspected RAS (S—RAS). The RAS in the first 3
categories was discovered as an incidental angio—
graphic finding with an absence of the usual
clues to suggest RAS.
AAA AOD LEOD S—RAS P Value
n=91 n20 n=137 n=69
Mean Age 69 61 66 59 <.001
Creatinine 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.9 <.001
Hypertension 57% 60% 61% 99% <.001
Diabetes 12% 15% 36% 19% <.001
>50% RAS
Diabetic 55% 33% 48% 77% .18
Non—Diabetic 40% 32% 36% 68%
All patients 42% 35% 40% 70% .001
High grade (75—100%) unilateral RAS occurred
in 19%, 15%, 22% and 62% and bilateral RAS in 9%,
15%, 7% and 42% of pts investigated for AAA, AOD,
LEOD and S—RAS. Significant RAS is common in pts
with AAA, AOD and LEOD. An approach to the
management of these pts with RAS discovered in-
cidentally requires further delineation. The
natural history of RAS needs to be determined and
the role of medical vs. surgical therapy further
defined.
THE TISSUE REN I N-AHGIOTENSI N SYSTEM(RAS) IN THE 2K1C GOLDBLATT RATS: GET.lE
EXPRESSION STUDIES. S. Rájaraman, A.S.
Popatia,* C. Benedict.* and K. Graves*.Univ. of Texas Med. Branch, Div. of Renal
Immunopatholoqy and Cardiology, Galveston,
TX.
We studied the alterations in the regulation
of the genes for anqiotensinoqen and renin, the
major components of the RAS, in the clipped
and non-clipped kidneys and the liver, in the
2K1C rat model of renovascular hypertension.
Total cellular RNA was extracted at 10 and 20
days after clippina and Northern and Dot Blot
analyses were performed, usinq homologous
renin and anqiotensinogen cDNA, as molecular
probes. We observed augmentation in thetranscription of both the renin and angio-
tensinoqen genes in the clipped kidneys, at 10days, followed by suppression of both at 20
days. In the non-clipped kidneys, both remain
markedly suppressed at 10 and 20 days. In the
liver, anqiotensinoaen expression is suppressed
at 10 days, but is markedly augmented at 20
days. We conclude that: (1) there is differen-
tial, tissue specific regulation of the components
of the RAS, in renovascular hypertension; (2)
the intrarenal modulation of the local RAS may
play an important role in the maintenance of
renal functions under adverse perfusion condi-
tions; and (3) the increased biosynthesis of
anqiotensinoaen by the liver at 20 days, when the
plasma renin activity returns to normal levels,
may be responsible for persistent hypertension.
ALTERED PROTEIN PROFILES OF THE AORTIC
SMOOTH MUSCLE OF SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE
RAT (SHR): Ramachandra M. Rao*, Eric W. Young,
David A. McCarron, Div of Nephrology &
Hypertension, Oregon Hlth. Sci. Univ. Portland,
OR.
To explore a possible molecular basis for the
cellular and subcellular defects in the vascular
function of the SHR, we analyzed profiles of the
expressed proteins in the aortic smooth muscle of
SHR and normotensive WRY rats.
Thoracic aorta were dissected from the SHR and
WRY (12 wk old) and smooth muscle was isolated
and homogenized in Sucrose-MOPS buffer. The mem-
brane proteins were extracted by adding SDS and
fl-mercaptoethanol. Twelve aliquots of four
separate preparations of each strain (SHR & WRY)
were subjected to SDS gel electrophoresis. The
individual protein peaks as well as known
quantities of standard protein were quantitated
by densitometric scanning. A comparison of the
protein peaks was done by ANOVA.
The vascular protein profile for SHR was sig-
nificantly different (p<O.Ol) from WRY. Indi-
vidual peak analysis revealed that a protein with
a mol Vt of 110 Rd was significantly (p<O.OO1)
decreased in SHR (28.2±1.8 pg/mg) compared to WRY
(72.9±7.4 pg/mg); a protein at 17 Rd was reduced
significantly (p<O.O1) in SHR (21.9±6.1 pg/mg)
compared with WRY (37.4±8.1 pg/mg).
These results suggest that the vascular smooth
muscle protein pattern is significantly altered
in SHR compared with WRY. The reduction of two
specific proteins in SHR might contribute to the
altered function of aortic smooth muscle.
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FTIOWCY OF REOVASCIJL }4PERTENS1QN(RVH)IN.
NORTH INDIA.Vjna Sakhuja, 4.Gupta, N.Malik,
S.R.Bhusnunath, K.S.Chugh, (intr.by P.G.Singhal)
Postgraduate Institute of Med.Ed.& Res.C'nandigarii,
India.
In the West,atherosclerotjc narrowing of
the renal arteries accounts for two-thirds
of all cases of RVH and the renainder are due
to fibrawscuiar dysplasia(FMD). We investigated
our patients(pts)with RVH to determine its
etiology in our country. Between 1982-1987,58
pts(24 maies,34 females 'whose age ranged frcn
13-60 yrs(uean 26)were confirmed to have RVH
after renal angiography. Diastolic pressure
was <104 ntHg in 8(13.7%',between 105-114 sin
Hg in 15(25.8%)and >115 nu, Hg in 3560.37).
Twenty four pts (41. 37) had malignant hypertension.
An abdcxninal bruit was present in 23(39.670)and
10 '16. 370)pts had renal insufficiency. Angiograph.1
confirmed that FMD was the ccnmnest cause
of RVH accounting for 30!51.77,)pts. Athercmatous
ostial narrowing was encountered in only 34.9%)pts and extrinsic canpression of the renal
artery in 1. Twenty four pts(39.37jhad Takayasu'5
arteritisc'TAL Renal artery stenosis was unilate
-ral in 29/30 with P1>40 and all 3 with athercrnabut only in 14/24 with TA. Eleven(45.8%)pts
with TA had type II disease and l3(54.lY,)had
type III disease,
In sunry, a ccxnparison of the etiology
of RVFI in our country with that of the West
reveals two striking differences viz.lalDis the ccrin)nest cause while autherana is rarely
encountered,2) TA is next in frequency only
to PHI) accounting for 39% of pta.
NEPHROPTOSIS (NP)—RELATED HYPERTENSION (H): FEATU-
RES OF A NEW MODEL OF RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION.
F. Scanferla*, 0. Bazzato*, A. Fracasso. Nephrolo—
gy Div. Umberto T Hospital, Venice—Mestre (Italy)
Pathogenetic mechanisms which correlate NP and
H were searched to demonstrate a causal relationsh
ip. 3 groups of women were studied: 14 hypertensi—
vee with nephroptosis (NP-i-H); 15 normotensives with.
nephroptosis (NP); 15 essential hypertenaives (EH).
Renal function and urinary excretion (U) were eva-
luated during 12 hrs in supine (SUP) and upright
(UPR) position simultaneously with BP monitoring.
PRA max also measured in SUP and UPR. Tc—99m—DTPA
renography sax performed comparing ptotic versus
controlateral kidney in SUP and UPR. The study was
repeated in NP+H after acute text and chronic the-
rapy with Captopril (c) SO mg. During basal condi-
tion NP+H showed some differences in UPR compared
to the others: reduced NaU/KU ratio (PCO.OO1 vs
NP, PC0.O05 vs EH); increased PRA (P<O.OO1 vs NP,
P<0.0O5 vs EH) and MAP (P<O.OO1 vs NP, PCO.U1 vs
EH). DTPA uptake of ptotic kidney was reduced in
UPR of NPtH (PC0.O01). After C, NP-i-H showed a nor-
malization of HP in 11 subjects, and more marked
difference of DTPA uptake between the two kidneys
in UPR versus SUP from —20% to —31% (P.(O.OO1). Th!
se findings were more evident in aubjecta (11) wi-
th ventral rotation of ptotic kidney in UPR. The
pathophysiological relationship between NP and H
can be explained as a "functional" renovascular
hypertension, emphasized by ACE inhibition.
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EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL OF HYPERTENSION IN THE
ELDERLY. Sandra Schuyler,* and Mahendr Kochar.
Eablocki VA Medical Center and Medical College of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wiw.
The objective of this retrospective study was
to evaluate the Hypertension Clinic's treatment
among its elderly population (n=747, age >65 yrs).
We selected the first 100 males fitting our cri-
teria: Group 1 (Cl) =65—74 years of age (n=50),
Group 2 (02) > 75 years of age (n=5O). Cl and 02
were further defined by type of hypertension (HTN)
(measured in mmEg): systolic HTN (SHTN) >1601(90;
diastolic HTN (DHTN) <1601>90; systolic/diastolic
HTN (S/DHTq) >1601>90; controlled HTN (CHTN) <160/
<90. Drug regimens, lab values, heart rates, and
weights were analyzed in conjunction with sitting
and/or standing blood pressures for a period of 5
years. The mean age of the total population was
74 (SD 6.5) and a mean blood pressure of 176/103
mmllg (SD 22/11 mmHg) at entry. During the 5—year
follow—up 72 patients had CHTN, 10 had SHTN, 10
had DHTN, and 8 had S/DHTN 60% of the time. The
order of the amount of most frequently used medi-
cations was: diuretics 99%, potassium—sparing
diuretics 56%, heta blockers 50%, sympathetic inhi-
bitors 33%. The 3 most used non—HTN medications
included antigout 18%, antiarthritics 14%, and
digoxin 13%. The levels of fasting blood sugar,
total cholesterol, and potassium did not change
significantly during follow—up. We concluded that
in the elderly the hypertension was controlled
satisfactorily using the usual antihypertensive
medications without any deleterious effects on the
biochemical parameters.
RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN (rHuEPO)
INCREASES MAP, TPRI AND SYSTOLIC AND
DIASTOLIC DYSFUNCTION WITH INCREASED
IMPEDANCE TO LV EJECTION DUE TO INCREASED
HCT AND RBC MASS IN PTS WITH CRF.
Allan B. Schwartz, Gary S. MintE,* Kwan
E. Kim, John E. Prior,* S. Benham Kahn*.
Hahnemann University, Department of
Medicine, Philadelphia, PA
A double blind placebo study was
conducted with rHuEPO admin 3x/week to 7
pts with anemia of CRF, avg Hct 29%
(28—31), avg GFR 14.4 ml/min (8—28).
Hct 4 to 40% at 43 days; retics $ from
1.4 to 7.4%. Bone marrow cellularity $
from hypo to hypercellular; ME ratio 4from 3.1:1 to 1.2:1. Blood volume f from
3476 to 4592 ml (p<.002). MAP 4 from 106
to 117 mm Hg (P<'°gS)z TPRI$ from 3223 to
3607 dynes'seccnC /Ma (p<.02).
Radionuclide angio and 2D, M-mode,
Doppler echocardiogram were performed by
blinded investigators at time of target
Hct 38% (8—12 weeks). LVEF t from 52 to
47% (p=.078); LV end systolic dimensiom
$ from 3.3 to 3.6 cm (p<.005) while LV
end diastolic dimension showed no change;
LA dimension 4 from 4.0 to 4.5 cm
(p=.073). Mitral valve flow velocity ALE
ratio from 0.91 to 1.25 (p.063).
Ascend aortic peak velocity 4 from 1.33
to 1.20 (p=.ll).
Conclusions: rHuEPO administered to
anemic pts with CRF 4 Hct, 4 RBC mass
correlated with MAP, 4 TPRI, * LVEF and
echo Doppler evidence of LV systolic and
diastolic dysfunction.
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EFFECT OF ALTERATIONS OF INTRACELLULAR pH
(pHi) ON INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM (Cat) IN
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC). L&
Siskind* & J.H. Schwartz, Boston City Hosp., Boston, MA.
Ca and pHj are important regulators of a variety of
intracellular processes. Ca1 is a regulator of muscle
contraction but the role of pHi is unclear. The
purpose of this study was to determine the effect of
alterations of pH on Ca1. A7r5 VSMC's were grown to
confluence on glass cover slips. Cai was determined
with the fluorescent probe fura-2, and pH with BCECF.
Alkalinization of the VSMC's induced by exposure to 20
mM NH4CI (A pH 0.41 0.07) resulted in a 57±.l2nM(n=5) rise in Ca in the presence of extracellular Ca
(Ca0) and a 26 4 nM (n=5) rise in Cai in the absence
of Ca0. Similar changes in Cai were observed when
cells were alkalinized by exposure to nigericin in a
KCI buffer (pH 7.7). The rise in Ca was transient and
the return towards basal Ca was not measurably
affected by the presence of vanadate (10tM) or
removal of extracellular Na+. Neither 10OtM
verapamil or 100tM TMB-8 altered the alkaline induced
changes. After cellular Ca2+ stores were partially
depleted by exposure to AVP in a Ca2+ free solution,
subsequent cell alkalinization induced no change in
Cai. When cells were acidified by the removal of NH4C1
(A pH 0.8), no change in Cai was observed. These
results demonstrate that alkalinization of VSMC's leads
to a rise in cytosolic Ca2+ via release of intracellular
Ca2+ stores. The intracellular Ca2+ storage sites appear
to be the same as those sites sensitive to AVP. Thus,
pH may regulate Ca1, and thereby play a role in the
regulation of vascular smooth muscle tone.
CONTROL OF HYPERTENSION AMONG DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Grigory Sorokin,* Arti Sheth,* and Mahendr Kochar.
Zablocki VA Medical Center and Medical College of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis.
It is estimated that more than 2.5 million
Americans have both hypertension and diabetes.
The Hypertension Clinic at the Zablocki VA Medical
Center follows approximately 300 patients who have
both these disorders. We conducted a retrospective
study of 100 patients (75% white and 25% black)
who were followed up for a 3—year period to see
how well diabetes and hypertension had been con-
trolled. Mean age in these patients was 64 years
(SD In 82% of these patients, hypertension
was controlled as defined by a sitting diastolic
blood pressure < 90 inmflg. In 67% of the patients,
diabetes was controlled as defined by a fasting
blood sugar < 160 ml/dl. The antihypertensive
medications used were: diuretics 92%, potassium—
sparing diuretics 48%, beta blockers 68%, and
others 20%. For controlling diabetes, insulin was
used in 17% and oral hypoglycemics in 44% of the
patients. The serum creatinine, potassium, tri-
glycerides, and total cholesterol remained un-
changed throughout the study. We conclude that
it is possible to attain a satisfactory control
of both hypertension and diabetes in a VA hyper-
tension clinic.
CAPTOPRIL TEST VERSUS CAPTOPRIL—STIMULATED PLASMA
RENIN AS SCREENING TESTS FOR RENOVASCULAR
HYPERTENSION. Laura P. Svetkeyl* and
Paul H. Klotman. Duke University Medical Center
and the Durham VA Medical Center, Durham, North
Carolina.
The "Captopril Test" (CT) first described by
Muller et al (AJM 1986) has been proposed as a
screening test for renovascular hypertension
(RVH). We prospectively evaluated the CT and
compared it to a single measurement of captopril—
stimulated plasma renin activity (CS—PitA) in
hypertensive patients being evaluated for RVH.
In 80 subjects, CS—PRA was measured by RIA 60
minutes after ingesting 25 mg of captopril,
dissolved in water. In 27 of these subjects, the
CT test was also performed (i.e. pre— and post—
captopril renin measurements were made). CS—PRA
was elevated if the value was greater than 4
mg/mi/hr. CT was considered positive if it met
all three criteria described by Muller et al.
All 80 subjects then underwent conventional renal
arteriography. All significant renal artery
stemoses were treated with percutaneous trans—
luminal angiopiasty (PTA). RVH was defined as a
reduction in blood pressure 2—4 weeks after PTA.
Of 12 patients with RVH, 9 had an elevated CS—PRA
(sensitivity 75%). Forty—four of 68 without RVH
had a normal or low CS-PItA (specificity 65%). Of
the 27 patients who also had the CT, the test was
positive in 1 of 2 with RVII (sensitivity 50%),
ancf was negative in 19 of 25 without RVH (speci-
ficity 76%). These data suggest that CS—PRA may
be more sensitive, though less specific, than CT
as a screening test for RVB.
EXOCYTOTIC CATECHOLAMINE AND CHROMOGRANIN A (CgA)
CORELEASE DURING SELECTIVE STIMULATION OF THE SYM-
PATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (SNS) IN MAN. M.A.
Takiyyuddin,* P. Sullivan,* J. Cerveflka*, and D.T.
O'Connor. Dept. of Med, Univ. of California and
VA Medical Center, San Diego, CA.
CgA is the major soluble protein that is co-
stored and released with catecholamines by exo-
cytosis from vesicles in the adrenal medulla and
sympathetic nerves. We have found that selective
adrenomedullary stimulation in man releases CgA
into plasma. Since there is 5000 fold more CgA in
the adrenal medulla than in sympathetic nerve end-
ings, we hypothesized that selective activation of
the SNS would result only in comparatively modest
changes in plasma C9A. To test this, we measured
plasma CgA and catecholamine responses to standing
and to dynamic bicycle exercise (DBE), stimuli
known to selectively stimulate the SNS. 19 male
subjects were studied, 6 before and after 30 min-
utes of standing and 13 before, during and after
DBE (50—200 watts) for 10—12 minutes. Following
standing, plasma CgA did not change despite a 1.58
fold rise in plasma NE (p<O.05) and 0.54 fold rise
in plasma £ (p<O.O5). During DBE the relative in-
creases in plasma CgA and norepinephrine were 21%
(p<O.05) and 82% (p<O.O5) respectively, without a
significant change in plasma E. Heart rate rose
significantly jn response to standing and DBE,
reaching a maximum of 79±2 and 158±5 respectively.
We conclude: 1) Catecholamine release is exo-
cytotic during selective activation of the SNS in
man. 2) Selective stimulation of the SNS results
in comparatively modest changes in plasma CgA com-
pared to changes attained during adrenomedullary
activation. 3) Only rather intense SNS activation
results in measurable changes in plasma CgA.
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REUE1IQI CF AR1RIAL PRESSURE AFIER REMWfl IIIE (UP RESIt1FS
RENAL RCrlQAL RESERVE fli (XUBATf HYPERThIVE RA'IS WIIH
RENAL AaATIcN ((1ff). E. Tapi N. Bolu1ifld L. Rarerdt D.
hiatdand J. Herrera-kost-8.. Dept. of Nephrology, Instituto
Nacicmal de Cardiologla "Ignaio ChAvez", Mxico City.
Glycine infusft*i (CI) induces preglcnerular vasxlilaticn,
rising glanarular p1ase f 1CM ani filtration. This resxnss is
used to evaluate rl functional reserve (RFR). Glaterular
dainge in (1ff is aiciatai with increased glczserular pressure,
hyrfiltration and loss of RER.
To asses if the nschaniss responsible of the loss of RER is
secondary to functional or structural factors, staled 6
nomlil rats (N) anl 11 with systanic hypertensice induced by
clipping rieJt renal artery and pertial rena]. ablation (3/4) ofleft kidney ((1ff). After 40 days, 5 rats were nede nornvtensive
by reauving the clip (l1ff). Nonail rats, (1ff rats 45 days
after surgery, and R1{F rats 7 days after clip reaDval
underasit micropuncture stales during control (C) and l
lycine ixthsion (CI). Mean arterial pressure (MW), single
nephron glcnserular filtration rate (SFR), single neitirai
plaea 11cM (ENPF), transcapiUary hydrostatic pres-e
gralient (tP), afferent (AR) and efferont (ER) res tSr
were nasured. Results are expressed as nsun S.E.
(koup MAP SWIR SNPF L/P AR ER
imklg nl/min al/sin im*Jg dyn.s.an—5
N-C 1&i± 5.8 29±2.0 95± 7.1 31±1.3 3.11±.58 1.85±.24
N-1 1C& 4.7 51±3.9* 157±13.0* 35±1.6 1.81±42* 1.16i.25
(111-C 110.5' 4&5.2 242±26.35 40±2.5 2.22±.37 0.91±.21
(1ff-CU 1(0±11.1 4&F4.5 249±29.7 40±2.7 2.79±.69 1.24±.39
lUff-C 11& 5.2 24±3.4 81±14.5 3f&.2.8 3.63±49 2.99±,79
FUll—Cl 124± 5.3 44th.2* 144±26,5* 40±2.1 1.96±,22* 2.C0±.42*
5pO.05 (U vs C. 5pO.O5 vs N-C.
The response to CI ns restored after reducing arterial
pressure suggesting that less of RFR is ieadiat& by functional
rat1r than structural factors, presibly related to sustained
cstriction of preglaearu]ar induced by systenic hypertension
or isiressed leveis of circulating anglotsusin U.
BLUNTED VASCULAR REACTIVITY DURING CYCLOSPORINE
(CSA) ADMINISTRATION IN CONSCIOUS RATS.
Stephen C. Textor, Thomas Telles,* Leslie
Smith_Powell,* City of Hope Med. Ctr, Duarte, CA.
Vasoconstriction and hypertension have been
prominent during CSA Rx. To determine whether
CSA alters sensitivity to vasoactive agents, we
measured arterial pressure (MAP) in Sprague-
Dawley rats and dose-response pressor curves to
norepinephrine (NE), angiotensin II (All) and
bradykinin (BK) acutely (2 hrs) and after 7
days of GSA (10 and 20 mg/kg/d i.p. via osmotic
pump). Pressor responses were compared to
vehicle treated, pair-fed controls. Dose
response curves were unchanged after 2 hrs of
CSA infusion. After 7 days of CSA, however,
basal MAP and pressure changes were as follows:
CSA CSA
Vehicle 10mg/kg 20mg/kg
MAP (m Hg) 104+3 99+7 105+1
NE (500 ng) 37+2 2+3 ** 11+2 **All (250 ng) 41Th 153 ** 22T7 **
BK (5 ug) —l12 —186 —2l5
(Mean ÷ SEM, **p < .01 vs Vehicle)
Maximal pressor responses in CSA rats at 10-fold
higher doses were similar to controls. Pretreat-
ment with verapamil did not prevent the attenu-
ation of systemic vascular reactivity to CSA.
These data demonstrate acquired reduction of
vascular reactivity to norepinephrlne and anglo—
tensin II, but not to the vasodilator bradykinin
during CSA. We interpret these results to suggest
that vasoconstriction reflects direct vascular
effects of CSA and is not mediated by enhanced
vascular sensitivity to vasopressor substances
in the conscious animal.
HOW DOES MaCi REGISTER IN NaC1 HYPERTENSION?
L Tobian, JY Lee, MA Johnson, S lianion & S Hanier.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mn 55455
Using 8 gm of NaCl per 100 gm of soluble nutri-
ents, we fed only a hypertonic drink (1.4% NaC1)
or a hypotonic drink (.45% NaC1) to Dahi S rats.
After 12 weeks, 11 S rats on hypertonic averaged
195 mHg vs 195 In 12 S rats on hypotonic. Thus,
the high NaC1 signal seems not related to a higher
NaC1 concentration in body fluids, thereby suggest-
ing volume signals. Most volume controls are
around the third brain ventricle ("3V"). High
dietary NaCl might swell the tissues surrounding
"3V" which is slit-like. Such swelling would par-
tially close the upper part of the slit & cause
ependymal cells on opposite walls to touch, lead-
ing to hypertension in susceptibles. To test this,
we stereotaxically blocked the aqueduct with inert
silicone to produce hydrocephalus of "3V" in Dahi S
rats & thus prevent ependymai cells from touching.
After blocking or sham-blocking the aqueduct, a 6%
MaCi diet was started. Intraarterial BP was taken
after 6 weeks. Both 26 sham S rats & 20 blocked S
rats, all on .23% low NaCl, had BPs averaging 130
mHg. 34 sham S rats on 6% NaCl averaged 177 nvnHg,
whereas 17 blocked S rats on 6% NaC1 averaged 149.
Thus with 6% NaCl, BP rose 47 nlnHg in sham S rats &
only 19 nIuHg in blocked S rats, a 60% reduction,
p<.OO1. After 12 weeks on 6% NaCl, 61% of the sham
S rats had died, vs 6% mortality in the blocked S
rats, a 90% reduction in mortality (p<.001). Thus,
preventing "3V" ependymal contact during 6% NaCl
feeding in S rats abolished 60% of the BP rise and
reduced mortality by 90%. 25 other Dahl S rats on
6% MaCi for 6 weeks underwent thermal lesions of
periaqueductal fibers. Their BP was 10 mmHg higher
than 13 S rats with sham lesions. Thus the aque-ductal block lowered BP not through local injury.
CAPTUr<IL Ii i'/iIftNTS WITH TYPE II DIABETES AND RE-
NAL INSUFFICENCY. Enrico Valvo, Veleria Bedogna,
Patrizia Cesegrende, Leopoldo Antiga, Messimo Zem—
boni, Fares Bonnartini, len&erto Oldrizz,, Carlo Ru
giu, Ciuseppe Maschio. Div. of Nephr'ology, Univ.
of Verona, VERONA, Italy.
Arterial and glomerular hypertension play an im-
portant role in both the development and progres-
sion of diabetic nephropethy. The ACEI could be con
sidered "spec if ic" antihypertensive drugs, since
they reduce systemic and glomeru tar hypertension.
The effects of long—term treatment with captop—
ru on systemic and renal hemodynemics and protei—
nuria were studied in 12 pts, aged 52 yr (40—66),
with type Il ON and the clinical syndrome of diabe-
tic nephropethy. After 6 mo. the intrarterial BP
fell(162/103+17/5 to 139/89+26/10 nm Hg) due to the
reduction in TPR and no change in CO. Conversely,
No change was seen in RVR and in FF. A slight,not
significant, decrease in RPF(243+97 to 217+108 ml/
mm), in GFR(57+17 to 51+19 mI/mm) and in protei—
nurie(4.50+3,1O to 3.40+2.31 g/day) was also obser-
ved.
Our findings suggest that captopril is an effecti-
ve agent in patients with diabetic nephropethy, bu
the renal beneficial effects seem to be limited
when this syndrome is complicated by renal insuf-
ficiency.
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DIETARY SODIUM RESTRICTION ELEVATES MEAN ARTERIAL
PRESSURE IN TEE CONSCIOUS, UNRESTRAINED RAT
Richard C. Van, S.H. Valencia*, B.C. Hans8*, and
K.F. Gordon*. Dept. of Physiology, Tulane
University School of Medicine, New Orleans,
Louisiana,
Systolic blood pressure measured, indirectly via
the tail—cuff technique, has been reported to be
elevated in the rat during dietary sodium
restriction. In this study chronic femoral
arterial catheters were utilized to examine the
effects of dietary sodium restriction on blood
pressure in the one—kidney conscious rat. The
normal sodium diet (NS) contained O.136+.OO1
mEqNa+/gram compared to the low sodium (LS) diet
of .OO3±.OO1 nlEqNa+/gram and were identical in
every other constituent (TEKLAD). Comparison of
mean arterial pressure is shown over time for NS
and LS rats. *p<.O5 LS vs NS; X+SE; ( ) — n
per group
Pre Days after Nephrectomy
GROUP Neph 3 7 10 14
LS 116±2 118+4 129+4* 125+3* 133÷1*
(9) (9) (5) (3) (3)
NS 112±3 112±4 104+5 107+2 107+1
(8) (8) (6) (5) (4)
Sodium restriction significantly elevated mean
arterial pressure in the one—kidney rat. This
data confirms, using direct measurements of blood
pressure in consicous unrestrained one—kidney
rats, previous observations of a significant and
sustained elevation in blood pressure during
dietary sodium restriction.
Na,K—ATPase, Na BALANCE, AND BLOOD PRESSURE IN
RATS FED NaCI AND Na CITRATE. 0 Wagener* and AP
Quintanilla, Dept. of Medicine, VA Lakeside Med.
Center, and Northwestern Univ. Med. School,
Chicago, IL.
Recent reports indicate that Na induces a
higher BP when administered as NaC1 than as an
organic salt. The different effect on BP may be
related to a difference in Na retention and volume
expansion. Since Na,K—ATPase (ATPase) is found
inhibited in volume—expanded hypertension, we
investigated the relationship between EP, Na
retention and ATPase activity in rats treated with
NaCl and Na citrate. Ten uninephrectomized rats
were randomly paired to receive a mixture (80%!
20%) of NaCI/KCI, or equimolar amounts of Na and K
citrate in the drinking water. Mean Na intake was
6.72 and 6.2 mmol per day in the chloride and
citrate groups, respectively (pNS). Mean Cl
intake was 7.85 and 0.08 mmol/day (p<O.OOI) and
mean K intake 1.32 and 1.23 tnmol (p=NS). After 8
weeks the rats were killed and ATPase measured in
the red cells and kidney cortex. BP rose in both
groups, more in the NaC1 than in the Na citrate
group, but the difference was not significant. At
the end of the 8th week there was a mean cumula-
tive Na balance of 68.7 and 112.7 mmol in the
chloride and citrate groups, respectively
(pO.OO2), and a negative K balance of —105 snd
—64 mmol (p0.OOI). ATPase activity in the RBC's
was 262 (chloride) and 179 (citrate) nmol/mg!h
(pO.OO3), and 23.7 and 16.8 umol/mg/h in the
kidney (pO.O95). We conclude that the citrate
rats retained more Na than the chloride rats.
There is a dissociation between Na retention and
blood pressure in this model. ATPase correlates
with Na retention but not with BP.
ENDOGENOUS INHIBITOR OF Na—K—ATPase INCREASES
INTRACELLULAR FREE CALCIUM ((Ca23i) IN HUMAN
PLATELETS (P) AND RAT VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS
(VSMC). C.Wanning,* ,Never—Lehnert, H.J.Kramer,
Med. Polikilnik, Univ. of Bonn, West Germany.
An endogenous ouabain—llke inhibitor (OLI) of
sodium transport has been suggested to play a role
In certain forms of hypertension by modulating
vascular resistance. In the present study, 24 h
urine was collected from salt—loaded healthy
subjects and amounts of urine corresponding to 1 h
urine collection were pooled and subjected to
chromatographic separation after lyophylization.
The post—salt fraction (F IV) eluted from Sephadex
G—25 containing OLI was re—chromatographed on
Sephadex G—1O. For in vitro inhibition of Na—K—
ATPase an enzyme preparation of hog cerebral cor-
tex (Sigma) was used. The strongest Na—K—ATPase
inhibition was observed in the late fraction (F
IV/7) which showed a dose—related enzyme inhi-
bition from 10 % (0.13 mg/ml) to 58 S (0.52
mg/mi). When this fraction was subjected to re-
verse—phase HPLC, OLI again was eluted In a late
fraction (F IV/7g). Effects of OLI on (Ca2]i were
examined in P and cultured rat aortlc VSMC using
fura 2. OLI rapidly increased [Ca21i In P (70±8
vs 186±19 nM, p<.OO1) and in VSMC (82±9 vs 253±23
nM, p<.Ol). 45 mm preincubation with OLI In-
creased basal (Ca2]i in P (70±8 vs 229±12 n14,
pcOOl). For comparison, 45 mm preincubation with
ouabain (105M) increased basal (Ca29s to 379±7
n14 (p<.0O1) In P; a similar effect was observed in
VSMC. OLI Increased vasopressin (1OM)—stlmulated
peak levels of [Ca2]i in VSMC from 310±8 to 377±
10 nM (pcO5). These results suggest that CLI may
affect vascular resistance by modulating [Ca2]i,
a major determinant of smooth muscle contraction.
INTERACTION BETWEEN LOOP DIURETIC AND CALCIUM
ANTAGONIST. C.S,Wilcox, N.R. Loon, M. Limacher* and B.
Ameer.* Divisions of Nephrology. Cardiology and Pharmacy
Practice, University of Florida. Gainesville, FL
Calcium antagonists (CA) and diuretics are often used
together to treat hypertension. However, it is unclear if
CA modify the short-term hemodynamic and salt-losing
responses to diuretics. Therefore, Doppler echocardio-
graphic, metabolic balance and pharmacokinetic studies
were undertaken on 9 patients with mild essential hyper-
tension during 2 weeks of regulated daily Na intake of
120 mmol. Placebo (P) and nitrendipine (N: 20mg bid) were
given for one week each (order randomized); bumetanide (B:
1 mg IV) was given for the last 3 days of each week.
Although mean BP did not change with B during P (-0.3
2.9 mmHg; ns) nor during N (-3.3 4.7 mmHg; ns), N did
change the hemodynamic responses to B. Thus, during P, B
decreased cardiac output (GO: -24 7%: p < 0.01) and
increased total peripheral resistance (TPR: +40 15%; p <
0,05), In contrast, during N, CO increased (+28 9%; p <
0.02) and TPR decreased (-17 7%; p < 0.05). N alone
caused a negative Na balance of -34 15 mmol on the
first day of N admnistration (p < 0.05). However, N did
not modify the cumulative excretion of B (P, 263 38 jig;
N, 217 21 ijg). nor the increase in fractional Na
excretion with B (P. +7.0 0.8%; N, +6.3 0.8%), nor the
relationship between Na and B excretion (diuretic respon-
siveness). Therefore, cumulative negative Na balance was
significantly (p < 0.05) potentiated during the week with
N + B (-108 24 mmol) compared to P + B (-47 17 mmol),
Conclusions: 1. N reverses the short-term adverse
effects of B on systemic hemodynamics. 2. N does not
modify B pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics, 3, N and
B have independent and additive salt-depleting actions in
hypertension.
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ACUTE HYPERTENSION DURING REDUCED UTEROPLACENTAL
PERFUSION PRESSURE (UPP) IS INDEPENDENT OF THE
RENIN-ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM (RAS). Lori L. Woods.
Division of Nephrology and Hypertension, Oregon
Health Sciences University, Portland, Oregon,
Uteroplacental ischexsia is known to cause hy-
pertension in various species, but the mechanisms
are unknown. The purpose of this study wss to
test the hypothesis that the RAS mediates the
increased systemic arterial pressure (SAP) that
occurs during reduced UPP, possibly due to release
of renin or angiotensin from the ischemic grsvid
uterus. Five trained, chronically instrumented
pregnant dogs (gestational age 492d, term—60d)
maintained on a normal Na+ intake (—80 mEq/d) were
studied at rest. UPP was reduced to 60 mmHg using
an inflatable aortic occluder positioned distal to
the renal arteries but proximal to the uterine ar-
teries, and precisely servo-controlled at this
level for one hr. SAP increased by 13±2 mmHg,
from 89±7 to a plateau of 102±7 mmHg (p<.OO1)
after 30 mm, and gradually returned to control
after the occluder was released. On a sepsrste
day in the same animals, the RAS was fixed by in-
fusing the converting enzyme inhibitor Captopril
(14 pg/kg/mm, i.v.) and sufficient angiotensin II
to restore arterial pressure to normal (2-5 ng/kg/
mm, i.v.). Converting enzyme inhibition was ver-
ified by the absence of a pressor response to a
bolus injection of angiotensin I (—250 ng). Re-
duction of UPP to 60 mmHg caused SAP to increase
by 11±4 mmflg after 30 mm when the RAS was fixed,
a response which was not different from that in
the control experiments. These data suggest that
the increase in systemic arterial pressure during
reduced uteroplscental perfusion pressure is inde-
pendent of the renin-angiotensin system.
l,25(OH)2 VITAMIN D IN THE YOUNG SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR). Eric Young, Joan Torok*,
Ann Marie Dolney*, David McCarron. Div. of
Nephrology & Hypertension. Oregon Health
Sciences University, Portland, Oregon.
We and others have reported that serum
l,25(OH)2D3 levels are decreased in the SHE com-
pared to the normotensive WRY in animals that are
approximately 12 wIts of age or older, However,
others have reported that serum l,25(OH)2D3 is
elevated in young SHE before the development of
fixed hypertension. Therefore, we evaluated the
vitamin D status of six wk old SHE and WRY rats
maintain on a .1% calcium diet. Tail cuff blood
pressure was lO4.6l3.9 mmHg (mean SD) in the
SHE and 96.5±15.5 in the WRY. There was no sig-
nificant difference between SHE and WRY in serum
total calcium (9.9±.3 vs 1O.O±.3 mg/dl), serum
ionized Ca (.90±.03 vs .91±.04 mM), and serum
phosphorus (9.9±.6 vs 9.9±.6 mg/dl). However,
serum l,25(OH)2D3 was significantly increased in
the SHR compared to the WRY (387±58 vs 338±47
pg/ml. p'c.02). Although the serum l,25(OH)2D3
concentration was elevated in the SHE, measure-
ments of in vitro l,25(OH)2D3 synthesis by
freshly isolated proximal tubules showed mildly
decreased production in the SHE (p<.Ol by ANOVA
for incubation time and substrate concentration
effect). Basal cyclic AMP production by proximal
tubules tended to be decreased in the SHE
(5.9±2.0 vs 8.3l.6,p<.lO), but incubation with
PTH resulted in comparable stimulation of prox-
imal tubular cyclic AMP in both strains
(53.7±28.5 vs 54.4±22.0, NS). Thus, in accord
with other reports, serum l,25(OH)2D3 is elevated
in young SHE relative to WRY at the time they are
developing hypertension.
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RENAL CLEARANCE OF ENALAPRILAT. M Zahid*, 5K
Mujais, A Quintanilla, K Koch*, W Shaw*, and
T Gibson. Northwestern U and VA Lakeside,
Chicago IL and Merck Sharp & Dohme Research
Laboratories, West Point, PA.
Enalaprilat (Enal), active form of enalapril,
is a converting enzyme inhibitor with
widespread therapeutic use in hypertension
and congestive heart failure. We Investigated
the renal clearance of Enal in 12 normal
males. Simultaneous inulin, creatinine, and
unbound Enal clearances were measured by
standard techniques. Enal was given as a 1.5
mg bolus followed by a 0.475 gg/kg/min
infusion. Levels of free Enal achieved during
the infusion varied between 85 and 143 ng/ml
but were stable for each subject. Renal
clearances were: Inulin ll9jl8 mL/min,
creatlnine 127 £15 mL/mln (creat/inulin
=1.07), and unbound Enal 222j49 mL/min
(Enal/creat = 1.72; Enal/inulin =1.85). These
results suggest that renal clearance of Enal
occurs via a dual mechanism with significant
tubular secretion and glomerular filtration.
Altered clearance of the drug may occur when
used in conjunction with other drugs that
share or alter organic acid secretory pathway.
NYPONOSPNATEMIA IN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION.Q2icali, F.Mallamaci, F.Cuzzola, S.Parlongo,
M.Postorino, Q.Maqqiore (introduced by
G.Orlandini), CNFI Centro Fisiologia Clinica,Reggio
Cal ITALY.
Nypophosphatemia has been reported in patients
with essential hypertension (EN), but the
Interpretation of this finding remains
controversial. To study the relationship between
hypophosphatemia and hypertension we have measured
serum Cs) and urinary Cu) levels of Phosphate
(P), Ca,Mg, plasma lonised Ce (pCa++), serum PIN
(mid—region assay), in 45 treatment—free pts with
mild to moderate EH and in 27 healthy subjects
(NB). Serum P was lower (P<.Ol) in EN (2.96±SE.O9
mg/dl) than in N5 (3.51t.12 mg/dl) and 13 EN
displayed frank hypophosphatemia (sP 12.5 mg/dl).
This alteration was associated with a reduced
ImP/GFR (2.7.l vs 3.3j.1, PCOl). Both sP and
ImP/BFR were inversely related to systolic and
diastolic pressure (PCOX), Calcium excretion was
higher (P<.Ol) in EN but pCa++, PIN and s l u Mg
did not differ in the two groups. Body weight was
higher (P<.O5) in hypophosphatemic EN (80±3 Kg)
than in normophosphatemic EN (73t2 Kg). Nowever,
PIN and s & u levels of Ca and Mg in
hypophosphatemic EN were identical to those in
normophosphatemic EN.
Nypophosphatemia in EN results from impaired
renal reabsorption of the anion but does not
represent a mere consequence of parathyroid
activation secondary to hypercalciuria. The
relationship between sP and SF' suggests that the
development of hypophosphatemia is linked closely
to the hypertensive process. Factors related to
body weight excess play a role in reducing serum
phosphate in EN.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL GLOMERULAR EPITEELIAL
CELL (GEC) GLYCOPROTEIN, GEC—GP14O, AND ITS
PARTICIPATION IN ANTIBODY (Ab)-MEDIATED GEC
INOURY. Christine K. Abrass, VA Medical Center,
Seattle, WA.
A glomerular antigen (gec—gpl4O) identified in
glomerular e)uates from rats with active Heymann
nephritis (J. lunnunol. 137:530, 1986) was isolated
from normal rat glomeruli. gec—gpl4O is a 140 kD
heterodimeric, basic (p1 9.2) glycoprotein (gp)
composed of 2 chains of 85 and 50 kD. Rabbit (Rab)
anti—gec—gpl4O binds to cultured GEC and only to
the surface of GEC by immunoEM. Biochemical
characteristics and cellular distribution of
gec—gpl4O distinguish it from gp330, podocalyxin
and other GEC proteins. To study gec—gpl4O's role
in the maintenance of glomerular capillary wall
integrity, Rb to gec—gpl4o was passively
transferred to naive rats (n—8). The pattern of Rb
deposition and cellular injury were studied for 49
days by IF, EM and immunoEM. Subepithelial
electron dense deposits develop at 6 hrs when Rb
binds to gec—gpl40 on the base of podocytes. These
subepithelial deposits do not persist beyond 7
days. Rab Rb is on the entire surface of GEC at 6
hrs. Rab TgG persists on the GEC surface
throughout the study, but becomes more segmental
over time. Rb binding is initially associated with
segmental effacement of podocytes (6hr—16d);
however, more extensive effacement is apparent
after day 21, when C3 deposition occurs and
proteinuria (>40 mg/d) develops. As rat anti—Rab
IgG binds in situ, large aggregates of immune
deposits are formed on the GEC surface with
rearrangement of cytoskeletal elements underneath.
Rats (n-8) given normal Rab IgG develop no
abnormalities. gec—gpl4O is a novel gp expressed
on the surface of GEC that can participate in a
unique form of Rb—mediated GEC injury.
EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR (EGF) REVERSES HEPARIN (H)
INHIBITION OF RAT GLOMERULAR VISCERAL EPITHELIAL
CELL (GEC) GROWTH AND STIMULATES PROLIFERATION.
S. Adler, New York Medical College, Valhalla, NY
Proliferation of GEC is a feature of several
types of glomerular disease but the factors regula-
ting GEC growth are unclear. We have previously
shown that H, heparan sulfate and other sulfated
polysaccharides inhibit GEC growth (Am J Physiol,
1988,In press). The ability of known growth factors
to reverse this inhibition and to regulate GEC pro-
liferation was explored using a cloned line of rat
GEC. EGF partially reversed the inhibitory effect
of H (100 ug/ml) in a dose dependent, saturable
manner (96.6±3.6% inhibition by H; 50.7±5.4% with
EGF —1 ng/ml). Complete reversal of H inhibition
could not be achieved even at low doses of H (lug!
ml). EGF also directly stimulated proliferation of
GEC growing in minimal media (2.0±0.3—fold increase
in cell number at 1 ng/ml). Insulin—like growth
factors 1&2 (IGF—1&2) and platelet derived growth
factor (PDGF) alone or in combination with EGF did
not reverse H inhibition or directly stimulate GEC
growth suggesting a specific effect of EGF. belay
in addition of EGF for 2 hours following H resulted
in a moderate decrease in the amount of reversal
but no significant reversal occurred with a 24
hour delay. Treatment with H for 2 hours did not
alter the amount of 125I—EGF binding to the cells.
These studies suggest that sulfated glycosamino-
glycans inhibit GEC growth through both EGF—depen—
dent and EGF—independent pathways. They also demon—
strate that EGF stimulates proliferation of GEC,
an effect which may be important in the pathogene—
sis of glomerulonephritis.
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CELLULAR ORIGIN OF ENHANCED LEUKOTRIENE B4 (LTB)
SYNTHESIS DURING ACUTE RAT NEPHROTOXIC SERUM (NtS)
NEPHRITIS. C. Albrlghtson_Wlnslow*, D.E. Griswold*
and K.F. Badr, Smith Kline & French Labs, King of
Prussia, PA & Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
Glomerular LTB4 synthesis Is enhanced 2 h after
t1TS administration in the rat. Its chemotactic
and leukocyte (PMN)—activating properties markedly
amplify early functional derangements in this
model of glomerular Injury. Cellular sources of
LTB4 biosynthesis, however, are undefined. Two h
post—administration of NTS (n=5) or control rabbit
serum (RS, n=5) to Munich—Wistar rats, kidneys
were removed, ex vivo perfused, and effluent meas-
ured by RIA for LTB4, PGE2 and TxB2 pre and post
f—Met—Leu—Phe (fMLP, 1 l'g) stimulation. Basal
eicosanold levels were not different between kid-
neys from NTS and RS-treated rats. fMLP increased
mean LTB4 generation in NTS kidneys from 120+22 to
310+50 pg/5 mm (p.01), but was without effect on
LTB4 release from RS kidneys: 130+20 to 160±40
pg/5 mm. No stimulation of PGE2 or TxB2 release
was noted in either group. To assess the contri-
bution of infiltrating PMNs to LTB4 release, we
measured myeloperoxidase activity (MPOA), a marker
of tissue PMN content. MPOA from IITS kidneys was
120±11 vs. 27+19 U/mg in RS-treated controls
(p<.005). Regression analysis revealed a highly
significant correlation between fMLP-stimulated
increase in LTB4 synthesis and renal tissue MPOA,
R=.79, p=.007. These experiments: 1) suggest
strongly that infiltrating PMNs are a principal
source of leukotriene release during early
experimental glomerulonephrltls; and 2) provide
evidence for the preferential activation of PMN
5-lipoxygenase (vs. cyclooxygenase) pathway
during this phase of injury.
SCLEROSING GLOMERULOPATHY IN RHESUS
MONKEYS WIJ'H SIMIAN AIDS, Iarles E. AlDers and
Gary B. Baskin , Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA and
Delta Regional Primate Research Center, Covington, LA.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-associated
nephropathy in man is characterized by focal glomerulo-
sclerosis or mesangial hyperplasia and tubular dilatation
with casts. Rhesus monkeys (n=19) inoculated with a
simian immunodeficiency virus (SlY) genomically similar
to HIV type 2 developed an immunodeficiency syndrome
and lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, diarrhea, weight loss,
rash, and less frequently, encephalitis and hepatitis. The
median survival was 44 weeks after infection.
Five monkeys developed a florid, scierosing glomerulo-
pathy. Glomeruli were enlarged, and showed segmental to
global spongy expansion of mesangial matrix, modest
cellular proliferation, and thickening and reduplication of
glomerular basement membranes. One animal had focal
features of a thrombotic microangiopathy involving
glomerular capillaries and small artries. Electron micro-
scopy revealed capillary membranes with variable changes
including reduplication, mesangial interposition, subendo-
thelial lucency, and accumulation of particulate debris.
Occasional foci of mesangiolysis were seen. Two cases
showed scattered intraluminal and subendothelial fibrin
tactoids. Crystalline endothelial tubulo—reticular structures,
normally present in monkeys, were commonly present. No
viral particles or immune deposits were identified. Five
additional monkeys had less advanced glomerular changes
consisting of mesangial hyperplasia. Foci of interstitial
nephritis were present in 7 monkeys; focal tubular dila-
tation and cast formation were also seen. Uninfected
monkeys and primates infected with other simian retro-
viruses (SRV) did not develop these lesions. These studies
demonstrate an association between SlY infection and
glomerular disease, and provide the first relevant model for
the 'dy of HIY-associated nephropathy.
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INVOLVEMENT OF AN ANTIGEN DISTINCT FROM THE HEY-
MANN ANTIGEN IN MEMBRA!)US G1.C#4ERULONEPHRITIS IN
ThE MOUSE. Karel J.M. Assmann*, Pierre Ronco*,Pierre Verroust*, and Robert A.P. Koene. Depts.
of Pathol. and Nephrol., University Hospital ?j-
megen, The Netherlands, and Inserm U 64, HBpital
Tenon, Paris, France
Meabranous glanerulonephritis (MG) in the
mouse can be indited by injection of a heterolo—
gous anti—serum against murine pronase digested
renal tubular antigens (Kidney Int 24:303-312,
1983). The antigenic target in the glcneruli of
mice is different from the Heynrann antigen (gp
330). It shows the characteristics of a enaller
antigen (gp 90) that can also be detected by a
monoclonal antibody. We isolated the anti-gp 90
component from the polyclonal antiserum by ab-
eorptiona and elution using mouse liver as a sub-
strate, which lacks gp 330 but does express gp
90. Ilanunoprecipitation of radiolabelled renal
proximal tubular brush borders (BE) denonstrated
that the mouse liver eluate reacted with gp 90,
but not with gp 330. In immunofluorescence the
eluate bound to the glomerular capillary wall of
both mouse and rat in a homogenous pattern. In-jection of the eluate led to a transient, hanoge—
nous binding to the glanerular capillary wall of
the mouse and also, though to a lesser extent, to
that of the rat. Injection in mice presensitized
against rabbit Ig caused a more prominent granu-
lar binding in a pattern typical of MG. The re-
sults denonstrate that an antigen with a molecu-
lar weight and a kidney distribution different
from the Heymann antigen, can serve as a target
for antibody-mediated MG in the mouse. Further-
more, they suggest that this antigen may also beinvolved in the MG of the rat in addition to the
Eeymann antigen.
NESANGIAL HYPERCELLULARITY AND UPTAKE OF MACRO-
MOLECULES. W.M. Bagchusx, M.F. JeuninkX and J.D.
ElemaX. Dept. Pathology, Univ. of Groningen, Gro—
ningen, The Netherlands. (Intr. by E.A. Lianos).
Monoclonal anti—Thy.! antibodies (MATS) cause
mesangiolysis, followed by mesangial proliferation
leading to transient mesangial hypercellularity
(NH). (Lab Invest 55:680, 1986). The accompanying
proteinuria (UP) declines gradually after the 3rd
day. The glomerular uptake of macromolecules was
studied with iron dextran (ID) in male Wistar
control (C) and MATS rats at 2, 3 and 5 weeks
after induction of nesangiolysis. Serum iron
levels at 24, 48 and 72 h after ID injection did
not differ between C and MATS rats, indicating
identicsl disappearance rates. Glomerular ion
(in %) was measured in kidney sections 4 days
after ID, using an image analyzing system.
Glomeruli with overt MM were scored histolo-
gically, The incidence of focal sclerosis (FS)
was studied histologically after 20 weeks in 2
additional groups (1*10) of C and MATS rats.
UP Z Glomeruli Glomerular
(mg/24h) with MM iron (7.)
MATS:
2 weeks (1*5) 44 16 23.0 167 9"
3 weeks (1*5) 23 12 9.8 129 35"
5 weeks (1*5) 23 7 2.5 109 25
Control (1*5) 27 12 0.0 300 15
The significant (f—P<0.05 vs C) increase of
glomerular ion in the MATS rats at week 2 and 3
correlated with the degree of MM. No significant
UP was present anymore. Since after 20 weeks no
difference was found between the incidence of FS
in C and MATS rats, these data indicate that
transient increased MM in itself does not lead to
focal sclerosis.
OLOMERULAR LOCALIZATION OF PLATELET
SECRETORY PROTEINS IN MESANCIAL PROLIFERATIVE
LESIONS INDUCED BY HABU SNAKE VENOM (HSV).
Jeffrey L. Barnes, Depts. of Pathol., Rhode Island
Hosp. and Brown Univ., Providence, R.I..
Some platelet secretory proteins are growth
factors for mesangial cells in culture and have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of proliferative
glomerular disease. In this study, the temporal
association between glomerular localization of
platelet secretory cationic proteins (PSCP) and
progression of mesangial hyperplasia was examined
in a model of mesangial proliferative
glomerulonephritis induced by HSV. Intravenousinjection of HSV (2mg/kg) leads to capillarydilatation into cysts filled with platelet aggregates
at 8 hours which became more prominent at 24
hours. By 48 hours, lesions were heterogeneous,
some cystic and others nodular (comprised of
confluent proliferative cells). Most lesions were
mixed showing features of cystic lesions containing
clusters of proliferating cells. Lesions were mainly
nodular at 72 hours. The above lesions were
associated with persistent localization of PSCP as
demonstrated by immunofluoreseenee microscopy.
At 8 hours PSCP were restricted to platelets and their
aggregates with limited diffusion into surrounding
structures. PSCP localization was more diffuse at
later time intervals and by 72 hours showed a
homogeneous pattern throughout the nodules.
Thus, prior to and throughout the proliferative
phase of nodular formation, mesangial cells are
exposed to a milieu replete with PSCP, some of which
are presumably growth factors. This persistent
association of PSCP with proliferating cells suggests
a potential role for platelet secretory proteins and
mesangial hyperplasia in this model.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY TO GP
330 AND ITS ROLE IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF HEYMANN
NEPHRITIS (HN). N. Behar*, R. Cameron* and N.
Silverman, Membrane Biology Group, Univ. of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
A brush border membrane (BBM) constituent qp
330 localized in the glomerular epithelial cells
(GEC) has been implicated in the pathogenesis of
(HN) (3. Exp. Med. 157:6667,1983). By fusin
the spleen of a nephritic Sprague Dawley (SD
rat with non secretory myeloma rat cells, a rat
monoclonal antibody (Mab) to gp 330 was
obtained. The present study was to investigate
its role in the pathogenesis of UN. Mab gp 330
was injected intravenously in SD rats usinq
identical experimental conditions (and the same
protein load) by which intravenous injection of
a rabbit polyclonal anti rat BBM results in
subepithelial deposits and proteinuria (typical
of passive HN). After 4 days the serum of the
sacrificed animals show circulating anti gp 330
but no subepithelial glomerular deposits and no
proteinuria. When a solid tumor secreting Mab
anti gp 330 was transplanted in nude rats, after
14 days circulating anti gp 330 was present In
the serum, there were small subepithelial
deoosits in the glomerulus but no proteinuria.
We showed Mab anti gp 330 to be an 1gM with
capability of binding complement. When labeled
with biotin the anti gp 330 Nab bound to the BBM
of renal proximal tubular cells and to the GEC
membrane facing the urinary space. The
inability of Mab anti gp 330 to induce passive
UN may be due to Its Inefficiency in producing
subepithelial complexes or to the absence of
other necessary innune complex(es).
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BINDING OF MONOCLONAL ANTI-DNA TO HEPARAN SULPHA-
TE (ES), GBM-HEPARAN SULPHATE PRO'I'EOGLYCAN (GBM-
HSPG) AND TO ISOLATED GBM-LOOPS. Jo H.M. Berden*,
Rose—Marie Tezmaat*, Ruud J. T. Sneenk*, Peter
Faaber*, Karel J.M. Assmann* (intr .by Robert
A. P. Koene) Depta. of Nephrology and Pathology,
Univ .Hospital Nijmegen, Netherlands
Previously we have sbown (JCI 1986;77:1824)
that polyclonal anti—DNA can crossreact with ItS
in ELISA. Forty-two monoclonal anti-DNA antibo-
dies (Mob) were obtained by fusion of spleen
cells frau MRL/l,(Nzmcw)F1, and H mice. Sixteen
of the MoAb crossreacted in ELISA with ES. This
binding to ItS could be inhibited by DNA. Fifty
percent of HS—crossreactive MoAb bound to human
G4—HSPG in ELISA and/or Western blots, but not
to HSPG—core protein after renoval of ifS. Subse-
quently we isolated GBM loops (GBM—L) from human
and rat glaneruli. Ultrastructurally we found a
strong binding of cationic ferritin (caF), indi-
cating that anionic sites were well preserved.
With indirect iniuunofluorescence on cryostat sec-
tions of these GBM-L, 7 of the 42 NoAh showed a
fine granular staining along the GBM. Binding to
GBM—HSPG in ELISA and to M-L could be inhibited
by DNA. Heparitinase treatment of G4-L dijni—
nished but did not completely prevent binding of
either CaP or MAb. Preincubation of G4—L with
CaF almost completely inhibited the subsequent
binding of t.bAb • Sane NoAh showed a positive
GBM—L staining although they did not bind in
ELISA to ES or GBM-HSPG. These results denon-
strate that• monoclonal anti-DNA antibodies can
bind directly to ES and to other not yet identi-
fied anionic sites in the GBM. The findings sug-
gest that direct binding of anti-DNA to GBM might
play a role in the initiation of SLE—nephritis.
IMMUNE COMPLEX (IC)-ERYTHROCYTE COMPLE-
MENT RECEPTOR TYPE 1 (E-CRI) INTERACTIONS IN
VI VO DURING INDUCTION OF GLOMERULO-
NEPHRITIS (GN) IN NONHUMAN PRIMATES.
Birmingham, LA Hebert, FG Cosio, J Mahan, R. Goel*, W
Smead. Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.
E-CRI, which are unique to primates, may be a key factor
determining the fate of circulating IC. All previous studies
examining the in vivo interaction of IC and E-CRI used trace
doses of IC. The present study was done to assess IC/E-CR1
interactions at high levels of IC formation in the circulation,
levels that ultimately induced GN. Bovine gamma globulin
(Ag) immunized cynomolgus monkeys (n=lO) with E-CRI
levels ranging from 25 to 5000 CRI/E were studied first
with low dose Ag (L-IC) resulting in trace IC formation, and
then with high dose Ag (H-IC) causing IC levels capable of
inducing GN. Under L-IC conditions (mean Ag dose=.04
mg/kg), IC formed in antibody excess and demonstrated peak
E binding at 2-5 minutes (rangel0-29%). Under H-IC
conditions (mean Ag dose=5.8 mg/kg), IC formed at
equivalence or in slight antigen excess and demonstrated peak
E binding at 2-5 minutes (range 6-36%). At L-IC, peak E
binding correlated well with the log CRI/E (r.89, p
<.0005), while at H-IC there was more variation (r=.70,
p <.025). The amount of Ag bound to E as IC was 50-200
times greater under H-IC conditions than under L-IC
conditions. During H-IC, acute decreases in E—CR1 levels
occurred (mean % decrease 30% 6 SE, p <.005), and
returned to near baseline within 24 hours. The decreased
E-CR1 levels could not be explained by loss of E from the
circulation. In summary, under conditions that lead to GN
in the primate, IC that form in the circulation bind in large
amounts to E-CRI and cause acute reduction in E-CRI
levels. The present observations may explain the low E-CR1
levels seen in active SLE, and are consistent with the
hypothesis that interactions of IC with E-CRI are important
in the pathogenesis of GN in the primate.
TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR B (TGFB) UNIQUELY
REGULATES PRODUCTION AND STRUCTURE OF
GLOMERULAR EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX
PROTEOGLYCANS. W. .Border, S. Okuda*, L.
Languino*, E. Ruoslahti*. University of Utah Health
Sciences Center, Salt Lake City, UT and La Jolla
Cancer Research Foundation. La Jolla, CA.
Accumulation of extracellular matrix (ECM) is a
prominent feature of progressive glomerulo-
nephritis. Since some growth factors are known to
stimulate ECM production we examined the effects of
TGFB, interleukin-i (IL-i), platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) on the
production of ECM by rat mesangial cells in culture.
Cells were metabolically labeled with 35 sulfate or
35 S methionine and conditioned media were
analyzed by SDS-PAGE with fluorography combined
with the use of enzymes or antibodies for specific
molecular identification. In control experiments
mesangial cells produced two species ofproteoglycan identified as broad bands centered at
200 and 120 KD. These bands correspond in size to
the small chondroitin/dermatan sulfate proteo-
glycans PG I and PG II (decorin) respectively; and,
enzyme digestion showed both bands to be composed
of chondroitin/dermatan sulfate. Exposure to TGFB
for 48 h greatly increased the PG I band and induced
a structural change detected as a shift in
electrophoretic mobility. TGFB also produced a small
increase in fibronectin but not laminin or type IV
collagen. IL-i, PDGF or TNF had no substantial
effects. These experiments show that TGFB is unique
among growth factors in its metabolic effects on
glomerular ECM. The release of a substance like
TGFB in glomerulonephritis could stimulate the
expansion of ECM and mediate the progression to
glomerulosclerosis.
ANrI—LAMININ AND ANTI—GP9O ALJIONrIBODIES IN
PIREMENFAL LLIPUS NEP}RITIS. Jan A. Bruiln*,
H.G. van Leer*, Wiflen E. Orver*, Pancras C.W.
Hogendoorn* thile de Heer*, Philip J.
Hoedattaeker, and Gert 3. Flelren*. Univ. of
Leiden, Dept. of Pathol. The Netherlands.
we studied the specificity of nephrltogenic
autoantibodies involved in nurine chronic
graft-vs-host disease (GvHD), an established
nodel for human lupm nephritis (Bruijn et al.
kn.J.Pathol. 130:639—641, 1988). Deo wks after
the induction of the disease, anti1ies were
fciind in a linear pattern along the giciTerular
basenent irentbrane (GBM). This pattern changed to
granular after 6 th 8 wks. At this stage, large
electron-dense giciTerular aggregates were present
along theM both subepithelially and
subendothelially. Proteinuria increased fran 10
2 to a maxisum of 11,300 2,140 lJg/l8hr. In sera
and renal eluates antibodies were directed
against GEM and renal tubilar epithelial antigens
(RI'E). lrlj ection in naive animals with affinity-
p.irified anti-rE antibodies fran GvHD-serum
resulted in an lmainecanplex glaTerulonephritis
and proteinuria. Using absorption, ELIS, and
Western blotting techniqies the antibody
specifities were further characterized. The
anti-4 fraction was mainly directed against
lanini.n, whereas the main antigenic target in RTE
was gp9O (dipeptidyl peptidase IV), an earlier
identified nephritogenic glycoprotein. We
conlude, that these antibodies play a
nepritogenic role in GvIID.
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RAT MESANGIAL CELLS (MCs) PRODUCE A
CYTOKINE INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM
GRANULOCYTE-MACROPHAGE-COLONY-
STIMULATING FACTOR (GM-CSF).
K. Budde, D.L. Coleman and R.B. Sterzel; Dept. of
Medicine, Yale U Sch of Med - VAMC, New Haven, Ct
Since glomerular inflammation can involve
monocyte-macrophages (MPs) and T-lymphocytes, we
have investigated whether products of MCs can stimulate
the proliferative activity of these effector cells. We found
that cultured rat MCs (subcultures #2-15), maintained
under serum-free conditions, secrete a soluble factor into
the supernate (MC-CM), which supports growth of the
T-helper cell-derived line, HT-2. This effect was
completely inhibited by pretreatment of MC-CM with a
polyclonal antibody to GM-CSF, but was not affected
by a monoclonal antibody (1 1B1 1) to IL-4. MC-CM
increased [3H]thymidine incorporation by thioglycollate-
elicited peritoneal MPs, but did not induce growth of the
1-2 or IL-4 dependent cell line, CTLL-2. By reversed-
phase HPLC, the active fraction on HT-2 cells eluted at
48-50% acetonitrile. This fraction also stimulated
proliferation of MPs but not of CTLL-2 cells. Gel
filtration HPLC of the HT-2 stimulating factor revealed a
molecular weight between 44 and 2OkD and isoelectric
focusing showed apI of 4.55-5.0. These biochemical
properties are consistent with those of GM-CSF from
other cell sources. Western blot analysis using a poly-
clonal antibody to GM-CSF further confirmed, that
cultured MCs produce a factor which is indistinguishable
from this cytokine. Release of GM-CSF by MCs in vivo
may play a role in the interaction of MCs with MPs,
T-cells and neutrophils in glomerular disease.
EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORINE (CSA) ON THE ENDOTOXIN
(E) INDUCED GENERALIZED SHWARTZMAN REACTION
(GSR) IN THE DIABETIC CD) RAT. Timothy E.
Bunchman, S. Michael Mauer, and Youngki Kim,
Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
D rats are susceptible to E-induced GSR.
Here we studied the effect of CSA on the GSR in
rats made D with 75 mg/kg intravenous (iv) of
streptozotocin. After 6 weeks of D, CSA (20
mg/kg) or intralipid (sham) was given
intraperitoneally, daily for 10 days. Then,
low dose E (0.1 mg/kg iv E, E. Coli O.26:B6
Lipopolyaccharide B) was given 4 hours prior
to sacrifice. The CSA/E treated D rats had an
increase in glomeruli thrombi compared to the
intralipid/E treated D rats (p <D.OD1,Table).
NON—DIABETIC DIABETIC
% with Thrombi % with Thrombi
Rats Glomeruli Rats Glomeruli
CSA 0 0 0
Sham/E 0 0 37 6+2*
CSA/E 14 1.4+1.4* 90 64120*
Fewer glomerular thrmbi were seen in the CSA
treated D rats given high dose (2 mg/kg) E as
compared to the D rats receiving high dose E
alone. Daily insulin (4.5 i.u. 0.03*)
resulted in reduced blood glucose in treated
(206 mg/dl + 30*) compared to untreated (690
mg/dl 70*T rats. Insulin treated rats given
low dose E and CSA had fewer glomerular thrombi
than non—insulin treated rats (p <0.001). Thus1
CSA potentiates the GSR at low dose of E and
diminishes the GSR at high dose E in D rats.
Improved glycemic control diminishes the GSR in
CSA treated D rats given low dose E. These
interactions of CSA, diabetes, and E require
further study. *(mean SEM)
ENHANCED IL-1 GENE EXPRESSION IS LOCALIZED BY IN
SITU HYBRIDIZATION TO GLOMERULAR MESANGIUM IN
EXPERIMENTAL GLOMERULONEPHRITIS(GN). 5. Csrev*,
R. Ondash*, N. Njoku*,S.N. Emancipator, and J.R.
Sedor. case Western Reserve Univ. Cleveland, OH.
The IL-l gene is expressed in kidneys of rats
with immune complex GN induced by cationic bovine
gamma globulin(cBGC). To localize the site of
enhanced IL-l mRNA, we hybridized 4 Pm sections
of kidney from normal and GN rats with comple-
mtary (antisense) or noncomplementary (sense)V SIIL-l8 cRNAs, synthesized by in vitro tran-
scripon and size limited by alkali to 100 bp,
or [ S]end-lsbelled oligonucleotides (bp 776 -
810 of the murine IL-l sequence). After autorad-
iogrsphy, grain counts over randomly selected
fields of glomeruli and cortical tubules were
quantified, corrected for background (emulsion
not overlying tissue) and normalized for cross-
sectional area. Glomeruli, but not tubules, of
rats with cBGG GN specifically ybridized anti-
sense (6,51
.01 grains/b pm ) but not sense
probes. Normal rat kidney did not specifically
hybridize either probe. Cbomeruli from rats with
cBGG CN hybridized with antisense probes con-
tained 1-4 cells with  5 grains/cell, while neph-
ritic glomeruli hybridized with sense probes or
normal glomeruli incubated with either probe had
only 0-1 cells with  5 grains/cell. Northern
analysis of total RNA isolated from renal cortex
of rats with cBGG GN demonstrated a 1.6 kb tran-
script which comigrated with macrophsge IL-b tran-
scripts. Kidney sections from mice with mesan-
gial proliferative GN and rats with heterologous
phsse nephrotoxic serum nephritis did not express
IL-lB transcripts. We conclude in some models of
GN, cells within the glomerular mesangium have
incroased levels of IL-18 expression.
EFFECT OF MONOPHOSPHORYL LIPID A (MPLA) ON
PERITONEAL LEUKOCYTE FUNCTION
5. Carozzl", M. 0. Naslnl1, M. Salit25,A. Cantaluppi25.
5. Lamperø' (intr. by S. Webster). O,pedale 5an
Martino. Genova, Italy1, Baxter Healthcare, Round Lake,
Illinois2.
Peritoneal leukocytes derived from CAPD patients who
suffer high peritonitis incidence display a pattern of
dysfunction when compared to cells taken from patients
with lower infection rates. In the present study. MPLA, a
relatively non-loxic, bacterial lipid A derivative, was
tested for its ability to modulate the is vitro Immune
function of peritoneal cells taken from high infection
rate CAPD patients. Peritoneal lymphocytes and
macrophsge were isolated from the overnight effluents of
6 patients (3 male, 3 female, average infection rate=i
ease/7.2 PTM) and placed in culture. The cell cultures
were Inenhated with varying concentrations of MPLA for
48 hours at 37°C. Culture supernatants were then tested
for IL-i (LAF assay). IL-2 (mitogenic assay), and gamma
interferon (RIA). The cultured cells were tested for Fc
receptor density (flow cytometry) and bactericidal
capacity versus serum-opsonized S. cpiderssidiz. MPLA
at concentrations of 0.5 ug/ml to 50 ug/mI stimulated
significant (p'cO.OS vs. baseline) production of IL-i. IL-2
and gamma interferon. IL-l and IL-2 production
approached that inducible from control (laparoseopy)
cells. Peak responses occurred in the presence of 5 ug
MPLA/ml. MPLA at concentrations above 0.5 ug/mI
elevated Fc receptor density from about 14,000
receptors/cell to about 25.000 receptors/cell; the level
observed in control cells or those derived from low
infection risk patients. Significant enhancement of
bactericidal capacity was achieved by incubating
macrophage in the presence of 0.5 ug MPLA/ml. MPLA.
therefore, acte as a potent is vitro immunomodulator,
capable of partially relieving the dysfunction associated
with peritoneal leukocytes taken from high peritonitis
rate patients.
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FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MACROPHAGES IN
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN). V. Cattell', T. Cook',
J. Smith' and J. Salmon'. St. Mary's Hospital
Medical School, London and Welloome Research
Labs, Kent, England. (intr.by R. Cotran)
The state of activation of infiltrating macro—
phages (GM) in gn may be central to their role in
injury. We developed a method for isolating
leucooytes from nephritic glomeruli (gl) and have
studied GM function in rat in situ gn induced by
cationized IgG. Leucocytes were characterised by
monoclonal antibodies against leucocyte common
(OX1), Ia (0X3/k) and macrophage (ED1) antigens.
Superoxide (02) generation, zymosan (Z) and PMA
stimulated, measured by ferricytochrome c
reduction, and eicosanoid generation (PGE2, TXB
and LTB14) basal and ionophore stimulated (I
measured by RIA were studied in GM and in control
thioglycollate—elicited (TM) and C.Parvum ac-
tivated (CP) peritoneal macrophages. At maximal
proteinuria (day 7) there were 5314 69 totalleucocytes/ gl (normal rats 13 1) with 1407 83
GM/gl. GM Ia expression rose from 15% on day 1 to
37% on day 7. Results of functional studies:
No. 92 (nmol/mg) 92 TXB2 LTB14
PMA Z (I stimulated ng/mg)
GM 3 131±311 312+79" 62±10' 109±28 UN
TM 3 115±17 89±31 663+128 201±53 119±56
CP 3 65+10 ND 14112+39 150+14 UN
':P<O.Ol; "P<O.O5 UN r undetectable (<l3ng/mg)
Thus, large numbers of viable GM can be isolated
from gl in gn for functional studies. GM in this
model 1) produce large amounts of 02, which may
be a nain mechanism of injury and 2) express high
levels of Ia antigen and down regulated PGE2 and
LTB14 production, characteristics described for
immune activated macrophages.
LIPOPOLYSACCHARIDE (LPS) FROM GRAM NEGATIVE
BACTERIA INDUCES EARLY AND ACCELERATED NEPHRITIS
IN NZB/W MICE. Ii Cavallo. Norman A. Granhoim, Rodney
Nunley*, Joseph Langevin*, Annette Ragosta*, and Colette
Charland*. Department of Pathology, Rhode Island Hospital
and Brown University, Providence, RI.
The NZB/W female mice develop spontaneous lupus
nephritis by 5 to 6 months of age. To investigate the
role of associated gram negative infections in the
induction and progression of nephritis, we injected
2.0 month old NZB/'.V mice with LPS from Salmonella
minnsota Re595, 50 meg twice a week for 5 weeks.
Compared to uninjected cor.trols at 3.5 months of
age, LPS mice had features of polyclonal B cell
activation [plasma concentrations of IgG, 1gM,
circulating immune complexes (IC), and antiDNA
antibodies increased about 3-, 20-, 12-, and 3-fold,
respectively], and nephritis with 6-fold increase in
proteinuria (PO.O1) and mild renal insufficiency. To
investigate whether early nephritis induced by LPS
resulted from impaired processing of IC, we gave
LPS and control mice a subsaturating dose of BSA-
antiBSA O.12mg/g b.w.) containing greater than
60% nephritogenic IC (size. lasger than Ag2Ab2).
Groups Proteinuria Clearance Liver IC Kidney IC
(mg/day) (t 1/2, h) (mcg/g) (mcg/g)
LPS 14.6±1.1 0.5±0.1 150.3±8.2 80.5±1.9
Control 2.6j0.l 0.7±0.1 159.9±9.7 71.1±5.2
As shown in the Table, the clearance, liver uptake,
and renal localization of model IC were not
significantly different in LPS mice compared to
control mice. The data militate against impaired
processing of IC as a mechanism of induction of and
acceleration of naphritis by LPS. Instead, biologic
characteristics of naturally occurring IC and/or in
situ interaction of antibody with glomerular bound
antigen are more likely to play a pathogenic role.
IS NORMAL MHC EXPRESSION CONSTITUTIVE OR
INDUCED? S.M. Cockfield*, J.R. Pleasants,
P.F. Halloran, Department of Medicine,
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta.
Normal levels of renal MHC expression
could be constitutive or induced by
cytokines (ie. interferons) released by
contact with foreign antigen.. We have
studied the relative contribution to
normal expression by these mechanisms in
murine kidney using a binding assay with
radiolabelled anti-MHC mAb and immuno-
histology. Studies in T cell deficient
nude and SCID (severe combined immuno—
deficiency) mice demonstrated normal
levels of class I and II MHC expression,
suggesting that functional T cells are
not required for normal expression.
Furthermore high doses of cyclosporine,
anti-IFN-r, or anti—IFN—a/fl had little or
no effect on expression. MHC products
were not reduced in germ—free mice on a
chemical, endot,xin—free diet, indicatingthat normal expremsion is not dependent
on mediators induced by microbial flora.
However class II expression was lowered
by >50% with high dose irradiation, and
this correlated with a decrease in
staining of class II positive dendritic
cells. Thus most normal MHC expression
appears to be constitutive and independ-
ent of induced cytokines but a component
of class II is expressed on or induced by
a radiation sensitive cell. Therefore
renal class II MHC may be independently
downregulated which may have implications
for clinical transplantation.
THERELATION OF MESANGIAL CELL (MC) PROLIFERATION
ANDEXTRACELLULAR MATRIX (ECM) FORMATION IN
PROLONGED CULTURE M. Coffee*, J. Grond', M Kashgarian,
R. B. Sterzel. VAMC-Yale Univ Sch Med. New Haven, CF.
The interaction of rat MCs and ECM was studied in
prolonged (6-8 weeks) culture, where MCs grow three-
dimensionally in hillocks with a core of ECM with scattered
stellate MCs surrounded by fusiform MC. MC growth was
assessed by 24 hr bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation.
After 4 days of serum-starvation in resting medium with .5%
FCS, MCs were either kept in resting medium or switched to
growth medium with 20% FCS for the subsequent 4 days.
Both fusiform and stellate MCs showed persistent growth
activity in resting medium with labeling indexes (LI) at day
5 of 9j3% and 4j2%, resp (p.c.O1,meari j SD), and 5j2% and
3j2% at day 8 (NS). In growth medium, LI of fusiform MCs
rose inarkenly to 39j9% at day 5 and further to 54±6% at
day 8 (p<.Ol). In contrast, LI of stellate MCs did not change
in growth medium: 4±1% and 42% at day 5 and 8 (NS), resp.
LI of stellate MCs was independent of hillock size. BrdU-
positi,'e fusiform MC5 were found embedded in ECM
containing fibronectin, larninin, thrombospondin, and
collagen type IV. The stable stellate MCs were srrrounded by
ECM with additional abundant collagen I and III. In short-
'elm (<2 weeks' two-dimensional culture, confluent MCs had
formed ECM and continued to incorporate BrdU in resting
medium (LI: 10±3% at day 5, and 52% at day 8 (p<.O1)Jn
contrast, sparsely plated MCs completely lacked ECM, and
BrdU labeling in resting medium was low at day 5 (2±1 %)
and very rare at day 8 (0.3±0.3%, p<.Ol). The response to
growth medium of confluent MCs (LI: 36±7% at day 5 and
496% at day 8) was significantly greater than that of sparse
\lCs (21±8% at day 5 and 30±4% at day 8, p<.OI). In
c,acusion, the presence of ECM both stimulates and
maintains MC growth and ECM compo$ition modulates MC
response to serum growth factors.
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PINCROD INCREASES SURVIVAL IN THE BXSB
MOUSE. Edward Cole, Michael Glynn,*
Carl Laskin,* Joan Sweet, Nancy Mason,*
Gary Levy.* Univ. of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada.
The effect of ancrod, a defibrinating
agent, on glomerulonephrjtjs (GN)in the
male BXSB mouse was studied to determine
the relationship between macrophage
procoagulant aotivity (PCA), fibrin
deposition, and GN. Similar high titres
of anti-DNA antibodies and renal
deposition of IgG were seen in both
control and ancrod treated mice.
However, marked GN and fibrin deposition
were noted by three months of age in
control mice, whereas little or no
disease was seen in ancrod treated mice
until five months of age. PCA rose with
age in both ancrod treated and untreated
mice, although it was significantly
higher in control animals than in the
ancrod treated group. Furthermore,
ancrod therapy resulted in a decrease in
plasma PCA inducing activity (PIF) and
in a decrease in the effectiveness of
PIF irs inducing PCA in peritoneal
macrophages in vitro. No mortality was
observed in the 42 ancrod treated mice,
whereas 22 of 42 control animals died.
We conclude that defibrination with
ancrod delays the development of renal
fibrin deposition and GN, and improves
survival in BXSB mice. These data are
consistent with the concept that PCA
contributes to injury in murine lupus GN
by promoting fibrin deposition.
INDUCED BY INJECTION OF FIBRONECTIN (FN)
BINDING ANTIGEN (Ag) FOLLOWED BY SPECIFIC
ANTIBODIES (Ab). FG Cosip, AP Bakaletz and JD Mahan.
Dpts of Med. and Peds., Ohio State Univ., Columbus, OH.
We demonstrated that FN binding Ag and FN binding
immune complexes (IC) localize to the glomerular mesangium
by binding to mesangial FM (J.Clin.tnvest. 80:1270,1988).
Herein, we assessed whether the IC formed in situ from FN
binding Ag can induce GM. S-D rats (n=14) received 20
mg/kg IV of phenylated gelatin (DNP-GL). GL binds to
mesangial FN while DNP is a hapten for specific Ab. After 2
hours, 100 mg of lgG, isolated from a rabbit anti-DNP
serum, was infused IV. Controls received DNP-GL (n=5) or
Ab alone (n—3). Kidney biopsies were done at 1, 4, 8 and 30
days. Rats receiving DNP-GL and Ab (experimental group)
showed: First, significant changes in glomerular scores,
calculated by semiquantitative analysis of light microscopy
(J.Lab.Clin.Med. 106:63,1985) and immunoperoxidase (0-4+):
CoHirol Exoerimental (davsl
1 30
118±16* 150±15* 74±10
91±9* 118±16° 64l9
0 3.3,.2 l.3±.2 0.6±.l
0 0.8.3 2.0±.3 0.7±.!
0 O.3+.l 0.9+.3 2.0+.4
Mesangial Matrix l1±1'
Gloinerular Cells 49±6
Glomerular deoosits
Rabbit IgG
C3
Rat kG
+ Mean±SEM;' p<.000l, "p<.O5 vs control
Second, by EM, increased endothelial cell numbers on days 1
to 8 but no electron dense deposits; Third, all rats developed
serum anti-rabbit IgG Ab on day 30; Fourth, proteinuria
remained minimal (peak, mean 9.2j2.7 SE mg/24 h). In
summary, infusion of DNP-GL plus anti-DNP Ab induces an
active GM that has both an heterologous and an autologous
phase. Conclusion, in situ IC formed with FN binding Ag are
nephritogenic. Other FM binding Ag, such as DNA and
bacterial Ag, could induce GM by a similar mechanisms.
STIMULATION OF PROTEOGLYCAN (PG) SYNTHESIS IN
RAT MESANGIAL CELLS (RMC) IN RESPONSE TO TUMOUR
NECROSING FACTOR (TNF). M. Davies', L. Shewring',
G. Thomas', L. Jenner' (Intr. by R.B. Sterzel).
KRUF Institute of Renal Disease, Royal Infirmary,
Cardiff, Wales, UK.
Glomerulosc].erosjs is an important feature
of certain glomerular diseases and results from
the accumulation of abnormal amounts of different
matrix components. In order to understand the
mechanisms underlying glomerulosclerosjs we
have examined the effect of TNF on RMC synthesis
and secretion of PG, an important component
of the mesangial matrix.
Growth arrested RMC were treated for up to
24 h with TNF (1-100 U/al) and then metabolally
labelled with Na235SO4 for a further 24 h. S-
labelled PG in the cell layer (CL) and in the
culture medium (CM) were then extracted, quanti-
fied and characterised. In control experiments
the CM accounted for 60% of the total PG synthe-
sized of which 44% was chondroitin sulphate
(CS) and 16% heparan sulphate (ES). In the CL
23.5% was CS and 16.5% HS. TNF stimulated the
PG synthesis in a dose and time dependent manner.
All the increased PG was secreted and appeared
in the CM. This increase was not accounted for
by cell proliferation and not accompanied by
an increase in PGE2 generation. There was no
qualitative difference in the PGs synthesized
and the ratio of CS:HS remained the same in
both the CM and CL in response to TNF.
These data suggest a possible role by which
TNF may be involved in the pathogenesis of
glomeruloscierosis independently of cellular
proliferation.
A NEW MURINE FETAL KIDNEY DIFFERENTIATION
ANTIGEN: BL26. Ira D. Davls,* Robert L.
Vernier, Bonnie Lindman,* and Jeffrey L. Platt.
University of Minnesota Medical School,
Department of Pediatrics, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The identification of kidney cell antigens
that correlate with developmental events In the
fetal kidney would contribute to our
understanding of normal as well as pathological
processes in renal differentiation and
morphogenesis. We have developed a rat
monoclonal antibody (BL26) to fetal mouse kidney
cells which recognizes cellular antigens of the
primitive ureter. The antigen is located within
distal nephron epithelial cells, mesangium, and
smooth muscle cells and resembles the
distribution of the human CD9 (BA2) antigen.
Gradient polyacrylamide 9el/Western blotting and
immunoprecipitation of 3S—methionine labelled
fetal mouse kidneys identify 24 Kd and 26 Kd
components of this antigen. The BL26 antigen Is
expressed by the primitive ureter at 11.5 days
gestation prior to nephron development. It is
newly expressed by epithelial cells and
lymphocytes participating in alloin,nune
phenomena. It is present in the epithelial
lining of distal nephron cysts in Balb/c mice
with autosomal recessive polycystic kidney
disease. Given the array of circumstances for
expression of BL26, this antigen may play a role
in cell activation/proliferation which occurs
during nephron development, cellular lnnune
responses, and cystic proliferation In
polycystic kidney disease.
DF1tSED PRESIcZt OF A WJEE MES1tNIAL MIX
PYIEIN IN MESAM3ThL GLO4ERULOP?rHIES IN 'fliE R1T.
Elnile de Heer*, Mnanarie Arkena*, Pancras Hogen-
doorn*, #thristine Dijkstra*, 't4ohaned Daha* and
Jan Weening* (intr. by Ph.J. Hoedanaeker). Univ.
of Leiden, Dept. of Pathol. and 'Nephrol., #Free
Univ. of Mterdan, The Netherlands.
This study describes the biochenica]. and
fincticsial characteristics of a novel nsangial
matrix protein, recognized by mnoclonal antibody
ED5. ED5 has been shown earlier to recognize rat
follicular dendritic cells, that are involved in
thuune caT!plex trapping in lysphoid organs.
Partial limunochanical characterization indicated
a protein with an apparent nlecular weight of
approximately 100 kD and subfragTents of 50 and
25 kD as determined byS-PA analysis after
affinity p.irification. we propose to call this
nsangial matrix protein P44P-lO0. By limuno-EM
P4IP-lOO was shown to be located in the extra-
cellular matrix of the renal mesangitxn between
mesangial cells and the (B4. Both in vivo and in
vitro results indicate that M1P-l00 does not
appear to be a caiplent factor or an Fc- or a
caTlarent receptor. The fdnctional significance
of M4P-1O0 was studied in kidneys fron rats with
varicus glanerulopathies. In uninephrectc1T'-induced focal glanerular sclerosis and in
BS-induced chronic serun sickness nephritis the
inesangial expression of t44P-100 was significantly
increased, hit not in passive Heysann nephritis
or in adjuvant.-treated controls. Ocuble label IF
desonstrated identical localization of M4P-100
with mesangial litm.ine complex deposits. We
conclude that btlP-l00 appears to be involved in
the processing of inesangial iiniune ca-nplexes.
TUBULOINTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS DURING THE
HETEROLOGOUS PHASE OF NEPHROTOXIC SERUM
NEPHRITIS (NIS). Allison Eddy and Lori McCuIioch*
Dept. of Pediatrics, The Hospital For Sick Children,
Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
The pathogenesis of tubulointerstitial (TI) nephritis which co-
exists with anti-CBM nephritis is unkown. We investigated TI
immunopathology in a rat model induced by rabbit anti-rat GBM
antiserum. Groups of animals were sacrificed at : 10 mm;
1,2,8,24 hr; 2,35,7,14,21 and 28 days after NTS injection.
The Ti cellular infiltrate was quantitated and characterized using
rnonoclonal antibodies as previously reported (Eddy at al, Kidney
lnt. 33:14, 1988). Nephritic rats developed Ti nephritis which
was most intense on days 3 to 7 and reversed by day 21. At 8
and 24 hours the Ti cells were mainly polymorphonuclear cells
(OX42, 1a, W3/25). By day 2 macrophages (MO) were
present (OX42, W3/25, OX1 9). On days 3,5 and 7 all cell
subsets were increased; MO were predominant and most
lymphocytes (OX1 9) were cytotoxic T-cells (OX8). NTS
reacted in vitro with all tubular basement membranes (IBM) as
well as GBM. After in vivo injection, TBM binding was observed
focally (<10%) but not until 24 hr. Prior to this period,
protainuria had developed and tubular protein droplets showed
positive staining for rabbit IgG (8 hrs). Faint focal TBM staining
persisted untf day 21 bui was most evident on days 3 and 5.Two
rats rendert.d nephrotic by puromycn aminonucleoside prior to
NTS injection devaloped more extensive IBM ctaining at 24 hr.
At all time points TBM failed to stain for rat lgG and the pattern
of staining for rat C3 was sirniliar to controls. Tubular cell
ir.ry, iddrltified by the expression of vimentin intermediate
filaments, was present focally, maximum on days 3 to 5 but did
not co-d'stribute with lnear TBM deposits of rabbit IgG. The
results of this study suggest that NTS nephritis is an anti-
basement membrane disease affecting tubules as well as
glomeruli and that proteinuria may be a pre-requisite for
adequate delivery of antibody to TBM.
PLATELETS AND MESANGIAL CLL PROLIFERATION.
J.D. Elema*, M.F. Jeunink and W.M. Bagchus*.
Dept. of Pathology, Univ. of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands. (intr. by Ph.J. Hoedemaeker).
Monoclonal anti-Thy.1 antibodies (MATS) cause
complement-dependent mesangiolysi s and subsequent
mesangial cell proliferation (Lab invest 55:680,
1986). To study the involvement of platelets on
mesangial cell proliferation we used a non
complement fixing monoclonal (MCA) anti-rat
platelet antibody (PL.1). iv injection of PL.l
resulted in acute thrombopenia. Daily injections
enabled ongoing thrombopenia. Cell proliferation
was tested by incorporation of 5—bromodeoxyurudine
(BrdUrd) in DNA. Ininunohistology of kidney sections
with anti—BrdUrd MCA was performed and the number
of positively stained cells per glomerular
crossection (cells/gcs) were counted. Kidney
sections of MATS rats and thrombopenic MATS rats
were tested at 48 h and 72 h after induction of
mesangiolysis. Control rats had 0.23 0.05
cells/gcs. At 48 h the number of cells/gcs in MATS
rats and thrombopenic MATS rats were respectively
1.66 0.35 and 1.32 0.67. At 72 h they were
respectively 2.03 0.52 and 1.64 0.52. Urinary
protein excretion did not differ between these 2
groups. Immunohistology of glomeruli of MATS rats
at 48 h and 72 h showed an increased influx of
platelets in afflicted glomeruli compared with
controls. Gloneruli of thrombopenic MATS rats were
completely negative for platelets. Histological
examination of kidney sections for mesangial
hypercellularity did not show significant
differences between the 2 groups. From these
experiments it is concluded that in this model
platelets do not play a major role in the induction
of mesangial cell proliferation.
DEXTRN'IASE REDUCES IMMUNE DEPOSITS IN MURINE Ig1
NEPHROPATHY INDUCED BY DEXTR1N IMMUNIZATION.
S.N. Emancipator, L. Gesualdo*, S. Ricanati" and
M.E. Lanult*. Institute of Pathology, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, OH.
We previously showed that proteases can re-
duce glomerular immune deposits, proteinuria and
hyperlipidemia when given to rodents with gb—
merulonephritis (Q4). We hypothesized that other
classes of enzymes could be of benefit, even if
they only cleave the antigen component of the
deposits. We induced mesangial 'l with predom-
inantly Igh deposits in Swiss mice by intraperi—
toneal and intravenous immunization with 500 kD
DE1E—dextran (Isaacs and Miller, Lab Invest 47:
198, 1982). After 11 weeks, groups of mice were
injected twice daily for 5 days with: 375 pg
chymopapain and 180 pg subtilisin per dose ip, 1
mg dextranase per dose iv, or plain saline. Only
33% of mice given dextranase had gbomerular IgP
deposits, compared to 100% of saline—treated and
83% of protease—treated mice (both X2 > 5.2, p <
0.02). Dextranase also reduced the extent and
severity of mesangial hypertrophy compared to
saline treated mice, but did not significantly
reduce the modest IgG or 1gM deposits in the
mesangium. While proteases reduced IgG and 1gM
mesangial deposits compared to saline (p <
0.02), they did not diminish IgA deposits sig-
nificantly, and had no effect on the histologic
appearance of the gbomeruli. We conclude that
digestion of antigen in an established experi-
mental GN can ameliorate immune deposits and
mesangial proliferation. The results also under-
score the potential reversibility of acute ON.
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LYWHOCYE FUNCT ION OF HEtvOO IALYS IS PAT I ENTS
AFTER EXPOSIPE TO TOXIC MICROSOML INTERIvED IARY
PRODUCTS OF CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE AND PHENYTOIN. C.M.
Erley*, B. Potjan*, I. Roots", 0. von HerraiE
K. Schaefer, Med. Abt. II, St. Josh-Krankenhaus
I, Bhumerplan 24, 1000 Berlin 42, Institut für
klinische Pharmekologie, Frele Universitht
Berlin, ERG.
Various aspects of lyrrphocyte function have
been studied in vitro in both nondialyzed and
dialyzed patients. However, almost no data are
available concerning the metabolic function of
lynphocytes in these patients. We therefore
studied the mortality rate of lyrrphocytes after
exposure to toxic intermediary products of
cyclcphosphamide and phenytoin produced by ratliver microscmes during drug metabolian,. This
In-vitro assay showed that the metabolimn of 1000
pM cyclcphosphamide induced a Iynphocyt.e mor-
tality rate vhith aws significantly lower in the
lyrrphocytes fran nine di3ly"is patients than in
those fran to four normel subjects: 33.5%+ 11.0
dead cells versus 41.6 % + 5.0, respectively.
This pattern could also be cbserved after
exposing the lyrrphocytes to 1000 pM phenytoin:
12.1%± 3.7 versus 14O %+ 1.3.
Conclusions: 1) Our results document that theme—
tabolic function of lynphocytes fran dialysis
patients is not, as perhaps expected, diminished
by chronic urenlia.
2) As the enzyme activities studied in the above
system play a major role in the detoxification of
oxygen radicals produced during hmndialysis, it
could well be that HO mwrbranes influence the
metabolic function of human lynphocytes.
ANTI-NEUTROPHILCYTOPLASMIC AUTOANTIBODIES
(ANCA) STIMULATE NEUTROPHIL ACFIVATION IN VITRO.
Ronald I. Falk, Regina Terrell, Lisa }IuneycuttCalder* and J.
Charles Jennette. UNC School of Medicine, Depts of Med. & Path.,
Chapel Hill, NC.
We have demonstrated a strong association between ANCA and
pauci-immune necrotizing and crescentic glomerulonephritis (GN)
with and without extrarenal manifestations of disease (14 EngI J Med
318:1651-1657,1988). The purpose of this study was to determine
whether ANCA activate neutrophils in vitro. Serum and/or purified
IgG (n=10) were examined from a total of 18 ANCA patients. Four
lupus erythematosis IgG's and 6 normal human sera or IgG's (n=2)
served as controls. Purified human neutrophils were treated with
cytochalasin B. Singlet oxygen (102) was measured by luminol
enhanced chemiluminescence after 50 minutes of incubation.
Specific granule degranulation was measured by lactoferrin release
using a sensitive ELISA. Primary granule degranulation was assessed
by release of N-acetyl-glucosaxninidase (NAG) using an autoanalyzer
method. Phorbol myristate acetate or the calcium ionophore A23187
were used as positive contjols.
ANCA sera stimulated o, production (30.0 x 10 cpms +1- 6.3
(mean +/-scm)) whereas ;ormal sera had minimal effect (2.2 x 1O
cpms ÷1- .88) (p< 0.0k). When compared with unstimulated cells,
ANCA sera enhanced 02 release by a factor of 4.7, versus a factor of
13 for nomal sera (pc (F.0i). ANCA IgG's stimulated 102 release
(22.8 x 10' cpms +/-4.9) by a factor of 33 times that of resting cells,
values significantly greater than that of normal controls (p< 0.01).
Three SLE IgG's had effects identical to controls; one SLE IgG (with
a positive ANCA) caused 102 emission. ANCA Ig(3s released 13.4
ng/ml of lactoferrin and 6.0 nmols/ mI/mm of NAG, values no
different from control sera or IgG's.
These preliminary results indicate that ANCA sera and purified
IgG cause O, release, but do not cause degranulation of primary or
specific graniules. ANCA may stimulate a neutrophil respiratory
burst releasing toxic oxygen radicals. ANCA may participate in the
pathogenesis of necrotizing and crescentic GN.
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LOCAL OXYGEN AVAILABILITYMAYBE AN IMPORTANT
MODULATOR FOR THE GLOMERULAR MORPHOLOGY IN
PROGRESS WE RENAL DISEASES: A STUDY IN "BLOODLESS
RATS'. ogQ*, F Nishijima* and I Ichikawa. Departments 01
Pathology & Pediatrics. Vanderbilt University Med. Ctr., Nashville, TN.
An increase in hematocrit (Hct) affects avezsely the morphology of
remnant glomeruli after subtotal nephrectomy (NPX). In this regard,
increased renal lipid peroxidation products thserved in the remnant kidney
are suggestive of a potential toxic effect of 02 on the glomerular
morphology. We studied the effect of experimentally manipulated local
02 availability on the early morphological changes of remnant
glomeruli, i.e., hypertrophy, by using so-called "bloodless rats'. In rats,
a aroma-free hemoglobin, modified by cross-linking (SF-HgB), was
transfused at a volume of 11% BW in exchange for 10% BW whole blood,
resulting in 10mg SF-HgB/lOO ml. Hct immediately after transfu'ion
averaged 7.0%, renal plasma flow rate (R.PF) 3.90 ml/min/kid-.ey, whole
kidney GFR 0.95 mI/mm/kidney (n-.4). In 20 rats, SF-HgB exchange
transfusion was performed immediately after NPX and animals placed in
room air (GR-i) or 80% ambient 02 concentration (GR-2) for the
following 4 days until the following data were collected in hydropenia.
(Mean; (iR.3: non-transfused NPXed controls; t P<O.05 vs GR-2).
MAP PGC RPF GFR SNGFR Scant %APA P02 Hct
—mmHg--- ---mi/mm--- ni/mm mg/dl % mmHg %
OR-i 90 44 .74 .26 28 1.2 -3f 77t 25
GR-2 9C 43 .76 .21 24 1.2 Il 111 23
GR.3 125t 62t .89 .38 34 0.7t 12 SIt 53t
By day 4, Hct increased comparably in OR-i and 2 ,!espite a higher
arterial P02 maintained in the latter. Mean irteriel pressure (MAP),
glomerular pressure (PGC), RPF, OFR and SNGFR were lower, and
serum creatinine higher, comparably in OR-i and 2 vs GR-3, indicating
that the typical abnormal glomerular hemodynamics of remnant nephrons
were absent in OR-i and 2 "bloodless rats". Olomendar planar area (PA)
determined by thin-section histological analysis on —100 glomensli from
the remnant kidney was essentially unchanged from previously removed
kidneys in OR-I, contrasting to substantial increases In this parameter in
both GR-2 and 3. The results indicate that the local level of 02 may be
an important modulator for the degree of glomenilar hypertrcphy, which
precedes the sclerosis in remnant glomeruli.
N1llflTIS—P1alE UJPIJS Mt IJTILJ7E IATIV 5' IBAVY QIAIN
VAREAE RB2ION(VH) '10 PRø LYINTIVE 103
Al71N1'IBII. M.H.. Foster*, M. !ct1ona1d5, K.J. rrett',
M.P. Pdaio. New Ikigiand dioel Canter, Estori, ML
To correlate V gene usage of B cells with their antigen
binding properties In 14L-lpr/].pr mice, s produced 1128
nmbooal g- oducing B cell hybridasas fran 21 uninmvn-
land sal unstinulated 3 day, 1 no, 3 no, aixt 6 no old mice.
Ihe sati.bcalies(Ab) vere analysed for direct binding to 6
atiis: sst*1A, rIP, glareru].ar extract, anise haneglobin,
hecterial levan and Saliineella L. 6% of 1(5 ltb bcxa,d
sstEA, 15% of 791$ bcund &rlP, sal 83% did not bind say
antigen. 119 atti—1BA and anti—&nlP Ab vera stndied fUrther.
Anarig 56 aiti—t*l& Ab, there ves a thift in isotype fran I4
to IgO with age. This ves asscoi.ated with a high incidence
of polyreactivity sanog IgG Ab: 92% of anti—ERA IgG Ab and
57% of 14 fran 3 no mice had activity egelnst > 1 antigen,
caiared to 28% of anti—rilA Ab fran 1 no mice.
By hybridization to V gene fhnxily probes, a thII't in VH
e usage with lnoreasillg age ves also obeerved. 33% of 1
no anti—DNA Ab expressed a 3' V gene fbmi]y (7183, Q12 or
5107) and 28% used the sore 5' fnily, J558. In contrast,
611% of anti—DNA Ab fran 3 no mice used J558. Of the IgO
anti—DNA Ab, 811% used J558. 558 ves also used by 83% of the
anti—lilA Ab thet orcssreaoted with glanerular extract. VH
gene usage by the 63 antl—&nENP lb thet did not biral DNA ass
stoobastic, In osotrast to the 3' bias described for
"hatural" autoantibodies produced by Inenture B cells, only
5.9% of the 119 laçus autoAb used the 3'—mmt .7183 Thnd.ly.
th the anti—DNA and anti-&1P responses satre polyclixial
as determined by the expression of nultiple VH gene biid.lies
in Individun]. 3 no old mice.
We ocnclixle tlmt in aging lu*is mice the deveinpient of
nephritla is essootated with the enerce of B cells that
use relatively' 5' V genes to produce polyreactive lgG auto.-
antibodies thet sbLre properties with those previcuei,y
described fcr nephritogenic 1g.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANTI—DNA ANTIBODIES IN
APOFERRITIN—INDUCED GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (APO-
ICGN) IN NZB MICE. PA Frymoyer and J Gavalchin*.
Dept. of Med., SUNY-HSC, Syracuse, NV.
Previous work with Apo—ICGN demonstrated
that NZB mice develop a lesion similar to lupus
glomerulonephritis (KI 33:312). This study
sought a possible role for anti—DNA antibodies in
Apo—ICGN in NZB mice.
NZB, B1O.D2 and Balb/c mice were imunized
with 4 mg apoferritin or saline i.p. q.d. for 28
days. For NZB mice, serum anti—ssDNA was not
elevated in apoferritin relative to saline
injected mice. Anti-dsDNA was O.D. 0.20 0.02
vs. 0.15 0.005 (p=NS) in the apoferritin vs.
normal saline injected mice respectively and
although the elevation was not significant, 7
out of 9 apoferritin injected mice had levels
above the normal saline injected controls. To
see if antibodies were being cleared from the
circulation and deposited in the kidneys,
antibodies were eluted from the kidneys. For the
NZB mice, the renal eluate anti—dsONA antibody
was O.D. 0.093 + 0.010 vs. 0.049 0.007 (p<O.O1)
and for anti-ssDNA O.D. 0.102 0.013 and 0.040 +
0.004 (p<0.01) for the apoferritin vs. saline
injected mice respectively. B1O.D2 and Balb/c
mice developed Apo-ICGN but without lupus like
lesions. The renal eluate anti-ssDNA antibodies
were not elevated in these strains. The renal
eluate anti—dsDNA antibodies did not increase in
B10.D2 mice although there was an insignificant
increase in the Balb/c mice.
These data suggest that the lupus like
lesions in Apo—ICGN in NZB mice may be associated
with the development of antinuclear antibodies.
CHARGE-MEDIATED DEPOSITION OF IMMUNE COMPLEXES
CONTAINING NATIVE COAT ANTIBODIES. V. Joyce
Gauthier* and Mart Mannik* (intro. Wm. Couser),
Univ of Washington, Seattle, WA
Positive charges can mediate glomerular deposi-
tion of macromolecules and immune complexes (ICs)
as previously shown with chemically cationized an-
tibodies and antigens. To demonstrate that native
antibodies with an isoelectric focusing spectrum
similar to human IgG are capable of charge medi-
ated deposition, affinity purified goat antibodies
(AbC) were compared to native rabbit antibodies
(AbR), which have a more anionic spectrum, either
alone or as 5 times antigen excess ICs (AgAbG,
AgAbR) prepared with human serum albumin. Clear-
ance from circulation and size of these ICs were
comparable. One mg was given IV to C57B1/6J mice
and glomeruli isolated and quantitated in ng per
kidney (n=3-5 for each time point):
time AlG
hr 13.2±0.1 36.9±9.6 53.2±14 p.0O3 107.5±30
4 hr 12.1±1.8 61.6±26 69.7±8.3 p—.03 164.1*49
24 hr nd 38.8±11 32.6±8.0 p—.03 62.7±12.5
Immunofluorescence microscopy confirmed the ear-
lier and more extensive deposition of the more
cationic AgAbG relative to AgAbR. This enhanced
deposition of AgAbG was blocked at 1 hr by the
prior administration of 5 mg of cationized rabbit
serum albumin (RSAED) indicating the electrostatic
nature of their initial interaction with glomer-
uli. In contrast, the initial deposition of AgAbR
was not altered by RSAED. The deposition of
immune complexes containing naturally occurring
antibodies with an isoelectric focusing spectrum
analogous to humans indicates that the charge of
native antibody molecules is important in initi-
ating deposition of immune complexes in glomeruli.
GIE1WLAR 1URNE nur cr P61IN E
INrERLLJKxN—1 IS ?tXE'1 Dl IgA NEPIPA1UY IN
RATS. L. Gesualdo*, .LR. Sedor, M.E. Lalmn* and
S.N. Emancipator. Case Western Reserve Univ.,
Cleveland, OH.
We sought to adapt our established mouse model
of IgA nephropathy to rats, thereby enabling
study of glomerular pathophysiology. Two groups
of 200 g Lewis rats, one continuously orally
immunized with a 0.1% solution of bovine gamma
globulin (BGG) in the drinking water, the other a
noniomnune control, were studied. Both groups re-
ceived 3 successive daily intravenous challenges
with 10 my of BGG after 6 weeks. After sacrifice,
small portions of renal cortex were taken for
microscopy. Glomeruli isolated from the remainder
of the tissue were incubated with 3.0 pM calcium
ionophore (A 23187) for 30 mm at 37°C in Ranks'
Balanced Salts. Hematuria ensued in 13/15 orally
in'munized rats, but in only 2/15 control rats (p
< 0.01); 80% of orally immunized rats had IgAand
IgG glomerular deposits, versus 20% of controls(p<O.Ol). Orally immunized rats had >32—fold in-
creases in serum 1gB and IgG anti—BGG vs controls(p < 0.001) and produced more glomerular throm—
boxane (TxB2) (100 5 vs 59.6 5 pgAng,'Thin in
controls, p < 0.02), but no significant increase
in prostaglandin (PG) E2 (169 60 vs 190 75
pgAug/luin in controls, p — NS). In parallel ex-
periments, total renal cortical RNA revealed no
hybridization with a probe for IL—lB by Northern
analysis, in contrast to the enhanced IL—1 ob-
served in a different model of glomerulonephritis
that also has high glomerular TxB but normal
output. We conclude that chronic oral expo-
sure to BGG induces IgA nephropathy in rats with
concomitant increases of TxA2, which may play a
role in the pathophysiology of this experimental
disease.
PROCESSING OF IMMUNE COMPLEXES IN MICE WITH
AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE INDUCED BY POLYCLONAL B CELL
ACTIVATION. Norman &. Granhoim, Rodney Nunley8,
Joseph Langevin6, Anisette Ragosta*, Colette Charland*, and
Tito Cavallo. Department of Pathology, Rhode Island
Hospital and Brown University, Providence, RI.
It has been suggested that diminished clearance of
immune complexes (IC) facilitates their localization
in tissues. To test this hypothesis, we studied the
clearance and the organ uptake of IC in a model of
systemic lupus (Cavallo et al., Am J Pathol 114:346,
1984). C57BL/6 mice exposed at 2.0 months of age to
bacterial lipopolysaccharide, 50 rncg twice a week
for five weeks, developed autoimmunr disease,
glomerulonephritis, and mild renal insufficiency.
When challenged at 3.5 months of age with
nephritogenic IC (BSA-antiBSA; 0.12 mg/g b.w.;
AgAb greater than 60%), LPS mice cleared IC at a
diminished rate compared to controls. However,
neither liver uptake nor kidney localization of IC
were significantly different between LPS and
control mice.
Groups Plasma IC
(mg/rn 1)
LPS 3.0±0.1*
Control 0.7±.0.2
* P less than 0.001.
The data demonstrate that in mice with
autoimmune disease, an increased load of IC may
result in a transiently decreased rate of clearance of
IC without an impaired uptake of IC by the liver.
Additionally, residual IC do not appear to localize
readily in the kidney. Thus, specific biologicproperties of naturally occurring IC, or in situ
interaction of antibody with glomerular antigen
may represent likely alternative mechanisms.
Clearan;e
(t 1/2, h)
2. 1±0.2*
1.00.2
Lbier IC
(mcg/g)
125.0±18.8
170.820.6
Kidney IC
(mcg/g)
57.0± 5.2
61.8±12.2
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DISTINCT PLASMA LIPID CHANGES AND SYNERGISTIC FAC-
TORS IN GLOMERULAR SCLEROSIS (Os) CAUSED BY DIETA-
RY LIPIDS IN YOUNG WISTAR RATS (WR).
H.—J .Groene? A.WalliE.GroeneJ .ThieryP.Niedmann*
and U.Helmehen University of Goettingen,West Ger—
many (intr.by C.J.Olbricht).
Hypercholesterolemia has been associated with GS
in genetically obese rats and in rats with lipoid
nephrosis. The current experiments were designed to
test: 1. if a high fat diet induces distinct plasma
lipid changes and OS in Wit that do not have genetic
defects and renal disease; 2. if arterial hyperten-
sion influences the renal effects of a fat diet.
Male WR were fed a low fat (5%) diet N, a high fat
(34%, cholesterol 5%) diet F without cholic acid
and a high fat (34%) diet L with linolenic acid.
Group I were WR with two kidneys, group II unineph—
rectomized Wit, group III WR with two kidney, one
clip (21C,1C) hypertension, group IV WR treated with
the ACE—inhibitor enalapril. Rats fed diet F had an
isolated elevated cholesterol concentration in very
low density lipoproteins. After 6 months the OS—
index was significantly higher with diet F than
with diet L or N (group I: F(n.9) 13.2±4.1; L(n=9)
1,2±0.3; N(n=11) 1.8+0.6). Cholesterolester in iso-
lated glomeruli was increased only with F. Unineph—
rectomy aggravated OS by diet F 3—fold. In 2K,1C
hypertension,the unclipped kidney showed a 2.5—fold
rise in GS—index after only 7 weeks of diet F; in
the clipped,GS was not evident. Enalapril, without
significantly lowering arterial pressure, inhibited
GS in group IV with diet F. Thus, glomerular hemo—
dynamic factors seem to play a pathogenetic role in
OS induced by a lipid rich diet. The fact that die-
tary lipids aggravate GS in arterial hypertension
may have implications for the progression of renal
disease in humans.
FORMATION OF NEUTRAL PROTEINASE (NP), COLLAGEN IV
(CIV), AND TISSUE INHIBITOR OF METALLOPROTEINASES
(TIMP) BY RESTINGANDPROLIFERATING MESANGLAL CELLS
(MCs) IN CULTURE. J. Grond', D. H. Lovett, M. Coffee*, M.
Kashgarian, R. B. Sterzel. VAMC-Yale Univ Sch Med. New
Haven, CT & VAMC San Fransisco, CA.
Increased production and/or decreased degradation of
extracellular matrix (ECM) by MCs may contribute to
glomeruloscierosis. To study the effect of MC proliferation on
ECM homeostasis, rat MCs (subcultures 2-10) were serum-
starved for 4 days to halt growth and then exposed to the
mitogenic stimuli FCS (10%) and arginine vasopressin
(AVP,1O-4 and 10-6 M), and to the differentiation Cytokine
transforming growth factor beta-l (TGF.B, 1, 10, and 20
ng/ml). MC production of NP, CIV, and TIM? as well as the
uptake of the thymidine-analogue bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU,
24 hr) were studied by immunocytochemistry using
monospecific antibodies. FCS greatly increased the number of
BrUU-positive MCs from 3j1% before exposure to 41±7%,
55j5%, and 63j7% at days 1, 2, and 3 in FCS (p<.O1).
Immunoreactivity for both NP, CIV, and TIM? intensified
progressively during FCS feeding. AVP (106bI) increased
BrdU incorporation from 4±2% before exposure to 18±7%,
24j8%, and 31j4% at days 1, 2, and 3 (p<.O1). However, both
doses of AVP increased MC staining only for lIMP; NP and
CIV remained at the low pre-AVP level. TGF-B increased
TIMP staining at the Ing/mI dose. In a dose of 10 and 20
ng/ml, this agent selectively enhanced CIV production, the
TIMP staining being unaffected by these doses. NP
immunostaining was not changed by TGF-B. With double
staining no correlation between BrdU-positive cycling MCs
and immunoreactivity for NP, CIV, or TIM? was observed. In
conclusion: rat MCs in culture produce NP, its substrate CIV,
and its inhibitor lIMP. The production of these proteins, as
judged by immunocytochemistry, is unrelated to proliferative
activity and appears to be independently regulated,
EFFECT OF IMMUNE COMPLEXES (IC) ON RAT
MESANGIAL CELLS (MC) IN CULTURE.
Haakenstad*, G.N. Marinides*, G.C. Groggel.
University of Utah School of Medicine and VA
Medical Center, Salt Lake City, UT
The effect of IC on H uridine (311-U)
incorporation by rat MC was studied. P3 to P5 rat
MC subcultures were used near confluence in
microtiter plates for 16 hr incubation. Native (N)
bovine serum albumin (BSA) (p1=6.25) and two
species of cationic BSA (C1) (pi=7.65) and (C2)(p1=8.95) were used to prepare IC with affinity
purified rabbit antiBSA at 5x antigen excess. In-
situ IC were prepared by adding antiBSA to wells
one hour after antigen. The dose of total IC
protein ranged from 12.5 to 400jig per well.
Experiments were performed in absence of serum,
and in presence of either fresh serum (rabbit,
bovine, human) as source of complement or heat-
inactivated serum. JC binding to MC was compared
to 125i antiBSA alone in 15 mm and 60 mm
incubations.
In the absence of serum, IC did not modify 311-U
incorporation compared to controls without IC.
Only in the presence of human serum, either
fresh or heat-inactivated, IC suppressed 3H.U
incorporation at high doses (64% suppression at
4OOtg IC protein and 48% at 2O0ig). This effect
was independent of charge or method of IC
formation. The binding of C2 IC was 20 fold
greater, Cl IC 10 fold greater, and N IC no different
than the minimal binding of 1251 antiBSA alone.
In conclusion it appears that IC neither
stimulate RNA-transcription nor probably protein
synthesis by cultured rat MC inspite of signiicant
binding of IC to MC on the basis of their charge.
CYCLOSPORIN A (CsA) INHIBITS THE PROLIFERATION OF
GLOMRRULAR CELLS IN A MODEL OF IMMUNE MEI)IATED
MESANGIAL CELL INJURY (MCI).
Sigrid Harendza, F. Thaiss,S.Kahf, E. -H.
Scheuermann, W. Schoeppe, U.M.llelmchen*,
R.A.K.Stahl.
Dept. of Medicine, Div. of Nephrology, Univ. of
Frankfurt and *Dept.of Pathology, Univ. of
Gbttingen F.R.G.
GsA ameliorates proteinuria in glomerular immune
injury. A possible role of GsA on the prolif era-
tion of resident glomerular cells has not been
studied. To adress this question, we evaluated
the effect of CsA on glomerular cell growth in a
rat model of MCI, applying an in vivo in vitro
ipproach. MCI was induced by i.v. injection of
0.5 mi/kg of a rabbit-anti-rat-thymocyte serum(ATS). Rats weye treated with GsA (15 mg/kg) be-
ginning at day 2 after ATS. After glomerular
isolation cell proliferation was evaluated by 3H-
thymidin incorporation (3HTI) and estimation of
total cell number. CsA in vivo inhibited 31111 in
glomerular cells in vitro by 407. compared to con-
trol nephritic rats. CsA (1.6 ug/ml) in vitro in-
hibited 31111 by more then 50% in glomeruli from
rats with MCI, which was associated with a signi-
ficant reduction in total cell number. The inhi-
bitory effect of CsA on cell growth was similar
when glomeruli were grown in puromycin (2 ug/mi).
The CsA effect on cell growth was not reversible
when glomeruli were cultured with Interleukin 1
(10 ng/ml), but the cyclooxygenase inhibitor
indomethacin partially prevented the inhibitiory
effects of GsA on cell proliferation, The anti-
proliferative effect of CzA on glomerular cells
of rats with MCI, might be of significance in the
treatment of glomerulonephritls.
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'ITJBJtAR SIIflIcIB3 OF IJC II EXWI BY
TARE1 ANIGEM 3M-l-SPXILFLC NflVI B3LISH
4+ T EIMFDIATED INl1Tl'IAL NElRms.
T.P. Baverty, E.G. Neilson, P. Whang*, R. 14a]cj*
aM C.J. Kelly, Renal Sect., U. of PA., Hula.,
PA. & La Jolla Cancer Res. Found., La Jolla, CA.
Tubular epitheliun secreting 3M-i (MC) also
expresses small amounts of ?IHC class II molecules.
Transient transfection assays with reporter gene
constructs (CAT) in MCI' cells demonstrated marked
CAT activity with -385 bp 5' untranslated class
II sequence which largely disappears when -2,700
bp are used. This 2,300 bp of 5' cis—acting ele—
sent may be responsible for silencing class II
expression. rIPl'T (interferon) -treated MCr cells
overcome the normal silence of class II expres-
sion, but this visibility is reduced when MCI'
cells are co-treated with a3M-l-Ab: cell-surface
class II by radioinzm.nobinding in the presence
of a3M—l—b = 244 54 vs control b = 1,558
237 (p<.00l). The functional effectiveness of
a3M-l-b yjo could be demonstrated by subcap-
sular transfer of class Il-restricted 3M—i—reac-
tive effector T cells into rIFN-treat&l mice.
Interstitial lesions developed with co—treabtnt
with control Ab = 1.4 1.4 (scores 0—2) conpared
with a3M-l-Ab = 0.3 0.3 (P<.0l). 80th groups
developed severe injury when class I-restricted3M-i-reactive T cells were used. a3M-l-b blocked
rIRstinulated tubular class II expression with-
out saturating 3M-i binding sites by ijmm.ino-
fluorescence. These findings collectively suggest
that MHC class II expression in tubular epitheliuxn
is tightly regulated by transcriptional controls,but that limited expression is easily modulated
by immunologic events related to kidney injury.
MACROMOLECULAR CHARGE INDEPENDENT OF SIGN LOWERS
GLOMERULAR (G) TRANSPORT. L.W. Henderson and J.K.
leypoldt*, VAJIC and UC, San Diego, CA.
Previous work in the rat has suggested that
electrostatic forces alone can explain fractional
clearance (FC) for cationic DEAE dextran (D+) > FC
for neutral dextran (D) > FC for anionic dextran
sulfate (D-). These observations may not reflect
true G permselectlvlty since polycations like D+
can induce G structural alterations or themselves
undergo charge-related changes In molecular
configuration. We determined FC for D+, 0, and D-
in rabbits using fluorescent-labeled dextrans.
Creatinine clearance (CC) and FC for a 25 Stokes
radius (R) macrosolute were (± SEM):
2± (n'.14) 2 (n"13) 2± .Ln4i.
CC (mi/mm) 9.4 0.9 11.7 1.2 13.3 1.4
FC .63 .05 .94 .07 .36 .15
FC for D+ (R < 34 X) and D- (R < 36 ) were less
than for 0 (p <
.05). These results argue against
any G structural alterations. For comparison,
sieving coefficients (S) were determined in vitro
across neutral (PS) and anionic (PA) synthetic
membranes. S (± SEM) for a 16 R R solute were:
Membrane D+ (n=3) D (n=3) D- (n—3)
PS .70 .03 .68 .03 .76 .02
PA .14 .02 .72 .01 .48 .06
S for D- and D+ were less than 0 with PA (p <
.05), but S were not different with PS. These
latter results support the former in vivo
observations and argue against changes in
molecular configuration as Important. We conclude
that reduced G transport of charged macrosolutes
Independent of sign cannot be reconciled with
previous work but Instead requires a new
physiologic model that Includes both electrostatic
forces ar.d the effects of colons and counterions.
IMMUNOGLOBULIN HEAVY CHAIN SWITCH REGION GENE
POLYMORPHISMS IN IDIOPATHIC MEMRANOUS NEPHRO-
PATHY [IMN] AND IgA NEPHROPATHY [IgAN]. Hitnian G*, Moore
R, Richards N*, Lucas E', yenning M, Goodship T*, Cunningham
J• Marsh F*, [intr. by Slatopolsky E]. The London Hospital, St
Thomas' Hospital, London, and Freeman Hospital, Newcastle, UK.
Much evidence suggests that IMN and IgAN are Immune
complex mediated diseases. Moreover, genetic factors may play an
important role in their pathogenesis. Recently, restriction fragment
length polymorphisms [RFLPs] of the immunoglobulin heavy chain
genes have been described which carry an increased risk for IMN
and IgAN. We have therefore studied RFLPs of the switch region of
the IgCt [Six] and the lgCal (Sal].
DNA was obtained from British Caucosoids with IMN [n=43],
IgAN [n=64], and normal controls [n=144], digested with the
restriction endonuclease Sac I, and studied using Southern blot
techniques and hybridisation with a 32P labelled oligomer DNA
probe homologous to Sit. This probe detects RFLPs of both Sit
[2.1 or 2.6kb] and Sal [6.9 or 7.4kb].
There were no significant differences In the genotypic
frequencies of either the Sit or Sal RFLPs in IMN or IgAN
compared to normal controls. Six: 2.1 [23%, 27%, 25%
respectively]; 2.1/2.6 [49%, 59%, 55%]; 2.6 [28%, 14%, 20%].
Sal: 6.9 [7%, 14%, 15%]; 6.9/7.4 (49%, 46%, 48%]; 7.4 [44%,
40%, 37%]. The allelic frequencies of S1u and Sal were similar in all
groups.
These results suggest that lmmunoglobulin heavy chain switch
region genes are not important in conferring disease susceptibility
to IMN or I9AN, and do not support the recent finding by others of
an association of Sit polymorphisms in IMN, and Si and Sal
polymorphisms in IgAN.
EFFECTS OF EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR ON
COLLAGEN BIOSYNTHESIS BY CULTURED RAT
KIDNEY MESANGIAL CELLS. Richard L. Hoover,
Raymond C. Harris and Michael A. Haralson*. Vanderbilt
Univ. Med. School, Dept. of Pathology and Div. of
Nephrology, Nashville, TN.
Altered mesangial cell matrix production may be an
important component of a variety of glomerular diseases.
Potentially, this process could be regulated by EGF and/or
its functional homologue, transforming growth.factoi-a, as
these growth factors have been demonstrated to affect
matrix production by cells in other tissues. Thus, studies
have been undertaken to assess the effects of both
short-term (acute) and long-term (chronic) exposure to EGF
on collagen biosynthesis of cultured rat kidney mesangial(RKM) cells. Incubation of RKM cells in medium
containing EGF for either 24 hours (acute) or 120 hours
(chronic) resulted in no substantial change in either the
growth rate or the morphology of the cells. CM-trisacryl
chromatographic analysis indicated that >90% of the collagen
synthesized by RKM cells was type I and that this
percentage was not altered by either short- or long-term
exposure to EGF. The remaining collagens produced in all
instances were found to be types III, IV and V. However,
acute exposure of RKM cells to EGF resulted in the
following specific decreases in the synthesis of the genetic
types of collagen chains: al(I) - 54%; a2(I) - 15%; type III -
27%; type IV - 55%; and type V - 64%. In contrast to these
acute effects of EGF, chronic exposure of RKM cells to
EGF resulted in no change in either the amount or
distribution of the collagens produced. Thus, since in neither
situation was collagen synthesis enhanced by exposure of
mesangial cells to EGF, these findings suggest that the
increased synthesis and deposition of extracellular matrix
components observed in a number of glomerular diseases
may not be the result of EGF's actions on the mesangial cell.
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EIE(?E/W) FL MR. Keijithi Inie, Ituju Karata,
Michihito CkLbd t.biv. of Kitato l'i. Sth., I,t. of mt.
, Sa, Kaia,
In tuai, natjia] bp.e rIritis, its pxressicn
asS t sEfczI(atkn hee ti lWxtei Ii3rrJ ntaa.a1y
lp pse NZB/W Fl mice, tie txa-eitkn frnn tie nssaia].
to tie diffums erial ksicn stujied.
Pxtt1ir to tl-e 1q3 asS Cl drsiticn psttem, gknu1ar
lesicre ese divkèS into mssaxjial ((o.p M) asS diffi
pruLiferatie te (Gtu.p EP). In eath tçe, Iql s.tcless
distribiticn es stuSie5. with tie iemxuf1utw thile
stainirij tafrig.e umixij rat nuLclulal aiti—mt 1q31,
2a, 2D asS 3, asS PT1C—iãU1 ati-mxea ie]e Iq3.
miL ptssicn asS fceratiai of tie g]oirzntar
iesicn uae c±to fixm tIe nreagia]. in tIe mice of 24 to
28cs of a to ti-n diffu olifatie paripa1 rat—
tn in tie mice of 36 cs of age. Oaxen-iin3 tin nesas-
gial dLstrihiticn, }xth grue 14 asS EP thS diffian asS
ginta]. txeitice of 1q3 2a asS 3. (Is tie ct1 had, a1—
ths4i Iq3  distrih.tkn s difftes asS g]thsl in ti-n
grttp 14, its distrituticn fccal ad esta1 in tin
9u.p tP. I3 1 stainirrj ea itislly rn3atie est. in
ti-n wire lap maim s in tie cttp LP. In tie eri1te1
cil1ary 11 of ti-n gisip IP, Iq3 2a>]43 3 as stairaS in
ti-n threasirg cr. Cl stainirç 'a pzitire in tie rnaas—
giun of lxthgtcis 14 asS EP, a-ri in ti-n 1l of
tie gup [P. ktrviimjly, 1q3 2a a-ti Cl ccrsLitutet tie
nejcr ckxeitknw trth in ti-n narnjial lain of tie gtip
M a-ti in ti-n eriçi-nxa1 ntaein of tie gcu.p [P. In i—
chnicn, ye deS tra-cineticn of tie glor lesimin 1/W FL mice. F±crs ctie thrn Iq3 2a xsitkn asS
cnlp]esu-it fbaticn nay i-n cmtrib.itczy to tie tnrit±a-al
atneirn.
EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX (ECM) PRODUCTION BY
CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS (MCs). E.Ishimura,*
R.B.Sterzel, M.Kashgarian. Yale Univ Sch of Med. New
Haven, Ct. 06510.
Formation of ECM by MCs contributes to
progressive glomerulosclerosis. The production and
distribution of ECM constituents by cultured rat MCs
was investigated with immunocytochemistry,
immunoelectron microscopy and ELISA assay.
Immuno-staining for all ECM constituents increased
after serum feeding. Before MC confluency, their
localization was strictly intracellular and ER was
heavily stained. Near confluency, extracellular
deposition of collagen IV (C IV) and laminin (LM)
appeared, followed by fibronectin (FN) and collagen
III (C III), and increased in amount after confluency.
In parallel, the intracellular staining for these
proteins diminished markedly. Neither extracellular
deposition nor intracellular loss was observed for
collagen I (C I) and thrombospondin (TS). On culture
slides coated with C IV or LM, extracellular deposition
of the other ECM constituents clearly preceded
confluency. ELISA assay demonstrated decreased C III
and C IV production after confluency. In contrast C I
production continued even after confluency. These
results indicate that synthesis of C IV, LM, FN and C III
parallels MC growth and that extracellular deposition
of these ECM occurs at cell-to-cell contact. C IV or LM
appears to accelerate production and facilitate
secretion of other ECM constituents. Extracellular
deposition of C IV, LM, FN and C III downregulates
production of these constituents probably by a
negative feedback. C I and TS are not deposited
extracellularly and production continues independent
of cell density and the presence of a secreted ECM.
PLATELETS (PLTs), NEUTROPHILS (PMNs) and COMPLE-
MENT (C): SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS OF THEIR INTERAC-
TION IN IMMUNE COMPLEX (IC) NEPHRITIS (GN). R.
Johnson, C. Alpers, C. Pruchno M. Schulze*, P
Baker*, W. Couser. Univ. of WA, Seattle, WA.
In a model of in situ subendothelial IC GN in
rats proteinuria is PMN—dependent but is also
reduced by PLT depletion implying that PLT—PMN
interaction is required for injury (3d, in press
1988). To clarify this interaction we quantitat—
ed glomerular accumulation of 1In—labeled PLTs
and correlated this with PMNs by histology at 10
and 30 mm, 1, 4 and 24 hrs after induction of
IN. PLT accumulation preceded PMNs, peaking at
10 mm (5753+756 FLTs/glom vs. 91÷36 in con-
trols) with a smaller peak at 4 hrs (2514+154
PLTs/glom) and then re8olved (485±120). llTIn_
labeled PLI infiltrates were associated with PLI
bound fibrinogen and PLT phagocytosis of ICs by
EM indicating PLT activation. In contrast, PMN
accumulation did not occur until 30 mm and
plateaued at 1 and 4 hrs (15.9±1.9 and 16.5+
4.2 PMNs/glom/2 u section vs. < 1 in controls).
Selective PLT depletion (< 10,000/ mis3) did not
alter the kinetics of PMN infiltration despite
amelioration of disease but selective PMN
depletion (< 25/mm3) reduced PLT infiltration at
4 hrs. However, complement depletion (< 15% of
normal) with cobra venom factor prevented both
PLT and PMN infiltrates and reduced protemnuria
(26+4mg/24 hr vs. 53+8, p < .02).
We conclude that PLT infiltration in this
model is rapid, precedes PMNs and occurs by a C
dependent mechanism which has not been previously
described. The PLT—PMN interaction required for
injury in this model occurs locally and does not
appear to involve PMN chemotaxis.
EPPECT OF 1,25-(OH) P ON SECRETION AND mRN&
LEVELS OF LIPOPR0TEII?l 3LIPASE (LPL) IN CULTURED
HUMAN MACROPHACES. S.C. Jordan, U. Querfeld*, J,
Ong*, J. Prebn*, J. Carty*, P. Kerfl*. Cedars-
Sinai Med. Ctr., Dept. of Pediatr. & Endocr., Los
Angeles, CA.
An atherogenic role of l,25-(OH)D3 has been
reported in animal experiments. Normal
macrophages express 1,25-(0H)2D5 receptors and
are involved in the pthogenesis of
atherosclerosis. We investigated the effects of
1,25-(OH),D5 on spontaneous secretion of LPL,
since this nzyme may facilitate lipid uptake by
macrophages. Peripheral blood monocytes were
obtained from healthy volunteers, isolated by
Ficoll-Hypaqug centrifugation, plated in culture
dishes (lOxlO /dish), and incubated in RPMI 1640
medium/20% fetal 8calf serum with or without
1,25-(OH)9D3 (10- 14). In 1,25-(OH)2D5-treated
dishes, LPL mass (LPLm) in the medium measured by
ELISA, exceeded controls by 22, 34, and 60% on
day 3, 5, and 7, respectively. However, LPLm was
decreased by 29 and 59% on day 9 and 12 in
cult5e compaed to controls. If l,25-(0H)2D3
(10- 14 to 10- 11) was added on day 6 in culture,
a dose-dependent decrease of LPLin between 30 and
80% was observed on day 12. In preliminary
experiments, LPL mRNA levels were decreased by 46
+ 5% compared to controls in macrophages8 treated
for 12 days with 1,25-(OH)2D5 (10- H). We
conclude that l,25-(OH)2D5 affect LPL secretion
by human macrophages in vftro in a time-dependent
and dose-dependent manner. Regulation of LPL
secretion at the mRNA level could be part of a
generalized pro-differentiating and
antiproliferative action on human macrophages
described for 1,25-(OH)2D3.
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ISOLATION OF 33OKD HUMAN KIDNEY PROTEIN
SIMILAR TO THE RAT HEYMANN NEPURITIS
AUTOANTIGEN (GP330). John J. Kanalps and
Sudesh P. Makker. Univ. of Texas Health
Science Ctr., Dept. of Pediatrics/Nephrology,
San Antonio, TX.
Heymann Nephritis (UN) of rat is the
accepted morphological model of idiopathic
membranous glomerularnephritis (MGN) in
humans. Previously (Kid.Int. 33:164,1988) we
have isolated human kidney glycoprote ins that
were similar to the UN autoantigen of rat. We
have now purified the human 33OkD
immunodominant glycoprotein by
electroelution. The isolated protein shows
binding to the nephritogenic autoantibody
eluted from the glomeruli of UN rats.
Immunization of rats with the isolated
protein produces classical HN, including
proteinuria. Antibodies eluted from the
glomeruli of the rats binds to both human and
rat 33OkD proteins. A polyclonal antibody
raised against this isolated 33OkD protein
also binds to both human and rat 33OkD
proteins. Rats administered with this anti
serum developed passive UN. Eluted antibodies
from these glomerular deposits also bind to
human and rat 33OkD protein. These results
demonstrate that: 1) there is a human kidney
33OkD glycoprotein similar to the UN
autoantigen of rat; 2) this protein is capable
of producing active UN in rats; and 3)
polyclonal antibodies against this protein
are capable of eliciting passive HN.
EXACERBATION OF LUPUS NEPHRITIS WITH ANTI-HEPARAN
SULFATE-PROTEOGLYCAN (HS-PG) ANTIBODIES. N.
Kashihara, H. Makino & V. Kanwar*. Northwestern
University, Dept. Path., Chicago, IL.
It is believed that anti-DNA antibodies
cross—react with the HS—PG of GBM & conceivably
the HS-PG plays a role in the pathogenesis of
immune—complex nephritis in SLE. We investigated
the role of anti-HS-PG antibodies in murine
(NZB/NZW) lupus. Two groups (2 & 5 month old) of
mice were selected. They received a single
intravenous injection of anti—HS—PG (50 mg/lOO g
B.W.). The controls received normal rabbit IgG.
The younger group of mice had mild proteinuria
and knob-like GBM thickening. The anti-DNA
antibodies were not detectable in the serum. The
older group of mice had massive proteinuria (100-
150 mg/lOO g 8.W/24 hr), knob—like thickening,
and extensive subepithelial & mesangial immune—
deposits made up of IgG & C3. The controls had
minimal proteinuria (< 10 mg), no basement
membrane changes, and a few mesangial deposits.
Serum anti-rabbit IgG and anti-DNA antibody
titers were 30—40% lower in the experimental
group as compared to the control. These results
indicate that the administration of the anti-HS-
PG antibody accentuated the formation of immune—
deposits in the mesangium, while the deposits in
the subepithelium seem to be newly formed. The
lower titers of the antibodies are probably
related to their consumption in the kidney due to
some conformational change in the GBM HS-PG which
facilitated their deposition & ultimately caused
accentuation of murine lupus nephritis. The
cross-reactivities between various antibodies &
antigens is being investigated.
QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF FROTEINURIA INDUCING MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODY 5—1—6 Hiroshi Kawachi. Katsuyuki Matsui,
Michiaki Orikasa, Tetsuo Morioka, Takashi Cite, Fujio
Shimizu. (intr. by Tadashi Yamamoto) Dept.Immunol.
Inst.Nephrol. Niigata Univ. Niigata, Japan.
A single injection of monoclona]. antibody(mAb)
5—1—6 to rats was reported to cause massive though
transient proteinuria. Immunoelectron microscopy indi-
cated mAb 5—1—6 to bind in vitro to the surface of
glomerular epithelial foot process, mainly to slit dia-
phragms (J.Imaunol.141,1988 in press. We examined in
vivo kinetics of mAb 5—1—6 and the relationship be-
tween the quantity of kidney binding antibody and
proteinuria. The protein excretion started immedi-
ately after 2mg mAb injection and peaked on 5 day with
average values of 138.5m8/24h, followed by a gradual
decline and virtual normalization by day 15. On the
other hand, the amount of total kidney binding anti—
body(TKAb) lh after 2mg administration was 50.8±10.4
pg I8G/2 kidneys and the TICAb declined to 1.9O.4 at
day 15. The TICAb of rats 5 days after administration
of 2mg mAb 5—1—6 was 6.1jg, though lOSpg of circulating
nAb with antibody activity was calculated to remain in
blood. In contrast. TKAb of rats lh after l25xg mAb
injection was l2.8pg, when only 35.5pg of mAb was re-
mained in blood. These results show that the amount
of mAb 5—1—6 recognized antigen molecule decreased.
The minimum dose of mAb to induce proteinuria is 125pg
as injected dose. This dose corresponds to 12.8pg of
TXAb at lh and O.34jig of TKAb at day 5. This amount
is smaller than the minimum dose to induce nephtotoxic
serum nephritis, passive Heymann nephritis or in—situ
immune complex nephritis. It was also demonstrated
the amount of mAb 5—1—6 binding to isolated gloaeruli
was over 81.7ig IgGI76,000 gloaeruli, which indicates
that proteinuria is considered to be induced, if more
than 15.7Z(12.8/81.7) of critical epitopes specifically
occupied by this mAb. From these results, the mAb 5—
1—6 recognized antigen molecule is considered to play
an important role to regulate the permeability of
glomerular capillary wall.
IMMUNE COMPLEX (IC) EFFECTS ON HUMAN GLOMERULAR
CELL FIBRONECTIN (TN) PRODUCTION. D. Kees_Folts,*
J.D. Mahan, C. McAllister,* B. Shannon,* F.G.
Cosio*. The Ohio State Univ., Dept. of Medicine,
Children's Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
Fibronectin, a structural component of glomer—
ular basement membrane and mesangial matrix. is
increased in most forms of glomerulonephritis
(GN). Cultures of human glomerular endothelial
cells (GCEC) and mesangial cells (MC) were exposed
to 1 tag/nil human albumin—goat anti—albumin IC or
heat aggregated gamma globulin (HAG) for up to
48 hrs. Cell supernatant TN and cell surface FM
were determined by ELISA.
SIIPERNATANT FIBRONECTIN
(pg/cell SD)
GCEC Control
5 mm 200.4 105
6 hr 391.6 197
24 hr 737.4 141
48 hr 1677.8 170
MC Control
5 mm 55.9 59
6hr 283 130
24 hr 968.6 192
48 hr 2831.4 474
HAG
205.9 97
416 324
524.4 181
1286.5 455
HAG
34.8 203
167.3 118
638.6 204
3070.2 608
control)
control)
= pç 0.05 IC
(Ii p<.O.O5 IC
Mesangial cell surface FM was increased above
control cells at all durations of HAG exposure
but only after 48 hrs of IC exposure. Both GCEC
and IC shoved a decrease in supernatant TN after
24 hrs incubation with IC. The early increase in
TN release after exposure of GCEC to IC may pro-
mote inflammatory cell attraction and adherence.
IC
1080.8± 205#
846.3 223#
460.3 155*
972.5 439*
IC
162 1 358
180.6 464
453.2 335*
375.9 632*
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Rfl OF 1JRINE SUPL sS-IN1]JciR T CEllS(Th1) ND Th1ffBflG OF FUNfl B NrI-
2114 NrmODI. C.J. Kelly and E.G. Neilson,
Renal Section, Univ. of Penna., bila., PA.
Understanding the mechanism of antigen-specific
suppression will require a thorough chemical and
molecular analysis of the lymphokine(s) mediating
this inactivated state. We have previously des-
cribed a iuurine (Sm, H-2) Ts1, CD4 cell line(M40) which, via a soluble protein (M4OF), in-
hibits expression of nurine anti—tubular basement
membrane disease. M4OF is antigen (SRTA) specific,
antigen-binding, and reactive with ai-J5 antisera.
M4OF function is abrogated by aI-J5. Using flow
cytcmetry and inmunoprecipitation techniques, wehave now shown recognition of a cell-suce
molecule by aI-J5 antisera: precipitation of I—
labelled M40 cell membranes with ai-T5, but not
demonstrates a 200+ Kd band by StE-PAGE.
Hi.man CD4 Ts1 cells express 2114, a well-charac-
terized T200 cell surface glycoprotein; its ex-
pression on human CD4+ cells correlates with Ts1
function. We found that a2H4 also abrogates 1140
inhibition of effector cell induction (1iI'H to
SRA 4.0 0.5 x l0 with M4OF vs. 17.0 0.8 x
l0 in. with M4OF and 1:500 e2H4, p<0.00l) in a
dose dependent manner. e2H4, lI_JS, precipi-
tates a 200+ kd protein from I-labelled 1140
cell membranes. We have extensively screened a
lambda gtll cEflA library, from M40 niRNA, with
aIjS antisera. The protein product of a ctVA
clone recognized by ai-J5 antisera, is also recog-
nized by a2H4. This cDNA is approxinately 9.5 kb
and has been subcloned into a sequencing vector.
Sequencing should provide important insights into
this inurine T200 protein and its relationship to
previously characterized 2H4 isofonna.
D1'RATI OF Iv-aLLAGar1(C) ,LAMININ(L),
PRtYEXJGLYCANS IN G RULAR AL*1SIGN.
Itaru Yaoita*,Katsutoshi Kawasakl*,
Tadashi Yamamoto. Niigata Univ.Schcol of Med.
Dept. of Pathol. ,Institute of Nero1ogy
Niigata,Japan
Formation of new basement maabrane(BM) -like
material between the gktnerular tuft and Bowman's
capsule is defined as glaterular adhesion.This
process could be responsible for progressive
generalized sclerosis of many glaneruli. The EM-
like material was electron microscepically pursued
with polyehthyleneflnine(PEI) perfusion andpostanbedding method for dnstration of L, III
and IV-C,arKI heparan sulfate proteoglycan(HSPG) in
aging male rats.(Ilanerular adhesion appeared progressive(8-12%) in
aged spontaneous hypertensive rats in their 19
months age. The visceral epithelial cells were
segeentally enlarged with large vacuoles and
phagozanes with a content of low density. t'bst of
then were partially or cxinpletely detached fran
the glanerular baseemnt meinbrane((M) • The GBM
where the epithelium was deneded lost its binding
with PEI. There was the laying down of new and
fribrillar EM-like material in the GEM where the
visceral epithelium detached and in areas among
segnentally proliferated parietal cells.The new
material was positive for P111 ,HSPG, IV-C and L,bet
not for 111.-C. The new EM-like material was
surrounded by epithelial cells which were
apparently derived frau the parietal layer.
CHONDROITIN SULFATE (CS) PROTEOGLYCAN (PG)
SYNTHESIS AND REUTILIZATION OF CS/DERMATAN
SULFATE (DS) 6LYCOSAMINOGLYCANS (GAG) IS
ASSOCIATED WITH BRANCHING MORPHOGENESIS IN FETAL
KIDNEYS.
David J. Klein,* David M. Brown, Antoinette
Moran,* Theodore R. Oegema, Jr.* and Jeffrey L.
Platt, University of Minnesota, Departments of
Pediatrics, Orthopaedic Surgery, Biochemistry,
and Cell Biology and Neuroanatomy, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
Branching morphogenesis in fetal mouse
kidneys and CS PG synthesis were previously
shown to be inhibited by p—nitrophenyl
—D—xylopyranoside (8DX) while glomerular
development and heparan sulfate PG synthesis
were uneffected. We therefore asked whether
recovery of CS PG synthesis and renewed
branching morphogenesis occurred after exposure
to BDX in organ culture. Kidney tissue CS PG
synthesis resumed within 4 hours of removal of
DX and was enhanced after DX—initiated CS/DS
GAG chains were released from the tissue (at
8 hr). Label—chase experiments showed that
[35S]sulfate incorporated into BDX initiated
GAGs was re—utilized in the synthesis of CS
proteoglycan after kidneys were transferred to
control medium. Moreover, highly purified BOX—
initiated GAG chains were taken up by kidneys
more avidly than was free [35S]sulfate. These
35S—GAGS were degraded and reutilized in
synthesis of 355—CS PG. Ureteric bud branching
resumed within 17 to 48 hours after BOX was
removed from the incubation medium. These
findings are the first direct evidence that
CS GAG processing as well as CS PG synthesis are
intimately involved in branching morphogenesis.
EXPRESSION OF HUMAN BASEMENT MEMBRANE
ANTIGENS IN DEVELOPING KIDNEY AND EYE. M
M. KleEmel* and Alfred F. Michael. Univ. of Minnesota
Medical School, Departments of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology and Pediatrics, Minneapolis, MN.
The distribution of two novel basement membrane (BM)
collagen chains (28 kDa parent chains) has been evaluated by
immunohistochemical analysis of normal human tissue using
monoclonal antibodies (Mabs) specific for the non-collagenous
(NC 1) domains of each chain. A more restricted distribution
within tissues was observed, and distinctly different
localization within the glomerular BM (GBM) when compared
with type IV collagen. An autoantibody (FN) that developed
in a transplanted patient with Alport. syndrome co-localized
with the 28 kDa antibodies and showed a slightly broader, but
restricted tissue distribution. In the kidney, the 28 kDa parent
collagen chains are late antigens, appearing at the early
capillary loop stage of glomerular development while the
Alport FM antigen is present in ureteric bud BM and at all
stages of glomerular development. Both antigens are present
in distal tubule BM whereas type IV collagen apppears in all
BM of the developing kidney. In the human eye, the 28 kDa
parent chains are, for the most part, late antigens in BMs
which eventually contain them, appearing in trace amounts in
fetal Bruch's membrane, but remaining absent in the inner
limiting membrane and ciliary process BM until early
childhood. Retinal capillaries, which are not present in fetal
tissue, are reactive at birth while the lens capsule BM and the
Descemet's membrane are very reactive early in development.
The Alport FM antigen appears early in the eye whereas type
IV collagen is present in all BM as well as loose matrix of the
differentiating mesenchyme. We feel that the 28 kDa parent
chain genes are regulated in concert with maturation of the
BM, and that present data suggests that lens capsule BM and
Descemet's membrane achieve functional and structural
maturity earlier in gestation thaii other BMs specifically
containing these restricted antigens.
ALBUMINURIA IN MtRINE P.FT VERSUS HOST NEPHRITIS
IS NOT DEPENDENT ON LATE CCIIPLEMENT FACTORS.
Robert A .P. Koene and Karel .3. Assmann*. Depts
of Pathol. and Nephrol., University Hspital Nij-
megen, The NetherlandsThe injection of parental strain lphocytes
into Fl hybrid mice prodes a mnbranous glome—
rulonephritis in some Fl combinations during
graft versus host disease. To study whether late
cauplenent (C) factors participate in the induc-
tion of albtiuinuria in this model we injected 10
male (A.TThcA.TL)F1 hybrids i.v. at days 0 and 5
with A.TH donor lymocytes. Both strains of mice
are deficient of C5 as confirmed by us using a
henolytic assay of mouse C (J.Dnmunol.Meth.108;
1988:213). Ten non—injected hybrids served as
controls. At week 15, when all mice were killed,
50% of the injected mice had developed albtiuin-
uria ranging from 155—10,085 q/18 1w, while the
renaming and the control mice excreted normal
amounts of albin ( 70 g/18 hr). By light mi-
croscopy no glomerular proliferation was seen,
while only 1 mouse had developed spikes on the
subepithelial side of the GBM. Glomeruli of all
proteinuric mice had subepithelial deposits of
mouse IgG and C3 in IF and typical electron dense
deposits in EM. Non—proteinuric injected mice
siwed a less intensive tine granular binding of
mouse tgG only. Comparable results were obtained
in 11 fenale Fl hybrids. The results denonstrate
that typical lesions of menbrano.is glanerulone—
phritis accdnpanied by substantial albtjninuria
can be inded in CS deficient mice in which ac-
tivation of late C factors cannot occur. Activa-
tion of early C components may be involved as
suggested by the correlation between C3 deposi-
tion and albtininuria.
LOCALIZATION OF THE NEPHRON SITES RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE NATRIURETIC EFFECT OF INTERLEUKIN—l. Donald
Qtin.* Chris Merli,* and Eric Simon. Hashington
Univ. School of Med., Renal Div., St. Louis, MO.
Interleukin—l (ILl) has been demonstrated to
elicit an increase in renal sodium excretion.
This effect occurs in the absence of any increase
in filtered load of sodium, raising the possibi-
lity of an ILl—mediated decrease in tubule sodium
reabsorption. In order to localize the nephron
segment(s) responsible for the natriuretic effect
of ILl, we performed micropuncture experiments on
rats. Intravenous ILl administration caused a
marked increase in sodium excretion that was not
accompanied by changes in glomerular filtration
rate (GFR), plasma sodium concentration, or sys-
temic blood pressure. Single nephron GFR
(SNGFR), and absolute and fractional delivery of
sodium (FDNa) to the late proximal and mid—
distal tubule were not affected by ILl. FDNa
to the early and 1ate papillary collecting duct
(PCD), however, was significantly enhanced by
ILl administration:
Control ILl p<
SNGFR (nl/min) 21.7 j2.4 21.6 2.8 NS
FDNa (1.)
Late proximal 49.3 5.3 53.8 5.8 NS
Mid—distal 12.7 2.0 13.2 1.2 MS
PCD base 3.9 0.5 9.3 0.8 0.001
PCD tip 2.5 0.5 7.5 0.8 0.001
Urine 0.9 + 0.2 3.7 + 0.7 0.01
These findings demonstrate that the natriuretic
effect of ILl is due to inhibition of sodium
reabsorption at a site beyond the superficial
distal tubule. This suggests ILl Inhibits
sodium reabsorption by the collecting duct and
possibly in deep nephrons.
TRIPTERYGIUM WILFORDII (TW) INHIBITS AFFERENT
IMMUNOLOGIC RESPONSES OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL
BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS (PBMC). XW. Li,'
M.R. Weir. Univ. of Maryland Hospital, Dept. of
Medicine, Renal Division, Baltimore, MD.
1W is an herbal medicine which has been used for the
treatment of autoimmune disease in China. Little-is
known about is immunological effects, or its potential
use in organ transplantation. TW in doses of 2.4, 1.2 and
0.6 ug/mI inhibited PBMC response to both
phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (% inhibition: 89.8, 76.3, and
35.1, respectively (R)) and Concanavalin A (Con A) (%
inhibition: 89.3, 47.3, and 9.9, R) in a concentration
dependent fashion (measured after 72 hours of culture
by thymidine incorporation). The earlier TW was added
during the culture period the greater the inhibition of
proliferation. TW (2.4 or 1.2 ug/mI) added I hour prior
to the conclusion of a 72 hour culture of PBMC and PHA
caused 29.1% and 21.9% inhibition, R. Trypan blue
exclusion by the PBMC demonstrated no cytotoxic
effect of TW. The generation of cytotoxic I cells (CTL)
in 6 day allogeneic cultures was inhibited by TW in a
concentration dependent fashion with 81% and 70%
inhibition, R, with concentrations of 2.4 and 0.6 ug/mI
(at killer to target: ratios of 25:1). However, no
inhibitory effect of 1W was noted on CTL effector
function or on natural killer cell activity. 1W appears
to have concentration dependent inhibitory effects on
the of ferent limb of immunity and may be an important
new immunosuppressive agent.
A NEW RAT MODEL OF IgA NEPHROPATHY (IgA-N) INDUCED
BY STAPHYLOCOCCAL ENTEROTOXIN. L.Li* and Z. Liu*(intr. by R.W. Schrier). Dept. Nephrology, Jinhing
Hospital, Nanjing, China.
In order to demonstrate the important role
played by the intestinal mucosa immune system in
the pathogenesis of mesangial IgA-N, we success-
fully developed an IgA-N model in Sprague Dawley
rats by weekly iv injections of staphylocaccal
enterotoxin B (SEB) for three weeks. Animals were
sacrificed at 4, 8 and 11 weeks after SEB inject-
ion. Pathological and immunopathological studies
were performed with LM, EM, IF and immunoperox-
idase techniques for kidney, liver and jejunum
tissues. IgA deposition in the glomerular
mesangial areas and capillary walls with co-
deposition of 1gM (75%) and IgG (25%) were shown
in 8 out of 12 rats. Serum IgA titer, circulating
immune complexes and the number of IgA containing
plasma cells within mucosa of jejunum of the
experimental group were significantly higher than
those of the controls. Specific IgA anti-SEB
antibody was also detected in the blood. It is
presumed that bath the intestinal mucosa involved
immune reaction and the immunological injury
mediated by iv injection of SEB made contributions
to the development of this model. This new animal
model of IgA-A is of value in the study of the
pathogenesis of IgA-N in man.
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EFFECI'S OF A THROMBOXANE SYNTHETASE
INHIBITOR ON CONCANAVALIN A INDUCED
GL0MERuL0NEPHRms. S.L Lonahofer,* D.D. Fnsbie,*
}LC. Johnson,' CA. Culham,' K.T. Schultz' and G.F. Grauer.
School of Veterinary Medicine, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin.
We previously reported that dogs with concanavalin A (Con
A) induced glomerulonephritis (ON) treated with a specific
thromboxine synthetase inhibitor (TXSI), 3-methyl-2 (3-pyridyl)-
I.indoleociiiioic acid (COS 12970) haif decreased urinary
excretion of protein 'and throsuboxane compared to untreated
dogs (Lojighofer, et al. Proc. Am. College Vet. mt. Med. 6:751,
1988). To further assess effects of this treatment, we examined
glomerukir histology and urinary prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)
excretion in these same dogs.
Twelve beagles were immunized with Con A and after 4-fold
increases in antibody titer, bilateral renal arterial infusions of I mg
of Con A were performed. Six dogs were treated twice daily,
starting the day aftet infusion, with 30 mg/kg of CGS 12970 per
os. Twenty-four hour urinary excretion of PGE2 was determined
for each dog prior -to infusion and on days 4, 6, and 8 post-
infusion. Urinary PGE2 excretion was significantly decreased in
both groups on day 4, but returned to baseline by day 8. Light
microscopy 8 days after infusion revealed epithelial crescent
formation, mononuclear cell (MON) proliferation and
polymorphonuclear leukocyte (MN) infiltration. Olornerular
MON arid PMN profiles/urn were determined from 20
equatorially sectioned glomeruli from each kidney of each dog.
The percent of glomeruli with epithelial crescent formation was
also determined. Student's t tests wefe used to compare treated
and untreated dogs. P < 0.05 was considered significant.
Treatment with CGS 12970 did not effect urinary PGE2 excretion
or PMN infiltration, however, CGS 12970 decreased MON
proliferation and epithelial crescent formation. Results suggest
that TXS I treatment may be beneficial in the developmental
stages of (iN, and effects associated with TXSI therapy are not
due to endoperoxide shunting and increased production of PGE2.
S4PAThEIC NERVOUS SYS'Th24 AND RELEASE OF
1BI1mXANE AND STAGIANDINS WITh AGIOrELISfll
INFUSION IN RNIS. F.C. Ij.ift, C.S. Wilcox, Th.
Unger, R. Itühn, P. lneiss, R.B. Sterzel, Depta.
of Physiol. & Thaimacol., Univ of Heidelberg,
FT3; VAMC, Yale Univ., West Haven, Cr; Dept. of
Med., Univ. of FL, Gainesville, FL; & Depts. of
Med. & Hazmacol., Irxliana Univ1 Indpls, IL
TO elucidate the role of the synpathetic
nervous systen (SNS) in angiotensin (Jifig—Il)hypertension, Mg-Il was infused into rats (rI=10)
with minipumps (76 rsg/min) for 10-14 days.Control rats (n=lO) received sham pipe. We
measured blood pressure (BP) by tail cuff and
excretion of aldosterone (MD), and P3's. Mg—Il
increased BP (day 2: +20 imtlg, day 10: +90,
p<o. 05), AID excretj.on (frcsu 10 to 70 ng,/day by
day 7; p<0. 05). None of these varir.bles diangedin sham rats. llrsg-II did not alter excretion of
but rather increased P3F2a and TXE2.
Groups of conscious Ang-Il and sham rats (n=8)
had direct measurement of splanchnic nerve
records at day 14. The nerve activity (SA) in
Mg-Il rats was 13.5±5.5 vs 7.6±4.5 jV in shame
(p<0 .05). With incremental methoxamine, the
decrease in Sh for a given increase in BP was
greater for Mg-Il rats than sham rats (p<0.05).
The role of SNS was tested further in groups
which received (300 zg/kq/d)
throughout. This attenuated the rise in Arsg-II-
dependent hypertension by 50% without alterirg P3
or Tx0 excretion. We conclude that prolonged
Ang-Il infusion augments SNS tone despite the
rise in HP arid potentiates the baroreflex.
Increased SNS tone does not mediate Mg-Il-
dependent release of P312 or TXB2, but
contributes importantly to the hypertension.
EXPERIMENTAL GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN) IN THE
NONHUMAN PRIMATE (P): GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE MODEL. J Mahan, LA Hebert, FG Cosio, D
Birmingham5, X Shen', R God'. Dept of Med and Ped,
Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.
The erythrocyte (E)-complement receptor type 1 (CR1)
system is unique to P. E-CRI is an important part of an
immune complex (IC)-clearing mechanism that may protect P
against the development of IC-mediated GN. The present
study was undertaken to develop a model of IC-mediated GN
that later will be used to test critically the role of E—CR1 in
the pathogenesis of ON in P. Cynomolgus monkeys (N=12)
were chosen for study because they have E-CRI levels that
encompass the range seen in man. CR lIE ranged from <100
(N=4) to 1300-5000 (N=8) All cynos received 1 mg/kg of
bovine 'y globulin (Ag) in CFA and one or more Ag boosts at
4 wk intervals. All P developed precipitating antibodies (Ab,
mean 985 1 S.E. mg Ag precipitated/mI plasma). Nine to 19
weeks after primary immunization, each P received, under
light anesthesia, daily (5/wk) IV infusion of Ag (mean 11.4±2
S.E. mg/kg) to achieve or slightly exceed Ag/Ab equivalence
for circulating precipitating Ab. Percutaneous kidney biopsies
were performed at 0, 2 and 6 wk and at onset of GN.
Nephrotic range proteinuria developed in 11 of 12 cynos
between 3 and 7 wk of Ag infusion. By wk 6, all animals
developed proliferative ON by light microscopy.
Immunofluorescence was positive for cyno IgG and C3 in a
mesangial and subendothelial distribution in all animals by
wk 2 of Ag infusion. At the onset of GN, electron
microscopy in 6 cynos demonstrated mesangial proliferation
and large electron dense deposits in the mesangium,
subepithelial and subendothelial spaces. Conclusion: A
workable model of experimental GN has been developed in
the nonhuman primate. Using this model, it should be
possible to examine critically the role of the E-CR1-IC
clearing mechanism in the pathogenesis of GN in the
primate.
RDI0SF11TIVE W)ST CELLS tOWLXIE DISEASE EXPRESSION IN
t'fJRItE (IRAFI-VS-SIOST (GyM) DISEASE. R.A. Maan, A.B. Singh',
K. Hieh1e' and S. Nayar'1. U.M.D.N.J.— sotssrt Wiod Johnson
Medical Scfsoi Nø Brunswidc N.J.
CVII disease is induced by the transfer of parental lymph,-
cytes into senisyieneic Fl recipient mice. Dm disease takes
2 forms depending on the parental/Fl strain ccinbination. Iicsite
lethal CVII characterized by inmjnc,deficency, occurs follang
C57PL/6 (Ba) cell transfer to a D2 Fl nsxsse reas DM—2
cell transfer leads to lupus—like chronic CVII disease, auto—
antibody production, and imame—coaplex gloierulonephritis.It has been suggested that the difference betsen the 2 forms
of CVII reflects a relative deficiency of Lyt—2 anti—56D2
cytotoxic cells in the DBA—2 domar inoculun. %b nes report
that a radiosensitive best cell plays a key role in the
iziiiune response of chronic CVII disease.
B6 or DRa-2 cells harvested fran a 5 day mixed lymphecyte
reaction (MLR) with either irradiated (lB.) or annirradiated(NIX) 86D2 stinulator cells, sere tested for anti—B6D2
cytotoxicity (CDI). Irradiation of 8602 stlnulators increased
IBJ-2 CIX to a level canparable to that of 86 cells.
% Lysi a of B6D2 Targets at 50:1 Effector to Target Ratio
errècror irraiiatlon or IW. ceLls airing D oay t'Ul.
Strain 0 rails 500 rails 25(X) rails5) 40 4i
DBA—2 29 52 50
In aOute CVII CIX against alloantigan is lest siereas in
chronic CVII it persists. CIX against H—2s targets, for
example is a reliable predictor of ultimate disease
eicpxession. As expected B6D2 recipients of IBA-2 calls
maintained anti-4{—2s CIX • 1K E6D2 hosts lost this CLX
follcssing ImA-2 cell transfer.
% Lysis of 1f-2s Targets at 50:1 Effector to Target Ratio
LmA—h i.a1L irras.atlc!1 or nouz ikce
Transfer 0 rails 500 rails
50 41
Yea 37 0
Lypobecytes harvested from sublethaily IX and NIX B602
recipients of DBA—2 cells mare placed In culture with IX (2500
rails) B6D2 atlaulators. Tnereafter, every 4—7 days, they mare
carried with fresh 8602 cells. 'lhe culture supernatant fran
cells originating In a NIX nsxise induced marked 8602 B cell
proliferation sthereas that of cells Iran an 1K Incajse did ant.
We conclude that a radiosensitiw 8602 cell (1) protects
against DBEs-2 anti—best CLX and (2) is rmcessary for the
maintenance of anti-41—2s CIX and B cell hyperactivity
characteristic of chronic GVI1 disease.
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RABBIT COMPLEMENT IS ABLE TO BIND TO AND LYSE
RAT MESANGIAL CELLS (MC) IN CULTURE. G.N,
Marinides*, A.O. Haakenstad*, G.C. Groggel. Univ. of
Utah School of Medicine and VA Medical Center, Salt
Lake City, UT.
The ability of complement to bind to and lyse rat
MC was investigated. Subcultures of P3 to P5 rat MC
near confluence in microtiter plates were used. 3H -
uridine (3H-U) incorporation and LDH release as a
marker of cell lysis were determined. Both normal(N) and heat-inactivated (HI) rabbit (rab), rat,
human, bovine, and rabbit deficient in 6th
component of complement (C6D) sera (5) were used.
Immune complexes (IC) were prepared with BSA and
rabbit antiBSA at 5x antigen excess. Only N rab S
decreased 3H-U incorporation compared to HI S
using serum-free media as control (100%). Table.
Rabbit C6D Human Bovine
N. 25±6% 183±16% 281±15% 203±13%
H.I. 204±18% 207±12% 310±19% 207±14%
p value <0.001 >0.05 >0.05 >0.05
N rabbit S caused a significantly greater release of
Ll)i-1 than all other sera, N rab S 61.2±4.7x103 lUlL
vs HI rab S 5.9±1.7x103, P <0.001. The addition of IC
(0-400jjg IC protein) to N rab S reversed the decrease
in incorporation in a dose dependent fashion,
R=0.73, p=O.O6. This protective effect of IC was lost
by removing the IC prior to adding the N rab S. By
IF staining there was binding of rabbit C3 to MC but
no binding of immunoglobulin. No differences
were found in susceptibility to N rab S induced lysis
between early MC (P1) and late MC (P9).
In conclusion rabbit C binds to rat MC in culture
and causes cell lysis. This effect of rabbit C is
dependent on the terminal coniplement pathway,
PRODUCTION OF INTERLEUKIN 1 IN GLOMERULAR
CELL CULTURES FROM RATS WITH NEPHROTOXIC
SERUM NEPHRITIS. Koichi Matsumoto,* and
Michinobu Hatano.* (intr. by N. Yoshizawa)
Dept. Med., Nihon Univ., Tokyo, Japan.
To investigate the role of cellular
immunity in the pathogenesis of experi-
mental glomerulonephritis, we examined
interleukin 1 (IL 1) activity in isolated
gloineruli of rats with an accelerated
autologous form of nephrotoxic serum ne—
phritis (NTSN). The production of IL 1,
measured by thymocyte stimulating activi-
ty, in the glomerular culture supernatants
was measured at various stages throughout
the evolution-of NTSN. It was found that
NTSN glomeruli early in the disease course
(from day 1 to 5) had significantly in-
creased levels of IL 1 activity when com-
pared to the values obtained with normal
controls. When glomerular culture super.—
natants and purified IL 1 were preincubat-
ed with an anti-IL l antibody, a paral-
lel decrease of the biological activity
was found, suggesting that the biological
active binding sites of the culture super—
natants' arid monocyte-produced IL 1 share
some common structure. The administration
of a rabbit anti—rat macrophage serum
prevented the outgrowths of macrophages
and mesangial cells and reduced the pro-
duction of IL 1 activity in the NTSN rats.
In this experimental model IL 1 synthesis,
probably by multiple cell types, is pre-
sent early in the disease process and
perhaps may be an important mediator of
glomerular immune injury.
EFFECT OF NACROPHAGE COLONY STIMULATING FACTOR
(N-tSF) ON THE FUNCTION AND EXPRESSION OF Fe AND
COISPLENENT RECEPTORS (Fc—R, CR) ON U937 CELLS.
R.L. Nehta, J.F. Leary,* and C.N. Abboud.* Univ.
Of Rochester Ned. Ctr., Dept. Of Medicine and
Pathology, Rochester, New York.
Colony stimulating factors (CSF) mediate
proliferation, differentiation and functional
activation of granulocytes and macrophages.
Both Fc-R and CR on human mononuclear cells
participate in the handling of pathogenic immune
complexes (ICx). We have studied the roleof'
recombinant human macrophage CSF (rHuM—CSF) on
Fc-R and CR mediated binding and catabolism of
soluble ICx by U937 cells. C3b was incorporated
(.C3b) into soluble heat aggregates of IgG
(AIgG) and IgI'I (AIgM) using classical pathway of
activation. U937 cells were cultured in medium
alone or medium + 500u/ml of rHuM—CSF for 16—72
hours at 37.C. rHuM'-CSF treated cells showed a
27% increase in the Fc—R mediated total binding
of AIgG but no difference in C3b receptor (CR1)
mediated binding of AIgM.C3b at 72 hours. Cells
incubated with ligand in low ionic strength
buffer failed to show an increment over control.
Simultaneous experiments showed an increase in
cell size associated with a decrease (-26%) in
surface expression of the 4OKd Fc—R (Fc—RII)
which was evident at 24 hours but significant at
72 hours in rHut'I—CSF treated cells. CR1 and CR3
expression was reduced at 24 and 48 hrs but
unchanged at 72 hours. We conclude that rHul4—CSF
enhances Fc—R mediated uptake of soluble ICx by
U937 cells. As Fc—RII binding is nhanced at low
ionic strength our data suggests rHuH—CSF down
regulates Fc-RII, however, does not appear to
significantly influence CR1 mediated function.
ANTIBODY-INDEPENDEJ'IT UNILATERAL GLCERULAR LERIONS
INWCED BY WBRA-VENQi-FACIDR (CVF)
R. IMetz, ri. Zeier, 3. Nitsch, M. Raghunath,N.Gretz,
E. Ritz, E.W. Rauterberg, Institute of Irmninoloj
and Dept.Int.Medicine, 1-ide1berg, PRO
Glcmerular deposits of complement (C) compo-
nents are found in the majority of patients with
glomerulonephritis, but the relative contribution
of local C-activation to glc*iterular lesions is un-
known. We developed an unilateral ant ibody-inde-
pendent model of glcrner'ular injury in rats using
the contralateral kidney as control. A bolus of
highly purified CVF from Naja naja khaoutia, a pa-
tent activator of the alternative C-pathway, was
administered via che right suprarenal artery. Trap-
ping of' CVF was enhanced by a preceeding bolus of
concanavalin A (Con A). Controls received saline
or Con A alone. Animals were sacrificed 2 h or 3d
after injection. Cryostate sections of the left
(untreated) and right kidney were examined by
his toloj and ininunohistochemistry (Mabs against
rat anulccytes or rio). 50 /ug CVF alone caused no
and 2(X) mg Con A only marginal effects. In con-
trast, 50 ,ug CVF, preceeded by 5(X) ug Con A, caused
enlargement of glcrnerular diameter after 2 h (trea-
ted vs untreated kidney, p(0.CXX)7). In parallel,
the number of nuclei per glcnierulus was increased
as was the number of granulocytes per glanerulus(22+5.8 vs lk÷4.3; p(0.CtX)l). The lesions were
still demonstrable after 3 d. Mministration of sa-
line gave consistently negative results. In viva
binding of Con A and CVF to gicinerular sites was
shown by inmunohistochemistry. We conclude that
(1) CVF provokes glcmerular lesions in the absence
of antibodies and (2) the CVF model is suitable to
elucidate role of' activated C-products in induc-
tion of glcmerular lesions.
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MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES (MAB) TO A NOVEL 103
KD PODOCYTE MEMBRANE PROTEIN BIND TO AND
INDUCE FOOT PROCESS SWELLING,OBLITERATION OF FILTRATION SLITS AND
FORMATION OF SUBEPITHELIAL IMMUNE
DEPOSITS (ID). Aaro Miettinen, Gerhard Dekan*, Eva
Schnabel', and Marilyn G. Farquhar, Department of Cell Biology,
Yale University School of MedIcIne, New Haven, Connecticut,
and Department of Bacteriology & Immunology, PJniversity of
Helsinki, Helsinki, FinIand.
MAB 27A (lgG3 kappa-type, p1 6.9-7.6) recognizes a 103 kd
protein by immunoblotting and by Immunoprecipitation. By
Indirect immunofluorescence (IF) on 0.5 tm frozen sections of
normal rat kidney it is apparent that staining is limited to
podocytes, where a granular intracellular signal and a weaker cell
surface staining is seen. By Immunoelectron microscopy (EM) the
intracellular labelling was seen to be due to the presence of the
antigen throughout the entire biosynthetic pathway (rough ER,
Golgi stacks and carrier vesicles), suggesting that this protein is
synthesized at a high rate.
27A lgG (5 mg) was injected Into rats, and the distribution of
mouse igG was followed for 1 h to 10 ci postinjection. 3y 10 d the
lgo had disappeared from the circulation. By direct IF, 27A lgG
was bound to all glomeruli in a granular pattern at 1 h. Staining
decreased but was clearly detectable at 1-10 d. At 10 d rat C3 was
also detectable in the deposits. By immuno EM the bound 27A
IgG was localized at 1 h along the base of loot processes and in
filtration slits under the slit membranes. The foot processes were
swollen and many of the filtration slits were obliterated. At 1 d the
deposited IgG was seen mainly under the slit diaphragms, and
morphologic changes of toot processes were less prominent. At
10 d glomerular morphology was normal, but subepitheilal ID'S
persisted.
These results demonstrate the ability of injected MAi3 27A
to induce subepithelial ID, and they suggest that the 103 kd
protein may play an important roie in the maintenance of normal
podocyte morphology.
THE CONSTITUENTS OF CIRCULATING AND TISSUE—BOUND
I!'BfUNE COMPLEXES IN STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS—ASSOCI—
ATED NEPHRITIS OF RABBITS. Masayuki Miyata*,
Anthony Castellazzo*, Ingrid Glurich*, Murray V.
Stinson*, Yelix Milgrom* and Boris Albini. SUNY—
AS, Department of Microbiology, Medicine and
Oral Biology, Buffalo, New York.
Administration of disrupted Streptococcus mu—
tans MT 703 (SM) thrice weekly i.v. over 4—8 wks
leads to nephritis and mild proteinuria in 85—
100% of New Zealand White rabbits; prolonged in-
jections over up to 28 wks leads to a reduction
of proteinuria and subsequent severe second pro—
teinuric stage. In contrast, administration of
S. mutans 10449 over 28 wits does neither induce
nephriti's nor proteinuria. Understanding of the
composition of immune complexes (IC) in this ex-
perimental nephritis may yield some insight into
the pathogenic role of microbial antigens (MA)
on the one, and rheumatoid factor (RF), on the
other hand. Circulating immune complexes (CIC)
were dissociated using acid buffer or antigen
exceits. Both tests indicated presence of both MA
and RF in CIC. Immunoblots of 3% PEG precipi-
tates from dC—positive sera revealed consis-
tently a 53 kd MA. Tissue—bound IC (TIC) disso-
ciated in antigen excess also indicated presence
of MA and RF. In both TIC and CIC, participation
of MA declined and that of RF increased over the
development of the disease. These results demon—
staate that MA are present consistently in TIC
and CIC of the early disease stage; that from
early on, but increasing with time, RF contrib-
ute to TIC and dC; and that TIC and dC have a
comparable composition.
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HLA-D REGION GENE POLYMORPHISMS ASSOCIATED WITH
IgA NEPHROPATHY [IgAN]. Moore A', Hitman G', Richards N',
Lucas E', yenning M', Goodship T', Cunningham J', Marsh F',
[intr. by Slatopoisky El. The London Hospital, St Thomas' Hospital,
London, and Freeman Hospital, Newcastle, UK.
IgAN has been associated with HLA DR4 but these
observations are inconsistent suggesting that genes encoding the
DR determinants are not those conferring susceptibility, but are
markers for other closely linked disease associated genes. We have
therefore studied genetic susceptibility to IgAN by examining
restriction length polymorphisms [RFLPs] of the HLA D region
genes.
DNA obtained from British Caucosoids with igAN [n27],
membranous nephropathy [1MN; n=46, patient controls], and
normal controls [n=141], was digested with restriction enzymes and
studied using Southern blot techniques and hybridisation with 32P
labeled DNA prabes; DRa, DOa, DXa, DOS, and DPa.
IgAN had an Increased frequency of two non-alleilc Taq I
fragments designated T2 and T6. 44% of patients with IgAN
possessed the phenotype T2+/T6+ compared to 15% normal
controls [p=0.005] and 17.5% in IMN [p0.03J. In addition, a BgI ii
3.5kb DPa fragment was decreased in IgAN 14.8%] compared to
IMN [45.6%, p—0.01 51 and normal controls [34.9%, p=O.08]. No
association of RFLPs of the DRa, DQa, and DXcz genes was seen In
I9AN. IMN had an increased frequency of the RFLPs of the latter
genes which are known to be strongly associated with DR3.
These observations demonstrate that disease susceptibility
genes may play a role in the pathogenesis of lgAN. Furthermore,
the gene[s1 conferring susceptibility are situated in the HLA D
region, and are localised within or near to the DO and DP
subregions.
RECOMBINANT HUMAN INTERLEUKIN—2 (rIL2) INCREASES
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE (GFR) IN THE ISOLATED
ERYTHROCYTE—PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IEPK). j.
Moulller,* A. Altman*, and C. B. Wilson. Res.
Inst. of Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, CA 92037.
To study renal effects of the I cell lymphokine
1L2 as a potential mediator of renal injury, we
used the IEPK perfused with 5 gn albumin and
bovine erythrocytes (Hct 45%). With a perfusion
pressure of 75 mmHg, the IEPK has hemodynemics
similar to j values——flow: 4,99+0.42
ml/mln/gm, vascular resistance (VR): 15.43+1.29
mn*lg/ml.min—l, GFR; 0.9+0.2ml/rnin/gm, filtration
fraction: 18+4%, with well preserved glomerular
morphology. After three (10 mm) control periods
(C), vehicle CV) or rIL2 (an acute local tissue
concentration of about 3 nM) were injected over 5
mm. With flow maintained constant, three (10 mm)
experimental periods (E) were compared as the % of
mean C E(n=7) for V and (n'8) for rIL2)].
Period El E2 E3
GFR V —0.5±22.7 7.7±14.7 23.3±34.4
rIL2 77.4±60.5** 119.7±68.9*5 144.5±112.7*
YR V —O.8±.2
—0.4±2.6 0.5±4.5
rIL2 3.3±6.7 9.3±8.9* 13.7+9.0*5
% Na V 98.8±0.9 99.1±0.9 99.1±1.1
Reab. rIL2 99.1±0.9 98.8±0.9 98.1±1.6
C vs E: ** p<.0l, * p<.O5, Student's j test
No increase in urinary protein excretion was
detected in rIL2 (n=4) compared to V (n=7) infused
IEPK preparations. Partial inactivation of the
rIL2 (murine CTLL—2 cell line assay), using rabbit
anti—human 1L2 antibody, proportionately reduced
the increase of GFR. A second rIL2 and V produced
similar changes. In conclusion, rIL2 produces a
specific, progressive increase of GFR, no natriu—
retic effect, and a small delayed increase of yR.
THE NEPHROTOXIC EFFECTS OF CYCLOSPORINE-A (CY-A)
ARE GREATLY ACCELERATED IN HYPERTENSIVE COMPARED
TO NORI4OTENSIVE RATS. Mahmood S. Mozaffari, * Dale
R. Abrahamson, John J. Curtis, and J. Michael
University of Alabama, Depts. of Cell
Biol. and Anat. and Med., Birmingham, Alabama
CY-A therapy causes significant hypertension
and nephrotoxicity in transplant recipients, but
the etiology of these effects remains enigmatic,
largely due to the lack of appropriate animal mod-
els. We tested the hypothesis that the adverse
effects of CY-A are significantly accelerated by
hypertension. Four groups of B week old unineph-
rectomized rats were included in the study: 1)
deoxycorticosterone-acetate treated rats main-
tained on 1% saline (DOCA-NaC1) and receiving
daily injections of CY-A (20 mg/kg), 2) DOCA-NaCl
receiving the vehicle alone (Veh/DOCA-NaCl), 3)
sham control (no DOCA-NaCl) receiving CY-A (CY-
A/sham), and 4) Veh/sham. During the initial 3
days, systolic arterial pressure (SAP) increased
significantly in the CY-A/DOCA-NaCl group (124 +1-
2 to 143 +/- 4 mm Hg), but their SAP did not
increase significantly thereafter. In comparison,
the Veh/DOCA-NaCl and CT-A/sham groups displayed
delayed SAP increases (SAPs at 3 weeks, 167 +/-3,
133 +/-2 mm Hg, respectively). All three treat-
ment groups were significantly proteinuric, but
the CY-A/DOCA-NaCl group was affected most. Light
microscopic examination revealed severe dilation
of the renal distal tubules and a striking in-
crease in the interstitial space between tubules
in the CY-A/DOCA-NaCl group. Electron microscopic
analysis confirmed these effects and also demon-
strated large numbers of sloughed epithelial
cells within the tubular lumen in this group.
Only minor derangements of this type were noted in
the Veh/DOCA-NaCl and CY-A/sham groups. These
results suggest a significant nephrotoxic interac-
tion between CT-A and hypertension.
CHARGE AND MOLECULAR SIZE OF IgA IN SERA AND
GLOMERULAR ELUATES FROM A MURINE MODEL OF IgA
NEPHROPATHY. En Muso, Haruyoshi Yoshida, Eiji
Takeuchi, Toshihide Shimada,* and Chuich Kawai.*
Kyoto Univ., Fac. of Med., 3rd Div., Dept. of mt.
Med. & Dept. of Pathol. Kyoto. Japan.
To investigate the qualitative
characteristics of IgA in the pathogenesis of IgA
nephropathy, charge and size of IgA from sera and
kidney eluates were analyzed in ddY mice which
develop spontaneous IgA nephropathy with aging.
Female ddY mice aged 12, 40 and 60 week old were
used. Glomeruli were isolated using sieving
technique and the bound proteins were eluted with
citrate buffer (pH 3.2). The charge and the size
of IgA in each sample were analyzed by
isoelectric focusing (IEF) and by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
respectively. The IgA levels were detected by
ELISA using anti—mouse IgA antibodies. Serum IgA
levels were increased significantly in 40
and 60 week old mice with nephritis than in 12
week old mice without nephritis. The IEF
analysis showed serum IgA in the pH range from
4.5 to 5.0 without changing with age. IgA in the
eluates from 60 week old mice were focused in
slightly limited acidic range from pH 4.5 to 4.8.
HPLC fractionation revealed significant increase
of polymeric IgA 5OOkd) in the sera from 40 and
60 week old mice, especially in nice with severe
glomerular damage. Further, almost all of the
eluted IgA from 60 week old mice were polymeric
form of more than l000kd. These findings
suggest that the polymeric quality of IgA, rather
than electric charge, may be more pathogenic in
the development of IgA nephropathy in ddY mice.
CYST—DERIVED CELLS DO NOT EXHIBIT ACCELERATED GROWTH OR FEATURES
OF TRANSFORMED CELLS. Sakie Nakamura, Phaibul Punyarit,
Barbara Schumacher, Frank Carone. Northwestern Univ. Med.
Ctr., Dept. of Path., Chicago, Illinois.
Progressive renal enlargement is a prominent feature in
autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKO) suggesting
that the disease is due to hyperplasia and/or preneoplastic
transformation of renal epithelial cells. In this study
in vitro methods were developed to grow and propagate large
numbers of cyst—derived epithelial cells from ADPKD kidneys
and cortical epithelial cells from normal human kidneys (Nit).
In order to study their biologic features during early cell
passages, cells were grown on Vitrogen (bovine dermal collagen)
— FCS (fetal calf serum) coated dishes and fed a basic
medium (DME:F12) supplemented with 10% FCS or a defined
medium (Sens) containing insulin, transferrin, selenium, hydro—
cortisone, tri—iodothyronine and epidermal growth factor (EGF).
Both ADPKD and Nit cells grew as monolayers. were positive
for keratin by imunohistochemistry and flow cytometry and
had ultrastructural features of renal epithelial cells. Confluent
Nit and ADPKD nonolayers formed domes. In contrast to Nit
cells, the growth and propagation of ADPKD cells was not
supported by defined medium alone but required serum supplementa-
tion and ADPKD cells did not respond to growth factors
(insulin, transferrin, EGF) that promoted the growth rate,
of Nit cells. In serum supplemented media, the growth rate,
cell doubling time and end cell number of ADPKD and Nit
cells were the same. Moreover, ADPKD cells did not exhibit
any in vitro features of transformed cells: they were
not iimnortal, they were sensitive to contact inhibition,
they were anchorage dependent and they were not tumorigenic
in nude mice. These findings do not support an increased
rate of a cell growth or cell transformation as causative
factors in ADPKD.
MONOCYTE SECRETE FACTORS THAT REGULATE
GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN(GAG) SYNTHESIS BY MESANGIAL
CELLS(MC5) IN VITRO. Ichiei Narita, Testuo
Morioka, Kazukiyo Yoshida, Takashi Oite, Fujio
Shimizu, Masaaki Arakawa. Niigata Univ. School
of Med., Dept. of Med(II) and Dept. of Immunol.
Inst. of Nephrology. Niigata Japan. (Intr. by
F. Marumo
Proliferation of MCs and increased accumu-
lation of mesangial matrices are histological
hallmarks of chronic glomerulonephritis. But
the mechanism involved in it remains uncertain.
MC have been reported to synthesize various con-
nective tissue and basement membrane components.
This work was undertaken to elucidate the role
of monocytes in icrement of mesangial matrices,
particularly GAGs which are capable of inter-
acting with several other matrix components such
as collagens, laminine and fibronectin. MCs were
used between third and fifth passages after pri-
mary culture of glomeruli. Monocytes, obtained
from peripheral blood of normal adult human,
were cultured for 72 h in D-MEM supplemented
with 5% autologous human serum and 20 ug/ml of
LPS. The cell—free culture supernatant was used
as crude monocyte derived factor (MDF). The IIDF
was concentrated by diaflow membane and frvc—
tionated by gel chromatography. H-glucosan'ine
incorporation to GAGs by rat and human MC5 were
measured by cetylpyridinium chloride precipita-
tion method. At confluency, MDF had no effect on
cell growth. But GAG synthesis by rat and human
MCs was increased by addition of MDF in dose de-
pendent fashion. MDX' contained at least two com-
ponents which exerted a stimulatory efi!ect on
GAG synthesis. Gel and ion exchange chromato-
graphy study showed that elution patterns of GAGs
synthesized by MC5 apparently same in the pre-
sence of MDX'. Local infiltration of monocytes to
glomerulus, which is often seen in various types
of glomerular injury, may takes a role in incre-
ment of mesangial matrix accumulation through
the factors we explored in this experiment.
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IVIkflJIAR CIIJITIC OF ThE 3M—i NEF3IRI'1OGE2IIC IINflGDA
Eric G. Neiison, Mae Jane Sun*, J flpy* C:aro-
iyn Kelly, 'Itsa Haverty, Michael Clayman, and Nancy
E. 000ke*, Department of Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
We have a proximal tubular cell line (MCI') in
culture that secretes the nephritogenic antigen
3M—i which is the target ligana of aTff.1 disease
producing interstitial nephritis in humans and
mice. A crflA library was prepared from this cell
line and packaged in lambda gtll phage. The li-
brary was screened with a monospecific polyclonal
antibody to 3M-i - A positive clone obtained from
this screening was used to rehybridize the library
pulling out seven additional cDNA isolates. cIEA
124-2 hybridizes to a 1,750 bp nRNA transcript frau
MC? cells, but not from interstitial fibroblasts.
Sequencing of these cENAs revealed that 3M-l is
transcribed as four species of mPNA differing in
their 5' -ends. One of these species contains 5'
Gly-X-Y residues which may be a collagen foot
int&jrating this isofonu of 3M-i into the extncel-
lular matrix. A two-dimensional computer plot of
the en-reading frame was used to identify poten-
tial antigenic epitopes for the nephritcgenic T
and B cell repertoires. Oligopeptides synthesized
from this computer plot were found to bind to
several monoclonal anti-3M-i antibodies derived
from animals with interstitial nephritis. One of
these oligopeptides also strongly stimulates pro-
liferation of cloned 3M-i—specific helper T cells
growing in culture. Our findings clearly indicatethat 3M—i is cell-specific, polymorphic, and prob-
ably provides more than one antigenic epitope.The cloning of these cOMAs now allows for the
isolation of their relevant genes and cis—acting
elements.
TREATMENT OF LUPUS NEPHRITIS IN NEW ZEALAND Fl
MICE (B/W MICE) BY 15—DEOXYSPERGUALIN (DSP).
N. Okubo, N. Umetani,* K. Inoue,* and K. Kssiata.
Kitasato Univ. Dept. of Med., Sagszeihara, Japan.
We already reported DSP prevented the devel—
opuent of spontaneous nephritis in B/W mice when
the therapy was started at lb wks of age just
prior to the onset of the disease (Kidney Tnt. in
press). The present study was done to evaluate
the effect of DSP on the established disease.
Tweyity.-eight—wk—old B/W mice with nephritis were
left untreated (control group), or put on treat-
ment either with cyclophosphanide, 15 ng/kg/wk (C
Y group), or with DSP, 6 mg/kg/2 days (DSP group).
Body wt. and proteinuria were periodically meas-
ured. The mice were serially sacrificed at 28, 32,
36 or 'O wks of age, their blood and spleen were
taken to analyze lymphocyte subsets by flow cyto—
metry, and kidneys were processed for light and
isnunofluorescent microscopy. Histological changes
wese seni.quantitatively analyzed. Age—depeodent
decrease in body wt. was seen in the control
group, but not in CY or DSP group. Less protein—
uria was observed in both of the treated groups.
Spleen wt. and L3T14+/Lyt2t ratio of splenocytes at
140 wits of age were significantly lover in DSP
group compared with CY or control group. Glomer—
ular intracapillary cell proliferation at 32 wks
of age, and crescent formation and tuft necrosis
at 140 wks of age were significantly less in both
of the treated groups, DSP group in particular.
Deposition of AgO and C3 in the mesangium and a-
long the capillary loops was also decreased by
both treatment modalities. In conclusion, DSP
treatment proved effective for the advanced nephr—
itis in B/W mice, which was quite comparable to or
even better than the action of CY.
PEGULATIOM OF MOUSE MES?NGIAL CELL P3LIFERATION
BY l,25,DIHYDRoXYVITpj4I D3 (l,25,D3), 5.5. Ooi,
E.P. MacCarthy, 5.Y. Mong,* A. Msu,* Division
of Nephrology and Hypertension, Department of
Medicine, University of Cincinnati Medical
Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The monocyte/nacrophage has been shown to he
the principal effector cell infiltrating the
glonerular nesangiun in immune-mediated nephritis.
Upon activation, the macrophage secretes a number
of cytoregulatory substances, one of which has
recently been shown to be l,25,D3. We have
examined the effect of l,25,D3 on the growth of
mouse nesangial cells in culture and found that
1,25,03 exerts a suppressive effect on the growth
of such cells as assessed by {3H]—thymidine
uptake by the cells and by cell counts in a dose—
dependent fashion. Additionally, i,25,D3
suppresses the mitogenic effect of epidermal
growth factor (EG?) on the proliferation of the
nesangial cells. Specificity of the effect was
demonstrated by studies using 25,03 which had a
significantly reduced effect compared to the
effect of 1,25,03. 1,25,03 was also shown to
suppress the growth of mesangial cells which had
been committed to proliferate by prior incubation
of the cells with EGF. The results of these
studies are relevant to our understanding of the
mechanisms regulating mesangial cell growth in
nephritis and potentially to clinical states
characterized by pertubations in the serum
levels of 1,25,03.
THE CASCADING, INTERRELATED ROLES OF INTERLETJKIN- 1,
IL-2 AND IL-6 IN ANTI-CD3 DRIVEN MURINE T CELL
PROLIFERATION. Oleh Pamkewycz*, Mary Yui*, Vicki
Kelley, Terry Strom) Beth Israel and Brigham aad
Women's Hospitals, Harvard Umiw., Boston, MA
In vitro effects of amtigem stimulation with T
cells are mimicked by monoclomal antibodies (Mab)
defining proteins of the T cell receptor-CD3 com-
plex. We now define the requirements for activa-
tion and proliferation of purified resting marine T
cells at varying cell densities upon stimulation
with divalent (DV) or polyvalent (PV) forms of a
nitogenic anti-CD3 Nab. Accessory cell (AC) deple-
ted T cells do not proliferate to Conk nor to DV
anti-CD3 at 100,000 cells/well. PV anti-CD3 pro-
vides a powerful signal for T cell proliferation at
>5,000 cells/well. Recombinant (r) IL-2 strongly
sugnents T cell proliferation to anti-CD3; whereas,
rIL-i exerts no direct effects on anti-CD3 stimu-
lated T cells. rIL-6 promotes T cell proliferation
only in response to PV anti-CD3. When added to ad-
herent AC (95Z macrophages) rIL- 1 stimulates IL-6.
rIL-6 in turn amplifies accumulation of stable IL-2
mRNA transcripts in purified T cells after PV anti-
CD3 stimulation. Thus, the maximum proliferative
signal to T cells in low cell densities is PV anti-
CD3 plus exogenous IL-2. IL-2 gene activation,
critical for T cell proliferation, by antigen or
anti-CD3, is potentiated by the cytokines IL-i and
IL-6. IL-i indirectly supports T cell prolifera-
tion by stimulating IL-6 gene activation in AC. T
cell stimulation by anti-CD3 Mab plus IL-6 induces
transcription of T cell IL-2 mRNA. Thus, IL-i,
IL-6 and IL-2 support T cell proliferation
through cascading effects at the level of mRNA gene
activation.
HEPARAN SULFATE (HS) AND HEPARIN SPECIFICALLY
DELIMIT NEPHRON FORMATION IN EMBRYONIC KIDNEYS.
Jeffrey L. Platt, Paul Trescony,* Bonnie Lindman*
and Theodore Oegema, Jr.* University of
Minnesota Departments of Pediatrics, Cell
Biology and Neuroanatomy, Orthopaedic Surgery
and Biochemistry, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Formation of nephrons from primitive
mesenchyme is induced by ureteric buds. Nephron
induction is closely coordinated with branching
morphogenesis of the ureteric bud and is
associated with de novo synthesis of chondroitin
sulfate proteoglycan and release of free HS
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains. We therefore
asked whether GAG influence nephron development.
Using a quantitative organ culture model, we
demonstrated that up to 10—fold fewer nephrons
were formed in kidneys incubated in heparin and
HS than in control conditions or in kidneys
incubated in chondroitin sulfate or hyaluronic
acid. Inhibition was associated with altered
expression of cell and matrix antigens.
Development of previously induced nephrons,
however, was unaffected suggesting heparin and
HS acted on an early event in nephron formation.
Branching morphogenesis was comparably impaired
in kidneys exposed to heparin but not to HS or
de—N—sulfated, N—acetylated heparin. Inhibition
of nephron development depended on GAG sugar
composition and 0—sulfation but not on GAG chain
size or charge density. The effectiveness of HS
at concentrations as low as those existing in
mature kidneys suggests these GAG may control
formation of nephrons in fetal metanephric
kidneys.
ANTITHRONBOTIC MECHANISUS IN THE RAT KIDNEY;
ASPIRIN ENHANCES GLOMERIJLAR ADP—ASE ACTIVITY.
Klaas Poelstra, Machiel J. Hardonk and Winston W.
Bakker. Univ. of Groningen, Dept. of Pathol.,
Groningen, the Netherlands.
Glomerular ADP—ase activity has been shown in
the GBH of the rat kidney using cytochemical me-
thods at the EM level. This activity could be re-
duced by adriamycin (ADR) injection leading to in-
creased thrombotic tendency (Bakker et al. J.Lab.
Clin.Med. 109:171, 1987). We now studied PGI2 in-
hibition by injecting s.c. aspirin (2.5 mg/kg bw)
in ADR (7.5 mg/kg bw) (n10) or saline treated
rats and compared glomerular ADP—ase activity and
experimental intraglomerular thrombotic tendency
with control rats (i.e. ADR treated n=8; saline
n=7; saline + aspirin n=5). The results show de-
creased gloinerular ADP—ase activity in combination
with increased intraglomerular platelet aggrega-
tion following alternate kidney perfusion ex vivo
of ADR treated animals compared with control rats
(i.e. saline or saline + aspirin treated). In con-
trast, the ADP—ase inactivating effect of ADR
could completely be abolished by subsequent aspi-
rin treatment: normal glomerular ADP—ase was pre-
sent while no intraglomerular thrombosis could be
induced using the alternate perfusion system.
Since aspirin treatment clearly enhances the gb—
merular ADP—ase activity in the rat kidney, its
potential effect through endothelial PCI2 inhibi-
tion cannot be deduced from the present data. How-
ever, this remarkable restauration of gbomerular
ADP—ase concomitant with the antithronibotic poten-
tial of the GBM reinduced by aspirin sheds a new
light upon the antithrombotic action of this drug.
Whether ADP—ase enhancement occurs via direct or
indirect mechanisms remains to be investigated.
URINARY EXCRETION OF THE C5b—9 MEMBRANE ATTACK
COMPLEX OF COMPLEMENT REFLECTS DISEASE ACTIVITY
IN ACTIVE (AICN) AND PASSIVE HEYMANN NEPHRITIS
(PHN). C. 3. Pruchno' M.W. Burns*, N. Schulze*,
P. Baker*, R.J. Johnson, W.G. Couser, U. of WA,
Seattle, WA.
In the Heymann nephritis models of membranous
nephropathy (MN) formation of subepithelial
immune complex deposits by reaction of antibody
with a glomerular epithelial cell (GEC) antigen
results in membrane insertion and transcellular
transport of C5b—9 with excretion of C5b—9 in
urine (U C5b—9). To test the hypothesis that U
C5b—9 excretion measured by EL ISA could be used
as an index of active immune deposit formation by
this mechanism, aerial studies were carried out
in both AICN and PHN. In PHN, U C5b—9 correlated
with glomerular deposition of 1251—anti—FxlA
(r=.88) in the heterologous phase. In the
autologous phase, U C5b—9 paralleled serum levels
of anti—sheep IgG. U C5b—9 returned rapidly to
normal levels when circulating anti—Fx1A or
anti—sheep IgG were no longer present or when
kidneys from PHN rats with increased U C5b—9 were
transplanted into normal hosts (n=3). In AICN at
20 weeks, rats with 4+ IgG deposits and persis-
tent proteinuria exceeding 100 mg/day could be
divided into groups with normal (A) or elevated
(B) U C5b—9. Normal kidneys transplanted into
group A rats (n=3) developed no deposits at 14
days whereas transplants in group B (n3) all
developed subepithelial deposits.
We conclude that in experimental MN induced by
antibody to a GEC antigen, U C5b—9 is a sensitive
index of on—going glomerular immune deposit
formation and that proteinuria may persist for
weeks in the absence of active immune disease.
RENAL TUBULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE CHANGE OCCURS PAR! PASSU
WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF CYST FORMATION. Phaibul Punyarit,
Paul Hollenberg, Raymond Novak, Walter Glogowski, SakieNakamura,
George Flouret. Frank Carone. Northwestern Univ. Med. Ctr..
Dept. of Path., Chicago, Illinois.
Our previous studies have shown that 2—amino—4, 5—diphenly
thizole hydrochloride (OPT) administered orally to rats induces
a urine concentrating defect (within 1—2 days) and progressive.
but reversible, Cystic changeof all collecting tubules (prominent
between 4—8 weeks). Cystic change was characterized by
tubular cell and basement membrane changes consisting of
alterations in cellular biosynthetic/secretory organelles fol-
lowed by thickening of the basement membrane with marked
reduction (—50%) of the de novo synthesis of sulfated proteogly—
cans, suggesting that altered synthesis of tubular basement
membrane plays a role in the development of cystic disease.
In this study, following the administration of [14C]—DPT
in vivo, a major urinary metabolite (>70%) was isolated
by HPLC and characterized by gas chromatographi'—rass spectral
and NMR analyses as 2—amino—4, hydrosyphenyl—5 phenyl thiazole,
designated as phenol I!. Phenol 11 was synthesized and
administered orally to rats for 4 days to compare its biological
effects with OPT. Phenol I! impaired concentrating ability
significantly greater and induced tubular cystic transformation
earlier and to a much greater degree than OPT. At day
5, in phenol I! treated animals, basement membranes lining
cysts were thickened several—fold and exhibited extensive
loss and disorder of ruthenium red binding sites, indicative
of loss of sulfated proteoglycans (heparin sulfate proteoglycan).
The basement membrane changes occurred in tandem with the
development of cystic transformation and strongly suggests
that the basement membrane has a key role in the pathogenesis
of P1(0. The findings support the hypothesis that P1(0 may
be due to a genetic or acquired defect in the synthesis/degradation
of one or more basement membrane components (sulfated proteo-
glycans) resulting in faulty tubular morphogenesis.
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SUPPRESSIVE EFFECT OF LYMPHOKINES ON SECRETION AND
iiiRNA LEVELS OP LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE (LPL) IN
CULTURED 11TIMAN MACROPHACES. U. Ouerfeld*, 3,
Ong*, J. Prehm*, J. Carthy*, P. Fern*, S.C.
Jordan. Cedars-Sinai Med. Ctr., Dept. of Pediatr.
& Emdocr., Los Angeles, CA.
Lipid loaded macrophages are part of
atherosclerotic plaques which are frequently
observed in patients with tRF. Spontaneous
secretion of LPL occurs In cultured human
macrophages and may facilitate lipid uptake. To
study the effect of immunoregulatory lymphokines
on LPL secretion, peripheral blood mononuclear
cells obtained from healthy volunteers were
isolated by Ficoll-Bypaque centifugation, and
plated in culture dishes (lOxlO /dish). After 6
days of incubation in RPMI 1640 medium with 20%
fetal calf serum, recombinant human interferon
gamma (rh-INF) and interleukin-2 (rhIL-2) were
added to che medium (500 U/ml and 100 U/mi,
respectively). LPL activity (LPLa) and LPL mass
(LPLm) were assayed in the medium. Results (%aof
mean from control mean):
day 7 day 9 day 12
rhy.-INF LPLa -59 -73 -93
LPLm
-43 -60 -40
rhIL-2 LPLa -64 -100 -98
LPLm -21 -61 -100
The suppressive effect of rhy'-INF and rhIL-2 was
dose dependent and threshold doses were 0.05 U/ml
and 0.5 U/ml, respectively. Neither rht-INF nor
rhIL-2 affected protein synthetic rate in
macrophages (50U/ml). After 12 days, LPL mRNA
levels were 22 + 5% of controls in rh1—INF treated
dishes (500 U/ml). Thus, LPL secretion by human
macrophages in vitro can be suppressed by
lymphokines.
GLOMERULAR SUBEPITHELIAL IMMUNE DEPOSITS
(SID) INDUCED BY ANTIBODIES TO CULTURED RAT
GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS (GEC). R.J. Otiigg,
D.R. Abrahamson, A.V. Cybulsky, J. Badalamcnti*,
A.W.M. Minto* snd D.J. Salant. Medical College of
Virginia, Richmond, VA, Boston UnR. Med. Ctr.,
Boston, MA and Univ. Alabama at Birmingham, AL.
To investigate the role of GEC membrane antigens
in SID formation, we produced a rabbit antiserum to
cultured rat GEC (anti-GEC). By immuno-
fluorescence (IF) on normal rat kidney, anti-GEC
stained brush border (BB) of proximal tubules.
Glomeruli of rats injected with anti-GEC contained
diffuse, granular, capillary wall deposits of rabbit
IgG at 5 days. Rahbit IgO was localized to SID
beneath slit diaphragms and in coated pits on the
GEC membranes by immunoelectron microscopy.
IgO was also identified in cytoplasmic vesieles,
indies ting that membrane -bound immune
complexes had been endocytosed by GEC. By
immunoprecipitation and get electrophoresis of
radiolabellod, solubilized BB, ansi-GEC shared
reactivity with three proteins imniunoprecipitated
by anti-FxIA (Mr 98 and 120 kd as well as a high Mr
protein that corresponded to gp330). Anti-GEC
reacted with five of seven proteins itutnuno-
precipitated by anti-Fx1A from surface-labelled
GLiC (Mr 42-172 kd) including the 93 and 120 kD
proteins present on BB. Both antiinra also
precipitated gp330 from biosynthetieally-labelled,
but not from surface-labelled, GEC. Anti-gp330 did
not stain the cell membranes of GEC by IF. Thus,
antibodies to cultured rat GEC antigens induce
formation of SID that resemble those in passive
Hcymann ncphritis produced by injecting anti-
Fx1A. Cultured rat GEC synthesize gp330 but appear
not to express it on their plasma membranes.
RAT KIDNEY MESANCIAL CELLS SYNTHESIZE NOVEL
COLLAGENOIJS POLYPEFTIDES. N. Rosenblum, * M.
Karnovsky* and B. Olaen* (intr. by W. Harmon)
Div. of Nephrology. The Children's Hospital;
Depta. of Pathology, Anatomy and Cell Biology,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Mesangial sclerosis is the principal
pathogenic finding in.many glomerular diseases
such as inherited diffuse mesangial sclerosis,
We hsve isolated and partially characterized
collsgenous polypeptides synthesized by cultured
rat mesangial cells to develop probes to
extrncellular matrix components expressed in such
diseases. Confluent cells, incubated with Na
ascorbate and
-aminoproprionitrile, were
labelled with 5S-Met. Medium proteins were
precipitated with ammoniun sulfate, digested with
bacterial collagensse and analyzed by SDS-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (505-PACE)
and autoradiography. Collagenous polypeptides
were identified by their sensitivity to bacterial
collegenase. In addition to types I, III, IV and
V collagen bands, we have identified collagenase
sensitive bands of 300 lcD and 200 kD. Bands of
25OkD end lSOkD were generated only after
collagenase digestion. Digestion of the medium-
derived proteins with pepsin led to degradation
of these novel collagenous bands to low molecular
weight peptide fragments. We conclude,
therefore, that rat messngial cells synthesize
novel collagenous polypeptides with large
nontriple helical domains and relatively small
triple helical pepsin resistant domains. We
speculate that these polypeptides are members of
the nonfibrillar class of collagens which mediate
interactions between fibrillar collagena and
other components of the extracellular matrix.
THE FUNCTIONAL AND PHENOTYPIC DISTINCTION
BETWEEN CD4-,.2H4-i. AND CD4+2H4- CELLS PERSISTS
AFTER ACTIVATION WITH CON A. D Rothsteint, S
Sohen*,SF Sch1ossman, and C Morimoto*, (intr. by CB
Carpenter). Dana FarberCancer Inst. Boston Ma.
Themonoclonal antibodies anti-2H4 (CD45R), and anti..4B4
(CDw29) along with UCHL1, identify reciprocal subsets of
CD4 lymphocytes with suppressor-inducer (2H4+UCHL1-
434-), and helper-inducer (2H4-UCHL1+ 4B4+) activity.
Alterations in the relative numbers of these cells have been doc-
umented in a number ofclinical settings including active SLE,
and renal transplantation. Recent reports suggested that upon
activation, 2114-i-cells become 2H4- and gain UCHL1 and 4B4
antigens. This, plus the ability of 2114-, but not 2H4+ cells to
respond to recall antigens suggested that2H4+ and 2H4- sub-
sets represent naive andmemory cells, respectively. Wenow
report on the phenotypic and functional changes of CD4-i. cells
separated into 2H4+(4B4-UCHL1-) and 2H4-(4B4+ IJCHL1+)
subsets and then activated with ComA (n=6). On days 2,7,14,
and 21, aliquots of these cells were evaluated for phenotype and
for their ability to provide suppressor-inducer or helper-reducer
activityby decreasing or increasingPWM-driven IgO synthesis,
respectively. The 2114- cells remained >95% 434+ and
UCHLL+, and 5-10% low density 2114+, afteractivation. On
thy 2, the 2114+ cells expressed high density 2H4 (>90% ) as
well as 434 and UCHL1(>70%). After day 2, the density and
the % of cells positive for 2114 decreased but plateaued with 45-
50% ofthe cells positive ondays 14and 21. UCHL1 and 4B4
expression remained>90%, 5-10% of the cells expressed only
2114, whereas 40-45% coexpressed UCHL1. Despite these
phenotypic changes, the cells that were originally 2H4+
continued to provide suppressor-inducer function, and did not
provide increased levels of help. The 2H4- cells provided
significanthelp andminimal suppression. We conclude that
although activation causes a down-regulation of 2114+, and
increasedexpressionof UCHL1 and 434, these cells remain
distinct, both functionally and phenotypically from 2H4- cells,
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GLOMERULAR PRODUCTION OF A
CHEMOATFRACTANT FOR WHITE BLOOD
CELLS. B. Rovin*. J. Lefkowith*, and G. Schremer,
Renal Division, Washington Univ., St. Louis, MO.
Glomeruli(GLOM) possess a resident population of
macrophages(MAC) which increase in inflammation in a
complement-independent fashion. To characterize the
factors regulating WBC migration, GLOM were isolated
from normal rats, and rats made nephritic by IV injection
of nephrotoxic serum. The GLOM were incubated in
RPMI-1640 and the cell free supernatants were tested for
WBC chemotactic activity in a multiwell microchemotaxis
chamber. Responder cells were rat peritoneal
inacrophages(MAC), rat PMN, or human peripheral
monocytes(MONO). GLOM from normal rats elaborated
a chemoattractant for MAC and MONO, which increased
in a time dependent fashion. Nephritic GLOM
demonstrated enhanced production of chemoattractant
relative to normal glomeruli:
NET CELLS MIGRATED(±SEM)
Glomeruli MAC PMN MONO
Normal 850± 170 1080±328 2131± 169
Nephritic 1786±69 4205±246 5414±189
This factor retained 85% activity after incubation at 56'C
for 30 mm., or after heating to 100'C for 5 mm., and was
resistent to freeze-thawing. Activity was retained on an
octadecylsilane column after ethanol extraction, and could
be eluted with methanol. In summary, normal GLOM
produce a chemoattractant for WBC during short term
culture, which is increased by an inflammatory stimulus.
Initial characterization suggests this factor is heat stable
and resembles a lipid.
EVIDENCE THAT CULTURED MESANGIAL CELLS (MC) ARE
OF MESANGIAL ORIGIN. Marc J. Sadovnic, and V.
Kline Bolton. Univ. of Virginia Med. Ctr., Dept.
of Med., Charlottesville, Va.
Functional and structural parameters have been
used to define cells of presumed inesangial
origin. We have cultured presumed MC from
chickens (ch) by modifications of methods for
mammalian MC. Ch MC have similar features —
morphology, resistance to PAN, susceptibility to
niitoinycin C, growth in L—valine free medium,
non—staining for factor VIII antigen, staining
for fibronectin, myosin and desmin, and
contraction with angiotensen II. These
characteristics have defined these cells and
mammalian MC as mesangial. However, direct
evidence is lacking. We have produced a
monoclonal antibody (MAb) by standard techniques.
MAb 6H12, an IgG 2a isotype, binds to ch
mesangium in vivo after iv injection and in
vitro. It stains glomeruli in culture and
mesangial cells in the first, second, and third
passage. It does not react with fibrous tissue
or fibroblasts, monocytes/siacrophages, lymphoid
cells, smooth or skeletal muscle, liver or lung.
It does not bind to human, rat, mouse, bovine,
canine or rabbit mes. After IV injection 6H12
binds avidly to the mesangium, slightly to
peritubular tissues, but not to other organs. It
is undetectable by 72 to 96 hrs. 6H12 does not
fix ch complement in vitro or in vivo, but
strongly fixes mammalian complement.
These findings confirm for the first time that
cells in culture previously identified by
indirect parameters to be mesangial cells are
indeed derived from the mesangium.
CYTOKINES PROMOTE NEUTROPHIL (N) ADHERENCE TO
CULTURED HUMAN GLONERULAR CELLS. K. Samudra,*
J.D. Mahan, C. NcAllister,* B. Shannon,* The
Ohio State Univ., Depts. of Pediatrics & Medi-
cine, Children's Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
Leukocyte adherence to glomerular capillary
structures appears to be an early step in the
development of many forms of glomerulonephritis
(GN) in man. Endothelial cells actively partici-
pate in inflammatory processes and, by altering
cell surface properties may promote leukocyte
adherence. The ability of cells to modify N
adherence was investigated after exposure of
human glomerular capillary endothelial (GCEC)
and mesangial cells (MC) to 5 U/nil Interleukin 1
(IL—I), 5 U/nil Interleukin 2 (IL—2) or 100 U/mi
gamma Interferon (gIFN). Normal human N were
isolated and adherence was determined after
15 or 60 mm incubation. Data is expressed as
# N/f GCEC or MC.
NEUTROPHIL ADHERENCE (15 MIN)
Control IL—I IL—2
GCEC .05 .01 .78±.O9* .i1±.09* —
MC .19 .08 .91 .26* 1.20 •37* .35 .11
(* p<O.OS vs control)
After 60 mm only GCEC and MC exposed to IL—i
showed greater adherence for N over controls.
This data suggests that exposure of glomerular
cells to cytokmnes may agument N adherence and
enhanced adhesiveness of GCEC and MC may be
involved in the induction of inflammation in GN.
TRANSCYTOSIS AND TRANSTUBULAR MOVEMENT
OF HUMAN IMMUNOGLOBULIN LIGHT CHAINS
(LC) IN THE PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT) OF THE RAT
IN VIVO. Paul W. Sanders, Guillermo A. Herrera*, and
John H. Galla. Nephrology Research and Training Center,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL.
To investigate the PT handling of LC's, male
Sprague-Dawley rats were prepared for microperfusion
experiments in standard fashion. Isolated rat nephrons were
perfused in vivo at 20 nI/mm for 20 mm with artificial tubule
fluid that contained two different ic LC's with similar
molecular weights. Subsequently, the tubules were
prucessed for immunoelectron microscopy using polyclonal
antibodies to human ic LC. Perfusion with LC1 produced
no uhrastructural alterations in the PT. The majority of this
LC was localized to the luminal brush border membrane
(30.7±4.0 %) and the endolysosomal system (65.1±4.4%);
a small amount (3.7±0.7%) was also present along the
tubular basement membrane and interstitium adjacent the
perfused tubule. All of these values were different (p <
0.001) from background (mitochondria and nuclei)(0.5±0.1%). Perfusion with LC2 resulted in PT damage
that manifested as disruption of the microvillus border,
vacuolation, and cell fragmentation and sloughing. This LC
was also noted on the microvillus border, in the
endolysosomal system, and along the tubular basement
membrane. Thus, endocytosis and transtubular movement
of both LCs was noted. Transcytosis with exocytosis of
the nontoxic LC was demonstrated; the majority of
transtubular movement of the toxic LC is likely due to
disruption of epithelial integrity. Transepithelial movement
of LC's may be responsible for the tubular basement
membrane deposition of LCs that can occur in monoclonal
LC deposition disease.
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IDENTIFICATION OF A SPECIFIC Fc RECEPTOR (FcR) FOR
IgG ON CWLTURED RAT ESANGIAL CELLS (MC). .
Santiago $.DeCandido , H. Hoithofer, D.
Schlondorff. Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
Bronx, NY.
Recently we and others have shown that cultured
mesangial cells bind and take up immunecomplexes
in an Fc-dependent manner leading in turn to
generation of PGE2, reactive oxygen, and platelet
activating factor. The present studies were
designed to further characterize potential FcR on
mesangial cells. Binding,says with either
monomeric or aggregated [' I] labeled rat
subclass-specific IgG were performed at 4°C for 2
hrs on subcultured rat mesangial cells. Monomeric
rat IgG2a, IgG2b IgG1 and aggr. IgG2a and IgGi
bound only nonsPec!callY. In contrast saturable
binding of aggr. I I] IgG2b occurred, which was
displaceable by excess (IOOug/ml) IgG2b, but not
IgG2a, IgG, or F(ab')2 fragments of IgG2b. The
presence of an FcR was confirmed by surface
protein iodination of MC and Immunoprecipitation
with either a polyclonal or monoclonal antibody
prepared against murine FcR (kindly provided by
Dr. J. Unkeless). Both antibodies precipitated a
broad 45-55 kDa iodinated protein band that
comigrated with the FcR from mouse macrophage J774
cells on SDS-PAGE. This protein band also reacted
with the polyclonal anti FcR Ab on immunoblots.
In contrast rat papillary epithelial cells were
negative. By immunofluorescence microscopy all
MC stained positive with polyclonal FcR-Ab. These
results further characterize FcR on rat MC. The
receptor is of the low affinity type with
specificity for agg. rat IgG2b, the major IgG
subclass In rat.
ESSENTIAL FATTY ACID DEFICIENCY INHIBITS MONOCYTE
MIGRATION IN GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN). George
F. Schreiner, Brad H. Rovln*, James B.
Lefkowith*. Depts. of Med. & Path., Washington
University Medical Center, St. Louis, Missouri.
Rats maintained on a diet deficient in
essential fatty acids ((FAD) display marked
depletion of normally resident glomerular and
interstitial macrophages (Il') to the extent
that [FAD kidneys can be allografted without
inwnunosuppression of the recipient (Science
240:1032). EFAD kidneys are also resistant to
induced M infiltration in immune and
non—immune models of glomerular injury. 24 hrs
after induction of nephrotoxic serum GN in rats
(n=6) control (C) diet glomeruli and [FAD
glomeruli had comparable antibody deposition
(568 pg/glom vs 607 pg/glom, [FAD vs C). Yet
(FAD glomeruli manifested a 71% depletIon of
M (16.1 1.0 vs 40.5 1.5
M./glomerulus. (FAD vs C) and a 74% inhibition
of TxB2 synthesis (4.9 fmole/l03 glomeruli
vs 13.6, (FAD vs C). Proteinuria/24 hrs was 26
my ((FAD) vs 120 my (C). Analogous results were
observed in a model of non—imune glomerular
injury induced by deposition of ferritin
complexes, in which C glomerull accumulated
31.4 2.3 M/glomerulus compared to (FAD
ylomeruli with 6.5 0.9 N/glomerlus. (FAD
rats have normal levels of circulating
leukocytes. (FAD Il are normal with respect
to phagocytosis and chemotaxis. In microwell
Mi, chemotaxis assays, [FAD glomerull release
less of a lipid chemoattractant. Thus the EFAD
state appears to uniquely inhibit Mi,
infiltration into the kidney under basal and
inflammatory conditions.
GLOMERULAR C3c DEPOSITION REFLECTS ACTIVE IMMUNE
DISEASE IN EXPERIMENTAL CLOMERULONEPHRITIS (ON).
M. Schulze*, H. Durns*, C. Pruchno' P. Baker*, R.
Johnson and W. Couser. U. of WA, Seattle, WA.
On—going glomerular immune complex formationis associated with C3 activation followed by
covalent binding of C3b to immune depo8its.
Plasma factor I degrades C3b to C3d which
remains bound and C3c which is released. We
tested the hypothesis that glomerular staining
for C3c might therefore distinguish on—going C3b
deposition from previous C3b deposition as
reflected by C3d deposits alone. On—going C3b
deposition was arrested by treating rats during
various types of ON (passive Heymann nephritis,
PHN; cetionized IgG anti—IgO, cat IgO; con—a
anti—con—a, con—a) with cobra venom factor.
Quantitative fluorescence densitometry for C3c
and C3d deposits was performed before and after
arresting C3b deposition and the % fluorescence
remaining 24 hrs after C3 depletion calculated
(mean SEM; < 0.001 vs C3c).
Model n C3c(%) C3d(%)
*PHN 2 3 —3.1-i-1O.O 48.1+12.1
4 3 13.416.5 42.013.9*
7 4 16.4+ 8.2 85.8+12.5*
cat IgG 1 3 —8.4T10.8 35.59.1*
con—a 1 3 6.7±17.6 36.8+12.9*
Abrogation of antibody deposition by trans-
planting PHN kidneys into normal hosts also
resulted in a marked reduction in C3c staining
compared to controls at 6 days.
We conclude that C3c is rapidly released from
immune deposits in GN and that detection of
glomerulsr C3c indicates on—going complement
activation and immune deposit formation.
THYMOSIN RErA-4 (1W ATN VW() T,yJTk'l
TMMUNr' (fl• q•y . rorteq,* fl. 1evle, *
Pernt, * (. P. "i-eton. Thy. rf
Tlv. of Pad. !!nTn'Jn., TTiy. of 'T), R&to., Mn.
P8 Ia a peotide so'ate1 prom t'iyrnosin fraction 5.
In a useoxazoione 'node1, we ev&uated the ef9eets
of 'R, vclosoorine (IS\ and dexq'nethqsone (flM) on
in vivo 'l measured v ser,:vn nterleuk4n.2 level (lT4_
and by q'zantitqtlve leleved—tyce woersensi- tivit
'flTT-J). Fem&e 1 '-wc o1' '3M mice we'e ran'jomize'i
Into 7 rouos o 15. 1)av I to lay 1 oe ro',p wqq
1ven daily O Inleetions of 0.1. iw Nqi (,1,nm\ w'ille
ase' of the remaInn ronoc -oneivel da!v a test
IW 2-dr, 3-'iu 'o'nbnqton. The 'aIlv lo
e"e R 0.86 ug/O.l m, 0.5 mI0.l m1, and flM
0.0022 mFO.1 m1 in a sinie or oomlnatlon 'emen.ao mouse was sensitized to oxazolone v a smear on
the s'aved &viominal wall on lay 2, "ial!enel hv
smear to the 'ck of the rl9lt ear on lay 8. 1Y"T 'was
quentitatel after 48 o'irc 'w the liffarenee n
thickness of the rit ani 1et ears. e"nm was
eol1ected f'o'n eac'i 'm,use after rrr' meqsu'ement
and ear' rouo ooole4l. 8en,im Tt2was 'neas'irel In
dupl1eate by a vfed c&ornetrlc assay usi
'PLT,-2 cells and multiwell scanning qnetro-
ooto'neter. ffeets of eae! test dru ani pqc'i
combination fl"l and TL—' 'were exmressed as (mean
of "ouo-'ne,n of c'1amman o9 s'am x 100%. A
n,ative % 'ndfeqtes a auooress"e effect. The results
% are:
'1u 1'8 a+TR flM+"9 r,s+T)M+T
Y"I —53 —37 —53 —43 —3? —57
IL—? —47 —$ -45 —44 —29 —54
These data suggest that P9 suppresses tT, whiePu is
qimila to 'S q'vi Is not. qvnertiistie to re .- n'*
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AFFINITY PURIFICATION OF URINARY CRYSTAL
GROWTH INHIBITOR (CGI). Hiroshi Shiraga,*
Michael D. Clayman, Eric G. Neilson, John R. Hoyer.
Dept. of Pediatrics & Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA
Monoclonal antibodies (McAb) to human
calcium oxalate (CaOx) CGI were produced to
allow further characterization of the major
macromolecular inhibitor of stone formation in
human urine. A McAb column was used for
affinity purification without loss of either the
functional activity or immunologic reactivity of
this protein in vitro. CGI was semipurified
from human urine by DEAE-cellulose column
chromatography (J .Biol.Chem.258:1 2594-12600,
1983). Column fractions were segregated
according to phibitory activity (IA) assayed by
inhibition of 1 C- Oxalate incorporation into
CaOx seed crystals. Clones from fusions of Lewis
rat B cells with Sp2/0-Ag14 myeloma cells
were selected on the basis of their differential
reactivity by ELISA with DEAE column fractions
having IA. IgG fractions of ascites from nu/nu
mice carrying hybridoma cells were coupled to
Sepharose to prepare anti-CGI columns. Affinity
purified human CGI (AfPuCGI) showed a dose
dependent inhibition of CaOx crystal growth.
AfPuCGI also showed immunologic reactivity
with polyclonal antibodies (PcAb) and McAb to
CGI on ELISA and Western blots. AfPuCGI was
not reactive with either PcAb or McAb to human
Tamm-Horsfall protein. The specificity of these
anti-CGI antibodies will facilitate isolation and
more precise biochemical characterization of
CGI and evaluation of patients with CaOx stones.
EFFECIS CF S PAI4tL (v) ON IN VITIB) I4JEINE ]1t4E RESIONSE.
A.B. Singh*, K. Hiehle*, S. Nayar, and R.A. Mann. U.M.D.N.J.-
Robert bal Jotrison 1dical Sctool, Maw Brunswick, N.J.
Ito calciun channel blocker V has been reported to inhibit
both T cell proliferation in response to mitogen and the
Induction of cytotadc (CIX) effectors. noe report that V
is a potent suppressor of both 8 and T cell insliatmi iimme
resises In mice.
V, in a concentration dependent nmnner: (1) inhibited B
cell proliferation In response to (a) anti-sexise I1, (b)
culture supernatant (C—SENT) fran a B6 anti—H—2d mixed
lyirphacyte reaction (lILA), or (c) C—SRT fran a ceU line
knoun to Induce B cell proliferation, (2) Inhibited the
proliferation of C57BL/6 (B6, H—2b) splenocytes in response to
H—2d alloantigen in a ItE, and (3) abrogated the induction of
B6 antl-fl—2d GrIt cells in a 5 day MLR. The latter Inhibition
was an1y seen stien V was aided on days 0, 1, or 2 and
persisted when V was resved after day 2 (% lysis at 50:1
effector:target ratio 54% witlxot V vs Q% with 4 X 10M
V present on days 0—2 vs 49% with 4 X 1OM V present on
days 3—5). V nmiiatei suppression of CIX was sysergtstic with
cyclosporin and largely reversible by the aidition of C—SENT
fran a B6 antl-fl—2d lILA.
Reversal of V Madiated Suppression of CIX by C-SENT(¼ lysls at 50:1 effector to target ratio)
V concentration X 1O N
0 5 10 20
Vw/oC—SFNT 56 45 35 0
Vw C-SENT 54 50 43 45
Finally, V does rot inhibit the Induction of Csaanava1In-A
(Con-A) Induced T suppressor cells (Ta) hit, in fact, ray
prcsote the Induction of Ta. After 48 hrs in eIther: (1 )ncdia,(2) Con-A at a concentration knoen to induce Ts, (3) V (2 X
icr5M), or (4) Con-A + V, cells ware washed, irrallated,
and aided to sycgeneic cultures containing T cell mitogen.
Cells cultural in swells alone suppressed mitogen Ixniuced
proliferation by 19% abereas the alditon of cells cultured
with Con-A, V, or Con-A + V resulted in 93—98% suppression.
Taken together, cxn data soggest that V may Ia a potent
modulator of many inimne responses.
Clq )ø)IFD Fc I.aa'iu (IdO 1*DJAI'Th P1TLT ITI(!4
BY 1Q D9(EE PLCP (lox). J. Slsand, R. tta. and G.
Sctmier*. lkkiv. of Mudster Iced. Ctr., Dept. of Wed.,
Rochester, NY, and Roiv. of Wasbijtcm, Dept. Lab. Wed.,
Seattle, WA.
Platelet participation in lox diseases can incite or
aggravate injury to the glanerular niicrocirculaticsi.
Platelet activation by lox's is mediated by Fd-Fc
interaction. Clq, a subunit of Cl, can potentially inflsasxe
this interaction either by oetitive interference with
FC-FCR or by involvenent with platelet collagen receptcr. We
stediwi the role of Clg in lox-mediated platelet
aggregation. Soluble lox's xmsisting of IgG enlecules
covalently bc*iml to a polyacrylic acid backlxne were prepared
(VI Intel Ca. Ismero]. 3.42.8, 1986). lox's(.004-.0O8i/ul) were incubated alone or in the prese of
varying doses of Clq C.0l—.OSug/ul) with washed hunan
platelets (300,000/ian3) in an aggregcnneter at 37C.
Aggregation resprases were quantitated and aiared with
asrtrols. Icx—induced platelet aggregation was F mediated
as it was ccmletely inhibited by c1ona1 antibody to the
4Okd FcR bet ant by other antibodies. All dines of Clq
totally abrogated lox-mediated aggregation, bet had an effect
on aggregation in response to equivalent aggregating dimes of
thrunbin. Much higher dimes of Clq (7.2ug/ul) were needed to
inhibit equal aggregation responses to collagen.
Pre-i.ncubaticii of platelets with heat—aggregated 1gM-lox
(.l-.2ug/ul) had no effect on IgG-Iox mediated platelet
aggregation. We conclude that Clq specifically inhibits
IgC—Icx mediated platelet aggregation by interfering with
FcR-Fc interaction. Clq content of IgG—Iox present in the
circulation or deixaited in endocapillary beds may influence
platelet participation in certain lox diseases.
FAILURE OF AFFINITY MATURATION WITHIN THE
IDIOTYPIC NETWORK AS A MECHANISM FOR
INCREASED AUTO ANTIBODY PRODUCTION.
Roger E. Spitzer and Ann E. Stitzel.
State Univ. of New York Health Science
Ctr., Dept. of Pediatrics, Syracuse, NY.
C3NeF is an autoantibody found in
patients with membrano—proliferative
glomerulonephritis (MPGN). One mechanism
of control of C3NeF production is by the
idiotypic network whereby internal image
anti—idiotypic antibody (Ab2 beta)
stimulates and non—internal image anti-
idiotypic antibody (Ab2 alpha) suppresses
C3NeF B cell activity. Ab2 alpha and beta
were, therefore, isolated from the serum
of 3 patients with MPGN and two normal
adults. The affinity of each for C3NeF
isolated from patients, normals, and
newborns was then determined by ELISA.
For any given Ab2 alpha or beta
preparation, affinities were 20-bOX
greater with C3NeF from patients as
opposed to normals or newborns. For any
C3NeF preparation, however, affinities
were the same for Ab2 alpha or beta from
normals or patients. These data indicate
that autoantibodies like C3NeF, in
contrast to their anti-idiotypic
antibodies, affinity mature and that this
"maturation" is both idiotypic and
paratopic. The relative increase in
affinity of C3NeF for the internal image
anti-idiotypic antibody, therefore, may
mediate a sequence leading to antigenic
mimicry and increased autoantibody
production.
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PREDOMINANT FUNCTIONAL ROLE FOR CYCLO-
OXYGENASE (CO) PRODUCTS OF ARACHIDONIC ACID
(AA) IN MESANGIOPROLIFERATIVE AUTOLOGOUS
NEPHROTOXIC SERUM (NTS) NEPHRITIS: K Takaha5hi*.
GF Schreiner, J Ebert" and KF Badr. Vanderbilt Univ. Nashville,
TN and Washington Univ. St. Louis, MO.
While much is known regarding acute NTS-induced glomerular
injury, the functional characteristics and pathophysiologic
mediators of the more relevant chronic autologous phase remain
undefined. Studies were performed in Munich-Wistar rats 14 days
post-injection of rabbit serum (Op 1, n4), NTS in the absence
(Op 2, n=6), or presence (Op 3, n=6) of a CO inhibitor, ibuprofen
(20 mg/kg ip x 4 ds). A strictly mesangial macrophageMonocyte
infiltrate was noted with equal intensity in Gps 2 and 3. Urinary
protein (mg/24 hr) was 8.5 in Op 1, 17.2* in Op 2, and in
Gp 3. Mean values for SNGFR, glomerular plasma flow (Qa),
transcapiilaiy hydraulic pressure difference (AP), afferent (Ra) and
efferent (Re) arteriolar resistances, and glomerular ultrafiltration
coefficient (Kf) were: *: p<O.05 vs Gp 1; 1: p<O.O5 vs Op 2.SNGFR Qa AP Ra Re Kf
ni/mm mmHg (lOl0dynscm5) nl/(s.mmHg)
Gp 1 42.2 171 33 1.67 0.91 0.062
Gp2 335* 170 42* 1.53 1.01 0.027*
Op 3 38.5t 136*t 36t 2,39*t l.26t ()060t
During chmnic autologous mesangiopruliferative glomerulitis
(Gp 2), despite preservation of Qa and increased AP, GFR is
depressed due to the profound reduction in Kf. CO inhibition
results in intense aifferent vasoconstriction and decreases in Qa
and Ar', but GFR is preserved due to absence of the fall in Kf (Op
3). CO inhibition also reverses the associated pmteinuiia. Thus,
vasodilator and KS-lowering AA-CO products mediate glomerular
functional changes during chronic autologous NTS-induced
glomerular injury, thereby contrasting the central pathophysiolo-
gic rule of lipoxygenase pnxlucts in the early hetemlogous phase.
HETEROGENEITY OF PROTEINURIA IN NEPHRONS
IN SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR).
Coleman H. Terrell,* Margaret M. Delaney,* John R.
Hoyer. The Children's Hospital, Philadelphia, PA.
Proteinuria in individual long and short looped nephrons
of 14-month-old male SHR was directly assesed by a
method based on the luminal immune complex formation
that results from passage of antibodies of antibodies to
Tamm-Horsfall protein (TH) into the glomerular filtrate
(KI 33:325, 1988). These luminal immune deposits in the
thick ascending limbs of Henle (TAL) identify proteinuric
nephrons. Since the TAL of long looped nephrons are
adjacent to vascular bundles (VB) in rats, they may be
distinguished from short looped nephrons in sections
perpendicular to the axis of medullary rays in the inner
stripe of the outer medulla. Renal tissue obtained 24 hours
after injecting rabbit anti-TH was studied quantitatively by
immunofluorescence for presence and semiquantitatively
for intensity of rabbit lgG deposits in TAL adjacent to VB
(TALa) and distant from VB (TALd) in the inner stripe. An
average of 522.3±56.7 (mean±SEM) TALJrat were
evaluated in 14 SHR. Luminal rabbit lgG deposits were
nearly twice as frequent in TALa as TALd (30.8±3.4% vs.
15.9±2.2%, pc.O01), and TALa deposits were more
intense, (p<.0O1). Albuminuria ranged from 4.2 to 61.4
mg/24 hr and significantly correlated with the proportion of
TAL with deposits within each zone (TALa: p=.025; TALd:
p=.002 by Spearman rank). The ratio of TALa/TALd with
deposits (2.75±.73) was greater in the 7 rats with
albuminuna <20 mg/24 hr than in 7 rats with >20 mg/day
(1.68±.14), (p=.022). Only 2 of the 13 rats with focal
glomerulosclerosis (FGS) in the inner cortex also had FGS
in the outer cortex. A common mechanism(s) probably
causes both the greater contribution to proteinuria by long
looped nephrons shown in these studies of SHR and the
greater FGS in deep glomeruli also observed in earlier
studies of this model.
CHRONIC HIGH PROTEIN INTAKE MAINTAINS PROTEINURIA
IN A UNILATERAL RAT MODEL OF GLOMERULAR IMMUNE
INJURY (ICGN).
Friedrich Thaiss, Wilhelm Schoeppe, Rolf A.K.
Stahl, Dept. of Medicine, Division of Nephrology,
Frankfurt, F.R.G.
High protein (hp) intake enhances proteinuria and
progression of renal disease in rats with reduced
renal mass. It is, however, unclear whether
protein intake influences proteinuria and
glomerular hormones in immune mediated glomerular
diseases. To adress these questions we examined
the role of hp intake on proteinuria, glomerular
hemodynamics and prostanoid formation in an uni-
lateral rat model of glomerular immune injury.
Rats were unilaterally nephrectomized and ICGN
was induced in the remaining kidney employing
cationized human IgG.
At 2 weeks (w) rats with in situ ICGN had sig-
nificant proteinuria which was uneffected by the
dietary regimen (lp 412±87; hp 454±87 mg/24h). 8w
following induction of disease the animals on hp
had significantly higher proteinuria when com-
pared to animals on lp (320±76 vs 44+6 mg/24h).
Glomerular PGE2 formation increased from 2 to Sw
(2w: lp 327±46, hp 424±65; 8w: lp 516±49, 1W 584±
70 pg/mg protein/mm). GFR (inulin clearance) was
not different at 2w (lp 223±30, hp 287±32 ul/
min/lOOg bw), however, increased at 8w (lp
382±47, hp 524±55 ul/min/ bOg bw). The
cyclooxygenase inhibitor indomethacin did not
influence GFR and proteinura in either lp or lip
diet. Our data demonstrate that in this model of
glomerular immune injury hp diet maintains
proteinuria. Increased proteinuria and elevated
GYR in animals on lip appear independent of
changes in glomerular prostanoid formation.
THE C-MYC ONCOGENE INDUCES KIDNEY CYSTS (KC) IN
TRANSGENICMICE
M. Trudel*, V. D'Agati1, F. Costantini*, Department of
Genetics and Development, and 1 Pathology, College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York,
N.Y.
The murine c-myc oncogene, driven by an SV4O
enhancer, and human 3-gIobin promoter, was injected into
mouse eggs(F1: C57BV6J X CBA/J), producing transgenic
mice positive for the c-myc construct on the basis of DNA
analysis. Twenty independent transgenic lines were
established. Transgenic mice carrying this construct
consistently developed two different phenotypes, polycystic
kidney disease (PCKD) and hematopoietic malignancies.
Transgenic founders died of renal failure at age 3 weeks to
5 months (mean serum creat. 1.4 mg/dI; BUN 276
mg/dI). Heterozygous transgenic mice demonstrated
multiple bilateral kc, accompanied by tubular
hyperplasia, focal segmental and global
glomerulosclerosis. The severity of PCKD was progressive
with age. By ultrastructural study, kc predominantly
affected collecting tubules. In addition, most adult kidneys
demonstrated myeloma, or other lymphoid malignancies,
often confined to the kidney. In some transgenic lines, kc
were detected at birth; tubular hyperplasia at day 5-7;
microadenomas and parietal epithelial cell hyperplasia at
day 10, without associated hematopoletic malignancies. By
RNA analysis, strong c-myc transcript was detected in
kidney, but weaker or absent signal in other organs. We
conclude that in this model 1) the morphology and
autosomal dominant inheritance of kc closely resemble
human adult PCKD 2) renal expression of c-myc oncogene
may be a cause of kidney cysts.
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SPECIES SPECIFICITY OF ACTIVATION OF THE
ALTERNATIVE PATHWAY OF COMPLEMENT BY POLYMERIC
I gA.
L.A. van Es, P. Hiemstra, M. Rits, M.R. Daha,
Dept. of Nephrology, Leiden University Hospital,
Leiden, The Netherlands.
Codeposition of IgA, C3 and properdin in the
mesangium of patients with IgA nephropathy,
suggests the activation of the alternative pathway
by IgA. Since this subject is still controversial,
we have analysed the potential of polymeric and
aggregated IgA (AlgA) to activate complement.
Plastic Elisa wells were coated with AlgA of
various sizes, washed and incubated with fresh
human serum in the presence of 10 nil Mg EGTA.
After washing the amount of C3 bound was measured
with goat anti-human C3. A dose dependent
activation was observed in the presence of Mg
EGTA. The degree of activation was related to the
size of AlgA and it did not occur with factor
D-deficient serum, indicating activation of the
alternative pathway. The activating capacity of
rat polymeric IgA was studied in a similar
fashion. Monomeric, dimeric and polymeric rat IgA
anti-DNP antibodies were obtained from fusions of
mesenteric lymph node cells. Their activating
capacity was studied using rat, human and guinea
pig serum as a complement source. Complement
activation was only seen with rat serum. Dimeric
IgA was 10 x as active as monomeric IgA and
polymeric IgA was at least 3 x more active than
dimeric IgA. These results may explain some of the
controversies around the complement activating
capacity of IgA.
MONOCYTE INVOLVEMENT IN PASSIVE HEYMANN
NEPHRITIS. Arnold Vogt , Masanori Hara*, Dieter
Bitter_Suermann*, Stephen Batsford*, (lntr. by Jeffrey
Kreisberg). Dept. of Immunology, Freiburg, Inst. of
Med. Microbiology, Mainz, F.R.G.
A role for complement but not polymorphonuclear
granulocytes (PMN) has been demonstrated in passive
Heymann nephritis (PHN) in rats (Salant et al. JCI 66:
1339, 1980). We have now identified monocytes as
another important mediator in this model. PHN was in-
duced in Wistar rats by i.v. injection of sheep anti-rat
FxiA. Four groups were studied: (A) rats given normal
sheep IgG (nephritic controls), (B) rats given sheep anti-
rat PMN IgG (PMN depleted), (C) rats given sheep anti-
rat monocyte IgG (monocyte depleted), (D) rats injected
with cobra venom factor (complement depleted). In vitro
specificity controls for anti-cell antisera were made by
cytotoxicity tests and inhibition of phagocytosis; in vivo
specificity controls were performed in heterologous
Masugi nephritis (PMN dependent) and accelerated
Masugi nephritis (monocyte dependent). Complement and
monocyte depletion significantly delayed the onset of
proteinuria, PMN depletion had no effect. Monocyte
infiltration was seen in control nephritic rats (mean 24i
glomerulus), monocyte depletion prevented this influx(mean 7.9/glomerulus) (normal rats mean /glomerulus).
In the monocyte depleted group no differences in
glomerular deposition of C3, C9 and MAC were seen in
comparison to the nephritic control rats. Serum C3
levels were comparable in all groups and the amount of
anti-FxiA antibody bound was the same. This shows that,
besides complement, monocytes are necessary to induce
renal damage in passive Heymann nephritis, a finding
not previously reported. The concept of a sole role for
complement in glomerular immune injury involving
subepithelial deposits should be reconsidered.
COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION ANI) FIXATION BY HUMAN IgA
RHEUMATOID FACTOR (IgA RF). RH Waldo, and RE
Schrohenloher. Depts of Pediatrics and Medicine,
Univ of Alabama at Birmingham, B'ham, Al.
IgA RF is an auto—antibody to IgG commonly
found in patients with rheumatoid arthritis and
other conditions, including IgA nephropathy. We
have previously shown in a heat aggregated system
that human IgA inhibits the activation and
fixation of C3 by IgG (KI 33,326a, 1988).
Therefore, we have examined the effects of IgA RE
on complement activation. Human polymeric IgA1
RI was purified from the serum of a patient with
multiple myeloma. Polystyrene wells coated with
normal human IgG caused < 5% C3 consumption.
Addition of RI caused a maximum of 18% C3
activation and this was not inhibited by
classical pathway blockade with Mg/EGTA. No C3
fixation to IgA RE heavy chain (BC) could be
detected. Wells coated with tetanus toxoid (TT)
and human IgG anti-rr caused 30 % C3 activation
and C3 fixation to the IgG BC. Addition of IgA RI
reduced C3 activation to 12 % and reduced but did
not eleminate C3 fixation to IgG BC. Similarly
results were found in a fluid phase system. Heat
aggregated IgG caused 35—40 % C3 activation and
C3 fixation to IgG HC. IgA RI caused 50—75%
inhibition of C3 activation and fixation. We
conclude that IgA RF may cause limited
alternative pathway C3 activation but fixes too
little C3 to be detected by our method. More
importantly, IgA RF partially inhibits IgG
mediated complement activation and fixation.
Therefore, IgA RI may limit C3 fixation to IC and
thus their clearance. IgA RI containing IC
deposited in tissue, however, may still cause
alternative pathway C3 activation.
A GOODPASTURE-UKE SYNDROME IN RABBITS INDUCED BY
THE DISSOCIATED HUMAN NCI MOLECULE. M. Weber*l, K.
Sorger*2, IC-H. Meyer zum BOschenfelde*l, H. KOhIer* (intr.
by E.J. Felnstein). 1st Dept. of internal Medicine1 and Inst. of
Pathology2, University of Mainz, FRG
Animal models mimiking human Goodpasture's syndrome
have rarely been described. We here report of a puimo-renal
syndrome induced in rabbits by the dissociated human NCI
globule.
Human glomerular basement membrane was prepared as pre-
viously descrIbed. The globular domain NC1 of collagen IV
was isolated after collagenase digestion by chromatographic
purification (DE 52 column, BioGel A 1.5m column). Purity was
controlled by SDS-PAGE and electron microscopy after 'rotary-
shadowing". Various concentrations (50, 100, 300 gg/ml) of
NC1 were dissociated by 6 M guanldln-HCI, TrisHCl, pH 7.5
(GuHCI), homogenised in Freund's adjuvans (1:1), and injec-
ted subcutaneously in young rabbits. In additIon, crude
coilagenase-solublllzed GBM (300, 900 g/ml) was used as an-
tigen. Freund's adjuvans in 6 M GuHCI was used In controls.
Anti-NC1 antibodies were estimated by EUSA.
All but the control animal developed anti-NCI antibodies, pro-
teinuria, and elevated s-creatlnine levels. Four animals died
between day 7 and day 28 due to lung failure. The remaIning
animalswere killed after 40 days. Glomerulonephrltis and mae-
sive hemorrhagic pulmonary edema were demonstrable on
light microscopy in animals receiving NC1 or the collagenase-
dIgested BM antigens. On lmmunofluorescence microscopy li-
near deposItIon of rabbit IgG along GBM, alveolar BM, and Ca-
pillary BM could be seen. DIsruption of alveolar and capillary
BM with evidence of blood extravasation was detectable.
The epltopes recognIzed by anti-GBM antibodies are seque-
stered Inside the NCI hexamer. The number of accessible epi-
topes increases 20-50-fold upon dissocIatIon. We therefore
suggest, that dissociatIon of the NC1 hexamer by GuHCI may
be critical to stImulate the immune response In a way that a
pulmo-renal syndrome may develop in rabbits.
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MECHANISMS OF ADDITIVE II'l-IIBITION OF
IMMUNOLOGICAL RESPONSES BY CYCLOSPORINE
AND VERAPAMIL. M.R. Weir, D. Gomolka,*
R. Peppler,* and B.S. Hah,erger,*. Univ. of Maryland
Hospital, Dept. of Med., Renal Div., Baltimore, MD.
Veropamil (V) and cyclosporine (CSA), additively
impair in vitro immunological responses of human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC). Additive
inhibition may, in part, be related to additive
impairment of interleukin 2 (lL2) responsiveness. V and
CSA additively inhibited HT-2 (IL 2 dependent I cell
clone) response to recombinant IL 2. This effect was
not due to additive inhibition of IL 2 receptor
ocquisition as determined by flow cytometry. This may
be related to the block of a post-receptor event. The
additive inhibition of the 2 drugs was not due to additive
inhibition of protein (measured by leucine incorporation)
or RNA (measured by uridine incorporation) synthesis,
interleukin I production (determined by ELISA), or IL 2
production (determined by ELISA) since CSA, alone,
almost completely inhibited these activities, and little
or no additive effect was seen with V, even though V
had a significant concentration dependent inhibitory
effect of its own. Nor was the additive inhibition due to
additive bIocka of slow calcium channels (as
determined by calcium uptake) which was blocked by
but not by CSA. CSA did have an ability to block
calcium uptake, only when the PBMC were pre-
incubated in it for at least 30 minutes before exposure
to stimulus. Thus, the additive inhibitory effect of the
2 drugs likely occurs through the additive block of a
post-IL 2 receptor event.
IMMUNE COMPLEX-INDUCED MONOCYTE-
DEPENDENT ENDOTHELIAL CELL TISSUE FACTOR
SYNTHESIS IS MEDIATED BY INTERLEUKIN-l. Bryan
Whorram*, Katherine Fitting, Daniel Remick, Joseph
Fanfone,3teven Kinkel, Roger Wiggins. Ann Arbor, Ml
Since immune complex (IC) associated organ injury is
often associated with intravascular coagulation we
determined how monocytes (M) and human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (EC) interact to produce
procoagulant activity (PCA) when incubated in the
presence of IC (aggregated IgG). I M per 320 EC
resulted in significantly increased PCA production.
PCA was >90 % tissue factor-like by clotting assay.
PCA appeared after 2 hours of incubation, peaked by 6-
8 hours, persisted at high levels through 24 hours, and
was prevented by cycloheximide. PCA was M-
dependent but produced by EC as shown by finding that
supernatants from M preincubated with IC and then
incubated with EC induced PCA synthesis but not vice
versa. Anti IL-I and TNF prevented synthesis of PCA by
88.5 and 50.4 %, respectively, but these antibodies were
shown to be only partially specific. Assay for IL-I and
TNF bioactivify slowed large amounts of IL-I
(approximately I ng/ml equivalent of recombinant IL-I
beta) was present in supernatants but TNF levels were
detectable only by WEHI assay (0.01 ng/mI). Dose
response curves for EC PCA production using
recombinant IL-IcC and and TNFO( and various
mixtures of IL-I and TNF showed that this amount of
TrsF was below that which would be required to amplify
IL-I-induced PCA synthesis by EC. These results show
that IC-induced M-dependent synthesis of tissue factor
by EC is caused by IL-I released by M into the
supernatant. Direct cell; cell contact is not required
and ThF does not contribute significantly to induction
of the PCA signal under the conditions used.
INCREASED GLOMERULAR m-RNA FOR TYPES I
AND IV COLLAGEN PRIOR TO CELLULAR
CRESCENT FORMATION IN RABBIT ANTI-GBM
DISEASE. Roger Wiggins Steve Merritf*, Sem Phon*,Paul Killen. Ann Arbor, Ml.
An accelerated rabbit model of anti-GBM disease
was used to examine the time course of glomerulcr
collagen metabolism. Glorneruli were isolated (> 93%)
by iron embolization and magnetization from control,
day 4 (monocyte influx, onset of proteinuria), day 7
(fibrin containing casts in Bowman's space) and day 14
(cellular crescents). Glomerular RNA was prepared by
sonication in guanidine isothiocyanate, centrifugation
to remove GBM followed by ultracentrifugation
through o CsCI gradient. Mean RNA recoveries for
control and days 4, 7 and 14 were 1.08±0.14,
2.20±0.46*, l.620.33 and 1.10±0.13 ng per
glomerulus. Specific transcripts for actin,l(lV)
and cCI(I) collagen chains were detected by Northern
Blot with 32-P labeled cDNA probes and quantitated
from dot blots. All samples were hybridized with a 32-
P labeled genomic DNA fragment coding for 28s
rRNA. All mRNA levels were normalized to the 28s
rRNA and expressed as percent of control. The
folh,wing values were obtained;
Actin o(I(IV) o(.I(l)
Control (n=5) 100±22 100±16
Day 4(n=5) 1719j570** 150±20 127±52
Day 7 (n=4) 39ll24* 488l27** 1278±274**
Day 14(n=7) 351t66** 297t46** 306±60**
('p <0.05, *p < 0.02).
These results show that mRNA for types I and IV
collagen increases markedly in glomeruli within 4 days
of influx of monocytes and T cells and onset of
proteinuria and before the cellular crescent forms.
ANTIGEN PRESENTING CAPACITY OF MHC CLASS II POS-
ITIVE PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS IN MRL/lpr MICE
WITH LUPUS NEPHRITIS. R.P. Wuthrih*, L.H. Gum—
cher*, and V.E. Kelley. Dept. of Med., Brigham
and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Enhanced MHC class II antigen (Ia) expression
is observed in the proximal tubules (PT) of
MRL/lpr mice with lupus nephritis, and precedes
the onset of proteinuria and overt glomeru—
lonephritis. We studied the pathogenic role and
the regulation of Ia on PT in murine lupus
nephritis by immunoperoxidase, Northern blot
analysis and in situ hybridization. Enhanced Ia
expression is prominent on PT and in the
perivascular mononuclear infiltrates. Increased
Ia begins focally on PT adjacent to invading
mononuclear cells. PT have a lower level of mRNA
than the mononuclear cells in the infiltrates,
while class II surface product is prominent in
both sites, suggesting differences in the post—
transcriptional regulation for class II or reab-
sorption of shed Ia by PT. We generated PT cell
lines from normal C3H/FeJ and from MRL/lpr mice
by transfection with origin—defective 5V40 DNA.
Transfected cell lines form adherent monolayers,
show alkaline phosphatase and non—specific es-
terase activity, and produce PGE2. These PT do
not constitutively express I—A and I—E, nor mRNA
for class II. Stimulation (24h) with interferon—
y (IFN—y) (lO—l0000/ml) effectively induces a
dose—dependent increase in Ia mRNA and surface
product, whereas IL—4 and TNF have no effect.
IFN—y stimulated class II positive PT are capa-
ble of presenting foreign antigen and autoanti—
gen to Iac_restricted T cell hybridomas, whereas
unstimulated Ia—negative PT do not present anti-
gen. Thus, by presenting a yet undefined
autoantigen to T cells, Is positive PT might
play a crucial role in the initiation and pro-
gression of lupus nephritis in MRL/lpr mice.
¶flMI NIS F7C1 (1F) Nl tPATfl1' RAT MFSNIAL cELlS (RI). Tadashi Yamanoto.
Eishin Yaoit Katsutoshi Kawasakl* aud Itaru
Kihar". Dept. of Pathology, Inst. of Nephrology,
Niigata Univ Sch of Med, Niigata, Japan.
INF produced by activated macrophages as a cyto
toxic cytokine against same types of malignantly
transformed cells is on the ountrary a potent
growth factor for normal fibroblasts. The present
study was designed to determine if RMC in culture
proliferate in response to F (recanbinant,human)
and to *npare with the effect of interleukin 1
(IL-i, reccinbinant,human) or 24 hour-culture super
natant (sup) of rat peritoneal nacroages (Mp)
stimulated (s-Mp) or unstimulated (u-Mp) with 128(10 ug/ml) and silica (50 ug/mi). RMC after
several passages in 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
medium were placed in 96 well-plates (5x1 03/well)
and cultured for 6 days in 1% S(quiescent R)
or for 24 hours in 5% FBS medium (proliferating
PM). The response to 1NF, IL-i or Mp culture sup
was assesed by inxrporation of 3H-thymidine.
Stimulation: medium TF IL-i s-? u-Mp
Index 50 U/mi 50 U/mi 1:40 1:40
quiescent 1.00 1.11 1.16 1.10 1.08
quies.+5% F& 1.00 1.55k 1.58** 1.97***1.41**
proliferating. 1.00 2.76*** 1.53*** 1.42***1.16
*p<O.05, **p<0.01, ***p<O.OO1 (Student's t test)
INF, as well as IL-i and Mp sup (s-Mp>u-Mp),
augmented the proliferation of RMC in the presence
of 5% FBS, but not RMC in quiescent stage. Mp
released a larger anount of 'flF (1500 vs 2.5 U/mi)
and IL-i (1125 vs 1.4 U/mi) when activated, but
might produce other factors affecting RMC proliferation ounitantiy.
FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF TEE Clq RECEPTOR ON U937
CELLS. Kenjiro Yamanaka* and David W Knutson.
Penn State College of Medicine, Dept. of Medicine,
The Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, Hershey, PA.
U937 cells, a human monocytoid cell line,
are known to express both Pc—receptors for the Fc
portion of IgG and receptors for the Clq
subcomponent of Cl, the first component of
complement. Fc receptors mediate binding and
endocytosis that leads to digestion of immune
complexes containing IgG. However, the functional
properties of the Clq receptor have not been
completely determined. We studied the function of
Clq receptors on U937 cells using '31I—labeled Clq
(Clq) and 125I—labeled heat—aggregates of IgG(A—IgG). U937 cells (2xlO6) were incubated with
Clq and/or A—IgG for 2h at 37°C and binding and
catabolism of both were measured as cell
associated and acid soluble cpms. Clq (1.76 pg)
was bound (15.4%) but not digested (<0.1%) by U937
cells. Baseline binding (2.5%) of A—IgG (0.5 pg)
was increased to 17.2% by the presence of 0.11—1.76
pg of Clq. However, baseline digestion of A—IgG(1.5%) was only increased to 1.6%. Conversely,
the presence of A—IgG (0.5 pg) increased the bind-
ing of Clq (1.76 pg) only slightly (from 15.4% to
17.2%) and caused only a small increase in diges-
tion of Clq (from 0% to 1.6%). We conclude that
the Clq receptor on U937 cells can bind Clq and
increase the cell binding of model soluble immune
complexes containing Clq, but that the Clq recep-
tor does not support endocytosis, nor does the in-
creased binding of model complexes mediated by Clq
result in increased endocytosis and digestion of
bound complexes. These data suggest that the Clq
receptor may be immobile on the surface of U937
cells and thus "protected" from endocytosis.
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EXPERIMENTAL GLONERULONEPHRITS (EXGN) INDUCED IN
RATS BY A LECTIN AND ITS ANTIBODIES (II).
Futoshi Yoshida*, Atsushi Fukatsu*, Seiichi Natsuo
Yuzo Watanabe* and Nobuo Sakamoto*. Nagoya Univ.
3rd Dpt. of Med., Nagoya, Japan.
To study the glomerular pathology in a model
in which immune injury is initiated on the surface
of glomerular endothelium (GEN), EXGN was induced
in rats by implantation of Lentil lectin (LcH) by
left kidney perfusion and intravenous injection of
rabbit anti—LcH serum (A—LdH). 15 minutes after
A—LcH injection, immune complexes (ICs) containing
rabbit IgG, rat C3 and LcH were localized on the
cell surface of GEN forming thick cell coats. 3 to
24 hours later, subendothelial deposits (SEND)
appeared with disappearance of cell coats. 4th day,
marked cellular increase in mesangial area with "
mesangial interposition" was observed. At day 7,
there was partial healing of mesangial change but
large SEND were still seen together with tiny sub—
epithelial deposits (SEPD). Rats injected with
normal rabbit serum instead of A—LcH didn't show
any deposits or mesangial pathology. LcH, when
exposed to cultured glomerular epithelial cells
GEP) at 37CC, bound to the cell membrane diffusely
Subsequent exposure to A—LdH caused rapid redis-
tribution of ICs showing "capping".
These results suggest that persistence of SEND
is related to the mesangial pathology since the
previously reported model (Kidney tnt. 33;32O,
abstr.) showed rapid disappearance of SEND and
minimal inesangial pathology. Our data also suggest
that SEPD in the present model are formed by trans—
GBM movement of SEND and/or by local formation of
IC5 through the mechanisms of "patching/shedding"
of IC5 on GEP surface.
COLONY-STIMULATING FACTOR PROMOTES GLOMERULAR
MACROPHACE PROLIFERATION IN LUPUS NEPHRITIS.
N. Yui*, W. Brisette*, R. Wuthrich*, and V.E.
Kelley., Dept. of Med., Brigham & Women's Hosp.,
Boston, MA., & Pfizer Central Res., Groton, CT.
Our previous studies report an increase in
interleukin—1 (IL—i) and tumor necrosis factor(TNF) gene expression and product proportional
to the severity of renal injury in autoimmune
MRL—ipr mice. A source of these cytokines are
the glomerular macrophages (macs) which appear
prior to proteinuria but are most prominent in
mice with impaired renal function. Since IL—i
and TNF stimulate colony—stimulating factor (CSF),
a potent mac growth factor, the interplay between
these cytokines may promote renal injury.
Therefore, we measured CSF levels in NRL—ipr mice
by determining the development of granulocyte/
mac colonies from bone marrow in soft agar. CSF
activity was detected in serum of MRL—lpr mice
by 4 mo. of age (> 55 colonies), while age—
matched congenic NRL-++ and C311 mice with normal
kidneys rarely had detectable amounts (< 5 and
0 colonies, respectively). Glomeruli isolated
from nephritic MRL—ipr mice stimulated with LPS
produced CSF. Mac lines were created by trans—
fecting glomerular macs from nephritic MRL—lpr
mice with origin defective SV4O DNA. CSF
(N and GM) and IL—3 increased mac proliferation
in a dose dependent response. We speculate that
IL—i and TNF induce CSF production, which in
turn stimulates mac growth and proliferation and
leads to the generation of additional intrarenal
IL—i and TNF. The interplay of these cytokines
maybe responsible for a viscious cycle resulting
in progressive renal injury.
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LEUKOCYTES SUBPOPULATIONS IN SLE WITH AND WITHOUT
RENAL MANIFESTATIONS. YoshihiroAkashi*, Nobuyuki
Yoshizawa, Akihiko Takeuchi*, Takao Kubota*,
Takashi Oda* and Hirohumi Niwa*. Dept. of Medicine,
National Defense Medical College, Saitana, Japan.
Renal involvement in SLE has a wide variety
of morphological spectrum ranging from normal to
DPLN and it is often accompanied by tubulo—
interstitial change. However, the significance of
T—I change in SLE is still unclear. In the present
study, we identified the infiltrating immune cells
within both the interstitium and the glomerulus
and studied its significance contrasting the SLE
with urinary findings with SLE without it. Frozen
biopsy sections from 20 pts with SLE without renal
manifestations in group I, .20 pts with renal mani-
festations in group II and 10 normal controls were
examined using monoclonal antibodies by indirect
immunoalkaline phosphatase labelling. The pts in
group I and II were morphologically classified as
MGA(lO:5), MesLN (6:3), DPLN(3:8), FLN(O:l) and
MLN(l:3). In the interstitium there was a signifi-
cant increase in total T cell and monocyte/M$
numbers, most numerous in DPLN, intermediate in
MLN, and no increase in MGA and Ms5LN. They cor-
related with the histological activity but not
with serological activity nor renal manifestations.
Helper T cells constituted the predominant inf ii—
trating T cell type, whereas, suppressor T cells
were only occssionary present in DPLN. Activated T
cells were also proportionally incrsased to the
histological activity, B cell and NK cell were
rarely seen. In the glomeruli there was no sig-
nificant increase in the number of leukocytes in
any type of LN. These data suggest that inter-
stitial leukocytic infiltration may not directory
mediate proteinuria but they may participate in
the glomerulo—interstitial change in histological-
ly active lupus nephritis.
C4A LOCUS NULL ALLELES AND SEVERERENAL
DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH HENOCH.SCHONLEIN
PURPURA (LISP). Bettins IL Ault,* Robert 4. Wyatt, F.
Bryson Waldo, Bruce A. Julisn, F. Bruder Stapleton. Robert H.
McLeen. Univ. Tn., Memphis, TN., Univ. Alabama-
Binninghsm, AL., Johns Hopkins Univ. School Med.,
Baltimore, MD.
The fourth component of complement, C4. is encoded by 2
loci (C4A and C4B) in the major histocompatibility complex.
Previously, we have shown en association between
homozygous null C4A or C4B phenotype (no detectable gene
product) and LISP. The majority of children with LISP
glomerulonephritis (GN)have a favorable clinical outcome;
however, some pts have acute renal failure (GFR <50
mllmin/i.73m2) or eventual progression to end stage renal
disease (ESRD). To determine whether C4 phenotype is
associated with ARF or ESRD, we studied 39 pta with childhood
onset LISP (ages 3-15 years at onset, mean 7.6±3.2 yesrs). Six
pts had normal urinalyses. Twenty-six had
hematuria÷/.proteinuria and a favorable outcome. Five
presented with ARF; two recovered completely, three
progressed to ESRD. Two other pta without ARF
later developed ESRD. Data for C4 null alleles are shown
below.
Number of C4 null alleles
A B
mull 2null lnull 2null
ARFand/orESRD(7) 2 2 1 2
GN; good outcome (26) 2 0 4 3
NormalUA(6) 2 0 2 0
Pta with ARF and/or ESED were more likely to be heterozygous
or homozygous for C4A null alleles than those with GN and a
good outcome (chi-square with Yates' correction: P.cO.02, odds
ratio 5.95). Severe renal disease in LISP appears to associate
with the presence of mull alleles at the A locus. We conclude
that C4 phenotype may he useful in determining pta with HSP at
risk for more severe renal disease.
RENAL DISEASE IN HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS
(Ely) INFECTED Q4ILDRF}l. P. Chaixler, I. Sagel,R. Meiss, C. Pinentel, A. Gupta, M. Bantji, G,
Treser. Hew York Medical Col]ege, tpartaents of
Pathology, ldiatrics, & Medicine Valha].la, N.Y.
Focal and global glonerulosclerosis (FGS) is
tIe dominant lesion in IV drug users and also in
HIV positive adults with severe proteinuria. To
study renal lesions occurring in nondrug—related
HIV infected individuals, we followed 66 children
with perinatal HIV infection of which 38 had
evidence of renal disease • This was defined byproteinuria >1+ or urine protein/creatinine ratio
>0.25, and/or microhanaturia, and/or serum
creatinine >1.0 ing/dl. One patient had nephrotic
syndrcrre and 1 severe hyertenaion. Ut was doze
on renal tissues from 16 of tie 38 patients (12
autopsies & 4 biopsies). 1)4 was perforned on 12 &
IF on 5 tissues. Proliferative glonerulonephritj.s(PGN) was present in 14 awl mild 1138 (sean, 7%
gloneruli) in 12. PUS as the sole lesion was
present in only 1 patient. (MV glonerulopathy,
suggested by glc*ierlar viral inclusions and
confined by EM & DNA hybridization, was present
in 1 patient. Extra glcsnsruiar (MV and virus—
like particles on 1)4 reseirbling Herpes Viruses
were noted in 2 others. Frequent tubuloreticular
inclusions were seen in 4/4 biopsies. Abundant
nesanigial and focal capillary wall deposits ware
present in 7/1Z corresponding with IF deposits of
IgG, M, C1 & C3 in 4/5 and 4' O and t IgG levelsin the sane patients. Iènal disease, alieit
mild, appears to occur frequently in children
with HIV infections. TON, possibly izrnaine cctnplex
nediated, is sore prominent than 1138 in children
and may represent early mild HIV Nephropa thy.
OMEGA—3 FATTY ACID DIETARY SUPPLEMENTATION IN
LUPUS NEPHRITIS. W.F. Clark, A. Parbtani,* B,
Holub,* H. Huff,* and P. Falardeau.* Univ. of
Western Ontario, Univ. of Guelph and Institut de
Recherches Cliniques, Montreal, Canada.
The effect of dietary fish oil (Oaega—3 fatty
acids — eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahex—
aenoic acid (DHA)) on several mechanisms involved
in immune, inflammatory and atherosclerotic
vasculnr disease was determined in 12 subjects
with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and
nephritis. These out—patients supplemented their
usual diet for 5 weeks with daily doses of 6 g of
fish oil, followed by a 5 wk washout period, then
5 wks of 18 g of fish oil daily. The platelet EPA
content rose 6—fold with the lower and 15—fold
with the higher dose of fish oil and similar
changes occurred to the platelet DNA content. The
platelet arachidonic acid incorporation was
reduced by 16 nnd 20% respectively. These changes
were associated with a reduction in collagen—
induced platelet aggregation and an increase in
red cell flexibility and a decrease in whole blood
viscosity. Prostacyclin (PGI2) production was
unaffected by the fish oil but PCI. formation
correlated with its administration Snd dosage.
Neutrophil leukotriene BA release was reduced 78
and 42% respectively by Ehe low and higher doses
of fish oil. The higher fish oil dose induced a
38% decrease in triglyceride and a 39% reduction
in VLDL cholesterol associated with a 28% rise in
HDL cholesterol. The fish oil had no effect on
immune immune complex or anti—DNA antibody titre,
albuminuria or platelet serotonin. We conclude
that in patients with lupus nephritis, fish oil
effects mechanisms involved in inflammatory and
atherosclerotic vascular disease.
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RTHO3EPIETIC RCLE OF ANTI-VASOJLAR ENDO114ELIAL
CELL NITIBODV IN E. X.H. Du*, S.F. Zhou*, X.M.
Wang*, H.P. Zhong* (Intr. by F. Liach). h1na—
Japan Friendship Hospital, Dept. of Nephrology
and Invnunology, Beijing, P.R.O.C.
In order to study the relationship between
vascular endothelial cell (VEC) antigen system
and n.E, including lupus nephritis, Terasaki's
microcytotoxicity test and Indirect i,mnuno—
fluorescence were used to detect anti—VEC anti-
body. Sera of 21 E patients, previously
absorbed with lymphocytes, and of 100 healthy
donors were examined. Among the 21 &E patients
evaluated, 17 had kidney injury and 13 were in
active stage SLE. Results showed that anti—VEC
antibody was found concordantly in 76.2% of 21
SLE patients, while only 1% of the donors were
positive (p<O.05). This antibody was detected in
84.6% of patients in active stage SLE and in
62.5% of patients in the inactive stage (p>O.05)
while in patients with and without kidney injury,
it was detected in 82.4% and 50%, respectively
(p>O.05%).
These data show that anti—VEC antibody indeed
exists in the sera of SLE patients the presence
of which is closely related to SLE onset and is
Independent of whether the patient is in active
stage SLE or has kidney Injury.
In suimsary, our data suggest that anti—VEC
antibody may be one of the triggering factors in
the vasculitis of SLE. It is proposed that renal
VEC may act as a target cell which can be
attacked by anti—VEC antibody to constitute an
in—situ immune complex formation in the kidney,
leading to lupus nephritls.
EVIDENCE OF CYTOKINE—LIKE SUBSTANCES AND
INHIBITOR(S) IN HUMAN RENAL CYST FLUID. K.D.
Gardner, M.D. Sadick*, L.W. Eizinga, W.M. Bennett,
and R.M. Locksley*. Departments of Medicine,
University of New Mexico School of Medicine,
Albuquerque NM; Oregon Health Sciences University,
Portland OR; and University of California, San
Francisco, San Francisco CA.
Epithelial cell hyperplasia, neutrophil
margination, abnormal basement membrane, fibrosis,
and salt wasting characterize cystic kidneys. In
other settings these abnormalities are ascribed to
cytokine effects. Accordingly, we assayed 23 cyst
fluids from 11 autosomal dominant polycystic
kidneys for their mitogenic effects on thymocytes
from C3H/HeJ mice. Fluids, even those from the
same kidney, evoked differing responses. Four
provoked proliferative responses that were equal
to or greater than that produced by 5 units/mi of
recombinant human interleukin—i beta (IL—i) in the
same assays. One mitogenic fluid was tested
further. It lost 30% of its mitogenic activity
when incubated with antiserum to IL—i. Of five
non—mitogenic fluids from one kidney, three
inhibited the mitogenic response of thymocytes to
IL—i while two did not. One of two non—mitogenic
fluids from yet another kidney potentiated the
thymocyte response to IL—i in the absence but not
in the presence of murine monoclonal antibody to
interleukin—2. These findings demonstrate that
cytokine—like substances and an inhibitor of IL—i
are variably present in and among cyst fluids
from polycystic kidneys, even among fluids from
the same kidney. They raise the possibility that
disordered intrarenal cytokine production,
distribution, or binding plays a role in the
expression of polycystic kidney disease.
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY-BASED URINARY DIAGNOSIS OF
RENAL DISORDERS. Dieter Gassner and Gerhard A.
MUller*: (intr. by H.G. Rennke). Medical Universi-
ty Clinics, Dept. 3, Tubingen, FRG.
Urinary shedding of renal antigens (ra), speci-
fic for distinct parts of the nephron could be a
reliable indicator of kidney damage. Establishing
specific urinary assays using monoclonal antibo-
dies (moabs) detecting ra would constitute a non-
invasive second generation test system for the
diagnosis of renal injury. Although moabs genera-
ted by immunization with kidney homogenates or
isolated renal cells can detect epitopes of kidney
cells, it is uncertain, whether antigens recogni-
zed by the selected moabs are shed into the urine.
Moreover, proteolysis of renal antigens in the
urine may influence the reactivity of the moabs.
To overcome these problems new moabs were produ-
ced by a direct intrasplenic immunization of mice
with pathologic urine samples. Hybridoma were
screened for antibodies recognizing ra shed into
the urine by use of inmiunoperoxidase staining of
frozen sections of a normal human kidney. Moabs
reactive with structures of the normal kidney
should indicate the anatomical site of the antigen
shed into the urine by the injured kidney. A panel
of moabs was established which allows an immunohi-
stologic dissection of the nephron. First data
point to the usefulness of these moabs in urinary
enzyme immunoassays. Among the latest trends is
the development of urinary sandwich—imunoassays,
which will be useful to detect the anatomical re-
gion of a renal disorder, the course of the disea-
se, its response to therapy and probably may serve
as an early indicator of renal graft rejection.
THE DIAGNOSTIC SENSITIVITY OF SERUM C3 LEVELS
IN SLE IS AFFECTED BY THE METHOD OF C3
DETERMINATION. LA Hebert, J Clough, J Neff, R
Rohde*, EJ Lewis, M PohI, Ohio State Univ, Columbus, OH,
Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, and the Lupus Nephritis
Collaborative Study Group (LNCSG), Chicago.
The lower limits of normal (LLN) for C3 vary widely
from Center to Center. For example, for the 14 Centers in
the LNCSG, the LLN for C3 ranges from 55 to 119 mg/dl.
We examined whether differences in the LLN for C3 affects
the diagnostic sensitivity (S) of this test in SLE. Seventeen
consecutive SLE pts with GN followed by one of the LNCSG
Centers (OSU) were evaluated. Thirteen pts were selected for
study because each was followed long term (28-72 mo) and
had multiple (15-55) sera analyzed (total of 402 sera) for C3
and C4 by both a standard nephelometric (N) technique and
by a standard radial immunodiffusion (R) technique.
Twenty—five SLE relapses, renal (15) or nonrenal (10)
occurred in 9 pts. Ten remissions (4-12 mo periods of
stability without SLE activity (ignoring C3, C4 levels),
separated by a period of at least 4 mo from the nearest
relapse) occurred in 5 pts. During remission C3-N and C3-R
were comparable. During relapse C3-N (LLN = 97 mg/dl)
was abnormal in 24/25 (S — 96%); C3-R (LLN = 55 mg/dl)
was abnormal in 16/25 (S = 65%), p <0.005. During SLE
relapse the mean C3 level, as % of LLN, was 71 3 SE% for
C3-N, and 96% 5, for C3-R, p < 0.001. The tendency for
C3-R to decline relatively less than C3-N during SLE relapse
was not seen for C4-R (LLN 20 mg/dl) and C4-N (LLN 13
mg/dl): C4 as a % of LLN was 110 11% for C4-N and 100
12% for C4-R. Regression of C3—R on C3-N for each Pt
showed linearity and a high degree of correlation (mean r =
0.86 0.03), indicating that the insensitivity of C3-R is not
related to aberrations in detection of C3 by R. Conclusion:
Compared to a standard widely used C3-N assay, a standard
widely used C3-R assay has an inappropriately low LLN
resulting in reduced sensitivity in identifying SLE relapse.
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ANTI-NEUTROPHIL CYTOPLASMIC AUTOANTIBODY-
ASSOCIATED GLOMERULONEPHRmS (ANCA-GN):
PATHOLOGIC FEATURES. J. Charles Jeftnette and Ronald J. Falk.
U.N.C. School of Medicine, Dept. ofPathol. & Med., Chapel Hill,
NC.
Wehave demonstrated a strong association between ANCA and
pauci-immune ON with necrosis and crescents (New Eng. J. Med.
318:1651-1657, 1988). The purpose of this study was to precisely
define the pathologic characteristics of ANCA-GN. Forty eight
patients with ON diagnosed by renal biopsy and ANCA detected by
ELISA, and no evidence for lupus, were studied. ANCA-GN patients
had a mean ANCA of 89.3 compared to 23.2 (SD 9.5) in 83 normal
controls. By light microscopy, 96% had glomerular crescents, 42%
>50% crescents. 98% segmental glomerular necrosis and 10%
necrotizing arteritis in th renal biopsy. Three had a medullary
capillaritis. By immunofluorescence microscopy, 95% had no more
than trace glomerular immunoglobulin, and none had greater than 2+
(out of 0-4+). C3 was observed in 68%, but was not >2+ in 90%, By
electron microscopy, 90% had no electron dense deposits, and those
that did had only small deposits. Of the 48 patients, 21 had renal-
limited disease, 12 Wegener's or microscopic polyarteritis, and 15
nondiagnostic systemic disease. Extrarenal pathologic findings
included necrotizing arteritis, respiratory tract granulomatous
inflammation, acute sinusitis, necrotizing alveolar capillaritis and
cutaneous necrotizing leukocytoclastic vasculitis. The severity of
renal and extrarenal pathologic findings did not correlate with ANCA
levels or ANCA immunofluorescence patterns, although there was a
trend toward greater frequency cytoplasmic versus perinuclear pattern
with lung involvement.
We conclude that ANCA-GN is characterized by a paucity of
immune deposits, segmental necrosis and crescent formation; and is
frequently but not always accompanied by a variety of
extraglomerular necrotizing vasculitides. Included in the ANCA-GN
category are patients currently diagnosed as pauci-immune
(idiopathic) crescentic ON, Wegener's granulomatosis and
microscopic polyarteritis.
LOW-DOSE INTERLEUK1N-2 THERAPY NORMALIZES THE
NON-RESPONDER STATE OF DIALYSIS PATIENTS TO
HEPATITIS-B VACCINATION. Hans Köhler1, Hubert Dumannt
Kari-Hermann Meyer zum BOschenfeIde1, Stefan C. Meuer
Intr. by E. J. Feinstein). 1Ist Dept. of Urn. MedIcIne Malnz and
Dept. of Appi. immunology, DKFZ HeIdelberg, FRG.
Recent data suggest, that the secondary Immunodeflciency
of uremic non-responders to Hepatitis-B (HB)-vaccination is
due to a failure of the monocytes to support the process of pri-
mary T-ceII actIvation (Meuer et al, J Clin Invest 80:743-749,
1987). ThIs defect results In a lack of lnterieukln-2 (1L-2)-
production and an enhanced sensitivity of the IL2 receptor sy-
stem. Addition of low dose 1L-2 fully reconstitutes the deficient
immune response In vitro. in this study we investigated the sy-
stemic immune response of uremic non-responders to HB-
vaccination, who received HB-vacclne in combination with a
local injection of natural lL-2 (n IL-2). 10 HBSAg-negative dialy-
sis patients who had not responded to several previous vacci-
nations with HB-Vax over a number of years received 40 ag
HB-Vax (tIerck, Sharp and Dohme) and four hours later I ml
(2,6 x 10 U/mi) of n 1L-2 (Blotest AG, Ffm) i.m.. in addition, 8
non-responders to HB-vaocInatlon were revaccinated without
adding IL-2. Prior to the clinical trial T-celi functions were stu-
died following antigen receptor triggering with a monocional
antibody directed at the T-ceil receptor. After four weeks, prior
to a second treatment with HB-Vax and n iL-2, 6 out of 10 non-
responders had developed protective anti-HBs titers (> 10 U/i).
One additional patient showed seroconversion 4 weeks subse-
quent to the second treatment. There was a good correlation
between in vitro data and in vivo responses. 7 out of 10 pa-
tIents showed a high iL-2 receptor sensitivity in vitro and these
patients consequontiy developed antibody titers following sub-
stitution with lL-2. Contrary, only one out of 8 controls who had
received another HB-vaccination without lL-2, developed anti-
HBs of 10 U/i. Thus, the local application of low dose iL-2
during a standard vaccination induces anti-HB5 titers in those
patients who show a high IL-2 receptor sensitivity in vitro.
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EARLY T CELL ACTIVATION IN IgA NEPHROPATHY (IgAN).
Kar Neng LAI* and Fernand Mac—Noune LAI.* (intr.
by J.P. Bosch). Dept. of Medicine and Morbid
Anatomy, Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong, Hong Kong.
The expression of interleukin—2 receptor (IL2R)
and production of interleukin—2 (IL2) by cultured
lymphocytes were studied in 21 patients with IgAN,
17 patients with other nephropathies, and 17
healthy subjects. T cell subsets were determined
by double imniunofluorescence technique using
fluorochronie conjugated monoclonal antibodies.
1L2 was measured by RIA in the supernatant taken
from 24—hour culture of lymphocytes stimulated
with lectin mitogens. These tests were performed
during an infection—free period. The percentages
of circulating CD4+ and CD8+ cells, and total
activated lymphocytes did not differ between the 3
groups of subjects. Following pokeweed mitogen
stimulation, the individual T cell subsets bearing
IL2R were distinctly different in IgAN compared
with the others. IgAN patients had increased
activated CD4+ cells and reduced activated CD8+
cells. The 1L2 production was also increased in
patients with IgAN. 10 patients received
cyclosporine A (5 mg/Kg/day) for 3 months.
Cyclosporine therapy resulted in significant
reduction of lymphocyte proliferation and IL2R
expression mainly affecting the T helper than the
I suppressor cells. 1L2 production from cultured
lymphocytes was not affected by maintenance
cyclosporine therapy. Our study suggests a
defective immunoregulation in IgAN with enhanced
T helper and reduced T suppressor activities, and
increased IL2 production by lymphocytes when
stimulated with mitogen and probably, during
clinical exacerbation.
urJAsrRuCiuRAL (EM) CHAM3ES IN IgA NEPH})PATHY
(IgAN) IN RELATION TO HIS'IOIjJGIC AND CLINICAL DATA.
Hyun Soon Lee and Haeng Ii Koh. Seoul Nat'l Univ.,
and Inje Med. Coil., Seoul, Korea.
We previously reported that madified classifi-
cation of Meadw et al for Henoch—Schoenlejn neph—
ntis can be a useful prognosticator in IgAN (Clin
Nephrol 27: 131, 1987). In order to evaluate the
EM changes in Igi½N in relation to the histologic
grading and clinical data, renal biopsy material
from 239 patients with IgAN was analyzed. 41 were
children and 198 were adults. 43 adults (18%)
exhibited histologic grades IV and V lesions in
association with high levels of proteinuria, serum
creatinine and blood pressure when conpared to the
remaining 196 patients with histologic grades I to
III lesions. A significant difference was noted
between children and adults in the severity of the
glomarular lesions (p<O.Ol). Mesangial deposits
were observed in all (100%), subencbthelial depo-
sits in 37%, subepithelial deposits in 18%, glome—
rular basement metibrane (GEM) abnormalities with
splitting, thinning, thickening and/or depositionin 20%, mesangiolysis in 44%, and mesangial inter-
position in 25%. The frequency of GEM abnorinali—
ties and subepithelial deposits in children was
significantly higher than that seen in adults (p'.z
0.01). All of the above EM changes except for
rnasangial deposits were associated with mare
advanced histologic grading (p.c0.025). Yet none
of these EM parameters were associated with mare
severe clinical findings when our analysis was
restricted to grade III lesions. These results
suggest that the 5 EM parameters described here
may merely be epiphenomena of mare severely or
actively affected glomeruli. with poor predictive
values for prognosis if applied to individuals.
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BLOOD GROUP SECRETOR STATE IN RELATION TO
P-BLOOD-GROUP PHENOTYPE AND RENAL
FUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH PYELONEPHRITIC
RENAL SCARRING. H.Lobcrg*, S.Jacobson*. (Intr. by
CM.Kjellstrand). Dept. Clin.Immunol. Gothenburg and
Dept. Med. Karolinska Inst.Stockholm, Sweden.
ABH blood-group non-secretors are overrepresented among
children developing renal scarring. An increased incidence of
the P1 blood-group phenotype was found in children with
recurrent pyelonephritis without vesicoureteral reflux.
We analyzed ABH blood-group secretor state and P blood-
group phenotype in relation to glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) and presence of renal scan-ing in 84 patients (mean
age 48, range 3 1-76 years) with urinary tract infections.
Among 43 patients with renal scaring and no obstructive
mal-formations, 37% were non-secretors compared to 22%
in a healthy population (n=954, p=O.O59). The highest
incidence of non-secretors (38%) was observed in patients of
the P1 blood-group phenotype (p=0.05 vs healthy controls).
This overrepresentation of non-secretors was not seen in a
control group of 41 patients with a recent episode of acute
pyelonephritis not developing renal scars (17%, NS vs
healthy controls). GFR was similar in secretors and non-
secretors of patients with renal scarring (80 ml/min x 1.73
m2 vs 79 mI/mm x 1.73 m2). Pyelonephritic renal scarring
most often develops during early childhood. Older patients in
this study have probably received inadequate antibiotic
treatment during childhood. The incidence of non-sectretors
in patients who were 39 years or younger was 55%
(p=O.0l9 vs healthy controls) compared to 28% (NS vs
healthy controls) among patients who were >40 years old.
Conclusion: We found an association of blood-group non-
secretor status with risk for development of renal scarring
after acute pyelonephritis in patients without predisposing
factors in the urinary tract.
CLEARANCE KINETICS AND FATE OF MODEL IGA
OLIGOMERS IN PATIENTS WITH IGA NIEPHROPATHY.
Vincenzo Montinaro Abdalla Rifai,* Marino Melle
Paolo Schena Luigi Nitti and Angelo D'Addabo!'
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence, RI, and
Polyclinic, Univ. of Ban, Ban, Italy.
To determine the pathophysiologic mechanisms
involved in IgA nephropathy, the clearance
kinetics and fate of model IgA oligomers were
investigated in IgA glomerulonephritis patients and
normals. Model IgA oligomers were prepared by
covalent cross-linking of purified human IgA with
a heterobifunctional reagent, N-Succinimidyl 3-(2-
pyridyldithio) proprionate, SPDP. After intravenous
injection, large-sized (>2 x I0 kD) radiolabeled IgA
oligomers were removed rapidly from the
circulation of patients (tl/2 = 3.17± 0.48 mm) and
normal controls (tl/2 = 3.88 1.28 mm). Dynamic
gamma camera scintigraphy showed the liver was
the major organ involved in removal of the IgA
oligomers with an equal peak uptake time in
patients (10.3 0.7 mm) and controls (10.5 0.4 mm).
Insignificant amount of radioactivity was detectable
in the spleen and kidneys. The small-sized IgA
oligomers (<1x103 kD), predominantly dimers and
tnimers, had a slower and similar clearance rate for
patients (tl/2 = 30.38 8.69 hr) and controls (tl/2 =
30.27 10.1 hr).
These findings have specific importance in
showing that patients with IgA nephropaty do not
suffer from an IgA Fe-receptor dysfunction. In
addition, the findings have general significance in
showing the liver as a major organ for removal of
IgA immune complexes.
ABNOhMAL EXPRESSION OF MHC CLASS II ANTIGENS IN
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN). Claudia A. MUller, Teut
Risler, Adalbert Bohie, and Gerhard A. Miiller*:
(intr. by H.G. Rennke). Medical Univ. Clinics and
Dept. of Pathology, TUbingen, FRG.
Various forms of GN show an association with
HLA antigens or are otherwise suspected to involve
abnormally regulated inanune responses. For these
reasons the expression of defined MHC class II an-
tigens DQ, DR, DP and of a putatively new determi-
nant DY was analysed within the normal and disea-
sed kidney using monoclonal antibodies. Ininunoper-
oxidase staining was performed on frozen kidney
sections of 17 normal and 80 kidneys with histo-
logically different forms of GM. In normal adult
kidneys HLA-DR, -DQ, -DP and -DY antigens are ex-
pressed on subpopulations of glomerular and inter-
stitial cells and vascular endothelia. Proximal
tubular cells variably express HLA-DR and always
-DY but not -DQ or -DP antigens in normal kidneys.
In rapidly progressive GN (RPGN), membranoprolife-
rative GN or focal glomerular sclerosis (FGS),
however, proximal tubular cells often do express
HLA- DR, -DQ and -OP antigens. In RPGN a reduction
of all MHC class II antigens on glomerular cells
was observed, whereas glomerular crescents were
strongly HLA-DR/DQ/DY/DP positive. In FGSI however,
glomerular expression of HLA-DQ antigens seemed to
be increased. Abnormal expression of HLA-DQ or -DP
antigens on tubuli was not always correlated with
1-cell infiltrates in the diseased kidney. Altered
expression of MHC class II antigens during disease
may point to anatomical regions in the kidney for
immunologically mediated injuries in GM.
DOES T-CELL ACTIVATION (TA) OCCUR DURING
DIALYSIS? A-J Neusy, A. M. Valeni* and L. Liebes.
NYU Medical Center, NY, NY.
TA is accompanied by binding of Interleukin-2 to its
membrane receptor (IL2R), followed by shedding of an
IL2R subunit (sIL2R) into the plasma. We studied
whether TA occurs during dialysis and renal insufficiency(RI) by measuring IL2R and 5IL2R in 18 HIV-
seronegative ESRD patients (pts) on hemodialysis (HD -
group I),9 pts on peritoneal dialysis (PD - group II), 5 RI
pts (group III) with a mean serum creatin— inc of 4.2
mg% and 6 healthy donors (group IV). IL2R was
measured by fluorescence-activated cell sorting and sIL2R
by an ELISA assay (T-cell Sciences kit). Pts in group I
were studied pre and post 4 hours of HD. The results
were:
Groups IL2R sIL2R(% lymphs SEM) (U/ml_j SEM)
I(pre) 9.7.j 2.7 1205..j 67
I(post) I l.lj 2.6 1261..± 88
II 4.7÷ 1.3 1276.j 138
III I5.8 6.6 548.j 82
IV 5.7.j 1.4 188 26
Plasma sIL2R in group I was unchanged by HD and
did not differ from group II; both groups were markedly
higher than groups III (p < 0.01) and IV (p < 0.001).
IL2R was not affected by the presence of RI nor by HD
or PD.
In summary, TA does not occur during HD. It is
unclear whether the increase in sIL2R is due to increased
production or decreased renal clearance. Further studies
to clarify this question are being pursued.
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MHSANGIAL CJL AUTOANTflEN(s) IN IgA NEPHROPATHY
AND HENOCH SCHONLEIN PURPUHA. D 3 O'Donoghue,
A Darvill, P 2 C Brenchley, F W l3allardie, (intr.
by C Berlyne), Dept. of Renal Medicine,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, UK.
We have described IgO autoantibodies to a
glomeruler antigen associated with nephritis in
IgA nephropathy (IgAN)t Antigen localisation has
been studied by immunofluorescence, immunoblotting
and by ELISA using ligands from cultured human
sesangial cells or whole glomeruli.
Antisesangial IgG antibodies were detected in
the sera of 13/20 IgAN and 9/1k Henoch Schonlein
nephritis (lISP) patients compared with 20 normals
(mean OD controls 0.1±0.02, IgMI 0.34j0.2, pcO.01;
lISP 0.21±0.18, p<0.05), and were absent in other
nenhropathies. IgA and 1gM binding was not
detected. SDS—PAGE and immunoblotting of
denatured and reduced mesangial cell ligand showed
affinity of IgG from IgAN and HSP patients to 48
and 58 kD components, comparable to those using
ligend from whole gloseruli, where specificity of
autoantibody was confirmed in F(ab')2 studies.
IgG—biotin conjugates from ELISA positive sera in
both diseases showed binding to the mesangium and
capillary loops of normal glomerular tissue and a
speckled membrane pattern on sesangial cells.
IgO autoantibodies bind to conponents of
mesangial cells and whole glomeruli of similar
molecular weight in both IgAN and lISP, supporting
sutoantigen identity, and suggesting a comtnon
autoimmune component in the pathogenesis of these
nephritidee.
I Nephrol. Dial. Transplant., 1987, 2, 5, 422;
Lancet, 1988, (ii), injress).
SIGNIFICANCE OF TTJBULO—INTERSTITIAL (T—I) CHANGE
IN IgA—GN. Takashi Oda*, Nobuyuki Yoshizawa,
Akihiko Takeuchi*, Takao Kubota*,YoehihirnAkaehi*,
Osamu Hotta*, Yasuhiro Oshikawa*, Satoshi
Ohshima* and Hirohumi Niwa*. Dept. of Medicine,
National Defense Medical College, Saitama, Japan.
We previously studied tha significance of renal
hyaline arteriolosclerosis and T—I change in 66pts
with IgA—GN and 12 pts with FGS. A close correla-
tion was observed between glomerular sclerosis and
T—I change only in pts with IgA—GN. In the present
study we identified the infiltrating immune cells
within both the interstitium and the glomerulus
and studied the relationship between the infiltrat-
ing cells and the glomerular damage. Frozen biopsy
sections from 30 pts with lgA—GN; 10 with grade 1,
10 with grade 2, 10 with grade 3 and 10 normal
control sections were examined using 10 kinds of
monoclonal antibodies by indirect immunoalkaline
phosphatase labelling. In the tubulo—interstitium
there was a significant increase in total leuko—
cyte numbers in grade 2 and grade 3 when compared
with normal. Most of these infiltrating cells were
idantified as T cells and as monocytes/M$. Helper
T cells constituted the predominant infiltrating
T cell type and they proportionally increased to
the degree of glomerulsr damage, where as, a small
number of suppressor T cells were present without
a discernable trend. Honocytes/MØ and activated T
cells were also proportionally increased to the
grade of the disease. B cell and Nit cell were
rarely seen, In the glomeruli there was no signifi-
cant increase in the number of leukocytes in any
of the grade. These data suggest that interstitial
leukocyte infiltration, particularly T and
Honocyte/M$ may participate in the glomerulo—
interstitial change in the progressive stage of
IgA—GN.
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CHARACTERIEATION OF C3 NEPHRITIC FACTOR (C3NeF)
IN NON-HYPOCOMPLENENTEMIC )IPGN. Hiroyuki Ohi,
S. Watanabe, A. Yamada, Y. Tanuma, T. Fujita,
H. Seki, H. 1-latano, Nihon University Dept. of
Int. Med., Tokyo, Japan.
C3NeF is an sutoantihody of C3 convertase
(C3bBb), and the cause of hypocomplementemia
(low C3) in the serum of NPGN patient. The sera
of 202 MPGN patients was exsmined and C3NeF was
found in the sera of 6 patients with non—hypo—
complementemic MPGN. We examined C3NeF in the
purified IgG from S non—hypocomplementemic sera
(non—hypo C3NeF) and 5 hypocomplementemic sera
(hypo C3NeF) for the purpose of determining why
C3NeF does not make hypocomplementemia. C3 was
not converted to C3c, and C3d can not be detected
in the patient's sera of non—hypo C3NeF. Five
purified IgG from non—hypo C3NeF can stabilize
EAC4b3bBb Cells the same as hypo C3NeF's IgG in
the EDTA gelatin veronal buffer, but non—hypo
C3NeF's IgG can not stabilize C3 convertase
(EAC4b3bBb Cell) in the control protein (H and I)
where as hypo C3NeF's IgG can stabilize. C3NeF in
the hypocomplementemic serum has two charactors.
One is the inhibition of intrinsic decay of C3
convertase (C3bBb) and another is the inhibition
of extrinsic decay by H and I. C3NeF in the non—
hypocomplementenic sera can inhibit the intrinsic
decay the same as hypo C3NeF IgG but can not
inhibit the extrinsic decay. This is different
fron hypo C3NeF IgG, therefore non—hypo C3NeF
can not activate C3. In conclusion C3NeF has
heterogeneity and these findings are very
important for the consideration of the patho—
genesis of MPGN.
THE GLOHERULAR CAPILLARY AS AN ACTIVATOR OF THE
ALTERNATIVE PATHWAY OF COMPLEMENT IN NEPHRITIS.
Cynthia Pan, C. Frederic Strife, Jean Snyder and
Clark 0. West. Children's Hospital Research
Foundation, University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Evidence for alternative pathway sctivation in
the nephritic glomerulus has been assessed by
quantifying C3b deposition. Deposited C3b, which
initiates formation of the membrane attack com-
plex, is normally inactivated to C3bi by factors
H and I. However, when CSb is deposited on an
alternative pathway activator, up to 50% resists
inactivation. As a measure of alternative path-
way activation, the ratio of glomerulsr C3b:CSbi
was determined. Autoradiogrsphy on frozen renal
gpsy sections reacted with buffer and then with
'IHoAbC3c allowed quantitation of C3b +
C3bi. Because C3bi is exquisitely sensitive to
trypsin, C3b could be quantitated by treating a
serial section first with ftlute trypsin (2
ug/ml) and then with 1 IMoAbC3c, To
assure thst the trypsin removed all the C3bi, a
psinized section was reacted with
'
-'iHoAbC3bi (neoantigen); data for the
biopsy were discarded if the glomerular label
with this antibody was over background. The
study has shown significant amounts of C3b in the
glomeruli of 6/6 patients with MPGN (1 with MPGN
II) and 1/4 with SLE. In the three with SLE and
no or minimal CSb, two had mild glomerulitis and
one had glomerulsr scarring. The glomeruli of a
patient convalescent from HSP contained large
amounts of CSbi and virtually no C3b. This study
indicates that the glomerular capillary can
become an activator of the alternative complement
pathway in nephritis. This could be secondary to
injury or a primary event in psthogenesrs.
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DEPOSITS IN LIGHT
CHAIN DEPOSITION DISEASE. Maria Picken* Blas
Framgione and Gloria R. Gallo. New York Univer-
sity Med Ctr., Dept of Pathol., New York, NY.
Systemic deposits of monoclonal light chain
di8tinct from light chain amyloid (AL) is one of
the deleterious effects of myeloma and plasmacytic
dyscrasias. We studied tissue from a patient
with light chain deposition disease (LCDD). Im—
munopathologic examination revealed Kappa light
chain deposits in systemic basement membranes of
all organs. The light chain deposits from myo—
cardium were extracted in 6M guanidine—HC1 under
reducing conditions and purified by column chrom—
atography, The recovery of kappa light chain was
monitored by Immunofluorescence microscopy of
homogenized muscle smears and by Western Blot.
The immunoblot of the extract demonstra ted 4 main
bands reactive with antiKappa antibody: intact K
(M.W. 28 kda), and 3 fragments (M.W. 20, 16 and
15 kda). As revealed by aminoterminal micro—
sequencing on electroblotted bands 3 of the 4
bands tested belonged to the Kappa1 subgroup.
These findings confirm the monoclonality of the
Kappa light chain deposits in LCDD which are com-
posed of intact LC and fragments. The difference
thus far demonstrated brtween AL and LCDD is the
lack of fibrils and amyloid P component in LCDD,
suggesting that local tissue factors may be re-
sponsible for different processing of the light
chain deposits.
INCREASED SERUM LEVELS OF IgAl IMMUNE COMPLEXES(ICs)
CONTAINING ANTIIDIOTYPIC IgG ANTIBODIES IN PATIENTS
WITH PRIMARY IgA NEPHROPATEY(IgAN) .F.P.Schena,A.Pas
tore,V.Montinaro,N.Ludovico,(intr.by S.N.Emancipa—
tor) Chair of Medical Therapy, Univ. of hari,Italy.
A new solid phase ELISA was used to detect IgA1—
ICs containing IgG and IgM(IgA1—IgG ICs and IgA1—
1gM ICs)in 49 serum samples from 32 patients (pts)
and 16 subjects with non—IgAN. A jackfruit lectin,
Jacalin, was used as substrate to bind selectively
human IgAl ICs in serum PEG precipitate(77.). The
presence of antiidiotypic IgG, A and H antibodies
against the F(ab')2 region of IgG was investigated
by solid phase ELISA on polyvinylchloride plates
coated with purified F(ab')2 fragment derived from
normal human pepsin—digested IgG. Six pta were stu-
died during the remission and relapse(fever, upper
respiratory tract infection and macrohematuria).
Our results showed significant high serum levels
of IgA1—ICs(p<O.OO1)in 34% of IgAN pts,IgA1—IgG—ICs
(p<0.005)in 30% and IgA1—IgM—IC5(p<O.005)in 21% of
pts.Significant high values of IgG and IgA anti-
bodies directed at F(ab')2 of IgG were found. A
significant increase of IgAl—IgG—ICs(p<O.0O5)occurid
during the relapse. Our data suggest that an increa
sed production of IgAl—ICs occurs in IgAN pta; ICs
are mainly IgA1—IgG in the relapse. The presence of
high serum levels of antiidiotypic IgG and IgA anti
bodies against the F(ab')2 region of IgG indicate
that in addition to multiple anomalies of IgA regu
lation, described in IgAN pts, there may be further
aberrancies.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A REGULATORY SYSTEM FOR SOLUBLE
IMMUNE RESPONSE SUPPRESSOR (SIRS) PRODUCTION IN
STEROID—RESPONSIVE NEPHROTIC PATIENTS. H. William
Schnaper, April L. Wade*, Robin L. Wesselschmidt*,
and Deborah Kees_Folts*. Dept. of Pediatrics,
Washington Univ. Sch. of Med. St. Louis, MO.
The association of immune suppression with ster-
oid responsive nephrotic syndrome suggests a common
origin for albuminuria and abnormal immunity. Pre-
viously, we reported that nephrotic patients who
experience remission after corticosteroid therapy
produce SIRS, an inhibitory protein secreted by
activated suppressor T lymphocytes. Patient sera
contain a second protein which activates lympho-
cytes to produce SIRS (Schnaper and Aune, J. Clin.
Invest. 79:257, 1987). To determine the origin of
the SIRS—inducing protein, supernatants of peri-
pheral blood lymphocytes were tested for ability
to activate SIRS production by normal lymphocytes.
CD4+ cells from steroid—responsive patients, but
not from steroid—unresponsive patients or healthy
controls, secreted a SIRS—inducing protein which
was identical to the serum SIRS—inducing activity
by molecular weight (13,000—18,000 daltons), acid
resistance and elution pattern on HPLC. This pro-
tein can be distinguished by physical and antigenic
characteristics from SIRS and from interferons,
which have previously been found to induce SIRS pro-
duction. T—cell hybridomas which secrete the SIRS—
inducing protein were produced from patient lympho-
cytes; the hybridoma—derived material has similar
characteristics to those of serum and lymphocyte-
derived SIRS—inducing activity. These findings de-
fine a novel regulatory pathway for suppressor
lymphokine production in SRNS which may be further
elucidated by characterization of the hybridoma-
derived protein.
RENAL DECAY-ACCELERATING FACTOR (DAF):
CORRELATIONS WITH DISEASE PARAMETERS. Q
Sedmak* and FG Cosio. Depts of Medicine and Pathology.
Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio.
DAF is a cell membrane associated glycoprotein that
inhibits C3 activation thereby protecting cells against
complement mediated damage. Previously, we
demonstrated that in the normal kidney DAF is present
mainly in the region of the juxtagloinerular apparatus
(JGA). Herein, we exaiuind the distribution of DAF in
76 diseased human kidney biopsies. DAF was stained by
peroxidase using a mouse monoclonal anti-DAF antibody.
The following abnormalities were observed: First, the
percent JGA/DAF positive glomeruli was significantly
decreased in patients with SLE (n=9, 33±21%). RPGN
(n=IO, 33±21%), HUS (n=4, 38±29%) and interstitial
nephritis (n=4, 37±13%) compared to normal kidneys
(n=15, 64±9%) (p<.000l by ANOVA). In addition, the
decrease in the percent of JGA/DAF positive glomeruli
correlated significantly with the presence of glomerular
C3, 1gM and/or fibrinogen. Second, in 51 specimens (67%)
DAF was present in the mesangium and this finding was
significantly more common in paticots with glomerular
Clq, C3, 1gM, crescents and/or electron dense deposits.
Third, DAF was present in the interstitium in 52
specimens (68%) and in blood vessels in 29 specimens
(38%). Conclusion: in diseased kidneys, DAF tends to be
lost from the JGA but is often present in the gtomerular
mesangium. interstitium and blood vessels. This pattern is
especially prominent in patients demonstrating
complement deposition in the glomeruli. We postulate that
DAF may play a role in protecting the kidney against the
products of complement activation.
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IMmJNOPERO::IDASE IDENTIFICATION OF NUCLEATED CELLS
IN URINE IN GLOMERULONEPHRITIS. M. Segasothy*, K.F.
Fairley*, D.F. Sirch* and P. Kincaid—Smith. Dept of
Nephrol., Royal Melbourne Hosp., Melbourne, Vic.,
Australia.
The morphology and number of urinary erythro—
cytea is a valuable guide to diagnosis and prognos-
is in glomerulonephritis. Nucleated cells In urine
of patients with glomerulonephritis have not been
studied. We used the immunoperoxidase technique us-
ing monoclqnal antibodies(Segasothy et al,Am J Clin
Pathol.In press). to identify and quantify nucleated
cells in urine of patients with crescentic glomer—
ulonephritis (CN)(n—14) and noncrescentic gloneru—
lonephritis (NCN)(n=11). The diagnosis was confirm-
ed in all cases by renal biopsy. Chi squared tests
were performed to determine significant differences
in the cell types between the 2 groups. CN was dis-
tinguishable from NCN by total cell numbers exceed-
ing 30000/ml (pCO.001) and counts of granulocytes
exceeding I0000/ml (p<O.O5), monocytes exceeding
3000/ml (pczO.OOI); T4 lymphocytes exceeding I500/nl
T8 lymphocytes exceeding 1500/ml (p<O.OO1), glomer—
ular epithelial cells exceeding 4000/nl (p<O.QO1),
proximal tubular cells exceeding S000/ml (p<O.OO1),
loop of Henle cells exceeding l500/ml (p<O.Ol) and
urothelial cells exceeding 1500/ml ($0.05). High
numbers of glomerular epithelial cells and mono—
cytes in CN suggest that both may he involved in
crescent formation. Presence of large numbers of
inflammatory and tuhular cells in CN suggest that
associated tubulointerstitial damage is an import—
snt contributory factor towards renal failure. It
is concluded that the identification of nucleated
cells in urine is helpful in the diagnosis of
glomerulonephritis.
IMMUNOELECTRONMICROgCØPY (ImEM) IN
MESANGIOPATHIC GLOMERULONEPHRIflS (mesoN)
RELATED TO ALCOHOL ABUSE (AA). SM Smitht WE
Hoy and A Welford* Pathology and Biology Depts,
Univ. of New Mexico, and Lovelace Medical Foundation,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
We have shown that subjects with AA frequentlyhave mesON, with mesangial hypercellularity, deposits
of IgA and 1gM, and often with mesangial electron dense
deposits (EDDs). These EDDs can be dark and distinct,
or small, pale and ill-defined. This study was undertaken
to confirm that these EDDs contain immuneglobulins
(Igs), as indicated by routine IF.
Renal samples from forensic autopsies showing AA-
related mesON (7 cases), and without AA-related
mesON (4 cases), were fixed in Carson Millonig phos-
phate-buffered formalin, and embedded in gelatin cap-
sules in LR White resin, without osmification. Thin
sections were incubated with rabbit anti-human IgA or
1gM sera, followed by goat anti-rabbit IgO conjugated
to colloidal gold (Jansen AuroProbe), then stained with
uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Labelling was excellent,
with virtually no background.
ImEM confirmed IgA deposition in 3 of 4 cases of
mesON. It confirmed strong 1gM deposition in one case,
and was equivocal in one case, and was negative in
another case with trace 1gM by routine IF. IgA byImEM concentrated in the large, well defined EDDs,
whereas 1gM conglomerates were smaller and did not
localize in predictable areas. None of the control
biopsies showed labelling by ImEM, although two had
traces of 1gM on routine IF.
This demonstrates the validity of routine IF and EM
studies on carefully handled autopsy tissue. It proves
that EDDS in AA-related mesON contain Igs, with good
correlation with routine IF findings. The significance
of traces of 1gM by routine IF remains uncertain.
AN ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF FOCAL
SEGMENTAL GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS (FGS). Akihiko
Takeuchi*, Nobuyuki Yoshizaws, Akira Seno*, T*ao
Kuhots*, Takashi Oda*, Yoshihiro Akashi*, Yasuhiro
Oshiksws* , Yusuke Fuse*, and Hirohumi Niws*.
Depta. of Med. and Pathol., National Defense Med.
College, Saitama, JAPAN.
To study the evolution process o the
glomerulsr disease of FGS, it was electron—micro-
scopically compared to minimal change nephrotic
syndrome (MCNS) and mild proliferstive IgA
nephropathy (IgA). The findings assessed semi—
qusntitatively were as follows epithelial cyto—
plssmic vscuolization, foot process fusion, api—
thelial detachment, GBM abnormality, endothelial
swelling, arid electron dense deposits (EDD). The
epithelial cytoplasmic vacuolee were mainly con-
sisted of the dilated rough endoplasmic reticulums
(RER5), and somecf those contained. proteinous
flocculent material, probably indicating the
existence of disturbance in the transport system
of the products. Epithelial detachment could be
divided into the two types, incomplete type that
some of foot processes detached from the GBM and
complete type that epithelial cell was completely
detached or abolished. Epithelisl detachment,
particularly complete type, tended to be more
frequently found in FGS than the others. EDD was
markedly observed im IgA, moderately in FGS, and
negatively in MCNS. The other findings were
similar among the three. In FGS, the nessngisl and
endothwlisl changes were not so remarkable com-
pared to the epithelial one. The results suggest
that in FGS, epithelial cell is the most severely
damaged, resulting in foot process fusion, RER
dilatstion and eventuslly epithelial detachment
which probably leads to segmental sclerosis.
DEcREASID tXPRtSSION CF t3b RCCEP1OR (CR1) CM 1HE ERY1IIROCY1tS
OF PA1ItN1S WI1H ACU3E ftOMERULONEPHRflJS. Suresh C. liwari,
C. Penchamoorthy, Nalini S. Bore, Lalit M. Srivestava,
Departments of Nephrology and Bioch,istry, 413 India Insti-
tute of Medical Sciencee, New Delhi 3)0 029, ItCIA.
Husan C3b receptor (CR1) which plays a role in the
clearance and processing of iissinecomp]es and immune reguls—
tim hem been analysed for its binding with its ligand, C3b
at low ionic strength Cu s 0.05)3) and its distribution en
the erythrocytes of 18 healthy Indian subjects end 24 patients
with various histological types of gloseru)msphrltidee both
acute end chrcr,ic. ihe nean CR1 number on the erythrocytes
of acute gloserulonephritidee patIents (244 82) Is signi-
ficantly lower Cr C 0.001) thsn that of the norsal subjects
(641) +2JJ), recovering ACN (434÷54) end chronic gomerulo—
nephritidee patients (498 ÷ 146) without changes in their
affinity constants (Ka). However, there is no statistically
significsnt difference in the CR1 number of norsal subject,
recovering 4CR end CUN patients which suggests that the
reduced tEl level is essocieted with acute gloserulonephri—
tides only, thus suggesting ongoing isleinological activity.
ihe increase In CR1 number in recovering 4GW end chronic
gloserulonephritidea suggests the burnt out iieeunological
injury. The loss of CR1 in the 4GW is not en inherited but
is of acquired type, because en recovery of 4GW Its number
Isprovee.
ihis study thus suggests the diagnostic utility of CR1
estisation in the patients with gloreerulonephritidee end sure
so to visualize end sunitor the course of the disease during
follow ge.
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MHC CLASS I AND II ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN RENAL
DISEASE - AN IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY ON KIDNEY
BIOPSIES. Ruediger Waldherr,* Michael Rambausek,*
Irene Noronha,* and Eberhard Ritz. Depts. Pathol.
and mt. Med., University of Heidelberg, F.R.G.
MHC class I and class II molecules serve as
restriction elements for the presentation of anti-
gens to antigen-specific T cell reactions and may
be implicated in the process of cellular trans-
formation. We have analysed the expression of MHC
products in normal renal tissue (n=15) and in 100
consecutive renal biopsies (cryostate sections) by
a sensitive inimunoperoxidase method using mono-
clonal antibodies against HLA-ABC (clone W6/32),
HLA-DR (2.06 and L243), HLA-DQ (SK1O) and Ht.A-DP
(87/21). HLA-ABC was expressed by almost all
parenchymal cells. Staining for HLA-DR was found
consistently in glomerular and interstitial
capillary endothelial cells, in "dendritic" (LCA
positive) and most infiltrating interstitial cells
but not in mesangial and most extracapillary
cells. Similar but weaker positivity was observed
for HL.A-DO and HLA-DP. HLA-DR positive infiltra-
ting mononuclear cells in glomeruli were noted in
acute CL anaphylactoid purpura and SLE associated
with enhanced staining of endothelial cells. In
addition, HLA-DR was uniformly expressed by
proximal tubules in 25 specimens. In 57 biopsies,
only focal positivity was observed confined to
atrophic or regenerating tubules, or tubules
surrounded by mononuclear infiltrates. HLA-DP
(n=29) and/or HLA-DQ (n=23) were only expressed by
a limited number of HLA-DR positive tubules. The
differential (neo)expression of HLA class II
molecules, particularly by tubular cells, suggests
that specific HLA-dependent (immune) reactions are
involved in various glomerulonephritides.
ABSEE OF CLONAL LYMPHOID POPULIiTIONS
IN PERIPHERAL BI OF CHILDREN WITH
THE NEPHI'IC SYNDHOME. Barry L. Warshaw.
Leonard C. Hymes, and Irene J. Check. Ebiry
University School of Medicine, Department of
Pediatrics and Pathology, Atlanta, Georgia.
It has been postulated that the
idiopathic nephrotic syndrome is caused by an
abnormal clone of T lymphocytes which produces
a lymphokine toxic to the glomerular basenent
mtbrane. Using reconbinant DNA probes which
recognize constant regions in the irmuno—
globulin and T-cell—receptor gene sequences,
we studied peripheral blood lymphocytes from
children with nephrotic syndrome for the
presence of clonal T or B lymphocyte
populations. Nine children, ages 4—18 years,
with active nephrotic syndrome were studied.
Four patients were steroid responsive, and 5
were resistant with lesions other than minimal
change. DNA was digested with Ec0RI, BamHI,
and Hi.ndIII restriction enzymes and hybridized
against probes J, HuC and Control
studies using cell lines to assess sensitivity
indicated that a clonal population comprising
as few as 3% of total cells could be detected.
Results: Nzne of the test samples showed
detectable rearrangenent of irmunoglobulin or
T-cell—receptor genes. We conclude that clonal
populations of T or B lymphocytes are not
present in peripheral blood of children with
nephrotic syndrome. Lymphoid involvenent in
the pathogenesis of this disease is iiore
likely on a polyclonal basis.
INTERLEUKIN-3 (IL-3) LEVELS IN UREMIC AND DIA-
LYSIS PATIENTS. T. Weinstein*. P. Fishman*, N.
Djaldetti*, J. Levi. Depts. of Nephrology and
Medicine "B", Hasharon Hosp., Petah—Tikva; Tel-
Aviv Univ. Med. Sch., Israel.
Cell mediated immunity is depressed in patie-
nts with chronic renal failure (CRF). IL-3 disp-
lays a variety of biological activities including
proliferation of pluripotent hematopoetic stem
cells and augmentation of cytotoxic cell activi-
ty. In this study we examined the ability of per-
ipheral blood mononuclear cells to spontaneously
release IL-3 in 15 patients pre and post hemodi-
alysis (HD) treatment, 15 patients on CAPD, 15
patients with advanced CRF (creatinine 6.1+1.5)
and 15 healthy subjects. IL-3 levels were measu-
red using a IL-3 dependent 32-D-d-23 line and
expressed as counts per minute (+SEM). Control
values were 102269+10013, CAPD 93529+11346, CRF
102025±11664. Pre—HD 126951+9258, which is sig-
nificantly higher than the control (p<O.O5).
Post—HD 87051+9011, which is significantly lower
(p<O.OO5) than pre-HD levels.
In conclusion, IL—3 levels in CAPD and CRF
patients are similar to control, whereas IL-3
levels are increased in pre-HD patients. However,
we found a marked decrease in IL-3 levels post-
HD, perhaps due to dialysis membrane related
effects. This may lead to a compensatory produc-
tion of IL-3 in the post-HD period.
IN VITRO INTERLEUKIN — 2(1L2) EFFECT ON SPONTA-
NEOUS IMMUNOGLOBIN G (IgG) PRODUCTION IN SYSTEMIC
LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE).
D.R.WIGFALL*,O.E.BROWN*,K.L.SHAUGER*(intr. by
J.I.Scheinman). Div.of Pediatr.Nephrol.,Duke
University, Durhain,NC.
We have previously demonstrated the spontaneous
presence of increased numbers of 1L2 receptors
(IL2R) on peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL), and
purified B—lymphocyte preparations in patients
with active SLE compared to normal controls.
Since increased spontaneous IL2R expression, T
cell dysfunction, and B cell hyperfunction all
characterize active SLE, we undertook a study to
determine whether the IL2R presence was func-
tionally significant. PBL from four patients with
active SLE, diagnosed by revised ARA criteria, and
two normal donors were cultured in media alone, or
media supplemented with Pokeweed mitogen, or sup-
plemented with IL2 in low dose (.O1U/ml) or high
dose(100U/ml). The cells were cultured for seven
days with the supernatants assayed for IgG by EIA.
In normal donors, there was marked enhancement of
IgG production by PWM, low dose IL2, and high dose
1L2 (700Z,500%.>1000Z respectively), which was
accnipanied by a proliferative response measuredby 'H—thymidine incorporation. In patients with
active SLE, there was a marked reduction in spon-
taneous IgG production by PWM, or 1L2 in low or
high dose respectively), with no
change in H—thymi.dine incorporation. The
mechanism of inhibition of IgG production remains
to be clarified.
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LEUKOCITES SUBPOLULATIONS IN CLOMERULI OF PATIENTS
WITH ACUTE POSTSTREPTOCOCCAL GLOMERULONEPHRITIS,
Nobuyuki Yoshizawa, Takashi Oda*, Akihiko
Tskeuchi*, Takao Kubota*, YoshihiroAkashi* and
Hirohumi Niwa*. Dept. of Medicine, National
Defense Medical College, Saitama, Japan.
We have previously proposed that preabsorbing
antigen (PA—Ag) initiates the glomerular injury
via in situ immune reaction in APGN. In the
present study we identified the infiltrating
Immune cells both within the glomerulus and in the
interstitium. Frozen sections from 24 pts with
APGN (18 overt, 6 asymptonatic; 1 to 40 days after
onset) were examined using monoclonal antibodies
(Becton Dickinson) by indirect immunoalkaline
phosphatase labelling. Sections from 103 pta with
other glomerulonephritis and 10 normal controls
were also studied for comparison. There was a
prominent increase in the total number of intra—
glomerular monocyte/M$ (Leu M—5) infiltration with
slightly increased T cells (Leu 4). It correlated
with time after the onset; namely the more leuko—
cytic infiltration was observed when the tissue
was taken earlier. Helper T (Leu 3a+, Leu B)
tended to be more increased in the earlier stage,
wheress, suppressor T (Leu 2a+, Leu 15+) was even
throughout the course. B cell (Leu 16) and NM
cell (Leu 7) were not seen in the glomeruli. In
asymptomatic pts, total number of the intra—
glomerular leukocytes was fewer than in overtpts,
however, the proportions of the infiltrating cells
were similar. There was a significant increase in
total interstitial leukocyte numbers in APGN when
compared to normal, however, it was not distinc-
tive. These data suggest that monocyte/M may
interact with PA—Ag planted in GEM and mesangium
resulting in glomerular hypercellularity.
IS THERE A HEPATITIS B VIRUS (HEy) ASSOCIATED
GLOMERULONEPHEITIS? EVALUATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF REV ANTIGEN DEPOSITION IN TUE KIDNEY. J.
Ziaa* and L. Li* (intr. by R.W. Schrier)TThept.
Nephrology, Jinling Hospital, Nanjing, China.
To clarify the relationship between REV infect-
ion and glomerulonephritis (GN), and to explore
the significance and mechanisms of REV deposition
in kidney, renal biopsies from 60 patients with
various forms of GN and REV antigenemia (Ag) were
compared with 59 age-, sex- and renal histology-
matched controls. The biopsies were studied with
layer PAP immunoperoxidase and immunofluorescence
techniques using monoclonal antibodies to REV
surface (UBsAg), core (UBcAg) and e antigen
(HBeAg). All 3 REV antigens were detected in
kidneys of >67% of patients with membranous
nephropathy and in >64% of cases with lupus
nephritis regardless of the presence of REV Ag.
In certain patterns of primary GN, including
mesangioproliferative GN, IgA nephropathy and
membramoproliferative GN, HBsAg in kidney was more
common in patients with liEs Ag than those without
Ag (47.7% vs 20.5%, p<.05). No difference in
HEcAg or liBeAg deposition was observed in patients
with or without HEV Ag. Granular deposition of
REV antigens was shown in the same pattern as that
of Ig(s) and complement deposition. Renal UBV
deposition correlated closely with the extent of
other deposits. We concluded that the deposition
of REV antigens in kidney is often non-specific,
although liBsAg is mote commonly seen in some UBsAg
carriers with primary GN. Massive immune complex
deposits seem to be the prerequisite of renal HBV
deposition. The role of REV in the development of
GN is therefore not confirmed and "11EV-IC nephrit-
is" is in need of further evaluation.
ELEVATED PLASMA INSULIN-LIER GROWTH FACTOR I(IGF-I) CORRELATES WITh BONE FORMATION IN UREMIC
HYPERPARATHYROIDISM. Dennis L. Andress, M.R. Pan—
dian*, David B. Endres*, Donald J. Sherrard,
Jeffrey B. Kopp.* V.A. Medical Center, Seattle,
WA; Nichols Laboratory, San Juan Capistrano. CA.
Bone formation (BF) in uremia is regulated in
part by parathyroid hormone (Pm). However, while
low levels of Pm are often associated with low
rates of BF elevated PTh does not always correlate
with increased BF. To identify other factors that
may regulate BF in uremia, we compared plasma im—
munoreactive IGF—I, IGF—II and PTR to bone histol-
ogy in 15 dialysis patients without aluminum—rela-
ted reductions in BF. Plasma levels of IGF—I, but
not IGF—II or PT!!, were higher in patients with
high rates of BF when compared to those with low
or normal BF (p <0.02). While the BF rate at the
tissue level correlated with plasma Pm (r=O.53,
p <0.05) and with IGF—I (r—O.67, p <0.01). only
for plasma IGF—I were there significant correla-
tions with bone apposition (r—0.57, p <0.05) and
BF rate at the BMU level (r=O.62, p <0.02), para-
meters which reflect cellular mineralization acti-
vity. Among the static histologic parameters,
osteoblastic osteoid correlated only with plasma
PT!! (r—0.76, p <0.001), while osteoclast number
correlated with both FF0 (r=O.56, p <0.05) and
IGF—I (r=0.67, p <0.01). There were no correla-
tions of IGF—II levels with bone histology. We
conclude that elevated IGF—I may promote BF in
uremic patients with hyperparathyroidism, The
mechanisms in which ICF—I and PT!! increase BF may
be different, however, since PT!! correlates bet-
ter with the index for osteoblast number, and
IGF—I correlates better with parameters of bone
mineralization.
EFFECT OF ONE YEAR RENAL TRANSPLANTATION (Tx) ON
SEVERE ALUNINUM ASSOCIATED BONE DISEASE (AABD).
*Elias Dawid—Neto, *Vands Jorgetti, *Emil Sabbaga,
*Aureljo Borelli, *Msrcello Marcondes: (intr. by
Roberto Estz), Univ. of So Paulo, So Paulo,
Brazil.
Bone histomorphometry(BHMP)(iliac crest) of_b
adult patients(pta)with severe AABD before Tx(X±SD)
(osteoid relative vol.(ORV):2S±l6%;osteoid width
OsW:27±12p;osteoid surfsce(OS):71±7%;Alumimum(Al)
cowered surface(A1S):89±24%;no tetracicline label
(TL) ),was compared to BliMP after 1 yr of Tx with
creatinine clearance:SOml/min,to check whether
good renal function was enough to remove Al and
restore BHMP. Two distinct patterns were aeen:1)
In 5 pta A1S disappeared and BLIMP was normalized,
unlike bone formation surface(BFS):25±7%*(*pzo.o5
T—Paired test) and reabsorption surfsce(RS):8±5%
(Group I). 2)In 5 pta A1S fell to 42±20% and other
signs of AABD still remained(ORV:17±12%;OaW:22±17p
OS:51±25% and no TL was seen in 3 out of 5 pta
(Group II). Prednisone dosage was similar at 1,
6,and 12 months in both groups. PTH(N—termimal)
before Tx was raised in 2 out of 3 pta in Group I
and in none of 3 pts in Group II (34±9.9 vs 17±3.4
pmol/L*). Before Tx BHMP data in Group I but not
in Group II, suggested elevated PT!! activity
(active bone formation aurface:O.04±O,08% vs zero;
RBS:9±O,9% vs 4.7±4,7%*;fibroais:4.6±O,8 vs zero*).
It is concluded that MED improves after one
year of Tx, but the rate of improvement depends on
the bone remodeling rate which is faster in pta
with associated hyperparathyroidism at the time
of renal transplantation.
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T,JVK OF HISTOLOGIC SIGNS OF VIT D DEFICIENCY IN
T'IE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY.
H-C.Faugere R.M.Friedler, P.Fanti, H.H.Malluche,
Div.of Nephrology, Bone & Mineral Metabolism,
Univ. of Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington, KY.
Even though several pathogenetic factors for
renal osteodystrophy (ROD) have been well de-
scribed, no information is availab'e on the mi-
r.ial sequence of events taking place in the de-
velopment of ROD. To investigate this, 5/6
nephrectomy was done in 54 Beagle dogs. Another
11 dogs were sham operated. Bone biopsies and
determinations of PTH and 1,25D were done before
end four months after surgeries and Ca, P and
Creat in serum were studied at baseline,
24,8,l2, and 16 wks. Creat and Ca rose at 2 wks
and remained elevated. P was elevated at wks 2
and 4 and fell thereafter to normal. PTH in-
creased and 1,25D did not change.
Histological Results Before
Cancellou bone volume 18.4 0.7
Lamellar osteoid volume 24.6 2.0
Onteold seam thickness 6.9 0.2
4 of Osteoblasts b77 46
4 of Osteoclasts 72.5 4.9
Double labelled trab. 11.0 1.0
Mineralization rate 0.81 .03
Activation Frequency 6.80 0.8
Mineralization Lag Time 9.1 0.5
(*p(00S **p.03l)
No changes were seen in sham operated dogs.
The data show that early renal failure in dogs
results in increased sCa, transient rises in sP
and higher bone turnover without a mineralization
dcfect. This suggests that enhanced PTH effects
on bone represent the only identifiable hiato-
logic lesion in the development of early ROD.
10N6 TERM EFFICACY AND SAFETY Of ORAL C. Mg(0t112 AS
PHOSPHATE ØINDER VERSUS AI(OII)3 IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
Albert Fc*JPNIEP. Philippe MORINIEPE. Martine COHEN SOIAL CHIt Amiens
32 patients on chronic hemodlalysis whose plasma phosphate had been
controlled without AltOH)3 thanks to 80 mmol'dav of oral calcium in
association In half of them with Mg(OH)2 (2.5 gte) for at least 2 years
were matched regarding age (52 years.i, sexe ratio Ii arid previous
duration on dialysis (30 versus 34 months) to a group of patients who had
been previously dialysed and receiving only 22 mmol/d of oral Ca, 0.5 1*9
of luOH vit D (in a third of them) and Al(OH)3 (6.5 t 391d). Dialysate hg
was decreased from .75 to .37 mmol/L when MqOHQ was used whereas
dialysate Ca was always 1,65 mmol. Each year arterial calcifications
were measured linearly on the anterior and posterior walls of the aorta in
front of 12—L3—L4 on a profile X rays of the lumbar spine and on the
lateral walls of the iliac and (amoral arteries seen on a frontal Delvis.
mean Ca tlo(OH)2 Ai(Ol1)3 laCH)3
Time months TO T24 136 148 TO T24 136 148
32 32 17 9 30 30 15 8
Vascular calcification cm 14 21 35 50 19 27 37 35
P Calcium mmol/L 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
P P04mmol/I 1 6 1 7 1 6 1 6 1 .8 17 1 6 1 6
AlkPasaiLl(<170) 123 130 107 111 141 158 152 144
P.umlmum w very lew iO.Zi urnul/ti even after 4 veers and P hg
only sligthly increased to 1 4 mmol in the Ca group, Bone biopsies
performed In 14 of the Ca group thowed 10 o,t,itis fibrosa with higher
C—PTH levels (348 normal 45 pgml) and 4 non aluminic, non ferric,
IHH IMetjt dtotlt bunt itleae asuuated with hewer Pm levhs(155). whereas those performed in 17 of the Al(tDffl3 group showed 14
osteth, fibro and 3 aiuminic aplastic bone disease but no osteomalacia
Moderately high doses of oral calcium associated in half of
the case, to Mg(0H)2 allow a similar control of CaPO4 metabolism and
of hyperparathyroidism (as assessed on plasma alkaline phosphatase I as
the classical approach using ARc*D3 ane do so without hIgher' risk of
vascular calcification,, Furthermore they prevent alumninic bone disease
and allow the emergence of an Idiopathic ariosteoblastoge with relative
hy000arauiyrojdism the Ctiology and clinical significance of which
remain to be established.
THE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF PARATHYROID H040NE ON
ACUTE ALUMIMIM TOXICITY. M.A. Frutos,* M.
Rodriguez A. Felsenfeld, and F. Ilach. Dept. of
Med., Univ. of Okia. HSC and VN4C, Okla.Clty, OK.
Altinintan (AL) adeinistration decreases
osteoblast surface and bone formation rate (BFR)
in the rat. The presence of parathyroid hormone
(PTh) may be protective. To evaluate this
question, pair—fed rats were given varying doses
of intraperitoneal hIP) AL and 1—34 PTh was
continuously infused via an Aizet pt.np at 2
units/hr. Eight groups were evaluated; in 4
groups, doses of AL, 0,5,10, and 20 mg IP, were
adeinistered over 2 days. In the other 4, PTH was
given simultaneously with the same AL. doses.After double tetracycline labeling, rats were
sacrificed at 12 days. Shown below3are2
osteoblast surface (06) and BFR (m /pm /day).
AL(mg) 5. J.Q 20.
%OB (PTh) 15±2 15±3 7±la 8±4a%(B (PTH+) 7a 38±5a 50±5 22±6
BFR (Pm—)
.31±.0 .12,±.O .O1±.01 0
BFR (PTH+) .75±.2 .48±.2 .04±.02 0
X±SE;a P<.02 vs 06 (PTH—);b P<.05 vs BFR (PTH—)
For comparable sertan AL levels, stainable trabec—
ular bone AL was less with Pm; significant
correlations between serun and stainable AL were
observed in both PTh—, r=.87 and P111+, r=.96.
In sunmary, 1) increasing doses of AL decrease
06 and BFR; 2) PTh increases lB and BFR; 3)
increasing doses of AL reduce the effect of PTH
on 06 and BFR; and 4) Pill decreases stainable
trabecular bone AL. In conclusion, 1) acute AL
adeinistration produces low bone turnover; 2) PIll
has a protective effect against acute AL
toxicity; and 3) even with PTh, BFR is markedly
reduced at high doses of AL.
BONE CELLS MEDIATE THE INHIBITORY EFFECT OF
ALUMINUM ON MINERALIZATION IN VITRO. WG Goodman,
Medical and Research Services, Sepulveda VAMC and
UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
Aluminum (Al) deposition in bone can cause
osteomalacia, and Al impairs the seeding and
growth of bone crystals in cell-free systems
vitro. However, the role of the osteoblast as a
modifier of Al-induced decreases in calcification
remains unrtain. Thus, the effect of Al on the
uptake of Ca in 12 day embryonic chick bone was
evaluated in both live and devitalized hemi-
calvaria grown in serum-free BGJ media containing
4 mM phosphorus (P). Media Al levels were <3
ug/L before additions of Al as Al citrate; paired
control (C) bes were maintained in equimolar Na
citrate, and Ca uptake was measured4 during the
final 2 hrs of all incubations. 5Ca uptake
(cpm/ug bone, *±SD) decreased after 24 hrs to
77±8% of C values at 10 uM Al (158±14 vs 121±15,
p<O.OO1) and to 38±2% of C at 100 uM Al (210±21
vs 80±9, p<O.OS) whereas lower media levels of Al
did not impair 45Ca uptake (93±9% of C at O. uM
Al and 99±11% of C at 1 uM Al). Decreases in 5Ca
uptake were also evident after 8 hrs at both 10
uM Al (87±11% of C, p<O.OS) and 100 mM Al (76±16%
of C, p<O.O5), but not after 4 hrs. In contrast,
neither 10 uM Al (301±27 vs 283±27, N4S5) nor 100
uM Al (252±12 vs 272±24, NS) reduced Ca uptake
at 24 hrs in devitalized hemi-calvaria. Lowering
the media P level from 4 eM to 2 mM unexpectedly
attenuated the inhibitory effect of 10 uN Al on
5Ca uptake at 24 hrs (86±11% of C, p<O.O5) and
eliminated the response to 100 oN Al (98±10% of
C, NS). These data suggest that bone cells
mediate Al-induced reductions in tissue calcifi-
cation. P may modify the response of bone to Al,
possibly by altering osteoblastic activity.
After
17.5 0.7
53.2 3.1
7.9 0.2**
1332 81*
117 8.7**
20.6 1.0*5
0.95 03*
15.3 1.3**
9.2 0.3
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ASSESSMENT OF BONE MASS IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
S Gouge, A Howard, J Moore, W Duncan*: Nephrology
Endocrinology Svcs, Walter Reed Army Medical
Center, Washington, DC.
We used photon absorptiometry to measure bone
mass of the proximal radius (PR) and spine (S) in
68 dialysis patients (33 men, 35 women, mean age
48) who have been dialysis dependent for a mean of
37 months. We also evaluated the patients'
symptoms (pain, weakness, pruritis, fractures),
serum chemistries, including PTH and aluminum con-
centrations, and results of skeletal radlographs.
PR mass was reduced compared to age, weight, and
sex matched controls (p less than [LT] 0.05), and
correlated only with duration of dialysis (DD) Cr
=
-0.53), C-Pm (r = -0.42), and N-PTH (r = -0.50)
[all p LT 0.01]. S mass was related only to C-PTH
and N-Pm (both r
-0.35, both p LT 0.05).
Neither PR nor S mass correlated well with symptous
or x-ray findings. We then performed step-wise
discriminant analysis of all demographic, clinical,
and chemical variables to characterize their con-
tribution to bone mass more completely. We found
that DD, sex and race contributed most signifi-
cantly to reduced bone mass (all p LT 0.001).
Thus caucasian women had significantly lower PR
and S mass than other dialysis patients, despite
the fact that 75% of these women had been on dial-
ysis less than 2 years, 52% were less than SO yeam
of age, and 43% were premenopausal. These data
indicate that caucasian women on dialysis, even
those young and premenopausal, have reduced bone
mass compared to other dialysis patients. These
patients may be candidates for aggressive efforts
to attenuate the effects of osteodystrophy.
aiu kmur lftIN ING. !z, W.G. Gren, Y. Psi, G.V. Segre,
LW. Qbim aid DY ierrard. Dets of Moi, tbiv of
Ibztmto, 'Ibnxito, Cnada & Hoiv of Path., Seattle, W..
Low turnover bone disease due to akinizun (Al)
depsition occurs in patients on hmaidialygis; its
pevalmxe in (Fl) patimts is not well kne. In 31
Eatim*s treatid mlely with IO we gierfornid a lxriehkçy, fenoxanine (ElO) infueicn test to • for
tissue Al loading aid r irererit of serum calcium(SCa), aid parathyroid honrme (Pill) by both mid-
zrol&.ule aid ixmzvradiurietrie (INn) assays. Theme
patients had a mean age of 56.6÷2.9 (SE) years, with
6/31 over tha age of 70. They had been on ) for
30.0+4.4 meetha (rai 3 to 103 are). sie bicçmy,
24/31 (7.4%) hid remsid lxxie fonratk*i rates (ER)
(nonial 108 to 600 zn2/m2/day). Senin PIE levels in
this gn were lcar by h mid-nolecsile (382.0±44.3
vs 843.9+210.4 prol/L, p < 0.005) aid u (117.9+27.5
vs 378.4÷158.6 pg/mI, p < 0.01) assays, as asrparel to
tha patients with nonra1/hii BEll. 11ve of the 24
patients with lay BER had evir,e of m±etantial bone
Al axutulatien (A1+) with > 3 surface stainable Al.
In trast, the d±er 12 patients adninsi or no
eviderce of bons Al ositia (Al-). As well, both
p]aema Al (13.1÷2.9 vs 76.5÷28.9 w/L, p < 0.025) aid
the rise in plamim Al after ElO (25.5±10.4 vs 100.3÷39.7
ug/L, p < 0.05) were lower in Al-. In 8/12 Al-
patients, other 1own causes of 1CM BER werei*ifieri. Hygexcaknia, &a > 11.0 rtr/dl, wes xztnm
cIirLng calciizn carhziate therapy in lath Ai+ (10/12) aid
Al-' (9/12). In corclueion, the prevalerce of low
turruver disesme is hi4 in arilt patients on CAll).
In half, tIm diacrr cariLt ha attribtid to hse Al
lr..itia. the lc*g—tenn mmre of lcw turnover
hxe di in asynitariatic dialysis patients vmrrants
farther evalueti.
PW1'l ?1EDIM' cALCIIM EFFLUX F BElIE IS
IM)EPElDT OF CELLULPR CITRM'E PIuXT1a.
M.M. Kaleta* and D.A. Bushinsky. Department of
Medicine, University of Chicago, chicago, IL.
Whether proton mediated calcium efflux from
bone is dependent on increased citrate production
is unclear. To compare calcium and citrate flux,
we cultured neonatal nouse calvariae in control
(Ctl, pH 7.40), acidic (Ac, pH 7.20) and very
acidic (VAc, pH 7.00) medium and determined net
calcium (JCa) and citrate flux (JCIt).
Compared to Ctl, JCit was not altered in Ac
(JCit — 63 3 nmol/bone/ 24h in Ctl vs. 58 3, p
= ns) but fell in VAc (46 3, p < 0.01 vs. all
others) while JCa increased in both Ac and VAc
(JCa — 35 7 nmol/bone/24 h in Ctl; 315 20 in
Ac; 342 20 in VAc; Ac and VAc p < 0.001 vs.
Ctl). .JCit was correlated directly (r — 0.54, p <
0.001) and .lCa inversely Cr — —0.88, p < 0.001)
with pH. 1,25(OH)2D3 (l,25D) stimulates both .JCit
and JCa from bone. With 1,25D, JCit was not
altered in Ac (JCit = 80 3 in Ctl vs. 70 4, p
• ns) but fell in VAc (56 4, p < 0.01 vs.
others) while JCa increased in Ac and VAc (JCa —
209 20 in Ctl; 389 41 in Ac; 590 30 in VAc;
each p < 0.01 vs. all others). Again, JCit was
correlated directly Cr — 0.58, p < 0.001) and JCa
inversely (r — —0.89, p < 0.001) with pH. Citrat
is produced by osteoblastic cell lines. To
determine if citrate production is pH dependent,
we cultured l,25D stimulated UMR—l06 osteosarcoma
cells. Compared to Ctl, Ac decreased citrate
production (26 5 nmol,4ng protein/24 h vs. 7 2,
p < 0.001). Citrate production was correlated
directly with pm Cr 0.53, p < 0.001).
Lowering the medium pH consistently decreases
citrate and increases calcium efflux, indicating
that calcium efflux from bone is not dependent on
production of the organic acid, citrate.
ACCELERATED DEVELOPMENT OF HYPERCALCEMIC ALUMINUM
ASSOCIATED BONE DISEASE IN A PATIENT WITH. PROTRAC-
TED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. Lederer ED, Gillum DM,
Dept. of Medicine, Baylor College of Medicine,
Houston, Texas.
Having observed hypercalcemia in patients dial-
yzed on a REDY machine for prolonged periods of
time, we undertook complete evaluation in one in-
dividual. A 63 year old white female underwent
emergency repair of a Type I aortic dissection.
Postoperative course was complicated by acute
renal failure, severe ileus requiring total paren—
teral nutrition (TPN), and respiratory failure.
Hemodialysis was initiated one week postoperative-
ly on a REDY SORB system and continued until her.
death six months later. Despite the absence of ex-
ogenous calcium, she developed hypercalcemia after
one month that persisted on a zero calcium bath.
Ionized calcium levels ranged from 1.38 to 1.55
mmol/L (ni 1.19—1.29). 25hydroxyVitamin D was
10 ng/ml (nl,9—52)_Vltdtlo A level was elevated
at 267 ug/dl (ni 30-95), as was serum midrange
PTH at 2410 nl eq/ml (nl2OO). Serum aluminum (All)
was 99 ng/ml and dialysate aluminum 38 ng/ml.
Bone biopsy performed after 5 months of dialysis
and preceded by double tetracycline labeling de-
monstrated severe osteopenia, no detectable tet-
racycline, and abundant aluminum deposited along
the junction of calcified bone and osteoid, con-
sistent with aluminum associated aplastic bone
disease. Potential sources of aluminum included
TPN, oral aluminum hydroxide, sucralfate and
intravenous albumin of wl1ch she received In ex-
cess of 150 vIals (1875 g). We conclude that al-
uminum associated bone disease can occur in the
setting of protracted acute renal failure re-
quiring repeated dialysis on a REDY.
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BASAL AND STItIJLATED OSTEOCALCIN WRING ALII'IINUM
EXPO9JRE. N.E. Nertinez*, N. Rodriguez, A.
Felsenfeld, and F. Liach. Dept. of Med., Univ. of
Okia. HSC and VN4C, Okla. City, Okia.
Osteocalcin (OC) is thout to be a specific
marker for osteoblast COB) activity. Calcitriol
(CTR) stimulates OC. Since aluminum (AL)adetnis—
tration decreases 08, the present study eval uates
the effect of AL achnlnistration on OC production
in pair—fed rats before and after CTR. Four
groups were studied: Normals (N); N+AL—20 mg of
AL given during first 3 days; Renal failure (RF)—
2 stage 5/6 nephrectciny; and RF+AL. On Day 11,
intravenous CTR, 44 ng/kg, was acbninistered and
rats were sacrificed 24 hrs later, changes
observed in osteoid volume COY), and basal (sOC)
and stimulated serum CC (tOC) were:
N NI-AL RF RF+AL
sOC (ng/ml) l1O± 100±6 i37±7 is4±i
L0C (%) 103±21 134±22 104±16 52±8 C
OY (%) 1±.2 l.7±.4 2.7±.5a 16±14a.u.c
X±SE p<.05 a vs N; b vs N+AL; c vs RF.
Significant correlations were: a) N, basal, CS vs
CC, r=.72; b) N, stimulated, CS vsOC, r=—.76;
and C) NI-AL, stimulated, CS vs t.OC, r=—.79.
In summary, 1) basal CC Is greater in renal
failure; 2) 0C is less In RF+AL; 3) In N, 08 and
basal CC correlate positively; 4)In N and NI-AL,
CS and OC correlate inversely; and 5) AL achnin—
Istration increases osteold volume only in RF+AL.
In conclusion, 1) only in N rats, basal OC
increases as the rninber of osteoblasts increases;
2) AL may impair OC production; and 3) the
Inverse correlation between 08 and AOC Indicates
that stimulated OC decreases as the number of
osteoblasts increases, which may reflect greater
reserve in low CS states.
EVALUATION OF PARAMETERS TO ASSESS BONE DISEASE IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Leonida L. Rasenas*, Maria
V. DeVita*, Paul N. Zabetakis, Michael F. Michelis.
Section of Nephrology. Lenox Hill Hospital. New
York, New York.
A prospective study of 25 patients on hemodia—
lysis for more than 2 years is described. Serum
levels of calcium(Ca), phosphorus(PO4), alkaline
phosphatase(AP), and N—terminal parathyroid hor—
mone(N—PTH),hand x—rays,dual photon absorptiometry
(DPA), deferoxamine(DFO) stimulation tests, and
bone biopsies are reported. Ca was normal in 64%,
low in 12%, high in 24%. P04 was high in 68%. AR
was high in 64%. N—PTH was high in 76%.X—ray stud-
ies showed secondary hyperparathyroidism(SHP) in
52%. DPA showed normal bone density in 56%, low
density in 36%, and high density in 8%. DPA stud-
ies were normal in 7 of 13 patients who had SHP by
x—ray. DFO tests were positive for aluminum(Al) in
47%. Bone biopsies were done in 8 patients. Five
had osteitis fibrosa cystica(OFC), 1 had osteopor-
osis, 1 had OFC and aluminum deposition(AD), and 1
had AD alone, despite + DFO tests in 4 of 8.
DATA FROM PATIENTS WITH OFC BY BONE BIOPSY
Ca P04 AR N—PTH
Normal 8.5—10.5 2.5—4.5 <115 8—24
Nean±SE 10.0±0.3 7.3±1.4 288±96 97±3
The patient with OFC and AD had Ca 9.4,P04 5.5,
AR 415, and N—PTH 79. The patient with AD alone
had Ca 10.2, P04 5.0, AR 72, N—PTH 14.Conclusions:
1. DPA correlated poorly with chemical, biopsy and
x—ray data. 2. Despite + DFO studies, bone biopsy
revealed Al in only 50% of patients biopsied,
suggesting extraosseous deposition. 3. Most pat-
ients had OFC. 4. Chemical data and DFO tests help
to detect bone disease, but biopsy best reveals
type and degree.
24,25 (OH)2D3 IN COMBINATION WITH 1,25 (OH)2D3
AMELIORATES RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY IN RATS WITH
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF). D. Rublnger,* A.
Moscovitz,* M.M. Popovtzer, I. Babx and 0.
Gazit.* Hadassah University Hospital, Jerusalem,
Israel.
The present study wes undertaken to examine
the effects of 24,25(OH)2D and 1,25(OH)2D3 on
bone histology in rats with CRF (5/6 nephrecto-
my). The following groups (G) were studied:
1)control, and rats treated with: 2)1,25(OH)2D3.
3)24,25(OH)2D3 and 4)1,25(OH)2D3+24,25(OH)2D3.
Plasma calcium levels (x±SE) were in: 1)4.7±0.11,
in 2)6.17±0.18 (p<O.001 vs 1) in 3)4.51±0.18
(p.cO.OOl vs 2) and in 4)5.76±0.O8mEq/L (p.001
vs 1, pçO.02 vs 2). ResorptIon surface (RS),
active resorption surface (ARS), osteoclast num-
bers (OS), and relative osteoid volume(ROV) were
as follows:
G RS(t) ARS() OS(no/mm2) ROV()
1 24.1t3.5 17.4±2.02 4.32±0.5 3.16±0.47
2 21.3±1.6 8.56*l.78**3.03±O.6 4.87±0.82
3 22.7±2.5 9.35±1.69** 2.62±0.4 2.28±O.5l
4 11.3±2.9* 1.95±0.43* 0.78±0.16* 6.57±0.88
pO.O2 vs 1,2,3; **vs 1; vs 1,2,4.
These results confirm our previous observations
that 24,25(OH)2D2 blunts the hypercalcemic
effect of 1,25(OH)2D in rats with CRF. Only the
combined treatment ol 1,25(OH)2D3 with
24,25(OH)2D3 reduced significantly all bone
resorption parameters.
21+,25(OH)2D3 alone, however, wes most effective
in reducing ROV. The above findings suggest that
the combination of 24,25(OH)2D3 with 1,25(OH)2D3
is the most effective treatment in ameliorating
uremic osteodystrophy in rats with CRF.
AIAJWJIm CELLM CLCIIJI EF F1
B(E. S.N. Sprague* and D.A. Bushinsky. Dept. of
Medicine, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
The mechanism by which aluminum (Al) produces
bone disease in patients with renal failure is not
clear. To determine if A]. induces calcium efflux
from bone, we cultured neonatal mouse calvaria1
with ard without graded concentrations of A]. (10
to 10 N). Al caused a dose dependent net
calcium flux (JCa) from bone (JCa — 1 10 nmol/bone/24 h in control; 183 18 in 10 N Al; 283
16 in N Al; 440 67 in 1O_6 N Al; 550 92
in 10 N Al; each p < 0.001 vs. control). To
determine if calcium ef flux was cell mediated we
cultured dead (freee—thaw cycles) calvariae with
and without Al (10 N). There was calcium influx
(JCa — —461 13) into dead bone which was not
altered by Al (JCa ——488 14, p — ns vs. dead).
Release of —glucuronidase (fr-glu), a lysosomal
enzyme which correlates with cell mediated calcium
efflux, increased after 24 h incubation in 10- N
Al (1.7 0.1 pg/bone/h vs. O.9 0.1 in control,
p < 0.001). Calcitonin (3 x l0 N), an inhibitor
of osteoclastic bone resorption, abolished the
increase in 6—glu (0.9 0.2 in calcitonin + Al, p
< 0.001 vs. Al). Calcitonin also nullified the Al
induce JCa (JCa — 136 36 in control; 346 32
in 10- 14 Al; —41 26 in calcitonin + Al; each p
< 0.01 vs. others). Alkaline phosphatase, a marker
of osteoblastic activity, was not altered by Al.
Thus, Al induces calcium efflux from bone which
is cell mediated. Al increases 8—glu; calcitonin
inhibits the increased calcium ef flux and —g1u,
suggesting that Al stimulates osteoclasts to
resorb bone. The mechanism by which Al stimulates
cell mediated net calcium efflux and whether this
efflux contributes to the develoçenent of bone
disease requires further study.
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URINAJRY CITRATE (Ujt) AND CALCIUM (Uca)
CONCENTRATIONS IN FUROSEMIDE-TREATED INFANTS
WITH AND WITHOUT NEPHROCALCINOSIS (NC). N. 0. Adams,
J. C. Rowe, A, M. Lazar, E. Horak*, S. 0. Hopfer, and T. B.
Condren. Univ. of Connecticut Heahh Center, Farmington, CT.
Increasing numbers of very low birth weight infants (VLBW,
<1500 grams) are surviving. Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD),
a frequent complication in these infants, is treated with
furosemide (F) because of its diuretic effect and Its inhibition of
fluid transport in the airway epithelial cell. NC has been described
in up to 64% of these infants (Jacinto, Ped 81: 31,1988). F-
induced hypercalciuria has been proposed as pathogenic. We
have proposed that a decrease in UcjtV is an additional risk factor
for NC, but In a previous study we did not find an absolute
decrease in UcitV (I.imotlcg/day) in 9 F-treated VLBW infants
compared to 7 not treated with F (Adams et al, J Bone Mm Res
3:S1 65, 1988). In the present study of 18 VLBW infants treated
with F, we have compared the 7 who developed NC with the 11
who did not. NC infants were smaller: 0.83 0.28 (SD) vs 1.1
0.35 kgs (p <0.05) and tended to be more Immature: 26.4 2.9
vs 28.2 2.7 weeks gestational age. There was no difference in
UcjtV betwn NC and non-NC infants, but the interrelationship of
Ucit and Uca in these subsets of F-treated infants was different. In
non-NC infants, Ucit increased as UCa increased: y — .269x +
.47,where y — Uft, .uTIot/ml and x — UCa, LLmot/ml (r — .572, p —
.001). In contrast, in NC infants, Ucit fell as UCa increased: y — -
.356x +1.91 (r
-.441, p .009) a change in urine composition
which would Increase stone risk. The mechanm(s) for these
differences may be multifactorial. In 53 measurements of
creatinine clearance (Ccr) in these and other VLBW infants, both
on and off F, Ccr increased with postconceptional age: y = .195x
- 6.5, where y = In (Ccr, mVmin) and x postconceptional age,
weeks (r = .726, p — .0001). Thus, the lower Ccr in the smallest
and most immature infants may account in part for the diminished
citrate excretion In mi ants with NC. Other possible factors; eg.
potassium depletion and metabolic alkalcsis occuring in chronic F
therapy may further explain differences between those VLBW
infants who do and do not develop NC. Further dissection of
these factors may offer insights into pathogenesis, prevention
and treatment of NC.
A NEW FLUORESCENI' TEiNIJE t)R MEASURING
M74FSIUM. B. Bardari*, K. Golchini*, aixi I.
lrtz, Division of Nej*irolcgy, UCLA School of
Medicine, I Arrjeles, CA.A new technique for measuring the free
magnesium concentration fluorescently in aqueous
solutions has been developed using eny1alanine
tRNA was pn:if led frcmt whole
yeast tRNA. tRNA possesses a fluorescent base(Wye base) at position 37 and binds magnesium in
the region of its anticoclon loop. citation
spectra (250 rim to 400 rim) and emission spectra(330 rim to 600 ran) of 8 IiM tRNA were acquiredin a IP-buffered solution, 11 7.4, in the
presence of various concentrations of magnesium.
Increasing the magnesium concentration frcin 0 to 3
at'! caused an 80% increase in the fluorescence
intensity (excitation 311 rim, enission 445 ran).Calcium (3 pM) or a decrease in the solution 1 to
less than 7 •0 quenched the fluorescence by only
4%. The fluorescent measurement of magnesium
agreed favorably with the standard atcanic
absorption technique. To monitor magnesium flux
across an epithelial membrane, rathit red blood
cell ghosts were loaded with 0.42 hId tRNA (0 rId
magnesium in and out). The addition of magnesium(21rM) to the suspension of red cell ghosts
resulted in a rapid Influx of magnesium at aninitial rate of -50 psec. Removal of NaF, i
and C1 did not affect magnesium influx,
suggesting that the major pathway for magnesium
transport In this preparation is a leak pathway.
Conclusions: 1) A new method has been developed
for measuriug magnesium fluorescently In aqueous
solutions using t&'!. 2) This prthe can alsobe used to measure magnesium transport across
epithelial nnbranes in real time.
NMR N SURE2IENTS OF INTRACELLuLAR O*CflTRATI0N
OF PH0SThTE [Pi] IN ThE It1s1EY WRING
DEIt)INEIIT. N. Barac-Nieto, T. , R.K. Gupta,A. Spitzer. A. Einstein Coll. of Mod., Depts. of
Pediatr. and uhysiol. arid Biohys., Bronx, NY.Fractional reabsorption of Pi and the Vtnax ofU sort are higher in rapidly growing
than in mature animals; this difference is not
accounted for by extracellular factors. This
prompted us to elore the relationship between[Pi)i arid the rate of growth which, in turn,
correlates with the rate of P1 transport. Kidneys
of 2-3, 8-9 aM 12-13 wks old rats and of newborn
(2-3 days old) arid adult (>57 day old) guineapigs were isolated, cannulated aix! placed in a
l5itan sample tube of an 200 NMR spectrcseter,
while belug perfused with nutrient suletntod
media containing 2% 21120. The 3l-spectra were
stable for 4-6 hrs. The extraceflular volume of
the kidney was derived frce the 35Cl
signals. In the rat, there were no age relateddifferences in the intracellular concentrations
(in IrM) of: TP (2.2±.3, 2.5±.4, 2.4±.3),hosithodiesters (3.7±.6, 3.5±.5, 3.6-1.6), arid
tcahonoesters (1.3±.3, 1.5±.3, 1.7±5 in the
three age groups, respectively). The [P1] , on
the other hand, was 0.65±.l In the 2-3 wks old,0.70±.l in the 8-9 wks old and l.4±.3 at'! in the12-13 wks old rats. The (P1]1 correlated
Inversely (r-0.9) with the growth rate (7.5±.6,
6.5±. 4, aM 0.4±. 2 g/day in the three age groups,
respectively). [P1)1 was also lower in the
newborn (0.35 itt'!) than in the adult (1.2 in'!)
guinea pigs. We conclede that during growth (]iis low in the kidney arid speculate that this amy
enhance the rate of P1 transport.
ALUMINUM INHIBITION OF MUCOSAL TO SEROSAL CALCIUM
TRANSPORT IN EVERTED DUODENAL SACS. Andrew J. Mr and
Geoffrey M. Berlyne, Brooklyn V.A.M.C., Dept. of Med. Bklyn, NY.
We previously reported that Al inhibits Ca absorption from j
perfused rat duodenum (A.J.P. 249:G209, 1985). To inves-
tigate this relationship further, we studied the effect of Al on bi-
directional Ca flux in everted duodenal and ileal gut sacs, using
dual Ca Isotopes. Gut sacs from 250g male Sprague Dawley rats
were eerted and filled with 0.5 ml of buffer consisting of NaCI
120 mM, KCI 4mM, CaCI2 1mM, Tris HCI 3OmM,pH 7.2, 3H-PEG
2iCi/ml,and 45Ca 2Ci/ml and either Al-free (Al-) or 2M
A10l3 (Ak). Sacs were incubated for lh at 37°C in 350 ml of the
identical buffer except that 3H-PEG was omitted and 47Ca,
6tCi/ml, was the Ca tracer used. Solutions were gassed with 5%
CO2, 95% 02. Results are reported as pMCalhr/g WW. N=7/gp.
Jam
______
Duodormum (Al-) 2.21 0.37 1.84± 0,45
Duodenum (Ak) 1.07 0.55 0.52± 0.16
Ileum (Al-) 0.33 0.07 0.37 0.08 -0.04 0.09
llaum (Au-) 0,37 .10 0,39± 0.09 0.02 0.c5
p<OO1 compared to Al-free control.
Similar studies wore carried out to determine the effect of Al on
Na-deperudril gluuose transport using 14cglucose, There was no
effect observed in either duodenum or ileum. Conclusions: I )AI
suppresses ,0t Ca by inhibiting ms Ca In diodena but not lea.
2)Al has no effect on sm in either senient. 3) The effect Al is
relatively specific for Ca as it does not inhibit glucose transport.
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I'€CHANISM FOR ACTIVE Ca TRANSPO,T ACROSS RAT
INTESTINAL EPIHELIUM. ,J.L. Borke , A. Caride*,
3.1. Penniston , and R. Kumar. Mayo Clinic and
Foundation, Rochester, MN.
In order to determine why active Ca
transport occurs only in certain segments of the
intestine, we studied the distribution of
epitopes of the plasma membrane Ca4—pump along
the entire intestine of rat. We used monoclonal
antibodies prepared against the erythrocyte
Ca—pumping Ca—Mg ATPase and immunohisto-
chemistry to study this distribution. Sections
of paraffin—embedded intestinal segments from rat
duodenum, jejunum, four segments of ileum, cecum
and colon were analyzed by irmiunohistochemistry.
We found that staining for epitopes to the
Ca—punp was the most intense in the basolateral
membranes of-cells in the duodenum. Basolateral
membranes were also stained to a lesser degree in
the cells of the jejunum and cecum. Staining was
absent in the cells of the ileum and colon.
Western blot analysis of rat intestinal
homogenates showed that the monoclonal antibody
bound to a major band at Mr 140,000 which
corresponds to the molecular weight of Ca+f_pumps
identified in other tissues.
Conclusion: These results demonstrate that
epitopes of the plasma membrane Ca—pump are
distributed along the rat intestine in the same
regions where active Ca transport is most
rapid. These studies suggest that a Ca—Mg
ATPase Ca—pun of the red cell type may be part
of a mechanism for the active transport of Ca++
in the mammalian intestinal epithelium.
INCREASED CYCLIC AMP IN RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULES IS
ACUTE EFFECT OF NICOTINAMIDE ANALOGS.
P1 Campbell* and SA Kempson. Dept. of Physiology,
Indiana Univ., Indianapolis, IN.
Nicotinamide is a rapidly acting and potent
specific inhibitor of the Na+/phosphate (Pi)
cotransporter in the renal brush border membrane
(BBM). A transient increase in renal cortical
cyclic AMP occurred in vivo within 1 h after
injection of rats with a phosphaturic dose of
nicotinamide. The possible role of cyclic AMP was
tested in vitro using proximal tubule (PT)
suspensions prepared from rat kidney cortex by
collagenase digestion and percoli gradient centri—
fugation. In the presence of 0.5 mM IBMX the
cyclic AMP content of PT was increased 2—5 times
(pO.OO5) after incubation for 1 h with nicotin—
amide, 5—methylnicotinamide or picolinamide. The
increase was dose—dependent at drug concentrations
up to 3 aM. Pi transport was determined in BBM
vesicles isolated from PT suspensions. A 30—40 %
inhibition of the initial uptake phase (10 s) of
Na+/Pi cotransport accompanied the increase in
cyclic AMP in PT incubated with nicotinamide or
picolinamide (p<O.O5). P1 uptake at 120 mm was
not different from controls. Na+/leucine cotrans—
port by BBM vesicles was not changed indicating
the specificity of the inhibition of Pi transport.
The inhibitory effect of nicotinamide occurred
with no change In PT content of NAD. Picolinamide
increased NAD content only 25 Z. An increase in
cyclic AMP rather than NA]) may mediate the acute
inhibition of Na+/Pi cotransport by nicotinamide.
NA]) may be more important for maintaining the
chronic inhibitory effect of nicotinamide.
MALEIC ACID (MA) INDUCED PHOSPHATURIA IS DUE TO
DIRECT INHIBITION OF PHOSPHATE (Pi)TRANSPORT AT THE
LEVEL OF THE PROXIMAL TUBULAR BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE (BBM). VB. Delaney. I. Guntupalli. EmoryUniversity
School of Medicine, Divisionof Nephrology, DepartmentofMedicine,
Atlanta,Georgia.
MA administration to rats (50mg/kg/br) causes proximal tubular
dysfunction in the form of a Fanconi syndrome with a reduction in the
tubular reabsorption ofPi (TRPI/GFR) from 63- 3 to 32-3 ug/mI,
p<O.0001 without alteration in plasmaPi. BBM were prepared and Pi
transport characteristics studied in 3 groupsof rats treated thus withMA
andcomparedwith saline treated controls. Results of Na dependent
transport at 2 minutes are expressed in nmol/mg protein.
Control MA
Group 1 PTH:intact, Diet:normal P1 1.04 - 0.08 0.812. 0.04, p<O.O5
Group 2 PTH:intact, Diet:low Pi 1.88.0.4 1.54 -0.19. p<O.O5
Group 3 PTX:chronic, Dietlow N 1.4-0.14 1.15-0.10, p.zO.O5
BBM prepared from normal rats incubated in vitro with MA (9mM) for 30
minutes also resulted in inhibition of Na dependent Pi transport: control
1.13-0.12, MA 0.68-0.09, p <0.05. The degree ofinhibitionwas
directly related to the MA concentration (0-9mM). A similar degree and
type of inhibition was observed following incubation with equimolar
concentrations of the trans-isomer, Fumaric acid. In all experiments,
inhibition of Pi uptake was confined to the Na dependent component with
no effect on Na independent, non-gradient or voltage clamped N transport.
Conclusions: MA induced phosphaturia appears to: 1)result from a direct
inhibitory effect of MA on the transport characteristics of the proximal
tubularBBM; and2)be independent of PTH and dietaryFl content.
PREVALENCE AND PAThOGENESIS OF HYPOCALCENIA IN
CRITICALLY ILL CHILDREN. B .Gauthier rL Schaeffer*,
A.Steele*,H.Trachtman,F. Di Carmine ,M.Urivetsky*,
.J.Tobash* and F.Chasalow*. Schneider Children's
Hospital of LIJNC, New Hyde Park, NY.
To determine the prevalence of hypocalcemia
in critically ill children and obtain information
about its pathogenesis, we did ionized serum
calcium (iCa) in 48 consecutive patients admitted
to a pediatric ICU and in healthy controls. The
Wa in controls was 1.18±0.04 mmol/L (mean±SD) and
we therefore defined hypocalcemia as a iCa 1.1
(i.e. the mean—2SD). We also measured serum PTH
(pg/mi), 25(OH)D3 (ng/ml), 1—25(OH)2D3 (pg/ml) and
calcitonin (pg/mi) in patients with and without
hypocalcemia and in healthy controls.
Seven ICU patients were hypocalcemic (15%).
Other results are shown on the table below as
mean±SD.
We conclude that hypocalcemi occurs
frequently in critically ill children. It is asso-
ciated with calcitonin and PTR levels more than 5
times greater than normal. Those abnormalities
suggest that the most probable primary event is
the elevation of calcitonin causing hypocalcemia
and secondary hyperparathyroidism. The reason for
the increase in calcitonin is not apparent.
Hypocalcemic Normocalcemic
patients (n6) patients(n=6)
iCa 0.96±0.11* 1.24±0.06
PTh 108±127* 92±164
25(OH)D3 1.12±0.33* 1.37±0.37
1—25(OH)2D3 29.8±23.4 35.0±12.0
Calcitonin 388+135* 78±23
*p<OO5
—
Controls
(n20)
1.18±0.04*
18±5*
1.47±0.51*
35. 1±11. 9
7 4±25*
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THE EFFECT OF ACUTE METABOLIC ACIDOSIS (AMA) ON
RENAL PHOSPHATE (Pi) HANDLING IN THE RAT: ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO PTH, DIETARY PHOSPHATE AND
CORTICOSTEROIDS. J. Guntunalli, V.8, Delaney,
E. Bourke. Emory Univ. Sch. of Med., Renal
Div., Atlanta, GA.
AMA was induced by HC1 loading in 4 groups of
chronically PTX rats (E). Control animals (C)
within each group were given equivalent volumes
of 0.9% NaCI. The fractional excretion of Pi
(FEPi) and Na dependent Pi transport in proximal
tubule brush border membranes (88Ff) (expreased
as nmol/mg protein at 2 mm.) were each measured
in the final stages of the acid infusion. Group
1: rats on a normal diet were infused with 50mM
HC1 in 0.9% NaC1 at 2 ml/kg/hr for a 3 hour
period. No change in FEPi (4.8±1.7% (C);
5.2±1.3% (E)) or Na dependent Pi transport was
seen (1.04±0.23 (C); 0.96±0.19 (E)). Group 2:
rats on a normal diet, infused with 25mM HC1 in
0.9% NaC1 at 2 ml/kg/hr for a 6 hour period with
the production of a similar degree of acidosis
as Croup 1 (systemic pH 7.11±0,12; plasma HCO
12±3 mmols/L) showed an increase in FEP
(4.3±1.7% (C); 25.3±2.1% (E), p <0.001) and a
decrease in Na dependent BBM Pi uptake
(1.22±0.06 (C); 0.90±0.04 (E), p <0.05). Group
3: rats on a low Pi diet (0.03% for 4 days)
infused with HC1 as in Group 2, showed an
elevated FEPi (0.58±0.15% (C); 19.73±1.70% (E),
p <0.001) and a depressed Na dependent BBM P1
uptake (2.10±0.08 (C); 1.45±0.06 (E), p <0.05).
Group 4: adrenalectomized rats (76 hours prior
to the study) maintained on DOCA, were infused
with HC1 as in Groups 2,3. The defect in the Na
dependent 88Ff Pi transport was sustained
(2.10+0.15 (C); 1.58±0.10 (E), p <0.05).
Conclusions: 1) Acute HC1 acidosis requires a
minimum sustaining period of >3 hours to produce
a demonstrable Pi transport defect in vivo and
in vitro, and 2) the production of this defect
is independent of PTH, dietary Pi and endogenous
glucocorticoids.
STRUCTUR ABNORMALITIES OF URINARY TANM-HORSFALL
GLYCOPROTEIN (THP) AMONG FAMILY MEMBERS OF A CALCI—
UN OXALATE KIDNEY STONE FORMER (SF). B. Iiess*, f,
Nakagawa* and F. L. Coe. Nephrology Program,
University of Chicago, Chicago. IL
We have found that THP from SFs is a defective
inhibitor of calcium oxalate crystal aggregation
at pH 5.7/200 mM MaCi (Kidney Int.33;342(1988);
with an additional 5 mM CaC12, THPs from SF show
an abnormal increase of intrinsic viscosity. We
have studied THP from the wife (W) and 2 sons (5i.
2) of one severe SF, to determine family occur-
rence pattern.
TN? viscosity was measured at pH 5.7/200 mM
MaCi/S mM CaCl2/25°, using a capillary visconeter.
Amino acid (AA) analysis was performed after 24/48
/72 h acid hydrolysis. Cyeteine was determined by
either S—carboxymethylation or performic acid oxi-
dation. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of THP
were measured between 320 and 190 nm, and mean re-
sidue ellipticity, (9], was calculated (deg.cn2/
dmole).
Axial ratios of TN? (long axis/short axis), de-
rived from viscosities, were 310 (SF),135 (Sj),
160 (2) and 15 (W). AA analyses showed microhe—
terogeneity; contents (molE AA residue,*SEM) of
Thr (7.4*0.9), Gly (10.3±0.7) and Ala (9.0*0.7)
varied most between individual THPs. At 216 nm,(9]
was between —5133 (SF) and —800 (W), indicating
more helical structure in SF—TN?. At 273 nm, [9]
was between —132 (SF) and +45 (W), indicating dif-
ferent optical activities of Tyr and Trp; sons'
THP were alwaye intermediate between SF and W.
Thus flIPs from individuals are structurally he-
terogeneous and functionally defective among SFs.
Loss of crystal aggregation inhibition is related
to formation of more elongated TM? aggregates with
more helical structure.
EFFECT OF pH UPON NC-DEPENDENT PHOSPHONOFORMIC
ACID (PFA) BINDING ON RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
(BBM) AND ITS INHIBITORY EFFECT ON NC-GRADIENT-
DEPENDENT UPTAKE OF P1 BY BBM VESICLES CBBMV).
A. Hoppe and T.P. Dousa, Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, MN.
PFA is a specific competitive inhibitor of
Na/Pi cotransport acros,çpithe1ial ?BM. We
examined the ffect of Lii J upon the 4C—PFA
binding and 3'Pi uptake by BBMV n pH range 5.5 —7.5. Both 14C—PFA binding and 3zPi uptake by
BBMV increased in parallel with increasing pH,but only in the presence of Na+ in the medium:
NC-dependent: pl 5.5 QH6.5 £t•
14C-PFA binding
jnmol/mg prot/20')
'2Pi-uptake
(pmoi/mg prot/5")
iij?T. different froth valurat pH 5.5 Ct—test).
Increased '4C-FVA binding at higher pH was dueto an increase in affinity. The relative (A%)
extent of the inhibitory effect of PFA on
NC—dependent 2Pi uptake was also enhanced with
increasing pH and the inhibition remained
competitive. Present results suggest that two
dissociated OH groups are required for 14C—PFA
binding on BBMV and for inhibitory effect of PFA
on NC/Pi cotransport across renal BBM. PFA
likely competes with binding of Na?HPOA on the
luminal surface of BBM. This finding also
supports the notion that dibasic Pi is the ionic
form cotransported with Nat across renal BBM.
BILE SALTS AND ILEAL CALCIUM (Ca) ABSORPTION: A
NEGLECTED BUT IMPORTANT NON-VITAMIN U
REGULATION? M.S. HaS, P. Abdellat and D.B.N. Lee. VA
Medical Center, Sepulveda and UCLA School of Medicine,
Los Angeles.
Bile salts have Ca ionophorlc and
tight-junctional activities and may be responsib'e for
Ileum as the major site for Ca absorption. We studied
the effect of taurodeoxycholate (TOC) on Ca fluxes in
ileum from male Wistar rats (400g), using conventional
Ussing chamber techniques. Mucoeal (M) TDC (2mM. EXP)
or wehicle (C) was added at 60 mm and study continued
to 120 mlii. PreTDC M-to-serosal (5, Jms) and S-to-M
(Jsm) fluxes were 19i2(SEMJ and 41±3 respectively
(N—?), giving a net (Jnet) secretory flux of -2i±2
nmoles/cm2/hr. TDC caused immediate rise in conductance
(G) which peaked at 75 mm (EXP 39±2. C 19±2 mS/cm2,
P<0.001) and then dropped to C levels by 105 Sn. Jam
exhibited identical changes, I.e., rapid increase to
peak at 75 mm (86±2 vs 21±1, P<0.001) and then dropped
to level of C by 120 mm. Jms rose slower and peaked at
90 mm (51±3 vs 23±2, Pc0.00l) but thereafter remained
stable as G and Jam waned. The rapid but transient
Increase in Jsm and the slower but sustained increase
In Jms led to an initial Increase, followed by
reduction and final elimination of the basal secretory
flux. This TDC-imduced reduction in Ca secretion in
intestine of mature animal mimics the action of vitamin
D. The sustained, conductance-independent increase in
absorptive flux (Jms) may be mediated transcellularly
through the Ca ionophoric effect of TDC. The increase
in Ca flux through the conductance pathway is most
likely the result of TDC action on junctional complexes
end could Increase Ca absorption when lummnel [Ca) is
high. e.g., after feeding. Because ileum is not the
primary intestinal target for vitamin U, bile salts may
play important regulatory roles in Ca absorption.
2.38 3.25* 3.69*
29 161* 351*
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EFFECT OF CISPLATIN ON RENAL TUBULAR TRANSPORT OF
PHOSPHATE. Paul N. Kintziger* and Henri E.
KOntziger. Cours Universitaire, Luxembourg and
Hôpital Pasteur—Vallery—Radot, Paris, France.
Cisplatin (CPT) nephrotoxicity might be
initiated by alterations of transport events at
proximal tubule apical or basolateral membranes.
CPTeffe on Na-dependent phosphate (P..i..)
uptake by brush border membrane vesicles (BBMV),
isolated from rat renal cortex by Mg
precipitation, was studied with the rapid
filtration technique. With mM medium CPT, P..i..
uptake at 20 s, in Z of equilibrium, as compared
to controls (C : 625 +1- 43), increased initially
(CPT. .in.. 913 4/— 114), but decreased after
prolonged preincubation (CPT..prol.. 230 +1—69),
p < 0.01, N = 5, mean +1— SD. Kinetic analysis
showed no apparent Km change ; Vmax, nmol/mg
Protein /10 s, increased with CPT. .in..
(C 2.15 +1- 0.06 ; CPT..in.. : 7.55 +1- 0.57,
N = 3, p < 0.01), and decreased with CPT..prol..
(C 2.32 4/- 0.53, CPT..prol.. : 1.36 +1— 0.22,
N 3, p < 0.01). CPT dose—response analysis
disclosed a K. .s.. of 0.21 mM for CPT. .in.., and
a K..i.. of 0.09 mM for CPT..prol.. In animals
injected 24 hours previously with CPT, urinary
P. .i.. excretion, mol/ml GFR, increased 'from
0.44 +1— 0.10 to 0.56 +1-0.10, N = 4, p <0.01
BBMV P..i.. uptake at 20 s, in % of equilibrium,
decreased from 271 +1- 41 to 187 +/— 8, N = 6,
p < 0.01. To conclude CPT might have a biphasic
action on P..i.. tubular transport, a transient
initial stimulatory effect, but a sustained
inhibitory one, disclosed at the BBMV as well as
for whole kidney.
THERAPY OF HYPERPHOSPHATENIA IN CHRONIC HENODIALY—
SIS PATIENTS WITH S1JCRAL'FAT. 4R.W, Kurz, F. Stock—
enhuber, C. Sunder—PlassmannV. Meisinger, P. Ba—
icke. 1st Dep. of l4edicine,Dep.of Occupational
NedIcine,Univ, of Vienna,KPJ Hospital,
Hyperphosphatemia is a most common problem in
patients on chronic hemodialysis treatment beeing
a major factor of the development of secondary hy—
perparathyreoidism, In 37 out of 60 patients on
regular dialysis treatment conventional therapy of
hyperphosphatemia with aluminium hydroxides, alum-
inium carbonates and dietary phosphorus intake re—
s'trictions was of insufficient effect only, In th-
ese 37 patients additional therapy with sucralfat
(daily dose ' 3 g) was started, The mean serum le-
vel of phosphorus before sucralfat therapy was 2.7
0.5 n'1ol/l and decreased significantly within 4,
weeks of sucralfat therapy to 1,79 0,4 nU'lol'/
1. Four months after starting sucralfat therapy
the mean serum level of phosphorus was 1,6 0,5
mMol/l. The remaining 43 patients on regular dial-
ysis treatment served as control group, They had
tolerable serum phosphorus levels with convention-
al therapy already (mean serum phosphorus 1,6
0,4 mMol/l) and no significant change of the mean
serum phosphorus' during the observation time of 4
monthr was observed, In all 17 patients who recei-
ved sucralfat therapy serum aluminium levels were
within normal range,
We conclude that sucralfat is a potent phosphate
binder, which can be administered successfully at
least in addition in dialysis patients whose hype—
rphosphatemia cannot be treated effectively with
conventional therapeutic approaches.
PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT BY INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING
DUCT CELLS: RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN EXTRACELLULAR
PHOSPHATE. BS Levine, KA Knibloe,* DR Mishler,*
& JA Kraut. VA Med Ctrs, WLA & UCLA Sch Med. Los
Angeles, CA
The proximal tubule, the prime site of renal
phosphate (F) transport, plays a pivotal role in
the renal response to P—restriction. Recent
studies suggest that the distal nephron including
the inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD) may
also be an important site of P transport and data
from this laboratory have demonstrated Na—
dependent P transport by cells from this nephron
segment. To examine if IMCD cells also con-
tribute to increased P reabsorption following F—
deprivation, IMCD cells in culture for 3 days(subconuluent) were incubated in low P media
(—P. P < 0.3mM) for 2, 1, 18 or 21! hrs and com-
pared to controls (+P, P = 1mM). P uptake was
significantly higher in cells incubated in —P for
21! hrs than in controls (8.1÷0.6 nmol/mg prot/5
mm in —P vs 5.2÷0.6 in ÷P, p<O.O1) but were no
different with shorter incubation periods. To
examine if more rapid adaptation occurs when
cells are pre—adapted to —P, cells were incubated
for 21! hours in —F, the media then changed to +P
for 140_60 mm and —P then reintroduced. P uptake
was suppressed by 20.6÷3.0 % by +P, p<O.Ol. Re-
introduction of —P for only 20 mm increased P
uptake by 15.9+1!.8%, p < 0.01. These studies
show that IMCD cells adapt to changes in extra—
cellular P. Although initial adaptation requires
many hours, rapid adaptation can occur following
a period of "pre—adaptation". These data are
consistent with a requirement for synthesis of
new P carriers during the initial adaptation
which can then be rapidly inserted or removed
following changes in media P.
MAGNESIUM (MG) RIOAVAILARILITY FROM MAGNESIUM
CITRATE (MgCit) AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE (MgOx).
Jill Lindberg*and C.Y.C. Pak. Letterman A4C, San
Francisco, CA., Southwestern Med School, Dallas TX
Mg salts should be soluble and bioavailable to
treat calcium oxalate (CaOx) nephrolithiasis. We
compared in vitro solubility (sol) and in vivo
gastrointestinal absorbability of MgCit vs MgOx.
Sol. of 25 mmoles of each salt was examined in
solutions containing varying amounts of hydro-
chloric acid (HCL), (0-24.2 mEq) in 300m1 dis-
tilled H2O intended to mimic achlorhydric to peak
acid secretory states. Mg absorption from MgCit
and MgO was measured in normal volunteers (NV) by
assessing the rise in urinary Mg (UMg) following
oral Mg load.
MgO required acid for dissolution, as it was
insoluble in H20 and only 43% soluble in simulated
peak acid secretion (24.2 mEq HCL/300ml). MgCit
had high sol. even in water (55%). MgCit was more
soluble than MgO in all states of acid secretion.
Titration of filtrates from sol. studies to pH of
6 and 7 (miniicing pancreatic bicarbonate secre-
tion) did not cause reprecipitat ion of either
salt. Approximately 65% of MgCit was complexed as
soluble MgCit, whereas Mg complexation was not
present in the MgO system. The amount of ionic Hg
was greater following MgCit dissolution than fol-
lowing MgO dissolution, in all solutions except at
the highest concentration of HCL.
The increment in UMg following MgCit load (25
mmoles) in NV was significantly higher than that
obtained from MgOx load (during 4 hours post-load,
0.22 vs 0.006 mg/mg creatinine, p <0.05; during
second 2 hours post-load, 0.035 vs 0.008 mg/mg,
p<O.OS). MgCit was more soluble and bioavailable
than MgO and may be useful in prevention of
recurrent CaOx nephrolithiasis.
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BJPcrIQI OF JIL ( I1fl; i1S
W1,1H Pi 1NIR IN 1L aMWIE. Mahnced tihnmn-Mham. Univ. of Utah
Medical Center, Salt Lake City, hr.
SH groups are essential for D-glucose trans-
port by intestinal B4 vesicles (Ba1V). To
eicplore the role of SIl groups Jj NaPj
transport across renal B, we used HgC12, au
agent which penetrates nranes freely and
converts SN to S-S. Rat renal BR4V were pre-
pared by a Ca-precipitation nthcid auxi trans-
port measured by a rapid filtration method.
'2 inhibited the initial cotrans-
port in a dose-dependent manner (Ic 50 = 5OuM).
Na—indspendent transport (Na replaced by K)
was not affected. The overshoot of Na-Pi co-
transport was reduced without a significant
Ctange in equilibrium uptake. Maxinn.un inhibi-
tion was reached within 5 inin. and did not
increase thereafter. Inhibition decreased with
increasin B4V protein concentration. There-
fore, protein concentration was kept at 7 sgmlfor all experinents. Dithiothreitol cutpletely
protected aqainst inhibition, but Pi, foscar-
net, and Na gave no protection. BR4V volume
was not affected at low }ICl2 concentrations,but decreased at higher concentrations
(>lOOuM). The inhibitory effect persisted
under Na equilibrium-exchange conditions,
lxiicating a mechanism distinct fran an effect
on Na+ xiuctance. Kinetic studies we.ce
consistent with rion-ccmpetitive inhibition with.
a reduction i.n lAnax fran 1.5 to 0.6 imles/itg
prot/5 sec without a change in Km.
SH groups are essential for the function of
Na-Pi cotransporter of renal Ba4, but are not
part of the Pi binding site.
CALCIUM ACETATE (CaAc), AN EFFECTIVE BINDER OF
DIETARY PHOSPHORUS (P) IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE (CRF). Martin L. Mai, Michael
Eninett, Mudassir S. Sheikh, Carol Santa Ana,
John S. Fordtran, Baylor University Medical
Center, 3500 Gaston, Dallas, Texas 75246.
The calcium (Ca) salts are being increas-
ingly used as P binders in patients with CRF due
to the toxicity of aluminum salts. Theoretical
calculations confirmed by in vitro and in vivo
(in normal subjects) results indicate that CaAc
has important advantages over other Ca salts as
a P-binder. CaAc is readily soluble in both
acid and alkaline solutions (unlike CaCO which
requires an acid pH) and does not cottain a
complexing anion which competes with P for
binding (such as citrate).
We used a one meal technique (JCI 73:640,
1984) to measure net intestinal P and Ca absorp-
tion in 6 dialysis dependent patients. CaAc (1
gm Ca) was compared with CaC0 (1 gm Ca) and
placebo in randomized double—blfnd fashion.
Ca P
Ingested Absorbed Ingested Absorbed
mg mg mg mg %
Placebo 201±5 -28±28 346±4 181±31 (53)
CaCO., 1197±6 355±46 341±4 138±21 (40)
CaAc 1202±7 314±41 346±5 75±16* (22)
* P<0.05 compared with placebo and with CaCO..
For a given dose of Ca salt more P will be
bound and less Ca absorbed with CaAc. Hyper-
calcemla, a limiting toxic effect of Ca salt
therapy, should therefore be less coninon with
CaAc. CaAc appears to be an optimal P—binding
Ca salt in patients with ESRD; It is manufac-
tured by Braintree Laboratory (Braintree, Mass.)
under the name of Phos-Lo.
1,25 (CII) D DIMINISHES RENAL CELL PROLIFERATION ANDCPSAO RENAL GRGiITh
J. Merke, S. Matthias, U. Hugel, G. Mall, A. Szabo,
E. Ritz, Department Tnt. Med., University of Hei-
delberg, PRO
Normal and malignant renal cells express recep-
tors for 1,25(C*I)2D2 and the secosterol inhibits
proliferation of mafignarit renal cells, but whether
compensatory growth of norinl renal tissues is res-
ponsive to 1,25(U!) D has not been examined. We
studied 4 week old SD rats with uni-NX or sham-
OP which received 1,25(cIi),D or solvent (2.5 ng
i.p. daily) for 5 days afthr-'uni-NX. Kidneys were
removed for receptor studies (Scatchard analysis),
histcmorphcnetry and measurement of mitotic acti-
vity (after pretreatment with coichicin). Rats with
uni-NX had unchanged S-Cr (0.37 + 0.03 vs 0.48 +
0.1 mg/dl), S—Ca and S—1,25(CH)2D, (231 + 51 vs
188 + 38 pg/ml). Renal 1,25(CI1) D receptors in-
creased with time in sham OP anmdls (N fran
32.5 nno1/n protein on day 1 to 57 on 5),but less so in uni-NX (fran 30 on day 1 to 140 on
day 5). Mean renal weight increased more in uni-
NX (fran 0.6!! g on day 1 to 0.93 on day 7) than
in sham-OP (0.58 g on day 1 to 0.73 on day 5);
the increment in renal weight was less in uni-NX
treated with 1,25((}{)2D3 (0.73 g on day 1 and
0.72 on day 5).
We conclude that compensatory renal growth after
uni-( is modulated by 1,25(Ch)2D3.
HCO3 ABSORPTION STIMULATES ACTIVE CALCIUM
ABSORPTION BY THE DISTAL TUBULE (Dl).
S. Miyakawa and K. Bomsztyk. Univ. of Washing-
ton, Seattle, WA.
To determine whether luminal HCO3 has an
effect on distal Ca absorption rat surface Dl
were perfused in vivo. Total Ca concentration
was measured by atomic absorption, total CO2 by
microcalorimetry and luminal Ca ion concentra-
tion, [Ca2]L, and transepithelial voltage, VTE,
with microelectrodes. With HCO3—free or HCO3 (20
mM) perfusate rates on Ca absorption were the
same averaging 1.9 + 0.3 (n=12) and 1.9 + 1.0
(n=14) pmol/min. This indicates that luminal
HCO3 per se has no effect on distal Ca transport.
With HCO3 solution rate of HCO3 absorption was
not different from zero, —12 26 (n:4)
pmol/min, but when carbonic anhydrase (C.A.) was
added to the HCO3 perfusate (HCO3 * C.A.), HCO3
absorption increased to 56 .1- 13 (n=4) pmol/min.
C.A. — stimulated HCO3 absorption was associated
with increased Ca absorption, 9.6 3.4 (n5)
pmol/min, and as a result [Ca+]L at the end of
the perfused segment fell from 0.94 ÷ 0.03
(n12) mM with HCO3 to 0.30 + 0.08 (n=12) mM
with HCO3 + C.A. The enhanced Ca absorption was
due to active transport because VTE was the same
with HC03 or HCO3 + C.A. perfusate averaging,
—20 + 6 and —22 i- 7 (n=6) mV.
We conclude, that HCO3 absorption, but not
luminal HCO3 per se, stimulates distal Ca
absorption. Th18 is consistent with our previous
observation that acidification of DT fluid
stimulates active Ca transport (Clin. Rca.
30:523A, 1988).
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TIME COURSE OF THE DECREASE IN RENAL Pi
REABSORPTION FOLLOWING SUPPRESSION OF
GROWTH HORMONE RELEASE IN IMMATURE
RATS. Susan E. Mulroney*, Michael D. Lumpkin*, and
Aviad Haramati. Department of Physiology, Georgetown
University School of Medicine, Washington, D.C.
We recently developed a new model of growth
hormone (OH) deficiency, using an antagonist to GH-
releasing factor (GRF-AN: lN-AC-TYR'-D-ARG2I-GRF.(1-29)-
NH2). A single injection of GRF-AN suppresses the surges
of GH release (up to 6 hr), and chronic 4 day treatment
of GRF-AN (2x daily) was found to reduce both somatic
growth and the maximum capacity for phosphate
reabsorption (TmPi) in immature rats. However, since
positive Pi balance was reduced by 50% after only 1 day
of GRF-AN treatment, it is possible that the TmPi may
also be rapidly altered. Therefore, we sought to examine
the time course between the suppression of OH surges
and the decrease in TmPi. Chronic silastic catheters were
placed in 29 immature (28.32 days old) Wistar rats.
Control animals were injected with 0.1 ml saline only,
whereas experimental rats received GRF-AN (100 ug/kg)
in saline at 8 am and 1 pm daily (to precede two major
peaks of OH release). The TmPi was determined with Pi
infusions at 0 hr, 3 hr, 6 hr, 24 hr, and 4 days after the
first ORF-AN injection. Acute (0 hr) ORF-AN treatment
did not alter the TmPi (4.4±0,4 vs. 4.5±0.2 umol/mI in
controls). However, a significant decrease in the TmPi
(3.8±0.2 umol/mI, P<0.05) was seen after 3 hr (reflecting
suppression of 1 GH surge). After 6 hr of treatment (i.e.
suppression of 2 OH surges) the TmPi was maximally
reduced (3.3±0.2 umol/mI, P<0.05 vs. 3 hr) and no further
decrease in the TmPi was evident at either 24 hr (3.4±0.1
umol/mI) or 4 days (3.3±0.1 umol/ml). Thus, inhibition
of the TmPi occurs within hours of GH suppression,
supporting the notion that growth hormone plays a key
role in regulating renal Pi liansport during development.
ELUCIDATION OF NEPHROCALCIN (NC) ISOMERS BY
NMR. Y. Nakagawa* and F. L. Coe, Nephrology Pro-
gram, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL and T. Otsuki'
Chem. Dept. Occidental College, Los Angeles, CA
NC, an acidic urinary glycoprotein inhibitor of
calcium oxalate crystal growth, contains phospho-
rus (P), and that NC is excreted in 3 or 4 isomers
(J.Biol.Chem.,258:12594(l983)). We have used 31P—
NMR to investigate the type of P binding and to
quantify the amount of P bound to NC.
NC was purified from bovine kidneys, and separa-
ted into 3 fractions (A, B, and C), suing a DEAE—
cellulose column eluted with a linear gradient of
NaCl from 0.05 N to 0.4 N. P contents were ineasu—
red by a modified Fisk—Sabbarow method.
P Contents (ug/mg NC) were 48.5 (A), 471 (B),
and 3586 (C). Fraction C was then dissolved in
D2O, and the 31P—NNR spectrum was measured using a
Bruker 500 NMR spectrophotometer. The chemical
shifts (ppm) were +1.7458, —0.7644 and —1.1630.
After alkaline phosphatase digesting, P content
reduced to 1229 and the shift of +1.7458 disappear-
ed, indicating phosphoserine was involved. Depho—
sphorylated NC inhibited calcium oxalate crystal
growth 10—fold less (kd 106M) than native NC.
Rechromatographed dephosphorylated fraction C elu—
ted from DEAE cellulose column in A and B positio-
ns. After deglycosylation by glycosidase, P con-
tent was 168, and NMR showed no chemical shift,
indicating P attachment to carbohydrate, not the
protein.
NC molecules contain phsophoserine and phospho—
rylated carbohydrates. Removal of P from phospho—
serine decreases NC inhibition of calcium oxalate
crystal growth 10—fold; therefore, P seems to be
important for crystal growth inhibition.
BUJNT) EFFECT OF DI ON Pi NSFOR IN B1V OF
NEWBORN GUThEA PIG. Richard Neibeiqer, Mario
Barac-Nieto and adrian Spitzer. A. Einstein
Collee of Medicine, tparbnent of Pediatrics,
Bronx, N.Y.
We have reported that, at any filtered load
below Tm, the newborn reabsorbs at least 3-fold
re Pi/g kw than the adult (V. Johnson and A.
Spitzer, Ant. J. Eiysio1. 25l:I25l, 1986). To
assess for age related differences in the renal
response to variations in Pi intake we studied
the kinetics of the Na4'-Pi cotransport in B'1V of
guinea pigs given standard, high, or nasinally Pi
free diet for 5 days.
Standard Hioh P1 P1 free
Age (days) 3—14 >57 3—14 57 3—14 >57
Wax 650b 144b 472a,b 81a,b 596b(pl'ns'')
Serum Pi 1.8 2.1 35a,b 2.3 08a,b 2.0
(trt()
a = P < .05 crztipare:i to same age group on standard diet.
b P < .05 3—14 vs >57 days old guinea pigs on sane diet.
An increase in Pi intake resulted in a smaller
relative decrease in the Vutax of the newborn than
of the adult (27 vs 44%, p<. 05); a low Pi intake
did not affect the Vmax in the newborn (p>. 8) butit did up-reulate the system in the adult. Fm
values were not influenced by ae or Pi intake.
Thus, in the newborn, the Nav_Pi cotransport
system is characterized by a high transport
capacity but a low adaptability to changes in
dietary Pi. As a result, changes in Pi intake are
associated with large variations in serum Pi.
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF CALCIFEDIOL (25O11D) AND
CALCITRIOL (1, 25(OH)2D) SUPPLEMENTATION ON GROWTH
IN EXPERIMENTAL UREMIA. Steve Prager, Carolyn
Abitbol,Gaston Zilleruelo, Jose Strauss. Univ. of
Miami Sch. of Med., Dept. of Pedi., Miami, Fl,
Growth failure in uremia has been attributed to
poor nutrient intake and endogenous deficiency of
vitamin D (VD). Experiments were designed to test
the differential effects of supplementation with
the VD analogues, 25OHD and 1,25(OH)2D. Young
male Wistar rats were rendered uremic (U) by 7/8
nephrectomy while a double number of controls were
sham operated. Half of the controls were fed ad
libitum (AC) whereas the others were restricted to
that quantity of feed consumed by uremic partners
(PC). All were divided into 3 groups receiving 3
weekly injections of placebo, 0.1 meg 1,25(011)2
or 1.0 meg 250HD for 21 days. Linear growth,
nutrient intake and mortality were recorded.
Statistical differences are indicated by unshared
superscripts:
Nutrient Intake (g/d) Mortality (1)
U/PC AC U PC AC
Placebo i1+2a 263c 38 10 0
250HD 131b 18b 41 71* 17*
1,25(OH)2D 173b 243c 24 12 0
LINEAR GROWTH ( cm)
U(n) PC(n) AC(n)
Placebo 1.2+1.4(6) 0g.÷1j,4(g)a 5,1,0(10)C
250110 2,10,4(10)b 220,7(6)b 3•412(10)C
1,25(OH),D 1 8l 2(13)ab 4•21,6(14)C 4,812(10)C
Supplementation with either VU analogue
improved U appetite. Increased mortality was
noted in controls given 250HD. A similar growth
response was noted in U with each VU analogue.
318b
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USE OF MUTAGENESIS TO EXPRESS A NOVEL PHOSPHATE
TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN AN ESTABLISHED RENAL CELL LINE.
Gary Quanine and Heini Murer*. Dept. of Medicine,
University Hospital, University of British Columbia,
Canada and Institute of Physiology, University of
Zurich, Zurich Switzerland.
Phosphate (P1) transport across the apical
membrane of opossum kidney (OK) cells Is similar to
the brush—border membrane of the proximal convoluted
tubule, I.e. completely sodiui-dependent nd greater
at pH 7.5 (10.7+0.1 nmole'mg—' prot'5min1)
than pH 6.5 (5.'+O.O4). Cloned OK cells
(genetically uniform) were treated with ethyl
methane sulfonate (EMS, 700 ug/mi, 16 hr) to induce
mutagenesis. After a period of 8 days, a positive
selection procedure was divised to select cells of
interest. As arsenate is a substrate for the Na—PI
cotransporter it was used (100 n14, 1 hr, pH7.5, 3
cycles) to select cells (killing efficiency 99.9% of
wild OK cells per cycle) with alternate means of P1
uptake. Survivors were cloned and screened for Pi
transport characteristics. One clone expressed Pi
transport which was Na—jndepençlent and greater at pH
6.5 (3.3*0.1 nmoles'mg'1.5mln—') than
7.5 (0.9+0.2). In addition, Na-independent P1
uptake wis Inhibited by DIDS (0.8+0.15 at 0.1 014).
The stilbene—sensitive inhibitable transport was not
evident in the apical membrane of wild parent 01<
cells. Residual Na-dependent P1 transport was
Insensitive to PTH and cAMP which is consistent with
the disappearance of PTH sensitive component of P1
transport. These studies provide evidence for a
novel apical Pi transporter which is
sodium—independent and may transport the acid form
(H,P04) in preference to the alkaline form
(HP042 ).
CALCHJM EFFLUXAND INFLUX IN THE RATPROXIMAL TUBULE,
THEROLE OF SODIUM. .J. Rothrod' and J. Dominguez. Dept. of
Med. led U. Med. School and V.A. Med. Ctr. Indianapolis, IN.
The Na/Ca2 (Na/Ca) exchanger in the rat proxImal tubule
(PT) may exchange extracellular Na (Na0) for intracellular Ca
(Cai). In that case, Na/Ca exchange may promote Ca efflux and
regulate Caj homeostasla. Although, Na/Ca exchange may also
exchange extracellular Cs (Ca0) for Intracellular Na (Na1). In
this case, Na/Ca exchange may not activate Ca effiux. Yet, in
both cases, Na0 substitution may increase Caj To define the
orientation of Na/Ca exchange, we measured Ca1 in PT loaded
with aequorin, and Cs efflux and Ca influx, in 150 mM Na0 and
In Na0 Isosmotically reduced to 15 mM in rat PT. The change in
Na0 from 150 to 15 mM Increased Ca1 from 104* 39 to 175±
48 nM. p c 0.001, (mean S.D., n — 22). Ca a/flux was
measured as the fractional efflux ratio of experimental and
control PT labeled with 45Ca (Ca PER), n — 5. When both groups
were •xposed to 150 mM Na0, Ca FER was 1,02 0.08. To
eliminate the effect of Ca0 on Ca off lux, we then removed 0a0
in both groups, and Ca FER was 1.04 0.12; the sub3equent
iaoemotic reduction of Na0 to 15 mM in the experimental group
lowered Ca FER to 0.78 0.12, p < 0.05. We then restltuted
150 mM Na0 in the experimental group and Ca FER surged to
2.50 0.38, p 0.002. When Na0 is substitutod, the fall in
Na+ may reverse Na/Ca: Ca Influx at 15 and 600 seconds
was 2.3 0.5 and 5.2 * 3.5 nmoies/mg protein when Na0 was
150 mM, and increased to 3.4 0.9 and 10.6 3.7,
respectively, when Na0 was Isosmotically reduced to 15 mM, p
< 0,05 for both points, and for intermediate points at 30, 60,
120, 180 and 300 seconds, n — 7. We conclude that in rat PT
surges in Caj caused by Na0 substitution are due to inhibition o
Ca efflux and activation of Ca Influx. The results support the
notion that in PT Na/Ca exchange may be oriented Na0/CaI, and
may participate In Ca1 homeostasis by promoting Ca a/flux.
RED CELL PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT IN X-LINKED HYPO—
PHOSPHATEMIA (XLH). N. Senol Runyan*, Georgia
State University, Blo. Dept, Atlanta, GA 30303.
Edmund Bourke, S.U.N.Y. Health Science Center,
Brooklyn, NY.
A "mutant transport allele" has been postulated
which implies a transport impairment in cells
other than epithelial cells. Studies were
therefore undertaken to quantitate P1 transport
in red cells of healthy volunteers and a XLH
patient using radiolabelled 32P. Results are
expressed as millimoles of P1 per kg hemoglobin
per hour (mmPi/KgHgb*hr). Values for total P1
uptake in the XLH patient (XLH) and a normal
volunteer (C) are 2.53±0.12 and 2.47±0.07,
respectively. Total P1 uptake represents that
mediated by Band 3, the sodium (Na) dependent
pathway and the diffusion pathway. Following
inhibition of Band 3 by DNUS, Pi uptake via the
Na dependent and diffusion pathways is measured
to be O.48i0.04(XLH) and 0.49±0.03(C). P1
transport via Bend 3 and diffusion pathways was
measured in a Na free medium without the addition
of DNDS; the values are 2.10±0.17 (XLH) and
2.02±0.04(C). When DNDS was added to this medium,
values of O.18±O,01(XLH) and 0.21±0.01(C) are
obtained; this reflects Pi transport via the
diffusion pathway. Serum from the XLH patient and
normal controls was studied to determine its
affect on P1 transport. There is no significant
difference between the XLH patient and normal
controls when either serum is used as the influx
media. Thus, red cell P1 transport via all three
pathways is not different in XLH when compared
with control red cells. The data do not support a
circulating factor in the XLH patient which
Impairs total Pi transport.
CALCIUM TRANSPORT MECHANISMS IN THE TURTLE
BLADDER. S. Sabatini and N.A. Kurtzman, Depts of
Internal Medicine and Physiology, Texas Tech Univ
HSC, Lubbock, TX.
The turtle bladder is a complex epithelium
which transports sodium and secretes protons.
The mucosal cell layer consists predominantly of
granular (G) cells and mitochondrial-rich (NH)
cells. The fotmer are thought to be the sodium
transporting cells, while the latter are believed
to be the proton secretory cells. We have sepa-
rated the two cell populations and have shown
that G cells contain very high activity of Na-K
ATPase, while MR cells have very high levels of
NEM-sensitive ATPase. In the present study we
examined the Ca transporting properties of these
two cell populations. MR cells contain both high
and low affinity binding sites for calcium,
whereas G cells do not. ATP-dependent Ca trans-
port (Ca-ATPase) is 4-5 fold higher in MR cells
as compared to G cells. In MR cells, the calcium
ionophore (A23187) increased Ca-ATPase activity,
and in G cells it stimulated ATP-independent
calcium transport. Verapamil decreased ATP-
independent calcium transport in both G and MR
cells. These results demonstrate that the
calcium transporting properties of turtle bladder
epithelial cells are highly subspecialized. The
MR cells have high Ca-ATPase activity, whereas,
the G cells display ATP-independent calcium
transport, likely mediated by a Na/Ca exchanger.
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INTRACELLULAR pH AND CALCIUM TRANSPORT IN TURTLE
BLADDER. S. Sabatini and N.A. Kurtzman, Depts of
Internal Medicine and Physiology, Texas Tech Univ
HSC, Lubbock, TX.
In a series of in vitro experiments we exam-
ined unidirectional Ca fluxes in the turtle
bladder membrane under conditions simulating
metabolic acidosis and alkalosis (pH 6.4, 7.4,
and 8.4). In some experiments the ionized Ca of
the mucosal and serosal baths was kept constant,
whereas in others it was not. Serosal acidosis
markedly inhibited the mucosa-to-serosa Ca flux,
while alkalosis stimulated it. This was true
despite the presence of an unfavorable 2 mM Ca
gradient. The effect of acidosis on Ca flux was
not dependent on sodium transport as it was still
seen in the presence of ouabain. When the
serosal pH was 7.4 and mucosal pH was lowered to
4.4, a maneuver which inhibits luminal acidif i-
cation, the mucosa-to-serosa Ca flux was again
inhibited. Changing pH had no effect on the
serosa-to-mucosa Ca flux. In stripped mucosa,
total tissue Ca concentration, as measured by
atomic absorption spectrometry, was identical in
all the groups regardless of acid-base status.
Ca" uptake doubled when buffer pH was varied
from 4.4 to 8.14. These results demonstrate that
decreased serosal or mucosal pH alters mucosal
membrane Ca permeability and suggest that Ca
uptake at the mucosal membrane is directly
proportional to pH and that Ca extrusion at the
serosal membrane changes in parallel with uptake
so that the cell calcium concentration remains
constant.
CALCIUM TRANSPORT ACROSS THE PARS RECTA OF CORTICAL
SEGMENT 2 PROXIMAL TUBULES:ROLE OF IONIC DIFFUSION.
Paul Sacks* and James E. Bourdeau. Michael Reese
Hospital and Medical Center & University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
The purpose of this work was to evaluate the
diffusional component of the net Ca absorptive flux
across the pars recta of cortical segment 2 proxi-
mal tubules studied under physiologic conditions.
Single partes rectae were dissected from rabbit
Iddneys and perfused in vitro. The bath was an
artificial ultrafiltrate of plasma, whereas the
perfusate simulated late proximal tubular fluid
(high [C1], low [HCO3], no Na+_cotransported aol—
utes). Transepithelial voltages at the perfusion
(*o) and collection (TPL) ends were measured simul-
taneously in doubly—cannulated tubule. Ionized
Ca concentrations in perfusates ([Ca2']0), collect—
ates ([CaZ+]L), and the bath ((Ca2+]b) were calcul-
ated from measurements of Ca2+ activities made in
situ with Ca2+_selective microelectrodes. Epithel—
ial Ca permeability (rca) was estimated from the
bath—to—lumen movement of "5Ca. The total [Ca] of
perfused and collected fluids was mea8ured by con-
tinuous—f low microcolorimetry. Under these condi-
tions, = +2.5±0.7 mV. [Ca2+]o 1.85±0.01
mM, [Ca ]L — 1.58±0.04 mM, and [Ca2+]b = 1.41±0.01
mM. Using the measured P, l.85±O.32x10—7 cm2/s,
we calculated the diffusional component of the net
Ca absorptive flux from the mean luminal [Ca2+] and
the measured and found that ionic diffusion,
0.104 pmol s cm, accounted entirely for the
measured Ca absorption, 0.081±0.012 pmol s cm1.
We conclude that Ca2+ diffusion is the primary
mechanism of Ca absorption in the pars recta of
cortical segment 2 proximal tubules of the rabbit.
NORUL VARIATIONS OF DIET POTASSIUM INFLUENCE SET-
POINT AT WHICH RIDNEYS MAINTAIN SERUM PHOSPHORUS
CONCENTRATION. A Sebastian, RE Hernandez,*
AA Portale, J Colman,* J Tatsuno,* RC Morris, Jr.
University of California, San Francisco, CA.
In six healthy men ingesting a constant diet
[27 minols phosphorus (P04), 52 ineq K4/day], we
increased diet K within the normal range to 156
meq/day, first with KHCO3 (8 days), then with KCL
(8 days), with intervening 8-days of no K4-supple-
ment (RECOVER). Urine P04 decreased promptly on
increasing diet K with either K-salt, each
inducing a persisting 7-10 nimoles cumulative P04
retention. During RECOVER, the retained P04 was
dumped. Serum P04 (nimol/L) was higher during
KHCO3 (1.25±0.03) and KCL (1.25±0.03) than during
CONTROL (1.17±0.02) and RECOVERY (1.17±0.04)
(p—O.022: repeated measures ANOVA). Diet K-
induced increases in serum P04 correlated with
plasma K increases (r—+0.64, p—O.O27). Serum
calcitriol (pg/ml) was lower during KHCO3 (30±3)
and KCL (32±4) than during CONTROL (36±4) and
RECOVERY (39±3) (p—0 .020), the changes correlating
inversely with those in serum P04 (r—-O.69,
p<O.O2). ANOVA revealed no significant effect on
serum PTH, ionic calcium, urine cAMP, plasma
renin, body wt, serum albumin, or creatinine
clearance; plasma volume decreased with KCL but
not with KHCO3. Thus, normal diet K variations
exert an anion-independent regulatory effect on
renal handling of P04 that influences the set-
point at which serum (P04] is maintained at a
constant diet P04. That effect is directionally
appropriate and quantItatively sufficient to
provide fine modulation of serum calcitriol levels
under ordinary conditions of normal diet K4
variations and normal diet P04.
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CALCIUM-KETOVALIN (XV), A NEW, VERY EFFECTIVE
ALUMINUM-FREE INTEST INAL PHOSPHATE BINDER. D. von
Herrath*, C. M. Erley5, G. Asm.,s, K. Schaefer,
Med. Abt. II, St.Joseph—Krankenhaus I, BurnerpIan
24, 1000 Berlin 42, FRG
Hyperphospha t miii a and secondary hyperpara-
thyroidism are regular conpilcations in patients
(pts) suffering frcm end—stage renal failure.
Aluminum (Al )—containing drugs are widely used to
control the serunphosphate (P), but this therapy
carries the well—know-i risk of Al—toxicity.
Previously we dmiionst rated that a mixture of ke—
toacids (1(A) is very effective in lowering in-
creased serum P and serum PTh levels, (ASN 1986).
Since recent studies have revealed that the
mixture of KA acts as an intestinal P-binder, we
became interested in investigating whether KV
alone, shen provided as calcium salt, would also
lower P. In-vitro experiments showed that XV lo-
wered P as efficiently as calcium carbonate
(CaCO ): reduction in the solution by 82.6 % and
83.3 , respectively. Without any additional Al—
containing drugs, XV stabilized P in CaCO3—resis-
tent HD pts at 5.6 + 0.3 rr/dl.In conclusion: 1) Ky is a new intestinal P—binder
A,ith see-ns to be as potent as other Al—free
P-binders.
2) In—vitro and in—vivo studies show that XV is
as efficient as CaCO3 although it provides less
calcium.
3) It is of further note that a ccnbiriation of
CaCO3 and XV might be of special clinical value
as CaCO3 binds P predoniinantly shen the pH is 2.0
or 5.0, ekiereas 1W reached greatest binding eff I—
ciency ekien the pH is 7.0.
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF pH ON SODIUM—DEPENDENT
PHOSPHATE UPTAKE IN OUTER CORTICAL AND OUTER
MEDULLARY BRUSH-BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES. Jennifer
Walker*, Tim Yan* and Gary Quame, Dept. of
Medicine, University Hospital, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
Two kinetically distinct sodium—dependent
phosphate (P1) transport systems have been
identified In early and late proximal tubules; a
high capacity process (G) located only In outer
cortical tissue, and a high affinity (82) In both
cortical and outer medullary brush—border membranes.
Studies were designed to determine the effect of pH
on P1 uptake and on Na Interaction of both
systems. BBM vesicles were prepared from porcine
outer cortical and outer medullary tissue and P1
uptake was performed at 21°C, 4s, voltage—clamped,
and PHlnpHout, over the pH range 8.0 to
6.0. In G1, the Imax decreased from 6.6+0.1
to 3.8 nmo1esmg- proteinmin-' In
stepwise fashion with acidification. Km was
unchanged, 4.6+0.2 nIl (n'.6). The K0 for Wa was
also not altered (17+3 nIl). These results (G1)
are distinct from the high affinity system (82) in
which the Vmax decreased from 1.j+o.25 (pH 8)
to 0.2+0.1 nmolesmg- prot.min- (pH 6)
but th Km decreased 0.30+0.04 to 0.04+0.01 mM,
respectively, with the irWlection point, 6.851-0.03.
The K0 for Na was not altered by pH (48+6 nl'1.
n=11). These data indicate a differentTal
sensitivity of Gi and 82 to external pH and
support the previous conclusion, based on kinetic
data, of two distinct Na—Pi transporters located in
early and late proximal tubules. The increase in
affinity of 62 with acidification would be
appropriate for a system located in the late
proximal tubule.
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THE ROLE OF BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM)
PHOSPHOLIPID COMPOSITION AND FLUIDITY IN
THE AXIAL HETEROGENEITY OF RAT RENAL
PHOSPHATE (P1) TRANSPORT. E.,.WflrnL*, B.
Balrd*, and M. Levi. VAMC and UT
Southwestern Med. Ctr., Dallas, TX.
Axial heterogeneIty of renal tubular
P1 transport was expressed at the level
of BBM Isolated from superficial (SC)
and juxtamedullary (JMC) cortex, as BBM
Na—PI cotransport activity was higher in
SC (1104 vs 438 pmole/mg/5sec, p<.O1).
Kinetic measurements revealed a higher
Vmax (2759 vs 674 pmole/mg/Ssec, p<.O1)
and a higher Km (111 vs 73 uM, p<.O1) in
SC. The differences in P1 transport were
independent of endogenous PTH activity
and dietary Pt. We then determined if
differences In BBM fluidity and lipid
composition exist, as recent evIdence
suggests an important role for fluidity
in modulating P1 transport. BBM fluidity
was increased In SC, i.e. the fluores-
cence anisol-ropy of diphenylhexatriene
was lower in SC (0.247 vs 0.254,
p<.O1). The increase in SC—BBM fluidity
was caused by a lower sphlngomyelln
(SPH, 38.9 vs 48.5 molar %, p<.O1) and a
higher phosphatidyicholine (PC, 21.7 vs
13.5 molar %, p<.Ol), resulting in a
markedly lower SPH/PC molar ratio (1.80
vs 3.68, p<.O1). Differences in BBM phos—
photipid composition and fluidity may
therefore play an important role in the
axial heterogeneity of renal tubular Ri
transport.
AIDS—RELAmU HYPERCALCEMIC CRISIS: A POTENTIAL
MECHANISM. Demetrios Zikos, LD. Bloch, J.C.
Cheng, LA. Skopicki," D.R. Peterson and R.A.
Fisher. Univ. of Health Sciences/The Chicago
Med. School, Dept. of Medicine and Physiology &
Biophysics, and VA Med. Ctr., North Chicago,
Illinois.
This study was undertaken to determine the
cause of hypercalcemia in a patient with the
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). An
abberatlon of calcium regulation has been
previously reported, but its pathogenesis is
poorly understood. We thug examined the
clinical and laboratory data of a 40—year—old
man with AIDS who developed hypercalcemic
crisis, characterized by severe hypercalcemia
(Sca—14.1 mg/dl), acute non—oliguric renal
failure (Scr—3.6 ing/dl) and profound lethargy.
Biochemical studies, six days after initiation
of crisis therapy, revealed that despite hyper—
calcemia (Sca—ionized—6.8 mg/dl) ,immunoreactive
1Pm, C—terminal PTh, 25—hyciroxy—vitamin D and
1,25—dihydroxyvitamin D values were normal.
However, urinary cAIIP/GFR was markedly
elevated, implicating the effect of a para—
thyroid hormone (PTH)—like substance in the
pathogenesis of hypercalcemia. Since no other
causes for the hypercalcemia and/or the in-
crease in urinary CANP/CFR could be elicited by
clinical, laboratory and post—mortem findings,
it is suggested that the hypercalcemia is
directly related to HIV infection. Further
studies are needed to elucidate the nature and
the origin of the Pm—like substance.
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PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) INHIBITS B-CELL
PROLIFERATION: IMPLICATIONS IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CR?). Jadwiga M. Alexiewicz5, Marian
Klinger. Thomas 0. Pitts. Zbigniew Gaciong5,
Marlana LinkerIsrae115, and Shaul 0. Massry.
Div. Nephrol. Univ. So. Calif. • Los Angeles,
CA.
B—cell proliferation is impaired in
uremia but the mechanisms of this defect are
not known. Lymphocytes have receptors for PT!!,
and it is possible that excess PT!! in CR? is
responsible for this B—cell defect. We examined
T-ceH independent B-cell proliferation Induced
by Staphylococcus aureus Cowan I (SAC) after 5
days culture of lymphocytes from normal
subjects and CR? patients. B—cell
proliferation in CR? patients was lower (<54%
p<O.Ol) then normals. Both 1-34 and 1-84 PT!!
(l,2,4,xlO N) inhibited B—cell proliferation
in a dose—dependent manner with the effect
being greater with 1-84 PT!! (-61%) than with
1—34 PT!! (—20%) (p<O.O2). Also, the effect of
PTH was less In CR? patients (-47%) than in
normals (—58%), (p<O.05). Both forskolln which
causes a rise In cAMP levels and calcium
ionophore (O.5uM) mimicked the effect of PT!!.
TPA, an activator of protein kinase C, reversed
the effects of both PTH and forskolln. The
data show that PTH inhibits B—cell
proliferation and this action is mediated most
likely by PTH-receptor interaction leading to
cAMP production and by the lonophoric property
of the hormone. The results are consistent
with the notion that inhibition of B—cell
proliferation in CR? is at least in part
mediated by excess PT!!. The data expands the
role of PT!! In the uremic syndrome.
EFFECT OF ACUTE PHOSPHATE DEPRIVATION ON
PHOSPHODIESTERASE (PDIE) AND PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTH) AND FORSKOLIN (FK)-STIMULATED
ADENYLATE CYCLASE (AC) ACTIVITIES IN
MICRODISSECTED RAT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED (PCT) AND
PROXIMALSTRAIGHT TUBULES (PST). T. J. Berndt*.
S. Hosina , A. Yusufi, I. P. Dousa and F. G.
Knox, Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
The effect of changes In dietary phosphate on
PTH or FK-stlmulated AC activity was studied.
Rats were fed normal (NPD, 0.7% P) or low (LPD,
0.07% P) phosphate diet for 4 days prior to the
experiment. In each experiment, 8 rats fed LPD
and NPD were anesthetized and acutely TPTX.
Two hours after TPTX, the kidneys were perfused
and segments of PCT and PSI were microdissected.
Adenviate cyclase (fmol/nmi/30 mm)
ksii. PTH (10 U/mV) FK (lO.:i41J.
28.8±4.6 42O.4±68.2 386.2±73.0*
MS
27.2±3.5
MS
367.6±58.2*
NS
353.4±45 .8'
122.2±22.2*
p<.O5
65.9±15.41
13.2±5.1
NS NS
O.1±1.7
37.4±8.3*
pc05, Basal vs stimulated.
PDIE activities in PCI were 39.1±2.6 in NPD
rats and 49.1±2.7 fmol/mg/min, p<.OS) in LID
rats. POlE activity in PST was 10.7±1.4 in NPD
rats and 9.8±0.8 fmol/mg/min in LPD rats. We
conclude that increased PDIE in PCT and blunted
AC response In PSI in LPD rats may contribute to
the altered regulation of phosphate reabsorption
by PTH in acutely phosphate deprived rats.
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS STIMULATES PARATRYROID HORMONE
(Pm) SECRETION, WHICH CONTRIBUTES TO THE RENAL
RESPONSE AGAINST ACIDOSIS. M.Bichara*, O.Mercier*,
and M.Paillard. Lab. Physiologic Renale, Hop.
L.Mourier, 92 Colombes, and INSERN, Paris, France.
We have recently shown that PT!! acutely stimu-
lates urinary acidification (AJP 251:F444,1986).
The aim of the present study was to determine whe-
ther an acid load stimulates PT!! secretion.
Intact, adrenalectomized (ADX), and ADX—thyropa—
rathyroidectomized (ADX—TPTX) rts were studied
during 3—h HC1—loadlng (30 nmolH Imin/g body Vt).
Metabolic acidosis was associated with increases
in plasma iPTh concentration in both intact (from
21.4+3.2 to 30.6+3.5 pg/ml,P< 0.05) and ADX rats
(froi 22.0+1.7 to39.1±4.4 pg/ ml,P<O.05), despite
a significant increase in the plasma ionized
calcium concentration in these animals. Plasma
iPTh concentration remained stable in time—control
rats and decreased from 21.8 +1.0 to 14.5+ 1.5
pg/ml (P<O.05) in CaC12—infused non—acidotic rats.
Acidosis—induced Increases in fractional excretion
of phosphate and In titratable acid and ammonlum
excretion rates were observed in intact and ADX
rats, but not in ADX—TPTX rats. Net acid excretion
Increased 43% in Intact (from 1,281±73 to
1,837+205 pmol/mln,P<0.OO1) and 56% in ADX rats
(from 727±72 to 1,132+31 pmol/mIn, P< 0.001) after
3—h HC1—loading, but not in ADX— TPTX rats (from
614±49 to 739+53 pmol/min, NS). We conclude 1)
that acute metabolic acldosls stimulates endo—
genous PT!! secretion ; 2) that PT!! markedly con-
tributes to the renal response against metabolic
acidosis ; and 3) that the latter Is blunted in
the absence of adrenal and parathyroid glands.
CHARACFERIZATION OF THE 1,25-(OH),D
RECEPTOR IN CULTURED BOVINE
PARATHYROID CELLS. A.J. Brown*, C. Ritter*, E.
Slatopolsky. Renal Division, Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
Several laboratories, including ours, have shown that
the 1,25-(OH)2D receptors are decreased in extracts
from parathyroid glands of uremic patients and
experimental animals. In order to determine the
factors involved in this regulation, we have examined
the receptor in cultured bovine parathyroid cells.
Cytosols isolated from confluent cells contained high
amounts of receptor (60 to 100 fmollmg cytosolic
protein), whereas cytosols from sub-confluent cells
contained no detectable receptor, despite the fact that
10 nM l,25-(OH)2D suppressed PTH secretion by 40%.Inclusion of the protease inhibitors,
diisopropylfluorophosphate and Trasylol, and receptor
stabilizer, sodium molybdate, in the homogenization
buffer had no effect. Also, mixing of sub-confluent
cells with confluent cells before homogenization did
not decrease receptor binding suggesting the absence
of protease activity in the rapidly growing cells.
Finally, it is unlikely that the lack of binding in cytosols
from subconfluent cells is due to receptor occupancy,
since the concentiation of 1,25.(OH)2D in the medium
is 5 times less than the Kd. On the other hand, intact
cells incubated for 2 h with 0.5 nM [3H]-1,25(OH)2D
showed specific binding of this label (20 to 25 fmol/mg
total cell protein) regardless of the cell density. The
reason for this discrepency between the intact cell and
broken cell assays for receptor in the rapidly growing
cells requires further investigation.
NPD
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CALCITRIOL METABOLISM.IN PATIENTS WITH *CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE. B Buchsbaum, S Patel
C H Hsu. Department of Internal Medicine, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Calcitriol metabolism is poorly understood in chronic
renal failure (CRF). In this experiment, we attempted
to study calcitriol metabolism in age and sex matched
Caucasian patients with CRF and normal subjects.
Patients with diabetes, riephrotic syndrome, cirrhosis of
liver, and endocrinological diseases were excluded from
the study. Group I (n4) was normal subjects (creat-
mine clearance, Ccr= 122± 9.7 mI/mm). Group 2 (n=7)
was patients with CRF (Ccr=35.l .± 6.1). Group 3(n=3)
was patients on hemodialysis (serum creatinine= 14.2
mg/dl). Plasma levels of calcitriol were significantly
lower in gr. 3(4.5± .20 pg/mI, p<0.00I), and slightly
lower in gr, 2 (23.6 3.3 pg/mI, p=0.06) when compared
to gr. I (34.6 3.7 pg/mI). Calcitriol production rates
(PR) were significantly reduced in gr. 2(15.3± 2.1
ng/kg/day, p(.0l) and gr. 3(4.7± .7, p(.Ol) patientsin
comparison to gr. I (29.5 4.7). Metabolic clearance
rates (MCR) of calcitriol were significantly decreased in
Gr. 2(0.45± .01 mI/mm/kg, p0.02), but they were not
decreased in gr. 3 (0.73
.12, vs normal subjects, 0.58
.03). Since calcitriol can induce its own degradation
enzymes, MCRs of calcitriol were measured again in
group 2 patients after they had received orally I ug of
calcitriol doily for two weeks. The MCRs of calcitriol
were normalized in two patients (pre, 0.44 and 0.45 to
post, 0.61 and 0.53, respectively) and remained
unchanged in the other 5 patients. Plasma
concentrations of calcitriol were sIihtly increased
after receiving oral calcitriol (30.2 * 4.2 pg/mI, p=ns)).
We conclude that PR and MCR of calcitriol are
decreased in patients with moderate renal failure, but
the MCR remained normal in patients on hemodiolysis
despite a decreased PR of calcitriol.
EFFECfS OF QIC METABOLIC CIDOSIS ON
1,25(ON) D RESPaSE 10 A LCW PI6PB)RUS DIET.
D.A. Bus2hi'nsky, C. Nalbantian_Brafldt* and M.J.
Favus*. Univ. of chicago, Chicago, IL.
During dietary calcium restriction chronic
metabolic acidosis (eMA) increases arterial blood
ionized calcium (Ca1), which in turn reduces
l,25—dihydroxyvitamin D (l,25(OH)2D3] production
and serum levels. determine whether the
increase in Ca due to M1' would prevent
stimulation of 1,25(OH) D by dietary phosphorus
restriction, rats were either a normal (NPD,
0.65%) or low (LPD, 0.1%) phosphorus diet for 10
days. Ameonium chloride (NH4C1) was added (1.5%)
to the drinking water of some rats (alA) while
others served as non—acidemic controls.
L.PD increased serum l,25(OH)D levels from 63
+ 10 pg,.lnl to 193 10 (mean + S, p < 0.001) in
Ehe absence of CMA. CMA did not affect the
increase of 1,25(OH)2D in response to LPD
(LPD+cMA, 194 + 30, p — 4S vs. LPD and p < 0.001
vs. NPD). LPD decreased serum phosphorus and
increased Ca. Serum l,25(OH)2D3 levels were
correlated Inversely with serum phosphorus (r —
—0.657, n = 31, p < 0.001) and directly with Ca
(r — 0.618, n = 27, p < 0.001). Using stepwise
linear regression the correlation between
phosphorus and 1,25(OH)2D3 accounted for the
majority of the ariance contributed by both
phosphorus and Ca (F — 12.30, p < 0.001).
Thus, increased Ca' during MA does not
inhibit the rise in serum 1,25(OH)D3 during LPD,
indicating that phosphate restriction can overcome
the inhibitory action of Ca on 1,25(OR)D3.
Serum phosphorus appears to bea nre potent
regulator of 1,25(0H)D3 than Ca during alA in
the rat.
INTERMITTENT INTRAVENOUS 1-ALPHA-
HYDROXYCHOLECALCIFEROL REDUCES INTACT PLASMA
PARA1HY)ID HOINE flf PMTENTS WTh END &'TE
RENAL FMJRE ON IONG-TRM HD4)DIALYSIS. yLd
Carinithae]. & Barry HUBS (Introduced by
Berliner),. Renal Unit, St. Mary's Hospital,
London, 1fl(.
Oral 1-aipha-hydroxycholecalciferol (1-alpha-VitD) has been used to suppress circulatinglevels of parathyroid hornne in patients with
end stage renal failure (RF) on intermittenthialys1s. We have administered l-alpha-vitD
intravenously to 10 patients after each twice-
weekly dialysis for a total of 2-12 weeks. Threepatients were withdrawn from the study at 2, 5
arid 6 weeks for renal transplantation; one
patient was withdrawn because of an odd taste In
the mouth. There were no other adverse effects.
The dose of l-alpkia-vitD was increased from 0.5
j.g after each dialysis to maintain the serum
calcium concentration near the top of the normal
range (2.10—2.65 nBSl/1); a iunxiiiuu of 6 ug wasgiven and the sean dose after each dialysis at
week 12 was 3 pg (range 1—6 jig). The dose wasreduced if hypercalcania occurred. By week 3
there was a significant rise in serum calcium
concentration (2.02±0.05 to 2.36±0.06 smtol/l;
moanl-SF2f; P<O.00l) and this was maintained at
week 12 (2. 4±O. 09 nmiol/l). Plasma concentrations
of intact parathyroid hormone (iP]51) were
significantly reduced by week 8 (55+22 to 27±21
pmol/1; P<0.05) and renamed suppressed at week
12 (15+8 pml/].).We conclude that intermittent Intravenous 1-
alpha—vitfl can suppress iPIH in patients withRF on Iweodialysis.
Mechanism of Hormonal Regulation of 25-
Hydroxyvitamin U..-l alpha-Hydroxylase in
Cultured Proximal Tubular Cells. Tai C. Chen,
Norman P. Curthoys*, Christine A. Leone* and
Jules B. Puschett. University of Pittsburgh.
School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA.
The mechanism by which hormones stimulate
the 25-hydroxyvitamin 03—1 alpha—hydroxylase
(laH) activity was studied in cultured
proximal tubular cells. The addition of
parathyroid hormone (PTH), prostaglandin E1
(PGE1) and prostaglandin E2 (PGE,) caused a 2
to 6 - fold induction of laH actIvity.
However, this stimulation occurs following a
significant time lag of 3 to 6 hours. In
contrast, the same concentrations of hormones
have a rapid effect on intracellular CAMP
concentration. The two prostaglandins
produced very similar dose - dependent
increases in CAMP accumulation as well as 1H
activity. Similarly, 8 — (4—chlorophenylthio)
- cAJIP elicited a 6 - fold induction of the
enzyme. A time lag of 3 to 6 hours was also
observed before the cAMP analogue initiated
its effect. When cycloheximide, a translation
inhibitor,or actinomycin 0, a transcription
inhibitor, was added to cultures at the time
of hormone addition, the stimulatory effect of
the hormone or the cAMP analogue was almost
completely blocked. The results suggest that
(1) cAMP may be the second messenger for the
stimulatory effect of hormones on renal 1H
activity (2) PGE1 and POE2 may act on the same
receptor and (3) new protein synthesis may be
required for the induction of laH by POE1 and
POE2.
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ORAL CALCITRIOL: Alt EFFICIENT THERAPY FOR SECOND—
ARY HYPERPARATHIROIDISM (HPT). G.A. Davidai*, B.
Lobaugh*, S.J. Schwab, L.D. Quarles. Duke Univ.
Med. Ctr., Depts. of Med. & Surg., Durham, N.C.
Attaining a normal serum calcitriol concentra-
tion without the occurrence of hypercalcemia may
offer an effective means of treating secondary HPT
in patients with end stage renal disease (ESRD).
We examined the effect on parathyroid function of
orally administered calcitriol in doses sufficient
to normalize the serum l,25(OH)2D and compared
these data to those obtained from similar patients
Subjected to parathyroidectonr (PTX). Eight sub-
jects with ESRD and significant HPT were treated
daily with calcitriol (0.64±0.06 ug, P.O.) and cal-
cium carbonate (2.6±0.6 n) with meals. This regi-
men normalized the serum calcitriol (21±1.4 vs 6.7±
1.7 pg/mi) and increased ionized calcium (1.27±
0.04 vs 1.10±0.27 inmol/L) concentrations compared
to pretreatment values; normal serum phosphorus
concentrations were maintained on reduced amounts
aluminum hydroxide. After 15 months of therapy, a
71% reduction in the PTH concentration had occurred
(p<0.05), a decrement similar to that reported with
intravenously administered calcitriol (Slatopolsky
et al, J Clin Invest 74:2136—2143, 1984). PTH con-
centrations were effectively normalized in 5 sub-
jects (64±6.4 pg/mi). This degree of control com-
pares favorably with that obtained following PTX
(65±31 pg/mi). HPT nay be effectively controlled
in a subset of patients with ESRD without signifi-
cant hypercalcemia by combined treatment with oral
calcitriol and calcium carbonate. This salutary
effect may result from direct actions of calcitriol
on the parathyroid gland and/or gastrointestinal
calcium absorption, or from a more generalized
modulation of calcium homeostasis.
HUMAN PROXIMAL RENAL CELLS IN CULTURE:
HORMONAL EFFECTS ON PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT
V. W. Dennis, D.A. Sens, J. P. Middleton,
Duke Univ., Durham, NC, and Medical Univ.
of South Carolina,Charleston, SC.
Sodium-dependent phosphate uptake was
characterized in proximal renal cells
derived from six individual human
kidneys. More than 90% of phosphate
uptake was sodium—dependent. Saturation
kinetics revealed two transporters, one
with a Vmax of 3.4 nmol/mg protein/3 mm
and an apparent Km for phosphate of 0.08
aiM at 140 mM sodium, and one with a Vmax
of 11.0 nmol/mg protein/3 Thin and a Km of
0.63 1aM P04. PTH, prostaglandin E2 and
beta—selective adrenergic agonists
increased cyclic AMP production in a
dose—dependent manner but alpha—
adrenergic agonists or calcitonin did
not. PPH did not iriblb.it phosphate. uptake
at either 0.2 or 2.0 mM phosphate,
con:erttatioPs desiJre to emphasize the
hicjer or lower affinity transporter, or
over a time course of ri—120 minutes in
sp!te of activation of cyclic ANP
dependent protein kinase. Beta agonists
and PGE2 also lacked effects on phcsphi':
uptake. These data demonstrate that £'TH
inhibition is not a universal feature of
sodium-dependent phosphate uptake in the
proximal tubule, and that some factor in
addition to activation of the cyclic AMP
pathway is required.
METABOLIC CLEARANCE RATE AND
PRODUCFION RATE OF CALC1TRIOL IN
UREMIA.J&. Dusso*. . Lopez Hilker*, J. Lewis .Finch*,
P. Grooms
,
A. Brown , K. J. Martin and E. Slatopolsky.
Washington University Medical SchooL St. Louis MO.
We have previously shown that while both normal
humans and dogs tightly control serum calcitriol levels
after 25(OH)D administration, anephric humans and 5/6
nephrectomized dogs significantly increase circulating
1,25(OH)2D when supraphysiological concentrations of
25(OH)D are reached in serum. Since plasma
1,25(OH)2D levels are determined not only by its rate of
production but also by its rate of degradation, we
measured metabolic clearance rate (MCR) and
production rate (PR) of 1,25(OH)2D in normal dogs and
in dogs with both moderate and severe renal failure, at
normal and elevated concentrations of 25(OH)D. We
used the single bolus injection method of Seeman et al,(J.C.I. 66:664,1980). Basal MCR in uremic dogs, either
with moderate or with severe renal failure, did not differ
significantly from normals. (6.7 0.7 n=4; 6.8 0.4
n=8; 6.8±0.411=7 mI/mm respectively). Oral 25C0H)D
administration for two weeks decreased MCR of
1,25(OH)2D in normal animals to 5.8 0.3 mI/mm. No
significant differences in MCR were found in both
groups of uremic dogs. 25(OH)D treatment did not alter
production rates in normal dogs and in animals with
moderate renal failure (basal 1,25(OH) D levels not
significantly different from normal) bu significantly
increased 1,25(OH)2D production from 0.13 0.01 to
0.25 0.04 gm/day (p<O.O5) in dogs with severe renal
insufficiency. (Basal 1,25(OH) D levels significantlylower than normal.) These da& show that m normal
and uremic dogs 1) Serum 1,25(OH) D depends upon its
production rate and 2) high levels o?25(OH)D stimulate
PR of l,25(OH)D only when serum 1,25(OH)2D is
below normal. This suggests that physiological levels of
1,25(OH)2D regulate its own production.
THE PRESENCE OF CALCITONIN (CT) DEEASES NE
CALCEMIC RESP4SE TO PARANYROID HORMGIE (Pill).
A. Felsenfeld, N. Rodriguez, R. Dunlay*, L.
Pederson*, and F. Liach. Dept. of Med., Univ. of
Okia. HSC and VANC, cla. City, Okia.
A decreased calcemic response Is present in
renal failure. However, whether endogenous CT
production modifies the magnitude of this re-
sponse has not been studied. To evaluate this
questions 2 groups of rats were treated identi-
cally except Group I had a total thyroparathy—
roidectomy (TPTX) and was given thyroxine and
Group II had a total PTX. In both groups, pare—
thyroid glands were autotransplanted (Tx) at
surgery. The adequacy of autoTx was verified by a
sertmi calcium (Ca) > 9 mg/dl after 5 days of a
zero Ca diet; then a 2—stage 5/6 nephrectmny was
perfonned. Rats were then placed on a low Cg, high
phosphate (P) diet for 12 days to produce 2
hyperparathyroidism. After a 24 hr fast, rat 1—34
Pill was infused via an Alzet pump at 1.5 U/hr for
48 hrs. During the infusion, rats were placed on
a zero Ca, low P diet, and serum Ca and P (mg/dl)
measured.
0 hrs 24 hrs 48 hrs
Ca P Ca P Ca P
I 8.3±.6 11.1±.8 15.2±.6 7.8±.3 16.7±.5 7.2±.3
II 7.9±.7 1O.9±.1 1O.4±.3* 5.2±.4* 13.O±.4* 6.5±.4
XjSE * P<.O1 vs Group I. The serum creatinine was
not different between the 2 groups at each time.
In summary, in rats with renal failure re-
ceiving excgenous PN: 1) the magnitude of hyper—
calceinta was greater in the absence of CT; and 2)
the serum P was higher in the absence of CT. In
conclusion, 1) CT may be an important factor in
the calcemic response to Pm; and 2) these results
cannot be due to differences In sertun P.
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EXTRARENAL PRODUCTION OF CALC1TRIOL IN
NORMIL AND UREMIC HUMANS. LFinch*.
A.Dusso, C.Ritter*, J.Delmez, G.Schreiner and E.
Slatopoisky. Renal Div. Washington Univ. St.Louis. MO.
We have previously reported 1-alpha-hydroxylase activity
in anephric humans. Since human alveolar macrophages
are known to synthesize 1,25(OH)D when stimulated
with )'-interferon or lipopolysaccharide, we measured 1-
aipha-hydroxylase activity in adherent cells derived from
peripheral blood mononuclear cells of 7 normal, 2 uremic
and 5 anephric humans. Ficoilpaque-purified moponuclear
leukocytes were plated at a concentration of 10 cells/mi.
After 18 h plates were washed to remove non adherent
cells. Adherent cells were incubated with tritiated
25(OH)D (0.1 jxCi) for 1 h at 3TC. Tritium coeluting
with authentic l,25(OH)2D using HPLC was quantitated.
(Values for each individual were measured in triplicate).
In contrast to other reports, macrophages from normal
humans were able produce a metabolite with the
chromatographic properties of 1,25(OH)2D in normal and
reverse phase HPLC. The amount of tritiated
1,25(OH)2D synthesized was 525 50 cpm/h.well (Mean
SEM). A six fold increase over normal was found in
the two uremic patient studied (2915 93 and 3967 603
cpm/h.well respectively). The range for 1,25(OH)2Dproduction varied from 1308 78 to 4849 206
cpm/h.well in anephric individuals (2 to 8 fold over
normals). These results demonstrate the capacity of
macrophages from normal individuals to synthesize
1,25(OFI)2D and suggest that uremia acts as a stimulatingfactor to enhance this extrarenal site for la-hydroxylation.
The mechanisms operating to determine the wide range
of la.hydroxylase activity observed in anephric individuals
and, therefore, a variable contribution to serum calcitriol
levels should be further explored.
REGULATION OF PTH MESSENGER RNA LEVELS IN
PARATHYROID GLANDS OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE IN
RATS. Masafumi Fukagawa*, Shinya lCaname*, Tetsuya
Igarashi* and iyoshi Kurokawa. IVth Dept mt Med,
Univ Tokyo Faculty Med, Tokyo.
Secondary hyperparathyroidism (2°HPT) is one of
the major factors underlying bone diseases of
chronic renal failure (CRF). In an efort to
understand further the pathogenesis of 2 HPT of
CRF, we studied the transcriptional regulation of
PTh gene, the initial step of PTH production in
CRF rats. CRF rats were prepared by 5/6
nephrectomy. Four weeks after 5/6 nephrectomy,
parathyrold and thyroid glands were removed and
total RNA was extracted by guanidium isothio—
cyanate method followed by CsCl centrifugation.
The PTh mRNA levels were measured by primer
extension using synthetic oligonucleotide
complementary to the sequence between 50th and
79th nucleotides of rat PTH aRNA: actin eRNA was
taken as a reference. Steady—state PTH mRNA
levels were elevated at 4 wka following 5/6
nephrectomy. When 100 pmole or more
1,25—dihydroxyvitamin D. (1,25D) was given ip at
24 and 48 hrs before scrifi.ce, elevated PTH mRNA
levels became suppressed in a dose—dependent
manner. Interestingly, 24,25—dihydroxyvitamin P3
(24,25D) given ip also suppressed PTh mRNA levels,
but the dose of 24,25D required (500 pmole) was
greater than that for 1,25D. These observations
document elevated PTH mRNA levels in parathyroid
glands in CRF and indicate the both 1,25D and
24,25D suppress elevated PTh mRNA in CRF. Data
suggest the possibility that decreases in these
vitamin D metabolites in RF may play a critical
role in the pathogenesis of secondary hyper—
parathyroidism of chronic renal failure.
SUPPRESSION OF GROWTH HORMONE RELEASE
ENHANCES THE PHOSPHATURIC RESPONSE TO
PARATHYROID HORMONE IN IMMATURE RATS. A.
Haramati. S.E. Mulroney, and M.D. Lumpkin. Dept. of
Physiol., Georgetown Univ. Med. Sch., Washington, D.C.
Immature rats display a blunted rise in excretion of
phosphate (Pi), but not cyclic AMP, in response to
parathyroid hormone (PTH), perhaps as a consequence of
the increased demand of the young rat for Pi during
growth. To examine this issue, we tested whether chronic
treatment with an antagonist to growth hormone (GH)-
releasing factor (GRF-AN: IN-Ac-TYR1.D-ARG2I-cRF-(1-29).
NH2), would alter the renal response to PTH. We recently
reported that GRF-AN suppresses the periodic surges of
GH release and decreases somatic growth. Silastic
catheters were placed in 10 immature (24.28 days old)
Wistar rats and either GRF-AN (100 ug/kg) or saline
alone was injected twice daily. After 2 days, clearance
experiments were performed to determine the effect of
increasing doses of synthetic rat PTH on the fractional
excretion (FE) of Pi. * P.cO.05 compared to control rats.
PTH dose (ug/lOOg.hr)
FEPi9i: Q U
Controls 0.04 0.5
0,02 O.5
GRF.AN 0.04 5.3 25.7* 39.1*
+1.0 4.5
FEPi was markedly enhanced in immature rats treated
with GRF-AN, in which the release of GH and the rate
of growth are suppressed. Accordingly, the attenuated
phosphaturic response to PTH in developing rats is not
due to immaturity, but rather may reflect an adaptation
that facilitates the renal retention of Pi during growth.
Effect of the sathetic nervous systeu on secretion of
parathyroid Imrmane (Pill) in humans
£. Heidbreder, A. Ziegler. K. Schafferhans, R. GStz, A. Held.
land
Div. of Nephrol., Univ. of Warzburg, FRG (Introduced by J.D.
Kopple)
As earlier studies in cows have shown, acutely Infused cate—
cholamines (CA) Induced an Increased P1K secretion (J. Fischer
et al., 1973). Therefore, we Investigated the response of
intact P1K (1-84) under various conditions of catecholamine
excess and during Infusion of atropine in 10 normal volunteers
(age 20 to 29 years). In recumbent subjects following drugs
in increasing doses were infused: norepinephrlne (NE), epi—
nephrlne (E), and atropine in constant dosis, respectively.
Equilibration period lasted 2 hr before Infusion of next
drug was started. On the following day subjects underwent
aerobic and anaerobic physical exercise (tread mill). Blood
was drawn for measurements of CA. P1K. and calcium (Ca) In
plasma before and after each infusion period or during physical
exercise.
NE—infusion had a decreasing effect on secretion of PIN (6.0
1.5 vs 5.4 pmol/l) and no changes of Ca (2.18 t 0.16
vs 2.19 .. 0.6 muol/l) vre observed. During E—lnfusion Pm—
values did not increase (3.3 0.8 vs 3.4 0.8 imiol/l) but
15 mm after ending of infusion P1K rose up significantly
(5.4 1.3 pnol/i). Atropine did not Influence P1K-secretion
(4.1 0.9 vs 5.1 1.0 jnOl/l).
In contrast, maximal physical exercise induced a slight but
significant Increase of P1K (4.3 . 1.3 vs 5.6 j.l.6 peol/l)
and of calcium (2.3± 0.1 vs 2.6
Our results showed a different response of P1K-secretion
during exogenous and endogenous Ca-excess. Because of the
slight increase of PIN under physical exercise we conclude
that syspathetic nervous system plays only a minor role in
secretion of P1K.
9.1 14.0
-i-2.2 ±2.7
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VITAMIN D METABOLITES INCREASE CYTOPLASMIC CALCIUM
ION CONCENTRATION IN CULTURED PROXIMAL STRAIGHT
TUBULE CELLS. Y Kawaguchi*, M Suzuki*, and T
Miyahara* (Intr by I Kurokawa). 2nd Dept mt Med,
Jikei Univ Sch Med, Tokyo.
Vitamin D metabolites exert acute and chronic
influences on proximal tubule function. To further
evaluate vitamin 1) action on the kidney, immediate
effects of vitamin D metabolites on cytoplasmic
calcium ion concentration ([Ca]c]) were examined
in cultured proximal straight tubul cells of
rabbit kidney. Fluorescence image of fura—2 was
constracted for spacial analysis of [Ca]c.
1,25—dihydroxyvitamin D3 (l,25D) and 25—hydroxy—
vitamin D (25D) evoked a transient rise in [Ca]c
and 24,25—dihydroxyvitamin D (24,25D) caused a
protracted rise in [Ca]c. These effects of vitamin
D metabolites were dose—dependent. (Ca]c transient
evoked by 1,25D, but not by 25D or 24,25D, was
abolished in Ca—free media. Pretreatment of cells
with caffeine (4 mM) to deplete Ca store of
endoplamic reticulum (ER) or with TMB—8 (5 mM) to
block Ca release from ER, both blunted the effect
of 25D on [Ca]c, but not of 24,25D. 24,25D—induced
protracted rise in [Ca]c was not diminished in the
combination of Ca—free solution and pretreatment
with TMB—8. In tubule cells pretreatment with
mitochondrial uncouplers, which induced a rapid
rise in [Ca]c, further rise in [Ca]c was not
observed in response to both 25D and 24,25D. The
data show that three vitamin D metabolites
increased [Ca]c of proximal tubule cells and
suggest that the effect is primarily via increased
Ca influx with l,25D, Ca release from ER with 25D,
and possibly by Ca release from mitochondria by
24, 25D.
UFILITY OF FREE l,25(OH)2D3 (PD) ! .ASUREP4EN1'S IN
RthAL FAIIIJRE (HF) PATIENTS (VP). K G 10,enia*, J
S Lindberg*, J E Zetweith, P K Williams*, H M
Oshner, J B Copley. Brooke Army Med Ctr, San
Antonio UB, Southwestern Med Sdi, EMllas TR, md
Univ Pled Sch, Indpls IN.
PP with various degrees of HF have low serum
levels of total 1,25 (OH) 2D3 (TO); however it is
unla%own whether the true thysiologic activity of
the vitamin might better be reflected by
measurement of the FD fraction. 'lb investigate
this issue we measured ID, Vitamin D Birxth
Protein (DBP), and PD levels in 3 groups of age,
race and sex matched individuals: Grp 1 normal
controls, Grp 2 VI' with chronic HF (GPR 12 to 60
cc/mm), and Grp 3 PP with PSRD treated withhemodialysis. None were pregnant, ta]drg vitamin
D supplements or estroens, had liver dysfunction
or nephrotic syndrcaue, or were malnourished. No
VP had aciclosis (110)3<18) or hypothosphatemia.
Gxp 2 and 3 PP received Ca and O4 binders in
custonary fashion.
Data (mean SEP.1) are below:
GHP TD(p/ml) DBP(ng/ul) %Free FD(fg/ml)
1 29±8 787±76 0.63±0.03 193±0.05
2 13±3 929±61 0.58±0.04 63±0.01
3 4.6±2* 761±85 0.62±0.03 28±0.01*
N 5 6 10 5
*Signifi.Itly different fros normal (P<0.05)
Both TD and FD decreased with decreasing renal
function, while DSP and %Free did not. DSP
levels were not altered in this VP pcçulation. 'ID
and PD levels were highly correlated (r=0.968, P
<0.0001). We conclude that in these VP, 'ID
accurately reflects vitamin D status.
CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDE—DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE INHIBIT-
OR (H—8) SUPPRESSES PABATHYROID HORMONE (PTH)—STIM—
ULATED RISE OF CYTOSOLIC FREE CALCIUM CONCENTRATION
((Ca2+lj) IN SINGLE RABBIT CONNECTING TUBULES (CNT)
Kai Lau and James E. Bourdeau. Michael Reese Hosp-
ital and University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
We recently showed that 0.1—nM synthetic bovine
PUB and 1—mM 8—Br—cAMP produce a sustained, revers-
ible, and medium Ca—dependent increase in [Ca2+]j
in isolated rabbit CNT. Both PUB and dibutyryl—
cAPS' increase lumen—to—bath Ca flux in this nephron
segment. These findings implicate cAMP as an in-
tracellular messenger in these PTH—mediated ef-
fects. To investigate possible cellular mechanisms
we measured the PUB—induced increase in [Ca2+]j in
the presence of 11—8. Prior and/or concomitant ex-
posure to 0.5—mN H—8 abolished the rise in (CaI'11j
produced by 0.1—nM PUB in five CNT and suppressed
it 50% in another five. In the latter the rise in
[CaZ+]j was delayed. In contrast to the prompt and
significant PUB—stimulated increase in ICaZii in
controls, there was no increase in [Ca2 lj during
the 15 mm of PUB administration in H—8—pretreated
tubules as long as the inhibitor also was present.
However, when H—S was withdrawn, (Ca2+]j rose im-
mediately to reach a plateau value within a few
minutes, indistinguishable from the maximal unin-
hibited, but earlier, response to PUB in controls.
Thus, the inhibition by H—8 was rapidly reversible.
We conclude that a cyclic nucleotide—dependent
protein kinase plays an important role in the PUB—
stimulated rise in Ca2+Jj in rabbit CNT. Since
the increase in (Ca +Jj is dependent on extracel—
lular Ca and mimicked by 8—Br—cAMP, we propose that
cAMP—dependent protein phosphorylation is an essen-
tial intermediate step in mediating PUB—stimulated
Ca fluxes across plasma membranes of CNT cells.
REMOVAL OF BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE
PARATHYROID HORMONE FROM BLOOD IN
VIVO BY IMMUNOEXTRACFI9N. S. Lopez-Hilker".
KJ. Martin, N. Rapp, G. Bruno and E. Slatopolsky.
Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis,
Missouri and Bio Sorb Inc. New Jersey.
Secondary hyperparathyroidism is a frequent
complication of renal insufficiency. Multiple therapeutic
approaches are required in order to prevent serious
complications. In the present studies we have developed
an immunoextraction procedure for the removal of large
amounts of biologically active PTH from blood. Anti-
PTH antibodies were purified from a goat antiserum by
affinity chromatography on a human PTH 1-34
conjugated agarose column. The purified antibodies had
a high affinity (1010M) for human PTh 1-34 by
Scatchard analysis. The purified antibodies were then
coupled to cyanogen bromide activated Sepharose. The
Sepharose coupled antibodies retained their high affinity
for human PTH. This solid phase reagent was
incorporated into a perfusion cartridge for testing in
vivo. Studies were performed in normal dogs under
anesthesia, during a constant infusion of human PTH 1-
34, which achieved a concentration of bioactive PTH of
0.6-1.2 ng/ml. The cartridge was perfused with blood
from one jugular vein and returned to the other, at flow
rates of 50-100 mI/minute. Blood samples were
obtained prior to and after the antibody cartridge and
assayed for immunoreactive PTH. Extraction ofimmunoreactive PTH across the cartridge ranged from
20 to 60% and was maintained for the duration of the
experiment. These data demonstrate thatimmunoextraction of biologically active PTH from blood
is feasable and effective. Such techniques may be useful
adjuncts for the control of hyperparathyroidism in
hemodialysis patients.
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DECREASED SUPPRESSION OF FF11 SECRETION BY
LOW DOSE CALCIUM INFUSION IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CR?). P.A. Lucast and R.C. Brown (intby
F. Llach). Depts of Renal Medicine and Medical Biochemistry,
University cC Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff, UK.
Hyperparathyroldism In CRF may result from reduced
suppressibility of the parathyrold gland by calciumbutthe
stage at which this occurs Is unclear. To address this question,
the effect on serum FF11 of physiologic Increases In serum
calcium (Ca) was determined by Lv. infusions of Ca (1.25
mg/Kg In 30mb) in 8 subjects with mild to moderate renal
failure (MRF) IGFR by 31-Cr EDTA clearance: 53.5 8.0
ml/minIl.73m2 (mean SEM)J. ion hemodlalysis (lID), 5
wlthprimaiyhyperparathyroidism(PH)andln S normal
subjects (N). Intact FF11 lnpmoi/L was determined by two-
site Inununochemllumlnomeirlc assay (R.C.Brown et. al.
JCEM: 65,407, 1987). DurIng Infusion, total Ca rose 0.22
0.02; ionized Ca, 0.12 0.02 mmoj/L, with no difference
between the groups. Hypercalcemla was observed in PH but In
no other group. FF11 fell In every subject during Ca infusion.
Pm (pM)
baseline
caldum
N
2.2±0.3
<0.3±0.1
MRF
s.3±osa
140,3a
lID
271±74b
14.6±6.21)
PH
l2ln3b
s.o±l.ib
%decrease >85.2±5.6 74.2±3.5 55.6±7.8 55.7±6.2
a: p<0.005 vs N; b: pc0.001 vs MRF, p<O.Ol vs N; (2 tailed
Mann-WhltneyUtest). In conclusion, parathyroid tissue
responded appropriately to Lv Cain all groups but was
completely suppressed only in 4 of the 5 normals. Fractional
suppressibility decreased with increasing severity of CRF and
in ND subjects was reduced to the degree found in PH.
Although basal FF11 levels were mostly within the normal
range in MRF, basal and post-Ca FF11 were significantly
elevatedcomparedwlthnormalsubjectslndlcatlngabnorinal
parathyroidglandfunctlonrelatlvelyearlyinCRF.
PROTEIN KINASE-A ACTIVITY AND THE
EFFECTS OF PARATHYROID HORMONE ON
PHOSPHATE UPTAKE IN OPQSSUM KIDNEY
CELLS. U Martin. CL McConkey and JC Garcia,
Renal Division, Washington University Medical School,
StLouis, MO.
Current evidence indicates that signal transduction
followinj receptor binding of parathyroid hormone(PTH) involves the stimulation of adenylate cyclase as
well as stimulation of phosphoinositide metabolism.
Recent studies showing that PTH alters phosphate
transport (PT) in opossum kidney cells at concentrations
which do not increase cyclic AMP and that activators of
protein kinase C also alter PT have led to the suggestion
that there is a dual mechanism for the regulation of PT
by Pm, protein kinase C at low levels of FFH and
cyclic AMP at higher levels of PTH. The present studies
were designed to evaluate the relationship between
cyclic AMP dependent protein kinase (PK-A), a more
sensitive indicator of alterations in cyclic AMP
metabolism than measurements of total cellular cyclic
AM, an PT igOK cells in response to bPTH 1-34 and[Nle ,Nle 5,1)'C]bPTH 3-34 amide. bPTH 1-34
stimulated cyclic AMP wIth half maximal effect occuring
at 2 nM. P'FH 3-34 analog did not increase cyclic AMP.
PT was inhIbited by bPTH 1-34 in a dose dependent
manner with half maximal effect occurring at 0.2 nM.
bPTH 3-34 analog also altered PT although thipeptide
was 3 orders of magnitude less potent than bPTH 1-34.
Plc-A activity increased in response to bPTH 1-34 and
corrlate4 c1oçly with the effects of FF11 on PT.
[Nie ,NIe 5,TyrbPTH 3-34 ainide, which did not
appear to increase cyclic AMP, caused a significant
increase In the activity of PK-A. These data indicate
that the effects of FF11 peptides on PT are closely
rel'ited to changes in the activIty of Plc-A and that
alternate second messengers are not required to explain
the effects of FF11 on phosphate transport in OK cells.
SUPPRESSION OP PARATHYROID HORMONE
SECRETION BY INCREASED ENDOGENOUS
DIACYLOLYCEROL IN BOVINE PARATHYROID CELLS.
Charles P. MelCay, Heidi Schultzt. Department of
Pediatrics, University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tennessee.
Enhancement of parathyroid diacylglycerol (DO) levels
by increased extracellular calcium paradoxically does not
mimic the action of phorbol esters to increase FF11 secretion.
To investigate the role of changes in cellular DO on FF11
secretion independent from changes in extracellular
calcium, we studied the effect of two inhibitors of DO
metabolism (E59022, a DO kinase Inhibitor and RHO 80267,
a DO lipase Inhibitor) on cellular DO content end FF11
secretion. DO was measured using an enzymatic method
that converts 1,2 DO to E32P] phosphatidic acid. FF11 was
measured by radioimmunoassay. Normal bovine
parathyroid cells were dispersed and incubated with low
(0.5mMCt5, normal (1.OmMCt') or high (2.0mMCa)
calcium in the presence of R59022 and RHO 80267 or vehicle.
In cells incubated with both inhibitors vs vehicle, the cellular
DO levels (pM/pg protein; mean±SE) were 9.78±1.07 vs
6.67±0.83 at 0.5mMCa (P=.0166); 10.95±1.26 vs 7.22±0.48 at
1.OmMCa (P=.0095) and 14.68±1.48 vs 8.68±0.92 at
2.0mMCat (P=.003). FF11 levels (pM4ig protein;
mean±SE) secreted from cells treated with both inhibitors vs
vehicle were 25.47±4.2 vs 52.69±6.08 cells at 0.5mMCatt
(P=.0001); 20.58±3.99 vs 34.77±3.08 at 1.0mMCa (P=0.0009)
and 17.02±2.33 vs 29.7±2.7 at 2.0mMCa (P=.001). Thus in
the presence of inhibitors of DO metabolism there is a
significant increase in cellular DO levels and a significant
suppression of FF11 secretion regardless of the level of
extracellular calcium. These data suggest that extracellular
calcium may suppress FFH secretion by augmenting
cellular DO which in turn suppresses FF11 secretion.
INHIBITION OF Na-Pi CO-TRANSPORT BY PARATHYROID
HORMONE (Pm) ONLY IN THE PRESENCE OF
PHOSPHOLIPASE C ACTIVATION. Alcimitsu Miyauchi,*
Judith Cole,* Roberto Civitelli,* Leonard
Forte, and Keith A. liruska. Renal Div., Jewish
Hospital, St. Louis, MO. and University of
Missouri and VA Hospital, Columbia, MO.
The OK cell line has been shown to possess
PTh receptors coupled to adenylate cyclase and
phospholipase C. Both cAMP-dependent protein
Icinase and protein kinase C have been shown to
regulate NatPi co-transport in these cells. We
developed several clonal cell lines from the
parent cell line. All of these expressed
stimulation of cAMP production in response to
PTH stimulation. One cell line (OK-P),
exhibited inhibition of Na-Pi co-transport in
response to Pm (1C50-lO-11 H). The other cellline (OK-H) tested did not express PTh sensitive
Nat-Pi co-transport. In addition, only the OK-P
clone exhibited stimulation of transient
elevations of cytosolic Ca2 (Ca2j) by PTH.
The Pm effect on Ca2i in the OK-P clone was
seen at 1010-11 II doses, similar in aensitivity
to Pi transport inhibition. The Pm effect on
Ca2+1 was partially expressed in the absence of
extracellular Ca2+ We have proviously shown
that thia is due to production of in3sitci
trisphoaphate and dlscylglycerol. Thus, these
data indicate a close association between
activation of phospholipase C and inhibition of
Na+.Pi co-transport. They indicate a complex
regulation of this transport function by PTH in
which two pathways of signal transduction
interact. They suggest an important cooperative
role for the Ca2+.protein kinase C message
system in the regulation of Pi transport.
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GTP-MEDIATED PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL B!-
SPHOSPHATE HYDROLYSIS IN PARATHYROID
CELLS. J. Mornssev and C. Hayes. Washington
University Sch. of Med., Renal Div., St. Louis, Missouri.
A GTP-binding protein appears to be an important
regulator of the calcium supression of parathyroid
hormone (PTH) secretion. In this study we focus on
GTP-mediated phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate (PIP2)hydrolysis in membranes prepared from bosne
parathyroid cells. Cells were prelabeled with [ P
phosphate and membranes were prepared by differentia
centnfugation. The membranes were incubated with
various amounts of GTP, GDP$S and ionized calcium.
Upid extracts of the incubated membranes were
separated by a TLC system optimized for visualizing
PIP which was located by radioautography. Increasing
GTI' concentration from 0 to 0.5mM caused a
progressive increase in PIP2 hydrolysis which wasindicated as a decrease in the density of the
autoradiograph. Ion exchange chromatography of water
soluable products indicated an increase in inositol
trisphosphate release with the addition of GTP. The
lydroIysis of PIP2 was inhibited by the addition of(JDP$S. An ionized calcium concentration above 140
nM accelerates hydrolysis. Pretreatment of parathyroid
cells with pertussis toxin increased cellular cyclic AMP
levels and subsequently inhibited in vitro ADP-
ribosylation of a 4lkDa membrane protein consistent
with modification of G1. Membranes prepared from
these cells still displayed GTP-mediated PIP2 hydrolysis.
In summary, bovine parathyroid cell membranes contain
a GTP-mediated enzyme which hydrolizes PIP2. This
enzyme system is not affected by pertussis toxin
treatment although other pertussis-sensitive processes
are. In conclusion, these data are consistent with the
existence of a G protein-mediated phospholipase C
activity in parathyroid cells. The 0-protein mediating
PIP2 hydrolysis is not pertussis toxin sensitive.
EPlS OF (1L (POD) A1) INIRAVEN1IS (lvi)) 1,25 V]IN D
1BAPY ]l H DIAL'iSIS PATEENIS (HDP) 1RE2TD WTIR CA(X), AS
StIE BINE*R. Oettlnr CM, Ihcon FJ, Oliver JCt nicry
IA,iverslty and Dialysis Clinic, Ii., Atlanta, Georgia.
CaOD, has been deevxistrated to be an effective EO binder lit
HDP. It is the jxirpoae of this stody to determine the respcn—
see to POD and IVD in cathlnaticn with CaO)3 as the sole PO
binder. 151 petients vera Initially treated with Ca(D, witlksit
1,25 Vit D for 6 soaths. A dialysate containing 2.5 niEq/L Ca
vmsusedtomlnimizefCa. TheHDPhadaCaxPO4product<60
aixi for 6 sonths vere treated with POD (n = 54) or IVI) (a = 97).
CaC03 tlairaW ves ccmtlnied as the sole P0, busier. Vit D dose
ves raised until sense Ca ass <U n. afkaline p&iosatase
CAP), total Ca, ionized Ca (ICT, and P04 vere iseasormi nsxtthly.
iFfl, l,25VitDasreneasuredevery3nunths. lan±SD(P<
0.05* vs. control) vera analyzed by AN)VA of transforsmd data
over the sttxly period.
Total Ca IC POt FIN D, AP
2.10
+0.25
5.3 62.5 9.0 186
9.7
+1.5
2.40
0.46*
6.6 34.3 17.0 138
157*
2.07 5.7 75.3 7.8 222
8.96mz 2.19 6.2 65.2 13 197
lVI) had sliificantly ]nwer (P <0.03) AP, IFBI, and higher i),
levels canperei to F(S) at 6 nmaths. li improvmiseit in PIE in
IVD vms apperailt after 3 nsxvths (P <0.05).
F(S) did sot soppress AP or IPIH levels despite iireases In Vit
D, and IC during 6 nmnths of theraW. IVi) in sure effective In
control of 2' NFl than POD.
DETAILED INVESTIGATION OF REFRACTORY AUTONOMOUS
HYPERPRA1RYROIDISM AFTER PARATHYROID
AUTOGRAFTING. L S Otieno,* A L Brown,*
M J Carroll,* W B Cattell,* and L B I Baker*
(lntr H H Malluche) Saint Bartholomew's
Hospital, London, UK
Five hypercalcemic patients on renal
replacement therapy who became normocalcemic
after removal of four (4 cases) or 3 (1 case)
parathyroid glands from the neck with forearm
parathyroid autografting later redeveloped
hypercalcemia. Investigations have included
venous parathyroid hormone (PTH) measurements in
each arm (two-site immunochemiluminescent method),
neck vein catheterisation for PTH estimation,
ultrasonography, CT scanning and Thallium-
Technetium scanning, the last of which has
proved especially valuable.
In three patients, hypercalcemia persisted
despite attemps to remove all parathyroid
tissue from the arm. In one, serum calcium
returned to normal after removal of a retrosternal
parathyroid tumour. One has evidence of
parathyroid tissue in the neck. In the patient
from whom only 3 glands were removed init.ially
and who refuses surgery, investigation shows
functioning parathyroid tissue in both neck and
forearm. In a fourth patient serum calcium is
normal after Implant surgery but investigation
shows functioning parathyroid tissue in the neck.
In one patient Investigation has failed to
explain persistent hypercalcemia.
Hyperplasia of parathyroid cells spilled into
the neck at operation or lying dormant in other
sites occurs after "total" parathyroidect.omy.
Parathyroid autografting much complicates the
assessment of patients in whom this has occurred.
THE MECHANISM OF DECREASED METABOLIC
CLEARANCE OF CALCITRIOL IN EXPERIMENTAL
RENAL FAILURE. S PateI*, CH Hsu. Department of
Internal Medicine, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
Previous studies from our laboratory have demon-
st rated that metabolic clearance rate (MCR) and
synthesis of calcitriol is decreased in chronic renal
failure (CRF)(Am J Physiol 253:F1015, 1987). In this
study, we measured the MCR of calcitriol in thyro-
parathyroidectornized controls and rats with CRF
produced by 5/6 nephrectomy. The MCR of rats with
CRF (0.15± .01 mI/mm/kg, n=7) was lower than that of
the controls (0.19± .01, n=7, p <0.001). Infusion of
PTH, 0.8 U/h, for one week did not change the MCR in
CRF (0.15± .01 vs controls, 0.24± .01, p <0.001).
Hyperparathyroidism is therefore, not the cause of the
decreased MCR in CRF. Since calcitriol can induce its
own degradation enzyme, rats with CRF were supple-
mented with calcitriol. Subcutaneous infusion of
calcitriol (10 ng/kg/day) for one week significantly
improved the MCR of rats with CRF (0.22 .01, n=9)
when compared to those without calcitriol supplement-
ation (0.17± .01, n=7, p< 0.001); however, it did not
restore the MCR to the normal levels (0.25± .01, n=7,
p <0.02). Infusion of 24,25(OH)2D (I ug/day) and
25(OH)D3 (600 ng/day) for one week in rats with 3/4
nephrectomy also significantly improved the MCR in
CRF (both 0.25± .01 vs 0.21 .01 mI/mm/kg, both
p < 0.001). Administration of 24,25(OH)2D3
significantly decreased the plasma concentration of
calcitriol (52.3 3.1 pg/mI vs 67.7 6.0, p < 0.05).
Treatment with 25(OH)D1 also decreased the plasma
levels of calcitriol (55.0Z 4.3), but the decrease was not
statistically significant. We conclude that supplement-
ation of vitamin D metabolites significantly improved
the MCR of calcitriol in CRF.
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CALCITRIOL METABOLISM IS SUPPRESSED BY
UREMIA IN RATS. S Patel*, Ct-I Hsu. Deportment of
Infernal Medicine, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
We studied the effect of uremia on the metabolism
of calcitriol in rots. The metabolic clearance rate
(MCR) of colcitriol were decreased in renal failure rats
measured four days after 5/6 nephrectomy (0.15 .01
mI/mm/kg, n=6 p< 0.001); however, they remained
normal in rots four days after ischemic clamp of
bilateral renal orteries (ATN) (0.25
.01, n=6) when
compared to the shorn operated controls (0.24± .01,
n=5). Serum creatinine was slightly, but significantly,
lower in the rats with ATN (1.05 vs nephrectomy, 1.35
mg/dl). The effect of uremia on calcitriol metabolism
was examined in normal rats by 24-hour infusion of
phosphorus-free urine. The MCR and production rote
(PR) of calcitriol were significantly suppressed when
urines were infused to normal rats (MCR, 0.19 .01,
PR, 16.2 1.7 ng/kg/day, n=6 vs the controls infused
with saline, MCR, 0.26 .± .01, PR, 33.6 2.7, n=6). The
MCR of colcitriol, however, were not suppressed when
urines were infused into rats with ATN (0.25± .01, n=6)
despite a marked elevation of creatinine. Infusion of
ultrafiltrate of urine which contained substances with
molecular weights (M.W.) approximately less than 1,200
D to normal rats also significantly suppressed both the
PR and MCR of colcitriol. Infusion of known uremic
toxins with M.W. less than 600, e.g., spermine,
spermidine, methylguanidine and guonidinosuccinic acid,
however, did not alter the MCR of calcitriol. We
conclude that uremia suppresses calcitriol metabolism.
The M.W. of the toxins were approximately less than
1,200 0. The suppression of calcifriol degradation by
these toxins, however, requires intact renal tubules.
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HYPERPARATHYROIDISM, HYPERTEN-
SION AND PLATELET CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM IN CHRONIC
RENAL PAILURE. AEG Raine*, L Bedford*, A Simpson*,
CC Ashley*, JS Woodhead*, JGG Ledingham. Nuffield
Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Oxford, and Dept. of
Medical Biochemistry, Univ. of Wales, Cardiff, UK.
Secondary hyperparathyroidism is common in chro-
nic renal failure, but whether this results in
abnormal cytosolic free calcium (Ca) is unknown.
To investigate relationships between serum PTH,
platelet Ca and blood pressure, 36 patients (23M,
l3F), aged 18—77 years with impaired renal function
were studied, 10 with normal PPM (mean 8.O±SEM 0.6
pmol/l), 17 with elevated PTH (35.O±7.2pmol/l) and
9 receiving nifedipine (PTH 36.2±5.9pmol/l). Renal
function was similar in the 3 groups. Plasma total
and jonised calcium, serum intact PTH (2—site iminu—
nometric assay) and platelet Ca (fura—2
fluorescent indicator) was measured.
Platelet Ca was increased in the high PTH
group (138±l6nrnol/l) compared with normal PTH
patients (83±7ninol/1; p<0.02), and in these 27
patients serum PTH and platelet Ca2j were linearly
related (r0.818; p<O.OO1). However, platelet Ca
was normal (84±9nmol/1) in the nifedipine group,
despite high PTH. A linear relation was present
between platelet Ca and mean blood pressure (r=
0.576, p<0.005). Treatment of 9 patients with
alfacalcidol for 2-11 months produced falls in both
PTH (37 to l4pmol/l, p<0.Ol) and Ca2j (157 to 78
nmol/l, p<0.02).
It is concluded that platelet Ca is elevated
in uraemia in association with hyperparathyroidism,
is related to level of blood pressure and may be
reduced by both Vitamin D analogues and calcium
entry blockers. These findings may be relevant to
the cardiovascular complications of renal failure.
AMINO ACIDS (AA) INPUSION AMILIORATES UREMIC
HYPERPARAThYROIDISM (HPT) IN REMODIALYSIS (ND)
PATIENTS. D. Sheikh_flamad*, V. Gura, M. Roberts,
P.A. Eide*, V. Paui*, S. Lustig*, N.M. Yoshimura*,
and ILB.N. Lee. VA Med. Ctr., Sepulveda, Midway
Dialysis Ctr., Los Angeles, Kendall NeCaw Lab.,
Irvine, SmithKline Blo—Science, Los Angeles and
UCLA Sch. of Med., Los Angeles.
Optimal and complication—free control of
ureinic HPT remains a clinical challenge. We have
infused Vamine (8.5% in 1L) during dialysis for
3 Mo to 4 malnourished and bed—ridden ND patients
with severe EPT. This led to unassisted ambulation,
increased bone density and reduction or disappear-
ance of extensive soft tissue calcifications. We
then prospectively studied the effect of 3 Mo
intadiaiytic infusion of branch—chain AA (Freamine
HEC ' 7.9% in 750 ml) with simultaneous oral
carbohydrate supplementation on serum c—terminal
PTh in 6 ND patients. PIN, in 1,000 pg/mi, rose
from 24.9 9.5 to 28.7 10.3 (P<O.05, paired—t)
during the first month and thereafter dropped
progressively to 19.7 7.4 (P<O.05) by the end of
the third month. Serum ionized calcium, phosphorus
and 1.25—dihydroxyvitamin D did not change. Serum
AA profile, however, shifted to or towards normal.
Thus, the reduction of serum PIN seems to be
related to AA infusion rather than to changes in
the traditional regulatory pathways. Sustained Ak
supplementation in ND patients as a safe method in
the control of uremic HPT deserves further studies.
ThE SflMIA'ItEY ((b) AND ]MIIBIIt&Y () WfflE MJiBJIE
BIND2 flY1ED1S (F FIH-*PENI*NF A1*NYLATE CY(LA (AC)
fl( RENAL cE11IC1'.L MANE 1N }IgEIi1AIE J*PIEIND AND
AGEW1IC 1. Rebeca Starosta,* Chines L. Milanee,* Plidia
Pernalete' MArgarita Fhres-G12alez' Virgilio Ihe-MArtinez
and Frapilel Pellorin-Fmt Cantro Phciaa]. de Diellels
y I1asp1ante. }bspital i.hiversitario de Caracas. Vmiezuela.
Hx,sphete depletian (PD) and netabolic acidosis (MA)
ithe reslstmxe of real cortical NJ to PIlLThis resistance
is aLso observed in tie presme of other Ca activatinE
ligands and incressas the cxiit1ais cw slnul—
taneously. 1 exaninmi Cs am! tie fumticnaUy opposed Ci
in retel cortical uenbranes frce degs with PD aix! PD + MA.
lie relative cantant of Cs as neasured by cholera toxin—
depandent -ribosy]ar.ien of the 42,(fl) Pk alIm ailxmit
ass nerkaiuly decreamul in nnbrane fran P1) and Pt) + MA
dogs (2(6.4 13.6 arbitrary area units in crritrots vs.
174.0 18 in PD, p 0.01, and 97.3 12.8 in PD + MA, p
(0.01). Ihere ass a positive cozreiaticn betms Ca altie
ccntent and neidnel FI-depedeat NJ activity in pzce
or ahsance of p(NH)p (r 0.847, p (0.001 and r = 0.753,
p(0.01, respectively), cr MAP (r 0.643, p(O.05). sel
activity with AlP-MA as a substrate did zot obc* correlatien.
The relative axitait of Ci. determined by pertuseis-depeletAIP-ribosylaticgi ass also lr, albeit ret sigaificant
canperel to aetrols. The fiirttiaiai state of Ca ass exaidned
by its property to protnct tie catalytic unit fran In—
activaticm by N-ethyl ualeiniide i.tas preinculetal with
Gil'1 S. In all nmnbrane preparaticus there ass 45 to ) %
proterticn of lesul activity at 3)5C, hot an difference
ass observed 1etemn groupo. irxlicating a n,nzel tight cou-
pling of ectivatel Ca and the catalytic unit. In carlusicn,
resistance of NJ to PIN and otter activating J.i,gands inler
PD and PD + MA is associated with a ressed aetant of
Cs al$e, suggesting that regulatics of Ge ney leve a role
in the real aiaptatiun to liesphate depletiai and acidosis.
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EFFECT OF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF GLUCOSE
AND INSULI4 ON PTH SECRETION IN CULTURED
BOVINE PARATHYROID CELLS. T. Sugimoto*, C.
Rifter*, 3. Morrissey and E. Slatopolsky. Washington
University, Dept. of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
Lower levels of i-PTH, have been found in diabetic
patients with or without renal failure. However, the
exact mechanism remains unclear. In the present
studies we examined the effect of high concentration of
glucose and/or lack of insulin on PTH secretion from
cultured bovine parathyroid cells. Increasing medium
concentration of glucose or insulin removal caused a
dose-dependent suppression of PTH secretion (31.7%
inhibition for 50mM glucose). Time course and dose-
response- evaluation revealed that a significant
suppression of PTH secretion was found within 48 hrs.
of incubation; and occurred with as little as 15 mM
glucose, respectively. The suppressive effect of high
concentration of glucose and insulin removal was
additive. The addition of choline chloride to the
medium did not suppress PTH secretion, although the
osmolarity was the same as that of the medium
containing 50 mM glucose. When cells previously
exposed to 50 mM glucose or lack of insulin were
reincubated in the medium containing 5 mM glucose and
5 hg/mI insulin for another 48 hours, a complete
recovery of PTH secretion was observed. In the cells
exposed to 50 mM glucose or lack of insulin, the
magnitude of the response of PTH secretion to 104M
isoproterenol was blunted. Gel electrophoresis revealed
no change in the ratio of intact to fragment of hormone
secreted from cells exposed to 5 or 50 mM glucose or
minus insulin. The present studies demonstrate that
high glucose and insulin removal modulated PTH
secretion via different mechanisms, which are not due
to an irreversible toxic effect.
PIE INHIBITS CALCIUM PUMP ACTIVITY OF SASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE (BLM) OF RAT KIDNEY CORTEX IN THE ABSENCE
OF l,25(OH)2D3BUT NOT IN THE PRESENCE. Yusuke
Tsukamoto. Dept. of Medicine, Kitasato Univ.,
Kanagawa, Japan.
The author reported in this previous meeting
that Ca2+ pump catalyses an electroneutral Ca2+/WF
antiport in BLM of rat kidney cortex. Since the
hormonal regulation of this Ca2+ pump has remained
unsolved, Ca2' pump activity was studied in BLN
vesicles (BLMV) of vitamin D deficient (D(—)) rat
kidney cortex. Ca2+ pump activity (ATP—dependent
45Ca2+ uptake) was expressed as Vmax (nmole 45Ca2'
/2 mm/mg BLMV). Serum l,25(OH)2D3 level was mea-
sured to assure D3 deficiency. D(—) rats were fed
either normal Ca diet (Ca 0.8%, P 0.6%; N diet) or
high Ca diet (Ca 1.6%, p 0.6%; H diet). D replet—
ed (D(+)) rats (l,25D3: 25 pmol x 3 days, i.p.)
showed higher Ca2+ pump activity (4.41± 0.57, m±
SD, n8) than D(—) rats (N diet) (3.45 n=6,
p<O.O5), When D(—) rats were fed H diet for 6
days (serum Ca2+: 2.35±0.21 mEqJl), the activity
(5.70±1.08, n6, p<O.Ol) was much higher than
D(—) rat8 fed N diet (serum Ca2+: 1.38± 0.19).
D(—) rats fed N diet showed higher serum rn—PIE
level (367 28 pM, n5) than D(—) rats fed H diet
(243± 120 pM, n6, p<O.O5). The pump activity of
D(—) rats decreased to 4.39 (n6, p<O.O5)
by the continuous infusion of bovine [1—34] PTH (2
u/hr) for 48 hours following 6 days feeding of H
diet. When normal rats were parathyroidectornised,
Ca2' pump activities did not change significantly
(sham: 2.81± 0.90 nmol/60 sec/mg, n=9 vs TPTX:
2.91±1.07, nl2). In conclusion, l,25(OH)2D3
stimulates Ca2' pump activity. PIE inhibits the
activity in the absence of l,25D3 but not in the
presence.
25-HYDROXYLATED VITAMIN D3 DERIVATIVES BLOCK PGE2-
and Pm-STIMULATED cAMP IN OK CELL LINE. H. Wald, *
D. Rubinger,* P. Sherzer,' M.M. Friedlaender,*
A. Moran,* and M.M. Popovtzer. Hadassah University
Hospital, Jerusalem and Ben Gurion University,
Beersheva, Israel.
To further examine the direct effect of PGE2 on
renal tubular cAMP system and to compare it with
the tubular actions of PTH, experiments were per-
formed with OK cell line. OK cells are known to
exhibit the functional and enzymatic characterist-
ics of proximal tubular cells, cAMP was assayed in
OK cells that were treated with 1. PGE2 (l0'5M)
alone, 2. PGE2I-25(OH)D3, 3. PGE2+l,25(OH)2D3 and
4. PGE2+24,25(OH)2D3; la. PTH (lO8M) alone, 2a.
pTH+25(OH)D3, 3a. PTH+l,25(OH)2D3 and 4a. PTH+
24,25(OH)2D3. Both PGE2 and PTH stimulated cAMP in
the OK cells in a dose dependent fashion as
follows, PGE2:l06M cAMP 76+16 (x+SE) pmoles/mg
prot/5 mm, PGE2: l05M cAMP 144+28 and PGE2:
lO4M cAMP 277+62, PTH;l0''9M cAMP 45+5, PTH: l0"8M
cAMP 364+20 and PTH: l07M cAMP 543+62. cAN?
levels were in 1. 139+9, in 2. 'll+3p<O.OO5 vs.
1., in 3. 102+5 p<O.O25 vs. 1., and in 4. 106+6 p
0.05 vs. 1., in la. 210+8 in 2a. 149+8 p<O.OO1 vs.
la., in 3a. 122+12 p<O.OO1 vs. la. and in 4a. 82+6
p<0.OOl vs. la. These results demonstrate that
PGE2 similarly to PTH activates the cAMP system in
the OK cell line. This dose dependent activation
by both PGE2 and PTH is shown to be inhibited by
25(OH)D3, l,25(OH)2D3 and 24,25 (OH)2D3. These
observations suggest that PGE2 and PTH share
similar mechanisms of action in the mammalian
proximal tubule. This action appears to be mediat-
ed by the cAMP system and is modified by 25-
hydroxylated metabolites of vitamin D3.
ALUMINUM (AL) UPTAKE AND TOXICITY IN FRIEND ERYTH-
ROLEUKEMIA CELLS (FEC): A MODEL SYSTEM FOR STUDY
OF ALUMINUM INDUCED ANEMIA. Kenneth Abreo,
Jonathan Glass*, M'Liss Sella*. LSU Medical
Center, Shreveport, LA.
Anemia is known to develop in Al overloaded
dialysis patients and animals. The mechanisms of
Al uptake and toxicity in erythrocytes are not
currently understood. The effect of Al on cell
growth and hemoglobin (Hb) synthesis was evaluated
in cultured FEC. These cells can be induced with
dimethylsufoxide (DMSO) treatment to undergo a
coordinated program of iron uptake and Hb synthe-
sis, resembling the final stages of erythroid
diferenti ation.
Cell counts (l06/ml), Hb production [pg/b6
cells and S benzidine (B) positive cells] and cell
Al (pg/L lysed cells) were measured in FEC grown
in control (C) media (RPMI+lO% FCS), and in media
containing transferrin (Tf)(500 gJml), Al
(340 g/L) and Tf-Al (soo pg/ml Tf1 34Qpg/L Al)
at 96 hrs. following 1.5% DMSO induced differenti-
ation. Results were as follows:
Group (n} Cell Ct SB Hb/106 Cell Al
C (6) 5.7±0.7 76±8 11±0.5 6±1
Tf (6) 4.9±0.4 62±3 10±0.7 5±2
Al (6) 4.9±0.6 72±8 7±0.5 5±1
Tf—Al (6) 4.2±0.6 51±6 4±0.3 201±38
P <0.001* <0.001+ <0.001+ <0.001+
* Tf-Al vs C + Tf-Al vs C, Tf, and Al
These results indicate (1) Tf—Al inhibits FEC
growth and Hb synthesis. (2) Binding of Alto If
is necessary for Al uptake by FEC suggesting
utilization of Tf pathway by Al. (3) F,EC serve
as an excellent model for study of Al induced
anemia.
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EFFECT OF RANITIDINE ON ALUMINUM ABSORPTION IN
MAN. J.W. Coburn, J.A. Robertson, K.C. Norris,
I.B. Salusky & W.G. Uoodman. VA Med Ctrs, WLA &
Sepulveda, & UCLA Sch Med. Los Angeles, Ca.
Toxicity due to aluminum (Al) absorption con—
tinues to affect renal patients treated with
phosphate (P0'4)-binding agents. The desire to
find methods to reduce Al absorption prompted our
evaluation of the effect of ranitidine (8). Be-
cause of higher solubility and presumed absorb—
ability of many Al—salts at lower pH, we postu-
lated that R might reduce Al absorption. After 2
control (C) days (D), 12 normals received either
placebo (P) or 8, 150 mg b.i.d. for days in a
double—blind study with Al(OH)—gel (Alternagel 5
ml q.i.d.) added on the last 3 days. Urinary (U)
and plasma (F) Al and creatinine (Cr) were meas-
ured daily. One month later, all crossed over to
the opposite agent (P——>R; R——>P) and the study
was repeated. The results, in ug Aug Cr/day, in
Day: Control Al—i Al—2 Al—3
Al alone (F) 8+2 65+25 116+36 l1zt+6O
Al plus 8 10+2 30÷7 81+20 85+18'
* R differs from ', p < 0.05
the table, show a significant decrease of U—Al
with R by day 3 but no differences on days 1 & 2;
paired comparisons showed no differences. P—Al
rose from 5.8+0.5 to a peak of 12il. ug/L in P
and from 5.2÷O.4 to 7.8+0.7 in 8 (8 vs F, p
n.s.). Thus, ranitidine reduced aluminum ab-
sorption to 59% of C by day 3 as measured by its
urinary excretion. These data suggest that
ranitidine therapy may reduce the Al—load in
renal patients receiving Al—gels for hyperphos—
phatemia that is unresponsive to other P02I
binding agents. However, further studies are
needed to determine its long—term efficacy.
INTERORGA2I PARrITI0NING OF NITROGEN BY ORGANIC
ACID. Dags, P.D., a. Nartin*, J. Bayliss and I.
Kurtz, UAHS, Little Rock, AR 72205.
Beazoate (B) has been clinically used to
augment nitrogen (112) excretion in several
disorders of 112 metabolism. The rational, for
the use of B is that it conjugates with glycin. in
the liver to form hippurate (H) which is rapidly
cleared by the kidney. The present study was
designed to determine whether B effects 112
metabolism in organs other than the liver. Fasted
rats were given 8 (5.0 muole/kg); the urine
content and arteriovenous difference (A—V) for
112 metabolites was quantitated across the liver,
gut and kidney. B partitioned urea 11 into H in
the liver, and stimulated glutamine (gln) uptake
12 fold by the kidney. The A-V gIn was
0.02*0.01 in controls (C) vs 0.12±0.01 elI in
B. There was a concomitant 11 fold increase in
urea degradation by the gut (A—V urea was
—0.05±0.09 and +0.53±0.10 for C and B respec-
tively). B enhanced urine excretion (p<0.05) of
all nitrogenous products (pmole/lOOg/24 hr);
Experiment NH3 Urea H vol(ml)
C (n = 6) 297±27 1655±54 4±1 7±1B (n = 6) 614±57 3152±177 304±40 16±2
Urine flow rate doubled while creatinine excretion
was unchanged. In rat proximal tubule fragments B
stimulated gIn utilization 27% and NH3 formation
51%. The stimulatory effect of B was blocked by
acivicin, a selective inhibitor of y—g].utamyl—
transferase (y-GT),
Conclusion: B short circuits metabolic pathways
not only across the liver but gut and kidney
also. Enhanced renal ammoniagenesis may be due to
activation of luminal y—GT. This is a major de-
parture from conventional view of intramitochon—
drial ammoniagenesia.
AIR STIMU.ATES CYTOSOLIC Ca2 IN RENAL. PROXII4L
TUB$.LES. Charles R. Filburn and Stephen
Harrison. CRC, HIM, NIH, Baltimore, 1.0 21224(Intro. by G. Kiebzak)
Adrenergic reultion, through a i—receptorsof cytosolic Ca2 (LCa24'Ji) in renal proximal
tubules has been shown. Since AIR is present
in many adrenergic nerve terminals and appears
to act as a co—transmitter with norepinephrine(NE)., thç effects of AlP and its derivatives
on LCa1J I in jin—2 loaded rat proximal
tubules were assessed. Both AIR and ADP, but
not MW or adenosine, licl4ed a transient,
91 increase in basal Ua2"Ji, with similar
dose—response relationshIps (Eç,.z5 i14).
Following the transient, LCa2''JI fell to a
sustained level 18% above basal; this effect
depended on extracellular CaS+ and was
observed only at higher levels of AIR (2xlO
H). Both AIR and ACP increase inositol
phosphates in a dose—dependent manner. Pre-
treatment of tubules with a maximal dose of NE
prevented a subsequent response to AIR, while
PTh or lower doses of NE only slightly
attenuated the response. Pretreatment with
AIR had little or no effect on subsequent
responses to Pm or NE. Various other
nucleotides and analogs were less effective
than AIR or had no effect. Only weak agonists
attenuated stiialation by si.tniaximal AIR; no
sieple antagonist was found. These data show
that AIR and ADP, acting through a P—2
purinergic1.recetor, may play a role in regu-lation of lCat"Ji in renal proximal tubules.
MECHANISM OF ENHANCED GASTROINTESTINAL
(CI) ABSORPTION (ABS) OF ALUMINUM (AL)
BY CITRATE (CITE). D.H. Froment,* B.A.
Molitoris and A.C. A]frey. VANC, Denver,
CO.
Citrate markedly enhances the CI abs
of Al.and can produce subacute Al neurological
and skeletal toxicity in uremic patients. The
mechanism by which Citr enhances Al abs was
studied. After gavage of 0.89 mmol/kg of
AlCitr plasma Al peaked at 74+13 as compared
to 1.2+0.3 uM/L after a similar gavage with
Aid3 which occurred within 40 minutes
concomitant with peak glucose absorption.
Using an everted duodenum, Al transfer (delta
serosa]. fluid) and tissue uptake was determined
at 4 and 37°C. Although Al tissue uptake was
markedly decreased by cold (91 vs 16 pmol/mg
wet weight (ww) and Al transfer (6.63 vs 6.01
pmol/mg ww) unlike Citr (493 vs 38 pmol/mg
ww) was unaffected by cold. In contrast,
although tissue uptake was greater front Al
lactate (2118 pmol/mg ww) there was no
transfer to serosal fluid. To determine if Citr
enhanced Al transferr by opening the tightjunction (TJ) ruthenium red (ER) and Usaing
chamber were employed. AlCitr was the only
Al compound found to increase ER deposits in
the paracellular spaces and produce a prolonged
reduction in trans—intestinal resistance
consistent with opening tight junctions. AlCitr
was found to be 100 times more soluble at pH 5
to 8 than Al(OH)3. In conclusion Al abs occurs
passively through the paraCeilular pathway. Citr
enhances Al abs by opening the TJ, because of
this Al *nd Citr (compounds) should not be
given together.
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ALUMINUM INHIBITS SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE (SOD)
R. Kestenbaum*, A. Adler, C. Caruso G. Berlyne.
Nephrology Section, Brooklyn VA Medical Center
and Health Science Center, SUNY, Brooklyn, NY.
Free oxygen radicals (FOR) are implicated in
the pathogenesis of carcinogenesis, post—ischeinic
damage, and various nephropathies, and are
generated in increased amounts in renal failure.
SOD is an enzyme which catalyzes the dismutation
of superoxide radicals, thereby removing free
,xygen radicals which are continuously generated
physiologically. We investigated the influence
of aluminum on SOD activity in vitro, using
prevention of oxidation of 6 hydroxydopainine
hydrochloride to measure SOD. The results are
shown in the table where tOD indicates SOD
activity.
Aluminum dO.D. at 1 minute
concentration ______________ (mean±SD)
O 0.071±0.047
6xl05M O.037±0.032**
0 9 0.050±0.022
6xl06M 9 0.041±0.029
Statistical analysis using paired t—test, com-
paring each to its respective aluminum free
control *p<OOS **p<O02
The results show a significant depression
of SOD activity by low concentrations of
a1uminm in vitro.
Conclusions: Aluminum inhibits SOD and thus may
be responsible for excess of free oxygen radicals
and resultant tissue damage and neoplasia in
patients on hemodialysis.
NEI.POTRANSt4ITTER RECItATION OF CYTOSOLIC Ca2'
IN OSTEOBLAST-LIKE BONE CELLS. Hiromichi
Kumagai, Hisato Sakamoto, Sandra E. Cuggino,Charles R. Filburn, and Bertram Sacktor. GRC,
NIA, NIH, Baltimore, O 21224
The effect of norepinephrine (NE), vaso—
active in.estiçial peptide (VIP), and ATP on
apparent cSJ i were examined in osteoblast—
like LJ—1O6 cells loaded with the fluorescent
Ca2' indicator Indo—l. NE at1JXr4 N and VIP
l()' N transiently increased LCa2+Ji from 135
nM up to 250 nP4, while forskolin at iO N
caused a 34% increase. Stinulation by these
agonists was partially attenuated by EGTA
chelation of extracellular or pretreat-
ment with verapamil, indicating the transients
resulted from intracellular mobilization as
well as increased influx of extracellular
Ca2. The NE effect was partially inhibited
by both propranorol and prazosin. AlP atl0 N a very fast transient to
600 nM LCa2'Ji that was dose dependent,
persisted in the presence of EGTA, and
associated with a rapid increase in inositol
phosphates (IPs). The time course of the
response to AlP was nultiphasic with two later
phases dependent on extracellu].ar Ca2': a
secondary transient response, more discernible
with 2—methylthio—ATP, and a later sustained
increase. Neutrotransmitters, particu.arlyATP, serve as iortant regulators of LCa2Ji
in bone cells through both cAP'P—dependent and
1P1—dependent mechanisms, and may contribute
to bone metabolism.
PLASMA AND CELLUAA ZINC IN UBEMIA. S. Mahaf an,
H. Wang, D. Abu—Hamdan, F. McDonald and A. Prasad
V.A. Medical Center, Allen Park, Wayne State
University School of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan
Changes in zinc (Zn) metabolism in dialyzedpatients contribute to the presence of abnormal
neurtophil or lymphocyte function, sexual and
gonadal dysfunction, hyperprolact inemia, anemia,decreased taste and neuropathy. The criteria for
the diagnosis of Zn deficiency in uremia are not
established. The plasma Zn is low while tissue
Zn is variable. Circulating cells represent
easily accessible tissues for Zn analysis. To
determine their usefulness in the assessment of
Zn status of uremic patients, we measured Zn
concentration in plasma (PZn), erythrocytes
(EZn), neurtophils (NZn), lymphocytes (LZn) and
platelets (PLT Zn) in 20 stable hemodialyzed
patients and 15 normal controls. The data are
mean S.D. * = p<.Ol from controls. Cellular
Zn is hg/b 0 cells. Patients in comparison to
controls had low PZn (89±6* vs l16±lO3ig/dl), low
NZn (39±4* vs 46±4), low LZn (40±11* vs 50±5)
and low PLT Zn (2.9±0.3* vs 3.3±0.2). EZn was
higher (52±10* vs 40±411g/g/hb) and correlated
with the degree of anemia (y0.53). These
cellular Zn parameters correlated well with
dietary Zn intake and were normal in 2 patients
receiving Zn supplementation. These results
suggest that measurement of Zn in circulating
cells is helpful in the assessment of Zn status
of otherwise stable, adequately dialyzed uremic
patients.
CALCIUM CITRATE MARKEDLY AUGMENTS ALUMINUM AB-
SORPTION IN MAN. M.G. Mischel,5 I.B. Salusky,
W.G. Goodman, & J.W. Coburn. Med & Reach Svc.,
WLA VA Med Ctr & UCLA Sch Med, Los Angeles, Ca.
Aluminum (Al) toxicity occurs when Al excre-
tion lags behind its absorption. Citric acid/Na
citrate (Scholl's solution) markedly augments Al
absorption, producing severe and even fatal Al—
toxicity in uremic patients. Calcium citrate
(CaCit), used as a phosphate—binder in uremic
patients, might be given concurrently with Al—
gels in patients refractory to either P04—binder
alone. Whether citrate when given as CaCit can
also augment Al absorption is unknown. To study
this, we gave Al(OH)3 (Alternagel 5m1 q.i.d.) for
3 days to 9 normals, both with CaCit, 950 mg
q.i.d., and without (control = C). In C, urinary
(U) Al (ug/g creatinine/day) rose from 6.4÷1.3 to
67+117, 114+50, and 117+48, respectively, on days
1, 2, and 3 of Al; with CaCit plus Al, U—Al rose
from 9.4+2.1 to 212+48, 1136+112, and 379+70,
respectively, on days 1, 2, and 3 (P 0.05—<.01,
C vs Al + CaCit). With paired data, U—Al rose
10÷3.6—fold, 11.7+1.1_fold and 5.4+1.0—fold more
with CaCit plus Al than with Al alone over the 3
days (p < 0.01); 1 subject did not change. Plas-
ma Al levels were 5.1+1.0 and 11.1+3.2 ug/L be-
fore and after Al and 5.9+0.9 and 10.3+0.8 before
and after Al plus CaCit (CaCit vs C, n.s.). Thus,
standard doses of CaCit can markedly enhance Al
absorption from Al—gels. Because of the poten-
tial risk of acute and severe Al toxicity, we
recommend that calcium citrate should be used
very cautiously in renal patients who might inad-
vertently be given Al—gels, and its concomitant
use with Al—gels is absolutely contraindicated in
such patients.
No. of expts.
14
14
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RESPONSE TO EXOGENOUS 1,25(OH)2 03 (1,250) IN
IDOPATHIC RENAL StONE FORvIEPS. J. P. "AkIrqer, E.
BelIorln-Fort, 1. Aveledo$ P. Dtrregop 0. Gonzalez) N.
Pernalete,* C. Mllanes,* P. Sterne,* I. Contreras,* V. Paz-
Martinez. DIvIsion of NepNtIoqy, Hosplal Unlversbrlo and
Cerfl Naclonalde DIIISIs,MSAS. Caracas, Venezuela.
The pathogeneels of tipercaIcltrla couldbe the resut of a
prinary Increase In Irtestinal Calciun (Ca) absorption,
lncreasesenstlvtyorproductionofl,2500ra renal Ca leak.
To evaluate the pathophysiology of hypercalcitri, vie
studIed 72 stone lormers and 21 cordmls (C) under a
prospective protocol. On a normal Ca diet t*o consecttlve
24h trifle and blood sarrples ware collected. Alter 7 days on
a low Ca diet (2 mgH(g) new 24 h wine and blood sanples
ware otfalned and a Ca load test perbmed. Oral 1,250 was
then aóiilnlstered for 6 days (1 i4 day), and 24 h wIne,
blood sarrples andacalclwn load testrepeated. The patlerts
were subdIvided accorllng to theN' tilnary Ca excretIon
(UCa) In hypercalclwlc (H) (11-24) and normocalclwlc (N)(n-48). Alter one week on low Ca dIet; UCa decreased
slgnmcartly in C (N0001) whereas no slgnuicart change
was obserted In N or H. Adnlnttratlon of 1,250 resulied In a
slgnñcart Increase In UCa In both C (NO.001) and N(No.01). In cottast, In the H g'otp UCa remaIned
unchanged. Irtestinal Ca absorption mediated by exogenous
1,250, as assessed torn the change In fractional Ca
excretion, post Ca load mInus fastIng, was slgntlcartly
Increased In Cand N(N0.001). In the H gotp there was no
Luther Increase In Ca absorption alter 1,250. Serun 1,250
levelewere sWnIier In the ttree qotps and Increased In the
same proportIon after oral 1,25D.These resu suggest that
hypercalcltric stone Miners do not have hypersenstlvty to
exogenous 1,250and that factors other than 1,250 could be
Irwofred In the pathogenesls of hypercalciuria.
RENAL HANDLING OF MODElED HEMOGLOBIN.
A. Amin4 B.K. Urbaitis, A. Razynska,* and E. Bucci*.
Depts. of Physiol. (D.S.), Med. & Biochem. (M.S.)
Baltimore, MD.
Free hemoglobin (Mb) dissociates into dimers which
are filtered at the glomerulus. Methemoglobin, the
possible initiator of Mb-induced renal failure may form
in the acid environment of the distal nephron.
Additionally, improperly prepared Hb may increase
renal vascular resistance and decrease GFR. Chemical
modification of the Mb molecule, to decrease the degree
of dimer formation, and purification to remove
endotoxin might prevent these events.
The present experiments were done to compare renal
excretion and plasma-retention-time (T W of a
chemically modified human hemoglobin (MHb), with a
limited degree of dimerization, to that of endotoxin-
free bovine Hb (HbB). The effects of these compounds
on GFR were also assessed.
Standard clearance experiments were done on
anesthetized (Inactin) rats. Clearance of Inulin was
used as an estimate of GFR. Following two confrol
clearance periods, 2Smg/l00gm body wt of HbB or MHb
was given I.V. Data obtained are as follows:
GFR %Hb Plasma T Yz
uI/mm excreted/2hr mm
Cont 1417
HbB 1783 30% 35
Cont 1384
Mi-lb 1213 4% 440
Histologic examination indicated the presence of
ferric iron (Perl's stain) in one of 4 specimens treated
with Mi-lb. In conclusion: chemical modification of the
Mb molecule, to decrease dimer formation, decreases
Mb excretion independent of a decrease in GFR.
DIFFERENTIAL REGULATION OF ATP DYNAMICS IN
RENAL NEPHRON SEGMENTS AFTER ISCHEMIA.
Robert I. Anderson, Diane Lanese. and Mark A.
Dillingham. Denver VA and Univ. Cob. Hills. Sciences
Center, Denver, Colorado.
Electron microscopic studies suggest proximal nephron
segments are more susceptible to ischemic injury than
distal segments. To examine a biochemical basis for this
differential sensitivity, a chemilumenesence technique was
used to measure ATP content in individual microdissected
rabbit S3 segments of proximal tubules and cortical
collecting tubules (CCT). Basal ATP content was
comparable in S3 and CCT. Ischemia induced by 15, 30
or 45 mm. of renal artery occlusion results in
progressive ATP depletion in S3 of 50, 66 and 91% of
control, respectively. Identical ischemia produces
significantly (10-29%) less ATP depletion in CCT. To
examine post-ischemic recovery of ATP generation, Al?
was measured after 60 mm. of reflow following 15 or 30
mm. of ischemia. No recovery of Al? occurs in Sj
following 60 mm. of reflow while a significant 70% Al?
repletion occurs with reflow in CCT. To determine if
post-ischemic ATP depletion can be reversed by substrate
enhancement, tubules were incubated with adenosine.
Adenosine increases AlP content in control 53 and CCT
and in post-ishemic 53 but not in post-ischemic CCT.
These studies demonstrate enhanced depletion of Al?
with ischetnia and impaired reflow recovery of ATP after
ischemia in S3 relative to CCT. These observations may
unde: lie differential sensitiity of these tubular segments
to ischemia. Also, our studies suggest a potential role
for substrate enhancement to improve post-ischemic 53
Al? content and function.
EXOGENOUS ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES REPLETE ENDOTHELIAL..
CELL ATP FOLLOWING OXIDANT INJURY VIA ADENOSINE
UPTAKE. Sharon P. Andreoli, Department
Pediatrics, URIC, Indianapolis, IN.
Alterations in renal function from oxidant
injury has been implicated in the pathogenesis of
several animal and human renal diseases. When
human unbilical vein endothellal cells (EC) are
exposed to reactive oxygen nulecules (Of, H202,
HOCL, and OH') generated by glucose-glucose
oxidase or hypoxanthlne-xanthine oxidase, ATP
levels fall to (20% of control. We studied
recovery of EC ATP levels following oxidant
injury by exposing EC to 5.5 mM glucose and 25
mU/ml glucose oxidase for 45 mm. and then
allowing the cells to recover for 3 hrs. After
oxidant injury ATP levels declined from 4.96±.6
to O.93±.l5 pmoles/_ug cell protein. After a 3
hr. recovery period, the ATP content of EC cells
Increased to l.73±.21 pm/jig protein; when 2SjiN
of ATP, ADP, AMP or adenosine was added to the
recovery media, regeneration of ATP was signifi-
cantly (P<.05) enhanced to 4.47±.25, 4.64±.28,
4.83+.56 and 4.48+.24 pm/jig protein, respect—
ivetV. Inosmne, ypoxanthIne, xanthine, or uric
acid (2SjiM) minimally improved recovery of ATP
levels (1.89 - 2.78 pni/ug protein). Regeneration
of ATP prevented nlCr release. When adenosine
transport was inhibited with 50 jiM dipyridamole
or 5OjiM NBMPR, repletion of ATP with exogenous
ATP, ADP, NIP, and adenosmne was attenuated to
1.08 to 2.30 pm/jig protein (20.8—40% of control)
compared to 4.69 to 6.23 pm/jig protein (90—120%
of control) without inhibitors. We conclude that
ATP, ADP, NIP and adenosine augment repletion of
EC ATP following oxidant Injury via degredation
to adenosine and subsequent adenosine uptake.
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THE EFFECT OF GENTAMICIN (G) ON ORNITHINE
DECARBOXYLASE (ODC) ACTIVITY IN OK CELLS.
Arbeit, L. amJfly* R. Barnett and G.J.
Kaloyanides. Dept. of Medicine, StiNT-Stony
Brook, NY.
Polyamines (PA) have been implicated in the
regulation of cell growth and proliferation. ODC
is the first and rate limiting enzyme in the
synthesis of PA. Since reversible cell injury
elicits a significant increase in ODC, this en-
zyine is thought to play a critical role in the
reparative response as well. Therefore, inhib-
ition of ODC could be an important determinant
of the injury induced by a toxic agent. In this
study we examined the effect of G on ODC activ-
ivity of OK1 cells in vitro and in vivo. Addi-
tion of C directly to the assay reactants in-
hibited ODC activity in a dose-dependent manner.
C (M) lO- iO lO 10-2
ODC (% of control) 95±7 56±8 24±4 8±3
Confluent OK1 cells exposed to C (lO-3M) in
the medium accumulated drug in a time-dependent
manner. After 3 days of G exposure, ODC was
markedly stimulated in OK1 cells, but the degree
of stimulation declined by day 4 and day 6.
ODC (pmol C02/mg protein)
Day 3 4 6
Control 173±36 99±4 70±8
C 877±l3t l82±9t l47±l5f t p<.Ol
The marked rise of ODC at day 3 is consistent
with a reparative response to C-induced cellular
injury. The subsequent decline of ODC at days 4
and 6 suggests that ODC activity is being de-
pressed possibly secondary to the progressive up-
take of C by OK1 cells. Inhibition of ODC acti-
vity may be an important determinant of C
toxicity.
PRODUCTION OF THE NEUROTOXIN 6-OH DOPP.MINE (6OHD)
BY DOPAMINE CD) INFUSIONS IN PATIENTS WITH SHOCK.
1. Dalle Ave*, A. Sharma* and A.D. Baines. Dept. of
Clinical Biochemistry, Univ. of Toronto, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.
The neurotoxin 6OHD can be produced in vitro
by free radical attack on D. We examined th1:
vivo production of 6OHD by free radicals generated
during cardiogenic, hypovoleinic or septic shock in
50 acutely ill patients receiving therapeutic D in-
fusions. Plasma catecholamines, including 6OHD,
were measured by HPLC with coulometric detection.
Identity of 6OHD was confirmed by gas chromato-
graphy with mass spectroscopy and by nuclear mag-
netic resonance. D infusion rates ranged from 1-27
ug/kg.min. 601-ID correlated with D infusion (pO.0Z
r=O.33) and with plasma D concentration (p=O.O2,
r"0.34). The highest concentration of 6OHD was
52 uM. Concentrations greater than 1 uM were re-
corded in 33 patients. To measure the 601-ID neuro—
toxicity, rats were injected with a 6OHD bolus
(10 mg/kg i.v.) with and without concomitant D
infusion (10 ug/kg.min). Within I mm of the in-
jection plasma 6OHD was 1-22 uM and decreased with
a half time of 1-2 mm. Three days later renal NE
stores were reduced by 49±15%. Thus, the concen-
trations of 6OHD observed in acutely ill patients
during 0 infusion may have been high enough to
damage sympathetic nerves. The unexpectedly low
norepinephrine concentrations found in several
patients were consistent with sympathectomy. If
the blood-brain barrier is impaired during shock,
6OHD could produce irreversible central neuropathy
as well as reversible peripheral neuropathy.
DELAYED LIPID PEROXIDATION IN RENAL CORTEX AFTER
ADRIA14YCIN(ADR) ADMINISTRATION. JA Bertolatus and
DA Bronsema*. Depts of Medicine, VA Medical Center
and U of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
Although doxorubicin (ADR) nephrosis is a
convenient model of nephrotic syndrome in the
rat, the mechanism of renal injury is uncertain.
In in vitro studies of other tissues, ADR causes
generation of reactive oxygen species(ROS),
probably by redox cycling of a semiquinone
metabolite of ADR. ROS generation in vitro is
demonstrable within l hr. To determine whether
ADR causes generation of ROS in tissues in vivo,
we measured malondialdehyde(MDA) levels as an
index of lipid peroxidation in homogenates of
heart, lung, liver and renal cortex from rats
given ADR, 5 mg/kg IV, or saline (CON). MDA was
measured by a thiobarbituric acid method, which
could quantitatively measure exogenous MDA added
to normal renal homogenates, and expressed as
nmoles MDA/mg protein(BioRad protein assay). At
1, 2, 3, or 12 hr after injections, tissue MDA
levels were not different between ADR and CON (1-
2 paired rats at each time). However, at 24 hr,
ADR had mean (±150) renal cortical MDA of 1.00
0.09 nmoles/mg protein, while CON had 0.79 0.16
(n—5, both groups; p<O.O3, t-test). Results were
similar when expressed as MDA per unit tissue
weight. Levels in other tissues were not differ-
ent between groups at any time. The delay in
appearance of lipid peroxidation in vivo can be
explained by greater tissue defenses against
oxidative stress, and suggests that ADR persists
in renal cortex, leading to generation of ROS for
at least 24 hr. Lipid peroxidation found
specifically in kidney after ADR suggests a role
for ROS in glomerular injury in this model.
CYCLOSPORIN (CSA) INDUCED RENAL DYSFUNCTION AND
ENZYMURIA IN THE RAT. R. Berty* and S. Adler.
Dept. of Med., Montefiore Hosp. and Univ. of
Pittsburgh Sch. Med., Pittsburgh, PA
As CSA causes changes in glomerular and tubular
function, the effect of CSA on endogenous creati—
nine clearance (CCr), sodium excretion (NaEx) and
enzymuria was studied. Rats (n24) fed a special
liquid diet received olive oil (CON) or 7.5 mg/kg
CSA in oil (EXP) for 14 days. Body weight in CON
rose in 14 days from 306 to 359 g and in EXP from
307 to 344 g. In 4 EXP rats, blood CSA 22 hours
post dose ranged from 1384 to 1502 ng/ml. After
5 days of acclimation to the diet 24 hour sodium,
citrate, gamma glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT),
alpha—galactosidase (AG) and N—acetyl—B—glucosa—
minidase (NAG) excretions were identical in the
two groups. Results on experimental day 14 are
shown (mean SEN and CON versus EXP unpaired):
URINE CON EXP p value
CCr(ml/min/lOOg) O.46±.O3 O.37±.Ol 0.001
NaEx(mEq/day) O.95±.O6 O.80±.O6 >0.05
CIT(umol/mgCr) O.82±.l3 l.25±.22 >0.05
GGT(units/mg/Cr) 2.36±.18 2.63±.24 >0.20
AG(units/mgCr) 154±28 140±20 O.5O
NAG(units/mgCr) 1811±110 2393±164 <0.01
Daily NAG excretion rose at least 35% above base-
line in each EXP rat (range 35—207%). In a
separate study, a smaller CSA dose, 5 mg/kg,
caused no changes compared to CON in any of the
above values. The results show: (1) This is a
stable reproducible animal nodel for CSA nephro—
toxicity. (2) No tubular changes are noted in the
absence of glomerular changes. (3) Isolated NAG
enzymuria is the most sensitive indicator of
CSA—induced renal tubular toxicity.
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EFFECTS OF BENZOLAMIDE(B) AND ANTIOXIDANT THERAPY
IN ISCHEMIC RENAL FAIIURE(IRF) IN THE RAT. LL.lug, 0.W. Peterson* and R.C. Blantz. Univ. of
Calif. and VA Medical Center, San Diego, CA.
IRF results in a reduction In single nephron
filtration rate (SNGFR) after 24 hrs reflow (4515
nl/min) which is ameliorated by treatment with the
antioxidant probucol (P) (28 nl/min), but the de-
crease in absolute proximal reabsorption (APR) to
6 ni/mm was not prevented by P (JCI,1988). Cur-
rent studies examined the effects of proximal tu-
bular (PT) transport inhibition with B during the
first 18 hrs of reflow after 1 hr ischemia. Gb-
merular filtration rate (GFR), late proximal (LP)
and distal (D) SNGFR, APR, and loop reabsorption
(AIR) were measured in uninephrectomized B treated
control (CB), ischemic (IB) and P treated ischemic
(IPB) rats. *ap < .05 vs CR. Mean SE are shown.
GFR SNGFR APR AIR
IP D
CB 1.3±.1 62±2 50±2 21±1 24±2
lB .31.1* 37±6* 28±5* 16±3 13±3*
IPB .31.1* 47±6 36±7 19±4 16±3
B treatment in lB and IPB rats prevented the re-
duction in APR in IRF. LP SNGFR was improved in
lB rats by B but remained below CB values. SNGFR
in IPB rats was not different from CR, suggesting
an additive beneficial effect of P and B. GFR in
lB and IPB rats was lower than in CR, suggesting
persistent tubular backleak. AIR and D SNGFR were
significantly reduced in lB rats when compared to
controls. Conclusions: 1. B treatment during
reflow Improved PT function indexed by APR In IRF,
and produced a beneficial effect on SNGFR. 2.
Treatment with an inhibitor of PT transport and an
antioxidant produced major improvements in
gbomerular and tubular function in IRF.
EARLY MITOCHONDRIAL INJURY MEDIATES CISPLATIN
(cPt) TOXICITT TO THE PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT):
ATTENUATION BY CLUTATHIONE (GSH) AND SUPEROXIDE
DISMUTASE (SOD). HR Brady*, BC Kone, ME
Stromski*, G Giebisch, SR Gullans. Harvard Med.
Sch., Boston, MA, and Yale Univ., New Haven CT.
To define the early subcellular events in CPt
toxicity, we studied oxygen consumption (go2)
and K+transport in rabbit PT suspensions using
extracellular 02 and 1C electrodes. CPt caused
delayed, progressive inhibition of Q02 (Vmax9O%
Li 0.9 mM) and id transport. At 40 minutes (see
Table), CPt (1Sf) markedly inhibited basal gO2
(nmol 02/min/mg prot.) as well as maximal ADP—
coupled (nystatin) and —uncoupled (CCCP) gO2,
Na+, U—ATPaee activity (ouabain—induced id
efflux, mmcl Id/mm/mg) and cytosolic Id content
(nmol K+/mg) were also significantly reduced. At
earlier time points (10 miii), however, when basal
metabolism (go2) and id transport were intact,
maximal stimulation of cellular respiration with
nystatin or CCCP uncovered significant
mitochondrial dysfunction. (* p< 0.05)
Control CPt 10 mm CPt 40mm
Baeal Q02 21±1 21±1 13±1*
Nystatin Q02(% basal) 163±3 120±9* 56±3*
CCCP Q02(% basal) 269±11 210±6* 69±12*
Natld—ATPase activ. 154±6 159±2 46±2*
Cytosolic K+ content 327±35 320±17 97±8*
CPt inhibition of basal QO2 was significantly
attenuated but not prevented by pretreatment
with reduced GSE (2Sf) or SOD (100 U/ml):
control 26±1, CPt 10±1, CPttOSH 15±1, CPt+SOD
14±1, n—S. Thus mitochondrial damage is the
primary event in CPt toxicity to the PT. Oxygen
free radicals appear to play a critical role in
the evolution of CPt—mediated cell injury.
THROMBOXANE AMELIORATES RENAL MEDULLARY HYPOXIA.
H. Brezis, A. Shina*, K. Spokes*, F. H. Epstein,
S. Roeen. Dept. of Med., Hadassah Univ. Hosp.,
Jerusalem, Israel & Depts. of Med. & Path., Beth
Israel Hosp. & Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, MA
To test the effect of the renal vasocon—
strictor thromboxane (TXA) on medullary oxygen
balance in isolated pe5fused rat kidney, a stable
TXA analog (U46619,1O H) was added to the per—
fusate, which was supplemented with amino acids.
As expected, TXA decreased perfusion flow from
482 (SE) ml/min to 37+3 (p<O.Ol) and markedly
reduced GFR from 0.7+0.1 ml/mmn to 0.1±0.1
(p<O.OOl). While the percent of filtered sodium
reabsorbed was unchanged at 98+1%, the absolute
flux of sodium reabsorbed along nephrons (TN
fell from 97+8 pEq/min to 33+13 (p<0.001). a
Necrosis of medullary thick ascending limbs
(mTALS), regularly observed during isolated per-
fusion because of medullsry hypoxia, was reduced
by TXA from 20±5% of mTALS to 5+3 (p<0,02). TEA
addition produced tubular collapse in 32+5% of
nephrons (vs 2+1 in controls, p<0.0O1) — i.e.,
morphological expression of low distal urine
delivery. Indeed, the extent of tubular collapse
inversely correlated with GFR and TN (r=0.7,
p<O.O01). TEA—induced sTAL collapseawas
associated with protection from hypoxic injury
(r=0.7, p<O.OO1). In a different set of
experiments, an inhibitor of TEA synthesis (OKY
046) added to perfusate (3.3 mg/dl) augmented the
proportion of mTALS with hypoxic damage (p<0.005).
These results suggest that TXA ameliorates
medullary hypoxia, possibly by decreasing GFR and
tubular reabsorptive workload. Release of TEA in
some forms of acute renal failure may serve to
prevent hypoxic tubular necrosis.
CYCLOSPORINE INHIBITS NESANGIAL CELL
PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION. Martin Bunke. Larry
Wilder*. Div. of Nephrology, Univ of Louisville,
Louisville VAI4C, Louisville, KY.
Mesangial cells (MC) contract and increase
their production of vasodilatory prostaglandmns
(PC) in response to vasoconstrictive compounds.
This increase in MC vasodilatory PC production is
postulated to minimize alterations in GFR in the
presence of vasoconstrictive stimuli. vasoactive
agents which increase MC PG production increase
the activity of protein kinase C. To test the
hypothesis that cyclosporine (CyA) inhibits
production of vasodilatory PG by MC in response
to vasoactive agents and to protein kinase C
activation, MC isolated from Sprague Dawley rats
were incubated with CyA, 1 g/ml or vehicle (V)
for 24 hours. The MC were then incubated for 20
minutes with angiotenein II (All), 0.2 m, or the
protein kinase C activator oleoylacetylglycerol
(OAG), 10 jiM. PC in the supernatant were
determined by RIA. The data were analyzed by
ANon. The data for MC PC production are below
(pg/mg protein, mean±SD, N—7 AIX, N6 OAG).
CyA-AII v-AIX CyA-OAC V-OAC
PGE2 108±49 944±422 391+184 1002±257
6KF1a 68±51 209± 61 94± 59 234± 62
PGF2a 271±40 912±285 287± 61 850±162
The data show that CyA significantly inhibits the
production of PC by MC exposed to either All or
OAG. We conclude that this decrease in MC
vasodilatory PG production plays a role in the
CyA—induced decrease in glomerular function, by
removing a compensatory mechanism that maintains
aIR in the presence of vasoconstrictive stimuli.
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DIRECT RENAL EPITHELIAL PROTECTION PROM HYPOXIC
INJURY WITH VERAPANIL (Ver) PRETREATMENT. T.J.
Burke, H. Singh,* P.E. Arnold,* and R.W. Schrier.
Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO
80262
It is unclear as to whether in vivo administra-
tion of Ver or other calcium channel blockers
(CCB), which attenuate acute renal failure, exerts
protection directly on renal epithelia or indi-
rectly via improved renal hemodynamics, or both.
In the present study, freshly isolated proximal
tubules from the rat were harvested after percoll
gradient centrifugation and gassed with 95% 02/5%
CO2 for 15 mm. Hypoxia (Hy) was then induced by
gassing with 95% N2/5Z CO2 for 30 mm followed by
reoxygenation (Reo) for 45 mm. Ver (io M)
administered 15 mm prior to H' prevented the Hy-
induced decrease in cellular Ky (nmol/mg prot;
90±8 vs 158±16 nmol/mg, p<.OS) and reduced LDH
release from 48±3 to 41±5%, p<.OS. The Hy-induced
decrease in ATP was not affected. After Reo,
Hy+Ver tubules exhibited higher K+ levels than did
Hy alone (238±15 vs 159±10 nmol/mg, p<.OS) and ATP
recovered to slightly higher levels as well
(7.1±0.9 vs 5.9±0.6, NS). Control tubules treated
with Ver for 15 mm had increased K+ compared to
non-Ver treatment (335±11 vs 283±16 nmol/mg,
p<.OS) but % LDH release and ATP were identical to
controls. i6 and 10 M Ver were less effective
than i01' M Ver. Ver may, therefore, reduce K
efflux and/or K+ conductance thereby increasing
cellular K+. The reduced LDH release in Ver-
treated anoxic tubules suggests a role for CCB to
attenuate membrane injury induced by 02 depriva-
tion.
ROLES OP THEOPHYLLINE (T) AND ADENOSINE (ADO) ON
INTRACELLULAR ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES (AN) IN POST-
ANOXIC CULTURED RENAl CELLS • P. Cadnapaphornchai,
D. Kel1nerr, A. Golembieski* and P.O. McDonald.
Wayne State Univ. Dept. of Medicine, Detroit, MI
Improvement of renal function in acute renalfailure by T was thought to be due to its antago-
nistic effect on ADO, a renal vasoconstrictor.
The role of T on cellular AN is less clear. When
cultured cells from rabbit S3 segments were sub-
jected to 02 and substrate deprivation, ATP fell
by 80%. Upon reoxygenation, ATP returned to 43
and 72% of non-anoxic cells at 3 and 24 hours
respectively. ADO (0.25mM) alone increased ATP to
138% and 79% of control at 3 and 24 hours
respectively. ATP was 36 and 186% of control at 3
hours with T and T+ADO respectively. The effects
of T and combined T + ADO on AN at 24 hours were
as follow (mean significantly different
from control and anoxia (A) respectively.
A+ADO A+T A+T+ADO
.95k 1.05
±.07
.20... .33 .31
.08 .10 .09
±.04
1.08* 1.38k 1.45
.83 .81 .83
that ADO increases post-
control anoxia
1.07
.72k
.28 •19
±.05
.09 .09
1.44
.84 .81
These findings suggest
anoxic AN. The effect is short lived. T alone has
o short term effect on AN but appears to raise
AN at 24 hours. Combined T+ADO return AN to
control at 24 hours. We conclude that combined
T+ADO may be of benefit in acute renal failure.
ATP
ADP
AMP
TAN
EC
SUBCELLULAR EVENTS IN SPERMINE (SPM) INDUCED ACUTE
TUBULONECROSIS (ATN). R.A. Campbell, M.R. Nicolls,
S. Nhoung, S. Williamson, J.B. Russi, K. McGrath.
Oregon Health Sciences University, Department of
Pediatrics, Portland, Oregon.
Progressive structural effects of natural en—
dogenous amine (SPM) In producing ATN were stud-
ied. BalbC mice (H) P1 and P2 tubules (PT) re-
sponded to i.p. SPM, 75mg/kg, with enhanced apical
endocytosis at 1 hr. P1 and P2 endosome (END) exo-
cytosis by 3 hr was lytic to microvillae but not
lytic in P3 despite massive fluid egress. Mito—
chondrial rupture and giant inclusion bodies were
noted. Sprague—Dawley rats (R) treated with i.p.
SPrI, 23mg/kg/d, revealed lysosomal (LYSa1) prolif-
eration; 4.3 vrs 1.8 LYS/normal profile (pO.01).
LYSs were hypertrophic (p<O.05). Myeloid bodies
(MBs) were seen in LYSs, P1 and P2 ENDs, basolat—
eral folds and endothelial cells. LYSa1 PIBs/cell
profile Increased from 0.42/PT cell to 2.2 wIth
SPH (p(O.O1). ENDa1 MB exocytosis was widespread.
Control subapical ENDs were 2.3/PT cell; SPM pro-
files were 4.8 (p'(O.05). Deep ENDs were 1.3 vrs
0.4 (p'C0.05). SP1 induced many clear END—END, some
LYS—LYS, brushborder and bizarre cytosegresome
fusions. Lysis of microvilli, cytoskeletal disso-
lution, basolateral fold loss, blebbing, deteri-
oration of cytoplasmic matrix, compaction and
rounding UD of organelles and pre—mortem mitochon-
drial accumulations of dense calcium were noted.
We conclude SPN with propensity for PT accumula-
tion is a potent stimulus to numerous normal as
well as pathological PT processes. Thus, repeated
daily low SPM dose caused cell necrosis as did a
single large dose. SPPI toxicity to P1 and P2 was
similar to that of the aminoglycosides.
MITOCHONDRIAL SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE ACTIVITY MID
RESPIRATION IN ISCREMIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE IN
THE RAT. Maria E. Carvalho*, Vanda Yoshida*, Sil—
via Campos', Marisa Medeiros*, Antonino Rocha*.(intr. by Roberto Zatz) Heart Institute — Univer-
sity of So Paulo, School of Medicine. So Paulo,
SP — Brazil.
Changes in mitochondrial (Mito) 0. .2 con-
sumption and activity of Superoxide Dismutase
(SOD) in ischemic acute renal failure were studied
by lhr unilateral clamping of the renal artery in
rats. Cortex and medulla were studied at the end
of clamping, and lhr and l8hr after reflow. Mito
respiration was measured polarographically and SOD
by NBT reduction. Results for the cortex after
lhr occlusion compared to contralateral control
showed a decrease in State3 (ADP stimulated) res-
piration (202.0±12.7vs92.4±1O.5 ngatoms 0/mg/mm
p<.OO1), no significant change in State4 (succina—
te supported) and a decrease in Acceptor Control
Ratio (ACR)[State3/State4](3.76±. l2vsl .83±.08
p<.OO1). After lhr reflow ACR rose from 1.83±.08
to 3.18±.O6 (p<.OO1) but still below control, with
similar results for the medulla. SOD (Units/mg)
compared to control increased after lhr clamp/lhr
reflow (cortex: 1.24±.l2vsl.65±.1 (p<.Ol);
medulla: .76±.O6vsl.3±.12 (p<.OO1fl. Mito respir-
ation at l8hr was again decreased with reduced
ACR (1.98±.11) and State3 (71.6±3.8). Thus re-
flow was associated with early improvement and
late deterioration of Mito respiration. SOD be-
havior suggests a role for 0. .2. in such
deterioration.
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SUBSTRATE DEPRIVATION POTENTIATES CALCIUM
INDUCED MITOCHONDRIA (M) INJURY. TM. COIMBRA4,
J.M. MESSANA', D.A. CIESLINSKI5, AND H.D. RUNES,
VAX-IC and University of Mich., Ann Arbor, MI.
Ischemia is characterized by substrate
deprivation and hypoxia. Reperfusion is
characterized by cellular and mitochondrial Ca
overload. Since mitochondrial injury promoted
by CC1- overload during reperfusion is criticalin ischemic cell injury, substrate deprivation
during ischemia may add to the degree of
mitochondrial injury induced by Ca1-1- during
reperfusion. Accordingly, M were isolated from
rabbit renal cortex and were incubated for 10—20
mm with or without suocinate (5) at which time
Cad2 (75 nmoles/mg prot) was added with or
without S. State 3 and U respiration were
measured with suocinate (5 mM) and expressed as
natoms 0/mg prot/min. n:4; 'p< 0.05 vs 5, +
0.05 vs S + Ca1-1-. Data expressed as means
Condition ACR State 3 State U
S 275 106.43 37.97
2.03* 95.83 47.18*
No S 2.110* 109.72 45.79
No S+CC' l.ll'1- 46.191- 41.66
Thus, oalcium induced mitoohondrial injury
is potentiated by prior substrate depletion.
Furthermore, this potentiating injurious effect
of substrate depletion was ameliorated by
exogenous Afl suggesting a key role for adenine
nucleotide depletion in this potentiation
process.
HYPERSENSITIVITY TO RENAL NERVE
STIMULATION (RNS) IN ACUTE RENAL FAILURE(ARE) DUE TO THROMBOXANE (TX) AND
ANGIOTENSIN (A). J.D. Conger and J.B.
Robinette. UCHSC and VAMC, Denver, CO.
Aberrant renovascu]ar reactivity in ischemic
ARE is characterized by hypersensitivity to
RNS. The mechanism of hypersensitivity Is not
understood. Based on studies showing that A
and TX increase neurotransmitter reiease toRNS and A and TX activity are elevated in
ischemic injury, the roles of intrarena]. A and
TX in hypersensitivity to RNS were examined in
rats with norepinephrine (NE)—ARF. Renal
vein: artery renin activity was 4—fold and urine
TXB2 2—fold higher in NE—ARE than control (C)
rats (hoth p<0.02). Slopes (B) before infusion
of A or TX inhibitors of renal blood flow (REP)
to RNS (0 to 10 Hz) for C and NE—ARE were
0.17+0.14 and 0.43+0.06 al/Hz, respectively,(different at p <0.01). Sarslsin (5), 0.2
ug/kg/min, or OKY—046 (OK?), 0.3 ug/kg/ain,
fafled to change B of RBE to RNS in C. In
NE—ARE, however, B of REP to RNS after S
was 0.24+0.10 and after OK? 0.23+0.08 al/Hz,
similar to respective preinfusion values in C.
Urine TBX2 was reduced 3—fold after OK? in
NE—ARE (p< 0.01) but only by oe—third in C(p< 0.05). Prostacyciine, 3xlO— ug/kg/ain,
increased REP by 50 percent in NE—ARE but
did not change B of REF to RNS (0.45-1-0.11
al/Hz). Conclusions: Renal renin—angiotensin
and thromboxane activity are elevated in
lachemic ARE and responaible for the adrenergic
hypersensitivity to RNS. S and OK? effects
were not due to non—specific vasodilatadon.
NIFEDIPINE (N) AND CYCLOSPORIIt (CsA) ON
RENAL FUNCTION. 0. Corteza,* B. Urbaitis, S. Shen,
M. Shu,*, A. Amin,* FL Ajemiin,*, D.K. Klassen. Univ.
of Maryland Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Renal
Division, Baltimore, MD.
CsA-induced nephrotoxicity is associated with
marked increase In renal vascular resistance. Some
evidence indicates that Ca++ antagonist N may be
protective. This study was done to determine if N
ameliorated the effect of CsA on renal function in
rats. CsA was given at 20 mg/kg/d x7 days via an
implanted feeding tube; N at 2.5 mg/kg/d infused
constantly via an implanted intracorporeal osmotic
pump. GFR, ERPF, RPF cortical (C) and non-cortical
(NC) plasma flow were measured by inulin clearance,
PAl-I clearance and arteriovenous PAH difference,
respectively. Clomerular (C) production of
prostaglandins (PG) were measured by RIA and
expressed as ng/mg of G protein. Data obtained are as
follows:
_____ CsAtN
(8)
Vol 4.6*1GFR 571*139
RPF 3 105*626
ERPF 21 89*5C 70%
NC 30%
PGE2 2.72
6-kPGF 1.38
TxB2 1.23
In conclusion, I) with these doses and means of
administration, N did not appear to offset the
detrimental effects of CsA on renal function; 2) CsA
and N each increase PG production; the combination of
CsA and N seems to increase the production of the
vasodilating PG more than each agent individually.
A RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF NICARDIPINE (N) INTHE PREVENTION OF CYCLOSPORINE A (CyA)
NEPHROTOXICITY (NT) IN DIABETICPA-TIENTS(D). A. Delado. T. Hannedouche. A. Gnionsshe, C.
Boitard, R. Assan, JF. Bach, JP. Grunfeld. Dept of
Nephrol., Hopital Necker, Paris, France (intr. by L.
Bankir)
CyAcan induce remission in very recent onsettype
1 D but NT has long been a major concern. As calcium
antagonists were found to exert a protective effect via
a vis CyA NT in animals, renal function was
compared in D treated with either CyA alone
7.Smg/kg.d (ntiS) or CyA-a-N 60mg tid (n=13). The
following parameters were assessed before (MO) and
after 3 mo of treatment (M3): glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) as inulin clearance; mean arterial presS
sure (MAP); renal vascular resistsse (RVI MAP [1.
Ht]÷Cpah); peak whole blood trough CyA (B1CyA).
Results were:
GFR MAP RVR B1CyA
mi/inn mmflg dynsec/cms ng/ml
CyA alone
MO 132 *25 86*12 6555 *1927
M3 122 *32 96 *is 7674 *2aoo 728
CyA÷N
MO 131*22 90*9 6295 *1146
M3 117 *19** 96 *9'"' 7984 *1905CC 1066 *2194*
*pc.O5,**pc01 Ms vs MO; §4 pal CyA vs CyA+N
At MO all parameters were similar in both groups.
At M3 MAP and RVR increased in both groups
although slightly less in the CyA+N group. GFR
decreased significantly only in the CyA+N group.
B1CyA was significantly higher in the CyA+N group
probably due to metabolic interferences between CyA
and N. We concluded: 1) Low dose CyA increased
RVR and MAP but did not alter GFR; 2) Chronic N
administration was unable to prevent the CyA.indu-
ced changes in RVR and in QFR.
Control
(8)
5.4*1
1478*204
5125*781
3776±557
74%
26%
0.67
0.47
0.66
CsA
3.6*1
886*3 12
3760*900
279 1* 1008
77%
23%
1.59
0.78
1.49
N
8.0*4
1546*306
4799*967
367 1*727
76%
24%
1.75
0.98
I.00
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NUCLEAR MATRIX—BOUND DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA) STh
THESIS: "IN VITRO" STUDY IN ACUTE RENAL FAILURE.
Bruno Di Paolo*, Paolo Cappelli, Plo Palmieri*, Yin—
cenzo Vocino*, Filomena Miscio and Alberto Alber—
tazzi* (intr. byJ.F. Maher). Institute of Nephrolo—
gy, Univ. of Chieti, Italy.
It is longtime known how the uremic liver is charac
terized by a loss of enzyme activity, derangement in
affinity and by a decrease in 3H—Thymldine incorpo—
raction in DNA. Dialyzing the uremic toxin the 3H—
Thymidine incorporation is restored to normal va-
lues. The liver nuclei of 10 white rabbits were
prepared from 5 normals and 5 nephrectomized animals
48 hours after the surgery, in order to understand
the significance in terms of genome involvement and
enzyme response to stimulation or induction. Ma-
trix—bound DNA synthesis continued for at least 1 h
with a decreased level of DNA synthesis in uremics
as compared with nuclei from 5 controls (25.50±3.15%
vs 105.40±6.80%, p.0O1). Nuclear and matrix—bound
alpha—polymerases for optimal DNA synthesis required
an ATP consumption which in uremics was 6.80±1.90mM
greater than in controls (4.30+1.30 mM, p<.O5). The
nuclear and matrix—bound alpha—polymerases were sti
mulated 5—7 fold in controls vs uremics. In uremia
the myriad features of overall syndrome seem to be
responsible for the intranuclear, cytolosolic and
extracellular derangement of metabolism. These fin-
dings have led to the proposal that the ubiquitous
"uremic toxins", modifying the enzyme pool and the
"uremic disease" even though relationships and
effects still remain elusive.
PLASMA ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANT) LEVELS IN
HUMAN ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. J.C. Dussaule, A.
Itanfer, S. Czekalski, E. Rondeau and R. Ardaillou(Intr. by K.F. Badr), INSERI4 64, USpital Tenon,
Paris, France.
In order to investigate the physiopathologi—
cal role of ANT in the course of acute renal
failure (ART), we measured endogenous plasma ANT,
cyclic GMP, and renin activity (PRA) in 11
patients at the early stage of this disease (D
plasma creatinine : 843± 93 pmol/l), durIng
recovery (D ; plasma creatinine : 116jjmol/l) and 11n the meantime. Plasma ANT (98± 26
pg/mi) and cyclic GMP (14± 3 pmoi/ml) were
initially elevated simultaneously with blood
volume (75 ml/kg). At the stage of recovery,
plasma cyclic GMP (6 1 pmol/mi) and blood volume
(67 mi/kg) returned to a normal range (p<O.O5
vs. values at D0) whereas plasma ANF, although
lower than initially, was still elevated (70 14
pg/mi). There was a peak of plasma ANF at the
start of the polyuric phase associated with an
increase of FE. in patients who had been neither
madialyzed nor treated by diuretics. Differences
between values at U and D for ANF were
correlated (p<O.O5) wi& those for cyclic GMP and
blood volume. In contrast, the changes in PEA
were not appropriate to those of blood volume
PEA was higher at D (4 1.2 ng/ml/h) than at Dr
(0.6 ng/ml/h ; p<0.05). These results
suggest the following conclusions : 1— At the
early phase of ART, high plasma ANT and cyclic
GMP levels are appropriate to hypervolemia ; 2—
Increase of plasma ANT at the start of polyuria
and persistence of high levels during recovery
may play a role in the restoration of normal
sodium and water balances in these patients.
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF DEXAMEThASONE (DEX) ON
GENTAMICIN NEPHROTOXICITY IN THE RAT. L ch±
R. Simonsen'. M. Griggs', and R. Cronin. VAMC and
UTX Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas. TX.
Interventions which increase renal cortical Na,K—
ATPase activity (e.g. thyroid hormone, potassium
loading) protect against gentamicin nephrotoxicity. We
examined whether dexamethasone. a stimulator of
proximal tubular Na,K—ATPase, protected against
gentamlcin nephrotoxicity in the rat. Dexamethasone
was administered In two dosages, 0.25 mg/kg body
weight or 6mg/kg body weight s.c. daily for three days
alone or In combination with gentamicin. 80 mg/kg three
times daily s.c. for a total of six doses beginning the
day after the first dexamethasone dose. Clearance and
enzymes studies were performed on the third
experimental day. The results showed that inulin
clearance (Cia) was significantly stimulated in the high
dose dexamethasone group. HiDex. (1.8±0.1 vs 1.2±0.1
ml/min/lOO g b.w. In controls (C), p<0.05. but not in the
low dose dexamethasone group, LoDex, (1.3±0.1
ml/minhlOO g b.w., NS). In rats receiving gentamicin
alone, (G). C was lower than in an1mals receiving
gentamicin plus low dose dexamethasone, LoDexG,(0.7±0.03 vs 1.1±0.1 ml/min/l00 g b.w., p<0.026) or
gentamicin plus high dose dexamethasone, HiDexG.
(1.4±0.2 ml/mtnhlOO g b.w., p<0.005). Compared to C
rats, Na,K—ATPase activity was higher In LoDex
(20.4±1.0 vs 17.5±0.8 jmoi/mg protein/hr, p(0.025) and
HiDex, 25.2±0.7 .mol/mg protein/hr. p<0.001). Enzyme
activity was reduced in G compared to LoDexG (9.3±0.7
vs 13.2±1.1 moi/mg protein/hr. p<0.01) and compared to
HiDexG (14.7±0.7 mo1/mg protein/hr. p<0.001).
Thus, Dex protects against gentamicin nephrotoxicltyindependently of effects on GFR. The mechanism
appears to be due to a biochemical effect, possibly
related to stimulation of renal cortical Na,K—ATPase.
RENAL CORTICAL MITOCHONDRIAL (RCM) INTEGRITY IN
CYCLOSPORINE (CsA) NEPHROTOXICITY. Lawrence W.
Elzinga, Leena MelaRiker*, Linda Widener*,
William M. Bennett. Oregon 111th Sci Univ.,
Depts. Med., Biochem, & Surg.., Portland, Oregon.
The nature of acute CsA nephrotoxicity is un-
clear. Therefore, CsA's effect on multiple para-
meters of RCM integrity was assessed.
Male Fischer rats (n—5) were given CsA 25 mgI
kg i.p.x14 d. Pair-fed control rats received
vehicle. On day 15, RCM were isolated and their
respiratory activity (using 4 substrates), Ca2+
uptake and cytochroine concentrations were mea-
sured. Substrates were: glutainate-malate (GIN),
palmatyl carnitine (PC), pyruvate (Pyr), and -
hydroxy-butyrate (flO}IB). Inulin clearance (Cm),
urine enzymes (NAG) and histology were determined
in parallel. Data are mean SE.
Cm NAG Ca2 uptake
(m1/min/l00) (IU/msCr) (nmoles/min/wg protein)
CsA .29±.23
Veh
.87±.1O
p <.005
.12±.O4 354±13
.14±.03 416±16
NS <0.025
State 3 Respirations
(nmoles 02/mmn/mg prot)
C/K PC Pyr p-OHB
Csa 40±3 34±1 27±3 21±2
Veh 46±3 38±2 36±2 26±2
p NS NS <.05 MS
Respiratory control ratios and concentrations
of cytochromes b, c, and aa3 were unaffected.
Conclusion: Despite profound renal dysfunc-
tion and morphologic alterations, changes in RCM
function due to CsA were minor and do not support
a direct toxic effect of GsA on mitochondrial
function as the primary mechanism of its acute
toxicity.
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GIThMIcIN-INr1JcED INHIBITION OF FR3PEIN SLNThEIS
IN JILEURED RIN1IL XIMAL 'IUHJLAR cEllS. ,M.S.V.Enriauez* anS J. Vadaama*. (j.ntr. by W. Davidson).HäJCLA Medical center, brranoe CA.NeJwotoxlcity is a major side effect of
aminoglyocei4es. The use of hç1 arq.mal ixdçls to
st1y gentarnicin (G) nerotoxicity is ocaiplicatedby the structural aed funotiorial hçterogeneity of
the kidney. We prcose to eliminate that by
utilizing a cail1ued cell n*dei of nkey proxiitltu1Ilar Pr) origin.Our stiaiies show that C causes a 5ose-dependent reduction in PP protein synthesis. Ahalf-maximal inubitiop was observed wxth 2. 5itM C.
The jrate of H-Iuc1ne mrporation ifltQ TCA
precipitable protein decreased m,re rapidly in 72-hr. did cel1 conpared to 48-hr. old cells. 311e
rateS flA synthsis as nasured with H-Thynidine incorporation was decreased at 2. 5aMG.
In coptras thern rate of Rt1 synthçsis a seasured
with H-Uriãine incorporation declined with as low
as Q.5uM G. "Younger" cells rhowed a qreaer
sensitivi-" to gentamicin in their WA evnthesis.It has t,çen S geste that d4.etary Ca loadingcould provide prottlon against G. FT cells
e)qxsed to l—2Ontl Ca prior to the additiop of Grcells simultaneously ex1x)s4 to G and Ca , ank
Pr cells that were giyen a 72-hr. C
expcure did not exhlbit significant reversal ofC-induced growth inhibitipp. In additiqn, .5aM G
decreased Na+dependent Ca influx. Inhibition was
acre slciniflcnt with the "slower" pathway (5
Thin.) than with the nre
"rapid" pathway (30
sec.). C had. zp appreciable effect on Na+]salepj1ent Ca influx.Ca channel blocking agents have been
suggested to be beneficial for other types ofacote renal failur. In air preliitwiary studies,therç was no slgnif4carlt effect of m.fedipine,diltiazea, or verapanu.l on C-exposed cells.n conclusion, G causes a dose-dependent
inhibition of total protein, ONA, . arid RNA
synthesis In oultured r cells. In this rard,
additional studi,es are underway to define speciftranspo protein derangemants caused by G. Caand C channel blockers did nt deastrate a
significant reversal of gentamicln's ne3ativeeffect on cell growth.
kUROSEMIDE (F) ACCELERATES GENTAMICIN (G)
ACCUMULATION IN CULTURED RENAL CELLS.
Y.Fukuhara*, H.Nakahama*, A .Yamauchi*, T.Takama5,
Y.Orita5 and T.Kamada*. Osaka Univ. Med. Sch.,
Osaka, Japan. (intr. by J.S.Handler)
F is known to potentiate G nephrotoxicity.
The mechanism of potentiatjon is unclear. In our
previous studies, we demonstrated that F
enhanced G accumulation in rabbit renal tissues
when injected as a bolus (Kidney Tnt. 33: 363,
1988) or repeatedly subcutaneously (Diuretics II,
Elsevier, New York, p.693, 1987). In this study,
we evaluated the effects of F on G accumulation
in cultured renal cells (LLC—PK1) and hepatoma
cells (H4IIE). Thus, we excluded effects
secondary to F elicited heniodynamic changes.
Seven days after seeding, the culture medium was
exchanged for medium containing 1 mM G alone or
1 mM G + 1 mM F. Cell C concentration was
measured by substrate labelled fluorescence
immunoassay (TDA Gentamicin Kit). In LLC—PK1
cells, G concentration in G+F was significantly
higher than that in G alone as indicated in the
table, while C was not detected in H4IIE cells
with or without F
Medium Cell Gentamicin Concentration
nmol/nig protein
3 hours 6 hours
1 mM G alone 2.10±0.48 6.07±0.91
C + 1mM F 4.28±0.48* 8.25±1.60*
* p<O.Ol vs C alone. Values are mean S.D.
We conclude that F can accelerate C accumulation
in renal tissues and potentiate C nephrotoxicity.
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF GLYCINE (G) INFUSION IN A
SINGLE NEPHRON MODEL OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF).
F,B.Gabbal,* O.W. Peterson, and R.C. Blantz.
Dept. of Medicine, UCSD and VAIIC San Diego, CA.
Previous studies have shown both deleterious
and beneficial effects of amino acid infusion In
ARF. However, recent evidence demonstrates
protection with 8 from hypoxia Induced proximal
tubule (PCT) Injury In vitro. We have shown that
lntratubular administration of 0.5 ng uranyl
nitrate (UN) reduces proximal reabsorption (APR)
and decreases single nephron glomerular filtra-
tion rate (SNGFR) in the same nephron due to
tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) activation. We
have examined effects of systemic G (1.5 cc/hr of
20g% solution) infusion in this single nephron
model of ARF in 26 tubules (8 controls [C] and
188) from 8 euvolemic M-W rats. UN (0.65 ng) was
administered to early PCI over 3 minutes. Early
distal SNGFR (SNGFR0) was measured before UN and
SNGFRD and late proximal SNGFRLP 5 minutes after
intratubular perfusion UN (adjacent SNGFRLp as
control). SNGFR0, SNGFR1p and APR were pair-
compared (*p<O.05 vs. pre-UN) (Mean SEll).
SNGFRD SNGFR1p APR
(nl/mln) (nl/mln) (nl/mln)
Pre UN Post UN Pre UN Post UN Pre UN Post UN
C 29±1 24±2* 37±2 26±2* 14±1 10±1*
G 40±2 38±3 44±3 44±3 16±2 15±2
UN perfusion decreased both SNGFR and APR In C.
G increased baseline, pre-UN SNGFR and prevented
the reduction in both APR and SNGFR after UN. G
Infusion clearly protects from UN Induced ARF as
noted in vitro. Beneficial G effects relate
primarily to effects on APR and PCI Injury and
may also prevent SNGFR changes by decreasing TGF.
HYPOALBUMINEMIA (HA) AS A RISK FACTOR FOR AMINOCLY—
COSIDE (AG) NEPHROTOXICITY. C. Gamba*, A. Contre—
ras*, J. Cortes*, Y. Santiago*, F. Nares*, A. Espi—
nosa*, G. Jinenez*, J. Bobadilla*, C. L6pez*, .J.C.
Pens. Instituto Nacional de la Nutricin Salvador
Zubiran. Mexico City, Mexico.
We have recently informed that HA is a risk
factor for AC nephrotoxicity (Rev. Invest. Clin
40:135,1988). Since AG do not bind to serum albumin
(SA), the purpose of the present study was to find
out if the higher risk of nephrotoxicity in pa
tients with HA was due to low SA per se or to mal-
nutrition.
We have prospectively studied 113 ward patients
who received ainikacin LV. >36hrs. All were evalua-
ted for the following specific factors: age, sex,
diagnosis, SCr, SA, peak and trought amikacin le-
vels, and nutritional status. They were followed
with SCr twice a week. Renal dysfunction was defi-
ned as an increase in SCr >0.5 mg/dl if the mi—
tial SCr was <2 mg/dl, or by an increase of
>1 mg/al if the initial SCr was >2 mg/dl. In 11 pa-
tients, ainikacin pharinacokinetics were studied (6
with SA <2.5 g/dl and 5, >3 g/dl). There were no
differences in age, sex, weight, diagnosis, and
arterial pressure.
The overall incidence of toxicity was 11%. In
patients with SA <3 g/dl it was 177, and in those
with >3 g/dl it was 2.2%, X2—4.6, p<O.O5. There
was no difference in the prevalence of malnutri-
tion between patients with or without toxicity.
In the pharmacokinetic study, peak levels were
higher in patients with SA <2.5 g/dl, compared
with those with normal SA (12.7± 1.6 vs 9.3 1.2
t — 3.53, p<O.Ol)
We have concluded that HA is a risk factor for
AG nephrotoxicity, regardless of the nutritional
status.
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STRATEGIES TO INCREASE ATP GENERATION IN ANOXIC
PROXIMAL TUBULES. R. Garza*, J. Ortega*, 3.
Stein, N. Venkatachalam. UTHSC, San Antonio, TX
Isolated rabbit proximal tubules were incuba-
ted in a standard medium (glucose 5 mM, lactate 4
mM, alanine 1 mM, butyrate 10 mM), with augmented
alanine (5 mM; AA) or with AA plus equimolar a—
ketoglutarate instead of lactate (AA—aKG). ATP
(nmol/mg prot.) and LDH (% released) after 30'
anoxia (anox), and with 60' recovery (rec) are
shown. ( S.D.; n6;* p < .005)
ATP(anox) LDH(anox) ATP(rec) LDH(rec)
Control 0.35±0.2 51.6±10 1.7±1.2 57.8±8.9
AA 0.6 18.2±9* 7.6±2.6* 20.1±12*
AA-aKG 1.0 Q7* 8.5±2.2* 7.6±0.6* 8.3±3*
Capacity to reduce MTT tetrazolium, an index of
mitochondrial function, was severely impaired
both after anoxia and recovery in controls, hut
not in AA and AA—aKG. To assess AlP synthesis,
32P(Pi) was included in the medium during anoxia.
was markedly increased in AlP and membrane
phospholipids in PA and AA—aKG relative to con-
trols. Thus, PA and to a greater extent, AA-c*KG,
induced AlP synthesis during anoxia and protected
the cells. Further, succinate levels during
anoxia were elevated 4-6 fold in PA and AA-aKG
relative to controls. aKG, by itself, was not
protective (not shown). Extensions of glycolysis
generating AlP with succinate as end product
occur in anoxia resistant lower life forms
(Science 219:1391, 1983). Such reactions are
possible in mammalian kidneys (Am J Physiol 247:
F618, 1984). How alanine might trigger these
metabolic pathways in normally anoxia sensitive
proximal tubules is not known.
INHIBITION OP 5 '—NUCLEOrIDASEENHANCES POST—
ISCHEMIC RECOVERY OF METABOLIC FUNCTION. Karen
I. Gaudio, 0. Thu1in, T. Ardito, A. van
Waarde, H. Kashgarian and N.J. Siegel. Yale Un.
Sch, of Med., Depts. Ped and Path, New Haven, CT.
We have shown diminished metabolic function
and decreased cellular AlP levels in a proximal
tubule suspension (PTS) obtained from ischemic
kidneys. To study the effect of preservation of
adenine nucleotides, rats were injected with
AMPCP (4 mg—kg), the most potent inhibitor of
5'—nucleotidase which converts MW to the
permeable nucleoside adenosine. Two hrs later,
rats underwent 45 mm of ischemia. After 15 mm
of reflow, a PTS was harvested and 02
consumption (O nM.min-mg prot) was determined
under basal (B), nystatin (N) and CCCP (C)
stimulated conditions:
Control Untreated I!2.V
B 34±0.8 22±0.6 30±1.1
N 55±2.2 32±1.5 58±3.0
C 100±5.8 57±2.2 88±8.0
The residual nucleotide pooi at the end of
ischemia was significantly increased in AJWCP
rats (3.24±0.33 pmol—g vs 1.53±0.17 in untreated
(UnT) rats, P<O.Ol). MIPP rats had
significantly better (P<O.O1) metabolic function
than UnT rats and were similar to nonischemic
controls. Cellular AlP levels were significantly
Improved in AMPCP rats (3.8 nM'mg prot) as
compared to UnT rats (2.9±0.1). Although
histomorphometric analysis revealed evidence of
iachemic damage in AMPCP rats, it was
significantly less than UnT rats. Thus.
Inhibition of 5—nncleotidase enhances the
postischemic recovery of metabolic function and
modifies the degree of cellular injury in the PT.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INTERSTITIAL CELLULAR IN-
FILTRATE IN CHRONIC CYCLOSPORINE NEPHROPATHY (CCN)
D.M. Gillum, and L. Truong,Dept. of Medicine and
Pathology, Baylor College of Medicine,Houston,Tx.
Features of CCN in male Sprague—Dawley (SD)
rats include patchy areas of interstitial fibro-
sis, tubular atrophy and variable mononuclear cell
infiltration. (Gillum et al ,Transplantatlon 8/88).
Phenotyping of these inflammatory cells with mon-
oclonal antibodies (Ab) was accomplished using
the avidin—biotin peroxidase technique to stain
frozen sections of kidney Iiisaue Abs were direc-
ted against the following rat cell surface mar-
kers :QXl (all hematopoietic cells),OX4 (B cells
and macrohages), W3/13 (I cells),W3/35 (I hel-
per cells) and OX8 (T non—helper cells). Cells
were counted from multiple fields in involved
and uninvolved cortex and corticomedullary junc-
tion. Kidneys were examined from CS treated ani-
mals as well as controls treated with olive oil
vehicle and normal animals.
OX1 0X4 W3/13 W3/35 OX8
CS 2.09 2.92 2.99 2.l —
CONT 0.84 1.67 1.79 1.49 -
NORMAL 1 1 1 1 -
Relative score for each cell type in renal cortex
Examination of the corticomedullary junction re-
vealed increased numbers of I and B cells in CS
treated animals as well. We conclude that the cel-
lular infiltrate of CCN is composed of relatively
equivalent numbers of B and T cells, and the I
cells are predominantly of the helper variety.
Cytotoxic T cells could not be denontt' ted.
OXIDATIVE INSULT TO CULTURED PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS
(PTC): A POSSIBLE ROLE IN REGENERATION. M.Goligor—
V.Shen, A.Laszlo*, T.Stokes, D.Nenton*, D.
Loftus*, N.Hirsch*, I.ICarl*,and K.Hruska. SUNY at
Stony Brook,NY 11794 and Jewish Hospital of St.
Louis, MO 63110
Reoxygenation of PTC subjected to hypoxic per-
fusion is accompanied by the formation of free ra—
dials. This is associated with an increase in
Caj and cell acidification. To examine the role
of oxidative stress in cell physiology, we deve-
loped a model of graded 11202 insult to PTC. 0.5—
1.0 mM H2O2 resulted in reversible changes in cell
topography, a 5OZ increase in soluble cGMP, rever-
sible changes in Ca2 and P11i' and uncoupling of
the communication—competent PTC monolayers. Higher
concentrations of H2O2 resulted in similar changes
which were irreversible within the experimental
time frame. Mild oxidative insult to the quiescent
PTC resulted in 26±6Z increase in 3H—thymidine in-
corporation (1OZ FBS resulted in a 53 increase),
while higher concentrations of 11202 suppressed it.
The latter effect could be reversed with catalase
pretreatment. Scratch wounding of the monolayers
did not reproduce the effect of mild oxidative in-
sult on 3H—thymidine incorporation. Exposure of un-
treated PTC to the conditioned medium obtained
from PTC treated with 11202 resulted in a doubling
of the stimulation of 3H—thymidine incorporation.
The data indicate that the relaxation of cell con-
tacts as well as the secretion of a growth promo—
tor(s) and/or destruction of growth inhibitor(s)
can be responsible for the mitogenic effect of
mild oxidative insult. The severity of oxidative
insult determines whether toxic effects of free
radicals counterbalance their effects on the re-
generation.
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Atrial aatriuretic peptide and renal denervation
- Effect on toxic acute renal failure - a cea—
parative study
R. Herzog, K. Schafferhans, E. Heidbreder, A.
Heidland, University of WOrzburg, Department
of Nephrolcgy, FRG (Introduced by R.W. Schrier)
Objective of the study was to compare the pro-
tective action of ANP versus renal denervation
CD) in urinanyl-nitrate (UN)—induced acute renel
failure (AR?). We used female Sprague Dewley
rats in the study. In group 1 CD) renal arteries
were painted with 1 % phenol and animals were
housed in metabolic cages over 2 days. On the
day of the infusion studies UN (5 mg/kg b.w.)
was injected intravenously as a bolus. In the
second group ANP was infused at 10 .sg/kg b.w./h
prior to the toxic insult versus isotonic saline
(NaCl). Inulin clearance (en), urinary volume
('1), renal blood flow (RB?), electrolyte excretion
and blood pressure was measured. UN induced
a non-oliguric AR? in controls and in 0-animals.
In the latter group a significant increase of
renal blood flow was found whereas CFR decreased
comparable to controls following UN—administra-
tion. Remarkably UN had no effect on CFR of
the ANP—group. ANP induced a slight and tran-
sient increase of RB? but prevented UN—AR? to-
tally. We assume that other mechanisms than
increased RB?, for example, dilating effect
of AN? on glomerular cells antagonism against
activated intrarensl renin—angiotensin—system
and a decrement of intracellular calcium may
be more significant in protecting kidneys from
UN—AR? -
A COMMON FINAL PATHWAY OF RENAL TUBULE CELL
KILLING BY TOXINS AND ANOXIA (AN): ATTENUATION
BY PROTEASE INHIBITION. Q Hreniuk, E. Guerra,
and P.D. Wilson, Dept. Physiol, UMDNJ-RWJ Med.
Sch., Piscataway, NJ.
Our previous studies have shown that the
lethal effects of An and toxins in renal tu-
bules, ja is dose and time dependent;
tubule cell type-specific and can be attenuated
by calcium restriction. To determine whether
protease activation was a common mediator of
cell killing, cultures of rabbit and human
proximal straight tubules, (PST) subjected to 45
mm An (95%N2/5%C02); gentamicin (C, lmg/ml) or
cyclosporin (CsAlpg/ml), treatment were
incubated with the Cys. -Asp.-, Ser. -and metallo-
protease inhibitors: L-trans epoxy succinyl-
leucyl amido (4-guanido) butane (E64),
pepstatin; chymostatin and EDTA respectively.
Cell death was measured by vital dye uptake;
lactate dehydrogenase release; mitochondrial
enzyme activity and SDS-PACE of cell extracts
metabolically labelled with (35-S]Net. Only E64
attenuated the amount of cell death induced by
each agent. Percent of viable PST cells was:
An An+E64 C C+E64 C5A CsA+E64
PST 14+5 52+15 46+12 78+14 20+8 75+19
Full restoration of protein synthesis was
achieved. Prior depletion of lysosomal enzymes
by pretreatment with NH4C1 offered no protec-
tion. Thus, cell death induced by An, C and CsA
was mediated, via cytoplasmic, Cat+dependent
cysteine proteases and protease inhibitors may
have chemotherapeutic potential in prevention
of acute renal failure.
TIME COURSE AND LOCATION OF RENAL CELL (RC)
REPLICATION IN THE RECOVERY PHASE OF ISCHEMIC
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (AR?). H.D. HUMES, J.M.
MESSANA', D.A. CIESLINSICI,' T.M. COIMBRA', AND
C.R. GALVAO'. VAt-IC AND UNIV, OF MI., ANN ARBOR,
MI. The repair process of AR? is likely
depemdent upon tubule cell(TC) regeneration. To
assess the time course and location of BC
regeneration, rat kidneys were made isohemic
With bilateral renal artery clamping for 30
mm. Afterclamp release and varying hour time
intervals, -'H—thymidine (T) incorporation into
renal tissue and BUN was measured. Data are
presented as means for n:3—13.
Hour; 0 6 214 *8 72 96 120
Ejqg/dl) 2]. 5! l iB 1W ii! U
T(10dpm/DNA) 17 93 77 236 255 117 ——
Thus, RC regeneration peaked between *8 and 72
hours and correlated with the decline and
recovery of renal function. To assess the
location of BC regeneration, T labelled renal
cells were counted in radioautographs of kidney
tissue made ischemic and allowed to recover for
*8 hours. Renal TC and interstitial cells (IC)
were counted in 7—10 random fields in cortex
(C), outer stripe (OS) and inner stripe (IS) of
outer medulla. Data presented as average number
of cells per field.
C OS IS C OS IS
TC: 59 314 18 IC: 0.6 1.2 0.5
Thus, TC replication in the proximal tubule and
not the thick ascending limb predominates in the
recovery phase of isohemic AR?. A very modest
interstitial proliferation process also
develops. BC replication is central in the
repair process following AR? and is most
predominant in proximal tubules.
INTRARENAL PLATELET ACTIVATING FACTOR (PAP) IN
THE EARLY PHASE OF ENDOTOXEMIA (E). iCE. Hwang.*
J.J. Bourgoignie, D. Kikeri, C. Cavmllas,* J,P,
Pennell, S. Sabni&" and T. Antonovych.
University of Miami, Miami, FL, and Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology, Washington, DC.
The sequence leading from E to acute renal
failure is poorly understood because K is
associated with a cascade of biological events.
PA? increases in E and PAY receptor antagonists
have recently been shown to prevent, in-vivo, the
nephrotoxic effects of E. The source of PAY in
these studies remained undefined. We, therefore,
evaluated the effects of E.Coli endotoxin on
renal function in vitro using the rat isolated
kidney preparation. Whereas glomerular filtra-
tion rate in time-control experiments (Nl0)
decreased from 0.99±0.06 (SE) to 0.85±0.05 ml/min
(p<0.05), inulin clearance decreased from
0.95±0.04 to 0.45±0.03 ml/nin (p<0.OOl) 60 mm
after exposure to 0.1, 1.0 or 20 mg
endotoxin/lOOml perfusate (N"24). The decrease
in elK was independent of dose, occurred without
changes in perfusion flow rate or pressure, and
was not associated with structural changes
detectable on electronmicroscopy. PAY at 0.5-
lmg/lOOml perfusate reproduced the effects of K
on Gilt (N=11). Prior exposure of the isolated
kidney to PAY receptor antagonists attenuated the
effects of K on Gfl (p<0.OOS vs E alone) (N9).
The data indicate that 1) K has direct intrarenal
effects independent of circulating bumoral and/or
cellular factors of extrarenal origin; 2) The
renal effects of E appear to involve the
mntrarenal release of PAY.
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EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORINE (CyA) ON ANGIOTENSIN II
AND NOREPINEPHRINE STIMULATED GLOMERULAR
PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION. Alfred Jacobs, H Bunke,
L Wilder*, Division of Nephrology, Univ. of
Louisville and Louisville VAMC, Louisville, KY.
Isolated glomeruli (GL) contract and increase
their production of vasodilatory prostaglaridins
(PG) in response to vasoconstrictive stimuli.
This increase in GL vasodilatory PG production
minimizes the decrease in GL surface area and
alterations in GFR in the presence of
vasoconstrictive stimuli. To test the hypothesis
that CyA inhibits GL vasodilatory PG production
in response to the vasoactive agents angiotensin
II (A2) and norepinephrine (NE), we administered
pair fed rats CyA, 10 mg/kg, subcutaneously daily
for 7 days (Cy) or vehicle (V). Glomeruli were
harvested by a sequential sieving technique and
incubated for 45 minutes in Earles balanced salt
solution with either A2 1 uN and NE 10 jiM or
saline vehicle. The data were analyzed by 2 way
ANOVA and the Neuman-Keuls test. The data for
gloinerular POs are below (pg/mg protein, mean±SD,
N7 each group, VB=veh+saline, VA2NE=veh+A2+NE,
CBCy+saline, CA2NE=Cy+A2+NE).
VB CB VA2NE CA2NE
PGE2 3285±359 1706±144 4421±467 2494±391
6KF1 499±127 310± 56 683±148 449± 95
TxB2 1268± 94 763±141 1602±313 892±162
CyA produced a significant decrease in the basal
and stimulated production of PGE2 and 6KF1a. We
conclude that CyA decreases baseline and A2, NE
stimulated glomerular PGE2 and 6KFla production,
this decrease in GL vasodilatory PG production in
response to vasoconstrictive stimuli may play a
role in the CyA—induced decrease in GFR.
LOW EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM (CA) PROTECTS AGAINST
THICK ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE (TAL) DAMAGE IN THE
ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IPK). G.C.Johnson*,
T.J. Burke,, and P.F. Shanley. U. Colorado Hlth.
Sd. Ctr., Depts. Path. and Med., Denver, CO.
Ca may be important in the pathogenesis of
cell death. One test of this is to remove
extracellular Ca during injury. .j.j J.Y.Q this
is impractical and jj y.j.flo the end points for
cell death are often ambiguous. To overcome
these obstacles, the effect of reducing perfusate
Ca (8.1 mg/dl=Control; 0.6 mg/dl=LoCa) on the
hypoxic TAL necrosis in the Krebs-Henseleit-
albumin IPK was examined, Necrosis was present
in 62% of TAL tubules in Controls and 9% in LoCa
(p<O.OO1). Biopsies of the inner stripe of the
outer medulla showed ATP (jiM/g dry wt.) to be
5.86 0.34 in vivo, and after 20 mm of per-
fusion 2.48 0.65 in Control and 1.78 0.15 in
LoCa. Compared to Control perfusions LoCa
reduced GFR by 59% and TRNa by 72% (both p<O.OI).
There was no effect on perfusate flow or oxygen
consumption. Free water clearance, an estimate
of TAL transport predictive of the extent of TAL
necrosis in this model, was reduced by 96% with
LoCa perfusion (p<0.OOl). Given the previously
demonstrated transport dependence of this lesion,
this functional depression by LoCa could perhaps
account for the cytoprotection. However, since
ATP depletion remains severe, it does not appear
that LoCa reduces cellular hypoxia, This con-
trasts with the ATP-sparing effect of ouabain
whose cytoprotection in IPK seems primarily the
result of transport inhibition. The morphologic
protection of TAL by low extracellular Ca++ may
therefore support the idea that Ca entry plays
a role in the mechanism of hypoxic necrosis.
Effect of Amphotericin B (4MB) on renal prodmel tubular cells.
Véronique JO1y', Claude Carbon end Patrick Vérn'. Inserm Ui 3,
Fec.X. Bichet, Paris, franca
4MB nephrotoxicity is mainly mediated by an alteration in
membrane permeability. We previously reported (ASN 1987) that
4MB acute iv. administration leading to peek serum levels of 5 mM
alters proximal tubular functions in rabbits. This effect was
investigated in vitro in primary cultures of rabbit proximal
tubular cells grown to confluence in serum—free medium. Cells
were incubated for one hour with fresh culture medium containing
either 5 or 10 mM 4MB and Na-dependent phosphate (Pt) uptake
was measured . We compared the results obtained when4MB was
present (1) or not (2) in uptake solution. The reversibility of
toxicity was investigated in en additional study delayed one hour
after the end of incubation at 10 mM (3). LDH release irs the
supernatant was measured.
Vmax (nenomoles /mg protein/UI mm, mean
4MB treated cells Control
4MB 5 mM (1) 26.3 8.6* 45.3 8.2
4MB 5 mM (2) 37.3 * 13 49 * 10.4
4MB 10 mM (1) 16 5.7" 37.3 4.2
4MB 10mM (2) 22.3* 8.9* 37.2± 53
4MB 10mM (3) 21.1 * 0.1' 37.3± 4.2
Compared to control values: * p 0.05, ** pO.01
4MB was toxic on Ne-dependent uptake through inhibition of Vmax
without changing Km. This effect was observed without significant
mortality as assessed by the absence of ION release. Presence of
4MB during the experiment reduced the threshold of toxicity, and
abnormalities persisted after 4MB removal. These results suggest
that 4MB could alter membrane permeability of tubular cells at
therapeutic concentrations and induce irreversible damage.
Primary cultures of proximal tubular cells provide a convenient
method to elucidate the mechanisms of 4MB toxicity.
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECT OF CISPLATIN ON LLC-PK1 AND
MDCK CELLS. Deborah P. Jones.* Gregory Schonbaum,* Mark
L. Johnson* (intr. by F. Bruder Stapleton). Dept. Pediatrics,
and Center for Pharmacokinetics and Therapeutics, Univ.
Tenn., Memphis and Dept. Biochemistry, St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee.
Cisplatin (CP) induced nephrotoxicity has been attributed to
inhibition of DNA synthesis, ATP synthesis and/or utilization
but its precise mechanism remains unknown. To distinguish
between these mechanisms and to examine the possibility of
cell-type specific CP injury, we have measured ATP dependent
reactions including cellular uptake (Up) and incorporation
(mc) of 3H-Thymidine (THY), 3H-Uridine (URI), and
32S-Methionine (MET) by confluent cultures of LLC-PK1 and
MDCK cells. The effect of CP on enzymes involved in
glycolytic ATP synthesis or utilization (pyruvate kinase (PK),
phosphofructokinase (PFK) and fructose 1,6 diphosphatase
(FDPase)) were also examined. Cultures were incubated with
10 pM CP for 24 hours (h) and assayed Oh, 24h and 48h later.
THY results: mean±SEM
LLC.PK1 MDCK
THY Up Oh 24h 48h Oh 24h 48h
Con. 30.2±0.4 3.9±0.3 3.9±0.5 6.9±1.3 3.4±1.5 2.8±0.4
CP 9.7±1.1 1.7±0.01* 2.5±0.2 9.9±1.0 3.2±1.8 2.8±0.4
THY Inc
Con. 77.9±0.7 11.9±0.3 17.5±1.1 31.4±5.0 18.2±0.7 12.8±0.8
CP 43.4±0.1• l.7±O.3• 2.8±1.2*44.8±4.3 13.8±1.0*10.3±1.1
*P<05; P<.O1; •Pc.005
URI Inc decreased to 30% of control (43.3±2.1 vs 13.1±1.6, P<.O1)
at Oh but recovered to control levels by 24h and 48h and was
unaffected in MDCK. URI Up, MET Inc and MET Up were not
affected by CP in either cell line. Incubation with 10 pM/CP had
no effect on activites of PK, FDPase and PFK. The significant
reductions in THY Up and Inc observed in LLC-PKI cells may
reflect a selective sensitivity of this cell type to CP. The data do
not support an effect of CP on ATP dependent processes common
to these models of proximal and distal tubular cells.
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EFFECTB IEAVY IETAL6 W ELECTRICAL. PR(PERTIES
MADIN DARBY CANIP'E K10I.EY CELLS. A. Jungwirth,
N.Paulmichl and F.Leng (intr. by 0. Giebisch).
tMiv. of Innebruck, Dept. of Physiology, Austria.
Renal damage is one of the major consequen-
ces of intoxication with heavy metals. To identi-
ty the effects of heavy metals on cultured renal
spithelioid cells, the potential difference
across the cell mesitrane (PD) has been recorded
continuously during exposure of the cells to
cadiiitjii (Cd), mercury (Hg) or lead (Pb) ions. Cd(5 ima1/l) leads to a sustained, rapidly rever-
sible hyperpolarization of the cell mestrane fran
—53 * I mV to —58 nV, decreases the cell
mentrane resistance (Ru) fran 40 2 Nfl to 2? 2
WI and increases the potassitan selectivity of the
cell meurbran, (tk) from 0.33 0.02 to 0.64 *
0.03. Half maxijiial effeot is observed at 0.2
p5501/1. In th, presence of potessitan channelblocker baritan, the effect of Cd is transient.
Apparently, the potassium channels activated by
Cd are subsequently blocked by barit., with sane
delay. In the nominal absence of extracellular
calcium, the effect of Cd is transient and can be
elicited only once. Hg (hanoI/I) leads to a
hyperpolarization of the cell icutrane to —69 1 2
reV, a decrease of Rn to IS 5 Nfl and an increase
of tk to 0.?? * 0.02. Half maximal effect is
observed at 0.3 xnol/l. The Hg induced hyperpola—
rization is not rapidly reversible upon removal
of Hg end Se followed by a gradual decline of PD
during continued exposure to Hg. The Hg stirnula—
ted potassium conductance cannot be blocked by
barium. 50 stcl/l Pb do not acutely alter PD. In
conclusion, Cd and Hg, but not Pb, hyperpolarize
the cell merbrane of KOc cells by activation of
distinct potassium conductive pathways.
ACUTE RZ)LAL FAILURE DURING GIIILDIIOOD; FACTORS
AFFECTING MORTALITY. Bruce Kaiser,1 Stephen Lawless
Coral Ranevold, Seth Schulman.* Sharon Bartoah,*
Martin Poliiksky,* R.J. Baluarte. Temple Univ. Sch.
of Medicine, St. Christopher's Hospital for
Children. Philadelphia, PA.
Between 1/85 and 12/87 a prospective analysis of
all children (Ch) presenting with acute renal
failure (AR!) was evaluated for factors affecting
mortality (M). ARF was defined, in any child with
no previous history of kidney disease, as a rise of
creacinine > 2 tines baseline and a fractional ex-
cretion of Na> 1. There was a total of 105 Ch; 55
(52%) had complete recovery, 11(11%) were left with
renal Impairment and 39 (37%) died. Factors not
affecting M were: sex (male 57 Ch, I't—32% female 48
Ch, M44X pns) and age (0—1 year 29 Ch, M—38%; 1—
3 yrs 26 Ch, M—35%; 4—10 yrs 26 Ch, M—3B%; 11—18 yrs
24. M—42%, p—ne). Factors affecting N were urine
output (oliguric 53 Ch, M55%, non—oliguric 52 Ch,
M—19% p <.001), location ARF developed (in hospital
41 Ch. M54%, outside hospital 64 Ch. M27Z, p <.01).
need of dialysis (dialysis 36 Ch, M..56%, no dialysis
69 Ch. M2&, p < .005) and initiating disease. ART
following surgery 26 Ch (19 Gb were post op open
heart surgery), M—62% and ART following cardiac
arrest/sepsis 21 Ch, M—67Z had significantly higher
M than AR! following: dehydration (9 Ch, M0%
p <.005); toxic acute tubular necrosis (9Ch, M—22%
p<.O5); nephritis (9 Ch, M—ll%, p<.Ol); henolytic
uremic syndrome (12 Ch, N"12%, p<.5); obstruction
7 Ch, M—0% p <.005). Alt! remains a condition
associated with high N in Ch especially in Gb pre-
senting with AR! secondary to open heart surgery,
cardiac arrest and sepsis, conditions usually asso-
ciated with multiple organ system failure. In
addition, the need for dialysis and urine output are
important in predicting N.
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THE ROLE OF MICROPILANENT DISRUPTION
IN ISCHEMIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. P.S.
Keflerman S. Linas, C. Homedt, R. Glare
and B.A. Molitoris. UCNC and TANG, Denver,CO
Ischemic injury results in rapid structural
disintegration of the proximal, tubule apical
membrane. Since microfilaments, composed
primarily of f—acdn, are essential for the
ultrastructure of both the microvmi and the
underlying terminal web, we investigated the
effects of fachenla on proximal tubule
microfflaments utilizing a fluorescein—labeled
anti—actin antibody. Control. kidneys showed
intact circumferential ternina]. webs end brush
borders, while five minutes of lachemia resulted
in gaps in the terminal web. Fifteen minutes
of isehemla resulted in multiple large gaps in
the terminal web and by 50 minutes there was
diffuse redistribution of acm within the
cytoplasm. To determine the ce]lular effects of
microfflament disruption, nicrofflament specific
doses of cytochalasin D (10 uN) Vera used in
an isolated perfused kidney system. Cellular
ultrastructure revealed patchy sloughimg of
microvilli, internalization of surface membrane
and enlarged intercellular spaces, which were
not seen in control kidneys. Cytochalasin 0,
which had no effect on CPR, decreased TR
fron 97 + 2% In the 15 minute control period
91.7 4:83.7 7, and 80.7 2% during three
succesivs 15 minute periods. In summary,
ischenic injury involves disruption of
microfilaments, and a microfflament dissembler
can induce cellular structural and functional
changes similar to ischemfa. We conclude that
disruption of microfflaments plays an important
role in the pathogenesis of ischemic injury.
ENDOn4aIN MAYBEnmVASOWNSTRICIORCAUSINGTHE
PERSISTENT (}LOMERIJLAR HYPOPERFUSION IN POST.
ISCHEMIC KIDNEYS. X.K_thj, T Yoshioka, APogo and I Ichikawe.
Vanderbilt Univasity Medical Cent&, Nashville, 174.
Emdotlrnljn (E), recently isolated from cultured endothellal cells, is the
most potent vascular smooth mnscle coosftlca released by mammalian
endothelium yet desaibed. Since vssoccnstilcdon following hypoxia
requires esidothellusi. the pasistrid hypopefialon In pcst4schemic
kidneys may be due to the local tioms of eridothelin. We assessed
glomsuslar response to aidothelin in ncwmsl rats (n-7) and to rabbit anti-
poetS eudcthelin serum (aE) (1050-13 IMnol/sil) in rats subjected to
5mjj, unilateral renal etery ligation 3 days It to study (a-?), To
N adueve dkcdvely high local catcenuwiom,
-' '—'—' I E(2nsJtgBWlmin)andaE(l3nlftgBw/
Li ———-' J nO) were continuously Infused with a micro.pipes. into a first.csda branch ci the renal
sxy.whereupon the heuxidynants c/tim
I 1 I 1IftuS1MnO1fiusedg1c,nauliwlthththe
___________J sanmkithieywmeasscssedbymkrcpmcwre[Mean; P.c.Q5between0lonierulvs2(t);lvs3()3vs4çpl
SNGFR QA POC RA RE
inznflg mln.n.mHg/nl nWmim.mml{g
Glomenzli'I 36 153 52 0.21 0.15
3.4
Glosiauli.2 24t 96? 45t 0.35? 0.22 2.9
GlomeruIl-3 17* 62* 49 0.59* 0.40k 1.6*
Glonculi.4 27 1291 551 0.241 0.211 1.4
InnunS kidneys. glcaneruli exposed to endoshelin (Gloniezuli.2) had
lower SNGFR and glonwnilw platma flow rate (44) than mm-infused
glornaull (Olomeruli-1) glonisiuli behe ely hthiskm hi that kidney.
Thee. cliasiges were associated with nakedly elevated afferait analol.
resistance (RA). In post-ischemiic kidneys, glomauli not hihised with mE
(GlonanuIi-3) bad depressed SNGPR, QA, gloncrlsr pressure (POQ,
ultrafiltration coefilciast (1(1), elevated RA and effatemi axteriolar resistne
(RE) when compared with normals. By consist, in glonieruli of
postiechemlc kidneys Infused with aE Omt not iiomrnintwtzd
serum), this vasocatslricted pattun w laigely anieliceated. We
speculate that persistent hypopafusiem in postscbark kidneys Is
mediated laigely by en&,thelin released from the Injured ejidod,ellum.
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PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(AMP) IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF)
RECEIVING CONTRAST. BRC Kurnik, PB Kurnik*, I
Cuttler, MC Stom, and LS Weisberg. UMDNJ/Robert
Wood Johnson Medical School, Camden, NJ.
AMP preserves glomerular filtration rate (GFR)
and/or renal blood flow (RBF) in several animal
models of acute renal failure (ART). Radiographic
contrast is known to substantially decrease RB! and
can induce ART. This study was performed to
examine the potential protective effect of AMP
(8-33 Met-AMP) on RBF and contrast induced AR! in
man. Patients with CRY (60% diabetic) were
randomized to receive either AMP (50Lg bolus, then
1Mg/ain) or standard therapy (15% inannitol (M) at
100 cc/br] for two hours prior to and during
cardiac catheterization using diatrizoate. RBF was
measured directly using a thermodilution catheter
placed in the left renal vein.
RBT Serum ANP
Creatinine (%Baseline) (pg/al)
N Baseline 24br 65 mis Base 65mm
ANP(10) 2.4+.6 2.6+.8 167+94* 105+64 294+195*
N (10) 2.5+.8 2.7+.9 122+40 83+60 256+127*
X SD, *p<05 paired t—test, 65 mis vs. baseline
N stimulated AMP release, which may explain its
renal protective effect. REF increased at 65 mis
(signif for AMP and a trend for all pts) despite
contrast administration, a known renal vaso—
constrictor typically causing a 50% fall in RBF.
Fractional excretion of sodium increased by 50% in
both groups (p<.O5).
In conclusion, both N (via AMP) and AMP maintain
RB! and comparably preserve renal function in
patients with CRY at risk for contrast induced AR!.
Endogenous or exogenous AMP may be useful for
prophylaxis against contrast induced nephropathy.
QUANTITATIVE MICROCHEMICAL IMAGING OF PROXIMAL
TUBULES: LYSOSOMAL COMPARTMENTATION OF SULFUR
AND CALCIUM DURING ANOXIA. Ann LeFuraev. U. Mandel,
LA. Hawkey' and Peter Ingram. Duke University Medical Center,
Durham, NC, and Research Triangle Institute, RTP, NC.
Microchemical cell Imaging via quantitative electron probe
x-ray microanalysis allows assessment of Intracellular Ion
compartmentatlon; with this type of digital mapping, images of the
distribution of physiologically Important elements are obtained
simultaneously at resolutions which permit identification of
structural compartments.
Microchemical microscopy was performed on rapidly frozen,
cryosectloned and freeze-dried samples of a suspension of rabbit
proximal tubules Incubated for 40' in the absence of oxygen. Values
for S and Ca (mmoi/kg dry wt) determined from each Intracellular
region were as follows:
Control _______
S
Lysosomos 273±17
Mitochondria 1 73±9'
Cytoplasm 181±17'
Nucleus 119±10'
< 0.01 relatIve to lysosomes
In the cell S maps, one to twelve dense spherical regions were
visible, each containing —50% more S than adjacent cytoplasmic,
mitochondrial or nuclear areas. The regions coincided with
structures visible in correlative scanning transmission electroR
micrographs (STEM) which resembled lysosomal dense bodies. The
high S content of these lysosomal compartments did not change
during anoxia, although S in cytoplasm, mitochondria and nuclei
decreased to <50% of control levels. Ca also occurred In lysosomal
structures, at levels comparable to those In other cell areas.
In conclusion: 1) Lysosomes, which cannot be distinguished
from mltochondrla In STEM, were immediately discernible in cell
maps of S. 2) After 40' of anoxia lysosomes maintained high S
content; these data may suggest that sulfur-containing enzymes
have not been released from this organeile. 3) LysosOmes should
also be considered as a source/sink for intracellular Ca.
EARLY AND SELECTIVE EFFECTS OF GENTA—
MICIN (G) ON RAT RENAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE (BBM) SODIUM—PHOSPHATE CO—
TRANSPORT (Na—PI) AND SODIUM—HYDROGEN
EXCHANGE (Na/H). Levi, R. Cronin, B.
Baird*, N. Grlggs , and P. Wilson*. VAMC
and UT Southwestern Med. Ctr. Dallas, TX.
Proximal tubular dysfunction is char-
acteristic of established G nephrotox—
icity. The precise proximal tubular
functional impairments in the early
phases of G toxicity, however, are not
known. We measured Na—Pi cotransport
and Na_H+ exchange in renal cortical BBM
(rapid Millipore filtration, pmole/mg
BBM protein/5sec) 2 and 4 days after G
(30 mg/kg, sc, bid) in adult SD rats. 2
days of C caused a decrease in Na—Pi,
987 vs 1187 in control, p<.O5, which de-
creased further to 613, p<.Ol at 4 days.
2 days of G caused a decrease in Na/H
exchange, 3503 vs 4236 in control,
p<.05, which decreased further to 2212,
p<.Ol at 4 days. However, there were no
significant changes at 2 days in Na—
glucose (234 vs 210 in control, p=NS) or
Na—proline (176 vs 160 in control, pNS)
cotransport activities. At 4 days both
of these cotransporters were still nor-
mal. Therefore, G causes early and sel-
ective decreases in BBM Na—Pi co—
transport and Na/H exchange activities.
The resultant Impairments in intracell-
ular P1 and H+ homeostasis may play an
important role in the progression of G—
induced tubular cell injury.
PROTECF1VEEFFECTOF ATRIAL NATR1URETIC FACTOR
ADMINISTERED WITH MANNITOL FOLLOWING RENAL
ISCHEMIA. Wilfred Lieherthal. Boston University Medicai
Center, Boston, Massachusetts.
Atrialnatriuretic factor (ANF) reverses the
vasoconstriction but does not improve GFR following 25
minutes of ischemia (I) in the isolated eiythmcyte-
perfused rat kidney (IEPK) (Clin. Res. 552 A, 1987). Since
intratubular obstructionmay play a role in this model of
renal injury, the effect of mannitol (M) with and without
ANFwas studied. The IEPK was perfused at 100 mmllg with
a perfusate containing erythrocytes (40% Hct).
ANF(lOng/ml) and M (15mM) were added to
theperfusate at the end of 25 minutes of ischemia. After
reflow and a 20 minute equilibration period, perfusate
flow rate and GFR were measured for one hour. Renal
vascular resistance (RVR) was calculated.
RVR GFR
(mmHg/ml/min/g) (ml/min/g)
10.1±0.4 0.59±0.06
11.1±0.4 0.89±0.06*
10.9±1.4 0.94±0.05*
15.9±0.9* 0.18±0.02*
17.1±03" 0.26±0.03*
11.1±0.41 0.25±0.07*
10.9±0.61 0.61±0.041
*pdO5 vs C lp<O.05 vs I
ThusANF counteracts post-ischemic vasoconstriction,
whereasMhasnoeffect. MandANFgivenalone
post-ischemia do not improve GFR but the combination of
ANF and M results in marked protection of GFR. GFR in
kidneys given both ANF and M post-ischemia is 3x higher
than in ischemia and comparable to control kidneys.
Hypothesis: Hemodynamic factors and tubular
obstruction both play a role in this model of ischemia.
Simultaneous correction of both these abnormalities is
necessary to substantially improve GFR.
Ca
7.2±2.9
2.7±1.0
2.7±0.9
1.7±2.1
Anoxia
S
233±44
90± 8'
55± 5'
30± 3'
Ce
-1.2±4.9
3.2±1.3
4.7±1.5
-0.1±2.3
Control (C)
C+ANF
C+M+ANF
I+M
I+ANF
I+M+ANF
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ROLE OF XANTMINE OXIDASE (XO) IN ISCHEMIA/
REPERFIJSION INJURY IN RAT KIDNEYS. EL Linas,
D Whittenburg, JE Repine. University of Colorado
School of Medicine, Denver, Colorado.
Oxygen metabolites (02*) formed during reperfu—
sion of ischemic kidneys prevent recovery of renal
function after short periods of renal ischemia. XO
has been proposed as a source of 02* during reper—
fusion. To determine whether the enzyme is conver-
ted from the non_02*_producing dehydrogenase (Type
0) to the 02*_producing oxidase (Type 0) we measu-
red Type D and Type 0 X0 in renal cortical homoge-
nates after 30 minutes of ischemia in vivo and 60
minutes of reperfusion by the isolated perfused
kidney technique. Ischemis resulted in conversion
of Type D to both reversiole and irreversible Type
0. Reperfusion resulted in further increases in
Type 0 which was predominantly of the reversible
type. Type D and Type 0 X0 (mU/gm)
No Ischemis Ischemia Ischemia/Reperfusion
Type D 27.4 15.5 2.7
Type °TOTAL 9.1 20.3 29.3
Type °REV 2.8 10.8 18.4
Type °IRREV 6.3 9.5 10.9
To determine the physiologic role of X0 in renal
ischemia we depleted rats of X0 by feeding tungsten.
After 4 weeks of tungsten, X0 levels were reduced
by 90%. Following ischemia/reperfusion renal func-
tion was markedly improved in X0 depleted rats;glo—
merular filtration rate 457±55 vs 144±41 plAsm/gm;
tubular sodium reabsorption 92±2 vs 71±4%, p<.OO1.
Conclusions: 1) X0 is converted from Type 0 to
Type 0 (predominantly reversible) during ischemia
and reperfusion. 2) X0 is an important source of
02* during reperfusion of ischenic kidneys.
COMPARATIVE NEPHROTOXICITY OF FREE AND LIPOSOMAL
AMPHOTERICIN B (AMa AND L-AMB) DURIIC CHRONIC
ADMINISTRATION IN RATS. Pascale Lonaust', Véronique Joly',
Nathalie Sits', Gerard Friedlarider', Claude Carbon and Patrick
Ylni'. INSERM U.13, Fac.X. Blchat, Univ. Paris VII, France.
Incorporation of AND into liposornes decreases AMB acute
toxicity but the effects on renal functions during chronic i.v.
administration have not Sn preciseigevelueted. Nephrotoxlclty of
AMB and L-AMB were compared in male Sprague-Dewley rats
infused daily over 2 hours for 5 days with one of the following
treatments (Px): 1) AMB 3.5 mg/kg, 2) 1-AND 3.5 mg/kg, 3)
Saline. BUN, urinary osmolarity, enzymuria (NAG), and kaliuresis
werestudledat,JO,I .e.beforetreatment ,atJl,atj5andatjll.e.
48h after the end of Rx. No death was observed during the
experiment. Data are expressed as the ratio of experimental to
pre-Rx values.
Gem. U
AMB
Ji 0.32"
J5 027"
J7 0.63"
Kaliuresis was unchanged after either Rx. AND and L-AMD both
increaaed BUN, and induced urinary concentration defect, AND
Increase NAG excretion. These abrmrmalltes were partly reversible
at J7. We conclude from this study that 1) Henle's loop dysfunction
preceded the decrease In GFR after AND or 1-AND Rx, 2) AND
Induced an early lysosomel injury, 3)Llposomes exerted limited
protective effect on the renal toxicity secondary to AND (3.5 mg/kg)
chronic administration. Penal parameters should be closely
monitored in patients receiving chronic 1—AND infusions fOr fungal
infections.
PROTECTION OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL INSUFFI-
CIENCY (CR1) FROM THE TOXIC EFFECT OF RADIOCONTR—
AST MATERIAL (RCM). Bertin M. Louis, M.D., Henry
I. Lmnner. M.D., Namala L. Manohar, M.D., Brian S.
Hoch, M.D., Alan Nissenbaum, M.D., & Philip C. Go—
rfien, B.A. Maimonides Medical Center, Bklyn.,NY.
Previous studies have reported a high incid-
ence of renal failure (17.4%—41.7%) following use
of RCM in patients with CR1. These studies used a
criterion of a rise in creatinine of lmg/DL. We
have studied 54 patients, age: 70.12 10.03 (34—
84), with CR1 undergoing various RCM procedures
excluding IVP and oral tests. They were infused
with a specially prepared solution (NSMF), meas-
ured osmolality 39OmOsm/Kg, containing normal sal-
ine (NS) l000cc, mannitol (M) l2.5Gms, furosemide
(F) 200mg, at 100cc/hr from 1 hour before to 2
hours after the procedure. Urinary output was re-
placed with NS cc for cc. Serum creatimine, uric
acid & phosphate did not rise significantly. In
only 1 Pt. did creat. rise by >lmg/DL (1.85%).
This solution produced a profuse diuresis and
in no case precipitated overt congestive heart
failure.
The infusion of a solution of NSMF,admmnieter—
ed 1 hour before to 2 hours after a RCM procedure,
protects patients with CR1 from ARF.
EFFECT OF ANOXIA AND REOXYGEMAflON ON VASCULAR
REACTIVIn. MODIFICATION BY DIETARY FISH OIL.
Charls D. Malis, 0.3. Varadarajan*, ThomasForce , Peter C. Weber*, Alexander Leaf, and
Joseph V. Bomventre. Medical Services, Mass. Gem.
Hosp. and Han. Med. Sch., Boston, MA
Post-ischemic vasospasm can impair tissue
reperfusion, contributing to ischemic tissue
damage. Experiments were designed to evaluate
post-anoxic vasoconstriction in isolated aortic
rings and to determine how dietary fish oil
feeding may modulate post-anoxic vascular
reactivity. We assessed vascular contractility in
isolated endothelialized CE) and de-endothelial-
ized (DE) aortas from fish oil (F) and beef tallow
(B) fed rats prior and subsequent to anoxia and
re-oxygenation (A). Vasoconsfriction was induced
with KC1, norepinephrine (NE), or vasopressin(VP), and relaxation with acetylcholine (ACM).
Results are expressed for XC1 as mg tension or for
NE. VP, or ACM as fraction of KC1 response. Pre A,
E vessels from F fed rats showed greater
relaxation to 5x1091( ACM [2.6±0.7 vs.
0.4±0.2 (B), pc0.Ol. In F DE aortas, there was
less vasoconstriction with NE and VP. Post-A, E
aortas from B fed rats showed increased
vasoconstriction with KCL compared to pre-A. E
aortas from F fed rats showed less response to KC1
[40.8±6.9 vs. 125±34.3 mg (B), pCO.OlJ and
greater relaxation with l09M ACt! [1.0±0.4 vs.
0.1±0,1 (B), pCO.OlJ. In experiments performed
ft fl.n, with myocardial ischemia, reperfusion
blood flow was greater in F hearts.
We conclude: 1) Post-A, E aortas from B fed
rats showed enhanced contractility relative to
pre-A; 2) Post-A, F reduces vasoconstriction and
enhances relaxation; and 3) F promotes enhanced
post-ischemic blood flow ft x1n.
crestinine 2.4Omg/DL 0.1
uric acid 8.2 mg/DL 0.3
phosphate 3.8 mg/DL 0.2
maximum post
2.SOmg/DL 0.1
8.2 mg/DL 0.3
4.0 ng/DL 0.1
MG
1-AND AMB 1-AND AND
0.38*' 5.74*' 3.40 1.93
0.44*' 5.22 2.66 235"
0.80* 4.78 1.43 124
'p'005; " p'O.Ol from paired t-test
DUN
1-AND
1.37'
2.41"
1.40'
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INTRACELLULAR GLUTATHIONE (GSH) IN THE PROTECTION
FROM ANOXIC INJURY IN PROXIMAL RENAL TUBULES.
L.J. Handel, .R.G. Schnellmann* and W.R. Jacobs,*
Dept. Cell Biol., Duke Univ. Med. Cen., Durham NC
Previous studies (Weinberg et al, J.Clin. Inv.
80:1446, 1987) have shown that GSH and glycine
(GLY) are cytoprotective during anoxia when added
extracellularly. The present studies investigate
the role that intracellular GSH plays in this cy—
toprotection. Proximal rabbit tubules in suspen-
sion prepared with either high or lçw GSH con-
tents were subjected to 40 mm of anoxia and 40
mm of reoxygenation. Low GSH tubules had MgCl2
(control) GSH (laM), or GLY (inN) added during
anoxia. High GSH tubules had either MgC12 or
2mM diethylmaleate (DEN) for 10 mm prior to
anoxia to rapidly deplete GSH content. Results:
preoxy anoxic %NYS—QO %ATP
Condition Addition GSH %LDH recoveryl reco—(nmol/me release very
low GSH MgCl2 1 5+1 42±7 30+8 %5
GSH 4+1 14+1* 117+20* 74+3*
GLY 7+1 10+1* 96+8* p1+5*
high GSH MgC12
DEN
11±1*
2+0.1
15+3*
17+5*
80+15*
78+13*
9 1±10*
63+9*
Conclusions: 1)GSH and GLY are cytoprotective
when added during anoxia; 2) High GSH content is
equally cytoprotective. Since this value is close
to the normal in vivo GSH content, it could be an
important protective mechanism in vivo; 3) Since
addition of DEN did not alter protection, it is
unlikely that GSH content itself is protective.
Rather, the protection may come from the ability
to produce GLY, which appears to be the common
protective denominator in these experiments.
THE INFLUENCE OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) ON
THE KINETICS OF INSULIN-STIMULATED (1-STIM)
AMINO ACID TRANSPORT (AATX) IN SKELETAL MUSCLE.
B. 3. Maroni, R. W. Haesemeyer*, and W. E.
Mitch. Renal Div., Emory Univ., Atlanta, Ga.
We found that 2-(methylamino)isobutyrate
(MeAIE) is specific for the hormonally-
responsive AATx System A in muscle; in ARF, the
insulin-dose response curve revealed depressed
maximal responsiveness with preserved
sensitivity (AJP 25l:F74, 1986). To determine
why responsiveness is impaired, we measured th
kinetics of maximal 1-stim MeAIB uptake (10
uU/ml I) in epitrochlearis muscle from ARF and
sham-operated (SO) rats. Transport rates were
corrected for diffusion (K(S]) and kinetic
constants determined from Bouble-reciprocal
plots.
KD(hrJ) KM(mM) Vmax(nMol/ul/hr)
SO
0.367
+/-0.017
0.315
0.372w
+/-0.051
0.216
1.l78
+/.0.103
0.778
ART +/-0.013 +/-0.047 +/-0.111
P <0.05 SO vs ARF
KD was not altered, but the Kw for MeAlS
transport was reduced by ARF, consistent with
increased System A transport affinity in
response to I. In contrast, maximal transport
velocity (V was decreased by —34%. Since
protein syn!esis (PS) is depressed by ARF we
questioned whether the reduction in V ax by ARF
was due to impaired 1-stim syntheses of new
transporters. Cycloheximide did not depress I-
stim AATx in muscle from SO or ARF rats
excluding this possibility.
In summary, the ability of I to stimulate
System A AATx is impaired by ARF due to reduced
transport capacity. This effect is independent
of PS suggesting that uremia impairs
recruitment of transporters and/or enhances
their degradation when stimulated by insulin.
TUBULAR FUNCTION WITH BANDIPIUNE" (CY.OSPORIN A).
June Mason*, P. Donatsch, U. Rickenbacher*,
(introduced by L.C. Moore)
Clinical and Preclinical Research, Sandoz, Basle.
To characterise alterations in tubular function
caused by SandimmuneR, uiale Wistar rats were
injected s.c. with 12.5, 25 or 50 mg/kg/d of the
commercial drinking solution or Its vehicle.
Blood chemistry and renal clearances were
determined before and 5 and 10 days after
treatment.
At day 5, the plasma osmolality, uric acid and
electrolyte levels were unchanged, except for Mg,
that fell by 16%, 26% and 25% at the 3 doses.
Creatin.ine clearances were reduced by 8*, 17% and
29% but urine volume and osmolality did not
alter. Fractional excretion of all substances
was unchanged, except for Mg, that fell by 9%,
14% and 14% at the 3 doses.
At day 10, the plasma osmolality, uric acid and
electrolyte levels were still unchanged, except
for P04, that fell by 9% at the highest dose and
Mg, that fell by 31%, 33% and 33% at the 3 doses.
Creatinlne clearances were reduced by 14%, 18%
and 23%. Urine volume was raised, and osmolality
reduced by 16%, 57% and 60*. Fractional excretion
of all substances was unchanged, except for Poe,
that fell by 12% at the highest dose and Mg, that
was reduced by 11%, 11% and 10% at the 3 doses.
It seems that Sandimmune" does not disturb
global tubular reabsorption and Is not
tubulotoxic. It does not clearly depress proximal
nephron function, even at high doses, but does
seem to affect distal nephron function, even at
lower doses.
COMPARISON OF THE DIRECT NEPHEOTOXICITY OF
CLINICAL FORMULATIONS OF TWO NEWER LOW
OSMOLALITY RADIOCONTRAST(RC) AGENTS. J.M.
Messana,' D.A. Cieslinski,' K.D. Gulyas,' and
11.0, Humes. VA Medical Ctr. and Univ. of Mich.,
Ann Arbor, MI.
We have previously reported that RC—induced
direct renal tubule cell damage is markedly
potentiated by hypoxia (H) (Am. J. Physiol.
1987, J, Pharm. Exp. Ther. i988). Using
enriched rabbit renal proximal tubule segments
(PTS), we now compare the direct toxicities of
the non—ionic RC, iopamidol (I), and the ionic
dimer RC, loxaglic acid (Ix) (Na/Meglumine
salt). PTS were exposed for 30' to 25 mM I or
Ix with or without concomitant H. Cell
viability parameters, including potassium
content (K), calcium oontent (Ca), ATP content,
(nmol/mg prot) and CCCLP—stimulated respiration
(URR natoms 0/mm/mg prot) were measured 60'
after reoxygenatlon. All values expressed as
mean of 1—5 expts. *=p <.05 vs C; +=p < .05 vs
I, :p< .05 vs H; ++:p< .05 vs 1+11
K Ca ATP URR
C 318 222I 309 1O.k 6.2 189
Ix 229" 85.9' 3.9 129'
Ii 196 6.lt 2.3
11+1 107" 331$** 1.5 39
H+Ix 66"' 559" 1.2 20"'
The cytotoxicity of both I and Ix Is
markedly potentiated by concomitant H. In
addition, under oxygenated conditions, Ix, but
not I, produces marked alterations in tubule
cation homeostasis and respiration. Ix, as
clinically formulated, is more toxic to PTS than
I, under both oxygenated and hypoxic conditions.
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ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF VASCULAR CONGESTION ON
RENAL HEMODYNAMICS AFTER ISCREMIA. Leon Moore and
June Msson*. Dept. of Physiology, SUNY at Stony
Brook, NY, and Sandoz Corp,, Basel, Switzerland.
Ischaeic acute renal failure (IARF) is
associated with vascular congestion which is
marked in the outer medullary inner stripe, less
in the cortex, and minimal in the inner medulla.
To investigate the impact of vascular congestion
on kidney and intrarenal blood flows, a resist-
ance network model of the renal vasculature was
developed. It conaists of six lumped elements
representing 1) the arteriolar resistances of
superficial and .juxtanedullary glomeruli, 2)
peritubular capillary resistances of the super-
ficial and deep cortex, and 3) the resistances of
the vasa recta and capillaries in the inner and
outer medulla. Baseline resistances for normal
kidneys were obtained from published data on
renal blood flow (RBF), efferent arteriolar
pressures, and intrarenal blood flows. Vascular
congestion in IARF was then simulated by system-
atically increasing the individual resistances.
The results show that significant cortical
glomerular and peritubular congestion depresses
RBF and perfusion of some regions, but it also
may markedly raise the driving pressures across
the inner medullary and deep cortical peritubular
capillaries. As a result, blood flow to these
regions may be well maintained despite partial
congestion. It is concluded that capillary
congestion lowers RBF but also acts to raise
intravascular pressures. This is consistent with
observations of normal or high glomerular and
peritubular cspillary pressures, and normal or
high papillary vasa recta flows in IARF.
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO OXIDANT STRESS: EFFECT OF
DIETARY DEFICIENCY OF VITAMIN E (VIT E) AND
SELENIUM (SE). KA. Nath. JP Tolins, AJ Croatt and
MS Paller. Univ. of Minnesota, Dept. of Med.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
An ischemic insult triggers the generation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS). That increased production of
ROS exacerbates ischemic renal injury is supported by
our finding that rats maintained on a diet deficient in
antioxidants Vit E and SE (a cofactor for glutathione
peroxidase) exhibit increased lipid peroxidation and
serum creatinine following ischemia (Clin. Res. 36; 524A,
1988). To examine further the role of endogenous
antioxidants, 3 wk old rats were maintained on a diet
deficient (DEF) or replete (CON) in Vit E and SE for 6
wks. The right kidney was removed and the left renal
artery occluded for 1 hr. Clearance studies under
euvolemic conditions and histologic analyses were
undertaken 24 hrs later: Results (mean t SD; 5p<O05)
OFR (mi/mm) RBF (mi/mist) TmPAH (ug/min)
coN (n=s) 015 0.81 sot 2.50 208 165
DBF (n6) 0.08 0.09' 0.77 i:zr' s 5
Thus, DEF rats exhibited greater functional impairment
as evidenced by markedly lower GFR, renal blood flow
(RBF) and diminished transport maximum for p-amino-
hippurate (TmPAH). Mean arterial pressure (107 5 vs
108 7 mmHg) and hematocrit (43 2 vs 43 2% vol)
were not significantly different between the groups. In
additional animals DEF rats also showed greater scores
for tubulo-interstitial damage (6.1 1.2 vs 4.1 1.1*; 0
no injury, 10 maximum score), and higher serum
creatinine (4.3 1.3 vs 1.0 0.3e mg/dl). Thus, dietary
deficiency of scavengers of ROS exacerbates renal
dysfunction and structural damage. These findings
support the role of ROS in ischemic injury and
emphasize the role of the diet in determining
susceptibility to oxidant stress.
PREVENTION OF POSTISCHEMIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) IN CON-
SCIOUS DOGS BY CHRONIC DIETARY FISH OIL SUPPLEMENTATION.
Hans.—H. Neumayer, Michael Heinrich, Martin Schetissas,
Herman Hailer, Karl Wagner. Free Univ. of Berlin, Klinikum
Steglits, Dept. of Nephrology, ERG.
Ossga—3 polyunsaturated fatty acids inhibit the synthesis
of TeA2 and other dienoic cyclooxygenase products of arachi—
donic acid and promote the formation of triene prostanoids,
which may counterbalance renal vasoconstriction. We therefore
studied the effect of dietary fish oil supplementation on the
course of postischemic ARE in unilaterally nephrectomized,
chronically instrumented conscious dogs, subjected to 120 mm
of ischemia. In contrast to control group A (n — 7), group B
(n — 6) received an additional treatment of six capsules
EICOSAPEN® daily, starting six weeks prior to ischemia (70
usg/kg/d EPA t 50 mg/kg/d DHA). Intracellular free Ca2 on
platelets decreased from 98±9 to nmol (Quin—2, p10.05).
After ischemia
dayl day3
group
GFR (ml/min)
A B A B A B
36±2 30±2 18+4 30±2++ 20j4 31±2'
RBE (mi/mm) 145±26 131±14 163±27 131±12 127±22 121±13
Vu(ml/min) .8±.1 ,9.i .4j.l l.±.l+÷ .6±.1 .g+.1
P(pmol/l) 87±7 88±6 204±37 112±5 173±33 87j4"
CCr(ml/min) 23±3 26±2 10±3 21±1* 12±2 29+2++
EPGI2(pg/mmn)
ETXB2(pg/min)
146±33
828±156
227±27
613±41
86±31
541±127
197j13"
598±57
144±77
628±209
192±13
745+119
Mean±SEM, *P10.O5, "P10.01, P0.001, EPGI2—6—keto—PGF1a
Our data clearly demonstrate that in conscious dogs chronic
dietary fish oil intake reduces the vulnerability of the
kidney to ischemic damage, thus preventing postischemic ARE.
The observed beneficial effect may in part be due to an in-
hibition of intracellular Ca2 accumulation. Although not
definitely proven in the present study, a modulation of eico—
sanoid formation by generating preferentially coepounds with
enhanced vasodilating capacity and reduced activity on platelet
aggregation seems to be another possible mechanism of action.
RENAL FAILURE FOLLOWING CARDIAC
ANGIOGRAPHY: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF
DIATRIZOATE AND IOPAMIDOL. Nancy Nora*,
Arnold S. Berns. Northwestern University
Med. Ctr. Chicago, Il., and St. Francis
Hospital, Evanston, Il.
To evaluate the comparative nephro—
toxicity of ionic (diatrizoate) and non—
ionic (iopamidol) contrast media, a
prospective study of two consecutive
groups of patients was performed. All
patients had pre—existing renalinsufficiency, Cr > l.5mg/dl. Patients
were hydrated prtor to angiography with
intravenous 0.45 NaCl. Demographics of
the two groups were as follows (mean +
S.D.); —Ionic Non—Ionic P
N 36 35
M/F 26/10 22/13
Age,yrs. 63.2 11 67.9 9 NS
Cr,mg/dl 1.56 .63 1.82 .66 NS
% diabetes 47 43 NS
contrast,snl 156 56 139 63 NS
Renal failure was defined as an increase
in serum Cr > l.Omg/dl within 48 hours
following contrast. Renal failure
following diatrizoate was seen in 17%
(6/36) of patients, compared to 26%
(9/35) following iopamidol, p = .35.
Only one patient required dialysis.
Diabetes did not significantly increase
the likelihood of renal failure in either
group. These data indicate that in
patients with renal disease, non—ionic
contrast for cardiac angiography is as
nephrotoxic as standard ionic media.
Before
i schemi a
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TOTAL PREVENTION OF GLYCEROL-INDUCED ACUTE
RENAL FAILURE (ARF) WiTH AN ADENOSINE-RECEPTOR
BLOCKER.Donald E. Oken and Katherine M. Reilly. Medical
College of Virginia and VA Med. Center, Richmond, Virginia.
Various lines of evidence suggest a role for adenosine in
the pathogenesis of ARF. Bidani and Churchill and Bowmer et
al have shown that aminophylline or 8-phenyitheophylline
decreased the severity of glycerol-induced ARF, but renal
function still was notably depressed. The same agents have
provided equally inconsistent and incomplete protection from
ARF in this laboratory. Here, we have assessed the efficacy
of the more potent adenosine-receptor blocker BW A1433U
given at doses of 0.025 to 25 mg/Kg B.W. i.p. In 6 normal
Sprague-Dawley rats, the highest (hyperpharmacologic) dose
caused a small rise in Cm (2.3 SEM 0.1 vs 1.9 0.1
mI/mm, p < 0.05) without a significant change in MAP. BW
A1433U was given i.p. 12h before and each 12h x 3 after i.m.
injection of 10 mI/Kg B.W. glycerol. Rats given 0.025 or 0.25
mg/kg BW A1433U (N = 8 each) exhibited no change at all in
serum creatinine concentration (5cr) 24h and 48h after
glycerol (mean48h AScr -0.02 0.12 and +0.03 0.07 mg/dl,
N=8, respectively; control 48h AScr 4.1 0.7 mg/dl). Cm at
these doses is to be measured. 12 rats given 25 mg/Kg
showed a mean rise in Scr of 0.9 0.6 mg/dl at 48h (p <
0.001) and a reduction in Cm from 1.8 0.2 to 1.3 0.2
mI/mm, a value far higher than that in volume replete,
glycerol-injected controls (0.31 02 ml/min, N = 12, p <
0.001). When first given 12 and 24h after the onset of ARF,
the adenosine blocker offered no protection (48h Cm 0.34
0.14, N = 18). To our knowledge, no other maneuver except
long term salt loading has provided the degree of protection
from glycerol-induced ARF exhibited by BW A1433U
pretreatment. These results strengthen, but do not prove, the
thesis that adenosine plays a key role in the pathogenesis of
myohemoglobinuric ARF.
INDUCTION OF c-fog AND THE EARLY GROWTH RESPONSE
GENE Egr-1 IN MICE AFTER RENAL ISCREMIA. Aii.ta
J. Oue1lette', Ronald A. Malt*, Vikas P.
Sukhatme, and Joseph V. Bonventre. Surgical and
Medical Services, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Harvard Medical School and Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, University of Chicago.
To identify specific genetic regulatory
mechanisms associated with renal ischemia, renal
accumulation of mRNAs coded by c-fog and the
early growth response gene, Egr-1, has been
measured in mice after unilateral nephrectomy with
contralateral clamp-induced ischemia and
reperfusion. RNA northern blot analyses show that
Egr-1 mRNA accumulates rapidly and transiently
in post-ischemic mouse kidney and to a lower level
in control kidneys after contralateral nephrectomy
alone. After one hour of reperfusion subsequent to
total arterial occlusion of the kidney for 10 or
30 mm, Egr-1 mRNA levels were approximately 5-
fold greater in ischemic kidneys than in controls.
Egr-1 mRNA persists at diminished levels up to
24 hours after 10 or 30 mm of ischemia, and
Egr-1 mRNA content was independent of whether
ischemia occurred for 10 or 30 mm. After
unmnephrectomy alone, Egr-1 mRNA levels in the
remaining kidney are maximal 30 mm after surgery,
diminished at 1 hour but not detectable at later
times. Regulation of c-fos and Egr-1 mRNAlevels differs in that c-fog mRNA content varies
with the duration of ischemia and is not detected
24 hours after injury.
In conclusion, differential expression of early
growth response genes implicated in
transcriptional activation may be an important
determinant of functional tissue recovery after
renal ischemia.
ORAL PROSTAGLANDIN El ANALOG MISOPROSTOL
REDUCES RENAL ISCHEMIC INJURY. MaskS. Paller, Unrversity
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Prostaglandins (PG) may have a beneficial effect during renal
ischemia. Studies employing PGE but not PGI2 suggest that this
protective effect may be a consequence of enhanced renal
blood flow (RBF). We tested whether the orally active PGEi
analog misoprostol protects against lschemic renal injury in the rat
and whether any effect was hemodynamically mediated. Male
Sprague-Dawley rats (n6 per group) received 100 ug/kg
misoprostol via an orogastric tube 30 mm before right
nephrectomy and occlussion of the left renal aflery for 40 mm.
Control animals received 0.5 ml phosphate buffer. This dose of
misoprostol caused no change in renal blood flow, GFR, or solute
excretion in nonischemic kidneys. Renal function was measured
1 hr after ischemla (x SE; p.cO.05 vs control):
MAP(mmHal Qj0. BE RVR(mmHa/mVmifl
CONTROL 102±7 0.12±0.2 2.5±0.3 43.2±4.8
MISOPROSTOL 90 A 8 0.34 0.1' 3.5j0.7 32.8±8.6
24 hr after ischemia renal function was similarly improved by
misoprostol:
tmIhnit U/P crøst
CONTROL 0.11 jO.04 7.3±1.4 11.8j3
MISOPROSTOL 0.38 0.09' 14.1 2.9' 5.0±1'
There was no difference in postischemic renal malondialdehyde
content (an index of free radical injury) nor did misoprostol have
any effect on preischemic renal glutathione content.
Administration of an additional dose of misoprostol 24 hr prior to
ischemia provided no greater protection than the single dose. In
summary, PGE enhanced postischemic GFR and tubular function
independent of any significant effect on renal blood flow. PGE
may, therefore, have a cytoprotectlve' effect during renal
ischemia. Because it is active after oral administration misoprostol
may be useful to prevent acute renal failure in clinical situations.
CHARACTERIZATION AND KINETICS OF THE INTERSTITIAL
CELL INFILTRATE (Id) ASSOCIATED WITH GENTAMICIN
NEPHROTOXICITY (G—NTX). V. Pardo, B. Fernandez,*
H. Alpert K. Papendick' V. Esquenazi' and C. A.
Vaamonde. VAMC, Dept. Pathology, Medicine and
Surgery, Univ. Miami, Sch. of Medicine, Miami, FL.
The nature and functional significance of the
ICI response associated with G—NTX was studied In
female Sprague—Dawley rats receiving 60 mg/Kg BW/
day (d) of G for 8 d. Controls (C) received
Ringer's. Groups of C (ea.=8) and C (ea.=6) were
sacrificed at d 2,3,4,8,14 & 28. Frozen sections
were stained with a panel of 8 monoclonal anti-
bodies to rat lymphohematopoietic antigens. Cells
surrounding 100 cross sectioned tubules (TX) were
quantitated by epifluorescence microscopy. Periph-
eral blood cells were estimated by flow cytometry.
Serum creatinine (Cr) was unchanged through d 4,
peaked at d 8 (0.8±0.3 mg/dl;p.cO.O2 vs. C) and re-
turned to baseline by d 14. Renal cortical C peak-
ed between d 4 & 8 and decreased markedly by d
14. Focal tubular necrosis was first seen at d 8.
By d 2—3, rats had innunohistochemical evidence of
Interstitial nephritis characterized by an in-
crease of all the cell subsets (p<O.05—O.OO1) de-
spite unchanged Cr and histology. The helper(W3/25)/suppressor—cytotoxic ratio (OX8) was in-
verted up to d 8. D 14 showed the highest cell
counts in all subsets, however, nonocytes (ED1)+
macrophages (ED2) (220/100TX) were prevalent,
whereas B cells (0X33) were a minority (70/100TX).
There were no changes in peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells. The inflammatory process was sub-
siding by d 28 but still unresolved.
These findings suggest a role of the early re-
active cells on the pathogenesis of G—NTX.
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INHIBITION OF TOBRAMYCIN REABSORPTION IN
PROXIMAL AND DISTAL NEPHRON SEGMENTS BY
AIXALINIZATION; A MICROPUNCTURE STUDY.
Linda N. Peterson. Depts. of Phyaiol. and Ped.,
Univ. of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario.
Chronic acidification appears to
potentiate aminoglycoside induced nephrotoxicity
and renal cortical accumulation while some, but
not all, studies show that alkalinization
reduces nephrotoxicity. The purpose of the
present study was to determine if reabsorption
of Tobramycin (TB) in proximal and distal
nephron segments in vivo is altered by pH. To
assess this possibility on the single nephron
level, 20 nl samples of 3H TB were microinjected
into proximal and distal tubules and its
recovery compared to -4C inulin in HCO3-loaded
(BL) or acid-loaded rats (AL). Results obtained
in 66 tubules in 17 rats are summarized:
PLASMA 3}j TB/'4C In X 100
pN HCO3 mM Proximal Distal
BL 7.61 43.9 92.5 99.6
+.O30 +2.28 +1.56 +1.59
* *
*..p<.OO1 * *
AL 7.17 14.1
+.014 +0.72
Late proximal flow
BL and AL rats
nl/min,NS) however,
and [HCO3] of plasma and urine was a
significant reduction in Proximal and Distal
reabsorption of TB. These data provide evidence
that alkalinization reduces TB reabsorption and
may explain enhanced nephrotoxicity in acidosis
and increased renal clearance when pH and/or
RICO3] are elevated.
INHIBITION OF VASOCONSTRICTORS
NORMALIZES GFR IN POST-OBSTRUCTED
KIDNEYS. M.L Purkerson and S. Klahr, Renal
Division, Washington University Medical School,
St. Louis, Missouri.
Previous studies designed to examine the role of
increased synthesis of thromboxane and ansiotensin II
on renal function of the postobstructed kidney have
utilized blockade of production of these two
vasoconstrictors after release of obstruction of 24 hours
duration. In the present studies we analyzed the
potential contribution of angiotensin II and thromboxane
A2 to the marked decrease in C}FR and renal plasma
flow that occurs after unilateral release of bilateral
ureteral obstruction (BUO) of 24 hours duration by
pretreating four groups of rats with vehicle, an inhibitor
of angiotensin-converting enzyme (enalapril), aninhibitor of thromboxane synthesis (OKY 046), or a
combination of both inhibitors for 48 hours preceding
the onset of obstruction. As compared to previous data
in which synthesis of angiotensin II and thromboxane A2
was blocked after release of obstruction of 24 hours
duration, the results of the present experiments indicate
that pretreatment with inhibitors of angiotensin II
and/or thromboxane A2 synthesis results in substantiallygreater increases in renal plasma flow and (FR than
previously reported. Simultaneous inhibition of
thromboxane and angiotensin II production normalized
CIFR in the post-obstructed kidney (Cin = 5.93 0.53 vs
1.54 0.15 mI/mm Kg BW in rats receiving vehicle).
Thus, the results of the present studies indicate an
important quantitative contribution of thromboxane A
and angiotensin II to the decrease in GFR and renal
plasma flow observed in obstruction. The effects of
these vasoconstrictors during short-term obstruction
account for at least 80 to 90 percent of the decrement in
GFR and renal plasma flow observed after release of
BUO in rats.
SHEDDING OF VIABLE TUBULAR CELLS (TC) INTO THE
URINE IN EXPERIMENTAL "ACUTE TUBULAR NECROSIS"
(ATN). L.C. Racusen, Y. Li,* B. Fivush, K. Solez.
Johns Hopkins Univ. School of Medicine, Baltimore
MD, Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
We have reported the shedding of large numbers
of viable TC in patients with ATM (Kidney Int.
33:364, 1988). To further study TC shedding, we
used 4 groups of rabbits: l)controls; 2)pedlcle
clamp (1 h), 3)glycerol—treated (15 ml/kg 50%
solution) 4)HgC12—treated (15 mg/kg). Urine was
collected over 6 hrs. TC viability was determined
by Trypan blue exclusion. Histologic sections of
kidney were ranked for tubular necrosis (TN).
Results: (*p<05 vs Gp.l)
Voided Urine CTM
Gp TC Vol (TC/ml % TM
(xlO6) (ml) x104) Viable Rank
1 .3+.1 13+1 3+1 0 3.5+0
2 612 9T5 92+!9* 38+11* l6.8+T.21*
3 1915 4617* 4219 1414 8.5T7*
4 31118 35111* 79120* 5918* 16.211.8*
Voiding f TC in T1N was psitive17 correlated
with Cr clearance (Ccr)(r=.78, p<.Ol, n=18) sug-
gesting dependence on tubular fluid flow. Voided
TC and Ccr were inversely correlated with histo-
logic tubular necrosis (TM) (r——.6l and —.56,p<
.05). % viable TC was characteristic of individ-
ual models with % and CTM of viable TC in urine
correlated with TM (r+.7,p<.05) in groups 3 &
4. In transplant patients, the CTM of viable TC
in urine correlated with serum Cr in the first 4
days after transplant (r=.48,p<.05,ri=21). Shed-
ding continued throughout the course of ATM.
Analysis of TC shedding and viability may repre-
sent a non—invasive means of determining type and
severity of tubular damage in ATM.
BULK SEPARATION OF RABBIT PCT AND PST: SUBSTRATE—
DEPENDENT METABOLIC DIFFERENCES. Charles E. Ruegg*
and Lazaro J. Mandel, Duke Univ. Med. Cen, Dept.
of Cell Biol,, Durham, NC.
Bulk isolation of PCT and PST was done to in-
vestigate mechanisms underlying selective injury
to proximal tubular (PT) segments. Separate dis-
section of the outer cortex and outer medullary
stripe was followed by Percoll gradient centrifu—
gation Bands were enriched in PT (> 95%) with an
average tissue yield of 38 mg (73.7%) PCT and 13
ng (26.1%) PST (n'-l9) per rabbit. Both segments
were enriched in the proximal marker leuciñe
aminopeptidase (1.23 and 1.62) and dc—enriched in
the distal marker hexokinase (REX: 0.22 and 0.21)
for PCT and PST, respectively. Furthermore, REX
was 30% higher and lactate dehydrogenase (LDII)
was 37% higher in PST versus PCT (n—9). PST and
PCT suspensions (1 mg/ml) were incubated in DMEM
for 1 hr at 370C, followed by resuspension in
either a buffer containing 5mM glucose as sole
carbon source or DMEM. After 30 nm, samples were
analyzed and returned to DMEM for a 1 hr recovery.
In PCT suspended in buffer, basal Q02 decreased
67% from 40.7 to 13.3 nmol/mmn/mg, Afl decreased
52% from 8.9 to 4.3 nmol/mg, LDR release increas-
ed from 6 to 24%, and K content was unchanged.
In contrast, PST suspended in buffer decreased
basal Q02 35% from 41.9 to 273, Aff levels de-
creased 33% from 10.0 to 6.8 while LDR release
and K content were unchanged. The improved abili-
ty of PST to survive in the glucose buffer and
their increased REX and LDH activities suggest
that the PST may have a greater capacity for gly—
colytic metabolism than the PCT and thus be able
to endure longer periods of hypoxia.
75.1 94.1
+1.88 +0.75
rate (ni/mm) was similar in
(BL—33+i.9 vs AL 30+2.1
associated with elevated pH
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RENAL EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR (EGF) PRODUCTION
DECREASES AND EGF RECEPTORS INCREASE FOLLOWING
RENAL ISCHEMIA. R. Safirstein. P. Price* and R.C. Harris
Mt Sinai School of Medicine, NY, NY and Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, TN.
Urine is a rich source of EGF, and the kidney contains high
concentrations of mRNA for the EGF precursor, preproEGF. We have
recently reported reduced levels of preproEGF mRNA and urinary EGF
excretion after renal artery clamping (Clin. Res. 36:597A) and now
report the time course of changes of renal EGF production and
changes of renal EGF receptor concentration following 50 minutes of
vascular clamping. Measurement of urinary EGF excretion by
radioreceptor assay revealed 90% decrease in EGF excretion within 1
hour post insult, and a return to only 5% of control by day 4. Poly
(A5 mRNAs were isolated by guanidinium isothiocyanate extraction
and oligo-dT chromatography. Northern blot hybridization revealed a
60% decrease in preproEGF mRNA by 2 hours and virtual absence by
12 hours post insult, with only a 1% urn towards normal by 4 days.
In contrast, significant increases in 1'I-EGF binding were noted in
membrane preparations prepared from both cortex and inner medulla,
compared to the contralateralkidney. In inner medulla, EGF binding
was increased 220% within 24 hours ( n=4;p<0.05). At 4 days high
affinity binding increased from 9.3 to 21.9 fmol/mg protein (n=2). In
cortex, binding increased from 1.2±0.3 to 2.6±0.3 fmol/mg protein
(n=6; p<O.0O5). There were no differences in the basolateral marker,
Na-K ATPase or the apical mailrer, alkaline phosphatase, between
membrane preparations. There was no change in EGF binding affinity
in cortex or inner medulla.
In summary, these studies demonstrate that ischemic renal insult
reduces renal preproEGF mRNA levels and urinary EGF excretion,
while at the same time the kidney expresses an increased number of
EGF receptors. These data are consistent with regulation of renal
EGF receptor density by intrarenal EGF production and suggest a
possible functional role for urinary EGF. Increased EGF receptor
number may also be a response to renal injury.
INHIBITION OF MERCURIC CHRORIDE-INDUCED
RENAL FAILURE IN MICE BY HERBAL MEDICINE.
Nobuo Sakurai, Haruyuki Shirasawa, Koji Sugimoto,
Kiyoshi Shibata, Yutaka Fujise, and Hisayoshi
Sugihara. Depts. of Hygiene, Pathol., and Org.
Chem., Hamamatsu Univ. Sch. of Med., Hamamatsu,
and Dept. of Microbiol., Fac. of Pharm., Meijo Univ.,
Nagoya, Japan. (Intr. by K. Kurokawa.)
Inhibitin of acute renaTlaiTureby mercuric chlo-
ride was tested by Chinese herbal medicine. Mice
were intraperitoneally injected with saline in the con-
trol and with a decoction of 13 different herbs in
the treated twice prior to the subcutaneous inocula-
tion with LD5O of mercury. The survival rate and
serum urea nitrogen value after 1 week were 52.3%
and 81.1 mg/dl, respectively, in the control and 86.8
and 41.4 in the treated. The mercury, demonstrated
by gold toning method, was electron-microscopically
seen in cytoplasm, lysosome, and in a small amount
in nuclei and mitochondria after 3 hours, when the
cytoplasmic matrix loosened in the control but not
in the treated. After 6 hr, this cytoplasmic change
progressed in the former but was usually inhibited
in the latter. Coagulation necrosis became manifest
after 12 hr in the control and showed karyolysis af-
ter 24 hr, whereas these changes were not observed
in the treated so far. The herbal decoction seems
to be efficacious angainst mercury poisoning. The
hot water extracts of herbs were subjected to frac-
tional separation. NMR spectroscopy may offer
unique advantage in characterizing chemical constitu-
ents related to inhibitory factors in the decoctions.
Biological assay of the acidic fraction containing
phenolic materials are now in progress.
CONflCAST IthVIA 1M)UC1U ACUTE kWKAL L'ALLU1( I(AKYI—
PROTECTIVE ACTION OP A'l'RIaL NATBIURETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP)
K. Schafferhans, 3. Strohmeier, H. Geiger, U.
Bahner, E. P. Landwehr*, A. Heidland, University
of Wflrzburg, Dept. of Nephrology, *Dept, of
Radiology, FRG—8700 Wflrzburg (introduced by R.W.
Schrier)
The present study was designed investigate the
protective action of AN? in CARP. In this study
we used female Sprague—Dawley rats. After a sur-
gical preparation, removal of the right kidney
and clamping of the left renal artery over a
period of 20 minutes infusion studies were per-
formed. lopamidole (10?) and ANP was infused
intravenously at 2 g per hour (90 minutes) and
10 'g per kg body weight per hour (60 miii), respec-
tively. In group 1 rats received lOP solely (con-
trols, CO), in group 2 and 3 ANP was infused
after or before the toxic insult. GFR (inulun
clearance), urinary flow (V), electrolyte ex-
cretion, renal blood flow and arterial blood
pressure was measured. In controls, 10? induced
a non—oliguric CARP. After the toxic insult AN?
infusion induced an increase of glomerular
filtration rate in group 2. In group 3 GPR exceeded
basal values and remained elevated over the whole
period of the experiment, in spite of lOP infusion.IO "
—1 to impaire renal function
and decreases renal blood flow. This may be,
at least in part, mediated by activation of intra-
renal renin-angiotensin—system (RAS).ANP anta-
gonizes the action of angiotensin II and norepi-
nephrine on renal vascularature and glomerular
cells, increases the glomerular surface area
available for ultrafiltration and hence increases
Xf. These actions may contribute to the protective
effect of AN? in the early CARP.
EVIDENCE FOR MITOCHONDRIAL (MITO) ELECTRON TRANS-
PORT DEPENDENT NECROSIS IN THE THICK ASCENDING
LIMB OF HENLE (TAL). P.F.Shanlev,& G.C.Johnson*.
U. CO Hlth. Sd. Ctr., Dept. Path., Denver, CO.
Hypoxic cell injury is thought related to
defective mito AlP production. Mito AlP produc-
tion was inhtbited by either electron transport
blockade (lO rotenoneR) or by uncoupling oxi-
dative phosphorylation wi.,th resultant electron
transport stimulation (lO' M Carbonyl Cyanide m-
Chlorophenylhydrazone=CCCP) in the Krebs-Hense-
leit-hyperoncotic Albumin, nonfiltering (NF) iso-
lated perfused rat kidney (IPK). Both agents re-
duced AlP compared to vehicle control (V) in the
cortex (R=19%, CCCP=31%, both vs V p<O.OO1, R vs
CCCP p<O.OI) and in the inner stripe of the outer
medulla (R=49%, CCCP=60%, both vs V p<O.05, R vs
CCCP NS). Both also caused diffuse hypoxic-like
proximal tubule (PT) injury. Their effects dif-
fered primarily with respect to 02 consumption
(Q02) and TAL morphology. CCCP caused an initial
burst of increased Q02 (+46%) followed by a fall
below baseline (-38% at 10 mm). R caused a fall
in Q02 (-58% at io mm) without the initial
burst. TAL necrosis was 11% in V, 16% in R and
70% in CCCP (V vs R NS; CCCP vs V or R p<O.O1).
The morphologic response in TAL (but not PT) may
thus depend more on the electron transport acti-
vity than on the AlP depletion accompanying dis-
ruption of mito function. The CCCP-induced TAL
injury was similar to the transport-dependent hy-
poxic necrosis previously described in the IPK.
CCCP can thus apparently bypass the protection
against this lesion typically observed in the NF
protocol suggesting that the role of solute
transport in the usual hypoxic injury may be to
stimulate mito electron transport.
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REDUCED Na-K-ATPase ACTIVITY IN DISTAL NEPURON IN
GLYCEROL- iNDUCED ACUTE RENAL FA ]LURE (ARF):
RELATIONSHIP TO SEVERITY OF FUNCTIONAL IMPA flM5NT.
P. Sherzer,* H. Wald,* and M.M. Popovtzer.
Hadassah Univ. Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.
To further characterize changes in tubular Na—
K—ATPase in ARF, segmental analysis was performed
in rat nephrons. Na—K—ATPase was assayed in the
following seaments: proximal convolution (PC),
proximal straight (PS), outer medullary thick
ascending limb (OMPAL), cortical thick ascending
limb (CTAL), distal convolution (DC) and cortical
collecting duct (CCD) in 3 groups of rats: 1. in-
tact, 2. moderate non—oliguric APP And 3. severe
oliguric APP. GFR and C/GFRxl0O were in 1. 0.80
mi/mm and 0.68+0.06, in 2. 0.14+0.02 and
1.46+0.35, and in 3. 0.04+0.01 and 0.46+0.15
respectively. Na—K—ATPase in PC and PS were simil-
ar in all 3 groups. Na—K—ATPase levels were in
OMTAL: in 1. 37+2xlO—ll mole/mm/mm, in 2. 20+lx
10—11 p<0.OOl vs 1., and in 3. 24+2xlO p<0.OOl
vs 1.; in CTAL: in 1. 40+2x1011, in 2. 33+lxloll
p<O.OOl vs 1., and in 3. 27+2xl0ll p<O.OO1 vs 1.
and vs 2.; in DC: in 1. 43+2xlOll, in 2. 33+lx
10—li p<0.OOl vs 1. and in3. 22+lxl0 p<0.OOl
vs 1 and vs 2.; in CCD: in 1. 2O+lxl011, in 2.
25+lxlOll p<0.001 vs 1., in 3. 24+2 p<O.OS vs 1.
No differences were noticed in Mg—ATPase suggest-
ing specificity of the changes in Na—K-ATPase.
These results show that Na—K—ATPaze remains un-
changed in PC and PS, and is elevated in CCD in
moderate arid severe APP. Na-IC—ATPase is reduced in
OMrAL, CTAL and DC and there is a direct relation-
ship between this reduction and the severity of
APP • The present findings suggest that TAL and DC
are the tubular sites of impaired Na transport in
APP.
ANALYSIS OF 67Ga ACCUMULATION IN EXPERIMENTAL
TUBULO-INTERSTITIAL CHANGES.
TOSHIAKI SHIBASAKI*, Kensuke Joh*, Shigeo Aizawa*
and Tadashi Miyahara*. (intr. by Barry M.
Brenner). Jikei Univ. School of Medicine, Dept.
of Medicine & Pathology, Tokyo. Japan.
67Ga scientigram is suggested for one of
the useful methods for diagnosis of the tubulo—
interstitial changes instead of renal biopsy. We
investigated the mechanisms of accumulation of
67Ca and the proteins binding with G7Ga in the
renal interstitium using animal models.
Autoimeune tubulo—interstitial nephritis
(TIN) or UgCl;—induced glomerulonephritis (GM)
were induced in male Brown Norway rats and 67Ga
imaging was compared with their renal histologi-
cal changes. Intensity of 67Ga accumulation to
the kidneys was expressed as a ratio against
their accumulation to the lumbar vertebra in the
same rats. The imaging and the accumulation
intensity of t7Ga to the kidneys were greater in
GM (ratio 1.42±0.1) than TIN (0.53±0.19) at the
fourth week after the respective treatments,
suggesting that 67Ga accumulation depends on
plasma exudation rather than cell infiltration in
the renal interstitium. Urinary protein excre-
tion was in accordance with the renal intensity
of 67Ga accumulation in GM. In next experiments,
the affinity of 67Ga to the exudate of renal
interstitium were examined by means of y—scanner
and thin layer chromatography. The major
proteins producing 67Ga accumulation in the
interstitium seems to be transferrin and some
other acute phase reactants.
According to above facts, 67Ga scientigram
is the useful examination method for detecting
tubulo—interstitial changes by binding of 67Ga to
the acute phase reactants.
DISSOCIAiION OF HYPOXANPBINE PRODUCTION AND
POSTISCIIEMIC RENAL FUNCTION. Norman J. Siesel,
K.M. Gaudio, A. van Waardss, N. Stromski*, 0.
Thulin5, N. Kashgarian, and R.0. Shulman5. Tale
Univ. Sob, of Med., Depts. of Pediat., Pathol.,
and J(ol. Biophys. and Biochem., New Haven. CT.
We have evaluated the relationship between
renal function (Cia) 24 hrs after isch•mia and
a) the accumulation of hypoxanthine (HYPI) during
isohemia and b) the regeneration of AlP at 2 bra
of reflow determined by 31P NMR in vivo. These
observations have been made in rats subjected
to: a) ischemis of 15, 30, 45 or 60 in (N—27),
b) postiscbemic infusions of APP—M8CL2,
AMP—NgCl2, T4, or dopamine (N-30), a)
inhibition of sdenine nuoleotide catabolism by
2'—desoxycoformicin or AJIPeP (N—is).
There was no relationship between the
concentration of HYPI prior to reflow and
subsequent Cj (R=O.22. 400 to 950 jilmin.'10O g
BI (non—isohemic valve 950—1050) and when HIPI
was significantly elevated (0.5—0.7), Cia
raised from 200 to 750. This discordance between
HYPI and Cin suggests that free radical
formation from zanthine oxidase activity is not a
primary determinant (Paller, JCI 1984) of post—
isohemic renal damage.
In contrast, there is a consistent, highly
significant correspondence between renal AlP
levels after 2 bra of reflow and C1 24 bra
istor (R—O.945, P(O.OO1). The remarkable
consistency of this relationship under varied
experimental conditions, allows one to suggest
that salvage and restoration of high energy
metabolites is a fundamental determinant of the
ability to recover from renal ischemia.
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NICKEL INDUCED INHIBITION OF CELL VOLUME REGULATION
Daniel A. Terreros, Joseph A. Knight, Edward R.
Ashwood. Dpts. of Pathology, VAMC and University
of Utah Medical Center, Salt Lake City,Utah.
Nickel Nephropathy is characterized in the
acute phase by aminoaciduria and proteinuria, and
in the chronic stage by scarring and tumorogenesis.
These effects are thought to be secundary to Ni(II)
enhancement of lipid peroxidation. We therefore
tested the possibility that nickel could alter
electrolyte transport across the cellular membranes
of renal proximal tubule cells. Isolated proximal
tubules from C. Auratus, incubated in isotonic
Ringer's solution, were exposed to 0.05, 0.10, 0.5
and 1 niH NiC1 for 3 mm, followed by exposure to a
hypotonic, NaCl poor, Ringer's solution (ilOmOsm).
In our experimental conditions ( non-perfused
tubules) the tubule's lumen is closed and does not
open during hypotonic stimulation. Changes in
tubular diameters were studied at 24 C in an
inverted microscope equiped with video recording
capabilities. The tubular diameters were measured
at 10 sec intervals using the freeze-frame mode of
the video system. Nickel did not induce significant
changes in cell volume in isotonic solutions, or in
the initial degree of cell swelling after exposure
to hypotonic Ringer's. However, in a dose related
manner, Ni(II) inhibited the cellular ability to
osmoregulate in hypotonic solutions. These
observations indicate that nickel disrupts the
ability of proximal renal cells to acomplish the
necessary translocation of osmotic particles to
attain volume regulation. We postulate that this
effect may be secundary to alteration of lipid-
protein interactions within the plasma membrane,
perhaps related to Ni(II) enhanced lipid
peroxidation.
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) FOLLOWING BONE MARROW
TRANSPLANTATION (Bill). N. Thornton*, L. Gamelin*,
and R.A. Zager, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center (FHCRC), Seattle, WA.
To assess the incidence, risk factors, and
outcome of ARF following Bill, the hospital courses
of 272 patients transplanted at FHCRC during 1986
were retrospectively reviewed. 53% of patients at
least doubled their initial serum creatinine (Scr
x2) within 21 days post BMT and 24% required
dialysis (0). The degree of renal functional
impairment dramatically impacted on patient
mortality (D, 84%; Scr x2, 37%; no Scr x2, 17%).
Post BMT jaundice due to hepato-venoocclusive
disease (VOD), weight gain (2.O kg), amphotericin
B use, and a pre-transplant Scr of O.7 mg/dl were
each independently associated with the subsequent
development of D-requiring ARF (p<O.OO1).
Aminoglycoside, vancomycin, cyclosporine A use,
and acute graft versus host disease were not
associated with ARF. A mismatched graft was a
significant risk factor for ARF but only by
univariate, not multivariate, analysis. During
the 48 hrs prior to doubling the Scr, 63% of D
patients had positive blood cultures, 39% were
hypotensive (systolic BP 90) and 95% had a
temperature of 38°C. Urine Na concentrations
were 40 m eqJl in 85% of 0 patients tested.
Autopsy kidney specimens revealed no histologic
explanation for ARF in virtually any of the
patients. Conclusion: ARF can be an extremely
common complication following BMT. Its
development is typically preceded by VOD, weight
gain, amphotericin use, septicemia, and
hypotension. The available data suggest that the
ARF is hemodynamic rather than structural in
nature and it augers a grave prognosis.
ADVERSE SYSTEMIC AND RENAL HEMODYNAMIC
EFFECTS OF AMPHOTERICIN B (AMPHO): ROLE OF
ENDOGENOUS PLATELET ACTIVATING FACTOR
(PAP). iF Tohns. B Ha*, L Raij. U. of MN. and VAMC,
Minneapolis, MN.
Use of AMPHO is complicated by severe systemic and
renal toxicity. Because of similarities between AMPHO
toxicity and the spectrum of bioactivity associated with PAF,
we hypothesized that the toxic effects of AMPHO may be
mediated by stimulation of endogenous PAP release. Male
Sprague-Dawley rats (275-350g) were pie-treated with the
specific PAP-receptor antagonist, SRI 63-675 (SRI, 15
mg/kg iv load followed by 0.23 mg/kg/mm), or vehicle,
before infusion of high-dose AMPHO (1.75 mg/kg iv over
lh). In SRI treated rats (n=7) no hypotension was observed
and all rats survived. However, AMPHO induced systemic
hypotension (nadir BP 50-60 mmHg) or death in 5/8 vehicle
pm-treated rats (63% shock or death, P < 0.05 vs SRi). In
rats given a lower dose of AMPHO (1.2 mg/kg iv over 60
miii) systemic hypotension was not observed during AMPHO
infusion, allowing determination of GFR ([3H1-inulin
clearance) and renal blood flow (REP, flow probe).
Pm-treatment with SRI resulted in significant preservation of
final RB? (SRI vs Vehicle, -31±9 vs -65±11 % change from
baseline, P <0.04) and final GFR (SRI vs Vehicle,
1.08±0.16 vs 0.68±0.08 mI/mm, P <0.05). Thus,
pie-treatment with a specific PAP-receptor antagonist
prevented hypotension and death after high-dose AMPHO
infusion, while blunting renal vasoconstriction and
preserving GFR after low-dose AMPHO. We conclude that
endogenous PAP may mediate, at least in part, the adverse
systemic and renal hemodynamic effects of AMPHO.
ISOLATION, CULTURE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN
RENAL COLLECTING DUCT CELLS. Anna L. Trifilli&'
(intr. by Barbara Urbaitis). Dept. of Pathology,
University of Maryland School of Medicine and
Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services
Systems, Baltimore, Maryland
The value of isolated nephron segments f or in
vitro nephrotoxicity studies is well recognized.
We have previously developed an In vitro model of
human proximal tubule cells isolated fron cadaver
kidneys (Trifillis, et al., J. Urology 133:
32Zl329, 1985). Using similar methods, we have
isolated epithelial cells from the papillary
region of human kidneys. Papillae were dissected
from 10 cadaver kidneys and digested in Minimum
Essential Medium (HEM) containing 300 U/ml
colagenase. Cells were plated at a density of10 live cells/rn]. in MEM supplemented with
Insulin and 10% fetal calf serum. Confluent
monolayers with a cobblestone appearance were
observed at 1015 days. Cells of primary
isolates and first passages after storage at
—1350C exhibited epithelial cell ultrastructure
including cell junctions, intermediate cyto-
plasmic filaments and miorovilli. Histochemical—
ly, these cells were negative for Factor-VIII (a
marker for endothelial cells) and 1-glutamyl-
transferase (a marker for proximal tubule cells).
However, when stained by the immunoperoxidase
method with peroxidaselabelled peanut leotin(Arachis hypogea), which binds specifically to
human distal tubule and collecting duct cells,
the cells uniformly exhibited dark brown reaction
product. The results indicate that human renal
collecting duct cells can be isolated and
cultured for in vitro studies.
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EPIDEL GTh FACIOR (BF) IHANCES RENAL
R3ENER1I1ON AND ACCEIER1TE5 RECOVERY F4 IS-
OIEMIC ACIJI'E RENAL FAIUJRE (MW). Y.K. au*,J.T. Norman ar L.G. Fine. Division of Nerol-
ogy, UCLA School of Medicine, Ins Angeles, C.
While measures aimed at preventing or
ameliorating the course of MN may have value if
initiated prior to onset of the disease, there is
no information about how to shorten the course of
MN once it is established. To address this
issue, we examined the effect of XF in vivo,
since we had previously shown B3F to be a potentinitogen for renal tubolar cells. Bilateral renal
isthemia was lsuced in Sprague—Iwley rats by
renal artery occlusion for 90 nun. Following
reperfusion of the kidneys, B3F (0.1 gig/hour)(rL=l0) was administered over 7 days via an intra-
aortic catheter with its tip proximal to the renal
arteries using an osntic miniponp. Controls
received NaC1 (n=l0). In control rats serum
creatine [Cr] increased fron baseline of 0.6 0.1
ml/min. to a maxims of 5.1 2.4 at day 2 and
declined to 1.9 0.3 at day 7. In FXF-treated
rats maxiimim [Cr] at day 2 was 3.8 2.0. Betweendays 4 and 7 [Cr] was significantly lover than
control with nre ccstglete recovery at day 7 ([Cr)
= 1.09). Autoradiograithy of PZF binling to
control MW kidneys at 15, 24 and 48 hours shoved
a 2 • 6 fold increase at 48 hours. Conclusion: 1)
EX3F enhances renal regeneration after MW and
hastens the rate and degree of recovery fron
ischenmic aaste renal failure. 2) Up-regulation of
EGF receptor binding contributes to the
regenerative response in MW.
RECOVERY OF METABOLIC INHIBITOR-TREATED TUBULES
PROTECTED BY GLYCINE (GLY) OR GSH. L.kL.
Weinberg, J.A. Davis* and M. Abarzua*. V.A.
Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
To assess the protection against metabolic
inhibitor-induced Injury to isolated rabbit
proximal tubules (PT) provided by GLY and GSH, PT
were exposed to either sodium cyanide (CYN) (2
mM), antimycin (ANTI) (10 5M), oligomycin (OLIGO
(15 N) or carbonylcyanide ni-chiorophenyl.
hydrazone (CCCLP) (10 aM) for 15' then were washed
and incubated in medium containing 5 mg/mi BSA (to
facilitate removal of hydrophobic agents) for 45'
more prior to measurement of structural and
metabolic parameters. Otherwise untreated PT were
compared to PT treated with either 2 mM GLY or 2
mM GSH throughout all phases of the experiment
(N—4-7). All inhibitors at 15' increased free LDH
from 5.6±0.7 to 30-40% (p < 0.01) and caused
severe depletion of cell ATP and inhibition of
respiration (RR). The LDH release (LR) but not the
inhibition of respiration or depletion of ATP was
prevented by GLY or GSH. After washing (AW), CYN-
treated tubules showed only moderate additional
LR, and had partial recovery of ATP and RR. All
parameters were improved by GLY and GSH. OLIGO
and ANTI-treated PT had continuing high LR AW and
no recovery of ATP or RR. GLY and GSH
substantially ameliorated the LR but did not
improve AT? or RR. CGCLP.treated PT also had high
LR AW which was prevented by GLY or GSH. GSH but
not GLY produced major improvement of RR and ATP
after CCGLP. These data show: a) ability to
remove inhibitors varies, b) sustained protection
by GLY and GSH AW even when ATP and RR do not
improve and c) a unique effect of GSH to improve
mitochondria after CCCLP.
NEPARAN SULFATE GRANGE DENSITY IN ADRIANYCIN
AND PURONYCIN—ANINONUCLEOSIDE NEPEROSIS. C.
Whiteside, K. Prutis, Membrane Biology Group,
Departaent of Medicine, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada.
Tepora1 correlation between proteinuria and
heparan sulfate (US) depletion in Adriaaycin
(ADR) and Puroaycin—aajuonucleosjde (PAN) rats
was observed using polyethyleneimine (PEI)
staining of the glo.erular base.ent e.brane(GBM) and a •icroassay for US core protein.Sprague-Dawley rats (N=5-8) received a tail-
vein injection of ADR (7.5 ag/kg), PAN (150
ag/kg) or saline. On days 2,5,10 and 15,gloseruli were stained with PEI and sites/ia
GNU visualized on ElM. In ADR the ES sites(N25/rat) were reduced by day 5 (control 20.1*
l.8siteslp.; ADE 18.6 l.8sites/p.,!± SD,p<.05)
and persisted to day 15 (control 19.7f
l.8sites/pa; ADR 17.4 1.3sites/pa,p<.05)preceding the increased proteimuria on days 5-
10. In PAN the US sites were reduced by day 1(control 20.9±1.8sites/pa;PAN14.9 1.5sites/pa,p<.05) persisting to day 15 (control 19.7f
1.8sites/pa; PAN 13.0 1.6sites/)i., p<.01)
preceding the increased proteinuria betweendays 2-5. Us content in gloseruli isolated
fro. ADR rats had no persistent change:day 2
(88 control, p<.05), day 5 (84±7% control,
p<.05), day 10 (103±8 S control, NS). PAN had
no persistent US change: day 2 (98±6% control,
NS), day 5 (84±5% control, p<.05), day 10 (100*
10% control, NS). Reduced US density is not
due to reduction in core protein and does not
correlate te.porally with increasing glo.erular
per.eability.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR VERSUS DOPAMINE IN THE
PREVENTION OF NONSTEROIDAL-ANTI INFLAMMATORY
AGENT INUCED ACUTE RENAL DYSFUNCTION.
Yasmine , N. M. Redfleld*, T. R. Schwab, B. S.
Edwards , and J, C. Burnett, Jr., Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN
Hypotensive hemorrhage (HH) followed by
retransfusion (RI) in dogs pre-treated with the
nonsteroidal anti-inflaimiatory agent (NSAID)
Indomethacin (10 mg/kg, iv) produces acute renal
dysfunction (ARD) with increased renal vascular
resistance (RVR) and decreased glomerular
filtration rate (GFR). Atrial natriuretic
factor (ANF) producing renal vasodilation may
prevent ARD produced by HH+NSAID. This study
addressed renal vasodilation as the mechanism
for ANF protection by comparing intrarenal ANF
to the renal dilator dopamine (dop) and measured
renal hemodynamics prior to, immediately (1mm-
RI) and 2 hours after RT (2hr-RT). tp<.05
compared to baseline.
Baseline IMM-RT 2hr-RT
Group I (HH, n=8)
GFR, mi/mn 27±3 27±5 14±4t
RVR, RU O.70±.07 O.7O±.06 1.22±.25t
Group II (HH+ANF, 0.3 pg/kg/mm, n7)
GFR, mi/mm 29±4 33±4 33±4
RVR, RU O.78±.09 O.63±.09 O.76±.07
Group III (HH+dop, 1 pg/kg/mm, n—5)
GFR, ml/min 38+3 25±6 12±5t
RVR, RU O.87±.14 O.63±.11 0.94±.21
This study demonstrates that ANF may prevent
ARD produced by HH+SNAID. Further, the
mechanism of protection may be independent of
renal vasodilation as ANF, In contrast to dcp,
preserves GFR despite similar actions on RVR.
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MITOCHONDRIAL RESPIHATION AND NaKATPase ACTIVITY:
DIFFERENT BEHAVIOR OF RENAL CORTEX AND MEDULLA IN
ISCHEMIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. Vanda Yoshida*, Ma-
ria E. Carvalho", Antonio Seguro", Silvia Campos*,
Antonino Rocha*. (intr. by Roberto Zatz) Heart
Institute, So Paulo Univ. Med. Sch. SP — Brazil.
Changes in mitochondrial (Mito) respiration
and NaKATPase activity in cortex and medulla were
studied with a 15mm renal artery clamping and lhr
and l8hr after reflow in rats. Mito respiration
was assessed polarographically and NaHATPase by
inorganic phosphate released from ATP. In the cot
tex, (vs contralateral control), with a 15mm is—
chemia, there was a decrease in State3 (S3, ADP
stimulated) respiration (246.4±13.9vs175.9±8.3
ngatoms 0/mg/mm p<.05), no significant change in
State4 (S4, succinate supported) and decrease in
Acceptor Control Ratio (ACR, S3/S4)(4.O6±.06vs3.42
p<.OO1). In contrast, the medulla results
for S3, S4 and ACR were unchanged. After lhr re-
flow, Nito respiration was still impared in the
cortex. However, in the medulla, there was a de-
crease in S3 (286.7±19.4vs224.9±22.7 p<.O5) and
ACR (4.09±.18vs3.35±.12 p<.O5); S4 remained un-
changed. After l8hr reflow Mito respiration in
cortex and medulla returned to basal values. NaK—
ATPase with ischemia was unchanged in cortex
(25.51±3.12vs25.58±4.51 umoles Pi/mg/hr), but was
decreased in medulla (56.28±6.48vs34.1±5.44
p<.OO1). Thus, with ischemia the cortex showed re
latively more Mito respiration depression but more
preserved NaKATPase than the medulla. Reflow
worsened Mito respiration in the medulla (but not
the cortex). These data suggest different mech-
anisms of injury for cortex and medulla in
ischemic acute renal failure.
POST-LSCHEMIC OLOMERULI ACQUIRE IMMUNITY AGAINST
THE TOXIC EFFECTS OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES (ROS)
THROUGH ENHANCED LOCAL LEVELS OF ANTIOXIDANT
ENZYME (AOE). 1. Yosjija, T. Bills*, H. L. Greene* and I.
Ichikawa. Dept. of Pediatrics, Vanderbilt Univ. Med. Cir., Nashville, TN.
Kidneys exposed to certain toxic substances, e.g., puromycin,
gentamicin, become resistant to subsequent exposures to these toxins.
Since ROS have been suggested to be important intermediaries in the
glomerulopathy induced by these substances, AOE may have a role in
developing this resistance. We therefore examined if an increase in the
level of ROS affects local AOE activities. Three (Day-3, n..6) or 6 days
(Day-6, n...8) following renal ischemia (20 mm), the activities of catalase
(CAT), glutathione peroxidase (G-Px) and superoxide dismutase (SOD)
were assessed in isolated gloineruli of Munich-Wistar rats.
(CAT: Uk/mg pint; G-Px, SOD, XO; U/mg pro GFR: mi/mm;
Values are mean; p<.O5 vs C (5) orDay-3(t)]CI QEx SQn QER cjf&p XQp AlthoughAOE
C 0.20 23 56 1.0 0.3 2.5 activities at Day-3
Day-3 0.18 12 49 0.5 0.2 3.1 were comparable to
Day-6 O.46t 44t lOlt O.9t O.7t 2.1 normal rats without
previous ischemia (C, n—6), AOE activitieswere elevated at Day-6. GFR
was measured in a separate set of C (n—6), Day.3 (n=4) andDay-6 (n6)
rats. At Day-3, GFR was —50% of C, but returned to near C levels at
Day-6. To evaluate the functional significance of heightened AOE activi-
ties at Day-6, these same rats were restudied after a challenge with ROS
by ischemia (30 miii) + reperfusion (60 mm). Repeat GFR measurement
(GFR-p) showed a marked depression in C and Day.3, however, only mild
hypofiltration in Day.6. Since xanthune oxidase levels in post-ischemic
glomeruli (XO-p) were comparable among the groups, the contrasting
pattern in post-ischemic hypofiltration between C and Day-3 vs Day-6 is
due to altered degradation and not generation of ROS in Day-6 glomeruli.
The results indicate that the local level of endogenous AOE is an
important determinant for the ROS-induced glomerular injury. This data
also demonstrates for the first time that glomerular AOE activities are
augmented following exposure to high level of ROS, and suggestes that
enhanced AOE activities constitute effective glomerular defense
mechanism against recurrent ROS-mediated injuries.
MECHANISMS IN HEMOGLOBIN (H) INDUCED ACUTE RENAL
FAILURE (ARF). R.A. Zaeer and L.M. Gamelln*, Univ.
of Washington, Dept. of Medicine, Seattle, WA.
To evaluate pathogenetic mechanisms in H-ARF,
rats were infused with stroma free human H under
aciduric or alkalinuric conditions. Aciduric rats
developed azotemia (24 hr BUN 88 8mg/dl), distal
nephron heme pigment casts, and foci of proximal
tubular (PT) necrosis. The latter were most
prominent in PT segments with greatest heme
uptake, denoted by heme stained endolysosome (EL)
formation. Ex vivo acidification (pH 5.2) of
urine from alkalinuric rats resulted in conversion
of H to met-H (not hematin) with subsequent
precipitation, suggesting that met-H is the
constituent forming casts in aciduric rats. A
link between cast formation/tubular obstruction
and PT necrosis was indicated by showing that
transient tubular obstruction induced by 5h of
ureteral ligation increased PT heme uptake, PT
necrosis, and exacerbated the severity of ARF.
This resulted under aciduric or alkalinuric
conditions indicating that H can be toxic
irrespective of urine pH, assuming sufficient PT
uptake. H-emia decreased renal blood flow (RBF)
70% and a direct H-ischemic synergy was
identified: a non toxic H dose drastically
exacerbated renal artery occlusion (30 mm)
induced ARF by increasing PT necrosis and casts,
effects not lessened by antioxidants (DFO, DMTU,
Na benzoate). Conclusion: Human H has a direct
nephrotoxic effect. Aciduria potentlates It by
forming met-H casts, thereby facilitating PT heme
uptake. H-emia can contribute to ischemic ARF
both by decreasing RBF and by increasing both cast
formation and the extent of PT necrosis,
presumably by a non oxidant action.
SALICYCLIC ACID (SA) DOES NOT CAUSE RENAL VASO—
CONSTRICTION BUT DOES INDUCE A DIURESIS AND
NATRIURESIS IN COMMON—BILE—DUCT—LIGATED (CBDL)
CIRRHOTIC MINIATURE SWINE (MS). E. Zambraski, S.
Guidotti*, L. Schwarz*, J. Diainond*, D.
Atkinson*. Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, NJ.
In patients with liver disease, or normal
subjects who are sodium depleted, the adminis-
tration of a non—steroidal antiinflanimatory
drug, or acetyl—salicylate, adversely affects
the kidneys; vasoconstriction and sodium re-
tention occur. We recently observed that SA did
not cause renal vasoconstriction but did induce
a diuresis and natriuresis in the sodium de-
pleted dog. To determine if SA would similarly
influence the kidneys in a cirrhotic subject,
the effects of SA (40 mg/kg) were evaluated in 5
normal and 6 CBDL MS. Four of the 6 CBDL MS
were ascitic. Plasma SA in the two groups
ranged from 150—200 pg/ml. SA significantly
decreased PGE excretion in the normal and CBDL
MS by 56 and hx, respectively. In normal MS SA
did not alter renal blood flow (REF) or GFR but
did significantly increase urine volume (UV) and
sodium excretion (UnaV). In CBDL MS the effects
of SA are listed below. (Mean SEM; *p<O.05).
REF GFR UV UnaV
(mi/mm) (ml/min) (mi/mm) (vEq/min)
Control 258±86 58±14
.27±.03 13±2 *
SA 242±80 46±6 .46±.O4 59±10
In 5 additional CBDL MS meclofenamate reduced
REF (659±107 to 418±38 mi/mm; P<.05) and de-
creased GFR, UV, and UnaV by 39,30 and 59%,
respectively. These data demonstrate that SA
does not adversely affect renal function in a
cirrhotic subject. Also, SA causes a diuresis
and natriuresis in this sodium retaining state.
SEX VUlNERABILITY 'ID GICt4EIUICSCLIS AFTER
sIrnrorAL NEPNRECIU'1Y (Nx) IS NC/I' WE 'ID
DIFFEREN IN GIXt4EHJIAR 'Itfl WIIJME. S Idler,.J Intet C Nast, P therson, R G1a55OCJC. Depts.
of Med fc Path. Harbor-UaAi Ctr, ¶Lbrrance, CA.Previctis work frau air laboratory (Kidney Intl
33:370, 1988) showed that male rats develop
earlier glateruloscierosis, sore protelnuria aitt
higher procollagen cli (IV) nRa levels than female
rats after subtotal Nx despite sImilar degrees of
azctemia aM systemic arterial hypertension. We
calculated glcmpilar tuft volune (GTV=i. 25
glctuerular area " ) sorphatetrically In saline-
perfused Basin' s-fixed kidneys frau 1 2/3 Nx aM
sham Nx age—inatdied rats of cçosite sex. These
studies were perforz to determine whether larger
clv are liiplicated In the Increased severity of
glauenilar functional aM histological cthanges
observed In males. CIV was seasured in 14 male
rats uMergoing 1 2/3 Mx (in, ThM) or sham Nx(rrs, SN,d4) aM 15 females urdergolxq 1 2/3 Nx
(rz=7, NxF) or sham Mx (in, SNKF) 7 weeks after
either the sham procedure or a 2 step reduction in
nephron mass. Initial body weights were higher In
male (254±17gm) than female (216±18gm) rats, as
were final body weights (Thd4 302±43 gin; SNId4
333±14 gm; NxF 241±36 gin; SNxF 258±17 gin)
(p0. 05). Despite differences between sexes In
Initial aM final body weights, sean CIV were
similar In male aM female sham Mx groupo (SthM
0.78±0.06 x 1061s3, SNxF 0.77±0.06x1061s3, po.05).
Glcsuerular hypertrcphy oa:nsrred equally In The! aM
NxF (p<0.01 oaupared to sham operated rats of the
sane sex). CIV did not differ In Th&( aM NxF rats
(NXM 1.6±0.5 x ioSs3, NxF 1.5±0.3x10s3, p>O.05).
These flixlings do not support the notion that
differences In wall stress due to dissimilar
glaierular volune accounts for the relatively
poorer astare observed In male rats.
EXCESS PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) ADVERSELY
AFFECTS LIPID METABOLISM IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CR1'). Mohammad Akmal, Kasim Sadika,
Amin R. Soliman5, Shaul G. Massry, Div.
Nephrol., Univ. So. Calif., Los Angeles, CA.
Hyperlipidemia is common in CRF but its
mechanisms are not defined. Excess PTH has been
implicated in its pathogenesis. We examined
the effects of PT!! on lipid metabolism utilizing
intravenous fat tolerance test (IVFTT) and post
heparin lipolytic activity (PHLA) in normal dogs
and in 2 groups of animals with similar degree
and duration of CRF. One group had intact
parathyroid glands and secondary hyperparathy-
roidism (CRF-NPX) and the other was parathyroi—
dectomized and maintained normocalcemic (CRF—
PTX). Results are given in Table:
Normal CRF-NPX CRF-PTX
Fasting triglycerides (mg/dl)
49±2.7 82±6 42+6
IVFTT (Area under curve mg.6O mm)
4637±693 8673+949* 5442±277
PHLA (after 30 mm, fatty acids mole/mi/mm)
275+14 151±10* 317÷19
tp<O.Ol vs normal or CRF-PTX
The data show that CRF-NPX dogs had
Hypertriglyceride,sia, diminished PHLA and fat
intolerance. These abnormalities were prevented
by prior parathyroidectomy. Thus, excess PTH was
responsible for Impaired PHLA in CRF resulting
in impaired fat removal. This action of PTH may
be related to the previously reported inhibitory
effect of PTH on insulin release from pancreas
causing relative insulin deficiency in CRF. The
data assign a new dimension for PTH toxicity in
CRF.
SUPERIORITY OF CAPTOPRIL (CAP) OVER COMBINATION
TRIPLE THERAPY (TEX) IN ARRESTING DIABETIC
GLOMERULOPATHY IN THE RAT. S. Anderson, S.L.
Riley,* E.G. Retmke, D.L. Garcia, and B.M.
Brenner. Brigham & Womem'e Rosp., Boston, Ilk.
To compare the effects of CAP and TRX (ree—
erpime, hydralazine and hydrochlorothiazide), we
performed a 16—month study in nondiabetic control
(C) rats and in insulin—treated moderately
hyperglycemic diabetic rats receiving no other
therapy (DII); captopril (DM/CAP); or TRX
(DM/TRX). At 6—lOwks: (Means SEM)
Group (m) AP SNGFR
nl/min—--—
C (8) 114±3 48±1 42±3 146±12
DII (8) 117±3 64±2* 66±5* 219±19*
DM/CAP (8) 98±3*+ 47±1+ 61±5* 233±19*
DM/TRX (11) 104±3+ 49±1+ 63±4* 229±14*
*pc.05 vs. C, +psOS vs. DI!, *p<.OS vs. DM/CAP.
CAP and TEl lowered mean arterial pressure (AF)
and glomerular capillary preesure (FrA,) without
affecting the single nephron (SN) GFtor plasmaflow rate in early diabetes. At 16 months.
despite comparable glycemic and systolic bloodpressure (SBP) control in the treated groups,
albuminuria (UalbV) and focal glomerular
sclerosis (FGS) values_differed substantially:
Group (m) SEP UalbV FGSS
C (14) 126±3 —— 14±3 1.4±0.5
DII (11) 145±4* —— 59±8* 12.0±0.6*
DM/CAP (8) 124±5+ 46±1 3±.4*+ O.4±0.1*+
DM/TRX (10) 115±4+ 56±2t 36±11+t 4.0±1.3*14
The late studies revealed continued control of
with CAP but not TRX (each n=4). Thus, TEl
apears to delay disease and modestly protect,
while CAP affords superior long—term protection.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF UREMIC LEFT VENTRICULAR
HYPERTROPHY (LVH). 0. AbuJawdeh*, S. Mujais,
A. AbuAlfa*, M. LaPointe, N. lstefan*.
Northwestern U and VA Lakeside, Chicago IL.
To determine whether uremic LVH is
distinct from LVH of other hypertensive
states, we biochemically profiled the
myocardium in sham and severely uremic
Sprag ue-Dawley rats. Fractional protein
synthetic rate (FPSR) was measured by
[H]-leucine incorporation In vivo, LV
noreplnephrine content (NE) by HPLC, DNA by
blsbenzimidazole fluorescence, and protein
composition by 2-d electrophoresis.
Sham p Uremic
BUN (mg/dl) 19j1
LV (mg/g) 2.1
LV DNA (mg/g) 1.7j.03
LV protein (mglg) 144 j6
LVNE (ng/g) 391 j24
FPSR (%) 4.96
0.01 164j31
0.01 2.8
1.9
147 j4
471
4.77 j.8
Except for an increase in a minor protein
family, proportional protein composition was
similar in both groups. We conclude that in
uremic LVH an increase in all biochemical
parameters suggests a uniform adaptive
process similar to LVH of the SHR model, but
distinct from renovascular hypertension LVH.
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IS(1ATED PRQX]XAL TUBULES (Fr) AND PROXIK8L
TUBULAR CYS'I (PT-CY) OF CPK MICE HEWE INCREASED
NA-K ATPASE ACTIVITY. E.D. Avner, W.E. Sweeney*,
D. Ellis. Childs Hosp of Pgh., Pgh. Pa.
In renal cystic diseases, the progressive en-
largant of a subpopulation of nephrons destroys
adjacent tissue. Recent data dair,nstrate that al-
teraticms in Na+piznp driven transtubular transport
in discrete seints of cystic nephrons may have
pathogenic import in such progressive tubular en-
largenent. We therefore determined Na-K ATPase
activity in isolated PT and PT-CY fran CPK mice,
an experinntal mdel of autosanal recessive
cystic disease in which we have previously deson-
strated a positive relationship between whole
kidney Na-K AIPase and PT-CY formation (Ped Neph-
rol 2:210,1988). Rezynie digestion and double
Percoll density gradient separations of newborn
and 5 day old control (CCt)) and CPK kidneysyielded distinct fractions which were >95% en-
riched for Fr and Fr-CY respectively. Na-K ATPase(nnolniin-I .igLtA')was determined by enzyma-linked kinetic microassay:
Newborn Day 5
Fr-CY yr Fr-CY
cct .36±.02 - .5l±.02 —
CPK
.49±.034, .62±.02 .6O±.03 .71±.04d
At both stages studied, rorphologically normal
Fr from CPK kidneys bad + Na-K ATPase activity
relative to CCI) (4 p<.O5) while Fr-Cf from CPK
kidneys bad + Na-K ATPase activity relative to
marphologically normal CPK PT as well as CCI)
(4,4 p<.05 vs CPK Fr; p<.Ol vs CCI)).
We conclude that+ Fr Na-K ATPase is a marker of
CPK gene expression, and speculate that + Na punp
madiated Fr fluid secretion contributes to Fr-CY
formation and progressive en1argennt.
IN DIABETIC RATS, POLYUNSATURATED FATlY ACIDS
(PUFA) INFLUENCE PLASMA LIPIDS, EICOSANOID
PRODUCTION AND RENAL DISEASE. U.O. Barcelli, D.
Beach,* A. Motz,* J. Deddens,* B. Thompson,* M.A.
Weiss, Depts. of Medicine and Pathology, Univ. of
Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dietary PUFA influence renal disease in animal
models. We compared diets containing 10% evening
primrose oil (EPO), safflower oil (SO) or fish oil
(FO) versus 10% beef tallow (BT) in diabetes.
Female Sprague—Dawley rats received intravenous
streptozotocin 65 mg/kg. Insulin prevented keto-
acidosis. Percent survival (SRV), plasma tri-
glycerides (TO) and total cholesterol (TC) in
mg/dl, platelet thromboxane B2 (TXE2) in ng/ml and
urinary protein (UP) in mg/l6h were measured:
Number NT EPO So FO
wk 0 (n=20) (n=23) (n=21) (n22)
SRV 40 50 62 39
wk 37
TO 169 131 198
wk 30 (71,407) (60,288) (91,432) (50,107)
TC 150 129 127 92
wk 30 (112,202) (110,153) (101,160) (65,132)
TXB2 243 118b 174 30
wk 25 (147,402) (58,239) (105,287) (17,51)
UP 53 18c 20c 36
wk 35 (11,242) (4,83) (6,72)
(—SD, +SD).
(7,105)
Values are geometric means
a = p <0.01, b = p <0.05, vs BT by ANOVA.
C = p 0.06 vs BT by ANOVA in ranked values.
Dietary PUFA also affected renal fatty acid
composition and eicosanoid production. FO
markedly lowered plasma lipids and TXB2. EPO and
SO may favorably alter the evolution of diabetic
renal disease. Various PUFA have diverse benefi-
cial effects in this model.
RENAL SODIUM HANDLING AND THE RENIN—ANGIOTENSIN
SYSTEM (RAS) IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF) DURING
INFUSION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP).
T.Bayer,* H.Mever—Lehnert, K.GlSnzer,* H.J.Kramer.
Med. Polikilnik, Univ. of Bonn, West Germany.
We examined the effect of 60 mm 1.v. a—hANP
(24 ng/min/kg) in 8 patIents with CRF (51.9±3.4
yrs, Cm 34.4±6.8 mi/mm) and in 8 control (C)
subjects (54.1±4.1 yrs, Cm 117.1±3.6 mi/mm).
During AMP, Cm increased by 16.2±1.4% in C and by
70.7±4.2% in CRF (pcOOl). Urine volume increased
from 4.9±1.2 to 8.6±1.3 mi/mm in C (p<.01) and
from 3.6±0.5 to 8.1±1.0 mi/mm in CRF (p<.01).
Basal urinary Na excretion was 21.6±5.5 mnol/h in
C and 16.9±2.5 nmiol/h in CRF (NS). The increase of
Na excretion during ANP was not different in C
(+126.7±28.5 %) and in CRF (+142.3 22.3 %).
However, increase of fractional Na excretion
during AMP was greater In C than in CRF
(180.9±67.0 vs 68.4±24.7 %, pcOl). Basal aldo—
sterone (A) was higher in CRF than in C (103.6±9.3
vs 181.8±23.0 ng/l, p<.05). A decreased during ANP
In both CRF and C (—26.0±7.5 S and —41.3±5.9%,
p<.05 and p<.01 vs basal, rasp.), but in CRF, A
was still higher than in C during and after ANP
(71.7±4.4 vs 97.0±5.6 ng/l during AMP, p<.01;
72.9±4.5 vs 111.6±7.5 ng/mi 60 mm after ANP,
p<.O1). Plasma renin activity was elevated In CRF
(0.50±0.08 vs 1.22±0.23 ng AI/ml/h, p<.01),
decreased during ANP and reached lowest levels 60
mm after AMP (0.71±0.23 vs 2.32±0.57 ng/ml, C vs
CRF, p<.01). Plasma vasopressin levels were not
different in C and CRF and were not affected by
ANP. Thus, in CRF, ANP stimulates urinary elec-
trolyte excretion to a lesser extend than In C.
This may at least partially be due to sustained
increase of activity of the RAS in CRF.
HEMODYNAMIC FACTORS MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE GREATER
TENDENCY TOWARDS GLOMERULAR SCLEROSIS IN MALE (N)
VS FEMALE (F) RATS. Chris Baylis. Univ of West
Virginia, Dept. of Physlol., Morgantown, WV.
Compared to F, the M kidney exhibits a greater
tendancy to develop glomerular sclerosis with,
eg. ageing or renal ablation. These studies,
performed in M and F rats, uninephrectomized
(UNX) at weanling age and maintained on 40%
protein for 9 months, Investigated whether
glomerular hemodynamic differences eventually
occur between the sexes. Measurements made were
kidney weight (1(W), single nephron (SN)GFR,
glomerular plasma flow glomerular pressure
gradient (P), glomerular ultrafiltration
coefficient (1(f) and 24h protein excretion (UpV).
Data; mean±SE. lp<O.05; N vs F, unpaired t—test.
KW SNGFR A tP U V
Kf
g nl/g.KW/ im Hg mg?g. nl/g.KW/
mm KW/24h (s.ninHg)
N 2.5±0.11 31±21 133±23 46±11 22±4 0.041±0.007
F 1.3±0.1 39±1 166±10 40±1 16±7 0.044±0.004
Both N and F kidneys hypertrophied by similar
%s due to UNX but absolute KW was greater In N vs
F due to greater body size. When factored for
KW, SNGFR was significantly and Q5
significantly lower in M vs F. U V and I(, were
similar between the sexes. P wRs highet in M vs
F, due to elevated glomerular blood pressure
GC)• Thus, 9 months after UNX, the M exhibited
the beginning of a functional decline compared to
F. The fact that is higher in N vs F at this
stage is predicted S lead to further worsening
of glomerular injury In N vs F with time, as does
indeed occur. The greater KW might also
contribute to the susceptibility of M to
glomerular injury.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF A NEPHROTIC GLOMERULAR CAPILLARY
NETWORK: LOCALIZATION OF EPITHELIAL CELL DAMAGE AND
SCLEROTIC REGIONS. T. Bertani*. G. Caruso', F. InzoIl* and A.
Remuzzi'. Mario Negri Institute for pharmacological Research, Bergamo,
and Polltecnico dl MlIano, MlIano, Italy. (Intr. by M.J. Dunn).
Adrlamycin (ADA) nephrosis Is an experimental model of glomerular
eplthellal cell (EpC) damage and focal glomeruloaclerosis. To localIze
glomerular structural damages along the capIllary network we related the
pathoicgcal changes with the network pathway. In a SD rat, treated with
ADR (7.5 mg/Kg, 10 weeks after ADA) kidney were fixed by perfusion and
the tissue embedded In Epon. Semithln sectIons (1 pam) of one glomerulus
were cut and stained with toluidine blue. Each section was photographed
under oil-Immersion and printed (final magnification x 1200). The outlInes of
the capillary lumina were traced on transparent sheets and numbered. The
outline numbers were stored in a data base and linked to the number of the
outlInes of the same capillary lumen In the previous and In the following
section. A computer program was developed to read the data base and to
draw a capillary network pathway. Capillary profiles showing EpC damage
(blabs and cytopiasmatlc swelling) and sclerosis were evaluated In each
microphotograph and related to the corresponding capillarIes in the
graphed network. The network is characterized by the presence of three
main lobes. The percentages of capillaries presenting EpC damage and
sclerosis, for the three lobes, are as follows:
LobeA LobeB Lobe C
EpC swelling 49% (41/83) 43% (34/79) 54% (42(77)
EpC blebs 13% (11/83) 18% (14179) 27% (21/77)
Sclerosis 2% (2,13) 29% (23/79) 36% (2&77)
Glomerular capillaries affected by EpC damage were uniformely
distributed from the afferent to the efferent end c( the capillary network.
Most of capillaries affected by sclerosis were in the middle part of the
network. We conclude that: 1) EpC damage, due to the toxic effect of
ADA, is diffused and unlformeiy dlstrlbuted along the capillary networlç 2)
on the contrary, the sclerotic process developed mainly In two lobes
leaving the third one only minimally affected.
EFFECTS OF 8 VS 25 PERCENT PROTEIN DIET ON RENAL
FUNCTION OF BABOONS WITH A REMNANT KIDNEY.J. J, Bourgoignie, G. Gavellas,* K. H. Hwang,*
S. Sabnis, and T. Antonovych. University of
Miami, Miami, FL, and Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, Washington, DC.
To assess progression of renal disease and the
effects of protein intake in a species
phylogenically close to man, 10 young adult
baboons (Papio hamadryas) were subjected to 20-
30% infarction of the left kidney and, 2 mos
later, to right nephrectomy. They were then
randomized to a synthetic diet containing either
8% or 25% protein. Hemodynamic and metabolic
measurements were obtained in awake animals every
4 mos. Baseline mean blood pressure, inulin
clearance, protein and urea nitrogen excretion in
intact animals on 15% protein averaged 75.5±3.3
(SE) nimHg, 42.9±2.7 ml/min, 52±4.3 mg/24h, and
3.8± 0.4 g/24h, respectively. At 12 mos, values
in the same baboons with a remnant kidney on 8%
vs 25% protein averaged 100.6 vs 96.7 mmflg, 29.2
vs 54.9 mi/mm (p<0.01), 111 vs 108 mg/24h, 3.4
vs 11,0 g/24h (p<0.001), respectively. Electron
microscopic examination of renal biopsies
obtained 8 mos after nephrectomy was normal but
for slightly increased mesangial matrix in 2
animals of each group. Thus, blood pressure
increased (p<0.01), proteinuria doubled (p<O.01)
and adaptations in GFR developed within 4 mos of
renal mass reduction, without significant changes
occurring between 4 and 12 mos. The adaptations
in GFR were markedly attenuated by low protein
intake. Further follow-up is necessary to assess
progression of renal disease and the impact of
different protein diets.
RENAL AND GLOMERULAR HENODYNANICS JN 3/4
NEPHRECTOMIZED (NI) DOGS. S.A. Brown , D.R.
Finco, L.G, Navar. Univ of AL at Birmingham,
Birmingham, AL and Univ of GA College of
Veterinary Medicine, Athens, GA.
Previous studies have suggested that the
course of compensatory response following
partial reduction of renal mass in the dog
differs from that observed in rats. We invest-
igated whole kidney and single nephron hemo—
dynamics in 3/4 NT (n=12) and sham operated
(n—10) dogs 4—6 weeks following reduction in
renal mass. Renal blood flow (NI: 5.07±0.23;
sham: 4.06±0.23 mi/mm/gm k wt, P<O.O1) and GFR
(NT: 0.99±0.05; sham: 0.71±0.02 mi/mm/gm k Vt,
P<O.01) were elevated in dogs with 3/4 NI
compared to shams. There was no difference in
mean arterial pressure (AP) (NI: 122±8 vs sham:
118±12 smI Hg, NS). In 3/4 NX dogs, there was
impairment of autoregulation of both RBF
(NX:O.65Z vs sham: 0.90% change REF/mm Hg
change in AP, P<0.05) and CFR (MX: 0.74% vs
sham: 0.25% change CFR/rnm Hg change in AP,
P<0.05). Micropuncture studies demonstrated
increases in SNGFR (128.5±7.9 vs 69.5±6.9
ni/mm, P<0.01), estimated glomerular pressure
(74.1±3.4 vs 62.9±3.0 mmflg, P<0.05), proximal
tubule free flow pressure (28.4±2.0 vs 19.5±1.1
mmlig, P<0.05), and peritubular capillary
pressure (14.2±015 vs 10.9±0.9 mmHg, P<O.05) in
dogs with 3/4 NT. The comparatively small
increase in transcapiliary hydrostatic pressure
gradient (45.6±3.8 vs 43.3±3.6 mmHg) and lack
of overt systemic hypertension may be important
in limiting progressive nephron loss in 3/4 NT
dogs.
WItE OF GLI1EIJIAR INJURY IN IIJR NEfliRITIS.A. (* R.K. Sibley, S. Strober,' and S.D.
Myers. Depts. Med. & Path. Stanford Univ., CA.Treatment with iy1Ttoid irrediaticn (TLI) andprednisone abolished clinical and serologic
activity of SLE for 3 yrs in 10 ntiroticpatients with proliferative lupos nep'tritis
(PIN). Thysiolcgic and mmrçIunetric tethniques
were used serially, before and again 12 and 36 me
after ml. Jndged by a progressive reducticw infractional clearance of ajiximin, I and
unctiarged dextrans of r5 48-6QA, there was
sustained improvement of barrier size-
selectivity. Other fixElings fran tine 0 to 12
and 36 me (a=p<O.05 vs 0 nc, b=p<O.05 36 vs 12
me) ixiclnded a transient inprovesnent clay in GPR,
42±6 to 54±7a and 45±9 ml/mjnb;
ocmplted Kf tas: 2.3±0.4 to 4.9±1. 0a and 2.9±0.6
/(xfljfl.gjjg)fl Regardless of a negative (N"6)
or positive (N=4) GFR slcpe vs tine, serial
bicpses revealed glcsneroli (G) to esthibit a trend
to bimedality of G tuft area (G). lbs % of Cwith yj2 frreased fran 23 to 33a
51%a,b, reflecting progressive glthal sclerusis.
nzkg patent, restriant C, the % hypertrcphied with
G>270OO(? ixreased from 0 to 1.7 aM 10,7%a,b
Remnant G cell density per l000s2 (5.1±0.4 to
4.1±0.3 31±04a) dei depositdensity as a percent of CR4 area (10.2±1.6 to
6.2±2.oa and 32j12%a) declined progressively,
We ccnclnde that despite subsiding iniiune Ginflamation and reduced tranasural protein
traffic, treated PIN is complicated by
progressive glamerulosclercsis. The prevailing
GFR depends co the balaxxe between non—filtering,(sclerotic) and hyperfiltering, (remnant)
glameroli.
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LONG TERM EFFECTS OF GALACTOSE (G) ON RENAL
HEMODYNAMICS AND HISTOLOGY. M.Coco, H.Aynedjian,*
B.Mutz,* L.Sablay,* N.Bank. Dept.of Medicine &
Pathology, Montefiore Med.Ctr., Bronx, NY.
In order to study the long term effects of
high G feeding on renal function and pathology,
we fed normal SD rats 50% G diet for 8 months. A
control group received the sane diet plus
Sorbinil (G+S), an aldose reductase (AR)
inhibitor of the polyol pathway. Additional
controls consisted of rats fed a normal (N) diet
and N+S diet. Each rat consumed 20g food/day. Two
days prior to micropuncture studies, 24h urine
was collected for albumin
Following micropuncture,
perfusion-fixed in situ at
the blood pressure. Kidneys
light microscopy (LM) and EM.
(alb) excretion.
kidneys were
a pressure equal to
were examined under
Results follow:
Kf .lb
nl/m/mmHg mg/24h
35* 29.6*
Diet SNGFR PG QA
al/mm smUg nl/min
G 343* 46.5 106*
G+S 25.4+ 49.5 71+ 1.8+ 12.2
N 27.6 47.7 89 2.5 11.3
N+S 31.8 46.8 96 2.9 12.2
*p<.05 vs N + <.05 vs G
Results show that G rats had increased QA, SNGFR,
Kt and urinary alb excretion as compared with
both N and G+S. On LM there was increased
mesangial expansion in G and G+S groups. On EM, G
demonstrated increased mesangial matrix. G+S had
a similar response. These findings indicate that
long term G feeding results in renal
hyperperfusion, hyperfiltratiOfl and albuminuria.
Sorbinil corrected the hyperfiltration and
albuminuria but had no effect on g3.omerular
pathology.
IAR HII2PATIGI ctXU fl SIt.O1IN-
DIA1'IC (sri-rn RE tir fl sKrEu.Y DIA&11C RATS.
kra', 3 en, Rnald G Rsetti,* aed Jeffrey S Stoff,
thiv of Massadusetts t'dical (nter, Stzcester, MA.
Stulies of the sçcntanecusly diabetic (/W-D) rat
have revealed glaierular basatent nrane thickanirg
witlxut the usmargial expansioo ctserved in SIZ-D. lb
exauir whether these histologic differences3are ethei
j tElsxlynan c dissimilarities we perfonned H-PAil aniC—iriulin clearar in drcnically catheterized, unan-
estietised rats for detezminaticn of renal plasm flcs'i
(RPF, mL4nirt/l00 g) ard (R (m1jhtir/100 g), respective-
ly. Three grcxs of diabetic (D) ard ux1iabetic (N)
animals were stuiied: SI2-D in Wistar rats were <xitparei
with vehicle—injected ntrol (Sl'Z-N), B-D were
pared with diabetes-resistant (BB/W40, ned SIT-diabetes
wes mixed in diabetes—resistant /W rats (STZ-eB-D)
aix) ampared with vehicle-injected diabetes resistant(SIZ-B8-N) rats. All animals were of equivalent ae aix)
duraticn of diabetes. All diabetic animals received
potanine-zirK ireulin to maintain a blcrd sugar of 250-
450 ntiJdl. (n) = 6 animals in eath diabetic aix) tu'i-
diabetic gra.ip.
SIT R3/W SIT-SB sri i; STZ-BB
D 3.95f.69 3.064-.27 2.97+.54 l.18+.l8 l.l0+.17 1.17+.15
N 2.60+.08 2.30+.14 l.51.l3 0.76+.03 0.93+.09 0.56+.08
p <.01 <.05 <.02 <.02 IS <.01
All diabetic gr displayed increased RPF. Fver,
while SlT—irdx'ed diabetes ca.ised glcnerular hypert ii—
traticn, this wes rot ctneerved in the BWW-D. lnce, the
nor*olcgic ditferers between the SF2-D aix) tie SB-D
are reflected in the preseiKe or aheence of gloerular
hyperfiltratia, respectively. Increased (R in SIZ-SB-D
bat rot in BB/W-t) su7ests 512 may imi.ce hyperfiltra—
tiai.
HIGH PROTEIN FEEDING STIMULATES RENAL
THROMBOXANE PRODUCTION IN THE DIABETIC
RAT. DM Coilins*, TM Coffman, P Ruiz*, P. Kiotman.
In diabetic rats, the development of glomeruloscierosis is
accelerated by high protein feeding. In other models of
renal disease, protein induced renal injury is associated
with stimulated renal production of the vasoconstrictor
eicosanoid thromboxane (TX). We hypothesized that high
protein feeding may worsen glomerulosciemsis in diabetes
by increasing renal thromboxane production. We pair fed
rats with streptozotocin induced diabetes diets containing60% or 8% casein for two months. Inulin clearance and
renal blood flow (RBF) were then measured, and the right
kidney examined by light microscopy. The left kidney
was perfused in situ with a cell free Kreb's Henseleit
solution. Thromboxane, 6ketoPGFla, and PGE2 were
measured in the venous effluent by RIA.
Dietary Protein (%) Q?/ pvalut
GFR(mllminlkg) 11.79±0,81 9.28±0.93 <0.025
RBF (mI/mm/kg) 75.02±7.15 51.47±5.88 <0.025
Tx (pg/mm) 55 1±126 390±87 <0.05
Inulin clearance and RBF were higher in rats fed 60%
protein. Renal thromboxane production was significantly
greater in rats fed the high protein diet; production of
6ketoPGFla and PGE2 was not different between dietary
groups. Hyperceilularity occured more frequently in high
protein (HP) than low protein (LP) fed rats (6 of 10 HP vs
3 of 9 LP), as did tubular hypertrophy (10 of 10 HP vs 4
of 9 LP), and arteriolar thickening (4 of 10 HP vs 1 of 9
LP). We conclude that protein feeding stimulates renal
thromboxane production and exacerbates renal
morphologic injury in the diabetic rat. These effects occur
despite the presence of relative hyperfiltration in high
protein fed animals. Our findings suggest that
thromboxane may play a role in the pathologic response to
protein feeding in the diabetic model through a mechanism
unrelated to its vasoconstrictive properties.
DEFECTIVE CHYLOMICRON CLEARANCE RESULTS
FROM PROTEINURIA AND NOT HYPOALBUMINEMIA IN
NEPHROSIS yje, I.Staprans1, G.A. Kaysen
Martinez and San Francisco VANC., U.C. Davis,
UCSF. Martinez and San Francisco CA.
Hyperlipemia of nephrosia results from bothincreased synthesis and decreased removal of
blood lipids. It was unknown whether these
derangements resulted from reduced serum oncotic
pressure (x), hypoalbuminemia, or from
proteinuria. We have reported that hyperlipemia
correlates with altered glomerular permeability,
paralleling the urinary loss of albumin and at acid
glycoprotein (aAG). Serum triglycerides (TG —
mg/di), x (mm HG), aAG (mg/mi), renal clearance of
aAG (AGi- md/mm) and serum half life of
chylomicrons (CM T' / 2 — min 1) were measured in
normal Sprague Dawley rats (SD-C) and rats with
hereditary analbuminemia - HA (HA-C) and in HA
with passive }Ieymann Nephritis (HA-N)
Groun TG CM T'/2 ,c aAG aAGeiTgg lLi
HAC a64+56*
LM-N
c parLto Although TG was
greater in HA-C than in SD-C, CM T'/t was the
same in both groups, despite reduced and
analbuminemia in HA-C. CM T'/t and TG both
increased in HA—N. CM Ti!2 correlated with aAGci
(P<0.05). Decreased t, and analbuminemia may
cause increased TG without urinary protein loss,
but not increased CM T/2. Altered glomerular
permeability, even in the absence of albumin
synthesis, causes an increase both in CM T1/2 and
in TG, suggesting that the urinary loss of a
liporegulatory substance, and not hypoalbuminemia,
causes reduced chylomicron clearance in rtephrosis.
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AGGRAVATING EFFECTS OF )IYPERLIPIDEMIA ON
MACROPHAGE FUNCTION IN NEPEROSIS. Jonathan R.
Diamond and Morris J. Karnovsky, Department of
Pathology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
Dietary hypercholesterolemia aggravates
puromycin aminonucleoside (PA) nephrosis. Because
acute nephrosis is accompanied by both
hyperlipidemia and increased glomerular inacrophage
(GM) number, we sought to explore whether these
processes are related. We studied the effects of
a 4% cholesterol/l% cholic acid dietary supplement
in normal rats (BC); nephrosis (PA) following a
single jugular venous bolua injection of PA, 5
lng/lOOgm BW; and a combination of these (PA/BC).
During peak nephrosis (14 days after PA), GM
number in situ; peritoneal macrophaga phagocytic
index (P1) and thromboxane (TXS2) production were
evaluated (mean significance by ANOVA):
Group(n Q (umollmg cell prot.) j(
Control(7) 1.6+0.1 7+2 25+7
PA(6) 2.6+O.2*+ 6+3 597*+
HC(7) 3.7+O.6*+ 9+3 72÷l'
PA/HC(6) 6.8±0.6* 19±3* 88±2*
*p<.02 vs. control; +p<.Ol vs.PA/HC; ++p<.O2 vs.
PA/BC; 1-++p<.O5 vs. PA/BC
The MC group had significantly greater fasting
total cholesterol (FTC) values only in contrast to
the control and PA rats, whereas the PA/BC group
had both significantly greater FTC and
triglycerides when compared to the other 3 groups.
GM number, TXB2 production and P1 were all
significantly increased in the PA/BC group in
contrast to the other three. Hyperlipideinia may
aggravate PA nephrosis via enhanced monocyte/
macrophage function.
DEFECTSOF MVO-INOSITOL TRANSPORT IN THE DIABETIC RAT
PROXIMAL TUBULE. J. Dominpuez. R. BIoom, and J Rothrodt.
Dept. of Med., Indiana University School of Med. and V.A. Med.
Ctr., Indianapolis, IN.
In diabetes mellitus (DM) urinary excretion of myo-inositol
(MI) is enhanced. DM produces MI depletion in tissues which do
not use glucose for their metabolism, such as proximal tubules
(PT). We tested the hypothesis that MI depletion in rat PT may
occur in DM due to defects of Ml influx, which in normal PT is
activated by oxtracellular sodium (Na0). First, we determined
the effect of 25 mM glucose ((3) on Ml transport in normal PT in
150 mM Na0. At 30 seconds, In the presence of (3, MI Influx
was 29 21 pmoles/mg protein. When 0 was replaced by 25
mM mannitol (M). MI Influx increased to 51± 18, p < 0.05
(mean S.D., n — 9). At 10 minutes, MI influx in the presence
of M was 595 t 71, which decreased to 320 80 when 3 was
present, p < 0.01. The inhibition of Ml Influx by 0 was also
observed at 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 mm., p < 0.02. SimIlarly, when
Na0 was 15 mM, (3 Inhibited MI influx from 0.5 to 10 minutes, p
< 0.05, n = 9. We then examined Ml Influx in PT from
streptozotocin.diabetic rats (OPT) In the presence of 150 and
15 mM Na0, with M or 0 in the medium. We found that 150 mM
Na0 did not evoke a higher influx than 15 mM Na0: at 30
seconds, 150 mM Na0 112 50 and 15 mM Na0 — 164 52,
p > 0.4; at 10 minutes, 150 mM Na0 — 1167 603 and 15 mM
Na0 —1390 456, p > 0.9, n — 5. We also determined that 0
did not inhIbit MI influx in DPT at 15 or 150 mM Na0: In 150
mM Na0, 30 second MI influx was 112 50 in M and 73 24 in
G, p> 0.4, and at 10 minutes 1167 603 in M, and 755 265
in G, p > 0.4, n 5. We conclude: first, 0 inhibits MI influx in
normal PT but not In OPT; second, in OPT, activation of MI
Influx by 150 mM Na0 Is not detected, which may be caused by
true inhibition of Ml uptake or reduced net influx (influx —
efflux) secondary to enhanced Ml efflux. We suggest that (3
may not be the sole determinant of MI depletion in OPT, as
sodium activated uptake is also disrupted.
HYPERRIOSAIATEMIA AND THE CILCEMIC RESPONSE TO
P1)1 IN VARIJS STAGES OF RENAL INSUFFICIENCY. &.
Dunlay*, M. Rodriguez, A. Felsenfeld, and F.
Llach. Dept. of Med., Univ. of Okia. HSC and
VANC, Okla. City, ((.
A decreased calcemic response is an Importantfactor In the hypocalcemla and secondary hyper—parathyroidism of chronic renal failure (CRF).
Hyperphosphatemia may be an Important factor In
the reduced calcemic response. The present study
evaluates the calcemic response to PTh In rats
with varying degrees of (PF and phosphate (F)
intake. Three groups of rats were studied: 1)
normal; 2) moderate CRF (MRF); and 3) advanced
RF (AcRF). Rat PIN (l—34).21 ng/hr was infused
via Aizot pump for 48 hours. During the Infusion,
rats were placed on a diet containing F, 1.2% or
0%. changes In serum (a) C and SF during PTH
infusion
Time, 24
_________ __________
Diet
N
MRF
ACRF
Time, 48 hrs
N 7.4±.4 5.5±.2
MRF 9.5±1.7 5.6±0.3
AIRF 12.4±2*5 5.8.3
p<•5, 'P<.O1 compared with
In the 3 groups, baseline PTH levels were
46±.4, 87±20, and 170±25 pg/mi and were
inversely correlated with the calcemic response.
In stimnary, the calcesnic response in CRF:
1) was decreased; 2) was further decreased with
hyperphosphatemia; and 3) at normal serum P
levels, was still decreased and was related to
the degree of CRF.
USE OF P-450 OXIDASE INHIBI1t, EfflANOL, 10 DETECT
AND DU1ATE ENDOc%*JS CARCINOGIC NI1O-
DIME'IlWLAIIINE (NE%IA) 1fl(LrIC*4 IN CH4IC REMAL
FAILURE (CRF). S.R. Dunn, P.S. bale, S. Goyal,
M.L. Simenhoff. Deptartment of Medicine, Jefferson
Medical College, Phila. PA.
Previously, we have demonstrated raised levels
of NDMA in the stomach and duodenum of patients
with CEF secondary to increased dimethylamine and
intestinal bacterial overgrowth, The mechanism of
production in each location is not the same, as
differentiated by ascorbate ingestion. The studies
utilized the differences, modulating synthesis by
ethanol with & without ascorbate administration;
ascorbate preferentially binds to nitrite in the
acidic stomach preventing nitrosation. Ethanol, a
P-450 oxidase inhibitor, prevents 1st pass hepatic
metabolism of NDAA absorbed from the bowel in
rats, unmasking endogenous G—I synthesis. In the
current study, 11 patients were given 25g ethanol
load, and blood drawn at varying intervals. NDMA
was measured in the blood using gas chromatography
and Thermal Energy Analysis. Mean baseline blood
NDMA in the 11 patients increased significantly
(p<O.Ol) from 19240 rig/kg to 38935 at 5 or 10
minutes after ethanol, representing a 203% rise.
No change was seen in 3 healthy control subjects.
In a subset of 4 patients given 4 grains of ascor-
bate for 5 days prior to ethanol load, the NL1MA
rise at 5 or 10 minutes decreased to 55% of the
non ascorbate treated group (12O11 to 21539
mg/kg) suggesting significant inhibition of NITIA
production. We conclude that P—450 oxidase
inhibition unmasks the intestinal Nr*iA production
in man. The uremic intestine acts as a unique
model to test NDMA production in a population with
increased cancer incidence.
at 24 and 48 hrs were:
hrs sP (mg/dl) sCa (mg/dl)
P,l.2% P,O% P,1.2% P,O%
7.5±.4 52±.3 11.0±.3 12.1±.2
11.0±1.8* 6.2±0.7 lO.7±.3 1l.2±.3*
14.0±2.6* 5.7±.8 10. 1±.4 10.3±.2**
14.4±.7
l1.9±.5*
9.7±.6**
N.
17.O±.6
14.3±1*
12.3±.6**
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NIFEDIPINE DECREASES GLOMERULAR INJURY IN
RATS WITH REMNANT KIDNEYS BY INHIBITING
GLOMERULAR HYPERTROPHY. Lance D. Dwprkin,
Miriam Parker,* and Helen D. Feiner., Depts. of Med. &
Path., New York Univ. Med. Ctr., N.Y., N.Y.
Increased capillary wall tension - due to elevated
glomerular pressure (GC) and/or increased glomerular
capillary radius (RGC) - may be an important, shared
pathophysiologic mecTianism of glomerular injury after
ablation of renal mass. If so, then agents which reduce
either GC or RCC ought to prevent damage. We therefore
determinea whetSer antihypertensive therapy could prevent
increases in RGC and inhibit injury in rats after I and 2/3
nephrectorny. 3roups were untreated (CON), or given
nifedipine (NIF), or enalapril (EN?). Awake systolic
pressure (SBP) and protein excretion rate (U rQt'') were
monitored. After 8 weeks, kidneys were perfision fixed,
weighed (KID WT), and examined for glomerular sclerosis(SCLER). Glomerular volume (G) and Rç were
determined morphometrically. SB? was elevatec[ in CON
(227±8 mmHg, P<0.05) but not in NIF (128±2) or ENP
(128±5) (Mean±S.E.). Although body weight did not differ
among groups, KID WT was lower in NIF (1.2±0.1 g,
P<0.05)) than in CON (1.7±0.1) or ENP (1.7±0.1).
GROUP N UprotV SCLER 9v 6 RGCmg/24h urn x 10 urn
CON 8 73±9 18±5 2.0±0.1 3.8±0.!
NIF 5 19±4* 3±lt l.2±0.1* 3.l±0.l
EN? 6 24±3* 9±5 2.0±0.2 3.7±0.1
P<0.05 vs CON; fP<0.06 vs CON; §P<0.05 vs EN?
While nifedipine and enalapril reduce SBP and lessen
glomerular injury in rats with remnant kidneys, nifedipine
alone inhibits the hypertrophic response in remnant
glomeruli. Thus, due to the markedly lower value for
RGC, nifedipine causes a structurally based decline in
vessel tension of similar magnitude to that produced by
agents which prevent glomerular injury by reducing GC•
EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN INTAKE (DPI) ON
COMPENSATORY RENAL GROWTH (CRC) IN DWARF RATS.
A M El Nahas, J E Le Carpentier. Clinical
Sciences Research Centre, Northern General
Hospital, Sheffield, UK.
The precise contribution of growth hormone (CR)
to the development of CRC and in the mediation of
the trophic effects of a high protein diet (HPD)
on the kidney remain unknown. We have studied the
effects of dietary protein manipulation on CRC in
a new mutant strain of dwarf rat known to be
selectively deficient in GH. Ten such rats were
fed a medium protein diet (MPD — 18% casein) and
another 10 a HE'D (78%). One month later, 6 rats
in each group underwent a right uni—nephrect.omy
(UNx) and 4 a sham operation. A week later the
left kidney was removed. Comparable groups of
adult male Wistar rats were studied. At the time
of UNx and sacrifice, kidneys were weighed and
the DNA and protein content measured. CRC was
estimated by comparing right and left kidney
weight (KW). In sham operated Wistar as well as
dwarf rats, kidney weight increased on HE'D;
Wistar - MPD: 0.84÷0.07gm (M÷SD), HE'D:
1.07+0.10gm, p<0.005, dwarf — MPD: 0.58÷0.03gm,
HPD:Th.79÷0.O3gm, p<0.001. CRG (%) wa
comparable in Wistar (18+3%) and dwarf rats
(14+5%) rats. However, the stimulatory effect of
HPD on CRC was only observed in Wistar rats
(27÷4%). In dwarf rats, CRC was identical on M
and HPD (15÷2%). From these data we postulate
that CR is not required for the expression of
kidney growth on HPD or after UNx in rats.
However, it. might contribute to the HPD
enhancement of CRG.
CORRECTION OF GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE (GIN?)
AND THE IMPAIRED INSULIN RELEASE OF
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CR?) BY VERAPAMIL.
George Z. Fadda*, Mohammad Akmal, Amin
R. Soliman*, Loren G. Lipson* and Shaul
G. Massry, Div. Nephrol and Geriatric
Med., Univ. So. Calif., Los Angeles, CA.
GINT in CR? is due to resistance to
insulin action and to impaired insulin
release from pancreas. The latter is due
to secondary hyperparathyroidism of CRF
and is caused by PTH-induced calcium
accumulation in pancreas. Thus, a calcium
channel blocker may antagonize the effect
of PTH, and normalize GIN? in CR?. We
examined this postulate by studying intra
venous glucose tolerance and insulin
release from pancreatic islets in normal
and CR? rats and in CR? rats treated with
verapamil (VER). Rats with 42 days of CRF
displayed impaired GINT, significant
reduction in insulin release by islets
(p<O.Ol), and doubling of calcium content
of pancreas (p<O.Ol) as compared to
normal rats. Simultaneous treatment of
CR? rats with VER for 42 days reversed
these abnormalities. Verapalnil treatment
of normal rats did not affect any of
parameters studied. The results show that
VER by preventing calcium accumulation in
the pancreas reversed the abnormalities
in insulin release that occur in CR?. The
latter effect resulted in higher bloodlevels of insulin during glucose infusion
which overcome the peripheral resistance
to insulin and corrected GIN? of CR?.
EFFECTS OF A PHOSPHATE BINDER IN UREMIC RATS.
D.A. Feinfeld, J. Russell,* L. Sherwood,* and T.
Shimamura. Dept. of Med., Albert Einstein Coil.
of Med., Bronx, NY, and Dept. of Path., UMDNJ-
Robert Wood Johnson Med. School, Piscataway, NJ.
To examine the role of phosphate (P) in the pa-
thophysiology of chronic renal failure, we studied
the effect of dietary P binding in uremic rats. A
week prior to 7/8 nephrectomy, one group (AL) was
given Al(OH)2-aminoacetate with food. A second
nephrectomized group (No AL) was pair-fed the same
diet (23.4% protein, 0.86% P) without the P bind-
er. Plasma chemistries and renal function were
measured after one week of uremia. Results:
AL N0AL
Inulin clearance (mi/mm) 0.36±0.05 0.43±0.06
PAR clearance (mi/mm) 0.79±0.10 1.03+0.14Crest. clearance (mi/aim) 0.40±0.05 0.40±0.06
Plasma creatinine (mg/dl) 1.1±0.1 l.S+O.lb
urea nitrogen 67±6
calcium 12.9±0.6 $.l±O.lb
phosphate 4.2±0.4 8.l±O.3Urine creatinine (mg/day) 6.3±0.5 8.8±i.0a
protein 80±8 lO9±8a(a: p<.O5; b: p<.Ol; c: p<.OO1 between groups)
Despite similar inulin and creatinine clearances
in both groups, mean plasma creatinine was 24%
lower in the AL rats compared to the No AL rats.
There was also less proteinuria in the AL group.
We conclude that P binding in uremic rats is
associated with decreased proteinuria, The signi-
ficantly lower 24-hour urine creatinine in AL rats
suggests that their lower plasma creatinine was
due to decreased creatinine production. Decreased
P, increased calcium, or differences in parathy-
roid hormone levels may alter muscle metabolism in
uremia.
ARTERIAL RESPONSES TO NOREPINEPHRINE (NE) IN
ACIDOSIS AND UREMIA: COUPLING OF INOSITOL
PHOSPHATE (IP) AND CONTRACTION. A.W. Fox*, R.
C. May, and W.E. Mitch, Renal Div., Emory U.
Atlanta, GA.
Abnormal blood pressure regulation in
chronic uremia (CRF) and metabolic acidosis has
been linked to defects in a-adrenergic
function. In cultured vascular cells,
transduction of NE to contraction involves IP
turnover. To determine if changes in IP
metabolism are involved in abnormal NE
responses, IP accumulation and contractile
responses were measured in the same arterial
segments from non-acidotic CRF (SUN 105 vs 20
mg/dl control; pH 7.35 vs 7.41 control) rats or
acidotic rats with normal kidneys (blood pH 7.1
vs 7.4, control) and compared to those from
pair-fed, control rats. To check for
specificity of the results, responses to
vasopressin (AVP) were also measured. In
control arteries, NE and AVP produced similar
maximal responses of [3H]-IP accumulation and
contraction. However, both acidosis and CRF
caused a similar (2- to 3-fold) desensitization
of IP accumulation and contraction to NE
without altering maximal responses of either.
In contrast, IP and contractile responses to
AVP were unaffected indicating thatdesensitization to NE was not simply a
reflection of impaired metabolism. Studies
with specific agonists and antagonists revealed
that the NE responses involved alpha-l
receptors. We conclude that both uremia and
metabolic acidosis cause abnormal receptor
activation in arteries. This yields parallel
shifts in the Ii' accumulation and contraction
response curves to Ne and emphasizes the
intimate relationship between IP production and
contraction in arteries.
GLOMERULAR HYPERTENSION, RATHER THAN HIGH
CHOLESTEROL (Ch) LEVELS, PREDOMINATE IN THE
GENESIS OF GLOMERULAR SCLEROSIS (Cs) IN
ANALBIJMINEMIC (ANALB) RATS WITH RENAL ABLATION.
CR Fu.iihara*, EBA Prado*, MJBA Prado*, MM Santos*,
NFT Sanfelice*, RN Padilha*, MC Pires* and R Zatz.
Univ. of So Paulo Med. School, So Paulo, Brazil.
Recent studies in our laboratory showed that,
despite persistently elevated Ch levels,ANALB rats,
unlike Sprague—Dawley (SD) coatrols,fail to devel-
op aging CS. We then verified whether ANALB rats
would develop GS after 5/6 nephrectomy (MX). Three
groups of NT rats were used:SD,ANALB and enalapril—
treated ANALB+E. After 2 weeks of NT, glomerular
hydraulic pressure (Pgc) was 57±3 mmllg in SD, 67±2
in ANALB and 56±1 in ANALB+E, p<O.OS ANALB vs. SD
or ANALB+E (normal 52 in SD, 45 in ANALB).Moreover,
extensive glomerular fibrin deposits were seen in
ANALB rats. Unlike SD, ANALB rats failed to lower
plasma ream activity below normal. Results after
8 weeks of NT (TCP=tajl—cuff pressure, mmHg, CFR
in mi/mis, Prot proteinuria, mg/24h, CS express-
ed as glomerular score, Ch in mg/dl, *p<O.05 vs.
SD, +=p<O,05 vs.ANALB, n8 rats/group):
TCP CFR Ch Prot CS
SD 145±8 0,9±0,1 60±4 104±22 9±1
ANALB 198±21* 0,5±0,2* 142±11* 158±68 148±24*
ANALB+E 97±4*I O,9±O,1 138±8* 23±3*+ 26±10k
Renal functional and structural impairment was
much more severe after NT in ANALB than in SD
rats. Enalapril lowered Pgc and limited CS without
altering Cli in ANALB rats. These results suggest
that marked glomerular hypertension, rather than
high Ch, is key to the development of severe CS in
thie model.High Ch and intraeapillary coagulation,
however, may also have contributed to the rapid
progression of GS verified in this study.
EFFERrS OF DIKMEA *J IIPA1T fli REW'.L
HOXEMAL 'IVaJIAR 1IS fll OJIILURE — IE OF AL—
T) (EUIJIAR MYO-IlI1OL (MI) M1BOLI(. S.
Goldfath, F. Ziyadeh, and T. Haverty, Renal Elec-
trolyte Section, U. of Penna., Peiladelithia, PA
Moderatehyperglycemia results in renal enlarge-
ment, predcsninantly involving proxinal tubular
structures. To study this phencetenon, we examined
the proliferation and hypertrc,jEy of cells derived
frcmi mouse proxinal tubules (MC) maintained in
continuous cell culture.
Cells were synchronized in serum free i3ia
(100 mg/dl glucose, G—lOO) and proliferation was
assayed by H-thymidine incorporation at 24, 48
and 72 hours after incubation in G—lOO or 450
ng/dl glucose (G-450). G-450 produced a progres-
sive reduction in 3H-thymidine incorporationwhidi
was 130% below baseline at 72h. This was confirn
by cell counts of confluent cultures. Cellular
hypertrophy (zg protein per cell) was 8% higherin cells in G—450 than G—lOO medium, Insulin, 2
g/rnl produced a 150% increase in proliferation
of G-450 cells but only produced a 110% increase
in G-lOO cells. High ambient glucose reduces MCI'
cell proliferation, induces cellular hypertrcpiy
and increases cell proliferative response to
insulin, a prototypic growth factor.
To test for altered cellular MI metabolism
induced by high G we incubated cells in G—450 and
800 MM MI. MI incubation normalized the 3H-thymi-
dine uptake to values seen with G-lO0 cells.
Altered MI metabolism, probably resulting fron
polyo] pathway activation underlies the abnormal-
ities in cell proliferation and hypertxqthy pro-
duced by G-450 medium. Increased cell hypertrophy
and proliferative response to growth factors like
insulin could contribute to diabetic nephronegaly.
THE EFFECTS OF DIETARY PROTEIN CONTENT ON GLO—
MERULAR CAPILLARY WALL TENSION IN REMNANT KIDNEY
(RK) MODEL. K Griffin*, A Bidani, '1 Schwartz,
E Lewis. Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
We have previously demonstrated that a low
protein (LP) diet preserves renal autoregulation
thereby protecting glomerular capillaries (GC)
against transmission of systemic hypertension in
the RK model. According to Laplace law, the ten-
sion (1) across the GC wall is a product of
transcapillary hydraulic pressures (P) and
capillary radii (T=PxR). Autoregulatory (tran—
sonic flow probe) and morphometric studies were
performed 3-4 weeks after 5/6 ablation in male
Sprague-Dawley (b.w. 200-300g) rats fed
Isocaloric 22% standard protein (SP) or 8% (LP)
diets. BP and Scr after ablation were similarly
elevated in SP (159±6, O.8±.08) and LP (147±8,
O.9±.O6) rats but 240 protein excretion was
significantly greater in SP (22±3 vs 8.5±2, p
<.05, mean SEM). Autoregulatton of RBF was
impaired in SP but not LP rats.
Glom Vol(xlO-6) GC Vol(x103) GC Radii(um)
LP(n=5) 1.43±0.23 302 36 3.2 0.1
SP(n5) 2,57±0.17* 575 90* 4.1 0.2*
The GC wall tension for a range of P was calcu-
lated using mean GC radii of LP and SP rats.
GC wall tension dynes/cm
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P 30
P 45
P 60
These data
minants of
affected by
quently may
severity of
LI'
nmiHg 12.8 16.4
mHg 19.2 24.6
mHg 25.6 32.8
demonstrate that both of the deter-
GC wall tension may be significantly
dietary protein content and conse-
determine the eventual extent and
glomerular Injury.
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O47FIC FRAGILITY OF RED BLOOD CELLS (RBC) IN
HR4)DIALYSIS (HI)) PATIENTS WITh ERYI'HROPOIErIN
(rHu EfO) ThERAPY
*11. Hampl+, *E. Riede1, *G.Wendul++,
*p• Scigalla, (introduced by Juan Bosch)
Free Univ. of Berlin, Dept. of Nephrol., Inst.
of Biochem., Boehringer, Mannhei.m Comp.
The aim of our study was to find out whether
or not the induction of erythropoiesis by rHu EPO
application affects function and age dependent
distribution of RBC's in HD patients (n=14).
RBC's were separated by density gradient centri-
fugation (Percoll) into different groups of cell
age, aspartataminotraisferase (GOt) activities
were measured as a RC age reflecting enzyme,
and the median osmotic fragility (?4)F) of younger
('IF) and elder RBC fractions were estimated. rHu
EPO corrects the anemia in all treated patients:
HI, 61.6± 14.8 to 94.4± 18.9 g/l; p<O.O1. After
2 weeks of rHu EPO therapy the YF of RBC's increa-
sed (38.2± 9.6 to 68.5 12.4%; p<O.O5) and rea-
ched a steady state after 12 weeks of therapy
(53.1± 6.8%; p0.2O). QYF activities of YF of
RBC's increased from 6.44 to 8.18 after 2 weeks
resp. 7.63 U/g HI, after 12 weeks of rHu EPO
therapy. The I4DF of RBC's, which is lowered in
HD patients compared with healthy persons, de-
creased further correspondingly to the increase
of (DT activities indicating a better osmotic resi-
stance of RBC's after rHu EFO therapy in HD
patients.
FEEDBACK MEDIATED REDUCTION OF HYPER-
FILTRATION DURING ACETAZOLAMIDE (ACZ)
INFUSION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS (D). L
Hannedouche. M. Lazaro, A. Delgado, A. Gnionsa-
he, B. Lacour, JP. Grünfeld. Dept of Nephrol. Hôpi-
tal Necker, Paris, France (introd. by LBankir)
Hyperfiltration in D is associated with increased
proximal reabsorption rate and decreased distal de-
livery of sodium which could desactivate tubuloglo-
merular feedback (TGF) To test this hypothesis re-
nal function was assessed in 15 recent Onset D, be-
fore (C) and after ACZ infusion (5mg/kgBW). In 9
additional D a vasodilatory effect on TGF response
was investigated before and after ACZ+ IV enala-
prilat (EA) 1.25mg. The following parameters were
assessed: glomerular filtration rate (GFR) as inulin
clearance; renal vascular resistance (RY.R) as MAP.(l-
Ht)÷Cpah where MAP is mean arterial pressure, Ht
hematocrit, and Cpah PA!! clearance; fractional
distal delivery (FDD) as CLi/GFR where CLi is
lithium clearance. Results were:
GFR RyE FDD
(mi/mm) (dyn.eec./cm5)
C (n=15) 138±24 6106±1609 0.23±0.05
ACZ llO±17*** 6557±l836** 0.35±0.07***
C (n=9) 131±22 6662±2050 0.22±0.03
ACZ+EA 120 5468±1747* O.32±0.05***
*p<05;**p<Ol;***p<OOJ. ACZ orACZ+EA vs C
Decrease in GFR during ACZ infusion was strongly
correlated with initial GFR (r= .72,p<.OO2), and with
increase in FDD (r.77,p<.0Ol). We concluded: 1)
ACZ decreases GFR in hyperfiltering D through
increase in FDD andinRYE. 2) EA could offset ACZ-
induced changes in RYE and in GFR suggesting a
modulatory effect of the renin-angio-tensin system
upon TGF response mechanisms.
RETINOIC ACID STIMULATES COLLAGEN
BIOSYNTHESIS BY CULTURED RAT KIDNEY
MESANGIAL CELLS. Michael A. Haralson, Samuel J.
DiMari* and Harry R. Jacobson. Vanderbilt Univ. Med.
School, Dept. of Pathology and Div. of Nephrology,
Nashville, TN.
The increased synthesis and excess deposition of
extracellular matrix components are hallmarks of glomerular
sclerosis. Presumably these components arise, at least in part,
from altered matrix production by mesangial cells. Yet, to
date, little information is available regarding the factors
which influence matrix biosynthesis by mesangial cells.
Plasma levels of Vitamin A are elevated in chronic renal
disease, and evidence indicates that this molecule can alter
matrix production by cells in other tissues. Therefore,
studies were undertaken to evaluate the effects of retinoic
acid (the acid form of Vitamin A) on collagen production by
cultured rat kidney mesangial (RKM) cells. When RKM cells
were grown in medium containing retinoic acid (1 pM),
neither the growth nor protein synthesis rates were
significantly affected. Analysis of the collagens synthesized
by RKM cells grown in the absence or presence of retinoic
acid indicated that in both cases >90% of the total collagen
synthesized was type I. The remaining collagen types
produced were types III, IV and V in both control and
treated cultures. However, growth of RKM cells in the
presence of retinoic acid resulted in a greater than 3-fold
increase in the synthesis of each genetic type of collagen
chain — al(I), a2(I), al(III), zl(IV), al(V) and a2(V). This
enhanced collagen production did not reflect changes in
either the distribution (secreted vs. cell—associated) or in the
ratio of type I homotrimer to heterotrimer collagen. Thus,
because retinoic acid in vitro enhances collagen synthesis by
mesangial cells, these findings suggest that it may have a
role in abnormal extracellular matrix production in vivo.
LOWERING CHOLESTEROL AMELIORATES RENAL
DISEASE IN CPBU?'.1ENFAL NEPHROIIC SYNDROME
K.P.G.Harris*, M.L.Purkerson, J.Yates, S.Klahr.
Renal Division, Washington Univ. St Louis, MO.
To examine the role of hypercholesterolemia on
the progression of renal disease, the nephrotic
syndrome was induced in uninephrectomized
Sprague-Dawley rats using repeated injections
of Puromycin and Protamine sulfate. Two groups
of rats were studied. GpI (n=8) received
Lovastatin (4mgfkgBW s.c.), GpII (n=8) vehicledaily. Blood and urine collections were made at
days 23 and 60. Clearance studies and renal
histology were obtained in 4 animals of eachgroup at day 60. Lovastatin treated rats had
significantly lower cholesterol at day 23 and 60
than vehicle treated rats (207.5±17.5 vs
300.4±32.4 and 131.9±17.5 vs 242.8±54.9 mgldl
p<O.05). The proteinuria and hypoalbuminemia
were unaffected. At day 60 the Lovastatin
treated rats had a lower BUN (66.5±18.7 vs
180.8±35.5 mg/dl p<O.05) and greater Cm(1.92±0.49 vs a2±o.06 ml/minlkgBW p<O.O2) than
the vehicle treated rats. Blood pressure was
similar in both groups. The percentage of
severely affected glomeruli was significantlygreater in the untreated group (92.8±3.8 vs55.5±8.4 % p'<O.Ol). In addition there was a
correlation between the cholesterol level at day
23 and the BUN at day 60. Thus reducing the
hypercholesterolemia of chronic PAN nephrosis
with Lovastatin lessens the renal impairment andlomerulosclerosis that occur in this model
independent of changes in proteinuria or blood
pressure. This suggests hypercholesterolemiaplays an important role in the pathophysiology
of the progression of renal disease in this model
possibly through increased lipoprotein trafficin the mesangium.
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REGULATION OF SODIUM/SUTASSITJM ADHI OSINE TRIPHOS-
P1IATASE, PROTEIN KINASE C (11cc), 2IbID PROSTAGLA.1 DIN
(PG) PRODUCTION IN DIABETIC RAT GLOMERIJLI.
M. K. Hise, 1). K. Klassen, and B. K. Urbaitis,
Univ. of Maryland Medical School, Div. of Neph.,
Baltimore, MD.
Prior studies of peripheral nerve have suggest-
ed that diminished Na+ K+ ATPase (NKA) activity
secondary to reduced PKC mediates diabetic injury.
The purpose of this study was to examine the
activity of RICA, P1CC, AND PG production in diabet-
ic rat glomeruli (GLO).
Diabetes was induced by the iv tail vein in-jection of streptozotocin 50 mg/kg. A sensitive
fluorescence assay was developed that allowed the
accurate measurement of as little as 1 nmol of
ADP generated by RICA. PKC was studied after GLO
were homogenized and centrifuged at 100,000g for
1 hr at 4 °C. P1CC activity was studied using a
histone assay. 11E2 and 6—keto-RF1 were deter-
mined by RIA.
Twenty-eight days following the induction of
diabetes, NKA activity averaged 330 29 nmol/mg/
mm in GLO and 235 nmol/mg/min in vehicle injected
(VI) animals (n=5, p <.02). Cytosolic PKC activ-
ity averaged 28.7 5.1 pmol/mg/min in VI animals
at day 9 and was not diminished in diabetic GLO.
Activity in VI GIX) membranes was undetectable;
activity in diabetic membranes averaged 13.2 1.8
pmol/mg/min (n=5, p <.01). One uM phorbol 12-
myristate 13-acetate, a stimulator of P1CC, caused
an increase in PGE2 and 6-keto- PGF1 in both VI
and diabetic GLO.
These data suggest that diminished Naf K-f ATP-
ase activity is an unlikely mediator of glomerular
injury in diabetes and that PKC may play a role in
the increased GFR.
JUXTAMEDULLARY GLOMERULI OF YOUNG KIDNEYS ARE
MOST SUSCEPTIBLE TO SEVERE FOCAL GLOMERULAR
SCLEROSIS (FGS) IN THE RAT. M. Ikomn5.F.Nishijima,
Y.Yoshida, A. Fogo and I. Ichikawa. Departments of Pediatrics and
Pathology. Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TH.
It has been puzzling investigators for some time that whereas FGS
appears most frequently in the juxtamedullary region (JM) in human,
studies in rat models of PUS have thus far failed to demonstmte this
pattern. The internephron heterogeneity of glomerular size, 3M glomeruli
larger than superficial region (SF), characteristic of human kidneys, is
present only in young rats. We examined the severity of FOS of JM and
SF glomeruli in remnant kidneys of young (Y, -30 day) and adult (A,
>90 day) Munich.Wislar rats 6 weeks after 1+ 213 nephrectomy (NPX).
The planar area (PA, in I0-3mm2) and sclerosis index (SI, 0-4 scale)
were determined on thin.section specimen in 60-80 consecutive glomeruli
in JM and SF areas in Y and A rats with (n-6 and 6) andwithout NPX
(n—5 and 4). Results (mean; P<0.05 vs 3M of the same age group):
ADULT YOUNG
JM SF IM SF
PA SI PA SI PA SI PA SI
non NPX 7.0 0.02 6.8 0.00 5.2 0.00 4.5* 0.00
NPX 11.2 0.26 10.0* 0.26 10.9 0.75 9.6* 0.67
Thus, In normal non-NPX Y, but not A, PA of 3M was significantly
greater than that of SF. This pattern was duplicated in remnant kidneys
after NPX, while proportionally greater hypeetrophy was achieved in both
3M andSFofYthanthoseof A. PorbothJMandSF,Slwas
significantly greater in Y than in A. Although not shown, the standard
deviation of SI among glomeruli within a given kidney was —2-fold
greater in Y than A, indicating that the sclerosis of Y is more focal than
that of A. Within a given kidney, 3M was characterized by having greater
number of severely sclerotic glomeruli than SF in Y: Thus, in Y, a
significantly greater percentage of glomemli had SI 3 in 3M (14.3±4.1
%) than In SF (8.5±2.5%) whereas, In A, similar percentages of 3M
(3.2±1.2%) and SF (3.7±2.8%) glomeruli had SI of 3. 1) Thus, in the
rat, the glomerular sclerosis is more severe and focal in rapidly growing
youngkidneys than in those of adults. 2) In young kidneys, which have
an internephmn heterogeneity of glomerular size similar to human, 3M
glomeruli were shown to be more susceptible to PUS than those of SF.
PERINATAL DIETARY SALT AND PROTEIN
MODULATE THE HYPERTENSIVE AND
PROTEINURIC RESPONSES TO RENAL ABLATION
OF THE MATURE OFFSPRING. V Kabat*, S Azar, E
Matthys, and C Bingham*. Dept. of Med. and School
of Statistics, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Populations assumed to have high salt-low protein
diets show high incidence of strokes and/or renal
failure. Using the renal ablation model, we wanted to
define the role of "intrinsic renal changes induced by
maternal dietary protein and salt on the offspring
variability of BP and renal susceptibility to injury
(proteinuria). Lewis Wistar inbred females (7-9/group)
received one of 4 salt-protein diets: I) L-L, low salt
(0.3% NaCI), low protein (12%); II) H-H, high salt (4%),
high protein (12%), III) L-H, low salt-high protein, and
IV) H-L, high salt-low protein. Diets were given for 4
weeks prior to pregnancy, and during pregnancy and
lactation. Pups had normal chow after 19 days. When 8
weeks old, half of the pups had 1 1/2 nephrcctomics
(Nx), the others had sham operations. At 8 weeks post
Nx we measured protein excretion (PROT) in all pups
(12-14 pups/group) and a subset of 5-6 pups/group had
BP measurements every 4 h for 24 h. A 3-way ANOVA
of the 24 h average BP values showed a dominant effect
of Nx, F—90.76 (p.clO9). A 3-way interaction (F—b,
p<,Ol) showed that the salt effect upon BP, was
dependent on Nx and on the protein level of the
maternal diet; H-H decreased (137 2) while H-L
increased BP (157 3). Prot, mg/24 h, was higher in H-
H (65 8) than all other groups. Sham pups had normal
BP and Prot. Thus, Nx unmasked an intrinsicw renal
defect induced by H-L that resulted in more severe
hypertension and proteinuria in the mature offspring
fed normal diet. These studies suggest that the
variability in renal disease severity could be modulated
by maternal nutrition.
EFFECTS OF REDUCED RENAL MASS ON TISSUE LIPIDS
AND RENAL INJURY IN IIYPERLIPIDEMTC ZUCKER RATS.
B.L. Kasiske, H.P. O'Donnell, M.P. Cleary and
W.F. Keane, Henn. Co. Med. Ctr., U. of Minn.,
Mpls, and The Hormel Inst., Austin, MN.
Evidence from experimental models of chronic
renal failure suggests that lipid abnormalities
may contribute to progressive renal injury.
Hyperlipemic obese and normolipemic lean Zucker
rats were subjected to unilateral nephrectomy
(Nx) or sham (S) surgery at 8 weeks of age. After
32 weeks, the extent of focal glomerulosclerosis
(FGS) and tubulointerstjtiaj injury (TI) was
assessed (mean SD, two-way ANOVA):
Nx S Nx S Nx Obesity
Body Wt. 523 529 323 313 N.S. <.01
(g)
FCS (%) 13.4 6.7 4.1 0.1 <.01 <.01
TI was closely correlated to FGS (r—.95, p<.Ol).
Major lipid classes and fatty acids (PA) were
also measured in renal cortical tissue. The
degree of cholesterol esterification (cholesteryl
esters/cholesterol) was positively correlated
with FGS (r—.5l, p<.O5) and TI (r—.56, p<.O5).
Among phospholipid PA, the ratio of oleic to
linoleic acids was strongly linked to both FGS
(r—.83, p<.Ol) and TI (r—.8O, p<.O1), suggesting
a possible role for a relative essential FA
deficiency in renal injury. These changes,
analogous to those found in atherosclerosis,
suggest that specific abnormalities in lipid
metabolism may be important in chronic,
progressive renal injury.
HIGH PROTEIN DIETS STIMULATE ALBUMIN
SYNTHESIS IN NEPHROTIC RATS AT THE SITE OF
ALBUMIN mENA TRANSCRIPTION H.
Jones Jr.*, F.N Hutchison, Department of Medicine
Martinez V.A.M.C., U.C. Davis, Martinez CA.
High dietary protein intake (DPI) directly
stimulates albumin synthesis (AlbSyn mg/bOg/h)
and albuminuria (UalbV mg/100g/h) in rats with
Heymann nephritis (HN). Increased AlbSyn might
be due to increased amino acids available for
protein synthesis, or instead to altered albumin
gene expression. AlbSyn, hepatic albumin mRNA
content (A1bmRNA), and A1bmRNA relative to B actin
mRNA (as an internal control) (Aib/BAct), were
therefore measured in rats with HN fed either 8.5%
protein (LP), or after DPI was increased to 40% for
4 days (HP). Enalapril (E) was used to modulate
the proteinuric effect of HP.
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High DPI increased
AlbSyn, A1bmRNA and Aib/IlAct in HN. All three
were increased significantly in IIPE compared to
either LP or LPE, even though serum albumin(Salb mg/ml) was greater in HPE. Reduction of
UalbV with E allowed increased AlbSyn caused by
HP to increase Salb. Both A1bmRNA and Aib/IlAct
correlated with AlbSyn. (r = 0.531 P<0.05, and
0.553 P<0.Ol respectively). The rate of
transcription of A1bmRNA relative to that of 28s
ribosomal RNA was .071+.007 in LPN vs .201+.025 in
EPN P<.01 in isolated hepatic nuclei, using a
nuclear run—on assay. HP directly stimulates
AlbSyn in nephrosis at the transcriptional level.
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MEDIUM myo—INOSITOL (MI) DEPRIVATION INHIBITS RAT
GLOMERULAR NA/K ATPASE ACTIVITY. E. Kern and
S. Goldfarb, Renal Sections, Univ of Iowa,
Iowa City, IA and Univ of PA, Philadelphia, PA
Increased GFR in diabetic rats is temporally
associated with lowered glomerular Na/K ATPase
activity: we have previously shown that the high
GFR is ameliorated by aldose reductase inhibition
or by raising plasma MI levels despite ongoing
hyperglycemia (din Res 34:725a, 1986). Hypergly-
cemia impairs normal MI uptake in some tissues by
increasing polyol pathway activity. To determine
if a component of glomerular Na/K ATPase activity
(assessed by ouabain—inhibitable 02 uptake) is
peculiarly dependent on uptake of external 141,
pooled glomeruli from 3—4 rats were prepared and
washed in chilled buffer lacking MI, then incuba-
ted 15 minutes at 370 C in media lacking, or con-
taining 0.5 aM MI. The 0., uptake of each sample
was determined before ana after the addition of
1.0 mM ouabain.
oN 02/mg protein/mm —MI +111(0.5 mM)
Total 02 uptake 2.17 + .12 2.55 + .10 **
Ouab—insens 02 uptake 1.75 + .10 1.84 + .07 NS
Ouab—sens 02 uptake .42 + .09 .71 + .12 *
n7 *p(Ø5 **p<02
Addition of medium 141 caused a 68% increase in
ouabain—sensitive 0., uptake in glomeruli pre-
pared in media lacking MI. No effect of medium 141
was seen in a separate prep of proximal tubule.
We conclude that a large component of glomerular
Na pump activity requires external 141 for main-
tenance, and is inhibited when MI uptake is pre-
vented by the lack of medium MI. Loss of this com-
ponent of Na pump activity may contribute to the
altered glomerular function of early diabetes.
GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS (EC) AND MESANGIAL
CELLS (MC) SEGREGATE IMMUNOGLOBULINS AND FIBRIN (F)
IN SEPARATE "COMPARTMENTS" WITHIN RYALINE DROP-
LETS (ND) — AN IMMUNOGOLD ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY.
Priscilla Kmncaid—Smith, Mitsuru Nakajmma* and
Douglas Nathews*. Dept of Nephrol., Royal
Melbourne Hosp., Melbourne, Vic., Australia.
RD appear in EC and MC in active glomerular
lesions in association with F. ND were labelled
with mmmunogold in pre—eclampsia (PET), Anti GB1.1
glomerulonephritis (GN), IgA GN, mesangiocapillary
Type 1 GN, focal sclerosing GN and polyarteritis.
In MC in PET and in all EC, labelling for F was
restricted to one or more electron dense (ED) cen-
tral areas in MD. In MC in PET, IgA, IgG and 1gM
labelling was confined to a semi translucent per-
ipheral zone (STPZ). Double labelling confirmed
central F and peripheral 1gM in the same HD. In
3/3 EC in GN with positive 1gM labelling 1gM was
present only in STPZ. In GN, IgA IgG and C3,
unlike 1gM, showed labelling across ED and STPZ
areas in EC. In EC in PET albumin 1gM IgA IgG and
C3 labelling was present across both ED and STPZ
areas. Positive labelling in HDs corresponded to
labelling for individual imtnunoglobulins, F and C3
in adjacent subendothelial or mesangial deposits
in 15/18. In 3 labelling was negative in both ND
and glomerular deposits. In 2 labelling in ND was
positive but negative in deposit. In one labelling
in deposit was positive but negative in ND. This
suggests: (1) MD in EC and MC are protein re-
absorption droplets of proteins passing through
damaged basement membrane from intraglomerular
deposits; (2) segregation of F, C3 and immunoglob—
ulins in different "compartments" of RD suggest
different intracellular processing of these
proteins.
COLLECTING DUCT Na:K: PUMP RESPONSE TO
OBSTRUCTION. H. Kimura° and S. K. Mujais.
Northwestern U and VA Lakeside, Chicago IL.
We tested the hypothesis that disturbed Na:K
pump function in the cortical collecting tubule
(CCT), the major regulatory site of K secretion,
contributes to impaired K secretion after
obstructive injury. Na:K pump function was
evaluated by measuring ouabain-sensitive 86R b
uptake (pmol/mm/min) in CCI isolated from rat
kidneys at various times after ureteral ligation.
(#p.cO.00l vs Sham; + p<O.OO1 vs 3 h).
,'j4 .' Sham Ji 24J1 &IiN 11 4 9 6
Mean 20.6 13.5# 12.1# 10.5
SE jo.l jO.4 jo.8
Recovery was complete 24 h after release of 3
h obstruction, but partial and delayed after 24 h
obstruction. We conclude that a rapid and
progressive decline in CCT Na:K pump occurs
with obstructive injury and likely contributes
to the derangements in CCT function, notably
potassium secretion. Early relief of obstruction
leads to complete recovery of Na:K pump
function, but with prolonged obstruction
irreversible damage to the CCT may supervene.
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TUBULAR ALBUMIN (A) BLUNTS THE RESPONSE TO
FUROSEMIDE (F) — A MECHANISM FOR DIURETIC
RESISTANCE IN NEPEROTIC SYNDROME (N.S.).
K.A. Kirchner, J.R. Voelker and D. C. Brater,
Univ. of Mississippi Med. Ctr,, Jackson, MS and
Indiana Univ. School of Med., Indianapolis, IN.
As loop diuretics are highly bound to albumin
in serum and the protein bound fraction of a drug
iá considered inactive, F binding to A within the
napbron may be a mechanism for F's attenuated re-
sponse in N.S. To test this hypothesis, in vivo
loop segment microperfusion was performed in non
proteinuric rats (n7/group) with artificial
tubule fluid (TF), with PP containing 6 x 1O_6 M
furosemide (TF + F) and with PP + F to which 3.8ii
m A (fat free fraction V) was added. NaC1 con-
centration in perfusatee was ideiltical. Fraction-
al loop segment chloride reabsorption (FLC1) was
562 in PP perfused loops but only 29±2% in PP
+ F perfused loops (P<.OOl). Addition of A to
TF had no effect on FLC1 in the absence of F. In
contradistinction, addition of A to PP + F blunt-
ed (P<.OO1) the inhibitory effect of F on FLC1
(A+TF+F: 45±1%) but did not abolish it completely
(PP vs A + PP + F; P<.OO1). Absolute loop
chloride reabsorption demonstrated a similar
pattern. In vivo perfusion rate8 and collectate
fluid to plasma inulin ratios ware not different
between groups. The percent of P bound to A in
the perfusata (determined by HPLC) correlated
with the reduction in F response. We conclude:
1) A in tubule fluid blunts F' inhibitory effect
on FLC1; 2) as A has no effect on YLC1 in the
absence of F, the attenuated P response presum-
ably occurs through A to F binding; 3) A to F
binding in the tubule may contribute to diuretic
resistance in N.S.
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) OF DIABETIC
NEPHROPATIIY IN RATS. ,. Richard
Mazurchuk Margaret Acara and Robert J. Fiel
Depts. Medicine and Pharmacol. and Therap, SUN?
and VAMC; Dept. Biophysics, RPMI, Buffalo NY.
The potential of MRI in monitoring the
development of kidney disease in diabetes inellitus
(DM) was evaluated. OM was induced in Sprague
Dawley rats with 60mg/kg STZ ip and one rat imaged
before and 3 and 12 days after injection.
Corresponding blood glucose levels were 153, 539
and 554 mg/dl. Multiplanar whole-body MR images
were obtained with an eight inch diameter
extremity receiver coil and a 0.35 Tesla Diasonics
scanner. Moderately weighted T1 images (TE—SOns,
TR—500ms) and P2 weighted images (TE—SOms,
TR—2000ms) indicated that dramatic reproducible
changes were detectable. A significant increase
in the size of the kidneys occurred by day 3 and
was greater by day 12 as measured by the
longitudinal axis (20mm to 25mm). Expansion of
the vasculature leading to and surrounding the
kidney was apparent on day 3 and increased by day
12. A most notable observation was the dramatic
loss of the cortico-medullary junction. The
following changes in "in vitro" T1 and T2
measurements for the dissected kidney zones of
cortex (C), outer medulla (OM) and inner medulla
(IM) in five other STZ treated rats also occurred.
Relaxation time (nec)
Control STZ- treated
C OM IM C OM IM
P1 374 499 594 313 395 548
T2 30.4 35.9 38.1 34.2 28.8 32.2
cAMP REGULATES CHLORIDE CONDUCTANCE IN
HUMAN RED CELLS. R.D. London, M.S. Lipkowitz and
R.G. Abramson. Mt. Sinai Sch of Medicine, N.Y., N.Y.
We have previously reported that red blood cell(RBC) membranes of uremic patients have a
significantly greater chloride conductance relative
to potassium conductance (GCI/GK) than normals and
that this defect is corrected by dialytic therapy.
Because cAMP mediated hormones (e.g. PTH,
norepinephrine) are increased in uremia, and cAMP can
regulate conductive pathways in epithelia, the effect
of cAMP on membrane conductance was evaluated in
normal human RBC ghosts. Paired, washed RBC's were
incubated 30' at 37°C without or with lOuM forskolin
or 1mM 8-(4chlorophenylthio)-cAMP (8CPT-cAMP) and 1
mM IBMX (a phosphodiesterase inhibitor). Ghosts were
then prepared without additives. [KClJin and
conductances relative to K+ were determined using the
potential sensitive fluorescent probe DiS-C3-(5).
FKCLIin GCI/GK GNa/GK n
Untreated 95.2±3.84 O.17jO.O3 0.57±0.06 7Forskolin 92.1±2.02 0.33±0.02 0.64±0.05
Untreated 92.8±1.88 0.22+0.O1, 0.53+0.03 7ZCPT-cAMP 90.5±1.14 0.38±0.02 0.61±0.03
* significant difference from untreated RBC.
These findings indicate that cAMP can regulate
relative chloride conductance in human RBC's. Thus,
as cAMP levels are increased in uremia, the
previously observed increase in GCI/GK in uremic RBC
may be due, in part, to increased levels of this
messenger. Furthermore, it is suggested that similar
cAMP effects in cells in which Cl is at or above
electrochemical equilibrium (e.g. muscle,nerve and
many epithelia) could depolarize the membrane
potential and induce some of the diverse alterations
in cell function seen in uremic subjects.
INFLUENCE OF TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR— B
(TOP- It) AND GLOMERULAR ENDOTRELLAL CELL (EN)
CONDITIONED MEDIUM (CM) ON MESANGLAL CELL (MC)
MATRIX SYNTHESIS. M.M. McNamara,*
B,J. Ballermann. Brigham and Women's Hospital
and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA,
The platelet product TGF—B stimulatesfibroblast matrix synthesis. Because platelet
deposition can accompany glomerular diseases, the
effect of TGF—8 on MC matrix synthesis was
studied. Since EN can influence the MC
phenotype, the effect of EN—CM on MC matrix
synthesis was also examined.
Total and collagenase—senaitive (Cs) H—
proline (311—P) as well as 3H—thymidine (%—T)
incorporation were measured. Values represent
the % change from control. Data for rat and
bovine MC did not differ and were combined (mean
SEX, *p <0.05, n — 5—6).
TGF—B (mg/mi) 0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0
3H—T (%) —29±9 —27±14 —36±12 _53±3*
311—P (%) + 1±5 + 2±5 +11±3 +38±5*
Cs 3}l—P (%) — 4±5 + 5±7 + 7±7 +31±5*
EN—CM enhanced total and Cs 3H—P incorporation
in MC by 31 8 and 23 7%, respectively, and
increased MC number by 43 7% (p <.05, n3).
Specific TGF—B receptors on MC were
demonstrated by competitive inhibition of
'25I—TGP binding with unlabeled TOP—B (EC50
—19±2 pg/mi, n3). EN—CM did not compete for
these receptors.
Thus, TOP—B inhibits MC DNA synthesis and
enhances MC matrix production. Stimulation of
matrix synthesis by EN—CM likely reflects an
increase in cell number rather than a TOP—B
effect since EN—CM did not compete for TOP—B
receptors.
INCREASED SINGLE NEPHRON PROTEINURIA IS
ASSOCIATED WITH DENUDATION OF EPITHELIAL
CELLS FROM THE PERIPHERAL CAPILLARY WALL
AFTER REDUCTION OF NEPHRON NUMBER IN
NEPHROTIC RATS. PL Miller*. HG Rennke and TW
Meyer, Stanford University and VAMC, Palo Alto, CA, and
Harvard University, Boston, MA.
Single nephron proteinuria (SNpro) increases markedly
when nephron number is reduced in rats with adriamycin
nephrosis (Clin Res 34:699A,1986). We sought to relate
this increase in SNpro to a change in glomerular structure.
Groups of rats with established adriamycin nephrosis and
similar baseline proteinuria were subjected to 4/5 renal
ablation (ANx) or sham operation (A). Morphometric and
micropuncture studies 10 days after operation showed:
(mean±SEM, *p<Ø,Q5 ANx vs. A)
UproV GFR SNpro SNGFR AreaDnd AreaPCW
mgld mi/mm ng/d ni/mm io io j2
ANx 671* 0.56* 73* 56* 6.5* 154.1
n=8
A 791 1.68 17 37 1.7 171.9
n9
Nephron loss resulted in a four-fold increase in estimated
SNpro so that total proteinuria (UproY) was only slightly
reduced in ANx rats despite 4/5 reduction in nephron number.
Increased SNpro in ANx rats was associated with a
proportional increase in the glomerular peripheral capillary
wall area denuded of epithelial cells (AreaDnd) while total
peripheral capillary wall area (AreaPCW) remained constant.
These findings support the view that denudation of epithelial
cells from the peripheral capillary wall is a structural
equivalent of impaired peselectivity in adriamycin
nephrosis and show that this defect is markedly exacerbated
following reduction in nephron number.
CHRONIC UREMIA CHANGES BOTH INSULIN RECEPTOR
NUMBER AND FUNCTION IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF RATS.
W. Mitch R. May, V. Hardman*. Emory Univ.
Sch. of ed., Renal Div., Atlanta Ga.
We have previously shown tlat insulin-
stimulated protein synthesis is suppressed in
muscles from chronically uremic rats (J.C.I.
79:1099, 1987). To study how uremia confers
insulin resistance, rats were subjected to
subtotal renal ablation (CRF) and pair-fed a
high protein diet with sham-operated controls
(SO) for 2-4 weeks. CRF rats were iuoderatel
azotemic (SUN 122+ 17, CRF vs 14± 3 mg/dL, SO
and despite identical food intake gained less
weight (2.05±0.34, vs CRF 3.62 + U.26 g body
wt/day, SO). Hindlimb muscles Trom each rat
were pulverized under liquid nitrogen,homogenized, and insulin receptors were
partially purified by wheat germ agarose (WGA)
affinity chromatography. Despite greater
plasma insulin levels, VGA eluates from muscles
of 8 of 9 CRF rats specifically bound more
insulin than controls (CRF 37% > controls, P
<0.05). The only CRF rat with depressed muscle
insulin binding had the least weight gain (0.35
g/day) despite 15 g/day food intake. In a
subset of 4 pairs of CRF and SO rats, insulin
dose-response curves were generated for
autophosphorylation of the insulin receptor.
The insulin receptor subunits were separated
under reducing conditions by SDS-PA,
localized by autoradiography, and P
incorporation into the beta-subunit determined.
Maximal insulin- stimulated autophosphorylation
was inhibited 44% by CRF even though we used an
equal number of receptors for each comparison.
The degree to which autophosphorylation was
suppressed varied inversely with the greater
insulin binding capacity (r—O.9). Conclusion:
insulin receptor function is impaired by
chronic uremia. This may be mitigated in part
by an increase in insulin receptor number.
High plasma insulin did not down-regulate
insulin receptor number, suggesting that
insulin receptor function regulates receptor
number. Defects in insulin receptor function
may contribute to poor nitrogen utilization in
uremia and if receptor number cannot increase
in CRF, then growth will be especially poor.
INJURY TO RAT MESANGIP,L CELLS IN CULTURE BY LOW
DENSITY LIPOPROTEINS.
JF Moorhead, DC Wheeler*, R Fernando*, P Sweny*,
Z Varghese.
Royal Free Hospital, London, England.
Low density lipoproteins (LDL) play a key role
in the development of atherosclerotic plaques
and may also contribWte to glomeruloeclerosis.
Previous studies of "H thymidine incorporation
have shown that mesangial cells, like smooth
muscle cells which they resemble, proliferate
faster in culture if LDL was added to the
medium. In these experiments, LDL (apoprotein B)
concentrations in excess of 25Oug/ml (roughly
twice normal rat plasma levels) resulted in
morphological changes and detachment of cells
from the culture vessel. This apparent iniurgpus
effect was further investigated using a Cr
release assay. Rat mesqgial cells, preincubated
for 24 hrs with Na["Cr]O4, were grown in
modified medium enriched with human LDL. After a
further 24 hrs, medium was cells
dissolved in 0.5 M NaOH and " Cr activity in
both fractions was measured. Comparing cells
grown in media containing 50 and 500 ug/ml
"H thymidine incorporation was 50% less and Cr
release 18% greater at the higher LDL
concentration. At an LDL concentration of
SOOumol/l extensive cell damage was observed
under phase contrast microscopy and 81% of
incorporated 51Cr was released by cells. These
results show that high physiological
concentrations of LDL cause mesangial cell
injury in vitro and support the role of lipids
in the pathogenesis of glomerular injury.
SORBINIL PREVENTS GLOMERULAR HYPER-PERFIJSION IN
DIABETIC RATS. P. Mower, H.Aynedjiam, S.Silverman,
B.Wilkes, N. Bank. Montifiore Hed.Ctr., Bronx NY
and North Shore Univ. Hosp. tianhasset, NY.
Studies were undertaken to clarify the mechanism by
which aldosq reductase inhibit ign prevepts the ab-
normal hetnodynamics seen in early insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus. Streptozotocin diabetic rats(D)
receiving 2U NPR insulin daily and control rats(N)
were pair fed with one half of each group receiving
Bmgm sorbinil daily mixed in their food.(DS&NS).
At 8—15 days, micropuncture studies were carried
Out to examine glomerular hemodynamics. An addi-
tional group of animals identically prepared, was
sacrificed to determine glomerular angiotensin II
receptor(AII R) binding. Results:
GR SNGFR SNFF HAnh min dyne.,S.cm
N 31.6±.8 0.31±.01 103±4 3.25±.10
N+S 29.3±1.1k 0.35±.O1* 84±4 4.22±.22+
D 47.3±1.3* 0.27±.01 173±7* 1.65±.06*
D+S 32.9±4.3k 0.35±.01* 95±11k 3.49±.38+
(*p 0.05 v N + p 0.05 v U).
The administration of S completely prevented the
increased SNGFR, and afferent plasma flow; and
caused an increase in single nephron filtration
fraction and afferent arteriolar resistance. As
has been previously reported, the diabetic animals
had decreased glomerular All R binding. This was
not corrected by the administration of S. The
normal animals fed S were unchanged from their
controls, except SNFF increased. We conclude that
the abnormal hemodynamics of diabetes mellitus
can be completely prevented by the administration
of S by increased vascular tone at both pre and
post glomerular sites. This correction is unrela-
ted to the normalization of All R binding.
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RENAL GROWTH AND INJURY ARE INDUCED IN
THE INTACT KIDNEY BY DIETARY DEFICIENCY
OF ANTIOXIDANTS. KA Nath, TH Hostetter. Univ.
of Minnesota, Dept. of Med. Minneapolis, MN.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) cause renal injury in
several models of renaldisease. We studied the effect of
augmentation of ROS induced by dietary deficiency of
antioxidants on the intact kidney. Rats, weaned at 3
wks, were maintained for a further 9 wks on a diet defi-
cient (DEF) or replete (CON) in vitamin E and selenium
(a cofactor for glutathione peroxidase). Diets contained
—15% protein, were isocaloric, and had identical elec-
trolyte and lipid content. Results: means SE, *p<0.02.
UPROTV Kidney Wt (g) Body Wi (g)
(mg/24h) at9WK at9WK
3WK 8WK Wet Dry
CON 3.0 10.9 1.06 0.27 324
(n=6) jl.4
DEF 2.4 22.3* 1.29* 0.32* 277*
(n9) j3.5
DEF rats thus exhibit increased rates of urinary protein
excretion (U 0V). The wet and dry kidney weights
were increases in DEF rats inspite of lower body
weights. The kidneys of the DEF rats contained more
protein (150.2 j 5.1 vs 128.2 1.4 mg*). Other organs
such as the liver were comparable in weight while the
heart weight was lower in the DEF rats. There were no
significant differences in systolic blood pressure and
creatinine clearances between the two groups. Muscle
potassium was similar in DEF and CON rats: renal
growth in DEF rats was not due to potassium deficiency.
Thus, dietary deficiency of vitamin E and selenium
promote renal injury in the setting of enhanced renal
growth. We suggest that increased cellular action of
ROS, occasioned by impaired scavenging mechanisms, is
a stimulus to renal growth and injury in the intact
kidney.
EFFECT OF DIALYTIC INTERVENTION ON THE FUNCTION AND
MORPHOLOGY OF GLOMERUU IN RATS AT AN EARLY STAGE
OF PROGRESSIVE RENAL DISEASE. F. Nishimp* M. Ikoma*, J•
Lipman*, P. Teschan, A. Fogo* and L Ichikawa. Depts. of Pediatrics,
Pathology and Medicine. Vanderbilt University Med. Ctr., Nashville, TN.
Initiation of dialysis in patients with failing kidneys often results in
depression of residual renal filtration function. In the long run, however,
dialysis may be beneficial for preservation of the renal structure and
function by reducing the heznodynamic load to damaged nephrons, or by
preventing nephion hypertrophy, a phenomenon closely linked to the final
seaming processes. One week after implantation of a pentoneal dialysis
(PD) catheter and subtotal nephrectomy, rats were paired by the level of
BUN. Group I rats were subjected to 1 hr/cycle, S cycles/day PD daily
with 1.5% dextrose dialysate. At the onset of PD, creatinine clearance of
PD was calculated to be 0.35 mI/mm.Group 2 rats were subjected to an
identical procedure except for zero dialysate indwelling time. Dunng the
subsequenttwo to 3weeks before sacrifice, BUN of Group 1 rats remained
at -35 mg/dI, whereas Group 2 BUN increased to 7 1±18. At sacrifice,
function and structure were assessed in5 pairsofGroup I and 2 animals
toevaluate the effect of PD on the function and morphology of early
remnant glomeruli. Whole kidneyGFR averaged 0.23±0.04 mI/mm in
Group I, a value substantially lower than that of Group 2(0.44±0.11).
Likewise, glonierular capillary pressure averaged 5Ethl mmHg in Group
1, a level significantly lower than that in Group 2(65±2). A similar
patternwas detected in mean systemic arterial pressure (120±11 mmHg vs
129±4). The degree of glomerular hypertropby was assessed on thin
section specImens by measurement of mean planar area (PA mean), and
sclerosis index (SI, 0-4 scale) was evaluated in60 randomly selected
glomenili of the remnant kidney atsacrifice. Despite the tendencies
indicating that the pressure and flow imposed upon the glomerular
capillaiy were dampened by PD, no discenmible difference waspresent
between Group 1 and Group 2 in the degree of hypertrophy (PA mean of
7.2±1.0 vs 6.7±0.7, xlO-3 mm2) or in SI (0.14±0.09 vs 0.08±0.06).
The observed lack of beneficial effect of PD on the early stage of
morphology warrants a further study for the effect of PD in the late stage
where the efficiency of PD relative to the residual renal function is
magnified.
ENALAPRIL (E) REDUCES GLMERULAR INJURY IN OBESE
ZUCKER (OZ) RATS. M.P. O'Donnell, B.L. Kasiske,
S.A. Katz' P.C. Schmitz W.F. Keane, Hennepin Co.
Med. Ctr., Univ. of Minnesota, Mpls, MN.
Studies have suggested that angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitors may ameliorate focal
glomerulosclerosis (FOS) independent of effects
on glomerular hemodynamics. We investigated the
effects of E therapy in OZ rats, a model in which
the initiation of glomerular injury is not
dependent on elevated glomerular capillary
pressure (cc) Male OZ rats received either tap
water or E (50 mg/L) beginning at 8 weeks of age.
Male lean Zucker (LZ) rats served as controls.
Blood pressure (EP), serum cholesterol (CHOL),
and urine albumin excretion (UCLbV) were measured
every 6 weeks. Results (mean SE) at 38 weeks
(different superscripts indicate p<O.O5):
BP CHOL UCLbV KW FGS
PRA (mmH) (mg/dL) (mng/24h' .jg) .Lfl.
oZ 9.0* 144* 149* 98* 2.92* 8.3a
(n—9) 18 29 29 0.06 2.5
Plasma renin activity (PRA; ngAI.mF1'hr') was
lowest in untreated OZ rats. PRA was also
reduced in untreated OZ compared to LZ at 9 and
20 weeks of age. Thus, E normalized BP, CHOL,
and kidney weight (1(W), and prevented FGS, in a
model of glomnerular injury characterized by
reduced PRA and normal
ACQUIRED RENAL CYSTS IN 5/6 NEPHRECTOHISED RATS:
THE ROLES OF OXALATE DEPOSITS IN RENAL TUBULES &
A RENOTROPIC FACTOR. Keiji Ono & Kazuhiko Kikawa*
Ono Geka Clinic & Fukuoka Tokushukai Hospital,
Fukuoka & Kasuga, Japan
The mechanisms leading to acquired renal cyst(ARC) formation in uremic patients remains uncer-
tain. The present study was undertaken to try and
clarify the importance of oxalate(OX) crystals in
tubular obstruction or stenosis in 5/6 nephrecto—
mised(NRT) rats & in healthy controls. Three ex—
periments(EXP) were performed:in EXP I, 30 5/6 NRT
rats were allowed free access to water containing
8 mg/ml vitamin C(VC)(OX precursor) & other 20 5/6
NRT rats were given tap water without VC. In EXP
II, 6 5/6 NRT rats were injected s.c. daily with
5 mg of Na—OX & 6 other untreated 5/6 NRT rats
served as controls. In EXP III, 6 healthy rats
were given s.c. injection8 of 10 nig Na—OX daily.
The histological appearance of the renal remnant
in both VC treated & untreated rats was the same
except one difference; OX deposits were found in
the renal tubules of VC treated rats in the 11th
& 12th post operative months. However, ARC were
noted well before the occurrence of OX deposition.
In EXP II, although renal function was the same in
both OX treated & untreated rats for 25 days after
5/6 NET, cysts appeared earlier & in larger number
in the OX treated rats than in untreated rats. In
EXP III, OX deposits were noted in renal tubules
in healthy rats treated with Na—OX for more than
2 weeks & renal cysts were also noted. In conclu-
sion, the present study suggests that the patho—
genesis of ARC is multifactorial. However, OX de-
posit in renal tubules is an important causative
factor in the formation of ARC.
OZ+E 192b j25b
(n—7) 4.5 9
LZ 22.8" 124"
(n—8) 4
105" 25" 2.50" 14b
9 8 0.07 0.8
75b 3o 2.47" 05b
5 1 0.04 0.5
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FOCAL AND SEGMENTAL SCLEROSIS IN A RABBIT UNINEPH—
RECTOMY MODEL. AGGRAVATION BY REPEATED PREGNANCY.
David Packham*, Tim Hewitson*, Judith A.Whitworth
and Priscilla Kincaid—Smith. Dept of Nephrol.,
Royal Melbourne Bosp., Melbourne, Vie., Australia.
Four of 5 uninephrectomized virgin (UNx/V) and
and 4 of 5 uninephrectomized repeatedly pregnant
(UNx/Preg) rabbits developed focal and segmental
hyalinosis and sclerosis (FSRS) in glomeruli.
This differed significantly from 2/10 FSHS lesions
in non nephrectomized pregnant (NN/P) and 2/10
FSHS in non nephrectomized virgin (NN/V) rabbits
at 15 months (pO.OO26). Focal sclerosis was
increased (median 3.6%) in NN/P compared with
HR/V (0.4%).
After left nephrectomy median right kidney
weights per Kg body weight were significantly
greater in nephrectomized rabbits than right kid-
ney from non nephrectomized rabbits (3.9gm/Kg cf
2.6gm/Kg p<O.OOl). Glomerular area of largest 10%
glomeruli divided by kidney weight was less in
previously uninephrectomized animals than in
nephrectomized (p<O.OOl), indicating glomeruli had
hypertrophied less than tubules.
Mean plasma urea was higher at sacrifice
(15 months) in UNx/Preg (11.6±O.4minol/l) than in
UNx/V (7.7±0.7mmol/l). Mean urine protein rose
from 0.35±0.4gm/i to 0.85±0.9gm/i during preg-
nancy in UNx/Preg (p<O.OOI) while NN/P remained
constant (0.38±0.O7gm/l).
Mean BP of 10 UNx rabbits increased from
81±3mmHg to 92±lmmllg over 15 months (p—O.O22).
This is the first description of focal and
segmental hyalinosis and sclerosis (FSHS) in
rabbits.
INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF VITAMINS C AND E IN
EXPERIMENTAL AZOTEMIA. M.V. Pahl,* N.D. Vaziri,
C. I(hamiseh,* F. Oveisi,* Division of Nephrology,
University of California, Irvine, Irvine,
California.
Renal failure (RF) has been shown to alter
intestinal transport of a number of vitamins
(vita). We studied jejunal transport of vita C
and E in animals with subtotal nephrectomy (RF
group) and compared the results with those of
sham—operated (5) and pair—fed (PF) groups. In
vivo recirculating perfusion and in vitro everted
sac techniques were employed. The in vitro
experiments were repeated using sacs containing
either uremic or normal sera. In vivo absorption
of both vitamins was significantly reduced in the
RF group compared to the S and PF groups, which
showed comparable rates. In contrast, the in
vitro transport and uptake of both vitamins was
increased in the RF and PF groups when compared
with the S group suggesting increased perme-
ability. This appears to be mediated by reduced
nutrient intake, common to both groups. The
disparity between in vivo and in vitro results in
the RF animals points to an inhibitory influence
present in the intact animal. However, the rates
of transport by sacs containing uremic and normal
sera were similar, thereby excluding the effect of
uremic chemical environment. Serum vit C levels
in RF and PF groups were reduced, thereby
excluding its elevated sertun level as an
inhibitory factor. In conclusion, in vivo jejunal
absorption of vita C and E is impaired in rats
with RF despite the in vitro evidence of
hyperpermeability.
REDUCED RENAL VASOCONSTRICTIVE RESPONSE TOADENOSINE
IN ACUTE EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES, J. Perlmutter*, D.
Senesly, DASimmons,E.F.O.Kern, and S.Ooldfarb. Dept of
Med. ,Univ. of Pa., Phila. Pa.
Acute diabetes is characterized by Increased renal
blood flow and this effect has been assigned a pathogenetic role
in the late tissue injury seen in diabetes. The mechanism of the
phenomenon of increased tissue blood flow Is not understood.
Recent In vitro studIes have suggested that hyperglycemia
through activation of the Polyol Pathway reduces Na/K ATPase
activity in vascular smooth muscle and that reduced adenosine
(adeno)responslveness contributes to this defect Since adeno
is normally a renal vasoconstrictive agent and since reduced
coronary artery responsiveness to aleno in diabetes has been
observed, we tested the hypothesis that reduced renal
responsiveness to adeno may underlie the high GFR n in
acute Streptozotocin (STZ)—Induced diabetes. We therefore
examined the acute renal hemodynamic response to adeno in
normal and STZ—diabetic rats (blood glucose >300, <450
mg/dl).
In normal rats (n= 10) , suprarenal arterial infusion
of Adeno ( 33 jigm/kg./min) reduced GER from 9.61 a.30 to
8.42 * 21 mI/mm/kg (a = - 12.4Z) whilea sham infused
group (n= 11) was unchanged (GFR:9.95 .6 to 9.82± .4
mI/mm/Kg (a=— l.3Z). In 8— lOday STZ rats, adeno had an
effect identical to the sham infused, hyperglycemic control
group: (Diabetic control, sham infused (n= 17) GFR
11.37±21 to 10.43± .32, a=—8.3; Diabetic edeno (n= 12)
OFR: 10.9± .19 to 9.8±. 14 ,a— 10.1 E. While adeno effect to
significantly reduce OFR was seen In normoglycemic rats,
there was no difference between sham infused and adeno infused
diabetic rats.
These data suggest that acute STZ diabetes is
characterized by a reduced or absent response to the
vasoconstrictive actions of adeno. Since adeno acts primarily
through constriction of the afferent arteriole, the high nephron
plasma flow and OFR of acute STZ-induced diabetes may be the
result of deficient adeno response.
FATTY ACIDS (PA) OXIDATION BY MYOCARDIUM (MYCR)
IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF): ROLE OF
PARATHYROID HORMONE5(PTH) AND MYOCARDIAL CALCIUM.
Alessandra P. Perna , Miroslaw Smogorzewski and
Shaul 6. Massry, Div. Nephrol., Univ. So.
Calif., Los Angeles, CA.
Secondary hyperparathyroidism and myocardio-
pathy occur in CRF, and heart is a target organ
for PTH which causes a rise in MYCR calcium. PA
are major sources of energy for MYCR and a defect
in FA oxidation may contribute to MYCR
dysfunction. We therefore studied the
interaction between CRF, PTH and MYCR calcium on
PA oxidation in normal rats, 21 days CRF rats
with and without treatment with verapamil, CRF-
parathyroidectomized (PTX) rats maintained
normocalcemic, and rats receiving 4 days of 1-84
PTH with and without verapamil treatment. CRP
and PTH-treated 4gats had significant (p<O.O1)
increase In MYCR Ca uptake and calcium content,
impaired oxidation of long and short chain PA,
and reduced activity of palmitoyl carnitine
transferase (CPT) but no change in carnitine
content. Both PTX in CRF rats and verapamil
administration to CRF or PTH-treated rats
reversed all these abnormalities. Verapamil
given to normal rats had no effect on all
parameters studied. The results show that 1)
CRF causes impaired oxidation of PA due to
reduced activity of CPT 2) this is due to excess
PTH of CRF, 3) the action of PTH is mediated by
its ionophoric property causing a rise
in MYCR calcium, and 4) a calcium antagonist
corrects the action of PTH. The data provide for
another pathway through which excess PTH in CRF
exerts an adverse effect on MYCR metabolism and
for a therapeutic approach.
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REGULATION OF MESANGIAr. CELL PROLIFERATION AND
COLLAGEN SYNTHESIS BY RENAL GLOMERULAR AND CORTI-
CAL CONDITIONED MEDIA. Sem H. Phan, Bridget M.
McGarry, and Roger Wiggins*. Univ. Michigan Med.
Sch., Depts. Pathology & Medicine, Ann Arbor, 141.
To examine the mechanism of renal fibrosis in
nephrotoxic nephritis (NTN), glomeruli (Gi) and
renal cortical tissue (Co) from normal and diseas-
ed animals were analysed for the secretion of sub-
stances capable of regulating mesangial cell (MC)
proliferation and collagen synthesis. NTN was
induced in rabbits using guinea pig anti—GBM IgG.
Animals were sacrificed and Samples of Co and Cl
were incubated in serum free media. Conditioned
media (CM) were tested for growth factor (GF) and
collagen synthesis stimulatory activities on
rabbit MCs isolated from normal Cl. Cl CM from
control animals either had no effect or inhibited
MC pr3oliferation and protein synthesis as assessed
by H—chymidine and H—proline incorporation,
respectively. Control Co GM stimulated MC proli-
feration without affecting protein synthesis
significantly. Both Cl and Co GM from diseased
animals stimulated MC proliferation and protein
synthesis above that of control GM, but with
different kinetics. Increased CF secretion in both
Cl and Co CM occurred rapidly, peaking at day 4
and decreasing gradually toward control levels at
day 14. In contrast, protein synthetic stimulatory
activity secretion was maximal at day 14 with only
minimal increases on day 4. The effect was greater
on collagen than non—collagenous protein synthe-
sis. These results suggest that in NTN early
increased secretion of CF may result in prolifera-
tion of MCs which could then synthesize collagen
at a higher rate in response to mediator(s)
secreted by cells in cortical tissue.
INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH FACTOR BINDING PROTEINS (IOF
BPS) ARE INCREASED IN SERUM OF CHILDREN WITH
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF) AND INHIBIT CARTILAGE
GROWTH IN VITRO. David Powell*, Phillip Lee*t,
Robert Baxter*tt, Javier Correa*$ and Warner
Burch** (intr. by Leighton Hill). Baylor Col.
Med., Houston, TX.; fChildran'a Hospital, Denver,
Cob.; ffRoyald Prince Alfred Hospital,
Camperdown, Australia; $Duke Univ., Durham, N,C,
Linear growth is poor in CRF children despite
normal serum levels of growth mediators, includ-
ing IGFs, Serum IGFs are bound by 25 and 53 kD
BPs (BP.25 and BP-53); these BPs may inhibit IGF-
mediated growth of many tissues. We studied IGF
BPs in CRF children by using a charcoal assay to
compare IGF-I binding, and specific RIAs for SF-
25 and BP-53 to compare SF levels, in serum from
15 prepubertal CRF children vs. 15 age- and sex-
matched normal (NL) children, Our results:
age(mean) serum ICF-I BP-25 BP-53
+/-S.D.) binding (X) (ug/ml) (zzg/ml)
CRF 6.8±4.4 17.4±3.5* 2.3±2.2* 4.3±1.1*
ML 6.6±3.9 12.5±3.2 0.5±0.4 2.6±0.7
*CRFNL. p <0.05. by Wilcoxon naired-sample test,
We also studied the effect of pure BP-25 on
chick embryo pelvic cartilage growth in vitro.
In serum-free medium, this cartilage produces
ICF-like peptides which stimulate basal growth.
We found that basal increases in cartilage wet
weight, and further increases stimulated by 0.6
nM IGF-I, were inhibited by BP-25 in a dose de-
pendent manner and by as little as 0.4 nN BP-25,
We conclude: 1) serum IGF BP levels and bind-
ing activity are increased in CRF children 2) BP-
25 inhibits cartilage growth in vitro; 3) ICF BPs
should be evaluated for their effects on growth
and differentiation of chondrocytes in vivo,
Comparative effects of cholestyramine and the RMG
Co-A reductase Inhibitor slmvastatln on lipoprotein
profIle in the hypprlipldendjL of nephll* syndrome(NS). AJ. Rabelink ,R. Hen6 ,D.Erkelens ,E.Dorho,tMees. Depts. of Nephrology and Internal medicine
University Hospital Utrecht The Netherlands.
Hyperlipidernia is a common feature of NS. in
prolonged unremitting NS, hyperlipidemiarnaybe present
for many years. Lipoprotein profile and autopsy studies
make it likely that this hyperlipidemia accelerates
atherosclerosis. In a cross-over study we compared the
safety, tolerabifity and efficacy of six weeks of siniva-
statin (20 mg bid.) and six weeks of cholestyramine (8
g b.i.d.) in eight patients with hyperlipidemia due to
unremitting nephrotic syndrome.
Results placebo simvastatin
Tot.chol (mmol/l) 10.0 0.7 6.4 a a
LDL-chol. (mniol/l) 7.0 0.6 4.3 0.6 a
HDL-choL (mniol/I) 1.0 a 0.1 1.2 0.1
Triglycer. (inmol/l) 4.5 0.6 2.7 a 0.4
*
b
Apo-A-I (g/l) 1.97 0.11 2.17 0.12
Apo-B (g/l) 1.60 0.15 LU 0.28 a
glacebo cholestyramine
Tot.chol. (mmol/l) 10.5 a 12 9.4 0.7
LDL-chol. (mmol/l) 7.6 1.2 5.9 0.8
HDL-choL (mmol/l) 0.9 0.1 1,1 0.2
Triglycer. (mmol/l) 4.3 0.6 5.2 1.4
Apo-A-I (g/l) 1.98 0.10 2.06 0.10
Apo-B (g/l) 167 0.13 1.60 0.13
(* =p<O.O5, ' =p<O.O1vsplacebo; a—p<O.O1, b—p<O.O5simvastasin
vscholestyrainine.)
Conclusions:1) Simvastatin is effective in reducing
cholesterol and triglycerides, and improved the LDL-to-
HDL ratio in NS. 2) Simvastatin is more effective in
the treatment of nephrotic hyperilpidemia than choles-
tyramine. 3) Simvastatin was well tolerated and no side
effects were noticed in this short term study.
OUANTIFICM1ON OF FOCAL GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS IN ThE RAT BY
TRIDIMENSIONAL MORPHOMETRICAL ANALYSIS. A. RemuzziR.
Pergolizzi and 1. Bertani. Mario Negri institute for Pharmacological
Research, Bergamo. Italy. (mu', by R.J. Gleasock).
Focal segmental glometuloaclen3sis (FSG) Is the lesion that usually
follows a condition of persistent protelnurla In experImental animals and
humans. Whether focal giomeruiosclerosis initiates in few glomeruli, the
remaining being Intact, or it Involves the entire glomerular population 'ab
initio is an open Issue. We address thIs with a tridimensional
morphometrioal analysis in ADR nephrosis, a model of glomerular
damage which evolves to FSG. From a control rat and an ADR treated rat
with heavy protelnurla we cut 300 consecutive serial kidney sections 4
urn thicic each section stained with PAS, was examined under light
microscopy at 25 x magnification. In 1$ control and in 50 ADR giomeruli
glome4uiar tuft, Bowman's capsule and sclerotic regions were manually
outlined using a drawing tube. Surface area of this regions were then
measured using stereology technique. Calculated capillary tuft,
Bowman's capsule and sclerosis volumes (pm3 x 10), together with the
percentage of glomerular volume affected by sclerosis are as follows:
Cap. tuft Vol. Bowman's cap.Vol. 3d. Vol. %V0IScI.
Cordr 1.14±0.18 1.48±0.25 - -
ADR 1.11±0.23 1.55±0.29 0.16 (.02..60) 3.53±4.15
In the control rat none of the glomeruli showed sclerotic changes; by
contrast In the ADA animal 94% of giomerull (47 out of 50) were affected
by sclerotic changes which however Involved only 2.99% of the total
glomerular volume (range for Individual glorneruli 0.1-18.6%). The hIgh
number of glomerull affected by the sclerotic process measured using
this technIque contrasts with findings derived from the analysis of single
sections in which the percentage of glorneiull with sclerosis ranged from
25.9 to 58.1%.
We conclude that 1) ADR nephrosls. even In a relatively early phase,
induces diffuse sclerotic changes affecting almost all the glonieruli; 2)
conventional analysis of FSG greatly underestimates the number of
glomeruli affected by sclerosis and is not predictive of the percentage of
glomerular volume affected by sclerosis. This technique can be useful
for future studies on the progressIve nature of glomerular dIseases.
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(DRRECTION OF AMINO ACID (AA) MEFABOLISM BYREO2M-
BINANT HIJ?vIAN ERYTh!DPOIEFIN (rllu EPO) IN HThIDDIA-
LIZED PATIENFS (MD). *Ej)ede1+, *H.H1pl++,
*M.Mdel+, (intr. by
J. Bosch) Free lJniv.of Berlin, Dept.of Biochem.,
Nephrol., Boehringer Mannheim Comp.
Many efforts to compensate the impaired M me-
tabolism in MD patients failed so far. Thus, we
should try an endogenous approach to influence
this by correction of anaemia wiht rHu EPO. The
plasma M pattern (estimated by FIPLC) of 18 heal-
thy persons were determined and compared with 14
MD patients for changes in plasma AA before and
up to 25 weeks after rHu EPO therapy:
Control group(c)
Use'!!) s p(c7T j.s p(b/a)
67± 16; p<O.O1ser
gly p<O.O1
MDpro p<O.Ol
gin p<O.lO
arg p<O.lO
p<O.o1
val pO.Ol
tyr/phe p<O.O1
tXttstanding is the correction of serine values
(liver metabolism) correspondingly with a decrease
of the serine precursors glycine (metabolic mafler)
and hydroxyproline. The lowered essential M vali-
ne and leucine were corrected. The elevated values
of ornithine, arginine (KREBS-cycle) were decrea-
sed; diminished glutami.ne (M14-detoxication) and
decreased tyrosine/phenylalanine quotient were
elevated. The administration of rHu EFO does not
only affect erythropoiesis, but also corrects AP
pattern in the tendency towards the normalization
by a better 02 -availability.
CONVERTiNG ENZYME INHIBITOR (CE!)
TREATMENT REVERSES BROADENING OF
EPITHELIAL CELL FOOT PROCESSES IN RATS WITH
REDUCED NEPHRON NUMBER. JW Scholey*, PL
Miiler*, HG Rennke, and T'.V Meyer, Stanford University
and VAMC, Palo Alto, CA, and Harvard University, Boston,
MA.
CE! treatment increases the glomerular ultrafiltration
coefficient (Kr) in rats with reduced nephron number. We
sought to relate this increase in Kr to changes in glomerular
epithelial cell structure. Micropuncture and morphometric
studies were performed in normal rats (Con) and in rats 6
wks after 5/6 renal ablation. One group of ablated rats
received no treatment (Rem) while a second group (RS)
received the CE! RS10085 for 2 wks prior to study. Results:
(mean±SEM, *p<.05 vs Con, tpez.O5 vs Rem)
SNGFR AP Poc Kr Wa VG
ni/mm
-.-mmHg--- nI/s/mmHg nm 10
Con 49 108 51 0.052 731 1.51
n=6
Rem 112* 140* 65* 0.061 868* 2.64*
n=6
RS 111* 98 5l O.104*1 75l 2.66*
n=6
Arterial pressure (AP), glomerular capillary pressure (Poc),
and single nephroii GFR (SNGFR) were elevated in Rem
rats. Kf remained normal in Rem rats despite an increase in
glornerular volume (Vo) while mean epirhelial cell foot
process width (Wa) increased. Maintenance of elevated
SNGFR despite reduction of Poc in RS rats reflected an
increase in Kr. This increase in Kr was associated with a
reduction in Wa while Va remained elevated. These findings
suggest that CE! treatment increases Kr in remnant glomeruli
by restoring foot process width toward normal and thus
increasing the filtration slit length available for ultrafiltration.
CHOLESTEROL BIOSYNTHESIS IS ALTERED IN UREMIC
GUINEA PIGS. R. Jean Shapiro, Dept. Medicine,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.
In a remnant model of uremia in the guinea pig
we have shown that significant hyperlipidemia
ensues, with elevations in plasma cholesterol and
triglyceride. Turnover studies examining plasma
clearance of radiolabelled low density lipoproteins
(LDL) in this model indicated that the
hyperlipidemia was due to both an increase in LDL
synthesis as well as decreased LDL receptor—
mediated catabolism. To assess hepatic cholesterol
synthesis In uremia, we examined the activity of
hydroxymethyiglutaryl coenzyme A reductase
(HMGCoAR), the rate-limiting enzyme of cholesterol
biosynthesis in hepatic microsomal fractions
isolated from normal (N) and uremic (UR) guinea
pigs. N and UR guinea pigs were maintained on
normal guinea pig chow and sacrificed at mid-light
cycle. 100000Xg hepatic microsomal fractions were
assayed in the presence of NaF for determination of
the active form of HMGCoAR. HMGC0AR activity was
significantly higher in the UR group compared to
the N group of guinea pigs: 18.3*8.8 vs 8.4±3.2
pmol/min/mg (±S.D.; p<O.O1). Plasma cholesterol
levels were also significantly higher in UR 2.9±0.8
vs 0.8±0.2 ninol/L (±S.D; p<O.OO1). The
paradoxical increase in HMGC0AR activity in the face
of suppressed LDL receptor activity suggests that
uremia may be associated with a specific deficit in
LDL receptor expression, leading to a depletion of
a regulatory pool of cholesterol in the hepatocyte,
with consequent stimulation of cholesterol
synthesis.
lIDRIZfl't 1REVEN'IS E RL H'JPERISOmY OF
DThBES ).lELIUS. A. Spitzer, M. Barac-Nieto.
A. Einstein Oall. of Med., Depts. of liatrics,
and Ftiysio1 ant Biophysics, Bronx, NY.There is reason to propose that renal
hypertrophy of diabetes mellitus, a possinle
precursor of the neropathy, is causally relatedto hyperglycemia and/or the associated increase
in renal gluocse-Na cotransport (A. lOsnar, et
al. Kidney mt. 33:792—797, 1988). TO test thishypothesis diabetes was induced in rague-lwley
rats by the intravenous injection of 45 1n3/kg
of streptozotocin. Starting 24 bra later onegroup of diabetic aninals received subcutaneously
400 ng/}cg day phiorizin, dissolved in propyleneglycol; another group received thevehicle alone.
Normal animals served as controls. Measurements
were done 96 bra after induction of diabetes.
floy Wt. Kidney Wt. Giuoee onc.Initial Final Wet Dzy BlooS Urine
g g g mg/dl g/dl
Diabetic 333.9 309.9 2.97* 0.68* 385* 1.75*
(4)
ct,ioriz 329.7 303.0 2.56 0.59 102 2.50
(3)
nbo1 312.2 319.0 2.44 0.54 96 0
(4)
Means 1SE *=p<0.0S diabetic vs iiorizin treateS diabetic
anS vs oz,ntroi.Phlorizin, which inhibits renal glucose
cotransport and minimizes hyperglycemia,
prevented the developnent of renal hypertrophy of
diabetes. Thus, hypoinsulinemia is not sufficient
to induce renal growth. Hyperglycemia and/or the
increase in glucose-Na cotransport are required
for diabetic renal hypertrophy to occur.
95±18
196±32
11± 5
555±113
39±18
56±19
187±45
1, 33±0,31
317±113;
25± 15;
470±127;
95± 20;
78± 16;
137± 32;
0,78±017;
86±22; p'0.05
228±56; pt0.05
15±12; p<O.1O
563±115; p<O.lO
72±23; p<O.OS
52±18; p<O.OS
155±25; p<O.lO
O98±01 ;p<O.OS
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DIFFERING ANTIPROLIFERATWE EFFECI'S OF
HEPARIN AND NON-ANTICOAGULANT HEPARIN
ON RAT MESANGIAL CELLS IN CULTURE. fl
Stokes, E Tetens*, EA Wurst*, S Klahr. Renal Division,
Washington University Medical School, St. Louis, MO.
Studies in the rat remnant kidney model of chronic
renal failure (JCI 81: 69-74, 1988) demonstrated a
protective effect of a non-anticoagulant heparin analog,
N-desulfated heparin (NDSH), on progressive
glomerular sclerosis. To determine if NDSH's protective
effect was due to its antiproliferative properties, we
compared the influence of unmodified heparin and
NDSH on the growth of rat mesangial cells (MC) in
culture. MC proliferation was assessed by 3H-thymidine
incorporation. Sensitivity of the growthinhibition assays
was enhanced by reducing the fetal bovine serum (FBS)
concentration in the medium to 2%. MC in the first
passage were incubated in 2% FBS for one day, followed
by one day with heparin or NDSH. The following day,
3H-thymidine was added to the medium and cellular
incorporation of 3H-thymidine was measured 48 hours
later. Heparin at 10 U/mI did not inhibit 3H-thymidine
incorporation, while 50 U/mI suppressedgrowth by 71.1
3.2% (p<O.Ol). A concentration of NDSH equivalent
to 50 U/mI produced only 10.5 7.3% (p=NS) growth
inhibition. Five-fold higher concentrations of NDSH,
however, did inhibit 3H-thymidine incorporation by
25.7% (n=3).
We conclude that the non-anticoagulant heparin
analog,NDSH, hasmuch less antiproliferative activity on
MC in culture than unmodified heparin. The anti-
proliferative properties of NDSH may not fully account
for its in vivo protective effect in the remnant kidney.
MUSCLE METABOLISM IN END STAGE RENAL
DISEASE (ESRD): EFFECTS OF DIALYSIS AND
TRANSPLANTATION. H. SzerliD, K.
McCulley*, B. Chance*. Depts. of Med.
and Biochem/Biophys., U of PA, Phila. PA.
ESRD patients have abnor1 muscle
metabolism as evaluated by P Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy. In this study,
we examined muscle metabolic parameters
before and at 1 hour after dialysis as
well as 2—5 months after transplantation.
Forearm muscles were studied during rest,
increasing levels of exercise, and
recovery. Measurements were made of
work, free phosphate (P1), phospho-
creatine (PCr), and intracellular p11. We
compared recovery of PCr/Pi.min,
end—exercise intracellular pH, maximum
work, and amount of work accomplished at
the end of exercise as a % of maximum.
In 5 pts, dialysis had no effect upon
the measured metabolic parameters
although it was associated with more
rapid fatigue (74% and 65% maximum work
achieved pre- and post-dialysis,
respectively, p<0.05). In contrast, in 4
of 5 pta, transplantation was associated_
with more rapid recovery of PCr/Pi.min (X
+ SE: 0.86±0.8 pretranspiant vs 3.7±1.7
post transplant). In conclusion,
transplantation (but not dialysis)
improves muscle bioenergetics in most
ESRD patients.
PATHOGENETIC ROLE OF INCREED JBULE CY1DSOLIC
FREE Ca CONCENTRATION ([Ca ].) IN PROGRESSIVE
RENAL INSUFFICIENCY: MELIORAION BY A LON P0
DIET. S. Tan,' M. Pesigan,* E. Lorr,* i.
Crockett,* T. Ondrizek, * and K. Lau. Michael Reese
Hospital & University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Previous studies suggest improved functional
preservation by a low PO, diet in several models
of progressive renal fai'ure. The mechanism for
this salutary effect is not clear. We tested the
hyphesis that P0 restriction decreases tubule
[Ca which redces toxicity and attenuates
the decline in renal function. Normotensive rats
were either left intact or nephrectanized and after
recovery for 2 weeks, they were randanized to a low
(0.02%) or a normal (0.6%) P diet for 5 weeks. In
rats fed a norma÷P diet, nephrectomy increased
renal tubule [Ca ). (257 10 vs 171 12 nM),
as measured by the tura 2 fluorescence technique
with dual wavelength excitation. These changes
were also associated with an increase in serum
creatinine fran 0.9 0.1 after 5/6 nephrectany to
1.9 0.2 mg/dl 5 weeks later. In contrast, the
low P diet decreased serum creatinine (1.2 0.1
mg/dl) in rats with 5/6 nephrectczny despite com-
parable baseline and serial body weights. This was
confirmed by a higher inulin clearance (2.58 vs
1.75 m1/mi. The low P diet also reduced renal
tubule [Ca ]. (225 10 nM) and arterial blood
pressure in nphrectcinized rats (systolic = 161 ÷ 8
vs 210 9; diastolic 131 9 vs 154 8 ninHg).
These results support the hypothesis that cyto-
solic free Ca concentration plays a pathogenetic
role in progressive renal insufficiency since
interventions which blunt its elevation in renal
tubules retard the functional deterioration. Low P
diet affords additional protection by attenuating
the degree of hypertension in renal failure.
HIGH AMBIENT GLUCOSE STIMULATES SORBITOL
ACCUMULATION IN CULTURED MESANGIAL CELLS. Shunya
Uchida* and Kiyoshi Kurokawa. IVth Dept Int Med,
Univ Tokyo Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan.
Increased activity of polyol pathway has been
implicated in the pathogenesis of certain
complications of diabetes mellitus. Although the
presence of aldose reductase (AR), a key enzyme to
convert glucose to sorbitol, is recently shown in
mesangial cells in culture (Kikkawa et al,
Diabetes 36:240, 1987), a role of polyol pathway
in the genesis of diabetic nephropathy remains
unclear. We thus investigated the regulation of
sorbitol (S) accumulation in cultured rat
mesangial cells. Mesanglal ce1ls of passage 2
through 17 which contract to 10 M anglotensin II
were used. After the cells reached confluent, the
concentration of fetal calf serum (FCS) in the
medium was changed from 20 to 0.5%. This resulted
in a reduction in cell S from 60±3.5 (SD) to
43±4.2 nmol/mg prot, while AR activity remained
virtually constant (1.5 nmol/min/mg prot). Cell S
increased in response to increasing glucose in the
medium in a dose—dependent manner: cell S
increased by 60—100% in 4 hrs by raising medium
glucose from 5 to 55 mM. By contrast, 50 mM
mannitol had no effect. Moreover, S accumulation
was enhanced by 20—30% by 5 pg/ml insulin and the
effects of insulin and glucose was additive. Our
data confirm the presence of polyol pathway in
mesangial cells and show that both high ambient
glucose and insulin stimulate sorbitol
accumulation with their effects being additive.
These findings may provide a clue to understand
the mechanism underlying the development of
diabetic glomerulopathy.
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URINARY GLUCOCORTICOIDS CORRELATE WITH
PROGRESSION OF RENAL FAILURE. M. Walser, L.
Ward, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA.
Progression of chronic renal failure during 35
treatment periods in 27 patIents was measured as
the rate of change of bimonthly radioisotope GFR
for an average of 15 months. Treatments comprised
(1) mild protein restriction (2) more severe re-
striction plus amino acids, or (3) the same diet
plus ketoacids. Progression was significantly
(p<O.025) correlated with urinary 17—hydroxy—
corticosteroid excretion (17OHCS) In all 3 treat-
ment groups; overall r was 0.78 (p<O.0001).
Multiple regression analysis showed that the
following factors were not additional significant
determinations of progression: urea N excretion,
phosphate excretion, protein excretion, serum Ca
x P product, alk. p'tase, uric acid, triglycer-
ides, cholesterol, etiology, mean arterial pres-
sure, or enalapril treatment. However, when
17OHCS excretion was factored by GFR (with which
it was correlated), additional significant re-
gressors appeared: serum triglycerides and poly—
cystic kidney disease, which tended be associated
with more rapid progression, and ketoacid treat-
ment, which tended to be associated with slower
progression. Mean 17OHCS excretion differed
significantly between the three treatment groups,
in the order (1)>(2)>(3). Changing from amino
acids to ketoacids (or vice versa) without change
in diet was associated with lower 17OHCS excre-
tion on ketoacids. Thus progression Is related to
glucocorticoid production (and to triglycerid—
emia, which is correlated with it). Ketoacids
appear to slow progression by suppressing pro-
duction of glucocorticoids.
INTERACTIONS OF LOW DENSITY LPOPR0TEIN WITH RAT
MESANGIALCELLS. J.Wsserman , A.Santiago , H.
Holthofer , M.Epstein , D.Schlondorff. Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y.
Hyperlipidemia may contribute to the patho-
genesis of glomerular sclerosis. We therefore
studied binding and uptake of human low density
lipoprotein (LDL) by cultured rat mesangial
cells. In addition, effects of LDL on cell pro-
liferation and PGE2 synthesis were determined.
At 4°C mesangial cells bound ['I] LDL in a
Ume-and concentration-dependent manner with
half-maximal binding observed at 5ug/ml of LDL-
protein. Binding was blocked by excess unlabeled
LDL and by heparin. Binding and uptake of LDL at
37°C markedly exceeded that at 4°C, continued to
increase even with longer periods of incubation
and showed no saturability, consistent with up-
take of LDL by mesangial cells. Furthermore
mesangial cells showed positive fluorescence
after incubation with Dii - LDL, a probe that
becomes fluorescent after uptake only. LDL had a
biphasic effect on mesangial cell proliferation
as determined by [3H] thymidine incorporation:
LDL at 10 ug/ml enhanced [3H] thy-midine uptake
modestly, but significantly, whereas a progress-
ive and marked inhibition occurred at LOL con-
centrations from 100 to 500 ug/mi. Although LDL
at 10 and IOOug/ml significantly stimulated PGE2
production, inhibition of PGE, synthesis by mec-
lofenamate did not influence the effects of LDL
on [3H] thymidine incorporation. We conclude that
mesangial cells show specific binding and uptake
of LDL and that high concentrations of LDL are
toxic to mesangial cells. These findings may per-
tain to the pathogenesis of glomerular lesions in
hyperlipidemia of renal disease.
RESISTAN W FAL GEO,4JLS'LIS (Pa)
AFTER UNILATERAL PHRIY (UN) IN WKY RA'IS IS
OMPArIBLE WITh GE.Ct'IERULAR HYPERI1)PHY. Pieter J.
Wostenend*, Yvonne Nooyen*, and Jan J. Weening*
Univ. Leiden and Groningen, Depts of Pathe].ogy,
The Netherlands (Intr. by Ph.J. HoedaTaeker).
Male rats (n=lO per gr.zp) of two
nornotensive rat strains, Wistar Zeist (W) andWistar Kyoto (WKY), were studied for the
developitent of E, proteinuria (UP) and
glanerular hypertrophy at 8 noeths (no.) after
sham surgery or UN, performed at age 3 no. Ftilr
separate graips (n..5-7) were studied for GER andRPF determined by inuJJn clearance and extraction
at 1 no. after surgery. Results (see table) show
that sham W and UN W developed B and increased
UP, whereas WKY did not. Glcznerular tuft volutes() increased in both strains at 1 no. (table)
and at 8 no. after UN (not shown). At 1 no. CV
expansion was associated with a sigeificarit
increase of GER in both strains bet filtration
fraction increased in UN W only.
UP GV GER FE
% m/24h i6 m]jrnin %
sham W 33 130±101 1.2±0.3 0.9±0.4 18±6
UN W 15±13* 255±145* 1.8±0.4* 1.5±0.3* 29±7*
sham WRY 0 50±11 1.0±0.2 0.9±0.2 21±6
UN WKY 0 57±15 1.4±0.2* 1.5±0.3* 20±7
values Mean±SD;*p<O.05, Mann Whitney U.
In sunmary, P( resistance in WKY was faind to be
canpatible with marked glanerular hypertrophy in
the presence of a relatively low filtrationfraction after UN.
RECEPTOR MEDIATED BINDING OF HUMAN LOW DENSITY
LIPOPROTEIN (LDL) TO RAT MESANGIAL CELLS IN
VITRO.
DC Wheeler*, S Persaud', D Kingstone*, P Sweny*,
Z Varghese, SF Moorhead.
Royal Free hospital, London, England.
Lipid deposition within mesangial cells is a
feature of focal glomerulosclerosis and appears
to be analogous to foam cell formation in
atherosclerotic plaques. Mesangial cells share
characteristics with smooth muscle cells and
macrophages, the two cell types which give rise
to vascular intimal foam cells by receptor
mediated uptake and accumulation of LDL. In
order to determine whether mesangial cells also
possess lipoprotein receptors, cultured rat
mesangial cells were exposed to 1—125 labelled
human LDL. Experiments were performed at 4°C to
prevent ligand internalisation. Initial results
demonstrated that mesangial cells bound human
LDL and further studies have confirmed that
binding is saturable and specific. Scatchard
analysis suggested a single binding site (Kd
22.7 ug/ml). Under the same conditions, human
fibroblasts bound rat LDL with considerably
higher affinity (Rd 3.0 ug/ml). Binding to both
cell types was competitively inhibited by
heparin. Mesangial cells, unlike peritoneal
macrophages, did not bind fluorescently labelled
acetyl—LDL. These results suggest that mesangial
cells possess LDL binding sites with features in
common with the apo B/E receptor demonstrated on
fibroblasts. Mesangial cell lipid accumulation
may therefore be mediated by specific cell
surface LDL receptors.
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SHORT TERM EFFECT OF NIFEDIPINE IN STABLE CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE (CRF). J P Wight, A M El Nahas.
Northern General Hospital, Sheffield, UK.
Calcium channel antagonists have been shown
to reduce intraglomerular pressure and
glomerulosclerosis in rats with CEF. We
designed this study to explore the effect of
Nifedipine (N) on renal haemodynainics in 5
patients with stable GFR (26+l2ml/min, M÷SD).
GFR (5lCr—EDTA) and ERPF (1311—Hippuran) were
measured by continuous infusion before and
after a 100gm protein meal. Studies were done
at time 0, after 1 month on N; 10mg thrice
daily and after a further month without the
drug. GFR and ERPF were not affected by the
protein meal challenge on or of f N. Nifedipine
had no effect on GFR or ERPF. Mean blood
pressure fell on N: pre: 115+l3mmHg (M+SD),
post: 103+20, p<0.01. However renal vascular
resistance did not change significantly.
These results confirm the 1088 of renal reserve
in patients with CRF. They also show that in
patients, as in experimental animals with CRF,
calcium antagonists have no effect on GFR or
ERPF. Clearly an effect on intraglomerular
or tubular pressure cannot be excluded.
Further studies are required to assess the
potential of N in the management of patients
with progressive CRF.
CLOMERULAR ANCIOTENSIN II (All) RECEPTOR DEFICIT
IN DIABETES: SPECIFICITY AND ROLE OF GUANOSINE
NUCLEOTIDES. Barr Wilkes, Ira Pion* and
Sabrina Silverman . Div. of Nephrology/
Hypertension, Dept. of Medicine, North Shore
Univ. Hospital and Cornell Univ. Medical
College, Manhasset4 Y 11030
The binding of I-All to glonieruli is
reduced in hyperfiltering diabetic (DM) rats.
Hyperfiltration is reversed when plasma All is
increased to levels which result in a normal
number of occupied receptors. Several
abnormalities in GYP metabolism have been
reported in DM which may result in increased
glomerular GYP. GYP is known to inhibit All
binding, but not binding by All antagonists. We
measured angiotensin binding sites in glomeruli
isolated from rats with 1 wk untreated
eptoz1tocn DM using the All antagonist,
1-sar ile -All (SAR). SAR binding
sites which are independent of GYP were reduced
by 34% in gl9meruli from DM rats (control,
88.5±ll.lxlO9 vs DM, 58.l±8.lxlO receptors/
glomerulus, P<.005). 24h urinary cOMP, and
basal and ANF-stimulated cGMP production in
isolated glomeruli were not different in control
vs DM rats. The specificity of the All receptor
deficit for glomeruli was udied in separate
experiments by comparing I-All binding to
hepatic membranes in normal and DM rats. In
contrast with DM glomeruli which had 27% fewer
All receptors (P<O.Ol), hepatic All receptors
were unaltered. We conclude that the All
receptor deficit in diabetes occurs in gb-
meruli but not heparic membranes, and can not be
explained by changes in guanosine nucleotides.
PROTEIN LOASING (P) AIC EXERCISE INDUCE MICRLBLR4INURIA (MA) IN TYP€
I DIABETICS (Dii) WITHOUT OVERT NEPHRATIIY (NE). Winchester,
AS Chaprian , AS Boyle , SE Mutroney , L RizeLL , K Daim • R Eastman
Georgetow University MedicaL Center, Washington, D.C.
BicycLe exercise (CX) has been used to inthjce MA (MA >15 and 180
r/min predictive of overt NE) In Dii without overt NE. Since P
increases renaL blood fLow, we cceçered the effect of P and EX on
albumin excretion rates (AER) in Dii. AER determined by
radioirm,oassay, were measured in 5 ml sLthjects (3m, 2f; age 37.5
8.5 yrs; .ration tiM 17.5 4.5 yrs) on 2 occasions, after a water
Load of 800 rat, followed by CX (20 rein at 4.5 metabolic aqulvalents
(METS), and a further 20 mm at 6.0 METs), and oraL P (809 meetly red
meat), at timed IT, mm) intervals from baseline (DL) were cared.
BLood glucos. wee maintained at >100 and '350 urg/dl in both studies,
end AER was normaL (24 hr urine collection 6 3.9 ug/min) within 6
months prior to study in alt si.bjec;s.
AER (ug/min)C
BL1 81.2 T120 TiSO T180 T240 Protein toad
* * *9.1 7.4 34 35.5 36 17.5
xii sit xP x1 xi xi
1.9 1.6 1.8 1.5 2.0 1.6
DLI BL2 T40 T60 T80 Ti Exercise
*3.2 2.2 3.9 18.7 5.7 3.1
s/I sit x/ xi- x/ x/t
1.5 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.4
*
BL1 & B12 1st and 2nd void after water toed, significantly
greater than BL by Student's T test and derived p values calculated
after Log transformation. ' AER geometric mean xi cant idmic. factor.
Significant increas, from EL was fated in both grace (2p • 0.02).
Correlation was fou,d between both DL conditions (r '0.99, p c0.002)
and continued within studies from Bi. to peak AER Cr >0.966, p <
0.007). P may be an alternative provocative method for eLiciting MA in
CM, an earLy predictor of NE, and of use in CM at riak from CX.
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INCREASED RELEASE OF ATRIAL MATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(AMP) BY THE ATRIA OF RATS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RENAL
FAILURE. Norman L.M. Wong. Deja Huang,*and
Eric F.C. Wong.* Dept. of Medicine, University
of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.
Plasma AMP levels are raised in chronic renal
failure (CRF). We have studied the spontaneous
release of AMP from the isolated atria in rats with
(n"ll) and without CRF (n=8) (5/6 nephrectomy 3
weeks before study) with a modified Langendorff
preparation. 24 hour clearances were performed
prior to the perfusion studies. Plasma BUN was
elevated in CRF rats (BUN 65+7 vs 16+1 mg %).
Overall glomerular filtration rate was 2.36+0.06
ml/min in normal as opposed to 0.85+0.11 ml7min in
CRF rats (p<O.Ol compared to normall. Fractional
excretion of sodium was significantly higher in CRF
rats (FE Na 0.52+0.01 vs. 1.68+0.21% p<O.Ol).
Plasma AMP was 9+4 pg/mi in normal rats and 108+4
pg/ml in rats w1tl CRF (p<O.OS compared to normal).
The isolated right atrium was perfused with Tyrode's
solution for 100 mm at 0.5 ml/min. The effluent
was collected with a fraction collector every five
minutes for the determination of IR-ANP. The
results showed that AMP secretion by the CRF rat's
atrium was significantly higher (ANP release 18+3
vs. 10+1 pg/mm/mg tissue p<O.Ol). A significat
positiVe correlation was found between ANP release
by CRF atria and plasma BUN (y=O.33X—5.O r=0.79
p<O.Ol). A correlation was also o'served between
AMP release and fractional excretion of sodium
(y=O.74X+O.5 r=0.83 p<O.Ol). These results suggest
that AMP played an important role in sodium
homeostasfs in rats with reduced renal mass.
ONCOTIC PRESSURE REGULATES THE LEVELS OF ALBUMIN
(Alb) mRNA AND APOLIPOPROTEIN B (ApoB) mRNA IN
CULTURED RAT HEPATOMA CELLS (H4IIE). A.Yamauchi*,
S.Yamamoto*, Y.Fukuhara*4 Y.Orita*, T.Kamada',
T.Noguchi*, and T.Tanaka . Osaka Univ.Med.Sch.,
Osaka, Japan. (intr. by J.S. Handler).
We recently reported that albumin gene
transcription is enhanced in liver of nephrotic
rats (Am.J.Physiol. 254:E676—E679, 1988).
To gain further understanding of the regulation
of hepatic protein synthesis in nephrosis, we
examined the effect of changes in medium oncotic
pressure on Aib mRNA and ApoB mRNA levels in
H4IIE cells. The addition of albumin (A.A.) or
dextran (Dex. MW 6 X 104)(A.D.) to the medium
reduced Alb SIRNA and ApoB mRNA levels in a
concentration—dependent manner, while the level
of —Actin mRNA was not changed.
Conc.
0
Alb
(A.A)
ApoB
mRNA
s—Act
levels
Alb
(A.D)
ApoB s—Act
100±3 100±2 100±7 100±6 100±7 100±5
2 80±4 88±8 95±5 85±1 84±6 96±3
4 69±7* 82±5* 102±8 82±2* 75±14** 102±9
8 61±9* 75±4* 110±9 71±3* 68±10* 110±11
* p<O.Ol vs 0 g/dl, ::.•• p<O.O5 vs 0 g/dl
When cells were first cultured in medium with 8
g/dl of Dex, then switched to medium with lower
concentrations of Dex, Aib mRNA and ApoB mRNA
levels were increased in inverse proportion to
the final concentration of Dex. These increases
were diminished in the presence of actinomycin D.
We conclude that oncotic pressure is an important
factor in the regulation of Alb and ApoB gene
transcription.
ROLE FOR PLATELET ACTIVATING FACTOR IN THE
HETEROLOGOUS PHASE OF NEPHROTOXIC SERUM
NEPHRITIS. .7 Yoo', 0 Schlondorff, .7 Neugarten.
Montefiore Med Ctr and AECOM, Bronx, NY.
We have previously demonstrated in the rat
that intrarenal administration of platelet
activating factor (PAF), in a dose that does not
alter systemic hemodynamics, reduces glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) and effective renal plasma
flow rate (ERPF) and increases the fractional
clearance of protein. Increased glomerular
synthesis of PAF has been demonstrated in
nephrotoxic serum nephritis (NSN). The present
studies ware undertaken to evaluate the
hypothesis that enhanced endogenous production of
PAP plays a role in the impaired glomerular
permselectivity and renal hemodynamic alterations
of the heterologous phase of NSN in the rat.
Three groups of rats were studied: IV infusion
of nephrotoxic serum (NTS), IV infusion of NTS in
rats pretreated with the PAP receptor antagonist
WEB 2086, and IV WEB 2086 alone. Baseline
measurements of GFR, ERPF and proteinuria were
carried out during a control period and repeated
1 hour after the experimental maneuvers outlined.
NTS WEB+NTS WEB
(n.8) (n=7) (n=5)
GFR (xnl/min) 1.46±0.43* 2.52±0.2 2.69±0.15
RPF (ml/min) 3.80±0.68* 5.12±1.04* 6.51±1.37
Proteinuria 0.56±0.13* 0.24±0.09 0.11±0.01
*p<0.05 vs. pre—infusion values.
Pretreatment with WEB ameliorated NTS—induced
renal functional impairment and proteinuria.
These data suggest that enhanced endogenous renal
production of PAF plays a major role in the
heterologous phase response of the kidney to
nephrotoxic serum.
MODULATION OF MESANGIAL CELL PROLIFERATION AND
HEPARIN-INDUCED GROWTH INHIBITION BY MESP.NGIAL
EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX. 14. YoshimOtO*, T. Holtuna*,
I. Ichikawa, R. L. Hoover*. Departments of
Pediatrics and Pathology, Vanderbilt University
Medical Center, Nashville, TN.
It is currently believed that the inhibitory
effect of heparin on progression of glomerular
sclerosis is related to its antiproliferative
effect on mesangial cells (MC) and that MC
proliferation is modulated by various
extracellular matrix (ECM) constituents. We
examined the effects of ECM produced by MC (14CM)
on MC proliferation. MCM coating of 24 well
plastic culture dishes was obtained by treati
confluent MC with either 20mM NH4OH (A—MCM) o
0.5% Triton X—lOO (T—MCM). MC were then seeded
on the 14CM at a density of l04/ml/well. Plating
efficiency, assessed as MC counts after overnight
incubation, did not differ between non—treated
(C) and MCM—coated dishes. MC proliferation,
however, was increased by MCM, i.e., 139% and
141% of C on A-MCM and T—MCM, respectively, after
2 days in culture. Saturation density was also
higher on MCM, i.e., 122% and 142% of C on A— and
T—MCM, respectively (n=4). In contrast, gelatin,
fibronectin and collagen type I coating of dishes
had no effect on MC proliferation, although more
cells attached initially [133%, 135% and 145% of
C, respectively (n4)]. The antiproliferative
effect of heparin (5 j.tg/ml) was attenuated from
14.5% inhibition on C to —0.9% and —6.0% on A—
and T—MCM, respectively, following 2 day
incubation with heparin (n4). By the end of 6
day, percent growth inhibition was 13.1% on C
while it was 5.0% and 4.9% on A— and T—MCM,
respectively (n=4). ED5O increased from 8±3 on C
to 20±4 Lg/ml on T—MCM (n=4)
These observations indicate that the
extracellular matrix of mesangial cell origin
promotes mesangial cell proliferation and
attenuates the effect of heparin, and may thus
contribute to the deterioration of glomerular
architecture.
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AGING ANALBIJMINEMIC RATS FAIL TO DEVELOP FOCAL
GLOMERULAR SCLEROSIS (FGS). R Zatz, EBA Prado*,
M.JBA Prado*, MM SantOs* and CIC Fujihara* — Univ.
of So Paulo Med. School, So Paulo, Brazil.
In the Analbuminemic Rat (A1ALB), a mutant
Sprague—Dawley (SD) rat with no serum albumin,
cholesterol (Ch) and triglyceride levels are
persistently elevated., reaching over twice those
seen in SD rats. Glomerular filtration of proteins
seems to be greatly enhanced in these animals in
comparison with SD. Since both hyperlipidemia and
mesangial overload have been implicated in the
genesis of FGS, we investigated whether ANALB rats
are proner than SD to the development of FGS.
Glomerular hydraulic pressure (Pgc) and Ch were
determined in 6 SD and 6 ANALB rats at 3 months of
age. Proteinuria (Prot) was measured at 6, 12 and
18 months in 8 SD and 9 ANALB rats, while
histologic examination of the kidneys was
performed at 18 months. Results (Nean±SE,*p<O.O5
Pgc in awnHg, Prot in mg/24h, Ch in mg/dl):
Pgc Ch Prot %FGS
Age 3m 3m l8m l8m
SD 53±1 51±1 134±15 10±1
ANALB 45±1* 120±3* 27±8* 1±0.6*
In addition, filtration of proteins, while
remaining unaltered with aging in ANALB rats,
appeared greatly increased in 18—month SD rats.
Thus, despite persistent hypercholesterolemia and
ibcreased filtration of macromolecules, ANALB rats
fail to develop even aging FGS. These results
indicate that hypercholesterolemia and mesangial
overload are incapable of initiating per se, at
least in this model, the process of FGS. Other
factors, possibly including glomerular hemodynamic
alterations, must be involved in the genesis of
this process.
EFFECT OF ATPANDPHOSPHORYLATION POTENTIAL ON
THE FUNCTION OF THE SODIUM PUMP IN DOG CORTICAL
TUBULES. Hélène Ammann. Josette Noel, Yvan Boulanger,
Patrick Vinay, André Gougoux. Nephrology Service, Notre-
Dame Hospital and Groupe de recherches en transport
membranaire, Université de Montréal, Canada.
In order to examine the potential effect of the cell [AT?] and
phosphorylationpotential on the function of the sodium pump in
intact renal cells, the Ladenylates] of cortical tubules was first
modified by a 20 mm incubation with effectors as described
below (mM)
ROTENONE FRUCTOSE NIL AMP ADENOSINE
I sM 10mM 2.5mM 2.5mM
AlP 1.8 3.0 3.7 5.6 5.7
P1Potential .19 .63 .57 1.2 1.1
The tubules were then incubated in Krebs Henseleit saline using
two different (Pi] (5 and 10 mM), and 10 mM glutamine with
either 10 mM Lactate (low AT?) or Pyruvate (high ATP) as
substrates. Tubular respiration was measured before and after
application of a sub maximal dose of nystatin, added in order to
Impose an identical increment of work to the NaK ATPase in
all conditions. Ouabain was then applied to inhibit the pump.
No significant effect of [AT?] or Pi potential on cell repiratlon
was noted above normal [ATPI. In a second group of experiments,
tubules were permeabilized to AT? with small amount of
digitonin. The respiration was measured before and after
introduction of increasing [Mg-AT?]. A fixed quantity of Na was
then introduced and ouabain was again applied. A fixed
ouabain-sensitive respiration was observed at all [AT?] . These
results demonstrate 1) that the NaK ATPase is not regulated
by [AT?] in intact tubules when the (AT?] is at or above the
normal concentratIon; 2) that the stoichiometry Na/ATP is
probably constant when the ATP/ADP ratio, the P1 potentIal
and/or the free energy released from ATP hydrolysis are
altered.
REGULATION OF TI-E EPIDERMAL GROWTH
FACTOR RECEPTOR DURING RENALGROWTH.
M.T.Behren* A.L. Corbin* and M.K. Hise.
(Jniv. of Maryland Medical School, Div. of Nephrology,
Baltimore, MD.
Previous studies (KI 33:387, 1988) have demonstrated
that circulating EGF plays a critical role in the growth
response of the kidney following unlnephrectomy(UNx). The purpose of this study was to examine the
regulation of EGF receptors following two growth
stimuli—tJNx and folic acid (FA) administration. Brush
border (BBM) and basolateral (BLM) membranes were
prepared from rat kkb,ey cortex 24 hrs following sham
nephrectomy (SNx), UNx or 250 mgk FA
intraperitoneol. Binding of 0.2 nM l-EGF was
determined in the presence and absence of 400 nM
unlabeled peptide.
Binding of EGF was present on BLM but not on
BBM. Affinity labeling documented the presence of the
receptor. Other growth factors did not displace activity
indicating ligand specfcity. High affinity binding
witha KD of 6.2 x l0 M and a 10 fold lower KD were
evident from Scatchard analysis. Binding of EGFto
control, vehicle injected and SNx animals did not differ
at 24 hrs. Binding of 5 nM EGF to BLM of SNx animals
at 24 hrs averaged 228± 13 cpm/150 ug protein and did
not differ in UNx animals; binding to FA BLM averaged
410 41 cpm/l50 ug protein (n=4, p <.005).
These data demonstrate: I) there are high affinity
EGF binding sites on BLM prepared from rat kidney
cortex; 2) following a stimulus for cell hypertrophy in
the kidney, receptors are not down regulated; and 3)
during mitogenesis in the kidney, high affinity EGF
receptors are up regulated on BLM.
DISSOCIATION OF AMMONIUM EXCRETION AND
TUBULAR GLUTAMINE OXIDATION IN OBSTRUCTIVE
NEPHROPATHY. C Bennett and S. K. Mujais
Northwestern U and VA Lakeside, Chicago IL.
The contribution of impaired intrinsic
tubular glutamine (GIn) utilization to the
decreased urinary NH4 excretion (uNH4v) of
obstructive nephropathy is not clear. We
examined, in parallel, UNH4V and proximal
convoluted tubule 14C02 production from
u-14c-Gln by SD rats at various times after
ureteral obstruction (Obs). An early and major
decrease in UNH4V (Obs: 34j1 2 vs Sham: 144±40
nEq/min, p.cO.001) was observed 24 h after obs
in proportion to the diminution in GFR (Obs:
162j24 vs Sham: 1182±122 tL/min, p<0.001).
In contrast, no change in 14C02 production was
observed after 24 h (13523 vs 123±1 5
pmol/mm/min) or 48 h (l27jl2 vs 124.j21) of
obs, while a moderate decrease (69j4 vs
142j11, p<0.OOl) occured with prolonged obs
(4 days). We conclude that the early decrease
in UNH4V after ureteral obstruction is not due
to impaired intrinsic tubular Gin utilization,
but to other determinants of NH4 excretion. In
chronic obstruction, decreased NH4 excretion is
related to impaired tubular GIn utilization.
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ROLE OF KIDNEY FATFY ACID BINDING PROTEIN
(kFABP) IN PROXIMAL TUBULAR FATTY ACID (FA)
METABOLISM. S.C. Borkan*, K.T. Lam*, P. Brecher*
and J.H. Schwartz. Boston University Medical Center
and Boston City Hospital, Boston, MA.
The function and intra-cortical location of a
recently identified, 15.5 kDa kFABP are unknown. To
localize kFABP, proximal tubules (PT) were separated
from glomeruli and small vessels with a magnet after
in-situ renal perfusion with FeSO4. Western blot
analysis was then performed on the cytosolic protein
fractions of tissue homogenates (n=3) and showed
kFABP to be predominantly in PT. To study the role of
kFABP in tubular FA oxidation, a model of kFABP
depletion was developed (uninephrectomized (Unx)
rats treated with DOC and 0.9% NaCI drinking water(EXP, n=6) resulted in a >90% decrease in kFABP
content) and compared with kFABP replete, Unx
controls (CTL, n=3). Oxygen consumption (Q02) was
measured in isolated PT segments under four
conditions: no substrate, 0.5 mM oleate alone and/or 4
mM lactate. Data are expressed as % of Q02 without
substrate. Oleate increased Q02 by 33j3% in CTL and
9j4% in EXP. Lactate produced identical increments
in QO2 (30j.2 vs 31j6%). Oleate+lactate produced a
70±10% increase in QO2 in CTL, but only a 52j8% rise
in EXP. Nystatin, which maximally stimulates Na+
transport, resulted in an S0.1O% increase in Q02 in
oleate-exposed CTL vs 1 lj7% in EXP. These results
suggest that: (1) kFABP might facilitate tubular
transport and mitochondrial oxidation of FA; (2)
carbohydrate supports greater metabolic rates than
FA in kFABP-depleted PT; (3) mitochondrial FA
oxidation, not Na+ delivery, is the rate limiting step
for Na+ transport only in the kFABP-depleted PT.
EFFECT OF AMILORIDE ON CITRATE TRANSPORT IN RABBIT
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULES AND BRUSH BORDER MEM-
BRANE VESICLES. Steve Brennan, J.Michael Freiberg,
and Wadi N. Suki. Baylor College of Medicine,
Renal Section, Houston, Texas.
The relative importance of intracellular vs lu—
menal pH in regulation of citrate trensport (Jcit)
in the proximal convoluted tubule (PCT) is contro-
versial. The purpose of the present studies was to
use amiloride (Mill) to clarify the role of lumen—
al pH on Jcit in rabbit PCT and in renal brush
border membrane vesicles (BBMV). Isolated PCT were
perfused and bathed with defined solutions jsing
standard techniques, and disappearance of "C—cit-
rate (1mM) was used to measure Jcit. In the ab-
sence of Miil , a slight time—dependent decrease in
Jcit was seen (AJcit=—O.58+O.3O pmol/mm/min). The
addition of 1mM Mill cause a significant decrease
in Jcit (Jcit=-2.34+O.36 pmol/mm/min, p<O.OO5 vs
time control). Since Amil inhibition of Jcit may
have been due either to the relative alkaliniza—
tion of the lumen resulting from inhibition of Na—
H exchange, or to a direct, nonspecific inhibition
of that Na—dependent cotransporter, further studies
of Jcit were performed using BBMV. Na dependent
Jcit by the BBMV exhibited a 10-fold overshoot
above equilibritnn levels. Compared to the 5 sec
Jcit in the absence of Miil (661+44 pmols/mg pro-
tein), there was a tendency to arise in the pres-
ence of 1mM Mill (776+ 75 pmol/mg protein,n=5,
0.05 >p>O.l). Based o these findings, we conclude
that the failure of Amil to inhibit Jcit in BBMV
suggests that the observations in the perfused PCT
result from the effect of Mill to alkalinize lu—
menal pH, this in turn causing Jcit to decline,
as previously shown.
ANGIOTENSIN II STIMULATES AMMONIAGENESIS IN
CAMNE RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR SEGMENTS.
M.C. Chobanian. C.M. Julin,* T.L. Goodfriend.* Univ. of
Wisconsin Sch. of Med., Dept. of Peds. and mt. Med.,
Madison, WI.
Angiotensin II (ANG II) is known to regulate metabolic
and transport processes in the proximal tubule, including
stimulation of gluconeogenesis and increasing HCO3 transport
(Liu FY and Cogan MG, J. Clin. Invest. 80:272, 1987). To
determine whether ANG II affects ammoniagenesis in the
proximal tubule, we measured ammonia production in
suspensions of canine renal proximal tubular segments
incubated with 10 mM L-glutamine 106M ANG II.
Ammonia production was a linear function of time for 120
mm and averaged 511.1 33.5 and 590.2 36.6 imol/gram
proteinll2O rain in the absence and presence of ANG II
respectively (p < .005). Half-maximal stimulation of
ammonia production occurred between 107M and l08M
ANG II. The inactive ANG II analogue, DES-1,2-ANG H
(l06M), had no effect on NH3 production. The ANG II
antagonist (106M), SAR-l-ILEU-8-ANG H, blocked the
effect of ANG II on ammonia production. Amiloride (5 x
10-4M), H-7 (PKC inhibitor, 4 x 105M), and HA1004
(cAMP protein kinase inhibitor, 4 x 10M) had no effect on
the action of ANG Hon ammoniagenesis. Decreasing the pH
of the incubation media from 7.4 to 7.0 had no effect on ANG
H stimulated ammonia production, whereas at pH 7.6 the
stimulatory effect of ANG H on ammoniagenesis was lost.
We conclude that ANG II stimulates ammonia production in
canine renal proximal tubular segments. This effect appean to
be mediated via the ANG II receptor. The requirement for
high concentrations of ANG II may be related to in vitro
degradation of the peptide. In vitro ANG II stimulated
amnioniagenesis in proximal tubular segments, under normal
and acidotic conditions, could reflect a role in vivo for ANG H
in the regulation of renal acid-base metabolism.
CULTURED KIDNEY CELLS POSSESS A RETROENDOCYTIC
PATHWAY FOR INSULIN, 0. Dahl, T. Tsao and R. Rabkln.
Stanford University and VA Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA.
Filtered insulin is absorbed in the proximal tubule by receptor-
mediated endocytosis. Following endosomal acidification, Insulin
dissociates from its receptor and is transported to its site of
degradation. The receptor recycles to the cell membrane.
Additional pathways for endocytosed proteins have been
described in other cell types. One of these pathways is
retroendocytosis (endocytosis followed by exocytosis of intact
protein). To confirm that this pathway exists in renal epithelium we
studied insulin processing in the proximal epithelium-like
opossum kidney cell line. Monolayers were exposed to
l25ljnsulin (4 x lO-1OM) for 30 mins, then surf ade bound insulin
was removed by acid washing, and intracellular radioactivity
released into fresh media was analyzed by gel filtration
chromatography. At 60 mm, 18±3% of the radioactivity in the
control cell media eluted with intact insulin and 80±3%
represented insulin degradation products. In the presence of 0.1
mM chloroquine (CQ),which raises endosomal and lysosomal pH,
39±2% of the radioactivity represented intact insulin and 54±2%
degradation products. The CO effect is likely due to endosomal
alkalinization which impairs uncoupling of insulin from receptors
destined to recycle to the cell surface. Further experiments were
conducted with 2 mM bacitracin (BAG), a proteolytic inhibitor which
blocks intracellular insulin degradation. Controls released 12±2%
of internalized radioactivity as trichioroacetic acid precipitable
125l.insulin and 64±3% as degradation products. In the presence
of BAC release of intact insulin increased to 27±2% and release of
degradation products fell to 51±4%. We conclude that cultured
renal epithelial cells possess both retroendocytic and degradative
pathways for insulin, and inhibition of the degradative pathway
with CO or BAC diverts insulin to the retroendocytic pathway.
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SIMILAR EFFECTS OF ARGININE VASOPRESSIM (AVP) AND
OLUCAOON (OLU) ON Nat, Cl, K, Ca
TRANSPORT IN CORTICAL (cTAL) AND MEDULLARY (mTAL)
THICK ASCENDING LIMBS OF MOUSE MEPHRON. C. de
Rouffignac, M, Wittner, A. Di Stefano, N. Roinel,
C. Bailly, C. Amiel, P. Wangemann, ft. Nitschke,
ft. Greger (intr. by T.Anagnostopoulos). CEA,
DB/SBCe Saclay (FRANCE) ; INSERN U251. Paris
(FRANCE) ; Inst. Physiologie, Freiburg (R.F.A).
Tpe effects of AVP and GLU (10—10 and
1.2.1O° moi.371) on transepithelial net fluxes
'Na', Cl, Mg) were investigated
in isolated perfused cTAL and mTAL. The net
fluxes were determined by electron probe analysis
of the perfused and collected fluids. Transepi—
thelial potential difference (PDte) and resis-
tance (ste) were recorded. In eTA!.,, AVP (n - 11
tubules) and GLU (n — B) significantly increased
(Ay?: 0.39 t 0.08 to 0.58 t 0.10
GLU:O.51 t 0.08 to 0.B'i 0.08 pmol. min1. mc1)
and tIC ++ (AVP: 0.86 ').13 to 1.19 0.15
GLU:O.5a2 t 0.13 to 1.3l 0.30 pacl.min1.msF1).
Na and tICl- were not significantly altered by
AV?, whereas they were slightly increased by GLU.
Neither 0te nor te werc changed by either AVP
cr GLU. In the post—experimental period, however,
a significant decrease in tINa, tICl and 0te was
noted with both hormones. In mTAL, Mg and Ca4
transports were close to zero ; AVP (n — 8) and
GLU (n = 9) elicited no effect on these trans-
ports ; both hormones significantly increased
tINa. tICl and 0te and decreased Rt . No
significant effect of either AVP or GLU on in
cTAL and aTAL was noted. In conclusion , in the
mouse cTAL: AVP and GLU strongly stimulated Mg
and Ca++ transports ; an effect of these hormones
on M? and Cl- transports could not be excluded.
In the mouse mTAL: no significant Mg++ and Ca++
transports were detected ; AVP and GLU did net
modify this situation whereas they strongly
stimulated Ma+ and Cl transports.
REGULATION OF RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE (RPT) METABOL-
ISM BY BICARBONATE/CO2. Kathleen G. Dickman* and
Lazaro J. Mandel. Duke Univ. Ned. Ctr., Dept. of
Cell Biology, Durham, North Carolina.
Bicarbonate is an important component of physio-
logical salines due to its unique buffering proper-
ties and role in renal transport processes. The
present study reports yet a third role for bicarb-
onate/Co2 — that aa a regulator of renal metabol-
ism. Rabbit RPT were incubated in HAN/DMEM supple-
mented with either 15 mM HEPES (—biçarb) in air
(pH 7.4) or 15 aiM HEPES and 15 mM NaHCO3 (+bicarb)
with 5% Co2 (pH 7.4). The effects of these 2
treatments on 02 consumption (Q02, nnol/min.mg),
lactate production (nmol/min.ng) and ATP and K+
contents (nmol/mg) were examined. (—)bicarb RPT ex-
hibited a 50% reduction in basal Q02 (16+1 vs 31±1)
which was due to selective inhibition of ouabain—
sensitive Q02 (5+1 vs 16+1). Nystatin addition sti-
mulated basal Q02 in (+)bicarb RPT but had no ef-
fect in (—)bicarb RET, indicating that the loss of
ouabain—sensitive Q09 was not due to decreased NA
entry. Rather, inhibition appears to be localized
to the mitochondria since FCCP—uncoupled Q02 was
severely reduced (27±3 vs 79+13) in (—)bicarb RET.
Consistent with inhibition of Q02, lactate produc-
tion was stimulated in (—)bicarb RET (9±1 vs
0.5+0.3), while ATP content was reduced (6±1 vs
12±1). Despite large decreases in both ATP content
and Q02, K+ content was only slightly reduced in
(—)bicarb RET (314±14 vs 343±9) suggesting that K+
permeability was decreased in the absence of bi-
carbonate. We conclude that incubation of RET in
the absence of bicatbonate/C02 1) inhibits oxida—
tive metabolism; 2) stimulates glycolysis; and 3)
educes K+ permeability.
REGULATION OF AT? CONTENT IN MICRODISSECTED
RAT CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULES (CCT). hfgjjç
A. Dillinsham and Carolyn Burke5. Univ. of Cob. filth.
Sd. Ctr., Denver, Colorado.
Active transport presumably fueled by ATP occurs
within the mammalian CCT. However, factors regulating
ATP content of the CCT remain incompletely charac-
terized. We used a chemiluminescence technique to
measure ATP content in individual microdissected rat
CCT. Rotenone, an inhibitor of oxidative phosphory-
lation, exerts a significant dose dependent depletion of
AT? with an ID50 OF I7M. Iodoacetate, an inhibitor
of glyceraldehyde 3-? dehydrogenase and glycolysis, also
results in a dose dependent decrease in AT? in CCT
(ID50 5xl05M). Addition of pyruvate, a substrate
which does not require glyceraldehyde 3-P dehydro-
genase for metabolism, restores AT? levels to baseline in
iodoacetate treated tubules. To determine if substrate
enhancement affects AT? levels, CCrs were exposed to
adenosine (10-'-lO-7M) and sisnificant increases in ATP
occurred at doses less than l04M. To see if alterations
in AT? utilization change AT? content, CCT's were
exposed to a Na-K ATPase inhibitor, ouabain (lOs-
l07M) which decreased AT? levels at io and 104M
and increased them at io-6 and 107M. To assess cell
calcium regulatipn of AT?, tubules were exposed to
ionomycin (l0° and l0-7M) which significantly decreases
AT? by 20-40%. Together, these results suggest that in
CCT both oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis
generate AT?. However, oxidative phosphorylation is the
more important process since oxidation of pyruvate
without glycobysis maintains AT? in CCT while glycolysis
without oxidative phosphorylation does not. Further,
substrate augmentation with adenosine and blocking Na/K
AT?ase with low dose ouabain increases AT? levels while
higher doses of ouabain and increasing cell calcium with
ionomycin decreases AT? in the CCT.
EFFECT OF CYSTINE LOADING ON RENAL MEMBRANE TRANS-
PORT AND METABOLISM. John Foreman and Linda Benson,
Medical College of Virginia, Department of Pedia-
trics, Richmond, VA.
The pathophysiology of the Fanconi Syndrome asso-
ciated with cystimosis remains enigmatic. We have
previously shown that renal tubule cells incubated
with cystine dimethylester (CDM) accumulate large
smounts of cystine which results in impaired uptake
of solute, an in vitro equivalent of cystinosis.
This model was used to examine rat renal brushborder
membrane transport to determine if this was the
site of the impairment in solute transport. Corti-
cal tubule fragments were incubated with 2 mM CD)!
for 10 mi Intrncellulnr cystine rose from unde-
tactable levels to 42 tamales/mg protein. This pre-
incubation had no significant effect on 0.06 mM
prolineuptakeat .25, 1 and 20 mm by brushborders
isolated from the treated tubules. Directly incu-
bating brushborder membranes with CD)! also had no
significant effect on solute transport.
To test whether raised intracellular cystine
levels affect metabolism, isolated tubules were
preincubstedwith2 mMCDM for 10 mm and resuspend-
ed in fresh buffer containing '4C labelled substrates.
Cystime loading markedly reduced CO2 generation from
lactate, butyrste, and succinate compared to control
tubules preincubated in buffer alone. To study 02
consumption, tubules were preincubated in 2 mM CDM
for 10 mm and resuspended in fresh buffer for 02
measurements. 02 consumption was also markedly
reduced by raising intracellular cystine. The re-
sults indicate that raising intracellular cyatine
impairs cell metabolism. It appears that this, and
not an alteration in the luminal membrane itself,
is responsible for the decreased solute transport.
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EFFECI'S OF ALPHA ADRENEIC CC*IS'IS C*1
11TACET1flIAR AND fl IOCIAL ni IN RAT
L NE1124S. Frank A. (Jc* and Anton C.
Sctoolwerth. Dopt. of icine and Iliysiology,
Medical llege of Vixginia, Ridmsx1, VA.Alpha adrenoceptors have been shown to
stisulate 22Na uptake by the luminal Na/H
antiporter. Pat proximal netron segments were
used to examine a-adrenooeptor alterations in
Na/H exdarqe by mmitorin intraceflular (ij)
and intramitothctdria]. r' (r"m). 'lb cI,tain lli,tubules were loaded with the fluorescent prcbe,
BF—AM (10 pM) In a HCND—free Na buffer. The
intracellular distrihation of the weak acid (2-
was used to calcelate usIx values
of medium ni, nh, cell volume ard matrix
orntent. The a2-adrenooeptor agonists clonidine(CLCti) and B-HI' 933 (fr), the a1—agonist
cirazoline (CIR) and the mixed agonist
norepinephrine (NE) all produced a dose-related
increase in r&Ij. A maximum Increase was thserved
at 1 pM, with d,anes oa1rrIft In <1 nun.
Ozepared to centrol, CIR Iieased nlij 0.l7±.Ol,
CICt1 0.16±.01, ir 0.18±.Ol and NE 0.15±.Ol
(p<.05). Pretreatment with the Na/H inhibitor
ethyliscprcç'l ainiloride (EIPA, 10 pM) or 0.1 pM
of the adrenooeptor antagonists (prazosin,
yohimbine and idazoxan) blocked agonists
alterations In The agonists produced no
effect on In suninazy, both a1 and a2
adrenergic agonists increased *j in a dose-
dependent manner In proximal nephron segments,
with no effect upon gii. Agonists responses were
blocked by receptor antagonists and EIPA, and
reflect danes in Ij due to a-adrenoceptor
stimulation of the Na/H antiporter.
OXYl 0*JSWPTICI4 ()s) IN ThE ISOLATED PERFUSED
EIThEY (1W). J. Girone? A. Besarab, J. Caro A.
De Guznmn Thomas Jefferson Univ., Divsions of
Nephrology & Hematology, Philadelphia, PA.Most studies of in the IPK have used cell-
free media. Such kidneys do not produce erythro-
pojetin (EFO). Red cell rat IPK does. We measured
tubular Na reabsorption (Tha), & EEC) in red
cell IPH at varying oxygen tensions (Oz), since
either p02 or may be determinants for EEC)
synthesis as well as Tha.
We perfused at high (>75) or low (<75 torr) p0
arid with or without filtration (BSA 10.5-11 g/dl)
at hct of 12-17 voiX. GFR, REF & Oz delivery (DO2)
were also measured.
In the initial experiments, kidneys were per—
fused at a p02<75 with (N11) or without (N=9)
filtration for 5 hrs. did not change, 5.4 vs.
4.6 1/min/g. TNa decreased from 79 to 0 • ER)
production was equal 3.1 0.3 vs 2.5 0.3.
In the second set of experiments 37 kidneys
were perfused at i)<75 or >75, and 177 clearance
periods from 60 to 240 mm were analyzed.Stepwise
linear regression was performed. For pOz >75,
depended on Tha only (y 2.87 +.023 Tha, R.22,
p<O.Ol). For p02<75, QOz was independent of Tha
but varied inversely with p02 (y=5.69 +.15 RBFfg
—.06p02, 2 .41, p<0.Ol). Intercepts of the 2
lines were significantly different (p<O.O5).
We conclude: 1) Tha is an important determinant
of )z at high p02 but not under low p02 where
EPO synthesis occurs; 2) Q)a processes are likely
to be different under high and low pOz; 3)
increases with decreasing h under low p0z, but
the metabolic step remains to be identified.
TIE PATIY OF AONIAGEPESIS IN LLC-PKI CELLS.
G.G.traunthaler and W.Pfaller (intr. by Joseph S.
Handler) University of Innebrucic, Austria.
The LLC-FKI porcine renal epithelial cell line,
which retained several properties of the proximal
tubule, has been used to study anwnoniagenesis and
its regulation by metabolic acidosis in vitro. As
previously shown (PflUgers Arch.41 I:R90, 1608),
LLC—PK1 epithelia, gr in conventional monolayer
technique, clearly responded to extracellular pH—
changes with an adaptive increase in both L—gluta—
mine (GIN) uptake and P113 production by 60%.Under control conditions (pH 9.6) as well as in
metabolic acidosis (pH 7.0), rates of GIN uptake
and P113 generation displayed a ratio of 1:1. In
addition, the adaptive increase in GIN uptake and
NH3 generation was paralleled by an increased
equimolar production of L—alanins (ALA). Thus
transamination appears to be the main mmioniagenic
pathway in these cells, resulting in the formation
of ALA by glutamate—pyruvate transmninase (OPT)
instead of a second P113, formed by glutamate dehy—
drogenase (GL.CH). Analysis of the key enzymes in
renal miunoniagenesi., phosphate—dependent glutami—
ness (PUG) and GLDH, revealed no changes in enzyme
activities up to 92 h of pH—adaptation. OPT acti-
vity even slightly decreased during the adaptation
period as compared to controls.
The LLC-FKI anunoniagenic response thus reflects
the situation in the dog, where, in contrast to
the rat, PUG and 011)14 remain unchanged and the
metabolic flux from glutamate to a-ketcglutarate
is performed via transamination by OPT rather than
deainination by GLDH. The possible activation of a-
ketoglutarate dehydrog.nase and its role in the
stimulation of asunoniagenesis in metabolic acido—
sic in LLC-fKI cells remains to be elucidated.
EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE ON ANGIOTENSIN II (All) AND
ARGININE VASOPRESSIN (AVP)—STIMULATED INOSITOL
PHOSPHATE RELEASE IN CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS
(MC). N.J. Cuzman, F.T. Crews and C.C. Tisher.
Dept. of Pharmacology & Div. of Nephrology, Univ.
of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
Activation of the polyol pathway leading to
intracellular accumulation of sorbitol and deple-
tion of myo—inositol has been described in glomer—
uli of diabetic rats and in rat MC exposed to high
levels of glucose. To determine if these changes
have any effects on receptor—mediated phospho—
inositide (P1) hydrolysis, cultured rat MC were
incubated in media containing 5.5 (control) or
28mM glucose, and both II (lOOnN) and AVP (lOnM)—
stimulated release of li—inositol phosphate (IP)
was measured using anion exchange chromatography.
After one week in media containing 28mM glucose,
maximal All and AVP stimulation of IP release was
decreased by 19±5% (p<O.005) and 18±5% (p<O.Ol) of
controls, respectively. When MC were exposed to
50mM glucose, maximal All stimulation of IP
release was decreased by 55±3% (p<O.OOL). Moreover,
addition of myo—inositol (4901114) to the culture
media prevented the decrease in agonist stimulated
IP release seen after incubation in high glucose
media. In summary, rat MC exposed to high glucose
concentrations for a period of one week show
decreased Pt hydrolysis and second messenger IP
release in response to the known mesangial cell
constrictor agonists, All and AVP. We conclude
that this abnormal response most likely reflects
the effects of depletion of intracellular myo—
inositol levels due to decreased uptake from the
media. This decreased response to All and AVE
could also lead to impaired MC contractility and
might help to explain the altered glomerular
hemodynamics observed early in diabetes mellitus.
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GWC0CORrIWI% (CC) STIMULPATE RENAL
ANMCYIACENESIS BY INHIBITI!43 PBJSTAGLANDINS( PC).
M.Beifets, ?4.Carley, N.M. Marrero,* C.P. Bastl
and R.G. Narins. Section of Nephrology, Temple
univ., Phila., PA.
GCs stimulate while PCs depress total renal
aimtniagenesis (TM). Since GCs also irtibit
PC synthesis we evaluated whether
dexamethasone(DEX) in physiologic doses
stimulates TM by this mechanism. Accordingly,
PG depleted (]iw,4cg meclofenamate, I .V.) or
intact adrenalectomized rats were supplemented
with l,5,lOmcg/0.lkg flEX for 24 hr. Clearance
studies were done and TM calculated as the sum
of urinary NH3 excretion and the product of
renal a—v difference and renal plasma fla,(CpM). tta are mean SF24.
PC INTACT PC DEPLETE
DEXdose: 1 5 10 1 5 10
(mcg/240)
(6) (9) (10) (8) (8) (8)
TRMnnol/ 777a 1099 1398b 1225b 1438b 1220b
mIGFR)
PGE2(urine) 1070c 399d 182e 156f 47f 52f
pg4ñin
aN significantly less than "b" p<0.05 (ANOVA);
"c—e" significantly different fran each other;
"f" significantly less than "c,d,e".
As the dose of DEX increased within the
physiologic range, PC excretion decreased and
TM increased. Arterial pH, plasma K+ and GFR
(Cm) were similar in all groups. PC depletion
increased TM to a uniform level and abolished
DEX stimulatory effect. We conclude that
glucocorticoids stimulate TM via PG—dependent
mechanism.
HEPARIN INHIBITS RAT RENAL CORTICAL ADENYLATE
CYCLASE ACTIVITY IN VITRO. Ze'ev Katzir,* Hanna
Wald,* Dvora I. Rubinger,* Mordecai H. Popovtzer
Hadassah Univ. Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.
Previous studies demonstrated inhibitory
effects of heparin on adenylate cyclase system in
vitro in pancreas, ovary, liver and platelets.
The present study es designed to evaluate the
effects of heparin, of its non—antithrombotic
analog H-acetylated-N-disulfated heparin
(N—N—heparin) and of its structural analog dextran
sulfate on basal and on PTH— and glucagon—stimu—
lated adenylate cyclase activity in rat renal
cortex in vitro. Both heparin and N-N-heparin
inhibited basal and PTH— and glucagon—stimulated
adenylate cyclase, whereas dextran sulfate did not
have an effect. The concentrations of heparin and
N—N—heparin causing 5fl inhibition (Iso) for the
baseline activity were 45ug/ml and 500ug/ml,
respectively. The 150 of heparin for the PTH— and
glucagon-stimulated adenylate cyclase were 33ug/mI
and 85ug/ml, respectively. The 1so of N-N-heparin
for the PTH— and glucagon—stirmilated adenylate
cyclase were SOug/ml and l2Oug/ml, respectively.
Forskol in— and Hn++_stinvlated adenylate cyclase
activities were also inhibited by heparin while
NaF—stimulated activity wes not affected by it.
Increasing Hg*+ concentrations did not change the
inhibition of baseline and PTH stimulated adeny-
late cyclase activities by heparin. These results
sha. that heparin may alter CAMP/adenylate cyclase
system in the kidney and therefore it should be
considered as a possible interfering factor when
changes in CAMP/adenylate cyclase are encountered.
Furthermore, our data point to the catalytic unit
of the adenylate cyclase system as the site of
heparin interaction.
INFLUENCE OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE ON HEPATIC DRUG
METABOLISM INSUFFICIENCY. Pavel Martasek*, Karim
Solangi, Michal L. Schwartzman*, Leonard C. Megga,
Alvin I. Goodman, Richard D. Levere* and Nader G.
Abraham*. New York Medical College, Depts. of
Medicine and Pharmacology, Valhalla, New York.
Several lines of evidence have implicated im-
paired hepatic drug metabolism as a potential
cause of drug toxicity in end stage renal disease
(ESRD). We have employed the 5/6 subtotal neph—
rectomized rat to examine the effect of chronic
uremia (10 weeks) on the hepatic drug metabolizing
system by measuring P450 content (P450) and the
activities of heme oxygenase and several drug me-
tabolizing enzymes; aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase
(ARE!) and 7—ethoxyresoruf in (7ER). Nephrectomized
rats and sham—operated controls were sacrificed;
serum BUN concentration rose to 85 19 in uremic
rats as compared to 13 8 in controls. The lev-
els of hepatic AM!! and P450 were decreased in ure—
mic rats, 35% and 42%. respectively, but 7ER was
increased by 58%. Hepatic hene oxygenase level
was increased to 1.71 0.23 nmole bilirubin/mg/
hr as compared to 0.96 0.14 nmole bilirubin/mg/
hr in sham—operated controls (P c 0.05).
In summary, we observed an increased expression
of heme oxygenase in uremic rats, possibly ex-
plained by hormonal mediators or biochemical
changes associated with ESRD. Decreased levels of
hepatic P450 and drug metabolizing enzymes may be
a consequence of the increase in expression of
heme oxygenase, and play a role in clinical drug
toxicity.
AN IN VITRO MODEL FOR ThE STUDY OF PROTEIN
TURNOVER OF PROXIM&L TUBULES. K. May, W.
Eardman*, W. Mitch. Emory Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Renal Div., Atlanta. GA.
Compensatory renal growth is often due to
increased tissue protein rather than
hyperplasis. Yet the determinants of protein
turnover protein synthesis (PS) anddegradation (PD) in renal epithelia are
undefined. To examine PS and PD, kidneys from
rats weighing 400-600 grams were perfused in
vitro with collagemase end proximal tubule
(PT) segments separated I'y Percoll gradient
density centrifugation and incubated in minfrl
essential medium containing L-(U- C)
phenylalanine (The), but without protein or
lysine. PS was measured as the incorporation
ot phenylalanine (The) into protein and was
linear over a 90 mitt, incubation period (729±61
pmole Phe/mg protein/hr. N—6). Less than 3% of
the intracellular lysime (Lys) pool is
metabolized by PT per hr (5.5 pmole Lys
oxidized/mg tubule wt); vs 307 pmole leucine
were oxidized/mg tubule wt/hr. No transmembrane
gradient for Lys was found after a 30'
preincubation period, and there was no
measurable intracellular Lys accumulation
during incubation. Thus, the release of lysine
into the incubation media must be from
breakdown of intracellular proteins. Release
was linear with time (4973j832 pmole Lys/mg
protein/hr). 1 mM cycloheximide resulted in an
increase in Lys release (2.7 pmole Lys
increase/mg protein for each pmole inhibition
Phe incorporationJmg protein). When PT wereincubated with 77 tiM chloroquine to inhibit
lysosomal proteases PS was unaffected (535
chloroquine vs 582 pmole Phejmg protein/hr.
control) but PD fell 30% (3767 cThloroquine vs
5379 pmole Lys/mg protein/hr. control).
Incubation of PT with 10 mU/ml insulin did not
affect PS (602 insulin vs 668 pmole Phe/mg
protein/hr. control), but inhibited PD by 39%.
Conclusions: This model permits simultaneous
measurement of PS and PD in freshly-harvested
well-differentiated kidney tubules and shoulã
yield insights into the control of renal
growth.
RENAL TCA-CYCLE METABOLISM ANDAMMONIA-
GENESIS. lt.zhak Nissim, Marc Yudkoff5 and Ilana Nissim5
Univ. of Penna. Sch. of Med., Dept. of Peds., Philadelphia, PA
Our aim was to elucidate the mechanism(s) by which
adaptations of renal TCA-cycle metabolism affects ammonia-
genesis in various acid-base states. To this end, renal
tubules isolated from control, chronically acidotic or alkalotic
rats, were incubated at pH 7.4 with either I mM (5-°N, 3-13C]
glutamine or [3C] pyruvate in the presence and absence of
bicarbonate (BC) , 3-mercaptopicolinic acid (3-MPA) or
fluorocitrate (FC). CC-MS and/or 3C-NMR were utilized to
monitor the flux of 13C through TCA-cycle intermediates,
amino acids and glucose as well as the flux of 15N toward
15NH3. In acidosis, experiments with glutamine showed a
significantly higher production of 5NH3, '3C labelled
suceinate, malate and glucose and diminished formation of
13C a-ketoglutarate (a-Kg), glutamate and aspartate
compared with control. Alkalosis was associated with lesser
changes in 13C flux from glutamine to TCA-cycle
intermediates but the production of 15NH3 was reduced. In
control, tissues absence of the BC significantly decreased the
levels and increased LSCenrichment of succinate, malate and
a-kg, whereas the production of 13C glucose and aspartate
was elevated. Either 3- MPA or FC had little effect on
succinate or malate production from glutamine. Experiments
with L3I3C) pyruvate showed a remarkable formation of 13C
citrate, malate, alanine, aspartate and glutamate in alkalosis
compared with control, whereas the opposite occurred in the
absence of BC or in acidosis. However, formation of 13C
glucose, lactate and I3CacetyICoA were significantly higher
in acidosis. The data indicate that chronic acidosis (a)
inhibits flux through citrate synthetase and NADP-linked
malate dehydrogenase and (b) accelerates flux through aKg
and succinate dehydrogenases and thereby glutamate
dehydrogenase. Thus, alterations of acid-base states are
associated with multi-focal changes of flux through the
various steps of the TCA-cycle, cytosolic malate metabolism
and possibly, pyruvate carboxylase.
RESPIRATORY CONSEQUENCES OF GLUCOSE TRANSPORT
IN DOG CORTICAL TUBULES. losette Noel. Alberto Tejedor,
Patrick Vinay, André Gougoux. Nephrology service, Notre-
Dame Hospital and Groupe de Recherches en transport
membranaire, Université de Montréal, Montréal, Canada.
Proximal tubules brush-border membrane transport various
substrates including glucose by sodium-driven cotransport
processes. Therefore an increment of cell respiration due to the
secondary activation of the sodium pump occurs following
application of D-Glucose, or of its non-metabolizable analog, a-
methyl-D-glucoside, to rabbit proximal tubules ( Gullans S et aL
J. Memb Biol 78:257,1984 ). We showed that in dog cortical
tubules, the application of these sugars does not stimulate the
overall cell respiration. However, the ouabain-sensitive
respiration increased. Phlorizin (0.2 mM), an inhibitor of the
BBM glucose transporter, abolished this effect. Furthermore
using rabbit or dog tubules, the stimulation determined by glucose
differed from that of a-methyl-D-glucoside, suggesting that the
pattern of cell efflux influences the transepithelial sugar
transport. The application of both sugars individually or
together simultaneously decreased the activity of the DCCI)-
sensitive H+ATPase, but had no effect on the overall non-
phosphorylative oligomycin-insensitive mitochondrial
respiration . In contrast, the addition of lactate + glutamine
increased the ouabain-sensitive, the DCCD-sensitive and
oligomycin-insensitive components of respiration. It is concluded
that the effect of substrates on tubules respiration is the
resultant of several phenomena occuring simultaneously at the
membrane and mitochondrial levels, in a manner which is
specific for each substrate: activation of the Na+K+ ATPase,
activation or inhibition of the HATPase, and changes of the
non-phosphorylating respiration.
EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORIN A ON INTRACELUJLAR PROTEIN
CATABOLISM IN RAT P14)XIMAL TUBULE SEGIENTS.
C.J.Olbricht, C.Bossaller*, E.Gutjahr*, and
K.Burgwitz*. Med. School, Hannover, FRGCell proteins are catabolized by
intracellular proteolytic enzymes. To evaluate
the effect of cyclosporin A on cellular protein
catabolism in the kidney the activities of the
lysosomal proteolytic enzymes Cathepsin B and L(CAT B-t-L) were measured by ultramicroassay in the
microdissected segments Si, S2, and S3 of rat
proximal tubule (Olbricht et al,Am J Physiol 250:
P1055,1986). Pairfed rats received during 6 weeks
30 ag/kg/day of Cyclosporin (CYC) or solvent only
(O)N) by gavage. Enzyme activities are expressed
in pnol of substrate released per mm incubation
time per nsa tubule length. Kidney weight (KW) and
creatinine clearance(Ccr) were measured. Values
are mean-t-SEM.
n KW Ccr Cathepsin B and L
Si S2 S3
g ml/min/1 OOg peol/irm/min
CON 8 0.80+0.03 0.62+0.03 20+2 9+1 5+1
CYC 8 0.72b.02* 0.49).03* 47.f* 166* 6+2
Asteriks irxIicat p . 0.05 s contrl. —
Kidney weight and creatinine clearance are
decreased by CYC, indicating renal damage. The
activities of CAT B+L are increased in Si and S2
senents. In other organ systems increased
activities of CAT B-fL are accompanied by elevated
cellular protein breakdown (DeMartino and
Goldberg, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA,75:1396,1978).
Hence, the results suest increased cellular
protein breakdown in proximal tubule cells
induced by CYC. Stimulation of cellular protein
catabolism may be relevant to CYC nephrotoxicity.
DECREASEDCATABOUSM OF CEUJJLAR PROTEINS
CONTRIBUTES TO THE EARLY HYPERTROPHIC RESPONSE OF
CULTURED KIDNEY CELLS TO AMMONIUM CHLORIDE AND
INSULIN. A. Rabkin. D. Dahl and T. Tsao*. Stanford Univ. and
VA Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA.
NH4CI loading is a renal hypertrophic stimulus in intact
animals and in cell culture. This is associated with an increase
in cell protein content. Under certain circumstances insulin
may also induce hypertrophy in cultured cells. Since both
NH4CI and Insulin can inhibit proteolysis, altered protein
catabolism may play a role In these hypertrophic responses.
We tested this hypothesis in cultured opossum kidney cells.
After 3 days of serum deprivation to render the cells
quiescent, NH4CI (20mM) or Insulin (1 g6 M) was added to
the serum-free media. Two days later monolayers were
analyzed for cell number, protein content, protein synthesis
(14C.valine incorporation), protein degradation ('4C-valine
release), and DNA synthesis (3H-thymidine Incorporation).
Results were as follows:
Control t1ki4QI Insulin
Cell number (x106) 2.21 2.20±.05 2.42±.13
Protein (pg/cell) 409±18 484±20 452±20
Prot syn (%/control) 100 105±3 141±3t
DNA syn (%/control) 100 108±7 146±5*
Prot deg (%/hr) 2.8±.6 2.5±.5* 2.2±.4*
*p <.05 vs control, tP <.05 vs NH4CI (paired I-test)
Thus NH4CI produced an 18% increase In cell protein content
and an 11% decrease in protein catabolic rate, but no
significant change in cell number or protein synthesis. In
contrast insulin, which was mitogenic, increased cell protein
content 11%, inhibited proteolysis 21% and stimulated
protein synthesis 41%. We conclude that inhibition of
proteolysis plays an important role in the early hypertrophic
response of kidney cells to NH4CI and insulin.
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COLLECTING TUBULE ATPase ACTIVITIES. S. Sabatjnj
and N.A. Kurtzman, Depts of Internal Medicine and
Physiology, Texas Tech Univ HSC, Lubbock, TX.
From a number of recent studies it is clear
that "proton" ATPases are present in many tis-
sues. They have been found in plasma membrane,
endosomes, initochondria, and subcellular organ-
elles such as chromaff in granules and lysosomes.
In microdissected rat cortical (CCT), medullary
(MCT), and papillary collecting duct segments we
previously demonstrated the presence of an NEM-
sensitive "proton" ATPase, a Na-K ATPase, and a
Mg-dependent ATPase; these activities vary widely
according to the anatomic site dissected. In a
series of experiments we examined the effects of
several inhibitors on these three enzymes isolat-
ed from rat collecting tubule, Vanadate, CCCP.
diethylstillbesterol, and valinomycin had no
effect on NEM-sensitive or Mg-dependent ATPase
activities in any of the collecting duct
segments. Deoxycholate markedly decreased
WEE-sensitive and Mg-dependent ATPase activity;
the CCT was far more sensitive than the other 2
segments studied. In rat CCT and MCT, vanadate,
CCCP, diethystilibesterol, and deoxycholate
inhibited Na-K ATPase. ATP and GTP stimulated
NEM-sensitive ATPase in CCT; only ATP stimulated
the enzyme in MCT. These results demonstrate
that differences in collecting tubule
WEE-sensitive ATPase activity exist. The CCT is
more sensitive to these inhibitors than is
medullary or papillary collecting duct. Our
results suggest that the NEM-sensitive ATPase is
heterogeneous in the mammalian collecting tubule.
We postulate that "proton" ATPase isoenzymes are
present in collecting tubule as have been docu-
mented in a number of other biologic systems,
EFFECT OF HYPERTROPHY ON CRITICAL P02 OF
MEDIJLLARy THICK ASCENDING LIMBS. P. Silva, R.
Fuhro5 and F.H. Epstein. Department of Medicine,
Beth Israel Hospital and Harvard Medical School,
Boston, MA.
The critical p0., refers to that partial pressure of
0, at which a declfning 02 supply first limits the rate
orO consumption and therefore reduces cellular met-
abolIm. The critical p0., of intact cells is higher than
that of isolated mitochóhdria, largely because of the
slow rate of diffusion through cytoplasm and the effect
of mitochondrial clumping within the cells. When 02
supply is limited, a high critIcal p02 should render the
cells more susceptible to ischemie dysfunction. We
studied the effect of cellular hypertrophy produced by a
high protein diet on the critical p0., of fresh isolated
medullary thick ascending limb (m't'AL) tubules from
the outer medulla of rat kidneys. Continuous recording
of ambient p02 and 02 consumption was carried out
with an 0 electrode In a closed chamber with constant
stirring o dispersed tubules in a buffered medium.
Tubules from rats fed a diet containing 40% protein for
2 weeks were compared with those obtained from the
kidneys of rats fed 5% protein for the same period.
Mean diameter of the tubules was increased by 38% in
rats fed high protein. Critical p0., of mTAL tubules
from high protein rats was 24.6÷5.0' mm, significantly
higher (p<0.01) than that of low protein rats (9.2+1.3).
An increase in critical p0, produced by cellular
hypertrophy thus poses a specid risk of hypoxic injury
to mTAL cells, located as they are in a region with low
p02, and possessed of a high metabolic rate.
ROLE OF HEME OXYGENASE IN HUMAI'T KIDNEY ENDOGENOUS
DRUG METABOLISM. Karim Solangi, Alvin I. Goodman,
Richard D. Levere*, Pavel Martasek*, Michal L.
Schwartzman* and Nader C. Abraham*. NY Med. Col-
lege, Depts. of Med. and Pharm., Valhalla, NY.
We have recently shown that a reduction in cy—
tochrome P450—dependent arachidonate metabolism
via induction of bane oxygenase leads to a de-
crease in blood pressure of spontaneously hyper-
tensive rats. It therefore seemed appropriate to
investigate the characterization, activities and
distribution of heme oxygenase within human kid-
ney. Heme oxygenase, the rate—limiting enzyme in
heme degradation, regulates the levels of a vari-
ety of drug metabolizing enzymes and other hemo—
proteins. Heme oxygenase activities were as-
sessed in seven human kidneys; the range of heme
oxygenase levels were from 0.295 to 0.781 nmole
bilirubin formed/mg/hr. The activity in the cor—
tax was higher than that in the medulla and about
70% of that present in human liver. Antibodies
raised against human liver heme oxygenase cross
react to human kidney enzyme.protein. Both liver
and kidney heme oxygenase have a molecular weight
of 32,000 daltons. Several compounds have been
studied for their ability to inhibit kidney heme
oxygenase. It was found that a synthetic por-
phyrin, Zinc deuteroporphyrin IX, 2,4 bis glycol,
at a conc. of lM inhibited 85% of renal heme ox—
ygenase activity. This drug has been shown to be
an excellent inhibitor of renal hetne oxygenase in
experimental animals. The observed suppressive
effect of this inhibitor on human renal heme oxy—
genase supports the concept that these compounds
might have a beneficial effect on certain renal
dysfunctions such as that seen in hypertension and
chronic renal failure.
EFFECT OF 5-AMINO-4-IMIDAZOLECARBOXAMIDE
RIBONUCLEOSIDE (Z-RIBOSIDE) ON PURINE
NUCLEOTIDE (PN) AND GROWTH OF NORMAL RAT
KIDNEY (NRK) CELLS IN CULTURE. Beatrice States,
Marc Yudkoff*, Ilana Nissim and ltzhak Misaim. Univ. of
Penna.School ofMed., Dept of Peds.. Philadelphia,PA
Theg purine synthetic pathway supplies growing
cells with the purines needed for the formation of
ribonucleotides and ATP. We have examined the effectofZ-
Riboside on the synthesis of PN and the growth of NRK-cells
in culture, Experiment in the presence and absence of various
concentrations ofZ-Riboside were conducted with Dulbecco's
Modified Eagle's medium supplemented with either 1mM
E'5Njaspartate or E14Nlaspartate. GC-MS was utilized to
monitor the flux of 15N from aspartate to the 6-amino group of
adenine nucleotidea. The observations showed that following
a 48h incubation with 5OpM Z-Riboside there was a
remarkable increase in PN and DNA concentration and in cell
growth. However, with concentrations above 100pM there
was a significant inhibition of cell growth and a depletion of
the intracellular pools of PN and DNA compared with control
incubations without 2-Riboside. The adenylate energy charge
and the mass action ratio for the myokinase reaction remained
relatively constant with varying Z-Riboside concentration In
the incubation medium, indicating that the reaction was
never far removed from equilibrium. Experiments with
['5Nlaspartate indicated that the initial rate (024h) of 6-
'6NH2production was 38.8 9.6,67.9 12.5 and 20.1 3.8
pmol h '/106 cells In the presence of 0, 5OpM and 500PM Z-
Riboside, respectively.
The current studies suggest that (a) Z-Riboaide has a
biphasic effect on the growth of renal cells in culture and on
their PM and DNA pools, (b) Z-Riboside could be used as a
factor mediating renal cell mitosis and (c) Z-Riboside has a
possible therapeutic effect in case of renal failure associated
with impaired renal energetics and reduced ATP levels.
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MECHANISM OF LACTATE (LAC) TRANSPORT ACROSS
ThE BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE VESICLES (BLMV) OF DOG
KIDNEY THICK ASCENDING LIMBS (TAL).
Alberto Tejedor. Patrick Vinay, Jacques Séndcal, Josette Noel,,
Alfred Berteloot, Yvan Boulanger and André Gougoux.
Nephrology service, Notre-Dame Hospital and Groupe de
recherches en transport membranaire, Université de Montréal,
Montréal, Canada.
LAC uptake by suspensions of dog TAL was shown to be depressed
by furosenside, SITS or absence of C1 , suggesting a direct or
indirect coupling between LAC uptake and the transepithelial
flux of a- (Kidney mt. 33: 395,1988). In order to test this
hypothesis directly, BLMV were prepared from TAL and
purified on a Percoll gradient. Based on NaKATPase activity
and its activation by 0.1% deoxycholate, BLMV showed 4-6 fold
purification and 67% right-side-out configuration. LAC transport
was studied by a rapid filtration technique. In this preparation,
LAC transport was stimulated in the presence of a pH gradient
(pH 8.0 in; pH 6.0 out) and showed a transient overshoot of
Intravesicular [LAd which is characteristic of secondary active
transport. This process was insensitive to SITS but inhibited by
furosernide, 0Hcyanocinnamate, CCCP, and inversion of the pH
gradient. Neither inwardly nor outwardly oriented Na+, K+,
and Cl-- gradients alone did stimulate LAC uptake. These
results suggest the presence of a LAC/H+ syinport (or of a
LAC/OW antiport) in BLM of dog TAL that is directly affected
by furosemide. However a furosemide and SITS-sensitive
transport of LAC was observed ina—loaded BLMV incubated in
the presence of 25 mM HC03 (inside and outside). We thus
propose that the activity of this transporter coupled to a SITS-
sensitive C1/HC03 exchanger may explain the partial
coupling previously observed between LAC and Cl- fluxes in TAL
tubules.
INFLUENCE OF LEUCINE AVAILABILITY ON ITS TRANS-
ANINATION AND OXIDATION RATE (OR) IN THE RAT
MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE' S LOOP
(MTAL). Marie-Marcelle Trinh*, Olivier Levillain*,
Lise Bankir. INSERM U 90, Hopital Necker, Paris,
France.
We have shown that leucine is a potential ener-
getic fuel for the MTAL (Pflugers Arch 1988;411:
676). As leucine plasma level (P-Leu) may vary
widely according to protein intake, we investi-
gated whether MTAL can adapt its capacity to uti-
lize this branched chain amino acid to in vivo or
in vitro alterations in its concentration. MTAL
suspensions were prepared from rats fed a low (LP,
10% casein) or a high (HP, 32% casein) protein
diet for 4-5 wk. Leucine transaminase activity was
measured in both directions at maximal velocity on
MTAL homogenates. OR rate in intact MTAL was de-
termined from the amount of radioactive CO2 pro-
duced from 14C-labeled leucine (Leu) or glucose
(Clu). Glu concentration was 5 mM and Leu was 0.2
or 0.5 mM to mimic plasma levels found in fasting
or fed animals. HP diet significantly increased
Leu transaminase activity toward deamination by
18% in MTAL without change in renal cortex or
muscle. OR were (mean pmol CO/pg prot. hr):
Diet/ILeul LP/0.2mM 12/0.5mM HP/0.2mM HP/O.5mM
Leu OR 46± 4 95± 8* 40± 5 70± 8*
Glu OR 148+17 162+22 154+19 145+21
*
— p<O.O5 for Leu 0.5 mM vs Leu 0.2 mM.
Clu OR. was not affected by previous protein in-
take or actual Leu concentration. Leu OR was
slightly lower in HP than in LP for each in vitro
leu concentration. However, in vivo (P-Leu — 0.5
mM in HP, 0.2 mM in LP), the contribution of leu
to MTAL energetic metabolism is likely to be en-
hanced on HP diet or after acute protein intake,
AMINO ACIDS MODULATE PROTEIN DEGRADATION IN
CULTURED KIDNEY CELLS. 1. Tsao*, 3. E. Mortimore' and R.
Rabkin. Stanford Univ. and VA Medical Center • Palo Alto, CA,
and Penn. State Univ., Hershey, PA.
Cell protein content is determined by the balance between
protein synthesis and degradation. It has been shown that in
non-renal tissues certain amino acids (AA) regulate protein
degradation while in the kidney nutritional deprivation is
associated with enhanced protein degradation. In order to
determine whether AA modulate renal protein degradation,
studies were performed with isolated perfused rat kidneys and
with a cultured proximal-like kidney cell line derived from the
opossum kidney (OK). Cellular proteins were labelled with
14C-valine for 20 hours prior to study. Protein degradation was
determined by the rate of release of acid soluble radioactivity from
the prelabelled proteins. In kidneys perfused with an albumin
electrolyte solution containing glucose and AA, protein
degradation averaged 1.3±0.06%/hr (equals 31%/day). In the
absence of AA degradation Increased by 26% to 1 .7±O.06%/hr
(P.c 0.01). In OK cells cultured In medium containing AA and 10%
serum, protein degradation averaged 1 .8±O.12%lhr and
increased to 2.8±O.24%/hr when AA were removed (P .c 0.01).
Deletion of both serum and AA accelerated protein degradation
further to 3.8±0.24 %fhr; a situation anaiogous to nutritional
deprivation. Replacement of the complete AA mixture reduced
protein degradation to 2.3±0.14 %/hr. Each AA in the mixture
was then added alone; but only LEU, LYS and PHE inhibited
degradation (P.c 0.05). LEU was most effective and accounted
for 36% of the total AA effect. LEU Is also known to regulate
protein degradation in liver and tm.iscle. Thus we conclude that 1)
AA are Involved in the regulation of protein degradation both in
the intact kidney and in cultured kidney epithelial cells, and 2)
only certain AA have regulatory properties. Accordingly, further
study should lead to a more rational approach to the use of AA in
renal nutritional therapy.
NUCLEOSIDE TRANSPORT IN THE POSTISCHEMIC
SYNTHESIS OP AlP PEON EIOOENOUS NUCLEOTIDES IN
VIVO. Aren van Waarde, Ij, Avison, 0. Thulin,
I.E. 0.udio, N.J. Siegel and E.G. Shulman*. Yale
Univ. Sob, of Med., Depte. of Mol. Biophys. and
Biochea. and P.diat, New Haven, CT
To evaluate the metabolic effects of exogenous
purines, we infused, i.v. during th. first 30 mm
of reflow, radiolabeled Al?—M1C12 or adenosine
(Ad)—M;C12 (50 imol, 0.5 Ci-'mol) in rats either
alone or In combination with the nucleoaide
transport iaiiibitor NBTI (250 nmol). Two krs
after 45 mm ischemia, a blood sample was drawn
and the kidney was freeze—clamped and extracted
with .etbanol:HcL:HfL04. The specific
rsdioactivities of plasma and kidney metabolites
were measured, using reverse—phase HPLC.
ATP—MgCl2 infusion caused a striking
acceleration of the recovery of the renal
AlP-pool, as expected. NBTI significantly
depressed recovery of renal Al? (24%) and
labeling of intracellular pool (44%). Plasma
contained labeled Ad, inosine and bases.
Ad—MgC12 infusion did not accelerate the
recovery of renal Al?, the ineorporation of label
into the cellular nucleotide pool was 60% of that
observed after AIP—MgCl2 infusion • NUT! did
not depress the labeling of intracellular
nucleotides while plasma had only labeled bases.
These data suggest: 1) The purine moiety of
exogenous nucleotid.s is taken up by both
NBTI—sensitive and NBTI—insensitive transport
systems since inhibition was partial. 2) Ad
transport by a NUTI—s.nsitive carrier protein
contributes to beneficial effect of 1l?—MgCl2
infusions following iscbemia.
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EFFECT OF AGE ON GLOMERULAR GROWTH IN RATS.
Gilberto Vera*, Francis Dumler, Pedro Cortes,
and Ruth Osterby*. Depts. of Med. and Pathol.,
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan and
Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark.
We have studied the effects of unilateral
nephrectomy (Mx) and diabetes (Dm) on glomerular
growth in 6 (young) and 18 (mature) weeks old
male Fischer rats. Ninety days after Nx and/or
streptozotocin injection, glomerular volume
(GV), serum creatinine (SCr) a1 blood glucose
(BG) concentrations were (mean±SD):
Young Control(n=6) Nx{tv6) Dm(n=7) Nx+DM(n=4)
GV(nsn3) 47±6 76±2 42±6 52±8
SCr(mg/L) 2.3±0.9 3.1±0.7 3.5±0.2 4.6±1.3
BS(mg/dl) 157±15 130±16 372±101 402±103
Mature Control(n=7) Nx(n=7) Dm(n=6) Nx+Dm(n4T
GV(uiin3) 46±5 64±9 M±7 57±3
SCr(mg/L) 2.1±0.3 3.0±0.5 10.2±0.7 14.3±6.6
BS(mg/dl) 152±17 140±18 418±72 390±71
Nx increased GV in young (P.c 0.001) and
mature rats (P.c 0.01), with changes being
greater in the young (P.c 0.05). Dm and Nx+Dm
did not cause significant increases in GV In
either group. 5Cr increased significantly (P.c
0.01) with Dm, with renal function being worse
in the mature group (P.c 0.001). No additive
effect between Nx and Dm was noted. In summary,
glomerular hypertrophy following unilateral
nephrectomy is greater in young than in mature
rats, and long—term streptozotocin Induced
diabetes Is not associated with increased
glomerular volumes in this rat strain. The
observed worsening of renal function with
diabetes may be related in part to the absence
of glomerular hypertrophy.
GLUCOSE TRANSPORT AND METABOLISM BY DOG
PAPILLARY COLLECTING DUCTS IN SUSPENSION. Patrick
Vinay. Alberto Tejedor, Josette Noel, Alfred Berteloot, Yvan
Boulanger and André Gougoux. Nephrology service, Notre-Dame
Hospital and Groupe de recherches en transport membranaire,
Université de Montréal, Montréal, Canada.
Suspension of papillary collecting ducts (PCD) were prepared
from the dog kidney papilla. PCD tubules presented the specific
morphology and enzymatic content expected from papillary
tissue. PCD adenylates were stable (>2 hours) and identical in
presence or absence of oxygen. Glycolysis proceeded at similar
and linear rate in both conditions, but the lactate
accumulation/glucose utilization ratio was 1.6 in aerobiosis and
2.2 in anaerobiosis. A net utilization of endogenous glycogen was
always observed in anoxia or In absence of glucose. inhibition of
the NaK-ATPase(by 1 mM ouabain) or H ATPase (by 0.1 mM
DCCD) reduced the PCD ATP turnover. The activity of NaK
and H ATPases together explained 60% of the respiration in
intact tubules. Activation of these ATPases respectively by
nystatin and CCCP decreased the cell ATP in aerobic and
anaerobic conditions, indicating that this segment presents
limited glycolytic and phoshorylative capacities. When the
ATP was severely reduced (nystatin), the glycolytic flux was
also impaired. PCD respiration was modest and reduced when
glucose was provided as substrate as compared to lactate.
Phloretin Inhibited markedly glucose metabolism. The study of
glucose transport(rapid filtration technique) by PCD tubules and
BLM vesicules prepared from these tubules confirmed that
glucose entry in PCD is largely mediated by a phioretin and
cytochalasin B sensitive, Na-Independant, carrier-mediated
diffusion (Km 2,4 mM). This preparation allows to study the
functional and metabolic characteristics of the distal collecting
duct in the dog and other species.
HYPERFILTRATION INCREASES APICAL MEMBRANE (Ap)
Na/N ANTIPORTER MID BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE (Bl)
Na/3HC03 SYNPORTER ACTIVITIES IN THE RAT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). R.J. Alpern and P.A.
Preisig. UT Southwestern fled Ctr, Dallas, TX.
To examine the mechanism by which chronic
hyperfiltration (HP) stimulates solute absorption
in the PCT, we compared Na/H antiporter and
Na/311C03 symporter activity in chronic unine-
phrectomized rats (12-18 days) ingesting a 40%
protein diet with sham-operated rats ingesting a
24% protein diet (CON). Transporter activity was
measured microfluorimetrically in the doubly
perfused PCT using the p11-sensitive dye, BCECP.
Cell pH (pHi) under control conditions was
higher in HF rats (7.30±0.03 vs 7.15±0.03, p<
0.002). Lowering luminal [Na] from 152 to 0 mM
caused a 4pfli which was faster in HF than CON
(5.21±0.45 vs 3.44±0.52 p11 units/mm, p<O.03) and
was larger (though NS) in magnitude (ApHi =
0.48±0.04 vs 0.36±0.04). Lowering peritubular
[HCO3] from 25 to 5 mM caused a .pEi which was
faster in HF (8.02±0.38 vs 6.38±0.57 pH units/
mm, p<O.03) and was larger in magnitude (ApHi =
0.48±0.02 vs 0.39±0.02, p<0.002). Lowering capil-
lary [Na] in the absence of Cl from 147 to 25 mM
also caused a 4pHi which was faster in HF (11.00
vs 7.29±0.50 pH units/mm, p(O.007) and
larger in magnitude (ApHi=O.46±0.01 vs 0.38±
0.03, p<O.O3). There were no differences in cell
buffer capacity, BCECF calibration or blood pH.
In conclusion, HF causes adaptive increases in
the activities of the Ap Na/H antiporter and the
Bi Na/3HC03 symporter. These adaptations are
similar to those which occur in metabolic and
respiratory acidosis, but in HF are associated
with no change in blood pH and + cell pH.
AXIAL HETEROGENEITY OF RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE
ACIDIFICATION. Michel Baum, Univ. of Texas SW
Med. Sch., Dept. of Ped., Dallas, Texas.
The present in vitro microperfuslon study
examined if the rates of the apical membrane
Na+/H+ antiporter and basolateral membrane
Na(HCO3)3 symporter vary along the length of the
proximal tubule. Initial proximal convoluted
tubules (PCI obtained within 0.5 mm from the
glomerulus), mid PCI and proximal straight
tubules (PSI) were examined. Transporter activi-
ty was estimated from the initial rate of change
of intracellular pH (pHi) in response to a change
in luminal or bathing solution composition. pHi
was measured fluorometrically using the pH sensi-
tive dye BCECF. Na+/H+ antiporter activity was
examined by changing the luminal sodium concen-
tration and basolateral Na(HCO3)3 symporter
activity was examined by changing either bath
sodium or bicarbonate concentration.
dpF1/dt
Initial PCT f1J. EI
2.57±0.38 2.87±0.44 0.77±0.18*
4.01±0.29 4.57±0.31 2.90±0.26*
3.47±0.31 3.50±0.38 2.22±0.29+
*p<O.O1 +p<O.05
There was no significant difference in buffer
capacity in these segments.
There is a homogeneous rate of apical Na+/H+
antiporter and basolateral Na(HCO3)3 activity
along the rabbit PCI. The rates of both trans-
porters are decreased In the PSI. The
magnitudes of Na/H antiporter and Na(HCO3)3
symporter activities may explain the previously
observed axial changes in bicarbonate transport.
luminal Na
142-->O
Bath HCO
25-->5
Bath Na
147-->0
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DEVELOPMENT OF NA/H ANTIPORTER ACTIVITY
IN RABBIT RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
VESICLES (BBMV). J.C. Beck, MS. Lipkowitz, and R.G.
Abramson. Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, NY, NY.
We have reported that renal brush border Na
glucose cotransport activity significantly increases
postpartum. To determine if maturational changes occur
in other transporters, the Na/H antiporter was
examined in fetal (F) and adult (A) rabbit BBMV. When
pHin < pHout, the 30" uptake of 1 mM Na uptake was
not significantly different in F and A BBMV and
uptakes were unchanged when the PD. was clamped with
a protonophore. However, the amiloride-sensitive
component of Na uptake was 50% lower in F BBMV
(p<0.05]. These findings indicate that an
electroneutral Na/H antiporter is present, but
significantly diminished in activity in F BBMV while
conductive Na flux is significantly greater in F
membranes. To assess the mechanism of reduced
antiporter activity, its kinetics were examined using
the fluorescent, pH sensitive probe, acridine orange.
Conductive H+ flux was estimated from the rate of
dissipation of the pH gradient at varying [K). Both
Vmax (nmoles H+/s/mg protein) and Km for Na (mM) were
significantly lower in F BBMV (Ymax 16.1 1.2 vs.
40.5 4.5, p<0.OOl; Km 6.5 1.2 vs. 12.3 0.8,
p<0.005J. Of note, the conductive H' flux (nmoles
H/s/mg protein), like Na, was significantly greater
in F BBMV [7.4 1.5 vs. 0.97 0.08 nmoles Hi/s/mg
protein]. These studies suggest that there is a
maturational increase in BB Na/H antiporter activity
which derives from an increase in turnover number or
increased recruitment of membrane carriers. These
studies further suggest that the maturational
reduction in membrane conductance to Na+ and H+ may
increase the efficiency of the antiporter by limiting
dissipation of both the Na and H gradients.
Basolateral Na/HCO3 Cotransport in the S3
Segnent of the Rabbit Proximal Tubule. W.F.
Boron & N.L. Nakhoul*. Yale Univ. Sch. of Med.,
New Haven, CT.
We studied the effect of basolateral HCO
transport on intracellular pH (pHi) in isolated
S3 proximal tubules, calculating pHj from
absorbance spectra of dJ.nethylcarboxyfluorscein.
For 30 tubules in 5% C02/25 tiM HCO (pH=7.4,
37°), the sean pH1 was 7.13+0.03. Lowering bath
(B) pH from 7.4 to 6.7 by lowering [HCO) B from
25 to 5xrM at constant pCO2 caused pH1 to fall
rapidly by 0.42±0.1 (4), whereas lowering
luminal pH to 6.7 caused pHi to fall by
0.17+0.02 (4), In both cases pHi recovered upon
restoring pH, to 7.4. In the bilateral absence
of Cl, lowering pH still caused pH1 to fall
by 0.36+0.03 (5) and the initial rate of decline
(-dpHj/dt) was unchanged (106±22% of control).
Bath removal caused pH to fall reversibly
by 0.26±0.03 (11) in the presence of HCO, but
by only 0.08±0.02 (4) in the absence of HCO.
The -dpH/dt upon Na removal was reduced by
72+8% (4) in the absence of HCO, and +dplli/dt
upon Na reacklition, by 87+2% (4). In the pre-
sence of 0.1 tiM DIDS, the -JpHi/dt elicited by
(B) Na removal fell by 56+7% (5), and the
+dplljldt upon Na readdition fell by 70+8% (5).
In the bilateral absence of Cl, (B) Naremovai
still caused pH1 to fall by 0.23±0.08 (4). Both
the rate of acidification (-38% > control) and
recovery (-30% < control) were not significantly
affected by Cl removal. Thus, the basolateral
nentrane of the S3 proximal tubule appears to
possess a Nat-dependent HcO cotransporter thatis DIDS—sensitive and independent of C1,
presumably a Na/I-ICC)3 cotransporter.
FUNCFIONAL EVIDENCE FOR PARALLEL BASOLATERAL
Na/H and Cl/HC03 EXCHANGERS IN ThE INNER STRIPE,
OUTER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (OMCDi) OF
RABBIT. M.D. Brevet, and ILR. Jacobson. Division of Nephrology,
Vanderbilt Univ. and VA.M.C., Nashville. TN.
The OMCDI is thought to acidify the urine via an apical HATPase,
and transfer the resultant intracellular HC03 into the blood via
CflHCO3 exchange. There is also electrophysiologic evidence for
basolateral Cl conductance. We have recently demonstrated that the
OMCDI cell pH (pIll) recovery from an acid load is reduced in the
absence of Na+. Using BCECF to measure pHi, we now directly
characterized this dependence as basolateral Na/Ir'exchange and
provided further proof for basolatexal Ct/HCOT exchange in OMCDi.
In vitro microperfused rabbit OMCD1's were loaded from the bath
with BCECF-AM. pHi was determined by the 495/440 ratio of
BCECP fluoresence. In HCO3- free solutions Na7H exchange was
demonstrated by: 1) reversible cell acidification after replacement of
bath Na with tetramethylammonium (pHi = 7.14 0.09 ,125mM Na.
vs.6.85 ONa, p.c0.005); 2) complete blockade by 0.2 mM
amionde of sodium dependent pHi recovery from an acid load. 3)
dependence pHi recovery rate (from an NH4CI-pulse acid loa on
peritubular (Na]: apparent Km=9.lmM. Basolateral Cr/HCO3
exhange was demonstrated in HCO3- containing solutions by: 1. cell
alkalinization by 0.1mM bath DIDS (7.14±0.09 to 7.34±.09,
pc.OO5); 2)Alkanization by peritubular Cl- removal and 3) DIDS
blockade of the alkalinization resulting from Cl- removal: ApIli
(-DIDS) =0.363±.06 vs ApHi (+DIDS) =0.02±0.04, pc.0O5.
Preliminary studies examining the Cl- dependent quenching of
6-methoxy-N (3 sulfopropyl) qwnolonium (SPQ) fluoresence in
OMCDi's were also performed. OMCDi's were loaded with 30 mM
SPQ for 60 minutes. Using 350 nm excitation, changes in (Cliiwere
determined as a function of fluorescent intensity of SPQ. In HC03
free solutions, Cl removal significantly and reversibly increased
flucwesence by 21.6±4.9% (c.00. These results directly confirm the
presence of basolateral Na /H exhange, CI7HCOS exchange, and
suggest the presence ofabasolateral HC03 independent Cl exit step.
DD'IT OF H+ RIMP IN aJIJLTJRED INNER
MELXJLT.ARY COIZPING wcr (11(C)) CELLS. L.P.
J.H. Sthwartz, G.]. Sthwartz, Dept. of
Peds., Albert Einstein Coll. Med., Bronx, NY arri
Dept. of Ned., Bost.on U. Sth. Med., Boston, NA.Oiltured Il cells secrete 1F• we tested
whether location in the growing nest (center vs.
periery), tia In culture medium, rescval of
fetal calf serum () for 1—2 days, ar mitotic
index (III) were associated with developnent of
the H p.mp in 1ayers plated on plastic at
low denSity. & pmp activity was assessed frcau
the slcpe of recovery of pHj after acid loading
in Nat, C)2 ar HC) free biffers, while Na+/H
excthange was assessed frost the Na-depenient
recovery of r'• Cells that showed E p.mping
activity did not have Na/It exctlange (r=-0. 68,
n=245). Cells at the periery of the growing
nests always had N]> 1/1000 and only 3% showed Ir
p.mçs with slcçes 0.10 111 U/mm. After days
of culture, non-dividing center cells (1(1<
1/1000) had greater 1F p.mping activity than
dividing cells (MI>l/l000) (0.08±0.01 pH U/mm,
rm=73, vs. —0.02±0.01, rm=63, p<0.OOl), arid 65% of
then showed Na-iniepenient recoveries of 0. 10
pH U/mm. Rrancval of FCE increased H puap
activity in non-dividing center cells frost
0.06±0.01 pH U/min, ri=43 cells in 10% FXS to
0.11±0.01, n=30 in 0.1% - (p<0.Ol), but it did
not affect ir p.mplng activity in dividing cells
(0.01±0.01, rs=103 cells in 10% vs. 0.01±0.01,
n=203 in 0.1% FCS, p=0.85). We conclude thatNe/H excbange is prevalent in dividing fl
cells. The cessation of cell division is
associated with the differentiation of 1f punping
activity.
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ATP-DRIVEN H TRANSPORT IN INTACT AND RECONSTI-
TUTED RAT RENAL BRUSH—BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES
G. Burokhardt*, F. Turrini*, and B. Simon* (intr.
by D.G. Warnock). Max-Planck-Institute for Bio—
physics, Frankfurt/Main, Fed. Rep. Germany
To prove the existence of an ATP—driven H+
pump in the brush-border membrane (SW) purified
rat renal SW vesicles were loaded by freeze!
thawing with AT?, ATP—regenerating system, and
6-carboxyfluorescein as pH indicator. ATP-loaded
vesicles a].kalinize their interior, i.e. they
eject protons. Alkalinization is stimulated by
KVvalinomycin and by permeant anions revealing
the electrogenicity of the H pump. In the pres-
ence of Na+, D—glucose and L—phenylalanine stimu-late ATP-driven R efflux: Cotransport of these
substrates with Na+ provides charge compensationfor ATP—driven H+ efflux. This result proves the
colocalization of H+_ATpase and Na+/substrate_co_
transport systems in the same vesicles. Also with
Na present, inhibition of Na/H exchange stimu-
lates ATP—driven H efflux indicating the coex-
istence of H+ pump and antiporter in the same we—
sides; protons pumped out by the ATPase recycle
via the (uninhibited) Na/H exchanger decreasing
net intravesjcular alkalinizatjon. ATP-driven H
efflux is inhibited by DCCI), NEM and NED-Cl, but
not by oligomycin and vanadate. Thus, the BEN ii
pump belongs to the "vacuolar type" ATPases. So—
lubilizing BBMV with cholate and overnight dia-
lysis reorients the II pump, its catalytic site
now facing the outside: external AT? addition
drives electrogenic, DCCI)— and HEM-sensitive H+
upteke. Our data provide direct evidence for an
electrogenic ATP-driven H pump in the BBM which,
together with the Na+/H# exchanger, accounts for
proximal tubular Ir1 secretion.
PACrERIZION OF BIARRtIAE TEANS IN
LOOP OF ILE. Giav'mthattista Canasso, Rubert
Uriwin* & Gerhard Giebisch. Dept. Cell. & )l.
Thysiol., Yale Univ. Mad. Sch., New Haven, CF.
To determine if the loop of Henle contributesto the regulation of acid excretion, rat
superficial loops were p.mp microperfused jfrom late proximal to early distal tubule.
Perfusate was an end-proximal Rixr solution
containing 15 mM NaHCO3 and C-inulin.Bicarbonate concentration in collected fluid was
measured micrccalorlinetricafly. In control, JHOD3
was 150+6.0 pIl/min (n3O; mean+Sfl4). Perfusate
oontainThg the lipid soluble4arbonic anhydraseinhibitor methazolaside (2.10 14) r'e'1ced J14CD3
by 60% (46+8.1 psol/min; rFl; P<O.OOl). Ethyl—isoProl—ami4oride (2. l0 N), a specificblocker of Na -l exchange, decreased JHOD3 by
30% (97.1+10.5 so]./ain; n"24; P<O.OOl). tuminal
bimetán.td (lO'o 14), while decreasirq Jv by 20%,
significantly increased JIICO3 (l98.8+l.0
pmol/min; n=14; P<0.00l). Furosemide (10 M)
also decreased J'v (30%), but had no effect on
JHO. Increasing bicarbonate load, either by
raising bicarbonate concentration (15 to 30 FM)
or perfusion rate (20 to 40 ni/nib), stimulated
JHcO3 (208.3±14.0 arid 194.2±15.6 pmol/min;
n—13,l8, respectively), Chronic potassium
depletion did not change JHQ) (148±8.6 sol/min;
n=19). These results sh.s that superficial 1oops
of hens contribute to renal acidification.)treover, they Indicate that loop bicarbonate
transport is: (a) sensitive to carbonic anhydrase
arid Nal exchange inhibitors; (b) sthivlated bybumetanide, but not by furosemide; (C)
orricentration- and flow-dependent; (d) unaffected
by chronic potassium depletion.
NORMAL DIET N&CL VARIATIONS INFLUENCE RENAL SET-
POINT FOR PLASMA pH-HCO MAINTENANCE DURING ALKALI
INGESTION. MG Coan, AV Carneiro,* J Tatsuno,*
J Colman,* P.C Morris, Jr. and A Sebastian.
University of Calif ifornia, San Francisco, CA.
Exogenously administered bicarbonate normally
induces little change in plasma HCO concentration
([Hco;]) or blood pH (pHb) in subjects who ingest
abundant NaC1. The possible modulating effect of
a low NaC1 diet has not been investigated,
however. In five normal men ingesting a constant
acid-producing diet of low intrinsic Had content,
we measured plasma and urine acid-base composition
and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) during four
7-day periods in which the diet was supplemented
as follows: no supplements > NaHCO only ->
NaHCO3 plus NaCl -> NaC1 only. (Each Na-salt: 2.0
mmol/kg body wt/day). With no supplements,
[HCOJ was 25.0±0.4 meq/L and pH was 7.43±0.005.
When NraHCO3 only was supplemented, EHCO]
increased 4 meq/L (to 28.9±0.6 meq/L, p.(d'.OOl) and
pH., increased 0.02 (to 7.45±0.004, p<O.Ol). Since
CFR changed little (102±6 vs. 98±6 mi/mm, NS),
that rise in [HCOJ was sustained predominantly
by renal reabsorption of an increased filtered
HCO load. When NaC1 was supplemented, (HC0]
returned to the control (no supplements) jevef,
whether N8ECO3 supplements were continued
(24.9±0.6 meq/L) or later stopped (24.1±0.5
meq/L). Thus, in humans, under conditions of
moderate diet net base input (from NaECO3) but not
under conditions of diet net acid input, diet NaC1
level is a determinant of the set-point at which
the kidney maintains (HCOJ and PHb
EFFECTS OF CHRONIC RYPERKALEMIA (14K) ON
RENAL AMMONIUM (Am) TRANSPORT. Thomas D.
DuBose. Jr.. C.R, Caflisch and D.W. Good. U. of
Texas Med. Branch, Dept. mt. Med., Galveston, Texas.
Although HK is associated with a reduction in
urinary ammonlum excretion (UAmV), presumably byinhibition of renal ammoniagenesis, the effects of
chronic 14K on proximal tubule Am transport have not
been examined. Free-flow micropuncture studies were
performed in pair-fed Munich-Wistar rats receiving
either a control (C) (0.6 gm KCI/100 gm) or high K+(15.0 gm KC1/100 gm) diet for 10 days. Chronic K'
loading was associated with HK (6.6 vs 4.1 mEq/L), a
four-fold Increase in K excretion, systemic metabolic
acidosis (pH7.27 vs 7.33; HCO=18.6 vs 22.3 mM), an
increase in urine flow (V), and a decrease in U/P inulin.
Body weight, urine pH, and GFR did not differ. UAmV
was reduced markedly in HK (0.42 pmol/min/kidney) vs
C (0.74) (p<O.005). However, absolute Am delivery to
both early (EP) and late (LP) proximal convoluted
tubule did not differ in the two groups (EP:C=13.4±0.8
vs 14K11.8±0.8; LP:C=1O.4±0.6 vs HK9.9±0.6
pmol/min). Net Am secretion along the EP also did
not differ (C= —11.5 ±0.7
In contrast, in situ pH was reduced significantly in ilK
rats at both EP (6.98±0.03 vs 7.06±0.02) and LP(6.58±0.02 vs 6.68±0.03) (p<0.Ol). [NH3] and total
ammonia concentrations were similiar in both groups
at each site. Therefore, in a model of chronic HK
due to dietary K loading: 1) UAmV was reduced
despite systemic metabolic actdosis and an increase in
V (factors that augment UAmV In the absence of 14K);
2) the reduction In UAmV was not due to Impaired
Am secretion along the proximal convoluted tubule.
The decrease in UAmV in ilK may be due to a reduction
In medullary trapping and impaired Am transfer from
loop of Henle to medullary collecting duct.
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CHANGES IN URINARY EPITHELIAL CELLS DURING
ADAPTATION TO ACID-BASE IMBALANCE. John H. Durham,*
(Intr. by M. Lipkowitz) Dept. Physiol. & Biophys.,
Mt. Sinai Sch. Med. N.Y.,N.Y. 10029
Bladders from NH Cl-loaded turtles do not
secrete alkali and bladders from NaHCO —loaded
turtles do not secrete acid while thos from
euhydric animals retain both functions. These
adaptive changes could result from changes in the
carbonic anhydrase (CA)-cell population (the
probable source of acid and alkali secretion). The
apical surfaces of bladders were stained with AgNO3
and processed for carbonic anhydrase staining with
Co using the Hanson technique and examined on a
scanning electron microscope. X—ray microanalysis
demonstrated that Ag selectively highlights the
surface of CA—cells as defined by those cells which
had acetazolamide dependent Co-accumulation (Rosen,
J.Hls.Cy.,1972). In alkalosis, euhydria and
acidosis respectively, the: %CA cells per total
cells was 20 18 and 18 average CA
cell area (sq. microns) was 45 65 and
116 the %CA area/total area was 2 7
and 9 In all bladder types, the majority of
CA—cells have the topography of the alpha-CA type
(Stetson and Steinmetz, AJP 1985). It is evident
that (I) no change in the number of CA cells occurs
during adaptation to acid—base imbalance and (ii)
the CA—cell area increases with In-vivo states of
increasing acid excretion. It can be concluded
that a decrease In alpha-CA cell area occurs
concomitantly with a loss of acid secretion and it
appears that the adaptation resulting in selective
acid or alkali secretion during acid-base imbalance
does not Involve a change in the types of CA—cells
present.
AXIAL HETEROGENEITY OF CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT
(COD) CELL TYPES. C. Enunons, K. Matsuzaki*, J.
Stokes, and V. Schuster, Dept. of mt. Med.,
Univ. of Iowa Coil, of Med., Iowa City, IA.
Rabbit CCD contains 3 cell types. Principal
(P) cells transport Na and K (or Rb). Beta (8)
intercalated cells absorb Cl. Alpha (a) inter-
calated cells secrete H. We used two approaches
to assess axial distribution of each cell type.
In a functional approach, we perfused rabbit CCDs
vitro and measured P cell function with the
Rb lumen—to—bath36rate coefficient (KRb) and P
cell function with Cl (KC1). Then we halved
tubule length by aspirating either the outer or
inner half into the holding pipette. Kc1 and KR
were remeasured for the shortened segment, an
then calculated for the aspirated tubule half.
for outer and inner CCD halves was not dif-
ferent (168±26 vs 149±13 units). In contrast, K
was twice as high in outer vs inner CCD (432±
vs 195±41, p<O.05). In a histological approach,
we fixed whole kidneys and cut slices from the
surface and at depths of 1 mm (outer cut) and 2
mm (inner cut). The latter 2 depths correspond to
the two halves of the perfused tubules. We
stained the sections with both peanut lectin (L)
and Hansson's carbonic anhydrase stain (H). Cells
were identif led as P cells (H—), a cells (H+,L—),
or 8 cells (H+,L+). We found no difference In the
fraction of total cells that were either P cells
(0.63) or summed intercalated cells (0.37) at any
depth. However, the P cell subtype significantly
increased In the outer cortex (surface .13, outer
.18, inner .12, p<O.005). Conclusions: 1) 8 cell
number and function increase in outer CCD, at the
expense of a cell number; 2) P cell number and
function show no axial heterogeneity.
ACTIVM'Ict OF A Cl"/}IOf EN-QANGER flu PL JIE cZS UNI AII
LOAD lDITIcts: Cti iii.. I. Finmran*
and E.P. Nord. Division of Nrology, HSC, SUN?
at Stony Brook, NY.
The presence of a Cl7HOD ethange pathway,
and the dependence of its activation under
base—load itions was examined in proxisal
tubole cells derived fran monkey kidney (TIC).
thanges in intracellular r*I, (rIIj), wereitored in superfused nnlayers using the 1-
sensitive fluorescent prthe, BCECF. An alkaline
load was inçosed by runxwimg HOf/O2 frau the
bathing ned.i.txm, and rvery fran elevated rlui,followed in solutions with identical and in
the absence or presence of C1. In a solution
biffered to iI 7.40 (r&I) with 25u14 HCTJ.f/5% ,
was 7.40 0.04 (ri=4) and increased to 7.86
0.04 on remcval of HX)/CD2. 1covery towards
basal Ij was dependent upon C1, bluntedby 5OiM
DIES, but iniepenient of Na or amiloride in the
bathing medium. was subsequently thanged to7.0 or 6.7 by appropriate thanges in HOD:'
concentration in the presence of 5% CD. Acute
removal of HX'/Co2 resulted in an increment In
pHi frau 7.03 to 7.40 (pH 7.0) and frau pH.j 6.78
to 7.02 (pH0 6.7) whicti failed to recover towards
baseline In the presence of C1 in the bathing
medium. Addition of l0M ¶ItS, a protoncç&ore,
collapsed the pH gradient. Increasing the biffer
capacity by appropriate incrunnents in H3/
at a given pH failed to enhai the pHj, recovery
process. lusians: 1. J'IC cells possess a
+.ir.,ent Cl7HOD' exubanger whictt allowsfor recovery fran an alkaline load. 2.
values above 7.4 are required for activation of
the exctianger, even under base load conditions.
ROLE OF JUXTAMEDULLARY NEPHRONS IN THE
CORRECTION OF CHLORIDE-DEPLETION METABOLIC
ALKALOSIS IN THE RAT. IH Galla. DN Bonduns*, RG Luke.
Nephrology Research and Training Center, University of
Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.
In our model of acute chloride-depletion metabolic alkalosis
(CDA) produced by peritoneal dialysis vs O.15M NaHCO3,
delivery of Cl (180 30 vs 167 18 pmol/min) and tCO2 (146
23 vs 146 20 pmol/mm) out of the superficial cortical late
distal tubule did not differ in maintained vs correcting CDA
whereas urinary tCO2 excretion increased In correcting animals
(61 vs 209 neq/min/lOOg BW;P<0.O1). To determine whether
the juxtamedullary nephrons (JMN) contributed to this
increment in urinary tCO2 excretion, CDA was generated as
before in young Munich-Wistar rats and, after 2 hrs of
maintenance, either further maintained with 5% dextrose and
6% albumin (greup DM; n=7) or corrected with 80mM Cl added
to that infusate (group CC; n=7). After an additional 30 mm of
infusion, JMN were sampled at the tip of Henle's loop during
the succeeding 60 mm. The results were as follows:
P HCO3 UtCO2V SNGFR tCO2 del Cl del
(meq/L) (neq/m) (nI/rn/bOg) (pmol/m) (pmol/m)
DM 40.1±1.1 356±137 30.4±2.9 202±56 1086±154
CC 28.2±1.0# 636±86 46.7±4.8# 145±18 889±248
Volume expansion was similar in both groups (final
hematocrits 37.8±1.7% DM, 37.6±0.3CC); thus, the increment in
SNCFR was probably due to diminished tubuloglornerular
feedback, consistent with our previous findings.
These data suggest that delivery of tCO2 out of JMN proximal
to the tip of Henle's loop does not contribute to the
bicarbonaturia that occurs during the correction of CDA by Cl.
Thus, the primary site of the corrective response appears to
reside in the collecting duct.
#P<0.05
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Na-DEPENDhNr, BASOIATERAL ACID-BASE TRANSPORT
IN SUPERFICIAL AND JIJXTAMEDULLARY RABBIT
PPOXIWJL Si, S2 AND S3 SEG1ENTS. J. Geibe1,
G. Giebisch & W.F. Boron. Yale Univ., Dept.Cell. & Ml. Physiol., New Haven, Cr.
To capare N&-linked acid-base transport
in proxirel segments, we monitored intracell-
ular pH (pHj) of isolated perfused tubulesloaded with BCECF. Cells at 37° were
illuminated alternately with a 10—micron spot
of 440—nm and 490—nm light. The errisission was
monitored at 530nm. All cells were calibrated
using the fluorescence excitation ratio method
of Nigericin/high K. Bilateral Na removal
caused pHj to fall frczn 7.24 to 6.75 (n=15) in
the superficial (SF) 51, 7.14 to 6.67(15) in
SFIS2, and 7.09 to 6.69(10) in SF/S3. In
juxtamedullary (3M) tubules, pHj fell fran 7.25
to 6.76(11) JM/Sl, 7.16 to 6.71(11) in JM/S2,
and 7.1 to 6.75(10) in JM/S3. In each case,
PH recovered upon returning Na to the bath.
50 IM DIDS blocked this Na k-dependent pH
recovery in SF/Si, SF/S2, SF/S3, and JM/S3, buthad no effect in 3M/Si or JM/S2. Conversely,
SOUM EIPA blocked the Na i-dependent pH
recovery in JM/Sl and 3M/S2, but had no effect
on the other segments. In the DIDS-sensitive
group, a 45-mm preincubation in Cl-free
solutions had no effect on the pH1 recovery
induced by readdition. We suggest that
there are two Na+_dependent acid-base
transporters at the proximal basolateral
nthrane: (1) a Na/HCO cotransporter in all
SF segments and JM/S3, and (2) a Na-H exchanger
in the 3M/Si and JM/S2.
ROLE OF BASOLATERAL CHLORIDE ON tCO2
TRANSPORT IN THE RAT CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULE. D. Gifford*. K. Sharldns*, J.H. Celia, R.G. Luke, J.
Work. Nephrology Research and Training Center,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham,
Alabama.
We have previously reported that tCO2 transport in the rat
cortical collecting tubule (CCT) is altered from absorption in
control rats (CON, dialyzed with Ringers-HCO3) to
secretion in chloride-depletion metabolic alkalosis rats
(CDA, dialyzed with 150 mM NaHCO3). Removal of
luminal chloride had no effect on net tCO2 absorption in
CON rats but abolished secretion and net tCO2 flux In CDA
rats. In order to determine the effect of basolateral chloride
on tCO2 transport, basolateral chloride was replaced with
gluconate In tubules from both CON and CDA animals while
lununal chloride was held constant at 105 mM. tCO2 was
measured by microcalorimetiy. Results are expressed as Jnet
tCOi (pnol•mm1•mitr1):
Bath Cl 10.5mM 0mM 105mM
CON (n=4) 155 4.9t -13.6 9.2t 6.4 2.2
CDA (n=6) -12.1 2.9k' -26.1 3.& -10.3 3.3w
nsans± M t p<OAE 105mM to 0mM.p4iO5 CON vs CDA
When basolateral chloride concentration was reduced by
half in a separate series, Jnet tCO2 decreased linearly
(R=0.98) from net absorption tonet secretion in CON tubules:
Bath Cl 105mM 52mM 0mM
CON(n=3) 9.3 1.6t 0.5 O.SS -123 0.21
mesas p< 0.05.105mM vs 52mM; 1 p<O.O5.52 mM vs0 mM
The data suggest that in the rat CT; 1) decreasing
basolateral chloride promotes net tCO2 secretion, and 2)
basolateral chloride may be necessary for net tCO2
absorption. The resultant transepithelial chloride gradient
may stimulate the apical anion exchanger while possibly
Inhibiting the basolateral anion exchanger.
EFFECTS OF CHRONIC METABOLIC ACIDOSIS (CMA)
AND MINERALOCORTICOID ON H/HCO TRANS-
PORT IN RAT MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB
(MAL). D.W. Good and I. Kurtz. U. Texas Med. Br.,
Galveston, TX and UCLA, Los Angeles, CA.
Three series of experiments were performed to
Investigate regulation of H/HCO transport in the rat
MAL. In series 1, MAL from control rats and rats
drinking 0.28M Nl14C1 for 5—8 days (CMA) were
perfused under standard conditions in vitro with 25
mM HCO In perfusate (P) and bath (B). Acidosts
Increased HCO absorption (JHCO3, pmol/min/mm)
from a control value of 11.3 to 17.1 (p<0.005).
In series 2, MAL were perfused and bathed with HEPES—
buffered, Na—free solutions (pH 7.4) and intracellular
pH (pH1) was measured using BCECF. When 20 mM
NH4C1 was removed from the P and B, pHj fell by
'1.0 unit and recovered at a rate of 0.07±0.01 pH
unit/mm. The pH recovery rate was reduced 60% by
DCCD (1mM In P) and 71% by adding KCN (1 mM) and
removing organic substrates from the P and B. Thus,
under the conditions of these experiments, pH recovery
required ATP, was Na-independent, and was inhibited
by DCCD. CMA Increased the pH1 recovery rate to
0.19 pH unIt/mm (p<0.05). In series 3, MAL from
adrenalectomjzed (ADX) and sham-operated rats were
perfused as described for series 1. ADX reduced JHCO3
to 10.6 compared with 14.6 In sham—operated
controls (p<0.05). In MAL from ADX rats, adding
aldosterone (106M) to the bath Increased JHCO3
significantly within 1—2 hr from an initial control value
of 10.3 to 14.8 a rate not different from that
in sham-operated controls. Conclusions: 1) JHCO3 Is
increased In MAL from rats with CMA; 2) the MAL
possesses a plasma membrane IP-ATPase that can
contribute to pH1 regulation and is stimulated by CMA;
3) JIICO3 in the MAL can be modulated by aldosterone.
CHLORIDE (Cr) MODIFIES THE EFFECTS OF cAMP
ON ENDOSOMAL PROTON TRANSPORT. R. W.
Gurich and T.D. DuBose, Jr. UTMB, Galveston, Texas.
cAMP has been demonstrated to either stimulate
or inhibit endosomal ff transport depending on the
concentration employed or fraction studied (Clin. Res.
519A, 1988). This disparate response could represent
an effect of cAMP directly on H ATPase, or
alternatively, on Cl transport which could secondarily
modulate ff' transport. Thus, the effects of cAMP on
lit transport under high (106 mM) [C1] conditions was
compared to the effects of cAMP on H transport
under conditions in which the C1 contribution to lit
transport was minimized I.e. low (6 mM) [Cr] plus
K/vallnomycin voltage clamp to provide charge
compensation. Endosomes were prepared from rabbit
renal cortex by differential and sucrose gradient
centrifugatlon. H transport rates were measured using
acrldine orange. Experiments were performed in the
presence or absence of 5 or 250 iM 8-Br-cAMP.
Results are expressed as percent stimulation (+) or
inhibition (-) by 8-Br-cAMP. * p<0.005 high vs low C1.
High Cl Low Cl High Cl Low Cl
Fxf 5pM 5pM 250pM 250pM
1 +13.1±1.3 88.1±5.6 —20.5±3.1 _97.5±8.6*
2 ÷14.3±2.1 —59.7±8.3 —23.4±4.2 _94.8±9.7*
3
—1.5±3.0 _43.5±6.2* —39.6±6.7 —83.5±6.6
4
—11.3±1.5 _47.7±6.7* —41.2±7.0 —93.7±9.3*
5 —10.7±1.7 44.4±7.3* —45.6±4.3 _88.3±7.2*
6
—12.8±1.3 _59.8±5.2* —51.3±3.8 —85.8±5.3*
Inhibition of lit transport by cAMP is seen under
conditions In which C transport Is minimized,
suggesting cAMP directly inhibits 11 ATPase. cAMP
inhibition of }I transport is augmented dramatically
when [Cr] is reduced suggesting this response is Cr
dependent. CAMP may enhance Cr entry and reduce
the endosomal electrical gradient opposing lit entry.
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Na-INDEPENDENT Cl/HCO3 EXCHANGE IS THE MAJOR
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE RC03 TRANSPORT MECHANISM IN
THE OUTER MEDULLARY COLLECTING TUBULE (OMCT).
S.R. Hays and R.J. Alpern. UT-Southwestern
Medical Center, Dallas, TX.
To examine the mechanism of basolateral
membrane HCO3 transport in the OMCT, cell pH
(pHi) was measured microfluorimetrically in the
rabbit OHCT (inner stripe) perfused in vitro
using the p11-sensitive dye, BCECF. Under con-
trol conditions, pHi was 7.13±0.04. Acidifying
the bath by 0.7 pH units caused pHi to decrease
0.24±0.04 p1! units (p<0.OO5), while acidifying
the lumen by 0.7 p11 units caused pHi to decrease
only 0.03±0.01 p11 units (p<O.05). Isohydric
bath Cl removal caused pHi to increase from
7.13±0.04 to 7.28±0.07 (p<O.Ol), an effect which
was reversible, and completely inhibited by 100
pM DIDS. The effect of bath Cl removal on pHi
was present in the complete absence of luminal
and bath Na. To rule out the possibility that
the apparent Cl/HCO3 exchange was mediated by
parallel Cl and HCO3 conductances, two studies
were performed. In cells voltage clamped by
addition of 5 pM valinomycin and 125 mM extra-
cellular K, bath Cl removal alkalinized cells by
0.48±0.06 p11 units (p<O.OO1), an effect not
consistent with parallel conductances. In addi-
tion, Cl removal inhibited basolateral membrane
HCO3 permeability by 99%.
In summary, the basolateral membrane of the
OMCT possesses a Na-independent Cl/HCO3 exchang-
er which forms the major pathway for basolateral
membrane HCO3 transport. As in the proximal
tubule, basolateral membrane transporters are
more potent determinants of pHi than are apical
membrane transporters.
STUDIES OF THE CRITICAL LYSINE GROUP AT
THE AMILORIDE BINDING SITE OF THE RENAL
Na/H ANTIPORTER. Z-Q Huang* and D Warnock.
NRTC and Nephrology Section, University of
Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL.
Isothiocyanato (ITC) reagents attack a
critical lysine group on the Na/H antipor-
ter in brush border membrane vesicles
(BBMV; Kid mt 33:401a, 1988). The pre-
sent studies used an ITC derivative of 5'-
(3-amino) amiloride (A35-NCS), described
by Cassel et al (JBC 262: 4587, 1987), to
characterize the amiloride binding site of
the antiporter. When reacted with BBMV at
pH 8.5, A35-NCS irreversibly inhibited the
antiporter in a concentration dependent
manner. The Vmax of the antiporter was
reduced by 20% after 30 mm treatment with
1.0 mM A35-NCS, but there was no signif i-
cant effect on the Km for sodium. Amilo-
ride protected the Na/H antiporter against
attack by A35-NCS as well as other ITC
reagents. Polyclonal antibodies were
raised to 5'-(3-amino) amiloride coupled
to hemocyanin, and then affinity purified.
These antibodies were used in Western
blots to label A35-NCS coupled to renal
BBMV; labelling of a protein at 77 Kd
indicated the putative antiloride-binding
domain of the Na/H antiporter.
Conclusions: 1). ITC reagents attack a
critical lysmne group of the renal Na/H
antiporter. 2). This group interacts with
5'-amino substituted forms of aniiloride,
and regulates the Vmax of the antiporter.
3). The amiloride-binding domain of the
antiporter appears to be a 77 Kd protein.
KCL DEPLETION PROMOTES METABOLIC ALKALOSIS CONSE-
QUENT TO PHOSPHATE ADMINISTRATION. Allen N.
man. Daniel Kaw,* and Thomas Kahn. Bronx Vet. Adia
Med. Ctr. and Mt. Sinai Sch. Med., New York, NY.
Phosphate administration in normal animals in-
creases net acid excretIon (NAE) but not PHCO3.
These studies evaluate if MCi depletion (KCLD),
commonly associated with metabolic alkalosis, per-
mits phosphate administration to produce alkalosis.
KCLD was produced in rat by 5d on a KC1 def i—
cient diet. Then a)Na—neutral phosphate 4000 ueq
/24h was added to the diet for 3d. In other
groups small phos—induced K and/or Cl losses were
replaced by a4ding b)KC1 c)K2S04 (K without Cl)
or d)NaCl (Cl without K). NAENH4+TA—HCO3.
Baseline in KCLD was (in ueq/3d): NAE2640, Kl32
and Cl=189. PHCO3 after 3d was 26.7 meq/l.
TABLE: Phosphate Administration in KC1 Depletion.
AExcretionueq/3d, tPHCO3'neq/l.
Replacement 1NAE tK C1 tPHCO3
a) none +615* +201* +108* +6.1*
b) Md +12 +20l*(R) +312*(R) —0.9
c) K +981* +198*(R) +153* +7.9*
d) Cl +21 +168* +18(R) +5.0*
(R)=phos—induced losses replaced; *..slgnificantA.
In normals phosphate (data not shown) increased
NAE +483 ueq/3d but not PHCO3. a)ln KCLD a phos—
induced increase in NAE was associated with an in-
crease in PHCO3. b)Replacement of phos—induced K
and Cl losses prevented the increase in NAE and
PHCO3. c)Replacement of K losses did not prevent
the increase in NAB or PHCO3. d)Without Cl loss
NAt did not increase; nevertheless PHCO3 rose,
suggesting extra—renal factors increased PHCO3.
Thus: l)KC1 depletion enhances the alkalosis—
promoting effect of neutral phosphate. 2)Phos—
induced increases in PHCO3 may relate to increases
in NAE and to extrarenal factors.
Na-H ANTIPORTER IN LUMINAL MEMBRANES OF
RENAL CORTEX, PARS RECTA AND MEDULLA:
ROLE IN HYPERCAPNIA. F.T. Kear*. O.S. Ruiz*.
Z. Talor and J.A.L. Arruda. Dept of Medicine.
WSVAMC and Univ of IL. Chicago. IL.
The Na-H antiporter of renal brush border
membranes has been well characterized and plays a
role in adaptation to acidosis. The Na-H anti-
porter of other renal structures has not been well
defined and its role in the adaptation to acidosis is
unclear. We measured the Na-H antiporter in
luminal membranes of the pars recta and medulla
and in plasma membranes from the papilla and
compared it to the Na-H antiporter of the cortex
in control and in rabbits exposed to 10% CO2 for
148 I,. Chronic hypercapnic rabbits had significant-
ly higher pCO2 and plasma HCO and lower urine
pH than controls. Luminal membranes from the
cortex and pars recta were enriched 10 fold in
alkaline phosphatase while the luminal medullary
membranes were enriched 20 fold in H-ATPase.
In control animals, the magnitude of the Vmax of
the Na-H antiporter (in fluorescence unitsl300 pg
protein! mini was 5110 144 in cortex, 196 16 in
pars recta, 117 17 in medulla, and 141 11 in
the papilla. These values were significantly
different from each other except between medulla
and papilla. The Km for Na. however, was not
different suggesting that the renal Na-H antiporter
is basically the same in different nephron segments
but displays different activity. Hypercapnia
increased significantly the Vmax by 64% in the
cortex but failed to alter the Vmax in pars recta.
medulla and papilla. These results demonstrate
that the activity of the Na-H antiporter varies in
the different nephron segments but only the
cortical Na-H antiporter adapts to hypercapnia.
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ROLE OF Na/B EXCHANGE AND H± ATPase IN INTRA-
CELLULAR pH (pHi) REGULATION IN INNER MEDULLARY
COLLECTING DUCT (IMCD) CELLS. D. lCjkerj* and M.L.
Zeidel. Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
phi and membrane potential (PD) were moni-
tored in fresh rabbit IMCD cell suspensions using
BCECF and DiS—C3—(5) respectively. Acid—loaded
cells exhibited faster rates of pHi recovery in
130mM NaC1 (.33±.02 phu/min) than In 130mM KC1
(.23±.O1 pHU/min); 0.1mM amiloride inhibited Na—
dependent pHi recovery (.20±.02 pHU/min). In2
addition, acidification of fl1CD cells tripled 1a
uptake rates. Varying PD (by setting K
gradients) did not alter Na—dependent pHi
recovery rates. Thus, fresh IMCD cells have an
electroneutral Na/H exchanger. To examine the
role of H± ATPase, studies were performed In the
absence of extracellular Na. The rate of pHi
recovery (.24±.02 pHU/min) was reduced by
cellular ATP depletion (.13±.02) and by laM NE)!
(.16±.01). Graded hyperpolarization of PD
reduced and then abolished phi recovery.
Cellular proton extrusion (measured using a pH
stat) was inhibited by ATP depletion.+ Several
lines of evidence indicate that the H— ATPase,
but not the Na/H exchanger, participates in acid
extrusion at the resting pHi (7.21±0.03) of IMCD
cells: a) In nonacidified cells, membrane
hyperpolarization but not removal of extra—
cellular Na led to intracellular acidification.
b) pHi increased equally rapidly In the presence
or absence of Na when cells were diluted into
medium of ph 8.3. We conclude that both Na/H
exchange and a plasma membrane ATPase mediate
pHi recovery in acidified fresh IMCD cells, and
that the Ht ATPae but not the Na/H exchanger
extrudes acid at the resting pHi.
C1/HQDf UZ4NGE OF INNER MECULL.ARY 0)LTECI'ING
tUCI' (IMCD) CELLS IS PREIXI4IN7NILY A Na+_INfl
DE DCFSS. C. Kim*, H.P. Norti and J.A. Fraut.Divisions of Nerology, Wadsworth V.A. Medical
Center, UCIA School of Medicine, Iris Angeles, CA,
and HSC, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.
Previous stt,iies frxxu this laboratory have
dmm'nstrated the prence of a Cr7HO ex-
changer in cultured IMQ) cells. ¶Ib determine the
Na dependence of this transporter, the effect onintracellular *I (j) of C1 resrival fron a
solution bxffered to pH 7.4 with 25 aM Hcx)3/5%
(X)2 was assessed, in the prmaence and absence of
Na1. thanges in Ifj were measured using the pH-
sensitive fluorescent prthe, BCECF. In the
presence of 140 aM Na, C1 rramwa]. led to a risein pHj which averaged 0.23 0.03 pH unit (n=5).
In the absence of Na+, the identical experimental
manouver resulted In a rise in pHj of 0.13 0.03
pH unit, and in one of seven sti.dies nc Increnentin pHj was observed. These data could snggest a
requirenerit for Na by the exchanger. Alterna-
tively, the lesser rise in r. observed in the
absence of Na cxild be due, in part, to offset-
ting acidification of the cytosol by reversal of
+,/fff antiport. Acooniixigly, cells were bathedin a N&rep1ete medium arid switched to a Na-
free medium. An abrupt fall in pHi was observed
which was attenuated by exposure of cells to 10
4 amiloride. When C1 was subsequently reixived
frc*n the Na+_free, HQ)/CD-boffered nlum
containing amiloride, pHj rose 0.46 0.02 pH
unit (n=5). Conclusions: 1) Cl/HCt).f ethange
in the IMCD cell is predoninantly a Na-inepen-
dent process. 2) In the absence of Na, reversal
of Na/ff exchange or possibly lower could
account for the blunted Crj1x eichmige rome.
METABOLIC ALKALOSIS INCREASES THE NUMBER
OF B-CARBONIC ANHYDRASE (CA) CELLS. 0.
Kniaz. R. Mole and J.A.L. Arruda, Dept. 0f
Medicine. U of IL and WSVAMC. Chicago. IL.
We studied the mechanism whereby the turtle
bladder adapts to metabolic alkalosis. Turtles were
made alkalotic by oral gavage with 30 mmol/day of
NaHCO3 for 3-4 days (blood pH 7.57 0.03 vs 7.44
0.02 as compared to controls). Urine pH
increased from 6.36 0.17 to 7.17 0.18, p <
0.0005. HCO3 secretion was greater In bladders
from alkalotic turtles as compared to controls (1 .23
0.15 vs 0.73 0.05 pmoles/hr. p < 0.005). H
secretion, however, was not different. The total
number of CA rich cells was determined by
fluorescence microscopy after mucosal staining with
6-carboxyfluorescein (6CF). The number of HCO9
secreting cells (B-CA) was quantified by mucosal
staining with NBD-taurine and the number of H
secreting (a-CA) cells was calculated from the
difference. The total cell counts per field ware
determined by ethidium bromide and results are
expressed as % of total (*=p < 0.01 vs control).
Total CA B Cells a Cells
Control 4.6 0.3 3.0 0.3 1.6 0.3
Alkalosis 6.5 0.7* 4.9 P Q5* 1.8 0.7
Metabolic alkalosis significantly increased 6CF
positive cells and NBD-taurine positive cells. The
increase in 6CF positive cells could be totally
accounted for by the increase In NBO-taurine
positive cells without an increase in the a cells.
Thus, metabolic alkalosis selectively increases the
number of B-subtype of CA cells. The data show
that in vitro turtle bladders "remember" the alkali
environment and suggest that the adaptation is
mediated through an increase In the number of
HCO3 secreting cells.
BICARBONATE SECRETION: EFFECTS OF SODIUM.
John D. Koethe, Robert L Stephenson', George M. Feldman. VA
Med. Cntr. and Univ. of PA., Dept. of Med., Phila.. PA.
Bicarbonate secretion (JSHCO3) occurs In the cortical collecting
duct as well as other tissues. including distal colon. To exanine
the role of Na In JsHCO3, net HCO3 flux was measured In
segments of rat distal colon under short.clrcuited conditions;
mucosal and serosal surfaces were bathed with symmetrical
solutions of pH 7.4, containIng 24mM HCO3, 147mM Na and
PCO2 -40 mmHg. Under these conditions JSHCO3 was 1.0±0.2
eqlhcm2. Ouabaln (1 mM) reduced JsHCO3 to 0.1±0.1
aeqh/cm2. demonstrating that the Na pump is required for
JSHCO3. While removal of Na horn the bathing medium
symmetrically (replacement with choline or N-methylgkicanne)
stopped JsHCO3, replacing lumenal Na had no effect on basal
JsHCO3 (0.9±0.1 ieq/bJcm2). On the other hand, removing
basolateral Na reduced JsHCO3 to 0.5±0.1 reqfhIcm2 (p.cO.01).
suggesting that basolateral Na Is required for HCO entry across
the basolateiml membrane. Na removal also Increased total tissue
resistance and the effect was greater when Na was removed horn
the basolateral side, consistent with a conductive step on the
basolateral side (control, 149±19 ti.cm2; kirnenal, 21 0±32;
basolateral, 323±46). SITS (1 mM) on the basolateral surface
reduced JsHCO3 60% (p.cO.01), while SITS on the lumenal
surface was without effect. suggesting that basolateral HCO3 entry
may be linked to Na. To exarrine the effect ci membrane potential,
bathing medium K concentration was Increased horn 5 mM to 20
mM and J5HCO3 decreased from 1.1±0.2 to 0.7±0.2, suggesting
that J8HCO3 requires cell polarization. In conclusion. JsHCO3 In
rat distal colon depends on Na. These data are consistent with a
Inked Na-HCO3 entry step across the basolateral membrane which
may be conductive.
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THE APICAL CL-HCO EXCHANGER OF BICARBONATE
SECRETING CELLS It TURTLE BLADDER. Orly F. Kohn*,
Peter P. MitchelI* and Philip R. Steinmetz,
University of Connecticut Health Center, Division
of Nephro1ogy, Farmington, CT.
The apical anion exchanger of the (carbonic
anhydrase (CA) cells differs from the basolateral
exchanger of CA cells in that it is less sensi-
tive to disulfonic stilbenes and not iriniunoreac-
tive with band 3 protein antibodies. To charac-
terize the exchanger, we examined the effects on
electroneutral HCO-3 secretion (JflHCO3) of Cl-
replacement by Br, SO4, NO-3 and gluconate and
inhibition by 1) acetazolamide (ACZ) with and
without NaN3 2) furosemide (F) and 3)-cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamate (CHC). The Cl—dependent JnHCO3
was 0.72 10 ijmoles/hr, similar to the ACZ—
inhibitable rate of 0.67 .09 pmoles/hr, with
apparent Km near 5n1 and maximal rate at 20mM
luminal[Cl]. Maximal JHCO was comparable at
luminal pH 6.8 and 4.5. JnHCO3 was reduced to
31 8% by Br-, to 25 9% by S04 and to 11 3%
by 140-3 substitution. ACZ inhibition occurred
even after pretreatment with NaN3 and presumably
was not mediated by endocytosis. J'HC03 was only
slightly (14%) inhibited by F and not inhibited by
CHC. In conclusion, the characteristics of the
apical exchanger differ from the basolateral ex-
changer as well as the red cell and neutrophil ex-
changers. It is relatively inhibitor-resistant
and selective for CV. Its dependence on luminal
C1 is such that its transport rate is closely
regulated by luminal C1 at concentrations below
20mM.
REGULATION OF INTRACELLULAR pH ([pH] ) IN THE
UPPER PART OF DESCENDING LIMB OF LONG-LOOPED
NEPHRON (LDLu): A FLUOROMICROMETRIC STUDY. Chizuko
Koseki, Yohkazu Matsushima. Koji Yoshitomi, and
Masashi Imai (Intr. by G.Kimura). Debts. of
Pharmacot. and CV. Dynain., Natr. Cardiovasc. Ctr.
Res. Inst. Osaka, Japan.The LDLu is rich in mitochondria and has
high carbonic anhydrase in cytoplasm and Na-K
ATPase in basolateral membrane. These features
suggest that the LDLu has active mechanisms in the
regulation of transepithelial or transmembrane H
transport. To examine mechanisms of H transport
in the LDLu, we measured [pilL as well as intra-
luminal pH ([pH]1 F) in the in vitro perfused
segments from hamsters by microscopic fluorometry
using BCECF as a fluorescent pH probe. In HCO3-
free modified Ringer solution (pH7.4), [pH] was
7.23±0.05 (n18). Administration of lOM amilo-
ride (Amil) to the lumen decreased [pHI1 from 7.15
±0.10 (n=6, p<O.O1). Addition of
N-methylmaleimide (NEM) also decreased [pH] from
7.23±0.12 to 7.01±0.09 (n=5, p<O.05). After W
was loaded into the cell by adding 20mM NH4CI,[PH] was recovered, with an initial H transport
velosity (R5 ;pH units/nun) being 1.23 O.26(n 10).
RH was inhibited by 10- 'M Arnil in the lumen from
1.80±0.36 to 1.02±0.18 (n6), and by 10-'M NEM(lumen, bath) from 1.02±0.24 to 0.42±0.06 (n=7).
Under the stopflow condition, [PH]Tp was rapidly
equilibrated with bath pH, indicating that this
segment is highly permeable to H. We conclude
that both Amil- and NEM-sensitive mechanisms are
operating in the LDLu to regulate [pH] rather
than transmural H transport.
MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO CHRONIC RESPIRATORY
ACIDOSIS IN THE PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT). Reto Krapf,
UCSF, San Francisco. (Intro, by P.C. Rector*).
The hyperbicarbonatemia of chronic respiratory
acidosis is maintained by enhanced bicarbonate
reabsorption in the PT. To investigate the cellu-
lar mechanisms involved in this adaptation,
cell and luminal pH were measured microfluoro
metrically using BCECF in isolated, microperfused
S2 proximal convoluted tubules from control
and scidotic rabbits. Chronic respiratory acidosis
was induced by exposure to 107. CO2 for 52 to
56 hours. Arterial Pco2 and HCO3 were signifi-
cantly higher in acidotic rabbits: 69 vs. 40.4
torr and 32.6 vs. 26.1 mM, respectively. All
perfusion experiments were performed in the
bilateral absence of chloride. Tubules from
acidotic rabbits (perfused at 10 nl/min with
25 mM HCO3 at Pco2 of 40 torr) had a signifi-
cantly lower luudnal pH after 1 se perfused
length (7.03 0.09 vs. 7.26 0.06 in controls).
Chrnnic respiratory acidosis increased the initial
rate of cell acidification (dplij/dt) in response
to luminal sodium removal by 637. and in response
to lowering luminal pH (7.4 to 6.8) by 877..
Chroni.c respiratory acidosis also increased
dpHi/dt in response to peritubular sodium removal
by 63% and in response to lowering peritubular
pH by 937.. Baseline cell pH values and cellular
buffer capacities were the same in tubules from
normal and acidotic rabbits.
In conclusion, chronic respiratory acidosis
induces a parallel increase in the rates of
the luminal Na/li antiporter and the basolateral
Na/(HCO3)3 cotransporter. The enhanced PT reab-
sorption of bicarbonate in chronic respiratory
acidosis is mediated, at least in part, by a
parallel adaptation of these transporters.
BASOLATERAL NANE Na- AND Cl-DEPEI'DET
H.F/BASE 'I1ANSORP IN ThE RABBIT S3 X[MAL
'IUBJIE. I. Kurtz. Division of Nerology, UCLA
School of Medicine, ths Angeles, CA.
The basolateral membrane Na- axxl Cl-depemient
ff/base transport processes were stu.ied is the
rabbit S3 proximal tubule. g*L was measured with
BCECF. Tubules were perfused (L) ard bathed (B)
in 25idf HO), pH 7.4 in the absence of organic
anions ard SO42 Reduction in H3 (B) to 5irM
caused pHj to decrease 0.81 pH/mm, n'6. In the
absence of Cl (L, B), the decrease is pHj was 0.57
pH/mm, n=7, p<O.01. In Na+_free solutions (L,B,
the rate was 0.33 pH/mm, n=8, p<0.OOl. In Na —
ard Cl-free solutions (L,B), the rate was 0.16
pH/mm, rF5, p'zO.OOl. Pemeval of Na (B) caused
nh to decrease 0.24 pH/lain, n=4. Amiloride (lxrt4,
B) decreased the rate to 0.11 pH/nuin, n=5, p<O.Ol,
ard SITS (int'l, B) decreased the rate to 0.13
pH/mm, ri=5, p<0.05. C1 reawa]. (L,B) bad no
effect on the decrease is rHi irxluced by Na re-
soval (B). In HEP-bufferei solutions (L,B),
only an amiloride-sensitive ccstponent could be
detected. C]. removal (B) is the absence of Na
(L,B) caused rtli to increase 0.40 pH/mm (n=5).
DItS (50 pM, B) ccspletely inhibited the increase
in pHj irduced by C1 resval (B). In HEPFS-b.if-
fered solutions (L,B), the rate of increase is rHi
irduced by C1 removal (B) was 0.45 pH/mm, n=3.
Conclusions: 1) the rabbit 83 proximal tubule
possesses a basolateral msihrane Na+/ffF antiport-
er, Na/base cotransporter, anl a Na+_ixulepelxlent
Cl7base exctanger; 2) 50% of base efflux is coup-led to Na, 30% is Cl-deperdent, ard 20% is Na
ard Cl-irudeperdent; 3) the Na-irdeperdent Cl
/base exchanger, unlike the Na/base cotranspor-
ter, functions is the ncsninal absence of HO)f.
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ANILORIDE—SENSI'EIVE Na IN ANTIPORr 1ff CELLS OP
MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB (mTAL) OF RAT KID-
NEY. F.Leviel*, E.Marty*, R.Costalat*,M.Paillard,
and M.Bichara*. Lab. Physiologie Rdnale, H8p. L.
Mourier, 92 Colombes, and INSERM, 75 Paris,
France.
To characterize mTAL cell proton transport, we
have monitored intracellular pH (pHi) In fresh
suspensions of fragments of mTAL isolated from
inner stripe of rat outer medulla using the fluo-
rescent probe, BCECF. When mTAL cells were incuba-
ted in HCO3—free and Na—free tetranethylammonium
medium (TM&—medium, pli7.4O), pHI was 7.18+ 0.01;
cells were acidified by the nigericin technique to
pRi—6.87+O.04. Following hypertonic addition of
TM&—Cl or when acidified cells were resuspended in
isotonic TMI—medium, there was no pHi recovery.
Hypertonic addition of NaC1 to TMA— medium or re-
suspension of acidified cells In isotonic Na—con-
taining medium caused pHi to recover within 1 or 2
mm. Sincecell—buffering power (si) was+measured
under these kinetic condition8 by the Nil techni-
que, we were able to determine the initdl (first
12s) proton efflux (Jill— dpili /dt xi, in mmol H
/liter/s). Jill. exhibited saturability to external
Na (Km for N20.5—24 mM and JHi max — 0.35—0.45
in hypertonic and Isotonic Na—media). Na—dependent
pHi recovery was inhibited by amiloride in a dose—
dependent manner5by simple competitive inhibition
(Ki"2.7—2.9 xlO+ M). Using valinomycin and va-
rious external K concentrations, Na—dependent pHi
recovery was not membrane potential—sensitive. We
conclde+that an electroneutral amiloride—sensiti—
ye Na Ill antiport mediates mTAL cell pHI regula-
tion and may contribute to mTAL proton secretion
in the rat in vivo.
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) STIMULATES ACIDIFICATION
IN EARLY (s1) PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (Pcr)
BY DECREASING cAMP. F. -Y. Liu and l1.G. Cogan.
CVRI and Dept. Med., Univ. Calif., San Francisco.
We recently reported that All potently stimul-
ated bicarbonate absorption in S1 PCT
cells, but the second messenger responsible
is unknown. To explore the hypothesis that
All increases by diminishing intracellular
cAMP, we performed in vivo microperfusion (30
ni/sin) in S1 PCT in 41 Munich-Wistar rats.
We measured (microcalorimetry, peq/mmmin)
and tubular flufd cAMP delivery (TF05pV, RIA,
fmol/imnmin), a reflection of cell cAMP level.
All (20 nglkgmin, i.v.) increased 3RCO3
(348±11 to 588±8, p<O.OO1) and decreased
(18±2 to 12±2, p<O.OS), while PTa (0.5 ug/kgmin,
i.v.) had the expected opposite effects (351±5
to 194±12 and 18±1 to 24±1). Co-administration
of All and PER cancelled each other's actions,
returning HCO3 (400±15) and TEcANP'' (16±1) to
control values. Saralasin and Pm were additive
°"
.Jitcoi reduction (101±1) and TEcAW elevation
(29±2); parathyroidectomy and All also were
additive on stimulation (609±11) and
TFcAMpV lowering (9±1). Combining all results,
there was an excellent inverse relationship
.¼co with TFjpV (Y-2l.3X+74O, r0.86).
Clamping intracellular(cANP] with luminal
dibutyryl cAMP (105M) abolished the All-induced
increase in 3UCO• Pertussis toxin (20 ug/kg.
i.v., 3 days prior) significantly attenuated
(by 20-307.) the All-induced stimulation of
HCO and decrease in TAfi, implying Gi-protein
intermediation. In conclusion, these in vivo
results suggest All stimulates HCO3 by a
Gi-mediated depression in CAMP.
WPIThTCATIC1 P DfrALATR) CPuS (IC) IN RABBiT iXJLLAE
QILFVPIM rUT. ICirstes N. Madsen, Jill W. Ver]ander*, Pail
J. Linaer', six! C. Craig Tisher. Div. of Nq,hrolov, and C.V.
lliitney lab., tkdv. of Floriia, Gainesville, Florida
limre is evi4ae that IC are Involved in proton secretion
In the col.]acting dsct (a)) of both rat and rabbit. In the
rabbit it is generally accepted that IC are present in the
CD of the cortex (0])) aix! the outer stripe of tim cuter
urbi11g (CM])). Ibsiver, there is disagreenmut whether IC
are present ii? the CD in the inner stripe of the cuter''11
(CM])4). In a recent study IC were mut observed In the CM])4,
but he nmjority of cells in the (Mi) were positive ftr
car'nic athydrase (CA) by histodwedcal Aetbods. Ihis, -
troversy exists regarding the cell type responsible for proton
secretion in the . l have used a anuse uxixicional
antibody (Al,) against .hick exythrocyte CA II in ossbination
with en imuzxcytochendcal pexoxIdae techilque to
CA-positiw cells along the rabbit U). In addition, the
ans sicaidned by scaming (SO aix! transidasion electron
microscopy (TFIO. Rabbit kidneys were fixed by Invivo perfu-
sin with parafornsldehyde—lysine-pericdatefixative for
imumcytocbenistry air! with glstaraldthyde for SEt and TEl.
Ligit ndctoscopy of paraffin sections iecubated with Ab against
CA II dsirsstrated that all celia with the appearance of IC
were labeled, CAr.poeitive cells accounted for 30-35% of the
total cell population in the ccmnecting tubule, , and CM))
and apprmdnately 1( in the cuter half of the CM:D. Principal
celia air! cells in the inner neaill..iy U) were nJative. By
SEt must celia in the (MI) had enail microvilii on the air'.
face, but a fw celia in ta cuter GC) were oerad with a
mixture of microplicae and microvilli /Smracteriatic of IC.
TEl confined the presence of tao cell populations in the cuter
portion of the CM]), whereas only am cell type vms found in
the imier portion of1the G. llmae results denraistrate that
In the rabbit, CA-positive I constitute approximately lC of
tim celia in tim outer CtV), and only IC are positive for CA
when using a uxixickmal Ab against chick CA II.
MECHANISM OF H-ION SECRETION IN CORTICAL
DISTAL TUBULES IN THE RAT. Gerhard Malnic*
and Miguel J. Lopes*(intr. by G. Giebisch).
Depto. Fisiologia, Inst. Cincias Biomédi—
cas, Univ. SN0 Paulo, SN0 Paulo, Brazil.
The nature of cortical distal tu-
bule acidification in mammalian kidney is
not well defined. We measured luminal and
capillary pH in early (ED) and late distal(LD) segments of rat kidney using double
barrelled H—resin/reference microelectro-
des. Control transepithelial (TE) pH gra-
dients were 0.70 + 0.12 (n=16) in ED and
1.16 + 0.016 (8) in LD. These gradients
were abolished but not inverted in alkalo—
tic, K—loaded rats. When luminal Na was
lowered by capillary perfusion with low—Na
solution, lumen pH rose by 0.22 0.02 (9).
During luminal perfusion with low Na plus
10 M ainiloride lumen pH rose by 0,67 +
0.01 (4) in ED, while TE PD was 14.5 2.5
mV more positive. The observed TE PD chan-
ges were about 1/3 of the values expected
from the pH changes. Luminal perfusion
with io N n—ethylmaleimide increased lu—
mmml pH by 0.32 0.08 (8) in LD against0.20 ÷ 0.10 (7) in proximal tubules. These
results suggest that cortical distal H—ion
secretion has sodium—dependent and H—ATP
ace mediated components.
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K-lr H 2LJ' AN ALD1'EIU 1tIVE
PAIIMAY. Ivid B. Wfride' atxi a]d D. Perrane. Ibeal
Divisina, N taa )dica1 Canter, &stan, ML
1ant stadies fran this laboratory have dstratei tJt
in vitro K' absorpU in ret distal oolan is narkedly
eabanoed by a) sf1 aiterrne (aldo) ten stf1ied in Na-
free RLnger. 2K appeared to be eieotrcnsatrel
ned ir&ibited by vante, nuoosal but not aezosal
c*sbein ned the I"KtATPase Ithibitor Q8080. These
tiMings &sted the ezdstenoe of a linninal H-K'tAase
that- stisulated by a]dcstez. To detennina ithether
aido stisulated an H'tKATPese, jII stat stadian of li1fl1
sei'eticn (JJ) were perfbnezd in voitage-c].açed anats
of ccxztrol aixi aldo-stixailated rat distal colon using 1W —
free Rbr oantainlng 1110 11f4 1)JbI))•j with 100% 0.
Seocmry hypera]dterce1se nan iixluoed by feeding a )th-
deficient diet. AlPese thhilitors ned ion substithtiM were
ut111'Pdto deteniiine the sethanina in uaq.h'.1.13an )
Aide
Naana
1Wr.The leaner iitice J with micosal caared to
bilateral K-free Ringsr Likely reflects the biter lunina].
[K] ('0.5 seq/i) ninai 5 nt4 K is present in the seronal
beth. The ATPaae ir*xi.bitora venadete (100 '14 to both batbo)
ned enoosal c*aikein (5 nt4) sigiificantly labibited J, in
both control sal aido-stiim]ated colon. bMnal addi—
fication In rat distal colce is K-daniect ani iabibited by
vante ani anr otsbeln &gsstiag tha likely
cipa9fe of an Ht.K_A1Pase. 1 activity of this
pitative H -K -AiPase is i.noreeeed by aido.
EFFECTS OF GLUCAGON (GLU) ON BICARBONATE TRANSPORT
IN THE DISTAL TUBULE. O.Mercier*, M. Bichara*, A.
Prigent*, M.Delahousse*, F.Leviel*, and H.
Paillard. Lab. Physiologie Rdnale, Hop. L.
Mourier, 92 Colombes, and INSERN, Paris, France.
We have shown that GLU increases urinary bicar-
bonate excretion (AJP 254:F762,1988). Paired expe-
riments were performed in Wistar rats subjected to
hypotonic volume expansion (EXP) (JCI 80: 621,
1987) to determine the effects on total CO2 (tCO )
transport in the distal tubule accessible to
cropuncture of infusions of GLU and somatostatin
(SOM) that inhibits GLU secretion. Systemic acid—
base status was normal and stable throughout all
experiments. Whole—kidney and single nephron GFR
were not affected by GLU or SOM. GLU Inhibited
whereas SOM stimulated final urine acidification.
Results (iueans±SE) obtained along the distal tubu-
le are shown in the Table.
FR
1120
LtCOEarly
distal
, mM Net
Late
distal
tCO., flux
pmollmin
EXP 0.17+0.04 3.7+0.7 4.6+0.9 — 2+ 7
SOM O.200.10
NS
5.1O.6
p<o:ol
4.3O.6
NS
2513
P<O.5
EXP+SOM 0.15+0.04 5.2+0.7 4.5+0.5 18+ 8
GLU 0.11+0.03
NS
4.4O.5
NE
6.3O.7
P<O.O5
—14 4
P<0.O1
(FR, fractional absorption. Negative values denote
secretion).
Chloride absorption along the distal tubule was
not affected by GLU or SOM. We conclude that GLU
stimulates bicarbonate secretion (and/or Inhibits
proton secretion) in the distal tubule and corti-
cal collecting tubule, probably by acting directly
on intercalated cells.
DETERMINANTS OF AMMONIA (Am) ENTRY ALONG THE RAT
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT) IN VIVO DURING
CHRONIC METABOLIC ACIDOSIS (CMA). C. Merli*,
E.E. Simon, J. Herndon*, E.J. Cragoe, Jr.*, L. L.
Hams. Jewish Hospital and Washington University,
St. Louis, MO. and MSD Rca. Lab., West Point, PA.
Studies in vitro have demonstrated significant
PCT Am entry via the Na/H exchanger. The effects
of flow rate, luininal pH, and the Na/H exchanger
on Am entry along the rat PCT during CMA were
examined using in vivo microperfusion. With a 5
mM HCO3-containing perfusate, collected fluid
[Am] remained constant with increasing flow rate
(15, 30, and 45 ni/sin); thus Am entry was
highly flow-rate dependent. With a 25 mM HCO3
perfusate, entry plateaued with increasing flow
rate associated with increasing collected fluid
[HCO3]; this suggested inhibition of diffusion-
trapping of Am. However, in all cases, Am entry
was higher than in control rats. The effects of
Na/H exchange inhibition on Am entry were
examined using 5-(N-ethyl-N-isopropyl) amiloride.
With a 25 mM HCO3 perfusate at 30 ni/mm, there
was a significant (33%, p<O.O2) decrease in
[HCO3] reabsorption but a non.signifi,ant
decrease in Am entry associated with a
significaflt rise in collected fluid bicarbonate
concentration. When the potential effects of
decreased dlfft.sion-trapping of Am were elimi-
nated with a 5 mM HCO3 perfusate, there was no
effect of the amiloride analog on Am entry (23.2
2.6 pmol/min/mm vs 20.1 2.8 without analog).
Thus, ammonia entry in CMA is highly flow-rate
dependent, but there is a modest effect of tubule
fluid pH. In vivo, there were no effects of Na/H
exchange inhibition above those expected from
inhibition of diffusion-trapping of Am.
THE I HANI4 OF ACTIVATI(1'I OF THE Na+/}f F
BY CELL SIH N1AE AND I'A3CEISTS. Sl'rnuel Mua].lan*,
Jaoob Green*, (mt. Charles R. Kleanan). Lab of
Medorane Biology, Division of Nephrology, Cedars
Sinai Med. Ctr., UA School of Medicine, L.A., CA.
The Me,4L4- exchanger in many cel]. types can be
stimulated by various honiones, secend messengers
and hypertonic stress. We studied the mechanimn of
activation of the exchanger by various stimuli in
the human epidesmoid carcinana cell line M31 andin peripheral blood noncnuclear cells (P4) byfolling pHi with 3F. In A431 cells, epiderma].qrth factor (DF) and bradykinin (BK) evoked
initial acidification folland by amiloride-
sensitive alkalinization. Phorbol ester (PMA) and
osnotic shrinkage caused amiloride-sensitive a].ka-linization without prior acidification. In P4,
an activation of the Na+/H exchanger was evoked by
Con A, PHA, I1A and osnotic shrinkage. Protein
kinase C inhibitor, inhibited only FMA—nediated
Na+/H+ exchange activation. Furthernore, stinul-
ation by any agonist augmented exchanger activation
by osnotic shrinkage. Hence, various stinnili
appear to activate the Na/H+ exchanger by dif-ferent mechanisms.
Kinetic analysis of exchanger activation by
agonists and cell shrinkage in A43l cells reveals
that stimulation of the exchanger by various
stiirnili is folled by reciprocal changes in the
apparent affinities for Hj and Na'i. While there
is an increased apparent affinity for }r1j, the
apparent affinity for Na decreases. These find-
ings suggest that there is a mechanism of
exchanger activation by stimuli acting to activate
the exchanger by different biochenical pathways.
K' [-free
----i
0.6O.05 0.111.05+
0.99.0.07' O.77l().06*,.
Na3-8. * P.05 vs ocatrol,
frea
0.18.O1l+
0.116j0.05'+
P<0.05 vs K-+
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EFFECT OF ANGIOTENSIN II ON AMMONIA PRODUCTION
BY ISOLATED PERFUSED MOUSE PROXIMAL TUBULES.
Glenn T. Nasami, Med and Res Svcs, VAMC West
Los Angeles and Dept of Mcd, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
Angiotensin II (All) is a potent regulator
of acidification in the proximal tubule. To de-
termine the effects of All on ammonia produc-
tion (AP) by the proximal tubule, isolated per-
fused mouse proximal tubules were incubated in
the presence of various concentrations of All.
Proximal tubule segments consisting of the late
convoluted and early straight portions were
perfused at luminal flow rates of 20 nl/min
with Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer (KRB) and
were incubated at 37°C in KRB containing 0.5 mM
L-glutamine and 1.0 mM acetate, equilibrated
with 95% 02: 5% CD2, pH 7.4. AP rates were
higher proximal tubule segments incubated
with 10 U N All (31.0±0.9 pmRl/min per mm) and
in tubules incubated with 1O' M All (31.0±1.2)
than in tubules incubated with no All (21.8±0.6
pmol/min4iqm, p.C0.05). Incubation of tubules
with l0 L M All had n significant effect on
AP. Incubation with 10 M All itibited AP by
20%. Incubating tubules with 10 M saralasin
(SA') alone had no effect on AP but addition of
l0' M SAR reversed the stimulatory effect of
to-10 M All on AP. Conclusions: 1) AP by iso-
lated perfused mouse proximal tubules is
affected by All in a dose-dependent
suc that All at concentrations of l0 and
10 M stimulates P while All at a higher con-
centration of l0 M inhibits AP.; and 2) SM
reverses the stimulatory effect of All on AP.
Basolateral Na-independent Cl-HOD3 Exchange in
the 53 Sequent of the Raltit Proximal Tubule.
N.L. Nakhoul*, L. Chen*, and W.F. Boron. Dept.
Cell. lbl. Physiol., Yale Univ. Sub. of Ned.,
New Haven, cr.
We examined basolateral HCD transport andthe role of Cl in intracellular pH (psi) regu-
lation of the 53 sequent of the raltit proximal
tubule. P14i was calculated fran the absorbance
spectra of the pH—sensitive dye dinethylcarboxy-fluorescein. Tubules (S3 segnents) were isola-
ted and perfused at 370 with HCO-containing
solutions equilibrated with 5% CO2. When bath(B) pH was lowered fran 7.4 to 6.7 by reducing
(HCO]B fran 25 to Snil at constant pOD2, pHj
decreased rapidly and reversibly by 0.48±0.02(n=l3). When p1% was again decreased, but in
the bilateral absence of Nat, pHi still fell
rapidly, indicating the presence of a Na-inde-
pendent acid-base transporter. Removal of C1from (B) caused Pi to rapidly and reversiblyincrease by 0.23+0.03 (20); the inital rate was
100±8 x io-4 pi-i7sec. When C1 was removed fran
the lunen (L), pHj rose by only 0.07+0.01 (4),
and the initial dpHi/dt was just l8±S.9 x lO-
pH/sec (4). In the nominal absence of HCO,
removing C1 fran (B) caused PHi to increase by
0.15±0.06 (5), with an initial dg4/dt of only22+6 x l0- pH/sec. In the bilateral absence of
Na, but the sane PTMi, (B) Cl removal still
caused P14i to rise (0.13±0.03, 4) with a dpH/dt
of 120±22 x io4 pH/sec. In the presence of 0.1
nil DIDS, removal of (B) C1 elicited no change
in pHj. These data indicate that there is a Na-
independent Cl-HOD3 (base) exchanger at the ha-
solateral nrbrane, but do not rule out the pos-
sibility of Na—dependent Cl-HCO3 exchange.
REGULATION OF RENAL Na/H ANTIPORTER: INTERACTIONS
OF METABOLIC ACIDOSIS (MA) AND K DEPLETION (ED).
T. Northrup K. Perticuccif jj. Cohen, S. Garella
Michael Reese Hosp, u of chicago, cThicago, IL
Previous work has shown that enhanced Na/H
antiporter activity (Na/H AA) in MA cannot be
attributed to reduced blood pH. Because NA also
causes ED, we examined whether ED mediates the
MA-induced increase in Na/H AA.
Na/H AA and kidney K content were measured in
S groups of rats: 1-Control (Normal diet, N=lO);
2-ED (K-free diet, N=5); 3-MA with ED (Normal
diet plus NH4c1, N=6); 4-MA without RD
(Adrenalectomy [ADXJ, fixed dose dexsmethasone
and aldosterone plus NH4c1, N6); 5-ADX control
(Dx, fixed dose dexamethasone and aldosterone as
in group 4, N=6). Group 4 was designed to
obviate the kaliuretic effect of NH4C1 by
combining ADX with low dose aldo replacement.
As shown in the table, groups 1, 2 and S
maintained normal [HC03],. (and pH); groups 3 and
4 had reduced [Hc03],. (and pH). Kidney K content
was reduced only in groups 2 and 3, whereas Na/H
AA was increased in groups 2, 3 and 4.
Group [H(X)SJ Kidney r v,,,_,7
1 Control 26.4±1.3 101±1 31.3±3.0
2 1(0 25.9±0.7 94±2 40.1±4.0*
3 MA with ED 19.6±0.8* 93±1* 45.8±6.2*
4 MA without ED l3.4±l.1 lll±6 42.9±4.0
5 ADE Control 27.7±0.8 114±6* 27.2±2.0
p < 0.05 vs Group 1
( pmol/gm wet weight) ( units/sec/mg protein)
conclusions: ED by itself increases Na/H AA;
the enhanced Na/H AA seen in MA is, however, not
mediated by ED.
HCO TRANSPORT IN CELLS OF MEDULLARY TRICK
ASdNDING LIMB (mTAL) OP RAT KIDNEY, M.Paillard,
F.Leviel*, E.Marty*, R.Coetalat*, and M. Bichara*.
Lab. Physiologic Rénale, H6p. L.Mourier, 92
Colombes, and INSERM, Paris, France.
To characterize mTAL cell HCO3 transport, we
have monitored intracellular pH (pHi) in fresh
suspensions of fragments of mTAL isolated from in-
ner stripe of rat outer medulla using the fluores-
cent probe, BCECF. When mTAL cells were preloaded
with HCO3 in a Na—containing medium and then dilu-
ted into MCO —free Na—medium (p11—7.40), pHi rose
rapidly to 7.9+O.08 (SE) (initial alkalinizatiom)
and then declined to 7.47+0.05 within 1 mm (se-
condary acidification). When mTAL cells were alka—
linized to pHi—7.90+0.05 by preincubation in HCO3—
free Na—medium at p11—8.2 and then diluted in HCO —
free Na—medium at p11—7.40, there was no cell ac —
dification. Thus initial alkalinization was attri-
buted to rapid CO efflux from the cells, and se-
condary acidifica&on to specific HCO efflux. The
initial rate of secondary acidificatim (dpBi/dt3
0.018+0.003 pills) was not altered by 2x10 M
amiloride or by replacing extrn,l chloride with
gluconate, which excludes Na /11 and Cl /HCO,
antiports as the mechanisms responsible f&
secondary acidification. When mTAL cells were
preloaded with HCO3 but Na—depleted in a Na—free
tetramethylammonium (VIA) medium and then diluted
into HCO2—free TMA—medium (p11—7.40), pHi rose
rapidly ua to CO efflux but subsequent UCO
efflux and thus setondary acidification did no
occur, We conclude that a HCO transport, Cl—inde-
pendent but probably Na—depe?idemt, mediates mTAL
cell pHi regulation and may contribute to mTAL
HCO3 absorption in the rat in vivo.
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FUNCTIONAL HETEROGENEITY OF ACID—BASE TRANSPORT IN THE
AMPHIBIAN LATE DISTAL TUBULE (LDT). Marc PaulaIs5,
Takis Anagnostopoulos and Gabriel I. Planelles. INSERM
U.192, H8pitel Necker—Enfants Malades, Paris. France.
We studied the mechanism(s) of luminal acidifi-
cation in the LDT of Necturus In vivo, by measuring
luminal (pH) and capillary pH (pHb) with double—
barreled H —selective microei.ctrodes. Peritubular
perfusion with a nominally C02—free TES—buffored
solution (TES> at pH 7.5 produced two distinct
patterns. Among 14 randomly selected LOT loops, 5
displayed an average transepithelial potential (VT) of
—14.8+5.5 mY (mean+SE) and pHb_pHlO.64+O.O8 ; the TES
solution Increased pH1 by 0.27+0.09. In the 9 other
convolutions, in which VT was —36.2+8.1 mY and pHb—pHl
0.87+0.07, the same TES solution lowered pH1 by
0.30+0.05. The former pattern suggests presence of
luminal carbonic anhydrase (LCA), the latter absence of
LCA. This was confirmed by studying 5 other tubules,
each displaying several superficial convolutions ; TES
perfusate was applied before and under luminel
benzolamide (BZL) infusion, 5OpM. In each tubule,
convolutions with the largest PHb—PHI and most negative
VT responded to TES with acidification both before and
during BZL. In contrast, loops with low V1 and small
pHb—pHl yielded Increase of pH1 upon exposure to TES
before BZL, decrease of pH1 upon perltubular
application of TES when the lumen was infused with BZL.
Subsequent injection of a small oil droplet at the BZL
perfusion site confirmed increasing length of LOT with
lower steady state pH1 and larger V1 In each tubule. In
conclusion i) Initial portions of the LOT, but not
the late loops, contain LCA. 2) Lack of LCA in late
loops leads to a steady state acid disequilibrium pH1.
3) TES— Induced acidification in these loops apparently
dissipates a large cell—to—lumen HC03 gradient (J.
Physiol.393:13, 1987), thereby decreasing a HC03 leak.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF CELLULAR LEAK PATHWAYS TO NET
NaHCO3 AND NaC1 ABSORPTION IN RAT PROXIMAL CON-
VOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). P.A. Preisig and R.J.
Alpern. UT Southwestern Med. Ctr., Dallas, TX.
Apical (Ap) and basolateral (81) membrane
proton (H) and formic acid (H2C02) permeabilities
were measured in the in vivo doubly microperfused
rat PCT using the p11-sensitive dye, BCECF.
Permeabilities were calculated from the rate of
change in intracellular pH (dpHi/dt) in response
to a rapid change in luminal or peritubular (HI
or [H2CO2], using a measured buffer capacity
(64±12 mM/pH units). All studies were performed
in the absence of Na and Cl to eliminate contri-
butions from Na/Cl-coupled transporters.
When perfusate pH was changed from 7.3245.50,
the calculated Ap and 81 if permeabilities (P11)
were 0.52±0.07 and 0.67±0.18 cm/sec, respective-
ly. Using these permeabilities the calculated
late PCT rate of H leak from lu,nen-'cell is 17
pmol/mm•min (150% of measured net H secretion
rate) and from peritubular fluid-'cell is 4 pmol/
mm'min. Ap and Bi H2CO2 permeabilities (PwCA2)
measured at extracellular H 6.62 were 6.1!O.6 x
10 2 cm/s and 9.1±2.0 x 10 2 cm/a, respectively.
Control studies demonstrated that 2C02 was not
underestimated by either the simultaneous move-
ment of basic formate into the cell or the efflux
of H2C02 across the contralateral membrane.
Using the measured Ap P,..0.,, H2C02 recycling is
too slow for parallel Na7fl-Cl/formate exchangers
to mediate the majority of apical membrane NaCl
absorption in the rat. If Ap P is used as an
estimate of carbonic acid (Hl?t3 permeability,
carbonic acid recycling can account for all of
carbonic anhydrase-independent HCO3 absorption.
MECHANISM OF THE ACIDIFYING DEFECT
AFTER RELEASE OF UNILATERAL URETERAL
OBSTRUCTION (UUO). H.E. Purcell5. K.P.G.Harris5,
I.Lim5 S.Klahr, S.Gluck. Renal Division, WashingtonUniv. t. Louis MO.
Following release of UUO there is a prr5ound distal
acidification defect. Since intercalated cell (IC) WATPase
is largely responsible for distal nephron acid secretion we
studied the morphologic effect of UUO on this
transporter using antisera against HATPase.Measurements were made in sham operated rats and
following 3hr, 5days and lOdays of release of 24hr UUO
(n=4 per group). Urinary pH was greater in the post.
obstructed kidneys at 3 hours (5.72±.32 vs 7.83±.17
p<O.OOl) but not at lOdays. Three IC staining patterns
were identified: apical (A), diffuse (D) and basolateral
(B). CORTEX
IC A D B
%tubular cells %IC %IC %IC
SHAM 44±2.4 57±2.8 29±2.2 14±2.43 KR 42±2.6 60±5.2 34±4.7 6±6.5
5 Days 42±2.5 55±3.1 31±3.6 15±1.6
10 Days 44±.65 59±5.6 32±5.7
MEDULLA
9±1.1
SHAM 41±0.6 91±2.3 9±2.2 .2±0.2
3 HR 40±2.0 87±4.7 11±3.2 1±1.1
5 Days
10 Days
46±2.0
46±1.7
92±3.7 7±3.8
87±4.0 13±4.0
1±0.7
0
There were no significant differences between any of the
time points post UUO and sham. Qualitative comparison
of contralateral and experimental kidneys show no
marked differences in fluorescent intensity. The above
data imply that despite the presence of a distal
acidification defect in this model, there is no significant
change in IC number, HATPase distribution or, on a
qualitative basis, in HATPase amount. This does not
exclude inhibition of IfATPase or }1 backleak.
CHANGES IN APICAL ME1R.ANE AREA ASSOCIATED WIlE
BICARBONATE SECRETION IN IIJRILE BLADDER.
A. Rich*, T.E. Dixon, and C. Clauaen5. Dept. of
Physiology and Biophysics, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY,
and VAMC, Northport, NY.
The urinary bladder of the turtle possesses an
electrogenic HWJ secretory process, which is
known to be stimulated by cAMP. Recent reports
show that cAMP is associated with an increase in
apical—membrane surface area specifically in
carbonic—anhydrase--rich cells thought to be
responsible for 11W, transport. We investigated
the association between 11W, transport and the
morphological changes. Transepithelial impedance
was analyzed in order to measure changes in
apical—membrane capacitance (Ca, proportional to
membrane area) and conductance (Ga, proportional
to_ionic permeability). Bathing solutions were
Cl —free (to inhibit proton secretion) and con-
tained 0.1 mM amiloride, and 20 aM HCO,; they
were bubbled with 5% W2. 11W, secretion was
stimulated with 1 mM 8—Br—CAMP (n4) or DiButryl—
cAMP (n=2), in the presence of 0.5 aM 18111, and
resulted in an increase in Isc of 12±5 iiAIcm2.
Concomitant with the increased rate of transport,
we measured a 42±9% increase in Ca, and a 168±34%
increase in area—normalized conductance A(Ga/Ca).
Phorbol myristate acetate (P1(A) has been reported
to stimulate 11W, secretion. Mucosal addition of
1 pM PMA resulted in an increase in Isc of
3.5±2.1 p.A/cm2 (n3), and this was accompanied by
a 26±9% increase in Ca and a 49±23% increase in
A(Ga/Ca). We conclude that 11W, secretion is
accompanied by an increase in apical membrane
area and conductance, suggesting th*t regulation
of the process involves vesicle fusion.
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CONTROL OF INTRACELLULAR pH (ipH) IN RAT
LYMPHOCYTES (L). G. Rombola* and D.C. Bathe,
Northwestern Univ. and Lakeside VA, Chicago, IL.
Since ipH regulation in L has been examined in
the absence of external 11C03 the possible
participation of EC0—dependent acid transporting
systems in the regulation of ipH has not been
defined. To study this issue, acid extrusion was
measured by monitoring ipH recovery after acid
loading of L to a pH of about 6.5 using NH4C1.
Thymus-derived rat L were loaded with BCECF—AM and
fluorescence measured at two excitation
wavelengths of 500 and 440 na to calculate ipH.
Steady—state pH1 was higher in HC0/CO2 buffered
medium than in HEPES buffered medium (7.24±0.05
and 7.06±0.04 p<0.01). The initial phase of ipH
recovery from an acid load (first 1 mm.) was fast
and proceeded at a comparable rate in the
presence and in the absence of external HC0 (0.19
and 0.26 pH/sin, respectively). This rapid phase
of p111 recovery was completely obliterated by
EIPA, a specific Na+/H+ exchange inhibitor. By 4
sin., ipH increased by 0.46±0.08 and 0.37±0.03 pH
units in the presence of HCO3 and in its absence,
respectively. ipH recovery was completely
obliterated in the absence of external Na whereas
EIPA obliterated it completely in the absence of
HCO3 but only partially in its presence (about 80%
of control). As ipH approached normal steady—state
PH1 (about 15 mm.), recovery became less
sensitive to HIPA but remained Na—dependent. We
conclude that, in the presence of external HCO3,
regulation of ipH is completely Na+/H+ exchange—
dependent at very low ipH. As p111 approaches the
physiological range, a Na—dependent EIPA-
insensitive 11C03 transporter(s) assumes an
increasing role in the control of ipH in L.
H'-ATPase IN DIFFERENT NEPHRON SEGMENTS.
O.S. Rulz*. Z. Talor and J.A.L. Arrucla, Dept of
Medicine. WSVAMC and Univ of IL. Chicago. IL.
An oligomycin resistant NEM sensitive H*_
ATPase has been described in luminal medullary
membranes and has been postulated to play a role
in urinary acidification. NEM-sensitive H-ATPase
in other nephron segments has not been character-
ized in detail. Thus, we measured H-ATPase
activity in presence of oligomycin and ouabain and
in the absence of calcium and H-transport activity
(by quenching of acridine orange in presence ofATP) in luminal membranes from cortex, pars
recta and medulla of the rabbit kidney. Luminal
membranes from pars recta were enriched 12 and 7
fold in alkaline phosphatase and H-ATPase,
respectively. Medul lary membranes were enriched
20 fold in H*_ATPase activity. In the cortex.
there was minimal H'-ATPase activity and there
was no H'-transport in presence of ATP suggesting
absence of functional H-ATPase in this nephron
segment. Luminal membranes from the pars recta
and medulla showed DCCD sensitive H'-ATPase
which was also sensitive to NEM and filipin. In
presence of ATP, these membranes were capable of
transporting H' as assessed by quenchIng of
acridine orange. H'-ATPase actIvity both by
enzymatic as well as by transport assays was 3
fold greater in the medulla than in pars recta.
H'-ATPase activity in both pars recta and medulla
was chloride dependent. Furthermore, the Km for
chloride (by both enzymatic and transport assays)
was very low (2-3 mM) indicating a H-ATPase
with high affinity for chloride. In conclusion, a
DCCD-sensitive H'-ATPase with high affinity for
chloride Is present In luminal membranes from pars
recta and medulla but not in the cortex.
PROXIMAL TUBULAR DYSFUNCTION IN CYSTINOSIS IS
SECONDARY TO INHIBITION OF ACTIVE TRANSPORT.
Richard F. Salmon* and Michel Baum, Univ. of
Texas SW Med. Ctr., Dept. of Ped., Dallas, TX.
To examine the mechanism of proximal tubular
dysfunction in cystinosis, the present in vitro
microperfusion study examined the effect of
intracellular cystine loading, using cystine
dimethyl ester (CDME) on volume absorption (Jv),
bicarbonate (TCO2), and glucose transport (JGlu)
in proximal convoluted tubules (PCT). PCT were
perfused with an ultrafiltrate-like solution and
bathed in a serum-like albumin solution. 0.5mM
CDME (n=6) added to the bath inhibited J,,
(0.67±0.07 to 0.15 nlnvn-1.min-1; p<O.OOI),
TCO2 (47.2±4.9 to 11.1±2.8 pmolmm-1•min-1;
p<O.OO1), Glu (34.1±1.5 to 19.6±1.5
pmol.imn-1.min-1; p<O.OO1), and transepithelial
potential difference (-3.2±0.4 to -0.4±0.2 mV;
p<O.OO1). As controls, the methyl esters of
leucine (n—6), tryptophan (n=5), and cysteine
(n=5) did not inhibit v, G1u, or TCO2• In
tubules bathed in a solution containing 25mM HCO3
with 1mM acetazolamide (ATZ) and perfused with a
zero solution containing 5mM HCO3, lniM ATZ and
'4C mannitol, addition of CDME had no effect on
HCO3 permeability, or mannitol permeability.
In conclusion, an in vitro model of cystin-
osis, achieved by intracellular cystine loading,
inhibits volume absorption, as well as bicarbon-
ate and glucose transport. This inhibition is
not seen with the methyl esters of leuciie,
tryptophan, or cysteine. The decrease in
proximal tubular transport in this model is not
due to altered proximal tubular permeability, but
rather to an inhibition In active transport.
FA'E OF HCTD3 SECRETING INTE1ATED CELlS (IC) INREVSE 10 IN VTF1 METABDLIC ACIIX)SIS (MA).
Lisa M. Satlin aixi George J. Scthwartz. AlbertEinstein Coil, of Med., Dept. of Pads., Bx, N.Y.
HCID3 secretion by the cortical collecting duct(XD) is acccsnplished by IC that biud rhcdaminepearast agglutinin (WA) to apical surface
receptors. Cl remval fran the lumen resulted In
an increase in Jj (BCECF) of 0.40+0.07 (SE) inWA+IC. Based on these experinsnt.s significant
Cl/HC03 exchange was defined as an increase in
cell of 0.2 pH units. After 20 hrs of in vivo
MA there was a 28% reduction in the nunher of
WA+ IC per sin aixi reversal In direction of net11(X).3 transport in . In an attexpt to capturethe cells during the resixieling process, we
examined the changes in WA+ IC in response to 3
bra of in vitro MA in perfused C labeled with
fluoresoein-WA (t(X)2—l5 n14;pH 7.0) or control(tC02=26 iit4;pH 7.4) conlitions. The decrease in
nunher of WA+ IC per am ) after NA (41±5)
eyreeded control (9±5; p<o. 05). After MA WA cap
size decreased by 35±4% vs. 16±4% in control(p<o.ol). The pH of fluorescein-WA caps(6.79+0.10) was lower than control (7.26+0.16;
p<0. 025), suggesting cellular rval of the WA
during MA. TEN confirmed that MA enhanced
ezxiocytosis of luminal electron-dense WA. We
then examined whether MA also affected apical
Cl/HOD3 exchangers. After MA 8/13 PNA+ IC failed
to show C1jHOD3 exchange vs. 2/13 in control
(p<O. 025, X). We conclude that NA stimulates the
reacval of apical Cl/HOD3 exchangers aril mmubrane
bc*ini WA ligaixi in HOD3 secreting IC. We
speculate that this cellular remxieling may
mediate the reversal in _ HOD3 transport during
MA.
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CO—EXISTENCE OF lf—ATPase AND BAND 3 Cl—HCO3EXCHANGER IN RABBIT COLLECTING DUCT (CD) INTERCA-
LATED CELLS. V. Schuster, and S. Cluck. Univ.
of Iowa Coil, of Med., Iowa City, IA, and Wash-
ington Univ. Sch. of Med., St. Louis, MO.
We and others have suggested that rabbit CD
absorbs CO via "a" intercalated cells (proposed
apical B —A!Pase and basolateral Ci—ECO exchang-
er) and secretes HCO3 via "8" intercalaed cells
(opposite orientation). Although previous studies
have found evidence for each of these separate
transporters in+ CD intercalated cells, the
co—existence of H —ATPase and Cl—HCO. exchanger
at opposite membranes of the same a o B cell has
not been shown. We perfusion—fixed rabbit kidneys
with periodate—lysine—paraformaldehyde, cut 1
micron frozen sections, and double—labelled the
same section with both 1) rabbit polyclonal
antibodies to the 30 Ic, 56 k, or 70 Ic suunits of
the bovine kidney medullary vacuolar H —ATPase;
and 2) a mouse monoclonal antibody to human red
cell "band 3" Ci—HCO exchanger. In inner stripe,
outer medulla about Nalf the total cells labelled
for band 3 at the basolatera membrane. Of these,
98% (n—47) also had apical H —ATPase. Antibodies
to the three different subunits gave similar
staining. In outer stripe, outer medulla each
cell was also concordant for H —ATPase and band
3. Noweve 20/44 band 3—positive cells had
apical H —AlPase, and 24/44 had diffuse
cytoplasmic H -'ATPase. Cortical CD was similar to
oter stripe. We saw no preferential basolateral
H —ATPase. No cells showed apical band 3.
Conclusion: 1) The "a" cell model has been
directly confirmed, i.e. apical B —ATPase and
basolateral Cl—HCO, exchanger. 2) The "B" cell
transporters may differ from those of a cells.
HEMODYNANIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BICAIIBONATE (B)
AND CAREICARE (C) TREATMENT IN P,NMONIUM CHLORIDE
(AC) ACIDOSIS. LI. Shapiro, H. Whaien*, C.
Filley*, N. Kindig*, and L. Chan. Dept. of Med.
Univ. of Colorado Med. Sch. Denver, CO.
The deleterious effects of B during clinical
therapy of acidosis have created considerable
controversy regarding its use. We have previously
shown that B and C have different effects on
intracellular brain p11 and arterial pCO2 in AC
acidosis despite similar effects on blood pressure
(Shapiro et al, Clin Research 1988). To more
completely assess the hemodynamic effects of these
agents, the following studies were performed on
ventilated rats made acidotic with AC (10
mmol/kg). Cardiac outputs (co) were measured using
the indocyanine green method. In the first study,
the rate of intravenous B administration was
varied from rapid bolus, 2 minute and 10 minute
infusions in a cross-over manner in 6 rats. The
effects of different B infusion rates on CO were
similar with the most negative effects on CO seen
10 and 15 minutes following infusion in each group
(-50±157., -35±10%, and
-35±14%, respectively, all
p < .05). In the second study, the effects of a 2
minute infusion of B or C on CO were compared
using a cross-over design. B but not C therapy had
a deleterious effect on CO 10-15 minutes following
infusion as shown in the table below.
CO(ml/min) Baseline 5 mm 10 mm 15 mm
B(N8) 94±10 89±8 74±7** 67±7**
c(N=7) 77±10 78±10 75± 70±8
Results expressed as mean sen. ** p<.0l vs
Baseline. These data suggest that B therapy is
associated with decreases in CO regardless of the
rapidity of administration where C does not appear
to have any deleterious hemodynamic effects.
LIJMINAL CLIJTAMINE DEAMIDATION IN THE RAT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT) IN VIVO: ASSESSMENT BY A
NEW MICROANALYTICAL GLUTAMATE ASSAY. E. E. Simon
and L.L. Hamm. The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis
and Washington University, St. Louis, MO.
The contribution of luminal animoniagenesis in
the late PCT via i-glutamyl transferase (i-CT)
remains controversial, but if important, must
rely on glutamine (gin) secretion since filtered
glutamine is reabsorbed in the early PCT. Luminal
gin loss is partially inhibited by phenylalanmne
(phe) and 7-CT is stimulated by hippurate (hip).
Under these optimal conditions, luminal gln
deamidation to glutamate (glu) would be favored.
The luminal loss of glu may be abolished by
aspartate (asp); thus the accumulation of glu
would be an integrated index of luminal gin
deamidation. This hypothesis was tested using in
vivo microperfusion in conjunction with a new
microfluorometric assay for glu (NADH generation
via glutamate dehydrogenase). With a perfusion
solution containing 10 mM hip, 10 aiM phe, 10 niH
asp and 0.5 aiM glu, collected fluid [glu)
averaged 0.58 0.02 niH. Perfusion with a similar
solution, but with 2 mM gln and 0 glu, resulted
in a collected fluid [glu] of 0.77 0.10 aM.
However, when glu- and gln.free, collected fluid
[glu] was only 0.12 0.02 mM; glu delivery
averaged 1.7 0.4 pniol/min/mm. This represents a
maximal value for the contribution of luminal gln
deamidation in vivo since the glu accumulation
may be partly a consequence of glu entry and the
conditions favor gin deamidation. Am entry
averages about 10 pmoles/min/mm under these same
conditons. Thus, the luininal conversion of gln to
glu via i-CT must be a small component of tota]
ammoniagenesis in this segment.
CHANGES IN TRANSMEMBRANE POTENTIAL(,) MEDIATE
THE RISE IN INTRACELLULAR pH(pHj) INDUCED BY
IONOMYCIN IN INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT(IMCD) CELLS. I.N. Slotki*, J.H. Schwartz and E.A.
Alexander. Thorndike Mem. Lab., Renal Section,
Boston City Hosp., Depts. of Medicine and Physiology,
Boston Univ. School of Medicine, Boston. MA.
We have recently shown that the rise in
intracellular calcium (Ca2+i) produced by ionomycin
is associated with a rise in pH1 in cultured IMCD cells
of the rat. This increase in pH is independent of
Na/H exchange and is not affected by inhibitors of a
putative proton pump. The purpose of the present
study was to explore further the mechanism of this
ionomycin induced cell alkalinization. Confluent
monolayers were made quiescent by incubation for 24
h in 0.1% serum prior to study. Changes in pHi, Ca2i
and AV were measured in separate experiments with
the fluorescent probes BCECF, fura-2 and bisoxonol
respectively. In nominally bicarbonate free medium
containing 110mM Na and 1mM Ca2, addition of
ionomycin I06M produced an increase in p}I from
7.2 ljO.04 to a steady state value of 7.44±.O.09 (n=7) and
completely depolarized the cells within 7 mm.
Depolarization induced by substitution of 110mM K
for Na+ caused a rise in pHm similar to that produced
by ionomycin but did not alter Ca2. Valinomycin
1 jsM caused no further change in pH1. The subsequent
addition of ionomycin did not produce cytosolic
alkalinization. We conclude that ionomycin causes
intracellular alkalinization by collapse of dii'. This
depolarization appears to be mediated by Ca2 induced
changes in membrane ionic conductance.
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Na/H EXCHANGE IS STIMULATED BY PROTEIN KINASE
C ACTIVATION IN INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING
DUCT CELLS. LN. Slotki*, J.H.Schwartz and E.A.
Alexander, Dept. of Medicine Boston City Hosp. and
Boston Univ. School of Medicine, Boston, MA.
Intracellular pH (pHt) and H+ transport in cultured
inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD) cells of the
rat are regulated by a primary active R+ pump and a
secondary active Na+/H+ exchanger. In studies of
non-renal epithelia, Na +111+ exchange is activated by
protein kinase C (PKC). The currrent study was
undertaken to investigate the role of PKC in the
activation of the Na+/H+ exchanger in IMCD cells.
Confluent monolayers were made quiescent by
incubation for 24 h in 0.1% serum. H+ secretion was
estimated by changes in pH measured with the
fluorescent probe, BCECF. Phorbol-12 myristate-13
acetate (PMA), a synthetic analogue of diacyl
glycerol was used to stimulate PKC. In nominally
bicarbonate free Hepes buffer containing 110 mM Na+
and 1mM Ca2' addition of PMA increased IMCD pH
from 7.29±0.08 to a steady state value of 7.54±0.07
within 20 mm (n=8). The increment in pHt was
completely inhibited by 1 mM amiloride (n=6) or in
the absence of Na+ (choline, n=3). Down regulation of
PKC by overnight incubation of monolayers with
PMA also prevented the rise in pH1 on subsequent
challenge with PMA. An inactive analogue of phorbol
ester did not stimulate Na+/H+ exchange. We
conclude that in the IMCD cell, activation of PKC
stimulates H+ secretion via the Na+/H+ exchanger and
may be important in mediating the hormonal control
of pHi in this cell line.
IDENTIFICATION AND PURIFICATION OF A STILBENE-B1NDING
PROTEIN WITH PROPERTIES OF THE RENAL NNCO3/HCO3
COTRANSPORTER. Manoother Soleimani', GaryV. Des?, andPeterS.Aronson. Depts of Med., and Cell. & Mol. Physloi., Yale
U., New Haven, Ct; and Dept of Med., Indiana U., Indianapolis, In.
The aim of this study was to identify and purity the
Na/CO3IHCO3 cotransporter from rabbit renal basolateral
membranes (BLM) by use of affinity chromatography. We found
that the disulfonic stilbene DNDS reversibly Inhibits the
cotransporter by competitive interaction with COG. We then
prepared a slibene-affinhty matrix by immobilizing 7mM DNDS in
polyacrylamide beads according to the method of Uchida and
Filbum (JBC, 1984). BLM were solubilized with 0.6% Triton X-
100, the solubilized extract was equilibrated with the affinity
matrix for one hour, the matrix was washed extensively with
buffer, and proteins were eluted with buffer alone or with buffer
containIng 5mM DNDS. Eluates were concentrated and
subjected to SDS-PAGE. The silver-stained gel revealed severa
proteins in the molecular weIght range 30-200 kD that were
specifically eluted by DNDS. The presence of 4 mM free ONDS
durIng equilIbratIon of the soIubilfzed BLM extract with the affinity
matrix completely blocked adsorption of these proteins,
confirming their IdentitIes as stilbene-blnding proteins that likely
correspond to the multiple stilbene-sensitive transporters
present in BLM. The adsorption of the majority of these proteins,
including a 71 kD protein, was blocked by the presence of 100
mM HCO3II mM CO3. However, only the adsorption of the 71 kD
proteIn was blocked by 45 mM sulfite, which Interacts at the CO3
site of the NaICO/HCO3 cotransporter. The adsorption of the
71 kD protein was not blocked by 45mM suit ate, which does not
Interact with the NaICOWHCO3 cotransporter. Kinetic studies
revealed that harmaline and DNDS are partially exclusive
inhibitors of the NaICOWHCO3 cotransporter. The presence of 2
mM harmaline selectively blocked the adsorption of the 71 kD
protein to the DNDS-affinity matrix without effect on the
adsorption of other stilbene-blndIng proteins, The 71 kD protein
was not detected in brush border membranes by use of DUDS-
affinity chromatography. These findings suggest that the 71 kD
stilbene-binthng protein In rabbit renal BIM isa structural
component of the Na/C03/HCO3 cotransporter.
ILEAL Na-H ANTIPORTER ACTIVITY IN CHRONIC
HYPERCAPNIA. Z. Talor. E. Sack*, O.S. Ruiz*
and £.A.L. Arruda, Dept of Medicine, WSVAMC and
Univ of IL. Chicago, IL.
The ileum, like the kidney, enhances HCO3
absorption in response to acidosis. We reasoned
that chronic hypercapnia might enhance the Na-H
antiporter of ileal brush border membranes as it
does in the kidney. Chronic hypercapnic rabbits(48 h inhalation of 10% COZ) had signIficantly
higher pCO2 (83.6 6.1 vs 44.7 0.7 mmHg) andlower urine pH (5.44 0.27 vs 7.87 0.27) than
controls, in both control and hypercapnic animals,
renal and ileal brush border marker enzymes were
enriched as compared with the appropriate
homogenate. Alkaline phosphatase was enriched 10
fold and sucrase was enriched 8 fold In renal and
ileal brush border membranes, respectively. The
kinetic activity of the Na-H antiporter was
measured by acridine orange fluorescence, by
addition of different Na concentrations, using the
pH jump technique. The Vmax of the Na-H
antiporter in ileal brush border membranes was
significantly higher in hypercapnia as compared
with control (147 9.7 vs 113.4 11,7 fluorescence
units/min/300 MY protein. p <0.05). The Km.
however, was not different (13.8 2.5 vs 11.5
2.3 mM). The Vmax of the renal Na-H antiporter
was also significantly enhanced in hypercapnia as
compared with control (885.15 33.7 vs 503.5 31.7
fluorescence unlts/min/300 MY protein. p < 0.001).
Thus, chronic hypercapnia induces enhancement of
the Vmax of the Na-H antiporter in both renal and
heal brush border membranes, suggesting that in
addition to the renal Na-H antiporter. the heal
Na-H antiporter also plays a role in the adaptation
to chronic hypercapnia.
MItPR]IXICAL FUIYflI IN RAT O1BTB r11JRD QKL1ThE-
D'LEI'1CV MEIABCLIC AUtA1LIS (alA). O Tither, .1W Veriander*,
EM Madsen, JR Celia, 1 Inke, sad D Buris*. Div. of
Neg&ology, thiv of Florida, Cainesviiie, Florida ani thiv. of
Alabare. Binstngen, Aiabese.
Bicarbonate secretion has been dsexmatrat& in the iSolated
perfused rat cortical collecting duct ((Xi)). We have described
2 types of intercalated celia (IC) in the rat Q]), type A and
type B. Type A IC appear to secrete prot, abile it has been
suggested that type B [C secrete 1; &wver, there is so
direct evidence to support the latter I'pothesis. In this stady
ve exaixined the ultrastructure of type A sad type B IC during
adth Is m to be associated with *ed lix) aecre-
tim. Rats wre subjected to peritoneal. dialyais agaiat 0.15
M Nalfl) to produce alA, or Ringers Ifl), to serve as itrols(clq). "&th ps then received as i. infusion of as 80 iM( solution for 90 ntis. Folinting collection of &'sio1oglc
data, kidneys vera fixed by perfusion with glutaraidd'de d
processed for scanning and tranaixissico electron microscopy.
ike seam and SE of the pbysiologic paraxeters e: plie
total Cl) : 38.0 mFq/Lt1.1 vs (IM 27.8.6,p.0.00l;
urinary total (I) accretion rates: , 141 n!qhn/100g89
vs (11W, 2W3; nesn urinary Cl accretion rates: QlA.,
20 nFq/W100gat10 vs O1 486±144,p'cO.OOl). With (])A, type A
IC of the (Xi) and enat IC of the ceter I Illi.17 Cl) ((MD)
athibited a rah 1i.,,In1 surface with fever aid less
protrinent nxlcroprojecticsxs coapared to Cl1W rats. In contrast,
type B IC In the CX]) athibited as enlarged lIfIhlQl surface that
sea covered with sore prtednent ndcrcprojecciam aid
extensive basolateral then ccmpared to Cth rats. In
aimexy, in rats atiiailated to sete lEO.1, the IC of the (MD
and type A IC of the appear to dacrsse In both voliiai art
luxdnal surface area, thiie these 1ters aid the baso-
lateral nmibrams appear to increase in the type B IC. These
sorpbologic thanges suest that proton secretion by tWe A IC
is suppressed and that type B IC u participate In
tixm under these experisental caiditlixia.
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HCO3 -
-SECRETING INTERCALATED CELLS IN CULTURE
J. van Adelsberg*, D. Herzlinger*, J.C. Ed-
vards*, and Q. Al-Awqati. Dept. of Medicine,
Columbia University, NY, NY.
Intercalated cells (IC) of rabbit cortical
collecting tubule secrete 11+ or HCO3- depending
on the hormonal and acid-base status of the
animal. Using a purification scheme based on
peanut lectin (PNA) affinity and Percoll
gradient centrifugation, we developed primary
cultures of HC03 -secreting IC. These cells
grow as an epithelium on collagen-coated semi-
permeable supports in serum-free medium. The
average transepithelial resistance of these
monolayers is 595±75 ohm cm2 (SE, n—7). Like
NC03 -secreting IC j these monolayers
have the following characteristics:
(l)apical 210 kDa PNA-binding protein
(2 )DIDS - inhibitable Cl/HGO3 exchange
(3)transepithelial Cl -dependent HC03
secretion. 1iico3 was 4.0±0.4 nmol min1 cm2
in the presence of apical C1 and 0.6±0.3 nmol
min4 cm2 in the absence of apical C1 (SE,
n—5).
The basolateral C1/HCO3 exchanger of }f-
secreting IC is related to band 3, the Cl/EGO3
exchanger of erythrocytes. Messenger RNA from
cultured HC03 - secreting IC contains a 5 kb
transcript which hybridizes with an erythrocyte
band 3 probe. Further, using an antibody
raised against the transmembrane region of band
3, we have immunoprecipitated an apical 70 kDa
membrane protein from apically radioiodinated
HC03-secreting IC monolayers. This protein is
a likely candidate for the apical Cl/HCO3
exchanger responsible for HC03 secretion.
MCIUfftCAL LALIZATICN CAR&NIC AJ4FIDRASE II (CA
II) 114 RAT LFIM IXXT (CD). Jill W. Veriamier*, Kirsten
M. Medsmt, Paul J. Linser*, and C. Craig Tisher. Div. of
Nrology, Bypertion and Transplantation and C.V. 1iitney
Lab., Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
Urine acidification occors along the entire CD. and
others have provided evidence that intercalated cells (IC)
participate in proton secretion. In the cortical collecting
duct ((ID) ve have described two forum of IC, type A and type
B. Galy type A IC aear to secrete protons. In the tetndnal
inner mmillary CD (11W), IC are rare, yet acidification
baa been reported. fflstochdca1 and uens,fbresce
studies in the rat CD have shnsn that IC are rich in CA, bet
these studies have not dstinzidied between A and B IC. Ibe
pwpose of the present sttdy a to localize CA along the rat
CD using light (IN) and electron microscopic (DO iimunocyto-
cbaetsty. Kicheys vera fixed by in vivo perfusion with 1%
glutaraldehyde or parafornmldehyde-lysine-periodate. Sections
of tisaie arbedded in paraffin or lowicryl K4M vera labeled
for CA II using the atreptavidin—biotin—peroxidase technique
for iN and the iman,gold technique for Fli. Both a nixiocional
(inAb) and a polycmonal (pAb) prinery antibody against chick
RBC CA II vere used. By 114 CA-positive cells accounted for
appro,dumtely 3)% of the total cell pcpolation in the (NP and
r, 40% in the CD in the outer stripe of the outer nmduiia
((Fl) aal 35% in the CD in the inner stripe of the CM. By Fl'i
the pAb labeled the cytoplanin of IC in both the (NP and CD;
hm'ever labeling nore prm1 in A than B cells in the
. In memexy, in the rat CD nost IC fran the (NP through
vera positive for both inuunolabels against CA II by 114
imamocytochanistry. Less intense labeling ves present in
type B IC of the by FM imsioncytochedatry. h conclude
that CA II is present In the cytoplasu of IC throuut the
rat CD. No evidence —- found for the presence of CA II in
iu-IC in the 11W using these two antibody probes.
NET ACID SECRETION IN ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT INNER
MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCTS. S.M. Wall,* J.M.
Sands, and M.A. Knepper. NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
Micropuncture and microcatheterization studies
have demonstrated significant net acid secretion
in the inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD).
Morphological studies have demonstrated that the
terminal portion of the IMCD does not contain
intercalated cells, the cell type believed respon-
sible for proton secretion in other collecting
duct segments. To determine whether net acid
secretion occurs in the portion of the IMCD that
lacks intercalated cells, tubules from the middle
third of the rat IMCD were perfused in vitro. We
confirmed the lack of intercalated cells in this
portion of the rat IMCD by staining tubules with
acridine orange. Perfusate and bath were identical
physiological saline solutions containing 25 aM
HCO3 and 6 mM NH1, (pH 7.41). Bicarbonate
absorption (pmol/mm/min) was significantly
increased in response to in vivo NH4C1 loading
(control, 0.9 0.2 [n—9] vs. NH4C1 loaded, 2.6
0.3 (n—7J, P<O.05) or administration of deoxycor-
ticosterone (DOG) (control, 1.6 0.5 [n—6] vs.
DOG treated, 4.2 0.6 [n—5], P<O.O5). In vitro
addition of 10-8 M vasopressin to the bath caused
bicarbonate absorption to increase from 1.0 0.3
to 2.6 0.4 (n—5, P<0.05), a response not seen in
time controls. In other experiments, both in the
presence and absence of bicarbonate, significant
total ammonia secretion was found. We conclude
that net acid secretion occurs in the portion of
the IMCD that lacks intercalated cells. The rate
of acidification can be increased by in vivo NH4C1
loading, DOG administration, or addition of
vasonressin in vitro.
USE OF PHOTOAFFINITY ANALOGUES OF ANILO-
RIDE TO CHARACTERIZE THE RENAL Na/H ANTI-
PORTER. DG Warnock, EJ Cragoe Jr*, B. Ros-
sier* and TR Kleyman. Univ. Alabama at
Birmingham, AL, Univ. Of Lausanne, and
Univ. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.
Nitromethoxy-benzene is a photoreagent
which was coupled to the S'ainino group of
amiloride (NENMBA), or to the guanidino
group (NMBA) to produce inhibitors of the
Na/H antiporter and Na channel. These
agents reversibly inhibited the Na/H anti-
porter in rabbit renal brush border vesi-
des (BBMV) in the absence of UV light,
with a potency of methyl isobutyl amilo-
ride (MIBA)  NENMBA > amiloride  NMBA 
benzamil. With UV exposure, NENMBA caused
irreversible inhibition of the Na/H anti-
porter (FASEB J. 2:2654a, 1988). The ex-
tent of inhibition depended on the concen-
tration of NENMBA, and the duration of UV
exposure. Protection against irreversible
inhibition with NENMBA was seen with MIBA
 benzamil. Affinity purified polyclonal
antibodies against 5'-(3-aminophenyl) ami-
bride detected NENMBA which was coupled
to BBMV. Western blots revealed a 77 Kd
protein labelled with NENMBA which showed
a pattern of protection (MIBA >> benzamil)
which was similar to that seen in the
transport studies.
Conclusions: NENMBA is a photoaffinity
probe for the renal Na/H antiporter. The
Western blots and competition studies in-
dicate that the amiloride-binding domain
of the renal Na/H antiporter is 77 Kd.
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INTRACELLULAR pH (pHi) REGULATION IN THE
RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECFING TUBULE (CCF).
11) Weiner.* LL Hamm. Washington Univ. School of
Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
The fluorescent, pH sensitive dye 2',7'.bis-carboxyethyl-
5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF) was used to study the
mechanisms of pHi regulation in the different cell types of
the isolated perfused CCT. Luminal loading of BCECF
resulted in dye accumulation in intercalated cells (IC),
while basolateral (bi) loading resulted in significant dye
accumulation in all cells and was used for studying
principal cells (PC). Intracellular acid loading was
achieved via transient exposure to 10mM NH4CI. Baseline
pHi of PC in CO2 free solutions was 7.77 .08 and 7.50
.04 in CO2 containing solutions. In PC hi Na removal
from CO2 free solutions (without acid loading) resulted in
intracellular acidification at a rate of .06
.02 pH
units/minute (pHu/min). hi Na removal resulted in a
decrease in pHi recovery after an acid load from .23 .03
to .03
.04 pHu/min. IC were studied in CO2 containing
solutions since baseline pHi in CO2 free solutions was 8.31
.02 and 7.55 .03 in C02 containing solutions. HC03
secreting IC (fl-IC) were identified by intracellular
acidification after hi Cf removal. Luminal Cf removal
resulted in intracellular alkalinization and the inhibition of
acidification after bi Cf removal. bI Na removal from
/3-IC resulted in a decrease in pHi recovery after an acid
load from .22 .08 to .01 .01 pHu/min. One millimolar
hi amiloride similarly inhibited pHi recovery after an acid
load.
We conclude: 1) Both PC and /3-IC exhibit bI Na/H
exchange; 2) Luminal C17HC03 exchange in series with
bI 0 transport also participates in pHi regulation in /3-IC.
DIACYLGLYCEROL REDUCES ANTILUMINAL
GLUTAMINE UPTAKE IN ACIDOSIS. T.C. Welbourne and
S. Joshi. LSUMC, Dept. of Physiol. & Biophys.,
Shreveport, LA 71130
Chronic metabolic acidosis opens a huge renal sink for
interorgan glutamine, gin, subserving base generation.Quantitatively the bulk of the gin removed from the blood
enters the proximal tubule cells across the basolateral
membrane. Little is know concerning the in situ regulation of
this flux during acidosis. There is increasing evidence that
protein kinase C activation may play a role in transport
regulation in the proximal tubule. Therefore the effect of
diactanoylglycerol (DiC8) on renal glutamine uptake, at
luminal and antiluminal sites, was investigated. Experiments
were performed on kidneys isolated from chronically acidotic
rats and perfused with I mM L-glutamine. After two
consecutive 15 minute clearance periods, the perfusate was
switched to one containing 9 zM DiCZ in addition to gin.
Luminal gin uptake was determined as the difference between
filtered and excreted gin; antiluminal gin uptake was estimated
as the difference between gin extraction and iuminai uptake.
Comparisons are made between the second 15 minute periods
of each 0.5h perfusion. Chronically acidotic rat kidneys
removed 1619 123 nmol gln/min while filtering 359 * 109
of which 329 114 nmol gin/mm were reabsorbed; thus
antiluminal uptake far exceeds maximal luminal uptake, 1290
vs 329 nmol/min. In the presence of DiC8 gin removal
plunged to 788 87 nmol/min in spite of maintained luminal
uptake, 279 79 nmol/min; accumulation of glutamate within
the perfusion media suggests residual antiluminal removal
reflects extracellular hydrolysis. These results are consonant
with a major role of ionic gradients in regulating basolateral
gin transport and hence ammoniagenesis in metabolic acidosis.
INCREASED IIJBULAR IDTAL CO (Tco ) REABSORPTION
MAINTAINS CHLORIDE-DEPLETE dIRONIC '(ETABOLIC ALKA-
LOSIS (Q4A) IN RATS. D.E. Wesson and H. Babino*.
VAMed. Ctr. and Baylor Coil. of Med., Houston, TX.
Whether O' is maintained by increased renal
tubular TCO2 reabsorption or by normal reabsorption
associated with a depressed GFR which limits TCO2
filtered load remains unclear. To explore this
issue, free-flow inicropuncture was done using tubu-
lar fluid collections which do not stimulate the
tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) response to more
accurately determine in situ surface proximal tu-
bule (SPT) TCO2 reabsorpT Twelve Munich-Wistar
rats were given intraperitoneal furosemide for two
days and fed a low-electrolyte diet; six control
(CON) and six G4A animals were supplemented with
NaCl + KC1 and NaHCO + KHCO respectively and
studied 1 week into th proco. Plasia TCO was
greater in CHA animals (41.5-2.1 vs 24.1-1.7 mqIL,
p<O.OOl) but early dista÷1 (ED) Thglenephron GFR
(SNGFR) was less (22.2-1.7 vs 27.6-1.2 ni/mm,
pO.O3). Nephron TO filtered load calcu]4ted
using D SNGFR was greater for G4E vs CON (1004-105
vs 721-69 pEq/min, p<0.05). GMA late proximal (U')
'O concentration determined from fluid collected
wits minimal interruption of LP flow to avoid
stimulation of TGP was less than that from fluid
co1lectedwith comp'ete interruption using an oil
block (14-1.2 vs 19-1.5 mEq/L, p<0.03); these re-
spective values were not significantly different in
CON animals. SPT TCO, reabsorption calculated
using the minimal interi'tlption U' TCO2 values and
LP flow rate ca1cu,ated from ED SNGFR was greater
in 24A vs CON (903-106 vs 607-57 pEq/mmn, p<0.04).
The data indicate that respite depressed GFP. com-
pared to CON, greater in situ SPT TCO, reabsorption
contributes to the maintenance of Q¼t in rats.
OMEPRAZOLE INHIBITS ACIDIFICATION IN RABBIT
OUTER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT:
FUNCTIONAL ROLE FOR H-K-ATPase. Charles S.
Wingo and Scott G. Straub,* Div.of Nephrology, University
of Florida and VA Medical Center, Gainesville, Florida.
Previous studies (AJP 253:F418, 1987; JCI 81:1204,
1988) have demonstrated that: 1) the collecting duct
possesses ouabain-insensitive, omeprazole-sensitive K-
ATPase activity; 2) a low K diet stimulates K-ATPase activity
in the cortical and the outer medullary collecting duct
(OMCD). We have demonstrated (AJP 253:F1 136, 1987)
that the K absorptive flux of the inner stripe of the OMCD
(OMCD1) is enhanced when rabbits are fed a low K diet. In
thepresent study we examined the effect of the gastric H-K-
ATPase inhibitor omeprazoie on acidification in the OMCD1.
Rabbits were fed a low K diet (0.55% K) for 7-10 days.
Proton secretion was measured as net C02 flux (JCO2) by
microcalorimetry undersymmetrical conditions. After control
collections either vehicle or omeprazole (0J mM) was added
to the perfusate. Listed below are the mean SEM
transepithelial voltage (VT, in mV) and JCO2 (in pmol.
mnrLminl):
Basal Vehicle Basal Omeprazole
tp<0.05 N=5 N6
VT 5.7±2.6 L1±3.3 4.9±1.6 5.1±1.9
JçO2 15.9± 4.3 20.6±5.5 14.5±5.5 -0.1±3.lt
Omeprazole consistently and significantly inhibited 1C02
without affecting VT. In additional studies we observed
significant net K absorption of 5.4 Li pmol.mnrt.min-1
under the same in vivo and in vitro conditions (N = 7).
The present observations demonstrate that the OMcD
possesses an omeprazole-sensitive acidification mechanism
and absorbs K actively. These findings are consistent with
the presence of H-K-ATPase activity in this nephron
segment.
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INHIBITION OF TIE CLATIIRIN COATED VESICLE PROTON
PUMP (CCVPP) BY OMEPRAZOLE. F.R. Zuo*, X.S. Xie?
and D.K. Stone, UT Southwestern Ned. Ctr.,
Dallas, TX.
The CCVPP is composed of a cytosolic domain
responsible for ATP hydrolysis and a
trans-membranous proton channel. Investigations
of the role of plasma membrane proton pumps in
renal acidification have been hampered by the
lack of an inhibitor which reacts externally
with the proton channel, without producing
intracellular effects. Omeprazole is an
inhibitor of the IL-K ATPase which requires
acid-dependent activation to liberate a
sulfhydryl-reactive group. The effects of
omeprazole on the purified CCVPP have been
tested with the following results: First, non-
activated omeprazole (240 pM) had no effect on
AlP hydrolysis catalyzed by the soluble CCVPP.
Second, preactivated omeprazole (240p)
completely inhibited both ATP hydrolysis
catalyzed by the soluble CCVPP and proton
pumping catalyzed by the reconstituted CCVPP.
Third, non-activated omeprazole (240pM) induced
a time (and pH) dependent inhibition of proton
pumping catalyzed by the reconstituted CCVPP.
Extra-proteoliposome reducing agents did not
protect against the latter effect, indicating
that under these conditions, omeprazole did not
react with a critical SR group within the 70 kDa
subunit of the catalytic domain. These results
are consistent with inactivation of the proton
channel by omeprazole and support the utility of
omeprazole as an extracellular inhibitor of
luminal proton pumps in the kidney.
A COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CLOMERULAR DYNAMICS.
LBarnard* and E.J.Weininan. The University of
Texas Health Science Center at Houston, Texas.
A computer model has been developed which
graphically demonstrates the effects of mean
arterial pressure (MAP), serum protein
concentration (C(O)}, hematocrit (hct), afferent
resistance (AR), efferent resistance (ER)
Bowman's pressure (BP), peritubular capillary
pressure (PCP) and hydraulic permeability (K(f))
on the single nephron CFR (SNCFR), the glomeruist
blood flow (CBF) and the glomerular capillary
pressure (CP).
All parameters can be varied independently.
Format one plots the instantaneous net
hydrostatic pressure, oncotic pressure and
ultrafiltration rate against a normalized length
of glomerular capillary. The second format
generates a three dimensional curve of (SLiCER or
GBF or GP) as a function of a continuum of any
two variables )MAP, C(0), hct, AR, ER, BP, PCP,
K(f)), and can be interrogated from most
orientations.
The computer analysis was derived from an
electrical equivalent model for SNCFR: MAP, BP
and PCP are potential sources and AR, ER,
R(glomerular capillary) and R(ultrafiltration)
are variable resistors. Data points are
calculated using recursive approximations.
This model was developed for teaching purposes.
It should facilitate and understanding of how
readily available clinical parameters (MAP, C(O),
hct), parameters under pharmacologic control
(MAP, AR, ER) and hydrodynamic parameters of
pathologic significance {BP, PCP. K(f)> affect
the CFR.
EFFECT OF ACUTE NEPHRECTONY(NX) 014
TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK ACTIVITY(TGF) IN THE
RAT. R.C.Blantz and O.W.Peterson*, Dept.of
Med.,UCSD and VAMC, San Dlego,CA.
NX results in increased single nephron
filtration rate (SNGFR) by 24 hours,which must
require modification or resetting of TGF. To
examine the status of TGF early in this process
before SNGFR was increased,we have evaluated
SNGFR during microperfusion from late proximal
tubule(LPT) at 0,10,20,30 and 40 nl/min in control
two kidney rats(C),rats 2-3 hours after NX and in
two kidney rats submitted to splenectoiny (S),which
served as controls for changes in systemic
vascular resistance (SVR). *_p<O.O5vs.Onl/min.
SNGFR(nl/min) at: IPT (Perfusion rates(nl/min)
0 10 20 30 40
C 40±4 40±3 39±3 28±2* 29±3
S 37±3 32±3* 28±2* 28±3* 25±2*
NX 36±3 37±3 30±3* 28±3* 28±3*
The LPT:SNGFR relation was shifted leftward by
both S and NX. We examined distal tubular flow
rates (YD) at 10-30 nl/min IPT perfusion to
determine if loop reabsorption was altered by NX
(*.p<005 vs. C).
V0(nl/mln) at: IPT (Perfusion rates(nl/min)
10 20 30
C 5±1 14±1 25±2
NX 7±2 10±1* 18±2
The relation of V0 and LPT flowrate to SNGFR is
markedly shifted to the left by NX compared to C.
Conclusions:1)TGF sensitivity Is increased by
acute NX and this leftward shift is compatible
with adaptations directed to renal volume conser-
vation. 2)Studies in S suggest that increased TGF
sensitivity is not specific to NX but an adap-
tation to acute changes in SVR.
DISSOCIATION OF EXTRACELLULAR FLUID VOLUME (ECF)
AND RENAL FUNCTION IN EARLY UNTREATED (ON) AND
TREATED (014+1) AWAKE DIABETIC RATS.
R.C. ColIins*,R.C. Blantz, and B.J. Tucker*. Univ
of Calif, San Diego and VANC, San Diego, Calif.
Glomerular hyperfiltratlon observed in early
diabetes mellitus is due to increased renal plasma
flow (RPF) which has presumed to be the result of
ECF expansion. Male Wistar rats were chronically
cannulated in the bladder, femoral artery and
vein. Control measurements (C) were performed on
2 separate days prior to infusion of
streptozotocin (S, 65 mg/kg BW, i.v.). Values for
ECF, glomerular filtration rate (GFR), RPF, and
sodium excretion were obtained in ON (n.6) and in
rats moderately controlled with Insulin
(Ultralente)(UMi-I, n—5) at 1,4,7,11,15 and 19 days
after S. Blood sugar increased from 139±9 to
405±21 mg% in ON and 143±8 to 242±19 mg% in 014+1.
(*P<O.05 to C, §P<0.O5 to ON, values /100 gms BW)
C DAYI DAY7 DAViS
GFR(DM) 1.0±.1 1.3±.1* 1.5±.1* I.7±.lml/mln*
GFR(DN+I1 I.O±.1 1.O±.1 1.O±.1 1.1±.I.l/min
RPF(DM) 3.8±.1 4.6±.2* 4.4±.2* 5.6±.Iml/mln*
RPF(014+fl 3.4±.1 3.6±.2 3.7±.I 3.7±.3ml/min
ECF(DN) 30±2 17±1* 18±2* 18±2%*
ECFtON+I) 32±2 22±2* 20±2* 21±4S*
UNaV(DN) 0.4±.1 1.4±.2* 1.7±.2* 2.4±.lpeqJmn*
NaV(ON4fl 0.2±.1 O.5±.1* O.6±.1* O.8i.iueo/mn*
GFR and RPF increased progressively in ON but
not 014+! rats during the first 15 days. ECF
decreased within 24 hrs of S diabetes in both
groups and remained lower than C. Therefore,
mechanisms other than expanded ECF must be
postulated to explain the hyperfiltration of ON.
Also, renal function alterations are dissociated
by time from ECF changes.
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ALTERATIONS IN GLOMERULAR FUNCTION ACCOMPANYING
ACUTE REDUCTION IN NEPHRON NUMBER. Robin G.
Coombs* and Juan C. Pelayo. Univ. of Colorado,
Sch. of Med., Dept. of Pediatrics, Denver, Co.
Compensatory renal hypertrophy of both struc-
ture and function occurs following nephron loss
(Nx), as an essential adaptation for the long-term
maintenance of body fluid homeostasis. The acute
effects of Nx on glomerular function, however, are
not well understood. To determine if acute Nx is
associated with glomerular hyperfiltration prior
to the development of structural hypertrophy, we
studied glomerular dynamics at 24 hrs following
75% Nx in Munich-Wistar rats (Nx, n'8) and
compared these data to sham-operated rats (Sh,
n8). Nx rats had marked elevation in single
nephron GRE (SNGFR) when compared to Sh rats (49
vs 37 ni/mm, p<O.OO1). Increases in both single
nephron plasma flow (225 vs 144 ni/mm, p<O.Ol)
and glomerular capillary hydrostatic pressure
difference (48 vs 40 smug, p<O.0025) were respon-
sible for the glomerular hyperfiltration in
remnant nephrons. Furthermore, these hemodynamic
adjustments were principally due to a 45% reduc-
tion in afferent arteriole resistance (p<O.OO2S)
because both mean arterial pressure and the
glomerular ultrafiltration coefficient were the
same in Nx and Sh rats. We conclude: 1) remnant
nephrons exhibit a striking capacity to compensate
rapidly for the loss of renal mass and excretory
function by increasing SNGFR, 2) compensatory
structural hypertrophy itself may not be a sine
qua non for glomerular hyperfiltration and 3) this
very early functional adaptation may be the
consequence of alterations in the hormonal and/or
biochemical environment of the nephrons at risk.
EFFECTS OF A LIPID LOAD ON RENAL HEMODYNANICS IN
NORMAL MAN.Daniel J. Cordonnier*,Khaled Sirajedine*
Claude Souvignet*, Monique Faure*, Marie—Claude
Denis*, Paule Groslambert* (introduced by Gary
Striker) Centre Hospitalier Regional Universitaire
de Grenoble, France.
It has been reported that, in animals,a lipid enri-
ched diet is deleterious for the glomerulus and
that inhibition of cholesterol synthesis can delay
renal failure. But the role of lipids on renal
function in man is not known. Five healthy 18 to 21
years old people adhered volontarily to the proto-
col. The fasting water—loaded subjects infused with
inuline and PAM completed 2 successive 30 min.clea—
rance (C) periods before eating 1.5 g/kg. body
weigth of butter (baseline) .Four additional succes-
sive 30 mm. periods were completed(1.3O—2, 2—2.30,
2.30—3,3—3.30 after lipid load). Blood cholesterol
and triglycerides level were measured throughout
the study. Mean value8 are shown for baseline pe-
riods, 2 and 3 hours after load.* p<0,O5vs baseli-
ne. Cm, CPAH, renal blood flow (RBF)=ml/mn/1.73m2;
F.F—% TRinm,rnJ./mn ; tilcerides
Cm 109— 23 124 19 120 14
CPAH 521± 158 587 168* 617 —146*
RE 23± 6 23± 7 20±6
RBF 1025± 288 1157 309* 1124 255*
TRR .093± .021 .0804 .015* .0756 0.013*
Trigi. Ø7$± 0.040 2.03 — 0.74* 2.06 — 1.32
Butter absorption does not modify blood cholesterol
but increases triglyceride levels up to a peak at 3
hours. It results in a fall in TRR with an increa-
sed RBF. FF tends to decrease but does not reach
significance level. We conclude that lipid load in
normal man increases triglyceride level which in
turn increases RBF without modifying GFR.
DOES TUBULOGLOMERTJLAR FEEDBACK (TGF)
HAVE SUFFICIENT POWER TO DRIVE AUTOREG-
ULATION? W.A. Cupples and D.J. Marsh. Dept. Phys-
iol. and Biophys., Univ. So. Calif., Los Angeles, CA.
It has been suggested that TGF does not have the
power required to account for renal autoregulation. A
model describing pressure and flow in glomerulus and
tubule was used to test the prediction (AJP 254: F601)
that reduced proximal reabsorption caused by a step in-
crease of arterialpressure (PA) couldprovide the needed
power. TGF, specified by a logistic equation, was cou-
pled only to afferent arteriolar resistance. The model
was exercised with parameters for superficial (SF) and
juxtamedullary (3M) nephrons over PA from 100 to 135
mm Hg. When run with SF parameters and without
TGF it predicts autoregulatory indices (ART) of 1.06,
0.94, and 2.45 for glomerular capillary pressure, blood
flow, and filtration rate respectively. TGF reduced the
ARI to 0.55, 0.50, and 1.51. Inclusion of PA-sensitive
proximal reabsorption further reduced the ARI to 0.22,
0.23, and 0.43. When 3M parameters were used, with-
out TOF, the predicted ART were 0.91, 1.11, and 2.01
for glomerular capillary pressure, blood flow, and filtra-
tion rate. TGF reduced the ART to was 0.36, 0.45, and
0.87 respectively. Including PA-sensitive proximal reab-
sorption further reduced the ART to 0.11, 0.15, and 0.15.
PA-sensitivity of proximal reabsorption plays an impor-
tant role in autoregulation.
SODIUM AND FLUID DELIVERY FROM THE PROXIMAL TUBULE
TO THE LOOP OF HENLE INCREASES IN HEALTHY ADULT
SUBJECTS FOLLOWING A MEAT MEAL. N.G.DeSanto,G.Capas-
so,P.Anastasio,S .Coppola,G.DeSimone,T. Coscareila,
D.R.Giordano,P.Strazzullo,R.Iacone,G.Capodicaga,
Università Federico II Napoli(Intr.by S.G.Massry)
To explain the renal hemodynamic responsein healthy subjects to a protein meal,changes in
the proximal fluid reabsorption have been hypothe-
sized.The goal of this work is to validate this a
hypothesis by investigating the function of proxi-
mal tubule in healthy adults by measuring Lithium
Clearance(CLi),and by calculating l.The fractional
excretion from the proximal tubule(CLi/GFR),2.the
absolute reabsorption in the proximal tubule(GFR-
CLi).A group of 8 healthy adult subjects of boths
sexes were studied before(two 30 mm clearance pe-
riods)and after a meat meal(5 additional clearance
periods respectively 30,60,90,120 and 180 minutes
after the ingestion of 2g/Kg of protein in the form
of cooked red meat) .GFR and RPF were measured res-
pectively as the inulin and PAM clearances,data
are SD.Following the meat meal the well known
usual increase of GFR(p<0.0005)and of RPF(p<0.025)
was seen without changes in the Filtration Fraction.
CLi increased from a baseline value of 24.2 7.30
nl/min to a peak of 44.2 24.2 ml/min(p<O.Oi).CLj/
GFR increased from 0.20 0.08 to 0.38 0.2l(p<
0.025)There was a transient increase lasting 60 mi-
nutes of GFR- CLi from 90 19 to 117.2 30 el/mm
(pczo.025).The data point out that after a meat meal
there is an increased delivery of Na and fluid to
the loop of Henle associated with an increased ab-
solute reabsorption in the proximal tubule.
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NEW CONCEPTS OF GLOMERULAR PHYSIOLOGY AND
PATHOLOGY DERIVED FROM COMPLETE 3-D
MODELLING OF ALL GLOMERULAR COMPONENTS.
I. W. Dobbie. University Department of Medicine
Glasgow Royal Infinnary, Scotland.
This study represents the first 3-D
reconstruction at high magnification of all
structural components (epithelial, endothelial and
mesangial cells, mesangial matrix and basement
membrane) in true spatial relationship to each
other and to capillary lumena and urinary spaces in
normal human and rodent glomeruli. Modelling
began with serial 1 p.m sections of resin-embedded
whole glomeruli. By projection techniques a series
of 6 scale 3-D models (mag x 10,000) were
constructed for each glomerulus to display each
structural component in contrasting spatial
relationship to each and all other components. The
original 1 p.m sections were then re-embedded and
serially cut for electron microscopy. These in turn
provided serial templates for construction of models
at higher magnification (x 100,000) of any region of
the first series of models. Analysis of models reveals
that current "flat earth" concepts of glomerular
perfusion, and effect of arteriolar and mesangial
contraction, is incompatible with the 3-D geometry
of the glomerulus. The revealed spiral format of
mesangial core, shared basement membrane by
groups of parallel arched capillaries demand re-
appraisal of our simplistic notions of glomerular
function and of the effects of pathological change
in each component.
RENAL HEMODYNAMIC EFFECT OF GLUCAGON DURING
"GLUCOSE CLAMPING" IN HUMANS. H L Greene T Yoshioka,
R Geer*, 3 Hi11 and I Ichikawa. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN.
Although glucagon is well known to be an important physiological
regulator of renal hemodynamics, results fiom animal studies conducted
thus far have failed to reach a conclusion as to the mechanism of its
vasodilative action, i.e., whether it is through glucagon's gluconeogenic
action. In this regard, patients with glycogen storage disease (GSD), who
lack enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis, provide a unique opportunity
to address this issue. We therefore studied the effect of glucagon
administration (20 ng/kg/min, i.v.) on renal plasma flow rate and
glomerular filtration rate in 5 patients with Type 1 (age: 9-32 yr), 2 with
Type 3(8 and 13 yr) and 1 with Type 6(8 yr) GSD, who were clinically
free of renal abnormalities, i.e., hypertension, proteinuria or azotemia.
(Mean values; statistical significance [* P <0.05 vs baseline (B)] was
evaluated only for GSD Type 1)
MGUR P-lactate P-glucose C-PAH C-inulin
mg/m2/ntin mEq/l mg/dl ----mlhnin/l.73 m2--—B G BG B 0 BG
GSDTypel 4.0 2.3 75* 88 88 625 704k 116 139*
GSDType3 1.4 1.3 1.7 88 93 485 507 116 123
GSD Type 6 2.5 - - 84 80 552 588 142 146
In contrast to Types 3 and 6, Type I (patients with G-6-Pase
deficiency) had the characteristically high baseline minimum glucose
utilization rate (MGUR). and elevated plasma lactate levels (P-lactate)
which were further elevated during glucagon infusion (G). Plasma glucose
level (P-glucose) remained essentially constant throughout the study,
indicating that our method of supplemental i.v, glucose infusion and
frequent monitoring of P-glucose was successful in achieving "glucose
clamping". PAR clearance (C-PAIl) and inulin clearance (C-inulin)
increased significantly in response toG in Type1. Likewise, C-inulin
increased in the Type 3 patients although C-PAR decreased slightly in
one. Both C-PAR and C-inulin increased in the Type 6 patient.
Systemic blood pressure was unaffected throughout the study in all
patients. When data were pooled, increases in both C-PAR and C-inulin
during glucagon infusion remained significant (P<0.05 and P<0.025).
We, therefore, conclude that glucagon has renal vasodilative actions which
are independent of its gluconeogenic and hyperglycemic actions.
RENAL AUTOREGULATION IN STREPTOZOTOCIN- INDUCED
DIABETIC RATS. Yasuki Hashimoto*, Terukuni
Ideura*, Ashio Yoshimura*, and Shozo Koshikawa*,
(Intr by Fumiaki Marumo), Showa University
Fujigaoka Hospital,Dept. of Med. Yokohama, Japan.
Autoregulation of renal blood flow (RBF) was
studied in male Wistar rats: 8 control rats; 8
rats with severe hyperglycemia induced by strepto—
zotocin (diabetic group); and 7 moderately hyper-
glycemic rats made diabetic the same way but given
insulin daily (insulin—treated group). 4-8 weeks
after injection of streptozotocin, RBF was mea-
sured during stepwise reduction of renal perfusion
pressure using an electromagnetic flow technique.
Plasma glucose concentration avereged 122 24,555
26, and 254 18 mg/dl in the control, diabetic,
and insulin—treated group respectively. Whole
kidney GFR in the insulin-treated group was signi-
ficantly higher than in the other two groups. In
the control group, REF was effectively auto—
regulated at mean renal arterial pressures above
80 mmRg. However, in the diabetic group REF
readily fluctuated as blood pressure changed and
autoregulation of REF was impaired. In the
insulin—treated group, autoregulatory capability
was less attenuated than in the diabetic group.
The autoregulatory index (ARI) was greater, on
average,in the diabetic group than in the controls
(0.59 0.09 vs. 0.22 003;P<005). There were
no significant differences in ARI between the
control and the insulin—treated groups. These
results suggest that in uncontrolled diabetes,
there may be diminished pretection against hyper-
or hypoperfusion induced by alterration in blood
pressure, Additionally, these findings may ex-
plain the well recognized acceleration of diabetic
nephropathy during hypertension.
OSCILLATIONS OF PROXIMAL TUBULAR PRES-
SURE AND FLOW AND DISTAL CHLORIDE CON-
CENTRATION IN RATS. N-H Ho1steinRathlou* and
D.J. Marsh. Dept. of Physiol. and Biophys.,IJniv. So.
Calif., Los Angeles, California.
Previous experiments have shown prominent oscilla-
tions in proximal tubular pressure in Halothane anes-
thetized rats. Such oscillations should be due to lo-
cal oscillations in flow rate and should cause periodic
variations in early distal chloride concentration. We
sought to test these predictions and to measure the am-
plitude and phase relations among the oscillating vari-
ables. In Halothane anesthetized Sprague-Dawley rats,
distal tubular Cl concentration was measured with Cl-
sensitive electrodes, and late proximal flow rate was men.
sured by pulse injection of boluses of solutions contain-
ing rhodamine-dextran. Detection of bolus velocity was
made by videomicroscopy; time resolution was 2 sec. All
three variables oscillated with the same frequency, 36
1.4 mHz. Amplitude of the flow and chloride variations
was 50 % and 10 %, respectively, of the mean values.
There were significant phase differences; fluid flow led
tubular pressure by 1.5 .3 sec, indicating that forward
propagation of the flow oscillation causes the pressure
oscillation. The distal tubular chloride concentration
lagged proximal flow by 10.4 .4 sec. The measured
delay between proximal and early distal tubular events
creates a lag in signal transmission in tubuloglomerular
feedback, and this delay in the feedback loop is probably
responsible for the observed oscillations.
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2-CIILOROADENOSINE-INDUCED PROSTAGLANDIN
PRODUCTION BY ISOLATEDRENAL AFFERENTARTERIOLES.
CE Hura. RT Kunau. Univ of Texas Health Science Center,
San Antonio, Texas.
The acute intrarenal infusion of adenosine causes a brief
vasoconstriction followed by a return of renal blood flow to
or above control values. We have shown in Isolated canine
afferent arterioles (AA) statically perfused in vitro that
2-chloroadenosine (2CA) produces transient
vasoconstriction of 3-10 mm duration followed by a
return of lumen diameter to control values despite
continued Infusion of 2CA. After incubation of the AA in
meclofenamate to block prostaglandin (P0) synthesis, 2CA
(1 o6M) produces sustained vasoconstriction for the
duration of 2CA infusion. This suggests that vasodilatory
PGs act to attenuate the vasoconstrictor response to 2CA.
in this study we directly measured POE2 and PGI2 as 6-
keto-PGF1 (6K) production by isolated AA in the basal
state and after administration of 2CA(106M). Individual
AA were obtained by microdissection. Pooled collections
were preincubated at 37°C for 30 mm. Two 30 mm
incubation periods followed: A-control and B-
experimental. 2CA was added during period B. Total PG
production was measured by RIA. Separate time-control
experiments showed stable PG production during periods A
and B. In table, °p< .025.
Period A (control) Period B (2CA)
6K 8.76 0.22 10.36 1.00
PGE2 0.15 0.02 0.53 p.18°
PG production expressed as pg P0/30 mm/incubation vial
SEM. 2CA produces significant stimulation of PGE2
production in isolated canine renal AA. Thus, we postulate
that PGE2 produced by the AA in response to 2CA acts to
attenuate the vasoconstriction produced by 2CA.
COLLOID OSMOTIC PRESSURE AND RENAL FUNCTION IN THE
YOUNG ANALBUMINEMIC RAT. JA Joles,* N Wlllekes,* B
Braam,* HA Koomans, EJ Dorhout Mees. Department of
Nephrology, Utrecht University, The Netherlands.
Colloid osmotic pressure (COP) was measured in
plasma and interstitial (Sc. wick) fluid in young
Nagase Analbuminemic rats (NAR) and Sprague Dawley
rats. GFR and ERPF were measured using 51Cr—EDTA
and 125I—hippuric acid. At a body weight of 300 g
plasma COP was 15.8 mm Hg in the male NAR as
compared to 19.8 = Hg in the controls (P<O.O1) and
interstitial COP was 5.3 mm Hg in the NAR and 9.6
mm Hg in the SDR (P<O.oi). In the female NAR plasma
and interstitial COP were 2—3 mis Hg lower than in
the controls. Thus the transcapillary COP gradient
was very similar in both strains. Plasma and
extracallular fluid volumes measured by isotope
dilution and tail cuff pressure were also similar.
strain(N)
males
SDRTNAR(6)
fema
SDR(6)
les
NAR(6)
GFR (n°.24, 0.98 0.85 0.99 0.85*
ml/min/100 g) (0.06) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
ERPF (n12, 1.72 1.56 2.05 1.64*
ml/min/IOO g) (0.17) (0.11) (0.14) (0.08)
GFR/ERPF 0.59 0.54 0.54 0.53
(n=12) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)
kidney weight 0.42 0.30* 0.40 0.32*
(n—6. g) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)
* P < 0.05 as compared to SDR
The renal function (related to body weight) was
slightly reduced in MAR as compared to SDR, but the
filtration fraction was similar. In relation to
kidney weight, however, renal perfusion and fil-
tration. are high in MAR. The low plasma COP in NAP.
theoretically enhances capillary and glomerular
filtration. This is probably averted by
respectively a decrease in interstitial COP and
increase in preglomerular vasoconstriction.
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RENAL, METABOLIC AND HORMONAL RESPONSES TO INGES-
HON OF PROTEIN OF DIFFERENT SOURCES IN NORMAL
HUMANS
P.S. Kontessis, R.A. Dodds, S.L. Jones, J.R. Pinto
R. Trevisan, G.C. Viberti.
Introduced by N. Zerefos. Unit for Metabolic Medi-
cine. UMDS, Guys Campus, London, England.
The renal effects of a veQetable (VPD) or animal
protein diet (APD)were studied chronically (group
A, 10 men)and acutely (group B, 7 men).1. The diets
used in group A were a. APD(protein intake 76±20g/
day) b. VPD (protein intake 71±15g/day)and c. APD
supplemented with fibre (APD+Fprotein intake 70±
22g/day).The three diets were isocaloric. Each diet
was taken by each individual for 3 weeks. GFR(inu-
lin ilearance),RPF (PAN clearance),albumin excre-
tion rate (AER), plasma glucaaon (IRG), growth hor-
mone (GH) and aminoacids (AA) were performed at the
end of each diet. GFR and RPF were lower in VPD
(11O±l4vs 121±11mlmin/l.73m2;p 0.001 and 558±B3vs
643±'90m1/min/1.73m ;p 0.01 respectively).AER was
also lower in VPD (7.4±2.9 vs 13.O±6.3mg/24h;O.O1).
IRG nad GH did not differ significantly. Plasma le-
vels of lysine and valine were higher in APD. In
APD+F the parameters were similar to APD. 2. Su-
bjects of group B were given an equivalent load of
80 q of protein;meat (MM) or soya (SM) and renal
function was assess ed one hour before and 3 hours
after the meal. After the MM GFR,RPF and AER rose
significantly while SM did not change any of these
parameters. In conclusion the source of dietary pro.-
tein affects renal function in healthy humajis. Dif-
ferences in plasma AA concentration may contribute
to this. Fibre supplementation on APU has no effect
on renal haemodynanics .The type of protein acutely
affects the renal vascular respon as well.
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF THE GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE IN
NORMAL INDIVIDUALS. M.G. Koopman, G.C.M. Koomen, R.T. Kredlet
and L.Arisz, Intr. by L.W. Statius van Eps. AcademIc Medical
Centre, Mnsterdam, The Netherlands.
Clrcadlan variations in giomerutar filtration rate (GFR) were
studied In 11 normal IndIviduals (6 male. 5 female; age 19—37
years) during a regimen of bedrest and Identical meals every
3 hrs. GFR and effective renal plasma flow (ERPF) were
measured as lnulln and para—aminohippurate clearance. After
equIlibratIon blood and urine samples were taken every 3 hrs
during one day. In all Individuals GFR had a circadlan rhythm.
Maximum was 127 + 7 mI/mm (mean SEM) (orthophase 13.50
1.00 hr) and minimum 95 4 mI/mm (bathyphase 2.45 hr ÷
40'). The relative amplitude (max—mm as % of mean i.e. A/M)
of the rhythm was 28 ÷ 3%. All subjects had a rhythm f or
ERPF as wotl with an A/M of similar magnitude (24 + 3%).
However, both orthophase (18.40 hr) and bathyphase (5.50
hr) were later (pcO.O1) when compared with the GFR rhythm.
Filtration fraction had a rhythm in 9 persons, often with a
biphasic orthophase. Maximum was 0.22 0.02. mInimum 0.15
0.02 and A/M 40 4%. A circadlan rhythm for urinary albumin
excretion was present in 8 persons, in 3 it was undetectable
by a steep fali in excretion during bedrest. The phase of
albumin and GFR rhythm was the same, but the A/M was higher
(5 9%, p<O.01). Urinary beta2—microgiobulln excretion was
not "posture dependent" and had a rhythm In all individuals
with the same phase as the GFR and albumin rhythms; the A/U
was 68 + 8%.
In conclusion, GFR has a definite circadlan rhythm in normal
Individuals with a maximum in daytime and a similar phase as
the rhythms for albumin and beta2—microgiobulin excretion.
The ERPF also has a rhythm, but Its orthophase and
bathyphase are later than the GFR rhythm. The changes as
percentage of the mean are lees pronounced for GFR and
ERPF than for albumin and beta 2—snicroglobulmn excretion.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR ATTENUATES HYPERTONIC
SALINE AND ADENOSINE MEDIATED REUCTIONS IN
RENAL HEM9DYNAMICS. J. P. Loftus , N. Redfield*,
W. Miller , and J. C. Burnett Jr., Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota.
Tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) is activated
by intrarenal infusion of hypertonic saline
(HS). The Intrarenal production of adenosine
(AD), by constricting the afferent arteriole,
has been implicated as a mediator of TGF.
Atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) has been shown
to attenuate reductions in single nephron
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) during
increased fluid delivery to the macula densa.
In the intact dog, we hypothesized that ANF
attenuates reductions in renal blood flow (RBF)
and GFR in response to HS (n—12) and to AD
(n12). HS (16% NaC1, ir) or AD (0.1 pmol/min,
ir) was infused in the presence or absence of
intrarenal ANF (0.1 pg/kg/mm)
Compared to HS, HS+ANF attenuated reductions
in GFR (HS, -39.6±9.8 ml/min vs HS+ANF,
-14.3±4.6 ml/min, p<.05) and in RBF (HS, -143±35
ml/min vs HS+ANF, -5*22 ml/min, p<.05). GFR was
reduced by AD (-9.2±3.0 ml/min, p<.05), but
maintained by AD+ANF (-0.4±2.0 ml/min, NS). A
transient vasoconstriction associated with AD
was markedly attenuated by AD+ANF (AD, -54.5±3.6
ml/min vs AD+ANF, -3.7±3.1 mi/mm, p<.005).
We conclude that ANF importantly attenuates
both hypertonic saline-Induced and adenosine-
mediated reductions in renal hemodynamics. This
study suggests that ANF acts as a modulator of
whole kidney TGF and that ANF antagonizes the
effector limb of the TGF mechanism.
VASOCONSTRICTIVE FAILURE OF AFFERENT ARTERIOLE IN
HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS(DM)
H Matsuoka? G Kimura, T Na*ai? T Sanait M
Imanishi Y Kawano S Kojima, M Kuramochi, T
Omae Dept. of Medicine, Natl. Cardiovascular
Ctr., Osaka, Japan
Characteristics on intrarenal hemodynamics in
DM were studied by comparing essential hyperten-
sive patients(EHT) with DM to those without DM.
Intrarenal hemodynamic parameters such as
afferent(RA) and efferent(RE) arteriole
resistances and glomerular pressure(PG) were
estimated clinically by Gomez's equations. EHT
were divided into two groups, non—DM and
DM(subclinical, non—insulin dependent).
Group MAP PRA GFR RPF RA Rp Pg
non—DM 126 1.0 82 311 9900 3000 57
(n=25) ±3 ±0.3 ±9 ±15 ±500 ±200 ±1
p NS <.05 NS <.005 <.05 <.01 NS
DM 125 0.4 88 397 8300 2300 57
(n=1O) ±3 ±0.1 ±9 ±30 ±1000 ±200 ±2
Although MAP, GFR and G were comparable in both
groups, RPF was significantly higher in DM, while
RA, RE, and PRA were lower in DM.
It is suggested RA can not rise high enough to
keep G normal when DM coexists with systemic
hypertension. Relative reduction in RE in DM
compared with non-DM may act to lower G, which
would otherwise be raised by this
vasoconstrictive failure of afferent arteriole
against systemic hypertension. The fact G was
not elevated in this study, different from
reports in animal DM models, may suggest that
vasodilation of efferent arteriole can completely
compensate the vasoconstrictive failure of
afferent arteriole and keep G normal in such an
early stage of DM as non—insulin dependent DM.
INTRARENAL HEMODYNAMICS IN PRIMARY ALDOSTERONISM
T Nagai G Kimura, * M Imanishi Y Kawano S
Kojima K Yoshida H Abe T Ashida H Yoshimi, M
Kawamura M Kuramochi and T Omae Dept. of
Medicine, Natl. Cardiovascular Ctr., Osaka, JapanIntrarenal hemodynamics were estimated in
primary aldosteronism(PA) using Gomez's equations
and by analyzing the renal function curve,
Two—week studies were performed in 6 patients
with PA who were given a regular sodium diet in
the 1st week and a sodium restricted diet in the
2nd week, Afferent(RA) and efferent(RE)
arteriole resistances, and glomerular pressure(PG) were calculated using Gomez's equations.
UN5V was plotted on the ordinate as a function of
MAP on the x—axis. Assuming that the difference
between MAP and the x—intercept of this renalfunction curve represents the effectivefiltration pressure, RA, G and gross filtration
coefficient(kF) were also calculated.
GFR and RBF were 102±6, 780±46 ml/min.
Estimated RA(6600±700 dyns.sec.cm5) was markedly
elevated, while RE(2500±100 dyns.sec.cm5) and
(57±2 mmHg) and kF(O.195±O.O4l [ml/sec]/mmHg)
remained normal. Estimations by analyzing the
renal function curve were consistent with those
by Gomez's equations.
In DOCA—salt hypertension, which is an animal
model analogous to PA in humans, increases in
GFR, RBF and G are reported, suggesting that
renal damage in PA may be due to the elevation in
G• However, the increase in RA was as marked
as seen in essential hypertension, and further
the increases in GFR, RBF and G were not
significant in this study. Effect of
mineralocorticoid on intrarenal hemodynamics
seems different between acute and chronic phases.
NEUROGENIC MEDIATION OF AXITINATRIURESIS FOLLOWING
REDUCTION OF SODIUM INTAKE IN CONSCIOUS DOGS.
Jeffrey L. Osborn. Med. Coil. Wis., Dept. of
Physiol., Milwaukee, WI.
The influence of renal nerve activity (RSNA)
on the control of sodium (Na) balance has not
been determined in conscious dogs. The present
study evaluated the relationship between RSNA and
sodium excretion (UNaV) when Na intake was
decreased from 5.0 mEq/hr (HNa) to 0.09 mEq/hr
(LNA). Dogs (N—6) were surgically prepared for
chronic study and placed on HNa by i.v. infusion
(5 days). A renal nerve bundle then was prepared
for recording RSNA. Water was allowed ad lib.
Renal hemodynaaics and urinary excretions were
measured hourly during HNa at which time Na
intake was reduced to Ua and measurements were
continued for 30 hours. Renal DNX then was
performed and the study was repeated. After
switching to iRa, dogs with INN kidneys
significantly decreased UNAV in 6 hours. This
antinatriuresis was associated with increased
RENA by hour 4 to 240±26% of control. RSNA was
maximally elevated by 64942% by hour 11.
Cumulative Na loss of DNX dogs was significantly
greater than that of INN dogs beginning at hour 8
and continuing through hour O (P<O.05). Renal
blood flow, plasma renin activity, potassium
excretion and arterial pressure were not altered
by LNa in 24 bra. These results demonstrate
that following veduction of Na ifltake from HNa to
LNa, increased RSNA is associated with decreased
UNaV. During Na depletion, cumulative Na loss in
dogs with renal DNX exceeds that in INN dogs for
at least 24 hours. Thus in dogs, activation of
RSNA accelerates the rate of achieving Na balance
when Na intake is reduced.
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DISSOCIATION BETWEEN PLASMA VOLUME EXPANSION
(PVE) AND INCREASES IN GFR DURING PREGNANCY IN
THE RAT. Jane Reckelhoff*, Lennie Samsell*,
Chris Baylls. Physiol Dept, West Virginia Univ.,
Morgantown, WV 26505.
Normal pregnancy is characterized by
progressive PVE and also by Increases in GFR and
renal plasma flow (RPF). By day 9 of pregnancy
(9P;tenn 22 days) in the Munich Wistar (MW)
rat, the PVE is only 20% (=+lml) of that seen
at term whereas the maximum (+30%) increment in
GFR has already occurred. These studies were
performed to assess whether a 30% rise In GFR
could result from this +lml PVE. Using virgin
female MW rats, micropuncture measurements were
made of single nephron (SN)GFR; glomerular capil-
lary and proximal tubule hydrostatic pressures,
P and P also GFR, RPF and hct during a
eo1emicTcontml period (C) and after +1 ml PVE.
Data: n9; mean±SE; 1p<O.05,paired t—test.
hct RPF GFR SNGFR P P
(vol%) (ml/mln) (ml/min) (nl/mfn) — Hg_T
C 48+1 3.0+0.2 0.88+0.04 32+2 48+1 13+1
PVE 44+11 3.5+0.21 0.87+0.03 33+2 51+11 15+11
With PVE a fall In hct occurred similar to
that seen at 9P. RPF rose slightly but GFR and
SNGFR were unchanged. In the pregnant rat, 30%
rises in GFR and SNGFR occur solely as a result
of increases in plasma flow due to parallel falls
in tone in pro—and post glonierular resistances;
thus P is maintained constant. Here, acute PVE
led toises in P but since P was also
elevated, glomerur pressure dlfference (P) was
not altered. The glomerular hemodynamic changes
seen here with acute PVE suggest that PVE does
not cause the gestational rise In GFR.
EFFECT OF LOW-PROTEIN DIET ON SIZE AND CHARGE PERMEABILITY
IN EXPERIMENTAL NEPHROSIS.
A. emuzzC.Battagli1rand 0. Remuzzi Mario Negri Institute for
pharmacological Research, Bergamo, Italy. (isir. by R.J. Glassock).
Conflicting results have been obtained on the causes of altered
giomerular permeability in ADR nephrosis. We addressed 1) whether
protelnuria in ADR treated animals (5 mg/Kg Lv.) is due to size or charge
defect and 2) whether the protectIve effect of low-protein diet (LPd) on
protelnuria restores one or both determInants of gomerular functIonal
barrier. Three weeks after Injection, ADR animals (n-12) fed a standard diet
(3d) showed abnormal protelnuria (460 200 mg/day, m a SD); low-protein
feedIng was associated with a significant reduction of protelnurla (109±86
mg/day). OFR was significantly reduced (pc 0.01) in ADA animals as
compared to controls, while RPF did not changed significantly. LPd did not
significantly influenced GFR. Fractional clearance of neutral and charged
dextrans were as follows:
r(A4 38 44 52 80
Controls .123± .048 .024± .008 .0047± .0013
ADR + Sd .142±.035 .042±.018* .0133*.0081'
ADR + LPd .104± .039 .020a.007 .0035±.0012
.0007± .0001
.0036± .0027k
.0004± .0003
* P.c 0.05 ADR + Sd Vs. Controls
Dextran Sulfate
r(A) 28 36 40
Controls .056± .021 .0056± .0019 .0012± .0005
ADA + Sd .085± .056 .0184±.0072* .0056*.0015"
ADR + LPd .166± .100 .0229±.0141° .0028±.0014°
.0005± .0002
.0033± .0009k'
.0008± .0005
p.c 0.06 ADA + Sd Vs. Controls. P.c 0.01 ADR + Sd Vs. Controls
P.c 0.06 4CR + LPd Vs. Controls
Thus both slz. and charge dependent permeability are significantly
altered InADR neplwosla. The antiproteinuric effect of low-proteIn diet Is
assocIated with a complete recomty of glomerular size selectivity. Charge
dependent permeability normalized only for the largest dextran molecules.
EFFECTS OF ANCIOTENSIN II (An) AND
NOREPINEPHRINE (NE) ON ISOLATED RAT
AFFERENT (AA) AND EFFERENT ARTERIOLES
(EA). LB. Robinette*, B.H. Yuan*, J.D.
Conger**. UCIISC and VANC, Denver, CO.
Disagreement persists regarding the
sensitivity of AA and EA to All and NE in ratkidneys based on in vivo measurements of
gloineruiar hemodynamics. Differences in results
may be due to the known effects of
experimental variations in renal perfusionpressure and the intrarenal neuro—hormonal
environment. In order to determine
vessel—specific sensitivities to All and NE, AA
and EA were isolated from similarly hydrated,
litter mate rat kidneys and perfused in vitro
at 80 and 30 mmllg, respectively. 12Dose
reso1zse curves to All and NE (10— to10— H) for each vessel type were measured.
The molar doses required for half—maximal
contraction (EC5 ) were as follows:
Vol n A1II Vsl n NE
AA (15) 1.O+l.9xlO—1 AA (13) 3.3+1.lxlO—8
EA (14) 5.32.2xlO— TEA (16) l.42.4x10—
YDifferent from AA at p<O.0001.
Isolated EA were 20—fold more sensitive to All,
but only 4—fold more sensitive to NE than AA.
The magnitude of sensitivity differences betweenAA and EA for the two hormones was
significant at p<0.Ol. It is concluded that (1)
rat EA are more sensitive than AA to both All
and NE; (2) the AA to EA sensitivity
difference is greater for All and (3) the
differences in AA and EA sensitivity are
independent of perfusion pressure and the
perivascular neuro—hormonal environment.
N6—CYCLOHEXYLADENOSINE (CHA)—INDUCED RENAL VASO—
CONSTRICT I ON IN STREPTOZOTOC IN—TREATED DIABETIC
RATS (STZ). N. Rossi,* J. Dunbar, V. Ellis, and
P. Churchill. Wayne State U. School of Medicine,
Detroit, Michigan, USA
Renal hemodynamics are altered in diabetes mel—
litus, however the vasoactive substance(s) respon-
sible for these changes in renovascular resistance
are not known. We examined the effects of CHA, an
adenosine analogue selective for A1 adenosine
receptors, in rats treated with streptozotocin 50
mg/kg body wt i.v. and in age—matched, sham—
treated control rats (C). Kidneys were perfused at
constant flow in a non—recirculating system using
a modified Krebs—Henseleit buffer containing 3.5%
Ficoll and 1% albumin. Basal perfusion pressure in
C was 103±3 m Hg and perfusate flow rate 8.7±0.7
ml/min/g kidney wt; and did not differ signifi-
cantly from the STZ groups on days 1, 3, 5, or 42.
Plasma glucose was 117±8 in C and 436±38 mg/dL in
STZ by day 1 (p < 0.0005), and remained stable.
Perfusion Pressures (mm Hg)
CHA (uM) 0.1 1.0 10
day N
C 17 140±6 137±8 89±3
STZ 1 6 125±6* 119±6* 88±3
STZ 3 7 148±6 153±7* 111±8*
STZ 5 7 156±10* 166±7* 103±6
STZ 42 5 163±18* 158±11* 92±8
* p < 0.05 versus C; values are mean SEM.
Diminished vasoconstriction to A1 adenosine recep-
tor activation was followed by an increased res-
ponse. A adenosine receptor—induced vasodilation
was briely decreased, but returned to control
levels. We conclude that renal hemodynamic altera-
tions occur due to changes in renal adenosine
receptor characteristics in diabetes inellitus.
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GLOMERULAR. HEMODYNANICS AND FL1JID COMPARTMENTS IN
THE ANALBUMINEMIC RAT (ANALB) - NFT Sanfelice*,
lI( Fujihara*, H Marcondes*, RN Padilha*, MC Pires*
and R Zatz — University of sao Paulo Medical
School, So Paulo, Brazil.
The ANALB rat, a mutant of the Sprague—Dawley
(SD) strain described by Nagase et al (Science
205:590,79) exhibits no circulating albumin due to
a genetic defect. Based on this characteristic, we
investigated: 1) Whether ANALB rats have increased
extraceliular fluid volume (ECFv) as a consequence
of low plasma oncotic pressure. 2) Whether glomer—
ular ultrafiltration coefficient (1(f) 8 increased
as a consequence of the complete absence of albu —
mm in the capillary wall. Fluid volumes and plas-
ma ream activity (PRA) or giomerular hemodynamics
were studied in 28 male ANALB and 29 control (SD)
rats at the age of 3 months. Results (Mean±SE,
*p<o.o5, P0plasma oncotic pressure, SNGFR
single nephron giomerular filtration rate,
&Pglomeruiar hydraulic transcapillary gradient):
P0 ECFV SNGFR Kf
mmllg mi/kg ni/mm limiNg nl/s/mmHg
SD 19±1 301±14 42±2 39±1 0.07±0.01
ANALB 15±1* 312±17 52±3 33±1* 0.l1±0.01*
In addition, blood volume and APR in ANALE
rats were no different from values observed in SD
rats. Since ECFV was also identical to control,
these results indicate that persistent hypoonco —
licity alone is insufficient to promote apprecia-
ble hemodynamic derangement or edema formation.
Since filtration pressure equilibrium was the rule
in ANALB rats, only minimum values for Xf could be
determined. Even these minimum values were higher
than unique values obtained in SD rats, indicating
that albumin is important in restricting the
passage of water through the glomerular wall.
DIET - INDUCED HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA ELEVATES
CLCMERUIAR CAPILLARY PRESSURE. P.C. SchIIitz*,
M.P. O'Donnell, B.L. Kasiske, W.F. Keane,
Rennepin Co Med Ctr, Univ. of Minn., Mpls, MN.
Hypercholesterolemia and glomerular
hypertension frequently accompany renal disease
and both may contribute to progressive glomerular
injury. We have previously shown that rats fed a
high cholesterol (C) diet develop early mesangial
expansion, albuminuria and accelerated focal
glomeruloscierosis (FGS). The present study was
designed to assess the influence of increased
serum C on glomerular hemodynamics in rats with
either normal or reduced renal mass. Ten-week
old, male rats fed a 4% C diet underwent
unilateral nephrectomy (UNX) (C-1K, n—5) or sham
surgery (C-2K, n—8). Rats fed standard (S) diet
also underwent UNx (S-1K, n—5) or sham surgery
(8-2K, n—6). Micropuncture studies were
performed 4-6 weeks after surgery, prior to
development of FGS. Results (mean SE):
Serum C SNGFR SNPF CC
Croun (z/dL) (nL/min) (nL/min) (mmHs
C-1K 266±44 75.1±4.5 278±28 60.3±0.7
C-2K 233±41 51.3±4.3 155±18 58.5±1.2
S-lK 52±4 69.5±4.0 262±31 50.5±0.7
S-2K 52±5 42.2±2.8 137±8 53.0±0.7
High C diet caused increased glomerular
capillary pressure (Gc; p<O.OOl by two-way
ANOVA), which was not further exaggerated by
reduced renal mass. High C did not affect
glomerular function (SNGFR, SNPF) in 2-K rats,
and did not alter compensatory increases in SNCFR
and SNPF after Nx. Increased I' precedes C-
induced glomerulosclerosis and may contribute to
C-induced glomerular injury.
RESTORATION OF TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK RESPONSES
IN SALINE EXPANDED RATS BY ANGIOTENSIN INFUSION.
Jurgen Schnermann, Jo Ann Davis*, and Josephine P.
Briggs. University of Michigan, Depts. of
Physiology and mt. Med., Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The reason for the blunting of tubuloglomerular
feedback (TGF) responses In acute isotonic saline
expansion Is unknown. We examined whether infusion
of angiotensin II (All) restores TGF reactivity in
saline expanded rats. The effect of raising loop
of Henle flow rate from 0 to 45 nl/min on SNGFR
and stop flow pressure (Psf) was assessed in rats
continuously infused with Isotonic saline at a
rate of 3% BW/hr. All was Infused at 50 or 100
ng/kg mm while renal arterial pressure (AP) was
held constant with a suprarenal aortic clamp. When
loop flow was increased from 0 to 45 nl/min, SNGFR
fell 4.4 ÷2.2 ni/mm (from 37.5 to 31.6 ni/mm).
During All infusion the response Increased to 14.8
+ 2.8 nl/min (from 37.8 to 23.0 nl/mln). The
effect of All on PSF responses was as follows:
Psf—O Psf—45 d Psf AP
Control 46.7+1.7 42.4+1.9 — 4.3+0.3 94+2
AII-.50 50.13.4 40.34.l — 9.9i.1 982.7
AII—100 60.1+1.1 45.3+3.5 —14.82.6 92+4
(all values mmHg +SEM)
— — —
The change in TGF responses was observed within
minutes after starting or terminating angiotensin
infusion. Our results demonstrate that All rapidly
restores TGF responsiveness despite continued vol-
ume expansion and without alterations in arterial
pressure. We conclude that variations of plasma
All concentration alter the responsiveness of the
TGF system. Low plasma anglotensmn II levels may
contribute to resetting of TGF sensitivity during
volume expansion.
DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND ITS
INTRACORTICAL DISTRIBUTION IN CONSCIOUS DOGS.
Mouln G. Seikaly and Billy S. Arant, Jr., Dept.
Peds., UT-Southwestern Medical Ctr. Dallas, TX.
Previous studies have shown a preferential
distribution of renal blood flow (RBF) to
juxtamedullary nephrons. Most studies have been
performed In animals stressed by anesthesia or
surgery which alter RBF. In the present
experiments, RBF was measured by the radlolabeled
microsphere technique in conscious, unstressed
mongrel puppies (2-30 days old) either before
(n8) or after (n1O) 14 days of age (when the
adult complement of glomerull/kidney had been
attained) and in 6 adults. Total RBF (2 kidneys)
increased from 18.8±6.0 to 41.3±15.5 (p<.OOl) in
puppies and was 358±150 ml/min in adults. RBF
factored for kidney weight did not change In
puppies (1.7±0.4 v. 2.0±0.6; p—NS) but was
increased to 4.2±1.0 ml/min/g In the adult
(p<.OOl). Renal vascular resistance decreased
from 3.8±1.3 to 1.8±0.8 (p—.OO1) and further to
0.4±0.1 imiHg/ml.min in the adult (p<.OO1). In
the adult kidney, the outer third of the cortex
received 41±7% of RBF and the Inner third was
21.5±4.7%. In contrast, the intracortical
distribution of RBF In puppies did not change
when nephrogenesis was completed: the outer third
or least mature nephrons received 63±8 v.59±19%
(p<.05 compared to adult) while the inner third
or most mature nephrons receiveI 8.3 v.9.1%
(p<.0O1 compared to adult). We conclude that
unlike stressed animals, awake puppies have a
preferential distribution of renal blood flow to
Immature superficial nephrons.
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MEASUREMENT OF RENAL SYMPATHETIC NERVE ACTIVITY
IN NEWBORN AND YOUNG ADULT SHEEP. Francine G.
Smith* and Juan E. Robillard. Dept. of
Pediatrics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
The role of renal sympathetic nerves in the
control of renal function and hemodynamics In
adult animals is well described. However,
little Is known of the role of the renal nerves
during development. This study describes the
direct recording of renal sympathetic nerve
activity (RSNA) from six chronically instru-
mented newborn lambs (aged 3-10 days; 3.2-7.4
kg) and one young adult sheep (10 kg). RSNA was
inhibited with incremental doses of the pressor
agent norepinephrine (Levophed, 0.25-10 us/kg!
mm). Each dose was repeated 2-3 times and the
mean rise in systemic arterial pressure (AP) and
mean fall in RSNA were calculated. The percent
inhibition of RSNA was proportional to the rise
in AP in both groups of animals
Thus, baroreflex control of RSNA appears to be
similar in newborn lambs and young adult sheep.
These measurements of RSNA in conscious newborn
and young adult animals provide a new avenue for
determining the role of the renal nerves during
development.
ANGIOTENSIN-ADENOSINE INTERACI1ONS IN THE RENAL
VASCULATURE MECHANISMS OF CALCIUM ACTIVATION.
Cathy I). Smith, H. Leland MizeIle, Drew A. Hildebrandt, and John
B. HalL Dept. PhysioL & Biophys., UnivMissMed.Ctr., Jackson, MS
In most physiological conditions, angiotensin II (ANGII) preferen-
daily constricts efferent arterioles. However, increased intrarenal
adenosine levels markedly sensitize preglomendar vessels to ANGII.
The aim of this study was to determine the role of extraeellular +
inmediating ANGII-adenosine constriction of pre and postglomerular
vessels. In all experiments, endogenousANGH formation was blocked
with captoprll (14 ug/kg/min iv) and intrarenal adenosinc was in-
creased by renal arterial adenosine infusion (1.0 uM/min) throughout
the experiment. In 6 dogs,ANGII infusion (20 ng/kg/min iv) during
adenosine infusion decreased renal blood flow (RBF) by 46±3% and
GFR by 28*1% while increasing pre and postglomerular resistances by
37±9% and 35±5%, respectively Intrarenal infusion of the calcium
channel blocker verapamil (100 ug/min) completely abolished the
ANGII-adenosine mediated decrease in GFR and the increase in
preglomenilar resistance, while blunting the decrease in REF (14±3%).
In order to prevent possible tubuloglomorular feedback mediated
changes in the renal vasculature during ANGII-adenosine infusions.
the kidneys of 6 different dogs were made non-filtering by occluding
the ureter during mannitol diuresis. ANGII infusion (20 ng/kg/min)
during intrarenal adenosine in nonfiltering kidneys decreased RBF
(39*6%) and ureteral stop-flow pressure (6.3±1.0 mmHg), while in-
creasingpre and postglomerular resistances (105*6% and 39*10%, re-
spectively). After verapamil infusion, the ANGII-adenosine mediated
increase in preglomerular resistance was completely abolished, al-
though postglomerular resistance still increased markedly (39±4%).
Verapamil infusion also blocked the reduction in ureteral stop-flow
pressure caused by ANGII-adenosine infusion. Thus, Ca + entry
blockade prevents the preglomerular constrictor response to ANGII-
adenosine but does not alter postgloinerular vasoconstriction, suggest-
ing that preglomerular vessels depend on extracellular Ca++ whereas
postglomerular vessels mobilize Ca+ + through a different mechanism.
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ENHANCED CFR RESPONSE TO ORAL VS INTRAVENOUS (IV)
ARGININE ADMINISTRATION. William E. Smoyer, and
Ben B. Brouhard. Univ. of Texas Med. Br.. Dept.
of Pedi, Galveston, Texas.
Oral protein and intravenous mixed aminoacids
as well as argmnine alone can increase GFR and
plasma glucagon. To determine if the response to
the oral ingestion (30 gin) and the IV infusion of
arginine (30 gin) produce similar renal and
hormonal responses, we measured the GFR (inulin
clearance) and glucagon concentrations for five
30 minute clearance periods after the oral
ingestion or IV infusion of arginine and compared
these data with the infusion of glucagon for three
clearance periods (10 ng/kg/min) in 6 normotensive
subjects. Administration of arginine and glucagon
increased GPR and plasma glucagon at various time
periods. Maximal increases, regardless of time
after administration, are noted below:
Peak GFR Peak Clucagon
Absolute Percent pg/nl
(ml/min/m2)
IV arginine 9±2* 13±5 369±92
Oral arginine 23±6** 42±15 130±40
Glucagon 28±4** 53±12 510±176
*SEM ** p<OO5 vs IV
We conclude that the GFR response to oral arginine
differs significantly from that of IV arginine
with higher peak GFR's despite lower peak glucagon
concentrations. Thus although mediated in part by
glucagon, these data suggest the influence of
other factors in the CFR response which appear to
be stimulated by oral ingestion.
VERAPAMIL DECREASES RENAL VASCULAR
RESISTANCE AN) FILTRATION FRACTION IN
NORMOTENSIVES WITH NORMAL RENAL FUNCTION.
D. Sul Iivon,* M.R. Weir, D.K. Kkmsen, and S.Y. Shen.
Uibiv. of Maryland Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Renal
Division, Baltimore, MD.
Verapamil(V) has been reported in hypertensives to
lower blood pressure(BP), reduce renal vascular
resistance(RVR), and increase or not change renal blood
flow(RBF) and glomerular filtration rate(GFR). We
studied the effects of 240mg sustained-release V daily
for 10 days on renal hemodynamics in healthy humans.
V reduced BP(mmHg) from 119.2±5.2/73.2*7.5 to
107.4*4.0/67.0±2.3. Renin(ng/ml/hr), aldosterone
(ng/ml), and angiotensin I l(pg/ml) levels did not change
significantly: pre 1.1 *0.3/post 1.4±0.3, pre 8.6±2.4/post
8.5*1.7, pre 38.6t8.S/post 44.3*8.8, respective ly(R).
Urine sodium and potassium in meq/2Lt hours changed
slightly: pre 93.0±10.8/ post 125.0*2 1.1, pre 43.7*5.2/
post 45.7*6.7, R. V lowered GER (p. <05) from 108.8±2.5
to 99.5±3.7 mI/mm, yet improved RBF (mI/mm), pre
479.6±2&.9 vs pqst 499.0* 27.5, and reduced RVR (dyne
sec/cm /l.73m9 from 14810*1155 to 13069*819.
Filtration fraction (FF) decreased from .23 to .20.
These changes were not associated with any changes in
serum creatinine (0.9*0.1 mg/dl), thromboxane B2, 6-
keto-prostaglandin F Ia' or prostaglandin E immuno-
reactivity in the urine.
The decreases in RVR and FF (an index of post
glomerular vascular resistance) may be important In
hyperfiltering patients in whom the pathogenesis of
progressive renal dysfunction may be related to
elevated intraglomerular pressure.
I Z + AP 0-20 21-40 41-60 61-80
Z + RSNA
newborn 13.6 19.4 27.1 26.5
lamb (7.6) (2.9) (4.2) (1.3) (sam)
Z + RSNA
young adult 18.0 26.3 29.2 23.0
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ROLE OF REGULATORS OF SODIUM EXCRETION IN PRESS—
URE—NATRIURESIS. Y.Takanhitsu*, S.Yuasa*,
T.Sumikura*, S.Miki*, T.Yura*, and H.Matsuo*.(intr. by F.Marumo). Kagawa Medical School,Dept.
of Medicine, Kagawa, Japan.
Pressure—natriuresis has been well recognized,
but the mechanisms remain pooly understood. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate the role of
several regulators of sodium reabsorption (dopa—
mine, angiotensin II (All), prostaglandins (PGs)
and calcium) in pressure.-natriuresis in uninephre—
ctomized and adrenalectomized rats. Neural and
hormonal influences on the kidney were minimized
by renal denervation and infusion of norepineph—
rifle, ADH, cortisol and aldosterone. The addition
of SCH2339O(D1 receptor antagonist) failed to
inhibit the pressure—natriuresis response. All
infusion(4Ong/kg/min) decreased the sodium excre-
tory response to altered renal perfusion pressure.In hydrated rats, indomethacin did not inhibit the
pressrure—natriuresis response, but indomethacin
with a small amount of AII(5ng/kg/min) showed an
inhibitory effect on sodium excretion. In unhyd—
rated rats indomethacin alone inhibited the pros—
sure—natriuresis response. However, the administ-
ration of captopril with indomethacin allowed
sodium excretion rates to rise to near—normal
levels. These data suggest that some amount of All
is needed for the inhibitory effect of indometha—
cm in which the action of All is unmasked. We
found the pressure—natriuresis response was re-
duced by dietary hypocalcemia. Calcium reduction
has been reported as stimulating All. These re-
sults indicate that All and PGs play the role of
modulators in the pressure—natriuresis mechanism,
and that the Dl receptor is uninvolved.
INFLUENCE OF MENTAL STRESS AND EPINEPHRINE ON
RENAL HEMODYNAMICS AND RENIN RELEASE IN HUMANS
Bo Tidgren and Paul Hjemdahl. (Int.C .Kjellstrand)
Clinical Physiology and Clinical Pharmacology,
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
Sympatho—adrenal control of renal blood flow
and renin release during mental stress was eva-
luated by comparing the effects of a color word
test (CMI) and epinephrine (Epi; 0.03, 0.1 &
0.3 nmol/kg mm) on renal blood flow (thermo—
dilution measurements), net renal venous over-
flows of norepinephrmne (NE) and dopamine (DA)
and renin release in 12 healthy male subjects.
CNT caused rapid increases of heart rate (22
bpm), mean arterial pressure (20 mm Hg),renal
vascular resistance (RVR; 48 %), arterial NE
(from 0.78 to 1.34 nM), renal venous NE (from
1.09 to 2.93 nM) and arterial Epi (from 0.26 to
0.68 nM). Renal venous overflows of NE and DA
(corrected for the renal extraction of arterial
NE and DA by the extraction of Epi) increased
from 252±29 to 708±79 pmol/min and from 24±2 to
32±4 pmol/min. Renin release increased by 65 1..
The increase in RVR correlated to the increase
in NE overflow. Renin release responses cor-
related to increases in mean arterial pressure,
and to renal DA overflow more closely than to
NE overflow. Neither responses correlated to
changes in Epi. Epi infusions increased arte-
rial Epi to 0.89, 2.49 and 6.43 nM. Epi did not
change mean arterial pressure, RVR or renal
venous NE overflow, but increased arterial PRA
and renin release dose—dependently.
Me conclude that the kidney is a target organ
for mental stress, since renal vasoconstriction
is linked to markedly increased renal nerve
activity (NE release) and since renin release
is enhanced.
EFFECTS OF ACUTE INSULIN (I) INFUSION ON GLOMERU-
LAR HEMODYNAMICS IN NORMAL (C) AND DIABETIC (0)
RATS. B.J. Tucker*, R.C. Blantz, and R.C. ColIlns*
Univ. of Calif, San Diego and VANC, San Diego, CA.
Treatment of diabetes mellitus with I utilizing
current therapies requires greater amounts of I
than that produced endogenously. Insulin may
induce changes that affect glomerular function.
Micropuncture studies were performed in 6 C and 6
non-I treated D rats (streptozotocin, 65 mg/kg
i.v.,7-1O days prior). Measurements of single
nephron filtration rate (SNGFR), single nephron
plasma flow (SNPF), glomerular hydrostatic
pressure gradient (AP), and afferent (AR) and
efferent (ER) arteriolar resistance were obtained
before and after infusion of I (5-8U, Humulin-R,
1.v.). Glucose was Infused In both groups after I
to prevent hypoglycemia. Glomerular filtration
rate was O.97±.05 in C compared to 1.19±.06
mis/mm in D (P<O.05). (*P<O.05 to respective
non-I period, §P<O.05 to C+I)
Blood Sugar SNGFR SNPF AP AR ER
[ mg% ]( nl/mln ][nmiHg][Gdynes'seccnr5]
C 99±6 32±2 93±7 34±1 30±4 19±3
C+I 82±7* 38±2* 125±7* 40±1* 19±2* 15±2*
D 342±15 31±2 99±8 33±1 28±4 15±2
0+1 755* 25±1* 71±5* 28±1* 38±4* 19±3
Mean arterial pressure was not different
between C and 0 and was unchanged after I. The
contrasting effects of I on glomerular hemodynam-
ics in C and D are mediated by AR but may derive
from two different mechanisms. Stimulation of
growth hormone by I In C may contribute to the
increase in SNGFR, whereas in D, the dominant
factor reducing SNGFR via decreases in SNPF and AP
could be an I induced extra- to intracellular
fluid shift, acutely decreasing plasma volume.
EFFECT OF INTRAVENOUS BRANCHED CHAIN—ENRICHED AMINO
ACIDS (BCAA)ON RENAL FUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH CHRO-
NIC LIVER DISEASE (CLI))
Andrea Valdivie8o, *Helia Morales, *Alberto Maiz,
*Sa].vador Vial. Catholic Univ.Chile,Med. School.
I)epts .Nephrourology and Nutrition, Santiago, CHILE.
The purpose of this study sto compare the effect
of a standard (Aminoplasmal 10%—Braun) (AA), and BCAA
(Hepamino—F 4,5% Braun)amino acid infusion on gb—
merular filtration rate(GFR), renal plasma flow(RPF)
and fractional sodium excretion (FeNa%)in Child—B,
CLI) and normal volunteers(N). Each subject was ran-
domly assigned and studied on two occasions, separa
ted by 48 bra, while on a 60 mzq/day sodium diet.
Four CLI) and 6 N received 4Ogr of AA and BCAA for 6
bra in an isovolemic infusion. GFR and RPF were asse
ssed by inulin and PAR clearances, respectively (ml!
m/l.73 m2).Data taken before(B)and between the 2nd—
4th hr of infusion(I)are presented and expressed as
mean me.
CL N
AA BAA AA BAA
CF B 16 86± 12 92+ 11 106± 8
— I 89± 21 4± 19 *109± 7 90± 7
F 8 477±152 438±135 415± 79 296± 84
I 344±122 360+140 **366± 84 253±150
FeNaB 0.6+0.3 0.8+0.3 0.9+0.2 0.7+0.04
— I**0.9+0.3 0.9+0.4 0.9+0.1 0.8+0.1
0.O5vsB **p< 0.O25vaB
These data show that:
a)AA increased GFR by 18% in N.
b)Unlike N,patienta with CLD did not increase their
GFR after a standard M 1oad however in these pa—
tients,AA produced a small natriureti effect.
c)Given at this dose,BCAA did not change GFR,RPF or
FeNa in N or in CLI).
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THE ACUTE EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORINE ON TIlE INNER
MEDULLARY MICROCIRCULATION IN THE NORMAL RAT
KIDNEY. Yoram Yagil, Tylbert Schabel,* and Rex L.
Jainison. Univ of Rochester1 Rochester, NY.
Acute cyclosporine—A (CysA) nephrotoxicity has
been attributed to renal vasoconstriction; it is
not known if the vasoconstriction is uniform or
regional. To study its effect on the inner
medulla, CysA was infused for 20 mm in anesthe-
tized rats. Vehicle was infused in controls.
Elood flow in ascending (Qavr) and descending vasa
recta (Qdvr) was determined in the exposed renal
papilla by fluorescence videomicroscopy prior to
(Period I) and 45 miii after CysA (Period II). In
parallel studies, unulun (Cliii) and PAR clearances
(CipAR) were measured. Results (mean N—5—6
per group).
Ci Qa Qdvr
Period i In11 Ti i ii i ii
(ui/mm) (ui/mm) (u/mm) (ni/mm)
Vehicle 1018 993 3582 3492 4.8 5.6 10.4 11.7
.9%NaC1 ±68 ±93 ±277 ±174 ±.7 ±.5 ±2.7 ±3.0
y4 1094 1295 3556 3985 6.1 6.8 12.6 14.6
7kg ±153 ±161 ±375 ±421 ±.7 ±1.1 ±3.5 ±4.2
1129 1164 3796 3232* 4.7 4.2 7.0 7.2
20mg/kg ±97 ±83 ±368 ±315 1.8 ±.7 ±1.8 ±1.4
* p<O.Ol Period I vs Period II, paired analysis
Low dose CysA (4 mg/kg) had no effect. At 20 mg/
kg CysA, there was a rise in MAP, no change in
Ci, a reduction in ClH, and an increased fil-
tration fraction. In contrast, Qavr and Qdvr did
not change. We conclude that the medullary circu-
lation escapes the CysA—unduced net post—glomeru—
lar vasoconstriction.
SELECTIVE AICLAR 1ICPIC1i '10 N
STTh1JLATIC1 IN RT HYDIEFHYIIC KILVEYS.
C. Zhang, J.P. Porter aud J.T. Flesing: (lntr.
by J. Passnore) University of Louisville,
Scbool of Medicine, Louisvifle, KY.
This study was ccnducted to quantitate the
ccnstrictor respctise of pre- aud postglcaxular
arterioles in the rat hydrcnephxotic kidney
during nerve stixivlaticti. Six to 8 weeks after
surgical inductiai of unilateral hydrctlephrcsis,
six fle Wistar rats (240-270g) were anesthe-
tized with mactin. The brenephrotic kidney,
with intact blood suçly, was exteriorized in a
37 C and pH centrolled bath for direct visual-
izaticn of the microvessels using TV microexçy.
Fran each kidney the baseline diameters of a
single lnterlot*ilar artery (INT), affezmmt (MT)
and efferent (EFF) arterioles (at sites near the
glaixuli) were measured. Then the severed
splanchnic nerve was stimulated for 15 seds at
frequencies of 2 to 8 Hz (duration 1n, 0. 3zn4.
Cctitrol diameters and diameter changes during
nerve stimulation (expressed as percent of
control ± SM) are given belcM. * p<0.05)
c9rol2 4z z 7p 8z
INT 15i2.l 85+3* 74+4* 61+4* 54+3* 47+2*
AFF 9±0.5 85+3* 81+3* 73+4* 62+4* 59.1.5*
EFF 9±0.4 99+1 92+3 94+3 92+5 87+6r and AFF arterioles canstricted to
the nerve stixnulaticxi in a frequency-depentfashicsi. At the higher stimulation frequencies(4—8 Hz), the lilT ware nre responsive than the
AFF. In trast, the EFF did not significantly
constrict. These data fran the rat hdrone-
phrotic kidney indicate that a brief increase in
efferent renal nerve activity selectively
ristricts the preglaearular vessels.
1WRIDE TRANSPORT NECHANI IN NYST KIDNEY
P1)XIMAL TUBUIR. Solange Pbdulnour_NaJthoul* and
Ehdle L. Bou].paep, Yale Univ. Sch. Med., Dept. of
Cellular and MDlecular Physiology, New Haven, CT.
Ibdes of chloride transport were examined in
isolated perfused proximal tubules, using deternii-
nations of basolateral V1, lunina]. V2 and trans—
epithelia]. V3 as wall as of intracellular chloride
activity (aCl). In control substrate Ringer aClj
is 11.8+0 .6 irM (n.39). Diphenylamine—2—cathoxylate(DPC) added to the lumen increases aCli by
2.4±0.6 aM (n=22). kklition of DPC to the bath
increases aClj by 2.9+1.0 irM (n=6). This finding
is consistent with the presence of Cl channels at
the apical and basolateral cell methranes. kkli-
tion of furosemide, bumetanide or hydrochloro-
thiazicle to the lumen had no significant effect on
aClj, suggesting that the dependence of aCij on
luminal Na reported earlier is not caused by an
apical Na-Cl or Na-K-Cl sysport. The rescval of
HCO fran the lumen decreases the aCli by 1.1±0.3
irM (nl2). This finding is incarpatible with any
C1-HCO antiport on the luminal membrane. Ackli-
tional resioval of HOD fran the bath increases
aCli by 1.5+0.5 nM (n=li) an effect due to Na/HCO
-Cl/H antiport. In HCO3-free Ringer, the aition
of DIDS to the lumen increases aCli by 1.7 ± 0.6
aM (ni0), which is inccnpatible with luminal C1-
Base antiport. In HCD3-free Ringer, DIDS in the
bath decreases aClj. by 2.4 ±0.9 jiM (n=9). After
acklition of DIDS to lumen and bath, V2 is 46 ± 5.5
my not significantly different from the
equilibrium potential for Cl of 43 ± 3.8 mV
(n'=lO). We conclude: 1) Ci channels are present
on both apical and basolatera]. cell mmbranes. 2)
basolateral Cl transport occurs both through C1-
H(X) and other Cl-Base exchange.
1-ADRENERGIC AGONISTS INCREASE Na. Cl, Ca AND Mg
TRANSPORT IN ISOLATED MOUSE THICK ASCENDING LIMB.
C. Bailly*, N. Imbert-Teboul*, N. Roinel*, C.
Amiel*. INSERM U. 251 and Univ. Parts 7, Franca.
(Intr. by Christian La Grimellec).
Because 1-adrenargic agonists stimulate adeny-
late cyclase (AC) in several segments of the
mammalian nephron, we tested the effect of iso-
proterenol (Iso) on AC of the Swiss mouse
nephron : Stimulation was x 9 in the cortical
(cTAL) and x 5 in the medullary (mTAL) part of
the thick ascending limb (T+L). We investigated
the effects of Iso (10 H) on electrolyte
transport in isolated cTAL and mTAL perfused and
bathed with isoosmotic. Rapes-buffered solutions.
Concentration difference between perfused and
collected fluid was as follows for cTAL
Control Iso Recovery
ANa,mN 56±8 68±7* 4O±5
ACl,mM 57 ± 8 67 ± 8* 39 ± 6
Ca,mH 0.23±0.07 0.39±0.06* O.17±O.04g
Mg,mH 0.11±0.04 0.25±0.05* 0.08±O.O2
AR ,mH 0.17±0.38 -1.4 ±0.60* -0.65±0.26
* p < 0.01 Iso/Control ; § p < 0.01 Iso/Recovery
The transepithelial voltage (Vt) was tran-
siently increased from 11.6 ± 2.4 in the last
control period to 14.4 ± 2.6 mV during Iso.
In mTAL, a similar Iso effect was observed on
Vt, £iNa (54 ± 8* vs 40 ± 6) and ACL (55 ± 7* vs
42 ± 6). However, because of widely scattered
data, no net basal or stimulated transport of K,
Ca, and Hg could be evidenced.
It is concluded that Iso enhances Ca and Mg
reabsorption in cTAL and Na and Cl reabsorption
in the whole TAL. Thus, besides polypeptidic
hormones, 6-adrenergic agents contribute to the
muj.tthornional modulation of the TM. function.
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DA2 DOPAMIME RECEPTOR MEDIATED RENAL EFFECTS OF
LV 141865 IN RATS SUBJECTED TO ACUTE UNILATERAL
RENAl. DENERVATION. Alan S. Bass. Comittee on
Clinical Pharmacology, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois.
We reported previously that LV 141865 increased
urinary sodium excretion (UNaV) in the innervated
kidney and decreased UNaV in the denervated kidney
of anesthetized rats subjected to acute unilateral
renal denervation and extra-cellular fluid volume
expansion (Pharmacologist 27:168, 1985). In addi-
tion, LV 141865 increased urinary potassium excre-
tion (UKV) in the innervated kidney without signi-
ficantly affecting UKV in the denervated kidney.
These effects were associated with a decrement in
mean arterial pressure (MAP) without a change in
glomerular filtration rate (GFR). In the present
experiments I extended this study further by ex-
amining the effect of the DA2 dopamine (DA2) re-
ceptor antagonist, S-sulpiride (5), on the renal
responses to LV 141865. S (25 mg/kg iv) blocked
the increment in UNaV and UKV produced by LV
141865 (750 tg/kg iv) in the innervated kidney and
the decrement in UNaV. produced by LV 141865 in the
denervated kidney. S, alone, had no effect on
UNaV and UKV in the innervated kidney, but de-
creased UNaV in the denervated kidney. The decre-
ment in MAP produced by LV 141865 was attenuated
by S. 5, alone, produced a smaller decrease in
MAP than LV 141865. Neither LV 141865 plus S nor
5, alone, affected GFR. In conclusion, the
natriuresis and kaliuresis produced by LV 141865
In the innervated kidney was due to activation of
neuronal DA2 receptors. Elucidation of a mechan-
ism for the antinatriuresis produced by LV 141865
in the denervated kidney requires further study.
IN Vl'fl4) L'I(DIDS (G) RAPIDLY I)flEE THE
Pa-H M1II. C. P. Basti, Temple Univ.
Health Sci. Ctr. Philadelphia, PA.
In vivo studies (J.C.I. 80,348,1987) sug-
gest G rapidly induce Na absorption in colon of
adrenalectanized (ADX) rats. It is not known if
this rapid induction is a systemic or direct
tissue effect or which pathway is induced. Dis-
tal colon of ADX rats was studied in Ussing
chanber under short circuit current (ISC) in
the following groups: 1 P,DX alone 2) DX & Dex—
amethasone (Dex 2.5x1OM) 3) ADX & Dex & N—
ethyl—N iscrcpyl amiloride (NENIA), the Na—H
antiport inhibitor and 4) PtDX & Dex & amilor—
ide. Mucosal to serosal (m->s) and net Na abs-
orption significantly increased fifteen minutes
after addition of Dex while ISC was unchanged.
NENIA ccmpletely blocked this increase.
1DX ADX & DEX ADX & DEX &
uEq/tVan2 NENIA l0-5M
Na m->s 5.7±0.7 9.8±1.1* 4.3±0.6
Na net 0.9±0.6 5.1±0.9* —1.8±1.3
Cl m-)s 10±0.7 14±1 * 8.5±1
Cl net —0.02±0.7 4.2±1 * —2.6±1.6
Isc 2.0±0.1 1.9±0.1 1.7±0.1
* p<O.Ol cc*spared to other groupsSerosal to mucosal flux, residual ion flux and
tissue cosductance were similar in all three
groups. PD was 2iW higher with ADX alone(p(O.0s). Amiloride 105M did not decrease Na
m-.>s, (+1.7±1.4) or Isc (a—0.2±O.1 uB/IV'
cm2. Ion flux values were similar to those obt—
aimed with in vivo adeinistration of low dose
DEX for 24 hours. Thus, receptor specific doses
of (3 increase electroneutral NaC1 absorption
within minutes by a direct tissue effect. The
pathway induced ajpears to be the Na-H antiport.
RAPID AND REVERSIBLE DOWN-REGULATION OF THIAZIDE
DIURETIC RECEPTORS BY ACUTE RENAL ISCHEMIA. Kevin
Beaumont,* Andrzej Maciejewski,* Duke A. Vaughn,*
and Darrell 0. Fanestil. Univ. of Calif., San
Diego, Div. of Nephrology/Hypertension, La Jolla,
CA.
This laboratory recently identified receptors
for thiazide diuretic drugs in rat renal cortex
through binding of 3H-metolazone, a potent diuretic
with a thiazide-like mechanism of action (PNAS 85:
2311, 1988). We now describe the rapid and revers-
ible alterations that occur in thiazide receptors
following acute renal ischemia in the rat. The
apparent density of thiazide receptors in kidney
membranes, as measured by saturation analysis of
equilibrium binding of 3H-metolazone, was reduced
by 90% (from 0.555±0.052 to 0.058±0.01 pmol/mg
protein; n5) following 10 minutes of renal ische-
mia produced by clamping the renal pedicle. With
release of the clamp and subsequent reperfusion for
10 minutes, thiazide receptor density returned to
within 40% of control levels (0.347±0.086; n=3).
Ischemia did not alter the apparent affinity of
receptors for 3H-metolazone. Tissue sections pre-
pared from renal cortex and incubated in oxygenated
media in vitro displayed similar rapid changes In
thiazi receptors: hypoxia of 10-30 minutes dura-
tion produced by incubating sections in vitro in
nitrogen-saturated media caused a sigiTficant de-
crease in binding of 3H-metolazone that was revers-
ible with return to oxygenated media. Similar de-
creases were obtained in oxygenated sections that
were incubated with mitochondrial inhibitors (di-
nitrophenol or rotenone), but not in sections in-
cubated with ouabain. These results indicate that
renal thiazide diuretic receptors are rapidly
regulated and that the supply of metabolic energy
is crucial in this process.
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE CONDUCTANCES AND
INTRACELLULAR pH (pHi) OF THE PRINCIPAL CELL
(PC) IN MONOLAYERS OF CORTICAL COLLECTING
DUCT (CCM). Elsa Bello-Reuss. University of Texas
Medical Branch, Dept. of Med., Galveston, Texas.
Conventional and double-barrel microelectrodes
were used to determine the basolateral membrane
voltage (yb) and pH in PC cells of CCM. Previously,
we have shown that the morphology, hormonal
responses and apical membrane conductances allow for
the recognition of PC and intercalated cells. PC cells,
Identified by Hoffman modulation contrast, constituted
70% of the monolayer. Studies were performed in a
modified Ussing chamber; apical and basal sides were
superfused with a HCO-salt solution, pH 7.40 at 37°C.
Reducing bath C1 concentration from 110 to 11 mM(cyclamate replacement) resulted in a transient
depolarization of b from —80±2 to -63±3 mY (n=5),
(p<O.OOl) followed by hyperpolarizatlon. This pattern
has been observed in other celis in which K+ and C1
conductive pathways coexist in the same membrane.
There was a concomitant increase in transepithelial
resistance (Rt) from 820±200 to 1400±200 ohmcm2
(p<0.O1). Increasing the K concentration in the bath
from 5 to 50 mM resulted in depolarization of b from
-79 to -60±2 mY (n=6) (p<0.001) and in a decrease
in Rt from 1200 ±200 (p<0.Ol).
In 3 experiments, pHi was 7.20 under control
conditions. The cells alkalinized to 7.39 and
7.45 0.03 when the basolateral side was exposed to
low [Cl—I or high [K), respectively. It is concluded
that the basolateral membrane of the PC has both Cl
and K+ conductances. In addlUon, the changes in plij
upon ionic substitutions suggest the presence of a
voltage-dependent mechanism of acid extrusion at the
basolateral membrane.
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ACTIVATION OF PROTEIN KINASE C(PKC) INHIBITS
Na,K-ATPase ACTIVITY IN RAT KIDNEY PROXIMAL
TUBULES (PT). Alelandro BertoreJ.lo* and Anita
Aperia. Dept of Pediatrics, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm, Sweden.
Activators of PKC inhibit Na transport in PT
(A3P 254:F9, 88). This study evaluates the effect of
PKC activators on the mediator of active Na trans-
port, Na,K-ATPase. Enzyme activity was determined
in microdissected, permeabilized PT as ouabain sen-
sitive 32P-ATP hydrolysis under Vmax for Na,K and
ATP. In vehicle incubated tubules Na,K-ATPase (pmol
Pi/mm tubule/h) was 1403±128, n=5. The endogenous
PKC activator diacylglycerol 104M significantly inhi-
bited Na,K-ATPase to 673±51, n=5. Phorbol 12,13
dybutyrate (PDBu) induced a time and dose-dependent
inhibition of Na,K-ATPase. Inhibition was significant
at 15 and maximal at 20 mm. In PCT incubated 20 mm
with PDBu Na,K-ATPase was: 796±171 (l08M);
570±198 (10-7M); 484±130 (10-6M). PBDu inhibition of
NaKATPase is not due to a non-ionic detergent effect.
The inactive 1-phorbol didecanoate did not inhibit
Na,K-ATPase. Sphingosine (SP), a PKC inhibitor,
abolished the inhibitory effect of PBDu on Na,K-
ATPase in a dose-dependent manner (1102±78,
PDBu+SPIO/uM; 1356±114, PDBu+SP5O/uM). PDBu 10
7M had no effect on Na,K-ATPase purified from rat
renal cortex. DA is a physiological inhibitor of Na,K-
ATPase in PT (A3P 252:F39, 87). The effect involves a
pertussis toxin sensitive C-protein. DA (10 5M) in-
hibition of Na,K-ATPase was abolished by SP in a
dose-dependent manner: 816±26 (DA+SPI /uM);
1237±75 (DA+SPIO/uM); 1327±16 (DA÷SP0/uM).
Conclusion: Activation of PKC inhibits Na,K-ATPase
activity in renal PT cells.
CELL VOLUME REGULATES NA-H EXCHANGE iN
PROXIMAL TUBULE. S. Blumenthal and J. Kleinman.
VAMC & Med Coil of Wise Milwaukee, WI.
The purpose of this study was to examine the rela-
tionship between alterations in cell volume and Na-H
activity in renal proximal tubule. Suspensions of rabbit
cortical tubules were solute depleted by incubation with
rotenone in a Na-free medium. Cell volume was estimated
as cell water/dry weight (pL/mg) and Na-H exchange by
the rise in cell pH (DM0) upon exposure to 135mM Na
(ApH/2.5 mm). In choline Cl (Group I), cell volume fell
from 2.7 to 2.2 i]/mg; in choline SO4 (Group II), cell vol-
ume decreased to 2.0 p.1/mg (P<0.001 for both). To change
cell volume, the predominant anions accompanying Na
were varied. ApH and increases in cell vol upon exposure
to Na-anion pairs are shown:
Gr A SCN NO3- Q Isethio S04I pH
vol
0.07
0.71
0.17
039
0.31
0.35
0.37
0.07
II pH
vol
0.03
1.16
0.06
0.95
0.09
0,66
When individual ,n,, ,ii,i
datapoints were plot-
ted, a significant recip-
rocal relationship be-
tween the ApH and the
change in cell volume
.4
from its nadir was re-
vealed:
In summary, cell volume and activity of the proximal
tubule Na+H+ exchanger are inversely related. Cell vol-
ume may quantitatively regulate Na'H+ exchange in
proximal tubule.
PURIFICATION OF A DIPHENYLAMINE-2-CARBOXYLATE
(DPC)-BINDING PROTEIN WITH PROPERTIES OF A CHLORIDE
CHANNEL. Gary V. Desir , Thecla C. Massad and Peter S.
Aronson. Depts of Medicine, and Cellular & Molecular
Physiology, Yale School of MedicIne, New Haven, CT.
DPC-sensitive CI channels have been described in the thick
ascending limb and collecting duct of the mammalian kidney.
The aim of this study was to identify and purify DPC-sensitive Cl
channels from rabbit renal outer medullary membrane vesicles
(OMMV).
DPC-sensitive, electrogenic 36C1 flux was demonstrated in
OMMV. The rank order for Inhibition of this flux by Cl transport
blockers was: 5-Nitro-2-(4-phenyl-butylamlno)-benzoic acid
[#1451 > 5-Nltro-2-(3-phenyl-butylamino)-benzoic acid [#1441>
4,4-dinitrostilbene-22' disulfonic acid [DNDSI DPC. These
agents inhibited electroneutral Cl-Cl exchange in OMMV with a
different rank order: #144> #145> DPC> DNDS.
We then synthesized a DPC-aftinity column by immobilizing 2
mM DPC in polyacrylamide according to the method of Uchida
and Fllburn (JBC 259:12311. 1984). OMMV were solublllzed
with Triton (0.6% w/v) and the solubilized extract was equilibrated
with the DPC-affinity matrix by a batch method. Following
extensive washing of the matrix with buffer, proteins were eluted
with buffer alone or with buffer containing 2 mM DPC. Eiuates
were concentrated and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Proteins were
visualized by silver-staining. A 67 kO protein was specifically
eluted from the affinity matrix by 2 mM DPC. Adsorption of this
protein to the DPC-afflnity matrix was completely blocked by
#145 (250 riM). When different Cl transport inhibitors were
compared, the rank order for inhibition of adsorption of the 67 kD
protein to the DPC-affinity matrix was #145 > #144> DNDS
DPC, which was identical to that displayed for Inhibition of
conductive 36C1 flux in intact OMMV. Amino acid analysis of the
purified 67 kD protein indicated a yield of 5 pmoles/mg OMMV
and a content of 60% hydrophobic amino acids, consistent with
an intrinsic membrane protein.
These findings strongly suggest that the 67 kD protein isa
structural component of a DPC-sensitive Ci channel present In
the outer medulla of the rabbit kidney.
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CELL. VOLUME REc-ULP,TI()N IN PROXIMAL TUBULE:
SEQUENTIAL ACTIVTIO14 OF K AND Cl CHANNELS.
L.Dube*. L. Parent and R. Sauve* (intr. by
J-Y. Laptinte), Membrane Transport Research
Group, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, P.Q.
The role of ionic channels in cell volume
regulation was studied using whole-cell and
cell-attached configurations of the patch-clamp
technique. Cell monolayers from proximal tubule
in primary culture were perfused alternatively
with normal and dilute (1:2) Earle solution.
Membrane potential was monitored in whole-cell
experiments during the hypoosomotic shock. Mean
resting potential was -42 mV (n=10) when measured
in the control medium. Cells exposed to test
medium transiently hyperpolarized to -70 isV after
which potential plateau at -20 mV. When the
external medium is changed back to control, cells
depolarized to -8 isV and then repolarized to a
mean potential of -20 my (n=8). Cell-attached
experiments clearly showed the sequential
activation of K, Cl and cationic channels.
The channel active during the transient
hyperpolarization phase was shown to be a classic
K(Ca) with a slope conductance evaluated to
185 pS (n15). It is activated by membrane
potential and internal Ca (0.1 to 10 tiM) in a
bell shaped relationship. Cl and cationic
channels that become active during the subsequent
phases were round tr, be of intermediate
conductance (70 and 100 p5). All the channels
involved seem to operate within the same calcium
range although the calcium sensitivity of the
latter channels remains to be precisely
characterized.
L1Th1t14 (Li) CLEARANCE AND AIAL PEPTIDE (ANF) IN
RANCY (P), EFFT OFV114E DtPMSIct. J. Lixr',
N. Millers, L. Ganousis', A. Alfrey, M. Lindheiiner,J. Davison'. Dpt. 1 Univ. lorado, Univ. Chicago
and Univ. Neastle upon Tyne (U.K.).
Plasma volume rises in P while P,,,, and BP decre-
ase. Thus "effective blood volume" was descrined as
lx,th "over-" and "uixlerfifled". ¶[tiholar and hunoral
indices of voitme hcneostasis were stixlied in six
subjects during P and tha non-pregnant (NP) state.
Creatinine clearance (GR) increased by 58 and 49
% in early (E) and late (L) P (p<. 009). The risein GFR was paralled by a 58 % decrease of endo-
genous serum Li (116 23 in NP to 50 3 nM/i in
P, p<.05), omisistent with unaltered (16.4 3, NP;
16.2 2, EP; and 16.4 1 % in LP) fractional
excretion of this trace elanent (FF,), a marker of
proximal thbilar fluid reabsorption. Plasma ANF,
19 7 pg/mi (NP), increased to 40 6 (p=.002) in
EP and decreased again to 28 5 during LP. ANF and
tubilar responses to central volume expansion were
stuiied during water ininersion. After 1 hour, ANF
increased fran 17.4 6 to 26 3 pg/mi (NS) in NP,
fran 41 8 to 89 19 (p<.02) in EP and fran 22.2
6 to 40.5 11 (NS) in LP. An additional infusion
of.06 mi/kg/mm 5 % MaCi for 2h increased ANF to 60
6 in NP (p..002), to 118 11 in EP (p=.000), and
to 126 24 pg/mi in LP (p =.004) and ANF rcee sore
during P (AWNA). Fractional excretion of Na (FE,.,),
FF, and ANF cerrelated significantly. Cnclusion:
ANF rises transiently in pregnancy while fraction-
al proximal tuixilar handling of fluid (F) is
unaltered. Strong evidence against a vascular
"underfill" in P. Absolute tubilar Na reabsorption
is increased markedly and proportionally to GFR in
lxth proximal and distal neI'*,ron sites during P.
CULTURED RABBIT DISTAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULE CELLS TRANSPORT SODIUM AND
POTASSIUM. David H. Ellison & Heino Velázquez. Yale
University & VA Med Center, West Haven, CF.
Cellular heterogeneity has made it difficult to investigate
functional properties of individual renal distal tubule cells.
We explanted discrete tubule segments to obtain primary cul-
tures of distal convoluted tubule (DCT) cells. DCTs, iden-
tified by contiguity with thick ascending limb, were dissected
from rabbit kidneys and cut proximal to the connecting
tubule. Cells were grown on collagen coated glass or
permeable supports (Costar' Transwells'") in medium con-
taining l4OmMNa,5mMK,and3%fetalcalf serum. For
comparison, cortical collecting tubules (CCI') were dissected
from meduflary rays and grown in a similar manner.
Cell outgrowth was observed in 35% of plated DCI'
(N=295) and 81% of CCI' (N=127, P<0.00l). Outgrowth
occurred at 4 0.2 (SE) days after plating DCI' and 3±0.2
days after plating CCT (P<0.001). Transmission electron
microscopy showed uniform cell morphology; cells were 4-6
jni high with tight junctions, basolateral membrane amplifi-
cation and apical microvilli. When grown on Transwells'",
DCT cells reached confluence after 7-14 days. In 3 plates
(confluent), the ability to transport was assessed by replacing
apical and basolateral solutions and measuring [Nal, [K], and
transepithelial (FE) gradient (in mM) 24 hours later
Anical Basolateral TE Gradient
[Nal 124±5 142±2 -18±5[K] 10±3 5±1 5±4
In apical solution, [NaJ fell by 16 mM and [1(1 rose by 5
mM; because [Na1 does not equal [K], transport of other
ions (e.g. C1, HCO or H) must have occurred. In sum-
mary, 1) primary cultures of rabbit DCT cells can be es-
tablished from well defined microdissected tubule segments,
2) cell niorphology reflects a single population of cells, and
3) cultured DCI' cells transport Na and K actively.
THE EFFECT OF RINGERS EXPANSION ON PROXIMAL TUBULE LLIVERY
IN THE AWAKE NICROPUNCTURED RAT. TA Fried, JR Lugon", RW
Osgood* end JH Stein. Univ of Texas Health Science Center,
San Antonio, Tx
Both anesthesia and surgical stress are associated with a
nusber of hormonal and hemodynamic changes which lead to
salt retention. Because traditional micropuncture tech-
niques are performed under these conditions, the mechanisms
and tubular sites involved in excreting an acute volume load
in the awake state remain incompletely understood. Indeed,
the micropunctured animal excretes a very email amount of a
voluse load. We have recently developed a technique which
allows micropuncture experiments to be carried out in awake
rats 48 hours following surgical manipulation and anesthe-
sia.
Three ani.eals had chronic vascular catheters placed and
their left kidneys "exteriorized". Forty—eight hours later
they were put in restraining cages (to which they had pre-
viously bmcose accustomed) and underwent baseline collec-
tions fro, their late proxisal tubules (LPT). They then had
a 1.3% per body weight Ringers expansion over 40 minutes
followed by recollections fros the same tubules. (Oats
expreesed as mean + SE)
SNGFR (TF/P)IN EPFR Na inf UNaY
ni/mm nl/amn ,.c,Jsin uEaJmin
Baseline 30+3 l.55±.l 20+1 2.5+.l 2.7±.3
2% VE 27÷4 l.37±.l 20+2 lO.4+.3 8.5+.8
(EPFRend proximal flow rate, Na infaodium infusion rate,
UNAV=aoditmi excretion rate).
These preliminary data suggest that awake rats quickly
come into sodium balance following Ringers expansion. In
addition, mince the delivery from LPT doean't change, the
superficial proximal tubule does not appear to play. an
important role in the increase in salt excretion following
mild acute volume expansion in the unaneathetized rat.
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THE EFFECT OF DIET ON NA CHANNEL
DENSITY IN RAT CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULE. G. Frindt, L.G. Palmer and H. Sackin.
Cornell Univ. Medical College, Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics, New York, N.Y.
Isolated rat cortical collecting tubules (CCT) were
split to expose the apical membrane surface and bathed
with 140mM NaGluconate medium at 23°C. Micro-injec-
tion of fluorescein into individual cells revealed no cell to
cell coupling. Furthermore, the average cell capacitance of
36±7pF (n=8 tubules), measured under whole-cell clamp
conditions with KGluconate in the pipette, is consistent
with the capacitance expected for isolated rat CCT cells.
The whole-cell Na conductance (G1.h) was defined as the
amiloride (10pM) sensitive slope conductance near zero
holding potential. Rats maintained on a lowNa diet (n=12
tubules) exhibited a ONa of 6.0±2 nS/cell compared with a
GN5 of 0.06±0,1 nS/cdll for rats maintained on a normal
diet (n=l4 tubules). The amiloride insensitive conductance
(Cii) averaged 9.1±2 nS/cell. with no significant difference
between low Na and normal groups. This relatively high
value of GL compared to GNa is consistent with an impor-
tant K conductance in rat CCI'. The channel density (N)
was determined from the relation: GNa = gNaN P0, where
P0 is the open probability of the channel (=0.5) and gq is
the single channel conductance (=4pS) [J. Gen. Physiol.
92:121-138, 1988]. Consequently, the present study indicates
that rats on a low Na diet have a Na channel density of
N=3000 channels/cell compared to N=30 channels/cell for
rats on a normal diet.
RIIQJLATION OF IONIC CONIIJCTANCES IN Q)LL8CFING [XJCF
PRINCIPAL CELLS(CDP)CULTURED FROM NEWBORN RABBITS.
P.Gross* ,M.Ketteler* ,C.BUhrledl ,W.Minuth*Z..bkiv.of
Heidelberg,Depts.of Medicine,Physiology1 and Anato—
my2,Heidelberg,FRG.(Introd.by E.Bello-Reuss)
The control of electrolyte transport across
CDP has not been clarified.We therefore used a mo-
del epithelium of cultured CDP to evaluate putative
stimuli of such transport by measurements of trans-
epithelial voltage(Ve)and resistance(Rte). — We
observed:Co-incubation of CDP with aldosterone( iO6
M)for 10 days provided a stimulus to Na reabsorp'-
tion(control:Vte -1.1+2.8 mV;Rte O.4+.1 k2cm2;n7;
aldosterone:Vte 43t5.5;Rte 0.9+.l;p<.O5 both para-
meters) .Co—incubation with aldosterone plus ainilo-
ride(10—6M)for 10 days was associated with a fur-
ther augmentation of Na transport in subsequent
acute experiments without amiloride(aldosterone:Vte
—26+3,9 mV;Rte O.6+.05 k2 cm2 ;n=6 ;after aldosterone
plus aniiloride:Vte-49+3.8 ;Rte O.45+.05 ;p<.OS both
parameters).PGE2(1OlUOperfused at the basolateral
cell membrane in acute experiments reduced sodium
reabsgrption(control :Vte -43.6+4.2 mV;Rte 0.8+. 1
k9 cm';n=8;PGE2:vte -39.7+3.8;Rte O.86.l ;p<.5both parameters).In contrast an increase of potas-
sium and/or chloride conductivity was indicated by
observations using basolateral h-cANP(1O"l0M)acu-
tely(control:Vte '35.9+5.5 mV;Rte 1÷6 kQcm2;n=8;
ANP:Vte -32.7+5;Rte O.8÷.1;p<O5 both parameters),
as well as a 1YA-1 agonist(1OlUM)(control:V —43.9
+6 mV;Rte 1.1+.2 k9cm2;n.8;Fenoldopam:Vt —±-;
1te 1+.2;p<O both parameters),AVP or angiotensin
II(alT 1010M). — It is concluded that aldosterone
and PGE2 primarily regulate sodium transport,where—
as h-tsANP,AVP,A II and DA-1 agonist primarily con-
trol potassium- and/or chloride—conductivity in
this collecting duct principal cell epithelium.
ADH ENHANCES NaC1 ABSORPTION IN MOUSE MEDULLARY
THICK ASCENDING LIMBS (MTAL) WITHOUT INCREASING 02
CONSUMPTION (Q02). E.B. Grossman, M.J. LolI,bardi*
and S.C. Hebert. Brigham & Women's Hoep. and
Harvard Med. School, Boston, MA.
In the mouse MTAL, ADH doubles the rate of
furosemide (F) - and ouabain(0) -sensitive(sena) NaC1
absorption. Thus we evaluated the effect of ADH on
F-sens Q02 in a purified suspension of mouse MTAL
tubules. Either 1mM F or 5aM 0 reduced Q02 by 55%.
However, lO'TM ADH (+1mM IBME), which caused a 6-
fold increase in cAMP accumulation, had no effect
on 0-sens Q02 (45.6 7.2 (-ADH) vs 54.7 6.7
(+ADH) nmol O2min1mg protein1; p>O.2). However,
increasing cell Na entry with nystatin doubled
either with or without hormone. Thus, ADH stii,ul-
ation of NaC1 absorption in mouse MTAL occurs
without increasing 02 consumption. Since ADH ap-
pears to change the K requirement for F-sens,
apical Na,Cl cotransport in perfused mouse I4TAL
tubules [Sun & Hebert, ASN, 1988]. we evaluated
the effect of 107M ADH ÷io-St forskolin(FSK)] on
F-scum Rb+ uptake in mouse MTAL suspensions. F-
sens Rb uptake was linear over the first 60s. In
the absence of ADH F-sens Rb uptake at 60s was
negligible (1 15 cpmg protein1) but increased
to 79 9 after a 10 mm exposure to ADH(+FSK) (p<
0.01 vs no hormones]. Thus ADH may increase NaC1
absorption in mouse MTAL with no increment in Q02
by altering the K affinity of the apical sympor-
ter: -ADH the F-sens symporter operates in a Na:Cl
mode so that most Na traverses the cellular path-
way while -t-ADH the F-sens symporter operates as
Na:K:2Cl symporter so that 50% of Na traverses
the cell utilizing Na:K-ATPase and apical K
recycling contributes to the lumen-positive trans-
epithelial voltage driving the remaining 50% of
Na via the paracellular route
CHANGES IN INTRACELLULAR Na (Na1) IN THE PROXIMAL
TUBULE MEASURED WITH AN EXTRACELLULAR Na
ELECTRODE. S.R. Gullans, H.R. Brady*, and B.C.
Kone. Renal Division, Brigham and Women's Hospital
and Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, Mb. 02115
Regulation of Na1 in the mammalian proximal
tubule is poorly understood largely because
routine measurement of changes in Na1 have not
been feasible. To address this problem, we used an
extracellular Na minielectrode coupled to a
computerized data acquisition and analysis
system to monitor continuously net Na+ fluxes in
suspensions of rabbit proximal tubules. The
electrode displayed a Nernstian response to Na,
exhibited a high selectivity for Na, and had a
response time of < 2 s. This system could
reliably resolve changes of 0.2 mM Na in the
presence of 143 aM extracellular Na which
represents a change of a 5 mM Na1 using a 5%
cytocrit. Ouabain inhibition of Na,r-ATPase
activity caused a dose-dependent (K1 — 2.6 pM)
net Na influx with a Vmax of 232 nmol Na/min/mg
protein. Using an extracellular K electrode,
ouabain promoted a net K efflux with a similar K1
(2.5 pM) and a Vmax of 165 nmol K/mmn/mg. Based
on these initial rates, the calculated Na:K
coupling ratio was 3:2, in agreement with previous
measurements. Inhibition of K permeability with 5
mM Ba2 caused a Na,K-ATPase-mediated net K
uptake (103 7 nmol/min/mg) and a simultaneous
net Na efflux (104 6 nmol/min/mg). Therefore,
extracellular electrode measurements of Na and K
provide routine and sensitive measurements of ion
transport and allow direct measurement of net
ion transport coupling ratios in suspensions of
intact cells.
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DIMINISHED FUROSEMIDE EXCRETION CONTRIBUTES TO
BLUNTED DIURETIC EFFECT IN HYPOKALEMIA.
Max Hropot*, Wolfgang Schulz,* Erik Klaus, and
Gerhard Giebisch. Hoechst AG, Frankfurt am Main,
FRG; Yale Univ. Sch. of Med., New Haven, CT.
The salidiuretic effect of furosemide was
studied in unanaesthetized potassium depleted
rats. Hypokalemia was induced by feeding the
rats a low-potassium diet for three weeks.
Compared to controls (K: 4.35-4.65 mM, pH: 7.43,
HCT: 0.46-0.47) the following parameters were
measured in the blood of potassium depleted
rats: K 2.65-2.70 nimol/l, HCT 0.52-0.53 and p11
7.49. Rats were deprived of food 18 hours
before the diuresis experiment, but had free
access to tap water. On the day of the
experiment rats were given furosemide (Lasix) as
a single dose 32 mg/kg body weight. The
salidiuretic effect and urinary excretion of
furosemide were observed during a period of five
hours and compared with results of a control
group on a standard diet. In the hypokalemic
group the diuretic and natriuretic effects of
furosemide were sharply reduced, and ixa.
respectively. The excretion of
furosemide, measured in urine by high pressure
liquid chromatography, was decreased in the
hypokalemic group about three-fold as compared
to control rats.
In conclusion, decreased furosemide
excretion in hypokalemic rats contributes to the
diminished diuretic and saliuretic effect of
this loop diuretic.
GLUCOCORTICOIDS STIMULATE NA TRANSPORT BY RAT
PAPILLARY COLLECTING DUCT CELLS (RtPC) IN CUL-
TURE. R.F. Rusted and J.B. Stokes. Univ. of Iowa
Coil, of Med., Iowa City, IA.
RtPC play an important role in determining the
final concentration of Na In the urine and
steroids regulate Na transport in a number of
epithelia. We Investigated the steroid effects
on Na transport by RtPC obtained from Wistar rats
and cultured on filter—bottom cups. Cells were
grown in a serum—free medium (flulbeccoIs/Hams
F12 supplemented with insulin, transferrin, tn—
iodothyronine, hydrocortisone (NC] and albumin)
for 3 days and for 2 days in SF (serum—free medi-
um less HC and albumin). The next 24 hr the
cells were grown either in SF or in SF supple-
mented with various steroids (lOO2nM). The
short—circuit current (Isc, pA/cm ) was stimulat-
ed by dexamethasone (DEX; 32.2±5.1) and NC
(21.1±7.3) while progesterone, corticosterone,
and aldosterone were similar to control
(8.8±2.2). The glucocorticoid antagonist RU38486
blocked the stimulation of Isc by DEX and NC.
Dose—response analysis of the flEX—stimulated Isc
indicated half—maximal stimulation between 1—10
nM. Amilonide (100 pM) reduced th Isc in both
control and flEX groups to 1 pA/cm . The 95O
for amiloride on Isc was less than 1 pM. Na
uptake across the apical membrane was measured in
cells exposed to flEX for 24 hr. Na uptake under
conditions set to minimize tracer leak from the
cells was equivalent to >90% of the Isc. This
fact and the sensitivity of the stimulated Isc to
amilonide indicate that the measured Isc
represents primarily Na transport. Tha data
demonstrate glucocorticoid stimulation of
electrogenic Na transport by these cells.
BASOLATERAL Cl EXIT IN RABBIT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULES (POT) PERFUSED IN VITRO. K. Ishibashi*,
F. Rector, and C. Berry. UC, San Francisco.
To examine basolateral Cl exit mechanisms
intracellular Cl and K activities (act.) were
measured with double-barreled Cl or K selective
microelectrodes. When PCT were perfused with
high Cl, low HCO3 and bathed with an ultrafiltrate
-like solutions, Cl act. was 27mM and the baso-
lateral membrane potential difference (Vbl)
was -46mV. In the absence of ambient Cl, Cl
act. was 7 mM. Subtracting this value from measur-
ed Cl act. still gave 1.2 times higher Cl act.
than electrochemical equilibrium across basolater-
al membrane. Possible basolateral Cl exit mechan-
isms which we examined are: KC1 symporter and
Na(HCO3)2/Cl countertransport. KC1 symporter
was suggested by: (1) basolateral Cl removal
significantly decreased K act, from 52 to 49mM
and (2) increasing bath K to 60mM increased
Cl act. from 31 to 46mM. Na(HCO3)2/Cl counter-
transport was suggested by: in the absence of
luminal Cl, bath Na removal or BOO3 reduction
(25 to 5mM) increased Cl act, from 23 to 30
or from 27 to 31 mM, respectively. Predominance
of SITS-sensitive Cl exit was suggested by: bath
Cl removal reduced Cl act, from 28 to 12 with
a rate constant of 18mM/mm. 1mM bath SITS
decreased Cl act. from 34 to 19mM and increased
K act. from 50 to 74mM. Despite relatively con-
stant driving force for KC1 exit, bath SITS
reduced the rate constant for Cl exit by 797,
to 4mM/mm.
We conclude that (1) Cl act, is above electro-
chemical equilibrium across basolateral membrane;
(2) both KC1 symporter and Na(HCO3)2/Cl counter-
transport are present; (3) SITS-sensitive Cl
exit mechanisms dominate.
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CI- AND OTHER HALOGENS IN THE
HAMSTER ASCENDING THIN LIMB OF HENLE (AlL).
Taisuke Isozaki, Koji Yoshitomi, and Masashi lmai
(Intr. by Genjiro Kimura). Dept. of Pharmacol.,
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka 565, Japan
A highly conductive C1 transport system
exists in the AlL. To examine the specificity and
selectivity of the transporter, ion permselectivi-
ties and flux coefficients for 5CI and 125J
(KcI(LB), KICLI), 107cm2 s') were measured inhamster AlL perfused in vitro. The relative
permeabilities for halogen X to sodium (P1 /N.), as
determined by biionic diffusion voltage (n=6),
were 3.23±0.22, 3.23±0.26, 0.47±0.09, and 0.47
for PCI/N., PB,/N., PP/N. and PJ/5,
respectively. The treatment of AlL with 0.1 M
glutaraldehyde decreased both Pc I/N. and P1 ./N. to
1.13±0.13 and 1.15±0.11, respectively. KCICLI)
and ,(LI), simultaneously determined, were 88.04.0 and 14.8±3.5. respectively (n=7). An addition
of 100 mM NaC1 or Nal to both the lumen and bath
decreased K ILfl) from 124.8± 14.3 to 87.7± 13.0
or to 41.0± 11.6 without affecting KI(L.), indi-
cating that l' is less permeable but inhibitory to
the Cl pathway. An addition of 10- 4M 5-nitro-2-
3-phenyl propylamino)-benzoate (NPPB), a C1
channel blocker, to the bath decreased K ICLI)
from 67.0± 11.7 to 29.5±7.9 (n=5) without
significant change in KICLI) (18.4± 3.0 vs 15.4±5.5). We conclude : 1) AlL is permselective only
to Cl and Br-; 2) ATL is less permeable to l andF: 3) 1 inhibits C1 conductance; 4) Our
previous conclusion on general halogen permselec-
tivity in AlL was in error due to neglection of
the inhibitory effect of other halides on the Cl
conductance.
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RENIN.ANCIOTENSIN- SYSTEM (RAS) AND WATER-
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM WITH CHRONIC HYPOXIA IN
NEONATAL RATS. Shashi Jain*, Lee Wilke and Alan
Tucker*, Colorado State Univ., Dept. of Physiol.,
Fort Collins, CO.
Neonatal rats were exposed to conditions
simulating 10,000 ft altitude from 2 days of age
for 30, 60 or 90 days. Plasma renin substrate
(PRS) concentration increased with age but was
reduced with altitude exposure Lung angiotensin-
converting-enzyme (ACE) activity was lower at 30
and 60 days of age. Serum ACE and plasma renin
activity were not affected by high altitude
exposure. Water and electrolyte metabolisms were
strikingly affected. Higher 24 hr water intake,
urine output, and urinary sodium and potassium
excretions were especially evident in early stages
of altitude exposure. The results (means±SD)
22
Water intake# (C) 17.1±4.9 11.3±3.6 7.9±2.6
(HA) 24.8±5.7* 20.4±4.9* 9.9±3.9
Urine output# (C) 4.7±1.5 4.7±0.9 4.4±1.3
(HA) 7.7±2.9* 10.7±4.1* 5.3±1.2
urinary Na* (C) 0.9±0.4 0.7±0.1 0.5±0.1
(HA) 1.9±1.5* 0.9±0.3 0.5±0.1
Urinary 1çf (C) 1.4±0.5 1.3±0.2 0.9±0.2
(HA) 2.0±0.8* 1.1±0.2 0.8±0.1
#ml/24 hr/100 gin 8W; ##mEq/24 hr/lOO gm 8W;
C control; HA high altitude; *p<O.O1 vs control.
Right ventricular hypertrophy was evident at
all ages with high altitude exposure, which is
indicative of pulmonary hypertension. It was
concluded that the effects of chronic hypoxia on
lung ACE and water and electrolyte metabolism were
transient. It is unclear if the development of
pulmonary hypertension and the alterations in RAS
and water-electrolyte metabolism are related.
EFFECTS OF CATECHOLAMINES ON SODIUM (Na) AND
POTASSIUM (K) FLUX IN ThE CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULE (CCT). James S. Kaufman and Robert J.
Hamburger. Boston VA Med. Ctr., Boston, MA.
We examined the role of catecholamines in
modulating Na and K flux in the isolated
perfused CCT of the rabbit. Tubules were
perfused at 5-8 nl/min. Na and K concentrations
were measured using electron probe
microanalysis. After a control period the bath
was exchanged for one containing norepinephrine
(NE), epinephrine (E) or isoproterenol (I) in
varying concentrations. In time controls there
were no changes in Na or K flux. The results
for the specific hormones are shown below
(fluxes are in pmol mm min1 SEM):
Hormone
__
—'iNs-—----Control 15
-16.00±9,40 46.18±11.31
NE 108 M 7
-15.15±2.49 52.97±19.33
NE 1O6 M 20
.12.17±1.08* 62.94±15.77
NE 104 M 10
.7.92±1.87* 36.95±12.99
E 105 M 7 .12.05±3.01* 16.51±4.67
I l06 M 5 .13.72±4.12* 23.10±14.84
*significantly different from control (pc.05)
These results indicate that the endogenous
catecholsinines, norepinephrine and epinephrine,
inhibit K secretion without affecting Na
reabsorption. Since a similar effect was noted
with isoproterenol, the probable mechanism is
stimulation of s beta adrenergic receptor.
EFFECT OF RENAL INTERSTITIAL INFUSION OF
ARACHIDONIC ACID ON PROXIMAL TUBULE SODIUM
REABSORPTION MICROPUNCTURE STUDY.
Y. Kinoshita , J. C. Romero, and F. G. Knox,
Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN
The objective of the present study was to
investigate whether proximal tubule sodium
reabsorption In Sprague-Dawley rats is• altered
by the renal Interstitial infusion of
arachidonic acid and whether the effect of
arachidonic acid is mediated by the production4
of prostaglandins. Continuous Infusion of 10 M
arachidonic acid directly into the kidney
interstitium through an implanted matrix
significantly increased the tubular flow rate
and the fractional delivery of sodium at the
superficial late proximal tubules (FDNS) from
26.5±1.9 to 35.2±1.1 nl/min (n=6, p<O.O1) and
from 47.8±5.9 to 58.3±4.6% (n—6, p<0.O1)
respectively. In the presence of indomethacin,
arachidonic acid failed to augment tubular flow
rate and FUNS (from 31.4±3.3 to 29.4±3.6 ni/mm
and from 46.5±5.0 to 47.7±5.9%). Arachidonic
acid Infusion increased 6-keto PGF1a and PGE2
excretion In urine (from 7803±1581 to 15223±3884
p9/30 mm, p<O.O5, and from 551±337 to 776±326
p9/30 mm, p<O.O1, respectively) and
indomethacin blocked the stimulatory effect of
arachidonic acid on prostaglandin excretion.
Additional experiments indicated that the
infusion of PCI2 and PGE2 also altered the
sodium reabsorption by proximal tubules.
In summary, this study demonstrates that
cyclooxygenase products affect proximal tubule
sodium reabsorption.
REGULATION OF INTRACELLULAR K+ (Kj) BY THREE
LEAK PATHWAYS IN RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT):
EVIDENCE FOR AN INDUCIBLE, FUROSEMIDE (F)—SENSI—
TIVE PATHWAY. B.C. Kone, H.R. Brady*, and S.R.
Gullans, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. +The mechanisms by which the PT maintains K
are largely unknown. Using an ext4acellular K
electrode, we characterized the K leak pathways
of P1 suspensions and studied their contributions
to K homeostasis, Under basal conditions,
barium (Ba, K1—O.4 mM) or quinine (9, K=O.2 mM)
caused a $ose;dependent, net K uptake mediated
by the Na , K —ATPase. Based on the additive
reePonses+to Ba and 9, as well as diferences in
initial K uptake rate* and maximum K accumu-
lated (Ba-'206±9 nmol K 1mg prot; 9—113±6 nmol/mg,
n5), Ba and Q inhibited septrate pathways. F -(1
mH) alone had no effect on K transpor$ under
basal conditions, but promoted a net K influx
(24±4 nmolfminfmg, n—B) in the presence of Ba (5
mM) and+Q (1 mM), indicating the expression of a
third K leak pathway. In the pesence of Ba (5
mM), the initial increase 4n K i was followe$ by
the gradual loss of cel' K which restored K to
its basal level. This K recovery (nmol/min/mg,
see table) was partially inhibited by 9 (i mM) or
F (1 mM) and completely blocked by 91-F (n—5):
+ Ba alone Ba+F Ba+9+F
K recovery 3-4±4 17±3 92 0
In conclusion, three separate K leak path-
ways are present in the PT. Both the F—sensi-
tive pathway, which appears to be indued, and
the 9—sensitive pthway, can restore K in the
presence of Ba. K appears to be exquisitely
regulated by the coordinated actions of these
three pathways.
THE MEMBRANE CROSS-TALK IN MAMMALIAN PROXIMAL
TUBULE. J.Y. Lapointe and L. Garneau*. Membrane
Transport Research Group, Univ. of Montreal, Mon-
treal, P.Q.
The present study is aimed at establishing the
presence of a membrane cross—talk when the tran—
sepithelial Na transport rate Na) Is reduced by
the partial replacement of glucose, alanine and Na
in the lumen of the rabbit proximal convoluted
tubule perfused in vitro. When Is reduced,
the basolateral membrane potential, VBL, (-42.5
3.2 mV in control conditions, n=17) hyperpolarizes
transiently by 12.6 3.0 mV and the ratio of ba—
solateral to apical membrane conductance (GBL/GA)
doubles (initial value = 1.26 0.15, n=7). The
apparent transference number for K through the
basolateral membrane (GK/Gcpll) decreases by 43
12 % (n=6) in the first 3 mTn of J reduction
(initial value = 0.15 0.02) and te cellular
volume (CV) decreases by 13 2 % (n=8). While
the initial effects on BL and GBL/G are well
explained by the reduction in the apical rate of
Na entry, the slower decrease in G/Giiclearly
represents a cellular response helping tñe cell to
regulate the membrane potential and the ionic
content of the cytosol. The time courses of the
changes In GA, CV and G (t = 18, 41 and 72 s
respectively) suggest that the reduction in CV
could be the signal triggering the decrease in
as a part of a volume regulatory mechanism.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) ANT) CYCLIC—GMP
INHIBIT A RENAL CATION CHANNEL. D. Light,* E.
Schwiebert,* K. Karlson,* and B. Stanton. Dept. of
Physiol., Dartmouth Med. Sch., Hanover, Nil.
In a previous study we characterized a 28 p5
cation channel in the apical membrane of isolated
inner medullary collecting ducts (IMCDs) and in
IMCD cells grown in primary culture (Light, et
"1., J. Gen. Physiol. 90:28a, 1987). The channel
is inhibited by amiloride and mediated electro—
genic Na uptake across the apical membrane. We now
report the effects of ANP and its second messen-
ger, cGMP, on the cation channel in rat IMCD cells
grown in primary culture. ANP (10—11 N) in the
bath reduced the channel open probability (Po)
from 0.64 to 0.44 in cell—attached patches (n=4;
P<O.O5. Maximum inhibition by ANP was observed
at 1O M (Po..O.05). Dibutyryl—cGMP (10—4 H) in
the bath also decreased the Po from 0.58 to 0.20
in cell—attached patches (n=4; PO.O5). In con-
trast, LY83583 (10—6 M), a compound which lowers
intracellular cGMP, activated quiescent channels
in cell—attached patches: P0 changed from 0 to
0.26 (n—7; P<O.05). Finally, cGMP inhibited the
channel in inside—out patches. Addition of cGMP
(10—5 M) to the solution bathing the cytoplasmic
surface of the membrane decreased the Fo from 0.70
to 0.53 (n..6; P<O.05). Maximum inhibition by cGMP
was observed at iO M. 8—bropio—cGMP (1O— N), a
poorly hydrolyzable analog of cGNP, also decreased
the Po from 0.58 to 0.36 (n6, P<O.05). Summary
and conclusion: ANP, via cGMP, inhibits a cation
channel in the apical membrane of IXCD cells in
culture. cGMP also inhibits the channel in insi-
de—out patches. These results suggest that ANP
increases urinary Na excretion in part by inhibit-
ing electrogenic Na absorption by the IMCD.
REGULATORY ROLE OF APICAL SODIUM (NA) ON SINGLE
NA CHANNELS IN A6 EPITHELIA: ROLE OF PROTEIN
KINASE C (PKC) . B. N. Ling,* D. C. Eaton,*
(intr. by W. E. Mitch). Emory Univ., Dept. of
Med. and Physiol., Atlanta, GA.
Na 'self-inhibition' in tight epithelia
describes the observation that increasing
external Na0 concentration inhibits apical
membrane Na permeability. We examined the
effects of Na0 on single Na channel events in
A6 amphibian renal cells by the patch clamp
technique. After cell-attached patches [pipet
solution 129mM NaC1J were obtained, the 129mM
NaC1 (high Na0) apical bath outside the patch
was replaced with 3mM NaCl (low Na0). There
was an increase in open channel probability
(Po) by 25-751 and appearance of 2-5 "new'
channels (/chs). A similar increase in P0 and
#chs occurred when apical Na entry was blocked
by adding lOuM amiloride to the high Na0 apical
bath. To investigate the mechanism for Na
"self-inhibition', 0.luM 4E-phorbol 12-myrisate
13-acetate was added to the basolateral bath
after apical low Na0 or amiloride. PKC
activation resulted in a gradual decrease in
the stimulated Po and #chs over 15-20 ems.
Conversely, O.luM 4a-phorbol, an inactive
phorbol ester, did not decrease channel
activity. Conclusions: 1) modulation of apical
membrane Na permeability by Na0 does not
require direct interaction with the Na channel
protein but regulation involves an indirect
intracellular pathway, 2) Na permeability
modulation alters both the number and kinetics
of single Na channels, 3) increases in Na
permeability by low Na0 must be modulated via
decreased apical Na entry and intracellular Na
since amiloride yielded similar results, 4)
the effects of decreasing Na0 are reversed by
phorbol ester suggesting a possible role for
PKC in Na 'self-inhibition'.
INCREASED COt1ICAL Na,K-ATPase IX)ES NOT FACILITATE
K E)5RETICq (RE) IN NEWBORN EXJGS. John M. Lorenz*,
Margery A. Manuli*, Lyle E. BrcMne*, Katherine
Markarian*, Leonard I. Kleinman. 1pt of Pediatr,
SLI4Y at Stony Brook, NY and Dept of Biochemistry &
Molec Biophysics, Coll of P&S, Columbia Univ, NY.
We have shown that RE during acute K loading is
lower in newborn (Nb) than in adult dogs (AJP 251:
F513, 1986. This is due to decreased K secretion
in late distal and cortical collecting tubules
(1DT/CCT). To determine if the less efficient
response of the Nb to acute K loading could be
inproved by increasing Na,K-ATPase activity in
lIYr/CCT cells, cortical Na,K-ATPase activity and
KE during acute K loading were determined in
litter and age-paired non—K—adapted (NRA) and K—
adapted (KPi) Nb dogs (n = 10 pairs). K—adaptation
consisted of the adeinistration of 3—4 niole K/kg
BID for > 7 days prior to acute K loading. NRA
animals received no K prior to acute K loading.
This protocol resulted in a 50% increase in oubain
sens cortical Na,K—ATPase activity [ mean +SRI =
7556 + 2273 (NRA) v 11578 3604 (KA) mole P /
mg protein/lir, p<O.OS 1. However, this increase
was not associated with an increase in RE during a
3 hr infusion of KC1 at 20 unole/kg body4nin F 7.7
+ 0.7 (NKA) v 7.1+1.0 (KA) uo1e,1rg 1x4'Mn ].
Clearance data were inccmplete in another 6 NRA
and 6 KA animals who developed K toxicity (brady—
arrythmia and anuria) during the 3hr Rd infusion.
There was no significant difference in cortical
Na ,K-ATPase between 10 of these animals and 10 of
the above animals, for whin this ccttparison was
valid. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that llYr/C.'CT Na,K-ATPase activity Is
not the rate limiting factor in the less efficient
response of the newborn to acute K loading.
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KIDI'EY NICROPUNCTURE IN TIE AWAKE RAT. JR Luoon*, RW
Oagood*, TA Fried and .141 Stein. Univ of Texas Health
Science Canter, San Antonio, Ix
Hicropuncture studies hava considerably advanced our
understanding of renal physiology. Unfortunately these atu—
dies have only bean possible in the anesthetized state
shortly following sejor aurgary, a state associated with
hormonal and hesodynssic chengea which result in profound
salt retention. We hsve developed a technique to micropunc—
ture awske rate. Chronic veeculer catheters era inserted
and the left kidney ie placed into a plastic chssbsr which
is filled with agar and attached to the animals' skin.
During aicropuncture the anisel ie held in a restraining
cage to which it wsa previously conditioned. Rats were
infuaed with tritiated inulin in Ringers. Studies were par—
forssd 5 (41:4), 24 (N:6) and 48 (N=2) hours poet operati-
vely, snd following one hour of the infusion. Results are
expreeeed me sean Dste are froa exteriorized kidney.
SW OP (FR NsinfUNwv TT PT
Kg iraHg mI/sin (ttqJsin) LP/ED neHg
Shr .27±.2 117+6 O.9±.l 6.4+.4 O.2±.l 6+.3/26+3 16+1
24hr.20+.l i24+4 O.6+.l 2.4+.2 U.2±.l 6+3/27+1 17±1
4Bhr.18±.l 122+4 l.2±.l l.9±.5 1.0+.) 6+.3/24+l 16+1
(OW:body weight, Nw inf:aodiua infusion, LfrIaY=eodirsn excre-
tion, TT=trensit ties (sac), PT:proxisal tubule pressure,
LP=late proxisel end ED:esrly distal).
In other 6 rate studied at óBhr (whole kidney data from
bladder catheter— 2 kidneys):
SW (FR Na inf UNsV (TF/P)in SNCFR_(rd/sin)
Kg el/sin (ttoJsin) LP Pros Distal
.l8+.0l l.9t.l 2.5+4 2.7±.3 1.49+.o9 32±1 28±2
We conclude that in contrast to sicropuncture in the
anaatheeized rat: 1. The IT is shorter and the PT higher;
2. The fractional reabsorption of' wster in superficial
proxissl tubule is lower; end 3. At AAhr the snissls are in
Ns bslsncs during the study with the exteriorized kidney
excreting half of the Na infusion.
REDUCED MAXIMUM OUABAIN (OD) BINDING (BMAX) IN RED
CELLS OF HIV INFECTED PATIENTS. .T.K. Naesaka,
J.M. Piccionet F.P. Siega1 A.W. Dreisbach Dept.
of Ned. Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr., New Hyde
Park, NY.
We investigated OU binding in red cells of
randonly selected lilT infected patients which in-
cluded AIDS, ARC, and those that were asymptom—
atic. Binding experiments were conducted after
2 hour incubation with 23 nM H. .3. .OU (specific
activity: 19.9 Ci/mmole) and varying concentra-
tions of cold 013 ranging from .0025 tiM to 100 uM.
The binding parameters were detennined by modi-fied Scatchard analysis uaing the NIH Ligand pro-
gram. The results showed a 35% reduction in mean
Umax (x±eem; control: 384±17 sites/cell, n4O,
RIV: 294±19 sites/cell, n21, pC.00002) without a
significant change in diesociation constant (Kd)
(control: 9.1±1.6 nM, n11, HIT: 10.8±1.1 mM,
n—21, NS). Of the 21 HIT infected patienta
studied, 6 showed no reduction in Umax. Intra-
cellular sodium (IC Na) was found to be signif i—
cantly increased (control: 8.0±1.0 mmole/L cell
H. .2. .0, n—9, HIT: 14.4 mmole/L cell H. .2. .0,
n—il, p<.OO9). In the NW infected patients the
increase in IC Na was negatively correlated with
Umax (r=—.73, n8, p(.Ote). There was no signifi-
cant change in cell H. .2. .0 (control: 63.5±.5%
PRBC, n=10, HIT: 63.o±.l% PRBC) n12, NS). This
decrease in Umax without a change in Kd is con-
sistent with an actual reduction in receptor
number or may represent an apparent reduction due
to the presence of a circulating factor with 013
binding activity. The negative correlation of
Umax with IC Ne suggests a functional effect on
cation transport in the red cells of patients
with HIT infection.
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A NEW flxriRFscflfl' PRDBE } MEASURD PYThSSITI4
IN WJEEUS SOIITPIcVS. D. l4aslisiasni*, M.E.
Lucas*, K. Golctini* aid I. &zrtz. Biosciences
Division, Allied-Signal, Morristown, NJ aid
Division of Nqhrology, UaA Sobool of Medicine,Its Angeles, CA.
A mew fluorescent probe, 6,7—(4—inethyl)
camlaro—(222] cryptard, has been developed forineasurln P in aqueous solutions. This cczçoizd
was made by fusing (222) cryptard with 4-methyl-
cxumarin through 2 ethexy bricl?es at the 6 aid 7
position. The spectral properties of the probe
were characterized in a HEPES (5 aM) biffered
solution, 1H 7.4. The probe has a fluorescent
excitation peak at 340 me aid an enission peak at
417 inn. Increasing the P corcentration fran 0
to 10 aM caused the fluorescence intensity to
ixcrease by 143%. The log,0 equilibrium constant
for cxxnplexation (Ka) of K' in 50% ethanol/water,
9.74, was greater than the Ka for Na+, 7.20.Unlike P. Na did not increase the fluorescence
of the probe. However, 10 att Na+ by displacingP fran its binling site quezthed the fluozen-
cence by 6.5% in the presence of 4 aM P. Ca2+(1 () )Q (1 nfl) did not alter the fluores-
cent. intensity of the dye in the presence or
absence of P. }i•}44+ (10 TM) in the absence of Pincreased the fluorescence intensity inininally
(16%), aM did not alter the fluorescence
intensity in the presence of P. The fluorescent
measurement ofP agreed favorably with the flame
rtiotauetric technique. Qzmclusicms: 1) A mew
fluorescent probe has been developed for iteasur-
Ing P frau 0—10 aM in aqueous solutions. 2) The
selectivity of the dye for P over Na' is 350:1.
3) This probe will be useful for measuring P
transport across epithelial membranes.
STIMULATION OF Cl SELF EXCHANGE BY INTRACELLULAR
HCO2 LuCo;J1 IN RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT
(CCII). Kenzo Mateuzaki*, John B. Stokes, and
Victor L. Schuster, Dept. of Int. Med., U. of
Iowa College of Medicine, Iowa City, IA.
Cl tracer flux (K
, nm/a) occurs across S
intercalated cells via apical anion exchanger
and a basolateral Cl channel. The system
exhibits eelf exchange and is stimulated by bath
HCO /C02. Here we !xamine the individual
co4oments of the CO /HCO system that etimulate
K . 0.5% CO aJed t a HEPES bath (ph—7.24)
scimulated Kr1 y 70±19 nm/eec, a AK,,1 comparable
to that inauced by 1% CO (pH 7.127, 6% CO2 (pH
6.6), or 6% C02/25 mM C09 (pH 7.4). Such
extracellular CO2 addition should lowerintracellular pH (p14k) and raise [HCO3Ji. We
examined the roles of pHi and (HCO ] more
directly by clamping p11 using K/4ericim.
Increasing p131 from 6.9 t 7.6 without exogenous
C02/HC0, increased KC1 by 71±17 nm/sec.
suggesting that p14 night regulate anion
exchange. However, £ pHi, shift would alsoincrease (HCO3]i derived from metabolic CO2. To
determine if increaeing (HCO ] without pH could
stimulate K 1' we _replacj hEPES isohydhcally
with 6% C02/S mM IICO (pH clamped at 6.9). With
this increase in ?HCO j at constant pH, K
increased by 51±10 nm/set These maneuvers h
negligible effects on Cl diffusion and Cl —HCO3
exchange. We conclude that increases in [HCO.2]
of <2 mM stimulate tranaepithelial anfo
exchange. Because_ our previous experiments
showed that HCO markedly attenuated the
inhibitory effect o Cl channel blockere on K,,1,
we postulate that HCO3 stimulates KC1 at Efie
basolateral Cl channel.
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C1 FLUX IN BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE VESICLES (BMV)
FROM RABBIT RENAL MEDULLA (RzN) IS MEDIATED VIA
CONDUCTIVE AND K-DEPENDENT NONCONDUCTIVE
MECHANISMS. E5_Mghta* and DA Molony, University
of Texas Medical School—Houston, Houston, Texas.
C1 efflux from medullary thick ascending
limb (mTAL) cells is largely conductive; efflux
via electroneutral KC1 cotransport is
controversial. To document both modes of C1
efflux, we measured Cl- and K fluxes in RRN—BMV
prepared by differential centrifugation.
Conductive Cl flux was measured as the
valinomycin (VAL) stimulated component of 36C1
uptake in the presence of a .15 M inwardly
directed K gradient. VAL (2 uM) stimulated36l uptake by 42" at 30 a, from 2112 323 to
2992 455 pM/mg protein (n—4); the VAL—dependent
increase in Cl— uptake was abolished by 0.1 mM
diphenylamine-2—carboxylate (DPC).
Rb uptake into RRN—BMV was determined in
the presence of a .15 N outwardly directed K
gradient, 0-1 uM DPC, 1 inN ouabain, and 0.1 mM
furosemide. 5 mM Ba*+ inhibited 86Rb uptake by
21.6 a 5.1 1 at 30 a in the absence of Cl— but
had no effect in the presence of 0.15 M Cl
(n—4). 86Rb uptake (PM/mg protein) with zero Cl
was 1440 130; increased significantly with 10
and 20 mEq/L C1 to 1712 109 and 1871 121,
respectively, but did not increase further with
140 mEq/L (Cl—] (1913 110) (n—5).
Thus, RRM-BMV exhibit conductive Cl- and K
fluxes that are abolished by DPC and Ba
respectively. Rb uptake is also mediated by a
DPC insensitive, Cl— dependent pathway with an
apparent Km for C1 of 9 mM. These results are
consistent with KCL cotransport and parallel Cl
and K conductances across the BM of the mTAL.
ACTION OF ALDOSTERONE ON CITRATE SYNTHASE IN
CULTURED RENAL COLLECTING DUCT CELLS.
k. 1nuth, M. Struck*, M. Zwanzig* and P.
Gross '. University of Heidelberg, Depts. of
Anatomy and Medicine', Heidelberg, FRG. (intr. by
U. Anderson).
Stimulation of Na+_transport by the steroid
hormone aldosterone requires an increased amount
of ATP supplied to the Na+/K+_ATPase pump. ATP, an
energy rich molecule is preferably generated by
the tricarboxylic acid Cycle and by oxidative
phosphorylation. These mechanisms can be
accelerated by increased citrate synthase (CS)
activity. We therefore used cultured renal
collecting duct cells (Minuth, W.W. — Differen-
tiation 36:12—22 (1987)) to investigate the
question whether aldosterone controls CS during
increase of Na+_transport. The experiments
demonstrated for the first time in cultured
collecting duct cells that aldosterone indeed has
an influence on CS enzyme activity. While controls
showed basal values of 71±3 mU/mg protein (n, 28),
hormone treated epithelia had increased citrate
synthase activity of 79+6 mU/mg after 1 h (n, 5),
88+6 mU/mg after 2 h (n. 6), and 93+8 mu/mg
protein after 3 h (n, 5) of administration (p
0.05, paired t—test). After that period the
activity during the 4th and 6th hour was found to
be decreased to basal values. The significant 30 Z
increase in citrate synthase enzyme activity
within 3 h after aldosterone administration could
be blocked by spironolactone. Regarding the time
course of enzyme stimulation, the results indi-
cated that aldosterone activates citrate synthase
during the physiological early response phase.
Radioactive labelling experiments further showed
that hormone stimulated increSse of CS activity
seems to be related to an activat-lon of preformed
molecules, and not to a new synthesis of CS.
MEASUREMENT OF INTRACELLULAR C1 ((C1]1) IN
ISOLATED PERFUSED MOUSE MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING
LIMBS (inTAL) WITH THE FLUORESCENT DYE 6-METEOXY-
l-(3-SULFONATOPROPYL)QUINOLINIUM (SPQ).
Moiny and MD Breyer, Univ. of Texas Med. Sch.,
Houston, Tx and Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, Tn.
CCl]i will affect critically transcellular
Cl— reabsorption by the mTAL, a principal site of
renal Cl— regulation. To probe the modulation of
(Cl]i, we measured quenching of SPQ—fluorescence
by (Cl]j in the mTAL perfused in ritrQ in HCO3
free solutions. Tubules were loaded from the
bath with 30 mM SPQ for 1 hr.; excited at 350 nm;
fluorescence emission >435 nm was measured by
photon counting (Illsley & Verkman, gjocham.
26:1215)- Fluorescence in 110 mM C1 bath was
4.1 1.3 fold above background and decayed by 50
S over 16.1 3.6 mm (n.6). Bath C1 deletion
produced a prompt (30 seconds), reversible 58.9 a
15.4 5 increase in fluorescence (n—9). Bath 60
mM K or 5 mM Bs resulted in reversible
declines in SPQ signal of 25.8 5.6 5 (n—4) and
21.8 j 4.6 5 (n—3). SPQ fluorescence was
calibrated to (Cl]j using a double ionophore
technique with 10 uM tributyltin (Cl:OH
exchanger), 7 uM nigericin (K:H exchanger) in
100 mM K bath. This technique yielded a
relation of change in fluorescence to (C1]m;
slope of —19 5 /10 mM/L (Cl]. After Ba wash-
out apparent (Cl]i was 39.7 9.2 mM/L (n—3).
Thus, these studies show that: 1) SPQ can be
used successfully to measure (Cl]j in the mTAL,
2) (Cl]i is above electrochemical equilibrium
and 3) the changes in SPQ fluorescence with bath
Ba and 50 mM K are compatible with either
conductive or KCL cotransport mediated C1 exit
from the mTAL.
ELECTROGENIC APICAL AND BASOLATERAL L—LACTATE
(LAC) TRANSPORT IN ISOLATED PERFUSED ANBYSTOMIt
PROXIMAL TUBULES. Nikolas S. Mo!$unov* (intro.
by D.J. Hirsch). Dept. Physiol. & Biophys.,
Dalhousie Univ., Halifax, N.S., Canada.
Apical and basolateral Lac transport was
characterized in isolated perfused (HCO3 Ringer
solutions) salamander proximal tubules by
monitoring basolateral cell membrane potential
(Vbl) and intracellular sodium activity (aNa).
Organic substrate deletion from the luminal
perfusate rapidly hyperpolarized Vbl by 16.4±1.1
my (p<0.01:n—7) and decreased aNa by 50% (p<O.Ol:
n=4) from control values of —64 2mV and 18,2±
1.8 mM respectively. In contrast, substrate
deletion from the bath superfusate gradually
depolarized Vbl by 11.5 0.8 mV (p<O,Ol:n—12)
but only produced a small, transient increase in
aNa. Lac (5 mM) addition to the lumen or bath
solution, depolarized Vbl by 7.9±0.7 my and 8.5±
0.8 mV respectively (p<0.O1:n—7). The apical
electrogenic Lac response was associated with a
2.3±0.2 mM increase in aNa. }bwever, the
basolateral response decreased aNa by 1.9±0.1 mM
(p<0.01:n3). Yet both responses exhibited a
marked Na dependence: 80% reduction (n—7) in
Na—free solutions, The data suggest the
following: (1) Ambystoma proximal tubule cells
possess an apical electrogenic Na—Lac cotrans—
porter associated with net entry of Na into the
cell. (2) Basolateral Na—Lac transporter
exerts an inhibitory affect on apical Na—Lac
cotransport via Vbl depolarization and increases
in aLac,
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CLUCOCORTICOIDS INCREASE Na AND IC" TRANSPORT IN
PRIMARY CULTURES OF CORTICAL CLLECTING TUBULE
CELLS (CCTC). A. NAray-Feles-Tôth and G. Fejes-
Téth. Hypert. Res. Div., H. Ford Hosp. Detroit, MI
In addition to aldosterone, glucocorticoids can
also modulate Na+ and K" excretion. To examine
their possible direct effects on CCT, we used
primary cultures of immunodissected rabbit CCTC.
CCTC in culture retained their glucocorticoid
receptors as indicated by the presence of specific
high-affinity binding sites for dexamethasone
(10,500/cell; KdS.l cM). When grown on permeable
supports CCTC actively reabsorbed Na's', secreted K+
and developed a lumen negative transepithelial
potential difference (PD). 50 nM of dexasiethasone
or RU 28362 (a pure glucocorticoid which does not
bind to mineralocorticoid receptors) caused marked
increases in Na+ reabsorption, 1C'secretion, PD and
short-circuit current (SCC) comparable to the
effect of 5 cM aldosterone.
Control DEX RU 28362 Aldo
Na's' reabs.* 6.5±1,1 17.2±2.9 15.2±1.5 17.4±0.9
IC' secr* 1,3±0.2 3.3±0.3 3.4±0.4 3.2±0.2
PD (mV) 13.8±0.02 37.5±3.8 37.4±2.6 37.9±3,9
SCC (A/om) 9.6±l. 21.0±1.8 20.9±1.9 25.1±2.1
( mo1/cm /24 h)
These effects were detectable after 3 h and
increased further up to 24 h. Addition of 1 pM RU
486 (glucocorticoid receptor antagonist) prevented
the effect of RU 28362, while 1 pM of ZK 91587
(mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist) did not.
We conclude that besides the well-known effect of
aldosterone on Na"/K" transport, glucocorticoids
can also increase Na"reabsorption and K"secretion
in CCTC. This effect seems to be mediated through
specific glucocorticoid receptors.
LUMEN CALCIUM INHIBITS POTASSIUM
SECRETION BY RAT RENAL DISTAL TUBULE.
M, D. Okusa*,, H. Velázquez, D. H. Ellison, and F. S.
Wright. Yale University School of Medicine and VA Medical
Center, New Haven, CF.
Calcium is important in the regulation of ion transport in
both epithelial and nonepitheial tissue. To investigate the
role of Ca on K secretion by the renal distal tubule, in vivo
microperfusion experiments were performed in male Sprague
Dawley rats. The control perfusion solution resembled
interstitial fluid to minimize transepithelial ion gradients and
contained (in mM): 150 Na, 4K, 119 Cl, 5 HEPES.
Experimental perfusion solutions were prepared by adding
0.4,0,8 or 1.5 mM Ca to the control solution. In paired
comparisons, the effect of lumen Ca on net K flux (Jjc,
indicates secretion) is shown in the following table:
Lumen [Ca] 0.4 0.8 1.5
JK (control) -89 -97 -120
JK (Ca) -94 -65 -78
P (control vs Ca) NS <0.005 <0.005
Whereas 0.4mM Ca did not affect net JK, both 0,8 and 1.5
mM Ca decreased net Since net K secretion is the sum of
two unidirectional (absorptive and secretory) fluxes, we
sought to determine the effect of 1.5 mM Ca on these
components. A tracer for K (86Rb) was added to the control
and 1.5 mM Ca solutions. 1.5 mM Ca did not affect lumen-
to-blood K flux (26 2.8 pmol/min vs 27 2.7 pmol/min;
NS) but decreased blood-to-lumen K flux (110 14.5 vs 90
12.9 pmol/inin,P< 0.05). We conclude that: 1) lumen Ca
in concentrations normally present in the distal tubule
decreases net K secretion, and 2) the decrease in net K
secretion is a result of inhibiting unidirectional secretory K
flux. The mechanism by which this occurs may involve
inhibition of K or Na channels in late distal tubule cells.
K-FlWr EL" AWZtt: N ALIJOS'lEII!lE &SIVE
PAI1MAL 1d D. Perrone wl David E. t4'ide.0 Jbuel
Division, Nav 7g1aed Nadinal Center, Boston, HA.
Cf absorption in rat distal oc1on is mediated via
zitrel t abos1*inn O.irked Na"'-H" a Cf—lIX —
exthange). A1teruie (aldo) apprea naatral Na1
ebaorptlon ned stinulatea muotive Na" absorption. Nacent
sdies fran this laboratory have dawmstrated tt in vitro
IC absorption in rat distal colon Is mexlcedl.y stiaul.ated by
0) and aIde then studied in Na.free Rjjr K" ai'ption
electrically silent aixi wee isitibited by vaite,
cuabein and the H"-K"-ATPase ithibitor SCl8o80. The
rel.ationthip between K" and Cf arpt1on inier Na-free
ocniitlcns, the effect of CX), ant the effect of aide have
sot been evalx2ated. reas tle peaticris,
unidirectional flwLes of Cl were deterridned in voltage.
o1aed neglects of ret distal colon fran co*trol and aide-
athailated nets. Secondary kspera]desterondan wea Induced
by feel1r a Na-deficient diet Nathi%nOinticns contained
25 aM l3' — biAbled with ) ; al].41a ee repiaoed with
1ine. Iita are J,.,net (uani3i"1 .on ). Nasna Na7—8.
11d*rol
-0.8j09 O.7jO9 2.640.?
Aide 0.2.0.5 2.7±1.3 5.1.O
PD ansi I approndanted nero in the absenoe of Na". Cf
ateorptiJ? varied sidficently with pa) In both control
anvi aldo-stlnulated colon, but alxlo escaed controls at all
CO levels. In 10% C02, J net sea nmñcedl reduced sãun
st&ied in tie absence of oth Na" and K : O.39.6 in
coeitro]s ansI 1,040.6 In a]do-etinu]ated colon. In the
abaenoe of Na"' in vitro, Cf absorption varies directly
with the p0) aid is stian.]ated by aide in a namer sind.iar
to that re'IInusly dmineatreted for K". A close ocupling
between Cf and K"' absorption is revealed by the netted
inhibition of' Cf absorption iader K—free conditions.
WHIIDRAWN
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VOLUME REGULATION IN S2 SEGMENTS: ANALYSIS OF
INTRACELLULAR OSMOLAL AND ANION GAPS. L. Rome*, J.
Grantham, V. Savin, and C. Lechene. Univ. of Kansas
Med. Ctr., Kansas City, Kansas; Harvard Medical
School, Boston, Massachusetts.
We previously showed that, in butyrate-supple-
mented medium, isolated, non-perfused 2 segments
maintained constant volume when external osmolal-
ity was changed at 2 mOsm/min from 167 to 450 mOsm.
Proximal cells lost KC1 during volume maintenance
in hypotonic media and gained NaCl during volume
maintenance in hypertonic media. We used electron
probe analysis (EPA) to quantitatively assess
changes in intracellular K, Na and Cl content in
S2 segments during gradual 100-150 mosm change in
external osmolality. Na and Cl were calculated
from EPA results assuming control K equals 140
mEq/L. Intracellular osmolality (Osm) was assumed
equal to bath osmolality. Osmolal gap (O.G.)
Osm1 - (K-i-Na+ Cli). Anion gap (A.G.) — (K+Na1) -
Cl1 K Na Qj Q
mosm/L meq/L meq/L meq/L mosm/L meq/L
Hypo 12 295 140 8.3 37.4 108 112
Hypo 12 208 133 6.5 19.5 49 120
Hypo 11 158 122 6.5 16.3 13 112
Hyper 20 295 140 9.5 30.2 115 119
Hyper 17 400 143 30.2 63.6 153 110
Hypo-osmotic volume maintenance was accompanied
by a loss of kCl and undetermined osmolytes but no
change in A.G. Hyperosmotic volume maintenance was
accompanied by a gain of NaCl and undetermined
osmolytes but no change in A.G. The magnitude of
change in O.G. and the stability of the A.C.
suggest that other factors act in conjunction with
net movement of Na., K and Cl to maintain constant
cell volume in anisotonic fluids.
A STRETCH-ACTIVATED K CHANNEL THAT
RESPONDS TO CHANGES IN CELL VOLUME.
Henry Sackin Cornell Univ. Medical College, Dept. of
Physiology & Biophysics, New York, N.Y.
Swelling is known to increase potassium (K)
conductance in a variety of cell types. Subsequent exit of K
down its electrochemical gradient, together with an
accompanying anion, would restore swollen cells to their
original volume, if these ion fluxes are followed by
osmotic water flow. The role of K channels in cell
osmoregulation was investigated using the patch-clamp
technique. In cell-attached patches from amphibian
proximal tubule the short open-time K channel at the
basolateral membrane has a conductance of 42pS, and a K
to Na selectivity of 15 to 1. The channel can be stretch-
activated by pipette suction, where a negative pressure of
6cm H20 is sufficient to increase the open probability of
the channel by a factor of 4.0±.0.8 (n=7 tubules).
Exposing unperfused Necturus proximal tubules to a
lOOmOsm hypotonic bath increases cell volume by
66±10% and increases the K channel open probability by a
factor of 5.8±1.4 (n=7), in the same set of cell-attached
patches that were initially subjected to suction. Although
single channel currents were recorded during large changes
in osmolarity, calculations based on a simple model indi-
cate that K channel activity could increase significantly
with as little as a 1% increment in cell volume. Further-
more, the similar effect of both swelling and suction on the
open probability and kinetics of the channel suggests that
stretch-activated K channels might be responsible for the
increase in macroscopic K conductance that occurs when
proximal tubules are subjected to hypotonic media.
IONOMYCIN AND CYCLIC-AMP ACTIVATE CL CHANNELS
IN APICAL MEMBRANE OF SHARE RECTAL GLAND PRIMARY
CULTURES (SRCPC). S.,_Sansom. II. Moran, Q. Lab,
and J. Valentich*. Departments of Medicine and
Physiology, University of Texas Medical School,
Houston, TX and MDIBL, Saisbury Cove, ME.
Previous microelectrode experiments showed
that forskolin activated a C1 conductance in
the apical membrane of SRGPC grown to
confluence. We used microelectrode and patch—
clamp methods to examine the effects of
ionomycin on the activation of apical Cl
channels. In microelectrode experiments (absence
of ionoinycin), activation of the apical membrane
voltage (Va) was —74 mV, the apical membrane
fractional resistance (fRa) was 0.90, and a 10—
fold reduction of apical C1 concentration had
no effect on Va. Apical ionomycin (1 uM)
depolarized Vs by 13 mY and reduced fRa to 0.20.
In the presence of ionomycin, C1 removal
depolarized Va by 23 mY, revealing activation of
an apical C1 conductance. In the patch—clamp
experiments, SRGPC were grown to confluence on
glass slides. With 280 mM KC1 in the pipette
and normal shark Ringers in the bath, the apical
membrane was patched in both cell—attached and
excised configurations. We found reversal
potentials and current amplitudes consistent
with both low and high conductance Cl channels
(slope conductances were 6 and 40 PS,
respectively). In cell—attached configuration,
the open probability of the high but not the low
conductance channel was increased by either 1 uM
lonomycin or 0.1 mM dibutyrl cAMP. These
studies indicate that increasing either
intracellular Ca activity or cAMP
concentration activates the apical C1 channel
of SRGPC.
K TRANSPORT MECHANISMS IN RABBIT PROXIMAL
STRAIGHT TUBULE CELLS. Sei Sasaki, and Fumiaki
Marumo. Dept. of Internal Medicine, Tokyo
Medical and Dental Univ. Tokyo, Japan
K transport mechanisms across luminal and
peritubular membranes of rabbit proximal
straight tubule cells(S2), and their relation to
Cl reabsorption were examined by monitoring
intracellular K activity (aK). Isolated tubules
were perfused in vitro and aK was determined by
double barreled ion selective electrode. Lumi-
nal perfusate was a high Cl (HCO3 5mM) solution
and formate (0.5mM) was included in luminal and
bath fluids. aK in a steady-state condition was
59.9+2. OmM( basolateral membrane potential; -
k5.5+l.5mV, n=32). A rapid addition of 0.1mM
oubain (Ou) to the bath caused an immediate
reduction of aK (estimate of MaX ATPase pump
rate) at 22.4÷1.3mM/mm (n=24). An addition of
2mM barium (Ba) to the bath rapidly increased aK
(estimate of K flux through basolateral K condu-
ctance) at 15.9+2.1mM/mm (n=12). A simultanous
application of Ou and Ba to the bath caused a aK
reduction (estimate of' K flux independent of K
conductance, possibly through KC1 cotransport)
at 7.8÷0.8mM/mm (n=15). aX reduction rate in
response to Ou was significantly slowed from
21.6+3.2 to 14.6+2.8mM/mm by a total removal of'
luminal Cl (n=k). After treatment with bath Ba,
an addition of' Ba to the lumen or changing
luminal K concentration (0 and 15mM) did not
significantly alter aK.
These data suggest thab 1)K transport across
luminal membrane is unmeasurably small, 2)a 70%
of K taken up by MaX pump exits through the
basolateral K conductance, and 3)one-thirds of'
MaX pump rates is coupled to Cl reabsorption.
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EFFECTS OF INTRA-RENAL NOREPINEPHEINE INFUSION
ON FETAL RENAL FUNCTION. Tadashi T. Sato*, Jon
Klinkefus*, Oliva J. McWeeny*, Francine G.
Smith*, and Jean E. Robillard. Dept. of
Pediatrics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Renal nerve stimulation and increased levels
of circulating catecholamines in adult animals
give rise to sodium retention, due probably to a
direct tubular action of norepinephrine (NE).
We studied effects of circulating catecholamines
on fetal renal function by measuring the
response to intra-renal infusion of NE.
Chronically instrumented fetal sheep aged 130-
141 days were studied at least 3 days following
surgery. During experiments, NE (levophed) was
infused into the renal artery for 20 mm at a
rate of 0.0025-0.02 ug/kg/min. Each animal
received 3 incremental doses. Measurements were
made at the completion of each infusion for 40
mm. Intra-renal infusion of NE did not alter
fetal blood gas status or hematocrit. Mean
arterial pressure following NE infusion also
remained constant. Glomerular filtration rate
in fetal sheep remained at control levels of
between 2.23±0.73 SD (n4; prior to lowest dose
of NE) and 3.48±0.99 SD (n6; prior to highest
dose of NE). Control sodium excretion was
96.16±80.72 SD (n=4; prior to lowest dose of NE)
and 42.27±18.02 SD (n6 prior to highest dose
of NE). Sodium excretion did not change after
NE infusion. Similar results were achieved when
experiments were repeated during a-blockade with
5 pg/kg/mm phentolamine mesylate (Regitmne).
Thus, basal sodium reabsorption in fetal sheep
does not appear to be affected by increased
levels of circulating catecholamines.
CHANGES IN CELL VOLUME INDUCED BY K AND CL IN ThE
ISOLATED AND PERFUSED RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE.
Laurent Schild*, PeterS. Aronson, and Gerhard Giebisch. Dept
of Cellular & Molecular Physiology, Yale Univ. School of
Medicine, New Haven, Ct.
We used real-time recordings of cell volume to determine the
pathways for K and Cl transport across the basolateral membrane
of the proximal tubule cell. Raising bath [K] from 3 to 30 mM
resulted after 20 sec In a 11.35 1.02% increase in cell volume.
The cell swelling induced by Increased bath [K] was Inhibited
71.6% by 1 mM Ba In the bath. K-induced ceu swelling was
InhIbited 77.8% by replacement of lumen and bath Cl with
cyclamate, but was unaffected by replacement of Cl in the lumen
only. At normal bath [1<], InhibIting K efflux from the cell with bath
Ba caused Only a 5.03 1.14% increase in cell volume. These
findings suggest that the cell swelling induced by increased bath
K reflects KCI ently across the basolateral membrane. The Ba-
sensitivity of this KCI entry suggests that it is mediated by parallel
K and Cl conductances.
At normalbath [K], replacing bath Cl by cyclamate caused a
2.50 1.17% decrease In cell volume. Importantly, In the
presence of 30 mM K in the bath, replacing bath Cl by cyclamate
caused a much larger decrease in cell volume (7.83 1.52%
decrease). Thus, increasing bath K stimulated the efflux of Cl.
This Is consistent with exit of Cl through a conductive pathway
activated by cell swelling and/or membrane depolarization.
In conclusion, measurements of cell volume changes suggest
that KCI transport across the basolateral membrane of the
proximal tubule cell occurs predominantly by a Ba-sensitive K
conductance in parallel with a volume- and/or potential-sensitive
Cl conductance.
RENAL INTERSTITIAL HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE AND SODIUM
EXCRETION DURING VOLUME EXPANSION IN THE
DEVELOPING PIGLET. N.J. Soihauji, .J.P. Oranger,
M.R. Wallaoe0, Dept. Pediatrics and Physiology
Eastern Virginia Med. Sob., Norfolk, VA 23501.
The role of renal interstitial hydrostatic
pressure (RIHP) in the regulation of sodium
excretion (UNaV) in the developing kidney is not
known. The purpose of this study was to determine
RIHP and Na excretory responses to acute volume
expansion (VE). The effect of 5% VE was determined
in adult pigs (A), and piglets ages, 261$3 days,
and 18—25 days. Fractional excretion of lithium
(FeLi) was utilized as an indicator of proximal
tubular sodium reabsorption.
CRIMP .RIII
(mm}g) (mmHg) (i Eq/min/gkw)
A JI 7.89 JI.86 6 3.87 21.7
5 5.96 6.8i 5 2.9J 35.7j1.41
26—l3 7 6.09 2.59, 7 1.50, 21.f
jl.21 j0.f5
Increases in UNaV were similar in A and 18—25 d
piglets but diminished in 26113 d piglets vs A.
Although AFeLi was slightly higher in the 18—25 dpiglets, there were no significant differences
between all groups. Control RIHP (CRIMP) was not
significantly different. The peak increase of RIHP
during VE (tRIHP) was not different between A and
18—25 d group, but significantly less in the 26—l3
d group vs A. Conclusions: 1) RIHP demonstrates
maturational. changes in a pattern similar to
sodium excretion in the developing piglet during
VE. 2) RIHP may participate in the sodium
excretory response to VE in the developing piglet.
STIMULATORY AND INHIBITORY INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
a-ADRENOCEPTORS AND THE RENAL Na/H ANTIPORTER.
Strandhov 6. F. A. Gesek. Wake Forest Univ.
Med. Center, Winson-Salem, MC 27103.
The mechanisms by which a-adrenoceptors
regulate Na reabsorption in the nephron were
examined rat proximal tubule segments.
Influx of Na through a Na/H antiporter was de-
creased by ethylisopropyl amiloride and increased
by the phorbol ester, PMA. Na/H activity was
increased similarly by the ai agonists tested
(cirazoline, phenylephrine, fE), but variably
increased by a2 agonists. B-HT 933 maximally
stimulated influx 98% while guanabenz (GBZ) only
increased Na/H by 22%, with an order of
stimulation: BHT > a-methylNE > NE > clonidine—
UK 14304 > guanfacine > GBZ. Heterogeneity of a2
dependence on pertussis toxin (PT)-sensitive C
proteins was tested in other rats. In tubules
prepared from rats treated 5 days earlier with
PT, PMA and a1 responses were unaffected, but
stimulation by a2 was blocked. When the
antiporter was increased directly by PMA, GBZ but
not BHT inhibited the response. Therefore, a2
agoniats stimulate Na/H through PT-sensitive
pathways but some agonists also inhibit the
antiporter through a PT-resistant mechanism.
Antagonism of PMA by a2 agonists was prevented by
a2 antagonists or brief trypsin pretreatment (50
tg/ml x 10 mm). When tubules from normal (no PT)
rats were pretreated with trypsin, GBZ could
stimulate Na uptake as well as BItT. Thus, the
net effect of a2 agonists on Na influx related
to separate interactions at stimulatory and
inhibitory sites. These findings may help
explain the differing propensities of a2 agonists
to cause Na retention and pseudotolerance.
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OUABAIN—INDUCED CELL SWELLING IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT). Kevin Strange, Wright
State University School of Medicine, Department
of Physiology & Biophysics, Dayton, Ohio.
Peritubular application of lO4M ouabain to
DOCA—treated CCT had no effect on intercalated
cell volume but caused rapid swelling in
principal cells (PC) at a rate of 66.5
6.7%/mm. PC swelled 145.5 a 16.0% and then
downregulated their volume at a rate of —3.1
0.5%/mm to a new steady—state volume 13.3 a
3.8% above control. Luminal Na+ removal or
1O5M amiloride addition caused PC to shrink
—11.8 2.3 and —7.7 2.5%, respectively. In
the absence of perfusate Na+ ouabain swelling is
completely blocked while amiloride inhibits the
rate 95.0 1.2%. Luminal or bilateral C1
removal caused PC to shrink —9.2 a 1.1% and
—12.0 a 0.9% and inhibited the rate of ouabain
swelling 70.2 a 2.3% and 98.7 a 0.8%, respec-
tively. Perfusion of CCT with 0.1 mM acetazol—
amide or 0.1 mM diphenylamine—2—carboxylate
caused PC shrinkages of —7.4 a 2.4% and —6.5 a
1.2% and inhibited ouabain swelling by 58.7
3.8% and 67.4 a 6.2%, respectively. Bilateral
C02—HCO3 removal inhibited the rate of swelling
by 68.1 a 4.7%. Ouabain swelling in CCT
dissected from acidotic (NB4C1 loading) DOCA—
treated rabbits was inhibited 50.7 a 5.4%
compared to controls. Conclusions: 1) ouabain
swelling is due to cytoplasmic NaCl accumulation,
2) Na enters the cell primarily through apical
Na+ channels, 3) C1 enters the cell at least in
part through the apical membrane, 4) apical Cl
entry may be mediated by an anion exchanger.
ADH ALTERS THE K REQUIREMENT FOR THE LUMINAL,
FUROSEMIDE-SENSITIVE NaCl SYMPORTER IN MOUSE
MEDULLARY ThICK LIMBS (MTAL). Adam M. Sun and
Steven C. Hebert. Brigham & Women's Hosp. and
Harvard Med. School, Boston, MA.
The K requirement for luminal, furoseinide-
sensitive NaC1 symport in the MTAL remains con-
troversial. The present study assessed the K'
requirement for Na,C1 cotransport activity with
and without ADH in mouse MTAL tubules perfused in
vitro at 37°C. Video imaging techniques ware used
to measure cell swelling resulting from both 1 mM
ouabain (0) addition and K removal (-IC6) from
peritubular bath. [O,-1C6]-induced cell swelling
was inhibited by 0.1 mM furosemide addition to, or
Na removal from, perfusate, indicating that cell
swelling was due to Na entry via the luminalNa:?K:C1 symporter. Thus, the rate of [0,-iC6]
-induced cell swelling (nlmin1cm1) was used as
an index of luminai Na:?K:Cl symporter activity.
Studies were performed using symmetrical solutions
and luminal 20 mM Ba2 was used to reduce IC entry
into the perfusate via apical IC channels. In the
absence of ADH, luminal iC (IC) had no significant
effect on the rate of [0, .KB]-induced ecU. swell-
ing [0.318 0.090 and 0.199 0.046 with and
without 1CL, respectively (p—NS; n—3)]. Addition
of 250 pU/ml ADH increased the transepithelial
voltage (my) from 4.4 1.7 to 8.8 0.6 (p<-
O.05;n—3), and luminal IC removal now inhibited
[0, -1C6)-induced cell swelling [0.016 0.004
(-1CL) vs 0.473 0.060 (+IC.,); p<O.O5, n—3]. These
studies indicate that in the absence of ADH the
luminal symporter in the mouse MTAL operates in a
Na:Cl mode and that ADH modifies the symporter to
become IC dependent. This alteration in the lumin.
al symporter has important implications for energy
consumption related to NaC1 absorption.
POTASSIUM (K) IS SECRETED IN RABBIT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULES (PeT) IN VITRO. Kaoru Tabei*,
Biroaki Furuya*, Shigeaki Muto*, Yasushi Asano*.
Jichi Med. Sch., Unit of Nephrol., Dept. of Med.,
Tochigi, Japan (Intr. by Eiji Kusano)
Previous micropuncture studies in rats
suggested that K is reabsorbed in PCT in vivo,
although the transport mechanism has remained
unclear. To examine the K transport mechanisms
in PCT, rabbit PeT was perfused in vitro by using
micropefusion technique. PCT was dissected from
New Zealand white rabbits and perfused by
standard micropefusion method. Tritiated Inulin
was used as a volume marker and K concentration
in collected fluid was measured by ultramicro-
flamephotometer. In unidirectional K flux study,
86PCl was used instead of 42K. Reflection
coefficient to KC1 was 0.86+0.03, and hydraulic
water permeability was 2.31+0.06x105cm/sec
/atm/cm2. Efflux coefficient (Xe) was increased
from 2.87±O.6OxlO5cm/sec to 4.16+0.28 in the
presence of l05M ouabain in the bath, whereas
Influx coefficient (Ki) did not change (4.45+1.03
vs 4.98+0.96). Measured net K flux (3K) was
—15.Oi±4.5lpEq/min/mm when Jv was 1.03+0.l9nl/
mm/mm and perfusion rate was l2.96+O.96n1/min.
105M ouabain decreased 3K to —0.83+2.53. When
1O5M aniloride or 2 mM Ba were added to the
perfusate, net K flux did not changed significan-
tly, however, 2 mM Ba in the bath increased net K
flux from —9.59+5.36 to —24.51+9.07 pEq/min/mm.
These results may suggest that potassium is
secreted in rabbit proximal convoluted tubules in
vitro. Barium enhances K secretion from the
basolateral side indicating that basolateral
membrane of PCT has a Ba sensitive conductive
pathway.
NA-K-ATPASE ACTIVITIES IN INNER MEDULLP.RY RENAL
TUBULE SEGMENTS OF RATS. Y. Terada* and M.A.
Knepper. National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute,
NIH, Bethesda, Maryland.
General agreement has not been reached regarding
the mechanism by which an axial osmolality gradient
is generated in the renal inner medulla. Various
proposed models assume active NaC1 transport either
in the thin descending limb (TDL), the thin ascend-
ing limb (TAL), or the inner medullary collecting
duct (IMCD). In this study, we have measured the
activities of Na-K-ATPase (the primary Na pump) as
a function of inner medullary depth for each inner
medullary tubule segment. Measurements were made
in microdissected segments from collagenase-treated
kidneys of Sprague-Dawley rats using the technique
of O'Neil and Dubinsky (A.J.P. 247:C3l4). Inner
medullary position is designated as percent of the
total inner medullary length where 0% is the inner-
outer medullary junction and 100% is the papillary
tip. Activities in thin limb segments (pmol/min/mm)
were: TDL(0-25%), 2.2±0.6; TDL(5O-lOO%), 3.2±1.0;
TAL(O-25%), 3.6±1.3; TAL(5O.lOO%), 4.2±0.9 (all
P<0.05, vs. 0). The activity in outer medullary
TDLs (long-looped nephrons) was significantly
greater than inner medullary TDL values (5.8±1.0).
Values in collecting ducts were: outer medullary
CD, 21±5; IMCD(O.25%), 35±6; IMCD(25.50%), 20±3;
IMCD (50-75%), 17±2; IMCD(75-lOO%), 16±1. Deoxy-
corticosterone administration to the rats increased
Na-K-ATPase activities in all collecting duct seg-
ments. CONCLUSIONS: 1) Measurable Na.K.ATPase acti-
vities are present in all inner medullary tubule
segments. 2) Axial differences in thin limb acti
vity, postulated in some models of the inner med-
ulla, were not observed. 3) The activity in the
initial IMCD is greater than in the terminal IMCD.
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THE ROLE OF Na+ TRAZSPORT IN THE CEREBRAL AflAPTA—
TION TO CHRONIC RYPERNATREMIC DEHYDRATION (CHD).
H.Trachtman, R.Del Pizzo & E.Cragoe,Jr. Dept. of
Feds., SUNY—Stony Brook, Schneider Child. Hosp. of
LIJMC, New Hyde Park, NY.
Increased cerebral cytosolic ionic content is
an important adaptive mechanism to minimize cell
shrinkage during CUD. Na+ content may increase via
the Na—H antiport exchange or Na+ channels. We ex-
plored the relative importance of these transport
pathways using amiloride (A) analogues.
Rats were pretreated for 6 days either with A,
a more potent inhibitor of the Na+ channel,1O mgi
kg/day or with 5—(N,N—hexamethylene)—amiloride
(HMA),a more potent inhibitor of the Na—H antipor—
ter,1 mg/kg/day. Both drugs were dissolved in a
0.5% DMSO drinking water solution. Control rats
received 0.5% D}fSO solution as drinking water for
6 days. CR0 was induced by total water deprivation
for 24 hr followed by daily injections with 1M
NaCl to raise serum Na+ to 180—190 mmol/L over 72
hr. Brain tissue was removed at death for measure-
ment of cerebral water compartment sizes(ml/100 gm
dry weight). (Results: Mean SEM).
A (Nr9) UMA (N8) CONTROL (N5)
Mortality 9/9a 0/8 1/5
Na+, Initial 142±2 144±1 145±5
Final 182±7 187±4 189±4
344±2a 361±5 373+2
ECW* 131±3a 134±4 137±4
ICW* 213±ia 227±2 237±3
*Abbrev. TTW—total tissue water;ECW—extracellular
water,IcW—intracellular water;ap< 0.o1,A
These results indicate that in vivo, the Na+
channel is a more important mechanism than the
Na—H antiporter for increasing cerebral cell Na+
content during CUD.
EFFECT OF SODIUM, CHLORIDE AND BICARBONATE ON
BINDING OF METOLAZONE TO THE THIAZIDE DIURETIC
RECEPTOR. Johan Tran,* Kevin Beaumont,* and
Darrell D. FanestT1 Univ. of Calif., San Diego,
Div. of Nephrology/Hypertension, La Jolla, CA
This laboratory recently identified receptors
for thiazide diuretic drugs via the binding of 3H-
metolazone (MTZ). We now report effects of select-
ed ions on the binding of MTZ. Rat kidney cortex
was homogenized in Tris-phosphate buffer and centri-
fuged at 120 x g, and 48,000 x g to yield membranes.
Binding of t'1TZ was relatively insensitive to changes
In pH over the range 6.0 to 9.0 The maximal bind-
ing capacity (Bax) was 0.8 pmol/my protein and the
equilibrium dissociation constant (I(d) was 3.3 nM.
Addition of NaC1 produced a biphasic effect: the
binding of MTZ was Increased by concentrations of
NaC1 <20 mM, but was inhibited at higher concentra-
tions; whereas NaHCO3 produced only the stimulatory
effect. Other salts of Na that stimulated MTZ
binding Included sulfate, methylsulfate, acetate
and lactate. Saturation analysis of the binding of
MTZ indicated that Na (50 nIl NaHCO3) did not alter
Bmax, but lowered the K,j tO 1.4 nM. The concentra-
tion of Na+ producing this apparent Increase in
affinity for MTZ was half-maximal at about 10 mM.
In contrast, C1, Br- and F inhibited the binding
of 1hZ. NaC1 (50 nIl) did not alter Bmax, but In-
creased the apparent K,j to 9.5 nM, a finding con-
sistent with binding of chloride and IITZ being
competitive (or mutually exclusive). The concen-
tration of MaC1 required to produce a two—fold in-
crease in the Kd of binding of MTZ is 26 nIl. Thus,
the conformation of the thiazide diuretic receptor
is sensitive to Na+ and C1 over the concentration
ranges expected for these ions In the lumen of the
distal convoluted tubule.
DIFFERENCES IN Na+/H+ ANTIPORT BETWEEN BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV) ISOLATED FROM OUTER CORTEX
(OC), INNER CORTEX (IC), AND OUTER MEDULLA (OM) OF
DOG KIDNEY. SteDhen T. Turner, Molly A. Van
Norman*, Thomas P. Dousa, Jonathan H. Chen*. Mayo
Foundation, Division of Hypertension, Rochester,
Minnesota.
To assess possible cellular basis for
heterogeneity of sodium (Na) reabsorption by
proximal tubules located In different kidney zones,
we studied Na/H antiport and other Na-gradient
dependent transport systems in BBNV prepared from
OC, IC, and ON of mongrel dogs. Initial ameloride
sensitive Na/H antiport and Na-dependent uptake of
proline and glucose were significantly greater in
BBMV-IC than in BBMV-OC or BBMV-ON:
TransDort Rate (omole/ma orotein/5sec)
Na-H Uptake of
L11 antloort 1-Proline D-olucose ohosohate
Q, 199 148 47 303
(n—4-7)
(n—4-7)
QI1 111 36 28 77
(n—4-7)
fDifferent from OC; fDlfferent from OM, (p<O.05).
Kinetic studies revealed significantly greater
Vmax for Na/H antiport in BBMV-IC compared to BBMV-
OC or BBMV-Otl. Transport differences were not due
to differences In Intravesicular volume or purity
of BBMV. Higher capacity for Na/H antiport by
luminal membranes may contribute to greater Na
reabsorption by proximal tubules In IC.
EFF OF QIC ASSIUM PIEPIQ CM
r(YrASSIUM, SODIUM AND ThTER ANSO IN 'flEIOP OF HEHIE. ert Gicivanbattista
Capasso*, Kristina Iujic & Gerhard Giebisch.
Dept. Cell. & Mel. 2iysiol., Yale Univ. Med.
Sdi., New Haven, CT.
detexnmirie the effect of thrcmic potassium
depletion on locp electrolyte transport, rat
superficial loops were p.mp micrcperfused j
vi fran late proximal. to early distal tu1x3.e.1o grcops of rats were studied: (1) ca*rel
rats on a stanard diet (C); (2) rats on a low
potassium diet for at least 3 weeks (1K). The
perflisats in each grasp was an er-prodmal
Ringer solttti containing either 2 or 4 nI.!
potassium ar 'c—inulin. Potassium at sodium
concentrations in collected fluid were asured
by furnace atanic absorption spectrcpiotcsstzy.
The results are susmiarizei below as meanIS!4:
Perfusate
(K] JJa(pml3min) (rm]. mm) (ni/sin)
C 2 IrM
1K 2 2mM
15.7±2.1
22.7±1.7*
1.95+0.06
1.74+0.10
7.4+0.2
8.3+0.4
15
23
C 4 nM
LK 4 aM
44.2+3.6
53.1±2.6*
2.02±0.09
1.58+0.09*
8.4+0.4
6.9+0.4*
15
21
(*p.<005 vs. C; n — ni.mtmer of loops perfused)
The data show that in potassium-depleted
anisals, loop potassium reabsorption (Jr) 15
significantly 1ieased. Mereover, they suggest
that loop sodium aixi water reabsorption (J aixi
v) are d eased in 1K ,then the pertIsate
potassium concentration is "nozealized".
n
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FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENT OF INTRACELLULAR CHLORIDE
IN MONOLAYER CULTURED CELLS. A.S. Verkman, Mary
Sellers*, R. Ketchum*, J.H. Widdicombe* and
A.C. Chao*. CVRI and Pharm. Chem., UCSF, CA.
Methodology has been developed for measurement
of cell Cl in cultured cells using entrapped
Cl-sensitive fluorophores. An established renal
cell line (LLC-PK1) and a primary culture of
dog tracheal epithelium were grown to confluency
on thin glass cover slips. Cells were effectively
loaded with the relatively impermeable fluorophore
SPQ by a hypotonic loading procedure (5mM, 2mm,
37°C, l5OmOsm), or with more permeable compounds
synthesized with cleavable esters (6-methoxy-N-
[aceto-pivolic ester] quinolmnium and 6-oxyaceto-
pivolic ester-N-[3-sulfopropyl] quinolinium) by
10mm incubation at 37°C. Cells were mounted
in a chamber designed for high N.A. objectives
and rapid (<ls) fluid changes. Cell fluorescence
was quantitated by epifluorescence microscopy
using UV optics and photomultiplier or SIT camera
detection. Photobleaching was eliminated by
excitation of fluorescence at 350 nm using a
100 watt stabilized tungsten source and O.D.
2 filter. SPQ leakage from cells was <107. in
30mm at 23°C and -207. at 37°C. Intracellular
calibration was performed using high K buffers
containing the ionophores nigericin and tributyl-
tin. Fluorophore signals decreased by 507, at
cell [Cl]=2O-5OmM. Transients in cell Cl (T½
5-30s)were measureable following changes in
solution Cl. In tracheal cells having a cAMP-
dependent Cl channel, 10 jiM isoproterenol gave a
3-5 fold increase in Cl transport rates. These
results establish methodology for direct measure-
ment of cell Cl by fluorescence microscopy for use
in defining Cl transport and regulatory mechanisms.
IE OF ETRAEL2IJLAR i fl AITENE-
ENCUCED INEASE OF IC ODNJCTANCE EN EARLY
DISTAL REMAL 1U3JIE CELLS (EDC) OF FIDGS. Wenhui
Wanc*, Jthn Geibel*, and Gerhaz Giebisch. Yale
Univ., Med. School, Dept. Cell. & Mol.ysio1., New Haven, Connecticut.Previous studies had shn that an increase
of K conductance (gK) of EDC by aldosterone
results in part frce the rise of cell pH, and
that this increase is largely due to the increase
of the 1F channel numbers (Wang, W. et al.,
Kidney mt 33: 429, 1988). The present study wasdesigned to further test whether cell pH could be
a signal to regulate gK. cperiments were per-forn in isolated E of fregs using the whole-
cell perfusion-reco2xling technique. Cell pH was
kept constant(7.30) during all measurements of
Ba-ljthibitable gK. The intracellular pH(pH)
was measured using the fluorescent dye BCECF-AM.
Aldosterone(l us, 20—28 hrs) increased pH fron
control value 7 •43 (pH of incubation solution
7.60) to 7.55 and gK increased frau 4.2±O.7(n=9)
to 12.0±0.7 nS(rl7). When cells were incubated
in pH 8.00 solution for 28 hrs, pHi to
7.70 and gK was 8.2±0.7 nS(n=8). When cells were
first incubated in pH 7.60 solution containing
aldosterone for 20 hrs then changed to pH 6.60
aldosterone-free solution for 8 hrs, pHj dropped
to 7.10, andgKdecreasedto3.7±O.4nS (n=8). In
contrast, qK of cells still incubated in pH 7.60
aldosterone-free solution was 8.80±1.1 (n=7). The
results suggest that intracellular pH plays an
important role in aldosterone-1nuced increase ofgK. Aldosterone alone or cell-aikalosis stimula-
tes cells to recruit K channels into membranes.
In contrast, intracellular acidosis removes
channels induced by aldosterone and alkalosis.
RAPID VIDEO MEASUREMENT OF KC1 REFLECTION
COEFFICIENT ACROSS BASOLATERAL CELL MEMBRANE OF
S2 PROXIMAL RENAL TUBULE. Larry V. Welling,
Dan J. Welling, and Toni Ochs*, Laboratory and
Research Services, VA Medical Center, Kansas City,
MO, and Depts. of Pathology and Physiology, Univ.
of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS,
We previously have reported the use of acute,
osmotically induced tubule volume changes and
rapid video techniques to measure the hydraulic
conductivity (LpA) and the reflection coefficient
(a) for NaC1 across the basolateral cell membrane
of lumen collapsed proximal tubule segments of
rabbit. We now report similar studies in which
S2 segments were equilibrated in Ringers medium
(285 mOsm/kg) before and after being challenged in
sequence by the same medium made hypertonic (+60,
+100, or +140 mosm/kg) by the addition of either
raffinose or KC1. For each tubule the test media
were of the same osmolality and in half of the
studies a KC1 challenge preceded and followed a
raffinose challenge. In the other half the
sequence was reversed. Before and after results
were not different in either case. Volume changes
were measured at 1/60 a intervals and LpA was
calculated from data obtained in the first 3/60 to
5/60 a. Assuming a 1.0 for raffinose, the ratio
of the LpA measured using the same measured
osmolalities of raffinose and KC1 media in the
sane tubule is equal to OKC1 across the baso—lateral membrane of that tubule. The ratios were
0.65 0.04 at +60 (nlO), 0.72 0.05 at +100
(n12), and 0.73 0.02 at +140 mosm/kg (nl2).
These values are not statistically different.
Combining all 34 studies, aKCl is 0.70 0.02 at
the S2 basolateral cell membrane. Our reported
value for aNaCl at that membrane is 0.56 0.07.
I'T CHANNELS EN QL1IIIURED RABBIT RENAL O)LT.ECTflG
LUCP CELLS. Stanley J. White*, Ibert 14.
Henderson*, Emile L. Boulpaep and Gerhard H.
Giebisch., Yale School of Medicine, Dept. ofCellular & Molecular Thysiology, New Haven,
Connecticut.
Recent observations (Bello-Reuss & Weber,
AYP. 252: F899—9O9, 1987), suggest that cortical
distal neron fragments grown In culture may be
a suitable model for the Cortical Collecting Ilict(CCD) in vitro. Distal fragments were isolated by
isotonic Percol density-gradient centrifugation
and, grown to confluence on rat-tail collagen
membranes. By six days, Monolayers developed a pd
of —3.6+O.24inV (n=ll), apical side negative. The(apical/basal)[Na] was 0.92±0.02 (n=1l) and
(apical/basal)[K] was 1.34±0.02) (n=ll).Patch clai, experiments were carried cut on the
apical membrane of the majority cell type. In
excised !'inside-out" patches, three types of
channel have so far been observed. The first,(n=6) has a single channel conductance of 160p8,
is activated by depolarising potentials and is
inhibited by either reducing Ca below 1pM or by
adding 100324 Ba2' to the cytoplasmic side of the
patch. This channel conducts outward currents of
but not Rb or Na currents. The second
channel has a conductance of 4OpS (r3) and
conducts both Na and K but is not inhibited by
Ba2 at the cytoplasmic side. The third channel
has a conductance of lOpS (n=4) and conducts
outwards current of both K' and Rb+ and is not
inhibited by Ba2 at the cytoplasmic side. We
conclude that these cells in culture express saxe
channels observed in CCD (Hunter, et al, NAS
81:4237—39 1984) and therefore, may be a suitable
model for studying CCD apical membrane channels.
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE THAT TRICHLOR-
METHIAZIDE (TCM) ACTS ON THE LUMINPIL MEMBRANE OF
THE CONNECTING TUBLLE (CNT) CELL. Koji Yoshitotni,
Toshikatsu Shimizu, and Masashi lmai (lntr. by
Genjiro Kimura). Dept. of Pharnsacol., National
Cardiovascular Center, Osaka 565, Japan
We have previously reported that 1CM acts on
the connecting tubule (Kidney mt 33:426, 1988)
which consists of electrophysiologically distinct
two cell types, the CNT cell and intercalated (IC)
cell (Kidney mt 33:430, 1988). To identify the
exact cell type and mechanism of action of 1CM, we
examined effects of 1CM on electrophysiologically
defined 4 cell types from rabbit distal nephron
segments the distal convoluted tubule (DCI) cell.
CNT cell, IC cell and collecting duct (CD) cell.
When the tubules were perfused with a HC0/C02
buffered solution, 10-'M 1CM in the lumen hyper-
polarized the basolateral membrane voltage (YB) of
the CNT cell from -71.0± 3.2 to -77.3± 3.0 mV(n=12, P<0.001) but not of the DCI cell (V1=-0.2
0.lniV,n=18). IC cell (YB=0.1 0.lmV,n=15), and
CD cell (V1=-0.4±0.3mV,n9). TCM did not affect
the transmural voltage in all segments. While the
luminal addition of 10M SITS hyperpolarized V1
of the CNT from -67.0±3.6 to -70.9±3.6 mY (n=10,
P<0.006), the combined adminstration of 103M SITS
and 10M 1CM further hyperpolarized the V1 to
-75.5 3.9 mY (n=10, P<0.005). TCM also hyper-
polarized the V1 of the CNT cell in the absence of
HcO,/cO, (-81.1± 1.6 vs -84.5± 1.3, n=15,
P<0.O1). We conclude: 1) 1CM acts on the
luminal membrane of the CNT cell, 2) 1CM inhibits
an electroneutral Na transport system that is
distinct from the parallel antiport of NaVH and
CP/HC0, -.
THE KINETICS OF Na/H EXCHANGE IN RAT RENAL BRUSH
BORDER IEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV) DOES NOT CHANGE WffH
AGE. Israel ZkSrnviC* Peter Lohstroh,* Christine Iwahashi,
Russell W. Chesney. Depts. Pediatrics, Univ. CA., Davis, CA, and
Univ. Tennessee, Memphis, TN.
We have recently demonstrated an increased Na+/H+ exchange
activity In neonatal rat renal BBMV (Zelikovic, The Physiologist
30:148, 1987). We also observed that In contrast to increased
amiloflde-sensltive peak Na accumulation by neonatal vesicles, the
enhancement of Initial rate uptake was accounted for by the amiloride
Insensitive component of uptake. In order to further explore the
ontogeny of NaiH exchange we determined the kinetics of this
antiport system in rat renal cortical BBMV isolated from 7-day-,
21 -day-old and adult rats. Initial rate (2 sec) accumulation of 22Na, at
a concentration range 1-20mM, Into BBMV was determined using a
"rapid reaction" mllllpore filtration technique. Experiments were
performed under pH gradIent conditions (pHi..5.5, pHo. 7.5) in the
presence and absence of 3mM amlloride in the external medium.
Amiloride Insensitive 22Na uptake was linear with Na concentration in
all age groups suggesting complete inhibition of Na/H exchange at
the concentration range tested. Higher total and amiloride insensitive
22Na uptakes were found in 7-day-old rats when compared to the two
other groups. Llneweaver-Burk analysis of amilorkle-sensltlve 22Na
accumulation (obtained by subtracting uptake values in the presence of
amllodde from values in its absence) revealed Km 19.27±5.49,
19.86±2.72,16.53±4.92mM (nonsignificant) and Vmax 7.45±1.65,
15.23±3.41, 14.47*3.22 nMol/rng prOteini'2 eec (nonsignificant) for
7-day-. 21 -day-old and adult rats, respectively. We conclude from
these data that unlike the enhanced Na/H exchange activity which is
responsible for augmented peak Na uptake Into neonatal rat renal
BBMV, a leaky", highly permeable membrane to Na probably
accounts for the increased initial rate Na+ accumulation In neonatal
vesicles. These two factors may operate in concert to rapidly dis.
sipate the electrochemical Na+ gradient across the luminal membrane
during early life, thereby contributing to neonatal aminoaclduria.
CSERVATI TRIMErHYIANINE (TES IN H!IN
KIDNEY IN VI'VO B! 111 NER. Malcolm J. Aviacm*,
D,L. Ithman*, R.G. Shu1inan5 and N.J. Siegel,
Yale Lkiiv. Sch. of Med., Dept. of Peds. and Mol.
Biophyw. and Biocheni., New Haven, CI'
There has bees renewed interest In the
osenregulatory role of the trbmthylamlnes
(—R4e3) glycerophoephorylcholine () andbetaine, in the protection of the celia of the
renal medulla fran the effects of the large
variations in extraceflular tcniicity which
accatpany normal regulation of water balance. We
report here the direct observation of these
cospounds in the normal lunan kidney by voltmm
localized l nuclear magnetic resonance. l
I4R images were obtained at 89.43 MHz using a 10
an surface coil, and used to define and position
the volume of Interest ('UDI) at the magnet
isocenter. Spectra were obtained using the same
coil and a pulse sequence consisting of 1) A
ccmpoeite9 pulse. 2) A low power pulse topresaturate the water resonance. 3) The volume
selective ISIS sequence. 4) A surface mulling
9/3 pulse followed by a dephasing magnetic fieldgradient. 5) A sinc pulse delivered in a
magnetic field gradient, adjusted to suppress
signal fran tissue lying between the coil and the
I. 6) A setniselective spin echo sequence to
suppress the water resonance and provide maximal
excitation of the —le3 resonance at 3.25 pn.
This approach yielded excellent spectra of the
4Ie3 resonance In 5 nIna.
SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE DIFFUSIONAL WATER
PERMEABILITY (PDW) OF THE LUNINAL AND BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANES OF THE ISOLATED PERFUSED PROXIMAL
TUBULE. Delon W. Barfuss, Georgia State Univer-
sity. Biology Department, Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Isolated Si and S2 segments of the rabbit
proximal tubule were isolated and perfused with
H3—D-aspartlc acid which is actively transported
at the luminal membrane Into the tubule cells.
Cellular D—amino acid oxidase rapidly deaminates
the aspartic acid which liberates the 3H from the
2nd and 3rd carbons. This process generates
three 3H20 molecules for every aspartic acid
oxidized that are free to diffuse out of the cell
across the luminal and basolateral membranes. By
measuring the appearance rate of 3H20 In the flow
through bathing solution and in the collected
perfused fluid, and by measuring the cellular
concentration of 3H20, the diffusional water
permeability of the luminal and basolateral mem-
branes was measured simultaneously. The 3HO was
separated from other 3H by allowing in to
evaporate in a closed container and trapped by
the hygroscopic effects of MgCl2. The separated
3H2O was then quantitated in a scintillation
counter. A mathematical model was developed to
account for the effect of perfusion rate and back
leak on the appearance of H20 in the collectate.
The measured POW'S for the luminal membrane of
the Si and S2 segments were both 7.7±0.2*10—5
cm/sec while the basolateral DW for both was
2.7±0.5*10-0 cm/sec. Given that the reported
transepithellal DW for the proximal tubule is
reported to be 5*10—3 cm/sec(Berry,AJP,Nov ,1985),
It Is concluded that greater than 98% of dif-
fusional water crosses the epithelium via
paracel 1ul ar routes.
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HIGH PROTEIN (HP)INTAKE ENHANCES RENAL CONCENTRA-
TION CAPACITY IN THE RABBIT: POSSIBLE ROLE OF
MEDULLAIY PROSTAGLANDINS (POE2). J.E. Benabe, F.
Aruz, H. Cordova and N. Martinez—Maldonado. Dept.
of Ned, VANC and UPR Sch of Ned, San Juan, P.R.
We have shown that NZW rabbits kept on a
normal rabbit chow diet (161 protein) are unable
to raise fractional free water reabsorption
(TCH2O/GFR) as the fractional osmotic load
(Cosm/GFR) is increased. Acute administration of
urea (400 mOam/L) or indomethacin (2 mg/kg IV)
during these clearance studies corrects this
defect. Moreover, rabbits kept for 2 weeks on a
401 protein diet(HP)had marked improvement in
their renal concentration capacity. Since renal
PG a are known to modulate both medullary solute
transport and ADH actions, we studied in vitro
Angiotensin II (5 pg/mi) stimulation of PGE2
production in medullary slices obtained from
rabbits kept on a 161 protein diet (Group I), 161
protein diet and acute infusion of urea (vide
infra) (Group II) and 401 protein diet (Group
III). Results were as follows:
PGE2 Production (ng/wl/uig protein)
Group 15 30' 60
I 770+103 950+214 1733+110
II 33682* 4O51O2* 813±76*
III 326+13* 412+9* 423+11*+
n=5—6 slices, 2 rabbit/group; * p<0.O1 vs I;
+ p<O.01 vs II
These results show that HP intake blunts the
A II stimulated meduilary PGE production. These
suggest that a reduction in mjullary PGE., produc-
tion after HP or acute urea administralion may
facilitate the hydroosmotic effect of ADH in these
rabbits and improve the renal concentration
capacity.
INHIBITION KINETICS OF CATIONIC DRUGS (CD) ON
N—METHYLNICOTINAMIDE (NMN) UPTAKE BY BRUSH
BORDER MEMBRANE VESILES (BBMV) FROM DOG KIDNEY
CORTEX. R. Bendayan, E.M. Sellers*and M.
Silverman, Fac. of Pharm. and Depts. of
Pharmacol. and Med., Univ. of Toronto, and
Addiction Research Foundation, Toronto.
The purpose of the present study was to
establish an in vitro methodology for drug
screening to predict the potential for clinical
pharmacologic interactions based on drug
competition for common renal secretory transport
systems. We chose as an experimental model
system, the organic base transporter in renal
BBMV prepared from dog kidney cor4x. A rapid
Millipore filtration technique (25 C) was used
to assay the effect of various CD on the uptake
of NMN. NMN uptake was found to be saturable,
and exhibited osmotic and proton gradient
dependence. All the CD showed competitive
inhibition of NMN uptake Indicating that they
share the organic base transporter. Apparent
inhibitory constants (ki) calculated from
kinetic analysis of NMN uptake (10 sec uptake
corrected for the passive diffusion component;
proton gradient conditions) are: quinidine
(O.7M), trimethoprim (l.3M), cimetidine
(2.OiM), famotidine (3.OpM), quinine (4.OM),
amiloride (5.8DM) and procainamide (19.7pM).
Correlation of the chemical structure of the CD
with their Ki indicates the importance of both
positive charge and adjacent hydrophobic
moieties. Our results demonstrate the utility
of BBMV as an in vitro empirical system for
predicting drug interactions in vivo.
ACUTE CHANGES IN INTRACELLULAR SODIUM
(Nai) DURING THE HYDROOSMOTIC RESPONSE TO
VASOPRESSIN (VP). A.S. Bran,. K.LMatheson*,
K.C. Inman*, and R.G. Lawler*. Brown University,
Depts. of Pediatrics andChemistry,Providence, Rhode
Island.
Several lines of evidence support the presence of an
electro-neutralNa-Caexchange process along the
basolateral membrane of uroepithelial cells including toad
bladder epitheial cells (Am J Physiol 252:F1028, 1987).
We hypothesized that VP stimulation might promote Na-Ca
exchange leading to a small but measurable increase Naj
duringpeak hormone-induced water flow. Changes in Naj
were monitored over time in individual hemibladders using
23Na NMR. Hemibladders were mounted as bags on
glass pipets and filled with distilled water. During NMR
studies, the semsal bath consisted of aerated 2.4mM
HCO3amphibian Ringer (pH 8.1) made up with 15%D20
containing the shift reagent Dysprosium tripolyphosphate
(1 mM). This reagent allows for visualization of Naj by
shifting theextracellularNa signal; it does not affect basal
or VP stimulated water flow or high energy phosphate
metabolism as seen by 31P NMR. The relative change in
Nai wasdeterminedby integrating the area under the
unshifted Na peak for each measurement the areas were
expressed in arbitrary units. The initial Nai signal from
unstimulated hemibladders averaged (mean SE)
3.22±0.48 (n=18) and the signal remained stable in these
tissues over at least 60 miii, 3.50±0.30 (n=8). Within 30
miii of VP (20 mU/ml) exposure, the Naj peak increased
from 3.03±0.45 to 4.92±0.95 (n=6, p<0.05). Thus, Naj
rises during peak VP stimulated water flow. The Na
mostly likely originates from the serosal bath since no Na
is present in the mucosal bath. These findings could be
consistent with a putative Na-Ca exchange process which
is activated by VP.
THE ROLE OS LIPID PEROXIDATION ON THE ACTIN OF
VASOPRESSIN. C.P. Carvounis, S. Bernstein, and M.
Oros' VAMC and SUNY, Syracuse, NY.
Oxidative processes and their products lipid
peroxides occur widely in most cells and epithelia.
In the present study we evaluated the role of lipid
peroxide production, as measured by malonyl-
dialdehyde (MDA), in the action of vasopressin (V)
30 mu/al in the toad urinary bladder. We found
that addition of V in the absence of osmotic
gradient for 30' resulted In a significant increase
in MDA (8.7±0.9 vs 5.7±0.8 nM/mg protein, n=6,
p<O.05). A similar Increase was noted following
stimulation with V as early as 10' (10.6±2.1 vs
5.0±1.0, n=6, p<0.05). Stimulation with 8 bromo-
cyclic AMP and theophylline, also resulted in
increased tissue MDA (7.9±0.9 vs 5.4±0.3, n6,
p<O.05 and 13.6±1.1 vs 7.8±1.0 nM/mg protein, n=6,
p<O.O5 respectively) suggesting that lipid
peroxidatlon occurs at steps subsequent to cAMP
generation. The effect of V on MDA production was
reversible since removal of V for 30' after 30' of
V stimulation significantly decreased the
bladder's MDA concentration (6.2±1.1 vs 8.7±1.5
nM/mg protein, n=6, p<O.O5). It has been
previously shown that the reducing agent GSH
decreases the hydro-osmotic action of V. We found
that 2 nil GSH also greatly diminishes 8 Br cAMP
stimulated water flow (13.9±0.9 vs 50.0±2.6 pL/min,
n"4, p<O.001). We suggest that V stimulates lipid
peroxidation reversibly by an action localized at
steps that follow cAMP generation. The occurrence
of the phenomenon before 10' suggest it may be
responsible for some of the steps leading to
increased permeability. This is further supported
by the inhibitory action of agents that reduce
oxidation. The exact importance of our findings
cannot be identified at the present time.
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VASOPRESSIN (AVP)—5TIMIJLATED cNIP LEVEL IS INHI-
BITED BY DIFFERENT WAYS IN THE RAT MEDULLARY COL-
LECTING TUBULE (MCT) ROLE OF POE2. 0. Chabardès*
and N. Montdgut* (intr. by T. Anagnostopoulos).
College de France, Paris, France.
The accumulation of cAMP was measured by ra—
dioimunoassay in single isolated MCI incubated in
the presence of indomethacin and of a phoaphodies—
terase (POE) inhibitor either IBMX (ln*I) which
blocks all types of cyclic nucleotide POE, or Ro
20—1724 (Ro, 50 yiN) known to block mainly the type
III POE. In the presence of Ro, 0.3 pM PGE2 inhi-
bited the response to 1 nM AVP in 8 experiments
(N) : AVP = 50.9 6.3 (fmol/mm/4min SEM), AVP
+ POE2 24.1 3.3, p<O.OO5. In the same
experiments, the use of IBMX relieved the PGE2
inhibition : AVP = 108.9 9.4, AVP + POE2 = 95.4
6.0, N=8. Adenosine Aj agonist (PIA) decreased
also the response to AVP ; however the effect of
POE2 was not mediated by intracellular adenosine
since 1) the addition of 0.1 pM PACPX (specific A1
antagonist) blocked the effect of 0.1 pM PIA but
did not affect the POE2 inhibition AVP + POE2 =
62.9 2.1% inhibition, AVP + POE2 + PACPX 61.4
9.9%, N=4 ; and 2) simultaneous addition of 0.3
jiM POE2 and 0.1 pM PIA (both eliciting maximal
effects) induced cumulative inhibition on the
response to 1 nM AVP : AVP + PGE2 = 60.9 2.8%
inhibition ; AVP + PIA 50.0 4.8% ; AVP + PGE2
+ PIA = 76.9 3.8%, P<0.Ol and <0.001 when
compared to POE2 and PIA inhibition respectively,
N=7. A similar cumulative inhibition was found
with 0.3 pM POE2 and 1 pM clonidine (ci 2 adre—
nergic agonist, N=5).These data suggest a specific
POE2 inhibition in rat MCT ; this inhibition is
not mediated at the level of cAMP formation but
results from an activation of cAMP hydrolysis.
INHIBITION OF UREA TRANSPORT IN RAT INNER MEDULLARY
COLLECTING DUCTS BY UREA ANALOGS AND PHLORETIN.
C. -L. Chou* and M.A. Knepper. National Heart. Lung
and Blood Institute, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland.
Vasopressin (AVP) increases the urea permeabil-
ity of the rat inner medullary collecting duct
(IMCD) to levels much greater than can be explained
by lipid-phase permeation or paracellular diffu-
sion, indicating the presence of an AVP-stimulated
facilitated transport pathway. We tested whether
inhibitors of carrier-mediated urea transport in
erythrocytes also inhibit urea transport in the
isolated perfused IMCD. Apparent urea permeability
(Purea) was determined by measuring the flux due to
an imposed 5 aM concentration gradient. Inhibitors
were added from the "cia" side of the epithelium
with respect to the flux. Urea analogs (200 mM) in
the bath inhibited Purea (thiourea, 76% inhibition;
methylurea, 65%; acetamide, 35%). Urea analogs in
the lumen decreased Purea with the same order of
potency. The inhibitory K1,#2 for thiourea in the
lumen was 27±2 mM and did not change with 0.1 uM
AVP (28±3), despite a 4-fold higher Purea with AVP.
Phioretin (0.25 mM) added to the lumen decreased
AVP-stimulated Purea (91±4 to 45±4 xl05 cm/s), but
did not alter osmotic water permeability (505 to
532 pm/s). CONCLUSIONS: The urea transport path-
ways in the IMCD and erythrocytes are functionally
similar with regard to inhibitor effects, suggest-
ing that the IMCD transporter could be a carrier
like that in the erythrocyte. Inhibition of Purea
by phloretin without an effect on water permeabil-
ity indicates that the urea pathway is unlikely to
be the vasopressin-stimulated water channel. The
lack of an effect of AVP on 1(1/2 for thiourea
indicates that urea probably penetrates via the
same pathway in the presence and absence of AVP.
SUCCESSFUL, SPECIFIC TREATMENT OF NEPHROGENIC
DIABETES INSIPIDUS (MDI) IN MICE. A.K. Coffey*,
D.J. OISullivan*, S. Homma, T.P. Douse, and
H. Valtin. Dept. Physiol., Dartmouth Med. Sch.,
Hanover, NH, and Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN
Mice of the DI+/+ Severe strain (NDI mice) have
vasopressin—resistant diabetes insipidus. The
defect appears to lie in abnormally high activity
of cAMP—phosphodiesterase isozyme type III
(PDE—III), and hence in lack of intramembranous
particle (IMP) clusters in apical membranes of
inner medullary collecting ducts (IMCDs). When
IMCDs are incubated in vitro with two inhibitors
of PDE—III, Rolipram (R) and Cilostamide (C), IMP
clusters reappear (Clin.Res. 36:593A, 1988). We
now report that treatment of MDI mice with R and C
in vivo ameliorates the diabetes insipidus.
Seven MDI mice were kept in separate metabolic
cages. Following a Control period of 6 days, 5 of
the mice were then given a solution of R and C for
4 days (10 mg/kg.day of each), while the remain-
ing 2 animals simultaneously drank the vehicle
(0.51 ethanol). Results an, shown in the Table.
Body Water Urine Urine
Weight Intake Flow Osmolality
(1) (ml/24 hours) (moan/kg H20)
Control (7)* 100 18.4 12.9 608
Vehicle (2) 101.1 21.8 12.9 705
R and C (5) 101.6 7.71 4.31 1,0951
'number of mice 1<0.05 vs Control or Vehicle
Conclusions: 1. Oral administration of two
inhibitors of PDE—III to MDI mice corrected their
high fluid turnover. 2. Extrapolating to humans,in those patients with MDI who have increased
activity of PDE, inhibitors of PDE may improve
their condition.
HUMORAL AMD VOLUME EFFECTS (14 OSMO?EGULATIC*4 IN
PRE(411NCY (p). J.M. Davison E.A. Shiells/'M.D.
Lindheimer. Human Reproduction Group, Newcastle
upon Tyne U.K., U. of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Osnregulation changes in p; plasma osmolal—
ity (P ) and osstic thresholds (U) for vaso—
pressin 'AVP) release and thirst decreasing in
early p, while rates of rise for P,,,, per unit
ingrease in P0 /P0 decrease in the
3r trimester 1? Clin invest 81:798,88). This
study, designed to characterize mechanisms for
these changes, first tested the hypothesis; "ef—
fective" intravascular volume is decreased in p
(despite absolute hypervoleinia), resulting in
non—osmotic AVP release, and/or a lower T and
Hypertonic saline was infused into 6
women In the presence and absence of water im-
mersion (WI); in early and late p, and when not
pregnant. P0 • and both T were - 10 ncssvkg
lower throughout p (p(O.Ol). WI consistently de-
creased A? /t (P<O.O1) but had no effect
on either or
,, •,; evidence against the
above hypothesis. lexI, influence of the preg-
nancy hormone chorionic gonadotropin, (hCG), was
tested in 5 nongravid women. Each subject re-
ceived hypertonic saline during a luteal cycle
on 2 occasions, (randomly), once after 15,000
IU, in divided doses, 5 and 3 d before the test.
Hormone levels averaged 4.8± 2.3 Aa1 after hCG,
while P ,, and and T decreased 6, 5,
and 6 nsnVkg respectively p<b.01). AVP abscis—
sal P, intercepts, regression slopes, and r
values averaged 280, 0.54, 0.93, h00; vs 285,0.57, 0.92 control. Conclusions: Central volume
expansion by WI failed to alter basal
or T in p. evidence against a role of un—
derfflI.ng" in the osmoregulatory alterations.
Chorionic gonadotropin, however, may play a rolein these changes.
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CELl. SWEWNG U'IDUCED BY AN ORGANIC ANION.
Geome U. Fek1n. Fuad N. Zlyadeh, George W. Booz, Amost
Klejnzeftei. Mt. Desert 151. BIol. Lab., ME., VAMC and Univ. of PA,
Depis.of Med. and Physlol., Phila, PA
Many cells swell when bathed In media containing organic
anions, Including formate, acetate and proplonate (PROP). To
examine the mechanism of swelling, slices of shark rectal gland, a
NaCI transporting tissue, were Incubated in iso-osmotic solutions
containing Na salts of PROP or Ct at the same pH. After 3 hours
in PROP medium, celi H20 Increased 60% and Na and K
concentrations Increased 38% and 46%, respectIvely. Cell
vkrme and contents recovered after returning to Cl medium.
Ouabaln (1 mM) Inhibited PROP-Induced K accumulation, but
+ accumulated and cells swelled to the same degree,
demonstrating that Na pump activity was not required for swelling.
The mechanism of PROP-induced Na entry Into cells was
examined. Na substitution blocked PROP swelling, and amilodde
(1 mM) decreas swelling 53%, suggesting a role for Na/H
exchange. Cell pH was measured In suspensIons of rectal gland
tubules loaded with BCECF. At medium pH 7.4, cell pH InitIally
decreased from 7.1 to 6.7, and then, recovered to 7.0 over 10
ninutes. Supporting a role for Na/H exchange, arnilodde
blocked the recovery of cell pH. The mechanism of PROP-
Induced K accumulation was examined. PROP did not alter
86Pb uptake, yjt 86t, efflux decreased 59%, suggesting that
reduced K leak accounts for K accumulation. This reduction in
K leak was pH Independent, since Increasing cell pH to 7.6 In the
presence of PROP did not return 86Rb efflux to control values.
In conclusion, PROP, a model organic anion, induces cells to
accumulate solute and swell. PROP enters as the urdssociated
acId and acidities the cell, accelerating Na'H exchange and Na
entry. PROP decreases K leak by a pH independent mechanism
and, thus, Induces cells to accumulate K when the Na pump Is
active.
PRE-STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS OF WATER TRANSPORT
REGULATION IN KIDNEY COLLECTING TUBULE. K. Fushimi*,
Michio Kuwahara* and A.S. Verkman. CVRI, UC
San Francisco, CA 94143.
Water transport across the mammalian collecting
tubule is regulated by vasopressin-dependent water
channel insertion into and retrieval from the
cell apical membrane. The time course of osmotic
water permeability (Pf) following addition and
removal of VP and 8-Br-cAMP was measured continu-
ously by quantitative fluorescence microscopy
using an impermeant fluorophore perfused in the
lumen. Tubules were subject to a l2OmOsm bath-to-
lumen gradient at 37°C with lOnl/min lumen perfu-
sion and 15m1/min bath exchange rate. With addi-
tion of VP (25OpU/ml), there was a 23±3s (SEX,
n16) lag in which Pf did not change, followed
by a rise in Pf (initial rate l.4±O.2xlO'4cm/s/s)
to a maximum of 265±lOxlO4cm/s. With addition
of 8-Br-cAMP (0.01-10mM) there was a ll±2s lag.
For [8-Br-cAMPJ 0.01, 0.1 and 1mM, the initial
rate of Pf increase following the lag was (units
104cm/s/s): 1.1±0.1, 1.2±0.1 and 1.7±0.3. Maximum
Pf was (units 104cm/s): 64±4, 199±9 and 285±11.
With removal of VP, Pf decreased to baseline
(l2xlO4cm/s) with a Tt of 26mm; removal of
0.1 and 1mM 8-Br-cAMP gave T of 5 and 9mm.
These results demonstrate (1) a brief lag in
the Pf response, representing the pre-steady-
state kinetics of hydroosmosis, (2) similar
initial dPffdt (water channel insertion) over
a wide range of (8-Br-cAMP], and (3) more rapid
Pf decrease (water channel endocytosis) with
removal of 8-Br-cAMP than with VP. These pre-
steady-state data provide evidence that water
channel exocytosis is not the step by which
VP regulates Pf and provide a novel approach
to study the vasopressin hydroosmotic response.
GLYCINE (G) TRANSPORT IN NECTURUS (N)
PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT) Todd Gehr and
Donald Oken, Dept. of Med. ficCuire VANC
and Med. Col. of.Va., Richmond, Va.
Pew methods have directly assessed
amino acid transport processes in vivo.
Microperfusion utilizing a split-droplet
technique ith N Ringers solution
containing physiologic quantities of l4C
labelled G was performed in 3 N PT.
Total G was measured simultaneously in
tubular fluid and plasma
vater(glomerular ultrafiltrate) in ni
samples utilizing 3H dansylation and
microchromatography. Water absorption
was measured separately in 10 PT and
found to be <6% for the duration of the
experiment. Perfusate dwelled for 4-5
mm., aspirated, and then analyzed for
14C activity and total G. PT cellular G
was .692.058 mM. Results from
microperfus ions appear below:
14C C cpm/nl (G)ufr mM
2g PQ
7.8 4.1 .023
7.8 5.6 .023
7.7 4.1 .035
Although C efflux from the PT reflected
by the 41% reduction in l4C activity was
substantial, G influx presumably viafacilitated diffusion across the cell
membrane surpasses efflux in the normal
N PT during the short dwell time of
these experiments.
A NEW FLUORESCENCE METHOD FOR THE QUANTITATION OF
ORGANIC ANION TRANSPORT IN SINGLE, ISOLATED,
PROXIMAL TUBULES. J.A. Grantham,* L.P. Sullivan,
L. Rome,* and J.J. Granthain. Depts. of Medicine
and Physiology, Univ. of Kansas, Kansas City, KS
66103.
Fluorescein and fluorescein congeners
(BCECF) are organic anions at physiologic pH. We
determined if fluoresceinate (FLS) was accumu-
lated by lumen-collapsed rabbit proximal tubules
in isotonic HCO3, Ringer's medium containing
citrate, alanine, lactate, and glucose at room
temperature and pH 7.4. Tubules were attached to
the coverslip of an incubation chamber with poiy-
L-lysine. Medium was exchanged continuously.
Tubules were viewed in an inverted Nikon
fluorescence microscope fitted with a digital
photometer; excitation 500 urn and emission 520
urn; exposure time 2 sec.; recording window 25
tim. FLS (O.l-lOJhM) added to medium caused tubule
fluorescence above background in S2>S1 S3
proximal tubules, but uptake was not seen in TAL
or CCT. Cell FLS levels were determined in
relation to glass microcapillaries of tubule
diameter filled with a range of FLS concentra-
tions (2-40OLM). The rate of FLS uptake was
concentration dependent and the affinity for
transport was <50MM. Maximal FLS levels were 80-
fold greater than medium, Photobleaching was
minimal. Removal of medium FLS caused washout
of tubule fluorescence. Probenecid (103M) and
ouabain (l04M) inhibited FLS accumulation. These
studies indicate that FLS is transported with
high affinity into proximal tubules by the
classical organic anion system. FLS is uniquely
suited for kinetic quantitation of organic anion
transport in proximal tubules.
(G)total mMp PQt
.024
.024
.023
.068
.078
.073
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SORBITOL METABOLISM IN INNER MF.WLLRY COLLECTING
DUCT (IMCD) CELLS OF DIABETIC RATS. R. Willi
Grunewa].d* sod lf K.H. Kinne. Max—Planck—Instjtut
thr Systmiçiysiologie, DOrthUnd, FR
Changes in metabolism of the organic osmolyte
sorbitol have been implied as cause for ccsnplica—
tions in diabetes. Since inner medullary necrosis
is frequently observed in diabetic patients it was
investigated whether inner medullary metabolism of
sorbitol is altered in diabetic animals.
Male Wistar rats (150 g b.w.) were treated with
streptozotocin (60 xrw/kg b.w., one injection i.p.).
6—8 weeks later blood sugar was 332+102 n,g/dl in
diabetic (D) animals compared to 113±17 mg/dl in
control (C) animals. Sorbitol content in inner
medullary tissue derived fran D rats was 1.8 times
higher than from C rats (134+17 4nDl/q prot. vs.
74±22 inol/g prot.; p <O.(X)25). Uptake kinetics of
D—glucose, the major metabolic precursor of
sorbitol, were not affected by stretozotocin
treatment. However, the maximal velocity of aldose
reductase, the main pathway for sorbitol synthesis,
was 4.2 fold highr in D than in C animals (97+22
U/mg prot. vs. 23+7 U/mg prot.; p <0.001) whTie
the apparent affrnity, as determined with DL—
glyceraldehyde ranaired unchanged. Sorbitol release
from IMCD cells, recently shown to be involved in
orsnoregulatic'n of these cells (Grunewald, R.W. et
al., Pflügers Arch. 441:587, 1988), was signifi-
cantly reduced in D ii1ls. These studies dssmxt—
strate that in streptozotocin-induced diabetes the
inner medullary sorbitol content is elevated by a
combination of increased substrate availability,
increased Vmax of the aldose reductase, and an
imoaired capability to release sorbitol when
exposed to osmotic stress. These alterations may
contribute to the develooment of inner medullary
necrosis in diabetes.
EFFECTS OP PGE2 ON CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE
(CCI) INVOLVE MULTIPLE SIGNALING MECHANISMS.
Ri.. Hebert. H. R. Jacobson, and M.D. Breyer. Div. of Nephrol.,
Vanderbilt Univ. and V.A.M.C., Nashville, Tn.
PGE2 both inhibits Na absorption in the CCT, a cAMP
independent process, and modulates vasopressin- stimulated water
flow, a cAMP dependent process. While recent biochemical studies
document PGE2's abiltity to activate both the stimulatory and
inhibitory guanine nucleotide binding proteins, (35 and Gi, other
signal transduction mechanisms, responsible for inhibition of Na
transport remain uncharaciarized. The present studies provide
functional evidence for both Os and Gi activation by POE2 and
demonstrate that an additional intracellular signaling mechanism,
elevation of cellcalcium, (Ca1i, is involved in POE2's action.
Utilizing jj microperfusion of rabbit CCTs t 37°C , we
measured the hydrauhc conductivity response (Lp x 10 'cm/atm/see)
to IOILU/mI bath arginine vasopressin (AVP) in 4 protocols: 1. AVP
alone; 2. preIreatmen,with 1(r7M bath PGE2 followed by AVP; 3.
AVPfollowed by 10 'M bath PGE2; 4. pre-treatmenwith pertussis
toxin (PT, lOOng/mI) followed by AVP and then 10 M bath POE2.
We foundi 1) PGE2 alone significantly increases Lp from 11.4±4.5
to 81±8; 2) PGE2 pretreatment inhibits AVP induced-Lp: 220±12.5
AVP alone vs.153.7±4.6 POE2+AVP (p'c.Olunpaired t) 3) PGE2
post- treatment inhibits Lp: l53.9 AVP alone to 74±11.4 AVP.i.
PGE2 (pc.OO5, paired t); 4) PT significantly but incompletely
reverses the inhibitiory effect of PGE2post-treatment 74±11.4 AVP
+ PGE2 vs. 118±20 PT+AVP+PGE2. These findings confirm dual
stimulatory and inhibitory effects of PGE2 on AVP stimulated Lp
and that at 37°C there appears to be a pertussis toxin sensitive
component to the inhibitcay effects of POE2,
To examine the potential role of (Ca1i in mediating PGE2's
effects, we measured [Ca1i in FURA-2 loaded rabbitCCTs. 107M
bath POE2 abruptly and transiently increased [Ca1i to 350% of
basal levels. This was followedby a sustained iucrease in [Ca]i at
142% of basal levels. We conclude that PGE2 enlists multiple
intracellular signaling mechanisms in its actions on CCT.
A HUMAN RENAL Na/GLUCOSE COTRANSPORTER CLONE.
Matthias A. Hediqer*, Eric Turk*, Hsin—Shurq Lee*,
and Ernest M. Wright. Department of Physiology,School of Medicine, University of California, Los
Angeles, CA 90024—1751.
We have recently isolated a cIDNA clone encoding
a human renal Na+/glucose cotransporter. A latabda
gt 10 library was constructed from renal cortex
and screened using the rabbit small intestine
115+/glucose cotransporter clone (Hediger et al.
1987, Nature 330: 379). We isolated a 2.6 kb
clone and subcloned it in Bluescript plasmid.
Northern analysis of human kidney cortex RNA with
this clone as a probe shows 3 bands at 2.4, 3.0,
and 3.6 kb. Western analysis of rabbit renal
brush border mcanbranes was carried out using an
antibody to a peptide synthesized based on theintestinal transporter sequence. The blot shows
three bands between 70 to 75 kDa which were all
blocked with the peptide. This size range is
consistent with previous biocheanical studies on
the renal Na/ glucose cotransporter. Preliminary
expression experiments with Xenopan oocytea show
that RNl synthesized from the clone j vitro can
induce '°C—alpha—methyl—D-glucopyranoside uptake.
We conclude that we have isolated a clone encoding
a human kidney Na+/glucose cotransporter. Further,
these experiments indicate that there may exist
more than one species of the transporter. This is
consistent with results of transport studies in
the kidney.
IDENTIFICATION OF HYPERNATREMIA-INDUCED OSMOLYTES
IN RAT BRAIN. C.W. Heilig*, M.E. StronLski*, J.B.
Blumenfeld
,
J.P. Lee , and S.R. Gullans. Renal
Division, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA 02115.
Unidentified osmolytes, known as idiogenic
osmoles, accumulate in the brain in response to
hypernatremia. We used high resolution 'H NMR
spectroscopy and enzymatic assays of PCA extracts
to identify and quantify the specific osniolytes
which accumulate in brain in response to 5 days of
salt loading (SL) or 3 days of water deprivation
(-1120). Salt-loading involved a daily gavage (6 ml
of lox NaC1) plus 320 mM NaCl drinking water ad
libitum. P5 were as follows: controls, 141 1
meq/l; -H2O 151 4*; SL, 161 3* The table
indicates the brain contents of those solutes
which changed.
Control ________
Glutamate 80 6
Glutamine 36 4
PCr+Cr 19 2
GPC 8±1
Betaine 3 1
Choline 2 1
myo-Inositol 62 5
Sorbitol 0.5±0.1
(Mean SEM in ninol/mg
The total amino acids, methylamines, and polyols
were all higher with SL but not -1120. Of these
glutamate, glutamine. and myo-inositol increased
the most. Glycerophosphorylcholine (CPC) and myo-
inositol, prominent osmolytes in the renal iaedul-
la, were elevated in the brain with SL suggesting
similar osmoregulatory roles in the two organs.
In contrast to renal medulla, brain betaine and
sorbitol were not elevated by SL or -1120.
1i2Q68 4
36 8
19 18±11±12±1
58 2
0.5±0.1
protein;
SL
101 7*
58 5*
26 1*
13 1*
3±1
5 1*
90 8*
0.4±0.1
p<O.O5)*
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MERCURIALS INHIBIT FLOW THROUGH ADH INDUCED WATER
CHANNELS IN TOAD BLADDER. Hh, H.I. Lipner,
P.C. Gorfien*, A. Eres*, and S.D. Levine. Dept.
Med. Maimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY and
Albert Einstein Coil. Med., Bronx, NY.
Mercurial reagents inhibit the water permeability
of erythrocytes (RBC) and proximal renal tubule.
We examined the effect of these agents on water
flow in bladders which had been fixed with N-
ethylmaleimide (HEM) or glutaraldehyde after
stimulation with ADH. PCMBS Inhibited flow in
tissues which had been fixed with NEM but not in
glutaraldehyde fixed tissues. CdC12, CuCl2, LaCl3,
ZnCl2, and cisplatin did not inhibit flow in
glutaraldehyde fixed tissues.
In contrast, HgCl2 inhibited flow in tissues
which had been fixed with glutaraldehyde after
stimulation with ADH. Sucrose permeability, a
measure of epithelial integrity, was not increased
in these tissues. HgC12 did not diminish the
frequency or area of luminal membrane aggregates
observed by freeze-fracture electron microscopy.
HgCl2 also did not affect amphotericin induced
water permeability in glutaraldehyde treated
tissues, suggesting that it did not diminish the
permeability of cellular barriers to flow.
These results parallel those reported by other
investigators for water flow across RBC and
proximal renal tubule and suggest that mercurial
reagents can directly block the vasopressin
induced water channel. The water channel at the
apical membrane of the toad bladder may prove to
share structural similarity with that constantly
present in RBC and proximal renal tubule.
LUMINAL MEMBRANE STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF ADH-
TREATED TOAD URINARY BLADDER REMAIN CONSTANT WITH
TIME. W.A. Kachadorian, J. Mu1ler, and V.A.
DiScala. GRC, NIA, Baltimore, MD, FDA, Bethesda,
MD, and Winthrop—Univ. Hosp., Mineola, NY
ADH—induced water permeability across toad
bladders prepared with steep transmural gradients
(e.g., 175 mOsm) achieves maximum 10—15 sin after
hormone addition, and decreases by 1/3 - 1/2 to a
steady level by 40 mm. The mechanism for this
decrease, which is not seen in bladders with less
steep gradients (e.g., 100 mOsm), is unknown. We
analyzed freeze fracture data from 137 bladders
treated with ADH (2nU/ml) for 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30,
60, and 240 sin (n per group, 12—31). Initial
gradient was 175 mOsm. Fused aggrephore and
aggregate frequencies were maximal (111+7 and 12+1
per 100 m2) by 5 mm, and remained unclTanged
—
thereafter even though by 240 mm gradient
decreased by a factor of 2, to 84+9 mOsm. The
proportion of fused aggrephores wTth apparently
emerging aggregates was maximal at approximately
70% at 2.5, 5, and 10 mm, but declined to 44+3%
by 20 mm and to 16+4% by 240 mm. Though renewal
by turnover would not be excluded, these findings
indicate that for bladders with initially steep
transmural gradients, the number of aggrephores
fused with and aggregates in the luminal membrane
during the course of ADH action, after onset,
remain constant. The reduction of water perme-
ability early on In such tissues would be ex-
plained by a decrease in permeability of luminal
membrane water conducting pathways or a more
limiting resistance distal to them.
COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF AVP AND
dDAVP ON RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULE (CCT) AT PHYSIOLOGICAL TEMPERA-
TURE. Maurilo Leite. Jr.,* and W.N.
Suki, Baylor Coil. of Med., Houston, TX.
Whereas AVP in CCT increases both
cA (V2 receptor) and intracellularCa (Vl receptor), the V2-seiective
analogue AVP only increases cAMP.
Since a Ca —activated pathway has been
shown to inhibit the hydroosmotic effect
of AVP, we compared the effects of these
two agonists on rabbit CCT's perfused in
vitro at 380C. Both agonists increases
osmotic water permeability (Pf,xlO
cm/sec) steadily reaching a peak which
was maintained for 150 mm. At a
concentration of 10 uU/ml the peak Pf
value, of 191+38.5 (n=6) for AVP and
193±16.3 (n=5) for dDAVP, was reached at
40 mm. Using 100 uU/ml the peak Pf
value, of 191±30.0 (n=5) for AVP and
180±12.6 (n=5) for dDAVP, was reached at
20 mm. There was no significant
difference between peak Pf values com-
paring either the 2 agonists or the 2
concentrations used for each agonist.
We conclude that: 1) 10 uU/ml is a
maximal concentration for the hydro—
osmotic effect of both AVP and dDAVP, 2)
at 380C the hydroosmotic effect of AVP
and dDAVP is stable, and 3) Vi receptor-
activated pathways have no net effect on
the hydroosmotic response of the CCT to
AVP. The differences in time required
to reach peak Pf may be a function of
the different concentrations.
EFFECT OF SANGIVAMYCIN (SA), A SELECTIVE INHIBITOR
OF PROTEIN KINASE C, ON WATER FLOW IN TOAD URINARY
BLADDER. Levine, H. Go1din, and H. Jacoby*.
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx NY.
The kinase C inhibitor H-7 enhances water flow
elicited by the submaximal stimulants lmU/ml vaso-
pressin (VP), 2uM forskolin (FSK) and 12n*1 cAMP,
but not flow elicited by 2OmU/ml VP. (Levine &
Jacoby, Clin Res 36:595A) Complicating these data,
H-7 inhibits both kinase C and cAMP-dependent
kinase A to approximately the same extent.
SA inhibits kinase C as effectively as H-7, but
is a far less potent inhibitor of kinase A (Loomis
& Bell, J.Biol.Chem. 263:1682). Like H-7, SA did
not alter basal water flow, and enhanced water
flow stimulation by lmU/ml, but not by 2OmU/ml VP,
in both the presence and the absence of naproxen.
In contrast to H-7, however, SA did not enhance
water flow elicited by either cAMP or FSK. The
kinase A activity ratio, an estimate of in-vivo
kinase A activity, was increased by SA in VP-
stimulated bladders (.39±.07 vs .58±.06), but not
in the absence of VP. The discrepancy between the
VP- and FSK- elicited flows suggests that VP, but
not FSK, activates phospholipase C in the Intact
tissue, leading in turn to diminished activation
of kinase A. Inhibition of flow, how-ever, can be
overcome by SA or high levels of VP.
Fluoride (F) stimulates both adenylate cyclase
and phospholipase C. Despite a large increase in
cell cAMP levels, F enhances flow to only a small
degree, and VP-elicited flow is even inhibited. In
contrast, SA greatly enhanced flow in F-treated
tissues, both In the presence and absence of VP.
These data suggest F-activation of phospholipase
C (and thereby protein kinase C) inhibits flow at
an additional site distal to cAMP generation.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF BRAIN IDIOGENIC OSMOLES (10)
ACCUMULATED IN UREMIA (U) AND HYPERNATREMIA (H).
Y.R. Lien,*J.I. Shapiro and L. Chan. Dept. of
Med., Univ. of Colorado Med. Sch.,Denver, CO.
10 have been postulated to develop in the brain
cells of experimental animals and patients
subjected to chronic elevations in extracellular
osmolality. Recently, increases in betaine (B),
glycerophosphocholine (GPC), inositol (I) and
sorbitol (s) concentrations have been observed in
the renal medullas of antidiuretic animals
(Bagnasco at al, J Biol Chem, 1987). We studied
the perchioric acid extracts of brains obtained
from Sprague-Dawley rats weighing approximately
350 gms subjected to U (induced by bilateral
nephrectorny 3 days prior to study), H (gavaged
with 2 ml/100 gm/day of 5% NaCl for 7 days) or no
insult (C) with conventional chemical methods and
H-i magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). U rat
brains were not found to accumulate any TO
compared with C. 11 rat brains were found to have
marked increases in B (213 17 vs 164 10 ug/ g
wet weight, p<.O5) and GPC (283 80 vs 183 12
iigl g wet weight, p<.05) determined by
conventional chemical methods. These findings
were confirmed by H-i MRS which also detected
significant increases in I in the H compared with
C rat brains. No resonance attributable to S was
observed in either C or H rat brains. These data
suggest that conditions associated with acute
increases in the concentration of freely
permeable osmoles (e.g. urea) may not result in
an increase in brain 10 where 10 are generated in
conditions characterized by chronic elevations in
extracellular sodium. Important differences in
the 10 developed by the brain from those observed
in renal medulla are also noted.
RENAL TUBULAR ABSORPTION OF FLUID IN THE ABSENCE OF
PERITUBULAR ONCOTIC PRESSURE. LL. MacDoua11, L.W,
Welling, and T.B. Wiegmann*, Univ. of Kansas,
Kansas City, KS, and VA Medical Center, Kansas
City, MO.
Absorption of tubular fluid into peritubular
capillaries normally depends upon the balance of
hydrostatic and oncotic forces within the tubule,
interstitium, and peritubular capillaries. No
satisfactory explanation has been given for the
absorption of fluid in the absence of peritubular
oncotic forces. Isolated rat kidneys were perfused
with solutions containing protein (IPK—P) or
without protein (IPK—NP). Bulk reabsorption in
IPK—NP was equal to that in IPK—P (0.42 mi/mm vs
0.47 mi/mm) despite much lower fractional
reabsorption (30.6% vs 90.8%). IPK—NP had a 21.6%
increase in weight over IPK—P after 1 hour of
perfusion. Morphometric point count evaluations of
transverse kidney sections (x31) demonstrated a
26.1% increase in tubule lumen area in the cortex
and a 12.1% increase in the tubule lumen area in
the medulla in IPK-NP as compared to IPK—P. Tubule
cell area was decreased by 18.2% in IPK—NP. There
was no change in interstitial area. Since tubules
account for about 80% of total cortical area, the
increased luminal area of 26.1% can account for the
increase in measured kidney weight. We propose
that proximal tubule fluid absorption in the
absence of peritubular oncotic pressure results
from increased intraluminal hydrostatic pressure
secondary to high tubular flow rate and limited
distensibility of the tubule. This process may be
facilitated by an increase in tubule hydraulic
conductivity as previously observed to occur during
conditions of increased luminal pressure and
decreased peritubular protein concentration.
IDENTIFICATION AND PURIFICA11ON OF A S11LBENE-BINDING
PROTEIN FROM RABBIT RENAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANES (BBM) THAT HAS AFFINITY FOR OXALATE.
Kevin R.McConnell', GaryV. Desir', Shiu-Ming Kuo', and Peter
S. Aronson. Dopts. of Medicine, and Cellular & Molecular
Physiology, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, Ct.
Stilbene-sensitive anion transporters, such as the CI-tormate
exchanger, the CI-oxalate exchanger, and the S04-HCO3
exchanger, have been described in renal ARM. We have
attempted to Identify and purify stilbene-sensitive anion transport
proteins from rabbit renal BBM by use of affinity chromatography.
An affinity matrix was synthesized by immobilizing the disulfonic
stilbene DNDS (10 mM) in polyacrylamide by the method of
Uchida and Filbum (.JBC 259:12311, 1984). BBM were
solublllzed in 0.6% Triton X-l 00, and then centrifuged at
100,000xg for one hour. The supernatant was equilibrated with
the affinity matrix for30 minutes, the matrix waswashed
extensivelywith buffer, and proteins were eluted with buffer or
buffer contaIning 5 mM DNDS. The eluates were concentrated
and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Silver-stained gels revealed
several proteins in the 30-200 kD range that were specifically
eluted with DNDS. Binding of these proteins to the matrix was
completely inhibited by 5 mM DNDS, confirming their identities as
stilbene-binding proteins. Substrates for various ARM anion
exchangers were tested for their abilities to block adsorption of
particular proteins to the DNDS-affinity matrix. The adsorption of
a 37 kD protein was blocked by 45 mM oxalate but not by 45 mM
acetate, chloride, formato, gluconate or sulfate. This 37 kO
protein was not detected on silver-stained SDS-polyacrylamide
gels of solubilized BBM, Indicating that it was highly purified In
the eb.iate from DNDS-affinity chromatography, Its migration was
similar under reduced and nonreduced conditions.
In conclusion, we have identified and partially purified a
stilbene-binding protein from rabbit renal BBM that may be a
structural component of an oxalate transporter, such as the CI-
oxalate exchanger.
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE D—MANNOSE TRANSPORT IS
INDEPENDENT OF THE 0—GLUCOSE TRANSPORTERS. B.C.
Mendelssohn* and M. Silverman, Membrane BiolT
Group, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
Dog renal brush border membrane vesicles
(BBMV) from whole kidney cortex Contain both low
affinity, high capacity and high affinity, low
capacity Na dependent 0—glucose (D—glc)
transporters (Biochim. Biophys. Acta 507:470,
1978). D—mannose (0—man) diffet's in structure
from D—glc only at the C2 position of the
pyranose ring. iiptakes of radioactive sugars
into BBMV were performed by standard millipore
filtration to determine whether 0—man shares
either, or both, of the D—glc carriers, or if it
is transported by an independent system.
Transport of 0—man occurs into an osmotically
active space, is saturable and Na+ dependent
with a 1:1 Na:D—man stoichiometry, Km=O.067pM,
Vmax=3.8uM/mg/min, 25 C, pH 7.4. When an NaSCN
electrochemical gradient was present, an
"overshoot" was demonstrated indicating active
cotransport. Up to 50 mM 0—man had no affect on
Na dependent 3H—D—glc and 3H—ct—methyl
glucoside (aMG) uptake (0.01—20mM). Na
dependent 0—man uptake was not inhibited by
phloretin, cytochalasin B, L—man, galactose and
3—0—methyl—glucoside. Preliminary data indicate
phlorizin, 2—deoxy—D—glc, 2—fluoro—2—deoxy—
D—glc, fructose and mannoheptulose are specific
competitive inhibitors, while D—glc and aMG
compete only by dissipating electrochemical
gradients. The results suggest that D—man and
D—glc have different Na+ cotransoort systems.
Ultimately their comparison should provide new
insights into the molecular basis of sugar—
transporter interaction.
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EFFECT OF ARGININE VASOPRESSIN ON TRANS-
EPITIIELIAL RZSISTABCE IN INNER IIEDULLARY
COLLECTING DUCT CELLS. D. R. Mishler*, J. A.
Kraut, and G. T. Nagami. Medical and Research
Svcs, VA Med Center West Los Angeles and Dept
of Mcd, UCLA Sch of Mcd, Los Angeles, CA.
The inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD)
is an important site of action for arginine
vasopressin (AVP). To examine the mode of
action of AVP in this segment, we measured the
change in transepithelial resistance of cul-
tured rat IMCD cells grown to confluence on
collagen-coated Millicell culture plate in-
serts in response to AVP. Resistance was
measur using n EVOM voltage-ohm meter. AVP
at 10'• to 10° M caused a fail in resistance
of 28±8 and 40±13 ohm/cm , respectively
(p<O.Ol vs. no AVP), which was rgversed by
removal of AVP or adtition of 10 t amilo-
ride. Addition of 10 M AVP or 10 M for-
skolin increased adenylate cyclase activity by
175% or 1079%, respectively. Stimulation of
endogenous cANP generation by forskolin or the
addition of exogenous 8-bromo cAMP caused no
change in resistance. To examine the rea-
tionhip between intracellular [Ca +([C']1) and AVP action, the response of(Ca] to AVP was measured using fura-2. AVP
induced no change in [Ca2+Jj. These data
suggest that AVP reduces transepithelial
resistance in IMCD cells by augmenting move-
ment of sodium through conductive channels.
This effect of AVP does2 not appear to be
mediated by changes in [Ca or cAMP.
HIGH EXTRACELLULAR NaCI STIMULATES SYNTHESISOF
ALDOSE REDUCTASE, AN OSMOREGULATORY PROTEIN,
INRENAL MEDULLARY CELLS. Toshild MorivamaArlyn Gar-
cia-Pere4andMauriceBurg. NHLBI. Bethesda, MD.
During antidiuresis renal inner meduliary cells contain a high
level of sorbitol which helps balance the high extracellular osmolality.
GRB-PAP1 is a continuous line of epitheial cells derived from rabbit
renal inner medulla. It was previously shown that when medium
osmolality is increased by raising the NaCl concentration, these cells
osmoregulate by accumulating sorbitoL The sorbitol is synthesized
from glucose, catalyzed by aldose reductase. When the medium is
made hyperosmotic, aldose reductase activity increases because of a
large increase in the amount of enzyme protein. The purpose of the
present studies was to test whether increased aldose reductase protein
synthesis is involved in this process. GRB-PAP1 cells were grown in
isosmotic (300 mosmol) or hyperosmotic (500 mosmol, high NaC1)
medium, and the rate of synthesis of aldose reductase protein was
measured, as follows. During the last hour of incubation,
methionine was added to the incubation. Aldose reductase protein
was immunoprecipitated from cell extracts using a goat, anti-rabbit-
aldose reductase antiserum. The proteins were separated by SDS-
PAGE and quantified by laser scanning densitometry of the aldose
reductase band. The average rate of synthesis of aldose reductase
protein in cells grown in hyperosmotic medium was 7.0 1.4 (ii = 3)
times that of control cells grown in isosmotic medium. When control
cells were switched to hyperosmotic medium the relative rate of syn-
thesis increased 9.6-fold after 12 hours and 14.9-fold after 24 hours.
CONCLUSION: A large increase in the rate of synthesis of aldose
reductase protein contributes to the high aldose reductase activity and
consequent sorbitol accumulation that occur in these renal medullary
cells when the extraceliular fluid is hyperosmotic.
EFFECTS OF INCREASING NaCl OR UREA CONCENTRATIONS
ON ADHSTIMULATED WATER PERMEABILITY (Pq) IN RAT
INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (IMCD). steven P.
Nadler, Dept. of Medicine, University of Ottawa
and Ottawa General Hospital, Ottawa, Canada.
To assess the effects of hypertonicity on
water reabsorption () in IMCD, ADH—stimulated
and Pf were determined in microperfused IMCD
dissected from the mid—inner medullary region of
rat kidney. IMCDs were exposed initially to a 150
mOsm/kg H2O gradient in isotonic bath at 37°C.
Osmolality (OSM) was then increased by synmietric
addition of 75 mM NaC1 or 150 mM urea to
perfusate and bath, thus preserving the initial
osmotic gradient. Each tubule served as its own
control. I isot9nic bath, 1011M ADH-stlmulated
, (nl ii1min) averaged 5.48 0.64(SE) and
Pf (jim/s) 719 93. When OSM was increased with
NaC1, Pf increased by 56 11 % (n=6, p<.O1),
and returned to initial values when initial
conditions were restored. J did not change, but
would have decreased by 16% (p<.01) had Pf not
increased, due to the greater absolute axial
increase in luminal tonicity with more hypertonic
luminal solutions. When OSM was increased with
urea, there was no significant change in Pf,
which averaged 97% of control values (n5). In
IMCD exposed to 10"M 8-(CPT)-cAMP, increasing
OSM with NaC1 also resulted in a 76% increase in
Pf. These results suggest that increased NaCl,
but not urea, augments ADH—stimulated Pf in rat
IMCD, at a site beyond cAMP generation. This
enhancement may contribute to maintenance of
medullary interstitial tonicity during anti-
diuresis by ensuring that most water reabsorption
occurs more proximally within the IMCD.
OSMOREGULATORY ACCUMULATION OF BETAINE BY
MDCK CELLS IN HYPEROSMOTIC MEDIUM INVOLVES
INCREASED BETAINE TRANSPORT. Takeshi Nakanishi R.
James Turner and Maurice B. Burg. NHLBI, Bethesda, MD.
During antidiuresis renal inner medullary cells contain a high
level of betaine which helps balance the high extracellular osmolality.
We previously found that MDCK cells also contained a high level of
betaine if grown in hyperosmotic medium. We have now studied the
mechanism of betaine accumulation. With medium containing only
that betaine added in the 10% serum (-50 pM), cell betaine was <10
mM in cells grown in isosmotic medium and >60mM in hyperosmotic
medium. Indefined medium, the cells accumulated betaine only when
it was added to the medium and betaine was much higher in cells
grown in hyperosmotic than in isosmotic medium. Thus, betaine
apparently accumulated by transport from the medium. '4C-betaine
was used to study the transport. Betaine influx was >90% sodium
dependent in hyperosmotic medium. The kinetics of Na-dependent
uptake were measured using an assay medium with the same osmolality
as the growth medium.
Osmolality mosm/kg 300 600 600
NaC1 in assay mM 150 150 300
Mannitol in assay mM 0 300 0
Vmax pmoles/min/mg 370 3230 4230
Km mM 1.97 3.47 2.81
Vmaxwas much greater in cells grown in hyperosmotic medium, but
Km was not significantly different. When NaCI was high in the assay
medium, Vmax increased even further. The higher Vmax in cells
grown in hyperosmotic medium is consistent with an increased number
of functional transporters (or, less likely, with an increased transport
rate by each). After switching to higher osmolality betaine transport
reached a maximum within one day.
CONCLUSIONS: 1) MDCK cells accommodate to elevated osmolal-
ity by accumulating high levels of betaine, as do cells in the renal inner
medulla. 2) The betaine is accumulated because of increased Na-
dependent uptake from the medium.
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IMPORTANCE OF BUTYRATE IN HYPERTONIC VOLUME REGU-
LATION OF CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT).
E. Natke, Jr.*, R. Terranova*, and V.A. DiScala.
Winthrop—Univ. Hospital, Mineola, N.Y.
Studies done with collapsed CCT's bathed in
hypertonic media have shown that CCT's shrink but
do not volume regulate. To test whether this was
due to some factor missing from our bathing media
we added a short—chain fatty acid, butyrate (1mM),
to both the isotonic and the hypertonic media.
Rabbit CCT's were studied in vitro at 37°C.
Tubular diameter (D) was measured with an image
splitting eyepiece. Tubular volume was calculated
by iYD2L/4. When media osmolality was increased by
150 mOsm by the addition of NaC1 both the butyrate-
treated (BT) and the non—butyrate control (C) CCTh
shrank to 74±2% and 79±2% of their isotonic
volumes. As evidence of volume regulation, BT
CCT's (n7) swelled while still bathed in hyper-
tonic media, recovering in 30 mm 78% of their
volume lost due to osmotic shrinkage. In contrast
C CCT's showed very little recovery. After 30 mm.
in hypertonic there was a significant difference
in tubular volume between BT and C CCT's (94±3% vs.
79±3%, p<O.Ol of the isotonic volume). Both
groups of CCT's displayed an overshoot and a grad-
ual return to control isotonic volume when rsbath—
ed in isotonic media. However, BT CCT's had a
significantly larger overshoot than non—butyrate
CCT's (125±10% vs 106±2% of isotonic volume pO.O5).
These results suggest that the presence of buty—
rate permit CCT's to volume regulate in hypertonic
media. Since the concentration of butyrate was
lmli, it must exert its effect by either being
metabolized and/or accumulated in CCT's bathed by
hypertonic media.
EFFECT OF CORTICOMEDULLARY OSMOTIC GRADIENT ON
TRANSCAPILLARY FLUID MOVEMENT IN DESCENDING VASA
RECTA (DVR). Thomas L. Pallone, Yoram Yagil, and
Rex L. Jamison. University of Rochester School of
Medicine. Departments of Medicine and Nephrology,
Rochester, NY.
To test the hypothesis that small solutes (ss)
(e.g. NaC1) influence transcapillary water move-
ment (Jv) in DVR of the renal medulla, DVR were
puncture4 at the base (B) and tip (T) of the ex-
posed papilla of rats during the presence (hydro—
penis, H) and furosemide induced absence (F) of a
medullary axial osmotic gradient. DVR plasma
protein concentration [Pr], g/dl, oncotic pressure
(Po), mmlig, osmolality (Osm], mosm/Rg H20, sodium
concentration (Na], mEq/1, (N10) and hydraulic
pressure (Ph), mmlig (N—a) were determined. The
results (means, * Pc.05 B vs T):
[Osm] (Na] (Pr] Po Ph
H B 573 200 5.2 16.7 9.5
T 1011* 322* 6.8* 25.1* 9.1
F B 356 167 5.4 17.6 12.2
T 377* 174 5.5 18.2 11.2
The rise of (Pr] during H indicates Jv occurred
along DVR in the presence of an axial gradient
for both (Osm] and (Nal from B to T. In fact DVR
tip [Pr] was correlated with (Osm] (R=.72, P<.05).
In contrast (Pr) did not increase from B to T when
ss gradients were abolished (F>. These results
support the hypothesis that es influence Jv across
the DVR.
FUNCTIONAL PROFILE OF FLUID REABSORPTION IN
REMNANT NEP1ffiONS: ROLE OF PERITUBULAR STARLING
FORCES. Juan C. Pelayo. Univ. of Colorado, Sch.
of Med., Dept. of Pediatrics., Denver, Colorado.
Acute nephron loss (Nx) is followed promptly by
natriuresis and diuresia, thereby contributing to
the control of extracellular fluid volume. The
mechanisms for and sites of regulation remain
controversial. Using micropuncture techniques in
Munich-Wistar rats with 75Z Nx (Nx, n=8) and sham
controls (Sh, n8), single nephron GRE (SNGFR),
absolute (AR) and fractional (FR) tubular fluid
reabsorption in proximal (p) and distal (d)
nephron segments, and peritubular Starling forces
(PSF) were examined at 24 hrs, thereby allowing
the calculation of effective reabsorptive pressure
(REP) and peritubular capillary reabsorptive
coefficient (LpAr). *np<O.O5 vs Nx.
SNGFR REp FRd LpAr REP
(nl/min] (nl/(min.simflg)] [mmHg]
Sh 37.5 0.38 0.65 0.96 16.2
Nx 49.1* 0.37 0.56* 0.93 20.5*
ARp increased proportionally to the rise in the
filtered load in Mx. This adjustment was ass-
ociated with an augmentation in REP, which was
primarily due to a higher interstitial hydrostatic
pressure (Nx vs Sh, p<O.0001). In Nx, the increa-
sed delivery of fluid into distal tubules accom-
panied by a decreased FRd produced no changes in
ARd, but a significant elevation in distal tubular
fluid flow rate as compared with Sh (p<O.O01).
These results suggest: 1)Glomerulotubular balance
is intact in Nx via adaptations in PSF. 2)In-
creases in the filtered load coupled with reduc-
tion in tubular fluid reabsorption in nephron
segments beyond the late proximal tubule are, in
part, responsible for the adaptive diuresis in Nx.
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF THE ISOLATED PERFUSED
MACULA DENSA. Maria Ribadeniera* and Delon W,
Barfuss, Georgia State University, Biology
Department, Atlanta, Georgia 30303
The hydraulic conductivity of the macula
densa and its corresponding thick ascending limb
was determined using the isolated perfused tubule
technique. An osmotic gradient of 230 mOsmol,
lumen to bath, was imposed on the preparation.
Diffusional water flow was quantitated by
measuring the lumen-to-bath flux of 3H—H20. Bulk
water flow was determined by measuring the
difference between perfusion rate and collection
rate using 14C—PEG as a volume marker, The H20
flow across the macula densa is the difference
between the water flow of the thick ascending
limb with and without the macula densa segment.
Hydraulic conductivity (L), osmotic water
permeability (Pf), and diffusional water
permeability (Dw) were calculated for the thick
ascending limb (TAL) and macula densa plaque
(MD). These values are: for the TAL, L=1.5 x
10" nl mm4 rn4 m0smol'4, Pr16.13 pm sec4
PDW*l2.66 pm sec4; for the MD, Lp—18.4 x 10
nl mmn'4 mm'4 mOsmol'4; Pf4581 pm sec'4,
Dw—55.30 pm sec'4. The values obtained for the
Lp of the macula densa are remarkably higher than
those reported for the proximal convoluted tubule
(7.2 x 10—2 nl m1n1 mar1 mOsmol-l). The
magnitude of this transepithelial H20 flow could
offer an explanation for the structural changes
previously observed during imposition of an
osmotic gradient (Kirk et al, 1984). This great
capacity to allow H20 outflow further implicates
this segment in the regulation and/or Initiation
of tubular glomerular feedback.
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SUCCINYLACETONE (SA) INDUCED RENAL BRUSHBORDER
FUNCTION ALTERATIONS. EArl S. poth*, Marvin&
and Steven N. Schwarz*, Departments of Pediatrics,
Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, VA and New
York Medical College, Valhalla, N.Y.
We have previously shown that SA, a compound ex-
creted in excess in patients with hereditary tyro-
sinemia, reversibly inhibits amino acid and sugar
uptake by rat renal brushborder membrane vesicles.
DPII fluorescence anisotropy measurements suggested
that transport dysfunction was associated with in-
creases in membrane fluidity (decreased r). To fur-
ther characterize the nature of SA influence on
vesicle solute uptake, transport kinetics were de-
termined. For L-glycine, both the high and lowcapa-
city transport systems were competitively inhibited
by 4 mM SA (Vinax unchanged). Conversly, a-CH3-D-
glucoside (ANG) transport inhibition was non-compe-
titive (IOn unchanged).
—
L-Glycine A}IG
Kml(mM) Km2(mM) Vmax(nmol/mg/30s)
Control 0.18 6.78 8.25
4mM SA 0.33 28.57 6.25
p < 0.05 0.01 0.01
In Contrast to our earlier membrane fluidity data,
DPH fluorescence anisotropy measurinents (5-40°C) of
liposomes from extracted BBM lipid demonstrate no
SA-related lipid fluidity changes (SA vs control,
r@25°C .213 vs .214, pn.s.). CONCLUSIONS: 1) In
vitro SA-induced inhibition of BBM vesicle solute
transport is associated with variable effects on up-
take kinetic parameters; 2) SA-related changes in
fluidity are a consequence of altered hindrance of
probe motion by membrane proteins. SPECULATION: SA-
induced BB membrane transport and fluidity changes
are related to alterations in bilayer protein-lipid
interactions.
ALDOSE REDUCTASE ACTIVITIES IN MICRODISSECTED RAT
NEPHRON SEGMENTS. J.M. Sands, Y. Terada,* L.M.
Bernard,* M.E. Burg, and M.A. Knepper. N}ILBI,
NIH, Bethesda, MD.
Osmoregulation in inner medullary cells depends
in part on cellular accumulation of sorbitol, whose
production is catalyzed by aldose reductase (AR).
To identify nephron segments that contain AR, we
developed an ultra-micro assay to measure AR acti-
vity in microdissected nephron segments from col-
lagenase-treated kidneys of Sprague-Dawley rats.
Tubules (total length 3-5mm) were dissected, per-
meabilized by hypotonic shock and freeze-thawing,
and incubated with 10mM DL-glyceraldehyde and 0.25
mM NADPH. NADP production was measured by convert-
ing NADP to a fluorescent form and measuring the
fluorescence. Tubules were dissected from the
inner stripe of the outer medulla (OM), and two
regions of the inner medulla (IM), the outer 25% of
the IM (IM.base) and the inner 50% of the IM (IM-
tip). The AR activities were (pinol/min/mm):
Desc. Limb Asc. Limb Coil. Duct
014 0.5±0.2 0.3±0.1 0.3±0.1
IM-base 0.9±0.3 1.7±0.2 1.8±0.7
IN-tip 3.3±1.0 2.4±0.7 15.1±2.2
P < 0.05 vs. 0 (N—6) for all values.
Little or no AR activity was measured in glomeruli
or any distal cortical segment. Activities in the
three proximal tubule subsegments (S-i, S-2, S-3)
were 6.10 pmol/min/mm, but were negligible when the
substrate was changed to D-xylose, consistent with
the presence of aldehyde reductase, not AR.
Conclusions: (1) AR activity can be measured in
individual nephron segments. (2) AR activity is
present in substantial amounts in inner medullary
collecting ducts, thin descending limbs, and thin
ascending limbs. (3) AR activity increases with
medullary depth in each medullary segment.
INTRACELLULAR OSMOLAR1T'( GRADIENTS IN ISO-
IATED PERFUSED CORTICAL COLLECTING WBULES
DURING ADH-INDUCED WATER FLOW. Walter Schratt,
Roger Rick, JackT. Walker, and Donald R. DlBona.
Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics, Univ. o(Ala. at
Birmingham, Birmingham. AL, and Dept. of Anatomy and
Cell Biology, Med. Univ. of South Carolina. Charleston, SC
(lntr. by James A. Schafer).
Quantitative electron microprobe analysis was em-
ployed to record Intracellular osmolarlty gradients in cor-
tical collecting ducts during ADH-lnduced osmotic water
flow. Osmolarity was estimated from the sum ofNa. K and
Cl concentrations as measured from 0.3 pm thick, freeze-
dried cryosections by energy-dispersive x-ray snicroanaly.
sis. Isolated tubules from NZ white rabbits were perfused
using a specially designed snicroperfusion system. The
tubule was visualized by Nomarskl optics using a long dis-
tance condenser and a lOOx dry objective lens. After es-
tablishing transepitheflal water flow, the bathing fluid
was rapidly aspirated and the tubule was frozen by a vigor-
ous jet-stream ofpre-cooled propane (-188°C). For clyo-
sectioning the tubule was mounted using a newly developed
fluid-clamping technique. Ice crystal size was small
enough to allow analysis of luininal and bathing fluid, In
addition to cellular measurements. In the presence of a
lumen-to-bath osmotic gradient (130 to 290 mM) and ADH
(0.1 mU/sal) a marked reduction In the Intracellular ion
concentrations of the apical cytoplasm was observed, glv-
Ing rise to a basal-to-apical Intracellular Ion concentra-
tion gradient. No gradients were detectable when the lu-
men was perfused with hypotonic fluid without ADH. or
when ADH was applied without osmotic gradient. Intra-
cellular vacuoles observed during ADH-lnduced water flow
showed a typical extracellular composition of electrolytes
with high Na and Clconcentrations. These results suggest
the e,dstence of a sIgnificant Intracellular water activity
gradient during osmotic water flow. Thus, In addition to
the two limiting cell membranes, the cytoplasmic pathway
provides resistance to transepithellal water flow.
VASOPRESSIN REGULATED UREA PERMEABILITY OF
CULTURED RAT INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT
(IMCD) CELL MONOLAYERS. 1.11. Schwartz. H.H.
Bengele, E.R. McNamara* & E.A. Alexander. Renal
Section, Boston City Hosp., Depts of Med. & Physiol.,
Boston University Medical School, Boston, MA.
The distal IMCD is critical in the urinary concen-
trating process in part because it is the site of
vasopressin (AVP) regulated permeability to urea.
The purpose of these experiments was to develop a
cell culture model of the IMCD on permeable struct-
ure and to characterize the responsiveness to AVP.
Rat IMCD cells were grown to confluence on collagen
coated millipore filters glued onto plastic rings. To
assess the time required to achieve confluence, the
transepithelial resistance was measured periodically
and was found to be stable after 2 weeks at a maximal
value of 595±22 (1-cm2. In separate monolayers the
effect of AVP on inulin and urea permeability was
determined. Inulin permeability was unchanged, 2.2
x106 before and l.6±.0.3 xlO-6 cm-sec' after
AVP. Urea permeability increased after AVP, how-
ever, from 3.0±0.4 to a peak of 8.4±1.2 (lOnM); 13.3±1.6
(lM) and 15.9±2.9 (l0M) x106 cm-sec1 (n=24). In
10 additional monolayers, the addition of 1mM 8-br-
cAMP increased urea permeability from 2.6±0.3 to
8.1±1.6 xlO-6cm-sec-1. We conclude that rat IMCD
cells grown in culture exhibit the characteristics of
a "tight" epithelium. Inulin and urea permeability
are not different in the absence of AVP, consistent
with high resistance junctional complexes.
Furthermore IMCD cells retain the capacity for AVP
regulated urea permeability, a characteristic feature
of this nephron segment in vivo.
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FUNCTIONAL COLOCALIZATION OF WATER CHANNELS
AND PROTON PUMPS IN APICAL ENDOSOMES FROM KIDNEY
PROXIMAL TUBULE. Lan-Bo Shi*, Rengao Ye*, WayneI. Lencer*, and A.S. Verkman. CVRI, UC San
Francisco, CA and Harvard Med Sch, Boston, MA.
The apical membrane of proximal tubule under-
goes rapid cycling by exocytosis and endocytosis.
Osmotic w$ter and ATP- driven proton transport
were measured in endocytic vesicles from rabbit
renal cortex labelled in vivo with the fluid
phase marker fluorescein-dextran (F-D). Morpho-
logical studies showed that endosomes were derived
from the apical membrane of proximaL tubule.
Osmotic water permeability (Pf) was determined
from the time course of F-D fluorescence following
an inward osmotic gradient. Pf was 0.02 cm/s
(23°C) and independent of osmotic gradient size.
Pf was inhibited reversibly by HgC12 (K10.2
mM) and had an activation energy of 5.3±0.3
kcal/mole (15-35°C). Endosomes contained an
MEN-sensitive, oligomycth-insensitive H ATPase
which acidified the endosome .1.2pHunits. Na/H
exchange and Na/glucose cotransport were absent
in endosomes. To examine whether water channels
and the H ATPase were present in the same endo-
some, F-D fluorescence was measured in response
to an osmotic gradient in the presence and absence
of ATP. AT? did not alter endosome Pf, however
the amplitude of the fluorescence signal, indica-
tiveof the internal pH of endosomes containing
water channels, decreased by 54±47; the signal
decrease was reversed by nigericin. Therefore
>9O of endosomes containing, a water channel
contain a H ATPase, These findings show selective
endocytic uptake of water channels and H pumps
in proximal tubule with exclusion of apical
Na/H and Na/glu transporters.
COMPARISON OF PARTICLE ARRAYS AND AGGREGATES IN
TOAD BLADDERS. N.L. Shinowara*, T.A. Palaia* and
V.A. DiScala, Winthrop—Univ. Hosp., Mineola, N.Y.
Aggregates, associated with water transport,
appear and remain in luminal membranes of granular
cells (CC) upon ADU—stimulation without a hydro—
osmotic gradient. Particle arrays (PA), morpholo—
gically indistinguishable from aggregates, may be
in basal membranes of GC and apical and basal mem-
branes of underlying basal cells (BC) of control
and ABE—stimulated bladders. Cytoplasmic tubules
with aggregates can exist in close proximity to CC
basolateral membranes and may be associated with
PA. A few were identified in BC. Six pairs of
hemibladders, with and without ABE for 30 mm. and
no gradient, were examined for PA densities in 3
plasma membranes. Respective mean PA densities
(mean range—r) for controls vs.
ADH groups are as follows; GC basal membranes had
2.41*0.95 (r0.29—5.48) vs. 3.Ol±0.92(r..0.25—6.45);
BC apical membranes had 1.31*0.91 (rO—5.8O) vs.
5.41*4.67 (r*0—28.47); BC basal membranes had
7.26*5.52 (r—O—34.22) vs. 18.46±9.35 (r.O—57.39).
Large variations in values exist within and among
groups, especially in BC. No significant differ-
ences were among control and ADH groups. However,
there tended to be more PA in basal than apical BC
membranes and more in ADH than control BC basal
membranes. Small gap junction—like structures
were in some BC apical membranes. Mean size was
12.06±1.98 particles and densities were 1.51±0.48/
lOOuni2 for controls and O.65±O.33/lOOum2 for ADH
bladders. In conclusion, PA are structurally
similar to aggregates. Large variations in PA
densities in control and ADH—seimulated bladders
suggest that PA are associated with a dynamic cell
activity, independent of ADH.
BOMBESIN INHIBITION OF STIMUlATED CHLORIDE
SECRETION BY THE RECTAL GLANDOP SQUALUS
ACANTHIAS. ' Silva, S Reichlin* p4
Epstein**, Dept of Med., Beth Israel Hosp, Harvard
Med. School, Boston, MA, and Mount Desert Island
Biological Laboratory, Saisbury Cove, ME.
Bombesin is a tetradecapeptide present in nerve
fibers in the rectal gland of the sharic together
with vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP).
Bombesin suppresses the effect of VIP to stimulath
chloride secretion. Bombesin also inhibits the
stimulation of chloride secretion induced by
cyclic AMP. This effect of bombesin to inhibit
chloride secretion at a site distal to the
generation of cyclic AMP is reminiscent of that
previously demonstrated for somatostatin, also
present in the nerves within the gland. In the
present series of experiments we examined the
mechanism of action of bombesin. Rectal glands
were perfused with a continuous infusion of VIP
1.5 x 109M to obtain sustained chloride
secretion. Bombesin, at a final concentration 8 x
107M, reversibly reduced the secretion of
chloride by 56.5.±9.7Z (n7, p<O.Ol). Bombesin
evoked a ten fold increase in somatostatin in the
venous effluent of the gland. The affect of
bombesin to reduce chloride secretion was
completely supressed by procaine and nifedipine
that inhibit neurotranamitter release. The effect
was partially supressed by cysteamine thatinactivates somatostatin
These results indicate that bombesin inhibits
the effect of VIP to stimulate chloride secretion
by the release of somatostatin from nerve fibers
within the gland. These observations indicate
that rectal gland activity is normally regulated
by the release of endogenous neurotransmitters.
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NA—D—GLUCOSE
COTRANSPORT SYSTEM FROM RENAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE. M. Silverman, M. Behar* and P.
Speight*, Membrane Biology Group, Univ. of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
Selective deoxycholate (DOC) solubilization
and chromatofocussing yields 140 x enrichment
of the Na—dependent phiorizin receptor from
renal brush border membranes (BBM) (J.B.C.
261:13820,1986). Mice were then immunized and
hybridomas produced by standard techniques
(Nature 256:495,1975). SequentIal screening was
carried out using purified material in a dot
blot assay and then indirect lnnunof1uorescence
on whole kidney cortex. Positive cells were
doubly cloned, expanded by production of ascites
in mice and the resulting rnonoclonals purified.
One specific IgG monoclonal called H4 was
used for further studies. Reactl2n of H4 with
DOC solubilized lactoperoxidase 'i labelled
BBM, resulted In irmnunopreclpitatlon of a single
l3OKd polypeptide. After DOC solubilized BBM
were loaded to an H4 affinity column, a single
—130 Kd protein was eluted. Reduction yielded
two peptides of —72 and —55 Kd. The eluate from
the H4 column was then loaded to a phiorizin
affinity matrix (PAM). In the presence of Na
the H4 eluate was totally bound to the PAM.
Elution from the PAM by 0—glucose alone or
D—glucose + Na revealed that only the 74 and
130 Kd polypeptides exhibit Na and D—glucose
binding sites while the —55Kd fragment has a
0—glucose site. It is concluded that the Na
dependent phlorizin receptor is a —130 Kd
heterodimer consisting of —72 and 55 Kd
subunits linked by a disulphide bond.
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GENTMIICIN INHIBITS CARRIER—MEDIATED DIPEPTIDE
I'RA1S1P0RT IN THR PROXIMAL NEPHRON, }ral A. Skopicki
Demetrios Zikos, Kenneth A. Visher, Robert D.
Bloch, and Darryl R. Peterson. university of
HeaLth Sciences! The Chicago Medical School,
Departments of Physiology and Medicine, 3333
Green Bay Road, North Chicago, IL 60064
To extend our knowledge regarding the
mechanism of aminoglycoside—induced defects in
carrier—mediated transport processes in the
proximal nephron, we examined the effects of
gentainicin on the luminal transport of the
dipeptide pGLU—HIS. This dipeptide has been
previously shown to be reabsorbed intact via
-earner—mediated transport. Transport was
characterized in rabbit renal brush border
membrane vesicles prepared one hour after intra-
venous inlection of gentamicin (100 mg/kg) and
compared to that in resides from control animals.
The in vivo administration of gentamicin and the
ib vitro addition to control membrane resides
caused the Vmax of pGLU—HIS transport to decrease
by 49% and 44% in the in vivo -and in vitro grouPs,
respectively (control=9.4 x 10—12, in vivo 4.8 x
i0l2, in vitro 5.3 x 10—12) without altering Km.
Vesicles treated in vitro showed a complete
reversal of inhibition in the presence of 5ut4 4g
(a competitor of gentamicin binding to membrane)
while them vivo treated resides were unaffected
by Mg. These data suggest that gentamicin
reduces the reabsorptive capacity of proximal
tubules for dipeptf" v a mechanism which
influences the numDer or activity of membrane
carriers.
ACIDOSIS INDUCES A REVERSIBLE CELL VOLUME INCREASE
IN RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULAR S2 SEGMENTS. L.
Sullivan, IL Clancy1, D. Wallace1 and J. Grantha
Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr., Depts. of Physiology and
Medicine, Kansas City, Kansas.
We have initiated a study of the effect of' pH on
tubular cell volume and its regulation. We meas-
ured the cell pH and volume response of lumen—
collapsed, proximal S2 segments from the rabbit
kidney to isosmotic bathing medium in which the pH
was reduced either by raising CO from 5% to 15% or
by reducing [HCO) from 25 to mM. Cell pH was
determined by mea'surement of the fluorescence emis-
sion of BCECF. 15% CO2 reduced cell pH 0.25—0.28
units (n3) within 20 sec with little evidence of
subsequent regulation. Reduction of tHCO ] to 5 mM
reduced cell pH O.36_O.118 units (n3) witin 70 sec
again with little evidence of regulation. Cell
volume was calculated from measurements of tubular
diameter. 15% CO caused the volume to increase
8.6±1.14% (n6, p<.lO5) in 3 mins; it was still ele-
vated 8.6% at 10 mins and returned to control 1 mm
after re—exposure to 5% CO2 (vol. = 102±2% of con-
trol). There was no evidence of a volume regula-
tory solute loss. The volume response to a reduc-
tion of [HCO I to 5 mM was much slower. It began to
rise at 14 mns and increased gradually to 6.5±9%
(n=5, p<.O05) at 8 mins. Upon re-exposure to 25 mM
RCO the volume immediately increased to 7.9±1.1%
above control and then fell slowly to the control
level in 6 mins. Tubules exposed to 5 mM HCO. for
30 mins remained swollen with little evidence of a
volume regulatory decrease. We suggest that a fall
in cell pH induced by changes in PCO., or EHC0]
causes a net increase in cell solute an water ccii—
tent which does not trigger cell volume regulation.
THE TUBULAR REABSORPTION OF PEPSINOGEN A (PGA) AND C (PGC) IN
MAN. Reinier N. ten kate. Gerard Pals, Ab J.M. Donker, Jan
C. Pronk*. Stephan G.M. Meuwissen (intr. by L.W. Statium van
Eps). Dept. of tnt. Wed. and Gastroent. and Inst. of Hum. Gen.
Free University Hospital, Amsterdam. The Netherlands.
PGA and PGC are circulating los molecular weight (1MW) pro-
teins (mol.wt. 43 kD) synthesized by the gastric •ucosa. We
have shown that their renal extraction in man is similar to the
extraction of oreatinine and in the isolated rat kidney •odel
both PG's are almost freely filtered through the glom.rular ba-
sement •e.brane. Interestingly, only PGA is present in the
urine. N. investigated th. tubular reabsorption (TB) of PGA and
PGC. A 24 h urine specimen and a serum sample were obtained
fro. 21 healthy volunteer,. From 5 of them a second 24 h urine
and serum sample, and fro. another 8. thre. more urine and
blood samples were obtained. To achieve a large filtered load
(FL) a second 24 h urine and serum sample were obtained from 8
subjects after rising serum pepsinogen levels by oral admini-
stration of omeprazole. Fractional excretions (FE) were calcu-
lated. Results comprise 58 observations.
PM PGC
Serum (ugh) 53.8 (10—209) 17.2 (4-58)
FL (.g/24h); 8.5 (1.5—28.5) 2.9 (0.5—10.3)
Urine (mg/24h): 2.8 (0.2—19.0) 0.02 (0.003—0.137)
TR (mg/24h): 5.7 (0.3—14.7) 2.8 (0.5—9.0)
FE (Z) 31 (4—93) 1.0 (0.03—11.0)
With increasing filtered loads more PM was reabsorbed by the
tubules. At filtered loads above 8—10 mg/24h a 1, (10.8
mg/24h) was reached. Despite a two to threefold increase in
serum PGC levels hardly any PGC was detected in the urine. When
measured 4 times with several weeks interval, changes- in TB of
PGA were observed, while TB of PGC remained high (n—8). We
conclude that the presence of PGA in the urine of healthy
volunteers demonstrates the presence of a low affinity system
for TR of 1MW proteins in man. Tubular affinity changes in ti'e
and factors affecting these changes have to be investigated.
For PGC a high affinity, high capacity system exists in man.
VASOPRESSIN AND OXYTOCIN STIMULATE FORMATION OF
COATED PITS IN RAT COLLECTING DUCT IN AN IN VITRO
SYSTEM. Patrick Weyer*, Aline Coffey, Dan OSullivan*,
Dennis Brown & Heinz Valtin. Renal Unit, Mass. General
Hospital, Boston, MA and Dept. of Physiology, Dartmouth
Medical School, Hanover, NH.
The increase in water permeability of collecting ducts
induced by the antidiuretic hormone vasopressin is
associated with an increased number of clathrin coated pits
on the apical membrane of principal cells. These coated
pits are the site where vasopressin-induced
intramembranous particle clusters, the proposed sites of
transmembrane bulk flow, are located and eventually
endocytosed. We describe here a system that uses
quantification of coated pits as an assay of this cellular
action of antidiuretic hormone in vitro. Strips containing
35 collecting ducts were excised from Brattleboro rat
kidney papilla immediately after sacrifice and incubated in
oxygenated Krebs-Ringor's solution containing either
arginine-vasopressin (2 ng/ml) or oxytocin (50 pg/mI),
or both. Some strips were fixed immediately after removal
from the animal. Morphometric analysis of thin sections
by electron microscopy shows that stimulation by
vasopressin induces an increase in the number of coated
pits per micron of apical membrane length (0.139
0.027 against 0.045 0.003 in controls incubated
without hormone). A similar effect was found with
oxytocln (0.163 0.008) or with both hormones together
(0.173 0.025). These results indicate that oxytocin can
stimulate membrane changes that have been associated with
increased membrane water permeability in principal
cells. The effect of oxytocin does not appear to be additive
with that of vasopressin. This in vitro system can,
therefore, be used to study related morphologic changes
induced by other hormones or pharmacologic agents in the
kidney collecting duct.
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BATH COLLOID PREVENTS VACUOLIZATION
INDUCED BY OSMOTIC WATER FLOW IN
PROXIMAL TUBULE. James C. Williams. Jr.*, Dale R.
Abrahamson and James A.Schafer. Dept of Anatomy & Cell
Biology, Med. Univ. of S.C., Charleston, South Carolina,
and Depts. of Cell Biology & Anatomy and Physiology &
Biophysics, UAB, Birmingham, Alabama.
When an osmotic difference was imposed across the
epithelium of perfused rabbit proximal straight tubules (270
mosmol/kg H20 in the lumen and 290 in the bath) in the
absence of bath colloid, a severe vacuolization developed
within the epitheium such that view of the lumen bonier was
obscured within 5.2±1.2 mm (n=13 tubules at 23°C). Such
vacuolization was less severe if the bath was hypotonic to the
lumen or if the magnitude of the osmotic difference was
reduced. If colloid (6% w/v of either bovine sennn albumin or
70,000 MW dextran) was included in the bathing medium, this
vacuolization was either not observed or was minimal, but the
vacuolization became severe upon removal of the colloid and
obscured the lumen within 6. 1±1.6 mm (n=8 albumin and 4
dextran at 23°C). At 38°C, vacuolization obscured the lumen
within 4.2±0.9 mm following the removal of albumin (n=5).
ANOVA suggests that none of the times to vacuolization differ.
The rate of passive volume flow due to the osmotic difference
was unaffected by vacuolization (0.92±0.10 nl•min-1mm-1
with albumin to 0.79±0.11 without albumin and vacuolated,
n=8, p>O.2 using paired t-test, 23°C). Electron microscopic
examination of tubules fixed after vacuolization showed clear,
empty spaces—apparently membrane-bound—within the
cytoplasm. These results suggest that the presence of serosal
colloid protects the epithelial cells from injury during
transepithelial water flow. The mechanism for this protective
effect is not apparent, but may be related to effects of colloid in
maintaining normal volume absorption in the proximal
nephron.
Transplantation: Basic or experimental
lai.JftTKZ i5ItTttW: I1P(V TR ALVIt 4 iSAp amic
R.8. Deltzse. ed R.F. 0yri. Univ of Sosk, Dept of iSsi,
Saskatoun, $St.
BeUeen 1965 atsI 1988, forty 3 and i
ant cn-match living domir r*xsil transplants wrThe st uninn cause of reeal failure "ma chronic
gJcneruloqlerjirttis, but. ri 6 it sea diajetea, Thirt'y-ttert 1st, end 8 rs 2nd transplants. nitlal sternltl
dose 100 iat prednisorm eqoivaleut duly. then tapered
nd thereafter. It, ndtJlllon to steroids. 7 sere gvan
amthtoprine. 3 cyclosporine, tail 0 both tjs drngs,
Acute rejection (AR) occurred in 5I5
of ttuse (11/19) i bed less then six pn—tronsplant
blood transtuskew (NN). and in (2/21) of those
with atre then five (Tx) (thi—rq 8.877, p<0.01). Pulse
steroid therapy reversed all bet tim AR. It ses In the
only potient with a second AR, and poticnt i Nix.
Ten ktrbieys tmva fwctiancd anre
then 10 yeats. 8 being t,'tx. md the iC yeer .cht.tL
survival rote Im 83. Fcur Inve tolled, 3 due to clent.h:
2 with AR and drug related infections, and I with a
onJiceniy ndxle at 2 years. The other •fail',re, a
transplant artery th tiosla at years, ens In tt
diabetic w th advanced ethe&vscleros is. C!rooic
rejeetloit (CR is nil in both Nix and Tx D1ffeerro in
AR and (H "ate In NTx Ia u/ic' v' 0/8. (chl-oi 7.8Th.
p<0.0l).
This with convectlonai prophylactic
wusureasive therapy and HLA nntthing; (1) i AR
Inclu'rwe is high, a1tbei.h vwritv nay he ridurad, yet
the 11 incidence in Jcw 01 even nfl. Thia bifid heboiinr
of the HIA incir Is unexpthlimd. (2) More thet, 5 pre
trmh.taat tr stooims (Tx) reduce tue AR incidsece.
CYCLOSPORINE—INDIJCED TUBULAR CYTOTOXICITY IN BSC—l
PRThIATE CELL LINE. Lilly Barbs, Harry Ward, and
Jay Vadgama*. Renal Transplant Section, Harbor —
UCLA Med Ctr, Torrance CA.
The molecular mechanisms of cyclosporine (CsA)—
Induced renal injury are poorly understood. Recent
literature suggests that the tubular epithelium is
the primary site of CsA injury. We employed an in
vitro model of CaA tubular toxicity using the pri-
mate BSC—l cell line. BSC suspensions were incub-
ated with CsA concentrations of 100, 250, or 500
ng/ml for 5 days, followed by washout of CsA to
restore cell morphology and function. Parameters
of Z growth inhibition, total protein(TP), and
DNA synthesis were evaluated in the Gl phase of
the cell cycle.
Day Z growth inhib TP (mg/dl) DNA synthesis1
lOO/250ng ml' 100/250 100/500mg jl
2 82.4 / 64.0 0.30/0.23 83.5 / 55.1
3 92.0 / 53.0 0.98/0.57 103.7 / 25.3
5 95.7 / 63.4 2.20/1.50
1. Z cpu of controls; all numbers are mean values.
CsA concentrations of 250ng/ml were found to induc
significant increments in vacuole formation, cell
swelling, arid subcellular membrane damage. Removal
or washout of CeA restored cell morphology after
3 additional dais in culture. DNA and RNA synthes-
is measured by H—Thymidine and 3H—IJridine, res-
pectively, is significantly reduced in tubular
cells receiving CeA above l00ng/ml. 3H—leucine
incorporation did not change significantly, while
a 24 hr exposure of tubular cells to CsA concentr-
ations ranging from 0 to 250 ng/ml. showed an in-
crease in Na—dependent methyl—amino isobutyrate.
EFFP OF CYCLOSPORIN A ON EDO LIUM—DEPFDEMr
AND ENDOTHELIUM-INDEPENDENT VASCULAR RELAXATION.
C.Bossaller*, C .1
.Olbricht, V.Reschke*,
E
.Outjahr*, K .Burgwitz*. Nephrology, Med .School
Hannover arid German Heart Institute ,Berlin, FRG
The mechanism of cyclosporine A (Cyc)
induced hypertension is unknown. To evaluate
possible effects of Cyc on endothelium-depervsent
and endothelium-independent vascular relaxation
pairfed rats received 30ng/kg/day CYC (n=10) or
solvent only (n=10) by gavage. After 6 weeks
aortic rings were mounted in oxygenated Krebs
buffer for the recording of isometric tension.
Following precontraction of the rings by 0.1 tIM
pheny].ephrine (Phe), relaxation was induced by
acetylcholiri (Ach) or nitroglycerin ('ING). Ach-
induced relaxation needs an intact endothelium.
Relaxation by 'INC is endothelium-indeperident.
Phe-iriduced tension was 1 .1+0.06 gin in controls
and 1.26+0.05 gin in Cyc (pTh.05). Relaxation is
expresse in percent reduction of Phe-iriduced
tension. Values are means+SE of 36—40 rings.
Control CyclosporIn pAch,0.Oltnnol/L 40.3+2.8 % 15.7+2.0 % <0.001
1.0 ).unol/L 92.61.O % 72.22.9% <0.001
t'1FG,0.Olpmol/L 58.92.0 % 19.72.1 % <0.001
1.0 tmol/L 95.3).9 % 86.31.4% <0.001
The higher Phe—induc5 tension inCyc indicates
increased alphal—adrenergic vasoconstriction .The
decreased relaxation by NTG in Cyc rats indicates
reduced endothelium-irideperxlent vascular
relaxation. The decreased relaxation by Ach shows
that eridothelium-depenSent relaxation is also
impaired by Cyc. We conclude that decreased
endothelium—dependent as well as decreased
endothelium—indeperident vascular relaxation may
contribute to cyclosporin indLiced hypertension.
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ADMINISTRATION OF A THROMBOXANE (TX)
RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST IMPROVES RENAL
FUNCTION IN RATS WiTH CYCLOSPORINE (CyA)
NEPHROTOXICITY. TM Coffman, SM Mavros*, DM
Collins*, P Ruiz*, WE Yarger and PE Kiotman. Duke
University and Durham VA Medical Centers, Durham, NC
CyA nephrotoxicity is associated with increased
renal pmduction of the vasoconstrictor eicosanoid 1X To
specifically examine the functional importance of increased
TX production in this disorder, we evaluated the effects of
acute administration of the TX receptor antagonist
GR32191 in rats with CyA nephrotoxicity. To simulate
conditions associated with transplantation, uni-
nephrectomized ACI rats underwent renal denervation
followed by cross-clamping of the left renal artery for 30
minutes. Animals were then given CyA 50 mg/kg or
vehicle by daily IP injection. Urines were collected in
metabolic cages and concentrations of TXB2 were
measured by RIA following HPLC separation. After 14
days renal hemodynamic studies were performed. Urinary
TXB2 excretionwas significantly increased in CyA treated
rats (103±18 pg/hr) compared to controls which received
only vehicle (60±16 pg/br; p<0.O5). Inulin clearance and
renalblood flow were reduced significantly in rats treated
with CyA (2.43±0.38 and 22.06±3.89 ml/min/kg)
compared to controls (5,95±0.56 and 31.87±3.60
mi/mm/kg; p<0.005) although renal histomorphology was
essentially normal in both groups. Administration of
GR32191 (10g&g/min by IA infusion) resulted in a
33.7% increase in GFR (pc0.01) and a 17.9% increase in
RBF (pcz0.O5) in the CyA group but had no significant
effect on renal hemodynamics in control animals. In
summary, acute administration of a specific TX receptor
antagonist improves renal function in rats with CyA
nephrotoxicity. These data suggest that TX is an important
mediator of reversible renal dysfunction associated CyA
administration.
INVIVOGENERATED ALLOGENEIC CD4+T CELL LINE
WITH SUPPRESSIVE ACTIVITY IN THE RAT
A.H.Frankel*. M.H.Sayegh*, D. Rothstein*, C.Kwok*,
E.L.Milford* and C.B.Carpenter. Brigham and Women's
Hospital. Boston, MA.
Both CD8+ and CD4+ T suppressor cells have been
described in the rat. It has been very difficult to
propagate and maintain rat suppressor cell lines in
culture. Using the autoimmune encephalomyelitis
model in the rat Ellerman established a CD4+ T
suppressor cell line (Nature 331: 265).
Using a rat cardiac allograft model we have
generated a CD4+ T cell line with suppressive activity.
Splenocytes from WF strain rats acutely rejecting a
LEW strain cardiac allograft were cultured with
irradiated* (3000Rads) LEW splenocytes in the
presence of 300ng/ml CsA for 7 days. The resulting
lymphoblasts were isolated and cultured in Con A
supernatent for 4 days. Subsequently the cell line was
serially passaged through periods of antigen
restimulation and growth in Con A supernatent. The
cell line proliferated to LEW* but not to third party
BN* lymphocytes. It exhibited no cytotoxic activity by
the chromium release assay. Initially the cell line was
functionally helper as assessed by increased
proliferation of a WF anti LEW* MLC upon addition of
20% irradiated (1000 Rads) cell line. The phenotypic
characteristics of the cell line were: >90% 0X19+ (pan
T cell marker); ASGM-ve (NK marker); 26% ART18+
(1L2 receptor marker); 75% W3/25+(CD4+) and 40%
0X8+(CD8+). After 4 weeks functional activity changed
to become increasingly suppressive and the
phenotypic characteristics were >90% W3/25+ and
<5% OXS+; their growth slowed with this change.
We conclude that it is possible to generate a CD4+
suppressor cell line from an in-vivo allogeneic
transplant model.
DISSOCIATION BETWEEN IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE ACTIVITY OF
CYCLOSPORINE (Cs) DERIVATIVES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM (Ca) SIGNALLING IN MESANGLAL
CELLS (H). H. Goldberg*, P. Wong*, E. Cole, G.
Levy*, and K. Skorecki, Univ. of Toronto, Canada.
A condition for development of improved Cs
derivatives is that immunosuppressive activity be
dissociated from nephrotoxicity. The latter has
been attributed to enhanced vasoconstrictor—
mediated Ca release in vascular smooth muscle and
mesangial cells with a consequent reduction in
ultrafiltration. Therefore, we examined the
effect of CsA, its analogs (ANA) and metabolites
(MET) on vasopressin (VP)—stimulated Ca release
in cultured rat N. Fura—2 loaded cells were
incubated with vehicle (veh), CsA, ANA, or NET for
90 mm prior to determination of peak Ca response
to 3OnM VP. Results are expressed as a percent±
SE of peak Ca response in veh treated cells (peak
Ca268±2OnM;n=42). CsA markedly enhanced this
response with a max increase of 305±47% (n9)
above veh at 4ug/ml and an EC5O of 4SOng/ml. ANA
provided by SANDOZ and MET purified by gradient
HPLC from bile of CsA treated patients were tested
at 4ug/ml. Peak Ca responses were markedly
enhanced (p<.05) by CsG (380±34%) and CsH (416±
90%). In contrast, MET OL17 (85±12%) and OL1,
(95±15%) did not increase peak Ca. Since CsH
which is not immunosuppressive caused a large
increase in peak Ca, while OL17 which has been
reported to have immunosuppressive activity, had
no effect, we conclude that immunosuppressive
activity appears to be dissociated from the Ca
signalling perturbations responsible for toxicity.
RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN (pg) PRODUCTION BY HYPO-
THERMICALLY PRESERVED KIDNEYS. Margery Halstead*,
Martin Mangino*, and Charles Anderson. Washington
Univ. School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO 63110
Prolonged cold storage of kidneys (>48 H) prior
to transplantation results in reflow injury, ATM,
and loss of function. The aim of this study was
to determine if aberrations in renal pg production
are associated with cold ischemia-reflow injury.
Dog kidneys were flushed with Collins solution,
stored for 48 H at 4, autotranspianted into the
donor, and allowed to reperfuse for various times.
Renal pgs and function were subsequently monitor-
ed in the outer cortex (Oc), inner cortex (IC),
and medulla (M). Thromboxane B2 (DCB2) production
was unaltered in the OC and M after cold ischemia
and either 60 mm or 2 days of reperfusion. In
the IC, TXB2 production increased 9 fold after
cold ischemia and 60 mm of reperfusion but re-
turned to normal values after 2 days. prosta—
cyclin and prostaglandin E2 production was
significantly higher ( 3 fold and 6 fold, respect—
ively) in the medulla after cold ischania and 2
days of reperfusion and was not altered in any
other layer of the kidney at any other times of
reperfusion. After cold ischemia, renal blood
flow fell during the first 60 mm of reperfusion
and remained at this level for 2 days. GRE was
only 11% of nonischemic kidneys during the 2 days
after reperfusion. Conclusion: Renal pg product-
ion is altered by cold ischemia and reperfusion
and is dependent on species of pg, area of the
kidney, and time of reperfusion. These changes
may play a role in the loss of renal function
after prolonged cold storage or may act as
compensatory mechanisms in response to the
damage.
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PROLONGATION OP MURINE SKIN GRAFTS BY SELECTIVE
INHIBITION OP LEUKOTRIENE PRODUCTION.
A. Harfor4, J. Goodwin, B. Baack, C. Shopp,
L. Gibel, A. Smith, W. Sterling, University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The role of arachidonic acid metabolites,
prostaglandins and leukotrienes, in transplant
rejection has not been fully established. This
project compares AA86i a selective 5' lipoxy-genase inhibitor of leukotriene production, to
hydrocortisone in their abilities to prolong
natrine skin graft survival across a major histo-
compatibility barrier (H-2). Tail skin grafts
from AJ mice 8-12 weeks old were transplanted
onto the dorsum of CS7EL/6 mice utilizing suture
grafting. There were 4 treatment groups each
comprised of 15 animals. Group A was injected
with hydrocortisone 20mg/kilo subcutaneously
daily from the day of transplant onwards.
Group B was injected with Smcg/kilo intraperi-
toneally daily. Group C was injected intraperi-
toneally with i2.Smcg/kilo daily, Group U
vehicle control received ethanol 105M. intra-
peritoneally daily.50% survival was prolonged from 13 days for
Group D (ethanol control) to 16 days for Group
B (AA861 100 mcg), In the higher dose AA861
Group (C) 50% survival was prolonged to 20 days
a survival time equivalent to the 19.5 days
achieved with hydrocortisone. Analysis of the
survival curves indicated all treatments were
significantly different from the ethanol control.
These data suggest an immunosuppressive
effect of AAS61 resulting in murine. skin graft
survival comparable to that achieved with
hydrocortisone.
BENEFICIAL IMPACT OF ATRIAL NATBIUBETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP) ON REC0VtY OF CANINE RENAL AUTOGEAFT
FUNCTION FOLLOWING 2½ BR. OF COLD ISCREMIA.
RN Lewis*, RP Janney*, RW Osgood*, 3D NcAndrew*,fr )farti&' and TR Fried. Univ. Texas Health
Sci. Centers Houston and San Antonio, Texas.
The impact of MW on renal function following
cold ischemic injury was studied in a canine auto—
transplant (autoTx) model. A baseline inulin
clearance (Ciii) was obtained from the left kidney
which was then excised and cold—stored for 24 hr
prior to autoTx. A 20' Gin determination was
initiated 10' after reflow to the autograft
(T10'—30'). Exp. animals (n—7) then received a
lug/kg MW bolus IV followed by continuous infus-
ion at 0.3 ug/kg/min x 30' @hANP, Penninsula Lab)
with Gin measured throughout the entire infueion
period (T3O'—60'). Saline was substituted for MW
in control animals (n9).
Cm (mi/mm) increased from O.3t.l prior to ANP
(T10'—3O') to 3.3±.8 during AMP infusion (p—.OO9).
Urine flow rate (t) increased from O.1±.5 ml/min
to l.l±.3 ml/mmn (pa.02). Mean syst. BPs (mmllg)
prior to and during MW infusion were 144±14 and
123±24, respectively (p—NS). Gin determined 24 hr
after autoTx in 4 ANP—treated animals was equal to
or exceeded values determined during MW infusion
at T30'—6O' post—reflow in all 4 animals. Neither
Gin nor t increased significantly in controls
(0.4±.l to O.7±.2 ml/min and O.2±.08 to 0.2±.05
mi/mm, respectively).
In summary, MW produced sustained enhancement
of initial renal autograft function without
causing significant hypotension. These results
suggest a potential role for MW in the ameliora-
tion of initial dysfunction of human renal allo—
grafts.
CYCLOSPORINE A (C5A), PREDNISOLONE AND
AZATIIIOPRINE INDUCE THE FORMATION OF A SMOCK
PROTEIN IN CULTURED .(introduced by
R.A.K. Stahl)
Iris Low, Thomas Friedrich* and Wilhelm Schoeppe
Department of Medicine, Division of Nephrology,
University of Frankfurt, F.R.G. and *Departmant
of Medical Chemistry, Kyoto University, Japan
The formation of shock proteins is a cellular
response to cell damaging stress. We investigated
the ability of several iuiaunosuppressants on
their potential effects to induce de novo-
synthesis of shock proteins. As a model system
served isolated and cultivated cardiac myocytes.
Cells were prepared by trypsin digestion from 18
days old fetal mice. These cells synthesize
shock-proteins in a concentration-dependent
manner after exposition to toxins. Prednisolone
and azathioprine at concentrations of > 0.5 mg/mi
and > 50 ug/ml induce the de novo-synthesis of a
30 kd polypeptide, a characteristic shock protein
of mice myocytes. Cyclosporine A induces the
formation of the same protein at concentrations )
10 ng/ml. This effect is due to the substance
itself and not to the solvent (poly(oxyethylene)-
40-ricin) which does not influence cellular
protein-synthesis. Antibody solutions like anti-
humsn-T- lymphocyte globulin do not induce shock
protein synthesis.
The data demonstrate that CsA, prednisolone and
azathioprine induce the production of a shock
protein in cardiac myocytes, which might have a
significant role in the response to cardiotoxins.
LOW DOSE ANTI-CD3, MEDIATED IMMUNOSUP-
PRESSION IS COMPLEMENT INDEPENDENT AND
PRESERVES T-CELL RESPONSIVENESS Q
Mackie*, 00 Pankewycz*, MG Bastost, VE
Kelley, TB Strom, Dept of Medicine, Beth
Israel Hospital, Brigham & Women's Hospi-
tal, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Anti-CD3 Mabs, potent mitogens in
vitro, effectively abrogate transplant
rejection in vivo. In this study we
examine this apparent dichotomy by
investigating the effects of a mito-
genic murine anti-CD3 MoAb l45-2Cll in
allograft rejection and delayed-type
hypersensitivity (DTH). Crude pancrea-
tic islets, prepared by cgllagenase
digestion from DBA/2 (H21) mice were
tranppLasted into diabetic B6A71
(H_2DIK,U) mice. Antibody treatment (5
ug/ip/gdxis) prolongs allograft survival
as evaluated by a return of hyperglyce-
mia. Even 0.5 ug of antibody given ip x
7 days profoundly suppresses DTH in
BALB/c mice. DTR in complement deficient
strains DBA/2J and A/J mice is similarily
reduced. Purified T-cells from these
animals proliferate normally in vitro in
response to l45-2C11. These results
suggest the action of anti-CD3 Mabs is
not complement dependent and that in
these lower doses is still an effective
inununosuppressive agent while not causing
profound inhibition of T cell function.
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M1UNOPHARMODYNAMC STUDIES OF CYCLOSPORINE A
IN NORMAL VOLUNTEERS. Maniro RC. Gupta S,0
Tomlanovich S,' Pohanka E,0 Benet I2, and Garovoy MR.
Immunogenetics and Transplantation Laboratory,
University of California, San Francisco. San Francisco,
California.
The serum of patients on Cyclosporine A (CyA) has been
shown to produce four different patterns of inhibition
when added to third-party mixed lymphocyte reactions
(MLR). (Rogers A.J. et al. Transplantation 38: 657-664,
1984). Pattern I shows a second peak of inhibition 8 to 12
hours after CyA administration, in pattern II this second
peak does not occur. Pattern ill shows a continuous high
level of inhibition and, in pattern IV the inhibition is very
poor. Pattems I and Ill cannot be explained by a second
peak or continuous high levels of the parent compound, so
we speculate that CyA metabolites could be causing these
responses. Oral (1 0mg/kg) and intravenous (4mg/kg)
CyA was administered one week apart to 8 normal
volunteers. These individuals were drawn once before and
after the admnistration of CyA at regular intervals over a
24 hour period. CyA and metabolltes 1, 17, 18, and 21
were measured by high performance liquid chromato-
graphy and the effect of these individuals' sera on MLRs
with their own cells or third-party cells, against a pool of
cells of unrelated indMduals was studied. Four patterns of
response were observed. Pattern I in 4 experiments,
pattern Ii In 8, pattern III in 2 and pattern IV in 4.
Patterns I and Ill could not be explained by a second peak of
CyA or by a concomitant elevated concentration of any of
the evaluated metabolltes. In conclusion, we observed In
normal volunteers the patterns described in renal trans-
plant recipients. Additionally, the patterns I and Ill cannot
be atributed to a second CyA peak or to a concomitant
elevated level of these metabolites. The cause of these
patterns remains to be established and an active
unidentified metaboiite is still an attractive possibility.
CYCLOSPORINE (CYA) INHIBITS THE PROLIFERATION OF
LLC-PK1 CELLS IN CULTURE. Jerry McCauley*,
Richard Ptachcinski*, and Sandra A. Murray*.
(Intr. by M.I. Sorkin.) Univ. of Pittsburgh and
VAMC, Pgh. PA
Nephrotoxicity is the major side effect limit-
ing the use of cyclosporine in organ transplanta-
tion. Although acute and chronic renal failure,
have been regularly seen with the use of this a-
gent, the mechanism of its toxicity is poorly un-
derstood. Delayed recovery from acute tubular
necrosis in CYA treated renal allografts suggests
that inhibition of renal cell growth might play a
role in CYA nephrotoxicity. We, therefore, stud-
ied the effects of CYA upon cell proliferation of
an established proximal tubular cell line, the
LLC-PK1 cell. These cells were cultured in the
presence of increasing doses of CYA, and DNA was
measured at intervals of 1,3,6,13, and 16 days.
Concentrations of 0.01—0.1 iig/ml had no effect
but cells exposed to between 1 and 50 ig/ml ex-
perienced a significant reduction in cell proli-
feration. After 16 days in culture the DNA de-
terminations (mean SD) were:
CONTROL
__________
'Oh
__________
0.627±0.01 0.389±0.02 0.486±0.01 0.463±0.01
In surniary, CYA inhibits renal cell prolifera-
tion In culture. These findings may suggest an
additional mechanism of CYA nephrotoxicity and
the LLC—PK1 cell line provides a useful model for
further study.
EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX AS A REGULATOR OF MACRO-
PHAGE FUNCTION: IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSPLAZT
TOLERM4CE. Dianne B. McRay* and Christopher Y.
Lu. Renal Division, Brigham and Women's Roap.,
and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
A goal of transplant nephrology is to induce
host unresponsiveness to donor alloantigens.
This occurs naturally during pregnancy and under-
standing bow this occurs may ultimately improve
renal allograft survival. In the decidua basalis
(DB) of the marine placenta, maternal and fetal
cells are intermixed. Yet, there is no maternal
immune response against fetal/paternal alloanti—
gems. We have previously shown that local immun—
oregulatory forces prevent macrophages (MAC) from
functioning in this region (JI 140:3947,1988).
To further characterize the8e local forces, we
now examine the ability of the extracellular
matrix (Eat) of the DB to regulate MAC activa-
tion. Because of the biochemical similarity to
DB—ECM, we used ECM produced by the more readily
available Englebreth—Hoim—Swarm (ENS) murine
tumor. MAC cultured on EHS—ECM surfaces required
at least l000x more recombinant interferon ganzna
(rINFg) to be activated than MAC cultured on
plastic (see FIG) or on fibronectin surfaces.
The ENS matrix is non—toxic by trypan blue exclu—
aion and the ability of high dose interferon to
reverse the inhibition. Given that MAC function
" as both antigen—presen—
tinS and as effector
cells, this novel regul—
atory pathway of MAC
activation may be impor—
02 1 —.— o..'. tant in preventing fetal
allograft rejection.
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ANTI-CD4 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY (BWI3—4) PROLONGS RENAL
ALLOGRAFT SURVIVAL IN THE RAT.
E.L.Milfnrd*, M.Sayegh*, J.Kut*, C.Kwok* and C.B.
Carpenter. Brigham and Women's Hoap., Boston, MA.
We produced an IgG2a Balb/c anti WE' rat CD4
monocional antibody (BWH—4 MoAn). This antibody
precipitates a monomorphic 53kD polypeptide on rat
cells, marks the same cell population as the W3/25
(CD4) MoAn, and inhibits allogeneic mixed
lymphocyte proliferation. When one 5—7mg dose of
50% anmionium sulfate purified BWH—4 is injected
..v. into naive rats, antibody is present in serum
at 6 but not 24hrs. Spleen, lymph node, thymic and
peripheral lymphocytes had normal CD4 phenotype.
We studied the effect of BWH—4 on renal
allograft survival in a high responder strain
combination. LEW rats had bilateral nephrectomy
and received a BN renal graft on day 0. Night
controls were unmodified, 8 received 7mg BWH—4
i.v. on days 0—4 and 7—li, and 2 controls received
a similar course of mouse anti human (HB145) NoAh.
TREATMENT SURVIVAL (DAYS) MEAN SERUM CR(MG/DL)
DAY7 DAY14 DAY21
UNMODIFIED 8,6,7,7,6,5*,5*,3* 8.2
HB145 8,8
BWH—4 34*,28,24*,23*, 2.2 2.2 2.5
22*, 16,9,6*
(*_Sacrifjced for in vitro studies)
Control animals rejected their grafts and died
at day 6—8 of uremia. Animals treated with BWH—4
had stable renal function and prolonged survival.
Graft pathology on 5 BWH—4 treated animals showed
only mild to moderate mononuclear interstitial
infiltrate. Immunoperoxidase staining showed both
CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Lymph nodes and spleen showed
a 50—80% decrease in CD4+ cells which normalized
after the 2nd week.
We conclude that BWH—4 MoAb prevents acute
allograft rejection and may provide an approach to
long term tolerance.
ALTERED RENAL PROSTALANDIN (PC) AND ThROMBOXANE
(TX) PRODUCTION IN CYCLOSPORINE NEPEROTOXICITY.
L. PersSn*, F. Kaskel, R. Barnett, T. Wilson*, L.
Moore, L. Arbeit, and D. Schlondorff. Depts.
Pediatrics and Medicine, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY,
and Dept. Med., Albert Einstein Coil. Med., NY.
Cyclosporine A (CYA) often causes renal
insufficiency owing to renal vasoconstriction. To
elucidate the role of renal vasoactive substances
in CYA nephrotoxicity (CNTX), we measured plasma
renin activity (PRA), aldosterone. and urinary
and glomerular PG. Rats given 10 mg/kg CYA in
olive oil i.m. for 1 week had higher PRA (4.9±1.1
ngAI/ml/hr vs 2.2±0.2 in controls, n1O/group,
p<O.OS), while aldoeterone levels were not
different (320÷53 pg/mi vs 186±38, respectively).
Renal function and PG were measured in pair—fed
rats given 20 mg/kg CYA s.c. daily for 1 week.
Urinary Glomerular PGE2
GFR PCE2 TXB2 basal A23187
mi/mm ng/min ng/(mg prot. 10mm)
CONT 1.00 56.0 7.5 2.95 4.80
SE
6 6 5 6 6
CNTX 0.79* 18.6* 16.5* 1.38* 2.28*
SE
n 9 9 7 6 6
*p<005 CONY vs CNTX. Acute receptor blockade of
TX with SKY 95587 (10 mg/kg i.v.) tended to
improve renal function in chronic CNTX, but the
effect was not significant. These findings are
consistent with disturbances in the renin,
aldosterone, prostaglandin axis in CNTX. The
vasoconatrictor—vasodilator ratio is altered in
CNTX, but this may not fully account for the
renal vasoconstriction.
ThXAE (1c) ltR PlffIST ATlJl.AT IAL
NTIQJ lERI(1ATI IN ISfl RATS GIVEN CYClINE
(C1'A). lbg lbaslni5, Aldo BeUaii*, Materb Perico,
0iuae Ebmmzi*. Werio Nagri Trmtita fcr Hraoolcgioal
Researth, Bergen,, Itajy (ini'. by R.J. Giaaaodc).
The medus1an by vid% CrA ixljLres the idthey resmixs
pcxrly u1ers1nod. We 1nvesUgated rther iIme1Ogice1
i.nhibiticn of 1cA2 activity reà.xiee CpA ns*ir'ocicilt In a
rat urol of rmml iaog'eft free of rejectiai proceasas. Fcut'
of r'mml iaoge'afd lewis rain usre cceaidered.
1 an 2 received a duijy va1 e of CpA (Z mejlcg) ' CpA
plus m 'bc reoeptx ants8ist 91 (Glam, 3 ngtkg b.d.)
its' 3D is. (c*.p 3 ai 4 usre gtven G32191 al (3ng4cg
b,d.) ' vehicle fr 3D days. Mo sigdficant differe
om body usiit, urine out aid Na reom been
thricut the 3)-dry aspecisentel period —- fcuid. Serun
oreatinine d urirsey e,etiai of Tx82 are rx.ted In the1e.
FUEtHR aIAR&'rENIZATra CF SUPPRESS(R T CELL DULTICN At1 mE
*XifANISl CF IIHW1PPRESSIVE Dl. DR Sakmt, IL PickatI*,
and Ml Doais*. Uiiversity of florWa, Gainesville, L.
Understanding the nature of soppreasor T cell. (Is) ithictkn
and tin effect of CyA and Methylprednisolcme GI') ai this
process is a key step in unraveling tin role of Ta in success-
ful tranaplantatlim, developed an assay for a unique }IR
supernatant activity required for Ta activity called suppressor
inducer factor (SIF). SIP baa an apparent )%J of 50—55 kd by gel
filtratlan. A single bend at 5Skd was dmeantrated by )8-P1i]E
in a protein-free azpernatant.
Tin SIt? assay was used to probe the Ts liviuctiun circuit In
the priusry NIL SIP is a 0)4+ cell-product aid is rot
ccinstitutively produced by primed 0)4+ hat requires restlasila—
ticm with a].loantigen or Initogen. Primed Ta incubated in SIP
fncoz:porate little thyithUne and do rot proliferate. flva, the
SIt' sigsal is Ta inductive rot proliferative. Naive (1)8* cells
cultured with SIP do rot have Ts activity unless priiasf first
with alloantigen or ndtogen.
The aiditiom of CpA (125-250 og/el) to the 1I[.R abrogates
proliferatfun yet pennits Ts irilucticu. &,wever, the Ta activi-
ty generated is approxinately 7C of an equal znither of comtrol
primed (1)8* cells (n'9). The quantity of SIP generated in the
CyA-nodified NElL is at least twice that of the comtroi.. Tin
CA-exdifIad Ta when saved to fresh nadia are ieee respcmsive
than control Ta to a stock SIP. This, CpA appears to permit Ta
indu5tiatwhile ithibiting Ta asp].ificatice. flue alditiat of ML'
(10 ) to the lfR, also abrogated proliferatiai arid Ta activ-
ity was apprcednuetely 3(TX of the crntrol. In contrast to CyA,
SIP activity was reduced by alnvst 5C as ccupared to control.
This CyA and ML' reduce tin generation of Ta activity by ten
separate nuechanian, NP resulting in Inhibition of Ta induction
aid CyA inhibiting Ta arpliffratkn. Tin significance of these
insights into the way us use these drugs to prevent or treat
acute rejection mist be ccsusidered carefully.
IN VITRO INDUCTION OF RAT CD8+ T SUPPRESSOR CELLS
REQUIRES CD4i- CELLS AND DIRECT AN11GEN CONTACT
M.H.Ssyegh', A.H.Frankel*, D. Rothsteln, C.Kwok*,
E.LMiiford and C.B.Carpenter. Brigham and Women's
Hospital. Boston, MA.
Incubation of WF strain T lymphocytes with irradiated*
LEW strain stimulator cells generates at day 5 0X8+(CD8i-)
antigen specific suppressor cells which when irradiated
(1000 Rads) and added (at 20% of responder population) to
a fresh WF anti LEW* mixed lymphocyte culture (MLC)
suppresses the proliferative response
(J. Immunol 131:1065).
We now report on the Interactions involved in the induction
of MLC generated suppressor cells. Depletion of W3/25÷
(CD4+) cells from the responding population (.cl % CD4i-
contamination) at day 0 of the generating MLC prevents
suppressor cell Induction, Reconstitution of this CD4+
depleted MLC with at least 10% naive WF CD4+ cells at day 0
restores suppressor cell induction; Irradiation (l000Rads)
of these CD4+ cells abrogates this restorative capacity.
GENERATING MLC % SUPPRESSION (±SD)
WFxLEW(n=16) 72 26
CD4+ DEPLETED (n—b) -21 42
+ >10% CD4+(n—4) 48 15
We next used a transwell culture system with two chambers
separated by a semipermeable membrane allowing cells to be
co-incubated without direct cell to call contact. WF anti
LEW* MLC In one chamber releases a soluble factor which is
capable of inducing naive CD8+ cells in the other chamber to
become active T suppressor cells, but only if these CD8+
cells are in direct contact with LEW stimulator cells.
We conclude that there is a suppressor inducer cell within
the CD4+ T lymphocytes which on contact with alloantigen
releases a suppressor inducer factor. Induction of CD8+
suppressor cells requires both the presence of this factor and
direct antigen contact.
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S. oreatinine (ng/dl) ThcB2 (ng/d)
Basal day3) Basal thy3D
CpA 0.6540.06 1.03.0.08* 6.61÷1.46 ,434,45a
CyA+91 0.5040.07 0.690.085* 7.C161.47 .12±3.37'
191 0.52+0.06 0.5440.05 6.81+1.23 7.5740.81
Vehicle 0.5140,06 0.53.0.07 6.62+0. 8.05i1.93
÷ &l; r8; 5*p < 0.05; p <0.01 vs basal; p '0.01 us
CyME32191.We iude nt pheruascological aW'eaaicn of DcA2
biological arUvir liuprvvee renal flnfion In isog'afted
rate given CpA, aid mtn duet dru blocking TxA2
reoep' nr be of benefit in ren1ng CpA n ku'otoidcity In
lait patiante.
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EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORINE A (CsA) ON MESANGIAL CELL
(MC) GROWTH AND ADHESION IN CULTURE. K. Servilla.
T. Cooke. University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt
Lake City, UT.
A marked decline in GFR is recognized as a major
problem of CsA. Since the glomerular ultrafiltration
area, a major determinant of GFR, is felt to be gov-
erned by mesangial cell tonicity, we studied the ef-
fects of CsA on rat MC in culture using phase contrast
and electron microscopy (EM), tritiated thymidine
(3HT) labeling assays to measure proliferation and
metabolic labeling of MC to analyze proteoglycan pro-
duction by SDS PAGE. MC were isolated and charac-
terized according to accepted techniques. Quiescent
MC were induced to cycle at the beginning of each
study. Experimental groups consisted of MC incu-bated with 12.5sg/ml, 25tg/ml or 50tg/ml of CsA for
24 or 48 hr, and MC exposed to the same CsA schedule
followed by removal of CsA and a 24 or 48 hr recovery
period. Media containing 20% or 0.5% serum were
used as + and - controls. Vehicle was used in each con-
trol group in equivalent volumes. MC viability was
ascertained by dye exclusion. CsA in a dose response
fashion by phase contrast microscopy resulted in
alteration of attachment and rounding of MC bodies
without cell death. At doses <50tg/ml this was revers-
ible. By EM CsA caused a decrease in number and
orientation of microfilaments. 3HT labeling of MC was
significantly depressed at doses >12.5sg/ml CsA. Re-
moval of CsA resulted in incorporation of 3HT. Proteo-
glycan synthesis by MC appeared to be impaired by
CsA. These findings indicate that CsA may damage MC,
alter MC cytoskeletal function and matrix composition
resulting in changes in MC tonicity and ultimately
GFR.. Thus alteration in MC growth capacity and
matrix may be another mechanism of CsA
n eph rotox ic ity.
THE ADDITION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR DURING
COLD STORAGE PRESERVATION OF CAIIINE KIDNEYS WITH
COLLINS SOLUTION. Nicholas T. Stowe, Mark Moran,
Emmanuel L. Bravo. Erdal Erturk*, Arturo
Martinez*, David Goldfarb*, Magnus 0. Nagnusson*,
Andrew C. Novick. Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Cleveland, OH, and G.D. Searle and Co, Skokie, IL.
Atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) is known to
increase glomerular filtration rate especially in
vasoconstricted kidneys. This property makes ANF
attractive as a protective agent in kidney
preservation and transplantation. The purpose of
this study was to test the effect of ANV given
during cold storage renal preservation on renal
function following autotransplantation in a
canine model. In a control group (n=8), kidneys
were harvested from anesthetized dogs, flushed
with Collins C—2 solution and stored for 24 bra
at 5°C and then autotranaplanted with a
contralateral nephrectomy. In the ANF treated
group (n=9), the kidney at the time of harvest
was immediately flushed with 60 incg of
atriopeptin 24 (AP24). Three animals died in
each group from uremia. Serum creatinine levels
peaked in the control group at day 3 at 3.4l.5
mg% vs 5.3±3• mg% in the AP24 group (NS). At
day 22 serum creatinine levels returned to
control values in both groups. Renal venous ANF
levels were measured in both groups by
radioiimmsnoassay.
AlP Levels (palml) After Reperfusion
Qiia 5 win 15 mm _____
Control (n—4) 12±3 11±3 7+2
AP24 (n=6) 20±3 2495±1706 166±54
Following 24 hr storage with AlP, AIR was
present in the kidney and was released into
circulation upon reperfusion.
CD4+ KILLER CELLS: A NOVEL LYMPHOCYTE
SUBSET INVOLVED IN ALLOGEN RESPONSE.
G .Sunder-Pla0mann, L . Wagner,F. Stockenhu-
ber,and P.Balcke. University of
Vienna. lrst Dept .of Medicine,Austria.
Infiltrating CD4+ lymphocytes are
frequently found in rejected human kid-
ney allografts. However, their effector
function is not yet clear. Today it is
generally assumed that lymphocytes,
capable of mediating target lysis, have
to be equipped with cytoplasmic granules
containing a substrat specific serine
esterase (SE) in order to initiate the
lethal hit. Using a novel cytochemical
staining method for this cytotoxicity
linked SE (BLT as substrate and Fast
Blue BB salt as capture agent) the
peripheral blood CD4+ T cells of 100
graft recipients were investigated for
being equipped with a cytotoxic appara-
tus. When stable graft function was
present, the SE+CD4+ T cells accounted
for about 8% of the CD4+ lymphocytes.
During acute rejection episodes this
values increased up to 60%, being strik-
ingly increased in comparison to healthy
volunteers, in whom only 2% of the CD4+
T cells are SE+. Obviously this cells
are involved in the immune respnse in
organ transplantation. It is most lik-
ely, that CD4+SE+ T cells display in
situ cytolytic activities and represent
a great deal of the CD4+ lymphocytes
found in surprisingly high numbers in
transplant biopsy specimens of patients
with rejection episodes.
SYNERGISTIC SIGNALING VIA THE T-CELL ANTIGEN
RECEPTOR AND CD2 ANTIGEN. H. Suthanthiran. The
Rogosin Institute, CUMC, New York, New York.
The role of the T-cell antigen receptor (TCR-l)
and differentiation antigens CD2, CD4 and CD5 in
transmembrane signaling was investigated with mono-
clonal antibodies (mAbs) and highly purified T-
cells (>987. CD2+). Here we report that mAbs direc-
ted at a framework determinant of TCR-1 and mAbs
directed at the SRBC-binding epitope of the CD2
antigen are synergistic in promoting the expression
of interleukin—2 receptors (CD25) and proliferation
of T—cells. The proliferative response is strictly
dependent upon the presence of both anti-TCR-l and
anti-CD2 and upon crosslinking of mAbs and exhibits
a high degree of specificity in that additional
combinations of mAbs ([anti-TCR-1 + anti-CD5 or
anti-CD4I or Fanti-CD2 + anti-CD5 or anti-CD4])
fail to activate T-cells. T-cell proliferation
induced with crosslinked anti-TCR-l and anti-CD2 is
IL-2 dependent since mAb anti-CD25 inhibits such
proliferation and recombinant IL-2 reverses anti-
CD25 associated inhibition. Moreover, T—cell acti-
vation accomplished with anti-TCR-l and anti-CD2
is inhibitable with EGTA and with three different
inhibitors of protein kinase C. Collectively,
these observations indicate a novel pathway for
the antigen-dependent activation of T-cells in
which complementary signals initiated via the TCR-l
and CD2 antigens promote the activation of immuno-
competent T-cells. Abrogation of generation and/or
transduction of signals via the TCR-1 and/or CD2
antigen therefore has the potential to mitigate
anti-allograft responses. Indeed, cyclosporine
inhibits (half-maximal inhibitory concentration:
37 ng/ml) T-cell proliferation accomplished by
transmembrane signaling via TCR-l and CD2 antigen.
45 mm
9+3
10 7±46
still
the
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INFLUENCE OF CYCLOSPORINE ASSAY METHOD IN THE
ACUTE, POST-TRPNSPLANT PERIOD. J. Joseph
Waishe, Mark T. Holdsworth*, and Gene D. Morse5.
SUNY at Buffalo, Depts. of Pharmacy and
Medicine, Buffalo, N.Y.
The use of high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) for identifying the parent
compound versus the radiolastunoassay (RIA) which
measures certain cross-reactive metabolites is
controversial. To examine the influence of
assay method in the acute, post-operative
period, eight renal transplant recipients were
studied after intravenous and oral cyclosporine
on up to four occasions. Whole blood was
analyzed by HPLC and RIA. Intravenous kinetic
analysis yielded a mean total body clearance of
0.24 + 0.2 L/min (RIA) and 0.31 0.1 L/min
(HPLC) (p > 0.05), a mean volume of distribution
of 2.17 0.6 L/kg (RIA) and 2.75 + 1.2 L/kg
(HPLC) (p > 0.05) and a mean half-life of 11.7 +
4.4 h (RIA) and 12.8 3.8 h (HPLC) (p > 0.05).
The mean bloavailability was 0.36 0.23 (RIA)
and 0.28 0.15 (HPLC) (p > 0.05). Regression
of the 12 h cyclosporine (RIA vs HPLC)
concentration was described as follows; RIA 72
+ 1.6 (HPLC). The mean ratio (RIA/HPLC) of the
area under the blood cyclosporine concentration
versus time curve was 1.6, 1.5 and 1.7 during
the oral study periods, and was poorly
correlated with the serum creatinine. Overall,
the two assay methods provided similar
pharmacokinetic estimates. However, RIA
cyclosporine levels yielded an overestimation of
the 24 h AUC by HPLC. Therapeutic monitoring of
the parent drug in the acute, post-operative
period may best be accomplished by HPLC
analysis.
THE IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE AND B-CELL LYMPHOMA
PROMOTING PROPERTIES OF CYCLOSPORINE MAY
BE LINKED. G Walz*, B Zanker*, E Hadro*,
Eli Wieder*, TB Strom, Department of
Medicine, Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA
The properties of interleukin-6
(IL-6) as a growth and differentiation
factor for T- and B-cells have been docu-
mented. IL-6 also facilitates IL-2
release and restores the ability of mac-
rophage-depleted T-cells to proliferate
in response to PHA or antibodies against
the T-cell receptor complex. We showed
that cyclosporine (CSA) blocks the IL-6
mediated T-cell proliferation. However,
CSA (0.5-2.0 u.g/ml) or verapamil (Vera)
(30-250j.&N), two agents known to inhibit
IL-2 gene expression, actually increased
IL-6 transcription in PHA/phorbol ester
stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear
cells in a dose dependent fashion, and
prolonged the duration of detectable IL-6
mRNA. Moreover, increased IL-6 bioac-
tivity was detectable in supernatants of
cell cultures treated with Vera/CsA,
thereby excluding a post-transcriptional
blockade of IL- 6 expression. Increased
IL-6 expression in C5A treated graft
recipients could contribute to the
increased incidence of B-cell lymphomas
by supporting the growth of EBV-trans-
formed B-cells. Though CsA abrogates
IL-6 mediated T-cell proliferation, it
may be prudent to use CsA in combination
with a drug that prevents CsA induced
IL-6 gene expression.
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CYCLOSPORINE-INDUCED HYPERTENSION (CIII) IN THE
CONSCIOUS SHEEP IS MODIFIED BY THROMBOXANE
SYNTHESIS INHIBITION (TSI). Judith A. Whitworth*,
Janette Tresham*, John F. McDougall*, Bruce A.
Scoggins*. William M. Bennett. Howard Florey Inst
of Exper Physiol & Med. Royal Melbourne Hosp.,
Parkville, Victoria, Australia.
CIH is frequent clinically but only inconsis-
tently occurs in anesthetized animal models.
Whitworth et al reported increased mean arterial
pressure (MAP) in conscious sheep given CSA, 12
mg/kg IV for 3-5 days without reduced glomerular
filtration rate (GFR), effective renal plasma flow
(ERPF) or increased plasma renin activity (Gun
Exp Physiol Pharm 14:573,1987). Since thromboxan
production increases in CSA treated patients and
rodents, we studied U63,577A (Upjohn), a selective
TSI, before and after CIH. Merino-cross ewes (35-
45 kg) with externalized carotid loops for hemo-
dynamic measurements were maintained on constant
Na and K diets. U63,577A, 30 mg/kg 4 12h was
given to control animals and after 3 days of CIII
produced by 12 mg/kg/day i.v. CSA. MAP, cardiac
output (CO), calculated peripheral resistance
(PVR), GFR and ERPF were measured:
PreCSA CSA PreTSI ]j CSA + TSI
MAP (slaNg) 73 90* 68 69 79
GFR (ml/min) 52 59 59 56 58
ERPF (mi/mm) 429 560 420 379 369
PVP. (mmHg.min/L) 16 21* 12 11 14
n—4 or 5 for each experiment. *p<O.05 vs PreCSA,
and GSA + TSI. GSA and TSI had no effect on CO.
CONCLUSION: Under resting conditions, TSI has no
physiological effect however, with CSA it may
modify MAP and i'VE, suggesting a role for thorn-
boxane in CIH.
SADI)SWN AND PiATET AGGREGATION IN VITNO
D. Wiesinger*. J. Mason(introduced by L..C. Moore)
Preclinioal and Clinical Research. Sandos. Basic.
Sandimeune has been suggested to enhance
platelet aggregability in transplant patients
To investigate this possibility further,
platelet aggregation to ADP, that depends mostly
on an increase in Ca influx, was examined
with and without Sandimeune5. Platelet-rich
plasma from varying species was preincubated with
Sandimmune and platelet aggregation was assessed
with an aggregometer.
An enhancement of the aggregatory response
after incubation with Sandimmunea was not seen in
platelets from rats, was present but variable in
those from man and dogs and extremely constant
and reproducible in those from guinea pigs.In guinea pig platelets the height of the
submaxisal aggregatory response to 0.2 pmol/l ASP
increased after 60 mm incubation at 37 °C with
0.1 and 1.0 pg/mi Sandiinmunea from 75 * 5 am to
99 10 and 167 7 mm, respectively.It is concluded that in guinea pig platelets
acute exposure to Sandiamune" at therapeutically
relevant concentrations leads to an enhancement
in platelet aggregation that may reflect the
increased passive and receptor-operated Cainfluxes reported in smooth muscle cells (1,2).
1. Pfeilsahifter et al. Biochem. J, 248: 883, '87
2. $eyer—Lehnert et al. Kidney mt. 31: 464, '87
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CYCLOSPORIN THERAPY IMPAIRS ENDOTHELIUM-DEPENDENT
RELAXATIONS IN ThE RENAL CIRCULATION. Zhihong
Dennis Diederich, Fritz R. B(ihler* and
Thomas F. Lüscher. Dept. of Research and Medi-
cine, University Hospital, Basel/Switzerlaud
Cyclosporin A (CyA) is an immunosuppressive
substance which causes structural and functional
changes of endothelial cells. The endothelium can
modulate vascular tone by the release of endothe—
hum—derived relaxing (EDRF) and constricting
factors (EDCF). Male Wistar Kyoto rats (20—24
weeks) were treated with CyA 50 mg or 30 mg
s.c./day, the solvent or saline for 1 or 2 weeks,
respectively. CyA did not cause significant
increases in blood pressure. Renal artery rings
were suspended in organ chambers filled with
physiological salt solution (37°C; 95% 02/5%
CO2); isometric tension was recorded. In saline
treated rats, acetylcholine (ACh) induced relaxa-
tions in rings with, but not in those without
endothelium (71±7%; n9). The sensitivity and
maximal response to ACh was impaired in rats
receiving either 30 mg CyA for 2 weeks or 50 mg
for 1 week (13±10% and 31*11%, respectively;
p<O.O5; n—9 and 22, respectively). The solvent
also tended to reduce the relaxations. Inhibition
of cyc1ooxygenaseith either indomethacin or
meclofenamate (10 M) augmented the response in
CyA rats. Thus, (1) ACh releases EDRF in the rat
renal artery; (2) chronic CyA therapy blunts
endothelium—depefldeflt relaxations in the renal
circulation and (3) an endothelium-derived
cyclooxygenase product interferes with the action
of EDRF in CYA treated rats.
DEXANETHASONE BLOCKS INTERLEUKIN-6 (IL-6)
GENE EXPRESSION B. Zanker*, G. Walz*, K.
Wieder*, L. Melton, T.B. Strom, Dept. of
Medicine, Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA
Interleukin-6 is a powerful mediator
of proliferation and differentiation of
immunocompetent lymphocytes. IL-6 is
predominantly produced by macrophages
and substitutes for accessory cell
functions in PHA and anti-CD3 induced
T-cell proliferation. On the level of
gene expression, anti-proliferative doses
of Cyclosporine A (C5A) inhibit IL-2 gene
transcription, but not IL-6 gene
expression and IL-6 protein synthesis.
Hence, CsA blocks T-cell function by
blocking the signals transduced by
IL-6/macrophages. We have determined
that dexamethasone (DM), a powerful
immunosuppressive drug, mainly acts on
macrophages. DM blocks transcription of
IL-6 mRNA in vitro using clinically
achieved drug concentrations. Hence,
DM blocks T-cell proliferation at a
step proximal to CsA's action. These
findings provide a rationale for the
combined use of C5A with glucocor-
ticoids in order to achieve and maintain
immunosuppression in renal transplant
recipients.
ATRThL NATRIUBETIC FACTOR (ANY) PROTECTS COLE
ISCEEMIC INJURY IN THE RAT KIDNEY. H.Z. Thou
J.I. Shapiro, R.W. Schrier, L. Chan. Dept. of
Med. Univ. of Colorado Med. Sch. Denver, CO.
We have previously shown that ANY was effective
in ameliorating ischeinic acute renal failure in
the isolated perfused kidney (iPx) and in vivo in
the rat (J Clin Invest 80:698, 1988). To assess
the effect of ANY in a transplant setting, the IPK
model was used to investigate the effect of ANY on
renal function following cold ischemia. 3 groups
of kidneys were studied: Group I was a control in
which the kidney was flushed in situ with Collins
solution at 0°C, removed and stored at 0°C for 4
hr and then perfused under constant pressure (100
mciflg at cannula tip) at 37°C for 1 hr. In group
II, ANY was added to the flush-solution at a
concentration of 1 Mg/30 ml. In group III, ANY was
added both to the flush-solution (1 ug/30 ml) and
to the perfusion medium (1 pig/100 ml). Results are
summarized as follow:
C1(j1/min/g) T(Jimol/min/g) V( ul/inin/g)
I (n=6) 173 16 19 2 40 7
11 (n6) 365 26** 45 7* 66 5
III(n6) 385 33** 42 7* 103 6**
Both ANY groups II and III showed significantly
higher inulin clearance (Gin) and net tubular Na+
reabsorption (TNa) than the control group I. These
data were confirmed in vivo with a corresponding
improvement in Cm (26±4 vs 100±loiil/min/g, n6
and P<.05) and TNa (3±1 vs 13±2 iimol/min/g,
P<.05). ANY appears to exert a protective effect
on renal function in models of cold ischemia.
Better protection from ischemic injury might be
therefore afforded by inclusion of ANY in a
flushing-solution for preservation in human kidney
transplantation.
SUCCESSFUL, NON-NEPUROTOXIC ANTIBIOTIC PROPEY-
LAXIS FOR PERIRENAL TRANSPLANT INFECTIONS.
H. Bomba*, A. Sagalowsky*, I. Dawidson, R.
Toto, J. Thompson, and J.H. Helderman. UT
Southwestern and Parkiand Memorial Hospital
(PHI!), Dallas, TX.Prior to the widespread use of perigraft
prophylactic antibiosis, post-surgical wound
infections were serious complications occurring
frequently. From 1970-1977 wound infection
rates averaged 18% at PHI! after which a prophy-
lactic protocol was instituted. Thereafter,
wound infection rates have been rare, from
0-4%/yr. Post-surgical acute renal failure
(ARE) in the cyclosporine era has become an
important, negative predictor. For 1987, 1 yr
graft survival at PHI! was 80% but was 95% with
initial function and 52% with delayed function.
One strategy to delimit the consequences of
primary nonfunction has been to minimize poten-
tial nephrotoxic insults when cyclosporine is
*ployed. Our study was designed to examine the
apacity to substitute non-nephrotoxic gram
negative antibiosis with the monobactam aztreo-
nam for the more nephrotoxic aminoglycosides as
part of a prophylactic antibiotic regimen. All
consenting adult renal transplant recipients at
PHI! were prophylaxed with a combination of
vancomycin, one gin IV xl, and aztreonam, 1 gin
Q811 x3d. During this period we observed a reduc-
tion in ARF from 15% to 8%. We have observed
two wound infections in 1987 and 1%8.
We conclude that it is possible to success-
fully prevent post-surgical wound infections
with non-nephrotoxic antibiotics, an important
clinical management advance in the cyclosporine
era.
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GRAFI' SURVIVAL DIFFERENCES WITH laND WITHOUT
CYCLO8PORINE TREATHENT IN LIVING RELATED RENAL
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS. Randall R. Bovbjerg*,
The Urban Institute, Washington, D.c.*, Robert
A. Wolfe, University of Michigart*, Philip 3.
Held, The Urban Institute*, Nathan W. Levin,
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI, Friedrich K.
Port University of Michigan.
Using the Cox proportional hazards model
and data from the Medicare system, we analyzed
the impact of cyclosporine (CSA) on graft
survival for 5,457 living—related renal allo—
grafts performed between 1982 and 1986.
Covariates included age, sex, diagnoses, lILA
and DR matches, pretranspiant blood
transfusions, donor and recipient race,
ilanunosuppressive therapy, and a measure of
the transplant center's past success (center
effect). The analysis was performed
separately for the 1982—83 (n—2,985) and the
1984—86 (n=2,472) period.
In the 1982—83 period (pre—licensure of
CSA), only 8.6 percent of the sample received
cyclosporine, and the relative risk of graft
failure was 2.01 (p<0.01) compared to patients
with other inununosuppressive therapies and
with other covariates held constant. In the
1984—86 period, 41 percent of the sample
received cyclosporine, and the relative risk
of graft failure was 1.29 (p<O.05). These
findings reflect increasing experience in the
use of a nephrotoxic agent and indicate that
LET patients receiving CSA have a higher
failure rate. It will be important to
determine whether this difference is due to
unmeasured patient characteristics or due to
CSA.
CYCLOSPORINE A & PREDNISONE VS. CYCLOSPORINE A &
A2ATHIOPRINE & PREDNISONE IN FIRST CADAVERIC
RENAL TRANSPLANTS. K. Brinker, *R. Dickerman,
P. Vergne, R. Velez, D. Nesser, *J, Langley,
*G. Trevino, D. Long, A. Hull, and 1. Gonwa,
Methodist Medical Center, Dallas, Texas.
This prospective study continues to compare 2
imunosuppressive regimens in 1st cadaveric
renal transplants. Patients randomly receive
cyclosporine (CsA) & prednisone (P) (Group A) or
CsA & azathioprine (AZA) & P (Group B). We
report on the 1st 161 patients entered (A85,B76)
The two groups have not differed as to age,
sex, HLA matching, or cold ischemia time. Table
I shows that 12 no. graft survival, graft func-
tion, Incidence of rejection, and rehospitaliza—
tion rate are not different.
Graft Serum 1125 1st 2nd Rehosp.
Surv. Cr Clear. Rej. Rej. Rate
Table 1
Group A 83% 1.6±0.1 61% 20% 62%
Group B 77% 1.7+0.1 48+3 68% 20% 68%
p value .81 .4 .7 .34 .97 .61
The incidence of primary non—function (1°NF)
has been similar (A 18/85, B 20/76, p .80).
Significantly more diabetics (0) have been
entered into Group B (A 14/85, B 24/76 p.02).
However, Table 2 shows that the two groups have
similar graft survival In these patient subsets.
Table 2 (12 mos. Graft Survival)
Non—D 0 No 10 NT 10 NT
Group A 81% 86% 86% 72%
Group B 84% 61% 82% 65%
p value .50 .21 .81 .80
To date, this study shows no advantage of
triple therapy over double therapy in 1st cadaver
renal transplants.
OKT3 PROPHYLAXIS (OKT3-P) IN RENAL
TRANSPLANT (TXP) PATIENTS (PTS) WITH
DELAYED GRAFT FUNCTION (ATM). DJ Cohen,
J Cianci*, Al Benvenisty*, MA Hardy*.
Columbia Univ, NY, NY
ATM may be associated with decreased
allograft survival. Early use of
cyclosporine (CYA) in ATN pts may lead
to prolonged ATN and difficulty in
diagnosis of rejection. In 1985-6, all
cadaver kidney recipients received CYA
on dl—2 post—txp. In 1987, only pta with
immediate graft function (non-ATM) began
Cm on di, while ATN pta began OKT3-P (5
mg/ti, iv x 10—14 d) 24-48 h post txpl.
CTh was held until ATN resolved, with 3
d overlap CYA/OKT3. All pts began
precinisone + azathioprine immediately
pre-txp. We compared allograft survival,
duration ATN, and time to 1st rejection
in 1987 ATN (OKT3—P) pta (n=l8) to 1985—
6 ATM pta (early CYA) (n=40). One yr
allograft survival in OKT3-P pta was 78%
vs 55% for 1985—6 ATM (early CYA) pts
(paO.057). Mean SD duration ATN was
shorter (8.5d±3.7d vs l4.9±lO.2d
(pO.0O1) and median time to first
rejection episode longer (28.5d vs
ll.Od, p=0.003) for OKT3—P vs non OKT3-P
pta. There was no significant difference
in 1 yr allograft survival for non—ATM
pts 1985 vs 1986 vs 1987 (combined =
78%). We conclude that compared to
early CYA in ATM pts, OKT3-P leads to
decreased duration ATM, increased time
to first rejection, and increased
allograft survival.
NIFEDIPINE IS A MORE EFFECTIVE RENAL VASO-
DILATORTHAN CAPTOPRIL IN CYCLOSPORINE (CSA)
TRANSPLANT (TX) HYPERTENSION. Curtis JJ. Laskow
DA*. Julian BA, Luke RG, Jones *, Dietheim
AG*.UniversityofAlabama Medical Center, Birmingham, AL
We measured renal blood flow (ERPF) and bloodpressure(MAP) in nine hypertensive CSA treated renal tx patients
(study patients [S ptsj) and six normotensive tx pts (controls[C pts]). Renal vascular resistance (RVR-'MAP/ERPF) and
total peripheral resistance (TPR=MAP/Cardiac Output [CO])
were calculated. S pts baseline MAP was 114±5 mm Hg
(mean±sem), on 377±55 mg/day of CSA, with a whole blood
level (WBL) on CSA of 430±76 ng/ml and elevated RVR
(55±5 units). C ptsbaseline MAP was 102±2mm Hg on 273
mg/day of CSA, with a WBL of CSA of 280±88 ng/ml and
low RVR (34±1.5 units). Both groups were studied for three
2 day study periods: off antihypertensives (baseline) on
captopril 25 mg tid and on Nifedipine 10 mg tid. Thedrug
intervention was randomized in a crossover fashion. At the
completion of each period the patients had measurement of
ERPF (1131 orthoiodohippurate), MAP (mean of 5
measurements), GFR (technetium DPTA), and cardiac output
(by UhracomTM). Neither drug significantly changed blood
pressure, RVR. or TPR in C pts.
Chanse from baseline RVR TPR GFR CO ERPF MAP
Niledipine .43%** .19%** -3% +9% 0% .13%**
Captopril 0% .5% 8.5% .5% -10%
= p.01 —o0.05, otherspm
Both dnigs signflcantly decreased MAP from baseline in the S
pts. Only Nifedipine, however, significantly decreased RVR
and TPR from baseline in the S pta.
We conclude: (1) in CSA treated ix pta with elevated RVR,
Nifedipine lowers MAP and RVR while captopril lowers MAP
without changing RVR. (2) Unlike its effects on ERPF in
essential hypertension and non CSA Ix hypertension, captopril
decreasedERPFand GFR in CSA treated hypertensive lx pts.
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EVAtLThTI OF FThE NEEDlE BIOPSY (FNAB) IN
DI1IS OF R2ThL ?.ANSPLRI DYSFUNCrION.
Denovitth, C.C. Nast, T. Posenthal*, A. Wi]idn-
son*. Division of Nerology ar Division of
urology; UCLA School of Medicine, Iis Angeles,
C, aM Department of Pathology, Harbor UCLA
Medical Center, 1brrance, .
Sixty-two patients in their early post-transplant crse uMerwent FNAB during 107
episodes of graft dysfunction in order to assess
the diagnostic value of this new tedinique. For
each episode a clinical diagnosis was made,
frequently with histological confinnation aM
ccepared to the IAB result which was made
ixdepeMently. Nenty-three (21%) of the aspir-
ates provided inadequate material and were
discarded. Of 35 episodes diagnosed as rejection
(16 biopsy—proven), 26 (74%) showed confinnatory
isimine activation on 1TThB with a mean total
corrected inctnent (IVI) of 5.6 0.7 (SM). Of
49 episodes diagnosed as 'MW' or cyclosporine
toxicity (16 biopsy—proven), 46 (94%) showed
absence of immune activation frequently with
evidence of tubular damage or cyclosporine effect
(mean TCI 1.6 0.2). Ccmçarison between flThB
and core biopsy diagnoses yielded a 75% concor-
dance. Thirteen aspirates yielded diagnoses that
were discrepant frcin those made clinically.Vascular rejection, aspiration of mu1laxy
samples arvl non—rejection mediated lynthocytosis
were considered as sai potential causes of this
discrepancy. PWAB shld not be used as a solediagnostic arbiter. It is a valuable adjunct to
the management of renal transplant patients as
long as its aoracy is not overestimated and its
pitfalls are recognized.
INTERACTION OF DILTIAZEM (OIL) AND NIFEDIPINE
(NIF) WITH CYCLOSPORINE (Cs) IN RENAL TRANSPLANT
RECIPIENTS. C. Diaz, and D.M. Gillum,Dept. of
Medicine,Bayior College of Medicine,Houston,Tx.
Recent evidence supports a variety of interac-
tions between calcium channel blocking (CCB)
agents and CS including enhanced immunosuppres—
sion, elevated CS blood levels, and protection
against CS nephrotoxicity. We performed a retro-
spective review of renal transplant recipients
receiving concurrent CS and CCB therapy. Thirty
nine patients were included in the study all of
whom were treated with CS and low dose predni—
sone. Fifteen patients were receiving concurrent
NIF for hypertension while seven were treated
with OIL, and the other seventeen were age and
sex matched controls. Mean followup was 11.2+5.1
months and no data was included from the.firit
month post transplant. Parameters evaluated over
the period of followup included mean CS dose nd
whole blood levels, serum creatinine (Scr), epi-
sodes of acute CS nephrotoxicity, and incidence
of acute allograft rejection (AR).
S Dose (mg/d) CS Level (mg/ml)Scr(mg/dl)
NIF 297.41+44.78 434.57+40.04+ l.91+.24
OIL 282.63T25.27 344.4Fi4l.64+ 1 .94T.3
CON 286.69T33.63 250.3O12.96 1 .89.4
The incidence f acute CS nephrotoxicity wa 0%
in the NIF group, 14.2% for the DII group and
29.4% in controls. The annual incidence of acute
rejection was not different among the three
groups.
We conclude that both NIF and OIL ratse CS
blood levels, and that both agents protect again-
st the development of acute CS nephrotoxicity.
Despite the elevated CS blggd levels, hq was
no apparent effect of the u..Bs on tne ricioenee
of acute reiection. + p < .01
OKT3—INDUCED PULMONARY EDFJ1A IS NOT AN
IDIOSYNCRATIC REACTION AND DOES NOT PRECLUDE
RETREATMENT WITH OKT3. John J. Dillon ,* Clara H.
Danziger,* and William F. Finn. Univ. of North
Carolina, Dept. of Medicine, Chapel Hill, N.C.
Severe pulmonary edema is a side effect of
treating allograft rejection with the monoclonal
antibody OKT3. We present here a case in which a
renal transplant patient who developed
first—course pulmonary edema was subsequently
treated with a second course of OKT3.
A 19 year old male developed acute rejection
and received his first dose of OKT3 16 days after
receiving a cadaveric renal transplant. He was
euvolemic on exam and was within 0.4 kg. of his
admission weight, but his chest xray showed a
small left pleural effusion and slight pulmonary
vascular redistribution. Within 24 hrs. of
receiving OKT3 he developed pulmonary edema and
required intubation, but recovered after fluid
removal by ultrafiltration and completed the OKT3
course. Five and one half months post—transplant
he developed acute rejection and failed to respond
to methylprednisolone 500 mg. i.v. q.d. x 4.
Although euvolemic on exam, his chest xray
demonstrated small bilateral pleural ef fusions.
After fluid removal by ultrafiltration he was
treated with a course of OKT3, did not develop
pulmonary edema and had resolution of rejection.
The failure of pulmonary edema to develop with
the second course of OKT3 argues against an
idiosyncratic patient—drug interaction as the
cause of OKT3—induced pulmonary edema and supports
the current hypothesis linking this complication
to fluid overload.
THE USE OF ELDERLY LIVING DONORS.Per Fauchald*,
Halyard Holdaas,Dagfinn Albrechtsen* and Audun
Flatmark*.Univ.Hospital,Dept.of Medicine and
Surgery ,Rikshospitalet,Oslo,Norway.
Age greater than 55 years has been given as
guideline for exclusion as living donor in kidney
transplantation(Ann Int Med,1987,106,719—27).The
aim of this study was to evaluate the use of
elderly living donors.
Between 01.03.85 and oi.oi.8g 235 living donor
transplantations were performed in Norway and 70
(30%) of these donors were 60 years or older(mean
age 6.2 years,range 60-81 years).The donors and
recipients were followed till 01.03.88 and none
were lost to follow—up.One donor suffered from a
non—fatal myocardial infarction postoperatively.
No other serious postoperative complications
occured.One year actuarial graft survival in the
group of 1 haplotype mismatched grafts was 90%
(n101) with donors under the age of 60 years
compared to 89%(n=49) with donors above 60 years.
Mean serum creatinine(pmol/l) at 1 year was 153.7
in recipients of grafts from donors under the age
of 60 years compared to 218.8 in recipients of
grafts from elderly donors(p<0.01).Similar results
were found in the smaller groups of HLA—identical
and 2 haplotype mismatched grafts.
The use of elderly living donors is safe and
1 year graft survival is equal to younger donor
grafts.Recipients of grafts from elderly donors
have higher serum creatinine at 1 year.
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IMMUNOLOGIC MONITORING DURING RETREATMENT WITH
OKT3. M.R. First, T.J. Schroeder,* P.E.
Hurtubise,* M.E. Monsour,* Univ. of Cincinnati
Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Treatment of 142 patients with 168 courses of
OKT3 resulted in the development of antimurine
antibody in 28% of the patients. Development of
antimurine antibody was more frequent in renal
transplant recipients (33%) than in hepatic (12%)
or cardiac transplant recipients (18%). Twenty—
six patients (16 kidney, 6 liver, 3 heart, 1
pancreas) were retreated with OI(T3. Eighteen
patients had no antimurine antibodies and the
rejection reversal rate was 83% (15/18). Six
patients had a low titer antimurine antibody and
rejection reversal occurred in 5 (83%). Two
patients had a high titer antibody and in neither
was rejection reversed. Retreatment of patients
with no anti-Oi(T3 antibody resulted in depletion
of CD3+ cells from the peripheral blood, but it
took longer than in patients being treated for
the first time. Similarly, serum OKT3 levels
rose more slowly in retreated patients compared
to first treatment. In retreating patients with
a low titer antimurine antibody, it was often
necessary to increase the dose of OKT3 in order
to achieve adequate serum OKT3 levels and to
deplete CD3+ cells. Dc novo antimurine antibody
developed in 4 of the 18 (22%) antibody negative
patients who were retreated. Retreatment with
OKT3 should not be considered unless the antibody
status of the patient is known. Development of
low titer antibodies does not preclude successful
retreatment; however, alternate antirejection
therapy should be used in patients with high
titer antimurine responses.
CYCLOSPORINE KINETICS IN RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS
AS ASSESSED BY HPLC AND RIA USING MONOCLONAL AND
POLYCLONAL ANTIBODIES.
Brigitte M. Frey*, Robert F. Speck*, Felix J.
Frey5. (introd. by P. Weidmann). Univ. of
Berne, Medical Policlinic, Berne, Switzerland.
Recently a RIA with a monoclonal antibody
against cyclosporine A (CyA) was marketed (Sandoz)
and said to measure specifically CyA. The purpose
of the present investigation was to compare the
areas under the blood concentration vs. time
curve of CyA (24 hrs), measured by that monoclonal
RIA with those obtained by HPLC or by the conm,only
used polyclonal RIA In 10 renal transplant patients.
The mean blood concentrations determined by mono-
clonal RIA were 10—20% higher than those measured
by HPLC, whereas the concentrations assessed by
polyclonal RIA were 100% higher than those
determined by HPLC. As a corollary, the pharmaco—
kinetic parameters (clearance, volume of distri-
bution and systemic availability) differed when the
results from the three methods were compared. The
RIA/HPLC concentration ratio of CyA was higher
after oral than after Lv. dosing when RIA measure-
ments were performed by the polyclonal but not by
the monoclonal RIA. These ratios changed conti-
nuously during the first 12 hours after the admi-
nistration when the polyclonal but not when the
monolonal RIA was used. In conclusion, blood con-
centrations assessed by the three methods are not
Identical and, when compared with the polyclonal
RIA, the monoclonal RIA exhibits three advantages,
1) much less crossreactivity with metabolites,
2) a constant RIA/HPLC concentration ratio after
the third hour after administration of CyA and,
3) a RIA/HPLC concentration ratio which Is inde-
pendent of the route of administration.
DECLINE OF MICROSOMN. AND CYTOSOLIC LIVER FUNCTION
IN STABLE RENAl. ALLOGRAFT RECIPIENTS. Felix J. Frey5,
Brigitte M. Frey* and Ruedi Preislg* (introd. by
P. Weidmann). Univ. of Berne, Medical Policlinic and
Dept.of Clinical Pharmacology, Berne, Switzerland.
Hepatic failure is a leading cause of death
in stable renal allograft recipients. In order to
assess the magnitude and the natural history of
the hepatic functional derangement, the kinetics
of xenobiotlcs which are metabolized by cytosolic
(galactose) or microsomal (prednisolone, cyclo—
sporine A) enzymes were determined In 28 consecu-
tive stable kidney transplant patients one month
and one year after transplantation. Renal trans-
plant patients had a decreased mean (+ SD) galac—
tose elimination capacity at one month (6.26 +
0.94 mg/minxkg) and at one year (5.93 + 0.96
mg/minxkg), when compared with a different group
of 28 healthy control subjects (7.52 + 0.78
mg/minxkg, p < 0.001). When compared with the
Controls (2.71 + 0.43 ml/ininxkg), renal transplant
patients had a Tower total body clearance of pred—
nisolone at one month (2.13 + 0.34 ml/minxkg,
p < 0.001), which further decreased over the
following year to 1.76 + 0.32 ml/minxkg (p < 0.001).
The clearance of cyclosporine A declined signi-
ficantly during the first year of successful
transplantation from 5.9 2.1 ml/minxkg to 4.9 +
1.2 ml/minxkg (p < 0.05). Conclusion: 1) A sub-
stantial proportion of stable renal transplant
recipients have decreased cytosolic and microsomal
liver functions despite the absence of clinical
and laboratory evidence of significant liver
disease. 2) In the course of the first year of suc-
cessful transplantation, the decline in microsomal
liver function Is more pronounced than that in
cytosolic function.
HEPATITIS BS-ANTIGENEt4IA IS NOT A CONTRAINDICA-
TION TO KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION. M.M.Friedlaender5
D.I. Rubinger,* J.Sllver,* Z. Katzir,' N.M.
Popovzer. Hadassab Univ. Hospital, Jerusalem,
I srael.
Recent reports showed that the presence of
positive tests for HBS Ag is associated with a
prohibitively high morbidity and mortality and
thus suggest that 5uch patients should not be
considered for kidney transplantation. However,
in most of these reports, no distinction was made
between the patients who were positive before
transplantation and those who became positive
after transplantation. The present 5tudy evalu-
ates the clinIcal outcome In 10 patients out of a
total number of 200 transplantations who were HBS
Ag positive before transplantation. There were 7
females and 3 males with average age 25.2±2.6
(mean *SE, range 22 to 16) years. Nine received
cadaver Ic kidneys and one from a living donor.
The follow-up period ranged from I to 10 years
(6.0±1.1 years). All were treated with inmiuno-
suppressive therapy consisting of Azathloprine and
Prednlsone, one also with Cyclosporin A. No
patient died of liver failure and in none of the
patients was there clinical or laboratory
evidence suggesting a change in liver function.
Out of 200 transplants, 2 patients died of acute
liver failure due to hepatitisB but both were
HBS Ag negative before transplantation, These
findings suggest that patients with a positive
test for HBS Ag should not be excluded from kidney
transplantation programs. The previous papers
which report poor patient prognosis may In fact
represent patients who became infected after
transplantation.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF NEUTROPIIIL MARGINATION IN
RENAL PEIUTUBULAR CAPILLARIES IN POST
REVASCULARIZATION ALLOGRAFT BIOPSIES. Lillian
V. Gaber5, William 14. Murphy, and A. Osasm
Gaber*. Univ. of Tennessee, Dept. of Path. &
Surgery, Memphis, Tennessee
Neutrophils (PMN) are important factors in
immune mediated renal disease, yet their role in
early rejection remains to be established. We
examined 32 core needle biopsies of renal
allografta obtained 30 minutes afterimplantation for the presence and distribution
of PIlE. PMN aggregated or diffusely marginated
inperitubular capillaries (FTC) with more than
10 PIlE in 10 consecutive MW occurred in 7 of
the 32 cases. Of the 7 patients, 5 were
recipients of a first allograft (71%) and only
one recipient was sensitized to > 50% of a
random panel of lymphocytes (PRA). Biopsy—proven
allograft rejection occurred within 20 days in 6
of 7 (85%). In contrast, only 3 of 25 (12%)
patients whose biopsies lacked PHil aggregation
in FTC had biopsy proven rejection (p<O.OO1).
Of 9 patients with rejection, 6 (67%) had
aggregates of PHIl in FTC. Prominent PMN
margination in glomeruli did not occur in the
absence of aggregation in FTC. The results
indicate that post reperfusion changes might
have predictive value for rejection, perhaps by
identifying sensitized FTC endothelial cells.
Immune mechanisms involving endothelial cell
antigens may be operative in early post
transplant rejection.
REVERSIBLE INCREASES IN EXCRETION OF ADENOSINE DE-
AI4INASE BINDING PROTEIN (ABP) DURING CYCLOSPORINE
A (CSA) THERAPY IN CARDIAC TRANSPLANT PATIENTS.
Marshall P. Goren, Mary J. Viar,* Jody L. Lerner,*
Jay 14. Sullivan.* St. Jude Children's Research
Hosp., and Univ. of Tennessee, Memphis, Tennessee.
We studied the acute and chronic effect of CSA,
azathioprine, and prednisone therapy on shedding
of ABP by the proximal renal tubule in 10 patients
after cardiac transplantation. CSA dosage was
adjusted to maintain trough serum concentrations,
determined by RIA, of >350 ng/ml for 30 days, 250-
350 ng/nl for the next 60 days, and 75-125 ng/ml
thereafter. Proximal renal tubular damage was
judged by increased urinary concentrations (>0.2
A.U.) of the brush border glycoprotein AZP,
measured with a dual monoclonal antibody enzyme
immunoassay (Cambridge Research Laboratories).
ABP excretion increased in every patient by day 3
after surgery, declining to normal levels within 9
to 35 days as the CSA dosage was reduced. Peak
urinary ABP and serum CSA levels coincided in 9
patients. During long term immunotherapy (6 mths.
to 3 yrs.). ABP exceeded the normal range in 4
instances, 3 of which were associated with CSA
conc'ns. >750 ng/ml. ABP increased during 2 of 17
episodes of potential transplant rejection. Serum
creatinine transiently exceeded 2 mg/dL in 1
patient; the creatinine clearance rate did not
decline in 7 patients given CSA >1 year. Thus,
blood CSA conc'ns. >750 ng/ml were acutely toxic
to the renal tubule, but the long-term use of this
triple-agent immunosuppressive regimen was not
associated with persistent effects on the brush
border of the renal tubule or with clinically
overt nephrotoxicity.
ABNORMAL LEFT V1TRICULAR(LV) FUNCTION DURING
ECISE IN PEDIANRIC RRMAL TRANSPLMIT(TX)
RKCIPIBNTS. Coral D. Hanevold, Margaret A.
Cainey*, Marie A. Capitanio*, H. Jorge Baluarte.
Temple Univ. Sch. of Ned., St. Christopher's
Hospital for Children, Sections of Nephrology and
Nuclear Medicine, Philadelphia, Pa.
Abnormal LV function is a complication of
renal failure that typically resolves after a
successful TX. However, studies are usually
performed with patients(pts) at rest and do not
include an exercise phase. Using rest and
exercise equilibrium gated nuclear angiocardio-
grams we evaluated LV function in children post
TX. Pts exercised to fatigue following a modified
Bruce protocol. Five children, ages 13.7±3.6
(Ejsd) years(yrs), were studied at 1.1.5 yrs
post TX. Mean creatinine and hemoglobin values
were 1.1.2mg/dl and 121gmZ. All pts had normal
shortening fractions by Echocardiogram pre and
post TX. No Pt had a patent arteriovenous fistula
or uncontrolled hypertension. During exercise
systolic(S) blood pressure(BP) increased by 30±3%
and diastolic(D) B? by 41±37%. Maximum SB? and
DBP were 150±18 and 9411mmHg. Peak heart rate
was 170±12. Resting ejection fraction(EF) was
normal in all pts. In 3 pta exercise response was
normal, with ER increasing by 15j5X during exer-
cise, and by 10±2% during recovery. In 2 pts
exercise response was abnormal; ER fell by 8% in
one and did not change in the other. During re—
covery, HF increased in both pts by 23±1%. We
conclude that subtle abnormalities of LV function
may go undetected if studies are limited to the
resting state. Inclusion of exercise testing
should be considered when evaluating LV function
in children with end stage renal disease.
PRE-TRANSPLANT INTERLEUKIN-2 RECEPTOR (IL-2R)
LEVELS IN LIVING RELATED DONOR (LRD) KIDNEY
RECIPIENTS RECEIVING DONOR SPECIFIC BLOOD
TRANSFUSIONS (DST). EA Harden, TJ Schroeder, R
Munda, ME Brunson, PE Hurtubise, AJ Pesce, K
Balakrishanan, JW Alexander, MR First, Dept.
Path./Surg./ mt. Med. Univ. Cincinnati, Cinti.,
OH.
Activation of T lymphocytes is accompanied by
the stimulation of IL-2 and generation of IL-2R.
162 soluble IL-2R serum levels were measured by
ELISA in 55 LRD recipients. There was no
significant difference in IL-2R levels between
those patients who had no rejection episodes post-
transplant (X—1174 U/mL) and those who did (X—lll7
U/nt). The pre-transpiant IL-2R value was not
predictive of the timing of rejection; days 1-30
(1111 u/mL), days 31-180 (1098 u/mL), days 181-365
(1091 u/nt). However, the pre-transplant IL-2R
level was found to be indicative of response to
antirejection therapy. Patients responding to
antirejection therapy had a X IL-2R of 970 U/mL.
In comparison, those who experienced a graft loss
due to rejection had a X IL-2R of 1543 U/mL (p
.05). A similar trend was observed in patients
with two rejection episodes. The pre-transplant
IL-2R X values were 820 U/mt in patients
responding to a second course of antirejection
therapy compared to 1278 U/nt in patients who lost
their graft following the second rejection. In
conclusion, pre-transplant IL-2R levels in LRD
recipients receiving DST did not predict who would
reject their graft. However, pre-transplant IL-2R
levels did indicate which rejecting patients would
best respond to therapy.
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INTERMCIAL 77COME DIFFERZNCES BE'IWEEN BLACK
?tND WHITE RENPL ALLOGRAFIS. Philip J. Held,
The Urban Institute, Washington, D.C.*, Nathan
W. Levin, Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, 141,
Jose R. Garcia, The Urban Institute*, Randall
R. Bovbjerg, The Urban Institute*, and Mark V.
Pauly, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
PA*.
Using the Cox proportional hazards model,
we analyzed graft and patient survival for
16,103 cadaver and 5,457 living—related allo—
grafts performed between 1982 and 1986.
Covariates included age, sex, diagnoses, HLh
and DR matches, pretransplant blood
transfusions, donor and recipient race,
immunosuppressive therapy, and a measure of
the transplant center's past success (center
effect).
Slack kidney transplant patients have
markedly poorer outcomes than do whites.
While black patients tend to receive older
organs, with fewer HL and DR matches and
generally worse levels of all risk factors
associated with renal transplantation, their
outcomes are worse than that of whites even
when all these factors are considered.
Using white donor to white recipient as the
reference group, the relative risks of cadaver
allograft failure (RR) for white to black and
black to white were 1.16 (p<0.O1) and 1.21
(p.c0.04), respectively. For black to black,
the RRwas 1.49 (p<0.Ol). For living related,
the BR again with white to white as the
reference group, was 1.90 (p<O.O1). These
results apply holding constant an extensive
list of covariates, including one for center
experience.
MDRPHOLOGICAL 0*4PMcESON OF TRNSPLANT
NEPHR1OI.f1 SPEcIWI1S FRI4 PATIENTS IIIWD—
S1JPPESSED WITH CcWSPORIN VS. l-CYCLPORIN
PRYEOWIS. G7 Herrera*, I4J Alexander*, S Soong',JJ Oirtis, BA Julian, W Deierhoi,
Dietheim, 1 Luke, Palm Beach Path, WPB, Fla,
UB, Bghaxn,Ala, Univ. Cinc. Med Center, Oh.
Iwo pathologists (GRH/fA) examined in a
blinded and independent fashion one hundred
fourteen kidneys rroved for irreversible
allograft failure. In sixty—nine patients,
inminosupession was with Cyclosporin (CY) and
in forty-five conventional insnunosuppression(Prednisone and zathioprine; NC) was used.
Thirty-io norbologica1 criteria were analyzed.
Statistically significant findings were;
1) sore frequent and severe chronic vasculo—
pathy and gloncrulopathy in NC, 2) increased
acute vascular rejection in renal arteries
and parenchymal infarcts in CY, 3) increased
frequency and severity of acute tuhslar necrosis
and oxalate crystals in CI.
The increased ocourrence of the chronic
vascular and glcmerular changes was irost
merkei when the duration from transplant to
nephrect was between one and twelve nonths.
We conclude that chronic vasculopathy (so-
called Cyclosporin-vasculopathy) does not ocour
sore cursonly in kidneys with acute or chronic
rejection in whom Cyclosporin has been used
for inininosuppression than in kidneys from
patients treated with Prednisone and Azathioprine.
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OMEGA—3 POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS IMPROVE RENAL FUNCTION IN
RENAL TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS TREATED WITH CYCLOSPORIN—A. J.J.
Homan van der Held.', H.J.G. Silo', A.M. Tegz.ss'. A.J.M.
Donker (intr. by LW. Statius van Eps). Univ. of Groningen and
Free Univ. of Amst.rdaw, The Netherlands.
Cyolosporin A (Csa)—induc.d renal dysfunction is the most
frequent and clinically important adverse effect in renal
transplantation. Animal studies have shown that dietary fish
oil supplements containing omega—3 poly—unsaturated fatty
acids (0—3 PUFA's) protect against Cu nephrotoxioity. In a
double blind controlled study we investigate the effect of
Super EPAR (Pharscaps UK; daily 6 grams containing 30Z 20:5 0—3
and 20X 22:6 0—3) versus corn oil (daily 6 grams containing 50Z
18:2 0—6) in renal transplant recipients, all treated with 10
mg prednisolon. and Cs.. Patients are admitted at least 9
months after grafting, renal function being stable for 3 months
prior to the start of the trial. Before fish— or corn oil
supplementation is started glomerular filtration rate (OFR)
and effective renal plasma flow (ERPF) are measured as are
blood pressure (MAP), whole blood Csa through levels (CsaL;
monoclonal RIA Sandoz, Basle, Switzerland) and lipid profile.
These variables are measured again after 3 months, during
which period diet and medication, including the Cs. dose (4.6
mg/kg/day; n.14), are kept constant.
FISH OIL (n—1Q) CORN OIL (n4)
PRE POST PRE POST
OFR (ml/min/1.73m21 57±4.7 69±5.5' 66±7.8 65±8.0
ERPF (ml/minhl.73m') 240±16.4 272±23.8 245±25.9 243±27.5
MAP (smUg) 107±2.6 98±2.7' 113±3.9 112±4.1
CsaL (ng/ml) 96±6.1 98±5.3 100±7.8 81±3.4*
p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon); all values are reported as mean SEN.
In contrast to corn oil—treated patients, all fish oil—treated
patients till now showed an increase in GFR and a decrees. In
MAP. Fish oil—treated patients showed no changes in total chol-
esterol and HDL—chol while triglyceride levels decreased signi-
ficantly. Further studies are warranted to investigate whether
0—3 PUFA supplementation protects against acute postoperative
and long term irreversible Csa—induced renal dysfunction.
OMPARIN' 1'O RIA ME'IBUS R ME!'ISURINS
CYL)SIORINH (CsA) LLVEL IN CHIlDREN.
Leonard C. }ymea and Barry L. Warshaw.
Department of Pediatrics, flory University
School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA 30322.
We oonçared two RIA methods for
measuring CsA In whale blood: a polyolonal
antibody (poly A) that detects parent
ccmpound + metabolites, and a nonoclonal
antibody (none A) that measures only parent
ccsçound. 58 trough measurenents were
performed in 25 children (mean age 11 5
years) who were 2 months post-transplant
(mean 12 9 no) • CaA doses were adjusted
to maintain poly A levels between 400 to 600
mcg/L. Poly A levels were significantly
higher than mono A levels (mean poly A 499
meannonoA=253±].36seg/L,p<.0005). There was excellent correlation
between the two assays (R=.93, p<.0001) as
defined by the regression equation y = 0.55x —
24. Therapeutic CsA doses ranged from 4.3
to 16.9 iw/kg (mean 9 3 nq/kg) and varied
inversely with age CR —.61, p<.005), bUt did
not correlate with either poly A (p>.25) or
mono A (p>.l0) levels or with months post—
transplant (p> .25) • We conclude that CsA
levels, measured by either RIA method, are
essential in the menagenent of children
because therapeutic CeA doses will vary
widely and must be individualized for each
patient.
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ATTENUATION OF RENAL TRANSPLANT-INDUCED
OSTEOPENIA BY TRANSPLANTATION (TX) PRE-
(EARLY) DIALYSIS AND TRIPLE IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE
DRUG ThERAPY. Jullan BA, Laskow DA*, Curtis JJ, Jones)*, Patterson T*, Dubovsky EV*, Deierhoi MH*, Barber
WH*, DiethelmAG*, Quarles LD. University of Alabama at
Birmingham, Birmingham, AL and Duke University, Durham,NC.
Osteopenia due to accelerated bone loss is a common sequela of
renal tx. Factors responsible include pm-tx bone disease, the
dosage of glucocorticoids in the early post-tx period, and
aluminum-associated bone disease. This study evaluated
changes in bone when these factors were minimized. We
measured bone density in the lumbar spine by dual photon
densitometry (DPA) and performed transiliac bone biopsies at
the time of living-related renal tx and 6 months later. Triple-
drug immunosuppressive therapy included cyclosporine,
azathioprine, and prednisone. To date, 6 nondiabetic patients
without pm-tx exposure to glucocorticoids have been studied.
Four patients required hemodialysis before tx (1 to 8 mos).
Mild hyperparathyroid bone disease was found pm-tx (mildly
increased resorptive activity, 6.9±2.0% [meanjSEM]; mild
peritrabecular fibrosis, 2.0l.l%; and normal bone formation
rate, 52j16%/yr). Aluminum staining was negative in all
biopsies. Six mos post-tx neither trabecular bone density nor
histologic trabecular bone volume (By) decreased significantly.
6 mos DoSt-tx
DPA g/cm2 0.93±.O.04 0.89±.O.03 p=NSBV% 17.2±2.0 16.7±6.6 p=NS
One patient had acute rejection reversed with monoclonal
antibody OKT3; no patient received a methylprednisolone bolus
for rejection. Mean creatinine clearance 6 mos post-tx was 74
milmin. Mean daily prednisone dose in the 6 mos was 21 mg.
This preservation of bone mass dramatically differs from other
series and, we speculate, may reflect (1) low rate of bone
turnover because of mild hyperparathyroidism pm-tx or (2) the
steroid-sparing effect ofcyclosporine.
THE EFFECT OF PROPhyLACTIC IMMUNE CI.OBIJIJN (IC)
ON CrrOMEcALOvIRuS (Cliv) INFECTION IN RENAL
TRANSPLAZIT (TX) PATIENTS (PTS). B.L. Kasiske,
K.L HeimDuthoy*, K.V. Rao, Henn. Co. Med. Ctr.,
U. of Minn., Mpls, MN.
CMV is the most common and serious infection
in the early post TX period. Recent studies have
suggested that IC may reduce the severity of CMV
in renal TX PTS. In this randomized controlled
trial, IC (Gamimmune-N, 500 mg/kg) was adminis-
tered weekly for 12 weeks to 28 cadaver renal TX
PTS. All PTS were treated with Minnesota ALC,
azathioprine and corticosteroids. The 13
controls (C), and 15 IC treated PTS did not
differ with respect to age, sex, AS mismatches,
cytotoxicity, percent diabetics, donor CMV status
(68% positive), or no. of acute rejections. With
more than 7 mo follow-up, symptomatic CMV
infection was observed in 10/13 C and in 9/15 IC
treated PTS. Results:
Onset Maximum
of CMV Temperature
(Weeks's (\ HospitalDays Nadir(XlOOO' SCOT(lU/mU
27 3.6 49
30 3.5 45
The duration of fever was similar in IC
treated PTS and C. There were no deaths. One
graft was lost in each group, and renal function
was not affected by 1G. Thus, prophylactic IC
had no effect on the incidence or severity of CMV
infection in the cadaver renal TX recipients at
our institution.
CYCLOSPORINE INDUCED RENAL DYSFUNCTION IN RENAL
ALLOGRAFT RECIPIENTS, B. Kiberd, Dept. of Ned,Queen's Univ., Kingston, ONT, Canada
These studies were conducted to determine
whether acute changes in renal function could be
detected in renal allograft recipients receiving
cyclosporine (CyA). We postulated that increases
in CyA levels post dose might transiently impair
renal function. DTPA (GFR) and PAB (Cpah)
clearances were made on three seperate occasions:
pre CyA dose (Trough CyA), 2 hrs post dose (Peak
CyA), and 2 hrs post CyA dose and Nifedipine PA
20 mg (CyA+Nif). Results (mean+SE) in seven
patients were as follows:
Trough CyA
MAP (mmug)
Scr (umol/L)
CyA (ng/ml)
GFR (ml/min)
Cpah (ml/rnin)
* P<O.O5 ** P<O.O2 t P<O.005 vs Peak CyA
These results show that renal function
deteriorates transiently post CyA dose. Acute
changes occurred both in recent (1 month) and
long term (3 yr) recipients. Patients with the
lower trough CyA levels developed the greaterfalls in GFR post CyA dose. AdditionallyNifedipine prevented the acute deterioration
without affecting polyclonal serum RIA CyA
levels. It remains to be determined whether long
term Nifedipine treatment prevents chronic CyA
nephrotoxicity. This methodology is useful for
examining the acute mechanisms of CyA induced
renal dysfunction without discontinuation of the
drug.
TRANSPLANT (IRTX) PATIENTS. Josaoh A. Knkiht*, Alfred
K. Cheung, Robert K. Pieper*, Karen Servilla. VA Ctr.
and Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Upid peroxidation (LP) of cell membranes Is a common
feature of free radical-mediated cell RTX are
frequently exposed to and/or insults.
We wished to Investigate if such Insults to
chronic cell damage and increased LP. We
measured the plasma and urinary concentration a LP
product, malondialdehyde (MDA), in RTX patients.
Thirty clinically stable outpatients months post-RTX) without intercurrent Illness or overt clinical
evidence of rejection were studied. Mean serum creatinine(Cr) concentration was 1.7 mg/dl. All patients were
receiving maintenance oral steroid. I (n..21) were
receiving daily cyclosporine (C8A) with withoutor
azathioprine. Plasma CsA levels were below the presumed
toxic range. Group II (n9) receiving azathioprine
without CsA. MDA was measured performance
liquid chromatography. The mean plasma and urinary
values (±SD) were compared to those obtained from
normal subjects (n=121):
Plasma MDA Urine MDA
(j.tmol/L) (nmole/mg
Group I 0.62(0.23) 3.32(1.57) 001*p<oGroup II 0.58(0.16) 4.15(3.03) vs
Normal 0.58(0.23) 0.89
Conclusions: (1) Urinary MDA is increased In RTX patients
probably secondary to increased LP in the kidneys. (2) The
mechanism(s) of the increased LP is unknown. It is,
however, unlikely to be due to CsA toxicity alone, and may
be caused by low grade Immunologic response of the host to
the RTX. (3) Urinary MDA measurements may have wide
application in monitoring patients with various types of
renal diseases.
100+4
123+19
104+20 t
57+6 **
173+18
Peak CyA
106+5
120+17
363+70
47+6
147+24
CyA+Nif
94+4 t
117+14
377+75
57+7 *
182+32
C 6.5 101.2
2.1
Ic 6.1
+1.7
101.5
1.4
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PECflVE EVA1ITh1flfl OF RThAL IBAIEPIflII' IE
DISFJ&SE. Jeffrey B. Kxt*, Narcy A. Neissner*,
Dennis L. Aniress, Norma A. Nalaiey*, Susan M.Ott, Bruce A. Etrter* aid Donald 3. Sherrard.
NUR, NIH, Bethesda MD, First Hill Diagnostic
Imagl.rq (nter, Seattle WA aid the University of
Washlnfln, Seattle WA.
We have entered 31 patients (pts) into a
prospective study of liviaw related donor renal
trarmplant (tx). At the time of tc aid 18-24
anaths later, t'a perform bioctenical testin, ban
densitanetry, magnetic resonance imaging (tIRE) of
the hips, aid iliac crest ban bicçisy. We
report here on the first 16 pts. Fifteen pts had
ahtrmal ban histology at the tine of tx aid 14
showed marked isprovement at follow up. Five pts(31%) developed synptcznatic bone disease: 2 withpathologic fractures aid 3 with sysptcenatic
osteonecrosis (ON). Three pta developed
asyaçtcsnatic (if, diagnosed by both abx,rmal tIRE
aid bone scan. The total ircidenos of CU was 38%.
Five pts had normal MRI at follow up aid 3 pts did
not trdergo tIRE. Crçared to those with normal
TIRE, pts with ai or fracture had lower foflow up
sen 25-Cit vitamin D (19±9 vs 38±14 nJml,
mean±SD, Pc. 02) aid treads which did not reach
statistical significarce toward lower baaeformation rate at the time of ti aid greater
gltcorticoid dose in the first aceath after ti.We ccecltde (1) synptanatic bone disease
remains a caimcn cniplication of tic despite the
use of cyclosporine; (2) 50% of pts with (*1 are
asynptanatic; this high prevalezte of asynptcznaticCii has not been previcMsly recognized aid the
clinical cirse renains to be defined; (3) low
serum 25-al vitamin D after tic may be a risk
factor for bone disease.
HEMOSTATIC AND THROMBOLYTIC ACTIVITY IN RENAL
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS. I B Kovacs,' B Tucker,*
and L B I Baker5 (intr by H H Malluche)
St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, UK.
We have used the new in-vitro technique of
hemostatometry to measure hemostatic plug
formation and dislocation in non-enticoagulated
blood samples from renal transplant recipients
treated with cyclosporin and prednisolone
(Group 1, n:l6), azathioprine and prednisolone
(Group 2, n:12) and triple therapy (Group 3,
n:12).
Time to 30 per cent primary hemostasis was
normal in Grous 1 and 2 (89± TO and 119 - 63
seconds, mean - SD) and shortened in Group 3
(48 32 seconds; p<0.03, Group 1 v Group 3;
p(G.002, Group 2 v Group 3).
Time to plug dislocation was prolonged in
each group (Group 1 2586 — 954; Group 2
2117 - 967; Group 3 : 2497 816 seconds,
mean SD;normal range 1100—1700).
Hemostatic plug formation time is shortened
in renal transplant recipients on triple therapy.
Plug dislocation time is prolonged in renal
transplant recipients irrespective of Immuno-
suppressive regimen.
The methods we have used appear more likely
than those employed hitherto to reflect events
in vitro and to have implications in clinical
transplantation.
COMPLEMENT DEPENDENT CYTOTOXICITY BY 51CR RELEASE
((DC—CR) PREDICTS DESENSITISATION BY DONOR SPECI-
FIC TRANSFUSION (DSBT). T. Kovithavongs, R. Shar—
mat J. Schlautt F. Pazderka*and J.B. Dossetor.
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
In this review of 50 patients (pta) who receiv-
ed DSBT (200m1 biweekly x3) with no concomitant
immunosuppression, sensitisation by standard dye
exclusion nicrocytotoxicity (CDC—de) occured in 16.
Five of these 16 were grafted from a different
source: 3 did well (2—6 years), 2 rejected, twice.
Eight received more DSBT in an effort to deseasi—
time; 3 await cadaveric graft with no further DSBT.
Of the 8 pts with more DSBT, 4 remained sensit—
iced in CDC—de. All 4 were transplanted with kid-
neys from a different source and did well (upto 30
months). The remaining 4 became (DC—dc crossmatch
negative; 3 were transplanted with the blood donor
kidney and did well (3—46 months) while the fourth
is still waiting to be grafted. In these 8 pta a
comparison was made of CDC—de with CDC—CR. It was
found that a) CDC—CR was either negative (2) or
disappeared (2) before CDC—de by a matter of weeks
to months in the 4 pts who were desensitised with
more DSBT. In contrast, (DC—CR was persistent in
the other 4 pta in whom further DSBT had no effect.
Thus, the disappearance of CDC—CR was an early
sign of desensitisation; b) CDC activity of early
positive sera could be blocked (upto 80 %) by late
negative sera, indicating the development of a
blocking factor(s) with more DSBT being responsi-
ble for desensitisation. Blocking activity was not
donor specific, in this study, and was not an in—
nunoglobulin as it separated out with the non—im—
munoglobulin fraction by aismonium sulfate precipi-
tation.
THE INFLUENCE OF CYCLOSPORINE A USE AND RENAL
ALLDGRAFT AND PATIENT SURVIVAL IN THE MARYLAND
END STAGE RENAL QISEASE (ESRD) NETWORK:1982 jD
1986. F.L. Kriger , P.K. Whelton, A.J.Seidler
J.F. Burdickt, J.H. Sadler*, M.J. Kiag . Johns
Hopkins Univ. and Univ. of Nd, Baltimore, Nd.
Cyclosporine A (cyA) use has increased markedly
over the past 5 years. To study the influence of
cyA on renal transplant graft and patient
survival, all patients (n=453) undergoing renal
transplantation in the Maryland ESRD Network
between 1/1/82 and 12/31/86 were followed
prospectively until 12/31/87. DemographIc data,
primary cause of renal failure, dates of Initia-
tion of dialysis and transplantation,
lninunosuppressive therapy, and outcome were
analyzed. Data were verified using the
Southeast Organ Procurement Foundation database.
CyA use increased progressively from 1982 (22%
of transplants) to 1986 (90%; p<.OO1). Overall,
1-year graft survival increased from 63% in
1982 to 80% in 1986 (p<.1). One year cadaveric
graft survival Increased from 62% in 1982 to 76%
in 1986 (p=.O25). Cadaveric graft recipients not
receiving cyA (N=66) had a 1-year graft survival
of 62% compared with 77% amongst those (n=255)
that did receive cyA (p=.O25). Among cadaveric,
but not living—related transplants, Cox propor-
tional hazards analysis demonstrated a positive
relationship between cyA and graft survival
(p<.O15), independent of all other variables
studied. Patient survival was not affected by cyA
use. Our data strongly suggests that cyA has
contributed to the marked Improvement in cadaver-
Ic graft survival and confirms the clinical Im-
pression that cyA should be used in cadaveric
transplantation, unless contraindicated.
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CHANGES OF MEDULLARY SOMATO-VISCERAL
INTEGRATION MECHANISMS IN KIDNEY GRAFT
RECIPIENTS TREATED WITH CYCLOSPORINE.
U Kunzendorf, WS Richter, M Lambertz*,
F Ebinger*, G Of fermann*, P Langhorst*
(intr. by L. Melton). Dept. of Internal
Med. and Physiology, Free University of
Berlin, FRG.
Well documented side-effects of cyclo-
sporine (CSA) include hypertension,
tremor, and loss of alertness. Sympathe-
tic tone, originating in a multifunc-
tional center in the lower brainstem, is
responsible for cardiovascular and
respiratory regulation as well as for
CNS basic activity, muscle tone and
alertness. CsA-treated kidney graft
recipients were surveyed for the
following parameters: blood pressure,
heart rate, respiratory rate, EEG, 5MG,
and the blood volume of the first finger.
Power spectra and multivariance analysis
of these parameters revealed an increase
of muscle tone, sympathic and basic CNS
activity, and correlated with an increase
of respiratory frequency and alertness.
These findings support the hypothesis
that hypertension in C5A treated patients
is caused by a permanently elevated
activity of the multifunctional brainstem
center. Other C5A side-effects could be
related to the loriglasting increase of
CNS activity and alteration of the
somato-visceral integration by the
neurons of the common brainstem system.
THE EFFECT OF GRAFT FUNCTION, DONOR SPECIFIC
TRANSFUSION AND TEE MODE OF IMMUNOSUPPRESSION IN
80 CASES OF LIVING DONOR RENAL TRANSPLANTATION
Si-Rhae Lee, Hong-Ri Kim, Elyn-Yul Rhew,
Sung-Do Lee, Young-H000 Park, Transplantaion
Team, Rosin Med. College, Gospel Hosp. Busan Korea
The effect of donor specific transfusion(DST)
in living renal transplantation and mode of
immunosuppressive therapy between Prednisolone(P)
+ Azathioprine(Aza) and Prednisolone(P) + Cyclosp-
orine-A(CsA) in post-DST living related and unrel-
ated renal transplantation was not settled.
From Dec. 1984 and Dec. 1987 80 cases of renal
transplantaion were perfomed, of which 15 cases
were HLA-identical(RLA-ID), 52 cases were lILA
.-haploidentical(HLA-HID), and 8 cases were living
unrelated(LUR). The effect of CsA + P and Aza +
P as immunosuppressive agents on renal allograft
function were compared according to the HLA-ID,
lILA-HID and LUR group. Excluding 4 cases of graft
failure due to nonimmunological causes, the actur-
ial graft survival in 2 years was 100% in the HLA
-ID group, 88.6% in the HLA-HID group and 84.6% in
the LUR group. Numbers of patients with serum
creatinine above 2mg/di were 4 of 16 cases(25.0%)
in the Aza + P treated HLA-HID group during mean
observation of 19.3 months and 4 of 36 caaes(11.1%)
in the CsA + P treated HLA-HID group during mean
observation of 10.5 months and 2 of 8 cases(25.O%)
in the CsA + P treated LUR group. However the
difference was not statistically significant.
Above results suggest that the effect of C8A + P
on renal allograft seemed to be better than that
of Aza + P even after post-DST related and unrela-
ted living renal transplantation.
ON THE WISH FOR RENAL TRANSPLANTATION
LE.Lins*. F.Ericsson*, A.Traneus*, LO.Noree*,
A.Gutierrez*, J.Bergstrom*, CM.Kjellstrand. Depts.Med:
Danderyd and Karolinska Hospital andDept Nephrology,
Huddinge Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
The distribution of renal transplants to patients on chronic
dialysis is markedly dependent on age (old patients get less
transplantation than young) and sex (women get less
transplant than men).
We investigated whether differences in wishes for renal
transplantation was responsible for this by interviewing 268
patients on chronic dialysis.
140 patients (66%) wished for a transplant, 71(34% did
not). The staff did not discuss transplantation with 57 (22%)
of the patients. 65% of the women and 67% of the men
wanted to be transplanted (PNS). In-center patients tended to
wish for transplants more often than self dialysis patients
(PNS) (68% vs 59%). The wish to be transplanted was
strongly negatively correlated to age. Thus, 80% of the
patients below age 50 wished for a transplant compared to
only 37% of those over 70 years (p <0.01). Also, the older
the patient, the less often did physicians discuss
transplantation (5% below age 50 had not discussed
transplant vs 50% above 70 years [p'zO.00l]). We calculated
the chance of fulfillment of the wish of transplantation by
dividing the incidence of transplantation in different age
groups by the wish for transplant. While 90% of the patients
below age 50, who wished for transplant, could expect that
wish to be fulfilled, only 41% of the patients over age 70
who wished for a transplant could expect to receive one.
Differences in wish for transplantation do not explain why
women get less transplants than men and only parnally
explain why old patients get less transplants than young.
Physicians often avoid discussing transplantation with old
patients.
RISK OF EARLY POST-TRANSPLANT HYPERLIPIDEMIA IN
CYCLOSPORINE TREATED RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS
IS REL4TED TO PRE-TRANSPLANT LDL LEVEL Mariana S.
Markelf, Clinton D. Browns and Eli A. Friedman. Dept. of Med.
SUNY Health Science Center at Brooklyn, Brooklyn, New York.
Hyperlipidemia has been noted in renal transplant patients both in
the early transplant period and at late (greater than 1 year) follow up.
This study followed patients at our center who received a transplant
between May and Nov. 1987, all of whom were treated with
azathiaprine plus cyclosporine (CSA) and prednisone (Pred) or CSA
and rapidly tapered steroids, in an attempt to defme the patients at
risk for post-transplant hyperlipidemia. Fasting bloods for total choles-
terol (TC), LDL, HDL VLDL and triglycerides (TG) were drawn
prior to transplantation and at monthly intervals post-transplant. Pre-
transplant the average value for total cholesterol (TC) was 192±47,
with LDL 103±50, HDL 41±18, VLDL 32±18 and TG 203±127. By 1
to 3 months post-transplant, the average TC was 259±48 (pc.00005)
with LDL 145±55 (p<O.0000S), HDL 63±28 (p<0.00005), VLDL
40±20 (p<0.O5) and TG 231±128 (NS). Of the 43 patients studied, 40
showed an increase in TC with an average increase of 66±43. The
patients were assigned to 2 groups, those whose TC post.transplant
was greater than 240 (HC), and those who remained below 240 (LC).
There were no significant differences between these two groups, when
analyzed by a 2-tailed t-test, for age, sex, weight gain, cadaveric or
living related transplant, prednisone, cyclosporine and azathiaprine
dose, presence or absence of hypertension, treatment with beta
blocker or diuretic, number of rejection episodes, BUN or creatinine.
The only significant differences were found for pretranspiant TC,
LDL and VLDL (p<O.OOl, p<O.000S and p<0.O5 respectively). In ad-
dition, when the same factors were studied by discriminant analysis,
pretransplant LDL appeared to be the most important factor for suc-
cessfully predicting whether a patient would fall into the HC group,
with an 80% success rate and pc0.000L We conclude that the
majority of renal transplant recipients develop elevation of lipids
post-transplant and that those patients who are at risk for clinically
significant elevations may be predicted by their pre-transplant lipid
levels, specifically the LDL fraction.
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DIFFICULTIES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF RENAL
ALLOGRAIT REJECTION IN THE SMALL CHILD
RECEIVING ADULT KIDNEYS
S. Michael Mauer. Timothy E. Bunchman David S. Fryd.*
and Richard K. Sibley, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Mn. and Stanford Univ., Stanford, CaliL
Serum creatinine (Cr) elevation may be a late sign of
aflograft rejection in small pediatric recipients of adult grafts.
To evaluate this we looked at 58 children less than 4 years of
age undergoing living related donor transplantation (ix) at the
U of M from 1980 to 1987. Biopsy (bx) proven acute
rejection episodes (R) occured in 22 children who were pair
matched with the 36(C) who did not have rejection. We
matched for (1) age (R-23.7 2.3 months [x SEMI,
C-18.8 1.4 months), (2) weight (R-9.4 0.4 kg, C-9.3
0.3 kg), (3) date of tx (± 12 months), and (4)
immunosuppression. Fourteen R patients each had 2 and 8
R patients each had 1 matched C patient The time of bx in
the R patient and the identical time from ix in the pair
matched C patient is considered time zero (0). We reviewed
the clinical data at time intervals of 8,4,3, 2, and 1 week(s)
prior to and atO. We found that 18/22 (82%) in the R group
had hypertension for 3.3 0.6 weeks prior to 0 vs 3/36
(8%) of the C group, Two of 3 of these C patients had
recuirent oxalosis on bx. Ten of 22(45%) in the R group vs
0% in the C group had intermittent daily temperatures> 1010
F of unknown cause for more than 7 days prior toO. Only
1()/22 (45%) in the R group had increased Cr at 0 and only
3/22(14%) prior toO. Fifty nine % of the R group had
moderate to severe rejection on bx yet we found no
relationship between the clinical presentation and severity of
rejection. Actuarial aliograft survival at 3 years was less in
the R (65%) group than in the C (95%) group (p <0.01).
We conclude that small children transplanted with large
kidneys often have subtle clinical signs of serious rejection.
Thus, a high index of suspicion and liberal allograft bx
criteria are indicated for these patients.
EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORINE (CYA) VERSUS ANTILYMPHOCYTE
GLOBULIN(ALG) ON DELAYED GRAFT FUNCTION (DGF) IN
RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS. B. Miehael*, G.Francos,
J. Burke, A. Besarab, B. Jarrell*, M. Moritz*and
D. Gillum*, Jefferson Medical College,Philadelphia,
PA
CYA has been associated with prolongation of
DOF, longer hospitalization and impaired long
term renal function. Between 12/85 and 3/88, all
patients with DGF of 24 hrs. after an initial
12—24 has. of CYA were randomized to either 1.)
daily Minnesota ALG, prednisone with CYA(lomg/kg/
day) begun only after resolution of DGF or 2.)
low dose CYA(lOmg/kg/day) and prednisone. Resolu-
tion of DGF was defined as lack of dialysis de-
pendency and a 25% fall in the serum creatinine
(CR). Data was analyzed via nonparametric me-
thods. A p>0.05 was considered not significant.
Of the 45 patients who recovered graft func-
tion, 19 received P.LG and 26 received CYA. Cold
ischemia time CdT), mean hospitalization, and
mean duration of DC? for PILG was not significant-
ly different from that of CYACCIT ALC 29.8 hrs.,
CYA 30.7 hrs.;Mean hospitalization ALG 16.89 days,
eTA 18.46 days;Mean OCR ALG 9.74 days, eTA 13.69
days). No difference in CR was found between the
two groups at 1 mo., 3 mos., or 12 mos. Mean CR
at 12 mos. was 1.98 mg/dl for ALC vs. 1.96 mg/dl
for CYA.
Unlike other investigators we have demon-
strated that eTA can be used in patients with DGF
without significantly prolonging the duration of
DC?, length of hospitalization or adversely
affecting graft function. Thus, monoclonal and!
or polyclonal antibody therapy can be saved for
rejection episodes.
INDUCTION OF ANTIBODY DEPENDENT CELLULAR CYTO-
TOXICITY AGAINST ENDOTHELIAL CELLS BY RENAL TRANS-
PLANTATION. André M.M. Miltenb%jjg*, Marion E.
Meljer_Paape*, Jan J. Weening*, Mohamed R. Daha*,
Bob L.A. van Es* and Fokko J. van der Woude*,
Departments of Nephrology & Pathology, University
Hospital Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands
(Introduced by G.A. Andres).
Using the serum of a renal transplant patient
who had experienced a severe vascular rejection
episode after receiving a HLA-identical kidney
graft from a living related donor, antibody
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) against
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (EC) was
detected. This reactivity was absent in serum
obtained before transplantation. We characterized
the ADCC—inducing substance as antibodies of the
IgG1 subclass. The specificity of the anti-EC serum
was shown in panelstudies using EC-lines obtained
from different individuals. We examined sera of
nine additional renal transplant patients with
rejection. Sera of two of these patients were found
positive in the ADCC assay whereas 20 normal serum
donors were negative. Donor monocytes did not
selectively absorb the anti—EC antibodies and no
staining of peritubular capillaries in standard
immunofluorescence tests on kidney tissue slides
occurred, indicating that anti-EC ADCC was not a
result of classical anti-endothelial-monocyte (EM)
antibodies. Furthermore, anti-EM sera did not
induce ADCC of EC. The effector cell responsible
for EC-lysis in the ADCC assay was demonstrated to
be of natural killer/ killer (NK/K) cell origin.
These findings support the idea that IgGi
antibodies directed against polymorphic non-HLA,
non-EM antigens on EC can be induced by renal
transplantation.
MISOPROSTOL (M) IMPROVES RENAL FUNCTION AND
REDUCES THE FREQUENCY OF ACUTE REJECTION (AR)
IN CYCLOSPORINE-TREATED (CeA) RENAL TRANSPLANT
RECIPIENTS. N Mozes*, M Moran, B Ketel*,
R Pollak*, M Maddux*, S Maddux, S McGann*
C Bartkus, 0 Jonasson*. University of Illinois,
Chicago, G.D. Searle & Co., Skokie, IL
The acute nephrotoxicity of C5A is reversed in
rodents by M, a PGE1 analog. To investigate
whether M would improve renal function in C8A—
treated patients, we performed a prospective
study of 65 renal transplant recipients continu-
ously immunosuppressed with CsA and prednisone.
In this randomized, double—blinded trial, sub-
jects also received either 14 (N—33) or placebo
(PL, N=32) each day for 3 months posttransplan—
tation. We compared serum creatinine (Cr, mg/dl),
creatinine clearance (CCr, ml/min/l.73 m2), and
the frequency of AR (episodes/month). [Results
are expressed as mean + SEN.)
1 mo
Cr PL 2.2±0.2
M 1.6+0.2*
CCr PL 60+5
M 73÷5@
AR PL 13
14 3 3 0
< 0.05, # p < 0.06, 8 p < 0.08 vs. placebo
AR was significantly reduced during the 3 inos
of treatment with 14 (p < 0.007). We conclude
that misoprostol improves renal function in
CsA—treated renal transplant recipients and
reduces the frequency of acute transplant
rejection.
2 mos
1.9±0.2
1.4±0.1 *
66+5
77+6
7
3 moe
1.8±0.1
1.4±0.1 *
64+5
81+5*
1
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EVALUATION OF CYCLOSPORINE (CY) TOXICITY (T) BY
RENAL TRANSPLANT FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY
(FNAB). C.C.Nast. C. Blifeld G.M. Danovitch.
R.N. Fine. R.B. Ettenger. Harbor-UCLA Med Ctr.
Torrance. CA and UCLA Sch of Med. Los Angeles.
CA.
FNAB is a currently used method for
morphologic assessment of renal transplants.
In FNAB from some patients receiving Cy.
tubular cells contain Isometric vacuoles (IV).
which have been previously attributed to CyT
rather than Cy administration alone. To
determine the specificity of IV for CyT. we
Identified FNAB with and without IV. Another
reported Cy effect. lymphocytosis without IV or
blast response, was also assessed. Forty—eight
adequate FNAB from 18 patients receiving CyA
were evaluated by the method of von Willebrand.
FNAB with IV were divided into those with >50%
(Group A. n—8) and < 50% (Group B. n=15)
tubular cell population containing IV. Ten
FNAB had graft lymphocytosis as the only
alteration (Group C) and 15 had no
abnormalities (Group 0). Clinically diagnosed
CyT which improved with reduced Cy doses was
present In 7/8 from Group A and 1/15 from Group
B (p < .001). In Group C. 1/10 had CyT with
the remainder exhibiting multiple disease
processes. None from Group D had CyT. Serum
creatinlne and Cy levels did not correlate with
IV or lymphocytosis. We conclude that not all
Cy treated patients have IV. When IV occur.
CyT should be strongly considered only when >
50% of the tubular cell population Is involved.
Graft lymphocytosis is not specifically related
to CyT or administration.
DE1.IOGRAPHICS, IMMUNOTHERAPY AND OUTCOME OF
PEDIATRIC RENAL TRANSPLANTS IN NORTH AMERICA: A
REPORT OF TEE NORTH AMERICAN PEDIATRIC RENAL
TRANSPLANT COOPERATIVE STUDY (NAPRTCS).
From Jan. 1987 thru June 1988 486 renal trans-
plants in pediatric recipients <18 yrs have been
reported to NAPRTCS registry from 69 participating
pediatric centers. Data of first 390 children has
been analyzed and forms the basis of this report.
207. of transplants were in recipients <5 yrs (5.7%
in infants <2 yr); 367. and 437. were in the 6-12
and 13-18 yr age groups respectively. Frequent
original diagnoses were Aplastic/dyslastic kidneys
(18.97.), obstructive uropathy (17.47.), and focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis (11.57.). 237. re-
ceived renal allografts as the primary therapy
(without previous dialysis). Pretransplant bi-
lateral nephrectomy was reported in 287. of re-
cipients. Donor source was cadaver (C) in 567. and
live related (LR) in 447.. During the 1st 30 days
post transplant, prednisone (P), cyclosporine (Cs)
and azathioprine (Aza) was used in 907,, 837. and
787. of recipients respectively. Of 199 patients
with a functioning graft and a six months follow
up, 697. were receiving triple therapy (P/CS/Aza),
15% P&CS; 107. P&Aza and 47. (CS&Aza). Rehospital-
izations during the 1 to 6 month period occurred
in 647. of these patients; rejection 297. and in-
fection 237. were the main causes. 9 of the 12
fatalities were in recipients of C grafts; overall
patient survival at 6 mos was 96.67.. 54 grafts
failed; the 6 month actuarial graft survival rate
is 817. for C grafts and 927. for LR grafts. This
report is the first multicenter analysis of pedi-
atric renal transplantation in U.S. and Canada.
Long term follow up will address special issues in
children receiving renal transplants.
TEIN IQADD (PrL) IN RFNAL 'nANSPIANrATICti
(RT). Julia Nunlev,* Anne Icing, Dcinenic A. Sica,
Thciaas tock,* Carol Marshafl,* Marc 1er.*
Dspts of Mad aud Surgery, Med. 0,11. of
Virginia, Ridmud, VA.
P,o.xte ar4/or dirceic administration of a highPr diet is associated with an increase in
glanerular filtration rate (GPR), effective renal
plasma floii (ERPF) aid natriuresis (NA). This
study was designed to evaluate rena]. functicria].
reserve (RR) by detereinim the influence of PrL
(1 gni/3 T5) on GFR, ERPF, NA aid plaaita resin
activity (WA) in Pr maintained on either C7A(n=5) or ocnventional therapy (Ce) (11-6).
Inulin/PAH clearances (odium), WA (11/hr)
ard NA (mEç/hr) ware determined prior to, aid
hcsirly for 5 hodra after PrL. Baseline (B) aid
maxisal response at 3 bra (MR) are rsported as
mean±S.D. (*P<O.O5betweengrcxlpS):
GFR 47 14 38 10* 49 13 69 27*
ERPF 216 97 161 53 196 37 293 142
NA 64±13 70± 45 52±27 94±49
WA 5.3 4.2 5.3 4.9 2.2 1.1 6.7 6.4
The GFR are 241 48 aid 275 80 for
CyA aid ci' patients (pta), respectively.
We ccrilide that: (1) aonte PrL increases
maxisal GPR aid ERPF in cr (pts) b.tt nct in CyA
pta; (2) NA follows PrL in cr pta aid to a lesser
extent in CyA pts; (3) PEA ixreases after PrL in
cr pts with little effect in CyA pta. ia, CyA
pta wowid appear to have a diminished RFR aid
blunted NA in response to PrL.
THALLIUM SCINTICRAPHY IN POTENTIAL RENAL TRANS -
PLANT RECIPIENTS. Diane Oathes*,
Cotterell*, Douglas Norman, Richard Wilson*, John
Barry, William Bennett. Div of Nephrology &Hyperten-sion, Oregon Hlth Sd Unjv, Portland,
Oregon.Atherosclerotic heart disease (AND) is the most
common cause of mortality following renal trans-
plantation (RT). To identify patients who may be
at increased risk for cardiovascular events, we
prospectively studied all high risk patients re-
ferred for RT. All patients with diabetes; over
the age of 50; a history suggestive of AND or an
abnormal ECG other than LVII underwent exercise
stress testing (EST) with thallium201 imaging
(TI). Of 100 patients evaluated for RT between
6/87 and 2/88, 43 met the criteria for EST, and 39
completed ESTTI (21 males, 18 females; 24.68 yr of
age). There were 22 diabetics. Fifteen of these
and 9 of the 17 non-diabetics had abnormal scans.
All patients with abnormal ESTTI were given the
options of further cardiac evaluation or not pur-
suing RT. Of the 24 patients with abnormal ESTTI,
7 decided to have further cardiac evaluations.
Five had coronary arteriography. Two had normal
arteriograms and 3 had significant stenoses. Of
these 7 patients, 2 have had successful RT (1
following coronary surgery bypass grafting), 4 are
awaiting RT, and 1 was turned down for RT. None
of the remaining 17 patients are pursuing RT. Of
the 15 patients with normal scans, 2 have been RT
and 7 are awaiting RT. There have been no cardiac
complications in the patients transplanted or
awaiting RT. There have been 2 deaths in patients
not pursuing RT. ESTTI is of value in selecting
high risk patients for full cardiac evaluation
prior to RT.
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FAILURE OF DONOR SPECIFIC TRANSFUSION IN IHPROVIN6
THE DRAFT SURVIVAL IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION.
Alvaro Pacheco—Silva, Josi O.A.Pestana,Llz
Pt.Kuschnaroff,Claudio S. Melaragno, Paulo S.
Luconi, S.rgio A. Draibe, Oswaldo L.Raaos (Intr. byRoberto Zatz).Nephrology Division. Escola Paulista
de Nedicina. Sac Paulo, SP, Brazil.
Since 1980 DST has been used in haploidentical
(HP) transplantation to increase graft survival;
indeed many centers have observed a graft survival
rate si.ilar to HLA identical. This study Includes
107 recipients of HP grafta(First Transplant), who
underwent kidney transplantation at our institution
between Feb 83 and April 88; 54 patients received
HP grafts without DST (group I) and 53 patients
received HP grafts after the administration of 200
.1 of whole blood on three ocaslons at two week
intervals (group II). The groups were not dif.rent
concerning sex, age, and kidney disease. All
patients received prednisone and azatioprine. All
rejections crisis were treated with
methylprednisolon, 3 to 5 graas.No patient
received antilyaphocyte antibodies; cyclosporine A
(CSA) was never used as first imeunesupressive
terapy. The actuarial 1 year patient and graft
survival was 921 and 741 respectively for group I
and 911 and 791 for group I1.Th.r. were 12 and 9
grafts lost by rejection respectively in group I
and II with 4 deaths In each qroup,2 after the
rejection and 2 due to infection with good kidney
function. Our results do not show a significant
improvement in th. graft survival of receptors of
HP kidneys after OST. These results are
significantly worst then those reported in the
literature for transplantation in HP subjects with
CSA. The use of CSA seems to be mandatory in these
patients.
RETROVIRAL INFECTION IN RENAL TRANSPLANTATION. G.
Perez, C. Ortiz,* D. Roth, J.J. Bourgoignie, M.
Milgrom,* V. Esquenazi,* J. Miller. Univ. of
Miami and VANC, Miami, FL.
To evaluate the prevalence of retroviral
infection among patients transplanted before HIV
screening was introduced, we retrospectively
tested sara on 224 of 331 patients transplanted
between 1979 and 1985. The presence of viral IgO
antibodies to human iianunodeficiency virus(Ely-i) and human T-cell leukemia virus (HTLV-I)
was screened by EIA and confirmed by Westernblot. Seven patients (3.1%) were infected, 5
with IIIV-1, and 2 with HTLV-I. All 5 EIV-1
infected patients seroconverted following
transplantation. Transient HIV-1 antigenesniapreceding seroconversion was demonstrated in 4.
One patient died of Kaposi's sarcoma after 2
years with a functioning graft, 2 are
asymptomatic with a functioning graft after 4 and
5 years and 2 rejected their grafts and are HIV-1
carriers on maintenance dialysis 3 and 6 years
after transplantation. Six patients tested
positive for BTLV-I by EIA. But, only 2 vera
confirmed positive by Western blot, RIPA, p24
antigen RIA and lymphocyte culture. One patient
rejected and the other has poor graft function.Both are free of retroviral symptoms after 3
years of follow-up. Intravenous drug use wag a
risk factor but in one patient. Most patients
probably became infected from transfusions, butdonor organs could not be ruled out. The
incidence of renal graft loss in patients with
retroviral infection is high although maintenance
of adequate graft function can occur.
DEVELOPMENT OF "ANTI-IDIOTYPIC" ANTIBODIES TO
HLA IN DSTPATIENTS. E. Pohanka*, R.C. Manfro5, B.W.
Colombe*, 0. Salvatierra Jr.tm and M.R. Garovoy. Immuno-
genetics and Transplantation Laboratory, Dept. of Surgery.
University of California, San Francisco, CA
The aim of our study was to investigate, whether the
disappearance of temporary, specific anti-HLA Ab (Abi).
developed after DST, was caused by 'antI-idiotyplo' antibodies
(Ab2). Nine potential kidney graft recipients, who became
transiently sensitized after DST were selected for the
Investigation. A lymphocytoxicity assay was used to evaluate
the capacity of various post DST sera to inhibit the antl4ILA
activity of Abi sera. T cells obtained from volunteers that
matched the lILA type of the transfusion donors, served as
target cells. The inhibiting or augmenting capacity of the post
DST sera was determined by Its comparison with pre DST sern.
By the nine patients investigated 12 specifIc anti-lILA Ab were
transiently developed; to 4 of them inhibiting post DST serum
activity was observed indIcating the presence of !anti.
idiotypic" antibodies. Enhancement was found to 6 anti-lILA Ab
and no serum activity was detected against two Abi. In one
patient we could confirm the "anti.idiotypic' activity
measured with the complement dependent cytotoxicity assay(inhibition of Abi function) by flow cytometry (inhibition of
Abi binding). 3 of the 4 patIents presenting with inhibition
had been randomly transfused previously. None of the 4
previously non-transfused patients showed blockIng activity
but 3 of them demonstrated enhancement. These findings
indicate an influence of random blood transfusions to the
development of 'anti-idiotypic' Ab. Although the total number
of cases is smell our observation could offer an explanation for
our earlier finding that panel low-reactive patients with
previously high PRA and a history of third party transfusions
had a low incidence of sensitization after DST. In conclusion we
believe that 'anti-idiotypic' Ab play a role in the die.
appearance of anti-lILA Ab; however, as Ab2 could not be found
in all cases, other mechanisms might additionally contribute to
the loss of sensitization.
DISCREPANCIES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF
RENAL ALLOGRAPTS CAUSE PROLONGED WAITING
TIMES FOR BLOOD TYPE 0 PATIENTS.FI Port, P3 He1d' RA Wolfer 3 Garcia'; I.E.Rockier. The Urban Institute, Washington
DC and Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
The waiting period for blood type 0
transplant candidates is markedly longerthan that for other blood types. We exa-
mined the utilization of first cadaveric
grafts by blood type during 1982-1986 in
a national (HCPA) sample of 14,597 recip-
ients. Of 6.060 type 0 grafts, 14.7% were
transplanted to non—O recipients. Of
4,794 type A grafts, 275 were trans-
planted to type AB recipients, Type A
patients received 5,036 allografts (517
from type 0) giving them a 5% advantage
over strict intra blood group transplan-
tation. similarly, 1,206 type B donor
kidneys were available whereas 1,477
type B patients were transplanted (22.5%
advantage). Type AN patients received
more than twice as many kidneys as the
number of available AN organs. Blood typedistribution differences by race played
comparatively minor roles, The national
practice of transplanting kidneys across
blood types unfairly disadvantages type 0
patients by cumulatively prolonging their
waiting times to transplantation. At the
observed rates, an extra year of waiting
is added to type 0 patients every seven
years. To make access to transplantation
more equal, renal allografte should be
distributed within the same blood type
whenever possible.
LATE MORRIDITY AND MORTALITY ASSOCIATED WITH
RENAL TRANSPLANTATION (TX): FOLLOW-UP OBSERVA-
TIONS BEYOND THE FIRST DECADE. IC.V. Rao, B.L.
Kasiske, R.C. Andersen, Renn. Co. Med. Ctr., U of
Minn., Minneapolis, 1Q4.
We analyzed the clinical data of 79 patients
(pts) who received kidney Txs at our center be-
tween 1—1—68 and 6—30—78 and followed with a
functioning allograft for 10 years or longer.
There were 44 males. Twenty—seven received live
donor Txs. Mean age at Tx was 35.6 years. The
mean Azathioprine dose was 128mg and prednisone
dose was 9.8mg. Results: In the second decade,
during a mean follow up of 3 yrs (range 0.1—10.2
years) 7 pts (9%) suffered graft loss (chronic
rejection — 6, irreversible ATN 1). Eleven
others (142) died with a functioning kidney.
Causes: Sepsis— 2, hepatic failure— 4, cardiac
infarction— 2 and malignancy— 3. The Pt and
graft survival rates at 15 years were 852 and 722
respectively. The problems observed in the sec-
ond decade were: 1) Infection 40 pts (512)—minor
28, major 12; 2) Hypertension 32 pts (40%); 3)
Musculoskeletal problems 37 pts (47%); 4) Graft
rejection 16 Pta (202)—clinical 11, histological
10; 5) Liver disease 27 pts (34%); 6) Cataracts
27 pts (34%); 7) Vascular disease 18 pts (23%),
(coronary 9, cerebral 6, peripheral 3); 8) Malig-
nancy 20 pts (252)—visceral 6, cutaneous 14; 9)
G.I. bleeding 6 pts (8%); 10) other problems 30
pta (38%). At the last assessment, 84% were
fully rehabilitated, 132 were partially rehabil-
itated and 3% were medically disabled. Continued
medical follow up at regular intervals is essen-
tial for the detection and management of these
late complications which inturn should improve
the long term success of renal transplantation.
RF2AL TRANSPLANrATIc* WrnD A Y.R OF FSPD
ISNS TIlE 1LITY RA1'E OF RECIPIIS WITH
HE-STflG HYPSIct BIT NOT ThE WITH A
HISTORY OF IEIT VTRIJtAR FAIUJRE. Rcert R.
Riouio, Rndy Hascflemeyer*, Jhoorg theigh, M.
Suthanthiran, lids Tapia, William Stubenboul*,
I0.irt Stenzel, AThert Rubin, and C. thinea. The
Regosin Institute, The New York Hospital-Cernall Medical Center, New York, New York.
The presence of Hypertension (HBP) and/orLeft Ventricular Failure (LVF) prior to renal
transplantation results in a relative shortened
life expectancy afterwards. In a retrospective
analysis of data gathered fran 407 recipients
of a first cadaver transplant performedbetween 1976 and 1987, we found Recipient
Survival Rates (R) significantly diminished,
ccmpared to respective Norms (N), among those
with a history of HBP and/or LW:
O:iwiition(C) Ratio of C:N 2 yr (SR C:N p
HBP 196:185 pts 81% vs 88% 0.017
LV? 55:328 " 79% vs 85% 0.045
HBP + LV? 40:166 " 79% vs 89% 0.003
Given these differences, we examined what
impact a shortenin of the transplant waitixtime had on the survival rate of recipients
with these pre-existing conditions:Ordttion <1 YR (#1 F  1 YR () p
HBP 88% (119) 77% (76) 0.09
LV? 83% (40) 80% (15) 0.56
HBP + LV? 80% (13) 78% (27) 0.29
We conclude that transplant 1Rs are
adversely affected by the pre-existing
conditions of LV? ar4/or HBP. Therapeutic
measures to lessen the inpact of the latter
should Include early transplantation.
BETTER P1)GNOSIS IN CHILDREN WITH TRANSPLANTS
AND ?OCAL SE(H'€NTIIL GtIERULSCLE)SIS. Seth
Schu.ljnan, Bruce Kaiser5, JoAnn Palmer5, Mertin
Polinsky5. H. Jorge Baluarte. Temple Univ. Sch.
of Med., St. Christopher'$ Hosp. for Children,
Philadelphia, PA.
We reviewed 244 transplants (T) In 173
children between 1971—1988. 98 Tw were per—
foimed in 84 children with nephritides reported
to recur. Focal segmental glaneruloeclerosis(FSGS), the most caarn classified nephritis to
cause end stage renal disease in children, was
biopsy proven in 24 Txs (17 cadaveric, 7 live
related) representing 10% and 24% of total Txs
and Txs secondary to nephritis respectively. 19
children age 11 • 0 + 4.4 (x+sd) years represented
11% and 27% of all children and children with
Txs secondary to nephritis respectively. The
population consisted of 12 sales and 7 females.
Patients time fran onset of disease to dialysis
was 5.3 4.1 years. Time on dialysis was 0.90
0.67 years. Recurrence was defined on the
basis of a biopsy and/or presumptively if
nephrotic range proteinuria present. 4/24 Tx
and 4/19 children showed evidence of recurrence
of FSGS. No child showed recurrence on a
subsequent Tx. In 2 of the 4 cases FSGS was
evident with nephrotic syndrane it resolved
within one year. 1 child had FSGS superimposed
on acute rejection with graft loss in 9 months.
The last child had FSGS only on biopsy with
demise of the graft in 7 months. Our data for
recurrence and graft loss canperes favorably to
Streigal JE et. al. (KI 30:S44—S50) where 12/24
children had recurrence (p=.05) and 10/24
children lost their grafts (p<.O1). We conclude
that in our population FSGS recurred at a lower
rate and rarely caused graft loss.
SOLUBLE INTERLEUKIN — 2 RECEPTOR PLASMA LEVEL
AS A METHOD TO MONITOR TRANSPLANT REJECTION.
Ahmed Shoker.* Sar Its Angra,* Paul 0aiy,*
Chris Feindei*, Carl J. Cardeila. Univ. of
Toronto, Dept of Med., Toronto Western Hospital.
Toronto Ontario.
Soluble interleukin 2 receptor (SIL—2R)
production is increased after iimune activation.
Plasma levels of S lL-2R may reflect this event
and may be useful as a non invasive method of
detecting organ rejection.
To evaluate this possibility plasma SIL—
2R was measured using an ELISA assay (1 cal I
science) in 34 heart Tx patients prior to and at
regular intervals post Tx. Rejection episodes
were determined by the presence of a lymphocyte
infiltrate and cell necrosis on endomyocardial
biopsy and were correlated to plasma SIL—2R.
The mean pre Tx SIL—2R was 519 286
units/mi & increased to 954 , 413 units/mI (P
( 0.001) 5 days post Tx without evidence of
rejection. Therefore a two fold increase or
greater of SIL—2R above pre Tx levels within 3
days of a positive endomyocardlal biopsy was
considered a positive correlation. 16 of the
189 assays were a true positive; 45 a false
positIve, 115 a true negative and 13 a false
negative. The sensitivity of this test Is 55%
with a specifity 72%. A posItive test predicts
rejection 26% of the time and a negative test is
correct 90% of the time.
Measurement of SIL—2 plasma levels
correlates very poorly with rejection and is not
an adequate screening test for rejection in Tx
patients.
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EVAUJATIcN OF KI]]EY FUNC1'ION IN RENAL TRANSPLANr
PATIENIS RECEIVING tCtG-TEia4 CtC1fSKRThE.
Sltitz*, A. WiDth,son*, R. Hawkins*, G. Deno-
vitch. Division of Newology, Department of
Medicine, and Division of Nuclear Medicine,
Department of Radiology; UCLA School of Medicine,
Los Angeles, CA.
We assessed renal function in a grcup of 37
renal transplant patients receiving cyclosporine
over a prolonged period of follow-up. Rena].function was measured using urinary aihimin
eretion (UAlb), serum creatlnine ocntratjon(8Cr), creatinine clearance () and Tc99m DPA
clearance (CIYI'PA) as a measure of true GR.
Group 2. consisted of 24 patients who were studied
repeatedly over 32 1 (SEN) ECnths. Theirinitial CDTPA (46 2 51/mm), (63 351/sin) and 8Cr (1.6 1 ml/dl) res&thed constant
over the follow-up period. Group 2 consisted of
5 patients with progressive graft dysfunction and
returm to dialysis. Their initial values for
aXrPA (29 3 rnl/min), (38 51/sin) and SCr(2.4 nq/dl) were significantly lower than ingroup 1. In all group 2 patients CEI'PA at 12 1
nonths was less than 40 mi/sin. 50% of all
patients studied with an initial CDPA of less
than 40 ml/min lost their grafts, whereas no
graft loss has occurred in patients whose Initial
C1YI'PA was greater than 40 ira/sin. In grcop 1 the
log of TJATh varied inversely with CDPPA and
directly with 5Cr, bit showed no change withtine. Thus, patients with early iitçairsent ofgraft function are at a high risk for eventualgraft loss. The majority of patients, however,
have shown resarkable stability of renal function
over a prolonged period of follow-up and despite
continued use of cyclosporine.
UNCONVENTIONAL LIVING KIDNEY DONORS (LD); APTI-
TUDES AND USE AMONG TRANSPLANT CENTERS. Aaron
Spital, Francis Scott Key Nd. Ctr., Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD.
The organ shortage remains a major obstacle to
renal transplantation. One way to increase the
supply of organs would be to use unconventional
LD, i.e., minors and genetically unrelated adults.
To determine current practice regarding such
donors, we surveyed all 169 U.S. transplant cen-
ters (Tx Ctr) by mail. 59% responded; these 99 Tx
Ctr had performed 5,918 Tx in the past year. Donor
preference was; living related 36%, cadaver 20%,
and none 44%. 82% of Tx Ctr would allow spouses to
donate and 51% would accept adult friends. How-
ever, among responding Tx Ctr, only 44 spouses
served as donors in the previous year and only 11
friends donated in the past 5 years. 91% of Tx Ctr
opposed using strangers.
66% of responding Tx Ctr would allow twin mi-
nors (<18 yrs) to donate and 45% would accept non-
twin related minors. However, at the responding
Tx Ctr, in the past five yrs only 9 twin and 29
non—twin minors served as donors. 94% opposed
using friends <18 yrs. The minimum donor age ac-
cepted was 16.1±2.8 yrs (5—21).
Despite a generally accepting attitude among
Tx Ctr toward allowing spouses, friends and re-
lated minors to serve as LD, these unconventional
LD are seldom used. This discrepancy could in
part relate to a fear of stepping outside the pre-
sumed standard of practice. By revealing and
pooling Tx Ctr ideas regarding unconventional LD,
our data may lessen anxiety over their use and
help to increase the donor pool.
A DISTINCT VARIETY OF ACCLERATED REJECTION
MEDIATED BY ANTI CLASS I ANTIBODIES. N.S.
Srinivasa, A. Wadgymar, S. Ritchie, J. Falk,
K. Soles, P.F. Halloran, Univ. of Alb.Hosp.,
Edmonton, and Toronto Gen. Hosp. Toronto, Canada.
Anti HLA class I antibodies cause hyperacute
rejection but their role in the pathogenesis of
other forms of rejection is unknown. In the course
of 270 cadaver renal transplants (Tx), we have
observed 7 who developed an oliguric acute tubular
necrosis (ATE) like syndrome within 7 days of TX.
usually after a period of good function, associa-
ted with anti class I. All 7 pts had panel
reactive antibodies (20—60%), 5 due to previous
Txs. Fever, graft tenderness and enlargement were
absent. Renal biopsies in 2 showed typical acute
rejection, but in the other 5, a distinctive patt-
ern of endothelial injury was seen with polymorphs
in glomeruli and peritubular capillaries and mini-
mal mononuclear cell infiltration, 4 showed wide-
ning of the subendothelial space in the absence of
cyclosporine. Retrospective testing revealed weak
positive P cell cross matches (CM) on the day ofTx in 3 of 7, and strongly positive CM in all
pts in association with ATE. 5 of 7 grafts were
lost Without regaining function; in 2, anti class
I disappeared after OKT3 and the function re-
covered. We conclude that presensitized pts are at
risk for early development of an uncommon but dis-
tinctive ATM-like syndrome, different from hyper-
acute rejection, caused by anti class I mediated
injury to the microvasculature. Early diagnosis by
testing for anti class I and treatment with OKT3
may improve the prognosis in this condition.
ERYTHROCYTOSIS (ECY) AND HYPOPERRITINEMIA
IN RENAL TRANSPLANT (Tx) PATIENTS:
ERYTHROPOIRTIN (EPO) PROFILES BASED ON
RECOMBINANT HUMAN EPO R.ADIOIMMUNOA8SAY5.
C.H. 5fl*, H.J. Ward, W. Paul5. M.A. KoyIe and D.B.N.
Lee. VA Mad. Ctr., Sopulveda, Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.,
Torrence, SmlthKljne Blo-Science, Vay Nuys and UCLA
Sch. of Med. Los Angeles.
Serial BPO measurements in 31 early Tx patients
demonstrated parallel Increase, in EPO end Hot
following recovery of graft function. EPO rose from
14±2 mU/mi (pro-Tx) to peak at 52±5 and then dropped to
preTx level as Hot rose above 32%. Thereafter Hot rose
to normal without further elevation in EPO. In patients
with low serum ferritin (FER) and patients who
ultimately developed erythrocytoels (ECY, Hct>55%) this
anticipated turn-off" of EPO was not observed and IWO
elevation persisted up to 3M after Tx. In 46 long-term
(13.8*1.6 M) Tx patients with stable serum creatinino
(2.1*0.1 mg/dl). EPO in 8 ECY patients was not
different from 28 non.ECY, normal PER patients (16±4 vs
17±3). However, EPO in 10 non-ECY, low FEE patients was
significantly highei (P<0.001) than, normal PER
patients. Because Hct was not different between the
normal and the low PER groups (40*1 vs 37±2%), the
persistently elevated EPO in low PER patients suggests
an association between iron store depletion and
increase EPO production. The apparent time-dependent
shift In EPO-dependency In ECY patients raises
additional questions on the mechanism of Tx ECY.
Recently, an association between HLA-A2 and Tx ECY has
been reported. We tabulated the frequency of several
HLA antigens in 12 ECY vs 75 non-ECY patients: A2 60%
vs 44%; C3 50% vs 13%, C7 50% vi 28% end DR4 50% vs
31%. The frequency of C3 was different (Pc0.01%)
between the two populations, raising the possibility of
a genetic Influence in the development of post Tx ECY.
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PLACEBO CONTROLLED TRIAL OF CALCITONIN (Cr) IN
TEE PREVENTION OF PRIMARY NON-FUNCTION (PNF) IN
RENAL ALLOGRAFT TRANSPLANTATION (RTX). P. Sweny*,
S.F.Lui*, Z.Varghese*, O.N.Fernando*, J.F.
Moorhead. Royal Free Hospital, London, England.
Reperfusion injury due to renal vaso—
constriction has been recognised as one of the
cause of post—tx P14?. There is some evidence to
suggest that cr is a potent renal vasodilator.
We have conducted a trial of CT infusion vs
placebo in the prevention and/or limitation of
P14? in RTX. 13 recipients were randomised for CT
infusion (5 lu/hr in albumin solution),
commenced 2 hr before, and continued for 48 hr
post—operation. 15 recipients were randomised
to the control group (given only albumin
solution). The two groups were similar in their
age, ischaemia time, and lILA matching. 6 of the
15 recipients in the control group were given
pen—operative DP because of obvious poor
immediate graft perfusion. None of the Cr group
required DP. The incidence of PNF was similar in
the two groups (30% vs 27%). Of the 4 grafts
with PNF in the CT group, the duration of P14?
was 15 and 27 days in 2 grafts, 2 grafts had
persistent PNF due to persistent rejection
(histological diagnosis). The duration of PNF
was 6, 7, 11, and 13 days for the 4 grafts with
PNF in the control group. There was no
difference in the serum creatinine or the rate
of fall of creatinine for the first 3 ds
post—transplantation. The perfusion index C m
Tc DTPA renogram) was lower in the CI group (277
vs 447, p..O.l4). Although CT has been shown to
be a potent renal vasodilator, it did not
prevent or limit PNF in this small study.
OPEN HEART SURGERY IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION: COMPARISON OF SURGERY PRE VS
POST TRANSPLANTATION. Claudia Swift.* Donald R.
Steinmuller, Andrew C. Novick, Stevan B. Streem,*
Ernest Hodge,* Robert Hobbs,* Barbara A. Dlugosz.*
Cardiovascular disease remains one of the most
significant causes of morbidity and mortality for
end—stage renal disease (ESRD) patients being
considered for renal transplantation. These
patients are at high risk for complications when
undergoing open heart surgery (OHS). We reviewed
the records of patients who underwent OHS from
1978 to 1987 and who either had previously
received a renal transplant (RT) or who
subsequently underwent RT.
OHS after
OHS pre RT Successful RT
(Nl9) (N=9)
Valvular replacement: 4 4
CABG: 15 5
Moderate- Severe Myocardial
Dysfunction: 4/16 2/7
Diabetes Mellitus 6 3/8
Transfusion >5 units: 11/18 1/7 <.01
Reoperation for bleeding: 9 (5 pts) 0 = .14
Infectious complications: 2 4 <.01
In conclusion, OHS can be successfully
performed on patients who are candidates for RI
or who have undergone successful RT. There is a
higher incidence of complications in these
patients with bleeding complications being more
common in the dialysis recipient and infectious
complications more common in the patient who has
already received an RT and is on
inmvnoauppreasive therapy.
DONOR-SPECIFIC LYSIS OF HUMANKIDNEY EPITHELIAL
CELLS OF PROXIMAL TUBULUS ORIGIN BY RENAL
ALLOGRAFT-INFILTRATED LYMPHOCYTES. Fokko J. van der
Wpude*, Marion E. Meijer_Paape*, Mohamed R. Daha*,
Bob L.A. van Es* and André M.M. MiItenbur*,
Department of Nephrology, University Hospital
Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands (introduced by G.A.
Andres).
We deviced a culture procedure in which graft
infiltrating cells (GIC) as well as kidney
epithelial cells of proximal tubulus origin (PTEC)
were selectively expanded from biopsies taken from
human renal allografts. PTEC were characterized by
morphology and the presence of epithelial membrane
antigen and adenosin deaminase coniplexing protein
(ADCP). GIC were tested for lytic acitivity against
donor and third party PTEC and a9alnst K562 and
OKT-3 hybridoma cells. GIC cultured from biopsy
material of 2 patients with cellular rejection were
shown to lyse, in a dose dependent manner, PTEC of
donor origin and were functionally characterized as
T cells. GIC cultured from a biopsy specimen of a
patient with glomerulonephritis did not show lytic
activity against PTEC. GIC cultured from the two
renal transplant patients iith rejection also lysed
phytohaemagglutinin-blastS derived from donor
spleen cells. Monoclonal antibody inhibition
studies showed inhibition of the anti PTEC lytic
activity by anti-CD3 and W6/32 (anti-class I).
Anti-CD4, CD8, CD2, class II and leucocyte function
associated antigen-i antibodies had no effect. The
results suggest that PTEC may be an important
target for the efferent cellular ininune response
during rejection after renal allotransplantation.
ENALAPRIL-ASSOCIATED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE IN RENAL
TRANSPLANTS WIThOUT RENAL ARTERY STENOSIS: POSSIBLE
ROLE OF CYCLOSPORINE. Rocco C. V*puto, Brian N.
Murray, Romesh Kohli and Eugene Cunningham, JNYat
Buffalo, Department of Medicine, Buffalo, New York.
Acute renal failure (ABP) in renal transplants
secondary to the use of angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) inhibitors has been described prev-
iously but almost always in association with either
transplant artery stenosis or chronic rejection.
We present two cases in which AR? requiring dialy-
sis occured following administration of the ACE in-
hibitor, enalapril, to patients receiving cyclo—
sporine. Prior to introduction of enalapril both
patients had had stable serum creatinine (SCr) for
several months (1.1—1.3 and 2.6—2.8 mg/dl respec-
tively). Renal function deteriorated rapidly over
a period of 1—2 weeks when the dose of enalapril
was increased from 5—20 mg/day. Dialysis was in-
stituted when the SCr reached 7.2 and 9.4 respec-
tively. Discontinuation of both cyclosporine and
enalapril in one case and enalapril alone in the
second resulted in the return of renal function
essentially to baseline (SCr 1.4 and 3.3) after 43
and 20 days respectively. Neither patient was re-
ceiving any other nephrotoxic agents. Coexistent
rejection and transplant renal artery stenosis
were ruled out in both cases by renal biopsy and
digital subtraction angiography. Why ARF developed
during ACE inhibition in these two patients is
therefore not clear but we believe that cyclospor—
inc—Induced intrarenal vasoconstriction may have
been the predisposing factor. ACE inhibitors
should be used with caution in patients receiving
cyclosporine and further studies are needed to
study the interaction of these two types of agents
on renal function.
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NEOPTERIN AND CREATININE RELATIONSHIPS IN RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION. Harry 3. Ward,Martin Koyl Chao
Sun, Takeshi Kit and Mitsuo Takasug Renal Tran
splant Section and Dept of Surgery, Harbor—UCLA
Med Ctr, Torrance CA and Westwood, CA.
The relationship between the activated T—cell
product neopterin, and plasma creatinine was in-
vestigated in a serial study of 74 renal transplnt
patients engraf ted at Harbor—UCLA between 1984 and
1987. Plasma creatinine and neopterin levels were
drawn simultaneously, the latter being measured by
radioimmunoassay. Mean neopterin/creatinine scores
were determined in patients with complications e.g
rejection, CMV infection or allograft ATM and then
compared to those with normally functioning grafts.
Patients N Neopt Crest Neop/Creat # failed
Function— 63 52.1±4.2 3.3 18.2±0.99
ing graft
0
Failed 11 201428a 67a 416÷775a 11
Highest 11 233÷349a 7.t 38.9±4.110 7
Neopterin
Highest 11 202422a 29.3±4.760 6
Creatinine
Highest 11 a 6.4° 49. 2+600 7
Neop/Creat
all values t±S14;oa p<0.Ol compared to patients
with functioning grafts receiving cyclosporine.
Mean neopterin and creatinine levels and the neop/
crest molar ratios were signigicantly higher for
11 recipients with graft failure in comparison to
63 with functioning grafts by study's end. The mol-
ar ratio we employed placed emphasis on immune sti-
mulation and less on renal function. Neop/creatin—
me ratios are of value in monitoring renal grafts.
RESPONSE OF ANTI 1gM ACTIVATED B CELLS FROM
RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS TO EXOGENOUS
LYMPHOKINES. Joshua Weiasarten,* Chang Ng,*
Eva Freidman,* Carl J. Cerdella. Univ.of Toronto
Dept. of Med., Toronto Western Hospital.,Toronto
Ig production from SAC activated B cells of
Ix pta is below normal even in the presence of
exogenous lymphokines. To further evaluate this
abnormality B cells were activated by a
different pathway (anti 1gM) in the presence or
abasnos of B cell lymphokines.
PBL from 8 Tx pta & 10 controls were
activated with (FAb)2 anti-lgM and incubated
with or without BCGF, recombinant IL—2,
Interleukin 18 (IL—I), interferon (IFN),
interleukin 4 (IL—4) and interleukin 6 (lL-6).
lgG was measured in the supernatant by ELISA.
igG production atter anti gM activation was 191
,j 63 nq/ml in controls & 26 8 ng/ml in Tx pta.
(p c0.0l) and was not significantly increased
by the addition ot IL—i, IL-2, IFN, and iL—6 in
either controls or pta. However, lg production
after anti 1gM and BCGF was 691 82 ng/ml in
control and 499 36 ng/mi in Ix pta. (pN.S.)
The addition of ILl, IL—2, 1FN and lL—6 did not
enhance this response. The total 196 levels
were not increased by IL—4 in controls or pts
but the level of IgGi without iL—4 was 55 , 18
ng/ml in controls & 3 1 ng/ml in pta and with
IL—4 increased to 115 35 in controls & 8.7 ,
1.8 in pts.
Anti gM activated B cells trom lx pta do
not produce normal amounts of lgG. BCGF but not
IL—i. lL—2, IFN, IL—6 end lL—4 corrected this
response. IL—4 Increased 1961 production. In
Contrast to SAC activation BCGF can normal ize
the response of anti 1gM activated B Celia.
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EFFICACY AND COST OP ThE VARIOUS TESTS USED IN WE
DIAGNOSIS OF REJECTION IN CADAVERIC RENAL
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS. ID. Whelchel.* V.B. Delaney
D. O'Brien,5 B. Ung. P.Fekete,5 WG. Campbell. Emory University
School of Medicine, Departments of Medicine,Surgery, and Pathology,
Atlanta Geoiia.
A clinical diagnosis of acute (AR) and acute complicating chmnic rejection
(ACR)was confirmed histologically in 40 and 34 patients respectively.
Pine needle aspirates (FNAB), renal scans (TcD11A, PAN), andDoppler
ultrasounds (US) were each performed within 24 hours of biopsy and read
blindly, A corrected increment (CI)of >3.5 (FNAB). a decreased, delayed
TcDTPAappeaxance with preserved PAR elimination, and a resistive index
(RI) of >72% (US) were each considereddiagnostic of acute rejection.
BIOPSY FNAB
CI>3S
DOPPLER US
RI>72%
RENAL SCAN
#Patients
•
40 40 40 40
AR 40 22 22 31
-Hwnoral 5 0 5 4
-Cellular 35 22 17 27
False negatives 0 18 18 9
Sensitivity 100% 55% 55% 78%
#Patlents 34 34 34 34
ACR 34 20 10 28
False negatives 0 14 24 6
Sensitivity 100% 59% 29% 82%
Approx. $ cost 476 296 354 436
Conclusions: Atour institution, 1) The most sensitive (78-82%), but least
specific (52%) test short ofrenal biopsy for the diagnosis of acute rejection
is renal scan; 2) Doppler ulasound is 100% sensitive in the diagnosis of
acute humoral rejection but becomes pingressively less helpful as cellular
rejection and/or chronlcity intervenes; 3) FNAB was not helpful in the
diagnosis of acute humoral rejection and only 50-60% sensitive in detecting
cellularrejection.
EVT P TEE IS'I F A Na-2Cr-K W-
TEANST IN WE U4INAL M4BRANE WE JIA
SA (MD) CELLS. A.E.G. Pesson*,
E. Schlatter,* M. Salcm,nseon* and R. Greger*(intr. by F. S. Wright). Department of Physiology,
University of Lund, Sweden ani Depariment of
Physiology, University of Freiburg, FIG.In the tuteloglanerular feedback mecheniasu the
Mad concentration i.e sensed at the MI) sj.te. 'ihe
mechanism for this sensing is not csxpletely
known and one possible step in this process mayin'lve the coupled uptake of Na and C1. The
present ecperi,ntenta were designed to evaluate if a
-2Cl-K co-transport existed in the apical
maibrane of the MD cells like the one in c-TP.L.
Fran 115 ralita 166 glczneruli with attached c-TL
seJTients were dissected. These segnente were
perfused in vitro. The liD cells were punctured
with microelectrodee at 400X with DIC contrast
microscopy. Sane 2500 to 3000 attents to inpale
these cells were made. )betlyonly unstable
recordings were obtained. The basolateral uwebrane
volt4gs (PLbl) of 8 stable inpalesnents were —56*4
nfl. With l0- M furosesnide adied to the lwninal
perfusate the PLbl hyperpolarized fran -55±5 to
-79±4 my (n=7). A reduction in ).uininal Mad
concentration with 120 nt4 hyperpolarized the Prbl
fran -48±3 nfl to -66±5 nf/ (ned) while a reduction
in bath Cl"-xmcentration by 120 nIl depolarized
the P1:8)1 fran -57±8 my to -33±9 nfl (n-4).
Furosesnide, a known blocker of the Na-2Cl-K co-
transport, in our experiments hypezpo1arized the
MI) cells. This probably depends on a reduced Cl
activity in the MI) cells. Thus the present
experiments indicate the existence of such a on-
transport. We propose that this ce-transport is
the first step in sensing the lumina]. NaCI.
concentration by the MI) cells.
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EFFECTS OF ANTI—TNF ANTISERUM ON PROTEINURIA IN
AUTOLOGOUS NEPHROTOXIC NEPURITIS. Zbigniew Hruby
and Robin P. Lowry, McGill University, Dept. of
Medicine, Montreal Canada.
The pathogenesis of glomerular injury in
nephritic states with prominent glomerular
•acrophage infiltration is uncertain. We have
reported isolated glomeruli of rats with
autologous nephrotoxic nephritis release
cytotoxins inhibitable both by antibody to
recombinant TNF (rMuTNF) as well a; by protease
inhibitors. These data have been clarified by
recent experiments. Cytotoxins released by
glomeruli of nephritic rats elute on gell
chromatography in a single peak MW 40 1<0 fully
inhibitably by anti—TNF antiserum. Further, the
cytolytic activity of rMuTNF is also inhibited by
protease inhibitors. Accordingly we have
assessed the effect of administering anti—TNF
antiserum to nephritic rats. In three seperate
experiments anti—TNF antiserum caused a 30—807.
reduction in albuminuria on days 2—4 post
induction. In parallel studies we have noted
equivalent (additive/synergistic) inhibition of
proteinuria with administration of proteinase
inhibitor BABIM. We have not as yet determined
if BABIM inhibits TNF cytotoxicity. Our results
highlight the probable importance of TNF in the
physiopathology of glomerular injury in
experimental nephritis and underline the
potential difficulties of critically defining the
roles of proteases/protease inhibitors in the
pathogenesis/treatment of immune glomerular disease.
INCREASED RENAL PELVIC PRESJRE (PP) MIER
TS?1BOXANE SYNThESIS INHIBITICI4 ('lxi) IN
RYDVEPROFIC RATS (fIR) [XJRIfG ljrjIIjME CPPNSICI4.
Peter f.brsi.na*, Arnie Stenberg* and A Erik G
Persson*, Ept. of Physi.ol. & Biophys., Lund
University, and Upt. of Ped. Surg., Ufçsala
University, Sweden. (intr. by Fred S. Wright)
In a previous study on fIR, an increased
sensitivity and activity of the tubuloglawarular
feeduack systen (!HF) was fOund during volune
expansion (VE) (f.brsing et al., Kidney mt 32:
2l2—2l8 1987). After TEl, however, the 1
resetted in a normal way during VE, i.e. to alr sensitivity. (Mrsing et al. Acta Physiol
Scand 129:57, 1987).It was proposed that theincreased 'ltF sensitivity served to control PP in
HR during yE.
The aim of this study was therefore to neasure
PP during yE in fIR, with and without TEl • lb
neasure PP a catheter was introduced through the
parenchyma into the renal pelvis. TEl wasperformed by i.v. Ixilus injection of 20 ng/lcg J
of UK 38.485 (Pfizer, UK), 30 mm before yE was
mnced.
In the control period PP was aprac 3.5 sin Hg
(range 1.5-6 sin Hg), which was not altered by
either TXI or vehicle infusion. After VE there
was no, or very low pressure increase in the
vehicle treated group (5 sin Hg, range 2-6.5 nsa
Hg), while an increase to a sean value of 14.5
sin Hg, range 8.5-24 sin Hg, was found after TEl.
It is concluded that the pelvic pressure in HR
are low during VE, and also that TEl causes thepelvic pressure to increase severalfold during
yE. The present results indicates that theincreased sensitivity of the l' protects the
hydronephrotic kidney fran high PP and that this
is nediated throi4i thrcircane release.
LBNORNAL LOW DENSITY LIPOPR0TEIN (LDL) RECEPTOR
FUNCTION IN CHILDREN WITH END STACE RENAL DISE&SE
(ESRD). Ronald J. Portman, Richard Weinberg*,
Susan B. Conley and Jacques H. Lemire. Univ. of
Texas Med. Sch., Dept. of Feds., Houston, Texas.
LDL receptor function, a critical determinant
of serum lipid levels, was investigated in seven
hyperlipidemic children with ESRD and 19 con-
trols. LDL receptor function using peripheral
blood lymphocytes (PBLS) was assayed as per
Cuthbert JA et al (NEJN 1986;3l4:879). Lovastatin
incubated with PBLS prevents endogenous choles-
terol synthesis making lectin stimulated cell.
proliferation dependent upon LDL receptor func-
tion. Small amounts of LDL added to media can
normally reverse this inhibition by receptor
mediated uptake. Results are presented as the
percent inhibition of proliferation.
LOS (ug/ml) per well *p .05
0 1 3 5 10 20 40 80 mevinolate
Cont. 89 61 22 9 —.6 —2 —l 8 —12
SEN 1.5 4.6 4.2 3.1 3.8 4.3 4.8 7.8 5.4
Pts. 86 67 40* 32* 26* 17* 22* 20 —9
SEN 2.7 5.7 8.9 8.6 7.9 9.2 8 8.3 5.3
Thus the addition of even large amounts of LDL
did not overcome lovastatin inhibition due to a
dysfunctional receptor. 5/7 pts had abnl receptor
function. Analysis of the severity of renal fail-
ure, serum cholesterol, triglycerides, Ca or P04
could not explain the difference between pts. In
addition, 3 pts with chronic renal failure not
yet on dialysis had defective receptor function.
One pt had normalization of receptor assay after
transplantation; conversely, a nephrotic Pt
developed defective function after nephrectomy.
These data suggest an abnormality in LDL receptor
function in uremia. Further, it is possible that
this defect may be acquired in the uremic state.
PATHOGENESIS AND RECURRENCE OF PERITONITIS
DURING CAPD MAY BE ORGANISM SPECIFIC. R.
Swartz, B. Stormann*, J. ReynoIds, L. Rocher.
University of Michigan Med Ctr, Ann Arbor MI.
Surveillance dato show that coagulase positive
Staphylococcus (CPS) peritonitis during CAPD is
increasing in frequency, and that CPS is the most
common pathogen cultured in extraperitoneal cotheter
infection and in recurring peritonitis.
In a prospective study over 18 months, we have
compared cultures of peritoneol effluent with cultures
of the catheter exit site taken at the time of
presentation in all availthle cases of peritonitis, noting
whether the exit site appeared infected. Cultures from
87 peritonitis episodes (over 70% of all episodes) show
that in 56 cases (65%) organisms from the effluent and
exit site were concordant. Active infection of the
extraperitoneal catheter was defected clinically in 66%
of cases with concordant culture results, but in only
35% of cases with discordant cultures, p..O2. The
simultaneous occurrence of peritonitis and culture-
concordant active tunnel or exit infection was
associated more often with CPS (63%) than with gram
negative rods (32%) or coagulase negative
Staphylococcus (CNS) (37%), p.O2.
These results suggest that peritonitis during CAPD is
associated commonly with pothogens which colonize the
external catheter, particularly in the presence of active
infection at the tunnel or skin exit site. This is
especially true for simultaneous peritonitis ond
extroperitoneal catheter infection due to CPS. We
conclude that the mechanism for recurring or refractory
peritonitis during CAPD may be organism specific(extraperitone& catheter infection for CPS, some other
mechanism for CNS), the approach to eradication may
also be organism specific, and prophylaxis for CPS
carriers should be considered.
